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AND YOUR AUDIENCE YELLING FOR A SOLID TEN
YOU
MINUTES. LEARN IT FROM THIS—in the meantime write or wire for orchestration

rip roaring comedy song by ALEX GERBER
SINGING
catch lines to KEEP

Our new

Up
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In Mabel's

Music by

Word* by

ABNER SILVER

ALEX OERBER
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A FEW EXTRA CATCH
1.

ffiS

LINES:
She weighs two hundred, what a heavy Swede.
is knock-kneed.

No wonder her poor Hubby

may.

rolls right off his lap each night, I fear
falls and almost breaks our chandelier.

4.

I never heard of such a loving pair.
Last night they almost broke their morris.ehair.

Already being sung by some of the great head liners that know the value of "sure fire material" when they hear it.
All kinds of double versions for two men, two women, also a corking good double for boy and girl.
0»»«»»aM»B»»»a«a»a»a«lafpfateaaM»»ta^^

Professional Copies and Orchestrations can be had at any one of the branches of
'
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III.
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HAL M. KING
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ED.
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AL.
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Cleveland, 0.
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Philadelphia, P».
35 8. Ninth 8t.

BRIDQEMAN

Plttiburnh, Pa.
sti.
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Aw.

JACK LAHEY
Boston, Man.
218 Tremont St.

JACK CROWLEY
ProvldMoe, R. I.
18 Belknap St.

Theatre
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CARPENTER. JR.
Detroit. Mich.
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FRED HARRISON
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New
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GABE NATHAN

DOC HOWARD
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CLEVELAND

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
DIGGING INTO VAUDEVILLE

HIP.

LEASE PASSES.

Cleveland, Feb 5.
Virtual confirmation of the passing
of the lease of the Hippodrome here
from B. F. Keith interests to Walter
Rosenberg in association with another
1

.

New Yorker was made

:

Continue Many Weeks.
Government's
Counsel Believes Vaudeville Should
Be "Washed Up." Verbatim
Report of Proceedings.
Pat Casey was excused from direct
examination by Chief Counsel Walsh
of the Federal Trade Commission
Tuesday afternoon'at 3.30, after testifying

the

continuously, other than for
usual interruptions, from 11.30

Monday morning.

Cross examination

of Mr. Casey by the attorneys for the
respondents (with the exception of

Variety) was delayed until Wednesday
morning through technicalities concerned with the introduction into the
records of many advertisements published in Variety during 1916 and 1917
f
by the Vaudeville Managers* Protective Association and the White Rats.
Wednesday the cross examination of
the witnesses was concluded around 3
o'clock, a Mr. Gugler of the Keith booking office slated to follow on the witness stand.

The lengthy examination of Mr.
Casey as general representative for
the V. M. P. A. went into the matter
the organization's formation, its
present personnel in membership, its
the operation of vaudeville in
general for the past 20 years, and
more intimately the conduct of the
V. M. P. A. during the years mentioned above, when the White Rats as
an organization developed and called
a strike in several vaudeville theatres,
in and outside of New York City. The
hearings before Examiner Charles S.
Moore in Federal Courtroom No. 1
of the Woolworth building, brought
out the relations of a vaudeville agent
toward a vaudeville act, the fee
charged, the agent's and act*i relations with a booking office and the
connection of the booking office with
the managers, .represented, in. it...The matter of the promotion and organization of the National Vaudeville
Artists was gone into with the witof

officers,

•

ness.

Mr. Casey on the witness stand
under the direct examination steadfastly

refused

to

express

a

decided

opinion on any matter -not concerned
or connected with his dual capacity as

here.

general representatie of the V. M. P. A.

an dthe controller of the Pat Casey.
Agency.
Early in the proceedings when Mr.
Casey was asked what his duties
consisted of in the V.

M.

'

P. A. chair,

he stated he ironed out troubles
between the managers and the artists.
Thereafter Mr. Walsh often referred
to Mr. Casey as "the ironer out." The

to-day.

The

new tenants, however, do not take
possession until 1921, since the Keith
lease has about two and a half years
yet to run. The Hip is in the hands
of trustees who offered the Keith
interests a renewal provided an increase of rent was agreed on at the
end of the present, lease. The vaudeville men are said to have replied they
didn't want the house after three
years, which may indicate a plan to
build a new Keith vaudeville theatre

Sessions Began Monday. Commission's Counsel Asks All
of Questions.; Pat Casey Called "The Ironer Out."
White Rats Actively on Hand. Hearings May

-

'

I

It v was explained the present rent
paid by the Keith interests does not
cover the carrying charges. Originally
A. L. Erlanger was interested in securing the Hip lease by Rosenberg, the

arrangements having been said to be
that Mr. Erlanger supply the cash to
secure the house, Rosenberg being
given a 25 per cent, interest for pro-

MUSIC INDUSTRIES ORGANI2E.

At the regular monthly meeting of
the Music Publishers' Protective Association, held in the organization headJuarters this week, it was unanimously
ecided to affiliate with the Music In-

Chamber of Commerce, a new
organization comprising all the allied
trades to the music profession.
A committee composed of Ed. Marks,
Chas. K. Harris "and Isadore Witmark
reported upon the Commerce proposition and upon the committee's, recommendation the publishers voted for
dustries

.

affiliation.

The Chamber

of

Commerce

is

com-

posed of the Greater N. Y. Music Publishers and Retailers Assn., The Music
Publishers.' Protective Assn., National
Music Publishers' Assn., National Mushi Roll Manufacturers, Music Supply
Assn.. National Piano Mfgs. Assn., National Musical Merchandise Assn., Music Supplies Assn., Assn. of Piano
Tuners, National Assn. of Piano Travelers and the Band Instrument Mfgs.
Assn.

At the same meeting it w«s reported
the jobbers were anxious to organize
and implored the aieV and cooperation
of the Publishers' Association in this

INVESTIGATION REPORTS
VARIETY, in its weekly issues, will publish the daily official
report, verbatim, during the continuance of the hearings before
the Federal Trade Commission in New York City, in the matter
of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association and others.
The verbatim reports for Feb. 3rd and 4th appear on pages
27 to 41 in this issue.
chief counsel
for the Commission,
during objections by the attorneys for
the respondents, frequently mentioned
that this was a good time to "wash
up vaudeville," (not uttering it, however, in the theatrical sense).
The
consensus of opinion of those of both
sides to the federal action who attended the hearings seemed to agree
with Mr. Walsh, that as the Govern-,
ment had started the investigation of
vaudeville, it might as well be gone
through with to a finish, to clear up
the "reports," "stories" and bitterness
accumulating for the past-many years,
as represented in the large majority
by present or past members of the

White Rats.
Some surprise expressed

itself in

the

courtroom -Tuesday afternoon, -_ after.
Mr. Casey had been turned over for
cross examination, when Mr. Walsh
entered several objections to the introduction of advertisements in Variett,

authorized by the White Rats, and
which were offered in evidence by the
attorneys for the V. M. P. A.
("Continued on page 27)

The

motion. It is also stated the money,
however, was to have been supplied by

Marcus Loew who was to have received SO per cent., while "Mr. Erlander's share would have actually
been 25 per cent.
Jockeying by attorneys led Rosenberg to interest another New Yorker.
The latter and Rosenberg raised $25,000
cash, each putting up an equal sum,
given the trustees as the first advance
payment.
It is probable, however, Rosenberg
expects to dispose of his option on
the lease before the time comes to
take tenancy.
The report. that Walter Rosenberg,
now in Cleveland, had adjusted the
stage labor matter with the Cleveland
union and Hip could not be confirmed
at the New Ydrkqifaiters of the LA.
T. S. E. Vice President Matthews, in
charge of the Alliance offices, stated
that not a word had been received from
Cleveland since the Hip changed hands
and that the road call was still in force
until further notice.

Welcome pome,

boys.

CHAB. Al/THOFF,

direction.

GENERAL STRIKE IN SEATTLE.
Seattle. Wash., Feb. 5.
A general strike has been ordered
here to become effective to-morrow
(Thursday) morning, which; it is believed, will tie up all theatres and
other, business lines in the city.
No heat or light will be procurable
nor will there he any janitor service.
60,000 union workers are affected by
the vote, the affiliated unions walking
out in sympathy for the ship yard
workers.
Tacoma is to be tied up the same
day, and it is likely the movement will
spread along] the entire coast. Marshal law will probably be the rule
since the only unions in the city not
voting to strike are those in the Federal empioy and the gas workers.
It is expected suffering and privations will result if the strike lasts
beyond a few days.
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SUCH
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FAME. I

became known mat A. H.
Woods intended sailing for England to
it

in London, his friend "Zit" offered to procure for him a letter of introduction from Arthur Brisbane to'
oortii
mpt siiitt
TnTlP"TTuTffhr1lffF
himself as grateful for the courtesy and
"Zit" called up Brisbane.
"Who is Woods?" asked Brisbane.
"He's the big theatrical producer,"

i

produce

W

answered

"Zit."

"What plays has he ever produced?"
persisted Brisbane,
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CABLES
London, Feb.

ANTAGONIZES LONDON MANAGERS
Butt,

De

to

Grossmith

May Combine

Placed

Obstacles

Opening of "Friendly

London

.

suddenly at Hossegor, in the Landes
district, France, Dec. 29, at the age of
58.
He was staying with his friend
Rosney. He - was the eldest son of
General Margueritte, who led the
charge of the African cavalry in 1870 at
Sedan. The Franco-Prussian war furnished the two brothers with much ma-

"Soldier Boy" is, however, in its
eighth, month and the piece is still
going as strong as ever. The revue
proposition will have to be shelved un-

Prevent

to

Enemies."

til

terial for their stories.

this

On

week.

his

arrival

the

New

least.

York manager may discover at least
three London managers in the line-up

BERNHARDT

against him.
Until a week ago it was believed that
some managers would pull sufficient

:•'

wires to prevent the production here
of the Woods play "Friendly Enemies."
They did manage to have the censors
hold up the production for quite some
time. Now the piece is due to open
at the Haymarket, Feb. 12, under the
title of "Uncle Sam."
The managers, who it is believed
form the trinity opposing the entrance
into active London
theatricals
of
Woods are named here as Sir Alfred
Butt. Albert de Courville and Lorillard & Grossmith. The latter firm secured the rights for London from

JClaw & Erlanger for "The Girl Behind the Gun," for the Middlesex (now
being remodeled) sometime in March.
If all the London producers refused
to do business with Woods it will be
impossible for him to obtain a foothold here, even if wanting to lease a
theatre. Theatres cannot be obtained
for love or money. The Garrick was
leased two years ago at a weekly rental of $750 and now is bringing $2,000,
the building having been subleased
fcur times during that period at an increase on each occasion. The Strand
was originally let for $900 and today its
rental is $1,750 a week.

BARRY REVIVING "CR1CHT0N."
*
London, Feb. 5.
James M. Barrie has signed a
contract for the production of "The
Admirable. Crichton" in Paris the
coming fall season with Gernier in the
leading role.
\
Sir

When Charles Frohman produced
the piece in London with William Gillette he took the show over to Paris
for a single night, playing it in Eng-

later.

5.

Gerald DuMaurier, Godfrey Tearle
ind Henry Ainley, released from the
«rmy, are unable to appear on the
•stage owing to their theatres being
filled with successes.
They will probably appear in the music halls in
;ketches.

OPERA FOR PRESIDENT.
Paris, Feb. 5.
gala performance of grand opera
n honor of President Wilson and
members of the Peace Committee is
announced for Feb. 11, the proceeds
to go to France's disabled soldiers so-

A

The program

will be Berlioz's

"Faust."

*T~ SOLDIER BOYS" SUCCESSOR;
*

London, Feb. 5.
Laurillard will produce
"Tilly
of
Bloomsbury," a comedy
adapted from Ian Hay's novel of the
same name, at the Apollo as soon as
Grossmith

&

is

cite.

OFF.

London, Feb. 5.
Labor unrest and the wintry weather
have had an adverse effect on the London theatres. There is a heavy decline in business, which is less noticeable with straight plays than with
musical comedies.
A strike of the employes in the tube
railways declared this week will have
serious results as they are the main
transport system for this city.

London, Feb.

hearsals of the new revue to be put
on at the Hippodrome.
The salary and compensation payable for his release from other contracts will cost Moss Empires $5,000
weekly.

"CHINESE PUZZLE" REVIVED.
London, Feb. 5.
"A Chinese Puzzle"
Theatre will hold the stage

revival of

at the
for months, Lillian Braithwaite, Ethel

Leon M. Lion repeating
their former successes. The newcomers
are Athol Stewart, Charles Kenyon,

Dearly appears

are equally successful.

"ENEMIES" CAST ARRIVES.
London, Feb. 5.
to appear
here in "Friendly Enemies," now called
"Uncle Sam." has arrived and includes
Louise Closser Hale. The production
is scheduled for Feb. 13.

in a

couple of scenes,

and made good, though his day for this
kind of acting seems to be nearing its

"OH JOY" LIKED.
London, Feb. 5.
"Oh Joy" had its premiere at the
Kingsway Jan. 27, and met with a
hearty reception. Jerome Kern's music was greatly appreciated.
Beatrice Lillie, Dot Temple, Billy
Leanard and Tom Powers all scored.

He

end.

a fine comedian, but

is still

not a revue performer. Maurince, the
dancer, did not appear.
Another revue for the Casino is being prepared by P. L. Flers.

DULL NEW COMEDY.
PRICES RAISED FOR "OH JOT."
London, Feb.
Grossmith

London, Feb. 5.
"Purse. Strings," by Bernard Parry,
produced at the Garrick Jan. 28 is an
unambitious domestic comedy containing some humor.
Lyn Harding* Kennet Douglas, Amy
Brandon and Gladys Maud worked
hard to give it life.

S.

&

Laurillard have abolished the "pit" at the Kingsway for
the run of "Oh Joy" and raised the
price of the. stalls (orchestra) to $3.75.

Tom Powers

KELLOGG LEAVES

DRURT LANE NOT YET SOLD.
"S1Z ZAG."

London, Feb. 5.
been made
Oswald Stoll and
Charles Gulliver, jointly, have offered

Paris, Feb. 5.
Shirley Kellogg has quit "Siz Zap" at
the Folies Bergere, but Daphne Pollard and Fred. Kitchen remain.
The
revue is running along satisfactorily.

No

Happiness" Presented.
London, Feb. 5.
At the Oxford, Bernard Hishin, by
arrangement with Charles Gulliver,
presents "His Royal Happiness" at a
series of matinees commencing Feb.

Royal

capitalized at $625,000.

FEDERATION'S REPORT.
London, Feb.

5.

The annual report of the Variety

17.

that in
Artistes' Federation shows
spite of troublous times the Federation
made substantial progress and increased its membership, also funds in
hand and has created better relations
between the artists and managers.
Fred Russell, chairman, was compelled to resign through overwork.

Richard Thornton's Birthday.
London,. Feb. 5.
Richard Thornton, founder of Moss
Empires, celebrated his 80th birthday
yesterday. He looks and acts like a

man

Drury Lane.

the shareholders preference shares
(preferred stock) equal to $1,015,000
carrying interest at the rate of seven
The present synricate is
per cent.

1

"Hit

disposition lias yet

of the

Irving and

who

5.

made good.

Pasteur.

acting are the outstanding features of
the piece.

5.

George Robey leaves the cast of
"The Bing Boys on Broadway" at the
Alhambra next week, starting re-

New

"

The title role is held by the author's
father, Lucien Guitry, who is splendid.
There are no female roles, at the desire of the family of the late Professor

Jerome Kern's music and

ROBEY LEAVES ALHAMBRA.

GOOD.
Paris, Feb.

second edition of the revue "PaRi-Ki-Ri" was offered by L. Volterra
Feb. 1 on the departure of Maurice
Chevalier from the cast of the Casino
de Paris. Mistinguett and Max Dearly
renewed their creation of the apache
dance.
Oyra has been retained and

ist.
5.

appearing
to-day at a matinee performance at
the Theatre Athenee, the occasion being a memorial to Rostand.
This is
the first appearance of Bernhardt in
Paris since her return. She will re-

The

"PA-RI-KI-RI"

A

of

50.

The American company

STARS FOR HALLS.

ciety.

RECITAL

LONDON BUSINESS

Paris, Feb. 5.
The production of Sacha. Guitry's
play, "Pasteur," awaited with much interest, the Theatre du Vaudeville, finally came off Jan. 23 and was enthusiastically received, but a short run is
anticipated as the piece is mainly a

biographical study of the famous chem-

Paris, Feb.

lish.

London, Feb.

IN

Mme. Sarah Bernhardt

-

musician, born4 in
Italy, died in Paris, Feb. 1.
He was
the composer of "Chemineau," which
was performed by the Chicago Opera
Co. He was professor of Musical
Composition of the Paris Conservatory
for many years.

Xavier Leroux,

"PASTEUR" WELL RECEIVED.
London, Feb. 5.
possession of the house is obtainable.
There is a feeling of resentment here
Weedon Grossmith will play the lead.
on the part of the English managers
"Soldier Boy" is running along sucngainst what they term "the invasion
cessfully at the Apollo and gives every
of London" by A. H. Woods, due here
indication it will remain till spring at

......

Paul Margueritto, the writer, who
collaborated with his brother Victor
in a number of popular books, died

S.

Fred. Duprez has booked passage
for America, intending to pay a visit
to New York. He figures that "Soldier
Boy," in which he is appearing at the
Apollo, would have petered out ere this
and arranged to star in a revue for
Wylie & Tate, to go out in March.
It is to be called' "The. Follies of
1919."

Keep Him from Getting Foothold.
Influences

•

&

Courville and Lorrilard

DEATHS ABROAD,

DUPREJ COMING OYER.

AH. WOODS' ENGLISH INVASION

Butt

Catting

"Hullo

WAR

original troupe of 20 strong, are appearing for three weeks, presenting a
program arranged in a prisoners' camp
during captivity, wearing the costumes

America."

London, Feb.

5.

Sir Alfred Butt has failed to secure
Ina Claire for the Palace and has engaged Cicely Debenham to replace
Elsie Janis in "Hullo America." Raymond Hitchcock will join the cast at
the

same
Stoll

Oswald

improvised there..

"Younger Generation," Again.
London, Feb. 5.
At the Lyre, Hammersmith, Nigel
Playfair revived Stanley Houghton's
"The Younger Generation." Playfair
strongly supported by Stanley
is
DrewitL Ada King and Anne Desmond.
The piece is followed by "La Serva

time.

Want* Weber and
Stoll

is

Fieldi.

'

London, Feb. 5.
negotiating for the

appearance of Weber and Fields, the
proposition being for them to produce
and appear jn.the next.A!bamb.ra revue,.
"Better

Finsbury.
London, Feb. 5.
"The Better 'Ole" was presented at
Finsbury Park.
Martin Adeson is
splendid in the role of Ole Bill.
'Ole"

at

PRISONERS PRODUCING.

London, Feb. 5.
At Queens Hall, Ruhleben's Follies,

LOIS

MEREDITH

This picture was taken about six miles back
American trenches on the Argonne front.Miss Meredith was with one of the Over There
Theatre League Units that went to the front
with the troops. As the picture shows, It was
necessary for the entertainers to wear steel hats
and gas masks, the same as the troops. Army
commanders say the effect of American girls
entertaining under such dangerous conditions
did much for the morale of the troops.
of- the

.

Padrona," a pleasant operatic trifle,
well played by Grace Crawford, John
B ar clay, and. Tom Reynolds.,
„ ....
.

.....

.

.

.

Shirley Kellogg Rehearsing.
London, Feb. 5.
Shirley Kellogg has returned from
Paris to attend rehearsals of "Joy
Bells."

VAUDEVILLE
THEATRE LICENSE HELD UP IN
CHICAGO'S WAR ON "SPECS"

STATELAKE MANAGER SELECTED.

"GOLDSTEIN" FLOPPED.
'Manager Goldstein, of the Grand
on the lower East Side,
which plays vaudeville, saw a chance
Street Theatre,

to advertise himself last week, to his
act's disappointment.

own and an

City Council

Makes Report of

Vaudeville Houses.

& E. and
Days Overdue.

Investigation of K.

Licenses

Now

35

Shubert Theatres Have No Trouble in Getting Author i-.'.
ties' Approval. Prominent Ticket Broker Served
with Court Summons. Crisis is Reached.
bert houses escaped being caught in
the Breen investigation. It was said
that the Shuberts were advised by
LevN Mayer to "lay off" any attempt
to evade the ordinance and that they
had followed that advice.
warrant was issued for Mrs. Florence Couthoui, one of the principalbrokers, by Judge Trude on evidence
furnished by two boy sidewalk scalp-

Chicago, Feb. 5.
• The report of James W. Breen, assistant corporation counsel, who has
.been investigating charges that a number of Loop theatres still were parties to ticket scalping was made yesterday, and one arrest created considerable turmoil. Mr. Breen set forth
in his report that the principal offenders were the Colonial, Olympic, Illinois,
Powers, Blackstone, Palace and Majestic, the last two named being vaudeAll the houses menville houses.
tioned with the exception of the Palace
and Majestic are K. & E. theatres,
and Mr. Breen gave prominence to
the fact that all the Shubert string
had in no way attempted to evade the
ordinance against scalping, but that
they had helped the authorities to
The re"beat" the ticket brokers.
port mentions the "supporting" houses
they being the Garrick, Princess,
Woods, Studebaker, La Salle and

A

The warrant showed the determ-'
ination of city authorities to curb the
brokers and is considered a dangerous
situation for the alleged offenders in
view of the fact that Judge Trude is
a brother of the attorney for the Orpheum and W. V. M. A. The licenses
for the K. & E. houses being held up
also shows the temper of city hall.
Another angle to the situation is that
Mrs. Couthoui was known to have a
contract with the Shuberts whose
houses received licenses while the "opposition" did not.
Charges of graft
are being exchanged by all principals
concerned and the result points to final elimination of scalping or that some
theatres will be closed by city officials.
The withheld licenses are now 35
days overdue and summary action
without notice is possible on the part
of the officials because license applications carry a clause stipulating automatic relinquishment if applicant deals
with brokers.

ers.

Cort. The latter house is independent
in policy, as in a way is the La Salle,
although Comstock, Elliott and Gest,

managers, are affiliated with the
Shuberts.
are threatened
Drastic measures
against the offending theatres. It is
not believed that the ordinance against
scalping could be evaded since the
licence applications for theatres specifically defined the law, which provides
that no theatre may deal with "specs,"
that the price of tickets be printed
thereon and that no ticket must be
Violasold over the printed price.
tion of that ordinance, leaves such
theatres open to cancellation of their
It is understood that some
licenses.
of the theatres had not received licenses, but if so there is no explanation as to why they have been allowed
to operate.
The clean bill of health given the
Shubert house and the allegations
against the K. & E. houses was considered peculiar in light of the fact
that it was the K. & E. group that first
announced severance of all relations
with the scalpers and making that a
feature in their daily advertising.
There is little doubt but that the
entire fight against the ticket brokers
was precipitated by the Shuberts. The
argument between the Shuberts and
Charles Collins of the Evening Post
which is still going on, resulted in the
Post turning up alleged instances of
scalping at Shubert houses, the latter
finally bringing the matter to an issue to clear the charges and incidental?
ly show up the other houses. It is further intimated, that John Garrity, the
Shubert representative at the Garrick,
being a cousin of chief of police Garrity, may have had something to do
with Mr. Breen's report, but of course
that is not known.
It is known, however, that several
methods to keep the brokers going
were devised and used ever since the
start of the season. Some houses appointed brokers as box office representatives and tickets were sold on
its

commission basis. There is...nothing_
law stipulating the price which
may be charged, and therefore a ticket
marked $2.50 and sold to the scalpers
under that figure was within the law.
It was charged that there were two
sets of tickets out for certain houses

=-*

....

in the

for a time.
Inside reports explain

how

the Shu-

ENTERTAINING PRESIDENT.
Full preparations for the entertainment of President Wilson during his
return trip from the Peace Conference,
have been completed. The President
will return aboard the George Washington (which carried him abroad) and
about the same "gob" players will give
the show.
The piece is called "Everysailor" and
will be a satire with the idea being
taken from the play "Everywoman"
with the characters symbolized .such
as Love, Respect, Conscience, Joy, etc.
"Everysailor" was written by Philip
Gunning, who had charge of the entertainment aboard the George Washington on the way over. Mr. Gunning
was formerly at Pelham Bay and
staged "Biff Bang."
He expects to
present "Everysailor" in vaudeville
here after the return of the President.

Marzella's Birds were engaged by
Mr. Goldstein for the first half with
the understanding if the act got over
it would remain at the Grand St. for
the full week.
At the opening matinee the manager
watched the turn and saw the birds
spell out, through small block letters,
Woodrow Wilson. It was a riot. The
manager asked Mile. Marzella how the
birds did it and she replied they were
highly trained, giving the manager a
private showing after the performance
as proof of the legitimacy of the trick.
The manager suggested that at night
the birds be made to spell his name instead, and again he stood in front to
watch the outcome. Mile. Marzella
that night had the birds spell "G-o-l-ds-t-e-i-n" before the. audience. Not a
ripple.

Mr. Goldstein immediately informed
the act it would not hold over for the
week.

"ACE" FOR VAUDEVILLE?
Captain Eddie Rickenbacker, America's premier ace and former auto racing daredevil, now back in New York
after eighteen months of army and
aviation service abroad, may be seen

few weeks if present negotiations go through and he
is willing to try the stage game.
recently
was the
Rickenbacker
guest of honor at a big dinner given
by the New York Automobile Association and has been the recipient of all
kinds of newspaper attention since
in vaudeville for a

his return.

Rickenbacker goes to Washington
from here, with his future depending
upon what action the War Department takes after he reports there.
His proposed vaudeville engagement
would include the principal cities, with
the ''Ace" reciting a few personal experiences of aerial warfare in bringing

down Hun machines.

Two New York

theatrical

approached Rickenbacker
awaiting his decision.

FEW

men have
and

are

SAILINGS THIS WEEK.

While a smaU group of "Y" entertainers departed for France this week,
there were no sailings by America's
Over There League, due to a change
in

sailings.

The League has ready a party of 12
or more for next week, the individuals
tc report in Paris and be assigned
units. Where entertainers going over
wish to travel in the same unit
through the Over There cantonments
a request to the "Y" headquarters is
all that is necessary.
Thus in the case of two or three
artists wishing to be assigned
the same unit instead of being split to
others, the wishes of the entertainers
are followed.
The granting of passports has been
greatly speeded for entertainers, they
now being secured within two or three
weeks. That is half the time entailed
when the League began operations.
The "Y" entertainers to depart were
Harriet Mae Gates, Elizabeth B. Grimball, Delia Linwell and Calista Rogers.

women

JOAN SAWYER'S DANCE DRAMA.
a dance drama Joan Sawyer
has secured for vaudeville, from Wilis

It

son Mizner, Arthur Ashley is assisting her in the playing.
The act appeared at Albany and Troy
last week, faring much better in the
former city than at Troy, where the
audience was not inclined to accept
Miss Sawyer seriously in the turn. It
will probably appear in one of the big
time houses next week or the following
one.

According to report early this week
Miss Sawyer may return to Reisenweber's as the hostess once again of
its
...

'-""

"400
•

Room."

Fund Piece

for Vaudeville.

_-

"Her Debut in Dubuque," the piece
written by Cyrus Wood for the Actors' Fund benefit has been purchased
by Max Hart, the vaudeville representative,

who

will cast

it

for vaude-

ville.

Get the genuine.

CHA8. (KUBE) ALTBOFF.

.....

...

,

r

.

Chicago,. Feb.,.SL

„....„...

from Wednesday

until Saturday, last
the illness of Johnny

week, during
Dooley.
Adler created -the role when
the "Lester" show went on tour leaving it through the management disagreeing with Adler over the advisability of "adding business and ad libMr. Dooley succeeded him.
bing."
Monday Mr. Adler and Frances^ Ross
resumed their vaudeville bookings.

.

Sam Meyers has the plum.
Meyers is now managing the Palacev
New Orleans, whither he went from
the Audubon, New York. Meyers will
be succeeded in New Orleans by Ben
Piazza, who left here Sunday to take
settled.

is

over the Palace. Piazza is a former
actor, having played vaudeville in two
Paul Armstrong sketches.
He was
released from the navy at Great Lakes
this week, having for eighteen months
been in charge of the theatre and all
entertainment at the "gob" corral. In
that capacity he won the admiration
and friendship of Mort Singer and
Mr. Singer .influenced the New Orleans
berth for Piazza.
The Statelake Theatre can open on
March .4, but will probably ring up on
St. Patrick's day, Monday, March 17.
The office building will be occupied by
May 1. New plans for the booking
offices now contemplate moving the
W. V. M. A. and associated quarters
from the ninth floor, first engaged,
to the second floor.
This is designed to relieve elevator
congestion, as the elevators will not
stop on the second floor and theartists and employes can hoof the single,
flight and save at least two extra,
lifts and the jamming of all the others.

No offices except those immediately
concerned in operating the W. V. M. A.
and Orpheum organizations will be
on the second story.

"

.

.

.

*
.
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DEMPSEY GUARANTEED $25,000. '>;
As reported several weeks ago Bar- r- ''
ney Gerard has signed Jack Dempsey Jms
.-CM
.

.'

*

a tour with Gerard's burlesque
show, "The Americans," opening in
McKeesport, Pa., Feb. 10.
'Gerard has guaranteed the Dempsey
contract to yield the fighter at least
$25,000, with three weeks' engagement

-for

assured.

Gerard will lay out about a ten
weeks' date with "The Americans" and
will then arrange for Dempsey to head
a road show.
Barney's landing Dempsey is subject, however, to the proposed fight
conditions to be imposed by Tex
Rickard, the promoter, who is bringing Willard and Dempsey together
in the big bout.
Gerard was the theatrical manager
who at -times signed Jack Johnson,
Battling Nelson, Joe Gans, Freddie
Welch, and others for stage appear-

m

ances.
:

JOE YOUNG DIVORCED.
Minnie Young, wife of Joe Young,
the song writer, was granted a divorce by Judge Manning in the Supreme Court in Brooklyn last week.
The couple were married in 1908, but
have been separated for some time. No
alimony was asked.

.4
.•jj

The wife started the action, represented by Attorney lames Timony.

PETROV A BOOKED.
Vaudeville will again see Petrova.
starts a tour at Keith's, Washington, next week, and will do a "single
turn" of dramatic readings, songs and
other such.

She

Mme. Chillaon-Ohrman

Divorced.

Chicago, Feb.
Felix Adler Returns to "Letter" Show.
Felix Adler returned to the cast of
"Listen Lester" at the Knickerbocker,

..

The mooted question of who. will
manage the new Statelake Theatre

-.1

5.

Mme. Chillson-Ohrman was granted a
divorce Tuesday by Judge Foell on the
grounds of non-support.
Her husband, Elmer L. Ohrman, is
reputed to be a stock broker.

Hat New
— --—"-r^weli;
MassirFebrS/^

Lawrence

"Mr.

o. h.

Policy.

-'*-=.^

The Lawrence o. h. reopened last
week under new management, vaudeville and pictures will be the features
The former owners were
future.
petitioners in bankruptcy a few weeks
ago.

in

-

||
;"•.-

VAUDEVILLE
PROFIT AT MOSS' JEFFERSON.
is managing the Ham-

INFLUENZA SCARE NEAR END
AFTER EXACTING HEAVY TOLL

Harold Hevia

coming

ilton,

Moss forces from

to the

Fox's Ridgewood.

Tom Rooney, for some six or seven
months was attached to Moss' bookstaff, has made good as a manager
l

ing

.The influenza situation has improved
during the last week, the South espesending encouraging reports for
the most part.
Portions of Georgia
continue to claim a greater death rate
than for the preceding weeks, and
Savannah is still closed. Expectations
are, however, that most of the affected
territory will be open by next week.
Charleston, S. C, and Augusta, Ga.,
opened on Monday instead of Satur-

day

last.

ly prevails.

explained that zero weather wasn't necessary,
but that temperatures and conditions
generally attaining at this time of the
year would decrease the cases. He
also stated the spring would see an
end to influenza if the weather is seasonable.
Mortality charts at health headquarters show that the death rate
steadily mounted during the first six
weeks, reaching, the peak (hen with
5,200 deaths weekly. The following six
weeks saw as steady a decline, the low
mark being reached with 400 deaths

People's, which has lain idle for
ever since the* Heuck Opera
it as a result of the
merger of the burlesque 'wheels, will
be reopened soon with pop vaudeville
and pictures.

LIGHT

SUNDAY AT ORPHEUM,
NEWARK.

Feb. S.
"OrpRcuHi"" staffect "sacred "concerts Sunday with the show being supplied through Jack Linder.
On the
bill was a new turn booked for $40 for
the day, but after appearing it was
found that the audience was composed
of just eight persons. The act there••j^jjg-

LOEW WATCHMAN

George Talbot, scenic artist of the
Lyric and Grand, will operate the
house.
The lease is for five years, with
privilege of renewal. The concern will
be known as the People's Amusement
Co.

early

N.J.,.

Wednesday morning

Nat Sobel Back After 10 Days.
Nat Sobel returned to the booking

soldier in the left breast. Markswell
seized the oistol and shot the
man in the right side of the head

then
old

and the

left ear.

Contract Awaits

Shayne,

Chicago, Feb. 5.
the former local

who has been a New Yorker
for about a year, is here on an austensible visit to his daughter.
But it is
strongly rumored that he would take
a .premising, connection,. w.hich..-would
again make Chicago his abiding place.

Prosperity in the Putnam Building.
A wave of prosperity has hit, the
Putnam building. A number of agents

housed there have "splurged" in
ting and decorating their offices.

refit-

fight

quarrel with the aged watchman
theatre.
the
through loitering in
Markswell and Graham grappled, the
latter firing his gun and hitting the

Shayne Coining Back.
Eddie

a

a

The exact trouble doesn't appear
fully known. It had to do with an act
and two agents, of which Mr. Sobel
was one and adjudged to be in the
wrong.

*

in

with a soldier, Private James Markswell, Co. F, 329th Infantry, recently returned from France, and stationed at
Camp Mills pending his discharge,
Markswell having become involved in

floor of the Keith office this week, after a suspension of 10 days imposed
upon him by D. F. Hennessy, for some
slight infraction of the floor rules.

'

SHOT.

Graham. 64. watchman,
George
Loew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn, was
shot and perhaps fatally wounded

booker,

Newark,

.

Colonial,

Avenue and Center Theatres; Joseph
Ante, manager of the Hippodrome, and

The stage hands employed had but
ary.

a decision. The grant
sets forth that $7.50 is in lieu of the
support of the six-year-old child of the
Kesslers. H. and F. Goldsmith represented Kessler.

weekly pending

Thomas J. Nocter, local Democratic
leader; Thomas A. Reilly, head of the

emergency.

been admitted into the union and
immediately asked for a raise in sal-

5.

The

ACTS SET SCENERY.

lately

KESSLERPUCK SEPARATION.
The pending action for divorce
against Aaron Kessler'was decided in
the Supreme Court at Mineola on
Tuesday.
A separation only was
granted the wife, who was Eva Puck
in vaudeville being granted $10 weekly
alimony.
The award was a surprise to the respondent, who had been" paying $25

House Co. closed

shows for Klein.

When the stagehands of the Washburn, Chester, Pa., went on strike last
week, the acts appearing at the house
set their scenery and otherwise gave
aid to the house management in the

legislature.

years,

street

enter the firm which is to be known
as the Klaw & Erlanger-Cohan
Harris Co.
The task of Harris as stated will be
that of handling the business end of
the firm's affaifs and he will be in
charge of the general executive end
of production as well.
Up to Wednesday there could no^
be obtained any .confirmation at the
Cohan and Harris offices because of
the fact that Mr. Harris was reported'
as being out of town. He is due to return today (Friday).

&

There have been many rumors in the
past regarding the possibility of a new
executive line up in the Klaw and Erlanger offices, but none of them to
date have had the plausibility of this
one.

MRS. CASTLE BACK.

after-

Society.

Cincinnati, Feb.

through arrangement by its new lessee, Joseph S. Klein, will play nine
acts of vaudeville and a feature film
Sundays, with the Emma Bunting
stock holding forth week days.
Harry Shea will handle the Sunday

Wednesday

This movement comes through the
production in German tongue at the
Irving Place Theatre, New York, Feb.
4 of the opera, "Wiener Blut."
The proposed prevention of German
plays in the original tongue is already,
placed before the New York state

IN PEOPLE'S, CINCINNATI.

the

late

Committee of the American Defense

now managed by Wil-

operating

musician,

paign for legislation to stop the staging of plays or operas in the German
language anywhere in the United
States. This action has already been
inaugurated by the Women's National

Spagna, succeeding Ryan, who
a short time following the departure of Louis Sidney. Joe
and Will Spagna are brothers, and
have been in the Fox employ for some
time. The latter was Sidney's assistant for several years.

companies

43,

and Harris are reported as having
purchased the interest of Marc Klaw in
the syndicate and Sam Harris is to

PROTEST GERMAN PLAYS.

liam

POP

Sparling,

nue, New York. Sparling is reported
as confessing that he was thrown out
of work two weeks ago, that his wife,
ii.
vaudeville, was sick in Rochester,
and that desperation drove him to rob
the cafe. Sparling got away with $45
but lost the greater part of it in trying
to elude the police. He is a Tpledoan.

Indications

had the house for

14TH ST. "SUNDAYS."
14th

is

G.

noon pointed to a nation-wide cam-

being looked after by Joseph Spagna.

The Jamaica

homes.

the

,

FOX MANAGERS.

The commissioner stood out against
closing theatres and schools and still
maintains that well ventilated theatres
are safer than close quarters in many

9,

STILL OUT.

Phil Levy is managing the Crotona
uptown, while the Japanese Gardens is

weekly.
Since then there has been an in-

Feb.

MUSICIAN TURNS THIEF.
Walter

being under his management.

crease, but not in alarming proportions,
the number of deaths due to influenza
and pneumonia at present being
around 1,200 weekly. Cold spells recently, though brief, resulted in the
mortality figures remaining constant
at the latter figure. In New York influenza continues to cause withdrawals
from the casts of many attractions
and understudies are in constant de'mand. The New York death rate for
influenza was the lowest of any city in
the country according to Dr. Copeland's figures.

Starting

tres.

his 'address as 136 East 93d
street, was arrested Wednesday morning, charged with the robbery o> the
Michael Sasso cafe, 2329 Second ave-

an adjustment.
The controversy is in the hands of
the union, 205, although the Crawford
differences with the union may result
in it spreading, unless straightened
out before long. Crawford also operates houses in Wichita, Joplin and
El Paso, nearly every house in Topeka

The commissioner

success down
the "surprises"

giving

There appears no immediate settlement of the labor trouble in Topeka,
Kan., in the houses operated by Roy
O. Crawford, where both the stage
hands and musicians are out pending

Inquiry at the office of Health Commissioner Dr. Copeland in New York
resulted in the bureau predicting the
disease will continue throughout the
winter unless seasonable weather final-

his

of

offices.

The Jefferson is now on a paying
basis and showing even better returns than some of Moss' other thea-

distributed.

CRAWFORD HOUSES

Jefferson,

there being one
around the Moss

upon walked out and appeared in the
Empire for nothing, figuring to get a
showing at least.
The Orpheum is,^ laying Corse Payton stock during tne week. Business
has been fair with plenty of "paper"

cially

the

at

Health Statistics Show Tragic Sweep of Epidemic. While
General Conditions Throughout the Country Clear Up
New York Health Commissioner Declares "Flu" May
Continue All Winter. Local Death Rate Low in
Comparison with Other Cities.

::-.&-ft ft "IN" WITH K. ft E.T=:--:
Broadway was hit by a rumor this
week to the effect that after June 1
Cohan and Harris would be partners
in the Klaw and Erlanger firm. Cohan

.

Hank Gowdy.

Lowell, Mass., Feb. 5.
Joe Di Pesa and Barney Gerard have
issued a statement that they will offer
Boston baseball star,
the
Hank Gowdy,
now in France, a contract giving him
$1,500 a week for 30 week, feeling that
Gowdy will be a whirlwind as a stage
fawirite -wlieii'lw rsturuM*'™ «=«••-»-«-- »«

Frank Rice Placed.
Frank Rice, the old time showman,
has been engaged by E. F. Albee to act
as 2nd Assistant Superintendent of the
Palace theatre.

Mrs. Vernon Castle, who has been
abroad for nearly six months doing
war work in Europe, returned to New
York aboard the Adriatic Jan. 31.
Single Mrs. Castle left New York
she has been reported engaged to Tom
Powers, now with the London production of "Oh Boy." This, however, has
been denied.
Mrs. Castle received, offers from
both sides of the ocean for both pictures and stage work, but up to Wednesday of this week had not 'signed
with anybody. Vaudeville agents are
after her to return, in a new dancing
act, but Mrs. Castle is oh record as
saying that she never would form a
turn with another male partner and
that she never cared much for "vaudevilling"

picture

anyway when there was any
work around.

EUROPE RETURNING.
Within the next week or so Lieut.
Jimmy Europe, the colored bandmaster,

whose negro band playe3**before the
King and Queen of England recently
and of late playing in Paris, is expected to return to New York. The
colored troops with which Europe and
his big band are attached are scheduled
to return any dayv

Just as soon as mustered out Europe
arrange for a concert tour, either
going through vaudeville or traveling
as independent attraction, Europe expecting to recruit a playing organization from the soldier musicians now
abroad with him.
will

KELLY LEAVES REVUE.
Detroit, Feb. 5.
Will Morrissey's "The Overseas Revue" opened here. Sunday at the Degood
drawing
^roit-on-the-campus
notices. Harry Kelly was out of the
show having left at Syracuse on Saturday. Mofrissey jumped into the role
on short notice and did excellently.
The show is due *for the Princess,
Chicago, starting Sunday or Monday
next with New York following that.
Hector Dbwne is "back" with the revue.

SALVATIONISTS BUY VICTORIA.
The

old Victoria hotel in

West

47th

which has long housed thespiand vaudevillians, was
bought" "fh'fs " week- of the "" Salvation
Army. The Salvationists have taken
immediate possession and will conduct
a hotel for soldiers and sailors. With
street,

ans, burlesquers

:

the "Vic" gone, the burlesquers are beof their "near

moaning the loss of one
Broadwav" redezvous.

—

-

.

VAUDEVILLE
V>r

N,

R. R.
Chicago,- Feb.. .5.
.The -Railroad Administration*. withu. but the customary one day's notice, isThe Chicago opera season just closed
sued a new set of baggage regulations
was the most disastrous in history,
financially. Though no newspaper anJan. 31 last, the schedule becoming ef-

and the Palace billing was explained
as an error of the press department
an Honor Member
of the. organization, now serving with
the 306th Inf., abroad, has asked the
organization to stop an Arab troupe,
now playing in this country from infringing on his billing. Mohamed Hous-

Abslam

Shariff,

representing the absent member
and has been promised immediate ac-

san

is

tion.

Willie Brust, now with the Bonisettis act, playing the Fox time, has been
summoned to answer the complained
Pichiani, who alleges Brust
left his specialty without giving the
customary notice, which in this instance was arranged to be three in-

James

of

stead of two weeks.

Babe Smith has asked the organization to collect $30, a week's- salary at

Orange Grove, Bronx, a cabaret
establishment owned by Ward. Miss
Smith has a contract signed by Ward
for one week or more.
The Darras Brothers have filed a
complaint against the baggage agent
of the Pennsylvania for the late delivery of baggage causing the loss of
an engagement The matter will be
investigated through the legal department of the organization.
Daly and Bullew, known as th«
the

Whizzing Whirlwind Wizards, have
filed a complaint against the LaVars,
now with the Julian Eltinge show,
alleging an infringement on their billing, which they claim -is copyrighted
and on file in Variety's Protected
Material Department.
Mack and Vincent have asked the
organization to file a claim against the
Postal Telegraph Co., because of the
tardy arrival of a telegram sent to a
at Camden, N. J., in which
they notified the manager of their inability to arrive on time because of
their baggage being held up. The wire
was filed at 10.15 a. m., but not delivered
When they arrived
until 2.40 p. m.

manager

they were canceled and the claim is
for the week's salary.
Ed Lowry of Lowry and Prince,
claims that Solly Cutner of "The Mimic
World" has pilfered a "gag" written
for him by -Tommy Gray three years
ago. Recently a similar claim against
Johnny Small was decided in Lowry's
favor.

sion, their "Ham Tree" act. The trio
have been ordered to discontinue playing the turn immediately.
Claude West says that Devereaux and
,

:

Dean are using part of his act "The
Tr<«" and in addition, claims the

.:Sho€-

team are holding the

script to the act

The organization
investigating the charge.
Bert Levy has asked the organization
investigate a report that George
Schuller of the Four Roeders, proposes
to put on an act in which he will use

without permission.
is
-

to

an apparatus similar to the one owned
and copyrighted by Levy. Mr. Levy
has stopped several others from using
this machine and has one or two court
decisions in his favor on similar in-

fective the following day.

Who

Begi Your Torn

at the

Orchestra.
Say, I wonder if you'd
ran over a couple o'
little numbers only take a minute, and
I got a lot o' stuff to hang—thanks.
"Listen, boys, I want you to give me
noise on this entrance, and speed it
"

You next?

mind

if

I just
;

siderable.
The stipulations are:

No, no! Listen— ta, ta, ta, dumdum.
keep that up till I say -'Hello
soaks—I mean folks,' then die away.
Say, Julius, give it to me again please.
Yeh, I know you'll get me at the first
show, but I want to hear it now. Now

up.

then, right after she^^xits. gimme
'Strutters Ball' very piano all through

the pantomime, and then bring 'er un
forte when I start into the Frisco stuff.
"Try it. Now, not that fast sure, I

—

you'll

follow me, but

do

let's

it

and one—got it marked? The dance
atCthe finish is out ain't that
marked either? Sure, go through it so
I'll know vou have it.
Don't run away
with it. It's a ballad. Well, she had to
go to the office, but I know how she

—

bit

takes

it.

"What you got next,
Drag? Now, boys, for the

the
love

Indian
o'

Mike

get this right. It's got a dozen tempos, slow introduction, then no cornet
part? Well, fake it. No trombone or
drums either? I'll try to get 'em for
the night show. Now, follow me no,
no Wait, get with me well, I don't understand it I They got first crack at the
Alhambra last week. Let it go, though,
and take the special song. Ain't there
no violin part to that? That's funny,
must have been lost in the last house.-'
You have to follow me very close
what d'you mean, there's other acts to
rehearse? I can't help that, you know
I gotta get my stuff 1
"Onlytwo more numbers after this,
so speed up and we'll get through,
'cause I want you to go back to that
second number for a minute."

—

—

',

BURELESQUE NIGHT FEB.

21.

The second of the Burlesque Club's
"get together nights" will take place
at 11 p. m. Feb. 21 at the club in West
46th street, the affair being styled
the committee
gram.

Will Roehm is heading
in charge of the pro-

-

C1NSY CIRCUS HEADQUARTERS.
Cincinnati, Feb. 5.
Hagenbeck
of
the

Headquarters
Wallace Shows and the John Robinson
Shows Company are to be located in
Cincinnati, with the offices of the two
owners, Jerry Mugavin and Bert Bower
here also. Each of the new companies
was incorporated at Columbus, O., for
$100,000 last Thursday and Attorney
•

Mike Muller, of

nini.

The
star,

defection of Muratore, a strong
also hurt, but the fault lay in

spending too much rather than not
taking in enough. The opera is subsidized by multi-millionaires, who will
probably like it better than ever now.
'

'
.

MARCH

CLARK'S BALL

Cincinnati, filed the

.papers.

be

50. cents.

V

for the

at
the Amsterdam Hall the
evening of March 7. A committee
headed by Ray Goetz and George

held

Meyer

will

affairs

which

assume direction of the
will include an entertain-

ment and dance.
The tickets will be
be placed

'on

sale

$1 each and willthe week.;

during

The show will be an impromptu one.
The proceeds will be placed

in

escrow for Clark who is at present
physically or mentally unable to look
after himself.

NEW RED

CROSS STATION.

.

The new address of the receiving
delicacies and home
made (cooked) stuffs distributed to the
Red Cross,' via the Keith booking office,
is now in Room 25 of Proctor's Fifth
Avenue theatre, 1193 Broadway.

for the

station

The

Exchange

.

placed a

,

temporarily

has

man

in charge of the station,
is having its supplies kept up
1

which
under the committee handling the wortc
under Chairman William. Sullivan.
The goods were formerly received in
the space adjacent to the Colonial
..'

.

•

What the new regulation was designed for was to make a charge for
the transport of dogs where checked
by a passenger the same as if sent by
Heretofore a professional
express.
could crate a number of small dogs,
and with two persons traveling in the
turn there would be little or nothing
in the way of excess.
Other animals come under the noTjysse
tice of .the new regulations.
weighing not in excess of 250 pounds
may be checked and transported in
regular baggage service and the usual
150 pounds allowance is permitted,
though the value is not to be over
$100 and owners or caretakers must
accompany the annuals and provide fafor loading, unloading and
cilities
feeding the animals. That is where
they are crated. Uncrated they will
be charged at gross weight without
allowance. (Monkeys are not specifically mentioned; therefore an advantage in the way of transport is given
over that of dogs in that the regular
allowance is permitted.)
Dangerous animals inconvenient or
undesirable for transport in baggage
cars in regular service such as elephants, tigers, leopards, etc., and those
weighing more than 250 pounds (including horses) will be handled only in
special cars at special rates.

There may have been some "beating"
of the administration's ruling on baggage for advance agents, the rule appearing again stating that advance
agents are now allowed only the regular

7.

Arrangements have been completed
Dave Clark ball which will be

"The minimum

upon arrival at destination. Carriers
do not assume obligation to store or
Passencare for dogs at stations.
gers must attend to feeding and watering dogs en route and at stations."
The charge for checking dogs on
the eastern steamship lines, as for instance going from Boston to Maine
points or to Halifax will be $1 each,
save for local points where the charge
will

it

be safely stated that the deficit
exceed $400,000.
This was due
primarily to outrageously unpractical
management, all business as well as
artistic affairs being ruled by Campawill

'

now. Turn, turn, turn, .turn—aw, come
on, boys, it's not the dead march 1 Try
it all over, that's the only way well
get it. That's better, but take the last
16 bars again.
"Her military song comes next, right
afte~r I say 'Now I know why Napoleon
kept his hand in his chest.' It's one

--4

may

charge for dogs on leash will be the
same as 100 pounds of excess weight
The minimum, charge for
baggage.
dogs in crate will be the same as forr\
50 pounds of excess weight baggage.
of
value of one or more dogs
limit
The
in crate will be $25.
"Dogs nojt exceeding $25 in value
and not infended for other persons or
for sale, if properly muzzled, will be
transported in baggage service under
a revenue check and charge will be
made at excess baggage rates for gross .
weight (this concerns dogs in leash).
"Dogs not in crate will not be
checked beyond junction points where
wagon or ferry, transfer is required.
Dogs must be claimed immediately

Now

know

nouncements have yet been made,

with particular reference to dogs to
which "rule seven" is entirely devoted.
The rule denies dogs to form any paft
of the 150 pounds of baggage allowed
to each traveler as formerly permitted,
All dogs whether in leash or in crates
are now considered excess and so
charged for.
The added traveling
costs for dog acts -may result in such
turns being granted an allowance by
bookers since the added costs where
a number of dogs are carried is con-

MONDAY MORNING MONOLOGS.
By Miu Billie Shew.
The Guy

The new

features concern the transport of animals for theatrical entertainments,, but

stances.

•;

.'..

•

.

.

"circus night."

Albert Donnelly and Art Browning
are at loggerheads again because of
Browning's dog being billed as "Svengali." Some time ago Browning agreed
to call the animal "Yankee" after a
similar complaint had been arbitrated.
A committee has been instructed to
'take action.
Mclntyre and Heath have entered a
complaint against Dinkins, McCarthy
and Everett for using, without permis-

•

:.

•"*

cast of "Winnie Winnie."
The case of Jimmie Duffy, of "Atta
Boy," and Jimmie Duffy, of Bearnard
and Duffy, has been satisfactorily adjusted. The latter Duffy's name is Jack

...

OPERA SEASON A FAILURE.

CALLS DOGS "EXCESS"

V. A.

In the matter of Clayton against Dr.
Carl Hermann, it has been announced
that Dr. Hermann is at present playing in England and the decision of the
committee will be deferred until his
return to this country.
"Snookie" Taylor has filed a complaint against Marty Brooks, the producer, for salary alleged due for services rendered while a member of the

.',;>.

i»
•

.

...

CANES FOR WOUNDED.
Some of New York's boxoffice cus
todians are personally collecting canes
for wounded soldiers now located in

New York

base hospitals.

"TREAT *EM ROUGH" ACT.

Receive*

-..>'.-

.

Eighteen men, attached overseas to
the Motor Tank Corps, A. E. F., now
returned to this side and honorably
mustered out of service, are rehearsing
a vaudeville act to be styled the Treat
'em Rough Orchestra.
Sergt. Richardson has the men in
charge. The men are all accomplished
musicians, several playing different
instruments.

Speara

i'V

While many

things have been provided for the personal comfort of the soldiers and sailors, canes or walking sticks to support those not forced. to use crutches
had been overlooked.

Bert

•'-..

Medal.

1
\

'-V

Lowell, Mass., Feb. 5.
In recognition of his service in providing free entertainments for the men
in the Army and Navy, Bert Spears,
a booking agent of this city, was the
recipient of a medal presented to him
by Lieutenant Joseph D. Greene of the
Hingham Naval Station. Before establishing his agency, Mr. Spears was
on the vaudeville stage.

'~'J>

allowance (150 pounds) and nothing

additional on account of the theatrical
company represented.

Lieut Gibson at Upton Liberty.
Lowell, Mass., Feb.

5.

Mugavin and Bower have operated
Lieut. Frank V. Gibson, of Fitch"3
Robinson Cifcus since 'its" - *«« BABE LA TOUR BACK. «^*£ Tiurg^s'naY"KeW^ilg1i*o^rd''IS"*'iiiiF' L Chicago, Feb. 5.
sale by members of the Robinson famerty Theatre at Camp Upton. He had
Sid
Gold,
at
McTour
and
La
Babe
acquired
the Hagenily and recently
been connected with various theatres

"the*

6W

1

!

beck Wallace circus at a receivers' sale
at Indianapolis. John H. Havlin, Cincinnati theatrical man, formerly owned
the latter circus.

Vickers' this week, have beeu signed
by Dave Marion for five years. Marion
will produce and finance productions in
which Miss La Tour will be featured.

V

theatre.

in

Massachusetts

cities

before entering

the Army.
^

THE

gloem

destroyer.

CBAS. ALTHOFF.

:

VAUDEVILLE

8
';:

IN
I

AND GUT OF THE SERVICE

-

George Wesley has been discharged
from the service.
William Harris (burlesque), discharged from army service.

Sam Kessler discharged from the
Army last week. He had been in one

ing on the next show for the
Hippodrome. It opens about March 12 and
with George Robey as feature it
should
do very well, even if I do assist
in

writing

it.

production.

Hiving read a lot of things that
have been said by some of the
artists who have been to
France, and
knowing the truth about things over
there I am tempted to write and
say
a whole lot of things. Maybe
it would

Heine Smith and Elmer Stauve, discharged from the Army, are rejoining

and opinions

of the cantonments.
Earle B. Mountain discharged from
Air Service, now with a George
Choos

the

Worth Waitin'

be best
in

Four.

Harry Layden, B. E. F., of Montreal,
returned last week from France.
He

if

I

did not. I don't believe
airing its trouble
in the public press, as

show business

some of

the

returned artists have
business has enough to
contend with from outsiders so I will
content myself with saying that all
the four-flushing was not done by
those who did not come over. Having
been on the ground I can speak with
authority.
There is not a business
in the country that
can boast as
much as our business as far as the
war is concerned. They pitched in
and did their bit in a way that should
done.

of the big attacks. Bill had
walked
ten miles the night before
to see us
in a little "Y" hut to find
out that we
were not due until the next night. He
was going in for his third big attack,

and looked very fit.
Had quite a dramatic meeting with
Bennie Piermont up on the Argonne
front. Took four days to
get him out
ot the front lines to see him
and then
we met in a spot where they could
have made an illustrated slide for the
Star Spangled Banner," especially for
the line "bombs bursting in air."
Bennie had been right up there taking
it,
and for a regular trench hound he

looked very good. He's longing to get
back home to those silk shirts he left
behind.

Saw Jimmy Hanley on

Show

the line on the
it

was

same

his way in to
front.
I think

his first time in

ner, Bessie McCoy, Al Von Tilzer.
Laurel Hill Hospital.Secaucus, JO."

—Sammy

Wilson, Rhoda Bernard, Jim

Trainer, Coletti and'De Angelis,
Eva
Olivotti, Bijou Russell, Tossing
Austin,

Mae

Hunt, Billy Burns.

-Embarkation Hospital, No. 1, Hoboken, N. J.-Matty Levine, Foley and
McGowan, Cook, and Stevens, Harry
Thompson, Burlington Four, Al Baker,
Kobiho and Corp, Rothman, Fogarty
and Foster, Helene Vincent, Monroe

Frank Sherman.
Naval Reserve Station, Pelham Bay.
Orchestra, Kathryn BradIcy, La Petite Jennie and Co.,
Ann Walters, Nai, Tai, Tai, Frank Mullane
and
Ira Shuster, Betty Donn, Dunn,
Root
and Leroy, Agnes Smith and Jessie
Rogers, Mohr and Gordon.
Air Service Depot Hospital, Garden
Uty, L. I.— Musical Comiques, Jack
Sidney, Dunn, Root and Levoy, Rosar
Sisters A. E Duncan, Bijou Russell,
Reynolds and DeTar, Nai, Tai, Tai,
Silver,

—Seamon's

and he looked
very good, but doubt if he could have
thought of any melodies at that moment. Saw Harold Kemp in Paris just
after he received his commission and
Ben Bloom, formerly with Remick
Mae Melville.
&
he made a good looking officer. The
Co., released from the Navy,
Debarkation Hospital, No. 2, Fox
Jan. 24
armistice was signed before he had
and is now with Harry A. Shea.
Hills.—S. L. Seamon's Orchestra, Mumuch chance to work. He had been
Harry A. B. Fields, formerly of
sical Comiques, Marie Allen,
Frederick
in most of the big attacks and
Fields Keane and Walsh, discharged
was
Roland, Parkes and Berkes, Helene
satisfied to cancel the war without
go down in history. Our managers
from the Army.
Vincent, Jim Trainer, Kaufman and
Corporal
Max Halperin, former showed the business men of the coun- giving it the usual two weeks' notice. Hyde, Byou Russell, A. O. Duncan,
member of the Varietf staff in Chi- try a few tricks in raising money and Tried hard to see Ray Hodgden, but Gr a
could not connect with the captain.
£.£ a,ah ViolJ n'. Mae Hunt, Ernie
handled things in a way that must
cago, was discharged at Camp Dodge.
and! Billy Loos.
Clarence Gaskill, the songwriter, was
have opened the eyes of many of our
Iowa.
General Hospital, No. 3, Rahway, N.
wounded
by
shrapnel
in
the
leg.
business
Warren O'Hara released from the
experts.
The artists came
J.—Jack Stanley, Denny and Boyle,
met him in a hospital at Vichy, France.
through and did their .share, most of
Navy, has resumed control of his
He was walking with a cane and was Bernard and Bussy, Will Ahearn, Florthem, and the people of the theatre
stock companies in New Bedford and
Mer edith, "Doc" A. E. O'Hara and
happy. He said he always wanted
SRf
have done themselves proud.
Brockton, Mass.
The quite
Will Ahearn, Olga, Carl and Inez, Bijou
an excuse to carry a cane since the
meeting in the Palace Theatre that
Jack Douglas, A.
F., formerly with
Russell, Mary Melville.
first time he saw Bissett and Scott.
was
e r e Choos, returned from
attended
by
so many volunteers
France
?
£
Clarence has written a lot of funny
reb. §
was a very nice thing, but it received a
2. He has recovered from wounds
The members o' Fred. Stone's "Jack
songs about army life and spends all
little too much
received in action.
publicity, in France
O Lantern" company went to Bumhis time entertaining in the various
and in consequence a lot of our theJoe Goodwin, formerly of the staff
kin Island, Mass., last week, when
wards of the hospital. He said the
of Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., is in
atrical stars are in bad with the boys
they were playing Boston, and enternext time they have a war he's going
in the A. E. F.
Evacuation Hospital, No. 8, A. E. F.,
We all know about to
tained over 1,000 sailors.
get Bart McHugh to book him in
in France.
the wires that were read at the meetSunbury, Pa., so they. won't be able
ing, so do the boys in France.
Lieut. Sam Janney, TJ. S. Air Service,
Why to
find him.
Met Eddie Cox in one VAUDEVILLE IN SOUTHERN CAMPS.
formerly reader for William Harris,
the senders of those wires didn't go
of the towns, he has an entertaining
Vaudeville has been decided upon
to France is what a lot of those boys
Jr., has been discharged from the serUnit. Chester Stratton saw our show
e Entertain ment Committee of
vice.
would like to know. Perhaps the solup near the Argonne. He looks very
the Commission on Training Camp AcSgt. Carroll Clucas, discharged from
diers expected too much.
good
for
tivities,
a
fellow
for several Southern isolated
who
spent
so
much
the Marines at Quantico, Va. He is
Lots of personal requests were made.
time
at Coney Island before going to
locations, making it difficult to supply
scheduled to join Billie Reeves in "The
"Where is so and- so?" "Is so and so.
war.
road attractions.
Original Drunk" at Wilmington.
still
singing those war songs about
^,
We were lucky enough to be in
The New York office of the commitByron Silvers, who has been with the N France? Why doesn't he come over
Paris the night the armistice was
tee has proposed several such shows
here and help us win the war?" Those
American Aviation Corps, France, is
signed
and
to
they
the
put
on
display
Keith
a
of
office,
and they will be
back in New York, discharged. Silwere the usual questions. A lot of
happiness that will be hard to follow.
bought outright by the committee. The
vers is going into vaudeville.
artists had been announcing the fact
It wasn't a bad war at that.
morale department of the army is in
Milton Kimball, son of Capt. Chas.
that they were going to Franc"e to
active co-operation with the commitE. Kimball, is still in service, attached
"entertain the dear boys fighting in
tee with the purpose of supplying enVOLUNTEER SERVICE SHOWS.
to the Y. M. C. A. department at
the trenches."
The boys all heard
tertainment to returned men.
Edgewood, Md.; he's also under miliabout those people in letters from
Lee Shubert entertained 300 SyraThe morale officers insist as much
tary discipline.
cuse soldiers at three theatres Jan. 30.
home. It was foolish of the artists
The men were discharged from Camp .entertainment be given in the. cantonBurt Hall, Imperial Royal Air Forces,
to do so, but some of them do love
ments as is possible knowing returned
has recovered from his accident when
kind applause.
Upton and Mr. Shubert, who is a Syramen are as fretful here as overseas
his machine dived into the ground. He
The women who came over here cuse man, met the boys at the station.
when no duties or goal is in sight.
is stationed
and stuck it out at the front deserve
They were taken to the Little Club
at Gullane, E. Lothian,
Practically no routes are being given
Scotland.
all the credit in the world.
There in the 44th Street theatre building and
out by the committee at present due to
Lewis Williams, formerly manager
dined. Later the entire number were
were not many who went up and stuck
the depletion of some camps, which
of Fox's Star, overseas for some time
given seats at "Little Simplicity," "The
it out, that's why some of the stories
are due to fill rapidly however within
with the A. E. F., has been assigned as
I have read sound, so. funny to me.
Melting of Molly" and "Sinbad." On
It
six weeks. Most of the attractions are
one of the few men for duty with the
was hard on the ladies in our Unit. leaving that night they were served
booked
in from civilian territory when
American Peace Commission in Paris.
Lois Meredith, Margaret Mayo and
with coffee and sandwiches at the statheir routes take them near the camps.
The assignment means that Williams
tion.
Elizabeth Brice put up with some awTwo road shows start out this week
will be in service for some time yet.
ful
hardship; Will Morrisey, Ray
for hospital appearances in the South.
Corp. L. Andrew Castle, formerly in
The following lately appeared at the
Walker and myself didn't mind it. I
Each member of an act is allowed $50
charge of the Chicago office of the
various hospital theatres for the War
will admit there were times when it
weekly for maintenance or extras as
Actors' Equity Association, now in
was not so pleasant, but when we saw Hospital Entertainment Association
they
wish, and all transportation is
France, tells of an eventful experience
Embarkation Hospital No. 4 (Polywhat the doughboys had to put up
provided. A four-person turn would
in the trenches. The last time Castle
clinic Hospital)
with, it was nothing. War is no place
Carl Seamon, Joseph
collectively receive $200 weekly. The
went over the top in France a piece
for a woman and the ladies of our
P. Giorgio, Helen Lederer, Harry Fern,
shows are booked for two weeks, but
of shell penetrated his coat and dented
profession who took a chance on the
Marinaro's
Orchestra,
Mile.
John
other time is expected to follow.
his A. E. A. card. Castle asked Frank
Boche shells and air raids have done Georgette Georgin, Marie Dressier, Pat
The two shows which started out
Ahearn, Bessie Wynn, Billy Burns.
Gillmore if the Association wanted to
something that the boys of the A. E.
this
week play the hospitals, there
preserve the card as a memento, and
F. will always remember. They know
Ward No. 55, General Hospital, No.
Gillmore has written Castle to send the
I Annex
the ones who did it and these who
Sammy Wilson, Ann Wal- being one show (nightly) at each point.
talisman on to New York.
The cor- are making, claims of things they did ters, Billy Burns, Perkoff and Gray, Both shows start with a comedy film.
The first bill which opened Monday
poral, who was injured prior to the
Sylvia Webb, Harry Fern, Robert
not do are only fooling themselves.
was Sam K. Mainoa, White and West,
signing of the armistice, is now out of
As far as show business is concerned Mills, Olga.
Gilbert and Clayton, Fogarty and Fosthe" hospital and expected home.
the outstanding heroine is Elsie Janis.
General Hospital, No. 1, Bronx Carl
ter, Lawrence Bros, and Thelraa.
She came at the right time, and did Seamon, Jazzland, Carle and Inez, Billy
The
second show opening Thursday was
Kenny, Olga, Al Baker, Ann Walters,
the right thing. She cannot be praised
ZONE.
PROFESSIONALS IN
made up of Lucille Sisters, Mary Maxtoo highly for what she has done. Her
Reynolds and DeTar, Billy Burns, Joe
By Tommy Gray.
name and fame is as well known with Edmonds, Josephine
Clair,
Baby field- Clark and Budd and the Jester
Trio.
.,.......,.„„,,.„....
.the boys as General Pershing's, and
Gladys.
Lo.nd.on,. Jan, 17.
Editor Vahibty:
the:~ General["is fhfe'""big headlmer over
Marrire Hospital, Staten Island-^- .= The...route J& ,Et. McHenry^ ..Camp
After a long silence I thought I
here.
The boys need entertaining Matty Levine, Josephine Clair, Fred- Mead, Camp Humphreys, Camp Lee,
would drop you a line and give you
now more than they ever, did and erick Roland, Helene Vincent, Billy Richmond College, Camp Eustis, Camp
those who come over will have a Very
Stewart, Old Point Comfort, Norfolk
a little dope on things across the big
Burns, Billy Cripps, Betty Donn, Foocean. After closing up the war in
(two nights, one at the army base and
interesting time.
We met lots of garty and Foster.
fill
a
France I am now in London to
people from show business at the
Embarkation Hospital, No. 4 (Polyr one at the naval hospital), St. Julien's
front.
little writing engagement with Albert
Played in the woods to Bill
Creek, Marine Hospital, Portsmouth,
clinic Hospital) Helen Lederer, Dan
Wolfenden's regiment just before one J. Harrington, Sylvia Webb, H. B. WarVa.
de Courville in London. We are workwill

enter vaudeville.

Maciste, picture star, with
Italian
troops mustered out of service;

now

at his Italian home.

'

We

E

V ^

—

—
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WAR
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'
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VAUDEVILLE
The wife af Sam Bernstein has rer
covered from pneumonia.
0. S. Hathaway, convalescing from
a recent illness, has gone to Florida.

Confine letters to 150 words

and write on one

Anonymous communications

will not

tide of paper only.

be printed.

Name

of writer must be signed
exclusively to

VARIETY.

Implicated letters will not be printed.

Atlantic City, Feb.
Editor Variety:

to present magic to the public in the
proper way. Magic is not dead by any
means. One has only to take a casual
glance at Variety's route pages to find
out how many magicians are working

5.

..

Thought you might be interested in
messages sent from boys in the A. E.
F. regarding Variety.
Your correspondent here, Mr. Sheurer, gave me
SO copies of Variety. Within the past
few days notes of thanks were received by me. I sent the copies over-

on the big and small time circuits and
there are plenty of them. Then look
for the expose magician.
There are
none. This evidently goes to show that
the booking managers have no use for

'

seas.

>

this style of

Several of the boys wrote they could
hear the rumble of the subway, it was
so ^natural to read Variety.
Others
were in occupied territory and wrote
they had turned the copies over to the
K. of C. after reading them.
Mrs. W.E.Shackelford.

New

York, Feb.

1.

There .has been no change in the
Canadian
immigration
regulations,
(a) Passports are not required of art-

who can prove United

States, al-.
(b) No ene-

or neutral citizenship,
my aliens are admitted except by order
of the Superintendent of Immigration
of the Dominion, and certainly not
for
theatrical
entertainment.
(c)
American citizens by naturalization
(d)
must have their final .papers,
Americans born of enemy parentage
must present birth certificate. If birth
certificate cannot be obtained, the affidavit of a reputable citizen as to birth
in the United States, vised by a British
consul, will serve.
It is desirable to present evidence of

lied

t

by

publicity.

/.

M.

with pneumonia, but has passed the
crisis.
The act will be unable to appear until the end of the month.
Mildred Cox, (Fox Family) was operated upon at the Post Graduate Hospital, New York, last week.
Miss Cox
is on the road to recovery.
Lew Golding, manager of the Palace, Newark, N. J., is confined to his
home in Newark with influenza. Wallie Hawes will handle the booking end
during Golding's absence.
William B. Lindsay, the railroad
agent of the Lehigh road, has gone
to French Lick springs to recuperate

from an attack of rheumatism following a heavy cold.
Coleman Goetz, song writer, was
taken out of Chicago on a stretcher
and sent to his family' in Buffalo suffering from a severe complication of diseases and nervous ailments.
Margaret Anglin became seriously
ill in Hartford, Conn., Feb. 3 and was
unable to fulfill her engagement that
night in "The Open Fire" at the Parson's Theatre which had been sold

Lund

York, Jan.

out.

MS;
JSB^i'

m

Jan.
Lucille F. Dawson of the staff of The
Billboard, and Jack Rex, manager of
the John Vogel Minstrels, were married in Cincinnati Feb. 1, by Magistrate
Harry McGrew. Miss Dawson has
been a newspaperwoman for several
years and was formerly on the New
York World. Rex, who for many years
was associated with Al. G. Fields, lives
inAtlanta.

the

A

is

Miller) was operated upon at Mercy
Hospital, Pittsburgh, Jan. 31. The operation was successful.
Sam Levy, of Waterson, Berlin and
Snyder, is back ajt his post, after a
couple weeks' illness with an attack of
the "flu."
Marie Clark (Clark Sisters) is ill

3.

la.

Allison.

Bolton, the librettist, is seriously
"flu," but is expected to
He is laid up in Chicago.
Mrs. Paul Gulick, wife of the Universal (film) publicity representative, is
able to be out after a severe attack
of influenza, followed by pneumonia.
Mrs. Leo R. Miller (Leo and Edna

with the

the Continental hotel, San Francisco,
to Minottta C. White, in Los Angeles,

priated Toto's name and act. He is
billing himself as Toto and doing a
half-way imitation of the act which
Toto is playing in the Keith houses.
The imposter was last heard of by
booking office officials when he appeared in the Majestic, Cedar Rapids,

way to
stop the career of the counterfeit Toto

Guy

ill

recover.

Lulu Dunn with the Mclntyre and

3.

I quite realize that the best

.

to Lieut. H. Wayne Pierson, U. S. N., Feb. 4.
Chiquitta Schemana, of New York
(professional), to H. Hubbard Beers
(non-professional) at Hartford, Conn.,
Jan. 30.
May Seamon, formerly of Seamon
a'nd Killum, and Samuel Schwartz,
wealthy contractor. Miss Seamon has
retired from the stage.
Francis Patrick Shanley, owner of

The Keith office has called the attention of Toto, the Hippodrome clown,
to the astonishing fact that an unknown in the West has boldly appro-

I,
as Toto's manager,
booking agencies in Chicago that this
very open steal is being perpetrated,
and I have also requested action on
Suits will
the matter by the N. V.
be entered against houses making this
false exploitation of a name which has
such value as a trade-mark. However,

New

Mme. Adelaide Herrman is seriously
at Dr. MacMiilan's sanitorium, Lexington avenue, New York.
John C. Coutts of Coutts & Tennis
is suffering from appendicitis, in Fitchburg, Mass.
ill

Heath show

Editor of Variety:—
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PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS.
Adele Tyler, for Max Turber's act.

BRI

Althea Barnes, with "Chin Chin."
Jean Acker, "The Dancer."
Marjorie Rambeau, "The Fortune
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POLLY PRIM
"

Tliu

uniform

the N. L. \V.
her bit.

Is
S.

that :>f ttm- Motw .Corps nf
In which POLLY PRIM did

Motoring wounded soldiers to the hospitals,
theatres and other places, many times to the

Lambs Club but no manager ever stepped
out to Polly's car and tagged her with a
healthy contract.
Polly Prim can always be reached care of

VARIETY, New York.

.

Carbrey and Cavanaugh (formerly
Carbrey Bros.) (Sam Jones).
Hazel Harrington and Co. in a playlet, "The Squad."
Mildred Andree and Co., musical
with 5 girls (Mark Levy).
Murphy and White. Bob Murphy
formerly did a single, White having
teamed with Burkhardt
Henrietta Horwitz and Co., in "Joy,"
new sketch by Miss Horwitz's father,
Charles Horowitz (Harry Shea).
Donald Roberts and Blanche Wilson
in an act written by William Friedlander.

::

Hazel Haslam and Co. (three womin a sketch.
Miss Haslam was
formerly with Jos. Bernard.
Vera Gordon, Yiddish actress, play<
ing character roles in a sketch by Ad-

en)

dison Burkhart.

-

Frank Westphal in two-act with
Miss Fields, who formerly, appeared
with Halsey Mohr,
"He Talked- in His. Sleep," headed
by Byron Silvers & Co. "(Lee Mucken.

;>

fuss).

Bobby Van Horn, Sadie Banks, Bob.
and Jean Moore, Leonard and'
Mack, Sherman and Rose (George M.
bie

King).

Herble Glass, Bobbie Reed and Jack
.in "The Lemon" Hugh Herformer sketch (Lewis & Gor«

Mann,
bert's
Tlon),

Bobby Woolsey and Hazel Boyne
Meagher
(formerly
Meagher and
Campbell) and Kent, the latter formerly a single (Epstein & Sofranski).
"Good Pickins'" revue, with nine
players, with Earl Miller and Lawrence Devarney featured; "In A Sanitarium,"
"Bits of

comedy

sketch, five people;

Grand Opera, with 30 people,
produced by Sam Shannon.
Wood and Dixon (formerly Benny
and Wood); Harry Pequo and Effe
Fellows, acrobatic; Watkins and Williams, in "When West Meets East,'*
formerly played by Kelly and Fern
(Jack Mandel).
Gf etch en Eastman in "Song Pictures," a novelty turn with songs and
dances, assisted by Arthur Hartley and
Otto Spencer. A special production
by the H. Robert Law studios is carall

Julia Dean, whose last legitimate
stage appearance was in "The Woman on the Index," is going into vaudeville under the direction of Joseph
Hart, in a playlet called "Evil Eyes,"
by Philip Bartholomae.
She will be
Kelly.

AND OUT.

William Smyt'he, out of the Orplicum, San Francisco, bill this week
show being too long. No substitution
Ben B. Friedman, formerly assistant
manager of Loew's Avenue B., has
been promoted to sergeant and is serving with the Army of Occupation in

"Nine

Napanees,

1

booked to play the Rialto, Racine, for
two days, canceled after first performance;,

"

"

(Chas. Fitzpatrick).

Germany.
Jake Sternad's

'

in "Misfor-

"The Man from Denver," 4 people

ert

*

'';

"Ka-

two-act..

i

s^B~

:';:

with

tune."

IN

—

(formerly

and Jimmy Weston,

tinka")

supported by Louis Casavant and Rob-

1

HEBbshH^
SB

'

{$&

Teller."

,

ried.
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Cunningham and Clements with
St. Louis, Feb. 1.
"Good Morning Judge."
Editor Variety:
Great Renard, with Judith Williams,
I notice in this week's Variety a
in vaudeville.
criticism of a "comedy expose" magic
Lydia Barry and Polli Barri, for Aract. Note you say the turn will "probthur Pearson's new musical comedy,
ably make the smaller small time."
entitled "Up Front Please."
Correct in every word. The smaller
Mabel Withee, out of "Sinbad," has
time the better.
replaced Carolyn Thompson in "Little
For .some time various magical so- ^Simplicity."..
_....,
4_
cieties" have "been" watching your colFred Heider replaced ''FHsco'"Tn''
umns to note what stand you take re- "Tumble In" opening in Wilmington
garding the expose of magic Hats
Feb. 16.
off to you for the timely criticism.
You have the thanks of all professional
ENGAGEMENTS.
and amateur magicians.
Mabel Withee, "Little Simplicity."
There is plenty of room for newWHlle Solar, "Ladles Pint."
R&lph Hen, "Monte Orlsto. Jr."
comers who have the brains and ability

a

to

week

W. A. Johnston, of the Grand, Chicago, was operated on for appendicitis
on Tuesday.

V.

and to state when and where the artist
expects to leave Canada. This is on
account of the Canadian immigration
rule that provides for. the checking out
of all acts and companies.
Clark Brown,

York, Feb.

find a

MARRIAGES.
Henry Gomperts

(non-professional) in

bookings when crossing the border,

New

act.

the honky tonk circuits, where they
starve to death and eventually end up
where they come from, the factory.
One hears the cry for new tricks and
illusions to which I myself replywhy should we spend time and money
in inventing new ideas?
Then have
these kind of magicians come along and
steal them. Then expose them to the
public
Two of America's biggest magical
societies, the Society of American
Magicians and the National Conjurers' Club, have voiced their disapproval
of exposing magic.
Now we have
Variety and Sime doing the, same.
Many thanks.
Will Bland
(The Australian Illusionist.)

Editor Variety:

ists

an

Magic properly presented can

spot on any bill. But one will notice
brainless magicians who have not the
ability to put a magic act over turn to
the expose end of it for a living on

Willie Weston was removed
private Brooklyn hospital this
suffering from influenza.

^

.Izctta>w:oman..-, Musica! single.

:

FORUM

and will be held In confident*, If desired.
Letters to be published in this column most be written

NEW ACTS.

AND INJURED.

ILL

ARTISTS'

Dean

&

inadequate;

replaced

by

Dunbar.

.Baker .dropped, out of the Pal "
Monday, reporting 111 anct" tin twr*
able to appear.
Ruth Roye was en
gaged to fill the vacancy. The sain<
day Sailor Reilly notified the man
agement he could not work because o'
throat trouble. Bert Grant and Bill)

,.,

...B.clle

ace

bill

Jones were substituted,

"

BURL ESQUE

10

and more evenly matched than

Is obnerved
line.
Many have "lines" below the
hips a point that is strongly played to by the
costuming which allows full play of tlgbts yet
without becoming tiresome. The choristers had
eleven changes and all were good to look at.
Clean tlgbts added to the costuming score and
the girls were well shod too. The chorus costumlDg Is claimed to have cost around f 3,800
and that doesn't seem exaggerated.
In the mattor of cast there have probably
been a number of changes but this year's seven
principals do not site up as being particularly
Btrong in the aggregate. It may be that some
of the material isn't suited and without risk
Mr. Baker can well devote more attention to
George H. Ward
material for next season.
using a sort of modified "Dutch" dialect, is
principal comlo with Frank Anderson teamed
with him. They failed to start anything In
the first act but secured fair results in the
hind end of the show. There a number of bits
were UBed, George Betta, as the straight, aiding.
A pun bit on "tell her" and teller (meaning a
bank clerk) was entirely over the heads of the

THE MAJESTICS.

Cunningham. It at least smacked of
some originality and held the very little claaa
tha performance possessed.
The class waa
mostly presented In the -work of Mr. Cunning*
ham's. The turn la of the man and woman
Rcrapping, a la Flllson and Brroll, also Ross
and Fenton and a thousand or more since, but
still Miss Bennett and Mr. Cunningham made
something out of it, calling the act "You Win."
In addition Mr. Cunningham gained quite some
applause with a "Mother" song, and a
"Woman" recitation. He had one at either
Paul

end of the turn.
The program says the entire production was
written and staged by the same Paul Cunning*
ham. Does that mean that Mr. Cunningham
claims the "baby carriage scene" from "Hltchy
Koo" as his own? Or the Tom Barnes bit with
the gun that Roscoe Alls does near the finish,
when the prima donna sings T Or any of the
etuS that Alls and Doc Dell do in their specialty, particularly that taken from the turn
of Mobs and Frye on the big time, or the "all
right." Business that 1b akin to "Watt Street"
and done as badly, or the beer drinking
through a rubber tube or the remarkable resemblance In style, talk and work these two
boy* in white face give to the former jet of
Swor and Mack In blackface now made Into
two big time turns?
There Is one good and new gag In the show,
the "propaganda" bit, it that belongs to no one
outside the performance. There Is so much
lifted stuff present anyone seeing new material,
immediately suspects that that must have been

m
r

i'

.

La Pine

Barry rube role.
The two comedians,

made up

did

a

tort of

Jimmy

Miss Bennett leads the women, without any
other following very closely. She remains the
good-looking well gowned blonde, and barring
a tendency to strain for effect, gets over as
she always has.
There are 19 or 20 girls In the chorus.
Sometimes but 14 show and again but eight

The girls have many changes of varying
quality and but little actual number work of
moment. The finale of the first part is a red
fire, all dressed in flag costumes.
And not forgetting the bit of the "lost
parse," played by Miss Bennett and the company, nor the tough convict-husband who
turned out to be a "nance" or that awful song,
might or should be
go over the circuit,
but whoever can. Justly
It

will

GIRLS.

Charles M. Baker has several other attracon the American Wheel and la looked up
among the younger producers because be Is
always "trying."
Naturally he gets results
though Judging from his shows he hasn't yet

tions

to

managed

to hit high speed.
In his favor la
that he doesn't "cheat" a thing that bas been
• too common fault among second wheel managers and which is gradually on the decline.
His "Speedway Olrls" belles' the title.
It

show bjr any means and the lack
of proper tempo appears to be one of the chief
faults.
The first act moves too slowly after
a slow start. A draggy sentimental number,
fast

the second of the show's songs, acted as a sort
of break at the Olympic Tuesday night with
the balance of the first act never attaining
the right going.
Substituting the song and
inserting one of the. newer, popular. Jiumbera.
bwgnt to help.' The show peculiarly enough
Isn't loaded with popular numbers, an effort
seemingly being made to steer clear of them.
The few present aren't of the latest brand. If
discrimination Is to be made at all it Is better
to have the newer melodies not only for their
worth but because they are pretty sure to
score.

The
Olrls"

now and

then.

Thee.

said to have

become enamored of

principal feature of the "Speedway
the girls, 16 In number, well drilled

Is

left

for

Chicago this week.

UNDESIRABLE CHORUS GIRLS.
If certain burlesque producers have
their way between now and next season certain chorus girls designated as
"undesirables" through agitation in the
choruses, making trouble at the hotels
and causing embarrassment for managers and producers en route this season wili be passed up by both circuits
next season.

Several companies recently had trouand there was talk of a walk out
by one company recently over a girl.

ble

Cir-

.

making an audible pro-

manager.

has two, 'The Mathe Columbia, New York,

GERARD'S

and Irwin's "Big Show."

_

ence reported.

$2

SHOW.

Barney Gerard intends producing a
$2 musical

The

show himself next

title is

season.

"Kiss Papa."

DEATHS.

Sam Newman, stage manager of
Minsky Bros. National Winter Garden, died last week of pneumonia at
home

Brooklyn, at the age of 29.
Burial took place at the Mount Carmel Cemetery. A widow and child surhis

in

vive.

SPRINGFIELD WANTS BURLESQUE.
Springfield, Mass., Feb.

On

Colvin,

She was a member of "The Best Show
in Town."

After a few weeks of managing the
Gayety, Montreal, Robert Simonds
left, with Frank Metzger, formerly in
advance of the Hurtig & Seaman
shows, now installed there as house

In the assignment of franchises lategranted by the Columbia Circuit for
another period, Mr. Irwin received but
one. The other apparently was secured by James £. Cooper.
Legal proceedings are threatened by
Irwin to maintain his contention he
is entitled to both franchises upon the
wheel, in perpetuity.
He is said to
have communicated with the Columbia
executives while in New York this
week, with no outcome of the confer-

this

death last week.

Clarice Lawrence, at present with
Singer's
Behman show, has
signed contracts with Adolph Singer,
the son of the elder Singer, for vaudeville or burlesque next season.
" Hazel Mack, wife of Charles 'Tod"

FRANK METZGER AT MONTREAL.

He now

jesties" at
this week,

latter'-s

Jack

With the exception of the Penn

test against reducing the number of
his productions on the Columbia Wheel

to one.

Solly Pernick succeeded the late Sam
as stage manager at the National Winter Garden, following the

American Burlesque route next season will be composed solely of week runs. This elimsplit
inates the several
week houses
and will make the entire route run
32
weeks beginning sometime in
August, and ending in April.
A censor board of three will also
be appointed and their decisions anent
the shows will be final. It is believed
some of the present franchises will
be revoked because of the inferior
.grade of shows produced this season.

FRED IRWIN PROTESTS.
is

Lew Lederer replaced Walter Brown
the Pat White Show (burlesque).

Newman

AMERICAN DROPS ONE NIGHTERS.

the grease paint and tinsel and joined
the chorus of a show playing there.
Miss George was arrested upon the
complaint of her parents. Her stage
name was Louise Daley. She was a
guest at the detention house until her
parents arrived from the. South.

Fred Irwin

in

cuit of night stands, the

ly

Slros.

a

In

Buffalo, Feb. 5^A burlesque show playing at one of
the local houses during the past week
lost one of its members, when Alice
George was taken into custody by
Mrs. Kathryn Gunn and Miss Jeanne
Gray, policewomen.
The girl, who is only 15 years of
age, is accused of running away from
her home in Atlanta, Ga., and gradually working her way up north into
Canada. Upon reaching Toronto she
is

thing.

Isn't

In the

little

attempt by

duet

YOUNG CHORUS GIRL ARRESTED.

A|1b

SPEEDWAY

A

heard.

bound to sneak one

And still "The Majesties" Is a good show,
because there are plenty of girls, lots of numbers, nearly all lively, and even If the Dumber
leaders fall below the standard, Irwin's trade
mark of ensemble vocalizing holds good In
this troupe, so good that the principals make
a very fair atempt at the "Lucia Sextet"

be very well liked,
claim any credit?

There was

liked.

Whalen of Louisville and a
prominent theatre-owner of Newark
are the leading movers in the new project, which is expected to be operating

Eli Dawson, who had a vaudeville
act ready for presentation, by Aaron
Hoffman, will replace Frank Devoy in
the Behman Show. He has laid the
act aside.

,

question, beyond the line of spice.

"Ja-Dah" or whatever
"The Majesties"

voices

of

engaged Arthur Putnam, Mae Kerns
"The Pirates") and Dick Day-

Jolly Girls."

BettB and Miss Dean with "Poor Little Buttercup" and another ancient one, "My Hero,"
-did nicely, however.
The "Speedway Olrls" shapes up as a good
average show attaining that mark through the
well dressed chorus.
Some suggestive lines
appear here and there but not as much as In
other American shows.
At that the comics
appeared to have been held down In that
respect.
Without material, however, they are

some cartoon subjects. Alls did a "Hlnky
Dee" number of several verses that could stand
editing, and there Is other matter In the show

called,

waa

It

way

Chicago, Feb: 5.
Plans for the organization of a new
burlesque circuit are expected to materialize at a meeting to be held here

ton (formerly of "Broadway Girls").
Jim and Flo Beauguard, with "The

long drawn out comedy band bit

numbers

to a nervous breakdown, WilDavis, with "The Tempters," asked
to be released. Billy Harris, who has
been in the anmy, replaced him. With
Davis' departure went his wife, Bonnie Dale, and her part has been assigned to Anna Fink.
The National" (downtown) now has
(late of

scheme and one In white, always drawing
all eyes and attention.
In the white effect
Miss Morrlssey handled one of the best numbers, "We're Bound to Win," with the chores
well drilled for it. Dorothy Dean was the
Ingenue and Bdythe Lyons the soubret
Best among the numbers waa "Open the
Book," a novelty chorus song led by Ward, and
since It was away for the usual chorus "stunt"

and Dell, were
grotesque character, perhaps after

In

Owing

Ham

used at the close of the first act was but half
productive and was In more as a filler than
anything elBe. Mr. Betts was "In and out" In
his work. His dressing in the first act could
be Improved on for they like neat straights on
the second wheel as well as anywhere else. A
youngster Charles Levlne, Jr.,. bad little to do
and is probably getting a schooling.
Stella Morrlssey lead the feminine contingent
of three and Mies Morrlssey looked quite freeh
and attractive in most of her frocks. Several
tlghted appearances, one with a blue color

lifted from somewhere.
Withal "The Majesties" make a good laughing show. The audience laughed all the way
through, almost entirely at Alls and Dell,
Their laugh was the saloon story of the man In
the life boat tutting the bald headed man In
the water. In their beer bit one of the boys
did a disgusting thing of gargling beer, then
swallowing it. They used the "Bill-Sweet William" talk of Swor and Mack's among others
also the "What makes the balloon go up" of
the Moss and Frye turn, besides three or four
other gags along the Moss and Frye lines that
got laugls. They should get laughs— they got
the colored act the big time.
Lyle La Pine and Flo Emery were the main
principals In the "baby carriage" scene and
of course that got over, since It was the
comedy hit of Hitchcock's "Hltchy Koo." Miss
Emery did a kid two or three times. She did
it at one time with Mr. La Pine and during it
both expectorated.
That may be their Idea

of kid humor.

A

audience.

PLANS FOR NEW WHEEL

BURLESQUE CHANGES.

along the

It's seldom, very seldom In fact, that a show
carrying so much lifted material cornea Into
the Columbia, as Fred Irwin's "Msjcetlo'a"
contains this week at that house. And to make
It worse, when the stage matter hasn't been
borrowed, in the comedy line. It's of the oldest
burlesque brand.
The exception to the rule In this show seems
to be the specialty of Florence Bennett and

5.

his return here from New York
week Mr. Gilmore, manager of

Mark Lea Managing Burlesque Club.
Tom Ward no longer holds forth at
the Burlesque Club as steward, having
turned hi.s...attejxtion. to outside .pur-.,
;

thfe" CtiufrS'quare TheatTe.'siated that"
there was a possibility that Spring"

The club is now managed by Mark
Lea. The latter was formerly a burlesque comedian.
Will Roehm, secretary of the club, is
in charge of a "Circus Night" schedule
at the rooms for the latter part of

York on Monday.

this

would have Columbia Wheel Bur-

;.

-

-

--

•

-.J......

.•

.

iiext

Monday.

According to the "dope," Trons and

Clamage of Chicago, Heuck

':•:. ••'•...-..:i-,:i,'ii:';-'.

A

Washington, Heuck's Opera House in
Cincinnati, and houses in Hamilton,
Ont, Buffalo, Newark, Brooklyn,' Boston,! and Cleveland.
The venture contemplated a better

show than

is being offered by either
the Columbia or American circuits, the

show

to cost' not less than $5,000 to
produce and $1,800 to run per week,
no split weeks, same scale of admisOnly theatre owners are to be
taken into the circuit, and a franchise
is to be awarded to each house.
Fac,

sions.

tors in the old Progressive circuit' are
said to be interested in the proposed
new circuit

The Chicago people in the venture
have been attempting, it is said, to get
a site for a new burlesque theatre in
the loop, at Randolph and Dearborn
event of failure to get a
will be made to get the
Great Northern Hippodrome.

streets.
In
site, efforts

JOHN CORT SUING W.

B. MEEHAN.
Although House, Grossman and Vorhaus are the attorneys for John Cort,
they are, in this particular instance,
acting as counsel for William B. Meehan, an actor, who is named as defendant in a suit by John Cort, who lias
retained Paul Turner as counsel for
the time being.
The action is for breach of contract,
Cort alleging that he had engaged
Meehan for the cast of "Listen Lester."
Meehan, in the meanwhile, had accepted a position in Woods' production of "The, Big Chance."
The defendant answer is Cort did
not open on time. .
Billy Meehan with "The Big Chance"
will be starred in his own play next
season, according to present plans.
J. P. Sinnot and Willard Mack have
collaborated on a piece which is as yet
unnamed, but which has been accepted

by Meehan.

New

Scenery Good for Next Season.
Burlesque managers on both Columand American circuits who purchased new scenery this season will
be permitted to use it again next season after making the required burnishing redecorating, while other producers will have to lay in a complete new
equipment.
"Fireproofing," required from time
to time, has been the most damaging
thing to contend with by the managers,
the scenery showing the wear and tear
of the repeated 'process during the
bia

season.

"NEVE* TOO LATE" CLOSES.
Chicago, Feb.

5.

"Never Too Late," the prohibition
play produced by William A. Brady at
the Princess last Monday, closed on
Saturday.

The company returned to New Y6rk.
Ifincluded Tim Murphy. Edith Barker,
.Henry.HuJl, and Marie Goff,--

month.

STOCK

IN

ALBANY.

Albany, N. Y, Feb. 5.
Harmanus Bleecker Hall has been
by M. E. Fassett for the summer months and stock will be inaugurleased

ated in April.

.-;

ji-iai

Cin-

the latter part of August.
chain of sixteen houses is said to
have been constructed. This includes
the Haymarket and possibly the Gaiety of Chicago, the Avenue in Detroit,
the Buckingham in Louisville, the Empress in Milwaukee, the Lyceum in

-.

,

of

cinnati,

suits.

lesque here next season. Mr. Gilmore
did not say at what theatre, but
stated that he had taken the matter
up with Sam Scribner while in New

field

-

,.:--.

,

-;~:iL±1i.l^2)

eases

—

:

-
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Jolly and Wild, a big-time act (man
and wife), who retired some months
ago to conduct a hotel in Indianapolis,are back in vaudeville. This week they

Inc.

ana an>TKtiun.
Hhv Tsrk

Time* Squar*

SUBSCRIPTION
v

No.

11

j

D.

Asbough

is

now manager

tralia.

Con

"Furs and
two years with the show.

Burt" has. left

and Clarence are in the
of the Cort. George "feoomis

Little

box office
was formerly

the' treasurer.

•*'
.

on "The Honor of the Family," by
Paul M. Potter, and produced by the
The claim is based on
defendant.

.

~

Potter's interest of "2}4 per cent,
royalty, which he ha'd assigned Sanger
Jordan, of which the plaintiff is a
partner, for a consideration of $300.

Jules Kibel has given, up his'producing office in the Putnam Bldg. for the
time being, pending his travel on the
road with one of his own acts. ' Ed.
Livingston, who shared the office, is
now the sole occupant.

Marshall and Covert have separated,
Marshall having joined with Powers
(Brooks and Powers).

Muncie
.

&

The Loew Office baseball team, under
management of'Moe Schenck, has

the

Blanche Gordon, formerly in vaudeville, is now connected with the Al
v
Meyer Agency.

to join."

Sundberg

for' $1,500.

Mra. Jake Rosenthal (KathrynOsterman) and hereon, Jack, have joined
Rosenthal,

now manager

of the

MEMUM

THE BEST ADVERTISING

t

Marie Goff, ingenue of the HMated
"Never Too Late" company at the
Princess, was singled out by all critics
as a rare find.
-

is

played through scrim is of solid oak
and the heavy construction of the sets
32 men on the Booth stage;
in the carpentry department, 10 clearers (one to a piece), 5
electricians, a property man and two
assistants. When the show tried out
on the road it needed 18 minutes to
strike the. first act
The time was
cut to nine minutes in New York by
doubling the number of men back
calls for

There areM4

IT

COVERS THE WHOLE WORLD

*^

.--

Wherever They Are

m

-—...
-^

-.-

:

Purple."

Ed. Nicholson, property man at the
6, celebrated the
fiftieth anniversary of his accession
to the ranks of stage employees. Ed.
began as assistant props" at the Old
National Theatre.

- Arthur E. Earnest, for the last three
seasons with Fred V. Bowers' Song
Revue, has entered business in Johnson City, Term., his home town.

issued a challenge to any theatrical
team in the profession for the coming
season. Rube Maj^uard, former star
twirler of the Giants, now playing on
the Loew Circuit, has volunteered his
services on the mound for the Loew

Lyric, Cincinnati, Feb.

making preparations
He will com-

bunch.

for his annual trip south.

Open Golf-Championship

The

at

Liberty,

Camp

McClellan, Annis-

the last three days of each week,
booked by Jules Del mar. Acts playing the Grand, Montgomery, the first
half will probably split with the cantonment house.
ville

of the late Charles Hasty
(The Iloosicr Boy), now with the U. S.
Marines- on the Pacific Coast, has written a musical piece.

The ton

E. T. Beatty,

wood, and
to

I.

Chicago-

employed by the present two-act

i

owner

of the Engle-

H. Herk, have returned
where they attended

Association.

"The Fortune Teller,"/ by Leighton
Graves Osmun, with Marjorie Rambeau featured, under. the management
of Arthur Hopkins, is scheduled to
open in New York, Feb. 24.

.

Joseph J. Garrity, attached to the
Liberty Loan headquarters in New
York, has resigned and is returning to
the theatrical business, with Chicago a
possible headquarters. His brother is
at present the Western representative
for the Shuberts.

_

is

in

many regards similar to that employed by Bernie and Baker, he has
as

much

right to

it

as Bernie,

who

was for nine years his partner. When
they separated each got another partner and each used what he wanted of
the material of the original team.

who went out

with
"The Love Mill," which toured the
South under the management of John
York.
Hickey, has returned to New

.

Charlie Klass, (Klass and Tremini)
begs to state that, while the routine

vaude-

ton, Ala., will indefinitely play

Sally Stemler,

-•:

illusion
left for

E

Picture Fields

Gene Quigley is back with "She
Walked in Her Sleep," succeeding Arthur Kellar, who is managing "The

pete in the
Pinehurst.

-the

dinner to the theatrical regiment ;<i
of the New York police reserves was
held in Keene's Chop House Saturday,
v
night. Originally tickets were $3, but
l
F. Albee, who is the colonel of the
regiment, requested that the reserv.es
be his guests and such tickets as were.,
sold were refunded, invitations being
•;*
substituted. Mr. Albee was unable to
I
be present,- his. secretary, Major Rob-:
ertson, of the reserves, reading a let- ter of greeting from him. Major Robertson was introduced by Capt. Jacobs.
About 125 attended the dinner. Other /£&

in Vaudeville, Burlesque,

Drama and

Musical Comedy,

tion.

is

If

A

Reaches Managers

v

Donald Brian has been named to succeed Shelley Hull on the board of directors of the Actors' Equity Associa-

Matt Gran

theatricals.

industry.

J

Vaudeville at Wilmer & Vincent's
Majestic, Williamsport, Pa., has been
suspended. The house will play musi-

Unknown

in

.

Horace Reeves, of Reeves and Lam-

stock.

J

is destroyed there is nothing
the imagination of the spectator to
feed upon. The effect of realism is SO'
per cent, of a dramatic presentation.
-All publicity tending to reveal the
method of creating stage and motion
Cicture illusions should Be discouraged
y those interested in the amusement

repeating two of his

titles.

comedy and

"-'5

stage illusions tends to diminish in-

port, the London booking agents, arrived in New York, Feb. 5. Mr. Reeves
is here to book acts for England.

cal

.:.

making double exposures. This is an-_
other step in the wrong direction.
Every time, the public is* made familiar
with the inner workings of "the amusement profession it adds to the general
disillusionment.
Exposure of

acts "The'Hoosier Girl" and "An Heir
for a Night," over the Pan time, with

new

3

duplicate companies had been made.
The show uses two car loads of settings,some originally in former
Woods' shows. The court room scene

terest

D. D. Berg

*

has decided to send out
no road companies of "The Woman in
Room 13," although casting plans for

The Educational Film Corp., is distributing among its short reel subject,
a picture revealing the secrets of the
studio, and particularly the trick of

IS

VARIETY

Woods.

•-•

Woods

stage.

While here at the Majestic last week,
Albertina Rasch was attached by P.

.

'.

A. H.

.'

Walter C. Jordan has instituted
legal action against Charles Frohman,
Inc., to recover $4,252.53 as royalties

In," "The Traveling Salesman,"
Pair of Sixes" and "Paid in Full"
are among plays that have reached
France and which will be shown the
soldiers on the A- E. F. circuit from
the Channel to the Rhine.

"Kick

"A
Harriet

•

for

sail

of

the Regent (vaudeville), Detroit.

Frills" after

to

valued at $3,500.
'

playing Muricie, Ihd., will" open at" the
Park, Indianapolis, Feb. 9 as a full
show. Choos has planned to make a
road show out o"f the act for some"
weeks. A complete line of scenery and
electrical effects were shipped West
this week, with Robert Kirk quitting
Broadway, Wednesday, to handle the
advance for the show. A number of
chorus girls also -went out of- here to

...

mule belonging to
Bert Lamont, but worked by Pascale
Perry in a vaudeville act, died in Kansas City last week. The animal was
"Dixie," the trick

Vol LIIL

W.

%

Delmore and Lee are

11

After 'winding up the. last half of
this week as a vaudeville act the
enlarged stage version of "The Bride
..Shop."., direction George Choos, now

place.

South America Feb. 14, to play the
Sequin Tour. They will open at the
Casino, Buenos Aires, for a stay of
12 weeks.
The aerial men lately returned to New York after a professional visit of nine months in Aus-

are headlining McVicker's, Chicago.

Single Copl et, 15 carta

•

£

"See You Later," the new musical
.comedy with T. Roy Barnes, Victor
Moore and Frances Cameron, leaves
Chicago Feb.. 24, ostensibly, to. play
two weeks on tour eastward, and into
New York. The first act is being rewritten and some recasting will take

Weekly by

VARIETY,

'.

VARIETY
Mrs. Guy Bates Post (Adele Ritchie)
is playing a bit' in "The Masquerader,"
of which Pott is the star. They are
here, on their way back. from an Australian tour, which was successful.

Published'

.

I

m

4

1

Rehearsals are not drab affairs at
all times and a bit of humor creeps in
as witness a laugh coming to all those
who visit Bryant Hall for the "grind!'
work. In the entrance hall there is
a promiently displayed black-list holdr
ing the names of managers and individuals who owe for the use of the;
rooms.
Among the score of more
debtors are the names of several managers reputed to be successful but the
sums noted have been owed for as long
-^is four years and vary in amount from

i
.

$1.50 to $94.

Until recently the picture
of a press agent adorned the bulletin
board in addition to his name being in
the list. When he hcard^ about it the
money was promptly remitted. One of.

bohm Tree and

to

r.aj

Ibsen's "Ghosts" will be presented by
Robert Whittier, at a special matinee
afternoon (Feb. 7). The performance will be marked by the first appearance of Maud Hildyard, an Australian

•

Journey."

Jobn L. Sleeper, Capt. Shaw
(manager of the Booth Theatre), and
Lieut. James Allison,

Capt.

this

'"

Garret' Cupp, recently doing specialpublicity for the Salvation Army and
several years ago assistant dramatic
editor of the Evening Mail (New
York), is engaged in special press work
for "The Melting of Molly" and "Little

speakers were Lieut: Quinn, and Sergeant Hines of the regular force, the
latter the drillmaster of the reserves.
Other speakers were reserve -officers,

other English actors)."
Augustin Duncan and Helen Freeman
also appear in the cast. If the matinee meets with approval, Mr. Whittier
will make other presentations of continental dramas,

the managers owed $2.50 and phoned
5
!""WairwH«n TVe-'le'ari'ied~ht* nsthi«-wSs on the list. He asked for a stateAt
ment.
Several were sent 'him.
Christmas time the hall manager called
the producer up and told him to buy a
necktie with the money owed.

We

:,

!
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ABUSE SOLDIERS' PRIVILEGE
IS CHARGE OF THEATRE MEN
Carelessness of Those Sending Soldiers to Theatres

Where

They Are Welcome Results in Confusion. Managers
Have Been Forced to Refuse Admission
Through Lack of Any Accommodation.
With a considerably number of assumedly altruistic workers on behalf
of graining free admission to Broadway
theatres for injured soldiers and others
in uniform, some confusion has arisen.
Recently" several parties of men arrived at the same theatre and with the
result that one party was accommodated but there was no room for the
others, causing- embarrassment to the
manager who had no wish to deny the
men entrance. The liberality of some
managers, with Lee Shubert. leading
the field, has caused abuses to spring
up. A card in many Shubert houses
suggests no courtesies be asked for
since all seats not sold are allotted to

was the father of a
son born to Evelyn Marsh, whom he
met while she was a chorus girl in
London. The girl is a New Yorker
and is now in New York with the
child.
Her attorney here is former
Field, that Field

Governor Dunne.
On Saturday a $100,000 settlement
was made, but this is not final, and
the child is yet claiming to be sole
heir to $50,000,000, as the Marshall
Field will provided that Henry's share
be given him or his estate at a future
time. The law will have to construe
whether the boy, born out of wedlock
and suing as Henry Marsh, is legal

it

is

known

them in London, including another
American multi-millionaire department
store scion, John Wanamaker. Wanamaker, some years ago, was sued by

that seats

are available. But some co-ordination
should be effected in the issuing of soldier courtesies.
Some workers have
secured permission for a certain number of men from the house management and then also asked the same
privilege from the attraction manage-

;

.

a "Follies" chorus girl in a similar
matter, but charged blackmail. Young
Field married, though he had brought
the Marsh girl and the child to New

York and was maintaining them, and
he died a few months ago of influenza.
The estate, which is beyond $200,000,000

ment The latter believing that he
alone was asked of course consented
with the result that double the number
of raej applied. During the present
period when big business is the rule,
disappointments are bound to occur
unless a central bureau be established
instead of the present loose method.
By seven o'clock a manager generally knowns about how many empty seats
vill be availale for soldiers, which is
ample time to bring the men, even if
injured, to the theatre on time. Most
of the courtesies are granted during
the day, however, so that the seven
o'clock tab on available seats could
be used for men in uniform but not

5

z

in value, the richest in

Chicago,

is

not

fighting the girl, but desires a legal
verdict on the status of the Marsh
child as an heir.
Field's widow got
only about $140,000, as he had not yet
come into the bulk of his inheritance,
and she ceased to be his wife on his
death, but the child, if legally endorsed,
will, of course, continue to be his son
and may therefore share during his
lifetime and even pass on the inheritance to any of his "issue," in which
event he will participate in an estate
which, it is estimated, will be worth
$80,000,000 by his maturity.

injured.

Early this week accommodations for

6

15 men were promised at one of the
smaller houses which has been playing to good business. Two parties arrived at show time and in total there
were 50 men, most of whom could not
be given seats. Last week the community booth at 42nd and Fifth avenue
was telephoned that a certain number
cf men could be accommodated at one
of the Shubert houses. Apparently the
women in the booth stopped all men
in uniform and directed them to the
theatre. These men in turn picked up
others on their way so that the resultant party could not all be taken
care of.
One individual worker secured permission to bring 50 wounded men. He
arrived with 40 men and ten friends of
his wife, whom he said were workers
in the "cause." The manager tore his
hair but could not refuse.
Suggestion has been made to use a
special form of ticket for the men with
the tickets not valid save for service
men in uniform.

a

.:

McKAY SUING BLANCHE

RING.

Alfred Beekman, of House, Grossman and Vorhaus, has been- retained as
counsel by Frederic McKay to bring
action against Blanche Ring for breach
of contract, entered into in March,
1917.
McKay, who was formerly the
dramatic critic on the N. Y. Evening
Mail, and former husband of Miss
Ring, held a contract dated July, 1910,
whereby he was to be her exclusive
manager for ten seasons.
This latter contract was executed for
the purpose of canceling the previous
one, to enable Miss Ring to secure a
new management. In consideration
for the cancellation of this previous
contract, Miss Ring was to pay the
plaintiff the um of $50 per week for
20 weeks each season for three seasons.
The contract went into effect Sept. 1,
Miss Ring, the complaint has it,
1917.
has lived up to her part until this season, when she refused to pay the sum
agreed upon. The action is to recover
all moneys the plaintiff alleges she defaulted. on.
Miss Ring has not filed
her answer.
.

„

CHORUS GIRL AFTER FORTUNE.

'

1

Chicago, Feb. 5.
One of the most sensational stories
in Chicago's history, sufficiently so to.
"entirely' tear away "the' " c'tTstbm of the
dailies not to sling muck about de-

partment store individuals, came in
the Field-Marsh scandal, when it appeared
through
depositions
filed
against the estate of the late Henry
grandson of the late Marshall

Field,

IN

ROW OVER FOREIGN RIGHTS.

THE LAMBS,.
bucks"

letted,

Lambs

to

weeks ago

is

the

With the opening of 'The Velvet
Lady" at the New Amsterdam on Monday night, there came to light a row

the cause of
considerable upheaval in the organization. For the greater part the older professionals who are in the club
are ignoring the assessment, and in
the club house the query of "are you
going to pay in installments or all in
a lump" has gotten to be one of the
standing jokes. Some members have
gotten together and stated that they
are not going to meet the assessment
and that they will resign before paying the money.
Their reason for this is the fact
that some of the more recently admitted members are not being included
in those that are to pay the assessment and the men who have been members for years and have supported
the organization state that they do
not believe that this is fair to them.
Others state that the lay membership should be made to carry the burden, for they have joined the club
to be enabled to associate with the
members of the profession who made
the popularity of the Lambs possible.

over the disposal of the foreign rights
to "A Full House," from which the
musical piece was adapted. Several
weeks ago Arthur Voegtlin, acting for
the London firm in which he is asso-

ciated,

Edgar McGregor, who collaborated
on the original of "A Full House," and
who holds an interest in "The Velvet
Lady," stated that he felt the English rights should not have been disposed of until after

South Africa,
Sir Alfred Butt held the rights for
England for "A Full House" for sometime, but permitted his option to lapse
after he had heard that Victor Herbert had furnished the score. There
seems to be a tremendous amount of
feeling against Herbert in the British
Isles at present, because of his antiEnglish attitude during the war, and
for this reason there is a seeming ban
against his compositions in England
at the present time.

"Dancing Widow" Comet In.
After a two weeks' road tour of
"The Dancing Widows'!.?.new show by.
Charles

Horwitz,

the

company

has

been brought back to New York by
Aubrey Mittenthal for reorganization.
Only two of the original cast, Marjorie Sweet and Mr. Byron, will be
retained for the proposed Broadway
production that

is

under way.

D1TRICHSTEIN BUYS FORTUNE.
last few years Leo Ditbeen buying up a fortune in money. The character star
has acquired several hundred thousand lire in Italian money. Ditrichstein has voiced his intention to settle down in Italy, where he has an
estate after he retires from the stage.

CONVENTION INTERFERES.
Chicago, Feb. 5.
Gest, of "Chu
agitated over the prospect of the possible suspension of the
run of the piece at the Auditorium,

During the war there were times

The owner, Morris

when

the value of the Italian lire was
on the market with a quotation of as
low as 103-5 cents. The currency
value of the coin in normal times being the same as that of the franc,
is

where

is

above 18 cents and in

New York

tbere

a premium on the money this week
because of its scarcity on this side
of the Atlantic.
is

RAISING CHECKS NET

$30,000.

Fred'k J. Wolfram, arrested last Saturday charged with grand larceny from
the Shuberts, managed, it is alleged, to
have secured $30,000 through raising
checks. He was bonded for the sum
of $10,000. Wolfram was employed by
the Central Theatres Leasing & Construction Co. His duties covered the
collection of rents, the paying of taxes,
etc, for the 44th Street Theatre, the
Shubert and the Booth. All checks
were signed by Lee Shubert and Alvin
Untermeyer, but Wolfram made out
the checks. It is alleged it was easy
for him to raise the amounts after getting the signature; a check made out
and signed for $3 would afterward be

made

Chin Chow,"

19 4-5 cents.

said to have invested
about $100,000 in the Italian currency
at the time that the market was at
its lowest, obtaining about 1,000,000 lire
for it. The present market value is

to read $300.

ROBBINS TAKES ON PRODUCING.

open-

ally Klaw and Erlanger would have figured in the sale.
In obtaining the rights for England,
Voegtlin also secured Australia and

During the

The actor

New York

ing of the piece, and then the' rights
to the musical version would have
brought a greater return, and incident-

richstein has

which

purchased the rights to "A Fall

House" from Alex. Aarons and Fred
Jackson.

issue.

The girl has made no claims that
Field either married her or promised
to, but tells frankly of their relations
and names several friends who visited

soldiers.

Community workers have been diligent in seeing that strolling soldiers
in addition to wounded men are regularly sent to houses where they are
welcome when

UPHEAVAL

That "kick in with 60
which was sent out by
its members about two
evidently going to be

.

it

is

has been doing phenomenal

business, now in its second week. Mr.
Gest believes the production can maintain the gait here for six weeks. When
seeking to prolong the stay, he heard
a school convention has the Auditorium
for four days, commencing March 1.
Representatives of the show's^ management are now at work seeking to
postpone the affair. If unable to do

the show may remain, playing
matinees only during the time of the
so,

convention.,
"Chu" played to the great gross of
its first week, at a $2.50
top scale. Saturday matinee and night

$44,000 for

performances drew

"THE

NET

$10,000.

FOR 4$TH

ST.

This week Lee Kugel's production
of "The Net" was booked to open at
the Forty-eighth street next Monday
night, succeeding "The Big Chance.'
William A. Brady had figured on bringprohibition play "Never
ing in the
Too Late," but that piece has gone to
the storehouse, having proved a disastrous failure.
Brady discovered in the cast of
"Never Too Late" what he considers
a "find" in the person of Mary Goff
and he has placed her with his
presentation of "The Flaming Soul,"

which reopens

in

Syracuse Monday.

Edward Robbins, formerly

a profeslately interested in stock,
entering the production field, his
is
first offering being a comedy called
"Annabella Lee," opening at Stam-

sional

ford

and

March

Bertha Kalich III.
There is more than a likelihood the
Bertha Kalich show "The Rudle
will remain at the Fulron

Woman"

1.

The piece, designed for Broadway,
was first tried out in stock in Toronto
Mr. Robbins has manlast summer.
aged a stock company with considerable success in that city for the past
several summer seasons.

LEFT OUT OF

I

29.

Of the original 29 persons in the
Norah Bayes show, only two beside
Miss Bayes remain .in her support,
Florence Marsden and Irving Fisher.
Willie Solar joined the company last
Wednesday.

indefinitely. Time is being held for it
at the Woods Theatre, Chicago, but

the receipts here are climbing steadThese plans may undergo a change
as Miss Kalich has been taken ill with
the influenza and the Fulton is closed
pending her recovery.

ily.

Tith"
Augustus

in Rehearsal.
Pltou has placed "Tish"

into rehearsal this week and expects
that the piece will open somewhere in

New England about Feb. 21. May
Robson is the star of the company.

.
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TWO DOLLAR THEATRE
NOW HOUSES AN ATTRACTION

EVERY

Not in Years Has Theatrical District Been Completely Stocked
With Shows. Many Changes to Be Seen Shortly in
"Roads to Destiny"
Leave Republic

Various Houses.
to
With

the debut of four

tions on

Broadway

this

new

attrac-

week and the

premieres of three additional plays
next week, the coming week will find
every $2 theatre in New York housing an attraction, a condition that has
not actually obtained since the Times
square district mushroomed new theatres.
A theatre shortage did occur
several times within the last two years
and approximates a similar condition
now. But during those periods there
was always one or two of the small
houses, like the Little Theatre and the
Punch and Judy, too small to hold the
average attraction, and also houses
like the Century and Manhattan which
conversely were too large.
Much professional interest concerns
the moving by Winthrop Ames of
"The Betrothal" from the Shubert to
the Century. The piece withdrew from
the former house Saturday, but did
not open until Wednesday afternoon,
the reason being that the Ames production is so large it took several days
to prepare the stage and the decision
to switch instead of "dosing was not
made until Saturday last although the
deal had been reported several weeks
ago. For road purposes it was necessary to make certain changes or else
three days of each week would be
lost in preparing the stage at each
stand, but Mr. Ames refused to permit
,

any changes.
Although unannounced

at the time
of the switch, Mr. Ames will also revive "The Bluebird" at the Century
offering the latter production three
days each week, the balance being
This
devoted to "The Betrothal."
plan will be carried out for a minimum
of four weeks, the period believed by
the producer for a fair trial.
Next week's new attractions are
"Please Get Married," a farce offered
by Oliver Morosco at the Little Theatre; "The Net," Lee Kugel's melodrama which succeeds "The Big
Chance" at the 48th Street; "Toby's
Bow," the latest comedy offered by
J. D. Williams, coming to the Comedy
'to replace "The Climax," a revival
that failed financially, and "Monte
Cristo, Jr.," the new Winter Garden

show which opens

at the

matinee on

"Three—Faces East," "Three Wise
Fools," "Up in Mabel's Room," "Lightnin\" 'The Canary," «Mis' Nelly of
N'Orleans," "Friendly Enemies," "Listen Lester," "Tea for Three," "The
Velvet Lady," "Oh My Dear," "The

Crowded Hour."

NAT GOODWIN BURIED.

.-

Boston, Feb. 5^

Goodwin was laid at rest in
Milton Cemetery on Monday afterHe was buried next to his
noon.
brother, Edward Goodwin, a tragedian,
who died a dozen years ago. The funeral services for Nat were held at
Nat

C.

family home, 72 Forest street,
Roxbury, and less than 35 persons were
present, it being the wish of the famthe

.

that the services be private.
Georgia Gardner, of Los Angeles,
,
Nat's latest financee, his father, Nathaniel C. Goodwin, and Jennie, the
colored housekeeper, were the last
ones to view the body. Rev. Kenneth
Ripley Forbes, minister of St James
Church in Roxbury officiated at the
funeral services.
The ritual of the
Protestant Episcopal Church' was used.
John J. Cassidy and P. F. McCarron
represented the Elks.
On the casket was a huge blanket
of greenery and violet, the tribute of
the Lambs in New York. Floral tributes we're also received from Boston
Lodge of Elks, Edward G. Bruns, of
Wall street; Mr. and Mrs. Briggs, of
Boston ; Mrs. Florence Haven, of New
York City; Mr. and Mrs. Edward Seaver, personal friends of the deceased;
ily

Walter E. Knight, of New York; Mr.
and Mrs. John Smith, of Boston Jesse
Lynch Williams, of the "Why Marry?"
Company: John Hoagland, of New
York; Edgar Selwyn, Sidney Homer
and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Greiner.
;

Lincoln's birthday.
"Roads of Destiny" is soon. to leave
the Republic which in two weeks will
hold a new play produced by Arthur
Hopkins, featuring Majorie Rambeau
at present at the* Manhattan in "Eyes
of Youth." Miss Rambeau*went into
the latter cast fcr the New York return date only. She is being "loaned"
by A. H. Woods for the Hopkins play
and in return gets a "piece" of the

show.

The Automobile shows this week
and next have increased the demand
for almost all attractions and big business continues along Broadway. The
Pennsylvania and Commodore, Manhattan's great new hotels, went to
capacity immediately upon opening.
Each approximates 2,000 rooms. Hotel
#

men

urj

Mrs. Fiske show was made before the
opening, with the Tyson Co. and McBride taking 60 seats a night each,
Bascom and the Broadway 30 each, and
Tyson & Co. 20, a total of 200. The
United wouldn't buy in advance and
was barred from securing seats after the opening.
The sale for the
Amsterdam is the ".regulars" to each
broker, a total of about 400 a night.
The "buy" for "The Climax" finished
last Saturday and "The Melting of
Molly" is now in its final week. Those
now running arc 'The Woman in
Room 13," "Somebody's Sweetheart,"

say conditions are a "shame,"
rosining .-their -inability.. tQ near ac•"commodate would-be guests. Many of
the larger hotels declare reservations
indicate capacity until the middle of
....

March.

With 'The Velvet Lady" and "Mis'
Nelly of N'Orleans" added to the list,
there are 15 "buys" now current for
New York theatres. The deal for the

«

FRAMING PRODUCING COMBINE.
Edgar MacGregor has started the
preliminary steps toward cornering
the brains of the producing market.
His plan is for a line up of three or
four of the most active stage directors,
one to handle drama, another farce,
and a third for musical comedy and
with this, place a number of the most
prominent authors under a retaining
fee for an option on their works.
The MacGregor plan, if it eventuates, will mean the advent of a new
In a
era in theatrical productions.
great measure it is more or less Bolsheviki, but at that it seems to be a
forerunner of a general condition (hat
one may expect the country over in
all lines.
It means that the crafts-

man whose labor is responsible for
the finished product is to share in the
profits of the same.
MacGregor believes a general arhe, Edward Royce
in their respective
of producing, with the options
on the author's end of the production
end will give them a hold that will be
hard for any line of theatre managers

rangement between
and Robert Milton
lines

Productions and proto withstand.
ducers are the absolute necessity to
make the tfieatres pay on the investment they represent. A big producing
combination, into which this
scheme -might eventually develop,
would be in a position to handle either
side of the booking game to their
greatest advantage.
The plan has already been outlined
to a group^of men in "the street." and
they have expressed their willingness
to finance a proposition of this kind
providing MacGregor can bring together the factors that would be necessary to its success.
The business end of the combination is also to be handled on an interest basis and there is a possibility
the scenic contracts will be handled
along the same lines. An interest in
the production to cover .the original
investment and a share of the profits
of the show.

The Robert Law studios made that
sort of a proposition in connection
with the "Listen Lester" show, with
the result the scenic artist is said to
be cleaning up on that attraction and
getting many times the cost of the
scenic investure.

PA TICKET REGULATIONS.
Harrisburg, Pa.,. Feb.

least two bills, aimed at theatre
ticket speculation will be considered
by the Pennsylvania Legislature, now
in session.
The first is now in the
House Committee on health and sanitation, of which Representative Sig-

mund -Gans, of Philadelphia, sponsor
of the measure, is chairman, and soon
will be reported out with an affirmarecommendation.

It provides for the printing of the
price of the ticket on the face of the
ticket and penalties ranging from $50
to $500 are provided for violators.
bill to repeal Pennsylvania's old
"Blue Laws" was introduced in the
House today.

A

HOPPER IN THE a,0LL"
De Wolf Hopper has been engaged
by the Coburns for the part. of "Old
Bill" in the Chicago company of 'The
Better 'Ole."
Mr. Hopper will leave
"Everything" at
the
Hippodrome,
where has been since the opening of
the season, next week and start rehearsing immediately.
"The Better 'Ole" will open at the
Illinois the later part of this month,
the exact date not yet being settled.
The engagement of Mr. Hopper adds
a fifth to the coterie of "Old Bills"
in the Bairnsfather comedy, James
K. Hackett, Edmund. Gum ey. and. Macr
lyn Arbuckle.
"Macushla" Under K. of C. Auspice*.
Arrangements are under way for
Barry McCormack to appear in "Macushla" under the auspices of the
Knights of Columbus.

TO INSURE EMPLOYEES.
The

arrest of one of the Shubert
last Saturday night, charged
with raising checks by the addition of
a cipher, has set the National Surety
Company scurrying about the theatrical district seeking policies to cover

employees

this

form of

The

theft.

understood to
have made way with about $15,000,
and he was bonded for $4,000.
alleged culprit

is

REVIVING "THE WHITE SLAVED
Bob Campbell, son of the late Bartley Campbell, who is at present managing the -tour of Walter Jordan's
"Seven Days" company,
a

mammoth

all-star

in

is

engineering

revival

play
"The
the early spring.

famous

father's

Slave"

of

WOODS' STRANGE IDEA.

A. H.

•••
*
Chicago, Feb. S^.that A. H. Woods
continues to keep his "Business Before
Pleasure" at Shuberts' Garrick, next
"'

'

The wonder grows

door to his

own new

palatial

*

Woods

si

when other shows in his
house have been for weeks playing to
less gross than his comedy in the

Theatre,

%

other fellow's theatre draws down for
the company's share. The Potash and
Perlmutter baby is turning patronage
away nightly. The Woods has
larger capacity than the Garrick, and

2j§

J§

a;
S

"Keep Her Smiling," like "The Crowd- ?M
ed Hour" previously, fails to tax the
>
roomy Woods during the many weeks
since "Friendly Enemies" opened the

M

S

new

house.

^

One

ostensible reason for "'-%
the big terms
Woods gets frojn i!
the Garrick, extraordinary for a non- ^
musical show. Another supposed ex- |
plan at ion was that Jol son was to go *
into the Woods, thus making a business like trade between the two firms fa
of attraction owners and theatre pro* S|
prietors; but it now seems unlikely 'M
that Jolson will come here before sum- *m
mer if at all this season and it is %
stated, further, that a Winter Garden
|
show could scarcely fit on the Woods :t|
stage. The Garrick stage is small, buf •'•!
it
has ten feet more depth than itl 2§
v,m
neighbor.
Thus far Woods' own theatre, the |j
pride of his heart and the only one of
his several houses that he named after ?M
himself, has held but one Woods pre- r
sentation, its initial one, "Friendly
Enemies." For weeks he kept "Bustness Before Pleasure" skirting Chicago in week stands, waiting for a
chance to come to his pet house, and
this strange situation is

(70 per cent.)

!

?;

which

m

;

^
M
S
'

1

then he booked it in a Shubert theatre.which put out a raging hit, Lionel
Barrymore in "The Copperhead," to ;
make room-for it, while *The Crowded ?
Hour" was not doing marvelous busi- 1
ness in the Woods. It now looks as
though the Bernard-Carrr piece will
stay here the balance of the season, as

-

MM

is
drawing beyond $20,000 every }
week, breaking house records and.seemingly growing stronger as the run
it

grows

m

older.

One element

in

Woods' favor

at the

5?

Garrick lies in the $2.50 top enforced ."
at the Shubert houses, while Woods
has steadfastly stood by $2 as his maximum in his own house. This, with- the -^B
normal percentage he allows the Drew**?
show and the big slice he enjoys in
the Shubert house may square the difference and apply, besides, on the deal >•%
whereby Woods guaranteed to provide
:

5,

At

tive

.

his

White

i<

•'.

a certain number of attractions for a
certain number of Shubert houses in
the arrangement made when Woods-;
cast his booking destinies with the
Shuberts early this, season.
It is certain that the "break" was' a s*
lucky one for Lee and J. J. he^e this
year, as the general run of plays it!
the -three Shubert houses otherwise

M

M

failed to yield much. Barrymore while
at the Garrick, before being switched
to the Studcbaker, was a winner, and
William Hodge paid at the Studebaker.
"The Masquerader," now at the Studebaker, is doing well, but not big, and
the Princess is closed, as it has been
periodically through the season. The
Princess suffered from a scries of woeful failures, including Brady's "Never
Too Late," Williams' "An Ideat Hus-

band," and Woods' "Eyes of Youth"
(with Margaret Illington), another expected hit which Woods passed into
the walls of his allies in preference to
his own. On this one, though, he saved
thousands, as it flopped from the first.

BELASCO TRIES OUT NEW ONE.
Buffalo, Feb. 5. \
Bav*4 Relasco-is trying out a newplay at the Majestic here this week.
-

The

-

:

piece is entitled "Dark Rosaleen"
and Ileen Huban has the leading role
It was written by
in the production.
Whitford Kane and W. D. Hcpenstall.
The play will not be taken to New
York until next season.

n
H

'

LEGITIMATE
AMY

SHOWS OUT OF TOWN
opened here at the Lyric.

Chicago, Feb. 5.
of the auto show

the box office conditions

more normal, though
^several per cent, up

fell

receipts are
in

"Why Marry"

still

the feverish

region, with the hits turning them
away and the weaker brothers falling
The wave, however, will
in soft.
probably not last much longer, and af-

I

ter that attractions will
strictly on their worth.

outstripping all the other legitimate
shows, playing to almost capacity at
every performance. Last week it is
reported, the show did around $18,000,
and is still drawing strong. "The Betis

ter

has

hit

Washington, Feb. S.
opening, which should have
been postponed at least two weeks,

were indulgent and, and it would
seem with proper rehearsals, that the

may be developed and made into a success.
The plot, vaguely reminiscent of
Wood's "Their Bridal Night," but in
this case, however, with but one bridal
couple, the whole situation hinging
on whether or not they will spend
their wedding night together or apart.
Ernest Truex, always competent, is
again an innocent young man starting
out on a farcical sea of matrimony, in
Mr.
this case with Edith Taliaferro.
Treux is really amusing and brings
out every opportunity for comedy that
was allotted him. Miss Taliaferro is
dainty and charming and makes a
charming picture as a bride, in neglipossibilities of the piece

in
is

Guy Bates Post

"The Masquerader" scored resoundpersonal triumph, and there is
hope that the takings will be in accord, but the initial week at the Studebaker was nearer $8,000 than the $10,000 which this attraction can average
on the road. Heavy advertising will
be'attempted. "Going Up" is gleaning
rich booty at the Grand, about $18,000,
and Mitzi at the Illinois is doing lively
though not turnaway trade. "See You
Later" at the La Salle is not a big

1

8K.

'

"Old
but got $9,000 last week.
Lady 31" at the Cort goes along, but
is not a pronounced anything.

gee.

hit,

*

.

.

SHOWS
Two

'-v.

Martin Alsop,
tunities, is amusing.
given to the "explosive" methods, is
Freddie's father, and after Miss Janes
familiar
with the role
Evans becomes
of the- "Merciful Heavens" mother, an
opportunity will be given to judge as
to whether the authors have given
comedy
the part any particularly
value. Francis Pierlot made a big hit
as a stuttering hotel clerk, and to
quote the "Post," completes one of
Oliver Morosco's mysteriously "typ-

5.

shows contested for

opening honors this week. Both are
old shows, both have been adapted
from' farce comedies, and both are by

"',

-

:*

musical

William Sampson as the bride's
father, although given. but few oppor-

IN PHILLY,

Philadelphia, Feb.

p
,

1

the

same author, James Montgomery.

a musical version of "The Aviator," which was seen
here several ye?rs ago was the atThe piece
traction at the Forrest.
was a likeable sort in its original
shape and dressed in its musical garb
it has lost none of its power to charm,
due to a liberal amount of catchy
The Forrest was well filled
music.
Monday- night and 'the show got over
in good shape.
Almost directly opposite, in the new
Shubert, "Oh, Look," with the Dolly
'Sisters and- Harry Fox, drew about
the same size audiences as its rival
and both pieces were well received by
the public and praised by the reviewers.
Just now when business is at
its height in all classes of theatres,
there is a good chance of almost anything getting over, if there* is any reason at all for it.
This, however, does not apply to all
shows. "Rock-a-bye Baby" was a sad
affair and did very little at the Shubert
A. ,.pne dollar .matinee
last —week.
»lped to accumulate a little carfare,
t with the exception of Friday and
urday evenings, business was very

"Going Up," which

is

.

.

...

'

t.

e

"Oh,

.

Mama" show

at the Chest-

Opera House is another
and doing nothing, nor has it
anything to speak of since it

Street
er

It

We

day actors are more cultivated, more
amenable and better adapted to roughing it among bad plays than any players of the other centuries. They could
do the big things, but are not allowed
to because the times are out of tune
for sonorous poetic drama.' Centered
in close quarters of other days, with
few theatres and few plays, the magnificent things nad to be done occasionally.
"Air' actor here and there was a
star.
Now every actor who sees his
name in print instantly achieves the
germ of staritis. At that most of them
make good in precious poor plays.
They have enormous help from the
cash box, the scene painter, the producers and the costumer, but little
fiom the playwright. Indeed, to-day's
actor has in the balance much in his
favor. " There are hundreds instead of
twenties distributed variously in melodrama, comedy, farce, burlesque, vau»
deville and musical plays."

There

legitimate productions until the spring
for the reason that there is no open
time available. Both the Shubert and

K. & E. booking offices have filled up
all dates in the week stands and the
available open time in the one, two and
three night stands isn't sufficient to
lay out any sort of satisfactory route
for a new attraction.
A-

~

:
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Boston, Feb. S.
"Glorianna," which John Cort presented here at the Tremorit last week
and which, with Fritzi Scheff as the
star has created a distinct impression, is to be forced out at the end
There was but two
of this week.
weeks open at the house when the
in

new

comparatively few

will be

s>V***- •

.

Chicago, Feb.

5.

Carus has incorporated herself as an Illinois corporation capitalized at $25,000. The papers were filed
this' week at East St. Louis while she

was playing in St. Louis. The title
Carus, Inc.*,
of the enterprise is
and its stated purpose is "to produce
plays, operate theatres and engage in
a general theatrical business."
Miss Carus will put out two pieces
this year,~one of them before summer.
The first will be a legitimate comedy
in which she will not, herself, appear.

Emma

But she expects to open next fall in a
comedy with songs in which she is to
play, and of which she will be manager, star and part author.

DIVORCES IN CHICAGO.
Chicago,

Feb.

5.

Samuel Goldman was granted a divorce Jan. 27 by Judge Brothers from^
Rita Gpuld, on ground of desertion.
Miss Gould is at present entertaining
in France with an overseas unit
Margaret Parks, in vaudeville, was
granted a divorce from Patrick Parks
(formerly with Star & Garter show)
alleging cruelty.

Marie Brandes, in vaudeville, filed
a suit in the circuit court against
Solon Edward Brandes, an auto salesman, alleging cruelty.

&

MAY HAVE

CHI. HOUSE.
Chicago, Feb. 5.
which operates
Cohan's Grand, may be builders of the
next new theatre in Chicago. It is reported they have already secured opC.

H.

Cohan

tions

&

Harris,

on two

sites

on Randolph

street.

In order to build, however, it will be
necessary for the firm to get the permission of the Hamlin estate, from
which they rent the Grand. According
to the terms of their lease they cannot operate a competing theatre.

MEETING FOR ACTOR'S FUND.

A

special

meeting of

all

the theatri-

president of the Actors' Fund, to ratify
the resolution adopted last week by
the Council of the Actors' Equity Association to have each member playing
public benefits demand 10 per cent, of
the benefit's receipts be given to the
Actors' Fund.

FRED WHITNEY BUILDING.

Fred C Whitney, not so long ago
an important producing manager, is
about to return to show business as a
New York theatre owner. He has
been in negotiation for a lease of the
plot of ground opposite the Longacre
on West 48th street now occupied by
an old church and proposes the erection of a small sized legitimate house.

"MANHATTAN PLEASE" CHOSEN.

i^Hs^

"Manhattan Please" is the title
by Arthur Pearson for his
musical show due next month.
In the cast are Bert Hanlon, Whiting
and Burt" Lydia Barry, "Blutch" (the
Hip clown), Polli Bari, Ryan and Lee,
selected

'*'

new

''ft*

*

and Catharine Crawford.
The bopk was written by Hanlon
and Ryan; the score coming from Her-

really as a stop-

bert Sothard.

•

j
loomed as a success and in
was thought that the time
could be extended, but this was found

When

.

it

for a run,

IN BUSINESS.

Emma

cal affiliations and clubs is to be called
in the near future by Daniel Frohman,

NO "TIME" FOR NEW SHOWS.

HIT FORCED OUT.

show was booked

less stel-

await plays. The dearth
has been a season of
plays with stars in the making, not a
season of stars well set in great plays.
have a great many delightful
comedians, but no comedy. We have
a great many fascinating actresses,
but no plays for them.
"Either they go on prowling about
the frayed edge repertoires of the
past, pr,* as George Arliss manages,
take a couple of fair to middling ve-hicles and hitch them together, eking
out an evening of charm altogether
the player's own making. Our present
pitiful.

is

EMMA CARUS

•

lar attractions

ical" casts.

.

te~.T

farce, "Please

rick

in

m

if'.:

new

Get Married," was marred by the ever
apparent unfamiliarity of the cast with
their Bespective roles, this being particularly the case with one of the lady
members, who, it is iaid, the management placed in the part twenty-four
hours before the opening. The audience last night at the Shubert-Gar-

'

ing

the

at the

of Oliver Morosco's

to good, but not sensational trade, departs at the end of the week to let in

getting about $13,000.

at

doing fair business
Walnut. Busialso holding up fine for Duis

MOROSCO SHOW WEAK.

The Princess is dark again, "Never
Too Late" having lived six precarious
nights. "The Little Teacher," playing

§5;.,

Adams, Faversham, hundreds

The

&

w

doing well

also

"pop" prices

ness is
mont's Minstrels.

the town betwixt the lamps,

pi ^ ^Fiddlers Three," and the Drews
"Keep Her Smiling," at Woods',

is

"Twin Beds"

also, and in "Tiger Rose" registered
E.
$18,000 at lower prices, the K.
standard being maintained at Powers'.

I

'Ole"

Broad.
at

by Jolson, and attaining $21,564 and
that with a talking piece. Lenore Ulric

is

.

have to stand

The Ziegfcld "Follies" still may be
reported as having no spare seats,
but with the advent of "Chu Chin
Chow" the Colonial gross is snowed
under in magnitude of totals. About
$44,000 was the chink extravaganza's
bit for the opening week, and, while
this pace is almost impossible to keep
up, it is doubtful whether "Chu" will
have to eat pie more humble than
$40,000 while in this hospitable clime.
The Ziegfeld figures run about $31,000,
there being a vast difference in capaci"Business
ties between the houses.
Before Pleasure" is the next of the big
ones, having last week shattered the
record
of
Garrick house
$20,200, held

K&

"The Pass-

doing as well as
could be expected at the Adelphi without Nat Goodwin, who did not open
here with the piece. The Lyric is
boosting its one dollar matinees with
"Friendly Enemies," which has been
doing a nice business for several
*
weeks.
"A Tailor Made Man"' at the Garrick

back to

WAIL

Chicago, Feb. 5.
is the burden
ple"a of Amy Leslie, xme of Chicago's foremost dramatic critics, in
an article in the Chicago Daily News
this week. Miss Leslie says:
"The shriek for plays has become a
wail in chorus. Nobody has any plays.
Skinner, Rambeau, Ferguson, Burke,
Grace George, Maxine Elliot, Maude

Show" comes'next week.

ing

With the departure
E

LESLIE'S

Us Have Plays"

"Let
of the

MUSICAL COMPANY FOR ORIENT.

it

impossible at the last minute. Now
there is an effort being made to find
another house in town for the show.

DOROTHY ROGERS

SUING.

',

.

"'

CHAMBERLAIN BROWN STARS
.

....

the subway before the holidays, is suing the Interborough for damages.
She was compelled to relinquish a
season's engagement with Leffler &
Bratton for the leading role in "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" and as a consequence sustained financial loss in
addition to physical anguish.
:

''''/*

.

.

,.

...NOr

1*-ALFRED

GERRAED

.,-

•

,

Placed and managed exclusively by Chamberlain Drown. Mr. Gcrrnrd opened Monday at
the New Amsterdam Theatre in Klaw & ErIniiKcr's "The Velvet Lady," staged by Edgar

MacGrcgor and Julian Mitchell. He wns previously in Oliver Morosco's "What Next?" with
Arthur Pearson's "Yours Truly," and followed
Joseph Santley In "The Girl on the Magazine,"
with Florrie Millcrship In vaudeville. His contract with Chamberlain Brown is for Ave years

San Francisco, Feb. 5.
W. Horley, the Far East theatrical
man, who has been here several weeks,
has about completed the organization
of a musical comedy company which
he will take to the Orient and other
Far_ East points. __The company, whose.
opening point will be Shanghai, will
sail some time this month.
The cast includes Willis West, Hazel
Boyd, Myrtle Dingwall, Pearl Jardenierre, Bobby Ryles and a chorus of ten
girls.
The costumes are by Mme.
Keeler, and the show will be produced
*
by Bobby Ryles.
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VARIETY
Mr. Walsh :

Mr. Examiner, in view 'of the
fact It is now nearly 4:80, and there la a
lot more of documentary evidence that I want
to go over and bring to the attention of Mr.
Casey, if neceeaary, and the fact that our papers are so confused, If it Is satisfactory to
counsel on the other aide, I suggest that we
might stop for tho day.
(Whereupon, at 4:26 o'clock p. m., an adjournment was taken until tomorrow. Tuesday,
February 4, 1019, at 10 :00 o'clock a. is.).

-

TUESDAY'S

(Feb. 4)

as follows:
Direct Examination

Q.

(continued)

A
Q.
A

to define for

me

a

"legitimate stage," "variety"

sir

Q. To 'elucidate further the matter, you
stated yesterday, when I asked you in reference to the insertion in the contract- of a
clause by a rubber stamp, you said that
you hail, I think, eight or them made and
sent to the different booking offices through-

A.

A

Never.

Q.

Never?

Mr. Walsh:
by saying :

A

No, sir.
Q. That is, you don't have to pay anything
United Booking Offices in order to
book with them?
No, sir.

A
Q.

Do you know whether
that

it Is a common
agencies have to

other

No, sir.
Of any kind?

Q.

*

.

theatre—

no doubt of

bark

A

but

If I

take a

number

of

to

an
an-

Mr. Goodman : Mr. Walsh, may I Interject
statement that under the employment
agency -law In this state, that the actor's

;

at all.

that for Identification.

(The paper referred to was thereupon
marked by the stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 20 for identification.)

Q.
A. Yes.
Q. I understood

By

\

A. Never.
Q.

A. Yes.
Q. I didn't understand and It Is not here
my mind the reason that you gave for
not having to pay any commissions or compensation for such service. Can you give me
the reason now?
A. Yes.
Q. Yes, do.
A. The same reason I gave yesterday.
Q. What was that?
A. The same reason I gave yesterday, that
my business is a big expensive institution and
I could not live or the office could not live If
it had to pay any expenses for the collec-

Never saw a booklet of that kind before?

/ A. No, sir.
Q. You see

not?

in

Mr. Walsh:

Q. I ask you, Mr. Casey, to look at this
pamphlet or bqok. Did you ever see a booklet
like that before (handing same to witness)?

you to say yesterday that
you paid nothing to the—that Is your agency,
the Pat Casey Agency pays nothing to the
Vaudeville Collection Agency for collecting
the commissions or. fees due to the Pat Casey
Agency although it does render real service
to the Pat Casey Agency, that Is true, is it
'

what

it

purports to be, do you

not?
A. Purports to be a bill I presume that was
Introduced into the Senate at Albany or into
thet. Legislature there If I am correct— It is in
opposition to a

bill.

book 'appears to set forth Borne
am referring to Commission's Exhibit
No. 20 for identification some facia in opposition to the Cobb Green and Wagner -,lla
affecting theatrical employment agencies, both
now before the general laws committee in the
assembly, and the judiciary committee in the
Senate; and it appears to be an argument
against this bill on the part of the United
Q. This
facts I

—

Booking

Offices of

—

my

own,

I don't

think

get one hit of It
is true; that is, these other
—.lborguu1iation»---or-- representatives.- er.-- sgcrata
have to employ a large force to do work as
'
you do, don't they?
A. I don't believe that their expense Is 60
per cent, of what mine is,
Q. Well, Is that the real reason why you

we would ever
Q. The same

are not paying?
A. It Is absolutely the reason I am not. I
am In businees to try to make a little money
and any time that I can not I am going to

•
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America by F. F. Proctor,

On page 14 it reads this way
"We frankly admit that we have, within
the last two\ years, exacted of outside
agents a certain part of the fees which
they received from performers, whom
they booked through us in the theatres
......... whichwe ere under oontracf; to -book/'Did the U. B. O. ever exact any such fees,
from you as an agent?
A. Never did.
Q. Never did?
A. No, sir.
Q. Never had to pay anything to* the U.
B. O.?
._
A. No, sir?
Q. And as a man who is familiar with the

m
'^>jB
"

:

vice-president.

such a position that

own commissions?

benefit this agreement is made, cannot all succeed In their respective undertakings In the
vaudeville branch of theatricals;
"Now, therefore, In consideration of the premises, and of the sum of one dollar by each of
the parties to the other paid, and other valuWilliam Morris & Company?
considerations, the receipt whereof la
able
A. No. I will explain that all to you.
hereby acknowledged, and the premises hereQ. I wish you would.
inafter Bet forth, the said parties have agreed
A. The contracts were not with the U. B. .0.
and do hereby agree, to and with each other
Tho contracts were with Ktaw & Erlanger.
as follows:
Mr. Morris acted simply as the agent In the
"First—The parties of the first part do severmatter, as the booking agent, These contracts
ally undertake, promise and agree, each for
were after In a settlement assumed by the
himself and itself, and not for the others, that
different parties to the settlement and in sevfor and during the period of ten (10) consecueral cases I did assist in straightening out
tive years from and after the third day of
these contracts.
February, 1008, they will not. nor will any
Q. That must have been where you got your
or either of them, In. any part of the United
reputation as an arbitrator?
States, Its possessions, or in the Dominion of
A. I guess that was right. There was plenty
Canada, be or become directly or indirectly
of it.
engaged or concerned, for profit or otherwise,
Q. Did the United Booking Offices pay a
in any business, enterprise or venture conlarge sum of money to Klaw & Erlanger for
nected In any way, shape or manner with the
a settlement of this?
vaudeville branch of theatricals; that they
A. Very small sum in my estimation.
will not, nor will any or either of them, permit
Q. How much?
vaudeville performances to be presented In
A. $250,000.
any of tho theatres of other places of amuseQ. Did you negotiate tho contract of settlement now or hereafter during said period and
ment?
in said territories owned, conducted, managed
A. No, sir.
or controlled by them or any of them, or In
Q, Did you ever see the contract of settlewhich tbey or any of them may be concerned
ment?
v
or Interested for profit or otherwise, whether
A. Yes, sir.
by arrangement for booking theatrical or other
Q. I ask yo'u to look at this and I ask you
attractions for such theatres or other places,
If that Is a copy of it? (handing paper to
or by reason of their or any of them being
witness.)
interested as a stockholder or otherwlso in a
A. I believe that that is a copy of it or that
corporation (In which be or they may, directly
that is the contract
>
or Indirectly, have the controlling interest or
Mr. Kolley: Mr. Casey, just a momont; do
the ownership of the majority of stock), which
you know that Is a copy of the contract.
may
own, conduct, manage or control or book
The Witness: No. I believe that It is.
theatrical or other attractions for such theatriMr. Kelley Walt until wo have a chance to
cals or other places of amueomont
that they
examine it always before answering.
will not during said period and in said terriMr. Goodman : I rather produce the original
tory soil, lease or otherwise dispose of, or
contract to Mr. Walsh, I can not remember
permit to be sold, leased or otherwise disposed
by simply looking at It but that looks like It.
of, tho theatres or other places ot amusement
Mr. Walsh: The witness says he believes it
now or hereafter owned, or controlled by them,
v
is the contract.
That Is sufficient.
or any of them, or In which they or any of
them may bo Interested as a stockholder in a
Mr. Kelley: Take It subject to the right of
correction.
\
corporation (In which he or thoy may, directly
I offer It In evidence.
or Indirectly, havo the controlling Interest or
(The paper referred to was thereupon re-.
the ownership of the majority of stock) which
cetved In evidence and marked by tho stenogmay own ot, control such theatres or other
places of amusement without a covenant from
rapher Commission's Exhibit No. 71.)
-.- By- d.l.rwtIw...oC^9^BW^.th(^aame la.. copied,
.the person.. firm ur. corpornt loo.. so, nurobjialnjk
into the record as follows
leasing or otherwise acquiring such theatres
"Agreement made this 6th day of November.
or other places of amusemont. 'that he, they
one thousand nine hundred and seven, at tho
or it, and their legal representative, succesCity of New York, In the State of Now York,
sors or assigns, will not, during the existence
between Marc Klaw and Abraham Erlanger,
of thin agreement, use or permit the same to
Individually, and as co-partners doing business
bo used for vaudeville performances
and In
as "Klaw &'- Erlanger"
the event of a breach of such covenant on the
Lee Shubert, Jacob
Shubert, Al Heyman, all of the City of New
part of such person, firm or corporation acYork, State of New York, Felix Isman, and
quiring such theatre or other place of amuse.

employment agent is defined and seems to me
It depends upon not what Mr. Casey thinks
or what I think or what you think. It Is a
question of what the law states that employment agent is.
.
Mr. Walsh It Is a question of law I have
:

*>

/•';"

A. I was the office manager.
Q. Did you have anything to do, Mr. Casey,
with the settlement of claims of actors that
the actors bad against the U. B. O. because
the U. B. O. canceled 'their contract with

this

it

'

vaudeville attractions through the said Eastera and. Western Booking Offices, and for whose

Agency?

'

Mark

and
"Whereas, By reason of such competition,
the parties of this agreement, and the pec
firms and corporations aforesaid, booking' their

i.

The Morris Agency.
The Morris Agency. And what were your
duties as manager of the William Morris'

A. No.
Q. I am representing these men?
A. If you are, Mr. Walsh, I differ with
you ; if you are why don't you take them
direct to the railroad?
Q. Well, It may be that the intermediary
who is a sort of a broker is also a sort
of employment agent, but you may be right
upon that proposition.

the , artist
the artist?

conduct, management, control or operation of
vaudeville theatres, and have announced their
intention of enlarging their vaudeville business and engaging In the presentation of vaudeville performances in the various cities In
the United States and Canada where the
aforementioned persons, firms or corporations
are now engaged or intend to engage in the
presentation of such vaudeville performances

in the business?

A.
Q.

men who

am

rations hereinafter referred to, and for whose
benefit this agreement la made, are now engaged or lrtond to engage In tho ownership.

an exception.

Agency?

an

employment agency.
are going to work for a railroad up
employment office, in my judgment, I
employment agency.

I take

A. I think In 1007.
9. Have you at any. time been a manager
for advanced vaudeville?
A. I was not the manager for advanced vaudeville ; I was the manager for William Morris' Office who booked the acts in what is*
known as advanced vaudeville.
were employed by the Morris
Q. You

you do?
with the people who run
employment agency and I negotiate with
them to place the act
Q. Of course that Is a hard thing for me

to see.
A. Well, the United Booking Offices are

:

By Mr. Walsh:
T
Q. When did you or your company or agency
become a vaudeville agent, when did you em-

the

Manager or owner.
Manager or owner?

tions.
Q. Would you be In
you could collect your
A. If I had to collect

Mr. Goodman

to

branches of theatricals other than vaudeville
in various cities in the United States and elsewhere; and the said parties of tho first part
in addition to the business heretofore and now
carried on by them, have lately embarked or
become Interested In the business of booking
and presenting vaudeville performers in divers
cities where toe said persons, firms or corpo-

is overruled.
i

acta.
A .. . ;....
Q. Well, what do
I take it up

Q. Yes,

managing and controlling thoatros dovoted

,

A. No, sir.
Q. It does not
A. No, sir.
Q. Of course the
.

-

<

"Whereas, The parties of the first part (other
than the United States Amusement Company)
have been for many years past and are now,
engaged In the business of owning, conducting,

prove here by the testimony, if I
the logic of this testimony at all, it means
that there exists methods that are unfair. The
question propounded having nothing to do
with the restraint of trade or a combination
or conspiracy so far as I view It.
Examiner Moore : The same ruling would
have a bearing In this matter. The objection

A

Ws

and

understand

I don't know anything about what other
agencies have to do. "
Q. Does the booking office retain or claim
•cm you any compensation?

hA

answer that very shortly
a com-

this complaint charges

case, even though that be organized and formed
after that, if the act of conspiracy, may have
-been before the passage of the Sherman AntiTrust Law, still the preceding facts may be
presented in order to build up the combination,
it being a continuing one.
Mr. Goodman: It Is not a question of a
combination, Mr. Examiner ; it is sought to

to the

understanding
pay for It?

I will

that
bination and conspiracy in restraint of trade
and under the rulings of the Standard Oil

may book through them?

'

And
And

.

diction over.

Pat Casey Agency Is an
employing agency; you get Employment for
the people whom you represent, do you not?
A. No, sir; it is not 'an employment agency.
Q. How do you differentiate your agency
from an employment agency?
A. I do not secure the employment* for the

Q.
A.

,

'

;

years.

out the country?
A. Tee, sir.
Q. And that was eight?
A. Yes, sir; I believe It was eight.
Now, how are these eight booking
Q. Yes.
houses or how were they affiliated with the
U. B. O. or the B. F. Keith Exchange now?
They are not affiliated with it
Q. They are not affiliated with it?
No, they are separate and distinct booking offices.
Q. Are they separate and distinct corporations and organizations?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How do you prevent contusion?
A. The United Booking Office books a certain number of theatres; that is, the booking
office of Marcus Loew books a certain number
of theatres; the Ackerman & Harris Booking
Office books a certain number of theatres
and the B. S. Moss Booking Office books a
certain number of theatres.
Q. While these are separate and distinct
booking offices, they affect, of course, the contracts of the membership of the V. M. P. A.,'
the contracts of course are made
A. Contracts are made by each .individual
booking office themselves.
Q. The booking offices' as I understand it,
however, do not make the contract, but the
theatre through its manager or Its owner
makes the contract with the actor and It does
the negotiating?
A. The booking office writes the contract,
they fill it out and make it out
Q/And present it for signatures?
A. Yes.
Q. But the signature to the contract is the
A.

Q. Further it says:
"We have no excuse to offer nnd are ready
are not to blame
to defend our position.
if the outside agent has grafted this as an
excuse for exacting more than 6% from the
performer, nor are we to blame If the- performer insists, In the firsfplace, on having an
outside agent"
Thla seems to carry the imputation at least,
that the performer can get along very well
wltliout the outside agent.
You hardly agree
with that, do you, Mr. Casey?
A. I do not
Mr. Goodman : Just a moment, Mr. Examiner,
we object to this testimony because the book
from, which Mr. Walsh is reading does not
appear to contain statements made since either
the passage of the Federal Trade Commission
Act or since the organization of the V. M.
P. A.
it refers to .some legislation that Mr.
Walsh read from that was pending In the year
1910 and is nothing that has anything to do
with unfair methods of competition which 1b
claimed In this complaint against the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, as that
was sin organization created since this time
.and neither does it have anything to do with
that this Federal Trade Commission has juris-

ing Offices?
A. No, sir.
must
iQ. Are there any things that you
particularly comply with in order that you

A
A

,-.•

—11

'.A. No, sir.
Q. Are there any terms to your arrangement' to book through or into the United Book-

-

.

Ten years

Did you ever have to make any kind of
an agreement or contract with them to book?
Q.

—

*

you

give

want

Booking Offices?

;

'

.

long has
your agency been booking through the United

A. "Legitimate stage" is what Is known an
a theatre that plays dramatic shows of three
or .four acts
musical comedies of three or
fotr acts employing in . the legitimate show
anywhere from eight to possibly 80 people
and in some cases a big spectacular production of) 250 to 300 people; a musical show
employs in round numbers anywhere from
75 to 160 people. Vaudeville is composed of
separate and distinct acts not produced by
the manager of the theatre but by the act or
artists themselves.
Each -and every act in
vaudeville Iff -booked Independently and separately and then a certain number, of such
acts are put together to fit tho bill that the
manager is going to sell to his public The
burlesque Is a sort of a musical comedy farce,
comedy combined. It Is a show that is run
practically on the same order as a musical
The people are engaged for the
comedy.
run of the piece and the same show travels
Intact from town to town.
Q. That completes it?
TTflo

,

/

Q. You don* know?
A.' I can not tell now, no.
I will
list If you
of the corporation.
Q. All right, if you please.

How

and "burlesque?"

£

•

/

Q. Who else?
A. I don't know;

Q. Mr. Casey, I came to the conclusion from
the examination yesterday that you are perhaps the best authority in reference to the
operation of the American stage, and I would
ask you the first thing, for the purpose of
Informing the Commission upon the terms used
'

'*"

No one?

shares.

Walsh:
1

Mr. Casey?
Nobody.

.

Mr.

Samuel Nlrdllnger, also known as and doing
business under the name of Samuel F. Nixon,
both of the City of Philadelphia, Commonwealth of Philadelphia; Joseph L, Rhlnock.
of Covington, Kentucky, and George B. Cox
of the City of Cincinnati, State of Ohio;
United States Amueomont Company, a corporation organized. and existing under tho laws of
the State of Now York ; and The Shubert Theatrical Company, a corporation organized and
existing under the laws of the State of New
York, parties of tho first part, and the United
Booking Offices of America, a corporation organized and existing under- the laws of the
State of Maine, hereinafter for the purpoBO of
designation called tho "Eastern Booking Office," and tho Western Vaudeville Managers'
Protective Association, a corporation organized
and existing under the laws of the State of
Illinois, hereinafter for the purpose of designation, called the "Western Booking Office,"
'
parties of the second part. Wltnessetb :
"Whereas, the various presence, firms and
corporations hereinafter referred to in paragraph Seventh of this agreement, and In whose
behalf and for whoso benefit this agreement
is made, as though parties of the second part
hereto, have been, for many years past and
are now, extensively engaged in the business
of owning, conducting, managing and controlling theatres devoted to the 'presentation of
vaudeville performers, and the aforesaid Eastern and Western Booking Offices have been,
for some years past, and are now, engaged In
the business of booking or securing vuudovlllo
performers or attractions for vaudeville theatres In divers cities of the United States and
Canada, including the theatres owned, conducted, managed or controlled by tho sold persona,
firms and corporations hereinafter referred to
and for whose benefit this agreement is mode;

years, do

We

associated with you In the busi-

is

many

you know whether or not other agents have
to pay part of their fees to the U. B. 0.?
A. i don't know what other agents had -to

No, sir.
Q. Are you the sole stockholder?
A. I control most of the stock; all but
probably three or four shares.
Q".
Who else controls stock In there?
«,
A. I believe that Mr. Davis baa a few

testified

by

Who

•

tor

da

A. Absolutely.

ness,

37
New York

business here in

wouldn't It?

REPORT.

Pat Casey resumed the stand and

V

stop and get out of that business and get
into something else.
Q. Yes, and if every agency was In the
same position that you are, the collection
agency would have to go out of business,

'
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ngrccmont shall bind tbs legal representatives
and successors of the respective parties hereto.
"In Witness Whereor, the corporate parties
hereto have caused these presents to be signed
corby their duly authorized officers, and their

abandonment
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"Sam

A. Yes.

MabUlty under their

clear.

contract?

Mr. Walsh

number
A. I was Instrumental In settling a
contract,
of cases for all of the parties to the
not alone for the United Booking Offices.
«s a
Q. But at this time you started out
vaudeville agent in the vaudeville business,

What

is

vjiudGvill©** T
A. It was a

slogan used by

Q. These circuits tbat are on one floor, they
book big time, don't they, and constitute all
the circuits that do all the big time In
America?.
A. I think they do.
Q. Now, you got to go up there to book of
course ali your big time?

A

Klsw 6 Brlanger

started to play vaudeville in their
'
theatres.
.
__
„,
Q. As a matter of fact, has it ceased to ex-

that term?

A. No, sir,
country now.

It

Is

used In

many

*

..

.

parts of the

Q. And what Ib it Intended to signify,
ter class of vaudeville?
A. No, It Is just a slogan.

a

.

,

bet-

a trade name?
A. For a few weeks, yes, sir.
Q. Was It produced only on the legitimate
Q. Just

'

.

1

Yes

_.

was that a fact?
A. It was not as far as I am concerned; It
was not I can only speak as far as I am

Offices.

Q.
It

'

Of course the advanced vaudeville was a
was

A. It

was a competitor of

all circuits.

that time was the
only other big time vaudeville circuit?
A. Oh, no.
Q. Ib that so?
A. Oh, no.
Q. What others were there at that time?
A. All the big men who are in the business
toda* practically were in it then.
Q. Carrying on big time?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. During what years was that?
A. 1900 and 1907 I believe.
Q. Did not the Keith's Circuit at that time
attempt to blacklist actors that played In advanced vaudeville?
A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. Not to your knowledge?
A. No, sir.
.
.
Q. Didn't you have some difficulties' with the
Keith's Circuit or the hooking offices because
they raised some objection to the actors who
Morris
the
for
vaudeville
advanced
played in
Circuits?
A. I have some objection?
Q. Didn't they have some objection?
A. No.
, Q. To you?
A. I went out and fought for the good, and
obtained It and the actor was in between and
benefited by it.
Q. Just explain that, you said you went out
and fought for It?
Q. Yes, sir.

The Keith at

'

Booklag Offices.
"Sixth—To more effectually carry out the

sir.

q! And' there is" no other place that you can
go to book your big time?
A. Not unless I go «bd book It In shows. 1
Q. That is, what do you mean by "shows' ?
A. In a any legitimate show or musical
comedy.
Q. I think you stated yesterday that if you
could not book an act with Orpheum you went
to Keith and then went through the other
offices, all
these other booking offices tbat
were in the Palace Theatre, and If you could
not place it with them then you went over to
Mr. Fox and offered to book an act with Mr.

'

i

""'

A. if I saw an act tbat I thought I wanted
to play, 1 went out and offered them a 25 a
weelc "coififfift;" fiiitT'I tlfckered^'aiid made "the
bargain, the beat bargain I could make with
Naturally when I made an offer to
tbo act.
an act, tho act took it somewheres else and
have been offered $600 by
they would say :
Casey ; If you will give us $750 I will stay,
'

We

presume, and I tell you right
now that 1 picked many a "lemon."
Q. I have no doubt but what tbat Is true, we
all have.

and vice versa

I

Have you?
Booking acts that were not In good stand-

Q. Yea
A. No, sir.

'

Q. Well, did you ever hear of any agent
being disciplined for booklag acts In theatres
wblcb were reputed to be on a black list?
A. No, air.
Q. Never beard of tbat?
A. No, sir.
Mr. Kelley: I wish to take objection

to

the form of the question for the reason that
It is not admitted tbat any black list ever
existed.

Mr. Walsh

Yea

If
I

I

wanted

know

it

is

Q. Tbat la blending?
A. Blending.

Mr. Kelley: That
whiskey, is it?

.

Mr. Kelley: Mixing

••-

-_.'

•

Q.

-

.

And

booking

for tbat service the actor pays the
the 5 per cent commission?

office

A. I don't know If it is for that service.
Q. It Is for the booking?
A. I believe It Is for getting employment
for their acts ; they are an employment agency.
Q. The employee employs the employer to'
get the employer to employ. the employee?
I don't know how that Is.
Q. It Is rather an Intricate thing, Isn't It
to determine just what service the actor pays

*

A

that 5 per cent commission for, Isn't It?
A. I presume that It Is as the matter qf
fact how tbe people look at It, but to the
people In the business It' Is like a lawyer
understands the questions of law, but to the
fellow on the outside looking through with
other glasses, be cannot see it the same way.
Q. Of course there Is usually a different
viewpoint between the man who pays and tbe
man who gets paid?
A. Yes, sir; always.
there may be such a viewpoint
Q. And
Involved in this case?
A. There might be.
Q. Do you own a theatre in Red Bank in
Jersey, Mr. Casey?
A. No, sir.
Q. Are you interested In the matter of the
theatre out there?.

.

.

.

,.

—

.

j—

A. go. sir.
-.-,-_..-„-_
f,— .!... ...
Q. Did you ever own one out there?
A. No, sir.

Are you Interested
Casey?
Q.

In

any

A. 'No, sir.
Q. Do you know what the U.
chise to a theatre is like?
A. No, sir.
Q. Well, did you ever see one?
A. I never saw one.

"
..

blending

agreeable to the

taste?

act with

A. Yes, sir, Mr. Sheedy and I don't agree
and have not for 15 years.
Q. That Ib the only reason?
A. That Is the only reason.
Mr. Kelley: Mr. Walsh, In order that the
attention of the Commissioners may be drawn
to this matter when they read this record
may I Interject at this point affcl say that
the respondent on this very subject will Intro-

it

The Witness: Yes.
By Mr. Walsh:

My

you don't?

Is just like

The Witness: On the same principle, you
mix a little good and a little bad too.

Mr. Fay In Providence?
A. Personally?
Q. Yes.
A.
office?
Q. Or the Pat Casey Agency?
A. No, sir, nor with Mr. Sheedy, either.
,...;...(). .Well. 4a. there. any. particular .reason why

responsithere are

you said that the booking
Q. Yesterday,
representative or the booking agents you called
them, serve the manager of the theatre by
getting and blending the bills. What did you
mean by blending the bills?
Q. By putting a bill together and not having
six acrobatic acts on the bills or six sketches,,
to make the bill a variety bill.

possibility.

A. Yes, sure,
Q. But as a business proposition?
A. Sure it Is.
Q. As a practical thing?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Well, you haven't booked any

was not

By Mr. Walsb:

to.

a physical

said that there

Mr. Kelley: As counsel mentioned yes-

.

A. Yes,

:

He

ter, there were certain without
bility, we certainly admit that
a list of lrresponslbles.

Q. Yes.

:

Q.

A.

ing?

A. I don't think, I don't believe I testified
to anything of that kind, Mr. Walsh.
Q. Is that true?
A. I would like to know If I did.
Q. Well, as a matter of fact can you go
over to Mr.' Fox and book acts?
A. I can go anywhere and book an act and
sell It anywhere that I can get the money

Q.

not running Mr. Marlnelll's

good standing?
Mr. Kelley: By whom, Mr. Walsh?
Mr. Walsh: By the U. B. O.
>^J
By Mr. Walsb:

A. Will It?
Q. Will the V. B. O. book an act that
plays In the Fox Circuit?
A. Yes.
Q. Will they always do that?
A. I don't know of any exceptions.
Q. Is that the general thing, Mr. Casey?
A. It is.
Q. Well, if you could not book an act at
the Palace Theatre for big time, could you go
over to Mr. Sheedy or Mr. Marcus Loew and
•
book the act there?
A. Yes, sir, that la if they wanted that act.
Q. If they wanted the act?
A. Yes.
Q. Would that In any way get the act in
bad standing at the U. B. O. offices?
A. No, sir.
Q. Well, would *you book an act booked for
Fay's Theatre in Providence?
A. Could I book for Fay's Theatre?

not?

am

I

Q. Did you ever hear ot any agent being
disciplined for booking acts that were not In

.

for It.
Q. What would happen to the act If you
did that went into Mr. Fox or Mr. Sheedy?.
A. Just what happens to them every day I
think.
I don't do business with those offices
If they
have any one house they go there
and play it, and when they are through they
go to another and go to work.
Q. Will the U. B. O. book an act tbat plays
the Fox Circuit?

rival or competitor ot the Keith's Circuit,

•

concerned.
business.

'

as you know?
A. So far as I know there was not
Q. There may have been?
, „
...
A. I can not answer for the United Booking

that Marlnelll claims that

.

Q. Well,

Fox?
A. Only In the theatres where legitimate attractions had formerly been played.
Q. Who opposed it?
A. What do you mean?
Q. In competition.
A. The whole country.
Q. What did the United Booking Offices do In
reference to actors and plays for advanced
vaudeville?
A. Booked them as soon as they got a chance.
Q. Never had any difficulty about that, so far

know

A. I don't

cuits.

advanced

-

affiliations?

he may.

A. Yes.
Q. The' popular priced time is on another
floor in the same building?
A. For certain bouses but not for all cir-

when they
ist,

.

Casey?

.

.

.

We

will find out from you, Mr. > Casey,
circuits there are there that do business,
circuits do the big time and have their
offices on the eame' floor In the Palace Theatre, tbat is all of them, is not that true, Mr.

Q.

•

„

-

then about

By Mr. Walsh:

A. No, sir.
kind
Q. That Is, pay commissions of any
either to the United Booking Offices or the
Vaudeville Collection Agency?
A. That had nothing to do with It.
Q. That had nothing to do with ltT

meant by the term

will find out

what
what

Is, you started your business T
A. After that, yes.
lnBtramental
Q. And the fact that you were
anything
In settling these claims did not have
obligation
to do with freeing you from any
thereafter to pay?

A. No.

We

:

that

that

Q.

all

Mr. Kelley : I think, for the benefit of the
record. Inasmuch as all of the circuits have
been named in a previous question, I would
like to have It shown there that the number
of circuits that do business there should appear and those that do not do business there
also should appear so tbat we may have that

"

Offices for their

They

•

plaint

do their business on the same
floor in the Palace Theatre Building?
Q.

-

•
*
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Mr. Casey, did you ever read the comby H. B. Marlnelll, Ltd., against the
United Booking Offices of America, Central
Vaudeville Promotion Company, Benjamin F.
Keith, A. Paul Keith, Frederick Proctor, Edward Albee, John J. Murdock, Maurice Meyerfeld, Jr., and Martin Beck In which the Marlnelll claims tbat it being a booking agency Is
Injured In its business because of this, tbat
the United Booking Offices will not book acts
that are booked at other theatres that are
not booked by them or otherwise?
A. I don't believe that I ever read the complaint
Q. Do you know In there that Mr. Marlnelll
claims that an agent who books theatres that
are not booked by. the U. B. 0.,-that he can
no longer book with the U. B. O. and Its

and the Poll?

Q. Proctor's

A. Yes.

...
By Mr. Walsh:
Instrumental In
Q. Were you not, Mr. Casey.
a number of cases from the United

Booking

their

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. The Orpbeum?

Geo. Mlddleton, President.

settling

second part, and such other persons, firma and
corporations to apply for and obtain an Injunction restraining the same.
"Fifth— The term 'vaudeville' as used bereln
shall be construed to mean and apply to that
character or kind of entertainment of the Btago
as is presented at the date of this agreement
at the Union Square Theatre, the Victoria
Theatre, The Colonial and the New York
Theatre, in the City of New York (but not
the Hippodrome In the City of New York),
and the Majestic Theatre and the Auditorium,
In the City of Chicago, and such entertainments of the stage as are now booked througb
the offices of the said Eastern and Western

or assigns.

By

"(Seal)

They do

A. The Orpbeum and the Interstate.

,

Geo. B. Cox,

parties of the second part. It Being Further
tl at In tho event of an actual or threatened violation of any of the provisions of the
paragraph herein designated 'First' either of
the parties of the second part, or any of the
persons, firms or corporations for whoBe benefit
this agreement is made, feeling aggrieved
thereby, shall have the right either jointly or
severally, for benefit of the parties of the

•

1

"United Booking Offices of America.
"(Seal) By Benjamin F. Keith, President
"Western Vaudeville Managers' Association.

Agreed

'

(Inc.).

President.

Al Hayman,
Saul F. Nirdllnger,
Lee Shubert,
Jacob Shubert,
Joseph L. Rhlneck,

part, each

IntentB of the parties" to this agreement, it Is
agreed that in the event of litigation arising
out of the broach of any of the terms, covenants or conditions of this agreement, or otherwise, this agreement shall be construed and
Interpreted according to the laws on the decisions of the courts of the State of New York,
wherein this agreement Is mode and executed.
"Seventh—Tho persons, firms and corporations for whoso benefit and in whoso behalf
this agreement la made by tho parties of the
second part are all such persons, firms aud
orporallons now booking or who or which
--TnRy "hc-U'sftw bock/ -at«jK*«onR tteaugh t.B*
snld United Hooking Offices of America or tho
said persons, firms and corporations shall only
iinjov tliu benefits and advantages of this agreement, and the terms thereof shall only Inuro
to the benefit of him or tbem, so long as such
person, firm or corporation shall continue to
book or procure ills or their vaudeville attractions exclusively through tho said Eastern or
Western Booking Offices, or their successors

and Lee Sbubert

By Lee Shubert

By Lee Shubert, President.
Mare Klaw,
Abraham L. Erlanger,
Felix Isman,

and provided that the Bald par-

—

S.

/

business and have tbeir
booking offices all on the same floor?
A. In the Palace Theatre Building.
Q. In the Palace Theatre Building?
A. Yes.
Mr. Goodman: What, all these that were
named do their business there?
Q.

"(Seal)

sense of discrimination whatever.
I rise at this time to observe tbat this
whole trend of testimony means tbat It
must be offered for some purpose and I
can divine only two at this time
Either that the conduct tbat is sought
out to be set out In the record worked to
the detriment of the actor ; or that the
arrangement which has been set out » in
the record here worked to the detriment
of some theatre manager.
Mr. Walsb: That Is quite right
Mr. Kelley: And the testimony that we
will offer will cover both of those points
and show that .there is an utter absence
ot any sucb conditions.

i

sir.

ness.

"(Seal)

duce testimony to show that this Is the fact,
that these acts have played these different
circuits from one to the other, have gone to
one to tho other and then from there they
came back in succeeding years without any

Which are not?
A. None of them are affiliated, they are all
busiIndependent circuits, they run their own
~~~

"The Shubert Theatrical Company.

for himself or itself, but not for the others,
undertake and agree to pay the sum of $250,000
to the United Booking Offices of America and
the said Western Vaudeville Managers' Association, as liquidated damages and not as penalty, la the event of a violation by him or It
of any of the provisions of this agreement, but
this shall not be the exclusive remedy of the

1:1:

n

Q.

"United States Amusement Co.,
"(Seal) By A. L. Erlanger, President.

ties of the second part shall have been given
at least two weeks' notice before the date of
abandonment of vaudeville in such theatre,
and the name of the performer or attraction

whose contract is to be assumed.
"Fourth The parties of the first

A. No,

written.

,-have been appearing immediately prior to such

».

iii

—

porate seals to be hereunto affixed, and the
other parties hereto have hereunto^ sat their
hands and seals the day and year first above

for the unporformed them thereof, from ana
after the date when the said Klaw & Erlanger
and said United States Amusement Company
shall discontinue playing such performer or
attractions thereunder by abandoning vaudevillejin the theatre where such performer may

'

h . iiih

A. Mine were expensive.
Q. After you became booking egent for the
United Booking Offices and the Orpheum Circuit
and the Proctor's and the Poll's Circuits were
all of those booking offices or circuits affiliated,
they were, were they not?

this

"Eighth— The terms and conditions of

:

m

i

;
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mont, either of the parties of the second part,
or any of those for whose benefit this agreement Is made, may In his or their own name
or lu that of any of the particB of the first
part, but ut his or their own coat and expense,
prosecute an action to rotralu such violation,
or for damages therefor; the parties Of the
second part or the party commencing such
action hereby agreeing to Indemnify and Have
harmless from any cost, counsel feo or damugo tlio parties of tho first part heroto; but
nothing herein contalucd aholl.be ennstruod
to prevent any pf the parties of tho first part
disposing of any of their theatres of those In
wbieh any of tbem may be interested, for
vaudeville purposes to any of tho parties of
tho second part or any of the persons, Arms
or corporations who at the time shall be booking their attractions through the said Eastorn
or Western Booking Offices, nor construed to
prevent the parties of the second part jointly
waving or modifying In writing tho provisions
of this paragraph in whole or In part.
"8ocond—The parties of the second part do
jointly undertake, promise and agree to pay
to the parties of the first part, Jointly, the sum
$100,000 upon Blgnlng
of $250,000 as follows
of this agreement, the receipt whereof la hereby acknowledged by the parties of the first
part, and the further sum of $150,000 on the
third day of February, 1908, provided that by
that date tho parties of the first part have
abandoned and discontinued, or caused to be
abandoned or discontinued, the presentation
of vaudeville performances, as In Paragraph
First of this agreement provided.
"Third—The said parties of tho second part
do hereby assume, upon the conditions hereinafter set forth, the performance of the obligations and liabilities on the part of the said
Klaw & Brlanger and the united States Amusement Company, to be kept and performed, contained in the several written contracts made
by the said Klaw & Brlanger or the United
States Amusement Co. with vaudeville performers made prior to the 28th day of October,
1007, a schedule of which shall be annexed
3 hereto immediately after the execution hereof,
and the payment of said sum of $100,000 provided that the substance or form of such
•
contracts do not render" performance by the
panics of the second part, or by the peruons,
firms or corporations booking their performances or attractions through them, Impossible and further that such contracts shall
not impose extraordinary obligations or conditions or such as are unusual in similar
agreements with vaudeville performers or
attractions, the reason for the imposition of
these conditions being that the said parties
of the second part, at the time of the signing
of this agreement, have not been shown, and
have no knowledge of the contents of such
contracts. And it is further mutually agreed
that each of said contracts is assumed only

fSi.
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theatre,

—
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Mr.

fran-
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And you

Q.

if

are the manager of the V. M.

A. I have got nothing to do with the managers' franchises, that Is a question of con-

~

Q. Well,
is

it?
—isn't
A. Yes,

—

x

and that

I

am

interested

In

the ironing out, but only In such cases where
the artist and the manager are concerned.
Q. But when a member of your association
difficulty or disagreement with
the U. B, 0., you seem to say that you as
manager of the association take no part In
the straightening of It out?
A. None whatever.
Q. Then the V. M. P. A. don't extend that
far?
A. No, sir.
Q. They think they are competent to look
after their own business?
Yes.
Q. But they need someone- to look after
the business of the actor with them, Is that
'
true?
I believe that Is true; yes, sir.
Mr. Kelley: In the nature of an arbi-

A

A

tration board?

The. Witness: Yes,

threw them

my

A. Yea,

•

had them thrown

representative of the N. V.
The Witness : With the
the N. V.

the strike

A

A?

By Mr. Walsh:

of

Q.

-

A

That has been popularly

Mr. Kelley: And sooner or later we
would like to have Mr. Goodman placed
upon the stand, if you please, to set out
any facts and circumstances In connection
with that pertaining to booking
Mr. Walsh: You will produce It In one
or another, will you?
Mr. Goodman : There are various forms
they are typewritten, most of them.
-Mr. Walsh: In any event, you will produce one of these contracts, Mr. Goodman?
Mr. Goodman: I will produce one.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Marcus Loew has his own booking office?

Yea.

And

the Keith Circuit has

Its

own book-

A. Yes, sir.

office?

Q. Was the V. M. P. A. at
year 1919?

A. Keith's Circuit books through the Keith's
offices and the B. F. Keith's VaudeExchange as it is called now.-

booking
ville
Q.

A. Yes, sir.

The Orpheum has Its own booking office?
Yes.
Q. And the Interstate have their own booking office?
A. Yes, and Mr. Fox has bis own booking
office ; and Mr. Moss has his own booking
.

the universal practice

Is

Yee,

A.

that practice com-

menced, Mr. Casey?
A. As long back as when I was in the Morris office we done that.
That was" In 1007, I
think.
Q. You don't know Just when It begun?
A. No, I do not.
Q. You don't know who introduced that system, do you?
A. No, I do not
Q. How long were you in Morris' office? Do
you know what he la?
A. I think I went in there in the spring of
either the winter of 1905 or spring of 1006
and was with him until we busted up.
Q. Where were you In 1001, Mr. Oasey?
A. In a town called Springfield, Massachu-

(Indicating) showed the character of the acts.
Is there on that list that shows the
character of the acts?
Mr. Kelley
First of all I would like to ask
if that is his list or Is In his writing?
Mr. Walsh: That Is the one he testified
about yesterday. It la the same one.
The Witness: I believe my testimony, Mr.
Walsh, yesterday was to the effect that this
list was a list of vaudeville ortlsts who
were
unreliable and could not be depended on.
:

Q. Tou -were not in the vaudeville business?
A. I was In the vaudeville business, managing a theatre.
Q. What year did you come to New York?
A. To stay permanently, I think in 1906 or

when you were manager,

your show.
Q. It

By Mr. Walah

*!

In 1001.

was an

February.

What

setts.

did you deduct commissions from actors?
A. Yea, air.
Q. To whom would you remit them?
A. I think that the hornse at tnat time was
Jiook.ed-by_a ..Arm .called. Wilson & Smith the*
'find a hooking office at 853 Broadway.
Q. They were agents, these people, were
they not, that was not a booking office?
A. Yes, sir. It was a booking office, where
you went tn and got your show. They booked

In

By Mr. Walsh
Q. I show you Commission's Exhibit
S
marked for identification, Mr. Casey. Look at
it You testified, as I recall It, that this list

—

1006.
Q. Well,

Was

Q. Didn't it start some time in December?
A. Not In New York City. They started in
Boston, Kansas City, St Louts—
Q. Do you know what month it started?
A. It all came along, as I say, either in the
latter part, of August or the first part of September up until the first of next April:
Mr. Kelley: Give the years.
«
The Witness: 1916 to 1917.

sir.

Q Do you know when

_

York City—

that these

booking offices do take a tee from the actor
for booking?

A

A. No, not before the first strike. The first
ns I explained yesterday, happened In
City, I believe, the latter part of
August or the first part of September. That is
when I came Into it
Q. I see. And then the later strike in New
strike,

Oklahoma

office.

And

the

"'.'•'

Q. Before the strike?

A

Q.

all active In

-

:

C

Q. You testified the list Indicated the character of the acts. What Is there on that list
that Indicates the character of the acts?
A. What do you mean by "the character of
the acts'T
Q. I am quoting your language.
Your testlmany yesterday -was -that- tin, ttBtmefcated the
character of the acta.
A. I do not
Mr. Kelley
I would like to have that testimony read. That Is not my recollection of It.
Mr. Walsh
I am very sure of It
i

:

:

By Mr Walsh:

Institution

something like Pat

Cnsoy's Agency, wasn't It?
A. No, sir, because they booked the theatres.

Q. Do not the symbols, Mr. Casey, indicate
after the names
A. These symbols (Indicating) Indicate here,

.

It,

It

for

some time

after-

occupied considerable time in the record. It
is the position of respondents that there was
never a blacklist as that term "blacklist" Is

known before the courts. The respondents admit that there wore collected the
names of those known for the purpose as
unreliablea, whose participation In that strike
was such as to invade the personal safety
of the actor and the personal safety of those
contributing to the performance and by threats
and by. acts of violence actually destroyed and
threatened to destroy property and vested
interests accompanied by acts of coercion that
left the aotor no free agency whatever nor
the theatre. Now, these lists, it Is admitted,
were collected on the part of respondents,
the Vaudoville Managors' Protective Association, and the different members of that association were acquainted with these names and
the character of conduct of these Individuals
that participated In that strike In so far as
they threatened or permitted acts of personal
violence or acts openly committed in the destruction of property and eliminated the free
agency of the actor in contracting and playing
and no other list
Mr. Malevlnsky : If the Examiner please,
there was one matter I should like to have
made plain In the record. Mr. Kelley, a number of times I have not protested so far, but
I think I ought to— has spoken of the respondents.
We represont Mr. Silverman here, who
in the editor of "Variety," and we want It
distinctly understood that we have no relation
whatsoever— it is our contention and we have
never understood on what theory we have
been made a party respondent—with these
other respondents. There la one thing certain,
cointaonly

.

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. (Continuing) : And ask you whether or
not you have even Been that article?
A. I may have seen it
Q. Did you authorize its publication?
A. I did not.
Q. Who had been the editor of "Variety"
during 1016 and 1917?
Mr. Silverman.
Q. Do you know where Mr. Silverman got
the list that was published In his paper?

In

,

.

Q.

at that time,

A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you recall whether the terms of settlement of that strike were published in the
papers at that time?
A. I do not think they were.
I do not remember of reading It
Q. Do you recall any public interview with
Mr. Keith at which he said there would be no
more commissions charged actors?
A. I do not
Q. Now, the use of this rubber stamp you
sent out to the different booking offices was instituted, you said yesterday, about the time of
the strike period in 1916 and 1917?

offices.

way

ing

operating,

—

A

'

—

•'••

A. I do- not
Q. You eay

yon know nothing

of

the

ar-

ticle?

A. No, sir.

*

Q. I oall your attention, on page 6 of the
same issue of "Variety," which I now ask
be marked Commission's Exhibit No. 23 for
identification
I call your attention to what 1b
entitled "Notice to Blacklisted Acta." Did you
have anything to do with the publication of
that notice. Mr. Casey?
A. No, sir.
Q. Did you see it at the time of its publi-

—

that we have no relation whatsoever to this
controversy and I am solely representing Mr.

Silverman.
Mr. Walsh: If the Examiner please, If
counsel wants to know, I will tell him why.
Mr. Malevlnsky : I should like to know.
Mr. Walsh : Because his client Is part of a
conspiracy ln'restralnt of trade or commerce
and was a participant In the commission of
the unfair methods of competition alleged and
that his client was a party to such conspiracy
and combination the evidence so far proves
beyond a reasonable doubt.

cation ?

A

A

not remember.
course, you read

I do

Q. Of
week?
I

"Variety"

every

do not.

Q. About this time, though, did you not
have a good deal of inquiries from actors
who had not been able to get back to work?

A. Yes, air.
Q. Well, did they complain about the publication at that time of this list on page 7,
is marked Commission's Exhibit 22 for
Identification?
A. I do not remember.
Q. You do not recall?
A. No, sir.
Q. You bad, I suppose, a running series of
complaints of actors who could not get back
to work?
A. I -till have them every day.
Q. But it was particularly aggravated at
that time, was It not?
Yes, sir.
Q. If an actor could not get back to work
on account of the Btrlke, did be not naturally
come back to you to get back to work?
Mr. Kelley: The question seems to assume
something that Is not shown by the evluence
so far.
Mr. Walsh : As a matter of fact, there were
many different .actors who could not get back
to work at that time on account of their
activity in the White Rats' strike and difficulty.
I think that is clearly shown by the
testimony this far, and I want to find out from
the witness what was the state of the negotiations In March of 1017.
Mr. Kelley
I am perfectly willing, Mr.
Walsh, that the whole thing should be gone

Mr. Malevlnsky: Our position

.

which

A

:

into.

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. You do not moan

to say, Mr. Casey, now,
that In view of the publication of this article,
"Acts Added to the Blacklist," that you were
not fully cognizant of the publication of such
a list In "Variety." as Indicated In Commis-

sion's Exhibit 22 for Identification?
A. I do.
Q. Is that so?
..& .T°». and for. the. vary. same. jeaw»n..tbatI would like to make ah illustration if I may

™

Stella

sir.

.

'

Identification.

—

called a franchise.

A

in Jail?

-

_,•
White Rats?
A. I do not
Mr. Kelley: Mr. Walsh, If you will permit
I would like to make a statement on the
subject of the alleged blacklist which has

long did you keep such a list Mr.

A. All during the strike.

Do you recall whether or not, Mr. Casey,
was Instituted because there was

may have been?
I do not know.
Did you ever hear of an aot called
There

Q. Do you know whether or not their contracts were cancelled for paying, dues in the

Indi-

-*"

Q. Did you continue
wards?

Yes/ air.

A. Yes, air.
Q. They were

Q.
A.
Q.

sir.'

How

:mi

Mayhew and BUlle Taylor?
A. Yes,

have symbols anyway that

P'l

A. I do not know.

A, I should probably judge a couple of
.months.
Q. You kept It of course, until you were
sure that all trouble and difficulty due to the'
strike had passed away?
A. Yee, sir.
Q. And that there Would not be a recurrence
of It?
A. Yes, sir.
Qr I show you a copy of "Variety" of March
16, 1917, and call your attention to an article
on page 7, entitled "Acts Added to Blacklist"
Mr. Kelley: What is that exhibit number?
Mr. Walsh: Commission's Exhibit 22 for

the show waa

Boston?
.
A. In Boston and Providence, I believe.
Q. Did they enter into the consideration of
that strike at that time were they involved?
A. I think the only house in the country
that they did not walk out of In the country
was the house that Albee owned in Providence.
Q. That they did not walk. out of?

or some contract?
:

Q.

a booking fee?
A. I do not remember what the cause of It
was. There waa a cause and they all walked
out, as I say.
Q. Waa Mr. Keith and Mr. Albee at that
time prominent In the vaudeville business?

—

Mr. Goodman

A. Yes,

Casey?

objection on the part of the actors in paying

Q. At the time that Oscar Hammersteln had
a franchise or do you know anything about
Oscar Hammersteln having a franchise for
Hammersteln'8 Victoria?
No. sir.
Q. You know nothing about that?
•A No, sir.
Mr. Walsh: I wilt ask the counsel on
the other side whether or not there Is a
written franchise given by the booking
offices

Q. But you
cate/ that?

give a
A. I

Mr. Walsh: Yes.
Mr. Kelley: In the Ironing out process do

paper.
Q. During this period, along In March, 1017,

-U''

was there any cancellation of actors' contracts
for payment of dues In the White Rats?

By Mr. Walsh:

over?

you act alone or In conjunction with the
representative

to jail after

identifica-

bols"?
A. No, they are not
Mr. Kelley : Then I object to the Instrument.

arrested?

A. Did they what?
Q. Did they go to jail after the show was
You didn't throw them Into Jail and
show too?
dldnt give it with those particular
actors. I gave it with other actors.
Q. And those that broke their contract, you

No, .sir.
Mr. Kelley: Let me ask this question
for the sake of the record If Mr. Walsh

A

personal case, that I

when they walked out of
waa managing.

'"--

over?

A

,

go

For the purpose of

Mr. Kelley:

air.

second..
.
Q. Did they

sir.

not arbitrate between the
managers and the booking offices?

'

my own
Jail

—

would like to add this question
Q. Are the characters used on that sheet before you your symbols?
A. These here ( indicating) ?
Q. Those that have been referred to as "sym-

Q. On what charge?
A. -For breaking their contract under the
laws of the state of Massachusetts.
Q. What did they claim at that time?
A. I don't know, \they all claimed they
were sick, and the house was fall and the curtain waa to go up and everyone was sick, and
-the curtain went up in my case and the show
was given and the theatre never closed a

By Mr. Walsh:
Q, But you do

will permit.

in

You had them

came from at all.
waa somewhat

that

tion I

theatre, the' theatre that I

Q.

thla

list

.

remember what It waa.
You know what it resulted in?

Q.

A. Yes, sir.
It resulted In

know where

Did you have a

similar to that?
A. Yes. sir.
Q. Indicating the symbols the aame way?
A, Yes, sir.
one symbol
Q. And the symbols Indicate
indicates a strike In Boston—
A. My symbols did not Indicate there was a
Btrlke at Boston.
Q. What did your symbols Indicate?
A. If I remember correctly the symbols Indicated they had either walked out of a theatre
and refused to fill tn a house that they were
having strike trouble In, and an agitator, and
I believe, a strike In New York City.

was a

that time were?
A. I don't Just

may have some

I

Q.

A. Yes, there was a strike, whether that ta
the year or not, I don't know,
Q. Sometime during that time?
A. I believe It was somewhere along there.
Q. You don't know what the difficulty waa?
A. I know they all walked out of these theatres on one time.
<
Q. You don't know what the moving facta at

--

the trouble with an actor and a
a question that Is brought to you,

elr,

that I don't

theatre.
Q. Do you know whether or not there
strike of the "White Rate" In 1001?
A. What year did you say, 1901?
Q. Yes.

going to find. I do not think you gave that
statement out and probably never saw it
Mr. Walsh: I did not authorize it and do
not know anything about It
The Witness : The statement Is In the paper,
and I believe Mr. Kelley has a copy of it
Mr. Kelley : Yes, It Is here.
By Mr. Walah:
Q. You have been referred to aa an lr onerout, and It would eeem to me, Mr. Casey,
quite a wrinkle In the Industry that had to
be Ironed out at this time.
You were the
iron and hero was a publication of a list
of blacklisted artists.
Do you mean to say
now that you took no notice of an alleged list
of. blacklisted artists In an influential paper
like "Variety"?
A. I took no notice of it—nor any other

according to the list that those acts did certain acta or things, but I say to you right now

A. No, they were agents, they booked the

difficulties?

manager

they

Smith?

ft

Q. Yes.

bare never seen a franchise that has been
issued, not within the U. B. 0. and not within
the hooking offices to a theatre.
Q. That is a very essential part of the
business and you are the lroner out of the

tract.

men managers, wen

those

managers?
A. That Is Wilson

A. Tea, but t do not lease any theatres, or
you issue franchises to theatres, that kind,

I

-

Were

Q.

A?

P.

JT.-1
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be permitted.

Q. Yos, air.
A. I picked up a paper Inst Saturday morning that was printed on Frldny and was on
the newsstand Saturday, that carried a statement that you yourself had Rent your expert
accountants to certain offices to look at the
books and that they practically knew before
they looked at the books what they were

.

Is

this—and

I shall not speak at length about It—that we
aro no more part of any conspiracy, If any
conspiracy In restraint of trade exists, than
any other paper. I confess there might be
a piece of evidence' here and there that my
friend may have— and doubtless there are
a number of pieces of evidence which might
be susceptible of such an Inference or such
construction—but that Is neither here nor

there,

.

.

The absolute fact is that Mr. Silverman Is
antagonistic to or Just as foreign to
anything connected with tho other respondents
here as I am, and my whole career has boon
In opposition to It
I expect to demonstrate
that fact. We have nothing to do with them.
We are conducting a. newspaper. My only
purpose In bringing this to your Honor's attention at this time Is the fact that Mr. Kelley
ha8 spoken of respondents.' and I wish to hove
It clearly Indicated on the record that In
doing
so, he Is not speaking for us.
Just as

Examiner Moore: That Is bo understood,
Mr. Kelley: And It is so understood in my
remarks. Tho only reason I have referred to
respondents" Is the subjects that are made a
part of this complaint and tho evldonoe that
is sought to be
Introduced Involve one or
more or eovoral respondents perhaps at the
samo time that It Involves "Variety." There
Is no misunderstanding In the matter,
I think.
Examiner Moore : It Is understood when you
refer to respondents, that you refer
to the
respondents you represent?
Mr. Malevlnsky: That Is vory nnttsfnetory.
I do not want any Improper Implication
put
upon the record.
Mr. Walsh: That
has

filed

true.

Is

Mr. Malevlnsky

a separate onBWer.
Maybe Mr. Malevlnsky was not
:

Mr.. Kolley

^Ut-U^roamr-yoeterday

.

-.witt-ny-in-

RwWng'fw

rospondents, I stated that I was speaking for
ox con t Varloty.
bo understood that when
Ih objecting on behalf of
rospondents, bo Is not speaking for Mr. Silver-

all

Mr Walsh: lt wl "
„
Mr. Kelley states ho
-

man.

By Mr. Walsh
Q. Do you know whotber
any contributions
othor than dues?

to the

or not there wero
White Rats by actors

::,-.»»'.'
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No Blr.
Do you know

A.
Q.

A. No,

anything about a levy

1

?

air.

Do you know an

Q.

actor

by the name of

The Witness:

Hans Wilson?
I

A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you know whether or not he was playing at Keith's in Boston at the time of the
-

:

$t y<-

Q.

A.

I

Q. Do you know whether or not that he was
discharged by Mr. Murdock at that time?
A. I do not.
Q. He may have been and you not know it?
A. Yes. sir.
Q. If be was, you do not know the reason

Q. I show you Commission's Exhibit No. 16
for Identification, being a copy of Variety for
November 10, 1916, containing an article en"Now, are you contitled "Who's Bluffing"?
vinced that the Managers do not know who
paid their dues, and that they meant what
they said, regardless of the White Rats' hot
air assertion that it was a secret?"
Does that refer to those that paid dues in the

A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you know, or did you know who paid
dues In the White Rats?
A. Only from hearsay.
Q. Only 'from hearsay?
A. That is all.
Q. That is, people reported to you who were
paying dues or assessments, or whatever was
paid, to maintain a membership In the White

0.

persons?
A. Can you cite the case?
Q. Did you ever hear of an

r?

A. Yes,

actor

called

*

A Yes

sir

Mr. Kelley: Is that the Bible you have, Mr.
in the hands of

A.

Mr. Mountford?)
Mr. Mountford : Evidently you are not familiar with the Bible?
Mr. Kelley : If that is your Bible, I am not.
Mr. Mountford: No, sir; this is a list of
concessions on the Ringllng Circuit.
/
By Mr. Walsh
Q. What was the substance of that conversation?
A. The conversation which I had with Max
Hart regarded a contract that Madden had for,
the playing of a. sketch written by James Fltzpatrlck nothing about any vaudeville booking
contract at all.
Q. What was the substance of that conversation?
A. Mr. Hart proved to me by papers and
checks that Mr. Madden had bought the sketch
from Mr. Fltzpatrlck and showed me the receipt and cancelled checks for the payment of

rr:

—

same.
Mr. Kelley: From what has been said. I do
not gather any materiality from this whatsoever.

Mr. Walsh : It is, however.
_
Mr. Kelley: In what way?
By Mr, Walsh :
Q. Why were you Interested as to whose
sketch Mr. Madden was playing?
A. I understood from hearsay also that Mr.
Madden was paying Mr. Fltzpatrlck, who was
one of the leaders of the White Rats at that
time and in the strike, a royalty.
.
Q. And you thought that
A. I did not think it was fair for a man
who was fighting me or the people I was representing to be getting money out of that same
organization practically to be fighting me with.
Q. Did you not. as a matter of fact, cancel
htm and
A. I -did not cancel him, no, sir.
Q. He was cancelled at your Instigation?
A. No, sir he was not cancelled at my Insti-

.

A.

You objected

to

it,

know as
When I

to

make an
A. No,

to

New York

in

order

to

New York

to

make

A. No, sir.
Q. Did you

•'"

And out Mr. Fltzpatrlck had
'gftWThe' sktrtclr'to-'ifr. Madden ne-a- -wWingpresent?
A. No, sir: the cancelled checks were Bbown
to me where he hnd paid for It.
Q. Where did he get the checks?
A. Hnrt Bhowed the cancelled checks to me.
Q. They were on a Waterbury bank?
A. As I recall It, or as you recall It to my
mind, he did get them from Waterbury or said
be got them from Waterbury.
Q. I show you here, Mr. Casey, what pur-i
ports to be an article In the Morning Telegraph
of New York City of November 11. 1016, in

hear

an

of

called

act

sir.

the Central Theatre or the Winter Garden?
A. No, 8b".
Q. Did you ever know of booking offices to
Impose fines on actors?

A. A
actors?

booking

office

Imposing

a

on

fine

Q. Yes.
A. No, sir.
Q. Did you ever hear anyone in any case imposing fines on actors?
A. Yes, sir.
Q.

A.

Whom?
Some times managers

of the theatres fined

tbem.
Q. For what offenses or violations?
A. For breaking some rule of the theatre,
some rule of their contract
Q. Was It your duty to go, into a matter of
that kind?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Where there was a controversy ever it?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And you never heard of an alleged fining
of Kramer and Morton ?
A. I don't know anything about that

Examiner Moore

:

We will

adjourn now until

2 o'clock, and gentlemen, I want to say something about the books and papers and so forth.
They will be left on tbe tables here. For Instance, there have been cases where records
have been lost and copies of tbe testimony and
no one outside of the attorneys should bother
these papers at all. There have been instances
up In Boston where there have been losses of
copies of the testimony, someone picked It up
and carried It off, and it was a very serious
matter.
We will adjourn until 2 o'clock.

AFTER RECESS.
The hearing was resumed at 2

PAT CASEY
resumed the stand and

object to tbe ques-

o'clock p.

m.

as follows
(Continued).

testified

DIRECT EXAMINATION

,

By Mr. Walsh
Q. Mr. Casey, I show you on Issue or a copy'
of the Variety for Friday, June 20, 1017, on
page 12, which appears to be entitled "An
Open Letter to National Vaudeville Artists."

(The stenographer' repeated the question.)

By Mr. Walsh:

I

Q. Did It not?
A. It did, to a certain extent.
Q. It wns Hans Wilson, who was playing at
Boston at the time of the strike—rwas that the

inquiry?

of any.

:

ever

ask you

before?
A. Yes,

if

you ever saw 4hat open

letter

sir.

Q. About that time did Bert and Lottie Walton do business through your agency that Is,
were you their personal representative?
A. I think we were, yes.
Q. Was Hans Wilson, so far as you know,
Q. Did you book them after this episode reany "' :;
cycr charged with any acts of violence of''-'"'
ferred to In this- open letter?
;v
"
;: '^- ::
EM*mww«ofl™»r«s
;

A. Yes, sir.

'

kind?
A. No,

!

sir.

Q. Is there some sort of practice here that
the IT. B. 0. does not book for Sundays do

—

they play big time In New York on Sundays?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. In all theatres?
A. No, sir.
Q. WMch theatres do not and which do?
A. I don't know—I don't know of any that do
not.

Mr. Goodman:

That

is,

vaudeville theatres.

Do

>»»

know

I

that

.

they

appear

did

at

—

Q. Yes.
A. No, sir.
.,_
Q. Did you know that there was any difficulty In reference to it being claimed that they
had appeared at Loew's six months previous
Tbeto the time they bad appeared at Fays
&t rc T

A.-

Only what Mr. Walton told me*-after he

came back.

came back? *

Q. After he

A Yes

/

sir.

you book him for Loew's Theatre
Providence?
A. No, sir.
Q. What did Mr. Walton tell you about it
-^ •
when he came back?
A. He said that he had worked all day
Monday, and that on Tuesday, sometime Tuesday, I believe. Mr. Fay came to him and asked
him if he had played the town before, and he
admitted that he bad played for Loew, before,
a certain number of weeks before that and
that he was asked if he didn't know that
Q. Didn't

at

provided that he should not appear
within a certain time.
I think that he told me he had not paid
much attention to the contract, but that the
facts were that Mr. Pay had discharged him
and refused to pay him for the services that
he had rendered.
-^
Q. Well, if as a matter of fact he had
appeared in the theatre in tbe same town
within six months, would you have backed up
manager?
that
with
tbe actor in his difficulty
Mr. Kelley I object to that as calling for
a conclusion and an Improper conclusion. I
have no objection to that If Mr. Fay's story is
told and the other party's story is told, In
order to arrive at a conclusion of that kind,
hut I am not sure that all the facts are
before Mr. Casey for him to answer properly.
Q. I call your attention to tblB, in this letter, referring to Fay's Theatre and other theatres that were not members of the V. M.
P. A.:
"If "they are members, your salary Is sate;
if they are not, the V. M. P. A. has no Jurisdiction over them, and, in tbe event of nonpayment of your salary you are left to redress
In tbe courts In tbe state in which you aremost likely a non-resident and you will In
all probability be unable to remain until the
determination of your suit on account of future bookings."
What Is your general rule, where an actor
does play In a town within six months after
he has played before?
A. I do not believe I have ever bad a case
of that come up.
Q. Well, as manager of the V. M. P. A., what
cially

:

would you do?
Mr. KiHey: I object to that as calling for
a conclusion.
Mr. Walsh : That Is one of the contingencies
which may arise, and we want to find out
'

what

his duties are.

Mr. Kelley : On tbe very statement of counsel, I object to It as calling for a conclusion
on a hypothesis that may,- or may not take
Certainly, no one can venture an opinplace.
ion as to what be would do until he had
before him the facts and circumstances attendant upon the transaction.
I ask for a ruling of the Examiner on the
objection.

Mr. Walsh:

I

am

trying to find out what

his duties were.

i

The Examiner: He may answer.
The Witness If a matter of that kind came
:

me

would

rule personally that It
I
pretty small piece of business and I
would rule against the manager.
Q. That Is, for the violation of his contract?
A. No, morally that he should pay the
artist
Q. In any event?
A. In any event
Q. Notwithstanding the contract did say that
the artists should not appear in the town
within six months?

before

was a

.

—

name of the actor?
..

A.

Loew's?

was against the contract--the contract spe-

Q. Did you ever hear of anything to the effect
of their having been fined $150 for playing In

tion.

sir.

Q. Did he not -come
an Inquiry?

you

Did

A. Yes,

Mr. Walsh : I said members. I did not say
the association Itself. Please read the ques-

I

It and Mr. Hart proved to me he had bought
and paid for It.
Q. Did you not send to Waterbury for Mad-

come

Q.

tion.

objected to Mr. Madgot the information he
den working.
was paying a royalty I started to Investigate

den's brother to

We

know

By M. Walsh

membership of the V. M. P. A.?
I think the
Mr. 'Kelley: Walt a minute.
question is unfair Inasmuch as It has been
answered many times that the V. M. Pi A.
fires.

offices.

"Kramer and Morton?"

sir

neither hires nor

it, Mr. Casey.
know. 1 am only sore be-

I

:

not In with these

nights?
A. I do not

with the association at that time?
A. He was a director in the White Rats organization.
Q. Of course, that put him in a bad situation
so far as employment was concerned with the

By Mr.. Walsh:
Q. I mean paying him a royalty.
A. What Is the question again?
Q. I say you objected to Mr. Madden

am

of any specific instance
where an actor had his contract canceled hecause he prayed for the .Shuberts on Sunday

was tbe manager

could* and he did.
Q. What was Keogh's standing

of course, until you

I

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Do you know

Q. Did you ever tell him he could not play
on the Poll Circuit?
A. No, sir: on the contrary, I told htm he

found out as a matter of fact that Mr. Madden
was not playing Mr. Fltspatrlck's sketch?
Mr. Kelley: I think the question has been
answered already.

A. I do not

The Witness

Q. At the time of tbe strike trouble did you
he had a contract on the Poll's Circuit?
A. I do not remember whether I found he
had a contract on the Poll Circuit or not.
Q. Did he have one?
A. No, sir.

;

Q.

Where do they play at other times?
Examiner Moore : I think It Is not necessary
Q.

to be so loud about

cause

Q Do you know that they bad appeared. In
Providence, R. I., within six months previous,
tbe time they had some difficulty in Fay's

to

Theatre?

day nights.

find

gation.

not

is

'

Q. Was he an actor and playwright?
A. Yes, sir.

"Vpr

It

_

Walsh?

Mr.

What?

A. I do not issue any time nor give time to
anybody. The V. M. P. A. does not book anybody.
Q. They do not book anyone, but they receive them and accept services. Do they accept the services of actors when they play any
of the Shubert houses on Sunday nights?
A. What I think you want to get at is
whether tbe members pf tbe V. M. P. A. dels that correct?
Q. Yes.
A. They do.
Q. As far as you know, It makes no difference whether these actors play in these theatres
on Sunday night or not?
A. TBey play only In those theatres on Sun-

Q. Did you know an actor by the name of
Edward Keogb?
a

.

common knowl-

time—

Union.

•

Mr. Loew's or Mr. Fox's

are, still?

A. Yes, sir.
„,
.
,.
Q. What ac* did Bert and Lottie Walton
perform ?
A. Singing and acrobatic dancing act
~Q Did you know of the circumstances of
their appearing at Fay's Theatre at the time
referred to in this open letter?
A. By circumstances, what do you mean,
"

Q. Do you know whether the V. M. P. A.
has a rule to cancel actors or to refuse them

of Poll's' Theatre.
The two went on the stage together in an act
Last
written for them by Mr. Fltzpatrlck.
season they decided they could do betterVor
themselves as individual stars, and Mr. Fltzpatrlck wrote an act for each.
"Pat Casey, general representative for the
V. M. P. A., when asked if the cancellation
indicated tbe cancellation of acts now booked
and tbe refusal to book acts in the future written by members of tbe White Rats, replied
" 'Lew Madden has drawn bis own conclusions about the cancellation of his time. Certainly we are not going to bring hardship to
acts because of conditions that have arisen
since these acts were written. •
" 'At tbe same time it stands to reason that
we would not be likely to grow enthusiastic
about acts written by Mr. Fltzpatrlck.
" Does this lack of enthusiasm include other
authors who are members of the White Rats?'
Mr. Corey was asked,
" 'Naturally,' he answered."
Who was James William Fltzpatrlck, or who
Is James William Fltzpatrlck, Mr. Casey?
A. The president of the White Rats Actors'

Fltzpatrlck

Mount ford (referring to book

in'

They

Q.

Q. That If a man plays in the Shubert houses
on Sunday nights he is canceled?

"Apparently Mr, Madden thought this might
have been a reason. In endeavoring to have
his time restored the piano-playing comedian
hSB stated lie is not a White Rat. He also
declared that he pays no royalty on the act
having bought It outright from Mr. Fltzpatrlck.
"Both Mr. Madden and Mr. Fltzpatrlck hall
from Waterbury, Connecticut, where Mr. Madden led the orchestra at the piano and Mr.

sir.

Q. Was his contract cancelled?
A. I do not know.
Q. Do you have any recollection of talking
to Mr. Max Hart in reference to Madden's
contract?

any more than

Q. Is that not a matter of

of Madden & Fltzpatrlck, has been notified of the cancellation
of his vaudeville time beyond St. Paul, whither
he goes at the conclusion of this week's engagement In Duluth, it transpired yesterday.
He Is appearing with Mrs. Madden as Lew
Madden & Company In an act written by his
former partner, James William Fltzpatrlck,
now the president of the White Rats.
"This cancellation develops a new angle in
the controversy between the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association and the White
Rats.- When tbe news of his cancellation
reached Broadway the story ran that he bad
been cancelled because Mr. Fltzpatrlck 1b the
author of Mr. Madden's act. "-

Lew Madden?

_

not.

edge?

November 16, 1016.
"Lew Madden, formerly

-

is

office.

City,

Rats' organization,?
^
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you ever hear of the vaudeville managers or booking offices cancelling an act because the actor played a sketch of 'certain

-

them

.

'

White Rats?

\
of

or not any contracts
were canceled by the U. B. O. for actors that
played in the 8bubert houses?
A. As I say, I do not know what the U. B. 0.
does. I am not connected with it. I have said
that I wish I was.
Q. I have asked you because of your position
•_
jIn the Industry.
A. I do not know what goes on in the U. B.

A. Yes. sir.
Mr. Kelley*: We object to the form of tbe
answer for the reason that bo many topics are
covered In the article that It is confusing. I
think the different paragraphs should be singled out and answered separately.
The Witness: The quest looses I understand
It,
Mr. Kelley, was la reference .to the Lew
Madden matter.
Mr. Walsh: I will read a portion of It Into
the record.
(Reading) Morning Telegraph, New York

sir.

•

presume some

about the Winter Garden?

Do you know whether

Q,

a truthful manner?

tially in

I

\_

How

A. That

as you now recall them?
A. There were two or three references to two
or three different things.
Q. Referring particularly to tbe Lew Madden Incident, does- that state the facts substan-

why?
A. No,

are.
Q.

sir.

you
Q. Did Bert and Lottie Walton talk to
about the insertion of this letter before it was
put in?
A. That I do not remember.
you
Q. Do you recall whether or not they told
they wanted to get up such a letter and sign
J
such a letter.
..-'.
A. I don't recall.
.
Q. Do you know who paid for this insertion?
A. No, sir..
_ ...
_
Q. Do you know whether Bert and Lottie
Walton are still In the vaudeville business?
A. Yes, sir.

•

• ••

Booking Office?
A. I do not know,

did

A. No. sir.
Q. Does the newspaper story state the facts

believe that he was.

/

A. The Hippodrome, Metropolitan Opera
House, Central Theatre, the Casino, Winter
Garden, Standard and the Columbia
Q. Are those theatres booked by the United

or not?

strike?

A. No,

several legitimate houses do play on

Sundays?

do not remember whether

I

Mr. Walsh
You do not remember whether you

What

__

sertion of the letter?

Mr. Walsh:

By
Q.

did or not.

By

am not positive.
A.
Q. Did you have anything to do with tbe in-

A. I

8ev-

vaudeville theatres,

eral legitimate houses dor too.

substantially set out In tbe Telegraph that date
(exhibiting to Mr. Casey^?
Examiner Moore : We will take a recess now
for five minutes.
(After the recess.)
Mr. Walsh : Please read tbe question.
(The stenographer repeated the question.)

sir.

Q. Tou know nothing about that?
A. No, air.
Q. Did you have any knowledge of actora'
contracts being cancelled for paying levies?

A. No,

The Witness: Yes:

which there la an alleged Interview with you.
I will ask you If you gave the interview as

AfYesv'BlrV

Q. Were they booked by your agency In other
theatres than those who are members of the
V. M. P. A.?
A, That I couldn't answer.
Q. You could not answer that?
A. Not offhand.
Q. Could you get their route?
A. I will, sir; I will be glad to give It to
you.
Q. Did you see this letter before It was inserted?

JU Ye»». sit...
- *r - ,u.
Q. Do you know whether or not this Bert
Lottie Walton, through you, ever attempted to collect any salary or compensa-

and

tion?
A. I do not know.
Q. From Mr. Fny?
A. I do not know.
Q. Well, as personal representative or manager of Bert and Lottie Walton, you never

attempted to collect anything from Mr. Faj»
for that week or the unexpired days, or the
days that they did perform?

:

.

'

:

;

.

jttMra&ft

*$$m
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A. I do not

know whether

the office did or

credible thing In their life than to have put
them out of business if that were true.
However, I still do not recognize any relevancy or Importance In going Into that matter.
to thrash it out.
I do not thing the public
whether or not the actors
Is concerned in
belong to the N. V. A. or the White Rats organization, in bo far as they get clean, wholesome

Q. So far as you recall, they did not?
A. I do not know.
.i._
Q. During thlo strike, Mr. Casey, In 1916
and 1917, where was the White Rate' Club 7
A. On West 46th street
Q. Did you rent or procure a room In a
-building opposite the club of the White Rats
during the period of that strike?
A. Did IT No, sir.
Q. t mean the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association?

A Ygs sir
Q. I am talking
A. All

*

right,

sir.

Who had

West 48th street
Q. Did he have associated with him a man
named Burton,' and another man called Harry
Cook?
A. He had associated with him a man named
Burton, but I do not know Harry Cook.
Q. What did you have this room for—and
when I say you, I mean the Vaudeville Man-

A.
Q.
to

Some things.
As tar as they were able and reported
for the V.

Q.

A.

prove.

character of information did they
i.

As

-

M. P. A.?

report?
to

the

people

'

leaving

the

club

In

numbers, starting out for the different theatres at which they later appeared, and cre*
ated plenty of trouble and damage.
Q. No, I mean wha)> Information were these
men to observe and report on?
A. Just as I have said, to report to me
when' these people left the White Rats club
'"
house on their way to these theatres.
Q. Just what was the object of getting that
information?
A. So that I could go to the theatres and
have the theatres protected against them when

A. Yes,

sir.

Q. How many did you have in your employ
at that time looking after this kind of work?
A. Probably three' or four.
Q. How many theatres was it necessary tor
them to cover?
'
A. My men?
Q. Yes.
A. They didn't cover the theatres; the theatres themselves had employes enough to
take care of the theatres.
Q.

You do not know bow maXy employes
>

they had?
A. I do not

You say you didn't have a man by the
name of Cook in your employ at that time
who occupied the "room at 228 West 46th
•Q.

street?
A.

Q.

No, sir.

Did you have Cook

in

your—employ at

any time?
Q.

A.

No,

Was

sir.

there

a

woman by

the

name

of
Goldle Pemberton ever in your employ?
A. No, sir.
Q. Did you ever pay her fare from Boston—
A. I did not.
Q. I

am

You
q yes
A.

is

I did.

Q. Were these charges of complaint printed
at length in trade papers or professional papers such as the Variety?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you know that as a matter of fact
the V. M. P. A. paid for attorney's fees in that
suit?
A. I do not think they paid her attorney's
fees.

\

Mr, Kelley:

know about

it,

State the facts, whatever you
r
Mr. Casey. %.
'

me
me

The Witness : Mr. 'Saplnsky called to see
after this, suit had been started and told
that the suit had been started by this woman

he wanted to know whether or not the V. M.
P. A. would pay, part of the expense of the
trial.
He convinced me that it was a good
thing to iron out and that It was something

sir.

To what

not talking about you personally,
are talking about the V. M. P. A.

extent?

50th Street, City of New York?
A. I do not know that any such organization
was formed anything I know about it is simply what I read In the trade papers.
Q. Did you know that there was a society

—

;

Nobobdy gave me a memorandum.

CROSS-EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Goodman
Q. Mr. Casey, when did you become manager
of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association?
A. T think In September of 1916.
Q. At that time did you know that a series
of notices written by tho White Rats Actors'
Union had been published in "Variety" covering a period of time of say about a yenr?

sir.
,

the

building on the southeast corner of 48th street
end Broadway.
Q. The V. M. P. A. hns been somewhat Interested In promoting the activities of the

National Vaudeville Artists, hasn't It?
ft.

sir,.
I 'notice- 'that In

..-..

.

these "contracts' "there "is

a condition or was In some, that tho nctor
must belong to the National Vaudeville Association, otherwise the contract would be declared null and void.
What Is the reason for that?
A. I believe,
Mr. Walsh, that that was
printed In some of those contracts Instead of
that rubber stamp bolng used at that time—
I think It was about the same language.

..A,..Yes,..R.lt

.

Q.' You Have road "Variety"' from time to
time nnd know Its contents?

A. Yes, Rlr.
Q. I show yon "Variety" of October 22, 1915,
and I ask you If you recall seeing that In that
publication at page 12 and pngo 13 (showing

same
A.
Q.

the

to witness) ?
I

am

Do
first

:

;

facta.

•.

Counsel should ask the question of the witness differently.
Mr. Goodman : I withdraw the word from
the question, "propaganda."

By Mr. Goodman;
Do you recall whether

In the year 1915 this
first published In "Variety" addressed
the actors and actresses of the United
States and signed the Board of Directors of
the White Rats Actors' Union and Associated
Actresses of America?
Mr. Walsh: One moment, I object to the
question unless he first asks him whether he
had seen any previous to this time.
Mr. Goodman: Mr. Walsh, I thought we

was the

very sure that I did.
you rceajl whether or not this was
notice or statement of the White

!

to

were

going to

have

all

this

stuff

on

2fl

the

record.

Mr. Walsh: I am perfectly willing you shall
get anything In that Is pertinent, but I want
you to put It In properly. I dont want to raise
8 technical objection, but I want yon to
prove your case In logical order.
>
..

Mr. Goodman: You have shown, Mr. Examiner, or the Commission has shown and offered 'In evidence a series of articles signed
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association.
Without any argument, it Is obvious that
there must have been some reason for those
articles and the articles themselves, some of
them, at any rate, show that they were an
answer to a statement made or 'published by
the White Rats Actors' Union. Now, the Commission Is obviously not going to get a fair
understanding of what this is all about unless
the articles and statements that were published In "Variety" by the White Rats Actors'
Union are brought to their attention.

Mr. Walsh:
it

I

-&

have no objection to your

In.

>

Mr. Goodman: Mr. Walsh, there Is and
there were a lot of questions asked by you
tbat might have been objected to as hearsay,
and there could have been a technical objection raised to.
We did not object to them
and I did not expect that we were going to
be met with any such objections now.
Examiner Moore: Proceed.

By

Mr. Goodman:

Q. Did you see thin article in "Variety" In
the Issue of "Variety" of October 28, 1915
(showing same to witness) ?
A. I have already answered that I am very
sure that I did.
Mr. Goodman: I offer it in evidence.

Mr. Walsh: No objection.
(The article referred to Is thereupon received In evidence and marked hy^tte stenographer Respondents' Exhibit No, a.)
Mr. Goodman It Is understood that this «an
be copied right in by tho stenographer?
Mr. Walsh Yes, copy that right in, If yon
want It so.
will have It understood that
/the reporter may copy It In.
(At this point Mr. Goodman proceeded to
Introduce a number of exhibits on behalf of
the respondents which will be found In Vol'
time 8, after which an adjournment was taken
to tomorrow, Wednesday, February 5, 1919. at
10 o'clock a. m.}

J

:

:

We

CHICAGO RATS ACTIVE,
Chicago, Feb. 5.
old guard of the White Rats
Actors' Union, who have been headquartering in Chicago since the last
strike, are becoming active again and
some of the claim to have added more

The

than SO members to the roster of the
organization during the past week.
The Rats have been holding their
meetings at a north side hotel, and former Chicago representative Joe Birnes
has been attending and supervising the
gatherings.
It is said one of the strong arguments made for the reincarnation of
the Chicago Rats is the undercurrent
of feeling toward local agents and
managers because of alleged neglect

during the recent "flu" epidemic.

Brewster Jury Disagrees.

will

Mr. Reeves : That Is right.
Mr. Casey: T forgot to do so.
Mr. Walsh: That Is all.
Examiner Moore : Cross-examine.

mostly vaudeville artists.
Q. They have a club house here?

A... Yes.

I

give you anything I said I would. I have no
of knowing just what you want. Didn't
you say that you would give It to Mr. Reeves?

A. I think he is, but I would not say for
sure.
Q. What is the N. V. A.?
A. The N. V. A. la an organization of artists,

floor of

.

way

mittee?

Rats propaganda which led up to this strike
that we have been talking about?
Mr. Walsh I object to the question because
of the characterization of something as a
propaganda which calls for a conclusion of

getting

list of the theatres and the. circuits?
A. I told Mr. Reeves If he would make and
give me a memorandum of this yesterday and
give It to me that I would get It for him.

celled the Locker?
A. No, sir.
Q. In the organization of the V. M. P. A.. Is
there .an executive committee?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Is Mr. Murdock one of the executive com-

Where?
They have club rooms on a

will

a

office at

Q.
A.

It

A. They are supposed to, but they can give
million excuses as to whero that card is, that
they left It home or that their brother-inlaw has it or something else.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Mr. Casey, yesterday we withdrew Exhibit 4 and in Its place you were to give a

Do you remember

A. Yes,

A*. Well, it did not.
Q. Did the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association ever have any negotiations with
her In reference to the employment of a firm
of attorneys named Saplnsky and Saplnsky?
A. No, sir.
Q. Did you ever hear that she. Goldle Pemberton, Instituted a suit against the president
•-and secretary andtrwtsnrerbrtbe White Rats
for misappropriation of funds?
Mr. Kelley: May I he privileged to ask the
purpose of this Inquiry?
Mr. Walsh: The purpose Is perfectly obvious
the complaint alleges that the V. M.
P. A. destroyed tho White Rats, and this Is
testimony tending to support that charge.
Mr. Kelley.: If that were true, I think the
V. M. P. A. oould have accomplished no more

and

,-

/

Q. Did Mr. Chesterfield check them upT
'
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How does a manager know whether an
actor. Is a member of the N, V. A. when a.
man goes Into his theatre?
A. Hb asks him, that is 'all ; he has to rely
on his answer.
Q. Do they carry a card, do you know?

an organization being
formed called the Actors' Social Club, with an
Q.

out,

entire thing.

8, 'that

tists.

that would benefit the artists by getting to the
bottom of this accusation, to find out whether
or not it was so, and I did agree to pay part
of the expense of the trial.
Q. And did you so pay part?
A. Yes,

get No.

Q. Referring to Commission's Exhibit 8, what
Is the object of getting Information as to
whether these performers are members of the
<>
N. V. A. or not?
A.I hare established a , complaint bureau
and a board of arbitration where, at any time,
any difference arising between the artists or
,

i

,

we

if
filled

the manager, they can come to me for relief
or come to the board for relief.
In the first place they find out—an actor
or an artist In a complaint, very seldom states
whether ne Is a member of the N. V. A. or If
be Isn't; I do not believe that in one case
out of a hundred he tells you where he Is
going to be next week or what his permanent
address Is, so in getting out those reports we
find out first whether he la a member of the
N. V. A.— if he is not, we cannot take up
his case with the N. V. A. or with their
representative on the board.
Then I have to take up the case as best
I can to help him out.
The next thing you
will find there, who his agent Is, where he
is going to be next week, and where he Is
going to be the next two's weeks, so we can
get hold of him.
For Instance, If he wrote us from Indianapolis, well say on Saturday, they may he In
Chicago the following week, and we do not
get the letter until Monday morning, and if
we wrote back to him to Indianapolis, he
wouldn't get our answer, which happens right
now, and three or four weeks afterwards an
actor will write in and say why don't you
answer, after we have already written a letter
to the address they have given as—and that
was to simplify and clarify as to where we
could reach them in case of complaints.
Q. How often were these reports sent out?
A. Every week— a block of reports of fifty
were sent out, and they were supposed to
send them in to me each week.
.Q. Who is Mr. Chesterfield?
A. Secretary of the National Vaudeville Ar-

•

:

think

By Mr. Walsh:

:

The Witness
By Mr. Walsh

I

typewritten and

all

show the
1

A. I do not Just know.

of Mr. Burton?

A. Mr. Burton?
Q. Yes.
A. He was assisting Mr. Armstrong,
Q. In furnishing information in reference
to the activities of the White Rats?
A. Yes, Blr.
Q. And he was your representative In the
'
Oklahoma strike?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you have anyone in the White Rats
membership to report the proceedings to you?
Q.

The Witness:

upon by any organization, the White Rats or
any other organization, or the V. M. P. A., we
want to find it out
Will you read the question?
(The question was repeated by the stenog-

Q.

know him.
What was the occupation

A. I do not

:

-

gv)(Igiic6

Mr. Kelley: Yee, I want a ruling.
Examiner Moore: Objection Is overruled.
Mr. Kelley: Now then, may it please the
Examiner, that raises an Issues, and I take It
that the same opportunity of freedom of going
Into this whole subject wjll be recorded the
respondents for the purpose, of rebuttal..
Mr. Walsh : Oh, yes. What we are Particularly interested In Is to thrash this- thing out.
If there is anything In this matter that is
Improper and that the public Is being Imposed

rapher.)

Mr. Walsh?
Mr. Walsh Exhibit No. 9.
Mr. Kelley : Has that been offered In evidence?
Mr. Walsh: Yes, that has been offered in
hibit,

-

ruling.

—

time?

'

I have no objection to anybody showing the
relevant merit, the comparative merits of the
V. M. P. A', or the White Rats association,
but I do think that it is a little unfair that
this subject should be gone into with the object
of trying the respondents, the V. M. Vf A.,
because they put the White Rata out of exist«
ence or contributed to that end.
It is purely a question on. the merits of the
relevancy, and I cannot see where It has any
connection here.
Mr. Walsh: So far as anything appears at
all, the White Rats have a. perfectly laudlble
right to exist and', under the allegations of
the complaint, I am obliged to present such
evidence so there may be to support that phase.
Examiner Moore Do you object to it, Mr.
Kelley?
Mr. Kelley : I /all to see Its relevancy.
Examiner Moore: Well, do you want a
.

they got there.
Q. As a matter of fact you had a room
before the strike started, didn't you?
A. I do not think so I know we didn't
Q. Well, did you have there men follow
these' actors to find out what theatres thev
would go to?
A. No, sir.
Q. Then how could you tell?
A. Our folks would find out the theatres
they were going to, and the minute they gave
me the Information, while they were leaving
the club house, I had the theatres protected
so that no matter which one they came to, I
was ready.
Q. When you say "I was ready," you mean
so you could be there before them?
A. -So that I could hare the police in some
places that were necessary.
Q. Or such other employes or representatives that you had In your employ at that

Q. In this report that you asked members
of tbo association to make to your association,
the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, you asked your membership to indicate
whether or not the performer is a member of
the N. V. A.—It is printed there, "Member
of N. V. A.—Yes or no." What Is the object
of having that report?
Mr. Kelley : You are rending from what ex-

the complainants and confronted with the
completed charge as to what we have to dis-

sir.

What

benefit.

all

-

you

A Yes

A. It Is not my desire, I do not care whether
they do or not. bnt I would like to see them
all belong to the organization for their own

to disclose.
And if there Is a charge agalnrt the V. M.
P. A. of this character, I think it should be
and I think we should confronted with

Protective Association.

agers'

Natlonnl Vaudeville Artists; It is your desire
that all the actors shall become members of*
the National Vaudeville Artists?

made-,

A. To find .out as far as possible what was
going on in the White Rats.
Q. And these men during this period did
find out?

How much?

do you know?
The Witness: I do not think it was. However their expert accountants have a complete
statement of Just what was done— by their, I
refer to the Commission's.
By Mr. Walsh;
Q. You say that you assisted to promote the

—

number—it was on

do not know the

A. I

Q.

'

A. Why, I should Judge probably off and on
thirty-five hundred to four thousand dollars,
hut your auditors have a statement of Just
what has been loaned to them.
Mr. Kelley: By the way, was that repaid,

;

to you in that capacity.

Is

.

..'".*.
entertainment
...
My respondents are in a position to prove
and show that the public oould never have
bad clean, wholesome entertainment nor could
the actor have a free choice or independence
so long as the White Rats existed and were
dominated, as thoy were dominated during
the time of the transactions when the V. M.
P. A. were exercising any power or activities
and for the sake of the record right
now. In defense of the V. M. P. A. and in
defence of tho interests of the artists, the
public and the theatre managers, and those
who have property invested, I object to Harry
Mountford appearing, as he does appear in
this proceeding, and taking an active part tor
the reason that we have not yet been acquainted or presented with a charge of the
things that this testimony is directly seeking

charge of that?
James J. Armstrong.
Who is Armstrong?
A. He is a man who has been connected
with the show business for fifty-odd years.
Q. And that was at No. 228 West 40th
Q.
A.
Q.

the object of having that In the
contract?
„
>;
V
A. The same object as the rubber stamp bad.
Q. Has the V. M. P. A. invested any money
in the National Vaudeville Artists?
A. They have loaned them some money.

—

not

*:..'*
.
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What

Q.

:

The j'ury in the case of Eugene Herrman against Betty Brewster, former
vaudeville actress, disagreed on their
verdict last week and Miss Brewster
was remanded to the Tombs prison,

being held by Judge Weeks on $10,000
bail. She was unable to produce the
required amount and
in

is

still

confined

prison,

Betty Brewster was charged with
attempted extortion, having accepted
$215 in marked money. Her vaudeville
'careePcoraisted^W a' 'nm""bY "sbme'
months in a sketch called "Suite 16."
Her trial evoked considerable interest
v:

::

in

the daily papers because of her for-

mer connection with theatricals.
She will be tried on the same charge
sometime during the coming session
of the criminal court.

-

I

-.>,v

v

'
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AMONG THE WOMEN
By PATSY SMITH
r

—

Edith Roberts in "Sue of the South"
to say the least had an over indulgent
director. The idea of a southern girl
well into her teens making a pet of
a goodly sized pig could hardly have
a grain of humor in it, so try and picture the absurdity of' carrying the
smelly swine to the city, traveling by
rail, arriving at the station, taking a
taxi,

aim

etc.,

mostly
clothes,

an

with

it

tucked under her

As Sue Gordon, she

I

picturesque

features

fashioned

old

"Granny Sue" unearthed from
trunk in the garret

old

Granny passes out and Sue has

After
tried

the Peyton home f the Sr. Peyton an old sweetheart of her mother),
she comes back to the mountains to
Chad. Peters, her girlhood' sweetheart,
who is an enemy of the Pey tons, because of an old family feud.
The actions throughout are senseless
and the plot void of a vestige of interlife in

the intelligent moving picture
devotees.
One unnatural bit, which
everyone in the theatre seemed to remark aloud, at the same time, was
the girl jumping up, as soon as her
Granny died, never looking at her,
picking up a bag evidently already
est to

le.£

.

packed and going away with the doctor, merely affixing a sad look on her
countenance.
1830 frocks

A

couple

of

flounced

were becoming, doubtless

the reason for their being dragged into the plot, but in the latter part of
story in modern apparel, she didn't

show up
"The

now

to

any great advantage.

Woman

the

Germans Shot,"

simply as "Edith Cavell"
Arthur featured, has been
with
cut considerably since reviewed at the
Strand in November. The bit where
the English nurse assists the English
soldier to escape from the filthy cel-

fi*-'-

billed
Julia

the temporary hospital is out
is escaping she is flashed
several times in her room evidently
praying. No direct evidence is shown
of her complicity in helping prisoners
to escape, thus making a' stronger appeal to the sympathies -of the audilar of

While he

tors.

«'

i

story hit the New Yorker right or not,
makes very little difference. The feature has "bigness" written all over
it for faithful portrayal of the simple
homely characters. Thus the "Master
Hand" demonstrates the greatness of
simplicity. Lillian Gish again depicts a
patient true little sweetheart, waiting
through her girlhood, until it has
fldwn, for the boy she feels will return to her. While Kate Bruce, the
boy's mother, smiles on with perfect
understanding as she reads her bible
for the boy she knows will come back.
"Jennie Timberlake's" quaint little
frilly^ dress, made with much love, in

an effort to enthrall her beau and ward
the growing temptation of New
York City, failed in its mission and
its
worldliness nearly spoiled her
father's perfect Sabbath day. In a becoming mushroom hat and demure
little dress she welcomed home the
off

prodigal in the
giving manner.

donna costume
and the innocent youthful face, she
made an attractive picture. She was
at her best, however, in the prim dark
dress she wore at her daily occupaZiegiield Follies prima

tion, taking dictation from the eccentric old playwright.
Byrdine Zuber as, Nita Arliss, featured a pawing vampish manner that
made her stand out as anything but a
She was more like a
society girl.
graduate of the east side than the litHer smile as well as her
tle star.
clothes were exaggerated and she had
a penchant for wearing conspicuous
headgear that robbed her of any

was Lydia Yeamans

Titus as "Auntie Smiles,"- an ancient,
but happy toll gate keeper.

Talk about getting your money's
worth, you should have seen the show
the first half at the Fifth Ave. this
week. It might have stepped in any
first class theatre in town and made
good. The big laughs of the bill were
"The Corner Store" and "The Intruder," "The Memory Book" and
Howard and Ross, and the rest stood
•
out on sheer merit.
Three of the Five Avalons were in
pink lace skirts almost covered with
pink and blue ostrich tips, turquoise
bodices and fancy hair bandeaus. The
littlest one, however, from the clever
work alone, and through no fault of
makeup, can hardly be adjudged "one
of the girls."
Kitty Ross, of Howard and Ross, in
an ecru net sparkling with iridescent
bandings, and turquoise maline flouncing sort of "bursting out" in spots,
displayed a happy personality quite
as scintillant as her gown.
First as
Pagliacci, followed by the Toreador
in

Vivian Martin as Jane Neill in "Jane
Goes a Wooing" h carried through the
experience of having her greatest
wish gratified only to find she does
not want it after all— a phantom happiness that disappears as soon as it
She shades the
is within hef grasp.
character of the serious little stenographer nicely and is pretty throughout
without any effort apparently to appear so. A satin gown and wrap showy
with spangles and jewels which she
frankly acknowledged were "paste,"
was a bizarre attempt at the society
she had but caught a fleeting glimpse
Despite the grotesqueness of the
of.

registering

bits

sweetest, most forAn instance of small

"Carmen" and Marguerite in the
scene from "Faust,"' she ap-

prison

peared behind a scrim opening with
appropriate backings, and surprised
the audience' with her robust tenor
The announcement of the impersonations or operatic impressions
could be omitted and Miss Ross should
make her bow in the Marguerite costume, or a cloak" specially for that
purpose.
The little girl of the dark curls in
"The Intruder" jvas youthfully attired
in pink and blue chiffon, and Mrs.
Wayne in black crepe and georgette,
the sides trimmed with fringe.
The details of the set in the oval
opening of "The Memory Book" were
well carried out. The horse hair upholstery, crazy quilt table cover, lace
"tidies," corner brackets and picture
frames bespeaking the furnishings of
voice.

grandmother's day.

who

The "Granny"
memory

turns the leaves of the

book was adorable in a black chantilly
lace head scarf, and voluminous black

Two

silk dress.
and the
ful

children are delight-

wholesome characters
throughout well drawn. There is a new
girl in "The Corner Store," strong on
"looks." She was neatly garbed in a
sport silk suit, flashy, but becoming
red hat and bag that belonged to the
outfit. A graceful gray crepe worn by
Frankie Heath had a Japanese scenic
border embroidered on lower part of
skirt and wide sleeves. A novel way

chance to appear "class." Helen Dunthe ambitious penniless society
mother, ran true to form, and displayed some good looking furs. Twin
girls of -about -seven years- -pktyed .a,-:- Of" "weafirtg the -hair,-- -was- severe, but
small part in the story.
becoming. Ma Belle appeared a little
too heavy for Mr. Blome to handle
bar,

"A Romance of Happy Valley" is a
rare little gem that cannot help but
make a sincere appeal throughout the
Christian world, where English is understood. Whether the delightful introduction of familiar old hymns,
"backsliders," etc., into the simple

l-V'v.
lllMll

'

..III

at times. In front of a national blue
circular drop they ?«ppeared in a trio
of double number.* *nd a couple of
peach ulk costume, opening
singles.
up fan like in front was" finished with
a frill of orchid net and a big choux

A

of orchid and white net was fastened

on side of head. An oriental costume,
consisting mostly of chiffon trousers

a becoming little orange turban covered with self tone flowers.
More
care should be given "kicks" in this
for bare limbs do not go with
boots.
A changeable N pink taffeta
trimmed with lace, should be discarded,
in fact there are quite enough changes
without it. A stunning orchid and

and iridescents and a white silk ballerina .skirt was liberally trimmed with
white cock feathers. For the finale

outfit,

they flashed big banners announcing
the "Can Can/' but the result was sad
to anyone who has ever witnessed the
lively French dance, from which no

doubt our

own cakewalk was

silver cloth mantle edged with deep
metallic fringe was used for a Spanish

inspired.

True, they playecLthe recognized "Can

Can" music and appeared in what
might have been meant to represent
a "Frenchy" attire, but there were only
two "Can Can" movements in it.
Apache and cake walk steps predominated.
And heres an idea why not
some one really revive the proper old
dance. It is nowhere near as naughty
as those being seen weekly in our the-

—

atres.

Three productions at the Palace this
individual but widely different appeals. "The Toy Romance"
stirred sweet memories of childhood,

number.

A

broad brimmed green and

blue hat helped carry out the character.

A

brown net spangled with blac£

the side, under, a broad
matching headscarf, revealed spangled bloomers and pretty
lace hose. For the final number Miss
Morton was. in black net ballet skirt,
topped with fitted long waisted tunic
of jet and sequins and finished with a
band of brilliants around the hips. A
skeleton headdress of bands of iridescents was topped with a tall bunch
of black aigrettes.
splitting at
blue sash,

week made

the Greater

Morgan Dancers highbrow

interpretation
was decidedly

neqin"
bilities.

of

terpsichorean

•

art,

modern and 'The Mansmacked of Futuristic possiMiss McMahon's Raggedy

Doll stands out strongly in 'The. Toy
Romance," even more so than her
scarecrow or rag figure of previous
seasons and is the feature of thejact
One young* woman in salmon pink silk
and ecru lace is a frail French dollie,
and another a chubby Buster baby.

The act is somewhat like an offering
of several years ago in which Bert
Walton portrayed such a remarkable
wooden soldier.
The Morgan Dancers, presentation,
aside from its poetic grace and beauty,
is essentially dramatic.
The story of

Hun

invasion of Northern Italy during the days of the Roman Empire
and their cruel rapacious deeds,
quicken the pulse with the thought of
their recent exhibitions of brutality.

The girls are fairy like at times, always up on their toes. There is little
posing in this act and much difficult
work, which they take seriously and
soulfully asking for no applause or

bows

the

until

finish.

The

lighting

and color schemes are splendid until
the very finale, the drop in back showing the burning Roman city being
quite ordinary and inadequate for the
production.
Edna Goodrich in the revival of
"The Mannequin" is a splendid flash,
but the company is nowhere near as
good as when first presented here.
Even the young man does not stand
-out so vividly despite his fat part.
She first appeared in an oriental sug-

and white chiffon veiled
with perpendicular snands of crystal
beads from bust line *» hem, held in
about hips with a semi fitted girdle
of 'brilliants.
A geranium georgette
flounce edged with silver braid and
brilliants, and headed with band of
shaded flowers, tan into a tram at
one side, partly concealing a silver
foundation.
A tiny shirred zouave
gestion, pink

effect of the georgette, outlined with
the floral banding, finished bodice top
and a broad band of spangled blue
and geranium stood out around hips,
dropping to points at sides, where
great bunches of shaded artificial
blooms were a conspicuous adornment A small hat was trimmed high
with shaded blue plumes. Green velvet drapery, faced with scarlet, over
a delicate lilac foundation was outclassed by the elaborate display of
brilliants worn with it, the most attractive piece being a
fan shaped
broach fastened on front of bodice.
The "bride" costume was effective for
its simplicity.
Ruth Roys who deputized for Belle
-Baker, -.eouXft improve, her .clever, offering by instilling in it a little more
versatility in the way of "action" and
...

"grimaces."

She

bends
and unbends, exactly the same in her
"Rube," darkey and French numbers.
Last, but not least, of the fair sex
was Ruby Norton, now reunited with
Sammy Lee. A burnt orange velvet
eton with a plaited crepe skirt, had
gesticulates-,

Dorothy

Gish's

little

mannerisms

are beginning to appear "apeing."
Like the small child who has done
something clever and been 'praised for
it, and then does the thing over and
over again, so Miss Gish is repeating
her little "tricks" in every picture until

'

they are getting tiresome.. She is quite
clever enough for something new and
just 'now she should watch herself.
Carelessness is shown in her costuming in "The Hope Chest" One evening
gown of soft white material trimmed
with deep fringe of ostrich, flues is
very pretty and another looks like a
badly fitting nightgown. Two simple
dark suits and one dark satin full
skirted tucket dress showed no at-.
tempt to register youth. She was an
adorable round faced doll in the little
Brittany peasant apron and bonnet of
the chocolate shop.
cloth one piece
dress with double full length apron
front the bottom one of satin to
match broad girdle—was good looking.
She is either wearing a wig or her
hair is too primly curled and pulled
too far over her brow—"The Hope"
Chest" is a trunk full 'of things left
by Sheila's mother, but not much time
is
spent going through its contents-

A

—

•

'I

i\

appear to have been just rung in to
furnish a mysterious, title for the picture. Carrol Dempster, who plays the
role of Ethel, ward of the Ballantines,
wore some pretty fluffy frocks. Just
what a "ragtime kidder" is, was not
explained—but the title is twice applied to the little star.
it

%
.

The first part of the bill at the Royal
this week was top heavy. The Musical
in red riding coats and white
breeches started the bill off nicely, and
Bradley and Ardine presented probably
the best dancing offering that ever
played a No. 2 position on any bill.
Wallie has graduated from the bicycle,
but now he is singing a little too much.
Grette Ardine opened in the popular
short coat trimmed with tiny buttons.
It was of scarlet satin with white vest
embroidered in red poinsettias. A
white net dancing skirt had a band
of white satin finishing back and front
panels, embroidered in bright flowers,
and a red hat had a trailing feather
fancy at back. For a Chinese number
she was in a circular cape-dress of
yellow georgette embroidered in gold
and blue spangles that might be described as "nifty." Mr. Bradley would
have looked far' better in a handsome
regulation Chinese suit instead of the
old China blue satin affair so elaborately trimmed in green and white brilliants. A short blue satin skirt split up
in panels, faced with lilac ruffles same
as bloomers, was accompanied by a
small poke with deeper blue feather
pn^it For a Spanish number, orange

1

Hunters

'

•

i.

H
I

f

-

skirt a^'b'166nier1s''ald T pMds'of"brae~"~'--'

and green chiffon

fell from a girdle
bodice of gold cloth. A small gold
turban threw superstition to the winds,
flaunting long peacock feathers to the
right and to the left of it. For this
number her partner was wrapped in a
velvet cape lined with iridescent embroidered gold cloth. An encore in

>
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one had the dainty dancer in scalloped net flounces trimmed with sequins, a tiny jet bodice and a head
frame of fantastic design/adorned with
paradise.
Una Clayton,' as "Princess
Rose Geraniuh" gets much out of her
garret sketch.
Geo. White and his
spectacular dancing girls closed intermission. Lois Leigh's nether extremi-

were modestly encased in fleshings, taking no chances with the Royalties and personally I think they
looked far better. Tot Qualters had
two red spots fore and aft of her
ties

,

1
,

chest,

!

p-

suspiciously

like

sunburn,

a

Palm BeSch effect, most likely. The
Duncan Sisters with their blonde curls
tied with pink and blue ribbons and
frocks matching up, were "Dolly"
looking. The pink was taped in metallic ribbon and had a silver bodice and.
sash bow. The blue had wide sleeves
and was appliqued with infinitesimal

self

tone

frills.

"Don't

Change Your Husband"

Cecil B. DeMille at his best.

is

Jeanie

A

heavy fringe of standees. There waa a nineact show, getting oft to a prompt eight o'clock

black velvet with long graceful side
was caught up in a short bib
by a large brilliant corsage ornaAlmost the entire bodice was of
silk muslin, with the velvet meeting
brilliant
only one shoulder strap.
comb, ran, and showy jewels were accessories. Miss Nilsson affected more
youthful attire, a chiffon and net dinner frock standing outjiicely. Miss
Hancock displayed a good looking
short kolensky cape and a sequin dinner gown with draped panel back of
train
front

The bill was of even balance, with several
comedy turns sticking out prominently. But

A

entering appropriately toting a gob's "ditty
bag and then immediately going Into his songs.
Rellly Is now wearing a service stripe beneath
His object In
tbe Insignia on his blouse.
appearing In vaudeville Is to help naval recruiting, he saying at the close tbat the navy
was again open for enlistments for men between 18 and 35 years. He opened with. "I've
dot a Ten Day Pass for a Honeymoon," accompanying himself as before. Most of his

An

ermine scarf worn by Miss
Nilsson and a stone martin neck piece
by Miss Young added class to the pro-

We

other numbers were new, Including "As
Used to Do" and "When Ireland Comes Into
Her Own." Tho house liked "Another Good
Man Oone Wrong," a blues, and for an encore
they called for "On Ze Boulevard."
Mullen and Coogan, 4>n third, assembled
many laughs. Entering they wore heavy but
phoney fur coats much on the order of the kind
sported by taxi drivers. But after getting rid
of a nutty song called "I Love Love" they shed
the coats, wiped their feet on them and kicked
them under the drop. During that, however,
they unloaded the latest Ford Joke : *JTwo
Ford cars racing In Ireland, what time la it?"
"Answer: "Tin after Tin."
Mullen still
"effects" evening dress, but with a pearl derby
and bum shoes, Coogan brought bis dance solo
to date by Inserting a bit of "shimmy" here
and there. Mullen's "Good-Bye, John Barleycorn," with gestures, remains one ot tbe funniest bits in the turn.
Lester, the ventriloquist, through a fit of
modesty or something, appeared sixth minus
the prefix -n'The great" In front of his name.
There Is little or no change In Lester's routine,
which Is mildly diverting but without novelty
or newness. The man is clever In his art,
with perhaps tbe best bit being the imitation
of a train announcer. In tbat stunt he might
eliminate the name ot Detroit, for the 20th
S. Miller
Century doesn't make that city.
Kent and Co. In "The Bhow Down" Bhowed on
fourth (New Acts).
Cartmell and Harris with the "golf bug"
dancing turn were seventh, adding some tone
to the bill In tbat spot, with tbe finish having
Miss Harris In neat male attire providing the
turn's strongest point.
Second were Chapelle
and Stlnette, colored duo, with talk and songs.
The man may have been born in one of the
Carolinas, for her sure plugs for that section
of the .country, with the first two successive
songB featuring the name. He 'has a rather
good baritone, but spoils everything by doing
vocal trlckB and drawing out his numbers interminably. The girl's singing, because straight,
The
is much better and really tbe life saver.
opening talk has been cbanged, but is hardly
an Improvement, for as with many colored acts
the patter Is a collection ot threats ot Jiodlly
The girl's
Injury from one to the other.
answering line, "I wish you would," grew
quite funny.
Moran and Wiser made a strong closing turn
for laughs, were welcome, and the pair delivered with their comic hat throwing routine.
The .Stewart Sisters opened the sbow nicely
nee.
with a group ot graceful dances.

duction.

TOO YOUNG TO MARRY.
Helene Chadwick denies that she is
engaged to marry Lieutenant William
Wellman as was recently announced.
Miss Chadwick, who is on the Coast
with the New Art Film Corp., wired to

New York last week stating, "Deny
rumor most emphatically. Am far too
young to marry anyway."

A

A

A

—

"Cheating Cheaters"supplies the women with ample opportunity for smart
Not only Clara Kimball Young,
Anna Q. Nilsson (beautifully fair,
making a good opposite to Miss
attire.

but

Young)y Eleanor Hancock and vMaymc
Kelso indulge themselves in glad rags
and joy baubles. Miss Young photo-'
graphed delightfully throughout and
a particular attraction was her hair,
always so prettily and neatly coiffured.
In riding habit, and georgette and lace

afternoon frock, she was all that could
be desired of an attractive star, but
in evening costume she was superb.

RAPF

ILL.
Harry Rapf is ill with influenza. As
a result/ the release of the Cosmo
Hamilton feature, "The Sins of the
Children," will be deferred until his
recovery. The new Elaine Hammerstein feature which was. to have been
started this week was also^set ahead
for the time being.

Kenyon Feature Ready.
The date of the latest Doris Kenyon
feature to be placed on the market is
set for Feb. 23. It is "Twilight," which
was directed by J. Searle Dawley.
Lillian Hall

With Taylor Holmes.
who made her screen

Lillian Hall,
debut in "Little

Women,"" has been engaged as leading woman for Taylor
Holmes. Miss Hall will appear with
him in his next production taken from
the story 'Taxi," which recently appeared in the "Cosmopolitan."

SHOW REVIEWS: LAST

HALF.

(Continued from page 23)

125TH STREET.
Last Friday was "show day" for the day
only at the l25tb street house. Some of the
new acts carded tor the matinee did not appear. One of the new turns, Moore and Elliott,
a Chicago act, booked for the day by Fete
Mack, objected to No. 2 position before opening, walking out
The boys acted foollebly,
since the showing tor, the day mean nothing
If
as tar as the audience was concerned.
they had appeared No. 2 at the matinee and
put it over they would have had a spot further
down at night, since a couple of the matinee
acts looked so doubtful it could have been
It
expected they would not again appear.
also operated against the act receiving another
opportunity to show In a Keith-booked bouse,
as the 126th Street takes only for the show
day weekly acta recommended by tbat agency.
In the regular bill were Aleo and Dot Lamb,
who opened, with their dancing and posing.
Thornton and Thornton (New Acts) were No.
Hudler, Stein
2, getting over on the finish.
and Phillips, the male trio, did a clean up
with tbelr songs, especially following some of
the flops of the "show" section.
Le Maire, Hayes and Co. got over with their
blackface specialty that could be builded up,
and Linton and Lawrence (New Acts) pulled
out nicely. Coscla and Verdi, Pblna and Picks
and Five Avallons were the others of the
regular show, closing In tbat order.
Jos. Brennan and Ida Emerson (New Acts),
playing "The Wise Guy" (the former Ed
Hayes skit), were cmong the showings, and
they with the act will do for the better small
time. Knute Erlckson tried out a single along
new lines for him, but It didn't appear to have
been well laid out, sounded as though be had
written It himself, and wouldn't stand a
chance for big time, If tbat Is what Mr. Erlckson aimed It for. It might even be precarious
for small time.
Mr. Erlckson might take
whatever he deems the best of the turn and
add now material to It for another try.
An act carded as Betty Payne carried a
MIbb Payne did not
pianist who ruined It.
do bo badly with straight songs, though a
couple were away from her, since she is
operatic, and a bit of a dance disclosed she
was not In any way a dancer. Still Miss
Payne might have held the bouse It it bad not
been for a studious looking pianist who played
a solo, reading the notes from a sheet, taking
a slow measure that almost sent the gallery
after him.
He probably has less Idea of
vaudeville than anyone who ever has been In
It looked more like a combination of a
it.
Bime.
teacher and pupil.
.

.<

or the

concerned.

flrBt

whether Its the
half as far as business is
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Brown Chaa A
Brown Llllyn

Abbott Edith
Abbott Edte
Adair Alma
Albert T A
Addison Smythe
Addles Elmer
Adler Chaa J *
.
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Caupollcan Chief

Alvora Eddie
Anderson Claude

Cardo Mrs John

Andrews M
Andrews Mabel
Andrews M
Andrews

Cation Luclle
Caverly Frank

L

Clllo

ML

Claire Doris
Clare Gladys
Clark Marie
.Cleveland Babe
Cleveland & Dowery
Clifford
Clifford

Badger Eddie
Baker Anna
Baker Leak
Banks Ted-

Brown

Evelyn

Rene

Coleman Alice
Conn Richard
Connelly Dolly

Conroy John M F
Cook Joe
Cooney Anna Mae

Barnes Caralyn F
Barnes George
Barry Lydla
Barton Clifford
Batchelor Walter
Bell Helene
Belmonts The
Bennett L
Benson Bennle
Berry A Nelson
Blrk Margaret
Blrkey Grace
Bishop Mablfl
Boyer Nancy
Brandt Carl
Breen H J
Brenner Dorothy
Boudler Paulette

May B

Brlndemour Geo
Brooks Herbert
Brooks Mrs
Brooks Peggy
Brandon Mae

Van

Chambers Pauline

Archibald Jack
Arrens The
Ash Ralph
Aubrey & Rlcbe
Ayers Ada

Brilliant

WH

Cameron Estell©

Frank

Allen

rn

Brutell Cnrto

Calborne
Callahan Grace
Cameron Catherine

Cornnlla Harry Lee
Cornell Christopher
Cornell Frances

Coudray Peggy
Coughlin Vincent
Cracklers Billy
Craig Betty
Craig Jean
Craig Marrietta
Cramer Harlan J
Oretghton Bertha
Crelghton Suxanne

•

Curtis Mae
Cutler Jean

Bale Helen
Dale Stanley
Dallas Ethel
Darley Brian
Darrell Rupert
Davenport Peggy
Dasle Mile

W
^-

Billy.

AUDUBON.
After an overture, which tired the audience
becauge ot its length, the annunciator apprising the house that the orchestra was rendering "The Passing Show of 1018," which not
only Included the complete score but a popular
song Interpolation, Hill's Circus opened the
vaudeville. The woman's showmanship should
be commended except for the American flag
Morley
bit— asking for "charity" applause
and McCarthy Sisters sang In the second spot
on the bill. Arthur Sullivan & Co. had the
audience with him all the time, wltb a travesty
playlet.

,

'

Dana Bruch & Co., two men and two women,
performed on Instruments and sang, following
the news reel exhibition. The flute medley of
American patriotic airs is another of aeklngfor-applause kind. Ward and Pryor, next to
closing, scored the hit of the show and earned
an encore.' Tbe old gent of the .turn works
on the same style of "Pop" Ward—both are
different people— tbe present Ward (or Pryor)
employing a comely young lady as -vls-a-vis in

JOE LA FLEUR
AND

Chiquita

HIS

Acrobatic Dogs

tbe kissing bits.

Le Heon and Dupreece, man and woman,
Interpolate a number of songs between tbelr
shooting stuntr. A special set representing a
cactus country almost completely camouflages
the shooting act. George Walsh In "Luck and
Pluck," a Fox feature, closed the show.

American Theatre, Feb.
Direction,

6-7-8-9

ARTHUR HORWTTZ

FOR SALE
COSTUMES
COMPLETE SETS OF COSTUMES EACH
SIX

*

12

Used for short while in hlgh-tlass production.
All made by Schneider-Anderson.

HENDERSON'S MUSIC HALL, Coney
Phone

1100

and Man
J. Altaian,

to

Island

Coney Island

RUBE COMEDIAN

FIFTHAVENUE.
make any

Doesn't
last half

When

on applause It was about an even break between Newhoff and Phelps (New Acta) and
Bailor Rellly. The latter was next to closing.

MacPherson has simply reversed the
old fashioned triangle, gray matrim-r
onial years, careless wife, husband
strays, new love thrills, Reno, ele\ An
excuse is offered the woman who divorces her husband but the, next minute
you laugh at her for jumping out of
the frying pan into the fire as it were.
Dull gray years come eventually to
every woman who plays while her husband works.
It has been made a corking story
by Mr. DeMille's deviations from the
old plot into the land of glittering
dreams.
His "Three Wishes" are
artistically and daringly worked out
and the Fancy Dress Ball, Restaurant
scenes, etc., are presented as only DeMille can.
crepe stenciled gown, worn by
Gloria Swanson, the wife (and featured woman), had a wide panel back,
broad spangled sash wound about her
hips and scarf about head. Great showy
ear-rings and necklace added to the
oriental effect. In this sort of attire,
while another man's wife, her poetical
lover likened her to a "Chinese lotus
flower" but after marrying her, bade
her find something else to wear besides "oriental junk."
Juliet robe of
lace and pearls was effective.
gold
cloth and lace negligee trimmed with
metallic fringe, was so loud it should
have awakenecNier sleeping husband
the night she visited his apartment had
he not been eating onions. Miss Swanson changed her mode of dressing the
hair as often as the proverbial woman
changes her mind. It was bobbed,
worn in her neck, in a French role, and
finally in great puffs atop her head.
Most likely the trips to Reno were supposed to benefit the hair, and then
again, that might have been one of the
points on which she won her husband
back. Julia Faye, as Toodles Thomas,
the vamp, in moleskin coat and turban^
heavy with paradise and in an 'evening gown, the decolletage outlined
with medallion of opalesques, and a natural paradise in her hair,- was typical
of the class she portrayed and quite up
to the standard of Alpherita Hoffman's
costume department. The potency of
male dress as well as female is made
manifest in the picture and it closes
as it opens with the husband and wife
(re-married at/ the finish) enjoying a
quiet evening at home— each with a
better understanding. This is fiction
though you don't get them back so
easy in real life.

LETTERS

start.

ment.

velvet.
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MAINS

AND THE

WHITE MELODY BOYS
VAUDEVILLE
WATCH US

BLACK

and

\

IN

FRANKLIN)

(Management, JOS. B,

New York

Permanent address, VARIETY,

Direction,

HARRY FITZGERALD
McPberson Sandy
Madell
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Osterfeld Billy
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Merrlman Ruby
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Mitchell Edna
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Orlen Michael Mrs
Ortbman Grace

Melba Flo
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LEATHER GOODS AND TRAVELERS' OUTFITS

Kept in splendid condition by
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THREE NEW SONGS BY THE WRITERS OF

JEROME H.REMICK* COL

"SMILES"
"AFTER ALL"
LEE

After

all

\

NEW YORK

ROBERTS—J. WILL CALLAHAN

8.

W.

119

»

Marie

Di.pt,,

Yon

Tremont

.

11 South 9th St.

Baltimore
Haste Dept_
Stewart Dry Goods Ca.

can't afford to overlook this song.

sth

WASHINGTON
and D Ms, N.W.
PITTSBURGH

WASHINGTON "TIMES":

^

Lyeaa

St.

PHILADELPHIA

/*

"AlittleBirch Canoe andYou"
=3

Hell ft

BOSTON

"YOU DONT KNOW"
inspiration.

808

B. F. Keith's Washington.—Mme. Marguerite Sylva's charm is Infectious.
"My Little Birch Canoe and You" and ,rYou Dont Know" ere great

songs,

Her

—4
': ':

Schmidt Bid*.

CLEVELAND

—

Hippodrome Bide

•

V

v?3
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PROVIDENCE

i

the Tears, Kisses, Laughs, Winks, etc, this Is the only sons
for yon to follow, "Smiles."

An

..

118

I

St

41th

BROOKLYN
MM Fulton SL

w
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JEROME H. REfflCrfcCO.

"MADELON"
(I'm True to the

§

.

Whole Regiment)

Yens* St

"TILL

sons; hit, published

with French and English text,

WE MEET AGAIN"

Fort

St

CINCINNATI
The Pair Haste Dept
ST.

LOUIS

Grand Leader, Maile Dept
'

fc

CHICAGO

By Egan & Whiting,

those boys from Detroit who were brought to New
York by Will Horrissey to write his new OVER SEAS REVUE.

MINNEAPOLIS

-.'>',

persuaded Mr. Jolson to release this song, his one bia
at the Winter Garden now.

i

7H

m

St

.

«

ii

nni
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839 Sooth

bit,

Broadway

ATLANTA, G A.
801 Flauron Bid*.
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Do you want the Best "Shimmy" song

published?' Get

JEROME H. REMICK*C0.

"YOU CANNOT SHAKE THAT
SHIMMY HERE"
VAN—SCHENCK— WELLS
Do yon want

|

St

SAN FRANCISCO
•88 Market

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMhiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiii

1°

812 N. Washington

By BRYAN & JOLSON

LOS ANGELES
finally

"I'VE

the best

"BLUE" song published? Get

GOT THE BLUE RIDGE BLUES"
MASON—WHITING—COOK

Do you want the

"TACKIN' 'EM

DOWN"

best melody ballad

VOCAL ORCHESTRATION'S,
DANCE ORCHESTRATION'S,

Get

GUMBLE— DE SILVA
Do yon want the

PROFESSIONAL COPIES,

BAND, QUARTETTES, ETC.

best "ZIP" dance song published?

published?

READY

Get

THE LAND WHERE
"POPPIES BLOOM"

"IN

Call at

oao of oar

offices for

im.?»**fMw, ^wrMe. for.,

.A,.d

material.

VAN—SCHENCK—BASKETTE
iliPllldllHHIimil H IlllllHIlIM

m&

.'&a

.m

PORTLAND, ORB.

"ONTHEROADTOCAUIS"
We

;

Majestic Theatre Bid*.

Haile Dept,
Powers Mercantile Co.

,

"^v3

.

DETROIT
137

The French-American

"""

TORONTO
117

& BRYAN

By BO US Q LET, ROBERT
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JACK

FELIX

BERNARD - DUFFY
"Have A Smile"
(Not Jimmy)

(Not Mike)

IN

.

-

j

s

New

followed:

York, engagement last week this
v

Next Week (Feb.

10), Keith's,

After our Palace,

•

Washington

Week Feb. 17, Riverside, New York
Week Feb. 24, Davis, Pittsburgh

I

March- 10, Colonial and Alhambra,

A

Booked
'

real up-to-the-minute vaudeville

New York
act

and Orpheum Circuit

Solid, Keith

"H

-

/

ft"

Qulnn Paul
RalBton Willa
Rawd Valley
Raymond Babette
Reno Bessie

Schoen Billy

Bobbins Dwtxht 8
Roberts J H
Robson May
Rogers Charles
Rolland George
Ross

Strength Jules
Sllbor

Skipper George
Smlletta Pearl
Smith Jlmmle

Shaumon Grace
Shaumon John J

BERNARD BURKE

Sparks Mabel
Springford Hal
Stanley Stan
Sterling Helen
Stevens Dorothy M
Stewart Florence

ft North
Simpson Nance

Seal Ell

Seed Dave
Seymore Grace

HA

Direction,

Taberenle Allle
Teela Peg
Terry Frank
Templeton Fay
Throop Clara
Thurston Leslie

/ -

Walker Herbert
Walker Frank
Wallace Smythe

Wllllard Jack

Walton ft Francis
Walton B & L
Ward Edwards

*

Winsteln Lilian
Williams Floyd O
Williams Ruth
Wilson Billy M
Wilton Hay ft Host

ARTHUR KLEIN
presents

Mabel McCane
A VAUDEVILLE REVUE
Supported by
.

GRANT
A

WING

and

AL SEXTON

and

U

Gorgeous Scenic Production with a Lavish Display of Wonderful Costumes

NEW YORK,

COLONIAL,
Reynolds Helens

Sherlock Flo

Sherman Dan

Rleeenfeld

Sawyer Delia
St Clair Ida

Shtrner Joseph

Rifle

St Clair Teddle

Slater

Rice Richard

Hugo
Route ft Co

Rlgby Teddy

Smith Mabel
Smith ft Kaufman
Smith James
Somerset F B
Southern Evelyn

BharpChaa

Russell Lillian Col

Ruby James

Schmltn

A

Fred
Bmlth James Alex

Oh

PROCTOR'S

58th

,

Smlletta Sisters

THIS

WEEK

(Feb. S)

Stuart Austin
Sullivan J R

Valdare LaZelle
Van Aken Alex

Ward Al
Weems Walter

Swain Hal
Bwet Dolly (Tel)
Sydney Harry
Sylvia ft Dayton

Vanderbllt Irene
Vincent Ellnore

Wellington Dare

Walker

STREET, BEGINNING

The Chink who put the Punch

ft

Texas

MONDAY
in

Wiro Walker

Wohlman Al

Willis Ben L
Weniel Paul
Westan Sam

Woods

Elsie

Wright J F
Wright ft Walker

Wyer

Forest Gall

(Feb.10-12)

Magic

CHING LING TOY
China's Greatest Mystifier
if'.

Direction,

ROSE

&

CURTIS

v
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Once

Every Twenty

in

There Comes a Great Big Spontaneous Song Hit

—Here

The twenty years are up
(Of Love

Wordi by

FRANK

H.
Chorus.

WARREN.

may mean

Tears

•

heart

it is

Muiic by
S. R. HENRY.

)

bra

ii

•

ken,.

m
Tears

?

may

Tears

may

loved

in

the

drive

fall

when you

a

by

•

a

bines

re

gone

way,,

•

-mem

-

One you

ber. ...

And

day;

(Of Love)

are

there

i

tears

rose

\

-

for

cry

that

-r-

„J

for

the

kiss

By

Like the

- es

J

I

S.

R.

HENRY

But

bove,.

rain

eyes

prise

some - one's

in

Are the bean-ti-ful

Copyright, hcmxviii, by Jos.

Stern

•

WARREN,
etc.

••

Dumb

Acts, Orchestras, etc,

ty

JOS.

love....

of

tears

W.

pret

H.

"Kentucky Dream,"

the

Singers, Pianists,
I

tears

FRANK

and

co-writers of "Indianola,"

& Co., New York.

British Copyright Secured.

Acts, Musical
send for copy

W, STERN & m***£££2Zii
CHICAGO:

119 No. Clark St. (SIG. A.

Y. C.

BOSLEY, MgT.)

i

IN CHICAGO OFFICE Newmans The
Adair Art

FURS
OUR WHOLE STOCK
AT 1/3 SAVING
ON TODAY'S
WHOLESALE PRICES
An

end-of-season sale prompted
by our policy of carrying no
stock over from one season to
/
the next

"Oliver"

Adams Lowden

Orma Grace
Parker John
Rodway ft Edwards
Roach Ed

Brazee Jack

W

Betts
Basaitt

B

ft Bailer
Bennett Chai
Cycling McNutts
Dare Jeanne
Dolly Babe
Foyer Eddie

M

Spencer B ft
Stewart Jack
Selden & Bradford
Voltaire Henri
Voltaire ft Lloyd
Vernon Albert

.
T

Qaugh Monel
Hoover Mary

Ward

Holt Harry B
Klpp Llbble
Kirk Ralph

Mllllcent

IN SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE

LaRue Ethel
Lane Joe
LeRoy Dot
Monahan

Davis Hal
Baton Louise

Mayo Beth

Smith Jane

Noble

Wlleton Billy

Lytell Lilv

CAB

Soule Ethel

"Blue Birds"
Brooklyn.

"Bon Tons"

34 West 34th Street

New York
Yarned* Matt
Yeadaker Barl

Yoshlda Echo

Ylngling Rath

Zucker Dare

Young

CB

(Feb. 10 and Feb. 17)
"Americans" 10 Penn Circuit 17 Oayety Balti-

more,

ORIENTAL

50NG
^B'H/WW|aJp|^

i

"Auto Girls" 10 Cadillac Detroit 17 Engelwood
Chicago.
"Aviators" 9-12 Camp Dlz Wrlghtstown 18-15
Grand Trenton 17 Empire Hoboken N J.
"Beauty Revue" 10 Engelwood Chicago 17
Crown Chicago.
"Beauty Trust" 13-16 Park Bridgeport 17
Colonial Providence R I.
Behman Show 10 Miner's Bronx New York
20-22 Park Bridgeport,
"Beat Show In Town" 10 Majestic Jersey City
17 Peoples Philadelphia.

Wit* *

*w»

Star

Garter Chicago

17

"Bostoniane" 10 Palace Baltimore 17 Gayety

Toronto

17

Gayety

Buffalo.

Falls

N

"Burlesque

Y.

Review"

10

Gayety Buffalo

17

Gayety Rochester.
"Burlesque Wonder Show" 10 Gayety Rochester'
17-19 Beatable Syracuse 20-22 Lumbers
TJtlca

"Cheer
13-15

N

Y.

Up America"

10-12 Beatable Syracuse
17 Gayety Mon-

Lumberg Utlca

NT

treal.

Dixon's "Big Revue" 10 Lyceum Columbus 17Va 19-20 Steubensvllle 21-22
18 Wheeling

W

Empire Toledo 17 Lyrto

Dayton.

Special Discount to the

A.RATKOWSKY,Inc.

»

ft

Washington D C.
"Bowerys" 10 Gayety

Canton O.
"Follies of Day" 10

1

Profession

Empire Hoboken 17

"Broa3way Belles" 10-12J Armory Bingham ton
13-15 Hudson Schenectady 17 Akron 18-19
Watertown 20 Oswego 21-22 Inter Niagara

Pleasure" 10 Crown Chleago 17
Gayety Milwaukee.
"French Frolics" 10 Majestic Scranton 17-19
Armory Blnghamton 20-22 Hudson Schenectady N Y.
"FrollCB of Night" 10 Garden Buffalo 17 Em"Follies

.

10

10 Star

Gayety Detroit

of

pire Cleveland.
"Girls De LookB" 10 Columbia Chicago 18-18
Berchel Dea Moines la.
"Girls from Follies" 10 Gayety Baltimore 17

Lyceum Washington

DC'

"Girls from Joyland" 10 Gayety Milwaukee 17
Gayety Minneapolis.
"Glrla of U S A" 10 Columbia New York 17
Empire Brooklyn.
"Golden Crook" 10 Orpheum Peterson 17
Majestic Jersey City.
"Grown Up Babies" 10 Trocadero Philadelphia
17-10 Broadway Camden N J 20-22 Casino
CheBter Pa.

Hastings Harry 10 Oayety Kansas City Mo
?
17 L 0.
"Hello America" 10 Gayety Boston 17 Grand
• «
Hartford.
;
"Hello Paree" 10 Howard Boston 17 Gayety
Brooklyn.
"High Flyers" 10 Victoria Pittsburgh 17 Penn
Clroult
"Hip Hip Hurrah" 10 Gayety Washington D
17 Gayety Pittsburgh.
;
Howe Sam 10 Lyrlo Dayton 17 Olympic Cin.

cinnati.

-

"Innocent Maids" 10 Standard St Louis 16-17
Grand Terre Haute 18-22 Majestic Indianapolis Ind.
Irwin's "Big Show" 10 Oayety St Louis 17
Columbia Chicago.
"Jolly Girls" 10-11 Wheeling
Va 12-13
Steubensvllle 14-15 Canton
17 Victoria
Pittsburgh.
Kelly Lev 10 Star Cleveland 17- Empire Toledo.
"Liberty Glrla" 9-11 Berchel Dei Moines 17

W

.

Gayety Omaha.
"Lid Lifters" 10 Olympic New York 17 Oilmore Springfield Mass.
"Maids of America" 10 Gayety Montreal 17

Empire Albany.
"Majesties" 10 Empire Brooklyn 17 Empire
Newark.
Marlon Dave 10 Oayety Omaha 17 Gayety
Kansas City Mo.
"Merry Rounders" 10 Casino Boston 17 Columi

-oTs,

New York

"Midnight Maidens" 10-12 Casino Cheater Pa

Broadway Camden 10-19 Camp Dlx
Wrlghtstown 20-22 Grand Trenton N J.

13-15

"Mile a Minute Girls" 10 Gayety Loulsvlllo 17
Lyceum Columbus.
"Military Maids" 18-15 Camp Dlx Wrlghtstown
N J 17 Gayety Philadelphia.
"Million Dollar Dolla" 10 Casino Philadelphia
17 Hurtlg A Seamon> New York.
"Mischief Makers" 0-11 Gayety Btoux City 17
Century Kansas City Mo.
"Monto Carlo Glrla" 10 Star St Paul 18-18

Gayety Sioux City.

.WMKelAJ
IrtTERMeZZO
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VARIETY
ALBIE,

E. F.

President

J. J.

MURDOCH,

General Manager

F. P.

PROCTOR,

Vice-Presidwil

)

Exchange

B. F. Keith Vaudeville
MGBTCT]

B. F.

EDWAKB F. ALBEE

KEITH

New

(Palace Theatre Building,

•

A.

York)

PAUL KEITH

PROCTOR

F. P.

.

Founders

HODGDON

Artists can book direct by addressing S. K.

I

!

Marcus Loew's AMALGAMATED
rises

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
B. S. MOSS
President

General Executive Offices
'•

S3

^tnam

General Executive Offices:

Times Square
New York

Building,

SEVENTH

729

AVE., at Fortx?ninth St

M. D. SIMMONS
General Booking Manager

JOSEPH

SCHENCK

M.

ARTISTS

can secure long engagements by booking direct with us

General Manager

H.

j.
Kj

1

LUBIN

Booking Manager
Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between

11

and

'

*'

/

North American Building

C.

MATTHEWS

'

(Putnam Building)

in charge

New

York City

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO
THEATRE
FULLER'S

"Pirates" 10-12 Broadway Camden N J 18-16
Casino Chester 17 Pottsvllle 18 EaBton 19-22
Majestic Wilkes-Barre Pa.
"Pubs Puss" 16 Jacques Waterbury 17 Miner's
Bronx New York.
"Razzle Dazzle" 10 Lyceum Washington 17
Trocadero Philadelphia.

Australian

and N. Z. Vaudeville
Dhwtor:

BEN

J.

FULLER

BOOKINGS ARRANGED
For

all

lalHnt* from

Bu

rtiodjoo and Tixxmrar.

Arentii
Western VsuderlUe Hera.'
.

v'Oh 'Girts*

'

.

Aim*

Cnlearo

10" 'Gayety Pittsburgh: IT'ltf Grantf

1J

'

i

"Record Breakers" 10 Akron 11-12 Watertown
13 Oswego 14-15 Inter Niagara N Y Star

The Western Vaudeville
Managers' Association
MORT

Toronto.

Reeves Al 10 Colonial Providence 17 Gayety
:-B0StOBi=-- ".- ••• •:—:-: •.~,~.r- -—••-:

SINGER, General Manager—TOM CARMODT, Booking Manager

Majestic Theatre Building

CHICAGO,

ILL.

"Roseland Girls" 10 Empire Newark 17 Casino

Akron 20-22 Park Youngstown O.
10 Gayety Philadelphia 17-10
Casino Chester Pa 20-22 Broadway Camden

N

;•.

'

"Orlenta-lB"
J.

"Pace Makers"

/

BUILDING

ALCAZAR

amralw

-

1493 Broadway

CHICAGO OFFICE:
J.

& Shea

Feiber

1'

Acts laying off in Southern territory wire N. Y. office

10 Star Toronto

17

Garden

Buffalo.

"Paris by Night" 10 Star Brooklyn 17 Olympic
*_
New Tork.
"Parisian Flirts" 10 Century Kansas City Mo
17 Standard St Louis.
"Pennant Winners" 10 Empire ClflTeland 17

_

Cadlllao Detroit.

Philadelphia.

"Sight Seers" 10 Grand Hartford 17 Jacques
Waterbury.
"Social Follies" 0-10 Grand Terre Haute 11-16
Majestic Indianapolis 17 Gayety Louisville.
"Social Maids" 10 Empire Albany 17 Casino
Boston.
"Speedway Girls" 10 Gllmore Springfield 17

Worcester Worcester Mass.
"Sporting Widows" 10 Gayety Detroit 17 Gayety
Toronto.

Harry Rickard's
HUGH
Betlstarad

CaUs

Addresi:

D.

Tivoli Theatres, Australia

McINTOSH, Governor

"HTJQHUAC." Sydney

Bg=-B»»—

Director
THBATBt

M«as OAst: TIVOLI

American SeprestntotlTSt
• West 48th Bt,

KTHEL HOPE WILLIAMS,

Sritsy, AsKreilS

New Terk
,

..:•;

V-;
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VARIETY

DAME RUMOR
PACE
we

-

-

'

HARD TO

IS

hereby deny this rumor and have no intention of parting with this wonderful Song, as
Abo Pnbllihers of

"OH! DEATH,

FIND"
I'M

IS

'•

CO., Inc., Suite 402, Gaiety Theatre Bldg., 1547 Broadway,
W. C. HANDY, Prof. Mgr.
THE HOME OF THE BLUES

Gowns and Hats that
and make " acts tet
few ot my latest

ANYWHERE

create talk
bookings.

to

Address:

Join a

19

Two

at

onee.
122.

STON,

(Mediums, 135 to 170.)
Address FRANK LIVING-

Majestic, Jersey City.
i-sa

& WEIL,

WANTED

Inc.

A sketch of dramatic value

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE,

N. T.

Inez

has Joined the "Birds
produced by Hart Cos.

Bellalre

Feather"

act,

of

a

Don Martin has gone to New York to look
after bookings for Oaskell and MoVltty.

"Star & Garter" 10 Olympic Cincinnati 17 Star
& Garter Chicago.
"Step Lively Girls" 10-12 Grand Akron 13-15
Park Youngstown 17 Star Cleveland.
Sydell Rose 10 L O 17 Orpheum Paterson.
"Tempters" 10 Worcester Worcester 17 Howard

Dm

"20th Century Maids" 10 Casino Brooklyn 17
)

"Trail Hitters" 10 Gayety Minneapolis 17 Star
St Paul.
Watson Billy 10 Peoples Philadelphia 17 Palace
Baltimore.
'

Welch Ben 10 Hurtig & Seamon's New York
17 Casino Brooklyn.

White Pat 10 Gayety Brooklyn 20-22 Camp
Dlx Wrightstown N J.
Williams Mollie 10 L O 17 Gayety St Louis.
"World Beaters" 10 Pottsvlllo 11 Easton 12-15
Majestic Wllkes-Barre 17 Majestic Scranton
Pa.
4,

Lieut. H. W. Martin came to town on a
short furlough from Camp Caster this week.

Pat Henry has been appointed press agent
of

269,

Peter

J.

Schaefer will go to Florida Feb. 7

*

a

Helen Murphy was winner of a diamond
ring raffled off in the Majestic Theatre building this week.
Pltroff the Great raised several hundred
dollars for the Armenian relief fund by an
outdoor performance at Janesvllle, Wis., last
week, when he played the Apollo.

For my Big Juggling act

Majestic Theatre Bldg.

or Write MADAME CRONIN
Somerset Hotel, New York City

Call

Eddie Cort, son ot the producer, was la
Chicago last week. Among others he engaged
Beth Stanley for a principal role In one of
the "Flo Flo" companies.

Harry Kelly has been made Chicago representative of the Al Plantoadosl company, replacing George Plantoadosl, who has gone to
New York to become general manager of the

AT LIBERTY
Dancing- Team open for engagement with
vaudeville ad, cabaret or musical comedy.

ADDRESS

MIRIAM and EDW. ROOT

firm.

Caesar Llnd and Cart Rupp, recently released from the navy, where they gained note
In the Great Lakes Revue, have been booked
for two weeks at the Riviera, Balaban a Rats'
new house.
Will J. Harris and Will Bradshaw are collaborating on tbe book and lyrics of a musical
tab to be produced by Morris Silver.
Bill
Robinson, Frank Bardon and Edna Burnett
have been engaged for the piece.

•

ikaWA
mmmm$4k

Considerable

'*»*>.*

m

WANTED AT ONCE

c/o

Karl McVitty has returned East after
short furlough from Government work.

VARIETY, New York

MIDGETS OR DWARFS

the Statelake Theatre.

for the balance of the winter.

H

ADDRESS

Box

CHICAGO

or Three Act

WOODRUFF STREET

SARANAC LAKE,

LO.

Billy Watson's "Beef Trust"
Join

Salary,

Bryant 2733

Originator of the Comedy
Boomerang Hat Novelty
At Liberty

for

Keith's Theatre Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Harry Barrett
s

m
Chorus Girls Wanted

street and olio drops in theatres
large yearly rental for the privilege.

BYREN

HOTEL ST/NLEY
124 West 47th Street
New York City
Tel.

m

We install advertising asbestos, act,
and pay a

VAN NORTON
.

New York

Mass.

—

.MARGURITE
.

HERE"

To bay at once, a plush curtain; mast
be in good condition. Site about 40*23 feet.
State fall particulars.. Address W. 8. CANNING, Mgr. Empire Theatre, Fall Hirer.

A.

Write us at once for our new plan, which will pay you more money,
and install more artistic curtains in your house modern curtains
that do not appear to be advertising drops, because of their difference from the old style. -

Pergy)

AT CHURCHILL'S

I?

S.

FOR CURTAIN PRIVILEGES

RUBY NORTON
CUNNINGHAM SISTERS
MLLE. PEGGY
(Of Cortes and

IN U.

MORE MONEY

clients

VIRGINIA PEARSON
EMILY ANN WELLMAN'S ACT
MURIEL WINDOW
i

,

'4

WANTED

THEATRE MANAGERS-OWNERS

Facts
A

'.-3

''!!
•-

ORCHESTRATIONS READY FOR ABOVE SONGS IN ALL KEYS

,

8

".<'

it.

and our beautiful Ballad

PACE & HANDY MUSIC

.

CI

':

.

we know something good when we have

THY STING" (COMICJ "SATAN,
"THE SONG THE SUNNY SOUTHLAND SINGS"

WHERE
\

•:

Has It That The
HANDY MUSIC CO.

negotiating with a certain pnblUher (or the sale of

GOOD MAN

"A
We

and

have been made

changes

^Kl

In

VARIETY, New York

the book of "See You Later," at the La Balle,
which Is being groomed for a Now York showing after four weekB on the road. The piece
leaves Chicago Feb. 22, to be followed by
"Ob, Lady, Lady !"

AUDITORIUM.— "Cbu

•>'•:*

i
1

Obln Chow"' playing

to sensational business, backed by extraordinary advertising campaign (2d weok).
BLACKSTONIS.— George Arils* and- a distinguished cant In Barrio's "Well Remembered
Voice" and "Tbo Mollusc."
Artistic success

(2d week).

<

v*J**r**Z

PROHIBITION WILL NEYER AFFECT THE CAMELS BECAUSE THEY SELDOM CARE FOR A DRINK THIS BEARS NO RELATION VVHATEVER TO THE BEST
ORIENTAL NUMBER EVER: OFFERED FOR EVERY MUSICAL PURPOSE, :BUM ACTS'IARE PROHIBITED FROM USING IT.;GET IT FOR YOUR, ACT;AT ,0'N CEV
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

LEONARD HICKS ™ HOTEL GRANT
CHICAGO
The

Madison and Dearborn Streets
On* Block

Bryant 554-558-7633

Tel.

to

Keystone of Hotel Hospitality"
Weekly Rates to the Profession

Offers Special

Time* Squire

500 Housekeeping Apartments

The Edmonds Furnished Apartments
QEORSE
NpMW
fms
ShoW
MRS.

DANIEL.

Cetorli* Entotfnly to Hi* Pr*f«Ntoa-

Biraner Rats*

Between 47th »nd 48th Street*

'

Bath and Thon*
Each Apartment

Id

Mb
778 EIGHTH

NEW YORK

Private

Pkonoi Bryant 1944

p#
?V

i

Under the direct nptrrialen of the owaer*. Located In the heart of the city, Jait off
Broadway, doe* to nil booking- office*, principal theatre*, department stores, traction
lines, "L" road and sabway.
I
We are the largest maintained of housekeeping forntahed apartment* speetelUins
to theatrical folk*. We are on the ground daily. Thl* alone Injure* prompt airvlea
and cleanliness.

AVENUE

Geo. P. Schneider, Prep.

THE BERTHA
APARTMENTS

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

HILDONA COURT

FURNISHED

.

'

Ml

Complete for Hrankeepint—Clean and Airy
323 West 43rd Street,
YORK CITY
Rooms
Catering to the comfort and conTenlesco of, the profanion.
Steam Heat and Electric Light
19.59 Up

-./;'-.

NEW

.-'

fry-y

(of toe better diss, within reath of economic*, forks)

EIGHTH AVENUE

776.78-80
%:

Jaao to

Prlrato Bath,

I

.

m

A

150.00

THE ADELAIDE
AVENUE
754-756

i

On*.

*
W«t 4M St
Dm* *ad MSftWSM

tk*M

Phone* i Bryant 8*51-1

MRS. RETLLT,

Room* from

Per

$3.50

Bases.

Prlrato

St

to 60 and What to SEE
A Brlaht WwtJ y
CHARLS8 BCHFOHO. Mfltor
FBBB to All Visitor*

Where

Distributed

—ATLANTIC CITY—

.

HIQH WATER MARK CIRCULATIOM-M.QM

Profession

SEYMORE HOTEL
ROCHESTER,
Rat**, 75c

N. Y.
Up to

Date

and Upwarda

•to

COLONIAL.— "Follies"
on

cleaning; up, started
To
last four weeks' stretch (7th week).

be succeeded March 2 by "The Girl Behind the
Gun."
CORT.—"Old Lady 81," fair (5th week).
COLUMBIA.— "Sporting Widows."
CROWN. "Girls from' Joyland."

—

ENGLEWOOD.—"Follies of Pleasure."
"Business Before Pleasure,"
GARRICK.
with Barney Bernard and Alex Cftrr, capacity
(7th week).
GRAND.— "Going Up," capacity (6th week).
HAYMARKET.— Stock Burlesque.
ILLINOIS.—Mltzi In "Head Over Heels,"
good business (6th week).,
IMPERIAL.—"Peg o' My Heart."
* LA SALLE.— "See You Later," fair (8d
week). Will make room on Feb. 24 for "Oh,
Lady, Lady."
NATIONAL.—"Stolon Swoets."

—

-

OLYMPIC—Mary

Ryan

"The Little
Teacher," good business on last week (4th
week). "Fiddlers Three" to open Feb. 9.
PRINCESS.—Dark after flop of "Never Too
In

Late."

POWERS.—"Tiger

Rose," with Lenore Ulrlc,

capacity (4th week).

STAR & GARTER.—"Liberty
STUDEBAKBR.— Guy Bates

.
Girls."'

Post in

.

"The

Masquerader," hit (3d week).

WOODS.—"Keep Her Smiling," with Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Drew, capacity (4th week).
EMPRESS.

—Since

her last appearance in
Chicago Martha Russell, who topped the bill
here this week, has" secured a new sketch. In
her last vehicle Miss Russell drew on tho
fifcxKn-.».
"'•McBA'yinaEl $uelK with- a sTory-wcepy-partc. Sbe-"'

did

it

MtehMt aad

New York

a fast line of gaga and talk, but was lamentably
handicapped by virtue of a very severe cold,
which resulted later In the week In a trip
to the American Hospital.
Host and Rome
(man and Woman) ground-tumbled, essaying
comedy which didn't seem to regUter; the act
can open a small-time bill, hut that Is Its
limit Brown and Barrows (man and woman)
either consciously and otherwise utilize the
general technique of Wilbur Mack and Nella
Walker, and one or two of the gags of the
big-time team, Including this one:
"Man:
(following effort at flirtation) Pleasant In here,
Girl : It WAS." While it lacks the
finished style and. snap of the act It emulates,
isn't it?

Brown-^and Barrows should have no trouble
in working, as their act registers nicely.

Battle

women)

(three men and two
presents a nice stage picture and gets

Swing.
HAYMARKET.—This theatre and house are
•somewhat of a sensation on the west side from
a box-office point of view, Inasmuch as the
weekly take-ins appear to average $5,000. The
remarkable phase of this situation lies In the
comparatively modest productions given each
week.
The libretto is usually the work of Arthur
Clamage, and every time he writes a book he
demonstrates that as an author he is a great
manager.' Even Clamage, who is known as an
Indefatigable worker, cannot execute a burlesque book a week and get a FoIUob show
out of it. The management is fortunate, how.

splendidly at tho time, and the local

were Inspired to dub her the "Elsie
Ferguson of .the varieties." Her new sketch
a comody. It has a marine setting. The
critics

somewhat flimsy, concerning itself with
a cat and a brother. It seems that both followed tho girl (MIbs Russell) to the liner,
and n discussion comes up between the girl and
the brother which Is overheard by the now
hUBbnnd of tho girl, who docs not know the
brother. The two arc talking about the cat.

The

Musical Revue

I

Is

plot Is

NEWS

IAKE-UP
Est.

HENRY

mrnl

828 aad 830 West 43d

trs*.

A part Burt*
• sad 4
bate

St

Phoit: Bryant 4293-0131

Thro* and fosr rooai* with bath, fimlthtd tat
of aiaderBMt* that owl* asythlog la ttlli
of bulldlBO.
Then asarratBt* will aoocBfosr or more adilts.
89.00 U» Weekly

dure*

2.

m**. tJM

typ*

odat*

City
ever, in having a versatile and energetic group
of principals, and a chorus which, while not
the youngest nor the prettiest In Chicago,
seems to be what the "Wear- Madison street

persons desire.
In this connection It is Interesting to note
that this week, in "Whirl of Folly," the good,
old-fashioned out-and-out hootch dance came
back.
It was done by Virginia Smith, and
was billed as "The Dance of the Nile." According to Miss Smith's Idea of the matter,
the Egyptian broads favored abdominal gyrations and maneuvers In their terplschorean
Concerning the reception accorded
efforts.
Miss Smith, suffice it to say that she stopped
the show completely and could hare taken a
hundred bends for every wiggle, which means

sense of comedy in this sketch, which is built
for the audiences of the circuit she Is worklng on, and is much appreciated by them.
A straightforward, sincere musical offering
Is the act of Adanac Trio.
The three men
open in one attired In the white trousers and
green golf coats affected by male musical acta.
Two of the boys play violin and one saxophone.
They start with the "Poet and Peasant" overture, switching suddenly Into "Railroad Blues."
Then one of the trio saxophones "I'm Sorry
I Made You Cry," Joined for the chorus by
the other two with saxophones, after which
the trio play "K-K-Katy." The "sweet potato,",
marimbaphone and banjo are utilized in solo
numbers, and the trio closes With a banjo
rendltl6n of "Strutters' Ball."
It's an effective act, one of the very best of Its kind on
the time, and would make a satisfactory No.
2 or No. 3 act on the average big. time bill.
Al Rlccardo, ventriloquist, showed evidences
of a decided talent in voice-throwing, and had

over.

altrt ie

H6.CO Up Weakly

advisability of chloroforming
or drowning it The husband thinks they are
talking about him.
Elementary and somewhat far-fetched, but It seems the husband la
Insured for f 20,000, and he .construes this to
be the motive. Miss Russell exhibits a good

"AMUSEMENTS"

Centrally Located

a*w

with
'phone,

Address all comntunleatiens to M. Claman
Principal Office—Yandis Ctart, Ml West 43d Street, New York
Apartment* can be *een •rrainis. Office In each baildlna-.

They discuss the

Notice to

*l*rator, fireproof building of ta*
every devloa tod SMVMl****.
beautifully airaattd. ajtd **Mlrt *t

Up Weekly

THE DUPLEX

Phoei: Calsabe* 7ISI

Aa

Bath*—Newly Renorated

156 West 35th Street, off Broadway,

$15.00

are

Privileges

MARION HOTEL
w

Phots*; Biyast 88S0
and SIS W**t 4tta St
Aa op-re- ttie- ml not*, new, fireproof sstldla*,
arras**d la uartatat* of t nroe and f**r rooai win
aitoheni aad irlvat* bat*.
'Phos* la stoa aiart-

312. SI4

u» w**sto

htrlnj

Proprietress

Week Upwards—Housekeeping

kit-

i

Iii.oo

355 to 349 Wert

4

HENRI COURT
7112

eatrtawet*, wtta

Brtrat* Data aad Maps****. TIM prtvssy
aaytoaal* ar* sstod tar
*s* of It* sttrae-

IRVINGTON
HALL
SIM

'

1—2—8 aad

Bnraat S2SS

Up Monthly; 111.00 Up. W**kty

n***: Biyaat

Haaa.

!

Phones Greeley 5373-5374

D* Lou

onissrU*,

EIGHTH

MRS. GEORGE HIEGEL, M*r.

Mmm:

St.

Building

yAndis court
24L247

Between 48th and 47th Street*
One Block Weft of Broadway
Three, Poor and Fire-Room High-Clsss Furnished Apartments— }10 Up
Strictly ProfcMtonal

4Mn

to 847 W**t

JUST COMPLETED: ELEVATOR APARTMENTS ARRAN8E0 III SUITES OF ONE. TWO AND THREE
ROOMS. WITH TILED BATH ANO SHOWER. TILED KITCHENS, KITCHENETTES AND VACUUM
MODERN SCIENCE.
8Y8TEEM. THESE APARTMENTS EMBODY EVERY LUXURY kNOWN TO

C. MINEB, Inc.

many, many bends.
Good, honest burlesque was given by Lou
-

Powers, Billy Carlton, Karl Bowers, James
Allan, Ray Kelley, Warren (Justin, Mabel
Faleer, Margie Catlin, Louise Stewart and Flo

Kennedy.

/

show a good start with some teeth stunts
were sensationally performed.
Markey
and Montgomery were out. Lulu Hunter, on

that

fourth, displayed good voice, with a yodeiing
finish that landed solidly. Wright and Wilson
in closing position dished up pantomime and

good acrobatics, using a table finish that caused
big laughter.

ALCAZAR.
Is

—

"Mother
Carey's
Chickens"
Walter Richardson, new leading

(stock).

man

making good impression.
and Dill In "As You Were"

CURRAN.—Kolb

(fifth

and

final

week).

COLUMBIA. — "Country

Cousin"

opened

Monday; business encouraging.

CASINO.—Roy Clair Co. (stock) and A.-H.
& W. V. A. Vaudeville.
MAJESTIC. Del Lawrence Stock Co.
PRINCESS.—Bert Levey Vaudeville.
WIGWAM.—A.-H. & .W, V. A. Vaudeville.

—

Kitty Gordon, who Is visiting here this week.
Is appearing twice daily at the Tivoll, where
"Adele," her newest photoplay, is the attraction.

SAN FRANCISCO

Jas. L. Cathre, a recent arrival from Auswhere he was louring manager for J. C.
Williamson, Ltd., expects to leave tor the East,
where he will endeavor to coaneoi in some
managerial capacity.
tralia,

VARIETY'S
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
PANTAGBS THEATRE BUILDING
Pbom; DousUm

-

V

Mervyn Levy and Clyde Cooper have

ill!

re-

united, and will again appear in their former
vaudeville offering.

PAVTAOES.—Bill

quite varied through lack
of comedy. There were no hits, with too many
full-staged turns unable to provide proper
balance.
Bill slowed up through a song picture "plug" allowing stage set for closing act.
Hill's Circus de Luxe did fairly well, but
Porter
did not make impression anticipated.
J. White and Co. headlined in a sketch, "The
Visitor." The act contains some stirring lines
well played to light applause. The Celestial
Duo scored nicely, with operatic and Oriental
rag numbers by the pianist winning the most
applause.
Belle Oliver, on second, garnered
the show's most applause, with the result her
singing ability Justified the management in
giving her a later position.
Neal Abel got
away to a slow start, the ancient gambling
"bit" the poker game being used; the talk
and stories at, the closing bringing up- his
average noticeably.
"The Calendar Girl"
offered novelty poses in frame representing
calendar that provided an excellent opening

Lester Fountain, manager of the Casino, has
resigned to take the managership of a candy
manufacturing plant in Los Angeles.

William Sheer, who, among other things,
produced "Oh, Look," and "Honor Bright."
and at present producer and principal player
with one of thy Fox companies, was a San
Francisco visitor last week in charge of a
company of Fox players who took several
scenes here.
The fist fight scone at Talt's
Pare Real Room during the visit of several
members of the company tbore one evening
was not taken owing to the cameraman's absence at the time.
-

-

—

act

Mrs. Edith L. Haslett, a musician, was
granted an interlocutory decree of divorce
last week from Chester Haslett, a member
of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra.

—

John W. Dunne, a former theatrical manager of Texas,- who now resides in this city,
a voluntary petition In bankruptcy last

_

HIPPODROME.— Standing room

was at a
Nothing big
or flashy in show, though the general comment wob that it was an entertaining bill
nevertheless.
Caesef Rlvoll, featured, finished
strong, with his impersonations of composers

premium

at the

filed

Sunday show.

week.

Maud

early hY the""act" fStarilng^'hts -later -nieces* --McAyey and Breeks did well with songs, the
talk~belng affected, however, by the mannerisms displayed
the man's heaving and gasping also mitigating. Happy (Miss) Harrison
and her Iflcklng mule found favor, the animal's
work being a feature. Buster Edwards and
Elton Ralston had a feminine member In
eccentric makeup whose nut work was exceedingly clever, thereby carrying off the
show's biggest laughs. Minnie Fisher gave the
:

a

ii

Dunno

alleges that his

debts

amount

$10,012 and his assets £10,500.
Most of
Dunne's creditors live in Waco, Texas.
to

Fulton,

now

in the midst of a starring

seas/?n-at;lhe.Fu.ltftE. Oaklend, -again appeared
in her own play, "The Brat," during the week

Incidentally making the fourth time
"The Brat" haB been presented in Oakland
within a period of six months, and oacb time
Last week, Miss Fulton
staged Jack Lilt's "Ono of Us," appearing in
tho part of Joan Grey.
Opposite her was
Paul Harvey, who had the original role of
Davis Strong when Morosco presented the piny
'
in New York.

Jan. 19.

drew big business.
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The Only

Show

Ice Skating

in

THE

New York

th*

V

7:30—SUPPER

THE BEST ITALIAN DINNER

The World's Greatest Skaters and

ELSIE and PAULSEN,

DAVIDSON & DEAN

SHOW AT
Ice Ballet

Merrick Road, Lynbrook. L.
.

L

the Four Bangards, Weston and Peggy, Low
Ward and Harms, Lewis and Dover.
GORDON'S OLYMPIA Vaudeville consists
of the Mimic Four, the Wade Sisters, Charles
Weber, Lane and Moran and Ed. and Lottie
-*
Ford.

—

I

MONTREAL

VISITING

•-;

CAMBRIDGE

THE
Wbea

the

Thli

Artist

Want* • Treat

where ha eomat to

la

eat.

KOSHER RESTAURANT
M. Silver—la Btrnsaft, Propi.

TAYLOR STREET

117

Turk and

Bat.

Eddy Stnete

SAN FRANCISCOTha Ed. Armstrong Musical Comedy Company, which has been at the Hippodrome,
Sacramento, for six weeks, moves into the
Casino here next week for an Indefinite run.

Manager McArthur,

of the

Ye Liberty The-

Oakland, will take over the MacDonough.
that city, until the reconstruction of the house
McArthur
is started by Ackerman and Harris.
will Install a musical comedy stock company
«nd a vaudeville program.

atre,

Stern &
last week.

Charles Saunders and Florlan Fischer appeared in the police court last week charged
with petty larceny in connection with conducting a moving picture »chool. Vera Mullln,
a pupil, was the complaining witness, alleging
that the men had promised her engagements
A score of other
that never materialized.
-pupils testified that they were satisfied with
what they got for. their money and Intended
Saunders and Fischer
to continue the course.
testified they had capital amounting to more
than $100,000, and Intended to build a studio
and produce pictures.

charge of Andrew Scull, Ocean City real estate dealer, she used up an entire check book
on the Ocean City Title and Trust Co. within
a day after withdrawing her original deposit
Boardwalk merchants who were her
of $75.

Alcazar forces,
a downtown cafe last week
that played with her in
"Daddy Long Legs." About a dozen of the
youngsters were guests of Miss Bennett's
Belle Bennett, star of the

gave a banquet
the

to

little

in

folk

hospitality.

Sol Lesser has leased the Lyric, Stockton.

The house

will

be remodeled and open with

a straight picture

policy.

chief victims secured a return ot much of the
lost merchandise, and none of the original
complainants were willing to prosecute when
she was arraigned before Magistrate Haughey,
but tbls did not end her troubles. Immediately
she was rearrested on the charge of Jacob
Fein, walk merchant, with securing goods
under false pretense and was held for the
Grand Jury under $200 ball. The police are
now working on a new phase of the case that
may result in serious charges against a Boardwalk character, in whose apartments Miss
Burnham slept the night before her arrest.
This- man Is said to have been under surMiss Burnham Is 20
veillance of the police.
When
years of age, petite and attractive.
cashing checks she posed as the niece ejf Contractor Scull.

The new Ackerman and' Harris Hippodrome
is now scheduled to open Feb. 16.

Jim Crelghton, of the Australian Crelghtons,
and Joe and Vera .White sailed on the Ventura

vaudeville.

"Ruling

Passions" the feature film.

BIJOU.—Pictures.

for Australia, Feb. 4.

The Minstrel troupe recently organized from
the shipbuilder ranks, and which appeared bo
successfully at the Savoy, 1b at the MacDonough, Oakland, this week. The minstrels
are under -the- nwnagwwnt, o.fu.- Jack, ..Robert.*,.
who announced that the net receipts will be
used to furnish a club house for shipbuilders.
Kolb and Dill, who complete a five weeks'
engagement at the Curran this week, will

move over to Oakland for next week at the
Ve Liberty, with a Coast tour to follow. The
Liberty Stock Company, which has been
holding forth here for several months, will
vacate the house for the K. and O. week to
play a week of "one-nighters."

Te

'

By LBN LIBBBY.

BOSTON.—Pictures and

-

BOWDQIN.—Using "Little Women" for the
feature film, and this picture drawing great
because locations used were a few miles from
Vaudeville Includes the Ragtime
this city.
Trio, Charles and Mayme Sullivan, Rowles and
Oilman. Trio.ln a. sketch, W&Uy Shaples., the
Jim Dixon Co. and George Dion.
ORPHEUM.—Woolf and Stewart top the
vaudeville bill In a sketch, "Major Tactics,"
and the balance of the vaudeville includes
Arnold and Taylor, Hank Brown and Ida
Ounther, the O'Neil Sisters, Harry Fisher and
For a feature
Co. and Knapp and Cornalla.
film, using "Romance and Rings."
PARK.— Pictures.
SCOLLAY OLYMPIA.—"The

Light" .being

used In the films, and the vaudeville includes

•.

I

<

half.

.

Probably the biggest week's business since "
the Family reopened was that of last week,
showing Theda Sara In "Cleopatra" to popular
prices.
When "Cleopatra" was shown for »-' ''
week at the Teck last spring it took In slightly

M

Ina in the star role.
The seventh week of "Lombardi, Ltd.," with the patronage of the bouse
steadily Increasing and the show playing to

PLYMOUTH—

big houses with popular-priced matinees,
MAJESTIC—Had the only new show of the
legitimate houses In town, opening on Monday
night with Mclntyre and Heath in "Hello
"

A. aOXftTldfll*

'

WILBUR.—It

the final

Is

week

of

less

.

than $10,000.

Dewey Mlcaels, recently resigned as a builder
of ships for the Government and returned tO;
the management of the Plaza, may take over
another theatre and continue as the head of the

;

HOLLIS.—"The

PARK SQUARE.—"The Crowded Hour" continues at this house with Wllette Kershaw
and. Allan Dlnehart scoring personal hits.
and

week

last

ot Frltzi

Last week business
in "Glorlanna."
.was big. Next attraction booked for this house
Past"
is "Polly with
COLONIAL.—"Jack o' Lantern" now on the
seventh week and house sold out two weeks
Is due to run here for several
In advance.
Scheff

T

weeks mnrfl

COPLEY.—Using Shaw's "The Doctor's
Dilemma" for the second week of the return
engagement Show is a hit.
CASTLE SQUARE.—Going

dramas and

in

strong

buttITmont.

Paid For."
film,

"The

Still

week

of

the

Alarm."

GAYETY.—The

.

By DAVE TREPP.

.

.

"
•

.

Madame Schumann- Helnk, at the Broadway
Jan. 81, proved a magnet, attracting visitors
from distant sections of Montana. Two motor
car parties, consisting of 14 people, came from
Jackson, an Inland post office, located In the
Big Hble country, a distance of over 140 miles.
Potash & Perlmutter, In their comedy suc"Business Before Pleasure," played to
good business through Montana the past week.
cess,

Manager Keeler of the People's Hip baa
been playing to capacity. The Innovation ot

McLean and Lee

in stock sketches, for a solid
is proving a

~

month, with bi-weekly changes,
success.

..:

for

week using "Bought and

this

c<

3

"Eyes of

Simplicity."
Better 'Ole"| began the fifth
week at this house on Monday with business
still reported very satisfactory.
Is "Little"

TREMONT.—Second

;

two.

Youth," and the show booked In for this house

"Sight Seers" company.
Play."

"Help Wanted" followed "Seven Key* to>
Baldpate" at the Empress, opening Jan. 20.
The Empress stock company demonstrated its
hold on the local theatregoers by continuing to
play to good business.

<<

CASINO.— "1918-1910 Fashion

HOWARD.—Pat White and his company.
The vaudeville Is topped by Mills and Lockwood, and the other acts are Judge and Gall,
Wikl Bird, Guy Nelson, La Duex and La Duex.

The spoken or written word could never
A damage of $2,500 was caused by
fire at a sanitary and development plant in
week and when the Investigators
found the fire had originated
through some picture films igniting. A spark
struck the films as they were going through
the chute and In an*. Instant the building
was In flames. The names of the lllms could

equal tbto

plans of Jim Byrne, manager of the HoU
land rink, are carried out Butte will next year
have one of the finest skating rinks in the
countryStarting week Jan. 20 be put on a
"money-raising carnival."
If

this city last
finished they

not be ascertained.

M. H. Guleslan, proprietor of the St James
Theatre, In this city, is planning a roof garden
and cafe to occupy the roof of the theatre after
June 1. There will be a large stage for an
orchestra, singero and performers and a canvas roof for use In stormy weather. As the
property covers 22,500 square feet, It Is believed that provisions can be made for 1,200

<

CLEVELAND.

:

a

By TOM SAWYER.
Cleveland audiences took to the last two
weeks' Intellectual festival like ducks take
to water.
Truth compels the admission that '
Robert Bruce Mantell was never In'flner form •
in his life than he was thie last week.
Soveral of bis performances were gems worthy
of long remembrance.
His was a Week's ex- :3
'

'

,

diners.

Inez Buck Joined the Lombard I, Ltd., company Monday night, taking the place of Rob-

erta Arnold,

BOSTON.

at San Jose

-

.

'

TREMONT TEMPLE.—Second

Accused of Indulging in an orgy of passing
worthless checks here and In Ocean City,
(Miss) Jean Burnham, who says she Is a film
actress, and ran away from the home of
wealthy parents In Chicago, had varied experiences last week. Though arrested on the

C. Phillips, road man for Joe. W.
Co., music publishers, arrived here

William

:

SHUBERT.—This Is the finishing week of
"The Kiss Burglar," which has got over well
here for the past few weeks. For a new attraction the house will have another musical
Bhow, "Take It From Me," with Vera Mlcbel-

Bitter recrimination marked by threats to
divulge disclosures of a sensational character
In police circles ot the resort marked the
resignation last week of Mitchell Solitaire, a
plain clothes man, who has for many years
been active in the so-called red light district
of Atlantic City.
These disclosures Involve
two actresses who had been "eje teed from one
lot the cafes of the resort and subsequently
taken for a joy ride In one of the official automobiles assigned to one of the -police heads.
They also alleged the ejectment ot a police
official from an apartment house, while clad
only in pink pajamas, and a noisy all night
poker game with some stage people In which a
police official Is said to have been one of the
participants. The whereabouts ot Jewelry and
other possessions alleged to have been taken
from a prisoner some months ago, together
with the conditions surrounding the escape ot
the captive, featured strongly In the red hot
arguments put forth by the erstwhile detective.
All this has created such a mix-up that the
affair may be aired by the Grand Jury, aa
several affidavits containing the charges may
be submitted. The entire matter precipitated
a stormy scene at th^ Commission meeting, it
now being practically assured that documents
will be submitted to Prosecutor E. c. Oasklll,
with the request that he lay the information
therein contained before the Grand Jury.

417-419 Dorchester St. West, Montreal

LYRIC—Frederick the Groat, Bobker'fl
Arabs, Grey and Miller, Abslnlan Trio, Marietta
Craig and Co.
OLYMPIC—"Help, Police," "The Edge of
the World," Del Battle and Jap, Marker and
Schenok, Doyle and Elaine. ..'
^
BHBA'8
HIPPODROME.—"Mickey," first
half; Constance Talmadge in "Sauce tor the
Goose." ...
STRAND.—"The Calllaux Case," first half
J. Warren Kerrigan In "3X Gordon," second

.

MODERN.— Pictures.'
FRANKLIN PARK.—Pictures.
BEACON.—Pictures.
.

By CHARLES SCHEUER.

M
W

Proleuiaoil people will And 50 mMo-data forqlihed room*, newly decent*!. wry w*ra.
rnnnlnB tot and odd water, ftrtt-otua dlilno
l,
keew oooUna. Rate* moderate. Fin minute* fr»«
all theatrM and Siiai.

Susskind

•

....

STRAND.—Pictures.
LANCASTER.—Pictures.

ATLANTIC CITY.

J.

tics."
,

vaudeville.

FENWAY.—Pictures.

NEW YORK

Service,

&

direction of H.

GAYETY.— Burlesque, "Wonder Show."
GARDEN.—"The Pennant WlnnerS."
ACADEMY.—The Academy Players "In Poli-

—Pictures.

JAMES.—Pictures and
COLUMBIA.—Pictures.
exeter.— Pictures.

ST.,

V

Unequal ed In Culalne

Under

All Year

Open

ST.

and 66th

INN

Pelham Parkway, at Eastchester Avenue; and

GLOBE.

BROADWAY

Bryant (Ml

NEW YORK CITY
THE CITY

BLOSSOM HEATH INN
and

and The Famous Skating
i

IN

J8&m& PELHAM HEATH

11:30

CATHLEEN POPE,

Sextet

$1.00

GIOLITO

108-1 10W.49ibSt.

_,

Golden Glades
SHOW AT

.-m

.

Dinner $1.00

VICTORY REVUE
DINNER

RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S BEST
SATURDAYS
and
SUNDAYS

Lunch 60 Cents

The 1919 Edition of the

in

•-

BEST PLACES TO DINE AT

BEST PLACES TO DINE AT

who played

the role of Llda Moore.

The audience of the Park Theatre, one of
the best known picture houses In town, was
dismissed about 9 o'clock Monday night when
a fire started in the basement of the building
which houses the theatre.
At the time the
audience was dismissed there was a little
smoke showing, but while the danger was
slight, It was considered best to empty the
house, which was done In a few minutes
without the sllghioKt trouble.
The judgment
of (he Mhttgemeiit Was JutfJified beCKUrfVlatwr
several firemen were overcome by gas whllo
fighting the fire.

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

INC.

-

STAGE DECORATIONS

Productions of Distinction
(P.

SKEFFINGTON.
SHU DERT-TECK.— "Everyman 's Castle."
By

P. D0DD ACKERMAN
SCENIC STUDIOS

L. B.

DODO ACXKJUUN,

STUDIO:

Rosaleen."
STAR.— Knickerbocker Players
Cover."

In

14*
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NIW TORE

MAJESTIC—"Dark
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HAZEL'RENE

MILLER
SHOES

I.
**t

(IRENE DTJBTJQTJ1)

OF ANY SIZE
A1S0 INDIVIDUAL ORDERS
WE FILL EVERY STAGE REQUIREMENT

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

& Monroe

LARGEST COSTUMB
MANUFACTURERS IN WBBT

COSTUMES

& Co.
Largest

Ualtsw ttotM
coir
laetorr
tat*
set
at Besot,
to hand,

tunes and
Inoxnjarahia
Works.
New
Patented Shift

215 Canal Street

N. Y.Ctty

xwLftaakuasst

1801

MACK, The Tailor

HICKS & SON

H.

OM

to

The

(OVPSStte

aw

Beautify Your Face
ataks too). Men

Yen Bait Imp tort to

"PreWee"

tttt

ED1THE"
nTficPcuNn
d MODISTE

WARDROBE PROP.

Lingerie

and Hats

SKETCHES FUBNISHKD
3s

W. Randolph St
Phone:

Ib/

F. E.

SMITH.

"These stunning Tuns" are inlaid with brOttaat pntttflota and sptAle
at if set witn hundreds of Jewels.
The following celebrities are wearing
our articles: Trias Frlgaaia. Marjorle p.""r-*n. MUUa Ktsg Herbert
CUfton. Wanda Lyon, Floraaat Tempest, Ford Bitten, lean Barrios. Bra

(Opp. Waldorf)

languay and

LESTER

FAT 9 to 4
OBE8ITT CREAM.

»»

N.

ELL,

including the famous Ivory Nail Enamel,
Bleach and Cuticle Healer

or other

hlbitlon upon
well risk his

which any talented actor might
Mr.
reputation and memory.
Mantel! received an ovation nightly that must
have assured blm that he has not labored and
lived in vain.

OPERA HOUSE.—"Penrod," made

by EdRose from the Booth Tarklngton
story, opened to an audience who aeemed to
have remembered Mr. Tarklngton'a "all life
and sparkling youth" of "Seventeen," which

ward

GOWNS, WRAPS, FURS
EVENING
Nado-Fer 8TRECT
TO SELL OR RENT
REASONABLE
Insert* tea Cattta

tad

PRICES

MME. NAFTAL
Tel Bryant 471

Wart 45th 8L, N. T.

Charlaa Dillingham praaaata

EVERYTHING"
Mammoth

Mattes) 8B6ct»*lt by R.

H.

BoraaMe

E.

played here Icbs tban a month ago.

SHUBERT-COLONIAL.—Cleveland

HIPPODROME
Matlnet Dally. 2:18; Evenlap. t:IS
of 'Brar/talBa* to equip a doieo mimi-

"Enough
cal

oomoQl«v"-LOCT5

DH FOB

la "World."

has been

awaiting "Maytime" for several months. Two
previous heavily advertised bookings, canceled
on account of the "flu" epidemic, seem to
have keyed the audience to the highest pitch
ot expectancy, and the piece was given a rousing welcome by a packed house.
KEITH'S HIPPODROME.—Vaudeville. Herman Tlmberg top of a splendid bill. Capacity.
PROSPECT.—"Up Stairs and Down," the
first of the Morosco comedy successes to be
produced in Cleveland in stock, was presented

NEW CATALOGUE OF

U
nam
mm
II

PROFESSIONAL

The Empire Shoe Store

NOW READY

8TH AVENUE
Highart Short Vamp Footwear

CAN MAKE nOCBHATE BHLPMRNTN
ON MPOBT Of fit

707

14

Sizes $40.00 to $75.00
Bay New aad Area* War Tax

OUR SPECIALTY
Slzet I to 9—(ill wldthi.
Mail orders given prompt attention.

We

Will Sell and

Herkert * M*el Trunk Co.
910 Washington At*, gt LeaU

Bar

by the Olaaer players to a capacity opening.
Mr. Glaser assumed the leading role.
STAR.—Barney Gerard's "Follies of the
Day." Burlesque.

EMPIRE.—"The Auto

Girls,"

Slmonds

&

Lake production. Burlesque.
STILLMAN.—Cecil B. DeMUle's production,
"Don't Change Your Husband," a plcturized
domestic drama that strips the four walla from
married life. Luxuriously produced.
METROPOLITAN.—"The Hun Within," one
of the most exciting and fastest pictures ever
shown at this East Side house. ParamountArtcraft special.
MALL.—Elsie Ferguson in "His Parisian
Wife."
A story 'beautifully told by a magnificent actress.
Standing room only. Artcraft
ALHAMBRA.—Same as Mall. East end
house.

ENTIRE BET
will

be sent

PI.,

N. Y.

Phone Rector 834

UPTOWN OFFICE
Longncre

iildg.
Philadelphia

&

Bway
100$) 42d
Benton
Chicago

(Room

A very large double-ilied parlor, with
splendid acoustics, soluble for vocal etuElegantly
illo, to let by month or year.
furnished, piano, electric light and telephone. Addrese "ELITE," 102 Weat 52nd
St.,

JACK
Every Tuesday In

to

Ivory Manicure Specialty Co.
Broadway, Cor. Park Ave.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

GOWNS
High Class—New and Used

Goodman

L.
2316 South

St

State

sentiment than the wicked Theda ever
accomplished before.
STANDARD.—Mae Marsh in "The Bondage
ot Barbara."
A difficult story exceptionally
well told by one ot the moat attractive and
capable stars In celluloid.

CHICAGO

REMOVAL NOTICE OF THE

real

Four out of seven

run movie houses,
Playing to approximately 400,000 patrons on
the week, are ahowing features from the
Famous Players-Laaky studios. Now "Who
are the Jones' Family" In Cleveland?

home

GOTTSEGEN

DENTIST
221-223

first

Each year Manager John F. Royal, Keith's
Hippodrome,
gives
entertainment
to
the
elderly ladles in the Cleveland Home for Aged
Women. Wednesdays, being after the holidays, Mr. Royal supplies automobiles to accommodate thirty ladies and calls for them
at the

PROFESSIONALS' FAVORITE DENTIST

DR. N.

57th Street
New Tork City
(Two D«ra East of Broadway)

West

Phase:

Clrols

3037

Gebbie Preparations
QEBBIE
Mask
has
of
of

(sot

in royal style.

Beaarttfylaa
a liquid)

no equal.
Outfit
Masks, one Jar

six

GEBBIE

Cream,

Btaaty

$s.0O.

QEBBIE Liquid Hair
Remover, guaranteed to
destroy the root, 12.00.

William Morris and Marcus Loew were In
Cleveland last week. The former paving the
way for Harry Lauder, who splits the week
ot Feb. 10 here at Keith's Hippodrome, and
the latter peraumably closing for another

GEBBIE

&*•

Chin
wltii

Astringent
Paste

Reducing
sanitary

band—

"works while you sleep"

—W.IO.

.

Gebbie Preparations

Studio To Let

FOR CASH
prevailing market prices.

67 Exchange

epAe

for..

STRAND AND ORPHEL'M,— Theda Bara
In "The Light." A picture bringing out more

LIBERTY BONDS
FRIEDMAN & CO.

00

<g-|

postpaid

Mail direct

house.

At

t

PIECE

MANICURE SET

Color af Velvet

CLARK STREET, CHICAGO.

Wardrobe sad

570 Seventh Ave.
N*«r 4l«

10

others.

"ass to Aty

REDUCE YOUR BUST

KOTLER,

BBBjBSJm

WORE BRILLIANT THAN RHINESTONES

&

Indict with ONE JAR or COST.
External. Absolutely harmless.
Reduces fat on any part of the body. No dieting.
BUrring. exercising nor taking dangerous drug*. Hare
the modish figure. For men and women. Price, portpatd. 17.00; sample, 10a CURRIE*. CURRIE. Drugolitt, 2909 Avenue 0, Brooklyn, N. Y.— Phone: Kenmore 4842.

P.

$9.00 -TAM0SHANTER--$9.

MJt>.

S47 Fifth At.., N. T.

Sseoed Hud
Property Trunkt

Many Bargains

reatonatilt.

$5.00

WARDROBE TRUNKS
PROFESSION
""S^W"
AT % PRICES

CHICAGO, ILL.
Randolph 1720

have eMetaes aaa

octsstMr parti to ksvtsg
rest their feature! taperfssMeae tad r*.
now titnlitn. CenaitHaa free. Fait

'A

CITY

Big Bargains. Have been used". Also a few
Second Hand Innovation and Fibre Wardrobe
Trunks, f 10 and 115, A few extra large Property Trunks. Also old Taylor and Bal Trunks.
Parlor Floor, 18 W. Slat St, New York City

THEATRICAL COSTUMES
Evening Gowns—Street Costumes

ratals**

«•

Tttetrs

SEVENTH AVE.

TRUNKS,
Shoe Shop

of

Binaa

NEW YORK

For Novelties

NO MAIL ORDERS
Bab. 1880
Wwt 48ts 8t„ H. Y.. East of B'wiy. Opp. Uwii

New

NEW

York.

YORK. Note

It has been rumored for some time that the
interests are looking for a house around
125th street and Euclid, the Harlem of Cleveland.
Several properties have been Involved,
but as yet nothing has been closed.

Loew

A new theatre to house motion pictures is
within three months of completion, located
at Chester and East Ninth. The house will
seat about 1,200 and will be named the Vic-

Suite 721

500

NEW YORK

FIFTH
CITY

ADDRESS, 162 Av est
PHILADELPHIA— 903 Walnut Bt

48th Street.

AVENUE

owned by a syndicate who already
operate the Mall and Alhambra theatres.
tory.

It Is

A comedy

sketch,

"The Honeymoon,"

billed

as "Aaron Hoffman's New Comedy," and presented b^ .Reglna CoonelU jnd William.. I*.

LIPSCHUTZ

NEW PERMANENT

-:

(OpgeaUs OotambU Theatre)

HAVE A LITTLE FRUIT DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME OR TOUR
FRJENDS-TAKE IT TO YOUR WEEK-END OUTING

CaUsabua At*.
Baa Franeieeo, Cat

:-

BROADWAY

1682-1686
722-724-726

557 Fifth Avenue, at 46th Street

nude
177-371

l»4

II

E.Galizi& Bro.

GOWNS
CENTRAL

CHICAGO

WABASH AVE.

Accordion
Factory
taeks*

17—Pries,

He.

le

AQOOTtliawQ

Sts.

Tag u*t\ta cad

MADISON'S BUDGET

NEW YORK COSTUME CO.

d

137 N.

Guerrini

sswsst

Greatest Profi

1554 Broadway »i46--St.
State

My

(HAZEL BANOUS)
145 North Clark Street. Chicago

COSTUMES

WE FIT ENTIRE COMPANIES

WRITING FOB MANY OF THE
BEST ACTS IN VAUDEVILLE

Formerly frith Edith B4ricklan4
TtL Central 18»»

HATS, GOWNS,

THE URGEST THEATRICAL SHOE
MANUFACTURERS INTHE WORLD.

JAMES
MADISON
MB BR0AOWAY, HEW YORK

Behrens, Phone, Bryant 935.
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MANAGERS AND PRODUCERS—NOTICE

'

"

Cunnin

"'•

C

"INGENUE DE LUXE"

AT LIBERTY

I

CASINO,

QlbBon at Keith's Hippodrome this week,
seems almost too similar to a piece, that bad
a brief run about three years ago, by Frederick Arnold Kummer, titled "The Brute," In
which, I believe, Ernest Olendennlng starred.

By

pearance this Saturday night in
Proxy."

William Hene, manager of the Broadway,
states that one of the largest -mail order re-

For the first time since the Influenza epidemic, Denver theatrical business has resumed
Its
natural condition, and Indications are
that February will be the best month, from a
box office standpoint, since last October.
It
has been conservatively estimated that the
loss sustained by playhouse owners as the result of the two epidemics will reach at least
$150,000. This sum, of course, Includes losses
of movie houses.
Vaudeville bouses, especially, have struck
a strike that bodes well for the next few
weeks.
Several nights during the last two
weeks the Orpheum has sold out before 8

Maxlne

months has
the

fol-

appearance

Favereham and

Elliott.

A policy new .to Denver's picture houses
has been Introduced at the Rlvoll, where Clgnor Cavallo'a symphony of forty pieces vies
with the pictures for supremacy. Every Sunday, from 12.45 to 1.45, the orchestra presents
a musical program.
Pictures precede and follow the concert.

M

BROOKLYN

City

Eddie Diamond, the popular manager of the
Tabor, has completely recovered from a recent
Illness.

quests for ticket, in several
lowed the announcement of
here 'next week of William

DENVER.
EDWARD T. GAHAN.

"Widow by

New York

Ave.,

The Lafayette

have a road organizaEnemies."

will

tion In "Friendly

Bernard Gargans, a musician at the Liberty,
has been apprehended by the authorities for

All lights on the exterior of the Empress
have been painted a brilliant red, white and
blue.
play."

It

advertised

is

Despite the tact that

as

it

a "victory

was

its

dis-

second ap-

pearance

here within the last few weeks,
"Salome" had a good run at the Rlvoll last
week. When here before, the Biblical picture

was presented at tbe Broadway, but
It was shown at popular prices.

last

week

non-support of his wife In Norfolk, Va.

tional film,

"How

Life Begins."

According to a letter received from a soldier
In France, the Denver "Miles of Smiles" picture has baan received in France and witnessed
by tbe Colorado Yanks.

c§a
mi

Marguerite Clarke and her husband have
taken up their residence at Patterson, La.,
a town near here. The film star will rest for
several months before resuming her duties
with Paramount

Olady Saul, not heretofore connected with
theatricals In any manner, has been appointed
assistant manager of Laew's Crescent by Manager Kattman.

'

.

.lag

Eddie Mauraa haw succeeded Joe Thomas as

At tbe Soldiers' and Sailors' Club here on
Wednesday the Patriotic League of the War
Camp Community Service presented the educa-

I

or Vaudeville
WEEK FEB. 18

NEXT WEEK (Feb. 10)
HURTIG & SEAMON'S, N. Y. C.
Lenox

i

Comedy

For Next Season. Will Consider Musical

Per. Address: 325

•f'l

'
s.

stage

manager

of the

Palace,

M

The St. Charles Hotel is offering the Dixieland Jazz Boys in Its Assembly. Jack Hobby
managing the hotel.

Is

T

VvT-'^

AGRfAT NUMBER-

Mvahiatx
lilll Bill
INTER ME ZZO-OM

•'v
for;
LARGE. 5AKD5.

ORCHESTRAS
o'clock.

E

At the Tabor and Empress, where

the vaudeville Is continuous, long lines to the
box offices are again familiar sights.

De Witt

Webber, owner of- the Webber,
has been exonerated by tbe police for the
shooting of seventeen-year-old Bernard Beatz,
whom he found crouched behind the safe in
C.

his playhouse office. The boy, who Is confined
to the county hospital, will recover.
The
shooting,
and subsequent capture of tbe
boy, resulted In the arrest of a pal, who, together with Bents, are said by the police to be
guilty of a number of robberies throughout
the city.

Just as soon as tbe weather permits, work
will be resumed on the Greek Theatre In Civic
Square.
Lack of stone cutters during the
war kept other mechanics idle, but now, according to the contractors In charge, tbe labor
situation has been altered and Just as soon as
tbe chilly blssts subside work will again be
started. It Is hoped that a big civic pageant
may be presented in the amphitheatre on
Decoration Day.

May

Buckley,

who played

funct Elltch's Gardens
will

leads with the deStock company here,

make ber appearance with the Wilkes

Players

Her

at

the

Denham. beginning Monday.
will be in "Tbe Spend-

appearance

first

thrift."

Ruth Robinson, who

by Miss Buckley,

la

/-/.J

will

be replaced

playing ber farewell ap-

A

feature which is meeting with the approval of the wounded soldiers confined to
U. S. General Hospital, No. 21, at Aurora,
Just outside of the city, is th« appearance one
day each week of a number of vaudeville performers from local playhouses.

Robert Slack reopened his 1918-19 concert
season at the Auditorium on Tuesday night,
when Lucy Gates and the Tri de Lutece presented a program that borderd on the vaudeville style.
The Joint entertainment paved
the way for a splendid bill.
Following Its appearance here last week,
"Pollyanna" played to a crowded house at
Colorado Springs on Monday evening.
Closed since the epidemic, the Lux reopened
last Sunday.
The Interior was extensively
renovated during the dark-house period.

Three vaudeville artists, who refused to
divulge their identity, won the admiration of
twenty-seven music-hungry overseas soldiers
in Union Station last Saturday night. The trio,
passing through tbe city, bad an hour's layover, and going to the Y. M. G. A. canteen in
the station, the three musicians, all violinists,
rendered a fine program. They admitted ther
were of "the profession" and were bound for
Chicago. The modesty is amazing, because of
the fact that a newspaperman was present at
tbe time.

ST

E-

By

O.

M.

SAMUEL.
Hitchcock In "Hltchy

Koo"; Ray Dooley dividing honors with the
star; capacity.

'
Perlnkoff
and
and Saxon, Arthur Lloyd,
Izetta, Walsh and Bentley, Tbeda Bara, In
"The Light," film. Last half: Joe Cook,
Harry Brooks, Katherlne Clayton and Co.,
Three Rlanos, Sterling Rose Trio, Evelyn
Nesbit Thaw, In "Her Mistake," film.
PAL ACE.— Firnt half Jane Morton and
Girls, Deeloy and La Mar, Brford's Whirling
Sensation, Calts Brothers, Los Kellors, George
Walsh, In "Luck and Pluck," film. Last half
Juliet Bush, Leonard and Willard, Black and
O'Donnell, Lawton, Henry Walthall, in "Long
Lane's Turning."
DAUPHINE. Jesse Armstrong's Burles-

LAFAYETTE.—Dark.
CRESCENT.— First half:

Rose,

Bertram

:

—

quers.

STRAND.—Griffith's "Happy

Valley,"

fea-

ture picture.

LIBERTY.—Dorothy

Dalton

In

"Hard

Boiled"; well patronized.

Harry Stratton has superseded Harry Le
Van at tbe Daupblne. Le Van has Joined a
stock burlesque organization in Milwaukee.

B.

HARMS

CHICAGO Ot-HCE

IN CMARGt OF.
MARRY DFLtON 143 N.Df.aR'bWST

P

NEW ORLEANS.
TULANE.—Raymond

T.

& FRANCIS, DAY all UNTER
.NEW. YORK

Mr. and Mrs. Max Marcln are spending several weeks In New Orleans.
They go train
here to Palm Beach.
Eddie Dillon returned to New York during
the week.
Dillon came here to produce a
revue at the St Charles, but the management
decided not to Install a cabaret adjunct after

mature deliberation.

INDIANAPOLIS.
By WILL
ENGLISH'S.
East";

Happy,"

SMITH.
— FirstB. half,
"Three

Frederick
Inst half.

V.

Bowers

In

Faces
"I'm So

Next, Laurette Taylor in

"Happiness."

SHUBEET-MURAT.— Dark

first half.

Harry

Lauder in a repertoire of new and old songs
for three performances beginning evening of
Feb.

7.
Next week Stuart Walker presents
Booth Tarklngton's "Seventeen."
PARK.—"The Broken Rosary." Noxt, "The
Bride Shop."

RIALTO.—Vaudeville nnd plotures featuring Peggy Hyland in "The Girl with No Regrots" and Bessie La Count, Hunter and Shaw,
Emmott and MoLaln, the All-Star Trio and
RIalto Artists Do Luxe.
LYRIC. Vaudeville and pictures featuring
"Birds of a Feather," with Don Blanco and
Inoz Bellatr In cast Smith and King, Stella
Brennan, H. A. Davis & Co., Gypsy Meredith
& Co., and James and Dalley.

—

vi

;

David

Warfield, in "The Auctioneer,"
underlined for the Tulane next week.

Is

4

BOOKED SOLID TILL JULY

AL.

WOHLMAN
IN

W.

V. M.

A.—B.

F.

SONG STUDIES

KEITH VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE

strtTsaflb

.

Direction,

HAYMAN & CANTOR

jail
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NEXT WEEK

(Feb. 10-12)

•

Direction,

i

-

stunts on the Ice do n/bt help It.
upon keeping her contract.

Minute Girls"

MR. LYMAN O. FISKE

It looks like capacity business for all

theatres Feb. 24-March 1, Auto

FOB MANY TEARS BUSINESS MANAGES FOB THE NEW TOBK "DRAMATIC Ml RB OH,"
IS NOW ASSOCIATED WITH THE

(bur-

From today on shows will open the week
with the Monday matinee, for Mayor Charles
W. Jewett (Jut Into effect his new policy Feb. 1.
Nothing but film shows go here on Sunday,
and they must not begin screening until 1 :30
Vaudeville and legit can't open until
p. m.
Monday. It they do, test cases will result In
the local courts, and not one of the theatre
managers In IndlanapoliB wants to get Into

A3"

LYRIC—Feb. 6 and
.MAJESTIC—Pictures.

The week

.

Harrison Grey Flake, George Broadhurst, William Harris, Jr.,
John Cort, Daniel Frohman, H. H. Frasee, Smith & Golden, etc.

1416

SPECIAL

it

was the

pictures.

Made Man," coming

to the Lyric

appear

There are but two legitimate theatres in
Memphis, the Lyric and the Lyceum.
The
Lyric has been housing a stock company, and'
the Lyceum has been playing Look's vaudeville, and with no theatres available, is probbooked into Memphis.

The Lyric players In "Kick In," with W. L.
Thorns in the leading role, attracted good
business during the week ending Feb. 1.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Season 1918-1919

legerdemain

curious coincidence that the

Tailored

MONTREAL

MEMPHIS NOW OPEN TO REGULAR
TRAVELING ATTRACTIONS

same

mm

1

NEW

public of this city which first

By ARTHUR SCHALEK.
MAJESTY'S.—"The Rainbow Girl."
Next week, "The Man That Came Back." Feb.
HIS

"Maytlme."
IMPERIAL.—First half, "Good-Bye, Bill."
Second half, Douglas Fairbanks in "Arlsona,"
J. Carey.
ORPHEUM.—Beokman's French Stock Co.
GAYETY.—This week; "Soelal Maids." Next
week, "Maids of America."

10,

and Estelle

i

a
week will seer two Booth Tarklngton plays
being presented In this, the novelist's birthplace.
For the week of Feb. 10, "Seventeen"
comes back to the Murat, and the last three
days of that week will bring "Seventeen's"
Indianfirst cousin, "Penrod," to English's.
apolis has a double Interest in "Seventeen,"

marked

"A Tailored Made

*ably the cause of road attractions not being

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

of February 17, Thurs-

ton, the magician, will bring his
to English's.

for

7,

PRINCESS.—Pictures.

"A

Famous Play er»-La»ky\ Corp., Lee Shabert,
A. H. Woods. Cohan & Harris, Selwyn & Company, W. A. Brady, Arthur Hopkins,
John D. Williams, Wlnthrop Ames, Arthur Hammerstein, .George C. Tyler,
Charles Fiohman, Henry Miller, Comstock & G eat, Hitchcock ft Goets,

Lauretta Taylor in ber latest great success,
"Happiness," by J. Hartley Manners, will be
the attraction at English's Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, Feb. 10, 11 and 12. Following
"Happiness" comes the new play of "Penrod,"
taken from Booth Tarklngton'a book. Penrod,
as a story hero, preceded the William Baxter
of "Seventeen," but the play Is this season's

is

KOPALD.

6-7, is the first road show attraction to
In Memphis since Dec. 21.

operating In the Offices of David Belasce,

The Aerial clacks, a man and woman trapeze
team, fell during an evening performance at
the Lyric Theatre at Sullivan, Ind., last week,
when a rope of their trapeze broke as they
were doing a whirling act over the audience.
Neither was hurt badly.

It

S. L.

LYCEUM.—Vaudeville and
ORPHEUM.—Vaudeville/

MANAGER OP THE

PACKARD LIBRARY
New

print via the city courts.

production.

Show week.

MEMPHIS.
By

PACKARD THEATRICAL EXCHANGE

ALHAMBRA.— Pictures.

i

in-

the

Man."

CIRCLE.— Pictures.

m

But she

sists

lesque).

I

the Piano

-

Fuller Tour, Australia
a

LTON

THE GIRL WITH THE GOLDEN VOICE
ROSE & CURTIS
FRED AHL at

THE FAYNES
MAJESTIC—"Mile

NEW YORK

81st STREET THEATRE,

DORA

i.

LYRIC THEATRE, MEMPHIS, TENN.

HOLMAN.—Mae

Awakening"

Murray

(film)

in "The Bride's
and Hudson's Symphony

Five.

STRAND.—Elaine Hammerstein

In "Herman," and Willie Eckstein.
NEW GRAND.— Mae Marsh In "The Racing
Strain" (film) and Eugine Maynard.
ALLEN THEATRE.—First half, "The Squaw
Man" (film) Becond half, "The Greatest Thing
;

It tor success.

THIS theatre has been entirely refitted and redecorated throughout,
and is now one of the handsomest theatres in the south,

to the Park for the week of Feb. 10
the musical comedy success, "The Bride
Shop," It Is In two acts, the book emanating

Coming

Is

in

Life" (film).

For the "Rainbow Girl" and "Maytlme" the

Saturday .evening prices at His Majesty's' will
be $2.50 top.

A

SAY,
If you're

OPEN TIME

HORACE

looking for real,

emblem to gain

KLAW & ERLANGER, New

lire, up-to-

MANUAL
of

One-Act Plays
Sketches

Novelty Acts
B.

GOODWIN

LITTLE HOUSE.
Manchester,
r'

.U-i.

road show with Bernard Daly in a play
called "Sweet Innlsfallen" will play the Theatre Francala week of Feb. 10.

The King Edward has added one vaudeville

/

Amsterdam Theatre Building

New York

City

NOTICE FOR

applause, get

GOODWIN'S
VAUDEVILLE

LEWIS.

months of February, March, April

For Time and Terras Apply To

date stage material, which does not
depend upon the waving of the national

in the

New Hampshire

from the pen of Fred DeGrasBac, whose former
successes, "The Purple Road" and "The Enchantress,"

made him famous.

In Indianapolis will
required today to adhere to the policy
announced recently by Mayor Jewett in regard to Sunday amusements, discontinuing all
vaudeville features of Sunday programs and
ndt opening until 1 :30 o'clock. Mayor Jewett
Bald yesterday that arrests will be made today
for violations of the policy laid down, after a
series of conferences with motion picture Interests and with ministers of the city, and that
"more drastic' action" will be taken If It becomes necessary to make a second arrest In

Moving picture theatres

bo

any

case.

Extensive remodeling and enlarging of the
Rlalto on Illinois street, near Kentucky avenue, was announced last night by George
W. Bunting, architectural engineer for C. J.
Wacker, general contractor, to whom the contract has been let.
The plans call for enlarged seating capacity, rebuilding of an additional room for renting on Kentucky avenue,
office rooms on the second floor of the building and restrooms for women patrons.

placed in

KANSAS

CITY.

•By H. A. SCOW.
Lauretta Taylor has the company of her
husband, Mr. Manners, on this western trip
In "Happiness."

William

Feb. 2,
featuring Koudlhi, the Handcuff-' Xing," will be-

Faversham played in hard luck
last week.
The other principals of "Lord and
Lady Algy" obtained- roonnrartho chief -antel,

shown at B. F. Keith's. Special photoplays
and high-class musical features will be the

but the crowded conditions made
to find one more for Faversham.

attraction at B. F. Keith's each Sunday, while
the regular vaudeville program will be shown ~
the remainder of the week, a new program

vention Hall,

starting on Monday.

laryngitis.

As a

Sunday attraction beginning
"The Master Mystery," a Bcreen serial
special

.

The Dickson Amusement Company, of
Wabash, filed final certificate of dissolution
with the Secretary of State of Indianapolis this
week.

EUROPE
Players in Europe desiring .to advertise
VARIETY, and wishing to take advantage of the Prepaid Rates allowed,
may
secure the same, if at the time of mailing
sdvs/tlslng copy direct to VARIETY, New
Yost, the amount in payment for
it I*
in

It

Impossible

MoCormack, scheduled for a concert at Conwas unable to appear because of
A big audience was disappointed.

Miss Smith (Smith and Rosseau), skaters
at the Hotel Muehlebach, Is appearing with one
wrist In a bandage. She fractured it several
months ago In the Bast, and her acrobat lo

VARIETY'S

credit at the

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FOR-

WARDING
Carlton

For

St.,

Regent St,

uniformity

In

CO.
S.

*

*

W., London

exchange,

the Pall
f.. nil Co. will accept .deposits
for VARIETY
at four shillings, two pence, on the
dollar.

Through
all

danger

this

manner

of

transmission,

of loss to the player ia averted;

VARIETY assumes

risk and acknowledges the Pall Mall Co.'a receipts as
Its
own receipts for all money placed with
the Pall Mall to VARIETY'S credit.
full

!

'

\

VARIETY
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Myp-.lW1i|.|IHri!ir

Wfc ^ooblaton Cafe
3. Haoanauglj,

ft.

?':

63rb anb Cottage &robe

3frtt*.

9tor.

Jfogs to announce

iiiwMi'.riiiir!iii^.

l

i:r."unmjHfawaiBai>t

ne futftlp

of

tfje

gfonteaarp

tfittit
.irita'miih'iiiiPwwimiiiniiiuHihBii-iiB,

Cljicago, 311.

,

Jfamoua

Serenaders
"THOSE FIVE MUSICAL MANIACS"
Ah

entire production

by themselves.

He-' y

-.

,

'

-,

.Br^^M

k

Two and a half hours of original entertainment.

IHf *_ jwB

iHBB

B'lS

hF "fs
H'4a

Rt»

BiSj

'"""

B%ai

'

SBsT/l
"One of the greatest and
most entertaining syncopated Dance orchestras I
have ever heard or seen."
JACK LAIT.

"An

entire

show

4

in itself-

"
'

WWF^Z&^jfm

great"

BraKtf^a

ASHTON STEVENS.

m

Wurlitzer instruments used exclusively.

weekly to
Agency.

show, booked by the

Its tab.

PUmmer

Mack is a droll comedian and there
a good deal of talking In his act for a
house of this slie, but he handles all his
laughs.
is

just returned from
League," Is on the bill at the

Edward Marshall, having
:•

the "Over There
Princess this week.

w

On top of the news that Loew'u Is going to
theatre In Ottawa comes the news
build a
that the Canadian United Theatres, Ltd., who
the Princess Theatre here, are going to
bu|ld at once a new theatre In Ottawa to replace the Dominion Theatre, the Keith vaude-

*sW^^.

/.}

Modiste to the

own

ville

house there.

\

Profession

Abble Wright, manager of the PrincesB, has
started a vaudeville popularity contest. The
acts that receive the greatest number of votes
will be featured in a fan's all-Btar bill at the
Princess.

STANLEY.—"Heart

The St. Denis 1b going to have .a Circus
Week shortly. The idea 1b to transform the
Denis into a tented arena with a main tent.
All acts will be of the circus variety. Also the
entrance will be made up Into a canvas topped
tunnel.
'

Your act or production cannot afford to be jeopardized by mediocre gowning—you cannot afford

St.

to

The Great Howard, who played at Loew'a

was

the first professional act that
ever played at the Hebrew Orphans' Home In
last week,

temporize in this important item of your

"props.

Talmadge as

Its star,

ARCADIA.—The

of Wetona," with Norma
opened very big Monday

new

Betxwood
picture,
"Sandy Burke of tho U-Bar-U," is this week's
feature,

with

Louts

Benntson

featured.

Crowded house Monday evening.
PALACE.— Naztmova In "Eye for Eye."
VICTORIA.—Theda Bara in "The She

•

-;j

LOCUST.—"Little Women."

REGENT.—"The

having an excellent season

Is

'

night.

Devil."

Montreal.

His Majesty's

material to advantage, and the act was one
of the best liked on the bill.
Fred Ardath'a
"Singing School" act, with all Its low comedy*
"gravy r and all was a riot of laughs. There
are ton persons ia the act and some of them
contribute only In the ensemble singing, but
everything they did got laughs and put a big
bright spot In the show, Harry Breen was a
bit slow getting them going after all the
noise In the Ardath act, but finally landed
them solidly and salted right through to the
finish with plenty of applause. He was forced
to come back for a little Bpeech of thanks,
Bob, Tlpp and Co. had the closing spot and
did very well in it, giving the entire bill
a very good average.
ALLEGHENY.—"Under the Top," with Fred
Stone featured, Is the film star this week. In
addition to the six acta of vaudtvllle.

If

The plays to come are "The Man
that Came Back," "Maytime," "Olorlanna,"
"Tea for Three," "Follies," At. Jolson in "Sinbad," "The Little Teacher," "Leave It to
Jane," "Chu Chin Chow."

it is

a single

costume or a complete equipment

Divorcee."
In "Infatuation."

RIVOLI.—Oaby Deslys

this year.

for an entire production, entrust the mission to

one who has earned the highest approval of the
most discriminating clientele one who has the
capacity and the facilities for dressing your act so

—

Geo. Rotsky, manager of the New Grand,
told the writer be was going to be married to
Miss Jessie Lltncr on Feb. 11.

A clever stunt was putled off by the Australian Woodchoppers during there engagement
They cut
at Loew's on Thursday afternoon.
down two trees on one of the main streets,
which brought out a targe crowd and got them
front page notices, and moving pictures were
taken of the work.

as to secure the applause that

means

instant

sented there this

Ethel

success.

comedy
to the

Confer with one
recognition

PHILADELPHIA.
NIXON'S GRAND OPERA HOUSE.—The

who has

from the leaders

R

MILLER.

week

Barrymore
of

is

taken.

"The Off Chance," a
domestic life, will come
her first visit here for

In

English

Nixon Feb,

17,

several seasons.

scored conspicuous
in the profession.

"Oh, Lady, Lady," Is to be tho attraction at
the Alvln next week, beginning Monday, Feb.

We

"The Master Mystery," has

Houdlnl picture,
givpji business a great boost at this bouse.
Monday night thro house held aiirvoot capacity
before the Houdinl picture, which closed the
show, was exhibited. The surrounding bill of
vaudeville was Just the right sort of entertainment tor the "pop" audience, and every
Nada Belle and OUIe
act got over nicely.
Wood started things welt after a comedy picture, their dancing being especially well rewarded. Then came Kellar Mack and Anna
Earl, with their comedy chatter and songs,
which brought them plenty of applause and

)--,,-:>\.'.;v.*i*

PITTSBURGH.
By QBO.

The management of the Duquesne Theatre
has anaduncod that each lady holding a 75c or
$1 scat on Wednesday night will receive free
a cloth-bound copy of the book, "Come Out of
the Kitchen," by Alice Duer Miller, and from
which the piny by the same namo and pre-

145 "K Clark St, Chicago;
Telephone Central 4354
Suite 503

would like to correct ourselves on a
rcvlow published in tbl» column last week,
..which. eiUd ...ine.. cast.- tor ."Ma.yil.uAe.''-.was. ..the.,
original New York cast, " Far bo It from
such, for the original company was never
Been In Pittsburgh, In any of tlio three appearances of the show here. It is the Chicago
company Inslcud, the same as before

ML

pfi

The. Pershing Theatre has acquired a new
personage

xlnge,

manager

Brown, whose

In

the

ability

was established while

'

'

v :•'

'., ."•:.•

—

of

Leon M.

as a successful director
the employ of Charles,

In

wmm

: ^_
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By ART HICKMAN and BEN BLACK

•

ANOTHER HOME RtfN BY THE HOUSE OF HITS
ASK THE ACTS THAT ARE STOPPING THE SHOW
All

pi )«wlrn4tn ut

•*MreU

-

fryii

waj. Sow=fft|&>j*r>

•

»

\r jcill

?c»r

W.kiy

,

.

»j

1«rt.

a«<

(»y

So

HIT

ibi cltwlawtll

GRACE LA RUE

JULIAN ELTINGE

Many

These and

Others Are Using (Dry
Your) Tears with Tre-

FORD SISTERS
WILBUR MACK

mendous

YVETTE

Success.

STELLA MAYHEW
LEO BEERS
EDDIE BORDEN

BERT FITZGffiBON

Shermanlflay & Co.

trtrf.

SAN FRANCISCO
Professional Office, Pantages Theatre Bldg.—Ben

ORCHESTRATIONS IN ALL KEYS
Frohman, and later with Win. Faversham, for
he directed the notable "Herod" pro-

whom

duction.

In order to accommodate the large crowds
and that everyone might be able to secure a
seat, the management of Loew's Lyceum baa
announced that starting yesterday the first
show would commence at 12 instead of, 1:30,
and that there would be four shows, first at
12, second at 3 :30, third at 6 :4S and the last
at 9:00.

Preparations are being

made by Manager

of tbe Nixon for "The Olrl Behind the
Gun," production of Klaw and Erlanger's,
which will be tbe attraction there next week.
Four of the stars are Donald Brian, Wilda
Bennett, Jack Hazzard and Alda Meade.

Brown

We

And last, but not least,
"Rookie Squad."
comes Will Haynes, premier danseuse of that
famous ballet, "The First of the Nymphs.
Although they make no appeal as soldiers for
themselves they do not need it for they cerAnother thing to be notainly put It over.
was the almost bare stage in regards
"Our Flag," for they do not depend on It

ticed

Aaron Hoffman has collaborated with Mr.
In tho writing of bis new vehicle,

"Nothing but Lies," which Is a sequel to his
other late one, "Nothing but the Truth." Mr.
Collier has the part of Oeorge Washington
Creea, partner In a funny advertising agency.
Anna Nigh, his partner's daughter and bis
fiancee, makes him promise to tell the truth
But he soon breaks bis word in an
always.
effort to save her brother from going to prison
after publishing a magazine which told the
truth about the different members of the
advertising agency that there are serious
rumors of libel, and the alleged federal detective also makes trouble up to the final
curtain. The supporting company is good, and
the bill gives Mr. Collier ample opportunity
to display bis keen satire and mlrth-provoklng
Business, capacity.
abilities.

the people's applause, something that a
show of this type would have to have to go
over, but for their soulhearted efforts and
the realization by the audience that these
fellows are Americans and are Just passing
through on their way to their own niche in
history. Business was very good.

NIXON.—Capt. Frank Tlnney
ALVIN.—William Collier In

KENYON.—Nellie

Stock Co. and PlaySecond company.
GRAND (Wm. Mason, mgr.).—Pictures;
-

are

there,

tbe

Sweeny and Marty Maley
with bis funmaklng
latter

,

,

burlesque,
Mon-Ton, Dancer.

Mme.

American

VThe

ACADEMY.—Stock

_,_

^

-

..

"The Pretty

this week for the first half
Stitch In Time," a drama new

of bits of old music hall tunes and old time
burlesque. These, while taking us back some
years, are credibly contrasted to the latest
songs of the day. The chief singer is Phlllis
Eltis, but she Is crowded for the honors by
Viola Elliott and Bessie Crandall.
Blllle

Mossey, Harry Pendley, Joe Perry and Jack
Jennings are the chief male merrymakers.
1b the dancing feature.

Mme. Mon-Ton

Hughey Bernard's "American Burlesquers'

The Pershing
1b

offering

"A

to Pittsburgh, which was very ably executed
The story, simple In Itself, has
last night
The chief charstrong dramatic situations.

are Miss Hlgglns aa the little scrub
girl and Arthur Vinton as the rich young
artist The story is pleasing throughout and
the supporting cast is strong. They are presenting "Mother Carey's Chickens" the last
half of the week.

The stock burlesque company at the AcadIs presenting this week a rather odd
show, but very Interesting, made up mostly

emy

is the attraction

at the Victoria this week, an
company but with a new show. The show
good and lively with plenty of scenic effects.
chief members of tbe cast are Mickey
Don Clarke, Blllle Mclntyre, Mr.
Bernard, himself; Grace Lewis, Flo Owen,
Gussle White and Gos Hahn.
The chorus has lots of "pep" and some
pretty wardrobe, while some good specialties
round out the show.
old
is

The

McCabe,

The Kenyon has the Nellie Booth Stock
Players in their twentieth week with a new
bill, "The Noble Outcast," by Robert Frazler.
Although an old stock favorite the bill went
over good aided by the usual four acts of

PERCY

PORTLAND, ORE.

(Formerly P. O'Malley Jennings)

well attended.
Rae Samuels, clever as ever.
"Two Sweethearts," a knockout Military Elephants, the best animal act this season. "Dream
of Fantasies," Harry JoIbod, William Smythe.
Sansome and Dellla make up the rest of the

Featured

"The Better

an unusual good

PANTAGES.—27,

DOKMAN
in

By JOSEPH GRANT KBLLBT, JR.

ORPHEUM.—26,

bill

and

show.

AND

EDNA

'Ole," Boston, indef.

fair bill.

The Royal Dra-

goons, Kathryn and Nellie Durkln, Rives and
Arnold, 8amoya, Walter Fishter and Co., Sar'
gent and Lewis.
HIPPODROME.—Pop vaudeville and motion
pictures.

STRAND.—Pop

vaudeville and pictures.
Julian Eltinge road Bhow.

HEILIG.—30-31-1.

BAKER.—Baker

Gamber Case."

Players in "The Mysterious

ALCAZAR.— Alcazar

Players

In

"The Deep

Purple."

Due

.

••

Traveler.—"A treat was Percy Jennings'
Impersonation of Alf. His by-play . . .
amusing, but the funniest thing to us
his vrelk— a •trtumph "in pedal locomotion."

is

'KMF
. the merry,
ronmiPiuled for

Globe.— "Mr. Jcnnlnss ns Alf
hi In*
flue clinrnclerlz.'ilii'ii."
is

to washouts, acts playing In the Northhaving difficulty in reaching their
destination in time to open. Especially is this
true of the Fisher and Keille-Bums circuits.

west are

BOSTON PAPERS SAY:
American.— "Percy Jennings ns Alf, was
Cocky ami Intiniy little English

tvpicnl
."
soldier
n

n

and

.
_, . .,
"Step Lively Girls."

VICTORIA.—Burlesque,
Burlesquers."

JENNINGS

among

Dully

OAYBTY.— Burlesque.

"The Roa Race":

vaudeville.

cure-free soldier,

sees.

Booth Stock Players and

PERSHING.—Pershing

MXftjerratt'upPOtBAatotUtitTv.-Mri -:lhtvu'lttTtt* -.|<.
well trained under Cnptaln Tlnney's guiilanve.
A largo collection of new Bongs are used, and

those that went the best are "Military
Blues," "Father Will Be with Us Soon" and
"Strolling Around the Camp with Mnry." The
comedy Is fast, and the ensemble numbers
have a military preclseneita that one seldom

to the Kitchen."

Vaudeville.
ers.

the show, and Jack Mundy* and Raymond
Paine. The chorus Ih large mid shows ability
and Ib ably led by Anna Propp, Margie Wilson

'

"Atta Boy."
"Nothing but

in

Lies."

of

The Nixon this week has Frank Tlnney'*
The show 1st made up of a
"Atta Boy."
fun rcruo of minstrelsy, music, song and
The company is made up wholly of
dnncc.
men that Haw actual service either on land
The principals are
or sea during the war.

Indefinite.

Babies,"

Black—Host

Mine." "Boew at Twilight,". "Behind Your SUkea Veil"

acters

The "Step Lively Girls" are the attraction
at the Gayety this week and opened to a
good audience y*«terday afternoon, Th« bust,
feature of the show Is tho Jazz quartet. Including Rich (Shorty) McAlllBter, Harry T.
Shannon, who also does most of the comedy

and Bunny Wade.

to

"Mummy

Lillian Glsh and Robert Harron in
mance of Happy Valley."
PITT.—Pictures ; 'The Birth of

to

get

DUQTJBSNE.—"Come Out
Collier

pnbllih "Rose Room,"

•

Evening Transcript.— "The Alf. of Mr.
Jennings is likable and consistent and
workmanlike."

Management Mr. and Mrs. COBURN, Cort Theatre, New York

A vaudeville booking agency has opened
hero; .-It; is smtneged by Arf Roxurv
books"
acts for clubs, social gatherings and also has a
few dates between here and Frisco.

MS

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

first

By L. B. SKEFFINGTON.
Dislocated
Honeymoon,"
half; Lou Tellegen In "Blind Youth," sec-

ond

half.

LYCEUM.— "The

VARIETY

ROBERT LAW SCENIC STUDIOS
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NEW YORK

V

\";

-

Representative Productions

i$%

KLAW & ERLANGER'S

s.

W

MABEL McCANE

"The VELVET LADY"

VAUDEVILLE REVUE
Vvl

JOHN CORTS

EDNA GOODRICH

"LISTEN LESTER"

MANNEQUIN"

IN "THE

!

•

WILLIAM
44

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK

BRADY'S

A.

ALBERT DE COURVILLE'S LONDON HIPPODROME

OAYETY.—"Cheer Up America."
FAMILY.—Rowland's "Pom Pom

best seen here this season, but offer a satisOlrla."

FAY'S.—"An Aeroplane Elopement," HowMargie Bailey and Co., Qreen
and Sutton, Hazzard and^Bailey, Dick Walsh.
ard and

Llzette,

"The Dislocated.Honey moon," at the Lyceum,
of especial interest to local people, as It was
staged by a local man, Edgar MacQregor. Mr.
MacGregor arrived in Rochester on Monday
with the company.

Max

Spiegel's "Cheer

TEMPLE.—Vaudeville.
CRESCENT.—Vaudeville.

Up

A

previously.

SYRACUSE, N.
By CHESTER

—

B.

Y.

BAHN.

EMPIRE. Monday-Tuesday, dark; Wednesday, Chauncey Olcott with "The Voice of McConnell"; last half, "The Dislocated Honeymoon."

WIETINO.—First
Bow."

"Toby's

dark; last half,
week, "The Flaming

half,

The Richardson, Oswego, had the Aim,
"Lafayette, We Come," on Monday ; "The Voice
of McConnell" on Tuesday, with "The Pace
Makers" booked for Thursday.

Next

Rita Knight, who forsook the stage following her marriage to George N. Crouse, millionaire Syracuse business man, politician and
clubman, who won her while she was leading
woman with the Wietlng Stock Company, -will
be seen professionally for the first time since
the wedding In Harold MacGrath's "The Man
on the Box,'.' which will be presented at the
Wietlng hare Feb. 25-28 for the benefit of the
Elks' Charity Fund.
Mr. Crouse is former
exalted ruler of the Elks. John H. Cuahman,
of the faculty of Syracuse University, Is cast
opposite Mrs. Crouse, who played the role of
Betty for 51 weeks on the road. The other 13
members of the cast Include five professionals
all Elks but one.

3ASTABLB.—First

half, "Maids of AmerThe feminine contingent of "Maids of
America" were, generally speaking, maids
when King George III ruled over Britain.

ica."

And they

haven't improved with age, as far
In all fairness, howis concerned.
It must be said that beauty or no beauty,
the maids inject plenty of pep in their work,
and coupled with the antics of Al. K. Hall
and Bobby Barry, the comics, and the scenic
lnvesture, this goes a long way towards putting the show over. The male principals have
it over those of the fair sex like a tent, so to
speak, and the success of the show Is due
Much of the fun of
solely to their work.
as beauty
ever,

And

"Maids" on
William K.
the whole cannot fill the bill.
Wells is credited with writing the book and
lyrics.
Maybe there's a plot, but It's doubtful.
Hal Dyson wrote the music. The show
introduces very few popular numbers, and
would be greatly strengthened by their addi"I Like You" got the biggest hand
tion.
Monday night. George Snyder and Jane May
and tits "KJngs of Harmony" Eddie Miller,
Charles Smith ianif J'oo Stool—
the two
ones."

—

The vocal

offering

3wthe
of

latter

better.
Florence Rother is the
prima donna, and the other women principals
They have
are Mae Stanley and Jane May.
little to do, and it's probably Just as well.
The show is in tho customary two acts. The
first has three scenes and the last, Ave. From
a scenic standpoint, the production leaves
The costumes are not the
little to bt desired.
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.NEW YOHK CITY

.

Broadway presents "She
Her Sleep" with original New York

George

—

PRINCESS.
Musical comedy, "Flo-Flo,"
with original New York cast. Fob. 10, David
BelaBco presents Irish comedy, "Dark Rosa-

GRAND.—Return

engagement of war comedy.
_.,..'.,Days' Leave."
Annual Grand Conunder auspices of Toronto letter-carriers.
Band of the Queen's Own Rifles Miss S. Wlnnifred Parker, contralto; Miss Ruth Thorn.
soprano
Frank Oldfield, baritone ; Albert
Dowlng, tenor; Max Fleishman, boy violinist;
Duncan Cowan, humorist; Charles Musgrave,
accompanist.
Feb. 12, "Somer's School of
Physical Training, Ltd.," entertainment in
dance,
Pantomime and physical display.
assisted by Mies S. Wlnnifred Parker, contralto
soloist.
Feb.
21-22,
"Mendelssohn
Choir"; Mr. H. A. Frlcker, conductor.
"Soven

MASSEY HALL.—Second

;

;

STAR.—"Frolics

of

the

Nito,"

Including

Maude Hockwoll, Irving Gear, Ben Holmes,
Jlmmlo Hubert. Dot Barnett.
Pace Makers."

Feb. 10, "Tho
/

ALLEN.—D. W.

Griffith's "Tho Grentost
This is second week, and Is
in Life."
going strong. Capacity house every performance. Feb. 10, Elliott Dexter and Gloria
Swanson In "Don't Change Your Husband,"
URGENT.— Annette Kellormnn In "The Queen
of the Sea," Harold Lloyd Coinody, Ford Scenic
—Canada. Special, Millo PIcco, baritone, of
Metropolitan Opera Co., lias been enguged for
two weeks' appearance. Feb. 10, Anita Stewart
In "Virtuous Wives."
STRAND.— Kntlre woek, Frank Mclntyre In
"Too Fnt to Flghl" and Houdlnt In "Tho
Master Mystery," 2il episode. Feb. 10, entire
week, Gerald Ino Furrnr In "Tho- Hell-Cat."
RIALTO. -— Mr*. Clinplln In "Ilorrowed
Clothes."
Chnrli-H
Chaplin In "Tho Pile
Driver."
MADISON.— M. T. W., Soiisuc Haynkawn In
"The Temple of Dusk."
T. P. H., Pnggy
itylnnd In "Marriages Are Made."
OAKWOOn.-M. T. W.. Wullnci- Held In
"Too Many Million*." T. F. S.. Win. H. Hart

Thing
still

In.

'\n.rawil.ni,vi.ir.().ti!l>i'iix:.',.i.i,ii.(j..j,'iinrlJ,e...CiiKp)J.i)...

In "TIio.'TIiilii Ilula Drinc'cl"

"

"

'

Tho Canadian

Exhibitors' Exchange applied

Ontario Government for a rhurter. Tho
committee In charge of the project Is F. Quest.
manager of tho Empire, Strand and Queen's, of
Hamilton, and Mr. ('range, manager of the
Oakwood, Toronto.
If incorporated, it will
have a capital of $250,000.
The limit or
stock to each shareholder is $5,000.
to the

fcsMOnal manager anil we willniail 'copies of sotip ;Miitahle.

10,
in

Walked

cert,

Mrs. Grace Miller White, of Ithaca, has
signed a contract with the Anita Stewart Com-

booked.

ail

LYB.

Hamper and

caBt.

The Carthage Opera House has been placed
at the disposal of Carthage civic organizations
for Sunday afternoons and evenings by Manager W. H. Wagoner. Heat and light free are
The first community
included in the offer.
use will be for a Roosevelt Memorial on
Feb. 9.

pany to wrjte a scenario. The story will be
of the storm country around which Mrs. White
has woven bo many tales. Mrs. White Is now
gathering "color,", after which she will go to
California, where Miss Stewart now Is to
secure continuity of the story.

The City Opera House, Watertown, had
Chauncey Olcott on Monday night
Friday
and Saturday, "The Man Who Came Back"
is

Feb.

leen."

Women known to the Syracuse police must
keep away from local cabarets "and dance halls.
Chief of Police Martin L. Cadln has designated
a special detail of eight detectives and patrolmen to clean up the dance halls.

asked

to pass an ordinance which will permit owners
of taxlcabs to stand In front of the Armory
Theatre and Stone Opera House at the close
of each performance and solicit patronage on
payment of a license fee. Lessened street car
facilities In Binghamton are responsible for
the request entered by theatre patrons.

the

'

specialties.
trio Is the

Frank TInney,

Lyceum, Ithaca, on Feb.

The Ithaca Red Cross Chapter

present a bill of Keith vaudeville at the
Richardson, Oswego, on Feb. 24-25 for a benefit.

Griffith film,
last halt of

The Binghamton Common Council

R. G.

B. Mantel!,
Fritz Leiber. in
repertoires,
"Richelieu,"
"Hamlet,"
"Romeo and Juliet," "Merchant of Venice,"
"Julius Caesar," "Macbeth" and "Richard III."

tain the cast of the soldier show.

Canton-Oswego Odd Fellows Drill Corps

Is pure hokum, but it scores.
For the most part, their lines are clean, the
only vulgarity coming when Hall. In .a box,

"fat

10.

the week.

Hail and Barry

demands

"Atta Boy," with Capt
slated to play at the

—

Soul."

TORONTO.
By

classic

America."

.

The Lyceum, Ithaca, offers the
"Hearts of the World," for the

A

ROYAL ALEXANDRA.— Robert

with Genevieve

suitable.

is

News of the death of David Hochsteln, the
young Rochester violinist, has been sent by the
War Department to the artist's mother. Although relatives .and frlenda have felt almost
certain that he was killed" last October, It
bad been Impossible to secure absolute confirma-

Oswego's new playhouse being completed by
& Morton will be named by a patron.
prize of $10 is offered to the person subname tho owners decide the most

mitting the

>M

New Revue

Pierce

factory flash.
The book is entitled "Without
Rhyme or Reason." Wells knew what he
was talking about Last half, return engagement of "The Unmarried Mother." Next week,
first half,

T

m

FOREVER AFTER" "TOY

For London

tion

RAY GOETZ'

and E.

'

;:

VARIETY

58

OTICE

.

*.-\ -;

.m*i^B,1

TO

Managers and

Artists

OF THE

AMERICAN BURLESQUE ASSTJ
Next Season the Route

will

consist of

I

FULL WEEK
--

Excepting the Penn

of

One Week

&
All records for Toronto were broken at the
Royal Alexandra during engagement of Harry
Lauder. Gross receipts amounted to $25,280.75.
Lauder secured (1.600 from audience for the
Harry Lauder Soldiers' and Sailors' Fund.

weekly. First half, Robbins and Fulton, headliner ; Hyland, Grant and Hyland, Melrose and
Meivln, The Mllands, Geo. Evera. "Vengeance
and the Woman," film serial.
DOMINION.—"The Caillauz Case," Sunshine

The Hambourg Trio concerts are commencing on Feb. 11 and the second Tuesdays
of March and April at the Forester's Hall.
The trio consists of Boris and Jan Hambourg

comedy, Drew comedy. News weekly and Dominion Symphony orchestra. This house has
adopted a new policy of only' two shows a day,
a matinee and one evening performance. The
bill will be longer.
Tbe price of admission
has been raised from 25c. to 40-mc. and box

i

and

Guerrero.

Alberto

George

E.

Bryce,

pianist, is to play also.

scuts

Eraeat Cadwell gives a recital In ConservaThis Is bis
appearance, and Is looked upon as an
Important event. Mrs. Healey Will an will be
the accompanist.
tory of Music Hall on Feb. 12.

first

the erase In Toronto. Even
at the university during spares the students
The "Syntake this form of recreation.
copated Dip" has taken the people by storm,
as In New York.

Dancing

?

•
:

£?•:

&>"

still Is

Galwey Herbert, who has appeared on many
occasions on the Toronto stage, returned here
with the Canadians, and is awaiting his disMr.
cbarge from the Canadian Engineers.
Herbert was stage manager for two seasons,
1913-14, at the Royal Alexandra Theatre with
the Bonstette Players.

The present engagement for three days of
the San Carlo Grand Opera Co. at the Avenue
Theatre marks the first appearance of a grand
opera company in this city in two years, when
the Boston Natlonal^Grand Opera Co. were at
the Empress for one night The San Carlo Co.
have been very successful on their present tour
and came here from Calgary after a tour of

Tbe next play to be presented by the Empress Stock Co. will be Hoyt's "A Texas Bteer,"
featuring Ray Collins, who formerly appeared
In tbe play on the road.

actora direct from London, scored a distinct
success with the Empress Players in the production of "The Hawk." They are appearing
with tbe company this week, through having
been In the city, prior to sailing from
here
for Australia.

REX.-^Cbas. Ray in "The Law of the
North" and Roscoe Arbuckle in "The Sheriff."
GLOBE.—Dorothy Glsh, George Fawcett and

"The Hun Within."
Allison in "The Win-

MAPLE LEAF—May

ning of Beatrice."
COLONIAL.— Edith Storey In "The Demon."
BROADWAY.—Films.

Future bookings for tbe Avenue will include
Richard Carle In "Furs and Frills," Feb. 11-12,
and Maxine Elliott and William Faversham In
"Lord and Lady Algy," sometime In March.

Miss Marie Baker, popular character woman
with tbe company at the Empress Theatre, rejoined tbe company week of the 20th In "Mary's
Ankle." after being out of the cast for two
weeks on account of Illness.

Jan. 26 the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra gave Its first concert at the Orpheum
Theatre, under the direction of Mr. Henry
Green of London.

On

VANCOUVER,
By H.

EMPRESS.

P.

B. C.

NEWBERRY.

—Empress

Stock players

appear

"The Hawk," with Edythe
doing her usual One work.
Ray Col-

Buccess

in

Elliott
lins wat> seen to

advantage in tbe role formerly
played by William Faversham, while Sherman
Balnbrldge was excellent as Rene.
Capacity

houses.

AVENUE.—The

San Carlo Grand Opera Co.
Monday, "Secret of
for three days only.
Suzanne" and "Pagllacci" ; Tuesday matinee,
Tuesday
evening,
"Faust"
"Carmen" ;
Wednesday matinee, "Tales of Hoffman"
Wednesday evening, "II Trovatore."
Every
performance was sold out.

-

SAMHEARN
"THE RUBE WITH
HIS

FIDDLE

ROYAL.— Ethel

Clayton in "Whims of Society."
Cbas.^ftay In "Tbe Clodhopper" and
Keystone comWy. Last half, Bert Lytell In
boS»« .ahuwni*nd". -FU?oa:..\*.'-No -Kan^
tbis week as the Broadway Musical Comedy
Ce. closed after a five-week engagement. Tbe
future policy of the bouse has not yet been
announced.
ORPHEUM.— Joseph E. Howard's Revue

we

headlines

Orpheum

Circuit vaudeville

bill.

Pantages Circuit

bill.

PANTAGEB.— Leroy, Talma and Uobco

ht-adliners of curreut

COLUMBIA.— Hippodrome
and

feature

photoplays.

are

En Route

U. B. O.

HARRY FITZGERALD

WASHINGTON,

Gun"

the

—

SHUBERT-GARRICK.—Oliver

Morosco

I

Is

presenting his new play, "Please Get Married,"
at this house, with Ernest Truex and Edith
Taliaferro heading the cast. The opening Monday night drew good attendance to this theatre, that la off tho beaten path.
COSMOS. Oara Zora, Alexander Brothers
and Evelyn, the Duquesne Four, William Lawrence and Co. In "Honor Thy Children," the
Three Rozellas, Allen and Everett.

—

I

-

GAYETY.—"Oh,
LYCEUM.—Billy

Girl I"

Watson's "Orientals."

LOSW'S PALACE.— Griffith's

latest r^tease,

"A Romance of Happy Valley," for the entire

LOEW'S

COLUMBIA.—Enid

Though Married,"
In

Bennett

first

half;

"Mandarin's Gold," second

MOORE'S RIALTO— "The Border

In

Kitty

half.

Legion,"
with Hobart BoBworth and Blanche Bates, for
full

week

CRANDALL'S

»~_

C

D.

opened Sunday night with the four stars going
over big.
Donald Brian, John E, Hazzard,
Wilda Bennett and Ada Meade| It Is the Klaw
& Erlanger New Amsterdam production.
SHUBERT-BELASCO.— "Ob, Lady. Lady I"
opened to a capacity bouse Sunday night.
POLI'S. The second week of "The Passing
Show of 1018" was inaugurated Sunday night.
Business has been immense, and Irene Franklin, the Howard Brothers and others of the
cast are proving big successes in this latest
Winter Garden show to reach this city.

Bara

Mi

two

Hugo,

Francis

By HARDIB ME A KIN.
NATIONAL.—"The Girl Behind

Gordon

Direction,

and

Francisco Macaccl, director of the Pantages
orchestra, is being advertised along with the
regular acts at that house.

"Hftppy,

changed twice

irriiBMi

AND BOW"

„"THE TALK OF BROADWAY"

Circuit vaudeville

Bill

Ray

Sherman Balnbrldge of the Empress, and
formerly In pictures, will stage the forthcoming production of ''Johnny, Get Your Gun" at
that playhouse.

THE SUCCESS OF

Alien's Bloor street house Is to open on Feb.
20, and all tbe huge successes at Allen's Theatre will be played there, such as "Sporting
Life" and "The Greatest Thing in Life."

with

Canada.

Andrlenne

7*)C

all-star cast in

The "flu" situation is somewhat Improved
here, although for a time it had again become
serious, tbe number, of cases dally almost running as high as last October, when the epidemic was at Its worst. There was some talk
of a ban betas placed, but Just at present it
does not look as though it would be necessary.
In Victoria, B. C, all dances, both public and
private, have been forbidden by an order-lncouncll passed by tbe Provincial Government.-

Id

her

r
-

—

METROPOLITAN.

•

Theda

"Salome."

latest picture,
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'

-
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MOVING PICTURES
ROMANCE AND ARABELLA.

-"

Arabella CaaenhouBo
Bill

Aunt Effie
Harry Atterldge.

.'.

Constance Talmadge
Harrison Ford
Gertrude Claire
Monte Blue

Arthur Carew

Claude Easterbrooke

Antrim Short

Peter Harper
Doctor Henry

James Nell
Select picture directed by Walter Edwards?
Scenario by Edith Kennedy adapted from the
stage comedy of the same name by William

A

Hurlburfc-

The story is that of a young widow who having mourned the loss of an elderly husband
long enough decides to get another who will
be full of "pep" and who will bring something
new into her life besides the dull gray com*
paolonshlp of an old man.
She meets four
impossibilities and is on the verge of making
a. fool of herself with each of them In turn

<

'

'

but Is always saved at the eleventh hour by
staid old "BUI," who has made up his mind
to marry her anyhow, but who wishes to give
her a All of romance. Fl.ially when she Is on
the verge of marrying she switches and marries him after all.
Upon this story le built
a five-reel comedy but the foundation Is not
a very strong one, .at least for the screen and
"Romance and Arabella" Is forced to depend upon sub-titles for most of the comedy.
Of these there are a plenty, of which several
could be eliminated since they are neither
amusing nor necessary. The picture gives the
Impression of having strained at sub-titles to
make sure of comedy.
Nothing could be more charming than Constance Talmadge, who makes the most of every
foot of Sim In which she appears and she has
dressed the part beautifully.
The somewhat
foolish error of receiving gentlemen in negligee and bed room slippers Is committed by
her as well as that of BUI keeping his hat on
his head when visiting a friend In his rooms.
The sets are very handsome, the lighting good
and such exteriors as there are, selected with
a keen eye to beauty and effect Bat the
play by Mr. Hurlburt as presented In this
screen version has not lent Itself to comedy
nor, to a particularly Interesting picture.
It
works out to the end as is expected It will
work out, and the Impression Is left of It being just an ordinary program release which
Without the
will be seen and then forgotten.
star, or some star, the picture would have no
reason for being.
Some good work Is done
by Arthur Carew as Easterbrooke, but the balare
Audiences
ance of the cast Is mediocre/
likely to~be puzzled at the Introduction of three'
musicians during the elopement scene who are
there evidently simply because they are there.

-

.,

Her

father

Karl RIchter
Countess Brland

Hubert

A

mm

As a program feature "Luck and Pluck" Is
acceptable, especially so If the house that you
Fred.
have has a Walsh following.

—

And
subject of virtue being its own reward.
yet this story Is credited to the pen of Richard
Washburn Child, adapted by A. G. Kenyon,
directed by Charles Swlckard, photographed by
Robert B. Kurrlo, a Metro release starring Bert
Lytell.

George Farrelly Is employed by a bank, In
charge of the safety deposit vaults. His work
he bas the soul of a typewriter
Is automatic
and tbe heart of an adding machine. In walks
his childhood sweetheart,- Charity Garvlce, In
They go to lunch. She exsearch Qf blm.

—

who

loves the

boy because she was once engaged to marry
Is living with her, blind, but bad a
hunch George Is in trouble and that ber faith
She begs
will relieve him of bis difficulties.
George to go to the old lady and concoct a
tale that will bring happiness to the old lady
and create the Impression sho has helped tbe
his father,

'

tbe blind woman a tale of a
visit of tbe president's wife to the vaults, how

Oeorge

tells

Edward Corbett has returned to the Ben 8.
payroll and assigned to special exploitation of "The Scarlet Trail."
T. Hayes Hunter reached Los Angeles
week, where be will direct a new feature that
he has contracted to turn oat beforo spring.

Barney Rosenthal,

other a social butterfly.
of a mysterious nature the
society man changes places with his cousin,
the close likeness making such possible. Then
follow a series of melodramatic situations of
The revolvers
the old penny dreadful type.
are as usual handy In the drawer of the desk,
but the villain to go the hero one better pulls
two when discussing business with the former.
A flight across a clothes line from window to
window, a fight in a dance ball and a woald-be
blood-curdling scene in a barn help out the
penny dreadful Lltuatlons in tbe picture.
There are tense situations in this picture
which are more than liable to get a laugh
where a thrill is looked for by the director.
The plot has a touch of "The Masqueraders,"
and Is a reminder of "The Regeneration," a
Carlyle
picture produced several years ago.
Blackwell makes tbe most of his dual role and
does make tbe characters different, but though
much of the double photography is good, such
little incongruities as Blackwell not being as
tall as himself or his double, whose clothes fit
him like a glove, evidently do not count But
with revolver play, ropes around a man's neck
ready to bang him, "be mine or 111 kill him"
stuff, the coward turning to a Samson who
knocks out four men, the Hell's Kitchen patron
securing tbe love of a society girl, etc., there
Is enough action to choose from.
Doubtless it will please some, but those it
will pleafee will be of peculiar mentality. Buck
Comajras played by Henry West appears above
tbe average in the cast. The balance Is me-

Being

'

Dorothy
stardom.

Phillips

Her

first

has been promoted to
Jewell, released in April.

be entitled "Destiny

picture.

Lieut Francis de Crolset sailed Jan. 81 tor
France.
He testified previous to hla sailing
In tbe suit he has brought against Vltagraph
for 1160,000 for alleged infringement of tbe
picture rights to "Araene Lupin."

The Belle Bennett Pictures Corp. has been
organized in San Francisco. C. Bentley 1b tbe
vice-president and general manager.
Florence Reed has started on her second
Miss Reed Is
picture for United Pictures.
playing the role of, a novelist

In tho cast for the coming Artcraft picture,
Woman Thou Oavest Me," an adaptation
Hall Cain's novel of that name, will be
Katherlne Macdonald, Jack Holt and Milton
Sills.
Theodore Roberts has also been en-

"Tho
of

Corbett is now on the fourth
episode of the new Universal feature-serial,
"The Midnight Man," which title is to be per-

James

J.

gaged.

manently retained.

Arrangements havo been made for another
serleB of animal pictures to be marketed
who has been In-

Humanity," after a six
weeks' stay at the Broadway, New York, was
supplanted this week by the Prlscllla Dean
feature, "The Wicked Darling."

active In film producing since the U. 8.
entered the war.
A special scenario tor the

Jack Pic&ford, who was recently operated
upon for a serious Illness, has returned to work
in a new film which, when completed, will be
released through the First National.

for release
Millionaire

"The

Heart

new

of

by Cot. William V. Sellg,

serial |s

.

THE WICKED DARLING.
Dean

Stoop

...»

features are scheduled

Frank Hatch bas purchased tbe negative of
"Tempest and Sunshine," with Evelyn Greeley
the star, which was made by the Dixie

as

Film Co.

He

will probably staterlght

Arthur MacHugb bas been Intrusted with
tbe special publicity for the Frank A. Keeney
pictures, especially the Catherine Calvert sub-

It.

"Paid in Full," featuring Pauline Frederfrom the Paramount studios, will be reIt is an adaptation from
leased Feb. 23.
Eugene Walters' play of the same name.

This work was formerly bandied by
Arthur w. (Doc) Oliver, now doing special
newspaper work In Newark.

ick,

Reginald Warde

is

personally

jects.

Edward J. Mannlx has been appointed studio
manager of the Norma Talmadge Films in

supervising

of tbe foreign shipments of subjects now
on the books of tbe Educational Film Corporaall

tion.
.

John Blackwood is back from the Coast,
and Is engaged In some special exploitation
of stars and subjects, under the RobertsonSamuel Cummins bas sold "Tbe Submarine
Bye" exhibition rights for the states of Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia and North Carolina to the Exhibitors'
Film Exchange In Washington.

The Mayflower Corporation, acting through
House, Grossman & Vorhaus, has bought from
Edgar Solwyn tho picture rights to Augustus
Thomas' dramatization of the Richard Harding Davis' "Soldiers of Fortune."
The film
version was first produced back in 1013. The

nected.

The mayor
to

resurrect

Mayflower

of Elizabeth, N. J., has promised

the old

time Blue

Law

If

the

place of Arthur H. Jacobs, who recently resigned.
Mr. Mannlx has been with Joseph
M. Schenck for a number of years as manager
and treasurer of tbe Palisades Amusement
Park.

W. B. Waddell and J. T. Kelly, in charge of
the distribution of the American Red Cross
pictures from the New York headquarters,
were In Washington the latter part of the
week for a conference with Joseph Johnson,
director general of the Red Cross film division,
relative to new -exploitation.

Cole banner.

ton Cbaney

Spottiswoode Aiken
Gertrude Aster
straight melodramatic Universal feature

Fadems

Julian

under the Universal banner. "The
Pirate," with Ruth Clifford and
Monroe Salisbury, and "Creaking Stairs," with
Mary MacLaren. Their release Is announced
for Feb. 10 under the head of "special,"

Wellington Playter

Kent

being written by Frederick Chapln.

Two Rupert

M. H. Hoffman, for some time past In the
State Rights field, has merged his interests
with the Pioneer, while N. Hlrscb, who was
with this firm. Is no longer in any way con-

diocre.

-

Harry Garson is expecting to bring out
"The Unpardonable Sin" for an expected
"run" on Broadway, with two theatres already at his disposal for the Blanche Sweet

.1

v

the

Mary

A new edition of the Screen Magazine Is to
be put out by Universal!
When the weekly
has been revised It will be virtually a new
Issue, tbe first to be released within a. few
weeks. .

man-

The Robertson-Cole Co. denies that Tom
Wise is to be under Its banner, although
negotiations have not been wholly abandoned.

in difficulties

"..... Prlscllla

Louis exchange

ager, has been appointed district manager for
the southern-central section for Universal.

studios, directed

not mentioned,

St.

the
tbe
tbe
for

Famous Players-Lasky has discontinued its
projection room showings of pictures to the
trade and public press, feeling It is as much
to the advantage of the critics as it Is to
themselves, their directors and artists.

last

by Dell Henderson
from tbe scenario written by Harry O. Hoyt
Luclen Tanguay is given credit for the photography.. The story deals with two men In different phases of life, cousins. The one living
In Hell's Kitchen, In what part of the world

plana

to

make tbe

feature

.

over

again.

Adelaide

A
in

young man.

possesses.

Mobs

Henley
Arda Lacrolx

.."?771

James Corbett and his company, under
James W. Home, have gone to
California mountains to take scenes of
seventh episode of "The Midnight Man"
Universal.

six reels,

directed

by Tod Browning from

the scenario written by Waldemar Young. A
very decided improvement bas. been shown in

FAITH.
Bert Lytell
.
George Farrelly
Rosemary Theby
Charity Garvlce
Edythe Chapman
Martha Owen
Edwin Stevens
Abner Harrington
Nancy Chase
Mi's. Harrington
A very nice one-reeler possibly a scant two
reels— would suffice to tell the story of "Faith"
and make of It a desirable picture for Sunday
school children to Illustrate a lecture on the

plains their bid school teacbef;

.

World

the

George Halpln
fast moving story that gives George Walsh

all the opportunity necessary for him to display his physical prowess, with sufficient love
interest and a touch of spy stuff for the melodramatic lovers.
The story was written by
George Scarborough and adapted for the screen
Edward Dillon directed
by Adraln Johnson.
the Fox production.
Walsh has the role of a clever house breaker
about. at the top of the crime profession until
His rethe time comes to meet "the girl."
formation is brought about through his love
Incidentally he rescues her from a
for her.
group of German spies operating In this country, busts up the ring and 'and all in the hands
of the Intelligence Dept, of which the girl's
father is the chief.
Walsh Is in his glory scaling walls, climbing trees, foiling cops, etc. There are a couple
of corking fights In which he handles anywhere from a dozen to twenty opponents at a
Some of the extras In the scrap scenes
time.
iarned their money, for Walsh hurled a couple
a balcony to the floor below with sufficient force to make arnica necessary for a
few days at least
The titling Is particularly good of the lighter
sort Intended for comedy and several will pull
good sized laughs.

"Tho Crucible," a Paramount picture featuring the late Harold Lockwood in support
of Marguerite Clark, will have a strong in*
forest for the admirers of this screen favorite.
It has Just been released.

amusements.

direction of

Albert Gaston
Smiley Rellly.
Jack Drumler
Nichols
Isabel O'Madlgan
Mrs. Herrick
Lettle Ford
Marlon's Grandmother
The old-fashioned "ten-twenty-thlry" melodrama came to life again In this release from

"Velvet's" valet
-

Joe Mayer, newspaperman, has been appointed publicity manager for Universal exchange In Cincinnati.

of

movement

Ben Moss may shortly make a Aim version
of "Rosedale," the screen rights of which he

...;.. Roslna

Olive H. Herrick

.George Walsh
Virginia Lee
...Joe Smiley
.George Fisher
Corinne Uzzella

Laura White

clergy

Henry McMahon has severed connections
with the Educational Film Corporation as
general publicity representative.

Carlyle Blackwell
Carlyle Blackwell
Evelyn Greeley

Anthony Hopkins
Calvin Douglas
Marion

that city are successful in their
to kill Sunday plotures and other

White Savago" is the tentative
Carmel Myer's next Universal. Harry
Hllllard will be Miss Myer's leading man.
Little

title for

will

LUCK AND PLUCK.

Joe Grim, alias "Velvet"

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD
"The

couragFfor two.

'

t

she had left a diamond necklace In one of the
booths, how he latended to return it, wae Isi
away by a friend to a cabaret got stewed and
was tempted to give the necklace to a demimonde, and that now he feared to give it back.
Old lady advises him to go at once to the president and tell tbe truth. He starts away, tbe girl
follows and thanks him for his kindness. He
shows her the necklace and tells her the tale
was the truth. She says she loves him and will
be waiting outside the prison walls.
George places the diamonds upon the bank
president's desk and Is told he will have to go
to Jail. He asks for one hour In which to take
leave of the girl and the old lady, pledging his
word to return. He goes back to the cottage,
the girl and old woman accompany him, be
marries the girl en route and all three pay a
visit to the president, who asks him If he ever
heard of Diogenes, the old geezer who went
about with a lantern and a pair of whiskers, in
search of an honest man. Tnere is nothing to
Indicate whether or not George did. - Anyhow,
president says Diogenes never found one, bat
he (president) did, and George Is "it" He is
promoted to be- assistant to the president at
$10,000 a year, and they must all come to the
house to dinner that very night There Mrs.
President gives the bride a necklace, and It is
explained the loss of tbe diamonds was a trick
to test the youth's Integrity, and being satisfled George bad stolen them, the conclusion
was arrived at that he was thoroughly honest
and eminently qualified to become assistant to
Jolo.
a bank president

the latest products from this company, and this
last offering should be a success In every way.
The story Is strong and Interesting, the situations good, and it Impresses In Its apparent
reality. Particularly commendable Is tbe work
The
of Lon Clianey as "Stoop," a crook.
same must be said of Spottlswoodle Aiken, who
Miss
appears as "Fadems," another crook.
Dean Is pleasing as "Mary," the girl of the
underworld, who Is reclaimed by her love for
The
Kent, played by Wellington Playter.
story holds Interest and does not antl-cllmax
itself as Is so often the case in melodrama,
and the closing scene of the offering is well
photographed and 1b strongly reminiscent of
There are a
the work of some old master.
few sub-titles, which are unnecessary, for the
picture Is well enough directed and the actors
never have any difficulty In registering that
which they w'sh to convey. Unnecessary subthe
titles have the faculty of slowing up
speed and action- of a picture as -well -as detracting tbe attention and thus breaking the
train of thought. In this case, however. It is
but a minor defect, and the entire picture
carries Itself along clear with lucidity.

The Socladad General Cinematogrnflca, with
tho Fitzgerald Building, the pioneers
the film export trade to Argentina and
Spain, laBt week renewed its contract with
Artcraft and Paramount
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a remarkable scenario, which has for
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"WAR BRIDES " and "THE LONE WOLF

"

such great commercial successes
:1i

This

is

the

first of

a

series of productions I shall

ENGLAND, FRANCE

and

make

in

ITALY

in which.

will

appear
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In Preparation
«

DAUGHTER OF THE LONE WOLF"
"PRINCESS IMPUDENCE"

For United

States
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HERBERT BRENON
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carries a stronger heart interest and runs to a
delightful conclusion.
It Is sc very logical
that its moral must be far reaching, even If
A delightful touch
In a fleeting manner.
is In the closing of the picture where the wife,

BREED OF MEN..

.

"Careless" Caraody
Ruth Fellows.......
Wesley Prentice
Bobby Fellows

William S. Hart
Seena Owen

It

was added

that the public

had grown

having

down

scenery

terrible,

amount to a aeries of pictures very much
the same until they become monotonous.

again married, her husband settles
into the very habits of which she at first
complained, but her realization that men are
and "not fit for publication" anyhow,
brings balm to her heart, and she Is satisfied
with her lot. The story is simple and direct
It tells of a wife who is to a certain extent
neglected by her husband. Neglected but not
forgotten, and here De Mllle has shaded his
picture.
Her husband is taken up with his
business, and to a certain extent does neglect
her.
She Is thrown In the way of a handsomer and -better dressed male, and finally, in
an amicable manner, divorces her husband. But
she has jumped from the frying pan Into the
fire, and numbet.two is worse than the first in
every way, iof'what ever, faults the first had he
was a real man. Finally she remarries her
original mate after several very Interesting
episodes. Clean, cold loglo all the way through,
and never once does the story or the picture

tired

now familiar gun plays. All of which
probably true to the extent of the regulaand familiar stories, but if the people
who have been making these allegations had
been at the Rlvoll last Monday night and
heard the manner in which "Breed of Men"
was received, it might supply them with food
But one conclusion can be
for reflection.
arrived at, I. a, that they are not tired of
sound a false note. Much attention has been
Bart but of the stories In which has has been
paid to detail and in every way "Don't Change
appearing.
Tour Husband" will- rank as a superior offer"Breed of Men" Is of the approved Hart
ing.
Western type, but it is a good one, and while
In Elliott Dexter Mr. De Mllle has secured
one would be willing to wager that everything
an actor of strong personality, whose work as
would come oat all right in the end, it isn't
James Porter is artistic and shows care in
so easy to figure out Just how this conclusion
every phase, the part is ably conceived. Gloria
will be reached and by what circuitous route.
Swanson's Leila Porter Is convincing and she
This photoplay la by J. 0. Hawks, who also
reads into the characterization of the wife a
made the scenario, filling it with thrilling sus.gentle personality which reaches the hearts of
pense and plenty of comedy. It wasn't neceseveryone.
She earns the sympathy of her
sary to build enormous and elaborate sets,
audience, but not by any attempt at "wishymost of the scenes being exteriors, with a visit
washy" heroics. Van Sutphen is played by
to .Chicago and the utilization of the exterior
Lew Cody, who depicts a character too often
of a mansion on the Lake front.
Hart himvarious
seen
in
walks of society, and he porself directed the picture and Joseph August
trays it well. The very natural acting of the
handled the camera to good effect. This Ince
entire cast la delightful. In one or two places
production will go quite some distance toward
the photography might be Improved upon, but
redeeming the. popularity of Hart and his style
the technique, the settings and the continuity
of Western work. It also tends to prove -that,
of the picture, added to the acting, place it
no matter how great a -drawing card a film
star thinks himself or herself a few un- - well above the standard of the output of the
studios of today.
suitable vehicles will soon reduce the aforesaid star's drawing power.
"Careless" Carmody, a cowpuncher, rldea
OPEN.
Into Chloride, Arizona, one day. The town is
"owned" by Wesley Prentice, a land shark
Sailor Jesse
Dustin Farnum
from Chicago, who sells a quantity of the surHershall Mayail
Trevor
rounding farming property to which he has ho
"Bull" Brookes
Lamar Johnstone
title.
Prentice has
heard of
Carmody'a
James Brown
Joseph Dowllng
prowess as a dead shot and wants him for
Polly
Claire DuBrae
sheriff, counting on him as an able ally In
Kate
...........Irene Rich
event of trouble. He orders the local gamb..This is the latest United Theatres offering
ling housekeeper to break "Careless" at faro
in which Dustin Farnum is starred. It in an
bank, and thlB Is done. The latter Is grateful
adaptation made for the screen from Roger
for the Job of custodian of the peace.
This,
Poecck's novel of the same name. It runs six
however, acts as a boomerang, and when
Prentice "blows" away to Chicago after cheat"A Man in the Open" is a "Western"
ing the natives, "Careless" ships with a load
heavily saturated with melodrama. There is
of cattle bound for the "Windy City."
The a lot of gun-play, a heavy villain, the virtuous
manner In which he kidnaps Prentice and
wife and an unscrupulous "wild woman" of the
brings blm back to Chloride, compelling full
usual Western dance hall variety.
Fred
restitution, wins for him a bride, the respect
Myton, who wrote the scenario, has taken these
of the villagers and the cordial approval of
very old characters, with which every screen
film fans, who are fond of interesting, redfan Is familiar, and welded them Into a fairly
blooded tales of Western prowess.
Interesting photoplay.
His leading lady, Seena Owen, baa relatively
No fault can be found with the picture
little to do in the story, and consequently has
owing to lack of action.
One is kept in
no opportunity to shine. The strongest role
breathless suspense waiting to see who Farnum
next to the star's Is that of Prentice, adIs going to shoot up or knock down next, as
mirably portrayed by Bert Sprotte.
the hero Is as handy with his "dukes" as he
One or two more photoplays like "Breed of
is with his "44."
From the moment Jesse
Men" supplied to Hart and he will again rank
(Mr. Farnum), the half-drowned sailor, strugwith the half dozen or so-sensational drawing
gles ashore on the uninviting coast of Texas
cards in flldom.
jolo.
until the denouement in the final scene, when
the' unexpected happens, there Is action every
second.
But the swiftly changing scenes are
DON'T
Sot difficult to follow, because the continuity
James Porter
Elliott Dexter
as been well preserved.
Leila Porter
Gloria Swanaon
Mr. Farnum Is surrounded by a small but
Schuyler van Sutphen
capable cast Ireno Rich plays opposite him.
Lew Cody
'.
The BlBhop
. .Theodore Roberts
Miss Rich has a pleasing screen appearance.
Cecil B. De Mllle's latest Artcraft release,
She might have put a little more earnestness
written by Jeanie Macpberson, bears the hall
Into the one or two dramatic scenes in which
mark of a high class picture. Clean and wholeshe
appeared without over-playing them.
some, sustained in interest, It makes a double
However, this Is but a minor fault, and does
edged appeal, It touches home both man andt not detract from her work in general.
woman, and In thus doing Mr. De Mllle has
Lamar Johnstone ("Bull" Brookes) Is an unassured a success for his really fine work. It
usual villain, Inasmuch as he refrains from
Is far superior In every way
smoking cigarettes and dispenses with other
to "Virtuous
"bits" which are usually associated with the
Wives," a picture it is supposed to sequel. It
"heavy." But be Is just as villainous nevertheless and does all In his power to wreck
the happiness of the hero and the girl he loves.
Mr. Johnstone plays his part well, and you
cordially hate him long before the picture Is
half over.
Of the other characters, Claire DuBrae as
Polly Is the best
Miss DuBrae is a most
unscrupulous young woman, marrying Jessie
In order to win a $20 bet, knowing full well
she was already married and at the same
Direction,
KING
time living with another man. Miss DuBrae
does her part well enough, but she Is hardly
true to type,, looking more like some pleasant
young woman who has always lived In the
city surrounded by all the comforts of home
rather than an adventuress.
Dustin Farnum it first a sailor, then cowboy and last a ranger. He is seen at bis
Staff Writer Robert Branton Stndios,
best in the last two, to which he brings a
Lob Angeles
naturalness which Is convincing.
It is a
strenuous, virile part, and the screen star
Recent Release* (or BarriscaW, Keenan,
makes the most of It He- has lots of opportunities to display bis fine riding, and bandies
Glaum and Kerrigan
himself like a typical Westerner, but not of
the usual picture type.
As a "Western." "A Man In the Open" is
attractive by reason of its diversity of scenery, clearness and fine photography. The picture was directed by Earnest 0. Wards.
Lead with
of his
Is

tion

'

'

—

the lines of the "Masqueraders," In so far as
the woman .mistakes another man for: her

husband even to the extent- of going into bis
bed room to retire. Too much trouble, time
and footage have been wasted on trying to
secure beautiful photographic effects from the

but

....Bert Sprotte
Buster Irving
It is not the province of a film reviewer to
make observations on the motion picture Industry, and especially business conditions;
but perhaps a 'single pertinent comment upon
the value of scenarios might not be amiss.
Along Broadway the past few months there
have come statmenta purporting to voice the
opinion of the entire country, that William S.
Hart was nowhere near the sensational drawing card he was a year or so ago.

—

A MAN INTHE

-

•

-

where

on locations, with the result
these effects are sought after

Barbara Is a hospital
physician' Invites her for

nurse. The bouse
an eating/ (hey .'are-;
marooned over night on an island and while
unconscious from a fall she is ravished. Clayton, tbe doctor, offers to marry ber but she
loathes him and refuses.
In due course she
finds herself about to become a mother and
'phones her seducer for aid, only to find he
had that morning sailed on an expedition to
the Arctic regions. A girl Is born and Barbara returns to her labors, placing the child
with an old nurse.
Nell McCIIntock Is 111 and Barbara Is sent
to act as nurse. They tall In love but she Is
loath to accept him, tearing to reveal ber
life's tragedy.
8he tries but lacks the courage
and eventually weds McCIIntock without telling.
Clayton returns, comes to the married
couple's home, finds who'tbe wife is and while
talking to her alone one night, is overheard
by the husband saying: "I pray that God v/111
give me a chance to atone." While husband is
at the club on another evening Barbara is

that
they

Figures are continually being discovered standing on rooks overlooking a lake, and the
similarity Is noticeable. Morey has two difficult parts to -play and plays them well, and
In Betty Blytbe as "Ruth Madison" be has
a delightful and clever vls-a-vla. These are
the only parts In the picture, and both show
evidence of hard work. Morey certainly works
bard physically In bis various wanderings
through the forests and rough and tumble
fights, which are well done.
The double exposures are good, and much of their convincing powers lie In tbe fact that too much has
not been asked of tbe camera.
The story is of two cousins exactly alike in
appearance who are left heirs to a mine and

some 'timber

phoned

THE CALL OF THE SOUL
Barbara Deming.

Gladys Brockwell
William Scott
Lydla Yearn ana Titus
Charles Clary
i
...Nancy Caswell

Doctor Clayton.
Mrs. Weber
Nell McCIIntock
The Baby.....

for.

The

child

critically

Is

ill

of

pneumonia. She takes Clayton with her, but
he doesn't know It is his own child. He saves
tbe baby's life by- the lntorvelnous transfusion
operation and when the little girl regains consciousness Barbara reveals the parentage to
Clayton,
Husband has returned from his club, waited
long and suspiciously for his wife's return, but
she has remained all night with her child.
Through their chauffeur he learns she went to
a certain house with Clayton and suspecting
Infidelity he rushes there only to find his wife
beside the bed of the Infant. Tbe true art of
screen acting was never more forcibly Illustrated than In this scene whore the husband
merely looks, Barbara says "She is my daughter," the husband stares searcblngly at her
and the next title reads: "Dr. Clayton."
Going to his club the husband there finds
Clayton and attempts to throttle him. Clayton tells the truth about tbe tragic happening
and when the husband wants to kill him he
says: "I deserve it, but are you going to betray the woman who loves you? I am going
back to the north and you wit) never see me
again." He goes to another room, takes out a
revolver and the presumption 1b that he kills
himself.
Husband returns to the child's bedside and forgives bis wife, taking the child

territories.

Crosier is a swindler, and, after having
agreed to divide up the Inheritance with La
Roche to operate the timber, he mortgages this
and then exchanges It for his worthless mine
with La Roche, who, In the care of his forests,
meets the woman. Returning to the city, she
thinks Crosier is the man she met in the
woods, and marries him.
Comes disillusionment and then comes tbe really tremendous
scene where she joins tbe man she thinks is
ber husband in the log cabin. It is in this
great situation that the picture flops.
All
works out well, however, and she gets the .man
she wants. .There are several strong, situations besides this, but these will not help to
make tbe feature otherwise than mediocre.

Judging by the story of "The Call of the
Fox is experimenting with a new slant
in scenarios. They have supplied Gladys Brockwell with t'co role of a heroine who, although
ravished, does not descend tbe social scale and
take refuge In a western dance hall. It was
written by Julia Burnbam, scenario by Dennison Clirt, directed by Edward J. LeSalnt and
photographed by Fred. F. Baker.
It is also a good photoplay, not only for the
reason that the story is controversial, but because it is so intelligently enacted by Miss
Soul,"

m

-

unto himself.
The whole thing Is done with suitable dignity.
There is no apparent attempt at sensationalism or ill-concealed salaclousnesa. Both
the men acted like blgh class. Intelligent human beings stripped of theatrical heroics and
the facial expression of Miss Brockwell in this

vis*

picture Is the highest type of screen portrayal.
Jolo.

Brockwell, William 8cott, Charles Clary and
Nancy Caswell.

The screen version of "The Better 'Ole" will
be at tbe Strand Feb. 28.
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IRVING BROOKS
"FLINT"

HOUDINI SERIAL

Amoricati/ilm

Marv Miles Minter
*>1K AMAZING IMPOSTOR"

BURTON

JACK CUNNINGHAM

DARRELL FOSS

NAZMOVA
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Stupendous Chinese Tragedy

"The Red Lantern"

CompcmyF
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will chuckle over

what h»ppen*

prove* ai clever a comedienne

advertise

"The Amailog Impostor"
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LLOYD IN0.RAHAM

the daughter of Un
Chawing Gum Kins, when the exchanges Identities with • Busrisa
counten who Is the Msodst* of a genUannn crook. Utile Miss Mln-

Your audience*

good.

Produced by

AMERICAN FILM
Samuel

OlitrlbsMI

CO., ISO.
8. HutstilMOS, Pre*.
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Rues Mates

SB

Picture*

Miw.Auilablat

E»e* of lull* Deep"
"Rostaary CHsib* the Hdekt*"
"Wive* asd Other Wlm"

SILENrSTRENGTH.
A five-reel Vltagraph featuring Harry Morey
in a dual role directed by Paul Scardon from
the scenario by Lawrence McCloskey.
A picture with tremendous possibilities of
which the most are not made. Something along

1

AN AMERICAN "FLYING A" PICTURE
By JOSEPH FRANKLIN
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SUNDAY FILM LEGISLATION.

CRUSADE IN THE BRONX.
There has been a crusade in the
Bronx section during the past fort-

At the Claridge Hotel, New York,
Thursday 12.30 a meeting of the legal
and legislative branch of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry was held, with the main sub-

night against the admission of children to the picture houses.
The
Bronx Home News has fostered the
fight against the theatres, and the
matter has been taken up by both the
police and the Children's Society authorities.
Thus far the Bronx branch
oi'
the Exhibitors' organization has
not taken any steps to combat the
crusade as a whole and each of the
exhibitors has been making an indi-

ject of discussion the Sunday closing
question of picture houses throughout
New York State.
It developed this week that State
Senator Foley introduced a measure
patterned along the lines of the one

introduced at the last session, which
provides for the Sunday film exhibition question being left to local option. The picture interests are hopeful that the Sunday closing matter will
be left to the local town board, council or governing body and that legislation-will riot be brought to bear putting through a general staje closing of
the picture places.

scenario

as

Rom Goldberg Secures Divorce.
San Francisco, Feb. 5.
Mrs. Rose* Goldberg was given an

Mra.

interlocutory decree of divorce from

W. Goldberg, manager of the
San FranMrs. Goldberg was given the
custody of the child and $50 a month.

Joseph

California Film Exchange, at
cisco.

The

"Raggedy Ann," the picture which
Dean Is now making, will be changed.

title,

PrlBCllla

BATTLE OVER ROOSEVELT FILMS.
The

First National

BOOKING COMBINE OFF.
The booking combination that has
been existing between Charlie Steiner
and the M. & S. faction seems to have
been definitely declared off during the
last week with Steiner making individual bookings for the houses.

presents

THE

FALSE
FAC E S

r

this ruling that Justice
rendered his decision.

was on

McCann

and Gaumont are

having a battle over the bookings of
their respective Roosevelt pictures.
The First National changed the title
of "The Fighting- Roosevelts" to "Our
Teddy."

THOS

EXHIBITORS APPEAL.

it

George Randolph Chester has acthe appointment
editor for Vitagraph.

cepted

vidual* fight.

Binghamton, N. Y„ Feb. S.
Corporation Counsel John Marcy, Jr.,
of this city, has been served with a
notice of appeal from the order of
Justice George McCann, denying the
picture house proprietors of Binghamton an- injunction restraining the city
officials from preventing the opening
of the movie houses here on Sunday.
Attorney Rollin W. Meeker will appear for the Symphony and Star Theatres, and Mr. Marcy as corporation
counsel will represent the city in an
argument before the Appellate Division in Albany on Tuesday, March 4.
The Appellate Division already has
handed down a decision forbidding the
opening of picture houses on Sunday,
and

CHESTER. VITA'S SCENARIO EDITOR

DEATHS.
F. J.

F. J. Cavaganah.
Cavaganah, the booker of the

Boston office of Pathe, died
day of .influenza.

&'

last

SaturV/fcJ

R. L. White.
R. L. White, manager of the Omaha
office of Pathe died Jan. 30 of influenza, which followed an operation.

Si

The wizard* who
made this screen

The

drama ofc vastemotional appeal

mother of Arthur Friend, treas-

urer of Famous Players-Lasky Co.,
died at his home in New York, where
she had been visiting him for the past

LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
Creator oP

THOS,H,INCE

Alice Ouimet, daughter of L. E. Ouimet, general manager <fi the Specialty
Films, Montreal, died at Los Angeles
last'week. The deceased was 12 years
of age.

FALSE FACES'

MASTER PRODUCTION

•The Lone WolP'
Aut hor oP

a melodramatic

FALSE FACES'

A

thunderbolt
OlftECTED BY IRVIN V.>«ILLA1

oP the greatest
novels ever printed

•

in

His greatest work.

,

Ofce Saturday

Evenina Post.

few weeks. Her home was in MilwauShe is survived by three sons
kee.
and as many daughters.

i66
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INCORPORATIONS.

.

P
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Eft

Keaaler and Dudley, Inc., Manhattan,
theatrical. T6.000; H. S. H. Hechelmer,
H. Oppenhelm, M. Rothstetn, 220 West
42d street.
...
„
Top Amnaement Co., Syracuse, $40,000; T. I* Hogan, W. O'Brien, M. Melgheh,
Syracuse.
Inc.,
laboratories.
Film
Alma-Zov
Manhattan, $20,000; A. D. Semenoff, M.
N. Golovla, J. S. Carnery, 42. Plnehurst
avenue.
.
C. H. Amuftement Corp., Mllbrook, $26.Ernst, F. H. Butehorn. C. A.
000. T.
McLean, 318 W. 74th St., New York.
Far Ilo.knwuj Strand Theatre Co.,
Manhattan, 1,500 shares preferred stock,
$100 each; common stock, no par value;
Fader, R.
S.
active capital, $165,000.
Levy, J. Endel, Strand Theatre Building.
Meaexble Amusement Corp., Manhattan,
$5,000 J. S. Jacobs. S. S. Left*, M. Shedker, 200 Fifth avenue.

U

DELAWAHB CHARTERS

A SMASHING DRAMATIZATION

R. LesBloxham, Glen Mor-

Leallc Player* Corp., $100,000.
lie.

Brooklvn

ris,

L. I;

Md

;

W.

J.

E. Schwalbel,

New

•

to place Annn Held,
for a picture proposition.

wyn

Jr.,

1AOL HARK

-»»-»«*

7

7R»0l-n«*-: ::••

under contract

5

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPHZUKDRfrtt.

i

THE NEWEST AND TENSEST

A PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT

York.

Harry Carey Is working on another "WestAHis next release,
ern" yet to be titled.
.'Ight for Love," will be March 24.

f

OF

ADVENTURES OF THAT NOTED BANDIT. * LONE WOLF
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HEARST OBJECTION PREVAILS.

NEILAN DIRECTS ANITA STEWART,
Marshall Neilan is to direct the
productions in which Anita
Stewart is to be seen. The agreement
was made last week in Los Angeles
between the director and Louis B.
Mayer. Mayer is expected to arrive
in New York Monday, bringing with
him the first print of the second Stewart
production, "A Midnight Romance,"
made under the direction of Lois
future

Weber.

Weber

Miss

now engaged on

is

the

third of the Stewart pictures, a screen

version of "Mary Regan," the Le Roy
Scott serial, which appeared in the
Metropolitan. After the completion of
this picture Miss Weber will take a
rest, having to undergo an operation,
which will necessitate the breaking
and resetting of the arm she recently

The Pathe

With-

release! "Enemies

featuring Fanny Ward, has been
It was virtually a resuppressed.
write of the old Pathe picture "At
Bay." The new film has Edwin Stevens
in support and George Fitzmaurice diin,"

rector.

In some manner Mr. Stevens made
Hearst. A showup to look like W.
ing' was given of the picture last week
and the story as well as a description
of Mr. Stevens' make up reached Mr.

R

Hearst.
The feature made the pari played by
Mr. Stevens that of a newspaper owner,

pro-German.

Paul, Brunet was interviewed by
Hearst's representatives. Mr. Brunet
passed the buck to George Fitzmaurice,
with the picture withdrawn.

injured.

the
Waterson, Berlin t &
music publishers, this week closed a
contract for the Anita Stewart songs.
The picture star has thus far written
and had published three numbers, to
be taken over by the publishers. They
are "On the Road to Victory," "America, the World Is Proud of You" and
one other. The firm also holds a contract for all of the future writings of
Miss Stewart.

Snyder,

ROTHAPFEL'S PLANS.
Detailed plans of Samuel L. Rothapfel for his future film activities may
confidently be looked for any day now.
It can be stated in advance, however, that they are very comprehensive and include the manufacturing,
distribution and exhibiting of pictures.
Rothapfel is said to be amply
financed to inaugurate a plan to sup-

ply

PICTURE HOUSES TO COMBINE.
emanating
Crawford Livingston, who is one of the
heavy stockholders in the Rialto and
Rivoli, is the prime factor in a plan
According

a

to

from downtown

report

financial circles,

to consolidate these two houses with
the new Capitol at Broadway and 51st
street,

which

is

being erected by Mess-

exhibitors

gram,

which

with
will

entire proinclude features,

an

comedies, educationals and even news
pictorials, together with vocalists and
the scenic effects for which he is
noted. In short he plans to furnish
proa picture theatre with a complete
gram, and in order to accomplish this
intention to embark extenit is his
field.
sively into the production

more Kendall.
The plan is to organize

a new company to take over control of the three
theatres, and it is also intimated that
if the Strand could, be secured on a
satisfactory basis, that house would

Arthur Leslie, who is given credit
the motion picture industry for securing newspaperVecognition for the

also be included.

business,

American Boy Scouts Film Ready.
The- first three installments ofjthe
"Boy's Life Screen Review," an educational and news weekly dealing with
the affairs of the Boy Scouts of AmerThe first is
ica, are now in readiness.
to be shown next week.
A. D. V. Storey has the management
of the pictures.
Prices Lower in New England.
From New England way comes word
that film rentals are on the toboggan;
that there has been a reduction in the
prices of certain subjects, due, the exhibitors think, to the anxiety of the releasing corporations and exchanges to

keep

.

their "lists"

working.

LESLIE CELEBRATING.
in

will celebrate the seventh
anniversary of that event Feb. 10. In
1912 Leslie established a motion picture syndicate page in 50 daily newspapers throughout the country. Lesa new book
lie is at present writing
The
Contemptible,
"Mr.
entitled
Hoosier Misfit."

Philadelphia, Feb^ 5.
The dispatch from Los Angeles to

the place and might, with reasonable
inspection, have discovered the danger and told the plaintiff when about
to drop not to be afraid and that
everything was perfectly safe. In an
action to recover for the injury it was
held that the quest ipn of defendant's
negligence was for the jury.
The Court of Appeals finds that as
the Appellate Division has reversed
the finding as to defendant's negligence the judgment appealed must be
ie versed and a new trial ordered.

Emerson

..Recovering.

John Emerson has been seriously ill
the past fortnight with influenza. The
moment he was able to be propped up
he began the cutting and assembling of
He will shortly
his latest picture.
take a month's rest before starting
work on his next production.

Forman Engaged.
Tom Forman, who resigned from
Paramount pictures to join the Army
the rank of lieutenant,
holds
now
and
has a two-year contract awaiting him
with Famous Players-Lasky to take
effect immediately upon his release.
He will play juveniles at the Lasky
.

studio.

^__—

i

Brneat H. Horstman, Boston film manager,
and Capt. Charles B. Kimball, of toe Hanover
12
Film Co.. New York, sail tor Europe Feb.
via the Tuscanla.

the

effect that the Stanley Co. and
Mastbaum interests were part of the
proposed merger, was denied by Jules
E. Mastbaum, president of the Stanley
company. He said he and his interests
were heartily in favor of this combination or any other combination that
would furnish to the exhibitors and
their patrons pictures of merit
Mastbaum said further that the Stan-

company or

ley

.

The Stanley Booking Company

.

Chicago, Feb.

British intelligence officers.
Ives formerly appeared in pictures
for the Famous Players.

Owl Manager Sues

for Divorce.
Lowelt, Mass., Feb. 5.~~-

Ray S.
the Owl

Averill, managing director of
in this city, has started pro-

ceedings for divorce from Theodora
Shirley Averill, now in Waterbury.
He claims -unfaithfulness as his
reason for the suit, which will be tried

the

first

week

in

March.

Roscoe
"Love" Is the title and the theme of
Arbuckle'B next Paramount comedy.

Triangle
Present*

BABY
MARIE OSBORNE

— —
IN

"CHILD OF

M'SIEIT

A Screen Version of
bmfttf* Stag ***?

DOES]

5.

Richard Ives, a former English professional, was arrested here Tuesday>
alleged to have deserted from the EngHe was turned over to
lish army.

the play.

WORLD BEFORE YOUR OPPOSITION

go-

Richard Ives Charged with Desertion.

mate stars, Walker Whiteside and
Tyrone Power, with possibly the remainder of the cast now appearing in

OF COURSE!

.

is

ahead with its plans for amalgamating the manufacturers to the extent of. combining their exchanges by
booking through the- Stanley Company. It seems to be generally conceded that Paramount-Artcraft, Select and Goldwyh have already joined
and two other producing concerns are
on the point of signing.

Walter Hast has under consideration
proposition to make a film
The
version of the dramatic success,
legitiLittle Brother," utilizing the two

BET T E

Si

i

Scheduled for release by

u

Triangle Distributing Corporation

§3

'

|

ing

a flattering

IN

:'

;

-and felt if the producers' field
was invaded the manufacturer would
be compelled to retaliate, as some pro-'
ducers already have, and become exfield

hibitors.

£"-

I

had

affiliations

its

.a

never intended entering the producing

TO FILM "THE LITTLE BROTHER."

—"THE
[BOOR FROM

MASTBAUM INTERESTS DEFINED.

ACCIDENT DECISION REVERSED.
The Court of Appeals of New 'York
has been called on' to decide an appeal from a judgment of the Appellate
Division reversing a judgment of the
Trial Term entered upon a verdict of
the jury in favor of the plaintiff, and
dismissing 'the complaint The plaintiff, Celie G. Turner, was engaged by
defendant, the Crystal Film Co., to
hang from the limb of a tree and drop
to the ground for a scene in a moving
picture, and in so doing she fell upon
a partly uncovered root and was injured.
The defendant had prepared

•1
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WILLIAM G. McADOO TO ACT
AS COUNSEL FOR BIG FIVE
Former Cabinet Minister Invades the Field of Motion Pictures.
Estimates Place Remuneration at $100,000 Annually
from This Source Alone. And Industry

r
I-

I

Gains Powerful Factor With His Advent.
Los Angeles, Feb. 5.
William G. McAdoo has been retained and Has accepted the post as general counsel for "the big five."

A conference held at Douglas Fairbanks' home Monday night resulted
in closing the deal and an announcement was given to the local papers.
Besides Fairbanks there was present
D. W. Griffith, Charles Chaplin, Mary
Pickford and W. S. Hart, though Hart
left early because his attorney, William Grossman of New York, did not
arrive until late and could not be pres-

I

ent

was emphatically denied that Hart
is breaking away from the organization. Chaplin was represented by Arthur Wright of Los Angeles, Pickford and Fairbanks by Dennis F.
O'Brien, and Albert H. T. Banzhaf
It

-

acted for Griffith.

McAdoo

not devote his entire
time to the United Artists Association,
he said, but would also look after his
other law practice. It is understood
he will interest Wall Street and endeavor to bring about a more stable
condition to the industry. His salary
from the "big five" is said to be $1Q0,will

Griffith and Fairbanks stated, it is
the purpose of the charter members to
maintain the organization as a close
corporation, but that other stars and
screen professionals of sufficient importance and ability would be permitted to cast their lot with them.
McAdoo issued the following state-

ment

ment with the theatres, computed along
the lines of the sliding scale in vogue
with legitimate plays. In other words
an exhibitor will be asked to contract
for service on a percentage of the
gross, the percentage to the picture
increasing as the receipts jump.

The five stars have agreed, it is understood, to furnish a bond, for $100,000 to guarantee the faithful carrying out of their respective agreements
with the combine.
The complete operation of the combine cannot be effected until the expiration of the present contracts.
has contracted
to deliver three negatives tc> First National, for which, it is understood, he
Fairbanks
is to receive $260,000 each.
was offered a similar contract to that
which Mary Pickford signed with First
National. It is not stated in New York
that Chaplin, who has been receiving
$125,000 a negative and a percentage,
felt he was getting the worst of it and
quit work and that to appease him the
First National offered to increase his
drawing account to $175,000 a negative,
which has not yet met with his ap-

Pending

:

this,

Griffith

proval.

Adolph

000 a year.
./

i

*rjf>^$W??W'&®®m

-.-^

Zukor returned from the

coast this week but gave out nothing
for publication. Around the office of
Famous Players-Lasky there was a
general feeling of optimism that seems
to have been reflected from the heads
of the concern. It is understood they
have signed a new agreement with
Thomas H. Ince to go into effect at the
expiration of his present producing
contract next September and have also
renewed contracts for extended periods with Elsie Ferguson and Billie
Burke. In addition they have placed
Robert Warwick under contract as
one of their new stars, the deal being
closed while William Fox was negoti-

After a conference with Miss Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin and D. W. Griffith I have agreed
to become general counsel for tbe
United Artists' Association, the independent company which they are organizing for the protection of their
interests. They have determined not
ating.
to permit any trust to destroy compeAccording to information emanating
tition or to blight or interfere with the •from one of the Famous Playershigh quality of their work. They feel
Lasky officials, the- concern is in exthat it is of the utmost importance to
cellent financial condition, business besecure the artistic development of the
ing larger in volume than ever in its
moving picture industry and they behistory. They are doing a business of
lieve that this will be impossible, if any
$400,000 a week and their collections
trust should get possession of the field*
for the past three weeks have been
,and wholly commercialize the business.
over $500,000 a week. They have on
Dennis F. O'Brien, as did other
hand some 30 negatives, entirely paid
counsels for the respective stars, stated
for, costing something like $3,000,000
that McAdoo's entry would not in any
and which should yield a revenue of

way

affect his retainer.

McAdoo was

the most enthusiastic
of the Cabinet as favoring
films and stated publicly time and time
again the industry had proved of invaluable assistance in floating the various Liberty loans. Amony the various
reports in New York is one that H. E.
Aitken was instrumental in bringing
McAdoo into the film business. Another is that he is acting for^ the Du
Pont interests. In New York* it was
stated that Harry Leonhardt would
be McAdoo's principal business execu-

member

what developments had been reached
up to this week by the committee.
G. F.

NEWS EXPECTED.

The General Film has not made any
announcement regarding new releases
for the past five months beyond tacking on some Charles Chaplin releases.
That something may soon break is
adduced from some of the conferences
the heads of the G. F. have had with
some big producers.
*

Famous- Ha* Kyne Book.

The announcement that William L.
Sherrill has secured the picture rights
to Peter B. Kyne's story "The Valley
of the Giants" proves 10 be incorrect.

He

made thousands of dollars and failed
to pay the author. The bill asks for
an accounting.

WAR

FILMS FOR SOLDIERS.

There is a feeling war pictures with
news value will undergo a comeback period with the return of our
troops from overseas, and the demand
a

of the returning soldiers to see the
actual scenes of the front oh which
they were active will bring a call for
reissue.

HOWLAND WITH TALMADGE.
Howland,

Jobyna

who

made

a

decided hit in the production of "The
Little Journey," has been signed for
her original role in "Nancy Lee," in

which

Norma Talmadge is to be
The picture is now being
-under the direction of Robert

starred.

made

Leonard.

Fox Hat Strand, Brooklyn.
There is an unconfirmed rumor over
Brooklyn that when the new Strand
Theatre in that city, now in course
of construction by the syndicate which
controls the Strand in New York, is
completed, the

management

of

the

stalled.

EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL
Offers

Bessie Barriscale

M

in

"A TRICK

OF FATE

A picture of beautiful and
with Miss Barriscale

it

powerful contrasts

in

a double

m

role.

/'.'

*
.

'•JS

Hayakawa

Sessue

.

m

"BONDS OF HONOPv"

m

CLAPvE WHIPPLE

M
:-!

Claimed by the press the most forceful and
dramatic picture in whioh this star
has ever appeared.

NOW AVAILABLE

r

Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of the South Seas," Billie Pvhodes in
"The Girl of My Dreams," and "Hoopla/" Bessie Barriscale in
Sudden Norma." Henry B. Walthall in "And
"All of
William Desmond in "Life's A Funny
Still. Small Voice."

iv

A

A

Proposition."

:"-— "^"- •.-—.—.---* :

..

any theatre propositions thai
could be taken over for about $10,000.
of

Do Well."
.charges that the film concern

Ne'er

ers-Lasky.

April.

knew

Polyscope
in 1913 and 1914, by
which he claims he was to receive
one fourth of the net profits from the
picturfration of his book "The Spoilers" and one half of the net profit
from the film production of 'The

made with him

house will be assumed by William Fox
and a vaudeville-picture policy in-

predicted that a liberal dividend will
be declared by the corporation in

.

circuit

They were purchased by Famous Play-

A

.

SELIG.

Chicago, Feb. S.
suit yesterday in
court against the Selig
company, on
contracts

Rex Beach started
the

in

approximately $5,000,000. The amount
of cash on hand is stated to be $800,-

THEATRE PRICES GOING UP.

BEACH SUING

ested in a vigorous protestation of
the proposed 5 per cent, rental tax
which the Conference Committee in
Washington has under consideration;
this proposed tax to replace the present footage tax which requires oneSuarter cent per foot on all negative
lm and one-half cent tax per foot on
all positive film.
Frederick H. Elliott, executive secretary- of the Association, went to
Washington Tuesday 40 ascertain

year ago the concern owed
000.
$5,500,000 and today this has been reduced to $1,500,000. It is confidently

The tremendous trading going on
during the last few weeks in picture
theatres in the neighborhood of New
York is still continuing. During the
tive.
last week several deals took place, inThe essence of the plan of distribu- cluding one for the Adelphi, on Fulton
tion, in- mind for the five, star combin- .street ,. -Brooklyn,., where
the house,.:
ation is based on a percentage arrangeoriginally purchased for $4,500, was
turned over for $10,000.
Early this week several -would-be
exhibitors presented themselves in the
offices of a couple of New York exchanges, asking the salesmen if they

THE
BETTER OLE

NO BRADY SUCCESSOR.
There has been no successor named
William A. Brady, who recently resigned as president of the N. A. M. P. I.,
although the matter is expected to be
finally disposed of now that" Adolph
Zukor and other prominent members
have returned from their Coast trip.
Mr. Zukor informed a Vahibtt representative Wednesday he had just returned from the West and had no
intimate knowledge of what was doing in the ranks of 'the Association,
but had heard of the Brady resignation
on the Coast. The indications are that
Mr. Zukor will be asked by the Association to handle the presidency.
The Association is very much interto

•-

Robertson'Cole Company
BXiKftrT" *rfd Exporter*
:

For the
Released by

*

EXHIBITORS MUTUAL
DISTRIBUTING COPvPOPvATION

Producer*
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BIGGEST JANUARY BUSINESS

BREAKS ALL PICTURE RECORDS

I
I

Ms

Reports from Entire Coui.tr y Show That First Month of 1919
Is Largest in History. Some Exchanges Leap 100 Per

i

Cent. Over 1918.

Quotas Being Increased.
i

February's Advance Bookings.

i
.:.<

Mb

;

The first month of 1919 was a record
one in the film industry. The reports
from all over the country through the
exchanges show that business has
grown tremendously and in some
is an advance of almost
same month of
For the greater part the executives of the big companies cannot account for the unprecedented leap that
film rentals have taken.
The Famous Players-Lasky issued a
letter from its home office this week
to all of the exchanges commending
the branch managers on the splendid
showings made during January.
The New York Select Exchange
jumped 100 per cent, over last year and
the showing was so great, an additional 25 per cent, has been tacked on

cases there

100 per cent, over the
1918.

New York office.
The New York General Exchange

the quota of the

business during January
bigger than it has ever been in its
history and that the indications for
February are that the current month
will overt jp it.
At the New York Pathe offices William Raynor, the manager, stated 'the
exchange had increased its business
30 per cent, over the January of 1918.
also reports

*
I,

The months

of

November and Decem-

ber of 1918 gave an. indication that the
first of the year was to bring big business and the returns for those two
months in New York alone were so
great that the exchange salesmen all
received a bonus on their business.
February looks bigger than January
in this office also.

VITA SUED FOR $150,000.
Francis de Croiset, Maurice Leblanc,
Soceitie
Films Menchen,
the
through their attorney. Rogers •&
Rogers, have entered suit against the
and

Vitagraph Company of America for
damages, and an injunction to

$150,000

tj?s train ...the
gtaph film,

Earle

exhibition.., pi... th.e

VJtar,

"Arsene Lupin,"' starring

Williams.

The

plaintiffs

(the

two the authors of the original
FYench play of the same name, and the
the
latter the company controlling
American rights to the play) claim an
first

I

infringement of their copyright.
The case dates back to the days of
When de Croiset,
Charles Frohman.

a lieutenant in the French Army,
dramatized Leblanc's book character,
in collaboration with the author, and
produced the play version, with some
success in Paris, in 1908, Frohman acquired the American rights for five
years, and had Paul M. Potter make
The plaintiffs althe "adaptation."
lege that the adaptation was simply
a translation into English from the
With Frohoriginal French script.
man's five-year period expiring in 1914,
the Soceitie Films acquired all, rights

now

to U. S.,

Mexico and Canada.

When Vitagraph produced the
screen version last year, it was from
the manuscript of Potter, without any
to the original
royalty statement
French 'authors, nor to the society
controlling the local rights. All three
are suing on the same points.
Lieut, de Croiset*. in

America up

to

last Friday, on a French Government
mission, testified prior to his sailing.

His testimony stated that he and Leblanc had copyrighted their manuNo answer has
script in America.
been filed to the complaint.

EXHIBITOR WINS.
At a meeting of the Film Club held
Tuesday afternoon, Charles Goldreyer
was given a decision against a claim
that was made by the New York Exchange of the United Theatres. Goldreyer conducts the Concourse TheaHe played "Under the Light of
tre.
Western Stars," and when he returned
the print the exchange head maintained that it was so scratched that
it was impossible to re-rent it and a
new print'' was ordered and the Concourse

Sam

E.

management charged for it.
Eckman, of the Goldwyn Ex-

BROADWAY'S TRIO TOGETHER.

TASKER IN CHARGE OF U. S. FILMS.

The newest film combination report
has to do the exhibiting end of pictures and brings into one pot three of
Broadway's four big picture theatres

Washington, D. C, Feb. 5.
Fred H. Tasker, formerly a Washington lawyer, and since the opening
of the European war connected with
the personnel department of the Y. M.
C. A. has gone to New York to become director of the War Camp Community Service, Motion Picture Bu-

the Rialto, Rivoli and Capitol, the latter designed to hold 5,200 seats and
due to open within 60 days.
Authentic sources state the deal is
in Ihe final stages of consummation
and that Crawford Livingston is re-entering the field, supplying the big end
of the backing together with Messmore Kendal, who financed the Capitol.
Du Pont money is reputed to be asMr. Livsociated with Mr. Kendal.
ingston is a multi-millionaire. Mr. Livingston originally was heavily interested with Otto Kahn in the building
of the Rialto and Rivoli, but relinquished his holdings shortly after the
It is
latter house was completed.
stated that Mr. Livingston has again
become interested because he and
others, together with Mr. Kendal's
group, believe it is a good investment.
The Kahn interests will be retained to
a certain extent, but supposedly not
in control.

\

There is an angle to the grouping of
the three houses that concerns film
Backers of the combinaproducers.
tion believe that with the three houses

'

Mr. Tasker was for five years president of the New York Society for the
Prevention of Vice, commonly known
as the "Comstock Society."

SELZNICK

A BANKER.

Oscar Steiner, president. of the East
River National Bank, and Lewis J.
Selznick, in association with others,
have purchased the Cosmopolitan
Bank of the Bronx, which has a capital of $100,000 and a surplus of $25,000.
It is proposed to increase the capitalisation to $750,000 and keep, a surplus
of $250,000. Steiner will be president
of both banks and Selznick has accepted a directorship.
J
•

"SIN" RIGHTS FOR $75,000.
Harry Garson has made no dis-

under one management they will be in
a position to deny the dictates of the
producer, the assumption being that a
showing in either of the houses is of
value to the producer since the balance of the country looks in a measure to Broadway in the matter of picture exhibition even though not in
the measure of spoken drama. The
backers further think that triplicate

tributing arrangements for his Blanche
Sweet production cf "The Unpardonable Sin." He intends, to present it
on Broadway for a run before contracting for distribution.
Meantime,
however, he has sold the foreign rights
for a price said to be $75,000. ,

control will better the price of features
and other operating costs.

solving the emK. Niles,
Chief of the Pictures Section, U. S.
Department of Labor, advocates rushing building construction.
Mr. Niles in a communication which
is to be sent to all the principle exhibitors in the country, suggests to
those who contemplate building new
theatres, or additions to those they
now control, that it would be a patriotic service on their part to start
doing so immediately.
There are still many men who have
been discharged' from the service who
are out of positions and the Dept. of
Labor is using every effort to get these
men suitable and at the same time

'

>

FOX AFTER STUDIO.
Early this week William Fox visited
the Paragon Studio in Fort Lee, with
a view to leasing the establishment
as his principal eastern headquarters
for the making of pictures.

BRENON

SAILING.

Herbert Brenon sails tomorrow (Saton the Adriatic for England,
where he will resume the picture making temporarily suspended upon Mr.

urday)

Brenon returning

to this side, following the signing of the armistice.
Marie Doro, engaged while here by
Brenon, to star English made pictures,
leaves on the same boat.

change, who presided, decided for
Goldreyer and refused, to allow the
claim of the United.
The. Film ..Club is composed, of the
exchange heads of the various- companies in New York, and it has done
much to wipe out many abuses that
existed on Both sides, the exchange

Chaplin's Two -Reel Reissues.
Feb. 15 has been set for first release
of the Charles Chaplin reissues by Essanay, the first subject appearing being ''Shanghaied," with three others to"
follow, "The Bank," "Police Inn" and
"A Night in the Show."
The reissues are two-part pictures.

reputation for
absolute fairness has gained the organization the faith of the exhibitor,
although it is conducted solely by ex-

the

change men.

picture,

and the exhibitor.

'

reau.

Its

Select Charging $100 for "Belle."
Select is charging $100 a day for
first run of the next Marion Davies
"The Belle of New York."

The

WANT THEM TO
"With the

ployment

idea

BUILD.

of

situation,

David

remunerative employment.

WAITING FOR CHAPLIN.
The Universal is holding up "When
a Girl Loves," a Mildred Harris (Mrs.
Charles Chaplin) picture, until the
next release of the comedian is scheduled by the- First- National. --,..-. r.»
r^-

••

Mrs. Selznick Going West.
Mrs. Lewis J. Selznick, accompanied
by her youngest son, David, leaves for
the coast this week, to join her other
I

two sons, who are now engaged
making pictures there. They will
main away for at

least six

months,

in

re-

<r

.
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VARIETY
MORE

OVER THI

Arrlred In San Frandsco Friday A. M. Proceded Immediately to tbe CONTINENTAL HOTEL
and on stepping In the lobby was greeted with open
arms- by tie KEWl-OF«BTJLT.~SHBVIKJ PAT
BHANUEY—better known a* "SHAN"—who. with
the aid of HOFPY. tbe YES man. applied the

TOPirftkasMpw

sure-fire Attraction- always advancing

PAUL

MAS

and

SCANDAL
Mr, Baits (the be*
bore)
notified
the
'wild women." folk*
to coma and take
thorn home. The girls
are all put out about It,
and the "chain gang"
are howling their needs
off. My p«i (the collie)
and I made a data with
them, however. Secret.
are to meet them
st the "Saturday Ere-

oil freely.

There are two fellows who conceal nothing: they
even show you tbo bottle, and you know ail tbe
time they sro smearing it on— and yet you lore

NOLAN

them for It
The answer

..
Is

.

'

.

.

and you

packed,
hare to write In If you want accommodations.
Sure la a great place. A laugh a minute Is tbe
the hotel

I*.

We

lobby.

Don't forget to write in.

This

Week

JIM and MARIAN

(Feb. 3)

HARKINS

Orpheum, Minneapolis

aVefM

Bab.—What

FRED DUPREZ

and passed quietly away. At night tried
same routine sans uniform. Not much
better. But Tuesday a routine with ref-

Still coin* itrenc
In "Soldier Boy"
at the Apollo The-

erence to the war—and Oh, boy, I've hit
my stride for a corking good number t
four-act for big time. It will do next to

London. Now
month.

atre,

In Its eighth

EDWARD
MARSHALL

European:

IMS Broadway

New York

Lisle Bt,

5,

London, W.C., 2

Chris.

Chris.— I give up.
Bob.—fine weighs candy I

Bob.—What makes a

Chris.— I give
Bob.—Thinks.

BERT

dumb

York.

SAMMY

la

a wise

for

crack for a

TWO MALES

Wizard of the Harp
Care of Daw's. 17 Green St
Charing Cross RtL, London, W.C

COENAHyA

and

LoeWs,

In

Sprlnafleld,

Ms**.

RIMES

rfD

a

Install

Ma Office to make him
feel at home
He now refers to the
Loew Office as the

CIHCOl

Loew

Direction,

Circuit.

Isn't

TOSEL
IN

Direction,

ROSE and CURTIS

AND

SMITH BROS.
When They Didn't

Pep, Ginger and Jazz

tiokkd for ropviAAamr contest

?

CHm.- 0ORAHAUPT.

DALE

Everything!

the

,

WATCH THIS BPACB FOB NAMES
THAT DO NOT WANT TO BB MEN-

tllf »;

LEVY.

KNEW

I

ARSCEOLA

ORPHEUM

MARK

BILLY

Scenery

AND

WEEK

If

MTMS.

»t

LEfl

SMITH

(From Bronx)
of Center*"

SMTM

"UPPER DECK
M0RCHANT8

LEONARD

FIELDS

BROOKLYN

Direction,

waateJkf

TANK

BYRON

in progress to that of

or Astoria)

That sure

SURE FIRE

guy.

KNAPP

LAROCCA

.

America's Ingenious Athletes

(A Sahara

r

delicate child!

up.

we are going to

GABBERTS

KEITH'S

a

like

Is Back
from the Navy

GREY

THIS

cat' walk softly

Chris.— I giro up.
Bob.— Because it appears weekly.
Chris.— You sure bare stuck me; I've had to giro
up on every one of your gags.

JS2BL.
iim
Now that oar Agent

THE

"Panes by the Board

ROXY

—I give up.

Bob.—There Is a girl that works In a candy store
who Is
feet 6 Inches high, haa a waist
measure of 42 inches, and wears a number
shoe;
wbat do rem think she weighs!

DOLLY

present population to
—yet compare
that of New York; result— no comparison—

(Of Astoris. L. I.)

to

Witts'

la

in Boston

Its

&

publlo building

highest

Bob.—Well, what do 'you do when you'n

JULIAN WYL1E

St. Angnstlne, Fl«., the oldest town In
America, was settled by the Spanish In 1865

FHKD

tbe

la

Bob.—The Public Library baa tbe most stories!
Bob.—What Is a soldier's definition of a Idas t

'

HAM BAERWITZ

FENTON

lore

and

Oh. you Cutle!

Boston f
Chris.—I giro up.

Bob.—Oh—rats.
Bob.—Why is VARIETY

American:

-

New

B.—My

Lady.

Chris.— I giro up.

Representatives

CamaUye.

compare favorably

F.

Follette

APPLE-SAUCE

1 breezed out here Monday matinee.
On Number 4 en uniform (that's French)

closing.

OSWALD

Weak of Feb. IB—Orpheum, Lot Angeles
Direction, NOR. JEFFERIES

PARISH *» PERU

Sunday

nlng
Pott"
morning.

ARTHUR HOBWITZ

Have a Drop
MILDBED ANDRE and GIRLS
Direction, MARK LEVY.

Moaa Time.

BUNNY

BURCH
BOOKED SOLID
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
;

LISTEN, MR.
U

Conner*!, the World's Chun pi on ThrooRobert
Cusnlon Dilllardlst, who play* for title In April
The act
li rebeaniaa an sot under my deration.
CoUows my own on the bill. The Class A player,
string an exhibition of fenay ihoU with the perOf eoune. we bar all toush
formers butting In.
player. Ilk. Fred Block. Jew Dandy, BUI HaUlfan,
George Waiting. Jimmy Doyle. Alan Brooks, i/ouls
Mi. Connofax meets all comers In dtle.
PIdous.

CORRESPONDENTS WANTED

MANAGER:
we

play,

outside of tbe theatre,

Tlili

la

a good

dosing act
Joe Laurie

men

physically

fit

Pauline Saxon
<'X

SATB

"SQUIRREL FOOD"
men.

preferred

New York

DU BOLS and MILLER

STAN STANLEY
FEIL—Two

wants correspondents, newspaper

Address VARIETY,

U

Roving Secretary of Cne Club of America and Canada.

Booked by MORRIS and

VARIETY

told Sam and Able. Palace Hotel Smoke
Shop, 46th St., so many Jokes they could not understand them and he did not get any cigar, at my
The reason tbo cigar men don't laugh
expense.
they don't understand English, but they know a new
Try Meyer Gerson some
gag when they hear It.
time.
Clark and Francis Is a sketch In "one" by

I'm very clenr hy repute—
And ererywbere I go I find
They watch for me to scin-

Direction,

HAYMAN & CANTOR

tillate—
It's fierce to

bare a brUllaot

mind.

"A

TRIXIE

DONNA

MONTRAN

and

BRESSLER

Developing? into SOME act, thanks to Columbia Scenic Studios (or our aet, A. Seymore
Brown for our talk, Madame Rosenberg for onr gowns, Blanche Merrill for our song..

fflitr

Utttie
OUftr

GEORGE

Jit HanbriillU

WORLD'S FAMOUS
CTCLIST
1711

Clvkoara Ave.

Cbleas*. IlL

ALFRED
BLANCHE
SYMPHONY

and her

GIRLS, aaslstad by

Conductor
Featuring the RAINBOW
la NoTslty Daaees

GIRL

HARRY SHEA

Jerrp

Birrrtton, (ft'Nral tc Diwrrj

SCOTT

MOORE

"GERANT

Direction,

fflfrtii"

Viagra! Itttlr fclngrr

Tbo Creator of

HARADA

Of

SYNCO
MARIMBA MARVEL
MASTER OF SYNCOPATION

L
BRENDEL

.

wuo

» BERT

In

"WHEBB THINGS
HAPPEN"

JIM

Orphenm

Circuit

"Waiting"for Her"
Direction, H.

BABT MeHUOB

I

Keith's

nning Monday

Written by

MISS

«">•")

NORDSTROM

Produced under the personal direction of MR.

PINKHAM
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proposed combine of producing
interests that Edgar MacGregor is
^planning, given publicity in last week's
Variety has started a discussion along
regarding the possibility of

Samuel Shipman has asked the DisAttorney to make an investigation of what he alleges is a conspiracy
to discredit him as, the author With
John B. Hymer of the play "East Is
trict

-

,

Commission's Call.
Government's
Witnesses Still to Be Called. Hearing
Also Attempts to Hold Up
Conspiracy Allegation.

Until

,

With the undated adjournment of
the Federal Trade Commission hearing
against the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association and others, last
Friday in New York, the impression
was left among the vaudevillians, not
active White Rate, that the inquiry
seemed to bear down most rusavily upon the reason for vaudeville booking
agencies charging artists five per cent,
commission.
Many seemed to think
this was the prime objective of the

testimony was technical and dry, interesting only to those who could understand it.. Much of the testimony
became tiresome to even those Who
v/ere familiar- with the circumstances
brought out. A reporter from a daily,
after listening, to the testimony one
day for a couple of hours, said during
recess, "When is anything going to
happen here worth printing?" and

inquiry.

The adjournment was taken subject
reconvening upon the call of the
Commission. While there is no positive data

when

that will be, the attorneys in the action vouchsafed
March 3, as the next date. The counsel for the Commission, led by its chief,
John Walsh, were called away according to report to other pending investigations. One or two who were at the
hearings ventured to say that the inquiry might resume Feb. 17 or 24th, but
no one expressed an opinion as to the
next date or appeared to base it' upon
anything tangible. Some thought the
testimony taken at the hearings of
last week, from Monday to Friday, was
to be dissected by the Federal Trade
Commissioners who would pass upon

but this sounded 'like a fayman's views.
The White Rats in continual attendance at the hearing hesitatingly
spoke of the lack of public interest as
witnessed by the inattention given the
hearings by the New York dailies.
its value,

'

Some said public interest would quicker when "wounded soldiers and women
testified."
The ignoring of the proceedings by the dailies may have also
surprised the members of the Commission in New York. Through the
proceedings being an investigation of
"theatrical" conditions with "actors"
Involved, "a combination -ther daily- press
customarily flies to in their columns,
:t may have been believed the hearings
in

New York would

tention.

attract public at-

The reverse happened.

The

West." m
V
Mr. Shipman bases his claims on a

artist.

The

'•-

There have been a number of cooperative schemes tried in the past,
but the majority met with ill success.
This was because whenever a commonwealth plan- was evolved by a
manager it was usually because of his
bankroll being short and the piece
staggering along on its last legs.
The only scheme pointed to with any
signs of a permanent success is that
under which the Society of American

Managers' Protective Association and others.
The verbatim report for Feb. 5th appears on pages 24 to 34
in this issue.

thereupon left the Woolworth building,
not returning subsequently.
Considerable attention during the
hearings was given to the matter of
a booking agency, organized to proIn
vide programs for the theatres,
most cases the owners of the*theatres
are interested in the booking office
that charges acts a five per cent, fee
to book through it; in addition to an-

Singers

has

been

operating

at ,4he

Park Theatre. Originally the company
went into the house for five weeks,
they are in their 28th week at the
house and last week played to almost

$15,000 in seven performances with a
revival of "Robin Hood." ^The Saturday matinee with a $2.50 top scale
got something over $2,600 with three
rows at the front of the orchestra our*
and about 200 standees at the back

of the house.
a contract with

and whatever the profits
are go toward a Society fund which
declares a dividend and all the memthe singers,

i..

.

,

:

from the salary of the act by the

bers share.
It is possible that some sort of a
plan along the'se lines may be worked
out by small co-operative companies
and if it does it will mean the return
of the actor-manager with the big
boo.king..co.mbjnatjons having to fight
the free lance "producers" for aftfac-"
tions.

appeared in. The «xcep(Continued on page 24)
it

'

.<

KJliiSk./''

sons (the names of whom were also
given to the prosecutor) Shipman for-,

merly was associated with.

THURSTON'S WORLD'S RECORD.
Thurston, the Magician, claims the
record of the biggest week's business
ever done by a magician in a theatre
in any part of the world.
The record was made by Thurston
at the Detroit opera house, Detroit,
for the week ending Feb. 1, with the
gross receipts amounting to $12,605.75.

MUSIC TRADE AT HIGH TIDE. -^
The general reports of the present
conditions among the wholesalers of
popular music, is reflected in the statement made by Louis Bernstein/ of
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.
.
Mr. Bernstein said that January of
this year was the biggest month in
point of sales his firm has had since.
it embarked in the business.

STRAUSS

The

'

'

'

*

' "'
.

.!.•

real fun ace.

IN

ON HIP LEASE.
Cleveland, Feb.

CHAB. ALTIIOFF.

11.

became known here this week
that Frank V. Strauss, the New York
program publisher, is the interested
party with Walter Rosenberg in .the
annexing of the Hippodrome lease. Mrs,

-

It

Strauss, wife of the publisher,

considerable Cleveland

The Society makes

o*s

latter stated that Orkow only
wrote the letter after it had been suggested to him by certain •othej^ per-

row

other fee of five per cent., more or
less and seldom less, paid by the act
to its booking representative. In the
testimony of the treasurer of the
Vaudeville Collection Agency, it was
brought out that representatives of
nrtists booked through the Keith office had paid the Collection Agency
fees for collection, up to 50 per cent,
of the amount the agents claimed, or
two and one half per cent, of the five
per cent, the agents charged, and
..which... with the other, five per cent
P^id' tlfie''biD'oklng''olficeV 'was' deducted
theatre

play was taken from one of the stories
the magazine published entitled "The
Song of the Sing Sing Girl" by Thos.
Grant Springer.
It was said the District Attorney has
summoned Orkow to his office to investigate the claims Shipman made.

•

VARIETY, in its weekly editions, will publish the daily official
report, verbatim, of the hearings before the Federal Trade Commission in New York City, in the matter of the Vaudeville

:

letter written to the editor of "Snappy
Stpries" by Ben Orkow, in which the
writer is alleged to have stated the

\

INVESTIGATION REPORTS

to

%$&£:

co-operative producing in the very
near future whereby the author, actor,
scenic painter and the stage producer
will share in the profits with the producing manager': The arguments regarding the feasibility of the scheme
are pro and con. ',
The MacGregor plan does not include any co-operative arrangement
as far as the general company is concerned, but it does include the author,
producing stage-manager and scenic

£

,

New

AUTHOR CHARGES CONSPIRACY.

CO-OPERATIVE PRODUCING.

BOOKING OFFICES' AGENCY FEE s The
OBJECTIVE OF FEDERAL INQUIRY? Broadway
Impression in Vaudeville Federal Trade Commission Bearing
"
Down Heavily Upon That Point. Hearing Adjourned

u

second clasi matter December
1905, at the Post ObTlee at
York,
Y., under the Art of March S, ^879.

owns

real- estate.

The Keith interests announced
week that a new vaudeville house

last
will

be built in the center of the city.

ShuberL After Marilynn

The Shuberts

Miller.
Chicago, Feb. 11.
are reported in nego-

tiation with Marilynn Miller, following
the close of her present engagement
with Zicgfeld's "Follies." Miss Miller
is said to have. asked Ziegfeld for $1,000
"weekly next f€&s6fi'r'SMlfi6Wfccc'ivW
$600. Ziegfeld "stole" the young woman away from the Shuberts, just
prior to her joining the "Follies."

iSV'^'^^M2

3H

S

:

Takes

Holiday Looking Over American
Attractions. London Theatre Press Prevents Expansion Over There in Legitimate. Thinking of
Producing Our Sketches in England
To Kill Time.
Chariot

Andre Chariot, the London manager,
arrived in New York Tuesday on the
Carmania, accompanied by his wife.
His last visit to America was six years
ago. He is not here primarily to secure the English rights to American
He expects
relays, but for a vacation.
Mr.
to remain for about a month.
Chariot said:
"I have four shows running in London at the present time, 'Buzz Buzz*
at the Vaudeville, where I present lit'Tails Up* at the Comedy,
tle revues
which is a different type of musical
entertainment, and 'The Officers' Mess*
at the Prince's, a musical comedy that
was slated by the press, but the public

serve her Paris reappearance on the
occasion of a matinee at her own. theatre later.

Burns, who has been demobilized, has
theatrical, variety and productions agency, at Coventry House,

like it

"At the Prince of Wales's, I am running 'Fair and Warmer' in association
with Sir Alfred Butt. I have on hand
several other plays, but there are no
theatres to be had in London at the
present time, due to the enormous
prosperity in the theatrical business.
"I have a musical comedy by Cuyil-

may produce

America.
On my arrival here I found a cable
from Gilbert Miller signifying his delier

which

I

sire to join

New

me

in

in its presentation in

York.

"I shall look

Ldndon, Feb. 11.
memorial service will be
held at Westminster Abbey in memory Of professionals who have fallen
the war.

A

thousand seats have been reserved
for relatives of the fallen and mem-

that

bers of the profession.

TICKET SPECS' LIBERALITY.
London, Feb. 11.
meeting of "Babes in the
Drury Lane, Feb. 6, all the
the
house
were presented to
seats
V. A. D. nurses by Keith, Prowse &
Co., the ticket speculators.

At

presents

in

itself

the

way

London, Feb.

11.

Charles Gulliver, of the Sullivan Cirhas suggested that discharged
variety artists be given preferential
cuit,

treatment by booking managers in

fill-

ing vacancies.

"CAESAR'S WIFE"

HIT.
London, Feb.

The tube and

railway strikes,

Vedemne &

Eadie, starring
ton and Aubrey Smith.

The poor shows have dropped from

30 to SO per cent., excepting the few
musical successes, "Chu Chin Chow,'
"Hullo America," "Going Up," and
"Maid of the Mountains," whose takings were unaffected owing to advance
bookings.

IN PARIS.
Paris,

Feb.

is

I

ALICE BELLMORE DIES.
London, Feb.
Bellmore, variety

Alice

artist,

11.

wife

John Mack (Ferguson and Mack),
died Feb. 2 after a long illness. She
was 29 years old.
of

__r

_

IN "HULLO."
London, Feb.

Maurice Chevalier has succeeded
Owen Nares in "Hullo America" at the
Palace and has additional scenes with
Elsie Janis.

Chevalier is also the central figure
in a new fistic comedy bit and has a
new song, which met with a hearty re-

BELFAST DARK.

<-

London, Feb.

11.

Owing to strikes all the theatres and
kinemas in Belfast and the gas works
and electrical stations are closed.
The

city

is

in darkness.

"SHANGHAI" TRAVELING.

Sarah Bernhardt, previously announced by organizers of the Rostand
matinee at the Theatre Athenee Feb.
7,

did

not appear, preferring to re-

legitimate

new

London, Feb. 11.
"Shanghai" commenced a tour at the
Court, Liverpool, with its original effects and Miss Selhurst and Joe Nightingale in their original parts.

London Wigmaker After Business.
Paris,

Feb.

Largely Brothers Reviving Act.
London, Feb. 11.

The Largely

years

in

Brothers, ..after,, three
the navy, expect shortly to

play ready.

'

C

The order

US.

Lohr made a great personal

success.

JBOUHELIER PLAY POOR.

A new

piece,

Paris, Feb. 11.
Life," by St.

"Woman's

Bouhelier, produced at the
Odeon Feb. 8, went very poorly.
It is unworthy of the Odeon and resembles a romantic cinematograph
drama with sensational scenic effects,
including a shipwreck, indifferently

George

mounted.

.

ENGLISH FASHION SKIT.
At the Victoria
six elaborate
anticipate the

London, Feb.
Palace, Helen

11.

Ray-

costumes,

designed to

coming fashions.
She is supported- by Cyril Griffiths
and Dorothy Lane.

LONDON SUBURBAN STOCKS.
London, Feb. 11.
is a plan on foot for the reorganization of a number of London
suburban theatres for the establishment of a chain of stock companies
with regular interchange of companies.

New London

Daily in April.
London, Feb. 11.
The new London daily, the Herald,
will make its appearance in April
Herbert Farjeon, late of the Era, will
be the dramatic critic.

"Damaged Goods"

on

new

time.

thorities are

It

now

Films, Ltd., for the filming of
authorized version of Brieux's

"Damaged Goods."
"Freedom of Seat" on Tour.
London, Feb. 11.
"The Freedom of the Seas," withdrawn from the Haymarket Feb. 8,
mersmith, Feb.

at the King's, Hamwith the original

17,

company, including Dennis Eadie and
Marion Lome.

Boxing at Holborn Stadium.
London, Feb. 11.
Charles B, Cochran is opening the
Holborn Stadium as a boxing resort

_

establishments openappears the local auinsisting on the two-

wire system, similar to that employed
in England, and imposed by the London 'County Council. The French officials

the past did not recognize
the better system, but pinned

in

this as

their faith to five wires.
Several
slight conflagations of late, not forgetting one at the Opera Comique

about which nothing was said, have
opened the Paris municipal council's
eyes to the possible danger, and so
changes .are to be made. It is a foregene conclusion the new Palace, Rue
Mogador, will thus be delayed comThe house was expected to
pletion.
open early in March.
It appears that Mile. Floriane, whose
account of a love affair was circulated
in the local press, is still alive but in

demented condition.

This young woman was formerly appearing at the Theatre des Nouveautes,
Toulouse.

The Theatre Caumartin,
aret in -the street

the cast.

Firman Gemier has the intention of
mounting next season the posthumous
piece of the Russian playwright, Count
Tolstoi, "La Lumiere luit dans les Tenebres," which has been adapted tor
the French stage by W. Blenstock and
Noziere.
850th Performance for "Maid."
London, Feb. 11.
"The Maid of the Mountains" at

Daly's celebrated its second anniversary, and 850th performance Feb. 10
with lose Collins assuming her original part
The audience was presented with
special souvenir programs.

"Peer Gynt" Dated for Autumn.
London, Feb. 11.

Henry Ainley, touring in the new
comedy by Douglas Murray with Lyn
Harding and Irene Rooke, will, in association with Gilbert Miller, open at
James' in the autumn with "Peer

St.

Gynt"
Play Written for Dennis Eadie.
London, Feb. 11. ~
MifeV "Mai lesbh, author of "Youth
and Walter Peacock, author of "The
Wrong Door," bought by Alan Aynesworth, have written a play for Dennis
Eadie, entitled "Red Wine Love," a
police drama.
The scene is laid n the Latin Quar-

""

•

27.

Seeking Martin Harvey for Filma.
London, Feb. 11.
The London Film Co. is negotiating
with Martin Harvey for the star's appearance in feature pictures.

a little cab-

by that name, has

presented a small-time revue "Bonjour,
Bonsoir," which according to the door
poster is very "successful." Any way,
there are full houses at 'present, for
the hall is small. Mado Minty gives a
scries of dances, while several other
young ladies attempt a terpsichorean
exercise of the supposed Greek school,
but the ultimate result 4s_very normal.
William- Burton and V. Parault, authors, have compiled an amusing book.
Clara Flaurens, who managed this
cabaret and whose talent consisted of
imitations of Mme. Rejane, is not in

Film.

London, Feb. 11.
A contract has been signed between
the British CoJ. Berifard Fagin and
the

going around that the

a hospital in' a

an early return to the stage at the Criterion in a new farce.

English

is

electric lighting installation at many
of the Paris theatres must be changed.
This will necessitate some of the
houses closing for some days, and pre-

vent other

AND QUEENS" FOR

London, Feb. 11.
Charles Frohman, Inc., will make an
immediate New York production of
Rudolf Besier> "Kings and Queens,"
with an important American woman
stars
_
This was almost the last Grover
Alexander production, in which Marie

Feb.

Wentley Returm to the Halli.
London, Feb. 11.
W. Wentley, "The White Highlander," arrived from France Feb. 2 and
opened at the Hackney Empire Feb. 3.

Doris- Thayer,- formerly -with Zicg"Follies," appeared with the
Hear-We-Are unit at the Palais de
Glace in the Y. M. C. A. vaudeville
show. The unit is composed of Hal
Crane, Clara Robinewitz, F. Barrett-.
Carmen, Fred Truesdell, Muriel Tannehill. The Y. M.
A. has arranged
to bring the 82nd Division Musical
'Comedy troupe to Paris, to play its
"Toot Sweet" comedy, written by
James F. Hartley, the American. The
female travesty roles are held byclever female impersonators.

ing

"KINGS

commences a tour

11.

Willy Clarkson, of London, is here
booking wig orders with the stars of

...

productions,
has A. W. Pi-

lonial

revive their variety act.
11.

Neither star can secure a London

There

11.

Bernhardt Postpone* Appearance.
Paris, Feb.

Shows Her Medals."

mond presented a sketch by Margaret
Mayo entitled "Being Fitted," wearing

future productions.

Pasquier Goet Under Operation.
Paris, Feb. 11.
Georges Pasquier, French booking
.agent, operated, pn for liver trouble,
ably.
favor
progressing
is

.

nero's

•

feld's

and Hilda Trevelyan in "The Old Lady

LADY WYNDHAM BACK ON STAGE.
London, Feb. 11.
Lady Wyndham (Mary Moore) plans

11.

extremely cold
and business is fair during the week,
with capacity Sundays.

The weather here

*-

BASIL SYDNEY AS ROMEO.

11.

a slump in the theatres.

COLD

Fay Comp-

London, Feb. 11.
Doris Keane has placed in rehearsal
her production of "Romeo and Juliet."
Basil Sydney will play Romeo.
Later Miss Keane will produce
Knoblock's "Tiger, Tiger."

com-

bined with fog and snow, have created

1

AT ROYALTY.

London, Feb. 11,
Somerset
Maugham's new play,
"Caesar's Wife," is in rehearsal for immediate production at the Royalty by

ception.

POOR SHOWS

FORCED INTO THE HALLS.
London, Feb. 11.
.Irene Vanbrugh will tour in Sir J. M.
Barrie's "Half an Hour" in vaudeville

at

CHEVALIER
SERVICE ARTISTS PREFERRED.

the production department.

in

of

production. This I consider necessary
owing to the impossibility of securing
legitimate theatres in London.
"As I cannot expand in the legitimate
field I may make arrangements to secure the English rights to some American sketches and produce them on the
other side with native talent.
"I am in no rush to do business and
it I do not transact anything at all
I shall not feel keenly disappointed."

London.

a special

Wood"

about for anything good

talent and would even contract for
any pJays that meet my fancy provided
there was no limitation as to date of

street,

Leon Pollock, formerly Albert de
Courville's general executive and a
dramatic author, will assume charge of

for

-

•

IN PARIS.

&

opened a

actors'

;

seems to

f nnrtni Frfi 11
late of Edelsten

....

though Miss Vanbrugh

ACTORS' MEMORIAL SERVICE.

in

-

HARRY BURNS' OWN AGENCY.

theatre

An

-

•
.

Harry Burns,

Coventry

Andre

"'-

."

':

CAB LE
LONDON MANAGER IN NEW YORK
NOTHING FO R HIM TO DO AT HOME.
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ter of Paris.
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According to

New York

FOR 'TEMALE. [ARTISTS ONLY"
New Plan Would Build Novel Lodging Place
Women Professionals Only"—"Players' Inn"

Success of

Camp

Merritt Starts

Similar

Broadway

Camp

a hotel for

women

professionals only,

and

C. A.,

women

is exclusively for visiting
professionals.

Circus.

is modern in-all ways. The
charge for a room is SO cents per night,
and for a bed in the dormitory the
charge is 35 cents. The rooms have
little
attached kitchenettes so that
breakfast may be easily served. Also

The hotel

2ft

with the circus of never havmanagement a damagethrough an unruly animal or a
In the combined circus
stampede.

ing caused the
suit

played here Sunday, with no admission
charge. A line of 3,000 men waited two
hours for the doors to open. There
.vere 200 seats set aside for cripples.

OVER THERE

SAILINGS.
week- parties of entertainers from the America Over There
Theatre League and the "Y" sailed for
France. The league's party departed
aboard the San Jacinto, which went
Since

.

last

saving of ten days.
Within the next ten days three stock
companies of four women players
each will be sent across by the league.
The stock implements are complete,
although other companies may go over

SKETCHES BY NOTED AUTHORS.
Joseph Hart has

in

preparation three

sketches for as many known principals,
with the playlets written by authors
of repute.

later.

Bartholomae has written
"Evil Eyes," which will star Julia
Dean under Mr. Hart's direction. Three
Phillip

The male members of the casts of
the stock companies will be supplied in
France by professionals released from
service especially for that work.
The league's sailings were:
Bill Bailey and
Lottie McCree

other players will be in support.
Another, by Rupert Hughes, is called
"The Junior Partner," with Billy Gaxton the center of five people.
.
Glen White, formerly in pictures,
and Florrie- DeMar (formerly Fleurotte) are to appear in a skit staged by
Mr. Hart, which Aaron Hoffman has
touched up to make current.
Another of the Hart sketches is in
the nature of a come-back for Kingsley Benedict, who will be featured in
•

Pryor and
Mae Addison
Gertrude Quay
Araminta Schoch
J. Franklin Caveny, Marie Caveny
and Marie Pierrick were also in the
party, although they had been announced as having sailed previously, a
Billy

sailings

called "Wild Oats."
Mr. Benedict will be assisted by Clif-

them up.
were Agnes Barnhart,

piece

is

ford Parker. For five years Benedict
has been in pictures on the coast.
Previously he was in vaudeville.

Ada Dalgren, Vera Damon, Pauline
Hayes, Elsa Hiltebrant, Ruth Hunter,
Virginia Los Kamp, Mrs. John Howard
Payne, Caroline Pike, Mary Rees, Jane

GRANVILLE FOR SHOW?

Woodelton and Sara Thomas.
A number of well-known vaudeviliians

Bernard Granville, recently arrived
in New York after being mustered out
of the army, has received an offer to

have made application to the league.
Several of them were dissatisfied with
them and have decided to accept the
bookings or the slowness of securing
excellent opportunity to go overseas.

take the principal role in "Oh, Uncle,"
Shuberts' forthcoming musical
the
piece, written by Edgar Smith.
Lew Cooper, last with the Nora
Bayes show, has been engaged for the
"Uncle" cast.

CIRCUS FACTIONS IN ONE TENT.
Bridgeport, Conn., Feb. 11.
Factions appear to have declared
themselves in the local winter quarters
of the Barnum-Bailey and Ringling

EDNA WHISTLER BACK.

Both shows will be
combined the coming season, and the
exhibition is due to open March 17 at
'*-' "Madison Square Garden," New York.
The proposed bringing together of
the two former separate attractions
has likewise brought discontent among
the respective completments of the
shows. This seems begotten by rivalry.
So far it has resulted in the resignation of James A, Mooney, formerly
Brothers circuses.

"

The

it.

last-minute delay holding

"Y"

there are now 40 elephants. It is said
those Mooney left are mourning his.
absence and resenting the attempts of
any other trainer to direct them.
Happy Jack Snelling is known as the
crack boss vanvasman of the country.
His reported deflection is said to have
brought John Ringling back from
Florida in an endeavor to smooth out
the tangle.
The feeling between the factions has
developed to an extent that a saloon
near the winter quarters has partitioned off its bar, making two entrances.

Over one is lettered "Barnum-Bailey"
and the other "Ringling's." On either
side is a barman, friendly with the
faction he is serving.

direct to France. Usually entertainers
are landed at Liverpool, later going to

London and crossing the channel via
Dover; but the direct trip means a

'

Mooney, with Barnum-Bailey, had
elephants in his herd and a record

for. years

there are provisions for washing of
apparel and free use of electric irons.
"The Better 'Ole" from Philadelphia

.

*

Hotel.

elephant trainer with Barnum-Bailey, and Happy Jack Snelling,
the boss canvasman of the same circus.
Messrs. Moonfiy and Snelling are reported to have quit the Ringling
Brothers employ through having men
in their departments over them who
were taken from the Ringling Brothers

to be built in New York City along the
same lines as the "Players' Inn" here.
The latter was erected by the" Y. W.

I:-.

for

"For

principal

Dix, N. J., Feb. 11.
has been started among
the officers here for the promotion of

A movement

r

Move

-

-

Edna Whistler is to return to the
stage. She retired several years ago
after having been wed.
Miss Whistler is a possibility as one
of the principals in Arthur Pearson's
"Manhattan Please "..to. be. placed into,
rehearsal in about two weeks.

Ruth Budd Going in Picture*.
Ruth Budd has accepted a contract
appear in pictures. It calls for her
temporary retirement from the stage.
to

The

f unmaking-

fnniter.

CHAS. ALTHOFF.

:>>,
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of the

is

now

the

request

is* in

must remove

pheum

The letter to artists informing them
of the "Billboard" as the official organ
of the Rats was sent out last week
and confirmed the first story of the
Mountford connection, that the "Billboard,"- having exhausted every_other
means of obtaining vaudeville "recognition, took on Mountford as a last
resort.

The "Billboard," during the White
Rats strike, opened its columns to the
disaffected members of the White
Rats, some of whom had been expelled or forced out of the order, at
the same time favoring the managerial
factions of the strife, and also assailed Variety frequently. The "Billboard's" most favored phrase in referring to Variety was as "The Green
Slut."

ROCK AND WHITE ACCEPT.
A

lump sum tendered them by bigvaudeville through Edward S.
Keller, the .act's representatives, has
resulted in Rock and White accepting
five weeks in New York vaudeville,
starting Feb. 24 at the Colonial.
The total amount will give the team
a trifle over $1,550 weekly.

time

Some time ago it was reported the
Harry Weber agency was negotiating
for Rock and White, who were formerly
under Keller's direction. While true
the

WII. H .I^

.1 »l

I

Y. rf.

|
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their hats.

suite.

»

afternoon

only.

While Martin Beck recently was in
the West, he had a wire sent to New
York to transform the appearance of
his private office in the Palace Theatre
building. Through an error in transmission the wire read to transform the
entire suite. The adjoining portion had
its partitions ripped Out, along with
that surrounding the Beck corner.
Upon the return of Mr. Beck, the bare
appearance of his booking quarters
clashed against his tastes. .Another
order was issued to make the entire
suite resemble a counting room, which
has been most artistically done.
From his seat at the end, Mr. Beck
has had more opportunity to observe
the callers on his booking men than
formerly.
Some of the agents wore
their hats at different angles, others
held cigars that puffed like steamers,

'

reported,

I-

estimates

City.

time

I.

Tuesdays the agents were securing
for correct morning wear,
regalia and nifty evening
dress for after dark. They were likewise taking lessons on how to drink
tea out of a cup with the left hand

<

In the first signed
article Mountford in the paper recommended to artists they advertise in
no theatrical paper, following a policy
first set by the "Billboard" a couple
of years ago when, after finding it
could command no advertising itself
from professional players, commenced
a campaign against professional advertising.
The campaign apparently affected no paper except the "Billboard"
which then found itself without standing among vaudeviliians, either as
readers or advertisers.
Within the past ye'ar the "Billboard"
defended two libel actions brought
against it by James W. Fitzpatrick,
president of the former White Rats.
The jury disagreed in the first action
and gave a nominal verdict in the
other, with the total amount, including
costs, the "Billboard" was liable for,
said to be about $700. The report following Mountford's connection with
the paper was that the "Billboard,"
to save the $700, had agreed to give
Mountford space for that amount in
the weekly editions of the .paper.

the

. 1.

I

Later the instructions were revised,
to include all males entering the Or-

the letter that those

For the past two or three weeks the
"Billboard" has been carrying an- announcement in the form of an advertisement, signed by Harry Mountford,
the principal object of which appeared
to be to have "dues" sent to the headquarters of the Rats organization in

at

l

The Orpheum Circut booking, offices
New'York 'went social Monday. An.
order was issued all agents when talking to the booking men in the office

them pass the information

New York

ji

in

"official

contains to other artists.

it

i

....

organ" of the Rats.
leceiving

I

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT GOES SOCIAL

by the
White Rats,

letters scut out

offices

"Billboard"

the

A

at

.

I!

"BILLBOARD," RATS' ORGAN.

NEW YORK HOTEL PROPOSED

.

I

.

and the general observation was the
agents had not kept up to the class of
.

the reconstructed offices.
Another injunction agents must obey
when in the Orpheum suite is to adjust
their voices to a modulated tone that
will blend with the stateliness of the
marble furnishings.
This was the
hardest blow of all to those agents
who heretofore have been most successful in booking acts through making a noise. One agent said he did
not see how he could lower, his voice
without having his tonsils cut.
'

SALE BACK WITH SHUBERTS.

Mary Haynes, appearing

in vaudewith a pianiste, and in New Haweek, where "Monte Cristo,
Jr." was "breaking in," has been placed
in "Hello Alexander," in place of Miss
Walker. Miss Haynes, who is a rag
singer, also has her accompanist in the
ville

ven

last

production.

current

Homer Mai on, 111, Cancels.
Homer Mason (Mason and Keeler)

at present at Miami, Fla., recuperating.

seriously iH with pneumonia and confined to a hospital in Des Moines,
causing cancellation of the remainder
of their time on the Orpheum Circuit.
Paul Dickey and Co. have taken up
the route.

is

Durand-Fontaine Caie Tried.
Evans Burrows Fontaine, through
her attorney, Kevie Frankel, sued
Paul Durand, her former manager, for
"the reasonable value of her services."
The action was tried in Part 15 of
the Supreme Court before Justice Newburger and a jury last week.
Miss* Fontaine entered into -an -agree*ment by which he was to pay her
a certain sum each week she played in
.vaudeville.
The figure was small and
she now contends Durand sold her services at a great profit. The trial was
to recover "the reasonable value of
services."

M

Alexander."

engagement as entered by Keller was
authorized by the act. Frances White

iicr

w

Wednesday with

Chic Sale opened

"Monte Cristo, Jr." at the Winter Garden.
He left the Shuberts a couple
of weeks ago to appear on the Amsterdam Roof in "The Ziegfeld Frolics."
The Shuberts are said to have given
Sale notice of intention to apply for
a restraining order, alleging he had
breached his contract with them. Sale
notified the Shuberts one day after
the lapse of his option Jan. 1 that he
would not continue under their management. The Shuberts claimed that
since Jan. 1 was a holiday, the option
did not expire until Jan. 2.
In the same show at the Garden is~
also Esther Walk<y, taken out of the
Mclntyre and Heath production, "Hello

is

i

Zanft-Ward High Note Contest.
At the Claridgc the other day John
Zanft and Fred Ward indulged in a
contest of high notes, during which
their opinion of one another was expresstf-d-

-

•:. ;w .-;--•;•.—

;

—

?

•-.—: •• --.-.- ~.t:

Bordoni with Pianist.
Irene Bordoni, appearing in "Sleeping Partners," will play a few weeks
in vaudeville, with Jean Schwartz as
her pianist, prior to sailing for London, under contract to Sir Alfred Butt.
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VAUDEVILLE
New Law Comes' Into Effect After April First. Soldiers
Uniform When Admitted Free Escape Tax. When
Admission

Is

Charged Both Pay Regular

Taxation.

The new revenue

f
m:

by the , President, but
sure of becoming a law

practically
in the present
is

form.

The portion relating to admissions
taxes which define a continuation of
the 10 per cent, tax holds
visions

new

children,

;:

It

at an

bill

that in

cents over the

all

increasing

-.-

:

adults.

cases of sales

Tickets sold at reduced rates
where other persons are paying
similar
the
regular
prices
for
accommodations will be taxed at
the same rate that such others are

The

AGENCY

excess

Jimmy
agency,

-I.f

E.

.,..

£&£a&gLs&i^

.

;

special production of several acts.
First to be put on is a girl act of considerable size.
-

The turn
son,

:

.,,

be written by Mr. Jack-

known

the legitimate

in

*

SISTER UNDERSTUDY.

SPLITS.

^

will
is

field to
eral successful farces.

Denver, Feb. 11.
Olive Briscoe, after three weeks in
Joseph's Hospital from influenza,
has recovered.
During her illness, Lottie Briscoe,
Olive's sister, continued in the vaude-

St.

ville

act with Al Rauh.

Keith's

Fordham

Started.

Excavation contracts for the new B.
F. Keith house in Fordham have been
"awarded, and work will be commenced
on construction early in the spring.
The theatre will be completed in the
late fall.

W.

H. MacElfatrick

is

the architect.

Midget Show.
Gus Hill will put out a midget show
next season and is sending Ike Rose
abroad shortly to secure some novel

Gas

Miller, formerly ih the Keith
now assistant to Mr. Dudley.

A

who

which he has contributed sev-

is

,

49th street.

.Lea Herrick, P. Dood Ackerman and
Fred Jackson, have combined for the

If
negotiations are completed, a
house in El Paso will also be secured
to break the jumps into the other
Texas points.

T.

West

PRODUCING COMBINATION.

-

The Petersburg split necessitates
Roanoke to split with Charlotte, N. C

£jJli

at 234

Texas Houses Want to Change.
San Francisco, Feb. 11.
The Majestic and Royal at San Antonio and the Majestic, Austin, have
communicated with the Ackerman &
Harris office with a view of playing
the tour "B" shows. The royal is at
present receiving its bills from the
Pantages Circuit.

Crall.

'/....
...-.:-:

is

dur

Burton & Dudley, Inc., after a brief
existence as a vaudeville agency, is no
more, with Edgar Dudley, the former
partner of Harry K. Burton, probably
altogether out of vaudeville other than
perhaps, as reported, as an author, f
Mr.-Burton will continue the agency
under bis own name. The corporation
may be dissolved.
Dudley is said to have abruptly left
his partner, giving him notice by mail
that he was through. Dudley came -to
New York from Chicago, where he had
been an agent for a while; also the
defendant in a divorce action, in which
Mrs. Dudley was successful in obtaining a decree.

has not become

manager

Bupkner says he has been paying the
board since Sept. 12 last. Panis now living at the Yoscary home

invalid's

/

it.

Olympic's

Bobby Pandur has been exhausted and

Army and

McKowen entered -tile Service
in August, 1917.
He is also a Spanish
War veteran.

Vaudeville in Newport Newi.
Norfolk, Va., Feb. 11.
The Olympic, Newport News, will
commence playing K.eitb -vaudeville*
splitting with Petersburg, next Monday. Jule Delmar of the Keith agency

book

11.

enlisted

Cant.

law, it is provided that tax returns
are to be. filed by March 15, and a
portion of the tax is due at that time.
Last year persons had from Jan. 1 to
April 1 to file returns, and the tax was
payable in June. Delay in getting the
bill In final shape is responsible for
Ihe short notice allowed.
Recognizing the income tax increases
might entail a hardship if called for in
total in so short a time the Commissioner of Internal Reveue has arranged
that the tax may be paid in four instalments, the first due in March.

will

>

of the estate of his
father is understood to have yielded
Arthur Buckner a considerable sum
of money; He is now making several
productions of tabloids, cabaret reviews and vaudeville acts.
The fund started to take care of

intact.

a

•

the

visit-

BUCKNERS INHERITANCE.

is now a Captain at
Devens, Mass., expects to be
mustered out within 10 days or so
when he will return to Chicago, to
again take up his agency business.
Capt. McKowen, upon entering the
Army, turned over his agency and acts
to the Harry W. Spingold office here.
Mr. Spingold, who is associated with
Jesse Freeman ih the Spingold Agency,
has held the McKowen acts nearly

N

.......

who

reported as

is

The settlement

Camp

is:

The tax of one cent on tickets for
children under 12 years of age, irrespective of the price of the ticket,
has been eliminated by the new act,
rdUld admissions of- such children
will be taxed at the same rates as

James McKowen, the former

in

profits taxes.
bill*

McKOWEN COMING BACK.

Capt.

Chicago, Feb.

seller.

amounts, also

CAPT.

Chicago vaudeville agent,

to $2,000 for single persons and up' to
Net in$3,000 for married persons).
comes over $4,000 are subject to a 12
per cent, tax and there are surtaxes

Although the

Chamberlin Brown

ing a number of burlesque "stars" and
teatured players and assuring them of
jobs in the legitimate if they will agree
not to tie themselves up to contract
renewals.

Exchange.

creased generally and exemptions being the same as last year, i. e., $2,000
for marrjed persons, $1,000 for single
persons and $200 for each dependent
child.
Net incomes over the exemptions up to $4,000 pay a tax of 6 per
cent, (last year it was 2 per cent, up"

for

in his case.

E.-F. Albee is still investigating the
Klein matter and until he has completed the investigation, it was said at
the Keith office, Klein would not be
permitted, to deal with the Keith Exchange.
Meantime the Klein budget of acts
are being represnted by Rjose & Curtis,
although a number have shifted to the
books of the several other agents holding booking franchises with the Keith

As has been set forth in the dailies,
the income tax for 1918 has been in-

•

fce-i^L...-

Vaudeville Exchange or the Orpheum
Circut, no definite ruling has been

advanced price the tax must

be paid by the

or fraction thereof of the amount
paid for admission to any place on
or after such date (April 1, 1919),
including admission by season ticket
or subscription, to be paid by r -the
person paying for such admission.
(2) In the case of persons (except
" bona-fide employees, municipal, officers on official business, persons in
the military or naval forces of the
United States when in uniform and
children under Welve years of age)
admitted free or at reduced rates
to any place at a time when and under circumstances under which an
admission charge is made to other
persons, a tax of 1 cent for each 10
cents or fraction thereof of the
price sp charged to such other persons for the same or similar accommodations, to be paid by the person so admitted.
The interpretation of the new admission tax clauses was made by Ligon
Johnson, of theU. M. P. A., and the
same construction was made by Mark
Eisner, collector of internal revenue
for the third district. Collector Eisner
gave a statement to Variety; this week.

•

fifty

only.

Burlesque producing managers are
displeased at the advances made by
some of Broadway's agents, who are
holding out alluring inducements to
the. principals of many companies not
to renew any contracts that expire at
the conclusion of the present season.
The managers intend to take a line
of protective action, as only last week

I

would appear from the reading

of the

A

It

more than

Waterbury, had its Sunday performances shut off, through agitation commencing with the shifting of acts from
other Poli's houses into that city for

AFTER BURLESQUE STARS.

KLEIN STILL OFF.

made

in other Poll (six-day) theatres, coming under this category, that they are
obliged to 'play the seventh day of
their Poli engagement at the Waterbury home, without extra compensation. Acts moving into Waterbury for
the Sunday only are provided with
transportation by the management.
Inquiry of the Poli booking men in
the Keith office brought the reply they
knew nothing of the Waterbury connection with the Sunday shows there.
A couple of seasons ago Poli's,

*

Although Arthur Klein, the agent,
has not been reinstated to the privilege of booking acts with the Keith

box-office price the tax is 50 per
cent, of the whole amount of the
excess, to be paid by the person
selling the ticket.
Where the proprietor or manager of a theatre or other place of
amusement sells his own tickets in
advance of the box-office price he
must pay a tax equivalent to 50
per cent, of the excess.

in uniform to be cheaper on reduced
tickets but at the same time cheaper
tickets sold to others must be accompanied by 10 per cent, on the face
value. The provision reads: *•
tax of 1 cent for each 10 cents
(1)

•

Mr. Robbins.

not exceed fifty cents. This excess
of cost does not include the original war 'tax. If the advance price
is

s.

theatre at WaterburyV CbhnV,"
once more giving vaudeville performances on Sunday. The shows are
of the "straight" characterization and
again is complaint heard from artists
Poll's"

is

Sunday

the other contributors, Ms installment
running previous to that written by

cers on official business, who may
also be -admitted free without tax;
soldiers and sailors in uniform, and
children under twelve.
All of the foregoing may be
admitted free without tax, and
presumably, when admitted at reduced' rates the tax will be calculated upon the price at which the
ticket was sold and not on the face
value of the ticket. Advance ticket
offices will charge a tax of 5 per
cent, of the excess over the boxoffice price where the excess does

clause in section 800 of the bill hardly
leaves any room for doubt.
Last season, and at present, children
under 12 years of "a"ge were admitted
for one cent regardless of the price
of tickets. The new bill provided that
where children or men in uniform are
admitted free there is to b% no tax;
but where any charge is to be made,
children and soldiers are to pay 10
I-er cent.,- whether the price be the
same as charged others or whether
there is a. reduced ticket sold. .This
permits the tax for children and men

ft--.

manages.
Louis M. Brownlow, chairman of the
Board of Commissioners, was among

ployees, who may still be admitted
'free without tax; municipal' offi-

pro-

soldiers

and cut rate tickets. After April 1,
1919, buyers of cut rate tickets must
pay a 10 per cent, tax on the face
value of the ticket whether purchased
at an agency or at the box office. Last
season the matter of cut rates was
decided on construction by the commissioner of Internal Revenue, that
the purchaser pay tax only on the
Evidently the Ways and
price paid.
Means Committee elected to defeat
ony such definition again for the last

t&r.

&

concerning

V

paying. In Other words, where cutrate seats are sold and at the same
time other seats are sold at the
box-office price the tax on the cutrate seats will be the same as that
charged at the box office. That is
to say the face value of the tickets
will govern the amount of the tax.
The only exceptions to this rule
are in the case of bonafide em-

adopted by the
Congressional Conference Committee
and passed by the House of "Representatives last week, has still to be
passed by the Senate and be signed
bill

WATERBURY

POLI'S,

'

Washington, D. C, Feb. 12.
theatre manager "doubling" as a
serial story writer is the unique experience of Roland S. Robbins, manager of the local Keith house.
The ^Washington Times, the newspaper that came into the limelight a
short time ago because of its alleged,
purchase, through Arthur Brisbane, by
the brewing interests, is running a
stovy, entitled "Camouflaged."
seria.1
Each installment is written by a representative business or professional man
of the District, with the last chapter
left open to the general public, with
a reward of $250 for the best solution.
Mr, Robbins' installment appeared in
the paper Feb. 7, and not only brought
considerable front-page) advertising to
himself, but also to the theatre he

A

in

Tax Shows
Some Increases.

"SUNDAYS"
IN
•

MANAGERIAL STORY WRITER.

BUYERS OF CUT RATE TICKETS
MUST PAY 10% ON FACE VALUE

Hill's

talent for the show.
Some of the cast will be
here.

recruited

Lauder at Hippodrome, Cleveland.

T

"11."
Cleveland, Feb!
The Harry Lauder road show is appearing at the -Hippodrome the first

week, ending tonight.
For the remainder of the week a
regular vaudeville bill has been booked

half this

in.
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By Miss

C. B.

Maddock has asked the organTom Brown

act calle I "The Constabules," claiming
it to be a duplicate of his turn known
"as "Crosby's Corners." The joint complaint bureau of the N. V. A. and Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association will look .up the charge.

"Bluch" Landry of the Hippodrome
claims Bud Syndef is using his photograph's for lobby advertising and requests the .organization to instruct

Landry was
formerly a member of the Snyder act.
Chadwick Huber, formerly of Stetson and Huber, and now with "So
Snyder not

Long
tion

:

to continue.

Letty," has written the organiza-

from

Seattle, claiming

another act

using "the team name and requests
it be restrained from so doing.. More
definite evidence will be necessary beis

fore any action

is

taken.

Will Jennings of Jennings and Mack
has complained that Link and Robinson are using a specially arranged
drop for which the prior right belongs
to the complainant. Recently a similar
complaint made by Jennings was decided in his favor.
The case of the Apollo Trio against
the Three Golden Bros, for infringement has been postponed and the
plaintiff is requested to furnish further information and details as to
what material is being used unlawfully.

The matter in which Mohammed
Houssan, representing Abslam SharifF,

now

in the service abroad, against

another Arab Troupe, alleged to be using
the Shariff name in billing and advertising, has been settled by the organization, the defendant having agreed to
refrain from any further infringement.

SANG FOR JENIE JACOBS.

A

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 11.
named jenie Jacobs was

little girl

Rochester Jewish Orphan Asylum 25 years ago. She was one of the
brightest little girls there, and .made
many friends. When Jenie went out
into the world to earn her own living,
unassisted, all the boys and girls as
well as those in charge wished her
Godspeed, for she was a lonely little
girl, like the rest of her companions,
without parents and not knowing what
might be ahead of her.
Now Jenie Jacobs is quite a girl in
the theatrical world. She is with the
Pat Casey Agency in New York, the
best known woman agent in the world,
knows more about vaudeville than 99
per cent, of the men in it, is conceded by show people who come
through here to be the smartest girl
in the show business and she hasn't
forgotten Rochester nor the home of
at the

._

—

her-

'

':.

-

narrow childhood.

Nor the

little

boys and girls who are now at the
orphanage, as Jenie was before them.
Their youthful hearts are often gladdened by the kind remembrances from
Miss Jacobs.
The other day the children had a big
treat when Blanche" Ring visited the
asylum and sang songs. Miss Ring
sang the songs she thought the children would like the best and they were
delighted. They all wanted to thank
Miss Ring at the same time. Quieting
the kidlets, Miss Ring said: "Don't
thank me: thank Jenie Jacobs. She
.asked me- 4o come bere -and sing.—^^-Then Miss Rin^ invited all the children to come to the- Temple last Saturday matinee as her guests. They
came and they were happy and*so was
Blanche Ring.
Before leaving the city Sunday Miss
Ring. purchased a rug for each child
in the institution, to be placed beside"

ting up in the morning.

MEMORIAL CONCERT CALLED OFF.

is doin' it at the Winter Garden
right now.
And say, boy, my new
eccentric dance has 'em all backed off
the mat. You want to catch it. Oh,
you saw it at the Fifty-eighth t That's
a tough house. They don't appreciate
real stuff there, and I couldn't work
just stalled
with the orchestra.
through. Sorry you caught us there.
"Listen, Myrt and I don't speak only
on business. What d'you know about
her holdin' me up for half the money?
She's just a feeder and doin' one
squeaky little song. You'd think she'd
have sense enough to know the act's
built around my personality. They as
much as told her that in the office.
"Yea, bo, we got the billing on the
western time, feature spot and star
I'd
dressing rooms. I'll say we did
walked out any old time I didn't get

The calling
registered alien enemy.
off of the concert following the resig-

We

nation of the conductor from the sowhich is the oldest in Maryland,
the outcome of a general protest
that followed the announcement of the
memorial concert with Pache as a
leader. This man ha9 been decorated"
by ex-Emperor Wilhelm with the Order of the Red Eagle of the fourth
class "for his distinguished services in
disseminating German music in the
ciety,
is

United States."
While it is not held by the United
States that the society har been
engaged in German propaganda, it was
held by the local people it would be
highly unfitting and improper for a
German so closely connected with Berlin and Wilhelm to hold a concert in

Germans

in a

I

why

Among

those who were under the
management or who were associated
with Henry C. Miner during his pioneer days are Buffalo Bill, Kyrle Bellew, George M. Cohan, Dave Warfield,
Montgomery and Stone, Andrew Mack,
Pete Daily, Russell Brothers, Barney
Bernard, etc.

MAY

PACK OF HOTELS A PROBLEM.

QI!Hftd

Helen Primrose and Captain George
Auger nave the principal roles.
Success

and CHAS.

ALTHOFF—Pals.

quickly,

the

work

in

first

EAST SIDE MANAGING.
The East Side of New York has
another vaudeville theatre and manager that bid fair to compete with the
the booking men.
Both theatres secure bills
pop vaudeville department

Keith

The

piece

is

headed for Broadway.

.

the

committee and required 20 minutes to
escape from it. After his turn was
over
Manager Lindenburg asked
Hardeen if he could speed up the act
a little, as 20 minutes seemed too long

one

trick.

The same day Manager Goldstein,
when in the Keith
and asked by an agent If he

of the Grand Street,
office

wanted to book

".-:

a fine singing quintet,
people were in the

how many

asked
act.

REVIVING FIRST "FRENCH" TURN;
The first act in vaudeville to have
the French soubret character, then
"A La Carte" and played j20
years ago by James and Sadie Leonard,
is to be revived by the same couple.
Mr. Leonard is reproducing the turn.
He expects to have it shortly available
for a showing. When entering vaudeville Mr. and Mr3. Leonard were appearing at Sam T. Jack's in Chicago,
doing the skit in the show. Noticed
there by Martin Beck, Mr. Beck engaged the couple and the act for the
called

Orphean
in

Circuit.

'S

They have remained

vaudeville since, playing

many

1

acts

mid becoming noted for their broad
travesty turns.

Leaving "Overseas Revue."
Detroit,

Feb.

11.

Harry Kelly and Boyle and Brazil
have left the "Overseas Revue" now

n

here, with Elizabeth Brice in the lead.

Max

Halporin With Jackson Agency.
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Max Halpcrin, formerly connected
with Variety's Chicago office, is now
connected with the Billy Jackson

.

.

Ag.c.ncy...as.

.ont5uJev ,rKprc^entatiy;c-..

Running for

Hopkins Succeeds Fenwick.

Fenwick.

of

The manager of the Clinton (on the
street of similar name) is Mr. Lindenburg. Last week Hardeen, escape artist,
appeared there. The first night Hardeen
was placed in a packing case by the

success.

The engagement of Peggy Hopkins
for the Shuberts' "Sleepless Nights"
gives Miss Hopkins the role in that
piece now held (out of town) by Irene

..'/'.

from the

office.

for just

.ane.oi. the.forthc.ottiui(*..Co£t -cavrMsd-HjE-.-.-

^1

Kearney.

Comedians Going With Cort.
Roscoe Ails and "Doc" Dell, both at
present in burlesque with Fred Irwin's
"Majesties," signed last week with
John Cort and will be featured with
!

two

j

play form, but it was unthe Woods office there-

legitimate

to

Vaudeville is being employed more
often where the short bookings attain,
Edward Hyman has resigned as manager of the picture division to manage
a William Fox theatre in St. Louis. He
has been succeeded by Sol Klawberg,
manager of the Liberty, Camp Dix. In
charge of the latter house will be
George L. Sergeant, manager at Camp

upon assigning the task to Miss Tully.
The same producer also put on
"Mary's Ankle," which was
Miss
Tully's

and some now limited

early in April.

TULLY'S NEXT PLAY.

satisfactory,

'^
•"lE*.

.

performances per week are expected
soon to become full weeks again. The
heavy_ debarkation of men from overseas is due to start next month or.

May Tully is completing a new play,
as yet untitled, but for production by
A. H. Woods.
The new piece is a
dramatization of a novel called "Bucking the Tiger," which holds several
ideas
believed
favorable
to
stage
usage.
The book's author submitted

PEOPLE.

"Hello, People," for vaudeville, with
36 people, is rehearsing.
The 4 Avellos, Emmet Gilfoil, Joe
Daniels. Catlin and Carr,_ Musette,

hold

-"
|

present since it is. possible to play but
three weeks of that time.
_
Camp conditions continue to change

—

Hotel accommodations for traveling
theatrical companies are reported as
inadequate in many sections. Gus Hill
received a letter from one of his managers in Ohio deploring a state of
affairs whereby members of his show
company were having the hardest time
imaginable obtaining hotel accommodations en route.
Mike Manton, agent ahead of John
Cort's eastern "Flo F,lo," came to New
York last week and told of the troubles
securing decent hotel service on the
road and reported that even the traveling men were having difficulty in
obtaining suitable lodgings.

r

I

.

N. V. A. RESERVATIONS.
A notice has been posted on the bulletin board at the National Vaudeville
Artists, announcing that should any
member wish to bring visitors who are
non-members to the Thursday night
affairs, it will be necessary to notify
the club in advance in order to reserve seating accommodations.
The Thursday nights have developed
into capacity attendance and the club
officers have decided that since they
were originated for the gathering of
members, outsiders must be considered
only after the regular members are
-—
arranged for.

staff in-

r'evtter"

say

£fc«l

-

The. gr.adua). depletion of the cantonments has caused the booking office
of the Military Entertainment Committee to reduce the number of weekly
performances given in a majority of
the camps. At present there are but
five that are "week stands," or where
attractions are booked for a week.
They are Camps Merritt, Mills, Meade,
Lee and Jackson.
In the other camps but two or three
nights are booked each week. In that
way business is kept up to standard,
and attractions going into the camps
continue to draw very profitably.
Few if any attractions are being
framed for camp appearances only at

flights up, ain't it?"

some of the most prominent
managers in the country.

l

I

•

cludes

REVUE WITH 36
m 'Aimit"
HiMp^r^~

What

Eddie,

.

since risen to

managerial

I

what spot we got?
Say, you kiddin'? Nix
on that stuff; it won't go! Not when
we been gettin' fourth spot and closin'
intermission. Get Gottie on the wire.
They won't put that stuff over with
me!
.
.
Well, wait a minute,
Eddie. I'll see it through as a favor
This bill's pretty weak.
to Gottie.
They know my work, and I guess they
figure to give the show a big start.
"Where do I dress? That's three
"Hey,

Number two?

affairs of the firm since its origin, dur-

its

me

They

summer.

to-"

and George.
The one family has conducted the

who have

I laid off all last

can't buffalo

history as the oldest established successful theatrical firm in the show business.
The Henry C. Miner firm began its
career 50 years ago, started by the
late Henry C. Miner, father of the five
sons who now supervise its destiny,
namely Harry, H. Clay, Edwin, Thomas

prominence and

Why, we

it.

—

MINER'S 50TH ANNIVERSARY.
The firm known as the Estate of the
late Henry C. Miner passed its 50th
milestone this week and goes down in

professionals

and they knew

followed
the headliners in almost every house,
and'cleaned up, boy cleaned up! Dillingham wants me for the new show,
but I couldn't talk money with him.
He knows my figure though, and he'll
come around. Give him time.
"I held out on this new act till they
gave me the money I wanted. That's
it,

Maryland men slain by
war started by Germany.

ing which time they have operated several theatres, a number of burlesque
shows and a firm dealing in the manufacture of facial make-up.
Miner's Bowery Theatre, opened and
operated from its beginning to end
by the Miner family, is responsible fqr
the theatrical debut of hundred? of

of the Song and Dance
Just finished all the

a guy

Baltimore, Feb. 11.
The Memorial Concert planned by
the Oratosjo Society of Baltimore has
been called off owing to protests
against the conductor, Joseph Pache, a

of

Shaw.

western time and got contracts for all
Don't know
the town houses now.
why they want to play us at the Palace
again so soon, but I got tipped off that
they are nutty about the act.
"Seen our new finish ? Some wallop I
I got a new bit, too, that's such a riot

their beds, to j>r.event their chubby
feet striking the cold floor when get-

memoriam

Billie

.

Male Member
Team:
"Yeh,

ization to investigate the

CAMPS CUTTING DOWN.

MONDAY MORNING MONOLOGS.

COMPLAINTS

N. V. A.

,.;..,

*-•

. vv..,:,...^^

Political Office.

Lowell, Mass., Feb.

11.

known in vaudeJoe Hughes of Golden and
Hughes, has announced his_ candidacy
for Overseer of the Poor in Milford,
Mass.
Joseph

ville

C.

Savoy,

as

.;

:
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number was

CASUALTIES.
J. Kuhn, with the A. E.
France (attached to the Jambon
Troupe), died in Debarkation Hospital
No. 3 (Greenhut's) Feb. 4.
The
deceased was seriously ill when he
arrived from France. He was buried
with military honors from his home in

Newark

Sam

Feb.

discharged from

the

Abe Bennett discharged from

the

clinic Hospital)— Billy
Olivotti, Donald Brian,

Herbert Hayman out of service; back
New York.
Jake Kogan, circus, discharged from
the Army.
Frank Lea, managing the Liberty,

in,

Camp

Jackson, S. C, has resigned and
will go on the road ahead of a
show.

Parkes and Berkes, Helene Vincent,
Paulyn the Great, The Crisps.
Camp Raritan Hospital, Metuchen,
N. J.— Billy Burns, Florence Meredith,
A. O. Duncan, Rae -Mann, Ahearn and
Curran, Betty Donn, Bijou Russell,
Monroe Silver, Rosar Sisters, Tossing

Galway Herbert, who enlisted with
his son in the Canadian service,
has
returned to the United States and rejoined "Seven. Days' Leave."
_Thos. Egan, who has been General
Director of War Camp Entertainments
for the K. of C, is returning to
the
concert stage.
Kenneth Harlan, sergeant in the 143d
Artillery, has been mustered out
and

Austin.

Embarkation Hospital No. 1, Hoboken, N. J.—Matty Levine, Grace
Leonard, Jimmy Britt, Betty Donn,
Ahearn and Curran, Warner and
White, Ferguson and Turner, Rhoda
Bernard, Billy Burns, Sylvia Webb,
Joseph P. Georgio.
Debarkation Laurel Hill Hospital,
Secaucus, N. J.— Sammy Wilson, Robilio,
Rae Mann, Frederick Roland,
Rosar Sisters, Tossing Austin, Mae

•

to

Arthur Angel (Fuller and Angel) has
been discharged from the Service and
back with his act, which opens at
the Empress, Des Moines, Feb. 16.
Arthur Wilson, who has been discharged from the Navy, is to re-enter
vaudeville with his former partner.
Lydia Whitcomb.
Mark Lachman, mustered out of the
Marines last week, has gone to Chicago for a two weeks' visit prior to
is

position

in

Melville,
Silver.

Naval Reserve Training Station HosPelham Bay, New York—Sea-

New

Jackson,

Morgan
Iiiga

at Camp Hill, Virginia. On securing his release he will return to
vaude-

Jacques Jaccard,

who produced the
Lions Claw for Universal, has been
mustered out of the service and is
formulating plans at, Hollywood,

Com-

to health, who
influenza.
Ensign Benj. Golder, brother of Lew
Oolder, the vaudeville agent, has
been
released from the Navy. While
in the
Service he was re-elected to the
Pennate Sena *e. His home is in
SX.m5^
Philadelphia.
Sergt. Sam H. Grisman, formerly

»

Linder.

eight

months

overseas, service, has resumed his former business^, with an office in the
Crilly building, Chicago.
F
Muir sta S« door-tender of
,
the Fifth Avenue theatre, recently lost
his discharge papers and asks finder

"^ R

PLAY.
new play,

-tion Please"

with her, is at present on
the coast where she completed a play
by herself entitled "Three Graces," accepted by the Selwyns.

music by (Miss) Cheerful Willoughby
(of New York).
The other is "The
Alpine Rose," by the same authors. It
will be first produced before the spring.

"One of U»" Going on in Chicago.
Chicago, Feb. 11.
"One of Us," a comedy of Chicago
cabaret life, produced early in the season in New York, is to be put on here
by Oliver Morosco, the piece going
into the Princess after The Overseas
Revue," the current attraction.
The authors are Jack Lait and Jo
Swerling.
"One of Us" contains atmosphere
and "locales" familiar to Chicago, and
the play is looked on as having a good
chance.

Vincent, Beatrice
Co. in "The Come-Back,"
Carrie Lillie, Princess*

With three

•

Chicago, Feb,

full

ficult vehicle, depending largely upon
the individual who plays the part of
the French girl, which was character-

ized last year at Cohan's

Grand in such
immortal fashion by Jane Cowl.
Mildred Davis had Miss Cowl's role,
and did very well, with Rodney Ranous
in the principal male role giving her
splendid support. Others in the cast
were Marie Nelson, Lillian Drew, Kernan Cripps, Eugene McGillen, Myrtle
Miller, James Nelson and Willis Hall.
It was* an auspicious debut.
The
house was decorated with lilacs, and
the girl ushers appropriately costumed
for the occasion. The company demonstrated itself to be a capable and versatile one, and the stock season should
be a profitable on if managerial quibbles, which have almost ruined this
one-time profitable house, do not interfere with the success of the venture.

regular orchestra to furnish the
for the shows.

mu-

The Trompaloupe Traveling Troupe
arrived at Hoboken from France Jan.
They are 40 members of the Naval

Townsley

and

Charles

S.

Washburn have organized a new stock
company which will open Feb. 17 at
Lou MacLoon's Rockford theatre,
Rockford, 111. The house has been
playing all sorts of attractions, and
failure of the town to support them
has induced the change of policy.
The opening show will be "Common
Clay," which will be produced by Lieut.
Atwell McDowell. The following will
be in the cast: Edward Wynn, Barry
Townsley, Dale Brown, George Clayton, J. D. Wynn, Alice Mason and E.
W. Borman.

Denver, Feb.

11.

Oberfelder, representative here
J.
of the Redpath interests, has gone east
to form a dramatic stock company for

He

Elitch's Gardens, opening June 15.
will employ the two-week star system.

Al Luttringer, at the head of the
stock company at the Universal, Fitchburg, Mass., last season, has opened a
stock company at the Orpheum, New
Bedford, Mass.
The Poli Stock Company now playing in Hartford will play in Worcester,
Mass., during the summer.
Arthur Ellery has been engaged by
Joseph S. Klein as stage director of
the

14th'

Sastle

Street stock.

Square Renamed Arlington.

Boston, Feb. 11.
Castle Square Theatre—by that
cease to exist Feb. 24 apd
it
will be known as the
Arlington Theatre.
This change of
name is due to the action of the
street commissioners in changing the
name of the square where the house is
located from Castle to Arlington.

The

name—will
that

Smithson Staging New Muiical Show.
Frank Smithson is rehearsing a new
musical comedy, written by a couple
wealthy Philadelphians, who are
understood to be financing the ventufe.

<-f

The

principals

will

include

Harry

Tighe and Eileen Van Biene.

Witmark

&

Sons

will

publish the

music.

Maine Company's Production Plant.
The Marne Productions Company, in
_

addition to taking permanent offices
the laftcr part of last week in the
Fitzgerald Building, has arranged for
its initial production to be given its
premiere in Atlantic City March 3,
with a New York showing planned for
around April 1.

shows now scheduled

sic

11,

with "Lilac Time." In so doing they
chose for themselves an almighty dif-

after

former Greenhnt building (New York),
E. F. Albee, of the B. F. Keith VaudeJj!!?. Exchange,, .has ..arxanged.Jor. a

26.

STOCKS OPENING.
The North Shore Players inaugurated the new policy of stock at the
Wilson Avenue Theatre Monday night

Barry

CAHN, INC, PRODUCING.
Julius Cahn, Inc., has accepted two
musical plays for production.
'Too
Much Lulu," which may be renamed,
has its libretto by J. W. Muscroft and

Helene

&

Agni,

>

to return them. He served in the Canadian forces, having lost a leg. His

NEW

writing a

for weekly presentation in the Recreation Room of the base hospital, in the

Sidney Schallman, former Chicago
independent booking agent, discharged
after

is

unnamed. Jane Murfin
who wrote "Lilac Time" and "Informa-

with headquarters in Paris.
Mr. Smyth has been in France for
nearly two years. His duty consists of
assigning the artists to the various
'huts" in the territories occupied bv
the A. E. F.

^

from the army

JANE COWL'S
Jane Cowl
colaborator

tainers,

general manager.of the B. S. Moss
Circuit, has been mustered
out of the
service and is contemplating
entering
the vaiideytlle production
game with

Mark

The Bijou, Battle Creek,, fias been
entertaining 300 soldiers daily for the
last four weeks.
Every Friday 12
musicians Jrom the orchestra visit the
base hospital and give concerts in the
afternoon.

General Hospital No. 3, Rahway,
J.— Herbert Hood, Cook and Savo,
Robillo, Rosar Sisters, Billy Burns,
Helene Vincent, Kniite Erickson, A. 0.
Duncan, White and Ryan.
Debarkation Hospital No. 2, Fox
Hills, S. I.— Seamon's Orchestra,
Jos.
P. Giorgio, Barbara Breslauer, Ahearn
and Curran, Mattie Lockette, Harry
Downing, O'Malley and Reubens, Berk
and White, Florence Meredith, Harry
Thompson.
A. H. Smyth, the musical director, is
m charge of the Y. M. C. A. enter-

his

nursed

H

N.

Jimmie Fox, hospital apprentice at
Pelham Bay, has been released from
the navy
Mr. Fox was granted
had

entertainment entitled "Original
School Days in the A. E. F." was given
at Nevers, France, Jan. 3.
The company was made up of enlisted men,
and included D. J. Williams, F. Larmoyeux, S. J. Merook, J. Deautsch, C.
Flanagan, M. Bernstein,
Reich, D!
Koler, L. Moore, E. F. Kendricks, D.
Cohen, Lew Grauer.

Silver.

row

he

An

Kalama.
Depot Hospital, Air Service Depot,
Garden City, L. I.—Seamon's Orchestra, Murray, Irwin
and Paul, Inga
Agni Carrie Lillie, O'Malley and Reubens, Sheridan and Otto, Ahearn and
Curran, Helene Vincent, Barber and
Jackson, Eastman and Moore, Monroe

ment

after

'

son's Orchestra, Irma Komlosy, Billy
Cripps, Parkes and Berkes, Barber and

ville.

mander Wright back
was seriously ill with

Adams and Thomas, Monroe

pital,

Sergt. Isaac Tenebaum (Theodore
Tenny, ventriloquist), attached to the
Liberty Theatre at Camp Sevier, S.
C
as treasurer, has been discharged
and
will enter business at Booneville,
Miss
Lieut. George J. Sweeney
(George
bmith) is in charge of the fire depart-

release

Murray, Eva

Rae Mann, Kaufman and Hyde, Mantilla and Kelly, Ernie and Billy Loos,
Billy and Sis Harding, Monroe Silver,

George L. Allen has been released
from the Navy and returned as assistant manager at the Orpheum, Oakland.

taking a box-office
xork.

G

Trixie Friganza, Frank Mullane, Gladys Rice,
Quartette from "The Crowded Hourcompany, Hudler, Stein and Phillips.
Ward 55, General Hospital No. 1,
Annex, Bronx—Sammy Wilson, Weiniann's Entertainers, Alfred Jackson,
Inga Agni, Monroe Silver, Helen Vincent, Ernie and Billy Loos.
General Hospital No. 1, "Bronx—Seamon's Orchestra, Komlosy and Martin,

army.

is
back in Hollywood. Previous
enlistment he was with Universal.

Battalion,

VOLUNTEER SERVICE SHOWS.

army.

..!

10th

The following lately appeared at the
various hospital theatres for the War
Hospital Entertainment Association
General Hospital No. 39, Long Beach,
L. I.—Frederick Boland, Helene Vincent, Tossing Austin, Mattie Lockette,
Monroe Silver, Baby Gladys, Mae Melville, Hudler, Stein and Phillips.
Embarkation Hospital No. 4 (Poly-

7.

Kessler

81611,

'

E. F.

Private Fred

F. in

-

Aviation Corps, many of whom are
performers. The troupe gave many
•entertainments at the front

AND OUT OF THE SERVICE

IN

Fox ...wi. Musical. "BrewfterV?.--..was reported this week Comstock
Gest had signed Harry Fox to star
Who nrc meeting with bigger success on next season in a musical version of
Hie ORPHEUM CIRCUIT this season thnn ever
"Brewster^ Millions," without the
before. The BARRY SISTERS arc really two
Dolly Sisters.
"singles" molded into a sure-Arc double turn.
Questioned about it Morris Gest said
The girls ore under the direction of STOKER
* BIERBAUER.
that nothing had been settled.
It

CLARA

and

EMILY BARRY

&

\_
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Confine letters to 150 words

sod write on one

tide of

New York, Feb. 10.
Editor Variety:
I am the man who put on that comedy magic act at Proctor's 125th St.
that Mr. Bland refers to in his letter
Published in Variety Feb. 7.

mark,

Den-

tergarten, Berlin (eight months during
the war). Born in England; raised in

referring back to the first paragraph
of his letter where he says "Martin
Beck sentenced me to four days in
Lincoln, Nebraska, I have only this to
say, that he should consider himself
fortunate, for had he been in any other
community and pulled the same stuff
that he did on the theatre-going public of this city, he would have gotten a
life sentence in an institution known
as the Hospital for the Insane.

America.

was one of the many magicians
who met at Martinka's before the S.
A. M. Society started and was viceI

president of the second society in
S. D. M. of Detroit
Magic societies are not good for the
professional magician they turn out
too many would-bes.
So I decided to get a comedian and

America, the

—

have been doing comedy some years
now.
The three tricks I expose were originated by myself. And there is more
mystery to my act than a lot of those
so-called magic acts.
Al Barms.
(Barnes and Burner).

C

'

&

Editor Variety:—
In Variety of Jan. 31 it was stated
under N. 'V. A. Complaints that the
Mystic Clayton had complained Dr.

.

Harmon had

lifted his act,

and that

I,

formerly with Clayton, had gone with
Dr.

wish to contradict Clayton's statement. If Sime jvere to see the two
acts he would say there was no comI

Dr.

Harmon

starts

Clayton leaves off.
I want to inform Clayton it is about
time he stopped squealing about people taking his (?) mental act. Where
did he get it from? Also he had better lay off trying to pan me as I was
Prof.
doing magic before he was.
Felix Hermann can verify that
were going to put on a mental act two
years before Clayton started out with
his act. At that time Clayton was in
the San Francisco office of the Bill-

some capacity.
Whatever I learned while with Clay-

board, in

ton's act was detrimental to me and
i-ot beneficial.
C. L. West.

Lincoln, Neb., Feb.

5.

Editor Variety:
Referring to Walter C. Kelly's article
in Variety, headed "All About Lincoln,

Nebraska":
If you will spare

me

space for a reply

will offer my opinion of Walter C.
seeming bitterness towards the
most enterprising city in the middle
West.
Walter C. Kelly might have had a
I

Kelly's

well-ordered existence, but the order
was never filled. He says he sighed
for the gayety of Calvary Cemetery.
From the way his act died in Lincoln, without desecrating Calvary Cemetery, they should have buried his act
lone before he arrived in Lincoln.
•
The Legislature which -Mr. •-.Kelly
referred to as a "Mob of turkeynecked
ruralites"

Committee.

is one of several letby Variety from laymen

This

protesting against Mr. Kelly's estimate
of Lincoln, as published in Variety

showed rare judgment

in

watching the front door of the State
Treasury while Mr. Kellv was in town.
And his reference to Woolworth's being a smart shopping center for wom-

NEW ACTS.
Bijou Russell, blackface single.

Arthur Stone, blind pianist, single.
DeVore, Armand and Diers ; musical.
Three women (Burton & Dudley).
George Ford and Cunningham Sisters
(James Plunkett).
Earl and Curtis in "Hello Dearie"
(Hughes & Smith).
Ahearn and Curran (Charles Fitzpatrick).

Charles Edwards company.
(Pete Mack).

Musical.

2 girls.'

Jean

Moquin and Marjorie Sweet,

"Caret and Kisses"

in

(skit)

(E.

K

Nadel).
Elsie

Fay and Paul McCarthy,

re-

united in their former act, playing
Keith southern time.
Judith (Juddy) James, English, is
shortly to appear in vaudeville over
here.
Miss James is a male impersonator.
"A Romance of New Jersey," written by George M. Cohan some years
ago and played by the Russell Broth-

be reproduced with four peoA Rosebud,"
(Jack Henry).
Lillian Kingsbury, Ned Dano and
Co., comedy playlet by Philip Bartholomae (AH. T. Wilton); Al Raymond, new monolog; Florence Holbrook and Ralph Whitehead, musical
skit (Alf. T. Wilton).
William Sully is out of the army and
contemplating a- return-to vaudeville
in a new act.
John Sully is with one
of George Choos' productions. Their
father and mother will do an act, with
their youngest son, Vincent, appearing
with them, this marking the debut of
the youngest on the stage.
ers.

recovering

R

from

Joseph

influenza.

'vill

<o

ple—"Two Pansies and

three-act.

Schwartz

be married to Miss Margaret Gans

non-professional, Feb. IS.
Ryan and Beatrice

a

valescing.

Jack

Maibelle Heikes Justice, scenario
writer, slowly recovering from influ-

O'Neill

were to have been
Boston Feb. 12. An engagement 'dinner was tendered the
couple by professional friends.
Gladys Sykes, one of the three Sykes
sisters of .musical comedy, was married

enza.

Joe

B. Mills to Lillian

Chicago (non-professional) before
a Justice of Peace in Boston, Feb. 7.
Peter Gridley Smith, press representative for Famous Players-Lasky,
of

McCormack (McCormack and
home in Philadel-

Mellon) is ill at his
phia, with influenza.

Edward Rowland, of Rowland and

(O'Neill

Sisters)

married

in

week to Raymond Burns, general
manager of the detective agency headhis" father.
The bride was the
widow of Arthur Greiner, who was an
last

has been ill for the past week
with influenza at Chicago.
Manny Eichner has been confined to
his home for the past week following
an operation on his throat.
Joseph Eckl, vaudeville agent, is
back at his desk, after several days'
illness with congestion of the lungs.
Faith Avery, of the Poli Stock Company, Hartford, is ill with the influenza and will not appear on the stage
Clifford,

ded by

auto racer in Chicago.

.

BIRTHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Foley, at their
in New York, Feb. 5, son.
Mr. and Mrs, Hugh Grady, in New
York, Feb. 8, son. Mr. Grady is general manager for Arthur Hammer-

home

again this season.
^_
Gus P. Goettsche'has been discharged
from the Lake view hospital, Chicago,
where he was laid up for four weeks

Mrs. Grady was Cecelia HoflN
in "High Jinks'*
and "The Blue Paradise."
stein.

man and appeared

as the result of an accident
George Martin, with the "See You
Later" Co. at the La Salle, was taken
down with influenza this week, and
was replaced by Bradley Martin.
Lew Golding, manager of Proctor's
Newark, N. J., passed the crisis last
Sunday in his severe attack of influenza and is' expected to be out within a week.
Lawrence Goldie, Keith agency booker, was again taken ill late last week
but was expected to return to work
Thursday. Meanwhile Bill Qua id. manager of the 5th Avenue, attended to
Goldie's books.

IN

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS.
Beatrice Collenette, "The Dancer." :
Marie' Messier, of vaudeville, for

"Miss Simplicity."

SHOWS OPENING.
The John W. Vogel Big Minstrels
reopens Feb.
ter, Pa.

AND OUT.

.

the
illness
contracted recently in
Cleveland, and has been replaced by
Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfield.
James and Bonnie' Thornton did not
onen at the Riverside Mondav, with
Jimmie Lucas substituting. On the
same hill Ivan Bankoff disappointed
with the Gardner Trio poing in.
Jas Thompson and Co., could not
onen at the Maiestic. Paterson, N. J.,
the first half of this week, through
batnrage de'av. Alexander, O'Neil and

Klaw &

Gabriel Ysaye Accidentally Shot.
Cincinnati, Feb. 11.
Gabriel Ysaye, aged. 30, second concertmaster of the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra and son of Eugene Ysaye,
director and violinist of that organization, accidentally shot himself at his
home near Cincinnati Sunday.
He told his father he thought he
heard a burglar in the house and in
rushing toward the window, slipped
on a rug and discharged his revolver.
The bullet entered his body just above
the heart and will be probed for. His
condition is considered serious. Ysaye
was in the Belgian Army during the
war.

Savon substituted.
Kingsburv
and

&

was made.

a

Atlantic City and Trenton for three
days each. No New York opening date
is selected as'yet, the possibility being
that the show will be taken to either
Boston or Philadelphia to finish out
the current season.
,
"Come Along," the musical comedy
which the Marne Producing Co. is
staging, is to open at Atlantic City
March i Paul Frawley, recently dis=-charged from the Naval Air Service,
was engaged this week for the cast

•

stitution

on

May Robson in the Augustus Pitou
production of "Tish" will open at
Poughkeepsie, N. Y, Feb. 24.
.
George Tyler's production of the
L. B. Yates play "Live Forever" is tb^
open at the Academy of Music, Baltimore, February 17. After this it plays

Jennie Middleton replaced McCormick and Mellen at the Hamilton the
first half of the week.
The Dohertys were penciled in at
the Repent the first half in place of
Ford and the Cunningham Sisters.
Illness prevented The Brads from
opening at the Boston, Boston, this
week.
Lilla
Selbini doubled from
Keith's, Boston, filling the spot
Mile. Dazie is out of the bill at
Keith's. Philadelphia, this week through

Mason replaced
Keller at the Orpheiim. Minneanolis, this week, due to the illness
of Homer Mason who suffered an attacV of pneumonia.
Bobby Heath and Co., out of the Orpheiim. AHentown. Pa., through illness
of the principal girl in the act. Mrs.
Heath h al«o out of the act. with ill—
•ire?*.- -The "Comer- Store" substituted;
Clifton Crawford anpeared at the
Palace Jone enoujrh Mondav nifrht to
apojosrize for his inability to appear,
savine that his voice would riot permit him to work at present. No sub-

starting at Lancas-

production.

Clifton Crawford, reported ill at the
Sunday night. Ted Doner
substituted.
McCormick and Metlen failed to appear at the Hamilton, Monday, Jennie
Middleton, violinist, replacing.

Mason

13,

It is traveling

Erlanger route.
George Choos' production of "The
Bride Shop" opened at the Park, Indianapolis, Monday.
The misunderstanding with John Cort regarding the
piece was adjusted through the elimination of the lingerie parade in the

Riverside

Jan. 17, last.)

where

We

.

Con M. McCargar.
(The above was written on the letter head of the Nebraska State Federation of Labor, with Mr. McGargar
(whose name is signed in typewriting)
mentioned on the same letterhead as
Lincoln Chairman of the Legislative
ters received

Harmon.

parison.

However, if Walter
Kelly should
happen to have a lucid interval and return to Lincoln with a new act, we
will see that business in general will
be suspended and a holiday proclaimed
and meet him at the depot with brass
.band and littje girls shall strew flowers
in his path.

\

Sodus, N. Y., Feb.

Elms

Dixie Norton, who was recently operated upon for throat trouble, is con-

.

Italy, Spain, Portugal and North Africa. Played nine months at the Win-

Jack

Mrs. Capps (Capps Family) is in Chicago, recuperating from illness.
Louis K. Sidney, of the Kings and
Park theatres, St. Louis, is out after

turned from the theatre where they
saw Walter C Kelly's act.
Doubting that Walter C. Kelly gave
away three tickets, I investigated and
found that he gave away many tickets
and still his act refused to "go."
Summing up the whole situation and

Austria-Hungary,

Germany,

Mrs.

severe sickness.

VARIETY.

exclusively to

en, I presume was from personal observation and experience;
In regard to the cafeterias—the proprietor tells me that he' tried to close
his place over an argument of a 40c.
check, and the look on the waitresses'
faces was not displaying their dislike
of living here, but of having just re-

Mr. Bland cannot have been in
America long. I played the best in
America before May, 1913. Since that
time I have played the best in England, France, Belgium, Holland,

fluenza, reported out of danger.

of writer must be signed
»

must be written

MARRIAGES.
Gregory Kelly to Ruth Gordon, both
of "Seventeen," in Boston, last week, I
Minnie F. Allen, of Chicago, to Glenn
S. Elliot, non-professional, at Syracuse,
N. Y, Feb. 7.
Peggy Hunt ("Katinka") to
G.
Chamberlin, C. P. Officer U. S. Navy,
Feb. 5, in New York.

L

paper only.

Name

will not be printed.
will be held In confidence, if desired.

Letters to be published in this column
Duplicated letters will not be printed.
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AND INJURED.

George King, out after influenza.
H. Herk, in Chicago/recovering
from a recent illness.
Jack Fairbanks, critically ill with in-

FORUM

Anonymous communications
and

i.WSSj^Mi

VAUDEVILLE

•

ARTISTS'

"

Winwood Leaving

Estelle
•

,;

'M

"Journey."

EsteJle Winwood has hande4-irf-ber
notice for "The Little Journey" and is
to become leading woman for Henry
{n h 9 forthcoming production
L
'Mohere.
Cathleen Nesbit may replace Miss

H..ZZ

of

.

Winwood.
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BU LESQUE

.

GIRLS OF THE

gets laughs.
Lang's work at times
borders on the very broad.
Keeler In all of the Shakespearean scenes
has a rather sing-song delivery that makes his
linos herd to follow-.
Harry Boorum Ib doing
a rube character, but has practically nothing
-to do except to step on the stage three or four
times during the evening.
Jlmmte Gallagher
Is the Juvenile and looks good for burlesque.
He dresses rather well, sings and gets over a
gestive

U. S. A.

Joe Hurtig "offers The Girls of the U. 8. A."
Joe Hurtig Is a
nocordlng to the program.
reputable producer and. a Ann .fellow personLouey Htiekol anil Lew Hilton are the
ally.
authors of "Tbo Girls of the V. S. A." according to the program. Both Dne fellows personally, both talented and apparently both opposed to "filth,'' as the term Is understood In
Fred McCIoy is manager of the
burlesque.
Columbia and. a staunch advocate of decency,
as applied to burlesque. J. Herbert Mack Is
an officer of the Columbia Amusement Co., and
undeniably a supporter of cleanliness, as ap-

$?'

„' tF>

dance number.
There are three principal women, although In
several of the numbers in the Inst act one of
the girls from the chorus Is used to fill out on
the end as an opposite to one of the principals.
Of the three tbo best burlesque material seems
to be that delivered by Violet Penney.
She Is
supposed to be handling the Ingenue role, but
is a better soubret than the girl handling the
soubret numbers.
Were the two characters
transposed, It would seem the Penney girl
could deliver the pep where It la needed. Bonnie Lloyd is given the soubret numbers. She
sings end dances well enough, but at that she
does not seem to impress those In front.
The prima donna Is Dolly Meden, a blonde,
possessed of a rather peculiar voice. It Isn't
a pronounced double voice, nut the manner In
which she uses It would moke one think that
she had something of that sort up her sleeve.
Her best bit was the finale of the second scene
.in the first part, where she contributed to the
duet, that backed by the chorus offered "Rag
Time Grand Opera." This is not to be confused with Irving Berlin's effort that was used
In "Watch Tour Step" (If It was the same
then one would never have recognized it from
the front).
In this she displays a couple of
top notes that got her a solid round of applause

plied to burlesque.

The -writer has been reviewing burlesque
shows for a number of years and, while not
considered a respectable Individual himself. Is
said to understand burlesque— and by virtue of
his experience as a reviewer of burlesque,
should know the difference between respectable
dialog and the other kind—known to burlesque
somo years back. The writer asserts that the
"
sentence "I'll make you capltaln of the TieBd'
The writer also assorts
Is hardly respectable.
the general construction of the theme of the
aforesaid "Girls of the U. S. A." has been
consistently Juggled to bring out what Is generally termed as double entendre and leads
one to consider the show In general Is not
built for those who prefer the better grade
of burlesque such bb Mr. Mack, Mr. McCIoy,
Mr. Hurtig, Mr. Hilton and Mr. Haskel are
exponents of. Messrs. Mack, Hurtig, McCIoy
and others claim they have witnessed the show
and cannot understand why the writer thinks
.

'•<•

I

.-V.

Eg?
'-y''

0':"

It Is

dirty.

"Tho Girls of the U. S. A." Is undoubtedly
one of the best constructed entendre shows

from the

front. Later her "Bring Me a Rose"
got over In good shape.
There Is one thing about the number leadand that Is that they all pull a shrill yell

number

ever at the Columbia. It also serves to Introduce In Lew Hilton, one of the most prolific
"choosers" (and Lew Is a fine fellow) Joe HurHe slides much like
tig has ever featured.
(And Billy "WatBilly Watson, for one thing.
son once was a Hurtig star!) But Lew's slide
Isn't the only thing that earns him the sobriquet of "prolific chooser." "I've got a
couple of women outside who want to pay my
board" has been heard once or twice before.
And it isn't nice to have a comedian lean
toward the Hebraic language In order to earn

1
V'-

ers,

after the completion of every chorus as they
are exiting, and they stand in the first entrance
permitting one of their limbs to stick out unthe vamp for the encore starts.
They do
this regardless of whether- there is any applause or not, and the encores are given with
the same disregard for the wishes of the auditil

ence.

There are 16 girls In the chorus, and while
they make a number of changes very little may
be said for the wardrobe as a whole. It may
be pretty much banged up after halt a season
on the road, but that Is no reason why it
shouldn't have been freshened up a bit for
New York. The chorus runs the gamut in
types of girls, with the good lookers being
odds-on favorites In the running.
They can
put over voice volume at that, although there
Isn't much music attached to their efforts.
Talbot 1b carrying a long line of credits on
bis program for the production and costuming.
As it reads : "Produced by Lew Talbot. Scenery

The words "Shlmpky" and "Gay In
Dyrcd" are not polite either, particularly In a
laughs.

theatre such as 'the Columbia. But to continue
on Hilton's remarks, especially those offensive,
would consume the space the entire review

would take.
The show Itself Is a corking production, but
It's probably the best produclacks a book.
tion from a standpoint of scenic Investiture
and wardrobe that Joe Hurtig has ever been
Once In awhile though the
Identified with.
song leaders kept time with the orchestra, but
as a rule tbey were keeping time with the
But ns a production, Joe Hurtig
symbols.
can point to It with pride.
Particularly was the wardrobe of Ina HayShe Introduced some of
ward conspicuous.
the most Btunntng gowns that have ever
graced the stage of the Columbia and the
chorus wardrobe was but a wee bit behind her
In class and elegance.
But ono could hardly recommend her ac-

by John Young.
Shoes
Well.

a Red Cross nurse, In the .quartet
number with three uniformed soldiers. The
song Itself was properly rendered, vocally im-

tions as
'-a

Electrical

effects

BURLESQUE CHANGES.

the "Glorianna"

show

in

Boston.

RUSH CONVALESCENT.
Although Ed

F.

Rush

is

back home

convalescing from a severe illness
after treatment in a local sanitarium
he will not be able to devote any personal time this season to his show,
"Paris by Night," which Art Moellet
is handling at present.
The show is in Brooklyn this week,
and shows at the Olympic, New. York,
next week, this being the first local
appearance of the show since organized hy Rush.

Wynn.

Horry Lang Is being starred by Lew Talbot
"The Lid Lifters" this season. The company supporting Is 'heavier than last season

In

and the show Is rather good for the American
Wheel.
There are nine scenes, five In full
stage. There Is a tenth scene, Just a specialty
by Gallagher and Lloyd, and the house drop Is
used for that.
The big comedy touch Is the old "Shennnilouli" tteene, out of the show last year.
This
season it Is utilized ns the final comedy punch.
Tt
did a fion Monday night nt the Olympic
with an audience largely composed of Service
men of tho last war, Had tho bit been modernized with a touch of the big war In It It would
have been bettor meat to those boys. This
could havo beon easily done and it would
have meant, that the earlier scene, "Somewhere
France," presented by I.ang and Keeler,
In
used to open the show, could have been
dropped.
Lang Is doing his "Issy" character, and Is
on the staco nlmost constantly.
For the
creator port the comedy devolves on him. with
Keeler ns the straight.
The burlesque of
8liak<lR^ottre.4)>.:Wo^Mto-rtM.thvnMir 'Of ft'getting very much except the "Othello" bit. with
Lang doing Dcsdcmona, and then the laughs
uro gotten through his rather suggestive antics
while lying on a sheet spread on the stage to
represent, the bed.
Lntor as the doorman of
Ladles' Night Club another wallop of the sug-

Co.

Ed.Beatty has made several changes
"The Pennant Winners." Arthur
Diggs is managing, with Joe Carlisle
handling the advance.
Eli Dawson,
blackface comedian, signed last week
to play the Frank DeVoe part with
"The Behpian Show." The latter joined

THE LIDLIFTERS.

..

&

in

They
Brothers might look over the show.
may recognize some of tholr act. poorly copied
and productive of nothing In the way of applauRo or other returns.
"The Girls of the U. S. A." Is not to be
classed bb a regular standard Columbia show
other than that it's a splendid production.
The cast includes Lew Hilton. Clare Evans,
John Bohlman, Chas. Flgg, Roy Peck. Ina
Hayward, Babbette, Tenny Hllson and Babe
Lavetta.
The chorus Is undoubtedly one of
the best ever assembled.
The Columbia business runs close to Its
capacity.

Costumes by Mahleu & Co.
Tights by Selgman &

I.
Miller.
Breltzfleld.

CABARET
At the Woodlawn, Chicago, the Century Serenaders are accomplishing for
the modest resort what more elaborate
and far more expensive revues are expected to accomplish for the more
spectacular cabarets and cafes—viz,
filling the place up and turning them
away.
This is a condition which seems to
hold in practically all the more pretentious cabarets of Chicago, due undoubtedly to the imminence of July 1.
The Century Serenaders sell a brand
of entertainment very much similar to
the quintet which supports Sophie
Tqcker. Roy Mack is impressario of
the Woodlawn outfit, presiding at the
piano. The boys are introduced in a
novel manner, with orchestral accompaniment. Paul Zinn is the drummer,

Roy Edwards

banj'o, Al Fox trombone
and Jack Balfe violin. Each of the
hoys has been in vaudeville, which is
reflected in their showmanship and
fine teamwork. The fact that the entertainment at the Woodlawn is re-

stricted to the offerings of these boys,
without any female singers or chorus
girls, speaks highly for their abilities.

They keep away from ballads or clasnumbers, specializing on comedy
numbers, and backing up their vocal
and instrumental work by some good
comedy. One of the most effective
things they have is a pick-out number,
mentioning well known people of the
south side. Another gag is a miniature
curtain affixed to the platform where
they work, which is lowered and raised
with each number.

sical

A

snow-bag

is also.

used., The

"snow"

drops during a comedy number, for
in the world, but it convulses the audience. Other props and
gags are utilized to keep the offerings
from the atmosphere of conventionality, which is the last thing the boys

no reason

essay.

JThe numbers featured are "Helen,"
replaced
Kingsbury
and
Munson
the Town Goes Dry," "The.
Spanish Trabadour," "How Are We
Going to Keep 'Em Down on the
Farm," "Come on Papa" and similar

JOHNNY WEBER

IN ACT.

Johnny Weber, until recently a principal comic in burlesque, is going into
vaudeville. He is to appear in a comedy playlet called "The Three Married
Men," calling for a cast of six.
Weber has been in burlesque for 14
years, but this will have been his first
try in vaudeville.

'

Circu* Night for Burleiquert.
At the Circus Night of the Burlesque
it* club rooms at 125 -West •-47thstreet, Feb. 21, the two features of the
affair will be a menagerie and side
show. A sawdust atmosphere will be

XI uh.at.

-

.

added, through
affair will

all

circus props.

The

begin at eleven.

So popular, are the boys that the
dancing has practically been taken off.

The patrons appear

.

.,,-

to prefer to listen

to the "Serenaders."

The Fanchon-Marco Revue

at Tait's

Pavo Real Room in San Francisco has
been strengthened by Gladys James,
Florenz Gustav and Geraldine Karma.
The* revue was otherwise brightened
last week with new members that
contained novelty in staging and costuming. The entrances and exits made
on the steep stairway add value and
present a pretty picture, though an
extra ordeal for the entertainers who
are compelled to climb the stairs several times during the evening.
Miss
James became an instant favorite. It
is not so much what she does, but the
speed and pep she injects into her
work that win. A burlesque dance
by Miss James of Miss Gustav's artistic efforts was a distinct surprise and
one of the biggest laugh numbers of
the show, incidently bringing out unexpected talent. Besides acting as hosts,

Fanchon and Marco appear once

in

dancing specialty. If anything,'
they are more popular now than when
they opened here several months ago.
Vera Lizette, brunet, and Irene Barker,
blonde, who "started in the chorus here,
have improved to such an extent that
their work now in the single, double or
ensemble numbers is one of the show's
features. They are also given prominence in the billing. They, are a. couple
of the classiest girls everYn any chorus
here and are the talk of the town in
their

cabaret circles.

Despite that the cafe and restaurant
are presenting a brave front to

men

,..A.

all questioners regarding the advent of
prohibition and stating that they know
that when June 30 rolls round there
is going to be a change in the law
and that, the "country will never go
dry," they are making preparations for
a gala farewell to King Booze. At
least three of the New York places are
figuring on working up sufficient interest in the farewell to make the
right one to be remembered. Reisenweber's and the Majestic are sending
out literature to their regular patrons
advising them to make reservations for
that night. It is to be generally a regular New Year's Eve affair with the
"lid off" until July 1 is well under way.
Several of the places stated the question is one that will be taken up at one
of the coming meetings of the Restaurateurs Association and undoubtedly
a concerted movement will be started
to make the final liquor night an exceedingly brilliant red fire affair.

Billy Curtis has booked Bacon and
Fontaine, Belle Baron, Angel Sisters
and the Norrie Sisters to open at
Reisenweber's. He has added Coster
and Clements, Billy Cloonan, Swan
Wood, Bessie Leonard, Ella Golder,
Mr. Fleming, ZaZa and Yost and the
Gibson Sisters to the cast of the Piccadilly in Brooklyn. Wallick's has The
Glorias and Emily Fitzgerald. He has
placed Kitty Flynn in the Rockwell

Mono, Miss Horn and

Terrace show.

Huber are new additions to the
Boulevard, as are Florence Crompton
to the Parisiene and the Loos Brothers
to the Tokio. Miss Mason and Olga
Marurg have joined the Garden Peggy Van, the Crown Hotel in Providence Mazie King, Edith Abbott, Myrtle Miller, Ada Burt and Edith Lytell,
Keeler's Hotel, Albany, and Kavanaugh
and Everett at the Follies Bergere,
Newark. Gladys Easter and Murene
England are two new additions to the
Hotel L'Aiglon in Montreal.
Elsie

;

;

"When

songs.

inense, but the "loving" effect didn't seem to
And the "business" of
jibe with the Idea.
(wo comics, masquerading as women, getting
Into the wrong staterooms, was done In the
"turkey" days of burlesque. Of course It was
"proper" ns arranged, but the motive was
And without going Into
roadlly understood.
technicalities as to a selected piece of business, one might suggest that the Amaut

1

by
F.

by Klegel Broa.
Men's wardrobe by Eddie
Mack." If that doesn't make it look like a
regular show, what should?
It might be a
better show If there was a little more pep and
not so much of the comedian who doesn't seem
to be among the missing In any one single
scene in the whole show.
Fred.

"

The New Jersey campaign against
the proposed amendment to the United
States Constitution, carrying the slogan of "No Beer, No Work," was officially introduced into vaudeville circles this week with the appearance of
a button carrying that announcement
worn by Walter Kingsley, press agent
for the Palace theatre. Kingsley admits he never indulges in beer, but
claims he is against prohibition insofar as it may interfere with his consumption of clover leaf cocktails, a
colored drink featured at the Claridge
bar,

among

others.

Special ballroom events have been
arranged for the remainder of the

month in some of the principal hotels.
A Roshanara night- will take place in
the Cascades Room of the Biltmore
Feb. 14. On the 26th a Japanese Ball
be given at Sherry's, entitled "The
Feast of 1,000 Lanterns." A big ball,
sponsored by Daniel Frohman and
Mrs. George Creel (Blanche Bates),
arranged for the Stage Women's War
Relief, is scheduled for the new Commodore Hotel Feb. 21.
will

Reiseaweber's
has tried another
of attracting patronage to its
Paradise Room. The Russian Gypsy
Quartet from "Redemption" and the
Balalaika orchestra are the feature attractions. Instead of going after the
dance mad public the management is
making a special effort to attract music
lovers by playing up the musical end
of the program.
The orchestra and
quartet opened at Paradise Saturday

method

night.

wwMBwrpJBWWBO

Revues have again been inaugurated
at Werner's. New York, Cafe, 39th
street and Broadway.
An "All-Girl
Revue," with 20 people, will be the
first

attraction.

I
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Joe Mann's new revue entitled "The
Girls From Harlem," with 22 people,
opens at Pabst's Harlem, this Saturday, succeeding "The Harlem Revue."

Single Copies, 15 cents

VcLLIII.

No. 12

Rush Jermom is now managing the
Columbia Scenic Studio.
George Lederer is ahead
Behind The Gun."

"The

of

Girl

Johnny Dooley

:•:

is'

back

In the "Zig Zag Revue" at Farnum's,
Albany, Albert Deano is replacing
Frank Larson and Edith Donin replaces Beatrice Osgood.

William O'Donnell, a brother of Bob
O'Donnell,
Street, is

Irving

manager

Wallach is now assistant
of Moss' Prospect (Bronx).

The

Better 'Ole," Chicago company,
is
scheduled to open there at the
Illinois, Feb. 23.

is

in

&

Connelly
Schwartz, operating the
Auditorium, Norwich, Conn., a new
house that has been playing tabs and
road shows, have decided to run it
as a vaudeville house hereafter, starting a five-act show Monday, booked

through Walter Plimmer in New York.
William Morgan has joined Buckley

&

"The Very

Pierre will

shortly
for

go to
Leon

Errol.

manager

now

New

Scribner departed for Florida
Saturday last to spend several weeks
playing golf.

Merecita Esmonde replaced Hilda
in "Dear Brutus," Feb. 6, when
the latter was taken suddenly ill.

Spong

The Mabel, Sioux

City, which
been featuring musical tabs, is
playing a straight picture policy.
*
^
—

has

in

Proctor's

the box

125th
office at the

honeymooning in Florida,
expected back next Monday.

torium, she played in one performance
to $2,150. The tour will be continued

Construction on, a new theatre at
Clintonville, Wis., will start next week.
L. Gould and Dr. W. H. Finney are

W.

Nora Bayes may discontinue her
Sunday appearance with the concert

PROTECTED MATERIAL
to

without detection, unless by permission of the owner of the letter.
It Is suggested oil letters he registered, addressed to Protected Material, VARIETY,
New York, and receipt requested. VARIETY will acknowledge each letter received.
Full particulars of the "Protected Materiul Department" were published on Page 5
in VARIETY of Feb. 4, 1916.
The following circuits, managements and agencies have .signified n willingness to
adopt such means as may be within their power to eliminate "lifted material" from
F.I V
their theatres, when Informed of the' result of an investigation conducted by
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(Jos. M. Sc lie nek)
FOX CIRCUIT

:

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT

(Walter F. Kecfr)

(Bert Levey)

SHEA CIRCUIT

MOSS CIRCUIT

B. S.

(Edgar Allen)

(Harry A. Shea)

MILpS CIRCUIT
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(Walter F. Kcefc)

(Richard Kearney)
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GUS SUN CIRCUIT
(W.

H. AIoz)

week.

seat

No more Sunday shows

are planned

for the Orpheum, .Newark. They were
given just one day two weeks ago. The
two performances drew $80, $8 of that
"
gross coming in at the matinee.

for Josephine and Brook is now playing for Nora Bayes, in "Ladies First"

replacing Harry Akst.

East

F. Ray Comstock and L. Lawrence
Weber have been added to the theatrical list now in Florida. They went
to

Palm Beach

last Friday.

Frank Westphal has started southward to play the Keith time as a
single turn, abandoning his proposed
two-act.

Rube Welch and Kitty Francis expect to sail for London this week to
appear in the Charles Cochran London

S.

pleted.

Joseph Conolly has been assigned
the booking for the Overseas Revue,

which opened a Chicago engagement
in the Princess, Chicago, Monday. The
Musical Nosses joined the show last
week.

..,

After an absence of over two years,
the Chinese acrobatic perhas returned to vaudeville.
During his absence he went back to
riding, and was a jockey in Austria. He

Tom Kuma,
former,

intends to resume his old

Sam Blair's new show, "The Girl In
Stateroom B," (by William K. Wells
and Hal Dyson), is scheduled to open
.this- Thursday m PlainfieW, -N* -J«
.- :.

.

The proposed

act.

vaudeville combination

of John Giuran and Lola Girlie has
been declared- off, aft«r-a -week-'ft.- r«'hearsal. Miss Girlie wanted a guaran-

Carl Levey is managing the" Garrick, St. Louis, which opened Jan. 31,
under the Marcus Loew booking di-

teed salary without participating in the
cost of the production.

rection.

Cynthia Perot is now alternating as
a dancing feature at both the Palais
Royal and the Montmartre, using two
male dancing partners Reed Hamilton
and Elmer Floyd. At the Montmartre

McAIpin's Hotel has a "soft-drink
annex." Japanese girl waiters are in
service.

..'

:

^
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The
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idea
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is
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to get a line

on

playing in Chicago at Shuberts' Garrick since Christmas, will move to the
Woods Theatre March 1, replacing the

Sidney Drews, and remaining until
Easter Sunday, when Bertha Kalich in
"The Riddle Woman" enters. The
Potash and Perlmutter piece drew $19,000 last week, off about $2,000 from the
capacity trade it has been drawing.

That the city of Lawreice, Mass., is
not liable for the loss of pay sustained by the employes of local theatres while such were under the jurisdiction of the Board of Health and
closed by the influenza epidemic, is the
opinion of city solicitor Daniel J. Murphy.
The opinion resulted from a
movement made by the Allied Theatrical Trades Council to recover $2,500
for employes thus thrown out of

Butterfleld)

..:

In the suit of Frank Hale; of the
vaudeville team of Hale and Patterson,
against Emma Haig and Lou Lockett,
another big time dancing turn, for the
recovery of $1,000. which the plaintiff
claims is due him for services rendered
in staging the defendant's act, in September, 1918, the Municipal Court
seemed to disagree with him and entered a judgment for $85 court costs
against him. Hale, through his attorney, Robert C. Moore, deposited the
amount with the Court, but has also
entered an appeal In the Appelate Term
of the Supreme Court, which will' be-'

the Bayes theatre (44th Street
Roof) Sunday nights. The concerts
however are to continue during the
tenancy of "Ladies First."
Present
plans call for the show to take to the

given

in

road March

16.

Annette Kellerman was routed over
the Orpheum Circuit this week, opening in Omaha, Feb. 10. Trixie Friganza
started over the Orpheum this week at
Kansas City and "An American Ace"
opens there March 23. The Morgan
Dancers have also been routed, opening
at the Majestic, Chicago, March 10.

With "The Unknown Purple" reachits- 2O0th
performance shortly
Richard Bennett will be in the way of
a record for being in plays
which have run for over 200 nights.
Members of the theatrical profession,
with' their usual regard for superstitions, should feel that to be in a-com^;
pany with Mr. Bennett is synonymous
with long runs,
Every one of the
following plays, in which he appeared
in a prominent part, ran well over two
hundred performances: "The White
Horse Tavern," "White Heather," "His
ing

,--.

--.-:£j

setting

Excellency," "What Every Woman
Knows," "Damaged Goods," The Royal
hamily," "Man and Superman" arid
"The Lion and the Mouse." Several
ran
well over two
hundred performances, and Mr. Bennett thus
secured from these eight plays alone
r,

Excavating for the foundation of the

new Keith theatre, at the northwest
corner of Fordham road and Valentine
avenue, New York, is under way. The
new house will seat 2,640. when com-

production of "Listen, Lester."
Gloria Darcy and Mabel Jones, in
the revue at the Cafe de Paris, New
York, sail this week to join the Albert
De Courville revue forces in London.

>:*<s

from active business sev-

argued some time in April.
will

After playing the subway circuit the
William Collier show goes into Boston and Philadelphia for extended engagements. The Company will spend
the remainder of the season in the

Ted Shapiro formerly accompanist

'avis retired

•

The house

1,200.

The Majestic, Waterloo, la., playing
full week vaudeville, is now using pictures for the last three days of the

1

work.

VARIETY'S Protected Material Department will receive and flic nil letters addressed
The envelopes are to be sealed upon the buck in a manner to prevent opening

it.

the promoters.

illness.

and formerly represented the
Dillingham interests in Chicago. \Mr.

"Business Before Pleasure," A. H.
knockout which has been

A

number of show people are being
quietly called down to the office of
the collector of internal revenue and
quizzed regarding their "failure to file
returns and pay income taxes for 1917.
The investigations have been made by
inspectors Joe Cohen and Ruddy Kubik.

is

Paul Galvain is back at his post
managing the Cafe de Paris after a
couple weeks'

M

managing.

ent; the route including a trip to the
Pacific Coast and back.

York.

(Sam Kahl)

is

gratulate him. For more than forty
years Mr. Davis .has been prominent
a theatrical manager in Chicago.
He was for years manager of the
Illinois

Dick Green, manager of the Garden,

who

favorite with

Davis, of Chicago, celebrated

eral years ago.

Ethel Barrymore's tour in "The OffChance" is in the nature of a whirwind
success, especially in .the one night
stands. In Saginaw, Mich., at the Audi-

to

now

—

J.

the former vaudeville agent, handling
the advance, and J. L. Wachenheim

Marty Sampter has gone on the road
manage "Hitchy Koo" for the pres-

Fulton,

Emily Frances Hooper has retired
from the stage, having purchased an
interest in a mercantile business.

Sam

Will

a big

his seventy-fifth birthday Feb. 8, and
held open house at his residence, where
hundreds of his friends called to con-

Idea," replacing Charles Keane. The show is in
eastern territory, with Jack Co^tello,
Sullivan's

indefinitely.

Jacques

London- as representative

lished himself as
the boys in khaki.

Woods'
Josephine Davis will take the Alamo
Jazz Band to London the latter part
of this month for a tour of the MossStoll Circuit. Paul Murray booked her.

in the cast of

"Listen Lester."

11

Grace Fields is the hostess, who
charge of the floor activities.

—

Grant Luce, an advance agent for
Charles Blaney, has been appointed
administrator of the estate of his
brother, Marion F. Luce, who died in
December, 1918. A sister of the deceased is bequeathed several parcels
of property in Omaha for the term of
her life, then to revert to Grant Luce.
The estate also includes $6,000 in personal property.

almost four years' work, not including his present engagement.

The
critic

Permanent Broadway

have
been installed in the Gaiety Theatre
building by the Orchestration Service,
Inc., which supplies vaudeville acts and
productions, musical comedy shows,
photoplay features, etc., with specially
arranged orchestral accompaniment.
The Service is complete in every particular, even to exploitation, with the
orchestration attention looked after
by experts.

George

when

not

Rinaldo

offices

(Rinaldo

Bros,),

on the

stage is devoting
outside athletics, with

his time to
wrestling coming in for especial atRinaldo went to Camp Dix
last week and wrestled Cyclone Hess,
the southern soldier champion, before
an audience of 3,000 soldiers. Rinaldo
threw Hess in 27 minutes and estab-

tention.

action of Geoffrey Stein

libel

against

Hey wood

for

the

came up for

Broun,

New York

trial

dramatic
"Tribune,"

Tuesday but was con-

tinued until Thursday.

Stein asks for

damages based on what Mr.
Broun had to say about Stein's acting
a play called "The Awakening of
Spring" which, under the auspices of
the Medical Review of Reviews lasted
one matinee performance at the 39th
Street Theatre in March of 1918. The
then Commissioner of License Bell refused a license for the showing and the
"premiere" was. held up until mid-afterWtHJfi before the. arrival of anlrijunctlofi
which permitted the curtain to arise.
Other critics have been joshing Broun
over the suit for some time and they
arc wondering just where they will get
$10,000
in

off

if

Stein

months ago

able to recover. Some
Stein's attorney suggested
is

a settlement of the case out of court.
offered to do

The "Tribune's" lawyer
so for the

sum

of $15.

.
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WINTER GARDEN INAUGURATES
v$3 TOP SCALE FOR NEW SHOW
Brokers Buy 400 a Night at That Price. Nineteen "Buys"
Now Being Handled by Ticket Agencies. "East Is
.

West"

H5g:

Jr."

Added to
Shows Get Call.

Is Finally

"Monte Cristo,
the Winter Garden Wednes-

the advent of

at

day night the Shuberts inaugurated a

m

$5 top scale at the house. At least the
sale that was made to the theatre
ticket brokers carried that price. The
buy by the, brokers isVfor eight weeks,
400 seats a night with a 25 per cent,
return permitted.
The tickets are

stamped

$3.

The Shuberts also got a "buy" for
"Good Morning Judge." The brokers
decided to take 300 a night for the
show for four weeks with 33% returnable.
The buy for the Mrs. Fiske

show at the Henry Miller is for 200 a
night with one-third returnable.
The surprise of the week was the
':
%:

adding of a buy for "East Is West"
at the Astor. At the time the show
opened William Harris insisted the
brokers pay a premium on the seats.
The brokers laid off on the seats and
took their regulars. Since that time
there has been considerable dickering
back and forth between the brokers
and the management, with the result
350 seats with a 25 per cent, return
were taken, beginning Monday for
eight weeks. The deal was closed last
week before Mr. Harris went to Palm
Beach.
Immediately after the opening of
'Please Get Married," at the Little Theatre, there was a rush on the part of
the agencies to get aboard the show.
The "buy" arranged Monday was for
200 seats, a night for eight weeks with
a one-third return allowed. The Little
theatre seats but 300.
The buys for the other houses continuing are
"The Velvet Lady" (Amsterdam); "The Woman in Room 13"
:

(Booth)

"Somebody's Sweetheart"
(Central) ; "Three Faces East" (Cohan
& Harris) ; "Three Wise Fools" (Cri;

terion); "Up in Mabel's Room" (Eltinge); "Lightnin"' (Gaiety); "The
Canary" (Globe); "Mis.' Nelly of N'Orleans" (Miller); "Friendly Enemies"
(Hudson); "Listen Lester" (Knickerbocker); "Tea for Three" (Elliott);
"Oh My Dear" (Princess) and "The

Crowded Hour" (Selwyn).
it-

P

&

HAMMERSTEIN AGGRESSIVE.
Oscar Hammerstein has returned to
vigorous health again as attested by
his aggressiveness in entering law
suits. One that he is particularly keen
about is the matter of the Republic
theatre lease and although he cannot
further proceed until A. H. Woods
returns from London, he has mapped
Out a "campaign" with his attorney.
Mr. Hammerstein's main objection
against Mr. Woods' management of
the house is that although the lease
allows the latter to bid as high as 65
per cent in booking a strong Broadway attraction, Mr. Woods doesn't
go after anything that looks like a
success but places in the Republic a
show of his own and gives himself
the 65-35 split.

main

at

List.

New

the Republic mush longer
business called for. Mr. Ham-

than its
merstein now vows he will get his
snare of the extra 15 per cent that
"Roads of Destiny" has been receiving,, saying that the extra percentage
represents the house profits.
The fact that Mr. Woods recently
brought into town two new successes,
which the impresario believes might
just as well have gone into the Republic as
any other Broadway house,
crystalized Mr. Hammerstein's determination to "get his."
Another angle
adding to rousing the old gentleman's
fighting spirit was that "Destiny" has
lately been much advertised via billboards, the total weekly expenditure
being around $1,000, another inroad into .what might be profits but a share
.

of
which
Mr. Hammerstein was
charged with. He objects to share in
furthering the. show's chances for road

purposes.
It is said that the only show getting
more than 50 per cent other than
Woods' shows since the house was
leased was "Peter Ibbetson" which got

OVERSEAS REVUE" IN CHI.
Chicago, Feb.

triotic appeal

known

Philadelphia, Feb.

performance at the Forrest
Theatre last Friday netted a little more
than $3,000 for the Actors' Fund. The

and a cast consisting of
vaudeville acts, and the

Tom

"Jimmy"; Nan Halperin and
William B. Friedlander, Weber and
Nora Bayes and
called

Fields, Irving Fisher,
in

Al Roberts in a travesty on "Romeo
and
Juliet";
Macklyn
Arbuckle,
"Tickle Toe" number from "Going Up,"
May Irwin, Charles Winninger and
Grace Nolan, and the closing number
was furnished by Victor Herbert, Lieutenant Gitz Rice, A. Baldwin Sloane,
Harry Carroll, Raymond Hubbell,
Louis
Hirsch, Gus Kerker, Jerome
Kern, Rudolph Friml and Silvio Hein,
each of whom played the most popular

A

of their compositions.
There were also talks

by Daniel
Frohman and Blanche Bates. The
house was capacity and the show was

a

Norma Gallo.
when war stuff

Penfold and

huge success.

Harry T. Jordan and F. G. NixonNirdlinger were in charge of the stage.

vogue 'The Overseas Revue"
.might have had a chance for big town
favor.
Anyway everybody worked
hard and every principal in the cast is
assured of a vaudeville booking in
event of an untoward demise.
in

Washington, Feb.

When

the Republic was managed by
ran
perthe

one

SHOW SHOVED

CAHILL
The

brief

Cahill in "just

Friday, Feb. 21.

A. E. A.

OUT.

engagement of Marie
Around the Corner" at

Longacre has occasioned considerable comment, as has also the removal of Three Faces East" to that

four days
there.
The newspaper notices were
favorable, and show folks were of the
belief it could have been made a sub-

petitioned for by Frank W. Thayer
to place the authority for granting
licenses in the hands of
the City

The management of the Longacre
Weber & Anderson—who also pro-

bill

Council

of

Boston

instead of the
mayor, as at present. The measure
would also give the council power to
regulate prices to be paid for tickets.
Judge 'Brackett represented the theatrical interests and was heard in opposition to the bill. He characterized
it as "the most criminal piece of legislation
before the legislature" and
claimed it would divide- responsibility.
Divided responsibility he said had
caused the Iroquois Theatre fire in
Chicago. He also claimed there would
be friction between the mayor and the
aldermen.
Boston has at present, he said, the
best theatre regulations of any city
in the country, and its laws have been
copied by a number of municipalities.

EMERSON-LOOS PLAY.
A. H. Woods has accepted a play to
be written by John Emerson and Anita
Loos. It is to be farcical and produced
in the spring.
The picture authors are now at work
on the manuscript.

its

tend.

first

stantial hit.

duced the Cahill piece, however, found
it difficult to resist the temptation to
substitute a certain hit for more or
less bf a speculation.
It is understood "Just Around the
Corner" may be sent on tour with
another star in the stellar role owing
to differences between Miss Cahill and
her management
Cohan & Harris, on the other hand,
were confronted with the proposition
of having a $75,000 production of "The
Royal Vagabond" on their hands, with
no Klaw & Erlanger house in New
York in which to place it. Despite the

business of Leo
Ditrichstein in "The Marquis of Priola"
at the Liberty they were unable to
move him out, and so they were compelled to move "Three Faces East,"
which played last week to $13,200 at
the Cohan & Harris, to the Longacre,
where, at absolute capacity, it cannot
reach that figure.
Anthony Paul Kelly, author of the
falling

latter

the

of

off

piece,

is

understood

to

have

declared the removal of his piece akin
to a crime, and the feelings of Miss
Cahill may be imagined.

11.

number of the A. E. A. council who are
playing in current attractions will at-

The Cahill show opene'd to $800
Wednesday night of last week and
played to $3,600 on

Chicago, Feb.

meeting of the Actors' Equity Association will be held at the Hotel
Sherman on Friday afternoon and a

the

Boston, Feb. 11.
A hearing was held Monday at the
State House before the Legislative
Committee on Legal Affairs on the

CHICAGO MEETING.

A

house.

BOSTON'S LICENSE AUTHORITY.

11.

The matinee benefit for the Actors'
Fund will be held at the National next

60 per cent.

David Belasco the house profits
from $70,000 to $100,000 yearly, a
centage of which in addition to
rent made the house a profitable
for Mr. Hammerstein.

was

in the spot and made a big hit.
The program included, Witt and
Mitchell and Co., in a one act play,

no.

Possibly a year ago

announced

Frankie Fay and Helen Shipman went

the piece offers one half of the act
she did when of Brice and King. Will
Morrissey, one of the most attractive
juveniles on the American stage, is
not given an opportunity in the revue
to charm as he can charm when the
atmosphere is there.
Lon Haskell,
May Boley, Boyle and Brazil and
Clarence Nordstrom do the things they
have always done in vaudeville and no
better because of the rather makeshift
background of this production. The
Six Musical Nosses, also & well known
vaudeville act, are dragged in and do
their bit. Other principals are Edward

was

as

on

production seems to have been
and staged for the cantonments.
It likely will do well on the night
and week stands. But for the big
tire
built

Miller,

program

entire

given with the exception of the number scheduled by the Dolly Sisters
who are appearing with "Oh, Look."
It was reported that the girls found
they could not possible make it after
hearing they were on next to closing.

and Will Morrissey, the- Revue is not
destined to have a lengthy tenancy af
the Princess.
The reason for this is that the en-

Miss Brice or her participation

11.

The

its

fact that the revue purported to depict the humorous side of the war as
seen at the front by Elizabeth Brice

cities,

PHILLY'S BENEFIT NETS $3,000.

.

11.

metropolitan premier at the Princess Sunday night. Despite a plethora of pawell

r

With

?

"The Overseas Revue" had

1

One of the matters to be considered
is
the playing of Sunday matinees in
Chicago. Few Loop houses continue
the practice but the several outlying
theatres often are open Sunday afternoons.
The

A. E. A. issues a special Chicago

form of contract largely used for popular priced attractions which permits
daily matinees under the clause "custom of the house." Some of the shows
playing the outlying theatres have the
New York form of contract, which in
western or "Sunday territory" stipulates a week to consist of not over

nine performances (seven night shows
and two matinees). This form also
permits of eleven holiday matinees
during the year but other performances must be paid for pro rata.

Nine members of "Someone

in

the

House," a show produced by George
Tyler last season, received a week's
salary last week, the money being for
two weeks of overtime rehearsals.
The matter reached the courts but
was' finally decided by arbitration
through the A. E.
in New York.
The show rehearsed six weeks and according to the Equity's arrangement
with -managers half salary must be
paid for all rehearsals of non-musical
plays over four weeks.
Mr. Tyler at first contended there

A

were mitigating circumstances. The
amount involved in total was about
$850.

Eddie Clark Reuniting "Third Party."
Mr. Hammerstein receives a rental
Eddie Clark is musicalizing for the
of $30,000 annually and 25 per cent of
Shuberts' "The Third Party" show,
the profits.
Under the liberal terms
formerly played with Taylor Holmes
EHSM-'tbS'lSlM&tSlMHft there- have been .- and Walter - Jones, •- •—;•:-:• -.---. «r
very little profits. "Roads of Destiny"
While no one has been engaged for
fot $6,954 two weeks ago, the show rethe piece, it is expected to be ready
ceiving 65 per cent but the profits for
for its premiere in about eight weeks.
house were just $25.23. At that that
"Cosette," Mr. Clark's piece, recently
was the first week in several months
produced by John Cort, has been witha profit had been turned but the big
drawn for the time being, but will be
percentage allowed "Destiny" to rereproduced possibly next season.
-

..-.:-

-

;

EXCUSING

A ROAD

TOUR.

Atlantic City, Feb.
"Tillie,"

11.

with Patricia Collinge, due

here at the Apollo the last half of the
cu ITOff week", "is pf ee'eded by an announcement from Klaw &. Erlanger
that the short run of the piece at the
Miller Theatre, New York, was doe
to previous bookings of that house,
forcing "Tillie" on the road, which
was "New York's loss" the announce-

ment

states.

NEW SHOW AND FIRM.
Harry Hunter and W. H. Lytell are
entering the producing

field, having for
dramatic piece, called "The
Violation." It is by Harry S. Sheldon,
author of "The Havoc."
Charles A. Burt, interested in southern bookings, is general manager for

-their firera

the

new

firm.

The new show
will

is now being cast, and
be ready for showing by Easter.

'

:
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'TUMBLE IN" AT SELWYN.

"JUDGE" STARTS WELL.

BROADWAY'S BUSINESS BRACES
AFTER SLIGHT SATURDAY SLUMP

"Good Morning Judge," the Pinero
farce set to music, at the Shubert,
started well after its opening last
Thursday night. Friday the show did
$1,534,

with a

Tail

End of
cations

Auto Week Falls Off.
Show a "Comeback."

This Week's Early Indi"Betrothal" Getting
Returns at Century. Six Hits Registered in
Seven Openings of Last Fortnight.

Business at the houses in

New York

took a decided slump Saturday. There
was no apparent reason. The week
had been a tremendous one because of
the visitors attracted by the dual auto
shows, and the theatres and hotels
profited.
The hotels reported this
week there was a hang-over of the
auto visitors, keeping them all filled,

and the theatres also reported the first
two nights of the current week were
almost as big as those of last week.

One of the big

^

surprises of last

week

was the tremendous business attracted
to the Century by 'The Betrothal,"
moved there from the Shubert. In its
last week at the Shubert the show
showed a new lease of life and climbed
to almost $12,000, and then was moved
uptown. On all sides there was expressed a belief the attraction would
suffer a big loss at the uptown house.
Last week's crop of four plays "The

—

Velvet Lady," "Mis' Nelly of N*
Orleans," "Just Around the Corner"
and "Good Morning, Judge" looks as
though three hits were delivered, with
the "Just Around the Corner" show, at

—

,

the
Longacre,
night. It will

going out Saturday
be replaced by- 'Three
Faces East," which moves from the

& Harris to

make room for "The
Royal Vagabond," a new musical 'piece.

Cohan

It is understood that the reason for
the moving out of the show at such
short notice was because of a mis-

understanding
between Weber
&
Anderson, the producers, and Marie
Cahiil, the star.
The show is to be
sent on tour, but not with Miss Cahiil
in the role. Both May Jrwin and Rose
Stahl have been approached to suc*»
ceed her.
This week three new pieces hit
Broadway.
They are "Please Get
Married," which Oliver Morosco presented at the Little Theatre. From
early indications it is "in." Likewise
kindly reports were heard regarding
r
the J. D. Williams' production, Toby's
Bow," at the Comedy. "The Net,"

,

with a
tion

ducers.

from the Winter Garden to the 44th
Street did not affect business in the
slightest, for at the latter house there
v/as a sell-out Monday night, with a
solid advance for the rest of the week.

REPEATING SCREEN AND STAGE.
George Blumenthal has bobbed up
new idea, it being a combinaof moving pictures and spoken
drama, to be given in the same theatre, and is actually planned to pro-

mote

interest in stock offerings.
The idea is to show a picture of a

well-known drama and follow that
immediately with a stock performance.
The innovation was to have started
this week at the Grand Opera House,
Brooklyn, a stock house; dark at present. Some delay held up the scheme.
The opening matinee performance
was to start at one o'clock, with the
first play being "Rip Van Winkle," and
at 2 :30 the stock company would begin
the spoken version, at one admission
charge. Night performances were to
start at seven o'clock and 8:30. Only
such plays as had been filmed were to
^-be presented.

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE DARK.
Boston, Feb.

11.

is doubtful if the Boston opera
house, owned by the Shuberts, will be
opened this season. It was planned to
have Henshaw's company of American
singers come there for an engagement at which time English operas
•
would be given.
The local Shubert management sent
out 25,000 subscription blanks and got
good returns, but evidently the management of the company wasn't very
keen about coming here. As a result
the idea was abandoned.
This means that Boston will be with-,
out opera this season and the opera
house _ivill remain closed until next
year. Then it is expected the Winter
Garden shows will be brought there.

It

"OH,

MAMA"

night.

attraction

HOFFMAN HIS OWN PRODUCER.

with business almost touching $18,000

week.

*iiii -«.;=*

of Al Jolson in "Sinbad"

co n-..
with Lewis & Gordon, who
produce and manage vaudeville acts.
though the first of the
It looks as
Hoffman -produced shows will be a new
one, "The Reward," that he and Max
Marcin are collaborating upon for
.a

..ritoiect.,ihrp4igh his,, office,

uection

New York

"The Curious Conduct of Judge
Legarde." This piece was first tried
out in Atlantic City several years ago.
It has been} entirely rewritten, and is
first to be- presented by Mr. Morosco
Los Angeles

in

presentation.

in

March, with a Broad-

way showing next

fall.

Also to be tried out

in

Los Angeles

spring is a new comedy, called
'What's Your' Number?" written by
Anna Nichols and Adelaide Matthews.
this

.

LEADS OF "LUCK IN PAWN."
"Luck

in

the

for

Pawn"

first

is the title selected
production effort by

Edward Robbins, who lately has been
managing stock in Toronto. The piece
was first known as."Annabelle Xee,".
and when tried out in Canada was con-'

Young

has been engaged by
to play the lead in' his
production, "In
Bed with

Wood

H.

A.

coming
Hetty."

"HOTEL SIREN" ARRESTED.
Baltimore, Feb. 11.
alleged "hotel siren" who gave
of Blanchette Bordeaux, 19
years old, in the chorus of one of the
musical comedies showing here recently, was given a hearing at the Central police station and held in $1,000
bail for a hearing, later in the week.
The management of a large downtown
hotel say she came there in company
with several other girls from the same
show and when the rest left and she
remained they began to receive reports that the girl was acting suspiciously and set two detective, on the
watch they went looking for her and
failed to find her in the house. Yesterday morning they discovered that the

An

the

nerves.

such

MOROSCO ACCEPTS TWO PLAYS.
Oliver Morosco. has accepted for pro-;
duction a play by Victor Mapes, called

sidered good property.
The cast leads are Roland
and Mabel Taliaferro.

to, close.

Heretofore, whether writing alone
or in conjunction with another writer,
Aaron Hoffman has always contented
himself with producing firms.
Indications point to Hoffman doing
his own producingj or at least backing

The moving

,

in

.

to start there Monday called
"Sleepless Nights."
The efforts of John D. Williams to
restrain Mr. Warne.r through injunction found no result apparently. It is
said the star held only a letter form of
contract. The Williams' office had not
decided up to Wednesday whether:
"Sleeping Partners" would take to the

booked

MAE MURRAY PLAYING LEAD.

through the week. The Mrs. Fiske
show, with the Monday night performance out, totaled a. gross of almost
$9,000 on the week. A further line on
the general business may be had from

last

are Muratore and Galli-Curci. Muratore is at present in France, though his
contract calls for appearance with the
Chicago company this season.
Many complaints that the Met's programmes do not contain enough French
opera lends color to the chances of
Muratdre being with the New York
songbirds next season.
Mme. Galli-Curci's salary with the
Chicago association is reported at $300
a performance, which explains her
many concerts. It is understood that
Galli's contract expires this season and
that offers from the Met exceed $1,000
a performance.

in

town did capacity, and some had a tremendous overflow of standing room

the fact that "The Better *01e" is now
„__ .^ilaylng. tqi^a- $2^0 top scale regularly
at the Cort and getting $3 for Saturday nights and holidays. Last week
the show got a little over $15,800. At
the Globe "The Canary'" is holding up,

immediately marked to leave the Bijou
week with another "sleep" piece

this

read without Warner.

It was reported one reason why Fay
refused to continue was that Justine
Johnston"*seemed to be growing careless with the knife she uses in one of
The
the scenes with the comedian.
improvement in her aim got on Fay's

There will be another play missing
from Broadway after Saturday, when
"Sleeping Partners* is to move out of
the Bijou, and replaced next Monday
by "Sleepless Nights," in Washington
this week.
Reports on last week's business were

"SLEEPING PARTNERS" OUT. ^
Warner withdrew from "Sleep-

H. B.

ing Partners" on Saturday after staying one week longer than his original
notice intended. Max Leeds went into the Warner role, but the show was

Mae Murray

cided

Reports of trouble

"Tumble In" goes to Washington
next week followed by Baltimore and
Philadelphia and arrives on Broadway
at the new Sclwyn theatre March 17.
The Crowded Hour," at present the
attraction at that house, will
be
switched to the Manhattan opera
"."
bouse for four weeks.
The object in bringing "Tumble In"
to the Selwyn is to try to make that
house a home for musical plays.

OPERA RUMORS.
Reports are again current over the
possibility of several of the Chicago
opera stars being with the Metropolitan next season.
Two names coupled in the rumors

11.

Wednesday

every

While "Good Morning Judge" was
adversely reported from out of town
and not much faith placed in the
showing for New York, the notices in
the dailies surprised the co-owners of
the show.
They were further and
agreeably surprised when the ticket
brokers put in requisitions for a generous supply of advance seats, in the
form- of a "buy."

':.ti

:

CLOSED.

Philadelphia, Feb.

present could enthuse over the offering.
"Monte Cristo, Jr." was scheduled to open at the Winter Garden

practically

sonal

1

"Oh, Mama,"
which closed at the Chestnut Street
Opera House Saturday, are freely circulating about town. It was to have
taken a western trip, but when Frankie
Fay refused to accompany the show
and took all his stuff from it, there
was nothing left and the Shuberts de-

that

Saturday matinee $1,308,
out for the same evening.

representative with the show
Mr. Atwell is also
for. Mr. Jordan.
attending to the publicity for the
piece. It forms an odd incident in the
daily workings of the Shubert playhouses. Heretofore the Shuberts have
always fully operated the productions
in which they held an jnterest while
the shows were in their New York
theatres. Mr. Atwell not so long ago
was a Shubert press man.
The firm of Sanger & Jordan, with
which Mr. Jordan is connected, does
a large business with the Shuberts
through disposing of plays to the pro-

which opened -at the 48th Street, is
said to be a good play. The trouble
found by the first-nighters was that
the tKeatre was cold, and none of those

.

and
sell

Lee Shubert and Walter Jordan produced the piece, on an equal sharing
arrangement, with Ben Atwell the per-

Wilmington, Del., Feb. It.
"Tumble, In," the musical play
adapted from the Comedy "Seven >%?
Days," has its premiere here Thurs- V&|
day. The show is presented by Arthur
Hammerstein and the Selwyns.

CHAMBERLAIN DROWN STARS
GEORGE KINNEAR
GEORGE KINNEAB, appearing at the Colum-

(No. 2)

bia next week in "The Merry nouiidcra" under
Mux Spiegel, has n flvc-yenr contract with

CHAMBERLAIN BROWN who

discovered him
followed

1IMr **0tt1f Tp: K " He

XJ.tmu '&
Clm rile King
rri

In

-

"Watch Your Step" and has

piny I'd. stock 111 Los Angeles.
Like Julin Ki'iciy Lucille Man Ion, Kate Pullman, fmtty Jones, Jim Barton, Joe Opp, Grace
l/oulsr Anderson, Helen Turr, Harold wluilcn,
Danny Murphy and Harry Peterson, Mr. Klnnciir is one of Mr. Brown's "Finds"- of the
season.

Next week-

LVniLLK MANION.-

name

;

woman was working with a
who is also now in toils on

bell

boy

a charge
pandering and that, she was hidden
under a bed in another room when the

of

detectives

made

their first visit.

The girl has confessed that she had
paid the bellboys to inquire for her
at several rooms and to have paid
them for their trouble. Blanchette is
charged with leading a dissolute life.

—

.
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'""'

Jean Stuart; who until last week was with
"Seven Days Leave," will go Into pictures.

As a result St the raid on the "Far East Tea
Gordon" Feb. 2 Inspector Henry will be the
defendant In a suit for damages for $50,000.

Another box office baa been opened at tbe
Hippodrome, making seven In all.

Commissioner Enrlght

instead of rushing pell mell to

"Three Faces East" will move from the Longacre Feb. 17 (to make way for "The Royal
Vagabond") to tbe Cohan and Harris.

Wm. C. Cubltt has been angagod by Sanger &
Jordan to go ahead of tho first comedy of
"Seven Days Leave" vice Ben Atwell.
.

"The Dancer," a new play by Edward Locke,
author of the "Climax," received Its out-oftown premiere at Wllkes-Barre, Feb. 13.
William T. Carleton will take De Wolff
Hopper's place In "Everything'* at tbe Hlppodrome. Mr. Carleton, who held a commission
In the Army, has only recently been released.
"Ghosts" received a revival at the Longacre
Theatre Feb. 7, with Maud HUlyard and AugusThis is tho first of a
lu the cast.
series of Ibsen plays to be presented here.

included In tho plea.

Is

An

injunction against keeping a uniformed
policeman on the premises has also been asked,
It being stated this Is a constant defamation
of the character of the place.

musical comedy in two acts and four
scenes based on the play by A. Plnero, "The
Magistrate," a play by A. W. Pinero. Book
and lyrics by Fred Thompson.
Music by
Lionel Monkton and Howard Talbot.
At tbe
Shubert.

Most London musical comedies which have
found they way*to New York this season have
betrayed tbnt English melody and humor are
no longer what they were In the days of
George Edwurde's ascendancy, but among them
"Good Morning, Judge," stands securely In the
lead.—N. Y. World.
The farce was one of the most original and
widely popular of Its generation and had a
wide vogue throughout tbe world.
In Its
musical reincarnation its fate bids fair to be
the Bame.—Jf. Y. Times.

ts Durkin

Joseph Klaw Is engaged
new show, but which now

Klaw

arranging for his
declares will not be

In

Meanwhile
April.
putting a number ot players under

brought

out

Is

until

next

contract.

•

Wybert Stamford

London Feb.
a number of
American plays which be baa secured through
Walter C. Jordan for production In England
and South Africa.

He

IS.

HOBOHrEIHIA.

A farce comedy in three acts by Sinclair
Lewis at the Greenwich Village Theatre.
"It approached the acceptable type ot play
tbat one can understand and Is Just as good
an entertainment as half of those further uptown."—N. Y. Berald.
*-'The play, however, proved to be more of a
famine than a feast.
It is almost entirely
burlesque with no more than a sprinkling of
satirs."—N. Y. Tribune.

will return to
will take borne with him

Brlnkman and the Steele Sisters will leave
for London Feb. 15 to fulfill an engagement on
the Gulliver Circuit, opening at Birmingham.
They -will present their act, written by the late
Junle McCree, entitled "Three of a Kind."
Marking the split between Clara Kimball
Young and S«iect, work has started on the
production Miss Young will make under
tbe personal management ot Harry Garson. It
will be entitled "The Love Quect."

first

Claudia Muzlc, at tbe conclusion of the
Metropolitan season, will leave for Buenos
Ayres, where sbe has been engaged to head
tbe company appearing in grand opera at tbe
Colon Theatre.

David Belasco

JUST AROUND THE CORNER.
Rural comedy, with songs In a prolog and
three acts at tho Longacre.
"Is considerably more 'amusing than a cold
consideration of Its ingredients would seem to
Indicate." N. Y. Times.
"The audience delighted In her (Miss
Cahlll's) fun and her songs."—N. Y. Sun.

JUDGMENTS.
Judgments filed In the County Clerk's office.
Tbe first name is tbat of the Judgment debtor,
the second tbe Judgment creditor, and the
amount of Judgment.
Philip Bennyan Summer Session Opera Co.,

—

et al, ?100.CO

Brltton N.
Gall
Gail

commence' an engagement Id "The Fortune Teller" nt the
Republic Theatre, Feb. 24. This announcement
does away with the rumor of her departure for
England at an early date.
will

John Galsworthy, tbe English author and
playwright, is in New York, having come from
England *to attend the celebration ot the bundreth anniversary of Jamea RusBel Lowell's
birth which is to be memorallzed by a dinner
at tbe Ritz-Carlton Hotel Feb. 20.

George Frankenstein, an attorney, died of
indigestion while witnessing the per-

acute

formance in the Lincoln Hill Theatre, Union
Hill, N. J., Feb. 7. This is the second death
In a theatre during a performance in the past
two weeks.

A dinner and a meeting of the Society of
American Dramatists and Composers was beld
Feb.
Geo. M. Cohan preat Deunonlco's.
sided. Among those present were Arthur Hopkins, Victor Herbert, Mrs. Clara LlpmanaMann, George Broadhurst, Samuel Shlpman.
*
Carlton Relger of "Mutt and Jeff," now In
the southwest, brought suit against that concern last week for a balance of salary due
to $107.
He secured a Judgment.
Relger's claim was that ho was paid an amount
under that for which he had contracted for 12
weeks.

amounting

Major-General David C. Sbank has given his
approval of the proposed floating Hippodrome, which Is being equipped on a lighter
supplied by Reginald Narelle of tho Atlantic
Lighterage Corp. for tbe purpose of entertain-

official

ing returning troops when they are detained
at "quarantine."
Sorvlces for the lato Colonel Roosevelt were
held In all Keith theatres In New York, Feb. 0.
They commenced at 11 o'clock In the morning.
Clergymen of all denominations took part In
tbe memorial services, which were lnrgoly attended.
Choral singing and motion pictures
formed part of tbe memorial.

B.

McNamara, admx.,

Kane—C. T. Silver, Inc., $747.04.
Kane—C. T. Silver, Inc., $752.70.

Geo.

W. Benyon— G. Schirmer,

Inc., $268.45.

ENGAGEMENTS.
Sam

•

Ash, "Monte Crista, Jr."
Gerald Rowan, Shea Players, Holybke, Mass.
Harry Fisher, Poll stock, Hartford, Mass.
Wnlter Sberwln, "Seven Days Leave."
Blanche Bellalre, "Listen, Lester."
Estelle Wlnwood, Forest Robinson, Sidney

Herbert, for "Mollero/'
Eleanor
Scott
L'Estelle,

Leave."
Jack Connors,
Vagabond."

Charles

Days

"Seven

Callahan,

"Royal

CHICAGO LiKES~'FIDDLERS THREE"
Chicago, Feb.

12.

Chicago took kindly to Tavie Beige
from Belgium, in her debut here in
"Fiddlers Three," Sunday night at the
•Olympic. From the consensus of the
critics' opinions, it was more a piece to
hear than to see.

Even a few of the musical critics
were present, reports having spread
that Miss Beige was a singer whose
scope might not be limited to musical
comedy.
They were unanimous in
praise of her vocal prowess, one referring to her voice as "ringing clear, as
clear as a B flat cornet, and as full."

The singing of Thomas Conkey was
also loudly praised.
As far as the non-musical critics
were concerned, the hits of the show
were Louise Groody, a prodigal daughter of the dance despite her chubby
calves; and Hal Skelly, whose old time
eccentric dancing warmed the cockles
of the veterans.
"Fiddlers Three" looks good for a
run.

Will

Rename "Her Own Money."

Adelaide Thurston .is.
In the South,
7
starring""'in "Her Own Money," with
good business reported on every stand
except a few played in Florida. Meanwhile the producer, E. J. Carpenter,
plans to change the title of the show,
liaving obtained permission from the
author.
'

Ethel Jackson Lockwood, who originated the
role In the "Morry Widows," Is suing her
husband, Benonl Lockwood, for divorce. She
was formerly the wife of Fred Zimmerman,
Jr., the theatrical manager.
Mr. Lockwood
was tbe lawyer who secured tho divorce. She
and Mr. Zimmerman were married in 11)02,
and she married Mr. Lockwood in 1008.
title

the-

sag

in

the weaker

For the first time since the run in
Chicago at the Colonial it is not difficult to

obtain seats for the "Follies/'

although the house is packed nightly.
There are only two weeks Meft for the
Ziegfeld show. When it goes it will
be replaced by "The Girl Behind the
Gun." The "Follies" will hover around
$30,000 this week, and may tumble a
bit below that figure' the following
"week, probably closing stronger. Withal the show will leave Chicago with
the most prosperous run to its credit
in the history of the "annual institution," as -far as this town is concerned.
"Chu Chin Chow," backed by the
most eulogistic paens of the critics
and a blare of publicity which does infinite

credit, nevertheless fell slightly

whjch is why Ashton
Stevens on Sunday referred to Morris
Gest as "crazy—like a fox." "Business
below

$40,000,

Before Pleasure" is jamming along,
well over the $20,000 mark, considered
not less than sensational fora legitimate attraction at the Gaxrick, with
no signs of slowing up. Lenore Ulric
in "Tiger Rose" at the Powers', holds
at $18,000, a figure for this house which
is to be mentioned more or less with
awe.
After a week of darkness following
the dreary calamity of "Never Too
Late," the Princes reopened this week
with Elizabeth Brice's "Overseas Revue," passed up by the critics the
opening night because of another
opening they considered more important. From indications the piece

do well this week if it totals
At the Olympic Mary Ryan with
Little Teacher" departed to make
room for "Fiddlers Three" with Tavie
Beige, which opened Sunday night and
showed promise of being a mild hit.
The Drews, electric lighted at the
Woods ii> "Keep Her Smiling" (talkies) and at McVicker's in "Romance
and Rings" (movies) maintains its

will

—

Edgar A. Lewis R. E. Worthan, $1,068.30.
Charles Olcott—Variety, Inc., $91.80.

will

Rambeau

Busch— M.

$8,593.03.

stage a benefit Fob. 23
for the Stage Women's War Relief, tbe proceeds of which are to be applied to Debarkation
Hospital Tbeatre No. 0. Mr. Belasco himself
will be seen in his screen debut in a two-reeler.

Marjorle

(costs).

all

atres, as they have been doing for the
past few weeks. The result is that
the hit shows are doing capacity, with

a corresponding
pieces.

CRITICISMS.

GOOD MOHNING, JUDGE.

A

.

DEATHS.

......

Chicago, Feb.

Business has gone down to the point
where the patrons are beginning again
to discriminate in the choice of shows,

Oalli-Curcl drew $13,000 at tbe HIppoaromo
Feb. 9 for tbe benefit ot tbe Stony Wold sanitarium.

1

SHOWS

DAILIES

$8,000.

"

" :K
n* Rudolph "AMtottai?"?
Adolph Aronson, a composer of more
than 150 songs, and manager of many
successful stars, died" Feb. 4 at the
•

••'

':•'••

'

'

home

sisters, 233

of his

West

107th

street. Mr. Aronson was the founder
and builder of the Casino Theatre, and
began hio theatrical career as the manager of the Metropolitan Concert Hall.
It was at the Casino Theatre that he
operated the first roof garden ever
seen in America, and this house
became the recognized home of light
opera and' musical comedy in New
York. "Sweet Sixteen" is perhaps the

best known of his compositions, as well
as two marches, dedicated to Roosevelt and Taft respectively.
Mr. Aronson was 61 years of age, and Was born
in New York.
He had been ill since
July, and hope for his recovery had
been abandoned several days ago.

Lipman Keane.
Lipman Keane, aged 'about 50 years,
Feb. 9 in Park View Hospital, New
York, his demise being due to a com-

"died

A

widow surmember of

plication of diseases.
vives.
Keane had been a

the Friars for years.
Most of his
theatrical connection was handling the
advance for shows and also publicity

work.

<•_.

Mary Moore.
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
Mary Moore, sister of Owen, Tom
and 'Matt, has died in France, according to word received here. She was
well known in the profession and went
across as nurse with the Y. M. C. A.
Her best role was in "The Great Divide" a few years ago.
Charlotte Thompson.
Charlotte Thompson, the playwright,

'»•'"

died Feb. 10 suddenly of heart trouble
in her apartment in New York. She
drew attention for her dramatization
of "The Awakening of Helena Ritchie"
and "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm."

"The

The mother of Georges Flateau died
France Feb. 9. Mr. Flateau is a
Parisian producer and player and is at
present appearing in 'The Crowded

in

Hour"

_

steady

around

hovering

success,

this

$13,000.

Guy Bates Post

bringing.unusual
crowds to the never overcrowded
Studebaker in "The Masquerader."
The takings this week were over $8,000,
with prospects of a maintenance at
this figure, and possibly an excess of
several hundred dollars per week if
the vogue of the piece lasts. At the
Grand "Going Up" is not ging up, but
it is holding on, the receipts for the
week edging past $17,000, while Mitzi
at the Illinois is beginning to sag a
bit.
The piece can afford it, however,
as it has been playing near capacity
since the opening.
"See You Later" at the La Salle took
in over $8,000, not sensational, but
"Old Lady 31" at the
satisfactory.'
Cort is breathing heavily.^ The piece
will be carried along until the latter
part of March, when Frank Mclntyre
will come in with a new play.

SHOWS

is

IN PHILLY.

Philadelphia, Feb.

11.

"The Passing Show", was the only
new attraction in town this week and
it opened to a well-filled house at the
Chestnut Street Opera ^ House. This

in

New

HAST

week

IN

York.

DAMAGE

SUIT.

Beatrice Cassel, playwright and film
scenario editor, has filed a $50,000 damage suit against Walter Hast and the
Shuberts for the alleged infringement
of the authorship of "The Little
Brother," which Miss Cassel, through
her attorney, David L. Podell, charges
is her work.
Miss Cassel also claims to have original contracts with Hast for the manuscript.
She avers that two years ago
she turned over to him a play entitled
"The Rabbi and the Priest." While
the~play was not produced at the time
and Hast went abroad after contracting for the stage rights, Miss Hassel
says that when Hast returned to New

York

and

Brother,"

it

produced
"The
was her play. idea.

LEMON

IN

NEW

I

Little

YORK.

Warren F. Lemon, formerly of Los
Angeles, where he managed Chine's
Auditorium, has been engaged as manager of the 14th Street theatre, New
York.
The Emma Bunting-Carlton
Jerome stock is now permanently
housed at the 14th Street under Joseph
Klein's

;

management.
!

Marion Sean After Divorce..
Marion Sears, formerly of "Miss
B*tte*., 'Qle" .-at the Garriok.-.atidrB.roadv rSitnplicityv" through hcrattorney, Robert
Moers, has filed suit for divorce
are still drawing big houses. "Going
Up" is doing very well at the Forrest. against V. C. Horine, who recently returned from service overseas with the
"Friendly Enemies" opened its secaviation corps.
ond month at the Lyric and is doing
Miss Sears asks for no alimony. The
good business, while "Why Marry"
Horines were married four years ago.
continues to do fairly well at the AdelBoth are natives of California.
phi.
is

|
1

i

the show's second trip this season.

"The TailoT Made Man" and "The
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France Byrne

John Royce

-LHy

Page....

...Alfred Shirley
Byron Beasley
Charles Millward

Bruce Norman

The Man

Kathlene MacDonell
Graham Lucas
Lucy Sheldon
Walter Horton
Arthur Bldred
v ......

Allayne
Billy

Whitney

Leiios-.vc.vvj'i £viV..>-.-»»w01atro

Albert

Norman

Nurse

I

Inspector Blake

Thomas
Lizzie

:.

.Cicely

Barcbam

Charles Dalton

Dr. Morris
Sir Henry Drake

Ben Johnson

Elbert Johns
,
Tense,' natural, original and very human,
therefor possessed of the element of the unexpected, Mavarene Thompson's new play "The
Net," at the 48th Street, Feb. 10, bids fair
to itself a good long run in New
fc> draw
Tork, and la by far the best melodrama here in
some time.
There is no situation not logical and every
one of the several strong climaxes different
In every essential, carry conviction.
The usual knots of regular first nlghters
gathered In the lobby at the end of the first
act to express an opinion, but they seemed
non-plussed.
One remarkable situation which under less
able handling and less capable acting might
have become not only vulgar but lewd, rang
so true as to become the strong situation. of
a play replete with such. This is In the last
act where the wife of the' man who did the
killing, having allowed the world and the
police to believe that the other man saddled
with the crime in reality Is her husband. This
man without a memory, has learned to love
the woman whom he believes is his wife but
fails to understand why she is his wife in
name only and pleads with her to come to his

Martin

,

'

arms.
The artistry of both Francis Byrne as the
wife and of Charles Millward as "The Man"
is of a very fine quality.
The story is; paradoxical as it may sound,
very Involved but easy of comprehension. A
wife is separated from her. husband, he lives
in New Tork, she in London. They come to5ether, ahe having agreed to overlook the past
or the sake of their boy. The husband arrives
not .to return to his wife, but to have her
sign papers. She refuses to sign and there is
a quarrel. In the midst of this "The Man"
walks into the room in a dazed condition,
blood flowing from the back of his head. No

one knows who he is. The quarrel resumes
and the wife's cousin Is stabbed to death
by the husband in a moment of drunken rage.
The murderer begsvhls wife to give him a.
chance to. get away and quickly transfers his
personal property and letters to the pocket
of "the dazed man. The police arrive, the wife
keeps silent and the unknown man is identified as the murderer Bruce Norman, her
husband, and arrested on this charge.
His
memory of the past gone, he is sent to a
famous criminal institute to be under observation and the wife still remains silent
Suspected of hiding something she Is questioned
at times during her visit to the sanitarium.
Every effort Is made to bring back the lost
memory of "The Man" and as a final resort
he la sent to the wife's home to "live in the
natural condition of husband and wife."
It
Is apparent how deeply "The Man" has learn\ ed.to love his .wife and child and It is then
that he asks why his wife spurns his caresses.
The husband returns to the house and asks
for money, be states loudly who he Is, Is
heard by Scotland Yard men who. have him
under surveillance. Is arrested, tries to escape
"

,

-

and. la shot while so doing.
The plot Is more than puzzling as it works
and It thore ever be any foregone conclusions as to any of the climaxes, it is
only In the last, as to bow the .real husband
will be disposed of.
Though the various acts
were not concluded amid uproarious applause
that sometimes greets a success, it was perhaps due to the fact that the audience was
rather surprised at seeing a play with so
many peculiar and unexpected, yet quite logbut,

ical,

twists.

'

a most convincing manner and he made the
husband a brute of the first water.
Neat, clean comedy which stood out was
that played by Arthur Bldred as the cockney
man servant In the eanatarlum and later at
the Norman .home.
Comedy which was light
enough to give just the right breaking of
tension to the sterner moments of the piece.
The balance of the cast, including Charles
Dalton, Walter Horton, Claire Whitney, Ben
Jobnspn and several smaller parts was well
made up and all answered the call made upon
their ability.

There is every Indication that "The Net"
remain for a long run and so it should.

will

PLEASE GET MARRIED.
Soapy Hlgglns
Parsons Smith
Mrs. .Ashley
John Harper Ashley
Muriel Ashley
Betty

...Perce

Hotel

clerk

Frank Hastings...

Darling

William Sampson
Edith Taliaferro

Bright

Conitanble
Nannette

Benton

Edward See
Ida

Elsie

Ferdinand Oliver Walton
Walton....,..™

-

hefted almost all the laughs on his portly
second, a scene In Virginia, where the boozeperson and paltry personality. With the moat
soaked genlUB has gone to chop wood and go
interesting figure, Miss King, playing a role
back to nature. George Marlon as a darkey
almost disassociated from the plot, it might
With a slow first net and a fair --third,-, (he.- servant popped Into the .picture ..end, with n ' 8
:
"have
been Wise to entrust "ttfo-malu cunieay -«
which
first two minutes, scored a fat triumph
second Is a screaming riot of bedside farce
business to an artist of persuasive and preTbe
uncwent
on.
grew and swelled as he
In which a bridal couple on their honeypondorant Individuality.
moon, having gumshoed off and donned the^ Uoub Marlon, wonderfully made up, stole the
The
score, by Lionel Monckton and Howard
Doris
also,
came
act,
this
In
bodily.
play
nuptial pajamas, have tbe lights out and
"I .<
Talbot, is unimportant and not infectious.
Rankin, tbe leading woman. Miss Rankin Is
their hopes high not less than a dozen times,
Am So Ydung and You Are So Beautiful," a--beautiful, she has emotion and she has culto be Interrupted each time Just as the
Juvonllo lyfcc set to tantalizing tune, Is featured ways. But ahe lacko speed, and she did
psychological step is one foot In the air.
"I Am the
tured, and TV worth whistling.
her whole role haltingly, frequently causing the
To heighten the effect there is a complicaBoy" is a duet which, with more pronounced
plot to creak and stretch. Her first dress, a
tion leading the audience to believe that the
voices, would rise to proportions of a selling
yellowish frock, was a Jewel, but at the end
kids are not really married at all, though
But most of the numbers fall to the
hit
she wore a pink silk thing that looked as though
they think they are, and more hangs on the
comedy combinations, and tboy have no value
it had been made on Third Avenue Instead of
fatal hap which doesn't happen than tbe mere
beyond slipping Into niches of the plot as it
from.
came
likely
most
it
where
Avenue,
Fifth
matrimonial rights of a honeymoon couple.
-i
wends along.
second and third acts held the house
The
In the third act, after the night has been
The applause hit of the premiere fell to
in a spell which undulated between laughs
seemingly ruined, the youngsters walk in on
Cunningham and Clements, without their showand sighs of sympathy. There were no thrills
the scene In broad daylight, dressed hardly
ing anything much beyond sterling cabaqet
and no tears; the book doesn't call for any.
any at all, Having sneaked to the- girl's home
dancing, as the Bpot was ripe for plucking.'
The plot winds through conventional channels
and spent what was left of the nigbt there,
Later Aleta Dore, a falry-Uke child, .who ''
of the proud Virginia family whose daughter
behind a locked door. And they are. not mardanced like a bubble and 'whose smile was
hopes to rescue the fortunes of the ancestral
7
ried!
V
adolescent art applied to youthful features,
household by writing a great book. She doesn't
For risque the new comedy is extremely
deserved more than she drew. There were -no
she
then
but the best seller feller does, and
phew, gosh and gee whiz. -Luckily. Ernest
other specialties, except Miss King's imitamarries him and she gets what she wants,
Time, the most Ingenious little rascal that
tions, on too late and all outside the picture.
the royalties, and he gets what he sighs for,
ever eased dehorned smut past the lights, and
"Good Morning Judge" will get a continuToby's bow. Toby, having been a slave of that
Edith Taliaferro, his feminine counterpart for
ance before a verdict until the show-hungry-.'
family, will not bow before anyone but one
petite,
wide-eyed, diffident blandness, plax
mob thins out in New York. After that, when of the family, and Toby's benediction Is worth
It settles down to the mercies of the regular
the leads In "Please Get Married," and it is
having as well as worth seeing.
local eggs, it will probably live long enough
hard to associate them with . insidious moMingling fine casting with a romance that
to Justify a road' tour with the Kings billed.
Heaven help that piece, though, it
tives.
molds established elements of story telling,
but It bears scant promise of a solid run of ,
those parts ever get into the custody of actors
John
"Toby's Bow" looked very healthy.
Lait. -;;
length In Manhattan.
who look and act sophisticated and mature.
Taintor Foote followed an O. Henry plot
That will be a riot call and tbe company will
throughsweet
he
did
a
Job
rather closely, but
"
be in a w&goh instead of a vehicle.
out with his first produced play. It looks like
CORNER.
JUST
Tbe remainder of tbe cast scarcely flatters
a balcony and gallery bit, aqd that first act
PROLOGUE.
Morosco In tbe announcement that It is "typimay draw the downstalrsers, too, because strip
.....Percy Pembroke
A City Marshal..
cal."'
In a house like the Little Theatre,
poker is a very fascinating game to watch.
Phoebe Larrlmore
....Marie Cahlll
Lait.
(where the piece opened Feb. 10) every dePLAY.
tail of voice and manner stands forth em.Wallace Owen
Deputy
Joe
phasized like a smudge on the white neck of
Plckena
Roy Brlant
Henry
a duchess In decollette. And It is no place
JUDGE.
Clara Mackln
Sally Fergerson
for Martin Alsop, as the bridegroom's father.
.Glen Anders
Harvey Wattles, Jr
Oakes
Raymond
Heeson
Lyall
He wasn't built for that theatre. Thomas E.
Wilson Reynolds
Harvey Wattles, Sr
Shaw
Helen
Ereklne...
Elsie
Jackson; as a newspaper reporter and priMarie Cahlll
Phoebe Larrlmore
Cecil Clovelly
,
Cuthbert Sutton
vate detective, is nothing like either, and
.Lorln Raker
Buddy Hicks
Katherine Alexander
Rose Ingleby
Francis Plerlot as a stuttering night clerk is
Billle Martin
Marie Bryar
Mollle King
Joy Chatterton
Elsie*, Bartlett; however, Is a.
a nuisance.
George MacQuarrio
William Ward Wilder
Robert Vivian
Cash
new player who will find Broadway engage.Lulu McGulre
Vere Jocelyn
...Charles King
Hughle Cavanagh
ments easy on her showing here. As a boisEugenie Blair
Mrs. Harvey Wattles. ..Betty Pierce
Katie Huirbead
terous butter-in she lands wltb a punch and
Charles Morrison
Amos Peel.... I
An
Elderly Lady.....;... Nellie Graham -Dent
a jab whenever the authors let her, which Is
Mrs. Wiggins
Margaret Hoffman
...Eileen Cotty
Turner
all too seldom-,
Her role Is unnatural, but
Carl Gray
The Ellenvllle Piano Player
Grace Daniels
Diana Falrlle
she Isn't, and that is acting.
• • •
Harold Cr«ne
Albany Pope
The story rings up with two burglars
Marie Cabitl and her Inevitable handbag a
.Georglea Baker
Margaret Hayes
breaking In on the closed summer home of a
81fep Camp
were projected upon a cynical audience at the
Mr. Burrldge
rich man whose daughter is engaged to a
Longacre, Feb. 5, and won them over by sheer
Margaret Dale
MUllcent Meebles
youth.
One of the crooks is dressed as a
fore* of personality.
After an absence of a
George Hassell
Horatio Meebles
minister. The boy's fathef Is opposed to the
few years a metropolitan first-night 1b prone
Alfred Hesse
Napoleon
marriage and has notified all ministers not
On the other band, when it 1»
Jack Paulton
to sker-iclsm.
Walter
,
to unite them. In this dilemma the thief with
Clements
"shown" the result is felicitous.
Cunningham
and
Adelphl Artists....
the collar buttoned In back is caught, says be
Edward Martlndel
"Just Around tbe Corner" Is programed as
Colonel Bagot
They start
Is a clergyman and weds them.
Emtlle Lea
"an optlrolBtical comedy" by George V. Hobart
Jene
off to honeymoon.
The thief Is arrested outand Herbert Hall Wlnslow. It starts off with a
...Jean De La Valle
Junior! Frattl
side and the news comes that the marriage
Bllyn Harcourt
prologue In New York, and the three acta take
Attendant
Then come the bedroom twists
wasn't one.
place In a rube village called Wattlesviile,
Frederick Annerley
Inspector Easton
and maneuvers; and then come the shrieks of
Robert McClellan
The plot Is ingeniously unfolded in monolog
Constable Styles
laughter and the thrills of the last degree to
form by the star, who tells her troubles over
...Charles M. Hlnton
Sergeant Dlx
which thrills of that kind may be sold from
It gave the piece
Ashton Tonge
the telephone to a friend.
Mr. Honeyball
a stage. Mr. Truex, In a typical Truex role
a whirlwind start with a wealth of humor. As
throughout, Is delicious; and. Miss Taliaferro
the curtain rises the sheriff and his deputies
The war has, perhaps, couslnlzed American
Is no less, and It can all be charged to "fast
are removing the furniture from Phoebe's—;
playgoers and British wits, but the comedy in
farcing" because of them, alone. That Is
enters, the 'phone bell rings,;
She
apartment
"Good Morning Judge" is no thicker than
casting.
she answers and telle her friend she has been
water, despite interpolations of Eddie Foy
The direction, by Morosco and Franklyn
ruined by the misappropriation of $26,000, the
and Georgia Cohan Imitations and some bare
Underwood, Is fleet and bright. The producproceeds of a Red Cross benefit for which she
knees that could be no less than 100 per cent
tion is charming, and In colorings the acme
was responsible. Her late husband bad left
Yank. The adaptation at the 8hubert Theatre
of excellent taste.
her In comfortable circumstances, but this blow
(opening Feb. 5) Is twice removed from Its
The piece will undoubtedly be moved to a
had knocked her gallywest She exchanges the
Pinero parentage, having been first "The
larger theatre.
It Is beyond any likelihood
latest gossip with her friend at tbe other end
Magistrate," a farce, then '"The Boy," a
that It can fail to step right into the roaring
of tho wire the wife of another friend Is suing
musical comedy of long and current popularity.
hit class. As a matinee draw it will know no
her husband for divorce, and tbe stenographer,
In London. Small effort has been poured Into
woes.
And when the first ant is brightened
of course, is the co-respondent "No man who
tampering it to U. 8. tastes. At times the
up and a few m(nor changes take place in
afford a stenographer Is above suspicion"—
can
book is baffling and the players seem miffed
the cast, it should hit a pace headed for a
"There used to be something about him that
at the stupidity of the audience In not copping
substantial and enduring hit.
ahe liked, but be spent It," and so on. All'':
Lait.
on tbe fly some Londonese witticisms.
she has In the world Is a country store In
However, the plot Is entirely bald, In fact,
Wattlesviile, which her late husband owned:
it Is familiar, having been utilized In various
when be came to New York, and has since been
merchandise, probably
of
theatrical
styles
TOBY'S BOW.
.
conducted by a native who closed shop every
without permission of Pinero. It Is the talo
James Bolnton Blake
Norman Trevor
time he earned enough to pay himself his
of the woman who marries a second time and
Yama
,
T. Tamamoto
salary of eight dollars a week and from which
deceives her husband by five years off her
William Balnbrldge
Eric Snowdon
the boss derived a dividend of ?10 In all tho
age, thereby forced to clip five years off tbe
Valerie Vincent
Chrlstabel Hunter
intervening years.
age of her son. The lad la 10, and thinks
Edward Dubois
>. .
Char'cs Bsdale
In act one she arrives at the store and e*gently
sussestlve
For
and Is thought 14.
.'. . .Charles A. Stevenson
John Paige
ylalns to the clerk that nowadays one has to.
handling, with subtleties that premise, offers
Uncle Toby
George Marlon
earn twice as much as he's worth to live half
ginger enough.' In "Good Morning Judge," tbe
Eugenie Vardenian
Doris Rankin
as well as he'd like, that she Intends to raise
lad's romance Is toned down to a pansy beMrs. Vardeman
Alice Augarde Butler
bis salary for him and to pray so she can take
trothal with a sweet child, and the plot tapers
Thomas Bagby
Frederick Howard
It Is, however,:
In enough money to pay it
out and has to live thereafter on complicaColonel Botts
Wright Kramer
merely a vehlcle*on which to hang the pertions growing out of the deception, but in no
John D. Williams played a Joke on' New
sonality of the star, wltb a very competent;;
After that it
way associated therewith.
company feeding her .to enable her to make
Tork Monday night He sneaked a hit over
thickens with a night raid on a naughty hotel
and
thereby sehumorous
retorts
the
clever,
at the Comedy In "Toby's Bow."
Not only
and what goes In England as rough stuff with
cure huge laughs.
In this respect the piece;
was the piece carried In on rubber heels, but
the police and In court.
serves Its purpose.
the preposterous title failed to attract any
To bridge the several scenes two waits take
Miss Cahlll, always an Intensely^ nervous
advance Interest among even those who did
place and a drop comes down to hide stage
surprised the "wise"
first-night performer,
know of the venture. That was the condition
setting.
What transpires before the drop on
folks by holding herself together so that, if she
until the curtain rose. Then It became all difboth occasions must have been carried over
had any Innor misgivings, It wasn't outwardly';
ferent
*?!«
No American
intact from the English book.
ipparent Heretofore she has gotten the
"Toby's Bow" went up on an atmosphere so
could think of lines and business so entirely
frankly Immoral and brazenly blunt that the
results In tbis field of endeavor by
>est
devoid of meat.
In England they are mora
house gasped. The scene was a bachelor austanding In one spot wltb her hands in a muff.
frank about such household necessities as putthor's room.
This style' of work she abandoned and pranced
To playwright a novelist Is alting up scenery
here we camouflage It and
ways Immoral and this was the author of best
about Tbe style of songs chosen may have
then surprise the bouse on lifting of the
sellers, so he was most immoral.
demanded a doparturo from her former method,
Awaking
curtain, having entertained with something
with a "hangover," he finds his rooms overand, if so, tbe change Isn't for tbe better.
meanwhile, and say, "Oh, look what's been
run by beautiful models from the studios, who
The supporting company has been well;
going on back there while you were all bound
start to regale his painful morning after by
chosen, with llttlo or no •criticism to bo mode
up with what was going on out thero." AmeriIndividual praise for a
playing strip poker.
upon the selection.
Tbey bad lost a few
cans aro nervous and captious.
hands beforo they came In, and had nothing
portion of the cast to the exclusion of the
Mollle King, the exquisite blond creature
left to lose except their good names and a
remainder would savor of discrimination Some
with a moving picture voice and a parlor perfew hairpins. The talk suited tbe "business,"
of tho parts were better than others, and hence.
sonality, made the whole show blushlesB even
and tbe ginger, being lighter than air, roBe
gave their respective interpreters more opporwhen she wore almost nothing, because her
dfi
*« tbfc.-top *nd pwmwted the- atrawpfeore of- lovoafTp.tr. was bo youthful, iind. clean .that it tunity than was accorded thn others. All-----everything. All this was to show what a rake
"them did' rill Wht wore carted upiMi to «3»reradicated all sex except the "optical Imtbe author was and to plant causes for the
Properly cast, or placed. Miss Cahlll Is as
pressions which one might conjure.
Charlie
regeneration to come.
good an sbo ever was. Wltb very little smoothKing as the boy la Eton jacket, a featured
Normnn Trevor, as the writer, played with
ing out of the rough edgos of "Just Around the
role In the original presentations, sang mildly
a sincerity that was a revelation in dramatic
Corner," and tbe substitution of more suitable
and played scenes with more poise than punch.
reading and demeanor. And the first act, to
ditties for the star, tbe entertainment should;
George Hassell, a strenuous and legitimate
the surprise of most folks In the seats, had
comedian of the sort that flourished at Daly's
make for a pleasant evening's diversion.
them and was holding them. Then came the
Joio. ::
In Its prime, carried the main burden and

with "Please Get Married," a raw
with the most tantalizing sex slant
uncovered In this season of boudoir plays.
rarebit
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To Charles Millward went the greatest honors
of the evening. He gave a very fine performance.
Katbelene MacOonald ran him a closo
second.
Billy, a child of four or five, played
by Graham Lucas, resulted in bursts of applause which did not seem to affect the little
man in the slightest. Byron Beasly played in
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Bartlett

Ernest Truex
.Martin Alsop

Elmer Brown
Margaret Johnston
Francis

Thomas

Plerlot
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E.

Jackson

J. D. Walsh
Rev. Jenkins
Oliver Morosco. who made a fortune with
"Peg '0 My Heart," one of the most innocent comedies of all times, is on the brink of
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"THE SKIRT" SAYS—

AMONG THE WOMEN

Women^—mostly):
By THE SKIRT

-(Speaking ©f

By PATSY SMITH.
Realizing he had

acter

Mack

has written an interesting scenario for Geraldinc Farrar
called "Shadows" this week at the

Willard

all

cut daringly low.

She has a lovely body and believes in
displaying it.
Her first gown -was
white with pearl trimming. A cloth of
gold or silver had many draperies,. A
feather decorated the corsage and a
fan of plumes was carried.
Miss Farrar's black evening gown
was seemingly of chiffon velvet brocade. The top was carried out in brilliants.
In a garden scene her long
.flowing dress had lace panels.
Another lace dress had a chiffon
panel hanging from one arm. The last
•dress was of satin heavily embroidered.
In an Alaskan dance hall Miss Farrar wore two dresses, one of metallic
cloth and the other velvet. Both fitted the figure snugly and were cut

i*^

very near the waist

line.

Samuel Shjpman, who wrote "East Is
West" at the Astor, also "The Woman
in Room 13" at the Booth, may see
the latter play run as long as the former, but the "Room 13" piece won't
linger as long in the memory. "Room
13" proves interesting for the evening

and

that's

all.

Janet Beecher as Laura wore two
cloth
;

dresses

made on

similar lines.

JSf'One was grey and the other brown.

A

geranium colored chiffon gown had
a wide girdle of purple silk ribbon am-

W. broidered in silver. The other evening
gown was white.
Gail Kane appeared in a magnificent
mink coat and a gown of white satin
glittering with pearls. Miss Kane isn't
escaping via

fire

Dorothy Parker
"*'.."

in

a gown of black

escape

any more.

didn't look her role
fish scales.

If Mrs. Fiske had glanced over the
audience at the Miller during the Saturday matinee last week I'm sure she
would have been highly flattered. The
theatre where Mrs. Fiske is playing
"Mis' Nelly of N'Orleans," contained
not the regular theatregoers, but
those to whom Mrs. Fiske is an inMrs. Fiske as Nelly is sustitution.
perb; she couldn't be otherwise.
Dolled up .as an old lady Mrs. Fiske
received applause when she appeared
finally as her own self in a smartly
made white cloth dress and small black
The
hat trimmed with blue velvet.
Mardi Gras costume of white satin was
vastly becoming, but thereis.no use in
Mrs. Fiske trying to look old—she just
can't
..

'*.-':..

;

'•

Maggie Pepper, the once starring
play for Rose Stahl, makes a surprisingly good feature picture. With Ethel
Clayton as Maggie, novf at the Rialto,
it can be set down as one of the best
regular film features of the season.
Miss Clayton as manageress of a
department store wears plain black
clothes, but in her pretty suburban

home

Martha Mayo as

gown.

a plaid "silk with plain chiffon

"The Girls of the U. S. A.," at the
Columbia this week, is an old-fashioned
"leg show." Ina Hayward knows her
burlesque.

The

is dressed
censor ever
costume.
The tights were a deep blue, over which
hung draperies in- yellow, faced, with
blue and a grey train. The waist line
and throat had a band of maribeau.
Between the two bands of maribeau
there was one layer of chiffon. It was
quite the most daring bodice worn this
first

act

mostly in tights.
No
passed Miss. Hayward's

first

Over the same blue tights
Miss Hayward wore a red velvet tunic
trimmed with gold braid and brilliants.
Still another costume to draw comment
consisted of black lace tights with top
matching.
A black satin sash was
around the hips. Over yellow tights
was black velvet gold-lined, with huge
poppies at the corsage and attached
to one wrist.
Shaded purple tights
were worn under a tunic of purple,
velvet trimmed in brilliants. Miss Hayward as Cleopatra has on white tights,
with bands of brilliants. A mantle was
embroidered in colored stones.
The patriotic finish of the first act
was done in a red and white striped
sequin robe. The blue was introduced
in
the headdress of white plumes.

With each
wore some

costume

Miss

Hayward

fantastic headdress.
She
did look nice as a Red Cross nurse.

Another well dressed woman in the
company was Mile Babette. Her costumes also ran to tights. Cerise velvet combined with mauve chiffon was
woven over pink tights. A real dress
consisted of a mauve middie laced with
blue ribbons and woven over a white
skirt.
Babette did a dope number
very well in a specialty.

With Lew Hilton, Babe Laretta
wore a soubrette dress in several
The large chorus
of changes all carout in materials worth while.
The Cleopatra number was done in
fleshings with bodices of purple and
green chiffon mantles.
For a boat
scene the.. girls wore half skirts of
blue velvet with blue veils hanging
shades of orchid.

ried

from huge

sailor hats.

"Ception Shoals" (now called "Out
of the Fog") cleaned up. and a happy
ending added makes as good a picture for Nazi mo va as it. did a play
for her.
One or two gingham house dresses
were woven, but this famous star was
her best in a ragged boys suit and a

bathing costume.
If

you want

deliciously

.

to hear a naughty story
hie yourself to the

told,

Little Theatre and get Ernest Truex
and Edith Taliaferro in the second act

of "Please Get

The
at

all,

first

Married."

and third acts matter not

but don't miss the second.

coming.
Rice in a pretty black lace
t Gladys
evening gown sang Gounod's "Ave
Marie" charmingly at the Rivoli. (Miss
Rice sang the English version.)

worn.
Ida Darling did a mother in a black
gown having a long waisted bodice of

.

binations.

Here is one play, once seen will not
be forgotten.
Ethel Intropidi as Mildred Benson
wore a stunning white satin evening

in

A

A girl

with heavy cutout embroidery.

friend looked particularly well in 'a
trained satin gown with loose tunic
of net embroidered in spangles.

"The
of No Regrets," has an ambiguous

Peggy Hyland's
Girl

latest feature,

title.
Unless Signa Herrick (the
heroine) is sorely tempted to sin in
sort of manner (and the screen
does not show it) one can hardly reconcile the relation of the title to the
story. Miss Hyland looks very pretty
the while, so what more could one expect from a girl picture star these days,
and what's in a name anyway? She
affects girlie, round-neck dresses and,
being a poor but honest stenographer,
of course, wears no jewels or elaborate
Her most pretentious gown
clothes.
was apparently of white homespun or
linen crash. It had small box plaits
running the entire length in back, wide
net frills let in the tight sleeves, from
elbow down and a ruffle about the
neck. A broad loose belt of same material girded the waistline. She looked
Frettiest in a black satin with net
rills at neck and double ones at wrist
and in a long cape and angora' tarn.
Betty Schrade again demonstrated her
ability to act—playing the sister of
Signa, married to a crook. In a small
relied brim turban plain suit and velvet
scarf topped with a fox skin, she kept
quite within her character for street,
retaining her dishonest finery for her
*
own apartment.

some

.

made any numbers

Miss Taliaferro wore a neat little frock
trimmed with black and white ribbon.
In the bed room a pale violet nightie
and pink neglige, both in chiffon, was

little Chinese maiden wears many mandarin costumes, all in many color com-

makeups

Millionaire Pirate," the photographer
took, full advantage of it and flashed
closeup after closeup.
In 18th century
white wig,
whalebone, lace
flounced brocade, etc., Ruth Clifford
vas very pretty even if sad. Jumping
up to date, she appeared in a couple
or pretty frocks.
soft white with
set-in lace collar and cuffs was accompanied, by a very pretty 'georgette
hat edged with lace, the crown swathed
in velvet.
She was "kidnapped" in a
double skirted dinner dress, the top
flounce and wide sleeves decorated

season.

sleeves and collar was worn. She had
one other summer frock, of chiffon, an
outing costume, consisting of a white
skirt and knitted sweater proved be-

Fay Bainter in that charming play,
I'East Is West,"., at ..the... Astqr,. as...the
.

in the last act.

Mrs. Benson was also smartly dressed
in this act, in a geranium colored

Miss Farrar wears a series

Strand.

of evening gowns,
ft/-

gown

some good charthe cast of "The

green.

.

Corthell Leaves "Glorianna."
Boston, Feb. 11.
Corthell, who opened here

....Herbert

in "Glorianna" with Fritzi Scheff, has
been out of the show since the second
night of the second week. He dropped
out when his proposition that he be
billed as a co-star with the prima
donna was turned down by the owners of the show.

"The Silver King" is nice, respectable, mild melodrama that ought to. be
able to play without fear of censor to
the narrowest Puritan, pacifist or proThe
country.
the
hibitionist
in

sequence

of

the

worked out

story

nicely, the locations were fair, interiors good and photography indifferent, except in spots.
Barbara Castleton had the female interest all to herself. As Nellie Denver

she was pretty, womanly, refined—all
the part called for. A flowered chiffon
robe had broad, lace cuffs falling below
the three-quarter sleeves as only trimming; but a big sun hat, with, broad
ribbon tie strings, denied the suggesShe was quite
tion of artlessness.
genteel in a well - fitting mourning
dress and turban, which, however, was
not English mourning, as it should
have been. A chiffon negligee with
long "angel" sleeves had a broad velvet
panel back. Cissy and Ned were sweet
children, but' not enough difference
was shown in their ages from their
father's leavetaking until his return.

The Riverside should have featured
blondes this week. A. Robbins* partner
is the only dark haired principal on
the bill.
Fairest of the fair was Louise DresA
ser in the daintiest of frocks.
negligee of ocean green georgette
over white was adorably simple and
an exquisite-white. lace.. was . almost..
"bridy" in its delicate attractiveness.
A light blue satin bodice topped a
skirt of shaded net panels, much too
Never
full to give reajly good lines.
did Jack Gardner show up in vaudeville to better advantage, Jack Lait's
clever skit blending the abilities of
.'.

.

.

the clever pair in a natural delightful

manner.

Emma

Carus with

still

another part-

and new monolog was attracgowned, in blue bird iridescent

ner

tively
cloth.

A new alfalfa green coat of
the cutaway variety and high hat for
her Irish number, was worn over a
draped orchid pink brocate that
looked clumsy, until the coat was. removed.
Jimmy Lucas replaced Mr. and Mrs.
Thornton and Emma gave him a good
laughing start by helping the stage
hands move his piano on.
Dorothy Toye in a colorless song
repertoire flashed a more dazzling
wardrobe. At the opening she was in
a mist satin coat, its wide collar edged
with silver lace.
silver muff had
puffy frilly ends of green chiffdn and
a green feather' adorned a satin and
silver
lace
English
walker type
chapeau.
For the tenor' solo from
"Rigoletto," she was in black velvet
pants and eton, red sash, etc Over
an orange frock, the skirt in pointed
flounces outlined in brown embroidered dots or buttons, a saphire blue
velvet cape, with stole of orange and

A

blue brocade, and black fur cuffs, was
worn. Sister was in ruffled blue georgette corsage and overskirt and white
satin and gold lace petticoat, that,
called for a more youthful coiffure.
The Gardner Trio made a pretty
picture at the opening, posed in fancy
dress costumes on the steps in a ball-

room
the

set.

other

One

girl

was

black velvet

in white silk

short skirts,.

edged with ostrich trimming, a profusion of the plumes decorating head
bandeaus and forming great bird-like
tail effects in the back.
One, in short
tunic and pants elaborate with gold
lace beads and irridescents, did an
Egyptian number and the other in a
double
"skating
dancing"
number
with the man, was in the faintest blue
silver cloth profuse with ermine banding. There was a red, white and blue
spangled dress for the finale, prettily
conceived and .a white satin colonial
suit-, with the man In white satin navy
uniform.

The white silk skirtlet, high bib bodice
and full bloomers of Geneva, of Togan
and Geneva, at the Fifth Avenue this
week, were dainty but bulky about the
Vinie -Daley was in modern
waist.
Spanish dancer raiment, sash about
hips of full skirt, zouave, etc, the
whole in solid blue crepe, toning with
her liberty blue drop. The lower half
of skirt, zouave and wide georgette
sleeves were embroidered in crystal
A silver cape trimmed with
beads.
graduate of biilliants was. lined with
cherry silk like her skull cap. The
sunny-haired teacher in "Childhood
Days," in blue chambray, white collar
and cuffs, black hat and white marguerites, was a sure reminder of school

*

.

'

days.

Frances Ross (with Felix Adler)
skirt of persian ribbon and
mouslein de soie panels edged with
gold fringe, with -a full, skirt of orchid
The bodice was also of the net
net.
and a foundation skirt under all was
.

veiled a

A

of silk embroidered wistaria.
silver
ribbon girded the slight waist line.

The

Ziegler Sisters flashed a pretentious setting curtain aid circular drop
of national blue silk bordered with
redwood flowers and lengthened with
glory blue velvet. Dainty lace and net
dresses at the opening were transparent, showing the figures through
in. an. alluring manner. Lace rrownle?s
capelines adorned their curls and wide
lace flounces fastened at elbows with
ribbons.
Orange and silver turbans

—

-

-

with orange abbreviated costumes,
white classical attire and Scotch kilties
with khaki coats and caps completed
their

wardrobe

display.

—
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NEW ACTS

WE E

THIS

..'

Emma

Qarui and Co.
Talk and Songs.
23 Mini.; One.

Louise Dresser, Jack Gardner and Co.
"The Union" (Musical Comedy).

(1).
.

29 Mins.; Full Stage (Parlor).
Riverside.
Hearing called at 11.15, with the same bunch

Riverside.
In the matter of tbe alleged conspiracy on
the part of Jack Lalt, to hog vaudeville.
Present for the plaintiff, Counselor Squash,
Esq., and Rfd. ; for the defendant. Attorney

listening In.
Mr. Lalt took tbe stand.

Wiseman, just Rfd.

Mr. Squash
Hbw many acts are on this bill?
do not know.
I
Haven't you been here all day?
I can only enjoy the acts I write.
Q. Have you ever written anything else?
A. Yes, "The History of the Chop Suey,
Prom the Kitchen" to the Table," by Jack
Lalt. published In three magazines under difQ.

A.

a hog.

Q.

By Mr. Squash: We

A.

Intend to prove your

Honor that this defendant came to New York
from Chicago. and the circumstantiality of the
testimony will prove to .the satisfaction' of
this court and I know you are. easily satisfied, that if the defendant is not a hog de
facto, he must be de hogo in some way, since
•

ferent titles.

Mr. Wiseman :• May It please this court If
does not the audience, I object to this witness advertising himself In this proceeding.
•

from Chicago.
he Court: Motion denied,
Iack Lalt called to the stand.

he's

It

Referee

DIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Squash:
Q. Are you Jack Lalt?
A. Are you?

<

A.

"Q.

Referee

about
I think.

overruled.

Repeat the

and

'

I

are you?
Attorney for vaudeville.
not notice that the general
a defendant here. Proceed.
show you plaintiff's exhibit No. 41144ft.

Q. And because of that you are an author?
A. Yes, I could write a whole show.
Q. Did you ever' write' a whole show?
A. I did and they caUed it a holy show.
Q. So through you writing an act for Miss
Dresser and her husband you are keeping them
together on and off.
A. They paid for the act and I don't care
what they do with it
Q. But tbey are together, are they not?
A. They are this week.
Q. Now as a matter of fact, Mr. Lalt, are
they not booked for many weeks?
A. Did you hear the audience applaud?
Q. Wbat has that to do with my question?
A. Well, then I acknowledge I wrote them
an act that they had to play together or not
I knew they had soma money saved
at all.
up and -i suggested It to them. The couple
I have children of my own.
are childless.
I know bow it feels to be a father
Mr. Squasb: Stop. This guy is tbe biggest self advertiser I ever went up against.
Mr. Wiseman Please, Mr. Lalt, stick to the

for writing.
Do you claim to "be an author?
A. I have no claims outstanding.
Q. Now, as a matter of fnct, Mr. Lalt, did
you ever cancel an engagement with. Miss

.

'

socially.

Q. Will you define tbe expression 'big time.'
A. When. I get paid in advance, that is
big time.
else could you be paid?
Q.
A. I never tried any other way.
Q. Now, as a matter of fact, Mr. Lalt,* did
.you not go to tbe Riverside Theatre Monday afternoon and while there see this vaude-

How

:

Q. And now aa a matter of fact, Mr. Lalt,
you did not Intend to hog vaudeville, but
sought solely to aid It and keep families
Intact? Was not that your very good Inten-

surrounds MIbs Carus, and did
you not express your opinion to yourself that
It was tbe best act Miss Carus bas ever had,
"
and do you not believe It?
A. Yes.
Q. As a matter of fact, Mr. Lalt, did you

lost

my

weight?

act

A. Yes.

(Hearing adjourned at 0.20 until 11.15, same
on same page hereBiiM.

evening, and continued
with). -

Marmein

A single woman of striking promise,
getting over.- with a warming success
despite a dozen handicaps, is this peculiar artist with the more peculiar
name. The act was headlined and
electric-lighted as "Nevada," with a
question mark after it, leading the
customers to believe that a female impersonator was about to be sprung.
When "Miss Nevada didn't take off a
wig, there was some disappointment
In addition, Miss Nevada's material is
atrociously arranged. But she has an
appearance that should and undoubtedly will land her in a production. Her
flaming auburn hair was not destined
for small time, her fiery personality
cannot be limited to the three -a day,
her stately, beautiful figure was not
born to tread the boards of the continuous. In addition to these qualities
Miss Nevada exhibits undoubted traces
of showmanship.
As far as material
is concerned, the only element in her

Sis-

act wa^s to en-

gage Dave Schooler, who

isn't given
equal billing, but deserves it. As a
vaudeville pianist Mr. Schooler seems
to be getting better all the time. He
leans to the classical; but doesn't bar
other 'tunes. The Marmein girls have
a very good dancing routine. It looks
better than the former act in color,
stage dress and the dances. Opening
Egyptian dance given by one
is an
sister after an announcement by the
other. Schobler then shows, whh the
first of three numbers by him, the
others also following dance numbers

the girls. His first bit was a "melody trip," being an imitation of Paderby.

Into "one!' before the only
painted drop the sisters do a "toy"
dance very neatly performed partly
Back in full stage
on the toes.
Schooler offers a medley of Broadway bits and accompanies the sisters
when they appear for a number called
"Snobs." It's a pleasing turn combIbee.
ing good music with dancing.

tion?
A. I deny ever having a good Intention besides my idea In 1914
Mr. Wiseman I move that this action bs
:

'

dismissed 'against my client- - i- -**ve^ teem .
unable to Impress upon him what we are trying to get at which must be tbe best proof
be bad no ulterior object in loading up a
vaudeville program with two acts of bis own.
Referee: What have you to pay to that, Mr.
:

•

•:/

''

.<

act which was compatible with her
ability and professional promise were

her gowns. They almost compensated •*
for the defects in her numbers. They -were flashing, beautiful creations, the
kind that can be worn successfully
only by flashing, beautiful women.
George Bank*.
Miss Nevada has a coloratura soprano
Monolog.
pf pure quality and nice range.
9 Mins.} One.
Appearing first in a striking opera cape 125th Street (Feb. 7).
At first George Banks gave the idea she sings a banal number 'explaining
why she is in vaudeville, which isn't
he had been a soft of club entertainer
who decided to chance the stage. * But , necessary. Then, with a change of
co j tume, she offers a number based on
it is said that he is just out of several
Mendelssohn's Spring Song, entirely
seasons in burlesque. Opening with
over the head9 of the audience. Then
a comedy song he advised the house
a colorless blue number, minus comedy^.'
to stick around for "we might get some
such
in
or point, and a finishing Cleopatra
laughs." But Mr. Banks was
.song with a beaded gown that would
a hurry to free himself of his monolog
make Flo Ziegfeld himself at least
that, had the audience been inclined
lift his eyebrows.
She belongs in a
to" giggle, it was given no chance. Sevbig production.
.1
eral times he might have won returns
Swing.
had he waited. Some of his material
is very familiar and he should try to
Dublin Girls.
dig out those gags for more original
Songs.
stuff. He closed with a number which
13 Mint.; One.
took him into a dance throughout,
125th Street. (Feb. 7).
.
portion
This
when he told stories.
Two girls, probably with other acta,
should be worked up. It was encored.
now an all-Irish song act. One is at
By moderating the speed of his talk the piano and alternates,
in singing the
Banks will quickly find out where the
s
numbers, generally joining in on trie
• Ibee.
weak spots are.
choruses.
They started with "Come
Back To Erin," following with a duet-"
ted -medley of Irish melodies.
Next
Daisy Leon.
was a lyric on Irish "monickers," one
Songs.
girl first advising the house no one
15 Mins.; One.
should be ashamed of his or her name. .-M
Daisy Leon got away to a slow start,
The announcement is too bald, The
but a little later turned loose songs
same young woman then gave ah imthat swept her into instantaneous
'
itation of a small, girl describing a
favor, and when she had finished, givcow. As baby talk goes, it was good,
ing her voice full play, from high
but too long.
The girls evidently
register to the low, the audience was
changed their minds about the turn
"Straight" 'numbers
wanting more.
being all-Irish for at the close they
appear her best bet, although she used
i
switched to popular material, first giva song about every girl wants to marry
ing sentimental semi-war song and 4
a soldier at the opening that barely
finishing with "The Sidewalks of Ber- •Jf
got a ripple, and there was little better
reward for her "second," with her lin," an impossible number. Sticking
to the shamrock altogether would be
"Wearin'. Blues" number registering
But the operatic scope better. It might balance the turn well
fairly well.
enough to gain an early spotIbee.
lifted her from the depths, and her hit
.'

;

'

;

''

-

.

:

was unquestioned from.that moment
until the finish. Miss Leon should
profit from what happened at the
American; should reframe her reperHer
toire and make the best of it.

on

Rodway and Edwards.
Songs and Talk.
14 Mins.; One.

A

.

Squash?
Mr. Squash There may be something In It
Mr. Lalt at the best or worst Is only an
author.
Let's wait and see his next act.
:

'

"Help Police"
Girl Act.
30 Mins.;

(9).

One

girl

act,
"

(4);

which

is

carrying three

principals 'and stx= girlsr _The-principals are soubret, comedian and a
straight man. The one novelty about
the turn is the fact that it opens in
This at least is unusual for a
one.
girl act of this kind. The girls work

nicely and

wear

r

fairly

good wardrobe.

®

.-in.

%
/.:
:•'.:•

bought Diamond tires because it was
a Good year and he was Goodrich. The
audience didn't get it at all. After a
bit of dancing by one of the members

Full (26);
Nothing particularly stirring about

this

A

23d Street (Last Half)*
Men, with a line of cross-fire gags
that failed to land. The opening talk
consisted principally to application of
the names' of standard makes of autos
and tires. The type of material used
was "Catholic" and "Jewie,"'and father

voice is ample to carry her over nicely.
selection of songs with more care
would be undeniably advantageous.
Mark.

facts.

ville act that

But you know Mies Cams bas
A. Not through worrying over
Q. But you do know It?

I

vaudeville.

:

Q.

._,

A. Which question.
Q. Whether you are ever going to write another act?
A. I want to say In reply to my counsel
that I have an Idea that will fit any act In

They pay me

this.

.

,"

Referee Objection sustained.
Mr. Wiseman
Q. How do you know that you are an au-

bear Emina Carus state 'sue' had" 'lost''
weight?
A. I never saw Miss Carus In any state but

Lalt

mixed their cues.
Mr. Wiseman: I might have suspected that
from you. Answer the question, Mr. Lalt

thor?

new

ters did Tor their

..

Mr. Wiseman

appeal to the Referee.
Referee: Wbat do you say to that, Mr.
Squash.
Mr. Squash : It looks as though they had

,

ever"

are your

Mr. Wiseman: Answer the question yes or

:

«

of the whole

CROSS EXAMINATION.

had—

no.

:

know her

percentage

do not write on percentage.

A. Well, I knew Mr. Gardner and Mb wtfo,
professionally known as Louise Dresser, one
of the best known stars musical comedy ever

Referee What have you to say to that, Mr.
Squash ?
Mr. Squash: You know what I think.
Referee Motion overruled.
Mr. Wiseman:
Q. Do you know Emma Carus?
A. I know everybody In Chicago.
Q. Where did Miss Carus come from?
A. I do not know.
Q. Now, as a matter of fact, Mr. Lalt, did
you not procure the engagement this week for
Miss Carus at tbe Riverside Theatre?
Mr. Squash: I object, your Honor, for the
reason that this witness does not know whether
he knows Miss Carus.

A. I do not

I

no, Mr.

Is.

Carus?

Wbat

Q. But you wrote tbls act for tbe good
dressers on and off did you not, through a
desire to bring them together upon tbe stage?
Was not that your Idea?
A. In 1914 I bad an Idea
Mr. Wiseman: Answer the question, yes or

CROSS EXAMINATION.

A.
Q.

I

Q.

By

By Mr. Wiseman
I ask tbe court to dismiss this complaint for
the reason tbe defendant does not appear to

!.:

this

believe so.

A.
A.

Will you tell tbe court what that Is.
A. It Is a moving picture of a vaudeville act
at the Riverside Theatre this week.
Q. Woo wrote tbe act?
A. Jack Lalt
Q. Who is Jack Lalt?
A. Tbey say he's an author.
Q. Who are they?
A. His customers.
Q. Aren't you Jack Lalt?
A. I do not know.

know who he

have mentioned are

acta.

Referee: Who
Mr. Wiseman
Referee: I do
mentioned as
Q.

people I

acts have you written on
program?
A. Two.
Q. There are nine acta in all?

Idea-

Is

my

man and wife.
Q. How many

don't undrstand
Q. What was "One of Us" called?
A. A flop. But Is 1914 I had an
Mr. Squash : Stop, I object.
Referee: Objection sustained.
Mr. Wiseman: I object to this court sustaining my opponent's objection before I am
allowed to object
A.

overruled.
I protest

Again

off.'

^-A. Tbe two

(Question repeated).

:

:

question.
'

Objection

I

Referee: What nave you to say about that,
Mr. Squash?
Referee: Objection

:

14 Mins.; (Two).
Wilson Avenue, Chicago.

ewski.

did.

Do you know Louise Dresser and Jack

Mr. Wiseman

Mr. Squash: You know what

aot,

against
opponent's objection being sustained before
object
Referee Repeat tbe question.
(Question repeated).
A. Louise Dresser and Jack Gardner, in my
estimation, are a couple of the classiest artists I ever saw, they are good dressers on
and off, they can put over an act, and
Mr. Squash: Stop. Your Honor, I wish, at
this time, to bave It go on the record that
this witness only wishes to advertise himself.
Referee: Record the tact.
Q. What do you mean by "good dressers" on

know.

:'

all

Carus

What do you mean, do I know them?
You know who they are?
A, Well, in 1914 I had an Idea
Mr. Squash : Stop. I object to the witness
deviating from the direct line of questioning.

that.

Is

do

I

Emma

A.
Q.

not
Q. What -would you call It?
A. I do not know.
Q. What was it called?
Mr. Wiseman I object to tbe form of the
question.
It calls for a conclusion based onhearsay, It Is immaterial, irrevelant and It has
not been placed upon tbe record what this la
I

think.

I

Gardner?

41144% and ask you what It is.
A. Manuscript of "One of Us."

What

you to say to that, Mr.

You know what

:

A. I don't remember.
Q. But you did write the
did you not?

'

A.

What have

Referee : Objection overruled.
Q. At the previous session Mr. Lalt, you
testified, did you not that you wrote the Emma
Carus act?

Q. No."
A. Then I am.
Q. What are you doing in New York?
A. Having the time of my life.
Q. What do you do at other times?
A. Live la Chicago.
Q. I submit to you plaintiff's' exhibit No.
41144 and ask you what It Is.
A. Manuscript of "Help Wanted."
Q. What was that?
A. I do not know.
Q. I show to you plaintiff's exhibit No.

Q.

:

Squash?
Mr. Squash

'...,'1

ings).

The. wisest thing the

By

By Mr. Wiseman: I move to dismiss the
complaint on the ground It alleges my client
is

Zella Nevada.

-

i;:

Colonial.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION.

'

Marmein Sisters and Dave Schooler.
Dances and Piano. -._-. _^
.—!...
20 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Hang-

•-

'

"Lots -of Lovin"' was •sang.-BOt getting
any great return. Then there followed
another period of gags, and a comedy
number sent them away nicely^ The
last number might be retained in the
act, but everything previous might be
thrown into the discard to advantage.

...

Fr#£

Bime.

nm

m

,

£1

'
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-
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•
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

18

Gertrude Newman.

Four Haley Sitter*.
"•Song*. •.-'12 Mini.; One.

-"

Colonial.

.

.

No one seemed

ic's

stunts.

Exiting

at

this

point

seemed too abrupt. The Haleys were

*

to

know

just

where

Gertrude Newman has been developing her talents as a single. Maybe she
trained in a cabaret, some of her actions lending that impression. Nevertheless,
Miss Newman looks good
enough now to predict her attaining
a regular standing in vaudeville.- In
proper hands she should quickly develop for she has individuality and the
ability to put over songs.
Her black
hair is slicked back and very becoming.
Miss Newman opened with "Way
Down in San Juan," written, she said,
by "two Americans and a 'shine.'" After deffing an unbecoming cloak she
disclosed a frock of white silk which
was better, but not just the right thing.
'Barney Carney" was her second number and her third was a bit of a surprise, the lullaby "Sleep Baby Sleep."
Miss Newman has what might be termed a "raggy" voice, one fitted for syncopation. In the lullaby number, however, she uncovered a clear voice
reaching a high note for the finish.
"Home-sickness Blues" followed and
went over strong enough to demand an
encore, which was a comic prohibition lyric, but not well handled. Miss
Newman has a peculiar -way of throwing back her shoulders in singing rag
numbers. It isn't exactly graceful but
probably natural. Correction in dress
and coaching is all that the girl needs.

The Four Haley Sisters are a neat
appearing quartet and have worked out
a song routine somewhat along the
lines of a male quartet. There is harmony in most of the numbers. One of
the girls is tall and thin without resemblance to the others of the trio,
and she affects comedy when n»t joining in with a sort of female basso.
The' opening aong is a new number
not' considered a success, but well
blended for harmony purposes or at
least well worked out by the sisters.
The lyric of one number, which was
the last, could not be. distinguished
in the, rear of the house, that perhaps
because of the tittering over the com-

''

PALACE.

»

..Son**
11 Mint.; One.
125th Street (Feb. 7).

•"••-

reported a hit at the opening matinee.
At night they did nicely, but did not
attain that score. No doubt they had
other numbers, including something
stronger than that used to close on
Monday night. By re-arranging the
routine to ensure a punch number for
the exit, the Four Haley Sisters will
land, ior singing girl quartet is a big
Ibee.
time novelty.

Quinn and DeRex.
Songs, Talk and Dances.

Ibee.

14 Mias.g One.

American Roof.

,

A "sister act" away from the deluge
women teams." New hereabouts and with a style and line of
-material that lifts them above _ the
average run of "sister" combinations.
of "two

The

-,

girls

have gone

in for

one num-

ber in particular. A bit of travesty, to
be'sure,-but a lyrical "punch" in the
general make-up of the song that was
unusually well received at the American the last half of last week. The
girls dress up as buck privates, effect
an awkward mannerism, and then go
into a -satire on what is paid out of
the $30 a month. A dance follows that
was well done, teamwork being demonstrated, and the layout effective. The
girls are good dancers, one going in
for an eccentric frame that got big
results, especially on the run and slide
that she did from both sides of the
stage.
She does it differently from
others attempting a similar feat. The
other girl is a good toe dancer, and
also has several "steps" that should be
developed for a longer period. The
weakest part of the turn was the little

,

one girl does, and which
seemed only a time-killer at best. The
girls were a large-sized hit; work
along refreshing lines, and should
s+ick hereabouts for some time to come
in consecutive work. They were "No.

Bob S perry and Co. (4). *
"Finnegan's Finish" (Burlesque).
17 Mint.; Full Stag*'
125th Street (Feb. 7).
"Finnegan's Finish" seems familiar
enough and probably is one of the old
after pieces.
That means it's very
rough in its comedy making. Finnegan
is supposed to be a bit wealthy and his
daughter is wooed by a French count.
The old man is an ex-booze fighter
ai.d the family doctor had advised all
that if he were to become drunk again
he'd probably die. That doesn't stop
Finnegan, who collects a ten second
jag and lies down on the couch with
a piece of limburger cheese under the
pillow. All believe he has cashed in
and jolly preparations are made for
the furftral and wake. All of this Finnegan hears so he compels the blackface "butler" to take his place on the
couch. The family think Finnegan is
"pretty far gone," the supposed cheese
odor helping along that. Of course, its
a happy 'finish. The smaller houses
where the standard of comedy is not
exacting, will probably accept the turn.
Ibee.

"recitation"

12 Mint.;

Pond and

soprano and baritone, opening in
Neapolitan costume, with the man
playing a mandolin. Both have voices
that will pass them with any smalltime audience. The finish is not too
strong. The pair look the most attractive in the Neapolitan costumes, and
the change they make seems ill-

Swift.

.

16 Mint.;

;

old child singing and reciting.

ence applauded him heartily.

One.

AudiJolo.

...

ana; affecting a quiet "wise guy" air
and making amusing remarks and replies to the woman. There is kidding,
some of the patter being most effectiy.e, th e man with ...bis more matured

way

of handling the talk obtaining rewhere other men might have overit.
For the finish a banjo routine
is used.
As arranged the act can be
depended upon to hold up their position in any of the pop houses.

sults

done

Mark.

is in a natural vein and allows them to be
natural, so much so that a colored maid on the
stage speaks jUBt an though she were in Miss
Dresser's home. The Gardners give some publicity to Mt Vernon and Miss Dresser sings
Mr.
a song about her neighbors up there.

Gardner has a dandy nut number In an EngIt got over and will do better with
lish rag.
Mies Dresser's wise song, "How
repetition.
Do They Fall For Those Guys," Is strictly a

laugh number for any audience. The act runs
easily, tells how the couple though married
nearly 11 years have never before appeared
together how they canceled Individual vaudeville routes to do a double act for one season,
and barring some reference to drink by Mr.
Gardner while on the road, the turn Just fits.
They are a great looking pair upon the stage.
Hiss Dresser did a curtain speech that was
short and snappy. It brought several laughs.
She said during it the reason why her husband and herself had never previously appeared together was to save argument, and
that her "support-no, co-star" and she were
With the Dressereven now experimenting.
Gardner act It's merely a matter of settling
No vaudeville bill can
the salary question.
afford to disregard them If offered. There Is
too much to the turn from every angle that
vaudeville wants and its patrons pay for.
In the new matter of the .Emma Carus turn,
besides Mr. Leopold, her latest "partner," Is
a discourse written on the coming prohibition.
In Jack Lait's own vein, that the higher the
forehead the harder it hits. Miss Carus "lectures" It Just a bit too much. It's a monolog,
not 'a speech, but she gets it over for nothing could be now more opportune. When she
said, "No beer, no work," the audience loudly
applauded.
Jlmmie Lucas later on used the
same line. He seems to he doing it In his
regular act since he 1b also at the Colonial
It's a nathis week, where it is employed.
tural thought, however, for a laugh by comedy
students.
Miss Carus likewise has a neat encore
speech. Also an Irish number that she sends
over swinging, and a "shimmy" song, besides
more talk, with a couple of double numbers
that might he reduced to one. 'She did 28
minutes, with her callsthentlcs at the finish.
While Miss Carus is still thin as figured from
her. thinness of before, she has not reduced'
any since her last visit to Broadway. It's
not necessary. While there is a stage it will
never be forgotten bow Emma Carus reduced.
Her new act is likewise a matter of salary.
It's sure fire, although In this turn Mr. Leopold, who seems more a pianist only, does not
mean as much to her as other partners have.
Nor is It required.
James and Bonnie Thornton were out of the
Jlmmie
bill, replaced by the Lucas turn.
;

Lucas had .some tough spot next

Mabel McCane seems to have improved In the
passing of seasons; but unmistakably inclined
to assume the same old elastic, swaying, gilding and serpentlhlsh way of making her entrances.
She shows good taste in the selection
of
her Btage wear and" her voice
Monday was In good fettle. By eliminating the waste and speeding the turn up here
and there the McCane revue would be much
stronger than it Is. The work of Al. Sexton
and Grant and Wing Is particularly noteworthy
throughout.
That Grant and Wing combination needs watching.
That girl In particular
is a host in herself; as doublejolnted apparently as a contortionist and as supple as an eel,
displaying grace and skill with it all.
The
girl's dancing can hold its own anywhere.
After Mr. Crawford's apology George White
brought on another deluge of dancing. It was
remarkable the way the audience stood for all
the dancing that had preceded the turn and
what the White offering dished up. but somubow the letter's routine didn't seem to strike
a discordant note; the entire layout going
right through to a smashing big hit
White
Is a dancing genius.
Mies Baker appeared to good advantage with
no trace of hoarseness in her voice, which had
dropped her out of the bill the preceding week.

to closing,

following the two-act with their songs and
comedy, but he went manfully to It and won
out The enchanted rose brought laughs, with
Julius Lenzberg doing a good straight during It
The nut stuff of Mr. Lucas slowly
forged ahead, and at the finish the old vet
in a box cinched it
But doesn't Mr. Lucas
think he could secure a great deal more out
of It If keeping the old vet from singing?
It's a fine piece of plant work up to the moment the house learns or secures a suspicion
the vet Is a plant Then It dies away and
means nothing more than the applause given
.

A

any plant for a song.
bit of more talk
with a laughing gag to close the turn when
the vet is uncovered, would do more for Mr.
Lucas' finish than the present system, even
though he had a better song for the vet to
sing than now.
The Gardner Trio replaced
the Ivan Bankoff dance act, closing the performance.
At the conclusion of "The Cherry Tree,"
HaTry Green announced this is the last week
In vaudeville of the sketch he has been appearing In 'for four years.
(Can It be that long
since Fisher and Green did the "P. ft P."
playlet at Hammersteln's?) Mr. Green said he
had a new playlet, "The Average Man," written by Aaron Hoffman, to be produced by him
Feb. 24. Mr. Green, although he did not announce It also had a new Simplex chassis
be purchased for a touring body bought by
him at the Auto' show last week. * Between the
new act and the new car Mr. Green was worried. Someone told him a Simp couldn't make
over six on a gallon and that the tlrea were
36x5%, costing, net, not under $93.
That
ruined his evening.
The Four Readings opened, with their "loop"
for the finish, and in the gym set did well.. It
would seem that these boys are too good
showmen to dally with that old bit of being
hooded In a trick.
They might as well be
modern with the act throughout. The acrobatics were well liked.
Dorothy Toye, next,
with her sister at the piano, did fairly In the
No. 2 spot Miss Toye seems to be going in
rapid changes of costume of a more varied
assortment than she ever before sported. If
Miss Toye holds the present framework and
goes In less for the "operatic" stuff (especially keeping that word off the program) she

switched from the comics to the sentimental
and back again, with the score all to her
credit
The closing act was Marcelle and the bears,
with Black King and his wrestling turn, with a
young man proving the turn's best bit. The
woman made a "kind applause" announcement,
saying that the bear had been in pictures for
some time and that this was his first "return"
to vaudeville, and that If the work of the animal and the boy was worth anything for the
audience to bestow accordingly.
Mark.

'

.

RIVERSIDE.

The

At the American this pair got a laugh
the man walked on eating a ban-

comedy prohibition-song; ballad in
good tenor voice imitation of six-year

exacting.

couple of program changes and a shift in
the running at the Riverside Monday changed
about the original bill quite some, without
apparently hurting It as originally laid out.

when

Man dressed in cutaway suit and silk
enters. as. a. hiccoughing jsouse and.
pulls the old boy about hiccoughs being a message from departed spirits.
Song in dark stage with blue spot;

The Greater Morgan Dancers closed the first
partThis dancing
presentment eclipses
former offerings in point of continuity of story,
ensemble, histrionic endeavor, elaborateness of
stage detail, technique, climaxes, adherence to
realism of the period it portrays, semblance of
character, adhesiveness of makeup and the
poetry of teraplchorean routine; in fact for
vaudeville it seems to be better than anything
previously attempted by Marlon Morgan. The
dancing as a whole may not be as artistic
and as elaborate and varied, but there Is ample
manifestation of the art to satisfy the most

A

Jolo.

...hat,

results surefire.

Fred.

Cleveland and Downey.
Talk and Music.

i

>5

"*

advised.

George A. Mack.
Songs and Talk.
IS Mini.; One.
American.

I

symmetrical display.
Selma Braatz opened the show and did a
fair job. While MIbs Braatz is there juggling,
looks pretty nifty In her stage outfit
Sailor Rellly, whose voice petered out last
week, forcing him out of the bill, was on deck
Monday night, with a song recital that was
more to the recitative style than anything
else, Rellly apparently preserving his vocal
cords In order to finish.
Rellly's numbers
were effectively put over, but the Sailor was
not full of pep and vim as formerly.
He
understands bis stage lesson to a nicety and
shows decided improvement over his local appearances earlier in the season.
LeMaire, Hayes and Co. started the first
trickle of comedy of the evening.
Then Harry and Emma Sharrock not only
amazed but tied the audience up Into a mystifying knot with their mlnd-readlng stunt
This act fits vaudeville like a glove, stalls
neither a minute or shirks a second, with the

she

•

A

Singing and Crossfire.
10 Mine.; One.
American.
Two men, straight and "nut," sidewalk crossfire, mostly old gags.
Straight sings a ballad (baritone) finish with conversational duet.
Very
ordinary turn.

One.

23d Street.

A

-

Miss Baker had a new one, "America Never
Took Water," In which the lyrical twist slapped
Prohibition, and was accepted as timely raillery sore than anything else.
Miss Baker

Francis and Love.
Songs.

2" at the American.
much later position could have been used with credit
Mark.
to them.

With Clifton Crawford unable to appear at
the Palace Monday night, owing to throat
trouble that forced him to withdraw from the
Riverside the night before, the Palace made no
substitution, the bill Itself of sufficient length
to run the performance from 8 until almost 11.
Mr. Crawford, who had bean allotted the seventh
position, appeared personally to apologize for
his Inability to "appear" In his expected turn,
but asked to be excused because of his "hoarseness."
The Palace show had an oyerdose of dancing.
The show had every form Imaginable, and the
bill Buffered from a lack of comedy.
So shy
of funmaklng acta was the Palace show that
it remained for several comic songs used by
Bell Baker In the next to closing spot to cop
about the main giggles, laughs and guffaws
of the night
The women ran away with the show, garnering about everything worth while in applause
and attention. George White had quite a task
and got along nicely at that, but teat flock of
women In his "support" flash some regular

outside lights read,

"Welcome Homo.

will round into a much better vaudeville act.
The girl's trouble has always been ]ust how
to place herself for a vaudeville turn.
This
Is the nearest she ever got to It. for the
double voice thing no longer can hold up an

All

Star BUI," which may have been due to some
of the acts on the program.
A couple were
there which could have laid claim to any
headline position in the billing, if the lights
were utilized for that purpose.
The acts, and both were new, are Emma
Cams with J, Walter Leopold at the piano,
and Louise Dresser, with Jack Gardner, both
appearing in new skits for New York City,
both written by Jack Lalt Miss- ecrcs- closed
the first part with the Dresser-Gardner turn
the second after Intermission.
Mr. Lalt furnished both acts with bright
material, in talk at least; whether he also
wrote the lyrics of the songs is unknown,
But whoever
especially of the Dresser act.
wrote the music had a memory.
For Miss
Dresser and Mr. Gardner Mr. Lalt gave them
a scheme of co-starring for the first time that

act

i

.

w—

The switch of Olsen and Johnson from opening the second part to No. 4 helped that twoman act. The turn got over, very big but
their opening number, the "Frisco" phone song
Isn't right nnd there are some bits of comedy
'UnHHIMllj Ctl fuotiah rallfag about ~t)y'~thc
pinnlst that- could go out
It's strictly an
audience act and one that gets over.
Going Into the spot after intermission A
Robblns with his musical Imitations and comedy started off the second section to a laugh
The house did not have Its usual Monday
night business, or at least that which has
obtained of late up there. This may have been
due in part to the billing of an all star bill
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SHOW REVIEWS
With enough names on the program

to

make

seem
a strong showing In the lights. It would -them..
of
the value would have been gotten out
conventional allIn a display other than the
*«"••
thing.

.etar

COLONIAL
Jnat several 'weeks ago It was announced
of Palace
at the Colonial the bills would be
That looked like a pretty large
standard.
light audiorder, especially to view of the
show
good
for
a
house,
the
to
loyal
ences
the
played to scant crowd never shapes up like
same bill to a full house. Yet the kind of
shows at the Colonial lately do compare with
uptown
the Palace bills. It isn't expected the
house should deliver shows of quite the same
That they are pleasing the Colonial
heft.
patrons there Isn't any doubt Again Monday
tne
the box office line ran northwards towards

corner,

and

was

It

practically

a

sell out,

though without the number of standees of tne

week previous.
Last week's

.

landed a punch, even though

bill

was overfilled with dancing. This week
was "headllner's week," and was overplus in
It

singing, there being songs In six of the nine
Howacts, although not all were song turns.
ever that Is the "booking break" at times,
especially when one or two of the acts are
"showing" for further big time In New York
subone
and coming to on a cut. There waa
tor
stitution, but It only meant one song act
Lillian Shaw complained of throat
another.

trouble and withdrew, which brought the Four
Haley Sisters (New Acts) Into the show, openLast week the girls were
la g intermission.
spot,
listed tor No. 2 there, but didn't like the

i-'i

•.

dropping out because It waa a first week on
Broadway for the present routine.
The first section of the show looked a bit
The profusion of
stronger than the second.
Bongs throughout was~~no bar and It showed
that a bill does not necessarily have to be
technically a perfect one to be good entertainCallahan and
opened
with
ahow
The
ment.
Keke, a wire act away from the others. The
silken hangings help generally and cover up
the supports, the tight wire alone being visThe man is reported to have come from
ible.
a circus. - Anyhow, lie has used hla head In
arranging the routine. His feats of jumping
on the wire are unusual and accomplished
without stalling. He barked his shin Monday
night, though not In sight of the audience, a
rent In one stocking showing a skinned surFrank Gaby was
face that probably pained.
second with something new In the way of ventriloquism, and third was another new turn,
that of the Marmeln Sisters with Dave Schooler
,

(New Acts).
-_—_.''
,»
The preceding turns made No. 4 a very soft
spot tor Jlmmle Lucas, with his "assistants,"
Including the old boy with the white whiskers
and army coat In the box. Jlmmle announces
"wild ravings of 1919," the said ravings being
along the same lines as before, but burnished
up with new gags and songs, but with the

^transformation rose" still the main Idea.
hit his stride by shouting "No beer, no
work," right oft the reel, and that brought
Hla best comic was
laughter and applause.
"Minnie, Shimmy for' Me," and for encore he
-asked the old soldier to try a bit of shimmy.
Lucas, Gus Edwards and Jack Norworth' about
split on applause honors.
Mr. Edwards, with Beatrice Curtis, Alice
Furness and Vincent O'Donnell, offered the

Lucas

Edwards revue, closing Intermission.

The two

girls are charming In their youth and freshness, and they will no doubt make their marks
But the litlike others once under Gus' -wing.

h

O'Donnell chap (called Kid MacCormack)
landed the turn's strongest individual score.
He hasn't grown much since first seen in one
of Edwards' acts, but if he ever does and retains tjie "stuff" he now exhibits there will be
no stopping him.
Jack Norworth was next to closing, an especially tough spot, with all the warbling
ahead of htm. Jack headed the bill outside,
but there was not supposed to be any particular headllner. He dallied for 15 minutes with
ditties sung In the other houses recently by
him, with a new liquor song at the finish.
Norworth could have remained, hut was content with several "bows."
Sallld Fisher with Clare Hummer's "The
Choir Rehearsal" waa seventh, and of course
Playlets are rare these days,
couldn't miss.
and one with "types," humor, a pretty melody
and a dash of sentiment in such good hands Is
very welcome. Mario' and Duffy, a standard
bar and trapeze turn, closed the show. A good
third of the house started walking on their
entrance, but the fast work held the others
Joe*.
and amused them.
tle

.

FIFTH~AVENUE.
The honors were pretty well divided at the
The audience
Fifth Avenue the first half.
was slow in warming up and not until the
middle of Espe and Dutton'8 act (fifth) did
they begin to take notice. There wasn't anything that called for any demonstration of
applause or laughter, after some of the corking shows there of late.
Togan and Geneva open the show handicapped - by the man's attire.
Stage license
calls for something besides a dark business
suit with

There

is

the
too

.

being overdone and audiences are showing a greater appreciation for "dressed up"
The "Imitations" and somersault finish
acts.
are the punches of the act.
Chas. Rellly has a "brick top" and brogue
that go well with his name. His talk on the

bltf bit

first half.

time."

scarcity

of

palatable

liquid

refresh-

and knows what it's all about The girls have
some special songs and chatter, which they
make the most of, winning an encore in spite
of the late hour. The dancing contest and fea-

The

woman's clothes are fresh and she has an exceptionally pretty figure.
The man's chatter
got over In good shape.

ture film closed.

Maleta Bonconl, vlollnlste, dark-haired and
Amazonian, wore a beautiful gown of silver
sequins, relieved by a dash of blue on the corsage,

also

The gown

with

sequins,

is so brilliant

sleeveless

that

when

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.

decollete.

the stage

Is

were

—

..

flashes of contedy relief.
James B. Donovan and Marie Lee were the
big bit In practically the old act Donovan did
with Rena Arnold.
Miss Lee has a splendid
contralto voice, dances datntly and has "class."
Donovan racks with the best as a "tad." He
always gets his stuff over the footllgSta and
never tries to talk over a laugh. LeClalr and
Sampson closed the ..show... with. ..their, familiar
burlesque strong act with an Invisible wire.
Jolo.
.

.

AUDUBON.
With the house

up

was again la
evidence that the feature pictures had mostly
to do with the Immense congregation attending
Fox's Audubon .Monday night The bill was
filling

late It

Chicago, Feb. 11.
poles of vaudeville
represented here yesterday, with both
names on the electric lights outside—Lillian
Russell and Al Herman,
Miss Russell won by grace, charm of manner and distinction of bearing, ingenuousness,
sincerity and sentimental tradition, a tradition
she treated with a fine sense of humor. Al
Herman won by coarseness, low mannerisms,
flings at the salacious, faoakum and an ill
concealed contempt for the Intelligence of the
audience.
Both Miss Russell and Mr. Herman used
propoganda. Miss Russell frankly boosted the
United States Marine Corps. Herman boosted
some song numbers, aided by a gent plugger In
a box.
It seems inconceivable that two of
such widely divergent styles and types should
meet on the same stage. It could happen
only In vaudeville.
And for what It may be worth, it Is well to
chronicle that. Herman got . far more. applause than Miss Russell, more bends and generally more appreciation than Miss Russell.
Bert Williams and Co., jugglers and prop
hounds, opened.
Walter Deleon and Mary
Davles In "Behind the Front," charmed with
one of the sweetest two-acts In vaudeville.
An intelligent delightful, well bred offering
delivered In a heartwarming fashion.

The north and south

darkened and the spot shines on ber the reflection lights up the first three rows of the orchestra seats. Her selections run mostly to the
classical, though she offered a medley of popular airs, and for an encore "Sweet Evening
Breeze."
Her work was encouraged by a
goodly measure of applause.
John T. Doyle and Co. In an absorbing secret
service dramatic sketch, registered strongly,
and deservedly so. It was well played, and it
is written to approved vaudeville style
plenty
of mystery and Intrigue, Interspersed with

It Is

future

time.
Billy Elliott, moved from fourth to next
to closing, took an encore and had to beg off
with a little speech because of the late hour.
Most of his chatter harped on women, to which
he said things not altogether complimentary
Sinclair and Gasper, moved
to the fair sex.
down from .next to closing to closing, are
doing a unique, and very good, sister act,
yet so arranged as to get out of the beaten
paths of email time acts of a similar type.
They open in "one" dressed as bride and
"grass widow"—one enjoying the prospects of
coming marriage, the other shattering all ber
Ideals because she had been "through the mill"

and everything about
"big

The Bowery numtalking act in character.
ber used for the closing Is the best bit they
have. They use some of the old time Bowery
numbers, always appreciated most by those
wedding
who were never on the Bowery.
day In dogland Is an Intelligent net somewhat slowed up at the Monday matinee because the scenes did not shift right the
animal act attempts to execute a form of
dramatlo continuity to four scenes. The program states that 40 dogs are used to the act,
That's a lot of dogs.
Oarl Jorn followed the dogs wltb "A Idea"
In his splendid tenor, "I Hear You Calling
Me," an aria from "Rlgoletto" and "Bring
Me Back to Old Virginia." Those who liked
the dogs were Indifferent to Jorn, but everybody else was moved to appreciation. Seeley
followed: selling the same thing that Jorn
sells—songs—but she's a better salesman.
Al and Harry Klein In .comedy, nut and
straight, Harry talking mpBt of the time to
There was a large
the audience, followed.
semltlo representation at the matinee. Harry
pulled a large number of Jewish speeches,
which seemed to get laughs from tho gentile
This la the
as well as the Jewish people.

'

..

.

Harry Watson,

.

Jr., assisted

.

.

by two men and

,

A

.

the two sisters, reeked strongly of classical
may have been Intended for Interpretlve dancing— but requires a stronger Interpreter than the program announcements. Chalaer's dance solo, the third programed number, got him something with a few corking
Russian hock steps. A Jazz duet by the sisters, and a military finale scored. With better
arrangement the turn might bid for better

Swine.

%
Chicago, Feb. 11.

Following the news reel and overture, Beet's
The concluding bit of blowSeals opened.
ing the air of "America" on seven pitched
horns, may be Justified to a way by the fact
that the song requires but a very short range
of key, but for a showman of Beet's type, as
be evinces by his actions, he could just as
well select some other air than one of the
national anthems.
McCormlck and Mellon failed to appear.
Jennie Middleton, a vlollnlste In "kid" makeup stopped the ahow by her personality. She
played three numbers, the first two classical
getting ber nowheres, but the last, a popular
fox trot, sending her away with a hand. Allen
and Hayes, boy and girl, found favor with a
cleverly written skit, which was only marred'
by the "answer to maiden's prayer" gag, even
the Heights' patrons have gotten on to Its
ancient vintage. - Following the Roosevelt dim,

stuff— it

.

finish.

PALACE, CHICAGO.

midnight

Chatoer and DeRose Sisters, brought down
from closing positron, 'danced five numbers.
The 'first two numbers, done by Chalner and

two girls, started a laugh on his entrance
for the tolephouo' booth scene, and that laugh
never subsided while Watson, one of the gwatost comedians living today, was on the stage.
"Young Kid Battling Dugan" bit is a classic.
Both bits were seen to Chicago when "Odds
and Ends" ran here for weeks. Tnken out of
the revue, they mako a great vaudeville act
«
Polly Moron preceded Miss Russell. 8ho li
The
billed as the female Charlie Chaplin.
only resemblance betwoon Polly and Charlie
Polly
is that they were both in tho films.
created the comedy role of Sheriff, Noll, familiar to those who went to the picture houses.
Miss Moran utilizes the Kate Ellnoro technique,
tramping all over the etage, yelling her songs
and Kidding herself generally. She may still
be a picture possibility.
Page, .Hack and Mack acrobated for the

Blossom Seeley ragged under the wire a
winner wltb ber syncopated studio. But It
cannot be said that this Is a personal success.
The credit should be split five ways, as follows: Seeley, Fields, Lynch, Davis and Lopez,
wltb Fields doing the heavy work among the
The men without Blossom would bo a
boys.
great act Blossom without the men would be
a headline attraction. Between tho two, the.
act is a whlzbang riot
Petty Reat and Brother opened tbo show
with a musical novolty act Millard and Martin filled No. 2 satisfactorily with a singing and

In bonor of Roosevelt Week throughout the
country, B. S. Moss Is showing the latter
picture every night, with a different speaker
Introducing the exhibition of the film. Manager Hevla Introduced Elizabeth Marbury as
This, coupled
the speaker Monday evening.
with the weekly dancing contest closed the
show at 10.80, with the feature closing near

reclved.

redolent of

two

the added attractions.

Wellington and Sylvia, a man- juggler and
female assistant, opened.
He floes a lot of
kidding and chatter throughout but handles his
actual juggling well, the woman meanwhile
drawing with colored chalks. He is a good
performer. Pond and Swift (New Acts).
•Sherlock Sisters and Foley, singing and
dancing, have a good act which might be improved if the girls camouflaged their vocalizing more by adhering closely to trio warbling.
They are not strong with their individual
"pipes," but when they combine the harmony
Is effective.
George A. Mack (New Acts).
Martini and Fabrlnl, dancers, are billed as

Is

on

HAMILTON.

AMERICAN ROOF.

act

founded

corking good bill drew a full house Monday night with Pauline Frederick to "Out of
the Shadow," the feature film, and "The Real
Roosevelt" a cleverly pieced Gaumont film, as

' The American Theatre is being repainted,
and when the workmen get to the roof It Is to
be hoped they will remove the faded artificial
foliage, which Is beginning to look musty with
age.
As no programs are now distributed,
those seated on the sides and In the boxes cannot possibly see the names flashed upon the
illuminated signs.
The roof was well filled
Monday night, and all the acts were nicely

They scored a

is

A

velvet circular set present three numbers
with an encore to khaki, much the same as
Three boys add Interest to the
last season.
act The pianist read the prolog, a violinist
played delightfully "Kiss Me Again" and "Have
a Smile" and still another man to the orchestra, who apparently was a tramp drummer,
played a seductive flute and steel guitar. The
spot light worked overtime finding the right
musicians b) the orchestra.
The Houdtol
Serial held the majority of those to who had
not seen It at the opening of the show.
Patty Smith.

their

It

demonstrates that a seemingly Impossibility
may be accomplished. Artcraft'a picture with'
Elsie Ferguson, entitled "His Parisian Wife,"
kept them seated at the finish.

figures talking to each other.
The Zlegler Sisters in an elaborate blue silk

Martin and Claire, and closed the

element

Following the Current Events, came Murphy
and White with comedy talk, anent Prohibition,
which cannot miss, until something deficits
materializes on the liquor question. They also
employ a piano and a tew numbers under a
spotlight Bancroft and Broske were next with
nut comedy, executed by the man, while she
offers a few ballad selections.
Kajlyama in mind concentration concluded
the performance. He is a distinct novelty and

'

woman in uuffy aoubret dress.
much of this walking on the

stage in a street suit, free from makeup or
preparation of any sort. There are many Instances -...where ..artists, .have improved, their.,
offerings
by adopting Inconspicuous street
apparel Instead of stagy clothes but at present

younger

i

:

elopers, the father of the girl pursuing, to an
attempt to stop the contemplated marriage.
Tho setting consists of a rear end platform otM
a train, the latter being extended through bT
special drop.

—

1

3

equally divided between comedy and musical
turns, the latter predominates.
Murphy., and White,. No., f, easily could, have
ontertalned longer, but accented one encore.
Chas. McGoods and Co., acrobatics, consisting
of two men and one woman, employing a pool
table to perform on, work too slowly to bold.
McCIoud and Copeland, In blackface, were In
the No. 2 spot snd found things rather easy.
Rendering a variety of numbers on a banjo
and piano, besides songs, this couple afford a
good small time act. "Father's Daughter." a
comedy ektt, well pleased! especially the

menta didn't sink very deep for some reason,
but they took kindly to bis Irish songs and
Hebrew and Wop parodies. His evening dress
was aplo and span and he looked well.
The murphy-Nichols and Co., satire "School
of Acting" despite its quaaty of true burlesque,
and big laughing situations, can't -e compared at present, with "From Zaza to Uncle
Miss Nichols la
Tom," but may develop.
again most amusing as "an actress from the
ranks," (the rankest of them all," she quotes
Mr. Belasco as saying) and the company consists of a good looking young woman and man
neither of whom are of muoh assistance.
Bringing on several stuffed., figures in uniforms as wounded soldiers, add using them for
comedy, may offend many who have suffered
the tragedy of war and are not ready to laugh
quite yet, over a burlesque of It
Vlnle Daly for her re-entry Into Metropolitan vaudeville, didn't appear to have made
much preparation with ber offering outside
of a special drop of blue silk, with V. D.
embroidered In brilliants. "Ameta," "Spanish
Tango Queen" and "0 Sole Mlo," were rendered in a refined manner and then for a bow,
she did a wiggle that cost her an encore.
Espe and Dutton opened weak, but gained
speed, showing cleverness and versatility aa
the act progressed rounding out a big finish
Catching two decanters of
for themselves.
water and a canon ball from high to the air,
at the same time was no mean stunt Mable
Burke sang In the dark to the showing of the
Llbonatl entertained on
usual screen story.
his xylophone— up on bis toes, to his own Individual style and throwing in a little "shimmy" for good measure.
"Childhood Days" Is the old 'schoolroom act
with the difference that the five male pupils
are In their second childhood and the teacher
It's simply
is a good looking young woman.
an excuse for a quartet of singers, but might
evolve into a really good comedy act, with material substituted for the old threadbare stuff
they are now using.
Felix Adler started bis diversion by singing
"Softly the Agents are Calling Me" and Just
ran through bis familiar routine, enrolling
the usual number of laughs. For the finale,
where he uses the live dummy (stage hand)
-Miss Ross, his assistant, comes on and sits
on bis other knee, and he travesties the two
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time the Klein boys have been here
They can come again:
for several seasons.
"On the High Seas," a noisy spectacle With
a patroltlo flavor, closed tho ahow. It was a
Bwtna.
good act during the war.
first

KEITH'S PHILADELPHIA.
•

Philadelphia, Feb. 10.
The substitution of Cecil Lean and Cleo
Mayfleld tor Mile. Dazle gave this week's bill
rather a surplus of singing, but while there
was no great' conflict resulting from the
change, the highly colored dancing turn of
Dazle's would have done a lot for the show.
The capacity house, which baa grown to be
a regular thing Monday, was again in evidence and the show went ovor in good shape,
the honors being rather more evenly divided
than would probably faavo been tho case, had
the big dancing act been on the bill, for dancing acts are muoh to favor just now. Cummins and White in their artistic bit of handto-hand work filled In the opening spot In
splendid fashion, getting liberal bands for some
of their showiest tricks and a big round of
applause at. the finish.
George F. Howard and Kittle Ross did very
It 1b
well wltb a novel musical offering.
some time since a banjo act b as been seen
here and this one is entirely out of the usual
run. The man, who to one of tho old Howard
Brothers turn, Is still doing his banjo juggling
and has worked up quite a neat finish, playing operatic airs while the woman sings from
behind fancy drops in appropriate costumes.

•

a very good Idea.
Edythe and Eddie Adair have a very good

Its

piece of comedy to the sketch, called, "The
Boot shop." It looks like tho one here a year
It is all talk
ago, but It had singing in It.
now and the couple gets a lot of laughs with
some bright and snappy dialogue. The acrobatic act of the Le Grohs waB a big applause
winner. It gets a lot on the neat appearance
of the trio and the manner In which tbey show
their tricks. One of the men and tho woman
do only ordinary tricks, but the other man In
the act is a great contortionist bis bockbending being the equal of any ever seen here.
Littlo Nan Halperln was nicely placed in
the bill where there was so much singing and

repeated the firm impression sho

-'.'*§

,

made here

She did not change ber routine
last week.
of numbers, but those who board thorn last
week were apparently glad enough to Uaten
to them a second time for Miss Halperln pulled
down her share of the applause. Miss Halperln started the song jubilee and after she
gotten her share of It, George MaoFarlane followed wltb a nice bit of his own.
In excellent voice and mixed In somo
old ones, of course,
singing his favorite, "Caroline."
He bad a
couple of new bnilnd* whloh h« (ilnfta vary.
well and a choice comedy number on the
"bone dry" movement whlob was so good
that he was fJompelled to come back and
sing a pretty little ballad.
The Lean and Mayfleld act was all singing. Their selections met with warm approval
and they finished with a corking comedy number wltb Miss Mayfleld at the phone and Mr.
Lean doing a poker bit at a table, also wltb

had

He was

new numbers with a few

.
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a dandy bit and very well done.
They also, do a sopg In which they are supposed to be abroad a steamer and this was the
a phone.

Its

weakest number In tbelr offering.
be dropped out at once and something better
It should

suited substituted (or besides being an empty
song. It Is not well done. Tbe Four Mortons
(be second edition of tbe family finally got
here, alter two dieappolptmenta and put over
a big laughing bit.
Sam Morton 'a Irish comedy bit with Mrs.
Morton was a big laugh winner and tbe
youngsters were warmly received.
Tbe girl
Is still timid, but she Is so refreshing and
girlish to look at that she is a real big help
to the act on ber looks alone and she can
dance. Joe Is following right along In Paul's
footsteps and does well with the old comedy
finish that Sam and Paul used to do.
It la
remarkable to watch Mrs. Morton dance*
If there were any In tbe house who remember tbe old days of the Grand Central when
Sam and Kitty Morton were favorites they
must have felt a bit younger watching this

—

[.*'•

*-.'

abnormal muscular "development of her
arms and make tbe acrobatic part of tbe
more surprising.
Rena Arnold and Jack Allman start off with
an amusing Idea— that of reversing tbe usual
man and woman flirtation turn. Instead of
tbe man making a "play" tor the woman, "she
uses the conventional phrases employed by
It should serve to show a "gink"
a man.
he Isn't pulling anything original and Isn't
fooling the woman for an Instant. The change
of Miss Arnold to an eccentric make-up for
a finish Is weak and needs bolstering.
Bill Bailey and Lynn Cowan, assisted by a
young woman who plays a aaxaphone, offered
some tuneful melodies on tbe banjo, saxaThe
pbone, piano and Cowan's vocalizing.

bit "Sboo'e," followed Baker's turn and tbey
also tied up tbe house with laughs, pulling
down one of the biggest hits of their career.
And It was a rather hard spot after Baker,
with the audience about laughed out, but the
"Wop" turn did tbe unexpected and the Orpheumltes, gave them a solid hand In return.
Ray Samuels, following tbe many bits,
again established herself as a sure Are .single,
with a new repertoire of numbers, the best

the

act all the
-

of which la her "How Do They Fall For
ThoBe Guys," an excellently constructed comedy
song.
Burns, of Burns and Frablto appeared
wltb Miss Samuels at tbe finale of her act
and the combination stopped all proceedings,
tbe returns necessitating a getaway speech.
Santos and Hays, playing a return engage-

men are

here, got much with their quiet specialty "Tbe Health Hunters." John Robinson's Elephant- closed the performance, and
repeated their last week's success, while Ferry,
tbe Frog, was listed, but tailed to appear.

ment

-

KEITH'S, BOSTON.
Boston, Feb. 11.
The audience last night was the same coldblooded kind In evidence the previous Monday.
They seemed to come' wltb the "please me If
you can" attitude and for the greater part of
the ebow maintained it. The house was
Jammed to the doors.
Tbey did, however, fall hard for tbe flattery
of Mme. Marguerlta Sylva, who topped the

setting, closed the

Jack Joseph*.

on wltb a shovel, told the
bouse It was the most wonderful audience she
. had ever played to and when she told them
this "so sweetly" tbey fell (or it.
Joe Morris
bill.

8be

laid

It

took great delight In telling the audience what
a wonderful audience tbey were and this satire
woke them up a bit. Lalla Selblnl while do
the stage said to tbe orchestra leader, "I don't
lee anything wonderful about this audience."
Tbe Oarclnettl Brothers opened in their
time-honored hat throwing act and were, as
in the days of yore, saved by the very clever
dog they carry.- William Cutty using four
stories tbat were released surely 20 years ago
followed them. He went over only fairly well.
Stephens and Holllster were sure-fire.

Tbe saving grace this week, as has happened quite frequently In tbe Immediate past,
Tbls time Ruth Roye, a
rather boisterous comedienne, full of pep and
pqpcb and strong as to personality. She bit
the high spots and went over big. The bouse
couldn't get enough of ber. She wore a rather
bizarre and none loo attractive gown and she
might well have tbe gown made more attractive or more on tbe comedy line because as It
stands now It la neither and suffers thereby.
Kalmar and Brown have a very pretentious
scenic fantasy which must have cost a barrel
of money tr
on and went over mainly
through I
end tuneful lyrics.
a went unusually well and
The W>
It la wo
..otlonlng tbat thev were the
only act vu tbe bill to receive applause when
tbey came on. They have amplified tbelr stuff
considerably since they were here before and
went much better.
Mme. Sylva proved to be a real surprise to
a vaudeville audience as practically nobody In
tbe bouse bad ever beard ber before.
Her
Slendtd enunciation was appreciated and In
e course of ber act abe talked a lot.
Morris and Campbell In their comedy followed ber. Tbey cleaned up wltb a crash and
It proved to be a real clean, snappy comedy.
Selblnl closed with a bicycle act to a heavy
walkout.
She did nothing In particular but

was a comedienne.

m

did

Len Libbey.

it well.

ORPHEUM, SaFfRANCISCO.
San Francisco, Feb. 11.
This week's bill at the downtown house
probably tbe strongest program from a
comedy angle tbat has been presented there
Is

sesBon.
The majority of tbe turns run
to vocal lines wltb very little dancing on the
bill, "White Coupons," the headline act being
tbe only specialty tbat attempted dancing.

Two

parison.
Joseph LeFleur opened with his ground,
table and ladder gymnastics, using two dogs
LeFleur'a closing trick
In his earlier routine.

failed to

arrive.
Two more were
ticket" after the matinee,

given tbe "yellow
meaning" that tbelr
services at the night ebow were not needed.
That left four new turns at tbe night per-

ladder, was applauded. Qulnn and De
Rex (New Acts).
The Payton, Howard and Llzette rongh acro-

from the

batic turn found .big favor, with several of
Several stunts
the Jokes rather suggestive.
were sure-fire, tbe fat member In particular
causing big laughter wltb- bis neck and
shoulder spins, twIstB and somersaults. Frank
Morrell got along In fine shape, bis voice In
particular registering. There Is little need to
add tbat the woman In the abbreviated putflts
came In for ber full share of attention.
Tbe first part ended with the long act of
Arturo Bernard!, whose quick changes were
aa Impressionable as in other seasons, the act
slowing up with the Impersonations of famous
music masters In tbe pit which were unprogramed and consequently "strangers" to tbe
majority of the people In tbe audience. The

formance.

There was a twelve-act bill for tbe Harlemat tbe matinee, and tbe standing room
ropes were up early. The punch of tbe regular
bill was at tbe finish, so that anything tbat
went before could be eclipsed as (ar as pleasing tbe audience was concerned. Next to closing Burke's "Somewhere in Coney Island"
ltes

started them laughing, getting across with
ease.
Then (or the desert came Kramer and
Morton... It was a certified cinch for the blackface boys. Tbe "canaries" woke up all over
the bouse and they whistled and whistled. No
wonder the pair dug up some old time gags,
fdr tbe mob had to be satisfied, and tbey took
everything.
The balance of tbe regular bill held things
tbat were liked, too.
Johnny Stanley and
Louise Kelly were needed in the fourth spot.
Good looking gal, Miss Kelly, and a nifty In
tights, too.
Jobnny Is the same kidding kid
as of yore, but be forgot to dance. Bob Sperry
and Co. with a burlesque drew laughs (New
Acts).
Crossman and Da Sllva, two girls of
appearance from tbe West, with songs and
piano, did nicely, and lent class to the show.
Allen and his clever dog, "Taxi," opened tbe

"encore" Bernard! uses, showing how be makes
bis lightning changes, proved the biggest feature.

After

(ailed

to

arouse enthusiasm.

It

a good Idea, but should have been
produced on a more pretentious basis. Barrett Greenwood, la featured In the cast, the
book being credited to Emily Ann Wellman
and Jack Morris. The present cast Is hardly
capable of holding the vehicle up and It
developed Into tbe weakest portion of an
carried

otherwise good program.
Harry Jolson stopped tbe show in an early
position, gathering a continual string of applause despite the natural comparison of he
and his brother Al, one of tbe greatest stage
favorites who ever played San Francisco.
i

Tbe Four Harmony KIng9 were programed
as next to closing, but following the Initial
.•bow Sunday the Kings were moved up to
fourth spot, where they did exceptionally well.
Tbls quartet Ib properly named for harmony,
Ib their forte, and In tbls respect tbey sur-

many other quartets seen here tbls
season. Tbe switch brought Ray Samuels down
In the headllner'B position again this week
wjtb. .Burns.. and FrabHo. .mured. ..wtq... notch
toward the closing also.
Bert Baker and Co., in "Prevarication," his
comedy skit, Is generally considered one of
vaudeville's best laugh producers In this section of tbe country and the current week's
returns safely Insured bis rlgbt to that title.
Tbey laughed continually at Baker and he
closed one of tbe bill's bits.
Burns and Frablto In tbelr Italian comedy
pass the

Among

the try-outs the first were Crown and
Taylor, two. boys recently out of tbe service.
Tbey managed to get through a routine of
songs, piano, uke and violin, with comedy attempts here and there. But the lads know
nothing of the stage and look hopeless for
booking at this time. Mary Biilsbury, reputed
to have balled from the Western concern platform, bad" tbe wrong idea of routine (or vaudeville, also Impression being tbat ber concert
work has been confined to small" town churches.
Lacking personality, It la doubtful whether she
could quality even with a real collection ' of

Z

;

time
concluded

the

vaudeville

and

performance,

managed to score applause when tbe seals do
some Juggling. Evelyn Thaw In "Woman's
Woman," the feature, picture, had something

I

'

__

to do with the capacity crowd, as vacant seats
could not be found until a few minutes before
closing time.

AMONG THE MUSIC MEN.
Al Plantadoal & Co. opened their new
W. 46th street last Monday.

,

offices

at 234

Alex Sullivan, sport writer of tho N. T.
'World," has written a new number.
Al Haase has resumed as hoat of McKlnley's
professional department since bis

New York

djscharge from tbe Army.

.

Charles R. McCarron's last two
numbers, "There Are Blues" and "Walt and
See," Will be published by Mr. Stern & Co.

The

late

Harry Tenney, professional manager/ of Joseph W. Stern, has been booked for 17 weeks
in vaudeville.

Frank Donettl has rejoined the staff of
Shaplro-Bernsteln staff, following his discbarge
from tbe

service.

Eugene West and Joe Gold have written
two new numbers for tbe Charles K. Harris
catalogue.

Jlmmle Flynn, of the Feist forces, is back on
after a couple weeks' illness with

the job

*

pleurisy.

Abrier Silver and Alex Gerber have gone to
to collaborate on some new numbers
to be published by Witmark & Sons.

Lakewood

Will Rockwell, honorably discharged from
the army. Is back in tbe professional department of A. J. Stasny Music Co. '

Leo Clark, who appeared in "Yip Yip Yapbank," has been sent on to tbe Tlnney "Home
'
Again" show.

Leo Edwards has been placed in charge of a
studio-de-luxe on the top floor o( the McCarthy and Fisher building, which will exploit
only the high class publications.
During Catherine Murray's convalescence,
pianist, Murray Rubens, is playing the
piano In tbe professional department of Mc-

her

•

••;

*:

Carthy and Fisher.

Mark.
Milt Feiber, of the vaudeville two-act Jess

and Milt Feiber, has been released from the
Army, le back on the McCarthy and FIsLer

23D STREET.
The

bill

last half last

week was far from

A-vdouble
good vaudeville entertainment
standees by the time tor the opening
Utter lack of real comedy, and as for
singing there wasn't a thing tbat might be
fulfilling
requirement
pointed to as
tbat
In
all It was a show badly laid out
The Perezoff Troupe, with Juggling, lntafcested and won laughs.
Francis and Love
(New Acts) filled the second spot. An act
that can be Improved with some one taking
Austin
the trouble to routine It properly.
Webb and Co., presenting "Buttermilk to
Champagne," was by far the most interesting
item of tho bill.
It Is a working little skit
present,
for small time at
but with a little
speaking It would answer for a number of
the bigger houses.
Rodway and Edwards (New Acts), with gags
that failed to register and a general run of
material lacking In punch, finally managed to
pull through on the strength of a comedy closHensiaw and Avery, who foling number.
lowed, finished to applause with their taxi

professional staff.

a

line of

But the new faces tamed up one real act,
that being Gertrude Newman (New Acts), who
looks like a comer. Her single rent (or a bit,
running second in scoring to Kramer and Morton.
James- Devlin and Co. showed the bright
"Girl from Yonkers," and that should be easy
for small time bookings.
Years ago it was
quite familiar in tbe better houses. Now it la
practically new for many pop houses, and
should be quite welcome, since It Is a sketch
without being a sketch, and Is away from the
plots of the others.
George Banks (New Acts) has a chance, and
perhaps also the "Dublin Girls" "(New Acts).
lbee.

act

FIFTH AVENUE.
Not a new act on the bill at the Fifth
Avenue tbe last half last week. Tbe program
as laid out made up a show admirably suited

home.
Next to closing Ward and Raymond failed

ride
.

The Three Stewart Sisand made on think of
the old days when tbe English Pony Ballet
was the rage of Broadway. The girls fared
very well.
Mystic Clayton, wbo gave a very good calliope recital as a ballyhoo in front of the
theatre, nlso appeared on the stage.
The fifth Installment of the Houdinl serial
completed the entertainment.
Fred.
to bold the audience.
ters finished the show

to tbe proletariat. Any of tbe acts could fit
In a spot on a big two-a-day program and
tbe combination made up an entertaining

Al.

Bernard, the vaudevllllan, has placed a

new song tor publication with Pace & Handy,
who predict It will be a success
to their "0
Death, Where Is Thy Sting?"
.•

II
Frank McCormack, Ruby Bloom, Frank Papa
and Jack Holler,- of the McKlnley staff, are
volunteering entertainments at the various hos-

and army

pitals

i

stations.

Shapiro-Bernstein's song,

"A

Little

Farm

In

Normandle," won tbe cup In song contest held
at Loew'a Bijou last Wednesday. Frank Wbltehouse sang the number.
•

The

W.

Stern and Co., firm of music
publishers, celebrated their 23th Anniversary
Feb. 7. The organization originally opened at
304 East 14th street but their business forced
them Into larger quarters and they are 'now
In their own building on West 38th street
Jos,

Ernest R. Ball is back In New York, and
with his return turned In a new batch of songs
to M. Witmark & Sons.
His new ballad la
"Today, Tomorrow and Forever," with lyric
by Mort Nathan. An TrJsh-flftvored number by
Ball Is "That's Why God Loves the Irish," with
lyric by John W. Bratlon.

At the Clef Club concert at the Selwyn TheFeb. 2, W. C. Handy, composer of the
"Memphis Blues," was tendered an
ovation, taking three encores. His music publishing house of Pace & Handy has tbe publication rights to three of tbe Clef Club numbers, composed by Frederick K. Bryan, the
conductor of the club.
atre,

AUDUBON.
With nothing exceptional on
vaudeville at tbe Audubon the
week kept the Immense crowd

famous
v

the
last

bill,

tbe

half last

In very good
humor, with honors divided between Tate's
Motoring and Nat Nazarro, Jr.
Thejlenallos, comedy acrobats in full stage,
from the rear wall to tbe lights, opened the
show, nnd were well appreciated. Tbe No. 2
.

44ml..; brougbt...nut....Ekt(e...WbIt«!r.,s>- second. .Balls..
Baker. She makes her entrance In total darkness, aided by ber own search light, and fol-

by some rare numbers under a spot
light
The laughing hit of the evening was
next In "Motoring." Following Current Events
were the Edab Delbrldge Trio, wltb songB,
lowed

and they gained some applause.
Tbe trio
made a good Impression. The applause hit
of the evening was Nat Nazarro, Jr., who was

*'•-""•
.

Leon

ing the smaller bouses. Tbe topical stuff and
the versatility of tbe son proved irresistible.
Myhoff and Vanity closed, wltb the act in need
of a rearrangement that will make the worth
of tbe pair appear to better advantage.

songs.

'..

i

of tbose vaudeville ver-

sions of a Potash and Perlmutter exchange
Tbls
of patter, holding laughable attention.
"Partners" sketch offered by tbe Saxton, Kohler Co. did well, although lacking class ; most
of the dialog being sufficiently strong to carry
A "hell"
tbe turn along In the pop bouses.
used at tbe finish got the usual laughter.
One-of the biggest bits of the night was the
musical turn of Gallerlnt and Son, unquestionably one of the best of Its kind now play-

show.

three-a-day show.
Edmond Glngras, a strong man Juggler,
opened wltb some sensational stunts wltb cannon balls, combined with clever balancing
wltb his bands and feet. Some of bis stunts
are quite original', but the man seems to lock
showmanship essential to making hie stuff look
sufficiently Important.
His work Is really
more difficult than he makes It appear.
Ryan and Joyce, young men In net Tuxedo
suits, one at piano, rendering topical songs In
rhapsodical rathskeller style, were well liked.
They are a couple of first-rate bow-snatchers.
George Rolland and Co. are still using tbelr
familiar farcical sketch, "Fixing the Furnace,"
the cockney "boom" acting as a foil (or the
other man's kidding.
Ben. Smith., blackface comedian, .with., an.
.
effective high tenor singing voice, ''cleans up"
with bis vocallsm, but delivers his monolog
automatically and with no semblance of spontaneity.
Ruth Budd works like a Trojan, first
ns a songstress, then with a dainty dance,
winding up 'With a ring and perpendicular
rope routine, which Is full of "pep."
When
first appearing
as a songstress Miss Budd
should wear a gown with sleeves to conceal

Daisy

appeared

Intermission

(New Acts) with one

tbls

Tbla turn

Solo.

The show at the American Roof the last half
of last week made a ten-strike with tbe audience which packed the root. The business was
so good Thursday night that even standing
room was at a premium. And the show was
so- far superior to the one on view tbe first
halt that It seemed a shame to note any com-

Most of tbe "show day" acts last' Friday
were alleged to have come from the West and
showing here (or the day. Seems as though
someone got the wrong dope, lor most of the
turns trying out did not measure up to tbe
Middle West standard. Eight new acts were
for the afternoon.

show.

more experience, will And bim
line when nominations for the big.
come forth. Hullng's Seals, two In all,
little

In

AMERICAN ROOF.

125TH STREET.

on the cards

right

full of "personality,' 'and their sense

rhythm Is Infectious. Hong Kong Mysteries, magic sett wltbv an elaborate Chinese

of

spry

couple stepping along with the two
youngsters.
Olympla Desvall and Co. with one of the
showiest equestrian acta In vaudeville furnish*
ed an excellent closing number and held
enough of the audience in to earn them a
liberal band at the well-worked up finish.

enjoyed Immensely. He employs about everything that can be done in "one." His dancing
brings huge returns. lie Is a dapper boy, and.

with a

Mi

Tbe late Alfred C. Harriman, who died Jan.
24 Intestate, left an estate of about $1,000
In personal property to bis widow, May HarJtson,- 0f..C2Q W. JKith.. street,, and i<* hit
parents,
Joseph
and Clara Harriman of
Jamaica Plains, Mass., according to letters of
administration filed by his wife in the Surrogate's Court, laBt week.
The deceased was
.

a song writer connected with Will VonTllzer's Broadway Music Corporation.
He wrote
a number of song hits, Including "That's the

Kind

Them

;.'.:»;*•...-'»

of a

Baby For Me," "Why Do They

Babies," etc.

Call

.
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VARIETY

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

Leonard & Wlllard* Stoddard ft Hlnes
Howard ft White
Marconi & Fltz'ns
Bostock's R'lng Schl
Lydla Barry-

(FEB. 17)

B. P.

.

REW YORK

CITY

Kelth'a Palace

•Joan Sawyer
Emma Carus
Geo White & <3irls
Fiaher Co

Bailie

Henry Lewis

Chalfonte 8 let era
Stanton

V & E

Kelth'a) Colonial

•Howard

ft

Savage

Chief Caupolican
Trovers & Douglas

Henry Lewis
Ford Sisters
Fenton ft Fields
"Girl In Air"
(One to nil)
Kelth'a Riverside

St Onge ft Ritchie
Rita Maria Orch

JULIAN ELTENGE CO, 8eason

Toney & Norman
Jimmle Lucas Co

&

Bernard
'

yons

Dully
Tosco

ft

&Ylp Yaphankers
It,
ortons
Clara Morton
(Three to fill)
Keith's Royal

H Readings
ft A Seymour
4

Prank Gaby

(One to

Faber & Faber
Chapelle

8 Miller Kent Co
2d half (20-23)

Toy Romance
BATH, ME.
Opera Honse

Stewart Sisters*

Tolrrelley

"Ideal"

BID

to

Inquisitive"

Lew Cooper Co
(Three to fill)
Keith's Prospect
2d half (13-16)
Pierlert

ft

Schofleld

The Bharrocks
Lady Alice's Pets
ft B Thornton
•Ben Harney
(One to fill

Gillen

Great Johnson
Dora Hilton Co
Joe Towle

"Ideal"

H

Tate

Lady's. Gown
BIRMINGHAM.

ALA

Lyric
(Atlanta split)
1st half

The

Skatells

Skipper Kennedy

R

ft

Frank Stafford Co
Bert Swar
The Napanees

BOSTON
Kelth'a
Masters & Kraft
Mcintosh ft Maids
Felix Adler & R
B F

F ft G De Mont

ALBANY, N. Y.
Clayton the Mystic
*
Proctor's
(Three to fill)
El Cleve
Proctor's 128th St
Strand 3
2d halt (12-16)
Claire
Vincent Co
Logan ft Geneva
Auntie"
"Oh
Clara Howard

Howard ft Cutler
(Two to fill)
1st half (17-19)

Fred

Albert

ft

(Four to

All)

2d half (20-23)

Chlng Ling Toy Co
«
American 3
(Four to fill)
.

-

Proctor's Bth Ave
2d half (13-16)

ft Leander
ft Cullen
Austin Webb Co
•
Pat rl cola
f

Booth

Ward

Ward

Raymond

ft

King

&

Brlnkman
Wm
1st half (17-19)

2d half (20-23)

Lew Hawkins
GUlen

ft

Mulcahy

(Four to

fill)

Proctor** 23d St.
2d half (13-16)

Nadolny
Carllta

ft

Ruth Budd

'

Swift

2d half
Sultan
Willing ft Jordan

Strand
Gliding O'Meers
2d half
Alice Nelson Co

Watts & Hawley
Aub Woodchoppers

BUFFALO
Shea's

Chas Grapewln Co

Lydell & Macy
Mile Dazie

Lyric
Split)

Raymond WUbert

1st half

Gruber's Animals

"Ideal"
(One to fill)
1st half (17-19)

6 Idanlas

G Eastman Co
Logan & Geneva

&££

AUBURN,

N. Y.
Jefferson

^'./..-"^V.^v,-"/,

'.'
..

Band
B ft B Wheeler
Honeymoon Inn
Curtis Jazz

J.

2d half (13-16)

Mack & Earl
Ann Warden Co

Cam.n*)<tflH
fill)

Gillen
,

& Mulcahy

"What?

the Use''
1st half (17-19)

2d half

Harry Meehan
E.

Dow

Dietrich ft Vincent
"Anions- those PreB"

CINCINNATI

B. F. Kelth'a

(Sunday opening)
Boyarr Troupe
Ethel McDonough
Jas Watts Co

Mayo & Lynn
York's Dogs

Marx Bros
Drew & Walla:

Emma Francis Co
CLEVELAND
Hippodrome

Harry Watson Co
Race & Edge
Susan Tompkins
Morton ft Glass
(Two to fill)

COLUMBIA.

S.

C.

Colombia'
(Charleston
8pllt)
1st half)

El Cota

HEMMENDmGER "i™"'™*"
Jewelers to the Profession

LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED

;-v^-v

--•?

Td. Jons 171

''

ft

Grey

.-';:•'*.<::.•

ft

ft

Geneva

Wood

BIJoa
(Chattanooga
ft

GRAND

RAPIDS,
MICH.
Empress

Red

Majestic

.

Snyder & Melirio
(One to fill)

National
(Nashville Split)
lBt half
Kat Tales

Case Bros
Homes Llnd Co

Walter

Weems

Ogden & Seranad'rs
2d half

Albert

Gray

Rogers
Vernon
Ellis

Chapelle ft stelnott
MuteB Circus

PETERSBURG, VA.
Century
(Newport News

LaGrace

&

ft
ft

Madame

Split)

Stin'ette

Gaxton
Wm
Eric Yardo

Hortoii

ft

Latrloka

Wober ft Elliott
Drew Play.
Mr & Mrs J Barry Clayton
Tracy & McBrlde
NASHVILLE,TENN. Maria Lo Co
Princess

PHILADELPHIA

(Louisville Split)
1st half

B. F. Keith's

Ben Beyer Co

Emma

Blanche Sloan Co
Gallorlnl Sisters

Keith'* Anri>rson

Frank Herschon
Bessie Browning Co
HAMILTON, CAN. Martyn & Florenz
Koane ft Williams
B & H Gordon

ft

Chapelle

Ellis

Fat Thompson Co

Blondy

ft

Leigh

LOUISVILLE, KY.
(Sunday opening)
Bessie Clayton Co

Madame

Patricola
Jazzland Naval 8
2d half (20-23)

2d half (20-23)

Forrest & Church
Belldays

N. J.
Majestle

Taylor ft Rample
MT. VERNON. N.Y. Lee Stoddard
-

(One to nil)
let half (17-13)

ft Mrs H Emmet
McDermott ft H'noy

Co

'".

PATERSON,

Wilfred Cabana Co
(One to fill)

Duncan Sisters
"Mr Inquisitive"

Sis

Tetswari .Taps

1st half (17-19)

Dlka

J.

Playhouse
2d half (18-15)

-

Mr

Wheeler Boys
Brown ft Jackson

Juliet

-

& Raymond

Selblnl & Grovlnl
Charles Sweet

2d
Coscla ft Verdi
Clayton the Mystlo

Colonial
2d half (13-15)
Jesson ft Jesson

Don June Co

Stewart Barnes
Harold Ducane Co
HARRISDURG, PA.

to nil)

Proctor's
half (13-16)

Weems

Nancy Boyer Co
Wilbur Mack Co
Thorndyke-Curren
"The Stampede"
Fern Blgelow ft K Sultan
1st half (17-19)
Regay ft Sheehan
HALIFAX, N. S. Benny One
Stone & Hayes
Acker's
Demarest ft Doll
(22-28)
5 Avallas
Lane ft Waite

The Langdons

(Two

Rosedale

ft

Genettl Adair

Hickman Bros
PASSAIC, N.

St. Dents
M Howard Co
Frank Markley
Bett's Seals
Beeman ft Anderson "Musical Echo"

LANCASTER. PA.

Kublnoff
Smith & Smith

Burt

Doogan

D

-

Juliet

split)

Harry La Vail

ft

Bobbe ft Nelson
The Randals

1st half

Archllle

Asaki Japs

Cranston

York City

Prlncesa

Rosamand
Wm Ebbs

Black ft O'Donnell
Musical Revue
Ford & Goodrich

Millard & Marlln
Sylvia Clark
Bison City 4

ft

New

Bush Bros

KNOXVILLH, TEN

2d half
Gliding O'Meers

Lee

SUITES^rVo^°

MONTREAL

Jackson

JOHNSTOWN, PA.

"Melody Garden"

Lyric
Willie HaJe ft.Bro.
Clinton & Koohey

AK ° """
FOR TWO

ROOM

{8th Slreel and Columbus Circle

v.

Majestic
(Pittsburgh split)
Gal Ian da
Love ft Kisses
Sidney ft Townley
Anette ft Morrell
Flaherty ft Stoning

Tatlna

Bell ft Grey
Glady's Moffett

r
w E ek

up

<*

Jimmy Casson Co
ft M Kemp
(Two to fill)

Kilkenny Duo
Alice Nelson Co
Colvln

OTTAWA

Dominion.

Clown Seal

fill)

B

Strand

The Duttons

Seymour's Family

Logan

Empire 4
Haly ft Lee

Seymour's Family
Griffith ft

PA

Byron

ft

V

2d half (20-23)

Minnie Harrison

Lillian Rusaell

Tower's

Flager & Malla
Todesca ft Todesca O'Donnell & "Blair
Williams ft Kramer Stan Stanley Co
'Girl Behind Mask" (One to fill)
AUGUSTA. GA
(Four to fill)
Wells
BROOKLYN
G Ayer ft Bros
Keith's Buahwlek
Swor & Westbrook
Jean Adair Co

••

Window
CAMDEN. N.

Co

Muriel

Lorner Girls
Lazar ft Dale

fd half (20-23)

>mm

3 Le Grohs
Lillian Herleln

Yeno & Mandel

2d half

Edgemont

Llbby Brown ft_Co
Thorndlke & Curran

Elaine

'I

Hadji Imberk Tr
2d half
Wardell & La Coste
Minnie Harrison; The Geralds

Conalitlno of Parlor, Bedroom and Bath
Light, Airy, with All ImprovemonU

Lew Hawkins
Lew Cooper Co

MASS.
Empire

Nancy Boyer Co

The Brads
Orth & Cody

Orphenm

O'Rouke

CHESTER. PA.

to Ml)
Boston
ft Daly

BROCKTON, MASS.

2d half (20-22)
Wheeler Boys
Marconi & Fitzgib
(Three to fill)
ATLANTA, GA.

Casting
(One to

ft

&

Duo

Davis

Vardell ft Sewell
Bijou Russell

REISENWEBER'S HOTEL

Todesca

Harriet Marlotte Co

Emma Francis
FALL RIVER,

Revue Comiques

Marty McHale
Alfred Lytell Co
Weston & Ellne
Moran ft Welser

"Bon Voyage"

(Birmingham

Keegan
Variety

(Two

-

M Montgomery Co

1

O'Neil

Orpheum

Retter Bros
Georgia Emmett
Mclntyre & RobblnB
Cooper & Rlcardo

Frank Conroy Co

fill II allllUlJ

Johnson

$16

fill)

1st half (17-19)

to

Co
Copsta-

bules

B Minute 1 from All Theatmi
Overlooking Central Park

w

Glasgow Maids

Auburn

ft

NORWICH. CONN.

PER
$14 WEEK

F

ft

Brown's

ft D Walter
Dancing Revue

"S'where Coney Is"
Llboonatl

1st half

Wayne M

F

JERSEY CITY

I

J

Split)

Jean
Boydell

Bond Wilson Co

B Krith'a
2d half (13-16)
Belle Sisters

(Two

.

Mahoney

Annlston)
2d half
Whiteside Sisters
Smith & Farmer
Herbert Lloyd Co
Chuck Relsner
Flying Mayos
2d half
Nelusco ft Hurley
Story ft Clark

"Piano Movers"
Gardner ft Hartman
Rubby Gordone Co

&

"'•'-££•23

Townsend WllburCo

half playing
Camp McClellan,

Marlettes Manaklns
Ben Bernie

(One to

Academy

(Richmond

(let

1st half

7

-

NORFOLK, VA,

ALA.
Grand

Arcade
(Sunday opening)
(Savannah Split)

Todesca

.

Split)

"Master Gabriel Co
*

MONTGOMERY.

JACKSONVILLE,
FLA.

Lander Bros

10)

N. Y.

Walsh ft Mack
"Tango Shoes"

•

VA.
(Petersburg

Empire 4
Madison ft W.
Asakl Japs

Star

Atwood

The Brads

NEWPORT NEWS,
1st half

Fears Snow ft F.
C ft M Cleveland

Guerro & Carmen
Archer ft Carr
-5
Pandurs
2d half
Tokio 3

Haywood Co

(19-20)

ft

Shattuk
"Art"

Olson

Hyama & Mclntyre

Meredith ft Snoozer Cervo
"Motor Boating"
Finley ft Hill

The Vander Koors
Jimmy Casson Co
Madge Edison Co

(Feb.

SHU BERT THEATRE. BOSTON

Burke Toughey Co
Helen Stanley Rev
Du Quesne Co
Joe Towle
ALLENTO WN, PA,

Lewis

WEEK

ft

Jessie

Snoozer

Julia Dean Co
John Small ft Sla
Billy Schoen
Devlne ft Williams (One to
fill)
Diana Bonner
ALTOONA, PA.
(Four to fill)

Jazsland Naval 8

Gray

Prom Me"

It

THIS

ft

4 Keltons
Arth ft Cody

8

2d halt.

Wagon"

ITHACA,

-

Colonial
Dell Seattle ft Jap
Anita Johfison

wtth

Brown

ft

ft

Garolnetto Bros
Nat Leipzig

-

"Not Yet Marie"
3 Rosalrea
Rlzzo ft Buff

Bijou Russell
Hadji Imberk Tr

Opera House
Bheppard ft Ray *
Nole ft Cavanaugh
Alice Nelson Co
L ft J Archer
Master Singers
2d half

Martin V Bergen Co Swan ft Swan
Leroy Lytton Co
Wannan ft Berry
Green ft D'Lier
McCarthy ft Fayl
La Roette Girls
Kranz ft La Salle

B. F. Keith's

Tommy Hayden Co

ERIE,

JOS. M. GAITE8'

Kerslake's Pigs
2d half

Meredith

Tony

B

Belgium

(Sunday opening)
Florens Tempest Co
Valerie Beregere Co
Gray ft Byron

2 half
p Dale

Claire

FRED HILLEBRAND
"Take

Alice Hamilton

INDIANAPOLIS

OH

My

(Three to fill)
Halaey
"Paris underworld" Bernard Sisters
Joyce ft Lewis
(One to fill)
Joe
Remington Co
lBt half (17-19)
Neff
&
Murray
Nat Vincent
/
Mumford & Stanley Arco Bros
2d half
Clayton the Mystlo Henshaw
'& Avery
(Three to fill)
Roth ft Roberts
Id half (20-23)
Capt, Beets Seals
Jos Deltrelll Co
(Two to fill)

"Blow Your Horn"

Off

Darrell ft Edwards
Prince Jovedah Co
NEWPORT, R. I.

ft M Cleveland
Ashley ft Skipper
Asakl Japs
2d half
Frank Hartley
Martin V Bergen Co
Leroy Lytton Co
"Melody Garden"
MAN CH E ST ER.N.H.
Palace

Stone ft Hayes
Mildred Haywood

"Man

&

C

13

2d half (20-23)
ft Dixie

""

Bent
Reaney
Co

ft
ft

LYNN, MASS.
Olympla
Vera Sablna Co

Yankee

-

Frank Wilson
Walsh ft Maqk

(Three to fill)
2d half (30-23)
John Small ft 81s
Mumford ft Stanley

Billet

Franklin Pk.

>,

G

Rusticating
Dletrlck ft Vincent

Parker

ft

York City

2d half
Wallln ft Le Favor
Stagpole ft Spear
McCart & Bradford

Bowman ft Brooks
Geo N Browne

Belmont & Moore

Roatllna ft Barrett Le Poilu
Hamilton ft Barnes Fears Snow & F.
Reddlngton ft Grant Black ft White
CHARLOTTE, N. C. Chase 2d half
& La Tour
Academy
Ashley ft Skipper
(Roanoke Split)
Belgium 3
1st half
Bill Jenkins
Willy Rogers
Co
Ben Deeley
ISASTON. PA.
Ed Morton
Able
Sultan
Grade Emmett Co
ft Jordan
CHATTANOOGA. Willing
"Crosby's Corners"
TENN
Billy Schoen
Rlalto
(One to fill)
(Knoxvllle split)
2d half'
1st half
Ritter Bros
Myrtle Boland
Georgia Emmett
Chris RlchardB
Mclntyre & Robblns
5 Princeton Girls
Cooper
ft Rlcardo
Miller ft Capman
Wormwoods AniELMlllA, N. Y.
mals
Majestic
Cale ft Coyne
CHELSEA, MASS. Lalng
Green
&
Olympla
O'Brien ft S'rn Girls
(17-18)
"Tango Shoes"
The Renyeilas
half
2d
Eddie Smith
Sid Stewart
4 Keltons
My Lady's Gown
6 Pandurs
(One to fill)

N. Y.
Stone
1st haf (17-19)

Mulcahy

ft

Tate

8

Harry Sterling

BINGHAMTON,

to fill)
1st half (17-19)

S. O.

Victory
Split)
1st half

2d half
Florette
Allen & Moore
Nixon ft Norrls

Wayne Mare'all&C
Adler ft Ross
7 Mus Spillers

Green

(Columbia

& Audrey

ft

CHARLESTON
Lively

Rankin

Co

Temple

Hallen ft Fuller
Klnkald Kilties

Royal Gascolgnes
Dorothy Toye

ft Stin'ette

(One

Kelth'a H O
2d half (18-16)

Ted Doner
Gordon ft Rica
Cecil Lean Co

All)

1st half (17-19)

Albert Donnelly
"Mr. Inquisitive"

J

Georgia Price Co

New

49th Street

Ott Kerner Co

1st half (17-19)

DETROIT

CANTON, O.
DORCHESTER,
Lycenm
*
MASS.
Homer Romalne
Codmnn go.
Claudia Coleman
The Geralds
Beaumonte & Arnld Minnie Harrison
Ward ft Van
3 Eddies

Shaw

Lillian

Joe Jackson

Rice

Calvin Wilson ft
Harry Mconan
R Curtis ft Band

Cycling Brunette

Maryland

Kltner

Chlnko

Feeley'a
2d half (13-15)

D &H

ft

Rooney

HAZBLTON

Blossom Seeley Co
Toto
Libby Brown ft Co Dunkin Sisters
Thorndlke ft Currn Georgle Jessel
Moss
ft Frye
Curtis Jay Band
Llbonatl
B & B Wheeler
Catherine Powell Co
Honeymoon Inn

BALTIMORE]

Lee

ft

Musical Comedy

Pederson Bros
Rice & Werner
"4 of Us"
Imhoff Conn

Wast

LOWELL
B. F. Kelth'a
Dickinson ft D

Tlvoli Girls

8

Holy

Nltta Jo

18*19

STASLV MOORE'S BEAUTY SHOP
221

Turrelley

Moon

ft

says:

(2d half)

Makea Japs

-

Griffith ft Dan
(One to All)
2d- half (20-23)

ft Burt
Quinn & Caverly
Baxley & Porter
Roode ft Francis

Monkeys
Harry Tenny Co
Henshaw & Avery
Wm Gaxton Co

"Mr

Martelle

Nancy Boyer Co

Girls

Kennedy

Gerard's

•"Very Good Eddie"

Qua Edwards Co

Dream

Kloter ft Morgan
(One to fill)
2d half
Alfred Ferrell Co

Lata Selblnl
Kelth'a Greenpolat
2d half (13-16)

(Two

Frank Hartley
Chase ft La Tour
Mr ft Mrs M Hart
Wilson Bros
"Melody Garden"

Nan Halperln
Klein Bros
Klmberly ft Page
4 Ankers
Rasso ft Co Harmon ft O'Connor

Rose

la Dancing Like Miehine Guns

Haley Sisters

Chilson Ohrraan

3

Colonial

DAYTON

THELAVARS

MERCEDES LORENZE

"The FACIAL TREATMENT Is abiolotely
the roost beneficial I have ever had. It's
wonderful."
Try one at

HAVERHILL, MASS

B. F. Keith's

~

B. F. Keith's
Spanish Goldlnis
Robert T Haines Co

City

•Arthur Ashler
(One to fill)
Bobbins
Keith's Orpheum
DeWltt Burns ft To Muriel Worth Co
(Two to nil)
Owen McGiveney
Keith's Albambra
Espe ft Dutton

McDevltt Kelly ft L
Francis Kennedy
Mabel McCane Co
Gilbert ft Friedland
Wilfred Clarke Co
Adele Bowland
Bryan ft Broderick

,

WHIRLWIND WIZARDS

New York

Leo Zarrell Co
4

.

Grenadier Girls

KEITH

VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
Palace Theatre Building,

& Fisher
COLUMBUS

Felix

Vaudeville Theatres ,.
...
(All nooses open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise indicated.)
The bills below are grouped in divisions, according to the booking offices they are
.supplied from.
The manner in which these bills are printed does not denote the relative importance of
acts nor their program positions.
• Before name indicates act is new, doing new turn, or reappearing after absence from
raudeville, or appearing in city /Where listed for the first time.
Iiv

.

Barbler Thatcher Co
Laurol Lee
Scotch Lassies

Rajah
J Reilly
Bruce Duffet Co
Phyllis N Terry

Wm

NEW BEDFORD,

Avon Comedy i

MASS.
Olympla

Gilbert

Belleclalre Bros

&Kenn«y

.... .....

Prlnco Jovedah Co

Dooley & Dooley
Ans Woodchoppers

DR.

S.

Stophens

Ward & Pryor

M.

.

K*y»4«w«~,. —

Kane Morey & It
I>lck Knowles
Gonna & Albert

1

'

FRANK

8U11GBON DENTIST

683

CATERING TO THE PROFESSION
EIGHTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
(THREE POORS ABOVE 480 ST.)

Erford's Sensation

.Ji

.

'

VARIETY

22

New

Idea*

Different Ideat

WILL

J.

Original Idea*

IITER
Majestic Theatre Bid*., Chicago,

2d half (13-16)

Dick Knowlea
Oonne & Albert
Mumford & Stanley
Wilton Slaters

Bevan

ft Flint
Roscoe's Royal 9

2d half (20-23)

m

& CuBhing
"Pough keeps! e

ROANOKE, VA.
Roanoke

(Charlotte Split)
1st half

Sherlock
Ellis

Nat Leipzig
Hoey ft Lee

Comedy Co

PITTSBURGH
Davis
Orace DeMar
Laurie & Bronson
Milton & DeL Sis
Melnotte Duo
Roland Travers Co
Willette

The Honeymoon
Eddie Leonard

(14-16)
ft

ft

KublnofT
Smith & Smith
(18-20)

& Grey
Gladys Moffett Co

Forrest & Church
Belldays
Franklin & H _

Esther

Sheridan SQ.
split)

1st half

Flying Heelers

SAVANNAH,

GA.

B. F. Keith's

Ruth Roye
Russell

A

Face Powder and Fsee Cream

Astor
N. Y. City

A

Theatre Building
Phone Bryant 3022
Put Card Will Briar These

"Phone or
Goode te Your Doer Parcel Peat Collect

Doree's Quintet

Monkeys

Glrard's

Fred Allen
Roland & Ray

PORTSMOUTH,

N. Y.

Keegan & D'Rouke The Adriona
Follettes Monks
LaSalle ft Loretta
(19-20)

The Renyettas

Howard & Smith
(21-22)
Thompson & Barry
Singing Whistler

2d half

Frank Wilson

"Weaker One"
I.

J C Nugent Co
Belle Baket
Mllo
Arnold & Allman

Ibleen Sisters
Swift ft Kelly
Howard's Ponies
Jessie Hayward Co
ftl'IKCV,
MASS.

Klnkald
Dorothy & Buster
Samsted & Marlon
»

Willie Fields

Alma Grey Co
Tate A Tate

m

READING. PA.

Hippodrome
Julia Dean Co
J & B Morgan
4

Ortons

(Two
r:-^-

-

to

fill)

2d- half

Stamm

Freemont Benton

YOUNGSTOWN,

O.

Hippodrome

Keane
Morak

ft

BRIDGEPORT,

•

CONN.
Polle
Francis

ft

Shelle Co
Clifton Crawford

Bert Baker Co
Sansone ft Delilah

LOS ANGELES
Orphenm

JAM Harklns Co
Elsa Ruegger

Sammy Duncan

ft

CALGARY
Orphenm

Ward "Four Husbands"
Henry B Toomer'Co
The Levolos
Sid Townes
Geo Yeoman

-O'Neil

Schooler
MAD
Cook A Savo
2d half

Brown

Harlequin Trio

Plan
Gullano ft MargVte
Harmon A Harmon
S De Forrest Co

D Hayes Co
Gordon A La Mar
"Broadway Today"
Oklahoma Four

2d half

.

WATERBURY,

Monroe Bros
Harklns A McClay
Neff A Murray
7 Glasgow Maids

CONN.

PoU'a
Rlnaldo Bros

HARTFORD. CONN. Gordon A La Mar
Poll's
D Hayes Co
Monroe Bros
Monte A Parte

Pletro

"Some Bride"
Gallagher A CUffo'd
2d half
"Fixing Furnace"
Monte A Parte

D De

Lockwood
Oklahoma Four

Co
Harvey Heney A G
Mills A Lockwood

ft

2d half
Equlllas

Shelle

WILKES-BARRE,

Francis

PA.

Kay Co
"Some Bride"
Cook ft Savo
S De Forest Co

PoU'a
(Scranton Split)
1st half
Rives A Roberts

NEW HAVEN,

Jason A Jason
Goo Graves Co

CONN.

Bljon

Harmony

Girls
"Sports in Alps"

Whirlwind Hagans
Harklns ft McClay
For Love ft Money
Reed ft Armstrong

WORCESTER,

'

N. Y.

Crescent

Some Baby

MASS.

& Bennett
Frascr Flnlay Co
Lee

Sterling

4

Temple

The Novellos
O'Donnell

ft

fill)

2d half
Lorettas

Two
LaSalle & Loretta
Emba & Alton

-—•,-, Casting Campbells

TORONTO
Shea'a

Frank Crumlt

BALDNESS CURED
ml

Alio halnlreaalai and •himpootos. M. SHIELDS.
112 W. UUi St., oml 48U> St. Theatre- Tat. Bryut 25*2.

Doc

Kalmar A Brown
A Scranton

H &

HAA

Scranton

Plana
'— '*nuln
Trio

Kay Co
Glasgow Maids

7

Rodriguez Bros
Sue Smith

Rawls
Black

New York

(Sunday opening)

Swor

ft
ft

For Love A Money

CHICAGO

B. F.

KEITH

VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
Chicago

BATTLE CREEK

BAY

MICH.

CITY, MICH.

Avey
Wlnthrop

Osakl ft Takl
Sarah Padden
Stanley A Burns

Orphenm

PORTLAND. ORE.
Orphenm

(Sunday opening)
Heart of A Wood

DBS MOINES
Orphenm

Harriet Rempel Co
Crawford ft Broderlck

Briscoe A Rauh
Falls

AAG

De Wolf

Berrl

Lorraine

ft

Hampton & Blake
Ball ft West

Cameron-Devltt Co
Vallectta Leopards
3 Mizunas
Cal.

Girls

Fresno 21-22)
"Only Girl"
Margaret Farrell

"Dream Fantasies"
Lee Kohlmar Co

Wm

Smyths
Harry Jolson
C ft M Dunbar
ST.

"On High Seas"
Walter C Kelly
Dolly Connolly
Al Herman

Jean Southern
De Leon ft Davlos

PAUL, MINN.
Orphenm

(Sunday opening)
(Sunday opening)
Eddie Foy Co
Coakley A Dunlevy Paul Dickey Co
€ Klrksmith Sis
Martha Hamilton
Charles Wilson
Genaro A Gold
Flemings
Jean Barrios
"Petticoats"

«}Ily

Bob A Tip

KANSAS CITY
Orphenm

(Sunday opening)

Revue

"For Pity's Sake"
Gene Green
Margaret Young
LlttlejohnB

"Somewhere

In Fr"

Klralfy Kids

LINCOLN. NEB
Orphenm
(19-22)

Frank Browne

"Four Buttercups"
Grace Nelson
Chlyo A Chlyo

MEMPHIS. TENN.
Orphenm
A Bergman
for Democracy

Clark
All

Campbell Sisters
Bljon ...... Guy Baldwin 8
Bennett A Richards
The Aitkin*
T7»er ft St ClaireJas J. MortonEdward Esmond Co Whipple Huston Co
Wood Young A Phil Lasova A GUmore
Sullivan A Myers
•"Ragtime Court"
(One to fill)
MILWAUKEE
(One to fill)
2d half
Majestic
(Same as Saginaw Gertrude Hoffman
2d half
1st half)
Musical De Witts
Lew Dockstader
FLINT. MICH.
Wellington Cross
Valyda
Palace
Marlon Munson Co
Will Ward A Girls
Aerial Rooneys
"Levetation"
Holmes A Wells
Tracey Palmer A T
(One to fill)
Harry Holman Co
-

Venlta Gould
Whitledge A Bckwt

SALT LAKE
Orphenm

SEATTLE

VANCOUVER,

B. C.

Orphenm

Valeska Suratt
Wanzer & Palmer
Walters & Walters
Everests Monks
"Street Urchin"
Bennstt Sisters.....
Primrose 4

WINNIPEG
Orphenm

Theo Ko8loff Co
Rockwell A Fox
Flanagan A Edwds
Lewis ft White
Nolan ft Nolan
Demarest ft Collette
Kate ft Wiley

'-vi

i'

.-:.

'

fill)

MINNEAPOLIS

Grand
LaMont ft Wright
Mardo ft Hunter ^
(Two to fill)

N

Palace

Hamilton Bros
Morrison ft Carter
Walter D Neland Co

Hopkins
(One to

ft Axtell
fill)

2d half
Gardner's Maniacs
Mansfield ft Riddle

Barnes

(Two

ft

to

Lorraine

fill)

ROCKFORD.

M

Morlen
Panama Trio
"Lots ft Lots of
(Two to fill)
Lincoln
Van Bros
Snow Sigworth A S
2d half
Whlledge-Beakwith Melroy Sisters
Stan

Mae Laurel

ft

B

DAVENPORT,

IA.

Colombia
Helens Trio
Clifford ft Murray
"Making Movies''
Jack George Duo
•Skating Bear
.

DECATUR,

Stanley

ST. PAUL.
Palace
Gardner's Maniacs

Logan Donn-Hazel
Mason ft Austin
"Revue Bouquet"
Fat

ma Co

1

ILL.

2d half

The Newmans
Barlow & Deerie

Dale

ft

It"

Salon Singers

Mabel Harper
Mori Bros

ft J Creighton
(One to fill)

€LAY CROUCH
Orphenm

-:-

(L» Malre and Creech)

Circuit

G Swayne Gor Co
Harry Rose
Keno Keys ft Mel
DES MOINES, LA.
Empreaa
Harry Tsuda
Wilson & Wilson
Geo Lovett Co
Rising Generation
2d half

Reckless

.':."•.•.;<-..

Duo

Jack George Duo
George Lovett Co
Clifford
(One to

& Murray
fill)

DUBUQUE. LA.

Majestic
Polley

A LeDuc
Patrick A Otto

Ross

DW'UTH
Grand
A Herman

Shriner

•"On Manila Bay"

Ray L Royce
(Two to fill)

ST. LOUIS. ILL.
Erber'a
I

Arner Musical Maids

Hopkins A Axtell
D Nealand Co

W

SIOUX CITY,
Orphenm

IA.

Marvel DeOnzo Co
Barnes A Lorraine
"Corn-Cob Cut-Ups"
Hlckey A Hart
Bert Fltzgibbons
O'Hana San Co
SO. BEND, ILL.
Orphenm
McRae A Clegg
.

Cahill

ft

Romaine

Leigh Delacey Co

.

Viola Lewis Co
Herbert's Dogs
2d half
"Girl

Ernest Hiatt
Harry Martell Co
Marlott Troupe

B

Orphenm

(Sunday opening)
John B Hymer Co
McKay ft Ardine
D' Aubrey A Rublnl
"Shrapnel DodgerB"
Brenk's Models
Scot Gibson

,

Co

Austin

"Rainbow Revue"
-2d~balf
•Snow Sigworth A S (One to fill)
Whlledge-Beckwlth
Kings
Nellie Fillmore Co
Artols Bros

Ferry

-.-.

ft

"Revue Boquet"

ILL.
Palace
Herberta Beeaon
Doherty ScaUa
CHAMPAIGN. ILL. Gilroy Hay nes ft
Al Wohlman
Orphenm
Paul Levan ft Dobbs Thalerofs Circus
Merritt ft Bridewell
2d half
"Little Miss Dixie"
Hana A Hanoaka
LeRoy A Dresdner Keane & Walsh
Columbia ft Victor
Cal Dean A Girls
2d half
Fisher ft Glim ore
Stuart ft Kelly
Keno Keys ft Mel
•Jess' Klrkpatrick
ST. LOUIS
Tennessee Ten
Grand
B ft J Creighton
Parrlnes
Harris ft Nolan
Jack Alfred 3
Janet
CHICAGO
Moore
Steve Juhaz
American
Bradley & Earl
Redmond ft Wells
•Hodge Podge 6
Cameron ft Gaylord
(Four to fill)
McCor ft Wallace

(19-22)

Gus Edwards Revue
Lemalre & Crouch
I A B Smith
C A E Barry
Eddie Borden Co

m
v..-

2d half
Jess ft Dell

Connie Craven
Howard Martell Co
Browning ft DavU
Anna Eva Fay
Marlott Troupe

Salpn Singers

LOUIS

Orphenm.

ST.

"
2d half
Elsie Williams

Mason

19-20;

Merlans' Dogs
Page Hack & Mack

A Jananl

DULUTH

Orphenm)

Futuristic

Frank Carmen
Knight ft Sawtelle
Davis ft Rich

Anna Eva Fay
Boganny Troupe

Empress
plays

bill

Stockton

(Sunday opening)
Trlxle Friganza

Bljon

-

OMAHA, NEB.

(Sunday opening)
Co
Hlckey Bros
Fox ft Ingraham
Wallace Galvln
J ft K Deraaco
The Mclntyres
The Myracle

A Kellermann

(17-18)

Sea Wolf
Clark A Verdi
T * D Ward
Gallagher A Godfr*y H ft G Ellsworth

Sports

"White Coupons"
4 Harmony Kings

(Same

White

Majestic

Orphenm

Orpheum

Ames

Robinson's Ele.

Hector
Ramsdells & Deyo
Lunette Sis

SACRAMENTO,

DENVER

Whirlwind. Hagans

Split)
1st half

ORLEANS

Al Riccardo

"Revue DeVogue"
Yorke ft Marks
Ambler Bros

VonKauf

ft

ft

2d half
I Cycle

CEDAR RAPIDS

City

Sam Mann Co
Mosconl Bros
Adams A Griffith

Westony

B

Plunkett-Romaine

(Three to

Hooper-Burkhardt
Dewlnter ft Rose

.

(Tuesday opening)
Grace La Rue
Barr Twins

2d half

Poll's

(Wilkes-Barre

Two

O'Neill

Dolly

SORANTON, PA.

Blair

"Weaker One"
James Thompson Co
Myers ft Noon
(One to

Harmon A Harmon

JAW
Mack A West

Mayhew

Stella

MASS.
Palace
Dolly

Doc

Heme Co

Frablto

Maxle King
Duval ft Symond
- ._ Caroline Kohl Co
Martin Webb
Cheating the Stork Leo Beers
Jennings ft Mack

Tom A

ft

ft

Melroy Sisters

1st

Orphenm

A King

Washington

(One to fill)
2d half

(Same as Flint

White

ft

Panama Trio
BELLVILLE. ILL.

from Starland"

"Girl

NEW

"Forest Fire"
Santos & Hayes

Day

ft

Nicholson Duo
Mile Marguerite

L Cavanaugh Co
Walter Brower
Julius Tannen
Vadie A Gygl
Llghtners & Alex
Bowman & Shea
Gallagher A Rawley Sensational Glrards
Brodean A Sllv'rm'n Dooley ft Sales
Bessie Clifford
Carl Roslne Co
SAN FRANCISCO Thomas Jackson
OAKLAND. CAL.
Orphenm
Orphenm
(Sunday opening)
(Sunday opening)
Jos Howard's Revue

Bums

SPRINGFIELD.

half
JAW2dLeland
West
Mack

ft

Black

Orphenm

Walter Fenner Co

Poll Circuit.

Clark
Dolly

A

2d half

Wamstey A Myers

Majestic

Brierre

Hippodrome

Guest A Newlyn
George & Tony

Jeffras Strand

MINNEAPOLIS

Claudius A Scarlet
Jos Jefferson Tr

Golden

Sisters 4

ALTON, ILL.

1st half)

half)

Blanche Ring
Hands Across Sea
Moran A Mack

MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION
Majestic Theatre Building*. Chicago

SAGINAW, MICH.

Kennedy A Rooney Rae Samuels

Clarke Sisters
Ethel Hopkins

Armst'g A Schramm
Eddie Heme Co

Noon

Scientific treatment for baldneea. ttcbln* ecalp. dtodroff
inilian. Eumlaitle*
filling b»!r— for Itdlee

frit.

Orvllle

Harry Hlnes
Mabel Whitman Co Bensee & Baird
Paul Dickey Co
Stan Stanley
Janis Chaplow Co
2d half
& Bayes
Martin
Lorner Girls

ft

1st half)

Palace

Fraser Findlay Co

Kalmar

Creek

LANSING, MICH.
Bljon
Joe Barton

Eva Tanguay

DEL.

Sid Stewart
2d half

ft

SYRACUSE,

Maria

aid

WILMINGTON,

Wolfus

Monkeys

Pletro

2d half
(Same as Battle

A Langdon

Sydney Phillips
Helen Trlx A Sis
Hobson ft Beatty
Emerson & Baldwin The Brlants
Fantlno Troupe.
Bernard Co
O'Brien S'then Girls J
Charles Irwin
Hermna A Shirley

I'TICA, N. Y.
Colonial
Two Ladellas
Flagler & Malta

Eddie

Mack A Maybelle
Maud Earle Co
Arthur Deagon
Van ft Belle

ft Coyne
Lalng ft Green
Tango Shoes

& Fraser

ft

Co

Selbinl

Cale

Field Sisters
Smith & Garfield

Myers

Alice Hamilton

Bostock's School
(Three to fill)

2d half (20-22)

McDevltt K ft I,
Charles Martin

D De

JACKSON, MICH.
Orphenm
Mlspah

CHICAGO

PA.
MsJestto

Manning

Alice

1st half)

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

Althoff Sisters

Byron

Old Soldier Fiddlers
(One to fill)
'-"• ""
2d half
(Same as Jackson

"

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Garrlek
Kerslake's Plge
A ft F Steadman
UNION HILL, N. J. Kramer
ft Morton
Lincoln
Sweet
R
Chas
2d half (13-15)
Doris Lester 8

Bozlnl's

2d half

(Same as Lansing

Palace Theatre Bnllduur.

WILLIAMSPORT,

3d half
El Cleve
Cornelia & Adele
Claire Vincent Co
Oh, Auntie
ft

Ireland

Allan Rogers
"Sweeties"
Bailey ft Cowan
(One to fill)

Burke Toughey Co
Helen Stanley Co
Joe Towle
Du Quesne Co

Williams

ft

PoU'a
2d half
Madison & Wlnch'tr
Lillian ft Equlllos
"Broadway Today"
Rlnaldo Bros
Gullland A Marg'te Harvey Heney A G
2d half
Armst'g & Schramm
Palace
"Fixing Furnace"
Leland

Jas Thompson Co

.

2d half

Prince

ft

TROY. N. Y.
. Praetor's
King A Brown
Anthony & Rogers

ft

Strand 8

Revue Comlques

PROVIDENCE, R.
II. F. Keith's
Wood & Pryor

Wolfus
Hayseed Maids
(One to fill)
Williams

Rosette Girls

6 Avallas

Lillian

Proctor's,

Monkeys

Follettes'

Whitfield

Study In Sculpture
Melnotte & Leeduro

SCHENECTADY,

^

Hawley

Olympla Desval

Mills

(17-18)

ft

2d half

"Billett 18"

"With Pershing"
Al Suayne
Sherman & Utry

N. H.
Colonial

4

Watts

J.

Lowry

Gordon

LUCILLE

Dixie

k

.

3

B. F. Keith's

fill)

La
Mr ft Mrs H Emrnett WASHINGTON, D.C.
B. F. Keith's
Blow Tour Horn
Frank Dobson Co
2d half (20-28)
Helen Jackley
Belmont A Moore
Lord & Fuller
Benny One

Clark

TOLEDO
Parsons & Irwin
Tarzan
Nestor & Vincent

PORTLAND, ME.

to

Waldorf

Yankee &
Gray ft Vernon

(

Bljon

"Playmates"

Oreat Richard

(Two

Dixie

(Jacksonville Split)
1st half
Weber Girls 8

Chums
Mystic Hanson 8
Weber & Rldnor

Johnny Johnson
McLaln Gates Co
Howard & Ross

ft

Burner
Walte

Barnes

Lane

American Beauties
The Phllmers

Dorts

N. B.

Opera Hobs

Bell

Eddie Hejfley

Harry Thorne Co
B & I Telaak
Nelson's Animals

(Johnstown

JOHN,

ST.

TRENTON, N.
Taylor O H

Leila

Novellos

A Phelps

Newhoff

Shaw Co
Fred Elliott
Revue De Luxe

Mignon

Petite

WALTHAH, MASS.

Can Do

Girls

Brian

2d half

Green ft Parker
Green ft D'Ller
3 Eddies
\

Don June Co

Harris

Bud Loraine

ft

Foley

Federal

"Candy Shop"
A Reed
Bob Hall

Oiindell

&

Carroll
Mrs Cortls

3 Tlvoll Girls

Yates

&

8.

&

Mr &
Sam Hearn
SALEM, MASS.

Graod
Musical Hunters
Ntta Johnson

Holliday

Lyric
(Norfolk Split)
1st half
Earl & Sunshine

Mack & Earl
Cabaret De Laze

(One to All)
Allegheny
Walker & Texas
Marie Russell
"What A Night"
Royal Toklo Japs
(One to nil)

White's

Cellos

Plstel

The Gloecklers
Demarest & Doll
Harry Kelly Co
Dobbs & Welch

Daring Sis

What

III,

ROCHESTER, X. Y.
Temple
Van & Schenck
Smith & Austin
Rae E Ball & Bro
Wood ft Wyde
Fink's Mules
Regay & Lorralnes
RICHMOND, VA.

Prea.

La

*

Dlero

•

Van

1st half (17-19)

Two Spinners
Among Those

Lowry & Prince

Honey Boys

Loyal's Dogs
Mrs Gene Hughes

HARRIS
WRITER

VAUDEVILLE.

Oscar Lorraine Co
Winston's Sea Lions
William Fenn

7
3

9

on Magazine"

Froslnl
Resists

(Two to fill)
SPRINGFIELD, ILL
Majestic
Stuart A Kelley

C Hanson-Village
"Pretty Soft"
Roy Gordon
Jack Alfred
(One to fill)

4

3

2d half
Stanley A Dale

Cycle

Mabel Harper
Tennessee Ten

Silver

ft

Duval

Hal Johnson Co
(One to fill)
"Cheyenne Days"
2d half
(Two to fill)
George A Tony
"Lots A Lots of It"
SUPERIOR, WIS.
Bertie Herron
Palace
Bros
The Newmans
Van
EVAN8VILLB, IND. Nippon Duo

^

Grand

Jonla's

(Terre Haute Split)
1st half
Mellette Sisters
Mattle Chaote Co

Regan
*.

A

Renard

Casters

Trio

(One to

fill)

TERRE HAUTE
Hippodrome

(Evansvllle Split)

let half .„.._
Wurnelle
Sheldon A Dai ley
"Pinched"

.-,....-

MADISON. WIS.
Orphenm
Hana A Hanoaka
Keane A Walsh
Elsie Williams

Hawallans

Klmlwa

Co

Franklyn Fay

WINNIPEG
Strand
P Almond

Fisher A Gllmore
(One to fill)

T

Palace
Wilson Aubrey

Will Enid Bland Co
Sims ft Warfleld
5 Musical McLarens

MILWAUKEE
3

ft

-

-

-

—

.-

-

•--

-

-."

»

--

-

-

;,-

•

.

.

---..;<•>„»;•

.

•
'

-

•

•-

-;i-

a

.'

!J

VARIETY
MARCUS LOEW

W

AGBNCT
New York Cttr
NEW YORK CITY Molettl Bonconl
American
"•Old Fashioned
•Dtx & Dixie
Girl"
Pntnam

&

Plsano

Bingham

ft

IrVg

Payton Howard

A Snyder
2d half
A Jose
Bunting's Animals
'Foley ft McGowan
•Ward ft Wilson
•"For the Ladles"
Bessie LeCount

ft-L

(Three to fill)
2d half

•Victoria 4

•Man?

Hank Brown Co

•Burn

Morlllo Sisters
(Three to All)

•Rawson & Clare

Ward & Thornton
Kundles

3

Fulton

2d half -

Brown

ft

•Selma

Sells

Victoria
Emily Smiley Co
Scanlon & Denno
Warwick
Harmon & Harmon Lola Wenworth
Rich ft Lenore
Hank Brown Co

Cardo

John

Morlllo Sisters

Noll

ft

F Clark

(Two

Co

2d half
Dlx & Dixie
Arnold ft Taylor
"Big Punch"
Tllyou ft Ward
Golden Troupe
Lincoln Baoare

•
.

to All)

Frawley ft West
Hudler Stein ft P
(Three to AH)

ATLANTA, OA
Grand
Duo

Alvarez

Lowry

Kathryn

ft

ft Calme
Chrystie ft Bennett
Green ft LaFell
Jimmy Britt
Arthur Pickens Co Josle Flynn's Mins
Violinsky
2d half
Alexanders &
Cortese ft Murray
Evelyn
Allen ft Averett
2d half
Buiiowa's Birthday
Dura ft Fealey
Thos P Dunne
Scanlon ft Denno
•Gara Zora

Dolly

Werner Amoros

8

Daisy Leon
Greeley Square
Foley ft McGowan
Molettl Bonconl
•Old Fashioned
Girl"

(One to

Wm

ft

Tllyou
S

Graham

ft

Ward

Kundles
(One to

ALA.

•Ed Phillips
Rich & Lenore
J K Emmett Co
Frank Morrell Co

The Norvells
National

Ga shell ft Mack
Elsie White

Harris & Marion
Bernardl
2d half

Lewis Stone
Keating ft Walton
Cardo ft Noll
Gallerint ft Son

Orphenm

3

Ward

ft Wilson
•The Rials

2d half

Alvares Duo

Lowry

ft

Kathryn

Chrystie ft Bennett
Jimmy Britt
Josle Flynn ft Mine

Orphenm
•Mae Wadsworth

ft Dowry
Hodge Co

Cleveland

H

Sol Berns

Borstal Troupe

(One to

2d half

All)

2d half

Pequo ft Fallows
Donovan ft Murray
McMahon ft Chap-

Hudler Stein Phil
(Four to All)
2d half

•Mae Wadsworth
Cleveland ft Dowry

Robt Hodge Co

*L

BROOKLYN

Metro Don tan
Lewis Stone
Graoe Leonard Co
•"For the Ladles"
Dick
Klutlngs Animals

Wm

Under-

Werner Amoros 9
Frank Morrell Co

ft

Dixon

I

Va

(Two

ft

Burt

Steppers

Tooin

(Oue to

Danny Simmons

All)

DALLAS. TEX.

Vokes

ft

O'Gorman

Slla

Girls

D

Gallagher ft Rolley
Fern ft Davis

Majestic

2d half

(18-17)

8 Jordan Girls
Levitt ft Gunther
Helen Gleason Co
D Ducas ft Variety

4

bill
plays Doree's Celebrities
Austin 19-29)
SAN ANTONIO
ft Mrs G Wilde
Majeatte
Amoros ft Janette
Shlrlev Sisters

Mr

"Decorators'-

Fred Kornau
Brendel A Burt
"American Ace"

•

Andrew Mack
Ford

Urma

ft

New York and

BUTTE
(15-18)

soula 30)
Derkln's Dogs
Zara Carmen 8

Jim Doherty
Lowe ft Baker
McKay's Revue

Sis

CALGARY

Caplln

Lillian

Hnllls

ft

HOBOKEN,

NJ

Loevr-

•Tom Dempsey
Concertos

Lane ft Plant
Gypsy Troubadours
(One

Sis

to All)

KANSAS

CITY,

Williams Co
Jue Quon Tai
The Leoras

Pantages
(Sunday opening)
American Duo
Royal Dragoons
Rives ft Arnold
Walter Fisher Co
Durkln Girls

EDMONTON, CAN.

Samoya

Harvey

McShayne

B

AH

Pantagea
Mile Blanoa Co
Valentine Vox

Tuoeano Bros

•

OGDBN
Pantages

-

Joe Whitehead

Dorothy Lewis
Navassar Girls

Hwa 4
MONT. Chung
Leon Stanton Co
Paatages

GT. FALLS,

Cellna's Circus

(18-19)

(Same bill
Helena 20)

T Weir

plays

Spanish Danoers
Beraes ft

•

PORTLAND, ORE.
Paatages

LeRoy Talma Os

O VagDrkaOo

beatrice'diahonp
Who

Swan

ft

HARRY BURNS
(BURNS and FBABITO)

Clifford

"The Owl"

SAN ANTONIO
ft D
A LeRoy

Orphenm

Doherty

A

Hill

A

"Anderson's Rev"

most sought after singer in grand
opera here and in Europe. Her last
appearance as a singer was when she
was slipped into the Players Club disguised as a boy by Arnold Daly, when
she sang under the name 'of Signor
Abattini. Miss Abott will best be remembered as Maid Marian in "Robin

Hood," Marguerite in "Faust," Juliette
in "Romeo and Juliette" and several
other roles.
She was considered to: :'
possess one of the most remarkable
sopranos ever heard on the American

%

stage.

Sisters

Blanche Boyd
Williams A Howard

La

SAN FRANCISCO

Maurfce^Swne

Hippodrome
(Sunday Opening)
Lanyer
Bird ft Kenna
Florence Bell Co
Taylor ft Howard

Rose

Han

ft

Beck

Caesar Rlvoll
Frick ft Adair
Happy Harrison
2d half
(Same as Sacra-

mento 1st half)
TAFT. OAL.
Hippodrome
(16)

Betty Stokes

Krayona Co
Jaketta Bros

Dave

ft Lillian
(21-22)

Vernon

Wells ft Fisher
Barry ft Surles
Clark Sisters

Musical Bentley

Markey

GUS SUN
BUFFALO.

ft

A

Co

CHARLESTON,
--.Wv-VA.
Plaaa

Mack and Velmar
Fred Rogers
(Three to All)
2d half
Stewart ft Olive
Bob Albright
Wells ft Crest
Tom Davits Ce

February

I

In,

191s.

Joseph

Majeatte

2d half

Leona LeMarr

CLEVELAND
Priacllla

Mike Hoffman
Lillian

Ruby

Desnoyer

ft

Daale

Majestfe 9rt«

Jacobs.

deceased became connected with the
Shubert theatrical enterprises early In
the career of the late

Sam

S.

Shubert.

-

la Fend and Loving Memory of
Oar Darling Wife and Mother

PAULINE, BERRY mM
Who

passed away Febraary 11th* 1919.
Geae. bet never forrotten

Frank, Kathryn and Florence Berry

9

ft-

Mr. Jacobs was the financial man for
the Shuberts and held an interest in
many of their ventures. Personally he
was greatly esteemed by his friends
and generally, among those he came
in contact with in a business way, was
the best liked executive of the Shubert

i

forces.

MEMORY

IN LOVING

PAULINE MARRON
Who

passed

away January

17th, 1919.

HELEN STANLEY

Stewart ft Olive
Tom Davies Co
Wells ft Crest
Leona LeMarr
Fred Regera .,_—,-. —
Mack and Velmar
"Three Stars"

W.

Jos. Jacobs, aged 57, died Feb. 5 in %
City.
He had been ailing
for some years and during recent
months. his ailments were aggravated
through a belief he was losing his
Born in Syracuse, N. Y., the;
sight.

New York

Mont'gy

Circuit

SpriagCeld, O.
CHILLICOTHB, O.
N. Y.

"Pettlc't Minstrels"
...

Olid

Jack and Florence Hughes

fill)

Valentine

Olympic
Asakl ft Girlie
Great Howard
Tyler ft Crollous

of

PAULINE BERRY

Thorn

ft

(Two to

Youngs

p

FOND MEMORY
Our Dear Pal

Valle Four

Three Klrktllo's
J ft G O'Meara

2d half
ft

IN

2d naif

Ethelma

Link ft Robinson
Doctor Craypo

Aerial

B

5SB

SAN DIEGO

Hippodrome
The Horley*s

Hyland Grant ft H
Robblns ft Fulton
George Evers
5 Troubadors

died January 21th. 1919.

Gone But Not Forgotten

The Youngers
Helen Morrettli.
Reeves-Gaynor Sis

SACRAMENTO

(20-22)
-

8 Naesses
J Glfford

Thrills ft Frills
ft

ft

Great Leon

MO.
Empress
Rosle Rifles Co
Bayes ft England
J

Duo

OAKLAND

Paatages

King

to All)

2d half

ft Dyer
Watson
Monks

DENVER

Frescott

Kenny

Celestial

Carson

Girls

Ethelma Sisters
STO CKTON. OAL.
Blanche Boyd
Hippodrome
Williams & Howard Caplln AWelhT

CITY. MO.
Pantagea
2d half
(Sunday opening)
Krayona Co
Swan ft Clifford
Betty Stokes
Taylor ft Correll
Herbert ft LaCouvV
"The Owl"
(Three to AH)

Pantages

Pedrlnls

Welts

\SLZ%

KANSAS

Porter J White Co
Belle Oliver
"Calender Girls"
Neal Abel

Walser

ft

Hippodrome

"Fireside Reverie"

HAMILTON. CAN
•Dancing Demons
•Marston ft Manley
Nat Carr

Balcolm

LOS AN GELES

LOS ANGELES

Pantages

ft

Caesar Rlvoll

Tom Edwards Co

Wm Blsto

Montg*y

Happy Harrison

LaToska

Reaves-Gaynor
The Youngers

ft

Weston

8

Casino
Clark Sisters
Herbert A LaCouver (Sundav Opening)
Van Delle Sisters
Wells ft Fisher
Gertrude Beok
Dedic Velde 8
Slacko's Revue
Barry ft Surles
6e Tf
Ch,n5

Chicago Offices

Phil

Surles

2dhal?

Aleko Panthea Co
Sandy Donaldson

(Same bill plays
Anaconda 19; Mis-

Her*

Is

McLellan

Fisher

A

Sherman

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
Paatages

A
A

(21-22)

FOND REMEMBRANCE

IN

Pantages

Irene Arevette

Vaughn
Wm
Flemen Co
Holmes
LaVere

Loretta

Lou Holts
Flying Henrys

Dale ft Burch
Prosper A Morat

WINNIPEG

"Who

Hill Tlvoli

Wright A Wilson
(Two to All)
FRESNO, OAL.
Hippodrome

Story, the sculptor.

and 1912 she was the 'M

"Miss 1920 ,r

Taylor

Markey

Waldo

1901

Wilbur

Bullowa Girls

Wells
Barry

Bennett

James C Morton

(Same

ft

Hippodrome
The Nagyfys
(16-18)
Bob Mllllken
Boomer A Saunders
Vernon A Co
Apple Bloss'm Time Alvarada Hyland 8
"Mystlo Garden"
Krayona
(19-20)
Rea Nye

Helen Beholder

Majeette

Love

San Franclseov

Tojettl

"Rubevllle"

Between

;:

Murphy A Klein

CAL.
Hippodrome

Girls

Maiearlc
"Birds of Feather"
Scott ft Blesett

GALVESTON, TEX.

of the late

F Murphy

Regel ft Moore
Maryland Singers

ACKERMAN & HARRIS CIRCUIT

Edith Clifford
"Married Via Wire"

Boyce Coombs

Bessie Abott.

Sen

'

B. C.

Goodrich

Correll

O.

San

Pantages
Four Meyakos

Broadway
ft

SPRINGFIELD,

"Yankee Prln. Co."
"Three 8tars"
2d halt
Kennedy & Nelson
Bob Albright
KairBeys Myrloph'ne Cooney Sisters
Clifford A Wells
2d half
"Yankee Prln. Co." Herbert Clifford

Bessie Abott died at her home, 927
Park avenue, New York, Feb. 9 at the
age of 36. Death was due to intestinal
trouble.
Miss Abott was the widow

VICTORIA.

BAKERSFIBLD,

LITTLE ROCK
ft

ft

Jack Lavler

Moskova Co
Moskova Co

,

ft Temple
Dancing Tyrells

Whttaker Ce

Tom Edwards Co
John T Ray Co

*

Ell a

FORT WORTH

Weir

Octavia Hand Co
Britt Wood
Camp Dlok Orch
MUSKOGEE. OKLA.
WACO, TEX.

"Oh. Charmed"
Milt Collins

Stone Kallsz Co
3

ft

-

B. O.

Girls

a

LIMA, OHIO
Orphenm
Kennedy ft Nelson

Pantagea

Follls 81s

McN

ft

Murray
1st half

ft E Cody
"Edge of the World" A
BlnnB
Burt
Anderson ft Gofnes CooneyftSisters
Zara' Amer

Pekinese Troupe
Spencer ft Wilson
"Little Burglar"

Zeno Jordon

Majestic

Burt Earle

VANCOUVER,

Clinton

R

Eddy Duo
Nora Kelly
Ezra MathewB Co

Don

Jack Rose

Prince
Three DeGarros

Raines

,

Mnjeitlc

M

Dunedln
ft
John Gelprer
Fisher Hawley Co

,

Denlshawn Dancers

New York City
HOUSTON. TEX.

Pilar* Theatre Bnildlni

.

TAOOMA

Pantages

Liberty

"New Model"
HOUSTON, TEX.

Yonnge

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

Broadway

"Tallyho Girls"

Burke ft Burke
Zuhn ft Drels
LaToy's Dogs

RICHMOND, IND.

O.

Canton Duo
Adele Oswald

OKLA. CITY. OKLA

ft Mrs Phillips
Manning F ft K

TORONTO

2d half

Pantagea
"Magaslne Girls"
Lew Wilson
McConnell ft S
ft Vernon
J Dealy ft Sis

Van

Jefferson

Mr

"Chas the Monk"
Maxon ft Morris
Lola Wentworth
Russell ft Lum
Lane ft Plant
Harvey DeVora 8
PROVIDENCE, R. L Dotls Hardy Co
Corbett Shep'd ft
Emery
•"Temptation"
Swain's Animals

COLUMBUS.

DALLAS, TEX.
Klnzo
Nan Gray

to All)

2d half
Swain's Animals

Loew
Frawley ft West

J

Pantages
(Sunday opening)

Kyra Co
Laurie Ordway
Adas ft Guhl
Jas Grady Co
"Girl In Moon"

SPOKANE

Hodklns-PantagM Bookings

Robb A Stewart
Chas McDonald Co
Eva Shirley

N. Y.

ft

SAN FRANCISCO

•"Broken Mirror"
Foley ftMcGowan
SEATTLE
General Piaano Co
Pantages
2d half
Delton Mareena D
Concertos
Friend ft Downing "Old-Time Darkles"
Gypsy Troubadours 'World-Wide Rev"
N Norworth Co
(One to All)
Provol
SPRINGFIELD,

8

ROCHBLLB,

South

Loew
ft Young

Grundy

Barron

Paull

ft

NEW

Frills

MASS.
Broadway
Conrad ft Goodwin

Thorn-

ton

•Which Shall
Marry?
Jessie Reed

ft

Trovato

(Two

De Kalb

8

The Frltches
Thornton

England

ft

Borslnl Troupe

General Plsano Co

Victoria 4
•The Rials

2d half

Sterling Rose
2d half

Bldridge B ft B
Jones ft Sylvester
Cannibal Maids

June Mills Co

Hill's Circus

"Broken Mirror"
Arthur Ploken* Ca.. Grundy ft Young

study
Daisy Leon

Morey

ft

2d half
Rosle RIAess Co

Four Bards

2d half
John F Clark Co
Elsie White

ft

Harrs

Pantagea
Stephens ft B
"Act Beautiful"

Sol Berns

BjSJBff

ft

(Three to All)

Wastlka

V ft C Avery

Blfoa

fill)

Payton Howard

Crescent
(Sunday opening)
Plcardo Bro3
Cliff Clark

All)

Pequo ft Fallows
Donovan ft Murray

Avenue B

Irving

Lee

NEW OBLBANS.LA.

MASS.

Sherlock 81s Foley
Violinsky

MoCormack

Pollard

Adelaide

ft

SAN DIEGO

Cecil

ft

Thrills

ft Moore
Chas C Rice Co
Joe Daroy
ft

LOUIS

J & Q Weir
Gronty Bros
SO. BETHLEHEM,

Owen
Ryan

Henry

International 9
Fields ft Wells
F TInney's Players
"American Girls"
Jack Goldle

All)

Ben Lynn
Harry Brooks Co
joe Cook
Bayes

loew

FALL RIVER,

Esmeralda
Donohue ft Fletcher McMahon ft Chap-.
peile
Arnold ft Taylor
Frank Terry
Ed F Reynard Co
What Women Can D
2d half
Id half
Jenks ft Allen
(One to

Ackerman Co

MONTREAL

Frank Terry

A Mack

« Alexanders ft
Evelyn
Boulevard

Ed Ross

Blackface

What Women Can D
(One t o

Roemer

Paatages

Garrick
Rlanos

3

Fentel

Walsh Edwards
Carlisle ft

BOSTON

Robt

SALT LAKE

Steppers

ST.

2d half

pelle

Esmeralda
Green ft LaFell
Plsano ft Bingham

Geo

Ed Ross
Ackerman Co

Va

6

Fashion Plate

•Blackface
Hill

Herbert Sisters

Sherlock Sis Foley
Rudlnoff

.

& Lennle
Rube Marquard Co
BIRMINGHAM.
Bijou

2d half
Dolly ft Calarne

*

Hippodrome
Rock & Drew
Nad a Peters
Hudson & Jones

The Frltches
Walsh ft Edwards
Carlisle ft Roemer

All)

Ct>

Shirley

Thorn- (Two to

•Which Shall I
Marry?
Jessie Reed
Dixon ft Paul!

BALTIMORE

Clayton

Jose

Bessie LeConnt

Gray

Allen ft Averett
Buiiowa's Birthday
Thos Potter Dunne
2d half

Grace Leonard Co
•Van ft Morris
Dick
Ed Reynard Co
Delancey Street
ft

Modjeska
•Cortese ft Murray

ft

ton

Clayton ft Clayton
•Adler ft Clark
•4 Laurels

All)

2d half

Wlnton Bros

Burns

AUGUSTA, GA

•Gara Zora

Donovan ft Lee
Dura ft Fealey

Lyeeam

Thornton

Hill

The Norvells
Keating ft Walton
"New Yorker"
Gallerint ft Son
Broslus

Eva
.

Palace

McCormack

Golden Troupe
•Selma Sells
J K Emmet Co

Chas McDonald

23

Will Stanton Co
Santauoi
Francis ft Wilson

Stewart

ft

Whirlwind Gypsies Reel Guys
Lane ft Harper
2d half
Johnson Baker ft J Conrad ft Goodwin
MEMPHIS. TBNN Barron ft Burt

Donovan ft Lee
Donohue ft Fletcher

•Van & Morris

ft

Will Cahlll

Building,

Ed Phillips

Robb

2d half
L Conlee

gg

.
.

William B. Cross.
William" B. Cross, president of the -Brockton (Mass.) Agricultural Society
and owner of several theatres in New.i
England, died at his home in Brockton.
Mass., last week. He was 60 years oi
age and is survived by Us wtfa, a soa
;

antf

two

itsnajs»wi;

;'•
.
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'
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was
IN

OP
I

been informed by
T. Wilton in 1907
that he could not play the Keith time

FRIEND

Etta Lockhart Hufford
Who

Died December Sib, Mil

Pauline HarroD.
Pauline Harron died at the Isolation Hospital, New Bedford, Mass.,
Jan. 27, of influenza followed by double

The deceased was with

pneumonia.

through having appeared
Vaudeville"

for

Klaw

in

&

"Advance
Erlanger.

Thereupon Mr. Aldrich said he went
abroad, had no trouble securing engagements on the other side and remained over there seven years, until

ROXY LA ROCCA

MRS.

Mr. Aldrich said he had

called.

A

MEMORY

BIT

the Mosconi Bros., and later the Helen
Stanley Revue.
The remains were
shipped to her home in Oakland, Cal.

1914. Upon returning here the witness
stated he had been offered time by the
U. B. O. at $650 weekly, had accepted
10 weeks and refused 10 more weeks
through the big time refusing to pay
$750, the amount he asked, and that he
is now at the New York Hippodrome
at $450 weekly.

Barney Meyers was another witness
Thursday, saying he had left vaudeville in 1916, where he had been a
J.
booking agent Mr. Meyers testified
he had been forced out of the bookWho pamed away February lSth, 19
ing business through having booked
Gloria Davis—Ben Adkins
acts with Klaw & Erlanger in opposition to the Keith houses.
He also
said that when asking E. F. Albee for
a theatre franchise for Bayonne, AlCharles E. Terhune.
bee refused it, saying the district was
Charles E. Terhune died in New York
already covered by a big time franchise
Dec. 31 of influenza. The deceased was
and that the theatre he was interested
>the father of Mrs. Jack Apdale, who
in Bayonne then played combinations.
was in Mexico at the time.
„ It was bought out during Mr. Meyers'
The mother of Harry Crull, manager cross examination that the White Rats
'of the Prospect, Brooklyn,- died Feb.
bad been interested in the Independent
7 of pneumonia in Brooklyn. The de- Booking Office several years ago, had
ceased had come east to visit her son.
charged acts five per cent, commis_She was 55 years of age.
sion, deducted by the circuit known as
the "White Rats Theatres" (Mozart
Circuit, Elmira and Lancashire) and
IN FOND MEMORY
that the Rats at that time were, in all
•f My Dear Friend
managerial respects, in the same posiIN LOVING

MEMORY OF

PHIL.

OTIS

;

v

PHIL

KAUFMAN

Died January 24th,

tion as the regular vaudeville

1»;«.

HARRY JOLSON

managers

then were and are. Mr. Meyers named
some of the people connected with the
Independent agency.
Mr. Meyers said if he had played
ether vaudeville at the Bayonne theatre he would have lost his booking
agent franchise with the U. B. O. Cross

;

I

The mother of George Day (Howard
and Day) died Feb. 5 in Chicago of a
complication of diseases. Burial was
at Mount Glen wood.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION.
(Continued from page 3)
?tion to this fee to the Collection Agenw&ty so far brought out was the Pat

Casey Agency.

Mr. Casey

testified

he

had never paid the Vaudeville Collection Agency a fee.
| Vaudevillians on the street deduced
from the testimony in this regard that
the Commission was seeking to show
that the actual value given the artist
in the booking line was the two and
one half per cent of his salary finally
secured by the act's representative.
Vaudevillians mentioned in connection,
L stated, however, that here and there
among booking agencies, they had been
j

[booked "net," without commission entering into it with the booking office,
with the example given of a $300 act
receiving a contract for $285, without
the booking office making a further
deduction.
Thursday afternoon last week, following the adjournment of the hearing, the representatives of the Federal
Trade Commission visited the offices
of the Keith Vaudeville Exchange in
:.the Palace Theatre building.
It was
|"in the nature of an inspection for information, following the testimony that
J
day of S. K. Hodgdon, booking manager .of the Keith offices. Mr. Hodg,
don testified to 35 years of service with
I. the Keith interests, back to and
before
[the days when B. F. Keith started
vaudeville in the Bijou Theatre, Bos!?"•. *n those days Mr Hodgdon stated
Weber and Fields played from eight
to fourteen performances daily for $40
w-wjefc; "Any number of questions
risked by Inquisitor Walsh were not
pnswered by the witness, who said his
(department was now the clerical one
t and
he had no knowledge on the subtjects mentioned.
Earlier Thursday. Charles T. Aldrich
i

|

r

-

i

!

examined by Mr. Goodman, for the
managers, and asked if he had played
at Bayonne, if he would
have wanted acts that had first ap-

vaudeville

peared there at an opposition house,
Mr. Meyers said he would not
Wednesday afternoon, just before
adjournament Henry Gugler, treasurer
of the Vaudeville Collection Agency
was called. His testimony, with the
remainder from Tuesday, Feb. 4 (published in verbatim, in Varibtt last
week), appears in this, issue. Mr. Gugler gave some detailed information concerning the workings of the collection
agency and said the gross amount collected by it amounted to $200,000.
In the morning Henry Chesterfield,
secretary of the National Vaudeville
Artists, was called to the witness chair,
but was shortly afterward excused,
owing to counsel for the Commission
not having the exhibits at hand. Mr.

Chesterfield

was informed he would

again be called. His testimony brought
out little other than the N. V. A. has
11,000 members.
The names of some
acts mentioned could not be recalled
by Mr. Chesterfield as members. Wolf
and Milton were one. The witness

asked for their

first

names.

Mr. Walsh

could not furnish him the information.
Harry Mountford was not at
the counsel table at the time, not appearing at the hearing until the af-

ternoon session.

During the short examination Mr.
Chesterfield was shown a letter written upon the society's letterhead and

signed by him,
to

by stamp, suggesting
members they advertise in a forth
first anniversary number of

coming

V A

Variety. Mr. Chesterfield was asked if he had written and
signed the letter. He said he had not.
A form of a letter had been submitted
.to .him, he said* by Johnny. O'Connor,
of Variety and he had sanctioned it,
but the form as shown him was not
the exact form he had approved. Mr.
the N.

in

.

Chesterfield testified he later

phoned

Variety's office and asked that no more
letters be sent out, after several hundred had been mailed. Asked how

no

of

members from the

files.

on Mr. Moore, the Exam-

tically
means everything will be
brought out.
At the Commission's counsel table
Friday was John J. Fitzgerald, partner
of the ex-Governor of Rhode Island,
Mr. Fitzgerald representing Mr. Fay.
There was also present, in an advisory
capacity, Jos. Meyers, former counsel
for the White Rats, and Harry Mount-

Immediately after Mr. Chesterfield

had been sworn and taken the chair,
Mr. Walsh inquired, "You understand,
do you not that you are under oath?"
"I do," replied the witness.

effect

iner refusing to sustain objections on
the stereotyped "irrelevancy," "immaterialism" and "incompetency'1 prac-

.

With Edward M. Fay, president of
the Arcadia Amusement Co., controlling theatres in Providence, Rochester
and Philadelphia, still on .the stand
ford.
under cross-examination by Attorney
The bleachers Friday contained the
Maurice Goodman, counsel for the
usual gathering of former White Rat
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Assoamong others, but laughs
supporters
ciation, the Federal Trade Commission
were scarce. After Pat Casey had
called a halt to proceedings Friday and
concluded his testimony, it is said he
adjourned without deciding on what
received $4.50 for three days' "work."
date the hearing would be continued.
The members of the commission con- Major Doyle told Mr. Casey he was
working for less than union wages and
ducting the investigation left for
should -confer with Mountford about
Washington the same afternoon.
During the Friday session the Com- it.
During Fay's period on the stand he
mission heard, three witnesses: Pat
said when he took over the Rochester
Casey, examined at some length first,
and following him came Albert A. theatre rats were running around the
Mr. Kelley pulled a snicker
house.
Fennyvessy, manager of a small time
when he asked Fay if he meant white
theatre in Rochester, N. Y. Mr. Fennyrats or black ones.
vessy was questioned in reference to
an alleged cancellation of the Cora
The charge of a combination in reYoungblood Corson act The manager straint of trade among the vaudeville'
answered John Walsh, his sole ques- managers received repeated attention
in the questions put to witnesses by
tioner, in a rather frank, impressive
way and seemed to establish that the Chief Counsel Walsh. ^Variety was
Corson act was canceled by his book- connected in the testimony through
ing representative, and when the act
Edward M. Fay of Providence
this.
appeared at his theatre for rehearsal,
on the witness stand Friday testified
he advised Miss Corson she had been
he had first known of the disfavor his
replaced by another turn. The Comhouse had fallen into with other vaudemission apparently endeavored to esville managements through articles and
tablish that the Corson act was canadvertisements in Variety. Asked if
celled at Rochester at the instigation
he had ever advertised in Variety, he
of the V. M. P.
because of Miss
replied he had. When asked if it had
Corson's activities during the White
not been suggested to him in Variety's
Rats' strike.
New York office that he apply to B. S.
The most important event of the day Moss for bookings, since he believed
came in the examination of Fay. He neither the Keith nor Loew Circuit
would book him, Mr. Fay said he could
plainly showed his bitterness for the
not remember, although admitting
respondents in his answers, but while
there was some conversation indulged
practically claiming they had combined
in.
to
rain his business, he admitted
under cross-examination his theatres
The attitude of Chief Counsel Walsh
were doing better business now than
for the Commission seemed severe
ever before. He lost a valuable point
throughout all of the hearings. At
also when he was obliged to confess
one time when in entering an objeche had never applied for booking at
tion John M. Kelley, of counsel for.
the
United Booking Office, Loew
the managers, said, "We are here
Agency, Moss Office or Fox Agency,
through a serious charge," Mr. Walsh,
after claiming under direct examifrom his seat at the Commission's
nation that because of the so-called
able, interjected, "Yes, and it will be
combine he could not procure proper
more serious before we are through
booking .representation. When Mauw:th you."
rice Goodman elicited the fact that
Objections of attorneys for the manM. S. Sheedy, his booker, owned a
agers were repeatedly overruled by
his
theatres
quarter interest in two of
Examiner Charles S. Moore. When
and a fifth interest in the Providence
an objection was made strenuously by
property, his plea of oppression lost
managers, lawyers, Mr. Walsh
th*e
weight.
would quote decisions from this or that
There were several clashes between
case handled, by the Federal _ Trade
attorneys, John Kelley, representing
Commission or quote a Commission's
all respondents except Variety, frerule that appeared to cover the point
quently making futile objections and
to the satisfaction of the Examiner.
lengthy speeches. Judge Charles F.
The observers in the rear seats of
McCall injected himself into the prothe court room often exulted with
ceedings at one point, making a rather
much glee at the comment by the Govbrilliantly constructed objection to a
ernment's counsel or at-points brought
witness testifying to his own concluout that seemed favorable to the cause
sion in reference to the alleged blackof the White Rats.

A

'

The mother of Nathan Burkan, attorney, died Feb. 8 of heart trouble.
.She had been ailing for several years,
and was about 63 years old.

Variety secured the addresses of members, Mr. Chesterfield replied that
Variety, with other papers, was allowed to copy the names and addresses

•
!

_

'

;

.

list.

The* attorney's table carried legal
representatives for all the respondents
except Variety^ M. L. Malevinsky, representing this paper, having been absent from the hearing since the opening day. At one point in the session
there were some rather pointed remarks made anent the allegiance of
some individuals to the United States
and at the afternoon session counsel
for both sides agreed to have that part
stricken from the testimony and the
Examiner asked that the press exclude
that portion of the hearing from their
report.

As the hearings progressed Harry
Mountford became more active and inOften he would stand im-

terested.'-

mediately behind the chief counsel for
the Government, apparently suggesting
questions to the counsel which would be
repeated to the witnesses. Accordingly,
the questioning of witnesses sounded
as though Mr. Mountford himself was
the inquisitor, with the line of inquiry following the oft published reasoning of Mountford in connection
with vaudeville, as printed in Variety
and before that in "The Player" over
his signature.

Attorneys for the managers often
The subject of the Bert and Lottie
Walton, ..adYex.tiscjncn t ...against ..Fay's,,, referred to Mounlford's presence and
Providence, in a 1918 issue of Variety "ThTftnacy wifhlTie "counsel for the Government, and asked that their comwas thoroughly discussed.
ment, also objections, be noted upon
It seemed apparent Examiner Moore
the record.
allowed chief counsel Walsh to interand
When the hearings resume, Mr. Fay
rogate his witness to any degree
the usual legal objections made by the
respondent's counsel appeared to have

•-.-
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-

•
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again to take the stand for further
cross examination.
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VARIETY
WEDNESDAY'S (FEB.

5)

REPORT

The above entitled matter came on for hearing, pursuant
adjournment, at 10:00 o'clock a. m.
Beforo Examiner Charles 8. Moore.
Appearances:
John Walsh, Gaylord R. Hawkins, Esq., and W. C. Reeves,
Esq,, on behalf of the Federal Trade Commission.
John Keller, Esq., on behalf of all respondents, except Blme
to

Silverman.

Maurice Goodman, Esq., on behalf of the respondents, Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, National Vaudeville
Artists, Inc., United Booking Offices, Vaudeville Collection
«
Agency and E. F. Albee.
Louis M. Sonnenberg, Esq., ot Stub In & Sonnenberg, on
behalf of the respondent, Martin Beck.
Myron Sulzberger, Esq., on behalf of the respondent, B. 8.
Mobs.

.

Leon Lasky,

Esq.,

on behalf of the respondent,

Sam

A.

Scrlbner.

Elek
Loew.

J.

Ludvlgh, Esq., on behalf of the respondent, Marcus

M. L. Malevlnsky, Esq., on behalf of the respondent, Slme
Silverman.
Mr. Walsh: In reference to Respondent's Exhibit No.. 46,
dated September 22/ 1910, pages 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 ot
Variety, It la understood that such exhibit Is offered on behalf of the Commission and not on behalf of the respondents,
and that it Is accepted in evidence by the respondents aa the
testimony and evidence of the Commission.
Mr. Kelley: The respondents recite In connection with
the exhibits offered in evidence yesterday from Variety and
Player relating to the White Rats Actors* Union and Associated Actresses of America, that they are offered not for
the purpose of having the Commission accept aa facta the
statements therein, but as shedding light on what the respondents claim was propaganda on the part of said concerns toward enforcing and establishing their policy of closed
shop and unionizing of vaudeville actors; and that, in so
far B3- it does relate to the conduct of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, they are similarly offered to
show the means employed by 'them In defense of the propaganda carried on by the White Rats Actors,' Union and
Associated ActresBes of America.
Mr. Walsh: To which offer 1 object for the reason that
the matter offered Is Incompetent, irrelevant and Immaterial
and not proper cross examination and no part of the Commission's case, and I move that they be stricken from the

1

record.

Examiner Moore:

Decision reserved on the motion.

Pat Casey resumed the stand and further
lows

testified as fol-

*

:

Cross Examination (Continued).
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. Mr. Casey, I believe you stated you became Identified
with the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association around
October 1st, 1916?
A. Either September or October, yes.
Q. What was the character of that organization at that
time with respect to the business that It had been carrying on?
A. They were—
Q. At and before that time.
A. Up to that time they had been organized for the purpose
of combating a strike that seemed eminent at that time by
the White Rats Actors' Union.
Q. When, If you know, did they organize?
A. The vaudeville managers organize?
Q. Did they reorganize, to resist that strike?
A. I think in the spring ot 1915.
v
Q. 1915, you say?
A. 1915.
Q. But up to that time had they had any business identity
or activity for several years?
A. No, sir.
Q. Did they even maintain an office?
Mr. Walsh: Wait a moment. We object to the question
and answer and ask that the answer be stricken out because
there is not anything in the evidence showing that this
witness knew anything about the organization ot the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association prior to the time when
he came In ; and I. asked blm upon direct examination If he
knew anything about the organization previous to the time
he came in and he said no, he said he didn't even know who
had been the manager of ft
Mr. Kelley: I am merely, asking him for his knowledge,
•
and the witness can state what he knows.
The Witness: What is the question again?
(The question was repeated by the stenographer.)
The Witress: Not that I know of.
Q. You were In New York during the time in business?
A. Yes, sir.
'

'

Q.

What was

t*<*

situation

when you came

In

there,

Mr.

Casey, with respect to what the V. M. P. A. undertook to do?
A. When I came in the strike had already been called by
the White Rats Actors' Union at Oklahoma City, and I came
in there to try to combat that strike.
Q. Please describe what took place that was of concern to
the V. M. P. A.?
A. Through the trades papers the White Rats Actors' Union
had threatencdrthat unless every actor carried a paid-up union
card in their organization, that the actor could not work in
the theatres because the members who did carry the said
card would not work with them. The members of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association had been the different
inenibera had been approached by representatives of the White
Rats Actors' Union in reference to signing a proposed closed
shop contract, which in all cases they had refused to do.
Q. What was the character of that propaganda that you
refer to? .
A. Sometimes personal solicitation on the part of the representatives and very often a letter Bent to the different members relative to signing a contract
Q. Did the White Rats ever have any leader or representative at that time?
A. Yes, sir.

—

Q. Who was It?
A. Mr. Harry Mountford.
Q. Is that the Harry Mountford that has been seated here
*
at the table of the plaintiff during this trial?
A. The same man.
Q. What was the condition with respect to membership and
these activities mentioned of the White Rats Actors' Union
for a per fd(T prior "Cb 'the''tlnw tutit you" bacaim?- Identified wit's
the V. M. P. A.?
A. As near as I could figure It out. it seemed to be that
the entire organization was going through a period of unrest,
that they didn't seem to be going along smoothly; that
there was different factions In there, that they were fighting
amongst themselves.
Q. You are speaking now of the White Rats Actors' Union?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Give Instances, If you can.

25

A. I cannot give any personal Instances. V-l simply know
from what I read In the trade papers during that time.
Q. Was there any effort made on the part ot the White
Rats at that time to control all the actors, vaudeville actors,
In the country?
Mr. Walsh : Wait a moment I object to It as calling for
a conclusion. If the witness knows anything involving anything specific In the
that

way

of Instances, all right, let

him

Q.

A. Yes,

Q.

To

Its

was

leader?

is

was that carried on?

By

i%

A. I do not know.
'-.''•*"
Q. Was that all the list you had at that time?
A. I do not know that I ever had that list.
Q. Well, what would be the number then of the names that
you entered as undesirables, what would be the maximum g
'number In your opinion out, of all ot the twenty thousand
vaudeville actors in this country?
U'Ji
A. I think probably the largest list did not exceed three
hundred, if it reached that.
iiL_
Q. I want to go back to this strike. I wish you would stato-'^j
in what manner that strike was called and what took place.
Let us say, confining It to the City ot New York now.
,,
A. Why, Mr. Mountford Issued an executive' order, strike &»
ordor on all the Marcus Loew's theatres in New York, calling 3h
upon the members of the White Rats Actors' Union to walk out c."
of the theatre. This happened, I believe, on a Monday afternoon, after the matinee performance In some, cases, and la .^
some cases right; during the evening performance.
*'$&
Q. Was that order given publicity?
,-^
•-.-.
A. It was.
Q. Is that one of the exhibits that has been introduced hero?
A Yes sir
Q. What took place as a result of that strike order T
A. As a result of that strike order In several of •' e theatres,
performers left the theatres and walked out cold, It necessitated the getting of other artists to go to those theatres and
fill out the programs.
Q. Did these performers that walked out cold—were they
under contract with the management to play in those theatres
:•'*
"at that time?
A. Yes, 'sir. After the first order had been given, and after
tbe acts had left the theatres, Mr. Mountford sent out what
was known as pickets to parade Up and down In front of several
ot these theatres asking the public not to patronize the
theatres.
In several cases a number of the members of the
White Rats Actors' Union visited the theatres, attempted to
break dp the performances, and went so far as to throw
different things upon the stage, Including glass bottles; and In
some cases it was necessary for the police to arrest some of
the participants. I believe that in end night for creating disturbances and for picketing and other violations of tho law.
there was something like seventy or eighty arrested In one
-

•.

.

-

carried on?
A. They advertised in the papers, I recall one ad where
I am pretty sure they had stated that the dues, or Initiation
fee, rather, had been thirty dollars, and that the officers in
charge of the White Rats had decided that that was a, little
too much tor the smaller fellow to pay, and that they wanted
everybody in. And if I remember correctly for a limited time
they reduced the Initiation fee In it to ten dollars In order
to secure a full membership.
Q. Did the conduct of the White Rats Actors' Union carried
on in that way have any effect upon the established business
of vaudeville?
A. As I stated before It caused' unrest amongst the actors.
Q. Did It cause unrest among the actors who were then
members or had become members of the White Rats?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. To .what extent?
object to that as being Incompetent, IrMr. Walsh:
relevant and Immaterial and not proper cross examination.
This man is not a member of the White Rats, although! he
seems to assume to testify in reference to their business,
and it is not part of the Commission's case and it Is not
in the examination had on direct of anything that was asked
this witness. It is not cross examination of his examination
In chief.
It is anticipating the defense.
If counsel wants
to go into It for preliminary purposes, of showing or explaining what was testified to on direct examinationMr. Kelley : The purpose of the Inquiry Is this, to show that
then, In this White Rats Union of their own at that time,
that there existed such dissatisfaction even amongst its members that as a business organization It was impossible. That
is merely the purpose.
And that question will be followed up
by the offer of exhibits on the part of the respondents. showing published letters In Variety and other papers of actors
who complained of the situation previous to the time that
the respondents took action.
Examiner Moore: You want to insist on this objection?
Mr. Walsh : . I made the objection.
Examiner Moore: I hardly think It is proper cross examination. I do not recall anything of it on direct
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. What was the effect Mr. Casey, ot a closed shop upon
vaudeville?
A. What was the effect of the closed shop?
Q, Yes.
A. It never happened.
Q. What effect would a closed shop have on vaudeville?
A. I think it would have ruined vaudeville?
Q. In what way?

5M

.

."'.'.

We

night in New York City.
On one occasion at Loew's Orpheum, at 86th street and Third
avenue, a bottle was thrown from the balcony aimed »t Borne
one on the stage; the throw fell short the bottle struck a boy

?#
>y

sitting, I believe, in the third row of the orchestra and. cut
his head open.
When the boy was brought outside Into the |
lobby it was found that he was the son of the policeman employed by the City of New York, whose beat took in tho die
trlct in which that theatre was located.
y*A
In several of these theatres arrests were made and convictions secured In the courts.
Some of tbe offenders have
been sent to jail.
Q. What effect did that have on the vaudeville business?
A. In the houses that the strike occurred in and where they
picketed and caused these disturbances it practically ruined
tbe business.
'.'Xm
Q. You are a man conversan with tbe vaudeville business
In general tor years, and I will ask you, Mr. Casey, whether
In your opinion there was any occasion for this strike order
or these disturbances on tbe part ot the White Rats at that V

.

'

A, It would have stopped the appearance in the vaudeville
houses of new material and new goods from the fact that it
would have been Impossible for any artist to secure an engagement without his having been admitted to the White Rats

time?
r*
Mr. Walsh : I will have to object to that answer in referenceto tho ruining ot the theatres unless there Is a further explanation. I don't understand you to say that these theatre!
were entirely put out of business so they could not come- back.
The Witness : In some of the theatres where this happened,'
the business was from $1,500 and $1,800 a day down to less
than $100.
Mr. Walsh : Yes, I know; but the business went back after
the strike was over?
*%£
The Witness : Tbe business came back after the strike was
:

Actors' Union.

Mr. Walsh: I object to that because the charge and complaint Is not that the White Rats was a closed shop, but tho
charge in the complaint Is that the V. M. P. A. Is a closed
shop, and that Is what this proceeding is about; and also
that the N. V. A. was a closed shop.
Objection sustained.

Mr. Kelley: It is merely a question of showing the reason
for the position assumed by the V. M. P. A. at that time.
This Is the defense.
Naturally we have got to respond to
the complaint of the plaintiff In this action, and this Is the
response. They showed certain conditions and then showed
the position at that time of tho parties and showed that, If
we had not taken the position that we did, what the result
would have been. This is a very defense of the respondents in
There can be nothing more material to the issue.
this case.
Examiner Moore : Proceed with it and see how far we get.
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. You stated that the strike had been declared at Okla-

;

over.

Dy Mr. Kolley
Q.

Why?

>

A. Bocause the respondents resisted them and fought them
and because the public folt safe In going into the theatres and
seeing tho performance.
Q. Could they have boon safo unless the respondents took
tho action that they did?
A. No, sir.
Q. State whether or not there was an Injunction, if you
know, obtained In the Supremo Court of thla State?
A. There was."
Q. That Is. restraining that conduct on the part of the White

homa?
sir.

Q. Was that strike declared ot other places?
A. Yes, sir, later.

Rats?
A. Yes.
Mr. Walsh
Walt a moment. I object to the witness tost!- 'M
fylng in reference to the injunction. Tbe Injunction Is the
;*<MS
best evidence we will see what it flays.
Examiner Moore
Objection sustained on that, Mr. Kelley. :

In

the

fall.

Tbcy

i

Boston, In New York, In St. Louis, I
think, and In East St Louis, and In some of the towns In
"New EiiKtKiNt -R-Jiero Poll -sfwretoa tbestrcar - .-.•= -•.—.-:•: ^-.^—„Q. Were you In New York at the time?
in

-

-.-

..

•.

—

afterwards struck

.:..•?.
•

,

A.

Mr. Kelley:

'
.*
Q. Proceed.
A. I would like to add to the answer, Mr. Walsh, that the J
also struck at Lynn, Mass., and Haverhul, Mass.
Q. Mr. Casey, you recall recently having been handed Coin*
mission's Exhibit 6 containing a list that was described by
you at that time as undesirables, and those who could not b«
relied upon under contract to fill their engagements. Do you
recall that list?
.
A. Yes, sir.
ja
Q. Do you recall how many names there were on that list?
A. I should imagine there was a couple of hundred.
Q. Was that all the names that you ever tabulated out ol ':•:(
all of the members of vaudeville actors throughout the; country,
the twenty thousand that you spoke of?

A. Yes sir.
Q. Were these the orders that you referred to in your
statement that they directed that all actors Join the union
a full paid up card?
—
A. Yes, sir.
What does
Q. These exhibits use the term "closed shop."
that mean in the amusement trade?
A. That means that every actor would have to belong to
the White Rats Actors' Union every vaudeville actor would
have to belong to the White Rats Actors' Union, or he could
not obtain employment from the fact that the people who did
belong would not work on the bill with him.
/
Q. During the course ot the propaganda used by the White
Rats In building up this organization, what, If anything, was
done with respect to Initiation fees or reducing them?
Mr. Walsh: In what?
Mr. Kelley : In the White Rats.
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. Were there any special Inducements made by the managers of the union to get vaudeville actors Into it?
A. 'Yes, sir.
Q. To what extent were these Inducements offered and

Go on and state where and when?
The strike In Oklahoma City was

In this organisavaudeville artists are there in the Unite*
at that time?
I think there Is about twenty thousand.

How many

were
The Witness :

States, or

and have

Q.

™

the number?
The Witness : What is the what?
Mr. Walsh: You say 16,000 White Rats

tion.

A. To the extent that they advertised in the trade papers
to the effect that all actors must Join in order to secure employment In the theatres.
Q. You were present yesterday when there was offered In
evidence strike orders and advertisements -on the part of the
respondents, were you not?
A. You mean last night when these papers were put In?
Q. Yes.

A. Yes,

It

'"'?

.

Mr. Walsh: One moment, Mr. Kelley. I would like to
ask what Is generally regarded as the census of the vaudeville artists who play the theatres of the United States, what

sir.

:

have spoken of

what the membership was- at -via

16,000.

Q. At that time?
A. Yes.

control all the actors In vaudeville, vaudeville actors

Examiner Moore

membership materially increased at the

that tlmo?
A. Mr. Mountford, representing the White Rats, claimed

tell

—

In this country?
A. Yes.
Q. To what extent

their

A. I presume so.
Q. State if you know about

:

by the organization or by Mr. Mountford,

And had

time they struck?
A. I think that It bad. •
Q. Followed by the advertisements you
and that have been referred to?

Mr. Kelley
I will put It this way
By Mr. Kelley
Q. Do you know whether and that question can be answered
yes or no do you know whether there was any attempt made

—

u,^

.,,-,.

•

A. Yes, sir.
Q. And at the time that they struck here you were representing the Vnuduvlllo Managers' Protective Association?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did tho White Rats strike until after they had carried
on their campaign for Increasing the membership as you
fcnve stated?
A. No, sir.

;

m

:

'

llx..Mr,JMlcx.:.
.„..__.
Q. In b gnneral way, M>. C«sey,'Bfate-"wTf«ber"tff "a6t~tnac i
condition exIntltiR In tho vaudeville theatres against which
the attack was actually made had any effect upon the general, 85
business of vaudeville?
Mr. Walsh
No dou!
I, for tho Commission, will admit it
It demoralized the business during that period.
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. Now, Mr. Casey, state what tho White Rats Actors' Union
did In connection with sending men upon the stage, platforms
'

i

,

r

:

.:.:'

.

-^-uP:

:

.

.

;,.,.i;A. /.fe

:
,

J^u.'v;.

;

y:'"

Si

:

'

?^f^W^
VARIETY

26
and

i

soliciting, putting

up cards or harassing those who were

—

playing In those theatres I -will -withdraw that question.
Do you know whether or not those wbo were not members
of the White Rats Actors' Union at that time engaged In
plavlng vaudeville were, threatened In any. way tv» others who
were members, If they (ailed to Join the union and carry a
paid up card?
A. Only what I read in the papers.
Q. I am referring to Respondents' Exhibit 57 offered In
evidence, and will read this lauguage taken from the Player
of January 26, 1017:
"Serious. If anyone goes to work against the strike order,
I advise them to carry a lllly In his or her band. There will
he no other flowers."
Do you recall that advertisement having been made at that

time?
A. Yes, air.
Q. And was It true that that conduct was carled on. until
the strike was actually affected and put Into effect?
Mr. Walsh : Walt a moment. The alleged question Is not a
question, because It does not refer to any particular conduct.
Mr. Kciley : This conduct of advertising and threats.
Mr. Walsh: Well, we 'object to it because it Is not specific.
This one was carried on. If the -witness can produce another
I have no objection to producing similar ones.
Mr. Keller: I can later when I get the exhibits.
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. With reference to the membership of the White Rats, at
this time that this was put into .effect, did you have occasion
to observe whether all the- members of the White Rata were
In favor or tolerated that sort of conduct?
object to the question as not a proper
Mr. Kelley:
question. The question Is not specific enough.
Examiner Moore: Objection sustained.
By Mr. Kelley:
not any of the White Rats then or
whether
or
State
Q.
tberetofore members of that organization took any action with
reference to forming a new organization and leaving the
-

.

We

'

White Rats?
A. Yes,

sir.

Q. Did any of them give reasons publicly?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. In a general way what were they?
Mr. Walsh : We object to It unless he is specific. I am
perfectly willing he should refer to specific instances or to
anything that be knows of.
Mr. Kelley: I can refer to them in the exhibits when I get
them.
Examiner Moore State what you know.
The Witness From what I read In the papers of the letters
that the different members had published over their signatures
in the trade papers.
object to it unless he specifically states
Mr. Walsh :
.

:

:

We

who and on what

occasions.

Mr. Walsh, I can do that when

Mr, Kelley:

I

get the

exhibits here.

Tho theatres were all ticketed, the
remain on the bills were threatened that

as a conclusion of fact.
Examiner Moore: State Just

knowledge.

The Witness: That
own knowledge.
Saying
Mr. Walsh

.

A. Yes, sir.
Q. That was

Intended to bo put Into effect between the
White Rats and the tbentro managers?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Vaudeville theatres?
A. Yes. sir.
Mr. Kelley: T ask that this h: mnrked for Identification.
(Paper referred to was thereupon
mnrked by the
stenographer Respondents' Exhibit 71) for identification.)
Mr. Wnlsh : We objeet to the question and ask that It
be stricken out in reference to the memorandum for agreement, because It calls for a conclusion and counsel asked
the witness if that was n memorandum of agreement that
was Intended to be put Into operation by the members of
""the White Rats.
That Is merely a preliminary question.
Mr. Kcltcy
:

Mr. Walsh:

t

dential or not, T
U>. Ilalley .
question.

Wonld

We

.

By Mr.

.'

know whether

don't'
will

It

it Is

Is

anything evi-

what the

like to find out

show that

facts are.

merely a preliminary

Association?

A. Yes, sir.

Mr. Kelley: We offer Exhibit 60 of the respondents for
and Exhibit marked 70 of the respondents for
in evidence.

(The papers referred to were thereupon received In evidence nnd marked by the stenographer Respondents' Exhibits
60 and 70.)
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. Mr. Cnsey, what knowledge or Information have you
of the extent to which this strike was carried on In other
cities

or pnrt of

New York?

Mr. Walsh : I object to that unless he can say anything
from his own personal knowledge.
Mr. Kelley
I am asking that question, what he personally knows.
:

„"'

...,Ai .!..

i

own

my

.

did.

There

is

no escaping from

the conclusion that he Intended to carry the idea exactly as
the advertisement stated.
Examiner Moore: Mr. Kelley, I believe you wltl have to
confine yourself to the case more closely.
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. Mr. Casey, have you anything further to say as to the
extent the picketing was carried on in these other instances,
in Boston, and the effect that it had on business there?
A. It Interfered considerably with the business of the
theatres there the same as it did In New York,
Q. Were you able to operate the theatres at that time?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What means did you have to resort to In order to keep
the theatres going?
A. In the first place we had plenty of extra acts right
In town to go Into the theatres any time that any of them
walked out.
In fact, In most of the theatres we had a
double show, and had one set In the audience while the
other was on the stage.
Q. That would cause extra expense?

A Yes

sir —

~

""*

Q. Did' you have to hire extra help for the safety of the
public?

A Yes

sir.

Q. Police protection?

A. Yes,
Q.

sir,

At your own expense?

A Yes

sir

:
I ask that this be marked for Identification.
(The paper referred to was thereupon marked by the
stenographer Respondents' Exhibit No. 71 for identification.)
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. I am handing you this hand bill entitled: 'These are
strike breakers and unfair to organized labor" and I ask
you If you saw these bills circulated and where? (handing

Mr. Kelley

same

to witness.)
A. I did not see

thee circulated.
Q. Did you find them In a"nd about the theatres and stage?
A. I did not, no.
Mr. Walsh :
will admit it for you, they were circulated

We

In Chicago.

Mr. Kelley : I ask that these be marked for Identification.
(The papers referred to were thereupon marked by the
stenographer Respondents' Exhibits 72 and 73 for Identification.)

By Mr. Kelley:
Q. I hand you respondents' exhibit marked 72 for identification and ask you it you have seen this before (handing same
to wltnesB),

A. Yes,
Q.
A.
Q.

A.

sir.

Where were they used and circulated
At Oklahoma City.
By whom? By the White Rats or their
Some representative of theirs.

Q. I

and

I

If

w.8.s.p.rcsent,..In ..Boston

when. the. strike .was. on- there,
.

was In Oklahoma City when the strike was on lliero.
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. Mr. Casey, will you go on and state all the facts con-

nected with the same, that Is as surrounding the action of
the White Rats Actors' Union and the theatre managers,
taking up Boston first?
Several of the memA. The strike was called In Boston.
bers of the White Rats Actors' Union employed then at
Mr. Gordon's theatre, also at Lynn and also at Haverhill,
MuujaHiutwt su , botb of those aro practically suburbs of Bos-

Q.

you know?

hand you Respondents' Exhibit for Identification 73
ask you if you know where that was circulated and by

A. In Boston.
Q. By whom?
A. By the members of the White Rats Actors' Union.
Q. State how long it took the vaudeville Industry to recover
from the effect of this strike, aside from the actual money

spent?

.

A. I should Judge three or four months.
Mr. Kelley : I offer Respondents Exhibits 71, 72 and 73 for
Identification in evidence.
(The papers referred to were thereupon received In evidence
and marked by the stenographer Respondents' Exhibits 71, 72
and 73.)

By Mr. Kelley:
Q. State whether or not other cities aside from those In
which strikes were actually precipitated were affected or concerned at that time in a general way throughout the strike?
A. They were.
Q. In order to safeguard the public and preserve established
business were you put to any expense or trouble In other
cities?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. State in a general

sir

Kelley: Is that list here, has it arrived yet?
Walsh: No, why not let us use your list?
-Kelley: It is not as big as yours.
Walsh The witness said that there were 800 on it
The witness: I never said there was 300; I never said there
were as many as 300. I beg yon pardon; I didn't think lfr- - »
—
at any time would reach 300.
Examiner Moore: Is that the list, Mr. Walsh, that has

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

.

:

asterisks

and stars on

It?

Mr. Walsh : Yes.
..
By Mr. Kelley:
.
.
referred
Q. Now. Mr. Casey, that is the list that you nave
to aB. undesirable In your direct examination?

A Yes

sir

A Yes

sir

q! And that was the list that you have in your possession
as general manager of the V. M, P. A.?

Wlli you state, Mr. Casey, I don't think that question
has been asked of you yet, Just what business the V.M. P. A.
was carrying on?
.
. ..
A. The V. M. P. A. when I first went In there carried on a
business of combating the White Rats In their strike. After
that matter was cleared up we then took up the matter of
Q.'

trying to clarify the business for the best interests of the
artists nnd the managers and to the extent of establishing a
board of arbitration between ourselves and. the National
Vaudeville Artists In which the suits that arose can be brought
to our attention and be thrashed out In the first year of that
there was close to 1,000 complaints, and decisions rendered

_„_

thereupon.
.
.
Q. You are familiar with the charter of the V. M. P. A.T

A Yes

A Yes

.

sir.

q! And the by-laws In which, among other things,
cates ,lts purpose to the uplift of vaudeville?

It

dedi-

sir.

q! State whether or not that object has been pursued In the
conduct of the V. M. P. A.?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And in what way?
A. In the way that I have Just stated, mostly by a complaint
bureau and by taking active interest as a body In different

matters pertaining to the business Itself, such as appearing
before the Government or Its representatives like In the fuelless matter; also, as we recently had occasion to take up
with the members of Congress with reference to the proposed
Also with the railroad administrator
Incrensed of the tax.
as regards the leveylng of extra heavy fares upon artists.
Q. When you referred to the subject of the uplift of
vaudeville, has the Vaudeville Managers* Association consideration of the artists as well asthe managers and their

members?
A. More for the artists than for the managers and members.
Q. Does the V. M. P. A. conduct any business of any kind?
A. No. sir.
Q. Does It issue
to

any orders to anybody of any
any concern or corporation?

A. No, sir.
Q. Particularly,

sort, that

respondents mentioned

the other

In

is,

this

complaint?
A. No, sir.
Q. Does It have any business dealings with any of them
aside from the fact that you might meet with the committee
appearing from N. V. A. In acting on claims?
A. No.
Q..On complaints?
A. No.
Q. Does it issue any orders to its members?
A. No.
Q. Or take any?
A. No, sir.
Q. I am referring now to the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association ; that It what I refer to.
A. Issue any orders, Is that what you ask?
Q. Yes.
A. In a
Q.

A.

•JT

-

way, yes.

Towards what end?
Toward bettering; the

and as an Illustration I
of hard work and Mr. Oar-

conditions,
lot

the fuel administrator

fit

every member of the Vaudeville
they should pay the artists, the
and all employes the full salary
closed, and In every case but one
Q. ThoBe are suggestions from

way

the cost

and expense that was put upon the theatre managers by this
detail and answer in a general way.
A. I tbtnk It cost in the neighborhood of a couple of
dred thousand dollars.
Q. The different theatres?

some

hun-

A. Yes, sir.
Q. As far as you are able to observe, Mr. Casey, and you
are an expert, was there any benefit from any viewpoint occasioned by that Btrlke?
A. Any benefit?
Q. Yes.
Mr. Walsh : I object to that
Mr. Kelley : Mr. Casey ought to know, he Is an expert man
In the business.
Some strikes are beneficial and necessary
and others are not.
Mr. Walsh : He Is not an expert on determining whether
or not there was any benefit to the White Rats.
Mr. Kelley: No, but he has occasion to observe results.
Examiner Moore Objection sustained, Mr. Kelley.
Jt understood that an exception- 1* rocorded?
Mr, •Keller.: Mr. Walsh : I don't think so.
Mr. Kelley And there Is no necessity, you can always take
that up.
Mr. Kelley : No necessity of reserving any exception to an
adverse ruling?

N

then have they

saw
change
the closed day In the theatres from Tuesday to Monday, which
he had ordered all other business to cease on, I suggested to

strike?
A. Yes, sir.

-

A Yo q

field,

the facts.

A. The entire United States.
Q. Including about how many theatres?
A. About three or four hundred.
Q. At that time?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Are you In a position to state In a general

Q. Give

since

A. Yes sir.
q! Have you any of the White Rats In your employ now?
A. ThaWhave I any In my employ?
Q. I mean by the members of the V. M. P. A., their theatres?
A. I don't know.
Q. There may be for all you know?

would like to say that after a

way

•

sir.

And immediately following and

been employed?

representatives?

whom?

.

tion referred to in that letter?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was that memorandum of agreement in the form of
a general letter sent to the chief members of the Vaude-

Protective

of your

trying to state, of

A. In practically every city.
Q. And that covered what?

hand you a letter of the White Rats Actors' Union
signed by Ernest Carr. secretary of International Board.
Keith's deputy orgnnlzed marked Respondents' Exhibit No. 17
for identification (handing same to witness), and I ask you
whether, as representing the V. M. P. A. this letter came
into your hands?
Q. Is this the form of contract. Exhibit 09 for Identifica-

Managers'

am

A. Yes,

ad like Harry Mountford

Kelley:

Identification
identification

what you know
I

that someone threatened, that is no
Information, you could have threatened to buy him a drink.
Mr. Kelley:
Well, It looks like a little different than
threatening to buy a drink when they were told to carry a
white Illy In their hands.
The inference was more likely
that It would be needed In a casket.
Mr. Walsh:
Carrying of lilies may have a great many
different significances.
I have known some people at times
that carried a Illy for a most laudable purpose.
Mr. Kelley: Yes, but they didn't couple it up with an

Q. I

ville

what

Is

engaged In any undertaking except a membership organization
of actors that were engaged in any business of any kind T
A. At what time?
Q. I withdraw the question. Mr. Casey, at the time the
White Rats were Increasing their membership as you have
spoken of were the White Rats at that time employed in
vaudeville theatres of the membership of the V. M. P. A.?
A. Yes, sir.
. ,
Q. Even during the time of the strike were they employed?

:

Q. 8tate

Mr. Kelley : Mark this for identification.
(Paper referred to was thereupon marked by the stenographer Respondents' Exhibit No. 00 for identification.)
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. Mr. Casey. I will hand you respondents' exhibit for
Identification No. (10. and nsk you if you ever have seen
that before (handing some to witness) ?
A.' T have seen several like it.
Q. This Is what Is known as a memorandum of agreement
for a closed shop?

that did

If
they did not
walk out, that they would receive bodily harm.
Mr. Walsh:
Wait a moment, I object to that and ask
that the last. statement be stricken out, as indefinite, and

By Mr. KsEsy
whether or not the general tenor of those letters
that were published, which we are referring to In the absence
of the exhibits were published In opposition to the White Rats
policy thnt you have testified to?
We ohlect to-.it because I have no doubt that
Walsh:
Mr.
many of the White Rnts were dissatisfied with the strike. I
think, If they can fro Into It nt all, they ought to be limited
This Is going Into the mental
to what was actually' dane.
attitude of «ome of these delightful people who belonged to
the White Rnts at that time and it gives no Information to
the Commission.
Examiner Moore : You had better be more specific.

artists

ton.

:

:

Mr. Walsh: No.
Mr. Kelley : That will be understood than as I
Mr. Walsh : Yes.
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. Mr. Casey, and about that time were the White Rats

O^J&

the orger of

to

Managers' Association that
stage hands, the musicians
for the day that tbey were
they did it.
you to the different theatre

managers?
A. Yes, sir.
Q.

You do not command or compel them by order

tain things?
A. No. sir.
Q. Have you ever?
A. No, sir.

to do cer-

.

Q. How do you obtain your income when necessary, or
funds for defraying expenses?
A. Each theatre pays five dollars a week as dues to the
organization.
Q. When you state "each theatre" you mean each member?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you recollect any dues or collect any dues from anyone
outside of them?
A. No, sir.
Q. Do vou have any Income from any other corporations or
Individuals mentioned In the complaint?

—

A. You are asking now
tective Association
Q. Yes.
A. Tbey do not.
fl.

TteiTT

the Vaudeville Monagers' Pro-

If

have any?

tlWr *BY«llnl If

,
Tift

<lrTtf

i

[iirrT-r-r-

rrr—

A. No. sir.

Ox Now, I wish to Tefer to the committee— that Joint complaint bureau, Mr. Casey?
A. Yes,
Q.

Thnt

sir.

is

conducted by you?

A. Yes, sir.
Q. How many members compose that committee?
A. Three.
Q. How were they made up ?
A. Myself and Mr. Henry Chesterfield and Mr. Oloyd Mills.

am

^^^H,

v^.

;

->:;

3

V.

—

:

—

—

:

::

VARTFTV
Q.

Who

Is

Henry Chesterfield?

A. Secretary of the National Vaudeville Artists' Association.
Q. Is this a voluntary committee?
A. Yes,
L-y

_...

„

,

«lr.

.

And what
To listen

.

.

*

.

.

the scope of this work? .....
A.
to all complaints of any kind or nature between the artists and the managers.
Q. Is that bureau used any by the actors?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. lias that bureau been used or consulted by actors who
are employed In theatres outside of the members of the V. M.
P. A.?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Handing you a paper marked for identification "Respondents' Exhibit No. 74," I ask you to state what it is?
A. A report of the joint complaint bureau of the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association and the Vaudeville Artists,
Q.

Ino.
Q.

A.

is

think for probably a year.

I

-,..'

I think It Is probably all

in here.

Mr. Walsh
I think It Is clearly subject to objection, being
a self-serving declaration. I have no objection to the general
statement or report going in.
By' Mr. Kelley:
Q. I hand you the first report of the Joint complaint bureau
of tbe Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association and the
National Vaudeville Artists, Inc., and ask' you first I will
ask that It be marked as Respondents' Exhibit for Identification, including the first five pages.
We ask that they be
:

f

J

"

—

marked so as

to identify them.
(The pages referred to were thereupon marked by the
stenographer "Respondents' Exhibits 75, 75A, 75-B, 75-C,

75- D," for identification.)

Mr. Kelley: And these exhibits. Respondents' Exhibits 75,
75-A, 75-B, 75-C and 75-D, respondents offer In evidence.
Mr. Walsh
We object to them as self-serving declarations.
Examiner Moore: They will be received In evidence subject
to Mr. Walsh's objection.
By Mr. Kelley
.
Q. Mr. Casey, about how many claims have you bandied or
acted upon in that capacity, under that report?
A. I think under this, report between eight and nine hundred In this report 54D.
Q. Did you have reports for previous years?
'
A, No, Bir.
•
Q. This is your last report?

—

:

fc

—

A. That Is tbe last one I have gotten ufr
Q. Tbe point is when did this committee first undertake consideration of this sort of claims?
A. Right after the White Rats trouble was over.

;

Q. And you have continued to do so ever since?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And is the total number coming in increasing all the

time?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. To date about how many have been considered all told?
I should Judge between eleven and twelve hundred.
Q. In a general way what Is tbe character of these claims
that come in the character of complaints that come In for
your consideration?
A. There 'are different characters. There is, for Instance,
the artist falling to fulfill bis contract and the artist refusing
to accept the spot assigned to them on the bill, and artists
accepting two contracts for the same theatre at the same time,
the manager endeavoring to cancel without due notice accorded to the actor under the contract, tbe complaints of actors
against the railroad companies for delaying their baggage or
for loss of baggage, whereby they have to lose engagements.
Q. Did you ever have any claims of actors against actors?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. A question of
A. Taking each others material; doing each other's acts In
different parts of t£e county.
Q. Unfair competition in trade, so to speak?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. You were not usurping the rights and functions of the
Federal Trade Commission in that particular, were you?
A. I do not think eo. I am not attempting to usurp anyone's rights. I am trying to do what I think Is right.
Q. Mr. Casey, can you name, briefly, a few specific instances under these claims that have come in?
A. There are so many
Mr. Walsh : I think that has been gone into in the report
The thing is absolutely improper to the issue here, and I only
permitted it 1n order to clear up a certain feature, but I think
I sbould object to It now.
Mr. Kelley : Very well.
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. You have had occasion, In handling these claims, to collect money from managers for actors?
Yes, sir.
Q. Have you ever retained any part of that collection for
fees or otherwise?
A. No, sir.
Q. I believe recently you had a complaint of an actor at
Amsterdam, New York, where a member of your association
refused to pay the actor a claim for an alleged cancellation
is that true?
A. No, sir ; he refused to pay the amount of money that
the contract called for that the actor was to receive for presenting his specialty at that theatre.
Q. The stipulated amount in the contract?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And that claim was presented to you on whose part
the actor's part?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What is the general situation from the actor's side of
this with respect to his ability to collect claims against managers, in view of the fact he is playing In towns for periods
of short duration and moving about tho country?
A. He has not a chance In tbe world, In my estimation,
from tho fact he has to keep moving. In the first place, It is
a matter of contract, and it requires tbe services of attorneys
on both sides. The attorneys are not In business for love
nnywhere I know of, and they naturally want a fee, no matter
who is right or who. Is wrong, and the artist, if be has it, is
obliged to deposit a fee or retainer. The case is then carried
along, and then probably three years afterwards, when the
actor Is playing In Australia tho case comes up in court, and
he 1b left in the snowbank.
Q. That has been tho history of that phase of this business
and was the history of that phase of tbe business before this
bureau of complaint was established?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. When the Hctor writes in thon, do you assume to take
-cero p-f- bi» <ot«r*stH .-Mrjtt»r. tha contract .In., am Instance*, of. a
violation of it in proceedings of this kind?

—

—

V
i.

'

A. Yes,
Q.

sir.

And do you assume

to carry on these transactions until

the matter Is adjusted?
A. Yes, «!r.
Q.

And nave you formed any

definite policy

—

by which you

are guided in the manner you proceed for Instance, In the
case of an actor or manager, what considerations do you give
A. The considerations I give are tbe moral conditions rather
than any technical contractual conditions.

^m

i£i.j
the rallrouding.
When that
Q. for iusiuuce, take Keith's Theatre up here.
show closes Sunday night, what becomes of the show or the
members on the bill that play there?
A. It splits up and each one, If It has an engagement
.

booked, goes to
Q.

_«—

ii£tt£

m*&*
'

I

-.'.-.:.,
'

.

Q.

A

No,

able to actually serV|0
the actor In that
'

Yes

.

sir

A Yes

officer

and who he

A. Yes,
Q.

Wbo

:

" til

'-•

-

.

^
>#

mombcrs.
A. I

am

giving you that.

The Finn & Helman

Circuit, the

Northwest Managers' Vaudeville Circuit, the Interstate Amuse*
Circuit, Nixon-Nlrdllnger BookvaJ
ing Agency, tbe Orpheum Theatre & Realty Company, the .'V/rif
1%L
Pantages Circuit, Poll's Theatrical Enterprises, tbe Sun
Booking Exchange, B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange of Boston,
B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange of Chicago, and the Western
Vaudeville Managers' Association.
Managers'
Protective
Association
Q. Does the Vaudeville
have anything to say one way or the other, whether thoy
should or should not be cooflnod to members or non-members
or both?
A. No, sir.
'Mr. Walsh: About what?
Mr. K«lley
About booking. The testimony preceding this
shows that these booked non-members and members. It is
claimed that the V. M. P. A. la an organization In restraint of VVrl
trade, and Interferes with free agency. The question put that
directly up to Mr. Casey, who represents tbe V. M. P. A., and
he has answered.
:
By Mr. Kelley
^M
Q. I ilnd, Mr. Casey, this list gives a total of about 907
theatres.
Now, assuming that that number of theatres was
playing regularly, pluying regular time and operating, about
bow many vaudeville acts would they give employment to?
A. Why, I should Imagine about 0,000.
Q. Six thousand acts or six thousand employes?
A. Between live and six thousand acts.
Q. And about how many vaudeville actors would you say
would be Included in that?
A. Between eight and uino thousand.
+.
Q. And you stated, I believe
A. That I Hi ought there was about twenty thousand vaudevlllo actors in America.
Q. Assuming, then, that your estlmato Is correct, and that
all the vaudeville houses wcro playing regularly, there still
would be an army of unemployed vaudeville actors of somewhere between ten and twelve thousand, would there not?

munt Company,- Marcus Loew

:

-'

.

i

today?

—

.

:

Street.

whether or not they havo an executive
is?

sir.
Is he?

—

'

.»

,.

—

.

'
A. Yes, sir.
Q, How long has that situation existed?
A. For a great many years.
Q. Is that relatively true of tho situation at tho time the
strike wo have spokon of was on 7
A.- Ych, sir.
or twelve thousand unemployed actors
(J. Well, that ton
nre they actors, a goodly percentage of them, that are seeking
.

employment?

town

I

___-..,.:•;...

.

'•'',:

do you know?
that they have.

;

it

y. Mention them.
A. There Is Ackerman & Harris, the Allardt Clroult, the
Bijou Theatrical Enterprises Company, the Canadian United
Theatres, Columbia Amusement Company
Q. I asked what circuits book members, as well as non-

A. Mr. Harry Mountford.
Q. Is this the Harry Mountford that has been participating
in this proceeding?
A. Yes, sir.
Examiner Moore: Wo will take a recess now for five
minutes.
(After Recess.)
Mr. Walsh:
Will you please read the last four or five
questions?
(The stenographed repeated tbe last five questions and
answers.)
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. Mr. Casey, to certain questions, in reply to certain questions yesterday, you pointed out some distinctions existing
between the so-called legitimate theatre and the vaudeville
theatre. What, In chief, distinguishes one from the otter!
A. Why, the legitimate theatre plays a production that is
gotten together and which moves from town to town In a body
or as a whole plays a show In Its entirety. Tho vaudevlllo
theatre plays a list of acts that come from nil over, from
different towns and which are put together for that town only.
Q. In other words, the nets aro assembled In the town
whore they aro to exhibit?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. With a legitimate theatre, for Instance a drama, musical comedy or repertoire, they show In one town at a time,
and It Is customary to transport tho whole outfit to another

—

m

A. Yes, sir.
Q. And state whether that is true of other circuits mentioned

office

A. Yes, sir.
Q. Insofar as tho legitimates aro concerned, who docs that
what Is the custom
A. The manager they nre under contract to transport them
iMBi paya tor .tbe. tonwwtJi-tiwv-.nf. •hv^ko^
.-:••-.
- -~-~
Q. Is that situation true with respect "to vaudeville?
A. No, sir.
Q. In respect to tho members of tho V. M. P. A., do they
conduct so-called legitimate attractions In their theatres?
A. Some of the members of the V. M. P. A. do control legitimate theatres where they play legitimate Bbows.
Q. The different circuits that have been mentioned here aro
all circuits for what?
A. Vaudeville.
•
Q. Do they Intermix and book legitimates, too?

-ws

A. Yes, sir.

By Mr. Kelley:
In existence

*--

In that list?

We

are.

sir

y. State whether or not there are any theatres that are not
members, of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association
that book through them?

:

Are tbe White Rats

.

..

Q. What percentage of tho total number are not members?
A. 52 per cent.
Q. You have there, Mr. Casey, in that exhibit, Respondents'
Exhibit No. 77, what is known as the B. F. Keith Vaudeville
vi-.y
Exchange Circuit?
A. On this it Is listed as the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Bx>'^
change.
Q. Described In the pleadings as the United Booking Offices?

'

way?

;;

'

A. 485.

that paragraph and to what It refers?
A. It refers to a letter that was sent out to the different
artists throughout the country.
Mr. Kelley I ask that this respondent's offer for identification be marked. (Exhibit paper).
(The paper was thereupon "marked by the stenographer
"Respondents' Exhibit 76 for Identification.")
By Mr.- Kelley
Q. Handing you this exhibit marked "Respondents' Exhibit
70 for Identification," I ask you what that is?
A. It Is a facsimile letter sent out to different artists
throughout the country.
Q. State whether or not the article to which is referred
in Commission's Exhibit 14 Is in reply to that letter?
A. Yes, sir.
offer in evidence Respondents' Exhibit 7G
Mr. Kelley:
for identification.
(The paper referred to was thereupon received in evidence
and marked by the stenographer, "Respondents' Exhibit No.
76.")
Q.

it

,

•

In the first paragraph of that letter, it is recited, "It
has been brought to the attention of this association that
there is an effort being made to secure dues from artists by
someone for himself or some organization professed to be
represented by him." State if you know what Is meant by

A. I believe they
Q, Have they an
A. I understand
Q. Where Is it?
A. On East 54th
Q. Do you know

***|

_-

:

;

Q.

-

'-•':.

•

A- *«-•

.

a

.".i.'ii

Q. ouhnnd, can you tell what percentage that Is of tie
whole?
•• ^. _;
A. Yes, sir 48 per cent.
Q. What number of the total are not members of the V. M,
P. A.?
'i

the actor even for postage?

sir.

A. Yes, sir.
Q. In a general

of the different

list

•
A. According to this list 1W7.
. ^
,.
.„
Q. Of that number, how many are members of the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association?

the collections

Who pays the expenses Incident to that?
A. The Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association.
Q. I am referring now to Commission's Exhibit No. 14, for
identification, being a lotter published In. tbe Morning Telegraph, I believe, entitled "A Little Advice." Aro you familiar
with that publication?
-

a

'

By Mr. Kelley:

sir.

A.
Q.

sir

tification.")

a cent

Do you charge

|

'(<

q. I will ask you if this paper marked "Respondents' Exhibit No. 77" is the list spoken of that you bad prepared?
A. Yes, sir ; a copy of the list.
Q. Mr. Casey, on that exhibit, "Respondents' Exhibit NO.
77," how many vaudeville theatres are there in this country?

A. Yes, sir ; and collect amounts of money that, if he went
to court about the matter, I do not believe he could collect

Q.

Yes

i

'."';''

:

regard?

A. No,

'

Q. Together with the total number of theatres, indicating
those theutres which are members of the V. M. P. A., ana
those which are not members?
,' '.
A. Yes, sir.
jj
Mr. Kelley: I ask to have this Instrument marked for
-r .identification as Respondents' Exhibit No. 77:
(The paper referred wjwas thereupon received and marked
by the stenographer "Respondents' Exhibit No. 77 for iden-

sir.

Do you ever mako any deductions from
you make and turn thom over?

i

plays in a string of theatres under one

Q. Have you prepared, Mr. Casey,
vaudeville circuits in this Country 1

—

Q.

"a

•
'

.

another?

gage?

Have you been

independently.

not transported as a whole?
it

Q. The vaudeville acts, then, whether composed of one or
more persons, are independent, or act Independently, In transporting itself from one-city to another, or from one state to

pay him.
By Mr. Kelley
Q. Have the actors ever had a bureau to which they could
resort tor remedy previously to this being established under
the auspices of the V. M. P. A,?
A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. Do you have occasion to represent actors outside of
claims against managers; say, for Instance taking a specific
case against a railroad company for damage or loss of bagQ.

it
is

sir.

Even where

ownership?

to

—

The show

A. No,

:

A

I

*•...•

'

my

A.

I

... .....-••
...i
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How does a vaudeville actor get about the country or
transport itself?
, _ -ij
A. lie moves himself about and be signs a contract for so
attends
to all
much money and puys all the expensos and

'

'•

I

27

Q. Putting the question direct, la It your object to have the
parties to a contract faithfully observe its terms?'
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Whether an actor or a manager?
and In tbe Amsterdam case, It took me six
A. Yes, sir
week? to get the man's money, but I finally got it. He was
contracted for one hundred and forty or one hundred and fifty
dollars, and when he came to get his money on Saturday night,
he was offered $75. Before tbe V. M. P. A. was formed, that
poor fellow would have had to take $75 or go Into a lawsuit.
He came to'me and presented his oase, and it was not any
easy matter for me to make the manager pay, but I got at
him and kept after him until I finally got tbe full amount of
the check and turned it over to Mr. Actor.
Q. That man was a member of the V. M. P. A.?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. You do not show any favors with respect to members?
.
A. No, sir.
Q. Had that been a case whore that manager was not a
member of the V. M. P. A., could you have exerted the Influence you did in favor of the actor?
A. No, sir; because it is two to one if I wrote to a man
who is not a member, he would write back and tell me to mind
own business.
Mr. Walsh What would happen to the manager if be was
a member of the V. M. P. A.?
*
Tbe Witness: Nothing—what could I do to htm.
Mr. Walsh : I assumed from Mr. Kelley's question you could
exert some influence on him.
The Witness: A moral Influence only, to show the man
that It was up to him to pay the actor what he had agreed

A. Yes,

'

A. Not in the same theatre. Not In the same theatre at
which they ploy vaudeville. They may control a legitimate
theatre in a cortain town also.
.
Q. Tho point la that the circuits tu.U have been mentioned
here are. vaudevlllo circuits?

.

For what period does that cover transactions ?

.

•

A. I do not know of any of thom that are not.
Q. That urrny of unemployed or employment Bookers— does
that huvu any tendency to bring about what Is known as the
personal representative?
A. It surely does.
v
r:
^Q; 7>fl«errr*;ln W^iflV v^fly;1W^WiH«JI'?'' *ma*niiuaram.rm*utm<
A. Well, tliu supply exceeds the demand and has, ever since
I have been In the business.
My honest and candid opinion Is
that If It wan left to the performer to secure his own time
that they would not secure 2.1 per cent, of tho time that they
do, by having n personal representative.
Upon
what
do you base that opinion?
Q.
A. In the first place, it would bo Impossible for them to bo
In tho bigger cHIch at the samo time, to take up and secure
employment through the different booking offices, and the
:

:

-i'-^.v^'^A'

—

:

:

—

:

—

f^^^
VARIETY
main thing la that there Is only a very small percentage of
them that will get up In the morning and go out and hustle
for himself or herself.
Q. They do not get up In the
A.

It

has not been

my

morning and look
experience to meet very, many of them

early In the morning looking (or work.
Q. They could not have been members of tho organization
suggested by counsel as Looker* for Work 7
A. That organization Is one that I do not know anything
about.
Mr. Walsh : Apparently they belong to an organization .of
seekers.
Mr. Kelley: Seekers; yes, sir.

"

.

By Mr. Kelley:
Q. We have now, In round numbers, the total number of
members of theatres, those that are members of the V. M.
P. A.; and those that are not. We have In round numbers the
total number of vaudeville performers and the available places
that there are for them. when the theatres are all running.
Now, about how many circuits are there in this country that
book these performers T
A. I should Judge probably IS.
Q. And about how many booking offices are there?
A. Probably 25.
Q. Now, Mr. Casey, bow many of these booking offices, it
any, are able to give employment to a vaudeville actor continuously T
A. Not any of them could give employment to a vaudeville
actor continuously. Some of them could give him employment
for a few days and some of them as low as one day.
Q. It naturally follows, then, if that is true, that a vaudeville artist whose act secures employment continuously must
approach, for employment, different booking offices?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Can you name actors that do book through different
offices?

A, Oh, there are hundreds of them.
Q. That practically includes nearly all of

A Yes sir
Mr. Walsh:

;

We object

Q. It is a question of public taBte

than others?
A. Yes, sir.

And

Q.

it

Q. Otherwise there would be only a certain
employed all the time?

A

Yes,

-

No,

A,

Blr.

\

Q. A pancake turned In Child's window may be able to get
people to stop and look at him?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And if he gets a large number of people to stand and
look at him, he might go into Keith's and get a hand clap?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And might displace some one who has been there for

twenty years?
A, Yes,

we had

The bearing was resumed

better take a recess

now

I

a general way, what the situation

is.

;

some ways from home.

He

cannot get redress or satisfaction from the party who booked him in that theatre from
the fact their hands are tied, as the law has closed his theatre.
The first thing he will do Is to get In touch with his or her
personal representative to get them out of that section of the
country and arrange for some other office to fill their time
and that obtained under the conditions that existed during the
closing on account of the "flu." In many cases, to my
own
personal knowledge, It took money to take them out of those
places, and In many cases, to my own personal knowledge
my
agency advanced them the money.
Q. An actor is a man who lives pretty well up to the "
end
of his means?
A. I should Judge ninety per cent of them are Just four days
ahead of the sheriff always.
Q. Mr. Casey, what are the business connections 'of a personal representative in respect to toning up an act or arranging photographs or suggesting things of value to the performers or suggesting tho value of a particular performer's
act to
the booking office— are they of any value in that respect?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. State what the custom Is.
7 .often a Pe™ 01"11 representative, if he has got a little
..t^*
bit of brains, might be able to go Into one of the
so-called
houses and see an offering that, by a little fixing up.
$* smaller
might be made a more presentable offering, and one that
would return to the artist more money for tho work that he
is doing, and very often the suggestion of
a personal renren£"* e * "
rr ted
ut ' d es lm P r<™» 0>e offering, and does
S? for
.
.S
?
make It! possible
the artist to get considerably more money
Q. Why?
A. Because from following the advice of the personal
Irepresentative they may change certain thing* In their
act or they
may put n other things in their costumes, or he may
advance
6 m oney to p ut a 8Cene back ot
"» °i». and a
™nn a little
.V.'.V
*
.
million
things.
It is up to the personal representative
to make that act as salable as. he knows how,
and get as
much money as he can get out of the manager that wants
to

YV

v

™

1

Q. Suppose the act Is not comparable in attractive value
with acts offered by other agents— is he able to place It?
A. Yes, sir ; very often. It Is a question of bargain
and
sale.
In other words, the better the salesman the
better the

representative.

Q. All right, taking that situation, Mr. Casey: Suppose
a
personal representative docs secure employment for
a client
the actor, and the act does not draw at the box office.

Then

A. It rosults then that the act either disbands or
goes out
of business, because If it does not draw any money
at the box
office—the personal representative, like everybody
else
1b
human and makes mistakes ; I have made plenty of them
'and
paid for every one.
Q. Can a personal representative—
A. If I have made a mistake, and put an act in that
In my
Judgment was all .right, and, It.faraed «uit that, the public did
not agree with me In my opinion, I immediately put
It in the
discard, and go out and get something else and try It
aealn
,d
ou
e
get
an
aet
tnat
thought
it
was
?•
entitled to*go
,
lV
into
tne discard?
A. Never.
Q. It Is not a question, then, of employing so many men of
so much physical capacity, like bricklayers, for handling a
Jon?
A. No, sir.

am

is

.

am

running a theatre.
You run a theatre?
sir.

You

will

Q.

have to talk up a

little

louder.

What

theatres

do you run in Buffalo?
A. The Olypmlc Theatre and the Lyric Theatre:
Q. How long have you run the Olympic Theatre and the
Lyric Theatre in Buffalo? .
A. About six years.
Q. About six years?

A. Yes,

acts do

they

Both of them?

Q. The Gus Sun Booking Agency where?
A. Springfield.
Q. How long have you booked w'.th Gus Sun, booked your
acts for your theatre?

A. What?
Q. How long have you booked the acts through the Gus
Sun Booking Agency at Springfield, Ohio?
A. About five and one-balf years.
Q. I will ask you whether you ever did any business
through a man named Pltmer of New York City, a booking
sir.

Q. I ask you whether or not you ever booked any acts in
your theatre through a man by the name of Bloomer la here,

that is in New York?
A, No, I have never booked direct through him, not direct.
Q. Did you ever do It Indirectly from him?
A. I don't know from where the act came, from him
directly or not, I booked it by Gus Sun mostly.
Q. Your booking then Is done for the principal part of It
at any rate through the Gus Sun Booking Agency?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you. In the Fall of 1017, book a musical act known
as Cora Youngblood Corson?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was it through the Gus Sun Booking Agency?
A. No, that was not through Gus Sun?
Q. Through whom was It?
A. Through a man by the name of Fenyvessy in Rochester,
he ran a family theatre and booked this act, and I promised
to play thlB act with him after.
Q. For what theatres were you booking it?
A. I booked it to play either one, the Lyric or the Olympic.
Q. You have the right to select where the act should go?
A. Yes.
Q. There was a man bf the name of Albert A. Fenyvessy
and there la a John H. W. Feriyvessy. Which one of these
was the man?
A. Albert Fenyvessy.
Q, It is Albert Fenyvessy that you refer to?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. I have a note of an interview here with you and with
a man by the name of Mr. Hawley, representing the Federal
Trade Commission, in which It Is suggested that you booked
this act
''""'
"''
"
Mr."- Kbliey
Wait, wait wait a 'minute.
Mr. Walsh : I am Just fixing tho date, that is all.
Mr. Kelley It Is being taken down into the record.
Mr. WalBh : I will put tho question.
""'

"

»
,-

Objection overruled.

is to

He

•

said he

why and our

knew

objection

tho last question.

He

Is

going on and

tell

you

why now.

If

it

hearsay the answer can be stricken out
Examiner'' Moore: It has not developed yet that it was
hearsay, you may answer, Mr. Witness.
A. She is supposed*** play
.Mr. Kelley: We object to what she Is supposed to do and
love that that part of It be stricken out
Mr. Walsh : That is only preliminary, let him answer.
Examiner Moore Go ahead and answer the question.
A.
(continuing) she is Supposed to play the week before
in Rochester and the next week in my place. She called me up
on Saturday and asked me I should Instruct the stage hands
to accept the baggage.
Mr. Keliey
We object to this as stating a conclusion and
immaterial and not the best evidence.
There Is no connection at all with the issues In this case shown.'

:'

'

:

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. (continuing)— for the
I b that the date?

—

:

Examiner Moore: That remains
answer the question:
By Mr. Walsh:

Go

to

be seen.

Go ahead and

What

ahead.

else did she say, If anything?
not going to play here her act
Mr. Kelley : Walt, wait, I object to what he told her as Incompetent and improper testimony in any court. If there was
a cancellation It can be so stated. If It was by letter that can
be shown, If by representative that can be stated.
Mr. Walsh
He Is stating, telling exactly what took place
Q.

A. I told her I

am

:

What

A. Both of them.
Q. Are they what Is known as big time theatres?
A. No, family theatres.
-Q. Family theatres?
A. Family theatres ; yes, sir.
Q. Through whom or what booking agency do you book the
acts for your theatres?
A. The acts for my theatres are booked through the Qua
Sun Booking Agency.

agent?
A. No,

Why?

and what direction be received and what he

sir,.

Q. What kind of theatres are these?
put on the. stage?
A. Vaudeville acts.
Q.

I do.

Q.

:

your business?
show business.
the character of your work in the show busi-

A. Vaudeville and pictures.
Q. I didn't get what you said as to whether you are an
acrobat or whether or not you run a theatre?
A. Yes,

A.

Mr. Walsh:
.

ness?

I

at your theatre, did they get to your

Is

.

in the
is

act.

Q. Did they get to Buffalo?
A. No.
Q. Do you know why they didn't?

Mr. Kelley: The last question was
duly

first

sir.

What

musical

Examiner Moore:
the why.

live?

About 27 yearB?

What

stance, during the past year, when the "flu" epidemic started
to travel around the country, in certain sections it took effect
earlier than It did in others, and when it opened up at one
{ilace, it closed in another. Now, an actor on the
Pacific Coast

m.

A. Buffalo.

Q.

A. An actor may be on the Pacific Coast, and something
may come up that he is thrown out of employment for in-

at 1:30 o'clock p.

Q. How long are you living there?
A. About 27 years.

Q.

Were they ever

Walt, wait, I object to that as hearsay and not
the best evidence- and incompetent

DIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Where do you

did they do?

A

Q.

Mr. Kelley:

MORRIS SLOTKIN,

Q.

Women.
And what

A.

theatre?
A. No.

was taken

recess

a witness called on behalf of the Commission, being
sworn, testified as follows:

A.

sir.

,

hw

A.

I think

(Whereupon, at 12:35 o'clock p. m., a
until 1:30 o'clock p. m. of the same day.)

A.
Q.

.

:

Q.
:

thought those pancakes would start some-

thing.

to

A. Yes, sir.

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Now, I will ask you whether or not you hooked the
Corson act for the week beginning October. 8th, 1017?
Mr. Keeley: Walt, wait You are asking now the plaintiff
»
whether^ he booked it?
Mr. Walsh I am asking the witness.
A. I bolleve it was for that week. I don't know exactly
whether It was the 8th or the 16th.
By Mr. Walsh:
What did it conQ. What was there in this Corson act?
many people?
sist of?
A. Nine, I guess, 9 or 10 people.
Q. Men or women?

•

I

AFTER RECESS

Q. Now, then, does that situation— take an actor on the
Pacific Coast, for instance, when you have the booking offices
in New York City. Are there circumstances which arise outside of the ability of a booking office to meet; that give rise
to the necessity or usefulness of a personal representative?

question Incorporates a transaction between other persons.
Mr. Walsh: I will change it entirely and ask him this

1:30 o'clock.

The Witness:

.

time of this occurrence, that Is the only purpose, the fixing of
about the time when this occurrence took place.
Mr. Kelley: That question can be asked easily, but this

sir.

Examiner Moore
until

A. Yes,

5 /

.

Mr. Walsh: Yes.
Mr. Kelley: We object to It as Incompetent and Irrelevant
to the Issue here and not within the scope of this investigation
and furthermore that IK is not the best evidence ; and .Is hearsay because this Is a certain interview entirely extraneous.
Mr. Walsh: It is only for the purpose of. fixing about the

question

sir.

So that an actor, a vaudeville performer. In the course
of continued employment, travels outside of the location of
these booking offices, does he not?

what results?

number

have played a while,

q They either grow old and the public tires of them or
they do not keep abreast of the competition— is that true?
A, Yes, sir; all of the time.
a
Q. Is there any code by which an actor is coined or made?

Q.

s

definite

A. Yes, sir.
Q. Is it not true that acts, after they
lose in public favor and value?

the different theatres are located all over the country,

Q. State, in

that irregular skill and ratio that keeps the

sir.

are they not?
A. From Maine to California.

A. Yes,

Is

business going?
A. Yes,

•.

And

office

them?

that
Mr. Kelley: I think It is an evident, a self-evident fact
from the evidence that has been brought out.
Mr. Walsh : I move to strike that out.
By Mr. Kelley
Q. Some are able to book an act for how long?
A. Some are able to book an set for one day ; some may be
able to give It three days, and some a couple of weeks, and some
eight or ten weeks, and some give It 15 weeks, and some may
be able to give it 25 weeks.
Q. And the most of these offices are located In what city?
A. The larger percentage are located in New York CHy.
Q.

Ished?

There are some actors that draw better at the box

Q.

Mr. Kelley: Walt a minute, please.

and what appeala to the

public?
A. Absolutely.

Mr. Kelley

:

We

did.

object to the conversation as Incompetent

and not within the Issue.
Examiner Moore: Objection overruled.
By Mr. Walsh:'
Q. Were you a member of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association?

A. I am.
Q. And were you at that time?
A. I don't remember exactly whether I was or not at that
time.
Q. You were paying dues at that time?
A. I am paying dues.
Q. And was at that time?
A. I don't remember.
Q. Go ahead and state this conversation you had with her.
A. I told her that I am not a going to play It, so it Is no
use for her to come into Buffalo with nine or ten people, and
the reason she asked me why; and I told her that Mr. Sun
told me that he can not furnish me the balance of the show.
Mr. Kelley:
object to what a third person stated: I
think it is immaterial to be related by him and It is also
hearsay.
have no means of meeting any such statements
at all, and It Is Improper examination.
Examiner Moore: Don't tell what somebody told you.
Mr. Walsh : He is telling what she told him.
Mr. Kelley : I move that part of the answer be stricken out
as to what Gus Sun told hlin.
Mr. Walsh: It is entirely in substantiation of our complaint and we are going to have a lot of testimony like this,
and If we can not Introduce this testimony then there Is no
foundation for the complaint and we have no business to be
here.
This man is a member of the Vaudeville Managers'
Protective Association and this Mr. Sun is a member of the
Board of Directors of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association.

We

We

1

By Mr. Walsh
Gus Sun?

Q. Was that
A. Yes, sir.

.^

Q. And what other conversation did you have with hert
A. I offered her a settlement, and she asked me how much I
'
willing to pay her.
Q. How much did you agree to pay her first for the contract?
A. 5400.
Q. For a week?
A. For a week, and I offered her §150, and she said she
could not do It, but she will take $200. I says : "You come
over to Buffalo tomorrow and I will pay It to you." And she
came over and I settled with her.

am

Q. Why, as a matter of fact, didn't you take her act on
during that week at your theatres?
A. Because I could not get the other acts to play with her.

Q.

Why?

A. You know In Buffalo it Is very hard to get
can only get them from out of town.
Q. What did Mr. Sun tell you, if anything?

acts,

and we

A. Well, I told him that—
*-"
r.n*a-nn
"What did net'ell youY' '"*<*'««*»«**"»'**
A. He told me I told you that he says the acts will not play
with her and that was settled, and I had to leave her out.
Q. Did he tell you that he would not book your house if she

•"•'OS

Mmw

played there?

week beginning October

Mr. Kelley: Wait, wait a minute, wait
Let him ask the question.
:
A. I believe so.

8th, 1(107.

The Court

"
j

3

kij-

A. No, sir, ho didn't tell me he would not play he says he
can not give me no show this week.
Q. Was there any other place you could have gone to get
your acts for your plays?
A. Well, I could probably pick up a show, I don't know
;

::

7

:

what kind of a show, but very short notice of course that was,
from somebody else.
Q. Ton eald that Mr. Qua Sun told you that none of the
other people would play there that weekt

•

what he told me.
Q. That who does not belong to the N. V. A.T

;

A. This act does not belong.
Q. The Corson act
A. The Corson act.

We

object. to that because It Is clearly underMr. Kelley:
stood that there are no acts members ot the N. V. A.
don't know whether the N. V. A. was In existence at that time.

W.

:

We

Ask you whether or not you received this telegram from
the Vaudeville Managers' Association on -October 29, 1917
(handing paper to witness) T
.

Q.

I

'

—

fication.)

Q. Mr. Blotkln, X call your attention to this telegram

which

all.

reads as follows:

New

-

-

:

cation.)

Mr. Kelley : I think it is Important to have the answer of the
witness taken to that question. Is there any answer In?
Mr. WalBh: There Is none that I have heard yet. I have
not insisted on an answer.

By Mr. Walsh:

.•:

Q. I show you Commission's Exhibit No. 25 for Identification
and I ask you if you received that from the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association T (handling paper to witness).
A. Well, yes, I did.
Q. When did you have. a meeting at Springfield, Ohio?
A. I don't remember exactly whether It was In October or
whether It was later than that?
Q. In that year?
A. In that year.
Q. And who was present at that meeting?
A. Well, there were quite a few managers.
Q. Quite a few managers ?
A. Yes.
-<
Q. And Qus Sun was there?
A. He wsb there.
Q. Mr.' Pat Casey was- there?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And what other managers do you recall?
A. There was one from Cleveland, from Columbus, from

Niagara Falls and different cities.
Q. Was there anyone else there from New York other than
Mr. Casey?
A. No, sir, Just Mr. Casey.
*
Q. State generally what was done at this meeting.
A. Well, I actually believe before I went to thla meeting
I was not a member of the Vaudeville Managers' Association.
Mr. Sun
Mr. Kelley: Walt, wait, with that showing, we object and
move that the testimony be stricken out What Is the relevancy of It?
By Mr. Walsh:
.

Q.

Oo

ahead.

*

A. Mr. Sun notified all his theatres which he books that
they should Join this Vaudeville Managers' Association, and
wanted them to come over and meet Mr. Casey, Mr. Pat Casey.
That Is what was the main proposition.
Q. Was the White Rats situation talked over at that time?
A. No, It was not.
Q. That is, you didn't say anything at that time?
A. No sir, it was after the strike, so about the White Rata
was nfft said much.
Q. Well, was anything said to you about Joining the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association as to whether it was
aaid to everybody the same thing?
A. Well, It was said to everybody the same thing.
Q. What?
A, That they should belong to the Vaudeville Managers'
Association.

Q. Did they give any reason for It?
Mr. Kelley: Now wait a moment, now wait, Mr. Walsh.
*
By Mr. Walsh
Q. Who did the talking? Who presented the matter there

and did the talking?
A. Mr. Sun talked and Mr. Pat Casey.
Q. And what did they say?
Mr. Kelley: Objected to as calling for hearsay and IncomNow we have been extremely liberal In
petent evidence.
allowing this matter to be gone Into.
Mr. Walsh: It Is entirely competent, the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association is a party respondent and Mr.
Pat Casey Is the manager speaking for the Vaudeville Man&

'

agers' Protective Association and the directors were there;
Mr. Sun, who was a director of the Vaudeville Managers' Prowas there and I am asking him what

tective Association,
these men said.

Mr. Kelley: Mr. Examiner, I think the question is improper and I think my objection ought to be sustained. But
have their viewpoint : That is the Examiner and counsel are
going to accord us the same liberality all the way through, If
telegrams or letters to Introduce, I would
not want to be subjected to the correct interpretation of the
Examiner of the rule of evidence in shutting them out and
along legal lines because I think our objections are made, in
many Instances, that are good and should be sustained, but I
will withdraw it with that consideration.
Examiner Moore: Mr. Kelley, I don't want to commit the
Examiner in any way as to what he 1b going to rule on what
comes before him later on In this case. I think tho question
Is perfectly proper and right under the rules of evidence, so
I

we have answering

your objection is overruled.
...
A, I can not r«moreb&£:»xaoti.y what was said, everything
*
»
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. But the substance of It?
A. I believe that Mr. Pat Casey
Mr. Kelley: Walt a moment, Mr. Walsh; he sayB I don't
know and the witness who says I don't know
Mr. Walsh : He don't know? I say this question should be
permitted to be answered and this man should be allowed to
answer his questions without these constant interruptions by
counsel. The Examiner has ruled that he may tell and he

.•:-..

t

traotural relations were between the

By Mr. Walsh

A, as

I

understand
tell

subject.

Examiner Moore: Do you

By Mr. Walsh:
Q.

to

was before or

believe It was.
what rate did you pay these dues?
*
A. $5 00 a week.
Q. And. have you paid that $5.00 a week up to the present

after, I
Q. At

me

~
'*b
A. I believe so.
Q. Did you ever pay or have to pay any more than that?
A.
had a bill for a little more but I have not paid it

I am perfectly willing that anything pi
:
out In reference to It
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. You did, however, book Cora Youngblood Corson?
A. Yes, sir, I did book her.
Q. And lost the act as you say?
""*
A. Yes, air.
Q. Did you have an act booked a week ago Monday for

,

.

may go

We

Q.

For how much?
It was for $600 or $700 and

A. I believe

dollars.

I paid

a couple of

*

T

Q. Why didn't you pay the balance?
A. I am a stingy fellow you know and I don't like to do

.

A

Monday?

You were not a member of the V. M. P. A. at that time?
A. Well, I don't know, I got a bill Just the same.
Q. And you were not a member at that time?
I was not a member at that time—well, I booked through
the Sun office.
Q. Did you book through the Sun office then?
Q.

was

was after

Was

this, I

am

'

positive of.

anything said to you at that time about what benefits you would get from Joining the V. M. P. A. by Mr. CaBey
or Mr. Sun?
A. They said I would then be trying to do away with the
White Rats proposition and get the acts and got their salary
and there would be no trouble any more, no strikes.
Q. I will ask you, Mr. Blotkln, whether or nit you received
this letter dated New York City, June 21, 1017, from Mr.
Casey, the manager of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association? (handing paper to witness).
Q.

A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Walsh :

I offer It

In evidence.

(The paper referred to is received In evidence snd marked
by the stenographer Commission's Exhibit N». 20.)
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. I ask you whether or not you received this letter from
Mr. Casey as manager of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association about March 12, 1917? (handing same to witness).
A. Yes, sir.

Mr. Walsh : I offer It In evidence.
(The paper referred to is thereupon received In evidence
and marked by the stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 26.)
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Did you make the remittance pursuant to thli request
in this letter of June 21, which Is Commission's Exhibit No.
26?
A. I don't believe I did.
Q. You don't believe you did. You know whether or not
you were dropped from membership at any time?
A. No, r don't believe I was ever dropped. They still hold
the bill against me. Whether they will get It or not, I don't
know.
Q. You know Mr. K. F. Leason, the booking manager for
the Qus Sun exchange?
A. Is that Leason?
Q.

Yea

Did you have La tine

-r .-^.-^

......

-:—..—

A. Yes, Blr.
Q. In this letter there Is this statement:
"In regard to Cora Youngblood Corson, would say that you
are well aware that your proposal was not accepted."
What was your proposal ; what does he refer to there, what
proposal, do you know what that Is?
A. I told him that I can not—I can not remember exactly
what I said at that time, but the way his answer Is, it looks
to me that I saw this act I believe about four years ago in

ft

a

double act, Vass and iomebcdy'jl
,r^-z&
.

Vass booked with you a

A. Yes.
Q.

Did they play?
one show.
One show. For

;.-

A. Yes,

how long were they booked with you?
*
A. For a week.
•-..".
Q. And you only had them give one show?
A. Yes, sir.
.
Q. Why did you have only one show; did they qulM
A. No, they did not quit. I told them to ault
did you tell them to quit?
Q.
A. Because they were not good enough for my audience
Q.

Why

canceled them.
Q. Did you take that up with the V. M. P. A.?
A. No.
Q. Did

you ever bear that Victor Vass used
Rats news for the papers?

•

to write

A. I don't know nothing about that
Q. Don't know anything about that?
A.

Nothing at

Mr. Walsh

:

I

all.

think that

is all.

CROSS EXAMINATION.

>

'*

By Mr. Kelley:
Q. Mr. Slotkin. In reference to thla act that was spoken ot
that you canceled because you eald they were not good enough,
do you know whether the actor took that up with the V. *,*
..&
P. A.?
A. I don't know nothing about It, I didn't hear nothing.
Q. You did get a letter from the.V. M. P. A.?
>/

•8
:

.

A. I don't believe I got It
Q. Do you say that you did not get a letter from the V. VrP. A. asking that that matter be straightened out?
g
A. That was a week ago Monday? That is two weeks. This;:
Is the second or third week?
Q. You don't know then, Mr. Slotkin?
A. I did get a letter, yes. I did get a tetter and they
me to explain why I canceled It, and I explained then, asked-];
Q. And you have heard since? \
A. No.
Q. What did you pay the act, Mr. Slotkin?
A. It was $150.
Q. That is for a week?
A. By the week.
-^Sb
Q. What did you pay it?
28
A. I have not paid him anything. I paid an I O U for $S1
which was borrowed, the money I believe for the act to
bring It over to Buffalo.
'
Q. Was that for borrowed money to bring them there?
;Wi
A. I don't remember exactly.
-;.d ? ou near ihem
* **• tne* borrowed that from the
„,°i-.
!
N. V. A. from Mr. Chesterfield?
A. Yes. sir, that Is right Chesterfield Is the fellow.
'— >3B
.-•£»
Q. And you paid?
v-.-A.- 1 psJd that
,-.. .,-.-..— £§9
I ssot hiss a ebeok.
Q. For $35?
A. For $86, yes, sir.
Q. And that Is all you have paid?
A. That Is all.
Q. And the difference has not been adjusted yet?
-.A. No.
Mr. Kelley: No further questions.
.

:

D

A. Yes.
Q. Then I will ask you whether or not on or about October
18th, 11)17, you received this letter from him? (handing paper
to .witness).
«.

>

By Mr. Walsh
Q-

Monday?

It?
it

Monday?

A.

Q. What?
\ A. I believe I did.
Q. You believe you did.
Mr. Kelley: The act was
else, Latins.

sir

Q. But' you did not belong to the V. M. P. A. at all until
after your meeting with Mr. Casey and Mr. Sun after you had
the good time In the Fall of 1917, Is that true?
A. I told you I don't remember whether I paid dues before
or after that, that I would have to look up In the books to
see when I started to pay the dues.
Q. But you became a member of the V. H. P. A. before the
strike or after the strike?
A. It was about Joe strike tune.
Q. Can you tell whether it was before or after?
A. I don't remember exactly.
Q. You don't know when the V. M. P. A. was organized?
A. NO.
Q. And this meeting that you had with Mr. Casey and Mr.
Sun and the other theatre managers when you had the good
time was after you had booked the Cora Youngblood Corson

A. Last Monday?
week ago this last
Q.
I think I bad.

A

•

A

A. Yes, sir;

..-

*

A. Yes.

act,

~

tor Vass?
A.
week ago?
Q. Yes, or a short time ago, a week ago.
Q, A week ago this last Monday?
:
Q. What was the trouble with It?
Did you have such an
act booked with you a week ago Monday, Victor Vass last

anything more than I have to.
Q. What was the bill for. Mr. Blotkln?
A. For expenses.
Q. For expenses ot whom?
A. When they had their trouble with the White Rats.
Q. That Is the strike In 1916 and 1917?

A Ypr

says:

A. No.
Mr. Walsh

time?

hundred

it

notified Just what to expect In the event
have booked this act, consequently this la a matter in wbic
the office did not enter at all."
Did you ever have any notification from Mr. Sun as to what
you might expect If you booked this act?
A. I suppose I did If he writes
that way.
Q. Have you any remembrance of what it Is?

pay dues In the V. M.
It

offer the letter In evidence?

In this letter from Mr. Sun

"You were

It?

you exactly whether

parties, that Is be-

that,

exactly.

Q. After you went in you started

two

tween Qus Sun and this witness, and I think the letter shows
the letter la the only competent evidence that has been
Introduced Inasmuch as It Is giving as any light on the

Q. How long after that did you Join the V. M. P. A., Mr.
Blotkln.
A. I don't remember exactly. I should have to look up In
the books to see when we started to pay the dues.
Q. It was a short time afterwards, wasn't It?
A. Very short, maybe it was before or after, I could not

A. I oould not

I

Mr. WalBh: There Is nothing in on It yet.
Mr. Kelley: Ob, yes, you tried to disclose what the coo-

put.

P.

way

:

By Mr. Walsh:
r
Q/ Anything said by Mr. Casey as to what would occur It
you did not Join the V. M. P. A.?
A. There was no compulsion.
Mr. Kelley: Walt a moment, Mr. Walsh. I am not objecting, but I think the last question Is wrong and should not be

tell

the

Q. Why?
A. Because they didn't gl v o me the act, you eco, that is the
reason I suppose, and I told him I am not going to leave this
act go this time so that Is what he said.
Mr. Kelley: Walt a minute. Counsel has got in his hand,
Mr. Examiner, a letter disclosing the relations between Qus
Sun and tho witness on this transaction. That naturally la
the best evidence.' And I move that all this testimony ot this
witness which Is merely guessing by him on both sides of
the question, he doesn't know about It, be Btrlcked out as
incompetent and not tho best evidence and that this letter be
Introduced which does disclose the facts and that (s directly
on this transaction and constitutes the whole agreement and
arrangement. I present the- letter for the Examiner's consideration and ask a ruling.
Mr. Walsh The fact of the matter la the last paragraph of
the letter Is ambiguous and I am endeavoring to get some
elucidation and explanation of the meaning of the letter from
him. I don't know what it means.
Examiner Moore: What does this show, Mr. Walsh? Do
you want to have the letter explained In some way?
Mr. Walsh : I want to find out what It refers to.
Examiner Moore: Does the witness know?
Mr. Kelley : We move. Your Honor, that this hearsay evidence of this witness be stricken out as Incompetent and
hearsay and not the best evidence.

Mr. Casey explained that the
Vaudeville Managers' Association and the acts will belong to
one organization ; and It will work out very nicely for the
benefit of the managers and the actors. That Is about all 1
can remember. Mr. Casey didn't speak very long and he
came down there and bad a pretty good time, that Is about

A. I did.
Mr. Walsh: Mark this for identification.
(The paper referred to Is thereupon received and marked
by the stenographer as Commission's Exhibit No. 24 for Identi-

"Olympic Amusement Company, Olympic Theatre, Buffalo,
York. You are urgently invited to meet Pat Casey and
official representatives of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association of the United States and Canada with Qua Sun at
his office, Springfield, Ohio, on Tuesday afternoon, October 81,
at 2 o'clock. Be Bure to attend this Important meeting to yon
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association."
if possible.
Did you attend that meeting?
A. I attended one meeting. I don't know whether that was
the meeting you refer to. I can not tell you exactly. It was
about this time, however.
Q. It was about this time?
«
Mark this for identification.
Mr. Walsh
(The paper referred to Is thereupon received and marked
by the stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 25 for Identifi-

is

strike It out If necessary.
A. (continuing)
I believe

.

I

I booked It at that tune and
last minute. That is, on
I liked that act, and that
had booked It, and why of my booking It the
second time, but I have not playod It the second time either.

Mr. Sun took It out, he said, at the
a Saturday he took the act out. and

-

By Mr. Walsh

"

:

Cleveland of Miss Corson and

says I don't know exactly or something to that effect and
then he goes on and says. I asked him for the substance and
he is endeavoring now to give us the substance.
Mr. Kelley: I wish It stated In the record that the first
three words of the answer were: "I don't know." If be don't
know we don't want htm to. go on Into the field of conjecture
and arouse the man's conjectural Ideas on the subject and
try to recollect something which he don't know. I Insist as
a matter of fairness outside the legal technicalities he should
not be permitted to answer the question.
Examiner Moore: I have overruled your objection because
this witness says In answering questions that be don't remember exactly and then he goes on to tell what he understands, why he dooan't Intend to say the exact language and
la stated the substance of it.
And while he don't pretend
to remember the axact language I think he Intended to answer,
the question no matter how he may have started it. He probably does know despite what he said.
Anyway he will go
ahead and see what his answer 1b and afterwards we will

A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did Qua Sun tell you why these other people would not
play there at the theatre that weekT
A. He told me they did nto belong to the N. V. A. That is

m

:

'

.

n

.

>»

(Continued on page B2)
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Q. Injury, as

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION.

A

Bv Mr

BE-DIRECT EXAMINATION.
Wnlsti

"

*

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Was It the N.

V.

A

that furnished the

Q.
In advance, $86?
A. I did not advance him,

to be paid.

these men,

CROSS-EXAMINATION

And what

Is

A

I

-

Q. And what have you to say, continuing from the time of
that strike to the present time—
It has gotten better every day.
Q. And with reference to salaries of actors, how do they
compare with the salaries they drew previously—what have
you to say about that?
I think they have increased.
Q. State whether or not the number of theatres have In-

A

A

meant by that has already been

is

on

Q.

Q. And have they always done so?
A. 80 far as I know, they have.
Q. The point is, is there any discrimination whatsoever?

A
Q.
A

enrolled.

Q.

A

No,

We

A

A?

zation?
A. If we knew at the time that they did belong to the
White Rats, we had reason to believe that they did, from the
orders that have been issued, we did not think that they were
fit people to contract into theatres that the members of the
managers' association were operating, and the fact that we
did not accept them because we did not expect them to live
up to their contract which would be Issued to them.
Q. At what time was that, when the strike was on?
A. Yes, sir.
'-"•

A Yes

Q.

Has your complaint committee of

Slotkin

A

We

We

A

REDIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Mr. Casey, Just one thing. When was the V. M. P. A.
'
organized?
You mean the first organization of the V. M. P. A?

A

Q. Yes.
A. Oh, I guess
Q.

And Oma

A. Yes,

It

it

must have been back In 1912 or
some time?

May—

sir.

Q.

And

i-

.:.'

.

.

:

•-

'

I

May—if

I

remember

correctly, or the

think your testimony was then that

it

was organ-

ized to resist, a strike in the spring of 1916?
A.
contemplated strike In 1916.
contemplated strike In 1916?
Q.

A
A

A. Yes,

U

Intelligent assertion.

•

sir.

Q.

When was

A.

Where?

the

first

strike pulled off?
*

Q. Yes.

A. In Oklahoma City.
Q. In what theatre?
A. I think the name of it Is the Lyric.
Q. Did you go down there?
A. Yes,

sir.

Q. And who had charge of the strike down there for the
White Rats' organization?
A. Cora Youngblood Corson, and I think a man by the name
of Ollmore, if I remember correctly.
Q. Who was the manager In that theatre there?

A. A man named
Q. What was the
about?
A. They wanted
correctly, that the

Sonapolo.
foundation of the strike—what was

.

,

It all

a closed shop. It seems, If I remember
stage bands and musicians demanded a
certain raise of wages and that Cora Youngblood Corson,
representing the White Rats, Joined with them and demanded
that the entire matter be a closed shop as regards the actors,
stage hands and musicians.
Q. Who were In the strike first?
A. Stage hands, musicians or actors?
I believe that before the theatre was opened, the stage
hands and musicians made their demands. Whether It was
made as all three or not I do not remember.
Q. Well, Is It not a fact that the stage hands and musicians

A

Mr. Kelley: Please read the question.
(The stenographer repeated the question.)
Mr. Kelley: I will withdraw the question.
By Mr. Kelley:

.•

1913.

lay dormant for

sir.

Q. Until when?
about
A. Until
spring of 1916.

1
'

was on

the V. M. P. A. been

Yes, sir.
Q. State, what the fact is.
A. I received a telegram from an act saying that it had a
wired the
contract and that they had been canceled
act to send on the contract and a full letter of explanation aa
to why they had been canceled This they, In turn, did
wrote to Mr. Slotkin for his side of the affair. As to whether
or not his answer has come back yet I do not know. Those
things have been piling up for the last five or six days, while
I have been here, but It will have the same attention as any
other complaints will have.
Q. It Is a recent complaint?
week ago Monday and it was Wednesday before I
A.
knew anything about it Regarding the $35 or whatever
check It was that he spoke about Mr. Chesterfield advised me
that he had advanced this act $35 to get to Buffalo to fulfill
Its contract and Mr. Slotkln's manager sent me a check for
$35 covering the I. O. TJ. that the act had given Chesterfield,
which Chesterfield must have sent to Buffalo, and I, In turn,
sent the check to Chesterfield. That was uot In payment for
any services that had been rendered by the act at all, to my
way of thinking. However, when the matters are all thrashed
out, I shall make a decision as to what I think Mr. Slotkin
should do. Of course, as to whether or not he will do it I
cannot answer,
Mr. Kelley: That Is all.

sir.

an

when Mr.

acquainted with the transaction of which he spoke in connection with the dismissal .of an actor at Buffalo?

Yes, sir.

It

A?

sir.

Q. Mr.' Casey, you were present
the Bland and testified?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. And do those acts gain prominence on the bill solely
because of the merit of the acts or for some other reason?
A. From the merit of the act only.
Q. And If that act has not got merit can all the kings'
horses or the White Rets elevate its place on the bill?
A. No, sir.
Q. Speaking of the agitator, as that agitator has been
known In the White Rats Union, by the exhibits Introduced
In this proceeding, were they made up for the main part of
actors working and drawing money or others?
Mr. Walsh: We object to the question as Irrelevant and
immaterial and highly improper.
Mr. Kelley: If the Commission wants to know whether the
bulk of those agitators are workers or Idlers
Mr. Walsh: If any characterization is to be made, counsel
will have a golden opportunity to make it at the time this
'" "" •"'"
7 ~" "
cas«'
submitted' to tit -Commission; '
Mr. Kelley: Can the Examiner recall the question?
Mr. Walsh: No, nor can counsel either.
Mr. Kelley: I certainly can.
Mr. Waleb : Perhaps there Is a sentence or two or a phrase
or two that might be taken out of his question that might

make

Gordon Circuit a member of the V. M. P.

Q. Is the

Q. You cannot even have too many acts of a similar nature
on a bill, can you?
A. No, sir.
Q. Is it not one of the fundamental principles In arranging a vaudeville bill, to give it variety as to the kind or
sort of acts that are appearing in a given theatre?

A

your knowledge?

By Mr. Kelley:

A. No, sir.
Q. Is there any rule In connection with the exhibition of
vaudeville acts by which the public taste may be estimated,
except to always continue to Improve and put on competitive
acts?

caused trouble In or about the theatre.
Q. About how many in round numbers of the names on that
list came back or have played in the theatres since that time?
Practically all of them.
Q. And that refers to those that are members In the Y. M.
P. A., that Is the theatres of the V. M. P.
A. Yes. sir.
Q. Is there any protest or was there any protest even during
the time of the strike against actors because—which resulted
In denying them work or prejudicing their Interests, merely
because they belonged to the White Rats or any other organi-

to

being, as I think you said before, the

A. Absolutely.

which go to Improve the acts or produce novelty or excellence in connection with it?

A. No,

sir.

No, air.

The sols question

offer Respondents' Exhibit 77, marked for
Mr. Kelley:
identification, in evidence.
(The exhibit was thereupon received In evidence.)

Q. Can you do any or either of those things that will take
away the competitive relations existing between the actors

A

No,

And has there been any

merits of the artist's act?

"

.

.

A

By Mr. Kelley:

merely because they were White Rats?
A. No, sir.
Q. For what reason did you collect that list?
A. In order to know who could be depended upon to fulfill
contracts, If they were issued in theatres, where they were
having trouble. By that I mean by strike trouble.
Q. Are there names on that list that were guilty of exhibiting personal hostility to the theatre and the theatre
managers?
Quite a few of these on this list were connected In that
way, acted as pickets at -the time of the trouble, and I think
that some of them on this list are those who were arrested or

not?

some reasons.

Q. Then the direct effect of that would be, Mr. Casey, to
depreciate the standard of the vaudeville profession and lower
the level of the business, would It not?
A. In my opinion It would
Q. And it would divert trade or have a tendency to do so
from the vaudeville business to other classes of amusement
"
like the legitimate, would It not?
A. I do not know as it would divert trade to the legitimate.
I know that a vaudeville theatre that is operated anywhere,
if It cannot keep abreast of the times and give the public
what It wants, must close its door very quickly.
Q. Then the strike order did affect vested Interests?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And did it do so harmfully or otherwise?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. I take It there was a great deal of money invested In
the vaudeville business at the time this strike was pulled by
Harry Mountford and the White Rats?
A. Yes, sir; money and not conversation.
Q. Involving something over nine hundred vaudeville houses
in this country at that time?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Can you standardize the work of an actor and his exhibitions In the theatres, the same as you can labor?
A. No, sir.
Q. Can you standardize the hours?

A

It

State

We

A

was

A

object to the question and answer and ask
Mr. Walsh :
that they be stricken out, for the reason that It is not the
In the first place, this witness is aa embest evidence.
ployer of actors and it is not competent for him to say
whether or not actors could form feasibly a labor organisation, and the constitution and by-laws of a labor organisation are the best evidence of Its objects and purposes and of
Its membership and the qualifications for admission to membership.
Mr. Kelley: I hardly feel the necessity of a reply, but the
Examiner will know that If one who has been shown to have
had the experience of Mr. Casey is not competent to testify
on this point then you cannot gather relevant testimony.
Examiner Moore: Go ahead.
Mr. Kelley: He has already answered.

White Rats?

that the strike was over.
Q. Damage was committed in the theatres,
A Yes, sir.

the period of the publication of that

was collected?

sir.

membership was

A

|o«ajwa*^|jajt^a«lla«a^»"»^^^^^^^~-Tr.^»^!t-r.-.A. It ran over from the first of September until the latter
part of March.
Q. When the strike was over?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was that condition observed or was it true after the
strike was over?
A. For about two months until we knew or felt positively

Yes, sir.
Q.- State whether or not they have Improved— if there has
been a general condition of improvement in the theatres up
to the present time?
Yes, sir; they are bigger, better, more up to date, more
serviceable to the vaudeville artists and to the publlo than
they have ever been.
Q. Along that same line what can you say about the attendance at the theatres, In reference to their patronage?
A. Bigger and better than they ever were.
Q. Do theatre managers who ate members of the V. M.
P. A. to your knowledge employ actors that are not members
of the N. V. A., meaning the National Vaudeville Artists,
Inc.?
Yes, sir.

they Joined the labor union, as It would be absolutely up to
the executives and heads of that labor union as to whether
or not they would admit them to membership in that
union, and I think when they came to apply, they would find
there was quite a waiting list of members of the union who
had not been able to get employment and the answer would
be that they would have to be first employed before any new

it?

How

A

A

testified to

you what date

Yes,

creased?

in their

A I have already stated before, that the new act would
a chance, or a woman like Bernhardt or Adelalne
Genee—It would be impossible for them to secure work unless

Third month and fourteenth day In 1917.
Q. And in reference to that, when did the strike take place
in and about New York City?
*
Along about the first of March, I believe?
Q. Just about that same time?
Tea, sir.
Q. Are there any acts or actors' names on that Exhibit No. 6
who are identified in that strike?
Yes, sir, several of them.
Q. Will you, from that list, indicate some of them, Mr.
Casey, and in that connection state what they did?
They walked
I see an act here called Armstrong ft Ford.
out of one of the theatres,
Q. When? At the time the strike was on?
A. At the time the strike was on. And here is an act called
Bubbles, Trout ft Merrlmalds ; they walked out of one of the
theatres, when Mr. Mountford Issued the call. The Cleveland*
walked out of one of the Loew theatres. And at the same
time in Newark, where they were appearing when three or
four acts did not want to obey the call, they succeeded In
locking them Into the dressing rooms and they could not come
out at the time when they were to go on and the audience
had to be dismissed and the theatre was closed.
Q. Mr. Kelley, when you are referring to the strike order
you are referring to the strike order of Mr. Mountford of the

:--vr-Qv

A

not get

Tee, sir. And, here Is Cochrane ft Mach, walked out of a
theatre.
Q. You say walked out of a theatre. I take It you mean
walked out of the stage and did not appear on the bill?
Yes, sir. Musical Youngs refused to go into a theatre
where the strike had been called. Kllnenny Four for the
same reason. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Baxter walked out of a
theatre when the call was Issued.
Q. Mr. Casey, is there any name on that list placed there

:-

Q. The closed shop?
If you adopt the closed shop, It would not do them any
good to bring out anything new, even If they had anything
new. I have explained that three or four times already. I
also have a splitting headache.
Q. What is the condition of vaudeville today?
A. Never was in such good condition in the history of the

Mr. Casey, can vaudeville, as a profession, be eonducted under what is known as closed shop?
I do not think so.

A

.

A

'

Q.

A
A

I

If any?
I have gone Into that, Mr. Kelley, two and three times,
and stated they would not have any incentive.

sir.

that this list

by you

In this case, hasn't It?
Yes,
I hand you that exhibit and ask

No,

By Mr. Kelley:
Q. And it was during

(continued).

lrresponslbles?
Tee, sir.
Q.

sir.

didn't care.

Oklahoma City.
(The question was repeated by the stenographer.)
The Witness: The closed-shop order was in effect
own theatre In Oklahoma City.

A

A
Q.
A

I

in

'

By Mr. Kelley:
Mr. Kelley: Mark this for Identification.
(The paper was thereupon marked by the stenographer
Respondents' Exhibit No. 78, for Identification.)
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. Mr. Caaey, I will hand you Respondents' Exhibit for
Identification 78, and ask you if that is the injunction In the
proceedings referred to this morning?
It is a copy of It, yes, sir.
Mr. Kelley: I offer It In evidence.
Mr. Walsh : I have no objections. It la accepted with the
understanding that this injunction was based upon what it
was said it was based upon, the summons and complaint, and
upon various affidavits, and that It is a preliminary Injunction
and that no final Injunction was ever entered in the suit.
(The paper referred to was received in evidence and marked
by the stenographer Respondents' Exhibit 78.)
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. Mr. Casey, I have here Commission's Exhibit No. 5 for
Identification. As I understand it this is a list designated as

A

"

A

RE-CR03S EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Kelley:
U was ltT
Q. Whose I
A. From the act.
..

.

Q. The time that I mentioned that that restricted list was
used was the closed shop order by the so-called executive
authority of the leader of the White Rats, in' effect?
Mr. Walsh: Walt a moment. I don't know what order
counsel Is referring tot
Mr. Kelley: There has been an exhibit introduced here in
which Harry Mountford Is mentioned as International executive and Issuing the strike orders.
I know of no theatre where It was in effect—wait a
moment I do not know of one theatre ; there was one theatre
where that strike order was in effect, but that was a theatre
with which—that was operated by the White Rats themselves

A

FAT CASEY

Yes,

A.

A

he advanced them.
know, but how did Mr. Chesterfield know that you
owed these men $35, how did he find It out?
TJ from the act
I got a letter with an I

Bland.)

_•

Q. Has there ever been a time outside of the time that
the strike was on, possibly, in the vaudeville business that
hired from the standpoint of their merit?

Q. I

(Resumed the

A

men were not

Chesterfield!

I

'-

and
Q. State whether or not these ads. that ware published
Introduced here in the record have to deal largely with the
actor that was employed at the time and drawing a salary,
*
.
or the unemployed?
mmm
Mr. Walsh : We object to that because the ads. i.->eak for
Any conclusion which this witness may draw
themselves.
from them is not competent
By Mr. Kelley:
.
„
Q. What effect would the closed ehop have on the Incentive
among actors to bring out new creations and new materials.

here before, was dons to

Q. Was It done without discrimination as to whether they
were Rata or not?

sir,

WbyT It was the I U made out to his name
How did Mr. Chesterfield know that you owed

testified

Yes, sir.

employed and given employment?

money T

not at all.
Q. Did you send the N. V. A. money, the $35, or to whom
did you send It?
0.
I sent It to Mr. Chesterfield, or
A. I had paid an I
whatever his name 1b.
Q. Why did you send him the money, this money, to Mr.
A. No,

you have

Q. Let me osk you this : as soon as it was ascertained that
these acts could be relied on if depended upon to go into a
theatre and carry out their part of the program they were

Q. Well, you are not In any way connected with the N. V. A.T
A. I only know that I have paid my dues.
Mr. Kelley : I don't think he understands Mr. Walsh.

I

'

;

amusement profession as a whole?

the

(Continued from page 29)
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A

'

•
.

•

:

I

;

-

'

:

V"

VARI1TY
were en a strike

first

and that the actors then went on a

strike!
A. I do not know, Mr. Walsh. I did not get there until atter
the strike had started.
Q. What was the result of It—what did It result tuT
a. It resulted In that I do not believe to this day they have
given In to the stage hands or actons or musicians.
Q. Was there a board of arbitration appointed to dispose
of that matter T
A. Mo, air; not for that purpose. There was, la Oklahoma
City, at that time, a board known as the board of conciliation, as I remember It, that thrashed this matter out and
made a suggestion to the theatre management that they
straighten out their troubles with the stage hands union and
musician's union without the White Bats appearing In It
Q. Have you the report of the State Board of Conciliation
In that matter?
A. I have a copy of It. I am pretty sure I have.
Q. Will you produce It?
«
A. I surely will.
Q. Ab I understand It, the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association was then organized In September or October,

What every theatre was assessed, how It was graded
forth, as I gave them everything.
am sure I do not want to worry you.
A. I know that, and I know you don't want to go over
things two or three times.
Examiner Moore: But that Is not In evidence, Mr. Casey.
The Witness : It
By Mr. Walsh:

r

office

No, sir; none whatsoever.
That is left to each Individual management?
To each Individual manager, yes, sir. We have nothing
do with the running of the Theatres.
Q. Can you give, offhand, an approximate amount- of strike
funds raised?
- -*
A. I think about a couple hundred thousand dollars.
.

A.

we had

.

•

A. I think about the first of September.
Q. At that time you were not connected with the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association In an official capacity?
A. I joined them then.
first duty was to go to Okla-

We

at that time?

"

A. Yes, air.

A, Yes, sir.
Q. Who was the president of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association In 1916, In the fall, when you went In?
A. I think Mr. Scrlbner.
Q. Mr. Scrlbner?
A. Yes; Sam Scrlbner.
Q. What theatre* waa he Interested In at that time?
A. Burlesque theatres.
Q. Where?
A. All over the country.
Q. Has he continued to be Interested In them since that

time?

»

sir.

Q. Who was the secretary?
A. Mr. Moss.
Q. In what theatres was Mr. Moss Interested?
A. Several theatres here in New York City.

Vaudeville theatres?

Q.

--.._
A. Yea, sir.
Q. Was he Interested In some theatres In Philadelphia also?
I do not know whether he was personally interested or

A.

not
Q.

Has he continued

New York

in

to be personally Interested la theatres
City since that time?

A. Yes, sir.

Q.

Was Marcus Loew an

officer of

the association at any

time?

A

Yes

fill*

Q. What offices did he hold?
A. I will have to look that up and see. I cannot remember
all, boys.
He was second vice-president It has already been put In evidence, Mr. Walsh.
Q. He has continued to act in such capacity up to the
present time?

them

A. Yes, sir.
Q. What theatres is he Interested In?
A. Several— all over the country.
Q. Big time theatres?
A. No, sir.
Q. That is, they are vaudeville theatres?
A. Vaudeville and picture. Some play nothing but pictures
and some play vaudeville and pictures.
Q. What position did Mr. A. Paul Keith occupy?
A. It anything, a director.
Q. A director only?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Mr. Keith died Just a few month b ago?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What theatres was he Interested in?

The Keith Circuit
Mr. E. F. Albee is now and has been, since the organization was started In 1916, a director of the association?
A.
Q.

A. Yes, sir.
Q. What theatres Is he Interested in?
a. In the Keith Circuit of theatres.
Q. How often does the Board of Directors of this V. M. P.
*•
A. meet?
A. As often as the occasion requires.
Q. Is there any regular time of meeting?
A. No, sir.
Q. Do you make It your duty to be present at the meetings
of the Board of Directors?

A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do Sam A. Scrlbner, Marcus Loew, Martin Beck and
B. F. Moss all live In New York?
A. Yes, sir ; I think Mr. Scrlbner Uvea In the suburbs.
Q. What theatres Is Mr. Beck connected with?
A. The Orpheum Circuit.
Q. What assessment of dues does the V. M. P. A. make upon
its

membership.

A. Every theatre five dollars a week.
Q. It has some strike assessments, has
A. Yes, sir.
Q.

It

not?

Do you know how many?

A. I believe three.

Your

auditors'

reports

I

believe

show

that.

Q. How Is the assessment or was the assessment apportioned?
A. Into three different grades of houses.
....
-.-*• ----- i.-rv. ••: .^- -•
Q.,..How an*-. thorn bouses gmfliiiH
A. A, B and C.
Q. What cycle or character of theatres went into the A
•

classification.

A. It

Is not the character of theatre.
It is regulated, I beas to the size of the city and size of the theatre.
Q. The largest cities paying the largest sums?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did all the theatres In New York City pay the same
money for the strike assessments?
A. I do not remember, Mr. Walsh. I have a very splitting

lieve,

in Boston, for In-

stance, did not start until February.
In New York it did
not start until March.
Q. That is, all of these theatres, of course, were members
of. the V. M. P. A. that you assessed In this way?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Were these different bills or duplicate bills In every
theatre?
A. Oh, no ; we might put In a city a certain number of acts.
We would not know what theatre would be nit
had them
ready to go to any particular theatre that was hit.
Q. You said something here a while ago about the booking
of actors auch as Sarah Bernhardt and Madame Genee. In
order to get employment for them In big time it is necessary
for them to go to the booking offices?
A. Yes, sir; or have their personal representatives do that.
It is done generally through their personal representatives.
Q. But it is done through the United Booking Offices?
A. No; not necessarily.
Q. That is, if they are In vaudeville or big time?
A. Yes, sir ; or tbe Orpheum Circuit or the Interstate Circuit
Q. Well, then, Sarah Bernhardt cannot get the big time
engagement in this country unless she does book through the
United Booking Offices?
A. No, sir she could play for the Orpheum Circuit or the
Interstate Circuit.
I am trying to make It clear that the
United Booking Offices do not book the Orpheum Circuitneither do they book the Interstate Circuit
Q. Well, they book all the big time east of Chicago?
A. East of Chicago; yes, sir.

We

;

Q. Do you know whether Sarah Bernhardt was a member
of the White Bats?
A. I do not, no, sir.
Q. Do you know whether or not she refused to go to Haverhill, Mass., to play?
A. What is that?
Q. Do you know whether or not she refused to go to Haverhill, Mass., to play?
A -"Q
A. I do not. Where waa she to play in Haverhill? The
reason I ask that question Is that I want to know If there Is a
vaudeville theatre big enough in Haverhill to pay Madame
i

Bernhardt
Q. Is there a membership of circuits In the V. M. P. A.?
A. Each theatre Is a member of the V. M. P. A., and each
theatre pays its Individual dues.
Q. Well, but is each booking office a member of the V. M.
P. A.?
A. No,, sir ; no booking office Is a member of the V. M. P. A.
Q. I will ask you, Mr. Casey, why Hans Wilson and MacNally were put upon this list which Is Commission's Exhibit
-

No. 6?
A. I Just do not know, offhand.
Q. You do not know offhand?
A. No, sir.
Q. Do you know of anything that either of these or any of
the people In that act did that would require or that prompted
you to put them upon that list?
A. I do not know now. That was over two yean ago. I
have tried to remember, but I do not know lust what It was.
Q. You remember about Young and Kilkenny Four refusing
to accept a contract?
A. Those were personal things with myself that I know
about.
Q. Did they do anything other than to refuse to accept an

engagement?
A.
Q.

A.
Q.
A.

No; not that

know about

personally.
Did you compile this list yourself, Mr. Casey?
I never compiled that list that you have.
But you compiled one substantially like it?
Yes, sir.
I

you produce your list?
have one, I will.
Q. Well, as a matter of fact, you have one, have you not?
A. I would not swear that I have; no.
'
Q. Do you say that you have not?
A. If I have one I will be glad to give It to you.
Q. You say that a great many people on the list have since
been employed. Were there any conditions imposed upon them
for employment by the members of the Vaudeville Managers'
Q. Will

A. If

A. Yes, sir.
Q. Bepresentlng the V. M. P. A.?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And Mr. Chesterfield representing the N. V. A.?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And who is the other gentleman?
A. Mr. Mills.
Q. Who Is Mr. Mills?
A. An employee of mine.
Q. That is, of the V. M. P. A.?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Miss Cora Youngblood Corson had an act canceled at
Rochester, did she not?
A. I believe she did.
Q. Did she bring suit for the recovery of the amount that
was due her on the engagement there?
Mr. Kelley Against whom ?
Mr. Walsh: Against the Keith family theatre.
A. I understand she did.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Did you make a settlement of that?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How did you settle it?
A. Mr. Joseph Meyers, attorney for the White Rats, called
at my office and told me these people were fighting a suit np
there and that this woman had a contract that they had canceled; that the matter had been In the courts something like
eighteen months or two years, end they had not gotten any
decision nor bad they gotten their money. I bad a talk with
Mr. Meyers and asked if he had ever made complaint to the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association about this, and
he said that he had not. I told btm that that was the first
time that the matter bad been brought to my attention. He
proved to me that the woman did have a contract and that
she was canceled, and I told him our rules were If a manager
did have a contract that we expected him to play it or pay it
and so I paid It. Mr. Meyers, In return, wrote me a letter
In which he stated that he was very happily surprised at the
fairness that he received at my hands In settlement of this
"

:

case.

Q.

Had you been subpoenaed

Casey?

sir.

For how long a period?
A. From December, but then the strike

Q. And that was your first employment with the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association?

-

A. Yes,
Q.

You had been employed

Yes,

money disbursed?
money disbursed?

Q. That Is where a manager bad a strike on his bands?
A. Whether he had a strike on his hands or not Mr, Walsh
did not know where a strike was going to hit us, whether
in Atlanta, Oeorgla, or Winnipeg, Canada.
Q. You found it necessary to have duplicate talent at the
theatres In case of strikes?
A Yes sir
Q. How long did you have to do that Mr. Casey, before a
strike did actually occur?
A.
did that from about the middle of December up until
about the time the strike was all over.
Q. Was it necessary, or did you think It necessary, to do
that before the strike waa actually called?

City..

A.

that
that

we

My

-

How was
How was

A. It was disbursed all over the country. In most places
to have a double show In practically every theatre In

previously to that

months?

!

«^

all to

the country.

Q.

It will be.

A.
Q.

A. I do not know whether it had maintained an office Just
previous to that, but for the time they remained dormant they
However, I am not sure
did not have an office, I think.
about that. I do not know whether they had or not
Q. Do you know who was president of the organization
previous to the time you became manager?
A. No, sir.
Q. Or Its secretary?
A. No. air.
-^
Q. Well, the strike 1" Oklahoma City occurred during what

homa

but

A.

at

time?

•

Is not,

Q. Do you know the total amount of strike assessments collected?
A. I do not, but that Is In that statement
Q. Does the management or directors of the V. M. P. A.
have anything to do or any suggestions to make in reference
to prices of admission of theatres?

Q. Yes.

They had not maintained an

Q.

re-

Q. I

was a going or-

It
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your auditors'

and so

Q.

and going.

bit of that In

port.

1916 T
A. It was la existence then
ganization then.

You have every

headache.

I

Protective Association?
A. By the members of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association?
Q. Yes.

-, A.-NOs-SbV^-^ .•i-.-..-..-v--.-.; .-.•vr-.r-.-.-.-".™...-:—.- ..-..--- ST.at.mM
Q. Were they not required to interview you In reference to
their affiliations with the White Bats or their attitude towards
the White Bats?
A. Some of them Interviewed me, but I probably never saw
one-tenth of the people on that list.
Q. Well, there were others In your office who did, were there
not?
A. No, sir.
Q. Upon this arbitration committee that you have in your
organization, you are a member?

as a witness In the case. Mr.

A. No, sir.
Q. On this salary proposition, during the shut-down on account of the Fuel Administration, you say you procured all
of the theatres or persuaded them to pay the actors who were
members of the National Vaudeville Artists, Inc.?
A. Yes, sir.'
\ '
Q. All except one?
/ A. Yes, sir.
Q. Which one was that?
A. One out In the Middle West. I do not know the name
of the theatre.
'.
Q. Did Mr. iroctor pay the artists for that period that the
theatres were closed pursuant to the order of the Fuel Admin.:.

.

.

-

istration?

>T
have never had a complaint

A. As far aB I know he did. I
that he did not
Q. Now, when actors are booked upon a circuit like the
Pantages Circuit or the Orpheum, they follow up In succession generally from town to town where the theatres are located on that circuit?
A. The only one that does that I believe Is tbe Pantagea

Circuit
Q. Does the Orpheum Circuit do that?
A. The Orpheum jumps them around, as far as I know. I
do not know personally, but I understand on the Pantagea
Circuit, when a route la once given, the entire show travels
Intact, right around.

Q.

A.

And up Into Canada?
Up Into Canada and out

to the Coast and back.
buys the tickets?
do not know. I am sure that I do not
buys the tickets on the Orpheum Circuit?
A. I do not know.
Q. How about tbe Keith Circuit?
A. The actor does, and I presume tbe actor does on the
Q.

Who

A.

I

Q.

Who

other circuits.

Q. These actors traveling around carry their own property?
A. Everything that goes with their set
Q. And If the act did not have its scenery and paraphernalia.
could not open?
A. Yes sir; very often It goes right on la street clothes.
During the last winter, with the railroad conditions as they
were, there was not a week that went back when. In certain
sections of the country, I bet you there was not one theatre
out of ten that had Its acts como in with any of their properties, and they probably did not get them until
the next day.
Q. I believe that is true, but as a usual thing, the actor
carries around his stuff—
A. The stuff that Is necessary to produce his act
j
Mr. Walsh: I think that Is all.
It

•

'

m
By

RE0ROS8 EXAMINATION.

.

Mr. Kelley:

Q. In connection with the transaction with Mr. Meyers. la
settlement of the Rochester claim, did you have any corre-

spondence?
A. Yes,
Q.

I

sir.

will

hand you two

letters

marked

for Identification,
If that Is. that

Respondents' Exhibits 79 and 80, and ask you
correspondence?
A. Yes,
Q.

sir.

Is this the

same Joseph

J.

Meyers that came Into the

motion at the opening of this trial?
A. Yes, sir.

Mr. Kelley We offer these exhibits In evidence.
(The papers referred to were thereupon received in evidence
and marked by the stenographer, "Respondents' Exhibit 70 and
:

80," respectively.)

Mr. Kelley: That

is all.

FURTHER REDIRECT FXAMINATION.

By Mr. Walsh

Q. Mr. Casey,

you heard about this difficulty which Miss
Corson had bad at Rochester long before you got these let-

ters?
A. I never got that letter until It was all over.
Q. I know that. You got the letter only on October 4, 1018?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. But bad one of the Examiners of the Federal Trade Commission talked to you about the Corson matter?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. When did you first find out abouf It?

Mr. Kelley: About what?
Mr. Walsh: About thii difficulty that Miss Corson had at
.Rochester,....

,..:

r

,

„

~„

....:.:...:..;_..

Mr. Kelley: I ask that counsel deflno the term "difficulty,"
whether cancellation or litigation.
Mr. Walsh: Cancellation— thero is only one difficulty.
The Witness : Along about tbe time It happened.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Was the difficulty with a member of tho V. M. P. A.?
A. Yes, sir.

By
Q.

FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION.
Mr. Goodman:
Counsel has referred to this theatre in Rochester as

I

:

T
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Keith's Family Theatre.

It that theatre

any part of Keith'a

Not to my knowledge. I have already testified that I do
not know anything about the Keith Circuit or the United
Booking Office.
Mr. Walsh We offer tbts paper In erldence and ask tbat

A

:

it

—

:

.

be copied Into the record.

(The paper referred to was thereupon received in evidence,
marked by the stenographer "Commission's Exhibit No. 28,"
and, by direction,

1b

copied In full as follows:

STATE BOARD OF ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION.
Case- No. 3.

Opinion filed September 20, 1016.
Striking stage employes, musicians, motion picture operators

and White Rats

Actors,
vs.

Oklahoma City Theatre Managers and Owners, to wit John
Slnopoulo, manager of Lyric and Colcord Alrdome; B. H.
Powoll, Thos. Beland, and Edward Croak, managers of the
Empress and Folly Theatres; H. W. McCall, manager of the
Liberty Theatre, Morris Lowensteln, manager of the Majestic
:

Theatre.

W. J. Glddlngs, of counsel for complainants.
D. I. Johnston, of counsel for the defendants.
This case comes on for bearing upon request of the officers
Oklahoma Federation of Labor and publication of the
fact that the managers had requested arbitration through the
Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce and Ed. S. Vaught's
confirmation thereof, who Is President of the Chamber of
of the

Commerce.

This Board upon being duly convened heard the statement
of the complainants In the case, through counsel Mr. Glddlngs,
to wit: that they were willing to arbitrate all of their differences and abide by the decision of this Board, and the statement from the defendants, through counsel Mr. Johnston, to
wit: that they were unwilling to submit the matters in coutroversy to arbitration, and further that they would not be
bound by any action of this Board.
-Whereupon, the Oklahoma State Board of Arbitration and
Conciliation determined that, by reason or-tbe strike existing,
the public and city especially were suffering Inconveniences
and Injury, and proceeded of its own motion to make this
investigation, of which these findings and recommendations
were a result.
Witnesses were heard on both side of the case upon oath,
and the Board, under the state authorizing this action, submits the following recommendations, which we believe will
contribute to a fair and equitable settlement of the differences
which constitute the cause of this strike.
The facts in the case as presented by the evidence appear
to this Board as follows : Sometime during the" month of July,
or the latter part of June, the stage employes of this city,
who at the time were employed by the defendants in, this case,
presented a contract to the theatre managers to cover the
ensuing year that they were unable to come to an agreement
aa to the terms of the contract submitted and a strike was
declared on or about July 20. At this time there was in existence In this city what is known as the triple alliance, composed of motion picture operators, musicians and stage employees, and the musicians and motion picture operators went
on strike in sympathy with the stage employees In a short
time, and about this time there was formed what Is known
as a quadruple alliance, which consists of the motion picture
operators, musicians, stage employees and members of the
White Rats Actors' Union of America, and the White Bat
Actors In accordance with the terms of this alliance, likewise,
went on strike In sympathy with the stage bands, and when
they did so, the quadruple alliance demanded a union shop tor
all four crafts.
The Board will deal first of all with the local situation
which Involves the stage employees, motion picture operators
and musicians.
recommended that the stage employees and local managers enter Into a contract, embracing tho following points :
That nothing but union stage employees be' employed In the
city In theatres controlled by the- above managers; that the
rate of wages be increased $3.00 per week. In accordance with
the demand of the stage employees at the time of the strike,
which makes the rate of wages as follows : Master carpenters,
|24 per week; Property Managers, $18 per week; Assistant
Carpenters, $18 per week, .the said week's work to consist of
seven days.
further recommend that the hours of work be so arranged by the managers that it will be unnecessary for stage
employees to report before eleven o'clock a. m., that they
have proper relief periods for lunch and supper and that they
be not required to work later than 10 :30 p. m.
further recommend that all of the employees who were
formerly employed by the managers In this city. Including
members of the stage employees, motion picture operators and
musicians' union, be reinstated at once, as outlined in the foregoing, without prejudice, and that within forty-eight hours
after a settlement of this part of the controversy, that a committee representing each of the three organizations mentioned
and the managers meet in conference, and draw up a contract for' each of the organizations, embracing the terms and
conditions of employment at this time, and herein recommended ; said contracts to run for a period of one year from
the date of said meeting, or longer if desired by the parties
thereto, so that the contracts will expire simultaneously and
so that the management and the men will not be confronted
with sympathetic strikes arising from the fact that the organisation affiliated under one general bead will In the future be
negotiating contracts at different times.
We recommend as to the condition of employment under the
quadruple alliance, first, that all actors who appear in this
and other cities In the state be employed by the managers
under the terms and provisions of an equitable contract, which
shall embrace substantially the following' points: The artist
should forfeit to the manager reasonnble portion of his salary
In case the artist fails through any fault of bis own to appear
as per contract or on account of sickness or accident. The
manager should be allowed to cancel the engagement because
pf the Inebriety or the suggestive act or work of said artist.
The manager should not pay for any services not rendered by
said artist by reason of the theatre being closed through fire,
public authority or any reason beyond the control of the manThe artist should present the act or specialty in tho
ager.
customary manner for the number of performances required
dally and at the times required and should not appear In any
act or specialty In any theatre within a reasonable time of
any prior engagement In tho city. The said artist should comply with all reasonable rules and regulations prescribed by the
manager and the usual billing matter. Including photographs
and cuts, should be placed In the hands of the management a
reasonable time before tho beginning of the engagement, and
should they fail so to do, the manager should have the necessary cdfif'- jlticV blTrfrifc'ihntleT prVJdhc'td and tlic cost' of ''same'
should be deducted from the actors' compensation. Should the
artist cancel any engagement or any part thereof, they should
pay as liquidated damages to the manager a sum equal to the
salary they are to receive, and we recommend that in case
any act proves unsatisfactory or Insufficient, that the local
manager hold the booking agent responsible and not the act
or actor. This provision would make possible a play or pay
are satisfied from the evidence placed before us
contract.
;

We

We

We

Wo

that the actors have been grossly imposed upon by managers
In cities In this state and that the managers have been imposed upon by certain booking agents of other states.
As to the proposition of theatre managers using nothing but
members of the White Rata Union, the Board does not feel
qualified, at this time, to pass Judgment upon this Important
issue, by reason of the fact that Oklahoma City is one of a
chain of cities on circuits which are booked by foreign concerns or booking agents located outside of the state, and we,
therefore, doubt the feasibility of Imposing upon the managers
understand that the manin Oklahoma City this duty.
agers have in the past operated with a closed shop In so far
as the local men are concerned and that It la possible to carry
out such a contract- with the White Rat Actors' Union, but on
account of the conditions before mentioned, we can see that
the matter Is questionable and we believe that If a thorough
trial is given it will demonstrate whether or not the plan 1b

We

feasible.

Wo

further recommend that In the Instance of the triple
alliance, a plan of arbitration be embodied in each contract,
substantially as follows : Tbat whenever a grievance exists between any manager and any of his employees, the employees
and the manager shall first try to adjust such differences; If
fall, a committee from the organization and from the
managers be appointed, and If they fall, the triple alliance
select one man, the managers select one man, those two to
select a third and disinterested party, one not connected In
any way with the line of business involved, who shall, for
the purposes of carrying out tbis agreement, constitute a
Board of Arbitration, whose findings shall be binding on all
parties concerned, and we further recommend that in any
negotiations under this proposed arbitration plan, that a com-

they

plete record be kept.

We- are convinced from the testimony presented before this
board and after a thorough examination of the contracts under
which the managers procure the acts, that the contract in
universal use in this country Is unjust, both to the actor and
to the management. We recommend to the State Legislature
that It enact such laws as will protect the actors and managers recommending in the State of Oklahoma.
We further find from the evidence presented, the existence
of a combination that controls managers and actors throughout the United States, and we recommend to the United States
Congress that the proper laws be enacted to regulate the
booking agent or those employed by, through or under him
and his contract, which. we believe will be of mutual benefit
to both the actor and the manager.
Respectfully submitted this 20th day of September, 1016.

STATE BOARD OF ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION.
By W. O. Ashton, Chairman.
J. O. Leeper,
T. C. Wyatt,
M. T. Landon,
Richard Alexander.
Thos. Bell, Board member, absent, and not participating.
Mont R. Powell, Board member, disqualified upon his own
motion and not participating.
Harry W. Gugler, a witness called on behalf of the Commission, being first duly sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Goodman

Mr. Goodman : We want to make a motion. Mr. Examiner,
before any evidence was taken In this proceeding the respondents submitted to you a motion objecting to the taking
of testimony and further proceedings in this matter and submitted 18 grounds therefor.
And on page 38 of the record
you will recall that you stated the motion would be referred
to tbe Commission for their decision.
Now it seems to us tbat if there Is anything in our motion
and our grounds are t well taken, and this Commission has no
Jurisdiction, that the motion is futile If It awaits the taking
of all the testimony on both sides and the expenditure of the
time of everybody on these bearings, of counsel for tbe Commission and the Examiner and the counsel for the respondents,
and It seems to us that before any further testimony Is taken
tbat the motion 'made should be decided, and especially in
view of the testimony adduced by the witness Casey, to the
effect that the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association
was a membership corporation having no shares of capital
stock; and that the National Vaudeville Artists' Association
is also a corporation having no shares of capital stock and
not being engaged In business for profit or otherwise; and it
appearing on the record that so far as the White Rats Actors'
Union of America are concerned, are a membership organization not for profits and not being engaged In any profitable
business for Itself or for its members, It seems to me that no
more testimony should be taken In this proceeding until that

motion

Is decided.

What we

are aiming at, Mr. Examiner, Is this: tbat we
want to be protected upon the record that It may not be said
that this proceeding has gone on and we have proceeded with
tbe examination and therefore waived our Jurisdiction of questions ; and If this decision is to be reserved until the very
close of all tbe testimony, I think there should be some stipulation U*at we are not deemed to have waived it by reason of
the fact tbat we have gone on with the hearing.
Examiner Moore: That Is understood, I believe.
Mr. Walsh: I don't think there is any doubt about it

By Mr. Walsh:
What did you say your full name Is?
Harry W. Gugler.
Mr. Goodman Just a moment.
Examiner Moore: You renew your motion?
Mr. Goodman: Yes, I have made a motion and a statement
and I have asked for a ruling or I have made a suggestion
Q.
A.

:

—

as

to Its

determination, that Is to say

Examiner Moore: I have no power to decide that matter,
nnd tho matter will be .referred to the Commission for their
decision.

not within

It is

upon a motion

my

province or function, to pass

of that character.

Mr. Goodman:
record ?

Can we have

It

stipulated

then upon tbe

Examiner Moore
In this

Mr.

There will be no advantage taken of you
:
matter so far as the record goes.
I do not know the usual procedure In these
:

Goodman

matters.

Mr. Walsh : There Is' not anything for discussion here. The
motion has been made nnd Is of record. The Commission has
assumed Jurisdiction in this proceeding and tbat settles it as
far as thnt Is concerned.
I
presume fundamentally, If the Commission has not the
Jurisdiction, why then It has not any Jurisdiction and a motion ennnot raise the question that It has no Jurisdiction any
further than It has been raised so far until It Is finally passed
upon by the Court.
If the respondents want to take tbe chance and walk out,
... ,...., ..- -..»,-. ,.-....—
- ••_t.U.cy ,.<:an..suU themselves.
*
Mr. Goodman Oh, no, we are not doing that, that is not the

words of Mr. Goodman, before any testimony was taken, that
the complaint be dismissed upon 18 Items pointed out at that
time to the Commission, and the Examiner, at that time, as I
think very properly, stated that he did not believe that it la
within his province to decide and tbat It should be submitted
to the Commission.

The position that we find ourselves in is this: that probably
should this matter go on and then when afterwards taken before the Court, after we have had participation in these proceedings, In cross-examination .or direct examination of witnesses, that it it comes up for a final decision of this proposition, comes up before the Commission and they should rule
adversely, and then we should have final resort to tbe Courts,
why, then the courts will very properly state to us tbat that
question is an academic one because you participated in that
bearing, you accepted the Jurisdiction, and stayed there and
went through with the hearing. I do not think Mr. Walsh
wants to put us In that light, and all that we want Is to have
a record here that will completely keep all of our rights that
we have; and Inasmuch as It la asserted here that the Commission has not any right to hear this matter by the respondents, and on the other hand Jurisdiction is claimed by
the Commission, and the Examiner has very properly decided
that tbat is a. question tbat will really have to be passed upon
by the Commission, that he cannot pass upon It by reason of
lack of power, that that should be referred back to tbe Commission, I certainly should say that the thing to do was to
refer that back to the Commission and under such circumstances there would be a very quick response, a very quick
ruling, then we would be protected with that ruling on the
record, we would then be protected.
Such a thing as that
would not require the postponement of a few hours of this
hearing and It might be so decided that we would get a ruling
right here on this record that would protect us In our rights.
Mr. Walsh : With all due respect to distinguished counsel,
It is an elementary principle of law that no party to a proceeding can confer Jurisdiction upon the court of a subject
matter of which the tribunal, as a matter of law, does not
have Jurisdiction, and no matter what the matter Is, we can
have no Jurisdiction and the question of Jurisdiction is a matter of law and If the Commission does not, of itself, by law,
have jurisdiction of the subject matter, why there is no juris-

That is the test. If this Commission has not
Jurisdiction and the counsel Insists that this Commission has
not Jurisdiction, then the only thing left for them to do Is to
walk out.
Mr. Edward F. McCall : That Is not the point at all In this
matter.

A

motion has been made upon paper before you and in the

•

diction conferred.

Now, I do not Bee how they can protest any great against
the Jurisdiction of the Commission to proceed because they set
in tbe answer tbat the Commission has not Jurisdiction to
proceed in the matter.
Mr. McCall: Then you see that renders us, Mr. Walsh, in
Just the attitude of having to choose to do what you suggested, and which we do not want to do and never had the
slightest thought of doing, that is, to get up and walk out.
That we do not want to do, because that is taking too drastic
a step and we do not want to show disrespect to the Commission in tnat degree, but so far as their legal position may be
concerned, we differ with them and we desire to have that
matter settled. All that we ask Is to have some ruling and
the present Examiner has not power to make the ruling and
he says there la a power than can make a ruling, to wit : the
Commission. It does not necessarily entail a loDg adjournment, you can do it over nigbt, get an expression back from
them, tbat Is, your chairman, from the members of the board,
indicating that the ruling upon the point Is denied or allowed,
and then we can take such benefits as are open to us in" tbe
way of an exception on the record, and proceed in such a way
as to keep our right intact, so that at some future moment
we may not be confronted with It, notwithstanding the question that Mr. Walsh raises that we can walk out and leave the
proceeding as a protest on the Jurisdiction of the Commission,
because we feel that if some such step Is not taken now that
in the event the motion is denied at the close of all of our
efforts here and the matter is taken up to another jurisdiction, that one of the first questions that will be asked and
quite logically so by any reviewing authority, did the respondents appear and take part In the hearings and their
natural Inference and natural ruling would be that it was
simply an academic question that was now submitted to them
as we had participated In tbe hearings. It does seem to me
that the rights of the respondents should be protected from
any such ruling or statement as that and that this matter
should be taken up at once with the Commission and a decision ren dered.
It is manifest that the Examiner, as he

up

by his own ruling from ruling on this
motion and It should be referred to a resident power that can
grant or deny that motion and then we can have a ruling upon
this record properly on this motion that Mr. Kelley has placed
says. Is disqualified

before you.

Examiner Moore : I make the customary ruling in such matwhich have come before the examiners previously.

ters

Mr. McCall: You make the ruling that it will be rendered
Commission T
Examiner Moore : It will be referred to the Commission.
Mr. McCall: Then we ask that it be promptly referred to
the Commission and not await the taking of the testimony because of tbe danger which Is involved in our participation in
the examination, and it seems to me it is but a just and
reasonable request
Mr. Walsh : I will say to you that counsel for the Commission will advise the Commission in view of the fact tfc:.' they
have Issued this complaint, and assumed Jurisdiction, that the
motion submitted by counsel at the opening of the taking of
testimony here be not hurried by them until the conclusion
of the taking of the testimony.
Mr. McCall : Mr. Walsh, then I suppose you might also state
on the record that this being your position, that your recommendation will be followed by the Commission
Mr. Walsh : I do not say that It will be followed by
the
Commission. The Commission, In Its wise Judgment does not
always follow my advice.
Mc 9 a " : And tnen we nave made really no advance, as
the Examiner
will oaly rule as be has ruled before thai It will
bo referred to the Commission and we will ask that
It be
promptly referred to the Commission. I have already suggested what we hoped that he would do.
Examiner Moore: That we will do as we customarily do
when motions of this kind are made, refer the matter to the
Commission, and I will follow the custom used In other
cases
and I don't believe the Commission would be able to decide it
anyway within a few days if It was referred to the
Commission right away. Therefore we will proceed
as is customary.
Mr. Ooodman: We wish further to protest against
any
further examination of witnesses In this
proceeding.
to the

*.t

The verbatim report of the ia^p*tei=r
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Mr. Walsh.
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tion will be continued in next week's

issue of
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We suggest "Princess" Pauohi post the $1,000
with VARIETY, accept a committee named by
the National Vaudeville Artists to act as Arbitrators and then
! ! !
Well—!

RATKOWSKY,
New York

Deltno Hattle

Dickson Helen
DIz Gladys
Dixon Nomle
Dolly Bablan
Doyle Gullam Mary
Doyle Bessie

(Note the quotation marks around Princess)
agrees to post One Thousand Dollars ($1,000),
to be forfeited in case anyone can prove she is
not what she represents to be.

Believe

B

34 West 34th Street

"PRINCESS" PAUOHI

We

W

Cliff

DeCamp Eddie

Callahan Grace
Cameron Catharine
Canada & Cleb

Ferry Mrs

HM

DeVore Miss M
Delbndge B
DeLacey Miss Leigh
Dempf John
DeGeorge Jean
DeSUva Fred

Carnaban Mr C O
Carr Fred
Carson Mr
Caryell Mr Geo
Cbalner ft DeRose Sis
Claire Jack C

•

F
Farrell Peggy

Emery Josephine

'

W

I
Edwards Teddy

Burke Jewell
Burton Sydrey

Armstrong Ray

Elvy Mrs Joe

Crawford

May B

Forrest Jerry
Foster Robert

Mr Kurh

Bisfelt

Earle Frances
Earl Zella

Brown Ada

Abbott Edith
Arnold Marie
Abbott
Edith
Annie Artist Forum
-Louise
Asbury
B
Ackley Florence
Asbton Lillian
Adair Eddie
Alklns Jack
Adroit Lew
Adler Cbas
•
B .
Adroit J
Baldwin Anna E
Akin Mr E I
Barclay Don
Aleva Eva
Barnett Mrs J
Alexander A. Fields
Barry Joseph
Alexander Bros
Barnes Geo
Allbrlght Frank
Beasley June
Allen Cecil
Beaumont & Arnold
Beggs Jobn R
Allman J
Angelo Paul
Belmont Faith
Anton ios The
Bender Corp David
Bender Lillian
Araltage Sonla

Errlco Joe

Braase Stella
Brilliant

Fltzpatrlck Harry
Fletcher Martin Joe

England Marie

Boyns Hazel
Bridgets Frank

ISSUE ONLT.

Dunedlan Queenle
Durano Allene
Du Tlel Frank

Correll Francis

BIbs Joe
Blaney Irene
Borzlnl Monks

sending for mall to VARIETY,
address Mall Cleric

POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING OR
CIRCULAR LETTERS WILL NOT BE
ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN ONE

A

Coudrey Peggy
Conroy John F
Conroy Lillian

W

Birmingham Vivian
Biron Mrs Alfred

itself.

%.

FEBRUARY

1ST, 1919

Here's to You, Blanche Ring
As Detroit theatre-goers throughout the week have applauded and enjoyed charming, wholesome Blanche Ring, the devout wish doubtless has occurred to very many
of them, as it hns to us, that the present dny stage might develop more stars with the
same sense of duty to the public and the same sense of proportion as to themselves
as have marked her notable career.

From the days of her youth when she taught us "Bcdelia" and tingled our tlmedown to the present hour, Hiss Ring
has devoted herself honestly and earnestly to her public. In her every performance
she has given it every ounce of her ability given it what it seemed to want, not
what she thought best suited her ambitions. Her sunny, mirthful, unselfish spirit
•

beating toes with "Rings on Her Fingers"

Kealakai Hawaiians
including

And now that youth hns departed from her, instead of squeezing her vitals into
impossible corsets and pointing her hair impossible hues, she glories In the pride
of American motherhood nnd boosts from the stage that "her son of 22" is a soldier

CLARK'S

KALAMA S

in the service and the uniform of. her country, ghe. Is. as. honest,.at the.summer. of
as she was at its springtime— honest with her public and herself, honest in Iter
purpose to give every shred of her ability nnd her charm to the people who have
given her the rewards of long years of stardom.

?

^

life

WM. HOLOUA,
Per Major Kealakai

.

p^fe^,v^^^.:A

—

has gone across the footlights to millions of people to their enjoyment and good.

^.^v^Vv,- v.

'

;

May a kindly fate send us more such stage stars— stars who earnestly and honestly
and consistently piny for the people who pay for the things stage-folk can give.

1

—

—

)

i
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TEAKS
(Of Love

Words bv

PRANK

9
HENRY.

S. R.

may mean

Tears

—3—

heart

a

there are

Mmic by

WARREN.

H.

bro

is

-

But the only

ken,

rx:

may

drive

the

blues

a

"Tears"

worth while

are the beautiful

3ZZ

SiU

Tears

and

"Tears"

TcitiFS

^=^m
s^^^s
StS=S=SS J=JEEtg=t^^
—
1:

and

"Tears"

way,.

•

'

1

Tears

may

when you

fall

loved

in

-mem

•

tears

^

One you

ber. ...

•grrtf

by - gone

a

And

day;.

there

g^N^

=»

IV"

re

g—r_ ^r

«f b

cry

that

rB«t
for

rose

the

m

^
a

rain

Bat

bove,.

•

rs

Like the

kiis - es.

for

S

:*

*=Z

are

3S3
-E-. r

(Of Love)

•.

the

By S.

R.

HENRY and FRANK H. WARREN,
"Kentucky Dream,"
Published by

makes a Great
number for Musical
of

love....

Copyright, mcmxviii, by Jos. W. Stern & Co.,
Dritish Copyright Secured.

New York.

eyes

Are the beau

- tl - ful

tears

Dumb

Dancing

Acta,

Acts,

etc.

JOS. W. STERN

&

Copy and

Prof.

ft

Acta,

*

co-writers of "Indianola,"

etc.

CO.

Vocal Orch.
FREE to Reeo*.

New York

City

niced Artists

THE RENOWNED LADY JUGGLER

SELMA BRAATZ
NEW YORK,

PALACE,
Freeborn Mrs Hudson
Friend At
Foa Florence

'

fit

Gardner Horace
Gates June
Gautbler Minnie
Geary Arthur
Germalne Miss F

Hayden Carl

Marlon

Giero Mr
Goldin Horace Co

Hall

Golden Grace
Gordon Phyllis
Grave George
Greaeon Alfred

Hannon

Wn

T
Harris & Lyman
Harper Helen
Harris Domy
Harrison Clair
Harrison Cnas
Hart Hazel

Grey Clarice
Griggs Val
Grote

& Gibson

HandorS Mildred

Mae

Hermon

H

rflrscbhorn

L

Direction,

(Feb. 10)

Harvey Zella
Harvey Ella
Hawley Helen
Hears Josle
Hellman Wallace
Hendricks Arch
Henderson Norma

Glbbs Hilda
Gibson Scott
Gillett

Gabreal Laclgale
Gallagher Ed
;#•

WEEK

THIS

Anna

Hornbrook Augusta
Howard Martin
Hunt's Hawallans

Hyner John

MAX

B

E.

HAYES

Leipzig Nate

Hufford Julia

Wm

Jackson
Jardon Dorothy
Jeanette Adele
Jennings Fred

Agnes
Jerome & Carson
Jeffson

Johnston Chester

Kalaluhl Geo
Kelly Gertrude
Kelly Mabel
Kelso Harry
Klass Chas
Kline Sam

La Brack Frankle
Lace Mr A
LaCosta Alice or
Donald
LaFrance Emma
Langdon Harry

Koe James De
Knowlton Wllda
Koppe Sol
Krouse Emmie

LaRue Ethel
LeG range Yvohne

-

Leonard Jean

LeVan Bobble
Lewis Cleo
Lewis Dick
Lewis & Leopold
Llazeed

H B

Lisbman Harold
Lono James K

i

Loralne Oscar
Lordon Fred

Layden Harry
Lelghton Joe

*;:,;

ARTHUR KLEIN
WM.

W.

presents

C.

LeMAIRE. HAYES and CO

I

including
Bushwick, Brooklyn—Feb. 17

ROBERT WALTERS

"THE TWO AMERICAN ACES (of Spades)"
PALACE, NEW YORK, THIS WEEK (Feb. 10)
Booked

Solid, Keith Vaudeville

Keith's,

Boston—Feb. 24

Exchange

ROBERT LAW SCENIC STUDIOS

H.

REPRESENTATIVE PRODUCTIONS

KLAW & ERLANGER'S

"GIRL BEHIND THE GUN"
BOOKED SOLID

BOOKED SOLID

DOOKED SOLID

|

BOOKED SOLID

BOOKED SOLID

GEORGE WHITE
BOOKED 80L1D

BOOKED SOLID

BOOKED SOLID

COMEDY, MUSIC AND SONGS

o
to

ua

o
o

By BEEHLER & JACOBS, W. V. M.
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UNTIL JUNE

ram

UNTIL JUNE

IS
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UNTIL JUNE

IS

UNTIL JUNE
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n

and Keith Vaudeville Circuit
UNTIL JUNE IS
UNTIL JUNE 16
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UNTIL JUNE
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UNTIL JUNE
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HIT AND mi OFTHE BRIGHTEST
TUE^REATBIGMOVELTY
v

mam

;• •/...:.$

;-!(?•

iHINE
y$

If

s

m

'/••,

mtm
J.

I

By
KEIRN BRENNAN,

PAUL CUNNINGHAM
and BERT RULE

EVERYBODY
L
S

..lUi.igS

YES
I N'

G

S

PLAYS
WHISTLES

DANCES
THE VICTOR RECORD of this
Great Big Song Hit has just

been released.

If

you want

to

m§

enjoy a real treat and at the

same time listen

to a wonderful

demonstration,

step

into

r3S3SJ

the

first "Victor" shop you come to
and ask them to play it for you.

•'

All sorts of doubles, also

amount of comedy choruses
and recitations yours for the

' >

—

Professional Copies and

'•-•&£

any

m

asking.

Orchestrations in All Keys

M

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR COAST-TO-COAST SERVICE
:«8

WITMARK & SONS
AL COOK,
mike McCarthy
Minneapolis Mlna.
216 Pantageo Bldg.
8.

R0S8~M?CLURE

St.

Paul,

Minn.

Emporium

lVk*"^:-..X- :vVr;/vft;XV',t&fc'.
:

TH09.

OUIQLEY

J.

Chicago, III.
Carrtck Theatre Bldg.

HAL

M~ KING

Knnta*

City,

Mo.

Qilaty Thaatr* Bldg:

;.»....

-j.

.'»';;'-;;•

i'«

ED.

EDWARDS

Philadelphia, Pa.
35 8. Ninth 8t.

AL.

"WORTH

Cleveland,

0.

Fourth and Prowert 8ti.

1502 Broad-way* N;
AL. BROWNE
San Franclico, Cat.
503 Pantagia Bldg.

OEO.

BRIDQEMAN

Plttiburgh,

Pa.
238 Fourth Ave.

¥;,

next to Palace -Theatre-

JACK LAHEY
Boaton, Man.
218 Tremont 8t.

JACK CROWLEY
Provldenoe, R.

I.

16 BeHtnaa St.

B.

-——

•

CARPENTER.

OABE NATHAN

JR.
Mich.
242 Qrliwold St.
Detroit,

Suporba Theatre
Lot Angela,, Cal.

FRED HARRISON

J08. ITmANN
420 Barth Btoek

Baltimore, Md.
New Bellly Hotel

Denver, Colo.

;

:.

iiaj/'j ;..'.•,'

:,.,

DOC HOWARD
2129 Qllbert Ave.
Cincinnati, 0.

J08.

bTkENNEY

401-2 Calumet Bldg.
8t. Louie, M».

h«3

m

VARIETY
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WONDERFUL

&

World's Best Songs
2/-.

We are the luckiest firm in the
to give you four

"D

.-,

.

.lirl.

O
N'

T

C
R

Y
F

R
E

You

makes up

ean't stop a song that

its

mind to be an overnight hit

A SEN

JUST

i

:

••

.

i

N
C

114!]
kiV
ui'wihku N
i

('

A laugh in ev'ry line, sounds like old stuff, but this one has two

-M'TOKTHEY'VICI

screams in every other word.

THE SCREAM OF

H
Y
D
O

For all the world

N»

this

baby looks

like

another "Kelly." Plenty of laughs and

This song hardly needs an introduction.

It's

of speed.

PULL OF

"COME

T
C
R

lots

A

been a riot wherever

it

has been sung*

WATERSON, BERLIN

Y*
'A

STRAND THEATRE BUILD
MAURICE ABBAHAMS,

W.

Prof.

BOSTON— 240 Tremont

B.

Mori Hirria, Prof. Mfr.

S.

MAX WINSLOW,

Manager

MINNEAPOLIS

8t.

Richard Reeve*, 1*5 Loeb Arcade

Don Ramsay, Mir.

NEW ORLEANS

PHILADELPHIA

Addy

Prank Watereon, Globe Theatre Bldy.

World's Best Songs

Brltt, Planters*

'..•.'•/..,::.•.

-•'•'.'•

-V

;-;,.;,

•hJmT Pant**t«

v...

Hotel

CLEVELAND

SAN FRANCISCO
Artkar

Pred Kraaer

Tfewlra BHg.
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SONG HITS

B. S.

World's Best Songs

*M

,

music business to be able

"D

hits like these

HIT

IN SQNGIWWfl—
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after the first hearing.

Get

it
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was made
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Well, this one

':*$

quick.
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R
E
SEEN PAREE7
The doubles are

Hi

panics.

•

N

•

Now'e the time to get it on. Just received a shipment of new catch
t

THE YEAR

lines.

C

'

J

-p

M

(

;_

Y
1

This song can't

fail.

Another batch of catch

"0 LA LA"

The doubles

lines in stock.

PAPA"

are wonderful and the public loves to hear them.

& SNYDER
NEW YORK

ING,

405 Cameraphone

-'.

;--

j

,

81

SEATTLE
Harry Klrachhwm, 401 Chlckerlng Hall

•••>-•'

.>.» "'-*:,'

c
R
Y"

Prof. Manager, Chicago
W. Randolph St.

'

'

W.

Bldf.

LOUIS

BUFFALO
Marry Whlttmaa, Ml Mala

j^^-

-.{i

CO., Inc.

Downs, 7I1-1M3 Hollind Bid*.

ST.
Billy

..-.

FRANK CLARK,

PITTSBURGH
Hlller,

Get busy.

CITY

General Manager
Joe

O

Get 'em now.

B.

S.

World's Best Songs

DETROIT
Charlie Dale, 188 Randolph St.

St.

;

_^

'
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-
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HAZEL/RENE

MILLER
SHOES

I.
t*#

(IBENE DUBUQUE)

OF ANY SIZE
A1S0 INDIVIDUAL ORDERS

State

&.

Monroe

LCa&i&BfiL

WABASH

& Co.

The Leading iad Larsat

Accordion
Factory

N. T.
xu.

1682-1586

(Oppoatte Strand theatre)

722-724-726 SEVENTH AVE.
(Opposite OohaahU Theatre)

557 Fifth Avenue, at 46th Street

NEW YORK

HAVE A LITTLE FRUIT DELIVERED TO TOUR HOME OR TOUR
FRIENDS—TAKE IT TO TOUR WEEK-END OUTING

Columbus Ave.
San Frsndico, C»l.

277-279

HAtli ORDimfl

Brtatx

TRUNKS,

EDITHE

13hoe Shop
TO

THEATRICAL COSTUMES
Evening Gowns—Street Costumes
W. Randolph

Beautify Your Face
jr

tone** seed. Mae*
t
harar aetalnts' and
Of the a"Profeilit/ii
n"retained" bettor pirti by hiring aw tor-

Yob matt look

W__

"MODISTE

be!

CHICAGO, ILL.

.

WARDROBE TRUNKS

Randolph 1720

,

mT

'™ro"TNs

AT

Maey Bantiss

net their foataral latserfeotloai aid remove bieniihti. Coataltatloa fraa. Fata

$9.00 ~TAMO'SHAaTER--$9.00

rauonabl*.

P. E. SMITH, M.D.
347 Fifth Are., N.JT.
(Cm. Waldorf)

Bt,

Phone:

P.

'TTisse stunning Tarns'* are **»>.m wltb brUUaox polkadots ""* sparkle
llKt with hundrcos of leseio. The following celebrities are wearing
oar arUdei: Trlxle meatus, liarjorie Rambeao. kl&Ule Klnc Herbert
Wanda Ljon, Flarsose Tempert, Ford Biators. Jean Barrios, Bra

KOTLEB,

Tauftuy and

1 to

0618X77 CREAM.

HxtanaL

LESTER

ONE JAR

of 0081
Absolutely baimtasa.

4 Inobee with

10

elite,

10a

CURRIE & CURRIE, Drag.
Y.— Phoni: Ken.

2909 Avenus 0. Brooklyn. N.

mora 4842.

Rleaenfeld

Lynch Edward Co
Lynch J B
Lyons Roth

Rogers will

M

"EVERYTHING" Banelde
Muilcal Ssectaele by R. H.
at the

HIPPODROME

Marshall Edward
Mason & Cole

Mason Harry
Mason Helen
Maxfleld

Maxwell Mr
May Eveleyn

8TH AVENUE
Highart Short Vamp Footwear

McKee Frank

707

Mlllamn Dainty Dolly
Montague Marcellne
Moore Scott
Morecrott

Anna

Nelson

^5^F

i t I,

Beat

I

City

WANTED AT ONCE
MIDGETS OR DWARFS
For my Big Juggling act
Call

or

Write

MADAME CRON1N

Somerset Hotel,

New York

City

BANJO PLAYER
AT LIBERTY
join

Rail

'

ef

Vahat

MANICURE SET

STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

high class Jazz Band

Write
1855 Pitkin Ave,
Brooklyn, N. T.

JOSEPH ORLANDO,

Figaro Jack
Faher Harry
Faber Earl

Woods

Fuller Bra
Gardiner Edgar
Oossler Irring
Goldstein Nat Mr

Elate

Brett

Wybert Ernest

T

Tingling Ruth

Seymour Grace
Shea Jlmmte

IN CHICAGO OFFICE

Sonle Helena
Stevens Florence

Ham

-

S

Young Laura
Young Harry
Young It?

Sawtelle
Beaton Blllle
Shelter Chan
Seymour Bessie

.

Aubrey Bert
Benson H O
Boy er Billy
Bail "Banjo" Harrey
Bayard Victor Jr
Cole Denhay
Crouch Clay
Close Blllle

-

SmlletU Sla
Smith Frank Benny

Clifford

Wayne 8

Darling May
Earl Zella
Faherty Tenner Miss

Taylor Phlllls A
Taylor Mrs o
Taylor Mae
Thompson Franklin

Mrs
Hanna

ft

ENTIRE BET
.

Ivory Manicure Specialty Co.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

GOWNS
High Class—New and Used

Meyers Mayer Co

P
Norman Lucille
Owen Jack
MflLtnn J

Hilda

JfOtl dsTWOt (O

'

Broadway, Cor. Park Ave,

ft

Partner

Hnater Nora
Judd Japplo
Keorner Bailey BlUy
LaCone Trio
Margolttl Michael

Phwell

OO
e>le

be sent postpaid for..

will

Goodman

L.

2I1S Booth State

~

Peck Frank
Rodway ft Edwards
Rose Julian
Rose Julian Mr
Ralph ft May
Shey Ona

CHICAGO

St

.

rUMOVAL NOTICE «P THE
PROFESSIONAL* FAVORITE DENTIST

DR. N.

Stanley Allen

a

GOTTSEGEN

DENTIST

Vllette Blanche

F

1

-«S Wast

I J t h Street
(xwo Beam Bast of

Now York

City

BURLESQUE ROUTES

Trennell Jos

Mae

WANTED: Velvetl or satin
aaun aqsar. eyeloPuU stage,' good condition. Must
be cheap.
VVOl pay cash.
Address
Bex 444, VARIETT, iSm
ew Terk.

Romas Troupe

Newklrk Meryl
Newport Harold

i

Tyler Adele

Wm
Wm O

Norton Hattle
Norwood Marion

Tuck

Owen Jack

VaMare LaZallo

Orchunjr.

Wilson Mr. Henry
William Roth
Williams Cecals

Wood

Ruhl Alex

Tremont Grace

Jlmmie

P
r-rlm Polly

Parker Join
Pender Chria
Perry Herb

Tucks

(Feb. 17 and Feb. 24)

W

Walsh Pots
Walker H
Walker Herhle

Plunkett Cy
Quintet Maxwell

Ward Brothers
Ward Dick
Watson Water V,
Welnea Jack

R

Randell Geo B
Rents Rosa 8
Reynolds Jala
Rlbln Inea
Rice Dick

DC'

VanNorton Margulte

Van Cello Johnny*
Vane Sybls
Van Zandt A C
Van Zandt Mrs A C
Valyda Hiss

Pets Lady Alice
Pierce George

Would

...Nay^ygt

Tobias Sophia

N

Prove

Any Color

la

N CLARK

Wolgsst Billy

Thomas Vera

Morosco Oliver

Send for Price List and Color Card
West 48th Street
New York

Mary

Villa

Sydney Eleanor

MeWine Bahe

I

Mall orders siren prompt attention.

113

ft

ft

ft

Meeuwlesen Pierre

OUR SPECIALTY
to 9—all widths.

I^Let Ua

Run

Sully

C

Meadows Frankte

I

8lna

Roy o Fred

Stlrk Corp Cbaa
Stuart Austin

Mary

The Empire Shoe Store

Ring Blanche

Ryan Ralph

Mallery Barton
Malvern Jake
Maron Billy
Martyn ft Florence

Matinee Dally. 2:15; EvMlnp. 8:15
to equip s donn nruilDB FOB In "World."

"Enough of •Ererrthliw
eal comedies."— LOOTS

4*

18a

Hngo

Lorraine Delia
LuBelle Jacqueline

Mack WllUe
MacKinnon Cordellla
Maddy H S
Magell Gertrude Co
Mallahan Prank

Charles Dillingham presents

A Mammoth

m
PIECE

Including the famous Ivory Noll Enamel,
Bleach and Cuticle Healer

Redueee fat oa any pan of the body, no dieting,
exsrdalng nor |smne dangerous drugs Hare
tba modlah figure. For men and women. Price. Metstarring,

paid. {7.00: sample.

•

Warnrsw aid

576 Seventh Avs.

others,

Nads

REDUCE YOUR BUST
FAT

PRICES

u

Clifton,

or other

PROFESSION

%

Sheens Hand
Prasstty Tmaks

is

afJSLjBest.gg

MORE BRILLIANT THAN RHINESTONES

C

*

$5.00

Have been need. Also a few
Becend Hand Innovation and Fibre Wardrobe
TruftsVflO and 816. A few extra large Prop*
erty Trunks. Also old Taylor and Bal Trunks.
Parlor Floor. 88 W. SlstsBt. Now York CHy
Big Bargains,

Lingerie and Hats
SKETCHES FURNISHED

KM

Qw. tysew

4»Bl St, W. V.. East Of B'war.

CITY

WARDROBE PROP.

For Novelties

BTWstt

CHy

wnnkUnSK.

Tailor
MACK, The
BROADWAY

HICKS & SON

H.

In the Unlttd STttea
Tba only Factor?
that
makes any Mt of Beeda,
tnado by hand.

216 Canal Street

CENTRALISM

CHICAGO

AVE.

turen and Repairers.
incomparable Spedal
New Idea
Works.
Patented Shift Barn

GOWNS

LARGEST COSTUME
MANUFACTURERS IN WEST

COSTUMES

Sts.

1S7 N.

Guerrint

No, tf-rrfce. tl

Is

Greatest Prefesksal
Accordion HaBttfao-

1554 Broadwava, 46V St.

;

..

HAOISOH-B BUBdfcT

NEW YORK COSTUME CO.

We fill EVERY STAGE REQUIREMENT

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

lesest

(HAZEL BANOUS)
145 North Clark Street, Chicago

COSTUMES

WE Flf ENTIRE COMPANIES

I4»

WRITING FOB MANT OF THB
BEST ACTS IN VAUDEVILLE

Formerly with Edith Stricklaad
TeL Central 18M,..'

HATS, GOWNS,

THE LARGEST THEATRICAl SHOE
MANUFACTURERS INTHE WORLD.

JAMES
MADISON
BROADWAY. NEW YORK

Welton

Whelen

ft

Marshall

Emmy

Weetfleld Carrie
Wllllneton Sylvia

Wilson Miss

F

"Americans" 17 Gayety Baltimore 24 Lyceum
Washington
"Auto Olrls" 17 Englewood Chicago 24 Crown
Chicago.
"Aviators" 17 Empire Hoboken 24 Star Brooklyn,
a
"Beauty Revue" 17 Crown Chicago 24 Oayety
Milwaukee.
"Beauty Trust" 17 Colonial Providence 24 Oayety Boston.
Behman Show 20-22 Park Bridgeport 24 Colonial Providence.
"Best Show In Town" 17 Peoples Philadelphia
24 Palace Baltimore.
"Blue Birds" 17 Star Brooklyn 24 Olympic
-New York.
"Bon Tons" 17 Oayety Detroit 24 Oayety Toronto.

D

"Boetonlantf" 17 Gayety Washington
C 24
Gayety Pittsburgh.
>
"Bowerys" 17 Oayety Buffalo 24 Oayety Rochester.

"B

'

waT

tfffj AtoM »•» Watertown

cJ???
Oswego 21-22 Inter Niagara Falls N T 24
20
Star Toronto.
"Burlesque Review" 17 Oayety Rochester 24-26
8
.M? **8016 8Tracu»« 27-1 Lamberg Utica NY.
"Burlesque Wonder Show" 17-19 Bastable
Syracuse 20-22 Lumberg CUca N T 24 Oayety Montreal.
"Cheer Up America" 17 Oayety Montreal 24
Empire Albany.
Dixon's "Big Revue" 17-18 Cort Wheeling
Va 10-20 SteubensvlHe 21-22 Canton O 24

W

Victoria Pittsburgh.
Day" 17 Lyric Dayton 24 Olympic
Cincinnati.
"Follies of Pleasure" 17 Gayety Milwaukee 24
"Gayety Minneapolis.
11 "".?- 19 Armory Binghamton
20-22 Hudson Schenectady 24 Akron 25-28
Watertown 27 Oswego 28-29 Inter Niagara
.

••Follies of

"W^

-.xr?.t?'-~s

Every Tnesday In

NEW YORK.

Note

NEW PSRMANENT

LIPSHUTZ
ADDRESS, I«

rt

ost 48th Street.

PHILADELPHU-4M Walant St

Behrens, Phone, Bryant 985.

.
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ALBR, PrwSAnt

E. F,

J. J.

MURDOCH,

General Manager

F. P.

PROCTOR, Vke-PretMeat

Exchange

B. F. Keith Vaudeville
[AGENCY!

<

(Palace Theatre Building,
IJSSfc

ED WARD

F.KEITH

B.

F.

•

New

York)

A.FAUL5EITS

ALBEE

F. F.

PROCTOB

>

Founders

Artists can book direct by addressing S.

HODGDON

K.

f

s

AMALGAMATED
VaUIEVILLE AGENCY

nses

President

General Executive Offices
,

Putnam

Building,

Times Square

729

General Executive Offices:

SEVENTH AVE*

New York

la

M. D.

General Booking

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
H.

J.

Manag er

'

.

secure long engagements by booking direct with as

•

General Manager

^

ARTISTS can

at Forty-ninth St.

SIMMONS

LDBIN

Booking Manager

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily

Feiber

Between 11 and 1

Acts laying off in Southern territory wire N. Y. office

1493 Broadway

CHICAGO OFFICE:
North American Building
J. C.

MATTHEWS

& Shea

(Putnam Building)

New

in charge

:...

-

York City

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE
BUILDING

FULLER'S

BOOKINGS ARRANGED

lli:.'

rag-:

I....
J

rULLM

BK>J.

ftr

so.

annate

fMi flu

Ftwslsee

ul

Ti

AgeatJi
Western VaadtrUle

Cfcleag*

"Frolics of Night" 17 Empire CleTeHnd 24
,..^^ •„
Cadillac Detroit
"QlrlB do Looks" 16-18 Berchel Des Moines Ik

24 Gay ety Omaha Neb.
"Olrli from Follies" IT Lyceum Washington D
C Gayety Philadelphia.
"Girls from Joylanfl" 17 Oayety Minneapolis
24 Star 8t Paul.
"Girl* of V S A" 17 Empire Brooklyn 24 Empire Newark.

"Golem Crook" 17

Majestic
Peoples Philadelphia.

Jersey

City

N

J
20-22 Casino Chester Pa 24 P-ttuvllle 20
EaBton 26-1 Majeetlo Wllkes-Barre Pa.
Hastings Harry 17 L
24 Oayety 8t Louis.
"Hello America" 17 Grand Hartford 24 Jacques
Waterbnry.
"Hello Parse" 17 Oayety Brooklyn 27-1 Camp

Australian

and N. Z. Vaudeville
•una* Mhsjh

SAN FRANCISCO

"Grown Up Babies" 17-10 B'way Camden

S4

DIx Wrlghtstown N J.
"High Flyers" 17 Penn Circuit 24 Oayety B*l-'

The Western Vaudeville
Managers' Association
MORT SINGER,

General

tlmore.

"Hip Hip Hurrah" 17 Oayety Pittsburgh 24-28
Grand Akron 97-1 Park Tonngstown 0,
flam 11" Olympic Cincinnati 24 Columbia

Manager—TOM CARMODY, Booking Manager

Majestic Theatre Building

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Howe

szr.\~*~.~

Chicago.
"Innocent Maids" 16-17 Grand Terrs Haute 1822 Majestic IndUnapolIs 24 Oayety Louisville.

Idwln's "Big 8bow" 17 Columbia Chicago 24
Oayety Detroit
"Jolly Girls" 47 Victoria Pittsburgh 24 Penn

Circuit
Kelly Lew 17 Empire Toledo 24 Lyric Dayton.
"Liberty Girls" if Oayety Omaha Neb 24 Oayety Kansas City Mo.

Rickards Tivoli Theatres, Australia
HUGH

BeHftsrsO Cable Addnes:

D.

McINTOSH, Governor

Director

"HCOHMAO." Sydney •
Heat) OtlsM TIVOLI THIATSS.
Americas Bspressatattrei
41th Bt, New Terk

"

AssMals

Syssay,

ETHEL HOPS WILLIAMS, S West

'
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VARIETY

SOME SMASHING SENSATIONAL SUCCESS J
I
t\

IV1I
HAGER and WALTER GOODWIN. Acknowledged by all singers to be the
MOTHER "song of the present time. A beautiful, sympathetic waltz melody, and a

greatest

By CLYDE
"

bound

that is

Lyric

Motfcnto

aim
nrav

I

everyma'V woman and
REFRAIN

That Wonderful Mother Of Mine Utuk; by

by

(ma

j^

ct-Vt

ntefe*

*e»w»
tow,

-

t

J

I

|ll
»

«re

•You
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jm^-«SmMMEFMiH*M
o onr fm-thar a

II

Offlul woc-dox-ftd aott-w of
Jbr flat wn-der-fnl moft-w of

I

I

|

i

I

aid

w

i

m<«

mlnas

of
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'i'li y JH

do^m deep

tpol

\\\

i,
Dear

I

moth.

H
a

ym

.

II

TOs-der-ftil

IMS hold

lyric

child in your audience.

mutl» mtt tmitlg

m
3^
I

WALTER GOODWIN

CLYDE HAGER

P^,

to reach the heart of

la

cry

Tin

heart,

a»

,«Ur»

no

v

Jtf

tag

-

m

m
an
OF

-TAKE

OAJ R

8

AL COOK, 1562 Broadway;

MIKE- MtCARTHY'H
Minn.

Minneapolis,

215

r.ntagn
ROSS

St.

Pail.

BIHj.

MlCLURl"
Minn.

EmporKm

.

THOS.
:

J.

QUIGLEY

III."
Chltaoo,
Theatre Bids.

..Garritk

"hai/m.

KING

Kans.is.Cily, Mo.._
Hai»t\ ThEat'f Bldfl

EDWARDS

ED.

•-Philadelphia.

35

?
AL.

r
.

-

Pa.

Ninth. SI:

WORTH

"

.
Cleveland. 0.
,
l|h" S
Prwrtf Sis

•

:

-1th

Ait

JACK M.AHE.Y

;.

Mass
Tremont St.

J ilditd'n.-

218

GEO.' BRIOGEMAN
HMsbDroh, Pa.

218

& S

N. Y., next to Palace

; AL. BROWNE
San Frsrtcisco, Cnl.
508.P»n.taa.H Bldrj.

IMo\iv

.

JACK

CP.OWIEY

Providence,
.

R.

IR-Orlknap

I-.

SI.

O IN S

Theatre

-CARPENTER,
Detroit.

•

Jr

Mlth.v

2-12 :fiHs*old

St.

FREO HARRISON
Balliiwire,
Kfllly

Nev>

Ready

SERVICE:.

-TO.'-CO AST"

WITMARK

IVI

Keys

in All

a rid

.

-

Md.
Hotrl

GABE

Anjslfi.

IBS.

:

NATHAN'.

Superba .Thealr.e
Los

Cal.

L.MANN

!ya. Rarth Clock,
Oenrer,

Cols/..

D0C

HOWARD

"
'

"2129, Gilbert Av«„
Cincinnati, Ohio

-".

"

.

vilj?
•101.2
St

ii
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Cali'Set
Loiis,
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VARIETY

44

SEES

WANTED

Bryant 973

People in
•

for Musical Tabloids

all lines

Authors with

;

;

Scrips,

'

'

'

Two in Rehearsal
Now Organizing

Si

More

to

BROADWAY

1562

DELUXE

ST.,

BROADWAY

COR.

$1,25

*

PRODUCED BY OIL BROWN

kOME

Buckner Theatrical Producing Studio
(Fifth Floor)

75c

DINNER

.

THE BRIGHTEST, SNAPPIEST SHOW IN TOWN
AT 9;45, 10:45 AND 11 :30 P. M.
URE 1

Feb. 24th

.;

is*"

39TH

LUNCHEON

<

"ALL GIRL" REVUE

Opens

Follow

O

ft
*•.—

BUCKNER'S EXTRAORDINARY

First Tabloid

With

Associated

I? 1) 9

A PRONOUNCED SUCCESS

SAM KESSLER

•v..

\\J EF'ffe

ON
BROADWAY

etc

SEE

M
WfjKWKiK
*£

GREATEST
EATING
PLACE

I
I

'HOW
!

TEL.

SIG.

BRYANT

3830

WERNER.

TX A HT/mm
DANCING^

',...
•

Prnn

(Cor. 47th St)

Buckner Has Three More Reviews

(Adjoining False* Thaatr* Bldj.)

in Rehearsal

BROWN, General Producer
BUCKNER'S OWN ACTS IN VAUDEVILLE
GIL

Ideas Financed

STAGED, PRODUCED, ETC. REHEARSAL
ACTS
*'

ROOM AND COMPETENT

Ideas Financed

PIANIST

CHORUS QIRLB AND PRINCIPALS NEEDED AT ALL TIMES

•;

IV"""""

S3S3

White Pat 20-22 Camp Dix Wrlghtstown 24
Trocadero Philadelphia.
Williams Mollle 17 Gayety St Louis 24 Star ft
'"
""•
Garter Chicago,

COLLifTT—RINK—DAVIS

'VK

MAJESTIC TRIO
Priscllla—Cleveland,

Week

•

JOE ROBERTS

Colombia— Detroit, Week Feb 10

I

"World Beaters" 17 Majestic Scranton 24-26
• Armory Blngbamton 27-1 Hudson Schenec...'••. •.'..
tady NY.
>p
;.

Manner

Feb. 17

VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS
;

I have Jut finished its successful seasons In the English Mnale Halla and now
have In preparation an act entitled "The Danchur Moncloflsr by Philip 1. Lewis.
Would like to hear from agents.
_^T-.- *»/« *• ^h-.-.-—.-''

.V

Rlvervlew Park will open

—
TOM O'CONNELL

May

IB.

The Morette

-

•

322 Weit 46th 8L,
"Lid Lifters" 17 Gllmoro Springfield 24 Worcester Worcester Mass.
"Maids of America" 17 Empire Albany 24
Casino Boston.
"Majesties" 17 Empire Newark 24 Casino Phil-

'>'.

adelphia.

Marion Dave 17 Oayoty Kansas City Mo 24 L O.
"Merry Rounders" 17 Columbia New York 24
Empire Brooklyn.
"Midnight Maidens" 18-10 Camp Dix Wrigbtstown 20-22 Grand Trenton km Empire Hoboken N J.
"Mile a Minute Girls" 17 Lyceum Columbus
Va 26-27 Steubens24-2S Cort Wheeling

<C

W

V:.-

..

villo 28-1

Canton.

Real Live

Book

N

"Million Dollar Dolls" 17 Hurtlg ft Seamon'a
New York 27-1 Park Bridgeport.
"Mischief Makers" 11 Century Kansas City Mo
24 Standard 8t Louis.
"Monto Carlo Girls" 16-18 Gayety Sioux City
la 24 Century Kansas City Mo.
"Oh Girls" 17-10 Grand Akron 20-22 Park
.
Youngstown 24 Star Cleveland.
"Orientals" 17-10 Casino Chester Pa 20-22
B'way Camden 23-26 Camp Dix Wrights town

SKETCHES
*

5

and

NOVELTY ACTS
With Power, Pep and Personality
r.-;

v-

;.'

GOODWIN'S

•

'.V

VAUDEVILLE
i

MANUAL
Price One Dollar, Postpaid

LEWIS
*

B.

GOODWIN

LITTLE HOUSE

Manchester,

New Hampshire

is

In Chicago

people for his "Fashion

ness, is playing dates for the association.

Show"

lis

V ?

Ind.

"Pennant Winners" 17 Cadillac Detroit 24
Englewood Chicago.
"Pirates" 17 PottsvMIe 18 Baston 10-22 Majestic Wllkes-Barre 24 Majestic Scranton.
"Puna Puss" 17 Miner's Bronx New Tork 24
Caelno Brooklyn.
"Bassle Dassie" 17 Trocadero Philadelphia 2426 Casino Chester Pa 27-1 B'way Camden
jj J
"Record Breakers" 17 Star Toronto 24 Garden Buffalo.
Reeves Al 17 Gayety Boston 24 Grand Hartford.
"Roseland Girls" 17 Casino Philadelphia 24.
Miner's Bronx New York.
"Sight Beers" 17 Jacques Waterbury 24 Hurtlg
ft Seamon'a New York.
"Social Follies" 17 Gayety Louisville 24 Lyceum Columbus.
"Social Maids" 17 Caelno Boston 24 Columbia
'
New York.
"Speedway Girls" 17 Worcester Worcester 24

Howard Boston.
"Sporting widows" 17 Gayety Toronto 24 Gayety Buffalo.

"Star A Garter" 17 Star ft Garter Chicago 2325 Bercbel Des Moines la.
"Step Lively Girls" 17 Star Cleveland 24 Empire Toledo.

Orpheum Paterson 24 Majestic
Jersey City.
"Tempters'* 17 Howard Baston 24 Gayety
Brooklyn.
"Trail Hitters" 17 Star St Paul 28-25 Gayety
Sioux City la.
"20th Century Maids" 17 L
24 Orpheum
Paterson.
Watson Billy 17 Palace Baltimore 24 Gayety
Washington D C.
Welch Ben 17 Casino Brooklyn 24 L O.
Sydell Rose 17

Your act or production cannot afford to be jeopardized by mediocre gowning—you cannot afford
to temporize in this important

item of your

"props.*
•:

•

,

•

•

*

I

a single costume or a complete equipment
for an entire production, entrust the mission to
one who has earned the highest approval of the
most discriminating clientele one who has the
If

it is

—

capacity and the facilities for dressing your act so

as to secure the applause that

means

"•

Confer with one
recognition

from

who

instant
"

"'

success.

"'.
.

has scored conspicuous

the leaders in the profession.

MAYBELL&
AND

Telephone Central 4854

ALL STYLES—SCRAP BOOKS

UNION HINGE BINDING
.120 West 42nd

engaging

revue.

Modiste to the

Cleveland.
.
„.
"Paris by Night" 17 Olympic New York 24
-•
•
Gllmoro Springfield Mass.
"Parisian Flirts" 17 Standard St Louis 28-24
Grand Terre Haute 25-1 Majestic Indianap >-

1

I-

McMurray

R. B.

Ill-

•

of

ONE ACT PLAYS

i

Al Rlccardo, recovered from his recent

V

Boyle Woolfolk will bring his "Odds and
to the National Feb.

Bnd»"

Gaskell ft MoVitty have three companies on
tour of "The Shepard of the Hills."

Grand Trenton N J.
'Tace Makers': 17 Garden Buffalo 24 Empire

Material
'

have Joined the Marx

27-1

Professional Stage

.,

City

"Military Maids" 17 Oayoty Philadelphia 24-26
J 27-1 Casino Chester Pa.
B'way Camden

I

A

New York

Sisters

Brothers' revue.

Laura Lee and Frankle Hudson have Joined
"The Hoosier Girl."

Street,

Ni Y. CU*

Suite 508

CO.

LENORE

.

VARIETY

WATCH

THIS SONG!

AND AMERI&A
By

J.

NEA/LER_jyV_ILL_i

Keirn Brennan, Paul Cunningham and Gus Edwards

OFALI-ANT

-D R INKSON

w Mark
I

OS— A LUR E A D Y A R IOT

&

I

AL COOK, 15€2 Broadway,

MIKE MeCARTHY
r»ntaje'»

5

.

ROSS

,

III.

Thi-.tr.

HAL- M.

';.

ED. EDWARDS
MIWilpMi fi.

OUIGLEY

J.

Chiciin.

Cinjek

if

MlCLURE
SL Till. MlM. ,.Enfporlim V;

1.;
'

THOS.

Minn.

Minni-pilli,

215

Mi

KING
Mo

'

Thiilri. IU|.

jC«lt>Y

35

S.

;

AL.':'

AL IROWNE

N.Y., next to Palace Theatre
JACK LAHEY

..'

Sim FrinciKo. C«t.

308 rmlaiti

St

Ninth

WORTH

CEO.

cimli-l. ».
4th I rrHVHlSU.

K.inun'.City.

.

.

2iS 4lh Att.T

More than 800,000 persons saw -the nineteenth
annual automobile ahow at the Coliseum, which
closed last week. It was the most successful
auto show ever held, according to Manager L.

FISHER
(Tho Original)

A. Miles.

"AERIAL BUTTERFLY"

Bdyth Baker, well known as a cabaret enKansas City, where for the past
year she has been working at tho Edwards. la
in Chicago preparing a vaudeville act which
will be booked by Forklna a Crowl.
tertainer In

Wintering in Vaudeville
on the W. V. M. A. Time
Direction.

C W. NELSON

Opening Season

William M. Vance, manager of the new
Garrick Theatre. Minneapolis, whs In Chicago
this week searching a cast and material for
bis new stock company at the new Unique
Theatre. Minneapolis.
Warren Wade, former

1»1»

John Beblnssn Glrcu

BowlanTA^nnoTd^retjuTtlngTuT
sf

revivals

man

at

;

Km

the

Rilllfr

Hitel

Cort.

Warrington, Oak Park,

where "Old Lady 81"

of

Is

organising a minstrel show

ex-soldiers

In

Three hundred dollars Is a fair valuation of
a cabaret dancer's ankle, Judge David of the

tll|..

Mi.

Superior*- Court decreed this week In directing
a verdict In favor of Ely see Dale, former performer In the Morrison Hotel revue, who sued
management for $10,000 because of an injury.
Miss Dale contended that Joseph Smith,
director of tbe cabaret, ended her career as a
dancer by hitting her on tho onklo with a toy
gun because her leg was out of line with the
others In the chorus.

AUDITORIUM.—"Chu Cbln Chow," business
hold great despite end of convention rush (Sd
week).

—

BLACKSTONE. George Arllss and a distinguished cast In Barrle's "Well Remembered
Voice" and "The Mollusc."
Artistlo success
(8d week).

COLONIAL.—-"Follies" due

to leave soon de(8th week).
To be sueceded March 2 by "The Girl Behind the Gun."
spite great business

CORT.— "Old Lady 81." fair (6th
COLUMBIA.— "Girls de Looks."

CROWN.—"Follies of Pleasure."
BNGLBWOOD.—
— "Beauty Revue."

week).

.

^

.

S,

"Head Over

Heels,"
,

Up

Father."
Later." fair

"Oh, "Lady, Lady," will

NATIONAL.—"Tho

Brat."

OLYMPIC—"Fiddlers'
Beige",

Three," with Tevle
opened big (1st week).
*v
Brlce's
"Overseas

PRINCESB.— Elisabeth

HARRIS

LOWOOX IHIIli
LONDON MI--.OOHOMI
c.-. a- LION «»-ol_

twitin
••? turn, not

--«..

Revue" opened (1st week).

POWERS.— "Tlgor

Ulric. still big (0th

Lenore

with

Rose,"
week).

STAR & garter.— "The Bon Tons."
STUDEBAKER.—Guy Bates Post in

Mesquerader," bit (4th week).
WOODS.—"Keep Her Smiling," with
and Mrs. Sidney Drew, hit (6th week).

sir] act.

Ray Mldgety has left fer New York to pro*
done for Reims A Richards, burlesque producers.

Daw

Rowland 4 Clifford are putting out another
"Rosary" company, to appear at a Chicago
house the latter part of the month.

With the tomlnatloa of tho World Confllot
ana the establishment of Peace and Good Will towards
Mankind throughout' tho World/, business eoadltloha in
general trill assume a new lease of life, particularly
In too Theatrical Profession.

play*
Id shape.
Is

.

Within a few days, I propose to- sail to
London as Personal Business Representative for Mr.
Leon Brrol and while on the theatrical soeno of
activities on tho other side. X will open a Broker's
Office in London for tho apeoif lo purpose of representing your foreign Interests should you have adhesion to rsoelvs. European offers.

Lieut Cook, formerly of the vaudeville team
from

Harry Blokemore, who crested the blackface
company of "The Traveling

role In the original

Mr.

VARIETY'S
LOS ANGELES OFFICE
PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING
.

'

.

European' situation

of Cook and Oatman, has been discharged
the Army and Is returning to the act

"The'
-

LOS ANGELES

Friend:-.

At this time members of every branoh of the
theatrical profeeslon will undoubtedly give the
a serious thought.

Walter Duggan writes from Brion-sur-Ouro,
a suburb of Chatlllon-sur-8elne, advising that
ho Is now color sergeant of the 824th Infantry.

(4th

move In Feb.
•'..•-.,•

week).
24.

Oik fclae-. -HUM. LONDONMtLVOM

in

LA BALLS.— "See You

Jean Howard 'and Peggy Kenneth have been
placed with B. D. Berg's "Heir for a Night"

•

USUI

Phone; (Automatic)

The Majestic reopens with
Julia Marlowe, Fob. 27.

Faversbsm and
.

Walter Hcarn is back at the publicity desk
of the Mason, after a four weeks' battle wltb
the "flu."

Local

theatres

are

soldiers in tbe matter et

favoring

returning

employment.

'

Salesman," has Joined tho "Oh. Boy," Co.

st

.

abow for the overflow

Heretofore the relatione between producers,
anthers, managers and thesplans have bsen strained
and It Is ay Intentions while in London, primarily
looking after Mr. Brrol* s business affairs, to represent tho member* of showdom in iDsrios.

SOS Qalsty

TeiciSMe:

ThtatrsBldi.

Bfytst 0847

N. Y. City

Johnny Conrad, former manager for Water*

.

.

son, Berllne ft Snyder at Bt Louis, to now profeislonsl manager for tho Broadway Moslo
0».,OhJIC>:,gP^ vv...... . „.,..., ....a,....
.....,,„ ...,.-....-..-.,..

Melbs Horner, formerly principal daneer
Sth "the Dancing Olrl from DehU" company,
been engaged for tho revue at tho Mart*
gold Gardens.

Helen Stewart, Vera Stevens, Violet Ktei,
Bperkman, lei las Peres and EHesn-

Lillian

|

•

good (7th week).
IMPERIAL.—"Bringing

Ripreicntipf Product-. Actor, M*Mf«r,
Author and Miaic P-iluttr,

role.

It la expected there will be a large overflow
the Houseman testimonial next week.
It
has been arranged for the acts to rjlve another
at the Cort

KERNEY

loili.

the

ILLINOIS.—M1U1

JACQUES PIERRE

*

Carl Zoeller, head Of the "Mutt * Jeff" company, baa been in Chicago engaging- Pcoplo

Is

B;

Cili-iel

SL

•

has Joined Our Hill's "Bringing
will play, the "Dlnty

log around Chicago until his foot
White was wounded at Chalons.

0M»

Cincinnati.

JOS.

».

Celc.

<",

Up Father" company and

Boy White, the Whistling Doughboy,

OOC HOWARD.
2129 Gilbert An.,

401-2

GARRICK. "Business Before Pleasure,"
with Barney Bernard and Alex Carr, capacity
(fith week).
p-i,
,,
GRAND.—"Going Up," capacity (7th week).
HAYMARKBT.—Stock burlesque.

and ez-sallors ex-

for the cast

Dmrrr,

B'of

March.

Theatrical Representative
Moors"

now

The Milo Bennett Agency have leased the
following plays: "Little Lost Sister" to the
Guy Long Players: "Common Clay" to the
Rockford Theatre, Rockford, III. ; "Mrs, Temple's Telegram" for tbe Great Northern Players, Hippodrome, Chicago; "The Divorce" for
the Grand Opera House, Joltet, and "Help
Wanted" for the Grand Opera House, Tulsa,
Okla.

clusively.

Tom Ataway

Is

Slaying, there Is being prepared s spring prouctlon by A. E. Thomas and Clayton, entitled
"A Thousand Eyes," featuring Frank Molntyre.
Richard Bennett now has the farce In rehearsal for Harry Frasee, who will do tho
presenting. The piece will arrive at the Cort

Anns Roma, v.^o has been in pictures tor
the past year, Is In Chicago preparing an act
s
for vaudeville.
Fred Brora

.

.

-

Ol.

MAKR

I.

420 tirlh

will lead at the Unique.

For the

Thiatr.t

Anitlci,

JOS.

M<

"The Rosary" and "September Morn."

consisting

Siptrbi

In

HARRIER

lalllmoie,

NATHAR

CA8E.

Jr

Mich.

CrHwir SL

FREtS

RfOTil'nci. H. I.
18' .Ifl.nip St.

leading

CARrEXTER,Pilrolt,

242

JACK' CROWLEY
"

Reporta that Charlie Chaplin Is to go Into
vaudeville were definitely set aalde when a
local newspaper went to the trouble of wiring
to Chaplin. The Chaplin representative wired
back : "No truth in rumor about vaudeville."

.

Boiloni
kliii.
-.Tftmonl
S:.

2iJ

llif|7

•IMOCEKXII

.fittjtirch,-' fi.-

O IN S

Hoping to hear from you during my

stjay

abroad, i am

Cordially yours.

-eu^tt

U£*K

Mall and Wire Orders Solicited

No Order Too
"Our Middle

Large or Too Small

Name

Is Service"

.

.

•
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

BEST PLACES TO STOP AT
rsrsr

LEONARD HICKS » HOT

'The Keystone of Hotel Hospitality"
Weekly Rates to the Profession

Madison and Dearborn Streets

CHICAGO

Offers Special

-

TV7- -'< ^
.

Bmat

T«L

W4-4M-7SM

On* Block

to

Times

Sow*

The Edmonds Furnished Apartments
MRS. OCORQE DANIEL.

W

v-

776-7840

ud

Between 47th

"^M^A^LST
Phonor Bryant

(ef lbs better eiass, within reach ef economics! lofts)

Under the

48th Streets

™**

Office—

EIGHTH Avknue
Om. F. Schneider, Prep.

778

1S44

THE BERTHA
APARTMENTS

'
&*-,

-MEW

W"e are the largest maintainors ef housekeeping famished apartments specialising:
are on the ground dairy. This alone Insures prompt servlee
to theatrical folks.
cleanliness.
1

We

and

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

NEW

Ml

-

CUT

THE ADELAIDE

241447 West

ssaiUMsU are

Private

Sii. eo

New York

to

GO and What
A |>m Waaatr
to

to

$15.00

Up Weekly

Address

An TM teri

The absence

«TTP

With or Without Bathi
Very Special Rates

rate the audience didn't seem to enthase over
the program la full. The Royal Dragoons top
the bill, and show some class for a "pop"
theatre, and In closing position managed to
eke out sufficient applause to warrant their
entry into the hit column. Walter Fisher and
Co. have a rather lively comedy skit, the

theme of which 'resembles ''Rocking the Boat"
to some extent. The turn won laughs. Kathryn
ind Nellie Dlrkln have a likable "sister" turn,

Rosamonds Joyzelle has been engaged

VARIETY'S
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
PAXTAGE3 THEATRB BUILDING

to

play the Lucretla Del Valle role In the Mission

Play at San Oabrtel.

Phone:

Representatives of Oliver Morosco have
turned the Majostlo over to Michael Corner,
The
representing the Hamburgers, owners.
Morosco seven-year lease expired Feb. 1.

RJapjaJapj

mi

=
PANTAGE9.—0,
current week

la

the PantagetT show for the
somewhat below the standard

World's Largest Theatrical Baggage Dealer
"IAly"

WARDROBE

"Indeatrncto"

"Bal"

EVERY

"Hartmann"
"Murphy"

MAKE

"Taylor"

TRUNKS
EVERY
SIZE

MY GUARANTEE PROTECTS YOUR PURCHASE FOR FIVE YEARS
An Enormous

Selection of

LEATHER GOODS AND TRAVELERS' OUTFITS

HALF REGULAR PRICES
$9.75

Trunk
S28 Fibre Theatre Trunk...

$14.50

$35 Taxi Wardrobe Trunk..

$19.50

|40 FuifSUeTht.
atre Wardrobe
Trunk

$30

XX Fibre
Comb In tt Ion.

$60

Guaranteed
Indeitructo...

the bill
did but

$27.50

number with Its accompanying ballad. The
closing number is hardly suitable for this act,

$34.50

$24.75

Wardrobe. .

$42.00

EDWARD CROPPER, 208 W. 42(1 St.
S.PHONE: BRYANT

NEW YORK

8678

CITY:

will appear in conjunction with the musclal
show, the latter putting on a new show each
wank.

William Ferry, touring the Orpheum Cirannounces be will take bis own show for
a tour of .the Orient. The show will consist
of feature pictures, an Oriental dancer, his
wife and himself. According to Ferry, be ex-

cuit,

though Slatkoe' "Midnight Frolliekers," a pretentiously staged affair, outclasses the MIL The

pects to sail In April.

HIPPODROME— 9, the Hip show for this
week makes a good small time program, al"jazi" orchestra, Including piano, violin, drums
and a couple of dancing teams, made an exFor a small orchestra this
cellent showing.
organization makes considerable noise and outclasses many of the larger "Jaw" combinations.
The outstanding feature of the routine la the
whirling and playing of a violin simultaneously by the leader. Dan Russell and Co. have
an entertaining sketch and won many laughs.
The^Flve Hickory Nuts make an exceptionally
good closing turn, and with the many "props"
used have a sure-fire turn for this grade of
Jack Symonds did well In second spot
time.
Charles Hewith a rather aged monolog.
Naughton scored nicely with some talk and
songs, slowing up bis specialty with the
recitation. (This Is not the Charles McNaughton now In "The Better '01 e" In New York.)
Collier and De Walde opened the show, giving
Timothy and Marion pleased
it a good start.
with some talk and numbers, although the
Jerry and
routine Is, rather far drawn out
Qretched O'Meara were not on the bill, al-

though programed, and King and Wise were
also missing, the latter team being moved to
.
the Casino.
ALCAZAR. "Rose of the Rancho" (stock).
ALHAMBRA.—Parson Musical Comedy Co.

...

(stock) and pictures.

COLUMBIA.— "Country Cousin" (2d
CURRAN.— Ban Carlo -Grand Opera
CASINO.—Ed Armstrong
H & W. V. A. vaudeville.

Cv

(stock)

WIGWAM.—A-H & W.

week)
Co. (let

and A-

The Roy Clair Musical Comedy Co.. which
has Just completed a stock engagement at the
Casino here, opened a two-week engagement
at the Hippodrome, Sacramento, this week,

Maud Amber

Stock Co.

has

mont

Ed Armstrong Musical

Walter Farnsworth, Esco Ives and Harry
Leahy, formerly known as the Bell Trio, have
reunited and opened' with the Armstrong company at the Casino Theatre this week.
T
'

Comedy

Co.

his resignation.

\

Dorothy Harding has filed suit for divorce
against George Becker.
Miss Harding Js a
cafe entertainer and married
Becker' last
August.
•

•

By CHARLE8 SCHEUER.
J. W. F. Leman, who made a reputation last
season as conductor of Leman's Symphony Orchestra on the Steel Pier.

Is

-.:-.
'

y^y^-*o*».—«.-~i

r

.

J

»

^

•

.'

to reopen the Pier

'The Royal Vagabond," the most sumptuous
and gorgeous of musical comedies that AtlAhtlo
In years, and which was declared

City has seen

f

..;,.,

n

Frank Browne resigned as manager of the
Alhambra this week. He will bo succeeded
by F. Wlnterhode. The new policy of stock
musical comedy which was not in accord with
Browne's Ideas was the reason ascribed for

.

a ten-week engagement at the Casino

r

hotel
well
land, next week.

.

The

*

work at the FairHotel, closed her engagement at the
this week to open with the Earl Caldmusical show at the MacDonough, Oakfor solo

-*

Jane O'Rourke, at present In pictures at
Los Angeles, Is mentioned to succeed Belle
Bennet as leading woman at the Alcaflar when
the latter leaves to resume picture work.

;

i

Eunice Oilman, the diminutive prima donna,

who was engaged

'"--"""

V. A. vaudeville.

;
.<

A

returned to her office
duties following an absence of several weeks
during which time she was at a local hospital
with influenza.

•

MAJESTIC—Del Lawrence
PANTAOES.—Vaudeville.

started

net
catering

Seyraore Hotel, Rochester, N. Y.

and could be eliminated.

PRISCESS.-'-'Bert Levey vauderllfe.
$75 Dreadnought

Still

Howatson and Swaybell, who retired from
the stage several months ago, Howatson entering the automobile business, played a "comeback" engagement at the Casino last- week.

Rives

a corking start
fair,

we have

Sargent and Lewis
the best portion being the ukelele

efforts.

turns
Arnold obtained some good results with a talking skit, which seems well handled by this
couple, although some of the patter sounds
familiar.
Bamoya opened the show with hi a
rope trapeze acts, the routine of which entails
some seml-seneatlonal Bwlngs. Bamoya gave

—

Note These Remarkable Values:
$18 Hcl«l Steel Clad

5

Profession:

Contrary to all reports,
raised ratos at this hotel.
to artists at same old rates.

and

pair getting the best re-

from her comedy

SAN FRANCISCO

To the

this week.
The chorus has been increased
and several principals added for the local engagement. The usual vaudeville road shows

:ho smaller of the

Harry Chandler, publisher of the Times, has
recovered from a 36-hour attack of hiccoughs-

i

of a

may

PAU L, BONN.
TO THE MINUTE"

Five Mlmtt**' Walk
From All Tteetros

$9.00 Up Weakly
communications to M. Claman

girl tabloid, generally utilised to headline the
account .for this, hut at any
Pan show,
.

ST.

WATER MARK CIRCULATION-***

Phono: Bryant 4293-6131

Three aad four rooms with bath, furnished te a
decree of edorasose that excels anytaJaa la this
These apartnaste will
type of (wilding.
Modata four or more adults.

City

HOTEL SEYMOUR

—ATLANTIC CITY—
HlflH

all

323 aad 330 Wart 43d 8t.

Principal Offiee-Yandle Court, III West 43d Street, New York
Apartments can be seen evenings. Office In each building.

NOTICE TO PROFESSION

SEE

THE DUPLEX

7182

Phone:

St.

aad 'phono.

Btths— Newly Renovated

"AMUSEMENTS"

'
1

Up Weekly

$18.00

elewtsr. flraproet emiidlns of ttie newest type,
Assrtsaeats
hattst every tfevioe and cjoareeleaee.
»r» kwrtiroily anssped. aad eesaM ef Z 3 and 4
rooms, wltS kites ess and Mteheaettos, tiled bath

established at that house.

Where

aad SIS Wart 44th St. Phase: Bryant I
An uc-to-Oio-alntrte, sew, flxomet bulldlsi,
arrasped is sparrments ef thras aad fair reessi with
'Pbese la each apartkttcftene and private bath.

313. 914

Up Weakly

IRVINGTON HALL
Comabm
wan
A*
West 91st

UBS. BSHXT. Propria
Week Upwards— Housekeeping Privilege*

156 West 35th Street, off Broadway,

mirtonotiit WTtB eut*
and tsl sp baaos. Tat frttssv
noted for Is one of Ks ettrte-

out.

_

MHM

Bryaat 7112

St,

tea, artri te bath

EIGHTH AVENUE

Phenet Groeley
1—2—8 and 4 Rooma, from 13.50 Per

HENRI COURT

YANDIS
COURT
<M
PkMs:

MARION HOTEL

E

:

Bryant 4355

JUIT COJtPttTED: ELEVATOR APARTMENTS ARBANBEO IN 8UITES OF ONE. TWO AND THREE
ROOMS, WITH TILED BATH AND SHOWER. TILED KITCHENS. KITCHENETTES AND VACUUM
SYSTEM. THESE APARTMENTS EMBODY EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN SCIENCE.
$50.00 Up Monthly; $13.00 Up Weekly

i

Between 44th and 47th Streets
One Block Wart of Broadway
Three, Poor and Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apartment*—$10 Up
Strictly Professional
UBS. GEOBGE B3EGEL. Hgr.
Phrasal Bryant Mto-1

,

t» S47 West 4Srh 8t. Pboee:
A Bolldlso 0. Luxe

.

754-756

t

-.

HILDONA COURT"

Complete,! or Housekeeping—Clean end Iter
323 West 43rd Street,
YORK
Private Bath, 1—4 Eooms
Catering to the comfort and conTealece* ef the prof
Steam Host
Electric Light
IMS Up
<

I

direct supervision ef the owners. Located In the heart ef the city, lust off
offices, principal theatres, department stores, traction

Broadway, cloee to all booking
read and subway.

lines, "I/*

FURNISHED
ud

*>H'

500 Housekeeping Apartments

Proprietress

EIGHTH AVENUE

XifiWl

-
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r

u
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BEST PLACES TO DINE AT
The Only

Show

Ice Skating

in

BEST PLACES TO DINE AT
THE

New York

RENDEZVOUS OF THIATBICAaVS BEST"
SATURDAYS

Lunch 60 Cents

la

Bryant

108-1 10W.4W.SL

THE BEST ITALIAN DINNER

Golden Glades

.

$1.00

Dinner $1.00

tk«

DINNER SHOW AT 7:30—SUPPER SHOW AT
The World'! Greatest Skaters and

Ice

MSrtrao/™

at Easteheater

Open All Year
When

the

This is

Sextet

Under

Ardit Wants a Treat

when he comes

all

bave exceeded the "Follies" in Its splendid
raiment, brought to Cohan & Harris a week of

Nate Fenton's Pekln is in full swing again
with cabaret and Jazz music galore.
The

Next,'

It Is understood
big business at the Apollo.
that the takings exceeded $17,000.

latest addition to the entertaining staff is Howard's Futuristic Orchestra, under tbe leader*

"Adam and

Two new plays, formerly seen here, share
the week at the Apollo with the same casts.
The first half sees the "Dislocated Honeymoon,"
and the last halt "TUlte."

BALTIMORE.
By F. D. OTOOLB.
ACADEMY.—Fritzl Scheff, In musical com-

'

lesque.

The Burlesque Boys

ball this

year will be

order.
These annual affairs have been going
on now for nearly 15 years and always turn
out to be, if not exactly a quiet and real refined party, at least a good time for anyone

who likes this sort of amusement The 24
dances on tbe program bave all be dedicated
to some prominent
Baltlmorean, and the
names of most of the political men in the
city are conspicuous among them.

BUFFALO. N.T.
By

SKEFFINOTON.

L. B.

SHUBERT-TECK.— "Seven

MAJESTIC— "Flo-Flo."

The annual

OLYMPIC—Harvey

the Nlte."
Players in

DeVora

Trio,

"Pretty

Frank and

Rosle Doyle, The Trains, Leonard and Sherwood, Casting Campbells.
LYRIC— Tom Brown's Merry Musical High-

landers, Eddie DeNoyer and Danle Rose in "At
the Wistaria Inn," Fred and Mae Waddell,
Dawson, Lanlgan and Covet, Barney Glimore
and Co.
8HBA'S HIPPODROME.—D. W. Griffiths' "A
Romance of Happy Valley," first half; Madge

Kennedy

In

"Day Dreams," second

STRAND.—William Farnum

bow

Trail,"

first

half;

in

hatf.

"The Rain-

Virginia Pearson

"Buchannan's Wife," second half.

Efrem

Zlmballst, tbe violinist, who stopped off
way to Montreal. The couple's twomonths-old son, Efrem Zlmballst, Jr., Is traveling with Mme. Qluck, and a corner of the private car has been fixed up for bis comfort and
convenience.

on

his

William

O. Kallska, assistant

manager of the
Strand here when Harold Edel was manager of
that house, has been awarded two notable war
decorations.
Distinguished

He

now wearing the British
Service Order and the French
Is

Cross de Geurre.

Captain Kallska is the son
of Max Kallska, deputy collector of customs
of this city. He 1b now in New York awaiting
orders to return home.

BUTTE, MONT.
By DAVE. TRBPP.

The Eddie Jazz Orchestra began a month's

engagement at the Finlen cabaret Feb.

In

Pleased.

Charlotte Oreenwood in "So Long Letty" at
the Broadway, Feb. 6-7.
Musical comedy
proved fast and funny.

Barbara Sproiile will play a child part with
the Empress Stock Company week beginning
She is a clever lassie of eight sum-

Feb. 9.
mers.

V

INERS
AKE-UP
C MINER,

Joe Horwltz has purchased Michigan rights
He
booked It for
over the enMcBlroy cir-

"Mickey" for ?0,Q0O.
bas
four solid weeks In Detroit and
tire Butterfleld and Fltzpatrlck £
cuits in Michigan.

Eddie McOrath Is playing hie farewell week
at tbe Broadway-Strand after four years. He
will
Join
the professional department of

Jerome H. Remlck Co.

A censorship bill haB been Introduced Into
the Michigan Legislature patterned along the
Ohio law. It will be given a hard fight by
exhibitors and exchanges.
i

KANSAS
By H.

*

A.

Inc.

Up America."
ORPHEUM.— Becman's French Stock Co. to
Cyrano De Bergerao; 2d week.
IMPERIAL.—Pauline Frederick In "Out of
the Shadow"; "Jane Goes A Wooing" (film).
2nd half, "Virtuous Wives" (film), and
Estelle J.

CITY.
SCOW.

Two old-timers of the turf, now actors, were
thrown together at the Shubert when Dan
Baker, New Tork bookmaker, and Tommy
Meade, once noted as an American Jockey, met
for the first time In several years. Meade was
with the "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" company, and Baker Joined the company here.
Meade, who in his heyday, rode some of the
fastest and best horses on the turf.
He was
injured at Buffalo, N. Y., six years ago, and

left the track to return to tbe stage.
Now the
veteran Jockey-actor la considering an attractive
offer to return to the track.
Boots Durnell

^

abroad,.

Carey.

NEW GRAND.—"The Way of a Man with
a Maid," "The Appearance of Evil." 2nd half,
"The Hula-Hula Dance" and Eugene Maynard.

HOLMAN.—"Roped Into Society." 2d half,
Edith Roberts in "Sue of the South."
STRAND.—"The

She

2nd

half.

feature

film:

Devil."

"Bonds of Honor."

LOBW'S.—"Little Women,"

"Camping Out," comedy and vaudeville.

PHILADELPHIA.
NIXON'S GRAND OPERA HOUSE.— (W.

his

well

told

stories.

Guy Rawson and

France Clare in their "Yesterdays" act did not
appear and Morgan and Gray offered a capital
little Bketcb that made a pronounced hit with
the bouse, getting a solid round of applause at
the finish.
Tbe big knockout was the "nut"
comedy act of Al and Fanny Stcadman, who
played Keith's Chestnut street house two
weeks ago. Their snappy stuff landed them In
solidly, and they were a tremendous laughing
hit from start to finish.
The Jazz band bad
the closing position, after which the seventh
episode of the Houdlnl picture, "The Master
Mystery," held the bouse thrilled. This picture
ie surely a great draw In the "pop" houses.
STANLEY.— Cecil DeMllle's "Don't Change
iour Husband."
PALACE.— Marlon Davles in "Belle of New
York."
ARCADIA.—Elsie Ferguson In "His Parisian
Wife."
VICTORIA.— George Walsh's "L'uok and
Pluck."
of

Honor," "The Master

The Olln School of Muslo has added flandor
„
Klsh, pupil of Hubay, the Hungarian violinist,
to Its faculty.

D0DD ACKERMAN
SCENIC STUDIOS
P.

mo.

"STAGE DECORATIONS "
Productions of Distinction
<P.

MONTREAL.
By ARTHUR SCHALEK.
HIS MAJE8TY'S.-"The Man That Came
Next week, "Maytlme."

!»

M
.

"?aTe ~a..^Sart'" the aran<1 offering the
of Feb. 10, is roported to be drawing big
patronage In tbe Mid West.

.

,-

.

week

labored.

.

i

RIVOLI.—"Bonds

Mystery," Dorothy Dalton In "Hard Boiled,"
Norma Talmadge in "Forbidden City."
LOCUST.— "The Silver King" and "Old
Wives for New."'

James K. Hackett In "The eBtter 'Ole," at
the Grand this week, played to an unusually
big audience Monday night, tbe house having
been sold out for a benefit under auspices of
the Vassar alumnae of the city.

Moses Boguslawskl, prominent pianist and
teacher of Chicago, was exonerated of any connection with the suicide of Mrs. Gladys Funk,
a former pupil of this city, who left a note before, she shot herself stating that
he could explain
News of the suicide was given out In
the midst of Bogulawskl's concert at the Hotel
Muehlebacb, and he completed bis performance with detectives weitln B , outside tn» floors
to take bim to police headquarters
to make a
statement.
Critics declare the artist gave
one oj tbe most finished performances of his
career, despite the strain under which he

D.

Wegefartb. mgr.).—This week's .bill has a
equad of Jacklea who call themselves "The
Jazzland Naval Octette," and are under the
direction of Bert Wilcox, and featuring Murdock J. Macdonald, bandmaster.
They play
lively music and "Jazz" it up, which, of course,
made a great hit with tbe Grand's regular "Monday night throng. Frank Mullano got laughs
for

"Falae Faces" broke tbe house record week
ending Feb. 8 at the Broadway-Strand.

Back."

..V.. '.w

Next,

Girls:"

Negotiations
practically
closed
whereby
Charles H. Miles tabes over lease of Majestic
from Henry J. Outhard. House seats 2,000
and Is a first- run film house. Miles will continue with same policy. He also operates Regent and Orpheum with vaudeville.
(
to

THEATRE FRANCAI8.—Bernard Daly in
OATETY.—"Maids of America." Next

week, "Cheer

2.

McLean and Lee, in stock sketches, have been
booked for another month at the People'a Hip,
now nearing the completion of the first month.
Business good.

CADILLAC—"Auto

wants Meade to pilot some steeds for him

Salomy Jane" at the Empress last week had
good business. The Empress stock company
carried tbe play well, and life was added during the intermissions by the "jaci" orchestra.

(Feb. S).

Knickerbocker Players In "The
Naughty Wife."
OATETY.—"Burlesque Review."

GARDEN.—"Follies of
ACADEMY.—Academy

Two noted artists, husband and wife, had a
happy reunion here Monday. Alma Gluck arrived In her private car from Boston and
shortly afterwards was Joined by her husband,

,J'T W !P Bea8" ** tn8 Broadway one night

Days' Leave."

STAR.—The

Sporting Widows."

Harry Devere, formerly in vaudeville and
burlesque for several years, but more lately
with the Thomas H. Dooley attractions, is now
with the local office of Pathe, covering the
Southern tier.

Reports are current In Niagara Falls that
the United Hotel Co. has bought the Clifton
House on the Canadian side. Frank H. Dudley,
president of the company, admits that negotiations are In process.
Local people are Interested, as this means the proposed million
dollar hotel will not be built here.
With the
dry amendment it Is feared there will be a
tendency of business to Canada.

the last given by this society of stage hands
and other employes of tbe burlesque houses
In this city unless Congress declares the Prohibition amendment to the Constitution out of

Next, return engagement of "Seven Days'

GAYBTY.—"The

"Fighting Roosevelts," film, opened Indefinite
engagement Feb.
at the Waebligton.

concert of the Buffalo Orpheus,
the most notable musical affair of the year,
will be held on March 8;

AND GAYETY.—Bur-

Man-

"Bon Tons."

melodies.
Dancing, too, plays no small part
in the .program, and the Ergottl twins, who do
the famous "Nanette and Rlntlatin" dance of
the mascots, come in for a large amount of applause. The cast Includes Frank Devoe. Bradford Kirkbrlde, Marguerite St Clair, Dorothy
Maynard, Robert C. Adams and James Mack.
AUDITORIUM.—'William Collier In "Nothing
Bat Lies," In three acts, a prologue and epilogue.
In this role Mr. Collier shows up to
more advantage than be has ever shown In this
city.
This Is tbe first really good straight
comedy that has come to tbe Monumental City
for over a "month, and the advance sale shows
that the people could stand a whole lot more
of the same caliber.
FORD'S.—"Hearts of the World," D. W.
Griffith's production, plays a return engagement and opens up here for a two weeks' stay
with little or no advance sale or prospects for
crowded houses.
COLONIAL.—Stock. "Lena Rivers," after
having remained on the shelf as far as this
town is concerned for a long while, is dragged
down, dusted off and presented in a fair way
by tbe stock company.
NIXON'S VICTORIA.—Vaudeville.

PALACE

B.

ship of John H. Howard, a former well-knovn
vaudevllllan.

edy, the scenes of her former success, la draw*
lng splendidly in "Qlorlanna." She has chosen
a splendid vehicle for her talents, a story of
youth and love and Interposed with tuneful

FOLLY,

CAMPOS OPERA HOUSE.—Robert
tell.

St West, Montreal

CAMBRIDGE

"Sweet InnlBfallen."

Eva."
to

tttseirM aad trains.
417-419 Dorchester

THE

Off Chance," with
Next, "Three Faces East."

OARRICK.— "Maytlme."

-

MONTREAL
I

NEW DETROIT.— "The
Ethel Barrymore.

Susakind

Profraloml people will fnd 10 Bfta-dat* fnrroosui newly deeoratsv, very wars, b&tss,
witer. ftnt-otue dlalaa neat
sm aeafclaf. Rates ederttt. Fin Blasts* frea

By JACOB SMITH.

NEW YORK

J.

KbsIsb hot and odd

DETROIT, MICH.

and 66th ST.,

&

direction of H.

ttltQM

8AN FRANCISCO

BROADWAY

-

Avenue j

VISITING

to eat.

KOSHER RESTAURANT
M. Silver—L. Bernsift, Props.
117 TAYLOR STREET
Brt. Turk, and Eddy Btmt»

::.

CITY

Unequaled In Cuisine and Servlee,

Merrick Bead, Lynbrook, L.

Bail*

IN

UU

# NEW YORK
THE CITY

PELHAM HEATH INN
Pelham
and
BLOSSOM HEATH INN
L
Parkway,

11:10

ELSIE and PAULSEN, CATHLEEN POPE,
DAVIDSON & DEAN and The Famous Skating

!
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A NEW OFFERING

GRACE LEONARD
At The American

NOW

ALVIN.— "Oh,

PITTSBURGH.

"THE AMERICAN BOY"

(Feb. 13-16)

Lady, Lady."

DUQUE3NE.—"Come Out of the Kitchen."
KENYON.—Nellie Booth Stock Players.
PERSHING.—Pershing Players and Stock

Loew's Lyceum is becoming a haven for the
downtown working people during the lunch
hour period since their new policy of four
showB a day, the first at 12. The feature picture attraction for this week is "The Two
The headllner
Brides," with Lina Cavaieria.
is Catherine Crawford and her famous fashion

Co. (2d company).
GRAND.— Pictures.

W.

8.

Hart

and

an

talk of

"Oh. Girt."

ACADEMY.— Burlesque,

engagement

indefinite

fifth

last week.

VICTORIA.—Burlesque, "High
much

"Breed of

"Birth of a Race,"

GAYBTY.—Burlesque.

show.
After

In

Men."

PITT.—Pictures.

Fliers."
Girls."

"Victory

Athena Oriental Dancer.

for "The Birth of a Race," now In Its fifth
week at the Pitt, the management has decided
to close Saturday and move the picture to
Philadelphia.

LOEWS LYCEUM^-" Two

Brides,"

Lisa

Cavallera and Catherine Crawford.

HARRIS.—Vaudeville,

headllner,

The Kin-

kald Kilties.

W.

8.

Hart

the Grand
The story

Hart

DAVIS.—Vaudeville,

drawing immense audiences to
week with "Breed of Men."
quite different from the usual

is

headllner,

"The Sirens."

this
is

PORTLAND, ORE.
By JOSEPH GRANT KELLEY. Jr.
STRAND.— Pop vaudeville and pictures.

picture.

The only dramatic show In Pittsburgh this
week outside of the Pershing Is at the
Duquense, where Henry Miller's "Come Out of

HEILIG,—0,

The Regent,

of the

Bast End, has changed

ALCAZAR.—Alcaxar

LYRIC—Musical

Flu
far better entertainment than any seen here
for a long time.

"Oh, Girl" at the Oayety this week, and a
very good abow.
at

"Here Comes

now under

is

comedy

stock.

control.

to the discbarge of soldiers at Camp
Lewis and Vancouver, there are more actors in
town out of work than there are working.

PROVIDENCE.
By KARL K. KLARK.
SHUBBRT MAJESTIC—"The Wanderer,"

the Victoria this

week.
RcportB say that the Pershing Btook and the
Pershing Players are doing even more business
in the Hippodrome In McKeesport than at the
Pershing in the Bast End, where they are
packing them. This Is the first time that the
residents of that city has bad an opportunity
to see a good stock company, and are taking
advantage of It The bill for the first half is
"A. Grain of DuBt," which has not been presented here for several yean. The lost halt
the Pershing Players are presenting a farce
by George V. Hobart, which has never been
presented here, and is nothing like his "Ex-

extensively advertised and given much publicity, going well before full houses daily.
Alma
Tell In "EyeB of Youth," next

OPERA HOUSE.—

Walter Hast

(Inc.)

is

presenting for first time on any stage, "Scannew play by Cosmo Hamilton. Charles
Cherry and Franclne Larrlmora have the leading parts In the piece, which is In ftree acts.

dal," a

The setting is in the homes
an exclusive section of Connecti-

.

The daughter of a millionaire family

de-

have her "eyes opened." As the pTay
opens she Is found at the studio of an artist
and In explanation tells her mother she is
married.
She introduces a wealthy bachelor
as her husband.
In the following two acta
complications are untangled.
Others In the
cast are Paul Luvqn, Lillian Keznble Cooper,
Mary Cecil, Isabel O'Madlgan, Alice Putnam,
Jerome Colamor, Frank Gregory, Henry Trader,
Carl Eckstrom and William David.
"PennywlBe" with Mollie Pearson, next
FAY'S.—The feature is Mabel Normand in
"Mickey," film that was given private showing here before city officials and Invited guests
several Sundays ago. Heading vaudeville bill
are the Royal Hawallans with Princess ToYo. premier danaeuse.
Others are The Four
Sultanas, Francis Barry and Chris Horan,
Kathryn and Powers, Frank Tosca, Jaunt* and
company-.
COLONIAL.—AI Reeves and his "Big

Beauty Show."

Appearing at the Emery the

last half of the

week are two local artists. Hank Brown,
known as the Providence comedian, and Ida
Gunther, a former local vocal artist beard at
various local charitable affairs. They are seen
"Tangled Manners."

Albert M. Stelnert of this city, president of
the big New England mualc house, the M.
Stelnert & Sons Co., and promoter for the
appearance here of many of the world's most
famous vocal and instrumental artists, has
been named on the committee to erect hers
a large auditorium as a memorial to Providence soldiers and sailors who took part in
the great war.
It has been announced that the new million dollar Keith Theatre, to be known as The
Abbee, will probably be opened In March. On
account of the war there have been many delays on the structure.'

Announcement has been made that Miss
Reimer has been re-engaged for the

Helen

1919 season of the Abbee Stock.

The Social Amusement Co., recently granted
a charter by the State, has announced that
its purpose Is to erect a $60,000 theatre on
Cumberland street in the social district at
Woonsocket.
The house, in which -pictures
are to be featured, will seat 1,200 persons,
plans already having been drawn.
The following officers were recently elected
at a meeting of Providence Local No. 23,
Theatrical Stage Employes: President, John
P. Smith; vice-president, Frank Walker; retreascording secretary, Fred W. Newcomb
urer, Fred Friend; business agent, Edward
Keneally; guide, Roly Bernadlnl; trustees,
Herbert C. Goff, Joseph Ortz, Arthur A. Belden ; flnaace committee, Walter L. Delaney.
Charles Brown, Thomas Gannon, John A. McGrath, Fred Bartlett; delegates to Providence
Central Federated Union, ThomaB Gannon,
Edward Kenneally, Frank Walker, Fred W.
Newcomb; delegate to International convention at Ottawa, Walter L. Delaney; delegates'
to R. I. State branch, American Federation
of Labor, Fred W. Newcomb and President
John P. Smith.
;

A. A. Spits of this city was elected president of the Empire Theatre Realty Co. of
Fail River at Its rr.cent annual meeting In
Other officers chosen follow: Secthat city.
retary, Harold E. Clarkln: treasurer, L. I.
Bigney; directors, Messrs. Spits, Clarkln and
BIgney and Clarence H. Caldwln and W. A.
Hathaway. The same board of officers also
was elected to serve as the board of the Empire Amusement Co.

Theatrical managers are now breathing
easier as the second epidemic of Influenza
The two
seems to have come to an end.
epidemics here were responsible for loss of
attendance and resulting receipts to a considerable extent at times.

The judiciary committee of the State Legislature has not yet reported out the bill sent
It several weeks ago In which It is proposed to legalize Sunday pictures in Rhode
Just what fate the bill will meet
Island.
none seems able to prophecy.
to

The name of the farce Is "What's
Your Husband Doing T" and is said to be very
perience."

ROCHESTER,

,

By

funny.

L. B.

N. Y.

SKBFFINQTON.

LYCEUM.—Chauncey

Olcott in "The Voice
McCpnnell."
GAYBTY.— Burlesque "Wonder 8how."
FAY'S,—"In Mexico," Those Three Girls,
the Fosters, Ellis and Wise, Garnett the
Renault.
FAMILY. Fred Webster and Co. in musical
of

The Kenyon is still housing the Nellie Booth
Stock Players and are doing big business. The
bill last week was' the best that was ever presented, and the director, J. S. McLaughlin, says
that this week's bill is even better, and after
seeing it one must say yes. It is from the pea
of Miss Booth, and Is called "A Daisy." Four
acts of vaudeville round out the
Bills this

Piano

at the

sires to

in

Due

a

la

in

Players in "Broadway

and Buttermilk."

its

The Alvln has another musical comedy this
week in "Oh Lady, Lady." This production is

Fliers"

Players

of society In

cut

the Bride."

policy of three feature productions each week,
and from now on will only have two.

"The High

Hofmann.

Josef

BAKER.— Baker

the Kitchen" has been held over for another
week.

JACK NEAL

with three scenes.

—

comedy repertoire.

PICADILLY.— Geraldlne Farrar in "ShadUna Cavallera in "The Two Brides,"

bill.

ows";

second half.

week are

NIXON.— "The

REGE NT.—"Little Women"

Olrl Behind the Gun.'

;

Constance Tal-

ALB0LENE
She Stars
of1he stage*

Winter
winds and

Winter
weather cause
as many

Just

ra

throat Irritations
sb they did In '65—

„

when
t

Plso's

was

al-

ready a widely known
and widely used sough
preparation,

T(avemadeit\
Hie rage.

THERE

are cold creams galore,
but the make'-iip remover which
holds first place in the regard of the

A half-century's proof of
Plso's
dependability
haa
placed it on twenty-fourhour duty la thousands of
carefully stocked home med-

profession is

icine chests.

I

Your druggist sells PIbo'b
a guarantee—30c. a

— with

.

bottle.

Contains No Opiate
Safe /or Young and Old

Song
^ One Step

Oriental

Inip'-mezz-Oj
.

TB.Harms

ffi->0

FISO'S
lor Coughs

-

5,

Colds

£ff| n c is;

Day L |f1 If e

New

Yopk

ALBOLENE.

It is pure, safe,

and helps you change from "on to "off"
quickly, pleasantly and easily.
Prevents
make-up poisoning.
For the make-up box 1 and 2 ounce tubes.
Also in Y2 and 1 lb. cans.
Soldby druggists and dealers inmake-up.
Write for free sample.

mckesson & robbins
Incorporated

Miinufnctnrine Chemists
Est. 1833

'

91 Fulton Street, New York
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MAINS

-

:

M

AND THE

WHITE MELODY BOYS
WATCH US
VAUDEVILLE

BLACK

and

(Management, JOS. B.

IN

Permanent

address,

FRANKLEN)

VARIETY, New York

Direction,

.

EXPONENT OP B1LLIABD BALLS

can have In getting publicity photos,
snapshots of billings In different
cities, views of cities and theatres
played

particularly bright.

Needs a Camera
—the
.

greatest help the professional

in.

Get a camera from Wlllonghby's.

s

COIN MANIPULATOR PAR EXCELLENCE

110

madge

WEST
In

32nd

ST, N\

Y.

CITY

"Romance and Arabella." second

half.

The eleventh annual auto show la being
held this week at Exposition Park. This does
not hurt the local theatres by as serving as a
counter attraction, but, on the contrary, tbe
managers always, prepare to do a large
business 'during tbe week.
This year there
are more visitors from out of town than usual.
theatre

Quite a little Interest is being displayed In
Rochester in tbe Investigation being conducted by the Federal Trade Commission of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association,
which organization is charged with being a
combination in restraint of trade. More than
a ripple of excitement was caused locally by
the statement of Mr. Fitzgerald, attorney for
Edward M. Fay, before the commission that
"a certain Independent theatre (Fay's) In
Rochester had been defamed as tbe 'poison
ivy theatre,' so tbat actors would refrain from
playing It." The house Is well known among
theatre men here as one which plays pop
vaudeville sometimes, pictures and other things
ftost of the time.

The police are enforcing the law which prohibits standing In the rear of the houses.

N. Y.

By CHESTER B. BAHN.
BASTABLB.— First half. Max

WILLOUGHBY'S
I

The

Is principally with some of the picture
houses where the managers show little or no
regard for the safety or convenience of their
patrons, packing the standing room to capacity
and then packing in many more until the sislee
and exits are completely blocked. One manager, after being warned by the police and paying no heed to the warning, was assessed a fat
fine in police court tbe other day.

into effect.

OR. A, M.

WEISS

.,

-DR» -M.

W5WS

==DENTISTS=
Catering to the Profession Exclusively
Fitzgerald Building

1432 Broadway, N. Y. City
I

Spiegel's

"Cheer Up America," eclipsing any show seen
at this playhouse this season, both from the
standpoint of scenic and costumes as well as
principals.
"Cheer Up America" played to
capacity houses at both matinee and night
Monday. The show is in two acts and ten
scenes, and 24 musical numbers are scattered
through It, with Edward Lambert and Leo
Hayes the featured comics, and Frankle Nlbolo
as prlmma donna. There is not a dull moment
in the entire production.
And the shpw Is
clean; In fact more clean than many musical
comedies seen here.
In the matter of flasb,
Spiegel has outdone himself. Tbe most popular musical numbers are "I Take Off a Little
Bit Here," by Lucille Ames; "When Grandma
Was Young," also led by Miss Ames ; "I Lost
My Heart to You," by Betty Powers, and
"Carlo," by Miss Nlbolo.
Special honors are
divided by Mies Nlblo, Hayes and the California
Trio.
The chorus is, speaking collectively,
young, pretty and full of ginger. Last half,
"Freckles."
EMPIRE.—First half, dark. Last
"Atta Boy," with Capt. Frank TInnney.

half,

TEMPLE.—Vaudeville: First half, Stan
Stanley, Lil Kerslake and his pigs, Jean
Sothern, Strand Trio, two to fill.
CRESCENT.—Vaudeville. First half, Em-

reel

magie

includes

many

professionals.

Is

William Rubin,'

Annesley."

met Welch's Minstrels, Ouerro and Carmen,
Mildred Haywood, Kale and Coyne, one to fill.

Manager Francis P. Martin of the Empire
announces the booking of Plske O'Hara in
"Marry in Haste" for an early date.

yi»«a

..',

Howard O. Stokes of Watertown has been
engaged by the Prisma Film Co. to edit Alias v-titles.
Stokes has been with the 4?

and write

Bell Telephone Co. as
advertising department

copy manager

in

thP'

The Joe Bren Production Co. Is staging
"The Jolly Minstrels of 1010," which will teV»§3
presented
at
Binghamton Feb. 10-21 by K
'

It took tbe city clerk, his deputy, two. clerks,
the corporation counsel and one of his deputo make it possible for Olonn S. Elliott
of this city and Minnie F. Allen of Chicago to
marry Feb. 7, all because the professional bad
succeeded in getting rid of one husband only
a couple of months before deciding to take an-

Kaiurah Shrine. C. M. Ming, until recently
an aviator In tbe U. S. Army, is In charge for ^
tbe Bren company.

Judge Jacob H. Hopkins of Chicago
severed Miss Allen's original matrimonial ties,
but tbe papers he gave her failed to mention
whether or not the court consented to another
marriage.
Tbe New York state law contains
a prohibition against remarriage within flvo
years, and City Clerk Thomas E. Kennedy believed tbe rule might apply to the case of the
actress.
After the question had gone the
rounds of tbe city clerk's office, it went upstairs to the corporation counsel, whose assistant spent two hours pouring over the law,

ing

ties

but without result. City Clerk Kennedy came
to tbe rescue, by deciding to chance Issuing
the required license.
Mr. Elliott, who resides
at the St. .Cloud here, is manager for Collier's
Cetnral New York office.

In order to secure tbe verdict of a paying
audience on the opening night, tickets for Si
Monday evening's performance of "The Flam- ; |
Soul" at the Wleting were ."sold on the

-

Original

The new Pierce Theatre at Oswego, N. Y.,
which seats 1,205, will open this week. Feature films, six-piece orchestra.

'-'

Funeral services were held here Feb. 7 for
Joseph W. Jacobs, treasurer and general manager for tbe Shuberts for 10 years, and one
time manager of the Bastable here, who died
in New York last week.
Jacobs was born
here 57 years ago, and before associating himself with the Shuberts wqa the owner of a
clothing store, and later an insurance business. The rites were held at the borne of the
deceased's brother, Joshua Jacobs, of 000
Harrison street.
Interment was made In
Woodlawn Cemetery here.
Harold

MacQratb, the Syracuse author,

We

have

:

numerous

new ideas for Stage
Gowns and Dresses having an individuality "all
their

own."

Our

creations are disr

tinctive

Is

and by our own

who are here
develop any suggestions you may have.
to

PROMINENT PEOPLE

If

WOODROW WILSON
LLOYD GEORGE
LAUREL LEE
JOSEPHUS DANIELS
DAVID BELASCO
LAUREL LEE
GENERAL PERSHING

,,_„,_„._.

.

fe

local legal representative of the Shuberts. Mr.
Rubin will make his stage debut as "Co!.

art.

designers

trouble

A canvass of Rochester theatre managers
shows that very few of them fear evil effects
to their business when the prohibition laws go

a

other.

SYRACUSE,

Send for Catalogue and Price IMt
Visit as whan In New York

Sv-.

'

VARIETY, Chicago

This week, marks the first anniversary of
Fay's under the proprietorship of the Edward
M. Fay Interests. To observe the occasion,
Manager Fred J. Starr, who his been directing
the affairs of the house during the year, has
arranged a special bill. Mr. Fay has expressed
lively satisfaction with the results obtained at
hla local house during the past twelve months
ind expects to make a bigger showing from now
on.
Despite the unsettled conditions due to
war and the epidemic, the balance sheet Is
said to be far ahead of what was expected
eight months ago. The present state of affairs
and tbe prospects for the immediate future are

Every Professional

coaching the cast which will present bis "The
Man on the Box" at the Wleting on Feb. ,28March 1 as a charity benefit for tho Grouse-*
Irving Hospital.
Added to the oast, which ^3

We Do

Until you have sttn us jron 'have net sttn

Permanent Address:

ROSE & CURTIS

Fuller Tour, Australia

THE GREAT SIMMS'
Originating Everything

a

THE FAYNES

NECROMANCERS EXTRAORDINARY

[£".

$

and we will build clothes
around it.
PRICES RIGHT

BEHRENS

MAUDE ADAMS

Theatrical Gostumer^

LAUREL LEE
CHAS. B. DILLINGHAM
FLORENZ ZEIGFELD, Jr.

LAUREL LEE

you are contemplatnew act, come in

ing a
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L.
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"SIME"-UNFAIR
"VARIETY"—Issue

Jan. 31

THE MASTER MIND

LOEWS, PITTSBURGH

THE TRUTH

FOUR-A-DAY
Pittsburgh, Jan. 29.

%

BLS.dk

That Marcus Loew's theatre here,
Lyceum, lately opened with the Loew
policy. of vaudeville and pictures, has
gone over on the box office side was
indicated this week when it was reported that commencing next Monday
the theatre will give four performances

BROKE

Loew's, Pittsburgh, wanted to

OVER "FRESCOTT," week

OF MENTAL MYSTICISM

This number is necessary to
accommodate the crowds.
Laat week appeared to have been the

when

turn,
ville,

mind

the- Frescotts,

read-

although the feature films shown
Lyceum have been very attrac-

March

By

all

m

tell

the world that

OUR ACT PACES three-a-day theatres TO SUFFOCATION,
SHOWS EVERY DAY necessary?

js

l|

•S

of

hi

|!

3S

I
3

225 Washington St.
|

\

Watertown, recently organized.
is

.'.

growing in Watertown

preparation

Powder

8

The

Players In Europe desiring to advertise
in VARIETY, and wishing to take advantage of the Prepaid Rates allowed, may
secure the same, if at the time of mailing
advertising copy direct to VARIETY, New
York, the amount lo payment for It is
placed in VARIETY'S credit at the
.

by the North Side Improvement League, which has forbidden the
dance in its ball room.

The Ithaca (N. Y.) Common Council Feb. 6,
by a vote of four to six, decided not to rescind
the city ordinance forbidding pictures on
Sunday.
The action was taken following a
public
hearing.
City
Attorney Fitch H.
Stephens, before the vote was taken, voiced
the opinion the local ordinance now existing
was null and void. He based his declaration
on the ground that the power to regulate Sunday observance lays with the State Legislature
unless special authority is granted to the Common Council.
.

Extensive alterations costing $100,000 are to
made to the Colonial, Utlca, beginning
May 1, according to an announcement made by
Sidney Wllmer and Walter L. Vincent, who
aave purchased the playhouse from the Utlca
construction and Realty Co.
The present
Colonial seats 1,400.
The new theatre will

be

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FOR-

WARDING

CO.

"*

rt

Carlton St., Regent St., S. W., London

For

uniformity in exchange, the Pall
Co. will accept deposits for VARIETY
at four shillings, two pence, on the dollar.
Briall

if:.

i-twas

Th n
S'?J,Iays t0 bi Kir en a * tn« Empress
are, ?A
10, "Johnny, Get Your Gun"
17, "For the
Man She Loved"; 24, "When the Boys Come
Home"; "Upstairs and Down."

2£&aziE

lead bas been taken

EUROPE

Through

this

manner

of

transmission,

danger of loss to the player Is averted;
VARIETY assumes full risk and acknowledges the Pall Mall Co.'s receipts as its
own receipts for all money placed with
the Pall Mall to VARIETY'S credit.

all

"Her Only Way."

A film company has been formed to make
pictures at Calgary:
The company has the
support of the Calgary Board of Trade and will
star Nell Shipman, who resided in Vancouver
formerly, where she Is known as Helen Benham. The stories to be filmed will be by James

Inc.

;
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NEW YORK

,

GLOBE.—Clara Kimball Young in "The
CI&W.
MAPLE LEAF.—"Enlighten Thy Daughter"
has been well advertised and prices raised
from 25c. to 85c
BROADWAY.—Mary Plckford in "M'Liss."

.reduces

HALL & RUCKEL,

as the stars.

Sentiment

this

given.

REX.—Norma Talmadge

COLONIAL.—First half, Olive Thomas in
"Heiress for a Day."
Second half. Louise
Huff In "T'Other Dear Charmer."

50c. and $1.00 at drae and department
(tore*- or we will nail direst en reealet
of prioe.
75er and Ji.W la Canada.

III

Edward Mulcaby of Alexandria Bay, N. Y.,
known professionally as a musician, has been
engaged to direct the Lincoln League Band at

Enlists," with Dominion Theatre orchestra.
House has new policy of two shows dally.
Prices have been Increased and longer pro-

grams

to

the
growth and vitality of the hair
Instead of stimulating it

[j

on Feb. 17.

her underarms,

the hair

wear the smart, sheer fabrics modestly.
X-Bazln, the famous French depilatory,
the comfortable, clean way, dissolves
hair in five minutes, lust as soap and
water dissolve soot. The repeated use

,-'"

The Syracuse Girls' Pat riot lo League will
offer a vaudeville program in Solvay Guild

a police ban upon the "sblmmie" dance.

__,

UNFAIR TO US

Every Woman of Refinement j
from
must remove

K)

Logan Films of this city is producing a
"Who's Who" film for the Stone Opera House
at Blngbamton.
It will be In part an /advertising stunt, with 60 Bingo business men

i

making FOIJR

means—TELL THE MANAGERS. But—KEEP IT FROM THE ACTORS
OUR PROFESSIONAL FRIENDS WILL ALL DESERT US

"two for one plan." It Is proposed to take
the play Into New York after Its local engagement, which Is admittedly a try out. The
piece was first born at Providence some two
weeks ago, but was taken off to permit the rewriting of the third act. When the play does
bit the metropolis. It will have a new name.
The title, "The Flaming Soul," Is the result
Among the names under
of an accident.
consideration is "Human Nature."

a;*

ft SHEA'S recCOLONIAL, AKRON, week

of JAN. 27.

IT IS

UaU

SMASHED FIEBER
ords at the

3.

DEAR "SIME":—Why

-

RE-

BUT—WE GOT EVEN

HOPE EDEN

The Frescotts

made an Impression that brought the
a return booking at the Lyceum

act
for

Jan. 27.

the act.

and his co-worker

at the

tive to local film fans.

at
20.

HOLD-

WOULD NOT

Colonial, Akron,

LEASE

were the headline of the vaude-

ers,

RECORD

LOEW'S, Pittsburgh, week of Jan.

daily.

IP

EVERY

Hold 1,800.
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Die Kerr, former treasurer of the Beatable
Navy, has received

here, who has been In the
his discharge, ie back.

Sam Rosenberg, assistant manager of the
Bastable, Is back on the Job, following a week's
trip to New York.
"The Birth of a Nation" Is to be brought
to Syrauce for a fourth time, and will be
shown at the Bastable here during the laat of
the month. The Bastable also has booked "The
Other Mao's Wife" tor an early showing.
back

The Armory. Blnghamton, opened the week
with the "Broadway Belies" on Monday and
Tuesday. "Pretty Baby" followed Wednesday.
The new Pierce, at Oswego, will be managed
by Harry E. Morton, who has been conducting
the Criterion Skating Rink In the Starch City.
Louis Baker has been engaged as orchestra
leader. A 910,000 organ has been installed in
the house.

"\

Frank Bosworth, professional, has been enjaged .as. permanent entertainer at the Gem,

Gowns and. Hats
and
make acta

A

few

ot

my

that create talk
get
bookings.

latest

clients

VIRGINIA PEARSON
EMILY ANN WELLMAjYS ACT
MURIEL WINDOW

RUBY NORTON
CUNNINGHAM 'SISTERS
MLLE. PEGGY
(Of

Cortes

and Peggy)

AT CHURCHILL'S

MARGURITE

C_ w

VANCOUVER,

B.
By H. P. NEWBERRY.

Oswego.
Business in local theatres last week was excellent.
"The Dislocated Honeymoon," at the
Empire, "Toby's Bow," at the Wietlng, and
"The Unmarried Mother," at the Bastable,
drew well. The scribes did. however, take exception to the first act of "Toby's Bow," claiming It lrrevelent.
"The Unmarried Mother"
was a return date.

Facts

AVENUE.—Dark

this

week.

12-14,

"Furs

films

after
Co.

and Frills."

ROYAL.—Continuing
closing of the

playing

Broadway Musical Comedy

ORPHEUM.—Vaudeville.

PANTAOES.—Vaudeville.
COLUMBIA.—Hippodrome

Circuit

vaude-

ville.

DOMINION.—Alary

HOTEL STANLEY
West 47th Street
New York City

124

Tel.

Plckford

in

"Johanna

Bryant 2733

"

—

—

—
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NEWS OF THE
Tho

Tom Mix

latest

feature,

"The Hlgh-

baa been renamed "Fighting for Gold."

grader,'-'

M. Kashln. of the Broadway, New York, has
_
been ordered South to recuperate.
Ince has again signed with Para-

Thomas
mount

—-—__-*_- «_

_____ ___
t?IS -HI
i*ll IWI

WillJ
WW XJMMMlia*

A reissue of the former Tom Mix pictures
has been arranged for the general market.

"Love Hunger."

the

new

Lillian

picture, will be released.

Bert Lytell has finished
•The Blind Man's Eyes."

his latest feature,

Seely, general manager of
Robertson-Cole, sailed last week for England.

Films

Macdon

The

has

signed

Gertrude

-v
Lois Weber, who hap directed Mrs. Charlie
Chaplin In all her films, has bsen forced to
have her arm rebroken, as It had not knit
properly after having been previously fractured. It Is now anticipated that it will soon
,
..
be In perfect condition.
Edgar Selden,

In association

with A. Osso.

-

Pathe.

A new

system

of

releasing

from4he Universal

offices

goes

March

.

A

special star attraction will be placed on the
market each week until the series of twenty
contemplated expires. Universal Is going In
for more bigger productions and may possibly
have fewer smaller pictures.

——

Evelyn
Blvldge,
June
Love,
Carlyle Blackwell, Johnny HineB.
will play the
a
principal parts In "Glories ot the |ea,
seven-reel feature to be produced by Peerless
and released through the World. It Is the
first of a series ot six features and will take
eight weeks to complete.

111

to report at

Madge Evans, Jack Drumler

——

,

Claire Whitney returned to the "spoken
stage, opening with Lee Kugel'e "The
Net" at the Broadhurst this week.

drama"

The old Balboa plant at Long Beach has been
taken over by the- Art Film Co. of Iowa, with
educational films

ft

Its

main

line.

•

i

Leila Hope, new
In the releases the

to pictures, will' be starred

formed) company
i

Malcolm Strauss (newly
make,

will

~—^^~

-

The Pauline Frederick release of "The
on the Index" has been set for Feb. 28.
Hobart Henley directed.

Woman
?

5S£

OWWr

,

Edgar A- Lewis, the picture producer. Is
debtor to the extent ot
$1,068:80 by Robert B. Worthan, hlB technical
director, for services rendered In transforming
a Spanish street into a French highway at
Fort Led, last year, during the course of the
The Bugle
fllmlng of Lewis' production,
Call."

Compson, formerly of the

Betty

comedy

forces, Is

Hampton

D.

now

Christie

enrolled with the Jesse

Co.

Ceroid Mygatt 1b with the advertising and
publicity department of the W. D. Hodklnson

H. B. Warner tendered hie resignation from
the cast of "Sleeping Partners," with the result that John D. Williams has taken the matter to court seeking an Injunction to prevent
him from appearing under any other management Mr. WilllamB claims he has Warner
under contract until 1820. Warner is still
playing rn "Sleeping Partners."
;

t<

<

Tom Forman

Lieut.

contract with the
play juvenile leada.

has drawn a two-year
Famous Flayers-Lasky to

"Hearts Asleep," Bessie Barrlscale's latest,
Is receiving its finishing touches on the Coast
under Howard Hickman's direction.

.

-

—-—

Oliver Ourney, traveling accountant tor the
Unlvereal Film Co., has returned from a trip
He is now making final arto Porto Rico.
rangements to leave for the Orient to extend
Universalis Interests In Japan and China, and
In
will also travel through western Europe.
view of tbe fact that he will be away at least
two years his wife and son accompany him on

—

his tour.

The Empire, Paterson, N. J., was recently
acquired by William Fox for pictures. It was
built for burlesque.

___

Films to the value of $50,000 were discovered In a tenement house on West 47th
street Feb. 7. They had been stolen from the
Among them
offices of the Reel Dollvery Co.
were reels of Pathe, Vltagraph and General

Tom Moore is to be seen In a Goldwyn
camerlzation of Basil King's story, "The Olty

Frank Dolan and William
Film company.
Burns were arrested. Dolan. a driver for the
Reel Delivery Co.. pleaded guilty. Burns refused to make any statement. Both are held

of Comrades."

In $3,000 ball.

Julius Steger has put the finishing touches
new Ben S. Moss feature, "Just Break
News to Mother," expected to be released
shortly., Pearl Shepard is featured.

Youth" have been purchased
ball Young, her first picture,
entitled "The Better Wife."

to the

the

Harry Rapf's

latest

feature,

"The Sins of

the Children," taken from Cosmo Hamilton's
story of that title, will shortly have its New
Tork premiere.

~

rights to "Byes ot
for Clara KimJust started and
will mark her
first Independent release since her announce8,e t
,
,
f
urth
I
,
men
nf tn ,,8h
J, .
;. S _^, , l
f
Barrle,
fe" will be Nlge!
In 'The Better
Lewls Cody, Anna Q. Nlllson, little Ben Alexander ("Birth of a Nation"), Kathleen Will-

Although- the

screen

^
W

L2 ^°J

^

Naomi Chllders~Barbara Tennant and
vAwarA
Kimhnii
Kuwara vi
n. Kimoan.^

Jack Plckford will make'Tils first appearance
as a First National Exhibitor's Circuit star
Marguerite De La Motte is
in "In Wrong."
supporting him.

:

;'

W. A. Robbtns, manager of the Co-operative
Film Exchange, Ltd., of Australia, has arrived
In New Tork and will be located here permanently as representative of the exchangeKane, general manager for Select.
left New Tork Feb. 10 on a six weeks' trip
through the South and Middle West on a tour
of Inspection and to further the interests of his

Arthur

S.

—

corporation.

Thomas Evana and Charles Hlrleman, redischarged from the service, bave
cently
taken a lease of the old Standard laboratory
In Tonkers and will embark Into the film
printing business of their own.
..Pearson.,. In ..going;, to -produca-her
*X- ~-=.*r!.-~ _ -Virginia
own pictures and it Is understood the releases
will be made through the World Film.
Her
husband, Sheldon Lewis, will act as her busi-

ness manager.

The New England

exhibitors have voted to
begin an action against the Nattonal Association of the Motion Picture Industry to recover

I

-.-.

-

.

..

.
.

-
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S. L. Rothapfel Is In harness again, and this
time has organized tho Rothapfel Pictures Orgonlzatlon.
The new firm will sell picture
service complete to theatres with dramatic,
comic, scenic and new releases, musical scoreR,
lighting effects and all .that pertains to the
motion picture theatre program. His territory
covers the entire country. He himself Is preslWally Van is to
dent of the corporation.
direct, under the direct supervision of Mr.
Rothapfel himself.

When Director John Lopes wbb making
"The Scarlet Trail" he took some pictures of
the New York Institute for the Blind as well
as "shooting" some additional views of the
International Sunshine Home (Wind lnatltutlon), Summit. N. J., and It developed thnt
of the numerous pictures made, educationally
nnd otherwise, this was the first time that
any camera attention had been pold to the
progress of tho blind Institutions. The result
was thnt Loper whs emtaged to make a special
Picture of both tho New York Institute and
F.; "witft' <hp wotK '*eompfeteo' Inst
rti*<- T: "S.
:

Saturday, I^opez turning out a one-reeler for
each Institution showing how the blind chlldren from the cradle up were enred for and
whnt course of practical Instruction nnd
schooling they were given up to the time they
complete the course laid down by tbe New
York Institute. The form of special release
for these subjects will be decided upon later.

^i^<:<A*>^*^^*&^£
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the" West Begins" must be put down
aa mediocre and not un to tho standard of
the average release by Pathe.

,

_

MAGGIE
™"™™™

Oreenwood

itilly

Mnrnnnii

,

Charles Klein's

(,_

that publication
-V,
•«•
t
J
o
iurnisncu
"jr. V
van
ourcn win oe f,,--;.!,.^
with advanced proofs and whenever
h e selects a tale the fact will be played
•
t^
t
n,a<ra»ln» anA *h» r»9rt«ra
g» ,n trie magazine ana tne readers
informed they can see the tale Vtsuaize d on the screen.
,'

i

j

o_j.» model
am j.i j_
..
f icturei.
in o:.»..—

rme

pristine beauty.
It matters nnt thnt In nctunl
life n woman as clever as Mnggle Pepper Is
described couldn't possibly be beautiful.
Miss Clayton acquitted herself creditably In
Any film
the role or tho slangy Maggie.
actress, given tho uproariously funny slang
Time and
speeches, couldn't fall with it.

—

.

"x

•

Edith Hart, the model, who won the
..
. nn i, «.:,, :„ tu~ mn A*\
„.
golden apple
prize in the model con-

M

test at the

week,

is

Chu LHin Lhow

U.
with the locali n
week.
•

liii|ii

waq
mnfprpnrp
m
W. r,!«?i.T.

last
Ijrithth Offices t,.t
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ball last

already slated for the pic-

w.

.

.Answer J... -Nontv.-.He feels" It in absolutely necessary to have
close-upB of tho star, showlnR her In all her
.comertr jltnmn.'-..

1

.

"Maggie Pepper" (Paramount), we hovo

ta. ...a.

,:

»»•__

d
appearances of Mr.
— *j
,_
t-.
j
and Mrs. Sidney Drew,
has arranged
with the Snappy Stories magazine for
the first call on all the Stories used

ono more exempllflcs ,, on of the oft-nsserted
statement that with'
n good story the best
One might
of stars cannot glv satisfaction.
also add that, given an excellent vehicle, a
less Important screen lumlnnry is apt to supply far more agreeable entertainment.
Gardner Hunting has made a very understandable scenario, and the direction by ChesIn short,
ter WIthey Ib equally satisfactory.
Paramount has an altogether successful produetlon In "Maggie Pepper."
Following screen traditions the titular role
I" entrusted to a protty woman, Instead of a
eharacter actress.
Tn the ordinal tale MagKle isn't a doll-faced Individual, but a woman
who auccooded by sheer force of character
nnd a capacity for quick-witted retorts. What
she lacked In looks she mnde up In brains.
But what film producer would hnvo the conrnge to cast a character actress for tho star
iwrt

Call

f

Raymond Hatton
of

——

on "Snappy Stories."
t>..— *tf« blllposting
k:if_^.»i_Van Buren,
the
magnate, who IS financing the legitl-

Edna Mae W1 , B0I)

Take Rothschild
In the fllm adaptation

its gumshoe way that the renof the Chaplin were going up.

Flrat
a
tt
A. H.

_. ._
.Ethel Clayton
.......Elliott Dextej

^^
play,

tals

PEPPER.
"»•
.Winifred

"

7?Jr

came

» *•» •

Maggie Pepper
J°<» Holbrpok
Ada Darkln
Snm Darkln
DarkIn

.

"Bfc Five" came East a tumor also

""Whew

.,

-..:!

.

"

n«M

-

iams,

"What Every Woman Wants," featuring
Grace Darmond, will be released next week
by the Exhibitors' Mutual. It is a six-reel feature produced by Jesse D. Hampton.

M

;

Shirley Mason and Walter Edwards, her
director, recently spent a night In Jail In Pasadena, Cal., for failure' to conform to the law
which demanded they wear masks during the
The company, Including
Influenza epidemic.
Miss Mason and Mr. Edwards, were on locatlon and were not wearing masks. Other membaa of the company shared their experience at
the same time.

Corporation'.

"Her Code of Honor" Is the title of Florence
Reed's coming picture, which' was tentatively
named "The Call of the Heart."

_
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WHERE THE WEST nenwe

Greeley,

named as Judgment
Harry Rapt continues too
his Palace Theatre offices.

who wins her for

'2f"»

w m OWU.

into

10.

_

Holbrooki tne

n8r of tne department store,
his wife.
Tully Marshall,
with apparently the same suit and hat ha
usea ,n a number of other pictures, played a
mi£S
Frame wniwon character heavy In a Btyle with which wo are
n ii familiar, and Raymond Hatton humorBesale Barrlscale Is seen la a dual role In
a
ously visualized the role of Jake Rothschild,
tn)B fllm dranJ a ma fo by Fred Myton, from
the drummer, who wants to marry Maggie
e tory by M. B. Harvey, produced by B. B.
and go into business partnership with her.
Features and released through Exhibitor's MuAn unprogramed woman made the role of the
tua i_ n waa given a private showing Feb. 10.
department store detective stand out ob a bit
Tne etftP takeB the port of Mile. Zura, a volaof excellent acting, conveying much by her
tile girl of whims and unbridled passions, who
splendid facial expression.
The remainder Of
sings in the "Cafe of the Black Rat" In Parle,
where
the cast was excellent.
an(1 B ubsequently comes to New Tork,
comedy
musical
Any picture house In the world will please
soe ( B t ne sensation of tbe
old
of
on
daughter
its patrons with "Maggie Pepper."
a
It la sure8tag(J ; an a jjary Lee,
family, tho opposite of
flre comedy scattered over a framework of;.Virginia
aristocratic
melodrama.
..
Jolo.
jjlle.
ora |jr every way except In personal
•
appearance. Miss Barrlscale wears some rather
risque costumes and her Impersonation of a
t» ffl? M'CI-IT
PUII
v.ru_u
coryphee, with many shrugs and lnnucndos, Is
Marie, child of M'sleu. ...BaMe Marie Osborne
a charming bit of acting,
Philip, a man of Bohemian taste,
while the story Is far-fetched, It entertains,
,
Phllo McCullmigb -.
an(j tnere are a number of unusual scenes.
Absinthe, lovable though a derelict,
Tne _, or j- f Alfred Whitman as Pierre La.
Harrlsh Ingraham
Rouge, an Apache, Is a fine piece of work.
Howard
Claire, a plaything of fate. . . .Claire Alexander
-he production was directed bv
The
Lace
Lady,
a flirt. ...Katberine MacLaren
Hickman.
M'ateu
..The Tavern Keeper
Screen version of Browning's "Plpn PaBsos"
nn?_T BEGIN!).
in which Baby Osborne Is starred by Triangle,
It Is one of the best pictures In which the child«_.„«
n
CI Iff Redfern...
hna appeared.
The feature was directed by
Prudence Caldwell
Harrlsh Ingrnhnm. It is In flvo reels.
'i"SSSNed Caldwell...
Besides full of her childish pranks, Marie
fcJgfgS
Lusher Caldwell.....
O'borne) plays a more serious part,
( Ml88
carl
Itockdale
MWJMn--—
of the sweetheart to all the patrons of
WerMson that
.
Blackthorn Kennedy......... Alfred Ferguson
B , „, 8 tavern
A„ tne onaract „k In the
a five-reel western melodrama produced by p em have boon placed on the soroon. and
the William Russell Productions, directed by
thoBe who carry the prinolpal roles give a
Henry King, from the story and scenario writhighly creditable performance.
The name of
ten by Stephen Fox and released through
tne y 0Un g woman who takes the part of Celeste
p a-the.
and the man who plays M'sleu. for Borne un.
be appreciated or enjoyed by those who
known reason, have been omitted from the cast.
t„ both cases the conception of tho characters
care for them, melodramas must at least haye
Falling In
possible and plausible situations.
i H \ n keeping with the poem.
this a melodrama Is at once unconvincing ana
one misses tho clever little negro who has
-jt a power to entertain Is In direct ratio with
appeared In previous pictures with Baby OsFast moving as Is
its. power to convince.
borne, but her other pal, "Freckles" is very
'
."Where the West Begins" its Impossible and
m uch | n evidence.
improbable situations border on the grqThe picture has been produced on an expentesquo. Yet there la something of Interest In
s i ve Bca i e and- it Is an unusually attractive"
it,
hut nothing new. The impression Is
feature.
The photography Is clear and the
gained that an effort has been made to make
scenes are picturesque.
Harrlsh Ingraham,
"sneed" synonymous with "action" but the rewho takes the part ot "Absinthe," has ahowo
Repetitions of
gult ] a far from satisfactory.
nne Judgment In direction,
situations are several, such as Redfern (Rus_____
sell) leaping from an automobile to a moving
train and later a similar stunt is effected by
IN ST. LOUIS.
him from his pony. He la continually lassooLouis
Sidnev for Home veara man.
other methods, far more aimi nR people when
I^l5[s t»J1:-lu-l*J. JJ.A - ul
J aina,ca tneatre, ana wno
pie, would be much more gentle and efficacious
left
York earlier in the year to
and certainly methods which would create Ibbs
labor on his part. He ropes Prudence with
handle the management of FoxVLibsaid,
must
be
.
unfailing monotony and he. It
_ n lTC ar
c« r n1 ,j, i-.*
•___>_. ••_»_**
c rf tI_m«m
^0««», last weejc ac'
rather Jars the accepted Idea of the western
i ~?
cepted the managing directorship Oir
hero always being gentle with women. Redfern does not believe In such methods and his
the Kings and Park theatres in the
handling of the lady, who evidently la won
Mount firv which
_rWh
»h»
n
:>nenan "
"
"».."/'
by him, would be- somewhat rough for even
J"*?
,
* ,
aoa " '»«/* were recently
taken over
one of his cowboy colleagues. He differs also
by Kopplar
Inasmuch as he does not flre a single shot
Goldman, St. Louis picfrom ever handy .44 and this, at least, Is a
ture men.
refreshing Innovation.
—_
.;
The character of Redfern will not win the
sympathy ot the audience, which will rather
"Sunny side" la Chaplin's Next.
L«S
go to the society youth dying of ennui.
Wnrhina
<fefinit»
la Innwn
nn tne
fhA
1
a
Know " .?J"
""*
of
millionaire
son
a
Is
that
of
the
*V
The story
"J Ot the first JNatlOnal Exhibitors'.
ti
,
rancher living In New York, who Is dying of
Inactivity and Is kidnapped to the west by
release of the Charles Chaplin sab* :~
Redfern.
The latter frames a stampede ot
ipfto thpvnnrl that it ii finisncrl and
cattle for him and the thieves make it the
*Y??iJ?
5V7*&.rSt*£
»g* the Pfesent has a working title Of
real thing.
Redfern Is accused and makes a
Sunnyside.
get-a-way, taking the' girl with him against
her will, and then proceeds to prove his lnnoSince the report of the proposed

—

;

has formed the Albert Capellani Fllm Co., and
will employ June Caprice and Creighton Hale
ae co-stars In a series of features for a period
of three years, which will be distributed by

,

Selby.

Alfred whitman
e
eorg
?
. _,„L -,r2
Joe BW

LaRouge

Raoul (.arson
Major Lee
John Wentworth

•

HoS

Walter

mv,^_«_

J

Pierre

Montagn

Oliver D. Bailey has sold the picture lights
to "A Stitch In Time" to the Vltagraph.

Bessie Barrlscale

l

•

effect

A two-reeled Western sublect. "A Prisoner
for Life," Is betas made by Bddle Polo.

Zura

allege they expended for the proposed exhibition in Boston, claiming the assoelation promised to reimburse them.

moneys they

.

24

Feb.

Walker

Lee

Mile.

Richard Crane

•

"The Prodigal Liar" will be William Desmond's latest starring feature.

Mnry

51

a % aln wnon tnoy wero lashed upon the aoreen
ot th0 RlaJt0
]aBt
8umla_ aftornoon the
"houso rocked" with laughter. Elliott Dexter
wade a fine, manly lover of the part ot Joa 5
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MOVING PICTURES

*

THE OLD MAID'S BABY.
/Tiny

Baby Mario Osborne
Jack Richardson
Marion Werner

."..»

Her father
Her mother
Frank Dodge

Jack Co, 6 ' 1 '
?,
Olarie Du Brey
Sylvia Deane
William Qutnn
Professor Caldwell
Georgia Woodtborpe
Mrs. Caldwell
Little Sambo
. Joffro Pershing Job neon
:
Patbe program release, the story and
\scenarlo of which was written by Agnea C.
Johnson, produced by Dlando and directed by
Baby Marie
featuring
Bertram,
William
Osborne. A picture well above the average.
A few more such as these would make a
strong appeal to people whose tastes do not
There Is a
murders.
play
and
gun
run to
heart pull in It and a good kick in the plot
If Baby Osborne has not yet got over hor
self-consciousness and a trick of glancing into
the eye of the camera it can be forgiven In
the all round excellence of this child's work.
There is a great deal of human pathos In the
story wblch has good continuity and shows care
In direction and detail. It Is that of the mother
and father of Tiny, who lose their lives In a
parachute descent. A previous appeal by tb|
j
..mother to a wealthy sister falls. But the
'slater, who Is a blue stocking, later relents
to the extent of taking the orphan and gradThe plot Is built
learns to love her.
.. ually
on the efforts of a professor to marry the
"old maid," who has given the child a home,
and get her to collaborate with him In writing a book dealing with the same subject as
'hers, but of which hers Is the best. She will
'marry him but not until the book Is comV pleted.
He then destroys parts of the book

A

.

,'

'

/

and blamea the child. However, It all works
to a satisfactory finish.
A telline scene Is where the child, thinking
she has no friends, walks out into the lake
Her lame dog scenting
little life.
danger attracts the attention of the aunt and
a real man and the child is saved. A scene
Baby Osborne Is evidently
well portrayed.

I out
s'
--'

to end her

jrSf.-.v

permitted

full

sway

In

facial

expression

to

register her various emotions, but there are
spots where these should have been well toned
down, for they border on the grotesque.
The supporting cast Is fair. Clarle Du Brey
gets a lot out of Sylvia and her transition
from the old maid with mathematical leanings
to a woman with a heart and soul is nicely
shaded. William Qulnn makes a most objectionable child-hating professor by virtue of a
good performance. Worthy of mention la
Little Sambo, a colored child, who Is a real
This picture will undoubtedly
screen actor.
pleaee and Is as near "something new" as

'"

i

-.

.-seems possible to see these times.

THE MORAL DEADLINE.
June Elvldge
Frank Mayo

Evelyn Merrill
Hal Oaker
John Oaker
'Helen oaker
Mile.

Ned Burton
Grace Stevens

Aimee

Weeks

Alice

Anna Tyson
Henry Strickland
Kate
Joe Bills
Mrs. Van Vllets

Barbara van Vllets

Gertrude Webber
Louis Grizel
Louise Du Pre
Joseph Smiley
...Jane Sterling
.

.Muriel Oatriche

June Elvldge Is starred In this World fivereel feature, with Frank Mayo taking the leading male role. The story was written by Barle
Mitchell. Travers Vale did the directing.
It's the old hackneyed theme of the shop girl
who marries the son of a financier, under an
assumed name, and the latter 1b cut off by his
The hero goes through almost the
father.
whole list of melodramatic situations, oven to
being caught In a waterfront dive and shanghaied.

.Miss Elvldge as Evelyn Merrill, the young
woman who falls In love with the millionaire's
son. finally securing happiness, makes the most
of her "virtue triumphs In the end" part
It

not a particularly pleasing role, and although'
well done, the situations are bo commonplace
they fall to hold.
Mr. Mayo makes a pleasing young hero, but
the whole story Is so unreal he is under a
handicap all the time and always "acting."
He has been cast In many better roles. The
scene where he Is reconciled with his wife
after a year's absence Is the only real strong
situation.
The photography Is pleasing and
there are many scenes which will he familiar
to New Yorkers. There are two or three unusually handsome settings, and the production
is far better than the story.
Is

SHADOWS.
Muriel Barnes

Cora Lamont

J

Geraldino Farrar

1

.Tudson Barnes

Milton Sills
Tom Santschl
Fred TrucBdell
George Smith
.he Child
A Wlllard Mack melodrama, with Gerald In e
Fnrrnr starred by Goldwyn. It Is nt the Strand.
-MIbs Farrar takes a dual role, that of Cora
Lamont, who has led a wild life in an Alaskan
dance hall, where she Is 'the victim of Jack
McGoff (Tom Santschl), and Muriel Barnes,
the respected wife of a wealthy New Yorker.
The story Is that of a woman with a past,
who fights for home, and life and love, against
those who would rob her of all. As a fighter.
Miss Farrar has something to fight for. Not
i-havlncc itslii hit -iucband of her early indiscretions, she Is In constant fear that something
may crop up whereby he may be enlightened.
The climax comes when her old lover turns
un In New York, she thinking she had shot
him to denth before leaving the Northwest.
An Intensely dramatic scene Is enacted between the two. and she Is only saved from
being strangled to death by the timely lnterventton of the butler, who kills her assailant.

Jack McGoff

Frank Craftley

•

gr r

'

There are a number of these dramatic scenes In
which Miss Farrar Is made to show her daring
and resourcefulness.
Miss Farrar has a small company, but every
member handles his part cleverly, and the pro-

One ot the
Is wonderfully realistic.
outstanding features is the fine direction.

duction

BREEZY
A

"western"

In

JIN.

which

Wilbur

Crane

is

starred by Triangle, with Juanlta Hansen as
leading woman. These are the only two characters given in the cast; for some reason the

of Justice official should be hunting this man
Is bard to tell.
But It looks' like a bad slip
In direction.
The cause of all the trouble Is "The Evangelist" (no name given), a former criminal

names

of others who play Important parts
are omitted. It Is a five-reel feature directed
by Lorlmer Johnson.
There is little original In the treatment of
a theme as old as the hills. Patricia Wentworth (Miss Hansen), with Unlimited wealth,
Is tired of the effete Bast and goes West In
search of a "real man."
She finds him In
the person of "Breezy Jim" (Crane Wilbur),
as special agent of the Department of JusWhat Breezy Jim is doing in Cayenne is
tice.
not stated, but apparently he has been as-,
signed to the Job of capturing a criminal who
once stole a lot of gold from "Old-timer." This
being but a state offence, why a Department

orator and general
reformer and through whose efforts Cheyenne
or Cayenne baa gone dry.
The outlaw abducts the heroine and does
other ungentlemanly things, but comes to an
untimely end, and the picture closes with the

who turned temperance
.

'

stars in

a

clinch.

The photography
story,
little

Is

In

keeping

with

the

wblch is poorly constructed and haa
recommend It as a feature.
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PAST ACHIEVEMENTS

One of the Most Accomplished
"

"FREEDOM OP THE WORLD," Gbldwyn *

of Film Stars"
EXHIBITOR'S

•LAFAYETTE, WE COME," Affiliated
"STARS OF GLORY," Affiliated
"FIGHTING THROUGH," W. W. Ho dk bison
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A SPECTACULAR, MELODRAMATIC PRODUCTION
ENCYCLOPEDIC OF THE TIMES
DIRECTED BY RALPH INCE
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COAST PICTURE NEWS.
OUT

By

Mar? Maclnrcn

m

F-P
Last

PRICE.
Loa Angeles, Feb. 6.
vacationing at Coronado.

Is

Louis B. Mayer has left (or tbe east

Hampton Del Ruth
Marshall Nellan
Anita 8towart

is

1b directing for Sennett.

getting ready to direct

Sam Rork. hack from the east. Is handling
Katherlne MacDonald for Chicago Interests.
John Blackwood has opened

offices

In

this

city for Robertson-Cole.

Now It appears that Chaplin and his bride
are going to England after all.
W. Christy Cabanne has begun

directing

Mabel Normand.
Ivan

St.

Johns

is

doing special publicity for

Universal.

Louis Oottschalk wrote the incidental music
for Griffith's "Mother and the Law."

Orauman's celebrated
week ago.

Wm&.

its first

Bayard Veller, here for the winter, has sold
a script to Universal.
<

Mary Anderson, known as Sunshine Mary,
and her mother are touring

p

.

anniversary a

California.

Jack Pickford made his wife, Olive Thomas,
a gift of a new car upon her arrival here.

Henry Woodward has finished a good role
with Bessie Barrlscale.
Frank Kconan has completed his first production under his new Pathe contract

What will the Sitting Bulls who lammed
the Alexandria lobby have to chatter over now
that the film excitement has abated?

\m

T. L. Tally and son, Seymour, went bunting
following the strenuous five weeks as host, to
the First National directors.

Tod Browning has finished cutting his new
PrlBcllIa Dean picture, which was taken mostly
in the Big Bear country.
Al Nathan, formerly manager of Universal
houses In New York, Is here looking for a
managerial opening.
Sidney Cohn, released from the army signal
corps, Is back In town handling Kitty Cordon's
si;

interests.

The Clara Kimball Young Company Is now
producing at the Brunton studios, having left
tbe Sunset to Mary Pickford.
Henry Lebrman Is forming a new comedy
Harry Sherman Is assisting In the

company.
finances.

Wattemon R. Rothacker, president of the
Chicago film company bearing his name, visited
the Francis Ford Company last week.
Verne Elliott and William E. Wing wrote
and staged a play at Gamut Club for the benePicture stars comfit of the enlisted men.
I x~j£^~r.

prised" tbe cast.

During the recent confabbing of film magnates and stars the man without a couple of
million In his kick was a lonesome cuss. Nobody would speak to him.
Perhaps Harry P. Caulfield was different
than the others.
He admitted openly and
shamefully that he did not have a billion
dollars.

Bert Olassmire and John Oray are writing
for Sennett and other producers.

titles

Conversation overhead at Universal
"Please let me act In this

Jim Corbett:
scene?"

James Home,
It's

action

we

director

"You

:

will

NOT

act

want, not acting."

Emll Kehrleln, Jr., no longer Is handling
He has gone to Fresno to look
the Klnema.
after the Interests of his theatre In that city,
while George Dumond, at one time with Clune,
Is managing the house.

INCORPORATIONS.
George V. Hohort

A

Co.,

Manhattan,

theatricals and motion pictures, {50,009;
F. Flammer. H. F. Rawl, G. V. Hobart,
130 West 44th street

Selection Film. Service, Manhattan, $25,B. Smith,
000; S. Garcia, E. J. Agate.
30 Pine Street.

L

PICTURE DEATHS.
The father

of

John O'Brien, the

week Famous

Players-Lasky

.

Dwan, who has been diMarlon DavleB, will shortly resign and
negotiating to make features for Lewis J.

It Is reported Allan

recting
Is

Sclznlck.
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Film

associated with Shields

Corporation,

the enter-

"in

"

prise.

the

witnesses

•
'

.

Among

.

be sum-

to

moned is Mrs. Doily Ledgerwood Matters, who two years ago gained national fame through her efforts to establish her claim as mother of a baby
she swore was heir to her millionaire
husband.
The film company had
agreed to feature Mrs. Matters as lead-

ing woman. She was made partner in
a venture produced by the concern.
Disputes developed, however, and the
seven reels in which she was featured
are in a Chicago safety deposit vault.
Mrs. Matters and the officers of the
old company are fighting for the right
to

title.

She

she says, in connection with the charge that the film comwill appear,

pany specialized as much in stock
as in the making of pictures.

sales

"BRUTALITY" IN QUESTION.
Lowell, Mass., Feb.

11.

Dr. Charles W. Eliot, president emerHarvard, attended a performance of the picture, "Ravished Armenia," last week. His visit was for
the purpose of settling a controversy
which has arisen over the elimination
of .certain parts of the feature. The
women members of the American Committee for Relief in the Near East
itus of

-

state that some sections of the picture
are too brutal. The men on the same
committee, however, state that everything should be left in and shown
with the very brutal frankness of
which the women complain.
Dr. Eliot will give a decision in a
week.

-;
Rochester, N. Y„ Feb. 11.
Dolores Kamb, in pictures, has
started a habeus corpus proceeding in
Supreme Court here against her husband, John Kamb; Dominic Kamb, an
v

and Theresa Kamb, a grand aunt.

uncle,

The purpose
session

of

of the suit

her

to get pos-

is

which

children,

she

claims her husband refuses. to permit
her to see. She is at present engaged
by a producing company in Los Angeles and came from the Coast to press
the suit.
According to Mrs. Kamb, she was

married to John Kamb in 1909 and
lived with him in Cherrydale, Va. One
day when out of town the husband
took the children with him to Rochester.
Mrs. Kamb had to go to
work until she earned sufficient money
to pay her way here.
charge was
placed against Kamb, a divorce secured and he was ordered to pay
alimony. He left the state, going back

j

I
':'

'I

.

(

A

F-

to Cherrydale.

Kamb

Mrs.

again followed him in an

effort to get alimony and the children, but although she traveled back
and forth several times she was unable to get either.
She finally went
-

to Los Angeles and secured a job
with a moving picture company. The
husband has been living here lately
with the two small children. Mrs.
Kamb is staying at the Hotel Seneca.

t

Brooklyn Exhibitors Elect.
The Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of Brooklyn held its annual
election Feb. P and the following officers were chosen:
William Brandt, president, over
Jacob Grossman, by a vote of 20 to
17; Charles Cranidies, first vice-pres-

ident ; Otto Lederer, second vice-president;
Harry Shapiro, treasurer;
J. Berman, re-elected secretary.

Samuel

IRVING

I

BROOKS

"FLINT"
_SaIome Breaking Records in

Chi.

Chicago, Feb, 11.
For the first time in the history of
pictures in .Chicago, a film is getting
75 cents top on Madison street. It is
Theda Bara in "Salome," which is playing at the Bandbox.
The production is not only unique
because of its record top figure in a
house which has a capacity of only
330 seats (no balcony), but because of
the
epochal
advertising
campaign

showing and dined.

:-.-.
State -Convention- at - Syracuse*-'
call for a statewide convention of
picture exhibitors in the State of New
York has been issued by President
Sydney S. Cohen. The. call is for
Feb. 26, at the Onandaga Hotel, Syra•"
cuse.

Barker-Swan

the

"Film makers who were seeking to
dispose of a feature by sale or for
state rights usually held a showing in
a theatre, with an audience gathered
through invitation, thereby guaranteeing it to be a friendly, one. The reviewers were invited with the expectation of the maker of the film that at
least they would be influenced by the
friendliness of the audience if that
ccujd not be further cultivated in the
reviewers through the manufacturer's
press agent. Often the reviewers were
If has been quite well accepted in
the picture trade however that where
the exhibitor at large is at liberty to
select such feature as he may deem
most desirable for his clientele, a prepress review may be of immeasurable
value to him,' especially the exhibitor
outside New York, if the exhibitor has
confidence in the honesty of the paper
whose review he consults. In that
event, were the manufacturer to preshow his picture for the trade press,
the exhibitor mighty be swayed by the
notice of his favorite reviewer to an
unlimited extent, and the manufacturer
be correspondingly affected in his sales
department.
Without the pre-view
and unless the exhibitor is held under
a play or pay contract, the exhibitor
must take his chance, to keep abreast
of his competitor, and accept or reject
the picture upon the nominal merits
of it, name of maker, star, director
and such other information as may
be gained by the exhibitor solely from
"the literature in connection with the
feature sent out by the maker of it.

Chicago, Feb. 11.
stock swindle involving thousands

with studios at Florida. Dr. A. H.
Shields, one of the factors in the enterprise, was arrested in So. Bethlehem,
Pa., on complaint of one of the stockholders. The names of 16 men, some
prominent in Chicago, are listed as

ness.

film

Long Island home, folio wing a recent
operation.

A

of dollars and including several scores
of victims is expected to result -from
the state's attorney's investigation of

A

invited to a

WANTS HER CHILDREN.

STOCK SWINDLE CHARGED.

STOPS TRADE SHOWINGS.

announced its projection room showings for trade paper reviewers would
be discontinued. The notification suggested reviewers of the trade press
could see the release.s when first exhibited in New York City. Private showings have been given for some time by
F-P for the picture reviewers, as a
pre-review of the feature, presumably
for the benefit of " the exhibitors
throughout the country, and for their
pre-information.
With the trade press and such papers as devote space to critical reviews of moving pictures unable to
publish a review until the films are
first shown publicly in New York, the
papers would follow with their reviews
vhat is known as the "first run" of
the features and be of no value to
any exhibitor exploying first run service.
Similarly the reviews would be
of little value to those exhibitors using "second run" since the second run
exhibitors would have placed their order for the feature before a review
of it could be read by them.
Several firm makers have discontinued the private showings of releases. A few from time to time did
so though of the opinion that .a projection room without an audience assembled gave the few reviewers present a too cold presentation to correctly
gauge the full value. That this has
held true of all private projection room
showings has been the opinion of
some film people for many years.
majority of the film manufacturers
disregarded this opinion and appeared
to feel reasonably safe in thinking
they would secure favorable comment
for their features from film reviewers,
or at the most be "let down," preventing any actual injury being done
through the reviews to the sale of the
feature.
Other manufacturers had a
certain number of" exhibitors under
play or pay contracts and a review
meant nothing beyond its face value
other than for the receipt of new busi-

which supplements

HOUDINI SERIAL
Direction,

BURTON KING

JACK CUNNINGHAM
Staff Writer

Robert Brunton Studios,
Los Angeles

Recent Baleaaw for Barrlscale, Keenan,

Glaum and Kerrigan
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generally believed the retention

It is
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William £. McAdoo by the "Big

Five" stars in. pictures means the
quintet may try to have a ruling made
regarding their status under the new
Internal Revenue Bill. The stars last
year tried to have the Finance Committee recognize their claims regarding a difference between earned and
unearned incomes, but they were unsuccessful.

Under the new law the "Big Five"
would have to turn over to the Government 65 per cent of their incomes,
for all are working .under arrangements whereby they received over a
million a year for their services. Mary
Pickford's Artcraft agreement was
that she was to receive a drawing
account of $20,000 weekly and to receive a percentage" of the profits on
each picture. Her financial return for
.

TURES

O V I NG PI C

McADOO AND TAXATION.

Two

"CLEAN"(PICTURE.

producers from the
this week. They
are Tom Sawyer, of Dallas, accompanied by Tynan, formerly associated
with the Chaplin productions. They
brought with them a completed fivereel feature and their greatest boast
about the picture is that it is "clean."
They are going to make a specialty
of this kind of productions and have
received an indorsement of a number
of women's organizations in the\west.
It is one of the greatest methods, they
picture

coast hit

Broadway

say, to fight censorship.

ONLY A SALE.
There was what seemed to be a
young riot in the Jewel Exchange on
the 7th floor of the Mecca building
Monday morning. Harsh words ana
then profane language filled the air
and the bedlam grew so marked there
was a rush 'of employes to the scene.
"What's the fight?" was asked, to
which one of the smiling stenos replied, "Oh, it's no fight, only Louie

Cohen

is

selling a picture to a guy."

Arrld E. Gillstrom
George WalBh subject

will

the

direct

nest

NEW SCREEN MAGAZINE
The

Universal

is

to issue

a screen

magazine devoted to comedy under the
title of "The New Screen Magazine."
Jack' Cohn is the editor and the first
three releases have been made under

He has three direcIncimaterial.
to have a dramatic re-

his supervision.

tors working on the
dentally

it

is

viewing department with a prominent
feature of a Broadway hit shown each

m

<

Thus far "Listen
Lester" and "Sometime" are included.

week

in

a brief

Ann Luther

ti

flash.

to the new Pathe
"The Great Gamble.'

Btarred

serin! of fifteen eplBOdes,

I

Paramount-Mack Sen nett Comedy

year is understood to have been
in excess of $950,000 to date with a
large return from the earnings of the
pictures she appeared in still to be
Her First National
accounted for.
contract provides for her to make four
pictures for which she is to receive
$250,000 each on the delivery of the
negative and in addition she is to parlast

\

ticipate in the profits.

The Douglas Fairbanks Artcraft
was for .eight pictures for
which he was to receive $200,000 each.
Of the eight, six have been delivered
and released and the seventh is completed. This leaves htm but one picture to go. The arrangement regarding his sharing on the. profits was
contract

.

'

•

.

on the basis of the picture
earning 100 per cent on the $200,000
was guaranteed after which
he received a portion of the profit
above that amount.
The D. W. Griffith and W> S. Hart
contracts were somewhat similar with
the former receiving a guarantee in
keeping with those of Fairbanks and
Pickford while the latter was somefigured

that he

what under that figure.
Each of the stars have been operunder individual corporations
which they have had an active partici-

ating
'

pation in and this has cut down the
return that has been made to the
Government on personal taxes.
The McAdoo association with the
"Big Five" may bring about- a long

drawn out battle in Washington with
a view to having a special line of demarkation made between the earnings
of stage and picture stars and the
earning coming from invested capital
in securities and real estate. The latter to be termed unearned incomes.
The initial misunderstanding be-

East Lynn© with Variations
.^

With Ben Turpin, Charles Lynn,

Alice

Lake and an All-Star Cast

tween Adolph Zukor and Miss Pickford over a renewal of "the contract
with the Famous Players-Lasky combination is said to have been over the
star's
demand that the producers
agree to pay her income tax and assure her of obtaining her salary free

and

clear.

ILLINOIS CENSORSHIP.
Chicago, Feb.

11.

Another. movement for state censorship of pictures was set on foot in
the Illinois legislature this

week when

a bill was introduced proposing the licensing of all pictures shown in Illinois by the state department of registration

The

and education.

provides that the city ordinances now in effect governing the
display of motion pictures be void
after Oct. 1, 1919, and that no such
ordinances be enacted after that date.
Stereopticon views, advertising and

news
ternal

bill

and
and educational

bulletin films

MACK SENNETT IMPROVES A THRILLER
THERE'S

nothing funnier than a burlesque melodrama when it is burlesqued by a master mind.
Here's "East Lynne" done bigger and better than ever before.
See the poor but proud heroine tied to the track!
See the puffing train threaten to crush the life out of her!
See the great circular saw eat its way through the log toward the helpless

.

-:vr

m

beauty.,

See the great scene at the pier, the diving Venus' struggle over the black
waters of the river!
See the proud beauty and' her child cast out into the snow.
See see the crowds come in when you let 'em know you've got one of
those Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies on the bill.

m

—

religious, frafilms are

«-

Cparamoiuib

measure.

No

specific provision was made for
a state censor or for a board to perfrom this duty. Foes are fixed for
censorship of.films submitted, and penalties for violation of the proposed

5FAMOUS PLMERS-IASKy CQRPOKATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.1ASKY VicePrvs. CECIL B.DEMILLE Director Geruml
«-NBW YORIO
J
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COLLECTING ON PICTURE "NAMES"

N. A. M. P.

1.

MEETING.

The Board of Directors of the N.
A. M. P. I. will hold a special meeting Feb. 24 when the resignation of

During the last few months there
have come to light a number of instances where picture producing companies that have big stars under their
management have been collecting a
.

considerable rake-off on the value of
the names of their stars through indorsements of various market prod-

,

William A. Brady will be acted upon
and the withdrawal of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors League of America
as members of Class 2 of- the Association.

This will take place in the

mornihg.

ucts.

One company has made

it

In the afternoon of the same day a
general meeting of the members of
the National Association will be held
to amend the by-laws of the organi-

a custom

to prevent its stars from signing any
letters of endorsements unless the
permission of the firm was first obtained. The matter is handled by the
representatives of the firm. They see
to it the star gets the full value of

zation.

EUBANK RESIGNS FROM ESSANAY.
Chicago, Feb. II.
Victor Eubank, general manager for
the late Essanay, has resigned. There
will be no successor, as no productions
are in process or contemplation at the
plant.

Eubank has gone to New York,
where he will probably make a connection as supervising director to -one
of the feminine stars who has her own
company.
Carey .Wilson, handling the local
distribution of tbe Houdlnl picture,
fined to his home by Illness.

booking
la

con-

PA.

SUNDAY AMENDMENT.

Harrisburg, Feb. 11.
A bill that would open the picture
theatres in Pennsylvania Sunday evenings after 7 o'clock has been introduced in the House of Representatives
by Representative William F. Rorke,
of Philadelphia. The measure is an
amendment to the old Blue Laws.

The Rorke amendment would permit
lectures, concerts and entertainments
of an .educational character.
H. Rosaon, of tbe Ideal Films, London, has
purchased for the United Kingdom rights to
"Cannibals of tbe South Seas.'.'

the advertising and in cases where the
is one that will be of use
to the star there are arrangements
made whereby the star will get something of a rake-off, the firm usually
receiving a cash consideration for the
use of the name.

commodity

>'!-'-

The rates vary according to the;
prominence of the star. If the star
is a very big one $5,000 is extracted for
the rights .to reproduce a picture and
s

a letter stating that the star "prefers"

or

this

over

that

his

or

own

her

signature.

In one instance a large silk house

made an arrangement whereby each
the female stars was to indorse

of

their product and for that the stars
were to receive their gowns for the

/ear without cost, in addition they
were also to get the advertising that
was advertising the silk. None of the
stars could obtain gowns without first
receiving the O.K. of the home office.
One little star tried to put something
over on the advertising company and.
the. picture firm with the result she
was barred from further participating.,
in the proceeds.
The company got
'"so much" for each signature that was

m

obtained.
Now there is a movement on foot by
the Government to foster the seal
skin industry to the extent of making that fur the fashionable thing for
next winter. They have retained a
propagandist to instill the desire for
seal skin wraps in the feminine mind
for next season. This is to be done
with the aid of the picture stars. Ten
$4,000 seal skin coats are to be distributed among stars to be worn in
pictures and also about the streets to
sow the seed.
The reason the Government wants
a market is the large number of seal
skins secured through recently killing
a number of the animals off the Alaska
shores. The Russian-Japanese treaties
regarding the seals on certain islands
in that territory has been so rigidly
enforced the animals have increased
remarkably, and to such an extent on
the American shores the overcrowding
was so great the seals were deserting
for the Russian and Japanese islands.
To relieve this about two million were
lecently killed.
One of the stars with a big company
obtains all of her gowns from a certain firm of modistes for permitting
herself to be painted in one of their
gowns each season of the year and
this painting is displayed in their show
rooms. She has carte blanche to anything there is in the establishment and
it is not unusual for her to obtain as
much as $25,000 worth of dress stuffs
in a year.
The company she is with,

however, does not collect on this arrangement for it was one she personally made and outside of the office
contract.

Chaplin manages to get considerable
royalty out of the use of his name
various purposes, such as the
Chaplin statues, the Chaplin dolls and
other like devices, but the other stars
in pictures seem to have overlooked
tor

thw--and

the

capitalizing

on

producets

"lia"ve

:

beeri'

it.

Produced

Tarklngton Baker of the Universal forces
hiiB appointed two new publicity managers at
Salt Lake City and Oklahoma City, In w. H.
Dennett, Jr., and H. W. Ferguson.
Both are

known newspapermen

well

;
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PADEREWSKI, NOW PREMIER OF
POLISH NATION, IN PICTURES
»-—

•

Famous Musician Recognizing Value

of Motion Pictures Is

Co-operating in Producing Seven-Reeler Which Will
First

Showing at Metropolitan Opera

House. Poles in America Assisting,
Roy Somerville and Hugh Weir are
work on the seven-reel feature in
which Ignace'J. Paderewski will apPaderewski has recently been
pear.
chosen premier of the new Polish republic, which will co-operate in every
way to make a huge success of the
Production, the proceeds going to the
at

olish

Red

Cross.

Paderewski left about two months
ago and while here was the accredited

new Polish government, which will co-operate with
the United States government in
granting the use of its armies for such
scenes as may be required. The Polish National Department in America
will lend its. official aid and will furnish as many supernumeraries and
pageant costumes* as may be required.
When completed the picture will
have its first American showing at the
Metropolitan opera house, which it is
understood will depart from its policy
of refusing pictures. to be shown there.
On that occasion Josef Hofmann will
play Faderewski's unpublished composition, "The Battle Hymn of Poland,"
Geraldine Farrar has promised to sing
and Richard Ordynsky, who will be
technical director of the production,
will assist in staging the performance.
The picture is to be exhibited
throughout the country under the
auspices of the various local Polish
organizations. There are 4,000,000 Poles
representative of the

America.
couple of years ago Paderewski
declared he would never again play
in public until his beloved land was'
freed and devoted his entire time and
fortune to that end.
If the famous
pianist is in New York on the occasion
of the premier of the film he will appear personally.
in

A

DUPONTS BECOME INTERESTED.
At last there has been something
tangible regarding the advent of the
Duponts into the picture industry.
Heretofore there have been naught
but rumors regarding the big powder
people. They have been named as the
Eossible backers of -the "Big Five," it
as been said that they were financing the new Capital Theatre and there
have been stories th$y were about to
enter the raw stock' field. None of
these has been pinned down.
Last week, however, they closed a
contract which shows their hand to
a certain extent. They are in the raw
stock business and they are going to
conduct their own laboratories for the
printing of pictures. The contract is
for the rights to use a certain printing
device which is said to be the most
perfect conceived as yet and the Duponts took over the exclusive lease of
ii on a royalty basis only after they
had expended $80,000 in investigating
the patent rights on the device.
The patents were held by a smalt
syndicate of New Yorkers, of whom
Harry B. Hess, of Bellows-Hess & Co.,
was one of the principals. The contract that the Duponts made was to
guarantee one cent a foot royalty for
the use of the machine until $1,01)0,000
was .paid, to ,.t.he„.h.oJding. ...syndicate,.,
after which they will continue to pay
a royalty of half a cent a foot on all
other footage that is turned out after
that payment has. been completed.
The Hess connection with the picture industry came ai a sort of a flyer
.

ez&
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in

an unknown

field.

Harry Hess

is

the head of. the Bellows-Hess Company, one of the big competitors of
the Sears-Roebuck Company in the
mail order field. He is also one of
the largest owner in the Owen Mag-
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MISS BARA'S PERSONAL CO.?
Rumors were along the film Rialto
week regarding the prospective
plans of Theda Bara, the principal one

"SECRET SERVICE" BOUGHT.

having it that Miss Bara is planning
the formation of her own feature company at the conclusion of her present
contract with Fox.
Miss Bara's attorney, Nathan Burkan, could not be reached, his mother
having died last Saturday.
Miss Bara starts work on a new
picture next week for Fox.
A New York picture organization recently formed and which already has
obtained a feminine, picture star is reported as having Miss Bara in view for
a

new

m

The Famous Players-Lasky Co. has
secured the right to produce a screen
version of the famous William Gillette
play "Secret Service." The deal was
closed Monday. The piece has not
been assigned to any star as yet.
A number of story rights have also

this

been secured, among them "A Daughter of the Wolf" by Hugh Pendexter
and "Hearts and Horse Thieves," by
Edith Kennedy, which will be used for
Lee. "The House of Intrigue,"
by Arthur Strenger, is a future Ethel
Clayton play. From Cosmo Hamilton
the rights to "Men, Women and
Money" have been obtained.
Lila

starring proposition.
"In Old Kontcky," Anita Stewart's next picture will be Aimed In New Ooleaoa and tbe
local race track will be used (or some of tbe

A picture bouse Is to be erected .at the corner of Hanover and CbeBtnut streets In Manchester, Mass., at a coat of $80,000.

•fL.

m

scones.

netic Automobile Company.
He and
several friends secured the rights, to

them

ploit

:

ficial

years.

FRANCES MARION RETURNS.
Frances Marion,

who

France.

-4;-i

FRANK
TION

KEENEY PICTURES CORPORA-

A.

claims the exclusive services of Miss Cather-

ine Calvert for motion pictures, pursuant to its

written contract with her, which

and

is still

in full force

effect.

prior to sailing

for France was the scenarioijt for
"Mary Pickford, returned to New York
on the Baltic. She is to return to the"
Famous Players- Lasky staff of writers.
Miss Marion went abroad for the
Committee on Public Information to
make a ten-reel production on the
battlefields of

:

NOTICE

personally.

Recently the Duponts issued an ofstatement they were investigating the technical field of picture production and that they might possibly
enter it. The Dupont combination is
about. the only one the Eastman Company has ever stood in fear of, for
with the unlimited resources behind
the powder people they will be a very
active competitor to the company
which has held the field alone for

M

:

the printing device from the inventor
and disposed of them on a royalty before they had any opportunity to ex-

.

At the time

that the armistice was signed six reels
had been completed.
Assisting her was Wesley Ruggles,
who directed, and Harry Thorpe at the
camera. Thorpe was in the army, but
Having been Doug. Fairbanks' camera
man prior to being drafted, he was as-

signed to the picture job.

Notice

is

hereby given to motion picture manu-

facturers, producers

and managers, of our

sole

and

exclusive right to utilize Miss Calvert's services,

and of our intention to enforce our
against

any and

who may
Dated,

all

legal rights

persons, firms or corporations

violate the same.

New

'..

'.'iv3

York, February 6th, 1919.

BRENON LEAVES.
With the sailing Feb. 8 of Herbert
Brenon on the "Adriatic" with Marie
Doro, his picture star, to make feature
England, the announced
in
Brenon-Schenck-Selznick arrangement
for picture-making on this side, to be
directed by Brenon, was ended.
•Internal disagreements had much to
do, it is said, with the dissolution of

-films

the triple association for American
producing. There was a matter of past
business association between Brenon
and Selznick that came into the negotiations, with the amount of indebtness involved amounting to around
$75,000, according to* calculations by
Selznick, and the balance claimed is
reported to have had considerable
weight in Brenon's determination to
return to England.
While away for the past year or so
involuntary proceedings in bankruptcy
were started against Brenon. When
he returned home the director allowed
the proceedings to remain active, and
it is said he made no effort to vacate
the bankruptcy petition before leaving.
The proceeding will likely not be
brought to a focus until Brenon comes
back here again.
On the same ship were Miss Doro's
mother and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Errol.

Maine for Sunday*.
picture...exh.jbi.tprs of Maine have
bill at the next'
Sunday
legislature- legalizing

FRANK
FRANK

A.

KEENEY PICTURES
CORPORATION
A,

KEENEY,

President.

RAY

C.

OWENS,

Sec'y

and Treai.

f*» «»i

COMIAIQ TO THE. STRAND
FEB. I6XB
IN

Bill in

The

iut

organized to present a
state

amusements.

It is expected the owners of legitimate and vaudeville houses will join
the movement.

.
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under the direction of the Bureau of
Public Information will wind up its
affairs within

ifiUS

The only

.'•

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
anent

of

by

William Grossman,
who .gave it as the reason, that Hart
did not want to tie himself up because
he probably would retise at the. ex
piration of his contract with ThomasI
H. Ince. It is known Hart has been
dissatisfied and unhappy and some
time ago said he would quit. It is
stated that he has a fortune and can
afford to do so.
Further steps on the part of the
United Artists Association to rush the
organization have been taken. It is
understood the concern will be capitalized at $900,000, the papers to be drawn
up in New York where the law permits
incorporation without a stated capital.
Fairbanks will start his pictures at
once and the belief is the others will
follow suit as soon as their present

m

Ex

his

contracts expire.
It is planned.,

according to authority,

to take in ten artists in the combination, and among those said to be con-

sidered

by

the

Nazimova,
Clara
Blanche Sweet and

amalgamation are
Kimball
Young,

Tom

Mix.
All contracts are being signed and
inspected personally by William G.
McAdoo and the association is already
dickering for an exchange or distribution staff. It is understood they offered
•

York

state

'one well known exchange man a salary
of $100,000 a year to take charge of the
distribution.
In response to Variety's query from

New York, D. W. Griffith denies he
has broken with the "Big Five." To
Variety's local representative he said:
"There is no truth in the report. I
have not broken away from the United
Artists, nor do I intend to." The report was probably based on Griffith's
signing to do three pictures for First
National, which deal he made after the
inception of the "five" plan.
The first of the newly formed combination to come.tp JNe.w.,York wjU he
Griffith, who is expected at the local
offices of the Griffith organization any
day. His coming is to dispose of matters pertaining to his special pictures
that have been on the market. Since
the epidemic 14 road outfits of "Hearts

attsMsft see&fr]

territory

rights.
this week

Early

it.

not

disposed

ent points in France, England, Italy
and other countries had been closed
and that the decision had been reached
to close the division in the States just
as soon as the department could successfully wind up their accounts.
Asked whether the pictures and contracts held by the division would be

by

the Stanley Company of Philadelphia
had been abandoned, although the concern had gone so far as to lease and
equip extensive offices on West 42nd
street.
It is

rumored the plan of distribuon by the United Artists
Association is to play their pictures
only on percentage, the bookings to
be patterned along, the lines of the
bring in of a legitimate show to the
metropolis. The plan may be a sliding
attraction's
percentage,
the
scale
share to increase, as certain amounts
are reached. This has been a scheme
of Chaplin's for some time, but 'it is
not definite if it has been accepted.
In picture circles in New York, it
seems to be generally believed Dennis
F. O'Brien, of O'Brien, Malevinsky &
Driscoll, the attorneys for Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford, was largely- instrumental in laying out the founda-"
tion for the five-star plan of organization.
Previous reports of Mr. O'-

taken over by the American Red Cross
Mr. Hart said that the x Red Cross was
welcome to whatever subjects the di-

tion decided

.

vision

The War Division of Films has accomplished much work and much good.
Its propagandistic achievement
has
been such the division heads are eiated
over the results. Not only was the
success immeasurably attained with
the style of subjects, but the "takings"
went into figures almost unbelievable.
Irrespective of the plans of the 'Division of Films as operated under the
direction of the Bureau of Public Information,

Bureau

positions made him by competing picture firms were to the effect that
Fairbanks hereafter would control his
own pictures.
The reported interests of the du
Ponts in the five-star combination continue to spread.
Their attention is
also said to have been indirectly turned
toward the film possibilities of a huge
starring combine through Fairbanks
and his attorney. Both are friendly
with the du Ponts.
>
In addition it is claimed Messmore
Kendall, behind the new Capitol now

itely

American Red Cross

the

of Films will continue indefinits exploitation of pictures

re-edit them and select what sections
are of immediate use in the States.

Broadway Houses Playing Reissues.
Hu^Reisenfeld, managing director of
.the ..Rialfo .and. Rivoli, has-

them

at that figure. It is also assumed
by the picture people Mr. Kendall has
had considerable to do in presenting
the possibilities of the picture field
to the du Ponts.

......^

in

designed to help the organization in
its after-the-war work both here and
•
abroad.
The Red Cross only, recently opened
a picture laboratory in Paris, which is
in charge of Hamish McLaurin, formerly stationed at the Rialto, New
York, McLaurin's duty there being to
assemble the subjects sent in from
Germany, Belgium, France, .Russia, the
Holy Land and the Balkans, develop
them and place the negatives in shape,
for shipment to the New York headquarters of the R. C. Upon their arrival here Director W. E. Waddell will

.

nearing completion on Broadway, is
high up in the councils of the powder
people. Seeing an opportunity to protect the Capitol if it decides upon a
picture policy, and also'anv other film
theatres of the first class Mr. Kendall
may secure, a proposal was reported
some time ago to Fairbanks of $3,000
weekly for two weeks of every Fairbanks ..picture,, the .Capitol; to -fiofture,.the first run in Greater New York of

Los Angeles, Feb.

Hiram Abrams
emanating from

W,tW^Q,„^,..

contracted
with General Film for the showing in
his houses of four reissues of Chaplin
two-reelers, made some years ago by

—^

gy

.

.

.^,.^...^:

l,..^A

11.

gossip

implying they were still connected
with that concern. He says:
"The statement is unjust, untrue and
unfounded.
have severed all connection with Famous Players-Lasky
and never intend to resume them, directly or, indirectly.
are disposing
of our stock interest in that company
as rapidly as possible Film men who
made statements we are still identified
with Zukor deliberately misstated."

We

We

$5,000

FOR "ONE OF

US."

Chicago, Feb.

The Jack Lait

11.

"One of Us,"
York and shortly to
play,

produced in New
be shown upon a Chicago stage, has
been disposed of for filming to the
Paramount. The author, Mr. Lait, has
received one half the purchase price
a*nd will secure the remainder when
the screening commences, next September.

Paramount has selected Wallie Reid
male role.

to take the principal

TEMPTING AN aACE."
Following a consultation with

his
Duell, WarDuell, Capt. Eddie Rickenbackcr, the celebrated American "ace," is
contemplating an engagement to fly for
the films. Capt. Rickenbacker is undecided pending his release from Service, having left for Washington last
week, to arrange for his discharge before entering in/to any contracts, which
a number of film producers are holding

Times square attorneys,
field

&

out.

The "ace" admits he has been tempted to accept, and will do so immediately on his release.
He is to do some
fancy work in midair, according to the
producers' plans, a scenario being built
around his dare-devil,

HURT

flying.

IN FILM SCENE.

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
Monroe Salisbury and Shirley Sherwood were seriously hurt while staging
a leap for a picture in the

snow

at

Pine Crest

Doris Kenyon With Woods.
Before sailing for London
H.
Woods contracted to star Doris Ken-

A

yon

by Avery Hopwood, to
be tried out in the spring.
John
Cumberland will be Miss Kenyon's
leading man.
in a farce

Miss Kenyon

is

now

recaperating after

Palm Beach,

at

an

attack

fluenza;----"----'-'-- --•----••-•'-•:•-••-

..?*,- ..-?,i,;-.4.;

of

in-

---—-—

'THE

BETTER OLE

They are "Shanghaied," "Police," "A
Night in a Show" and "The Rink."

,..,.

the

denies

film men returning
East to the effect B. P. Schulberg and
he made efforts to have the "big five"
stars take the action tbey did on behalf of Famous Players-Lasky, and

justed.

the latter was hovering between pro-

,

had.

Mr. Hart declined to make any comment on his future activities beyond
saying that he would remain with »the
bureau until everything had been ad-

when

Brien's advice to Mr. Fairbanks

week from

Mr. Hart stated that before he started back the film bureaus established
and operated by the bureau at differ-

of

looked reasonably

New York

the latter part of last

Europe, where he had been in conference with George Creel, head of the
Bureau of Public Information.

World" have been sent out

certain- the invasion of

attorney,

'

the

through

the "Big Fiye" here this week is that
William A. Hart "has declined to join.
^Announcement to this effect was made

months

Such is the
statement of Charles S. Hart, head of
the division, who returned to New

To Be Capital of Company.

definite information

the next three:

and suspend business.

United Artist Organization Sees Powerful Ally Slip Away and
Hears His Reason for So Doing, Is His Coming
Retirement from Screen. $900,000 Under*
stood

ABRAMS DENIES RUMOR.

DIVISION OF FILMS WINDING UP.
The War Division of Films operative

HART PULLS AWAY FROM
BIG FIVE AND MAY RETIRE

^•\ >

&;>^

-<;

„•-;
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VARIETY
Manager's Report—Week Feb. 3,
PARISH and PERU. Two men,
i

cluding

Dancing,

Singing,

BENNY

pre-

PAUL

returned heroes.

Acta of

made

are

our

for

This

11

Week

I am back In New York
from "Hooslo Fella." T

got rid of "those things."

so

(Feb. 10),

"...

W.

let

Week

Feb.

Direction,

EDWARD

Still

last week.

atre,

Your

London. Now
month.

In its eighth

and

Representatives

MARSHALL

American I

CHRIS

SAM BABBWITZ
1493 Broadway
New York

Chalkologist

JULIAN

WYUE

of

Wizard of the Harp

GORNALLA

European:

Pal,

BILL KENNEDY
Hooslc Falls"

ROXY
LA ROCCA

KNAFP

In "Soldier Boy"
at the Apollo The-

why

know, and I win
Sorry that
left at the Post

"The Pride

NORMAN JEFFBRIE8

BOB

going atronr

to the kennels,

you got

16-Orpheum, Lot Ansel**

FRED DUPREZ

you neod the remedy

mo

give It to you.

HARK INS

Orpheum, Duluth

McCALLUM,

B.

If

down

was I

Benny's modesty won tho crowd and they couldn't
do enough for him. He certainly Is a sweet boy, and
we're strong for him, too, even If he did knock out
our Irish Champion, KTUJANB.

Cleveland, 0.

m

Dear Oswald:

JIM and MARIAN

minutes in one.
(Signed)

audiences.

A Big Brass Band headed the parade, followed by
such dignitaries of the fight goino as JAMES COBTROTH, EDDDJJ GRANEY, "SHAN" of tha Contlnental HotoJ, JOHN CONSIDINE, HOPPT of Leather
fumo and thousands of CalifornJi's choicest boosters.
whooo only thought was to honor lleimy and make
his reception a sight never to bo forgotten.
Actors, boxer*, song sluggers, ticket speculators.
baseball players and barbers— what a dignified gathering that

the standard and merit of this one

"Somewhere
New York"

In

PION OF TTD3 WORLD.

NOLAN

Jumping, Balancing, Unicycle Riding
There is real showmanship and our audiences received
like

MAE

end

Barrel

•and Concertinas.

them

The Sporting Element of Ban Franclnoo turned out
In all Its splendor to greet
LEONARD and
hit party on their arrival la San Francisco.
It was
a beautiful tribute to the present lightweight CHAM-

1919.

senting a medley of clever hits, in-

Care of Daw's, 17 Green St.
Charing Cross Rd* London, W.C.

S, Lisle St.

London, W.C,

2

T*»e

Cheer Up, Sailor I

Salt Lake formerly emptied ita watera
lata the Pedfle through the Columbia
River, which waa discovered 1711 by Capt.

Even

DOLLY

Grey.

GABBERTS

BERT

BYRON

from the West—frem Walla Walla,
Home Town— famous
an Indian tradbur

Washington, the Old
Frontier Dora
poet. Yes, sir-e-et!

u

FRED

u

*>*„

TOSEL

As

I

Direction,

ROSE and CURTIS

ARTHUR HORW1TZ

Hoia

—Sublime

DALE

Circuit,

AND

Direction,

MARK

BUNNY

LEVY.

BOOKED SOLID
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

CORRESPONDENTS WANTED

STAN STANLEY
Audience Daisy

BILLY

BURCH

Got That, Myself

LES MORCHANTS

Pep, Ginger and Jazz

Cm tort"

CND5;BQ«tll|AvrT.

& FEVER

IN

{Prom Bronx)

wjriMi

No Commission

Sending

CHILLS

AR8CE0LA

FIELDS

£

MARK LEVY.

For The

AND

SAMMY

Direction,

Direction,

SMITH

i.)

AND

" r- imd ay the Board of

wuy-

THREE BUNDLES
Loew Circuit

Am

LEONARD

FENTON
(Of Alton*,

Yon Are Still in the NAVY
And Furthermore
yon DON'T get Discharged
By July 1st
Yon Hay Aa Wall STAY
IN THE SERVICE!

If

America's Ingenious Athletes
ball

in

DID FLOP

GREY

THE

your Act

if

VARIETY

wants correspondents, newspaper men preferred

Address VARIETY,

New York

DU BOLS and MILLER

BOOKED BY MORRIS AND FEU

Pauline Saxon

"SQUIRREL FOOD"
Direction,

HAYMAN & CANTOR
DONNA

MONTRAN
Two

"A

TRIXIE

and

BRESSLER

GEORGE

HARADA

Sljr

WORLD'S FAMOUS
CYCLIST
171* Or bean Ave.
(JhScaaew OL

Siggrnt

"GERANT"

S

Conductor
Featuring the RAINBOW
Novelty
In

GIRL

& Sum

SCOTT

|

MOORE

6

Dances

HARRY SHEA

Cm

SYNCO

eiti.jrr

(D'iStal

,

GIRLS, assisted by

Direction,

Jerrp
HMs

Jn Huobf ulUr Dfmlian,

BLANCHE
ALFRED
SYMPHONY

and bar

iHitr of flJJrth"

Htltle

YOU

Girls with a Single Thought :
To ENTERTAIN
it on the "dog" this week; boys, wish us luck.)

(Trying

Si Perkins* Kid

MARIMBA MARVEL
MASTER OF SYNCOPATION

EL

=E

BRENDEL

i.

in

"WHERE THINGS
HAPPEN"

Orphean

PLO

- BERT

Circuit

"Waiting for Her"
Direction, H.

BART HtHTGH

—
'..'.»'>*v'.'„^*i

!'rfWi'rfeSf»i-'<iii

..

VARIETY

IP

Nothing Succeeds Like Success

ROEHM & RICHARDS
wish to announce

THE DEBUT

of

CD.

the Season's Find

JOHNNY BLACK
VAUDEVILLE'S FOREMOST WRITER

JOHNNY BLACK

is now connected exclusively with the Efficiency Firm to
write special material for high-class artists

AND
we
?

-r-

now ready

.':., ..".

'

for your orders for special songs, special material, mono*,
'.'

logues, sketches.

*

wm
if

are

ORIGINAL IDEAS

with the

We

PUNCH

"'„

"1

,

guarantee to satisfy

H

Watch

v

this

•

,!f.; «•.,.

i

.1

wonderful combination:

:,•'-'<")

-

;.

..

JOHNNY BLACK

-*

>

i«*vV;?; f«

writes;

I *f

HARRY RICHARDS

;-;

;:

i

•'

.-..

t-i*

'.->-.

m

rehearses and stages;
*

WILL ROEHM
books.

Some of

the artists using our material:

WRITE

NELLIE NICHOLS—CLARICE VANCE
MARY MARBEL—VIRGINIA DREW

STAGE
DIRECT

MARGARET BROE—THREE CHUMS
MULLEN and CROGAN—JOE WHITEHEAD
McINTYRE and ROBBINS—SAM P. HERMAN
SHERMAN and UTTRY—JACK INGLIS
t

CREIGHTON

and

PRODUCE
ENGAGE
STAGE DANCING

NUMBERS

HINSTON

R'

P.

I.

^
•

Our engagement department always
formers, sister teams, dancing teams,
ville,

r

|\

revues,

and

in the
etc.

market for clever perFor productions, vaude-

burlesque.^

i

BVay

at 47th St.

216

STRAN

THEATRE BLDG
£

New York City

Telephone, Bryant 6870-6871

Nothing Succeeds
1

Success
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NEW YORK

CITY,

FEBRUARY

Entered

21, 1919

Under One
Heading, for Purposes of Income Tax Collection. Ten
Inspectors Under Special Deputy Collector Massed
in New York. Say No One Can Escape
Making Proper Return.

Amusements and People Connected

The Internal Revenue

office of

the

Treasury Department at Washington
Has classified all amusements under
one heading, for the purpose of overseeing that every person connected
with amusements
shall
make an
income tax report, if coming under the
[trovisions of the tax bill that

becomes

aw next week.
The commencement

of the amusement campaign has been started by
Deputy .Collector of Internal
Revenue Augustus Barnes, who has

Special

headquarters in the Custom House (suite SOS), New York. Mr.
Barnes has listed 29,130 theatres now
doing business in the U. S, Of this
number, 17,130 are devoted to moving
pictufes in one form or another, 10,000
are entered as legitimate or "combination" houses, and 2,000 play some style
of a variety performance.

-

:•

established''

A

mencing Monday (Feb. 24) and the
Marcus Loew offices in the Putnam
Building.

Theatre managers and professionals
arc Warned against imposters by the
An I. R. inspector
I. R. Department.
carries a card of authority and authorization, signed by Commissioner Roper.
The. gold badge alone should not be
accepted as sufficient. When there is
any doubt, the doubter* should demand
that the inspector display the official

card.

No Internal Revenue inspector nor
employe makes any charge of any kind
for any assistance given in making out
a report, nor is there any charge of
any kind made for the filing of it
with the Internal Revenue Collector
of the district where it is to be filed.
The time limit to file income tax
returns is set by the bill as March 15.
While the interim from the date of
;

far as could be ascertained up to

date then
fixed for the resumption of the hearings before the Federal Trade Commission in the vaudeville matter.
The respondents mentioned in the
Sroceeding were of the opinion March
will be the earliest date named. Some
said it might be Feb. 24 (next week)

pr after March 3.
The Federal investigation seems the
inevitable topic of conversation among
any group gathered with vaude villi ans
among it. The talk dwells mostly upon
the outcome, with possibilities. Many
appear of the opinion the purpose of
the investigation is to uncover evidence
that will lead to criminal prosecution
against the respondents if certain of
the allegations made in the complaint
are upheld to the statisfaction of the
commissioners of the trade board.
An opinion on the scope of the examination, offered by an attorney, is
that the evidence adduced during the
hesirings will be sifted to its bare
''meat" and submitted to the commissioners for their opinion. If they conclude certain methods of business in
the' conduct of vaudeville in general
have been against public policy the
Federal Trade Commission will issue
regulations governing these conditions
for the future. Should the regulations
as pronounced be violated in the future
the violators, upon a complaint to the
commission, would be subjected to
.prosecution criminally upon the commission's recommendation.

country.

The special department created for"
will not interfere with
the authority of the various Internal
Revenue Collectors who will receive
the reports and act as they did last
spring, also furnishing information
upon request, but Mr.. Barnes and his

tions and exemptions allowable under
the income tax law.
The new income tax law provides a
tax of six per cent, on all net incomes
up to $4,000 and twelve per cent, for
over that amount, with a surtax on net
incomes above $5,000.
\

tax return.

INDIANAPOLIS "SHUT" SUNDAYS.

Variety's

Indianapolis, Feb. 19.
The picture houses couldn't hold the
crowds Sun daysj. when attract ions in
the legitimate and vaudeville' theatres
were barred, for the day.
The Sunday agitation which has
brought about this local condition also
includes special censoring of films to
be exhibited on the Sabbath.

applicants in

the

who was

Special Deputy Colgfven the amusement

assignment through his familiarity
with theatricals, are 10 inspectors for
City alone. The scope of
Mr. Barnes' authority to round up
delinquents and to see that all amusement men or women make reports of
their income extends over, the entire

New York

amusements

will make
speciality.

men

amusements

spector to furnish applicants with
such information ag may. be called, for
arid to aicf them in making up reports,
in the offices of Variety, at Broadway and 45th street; the Shuberts'
main offices in the Shubert Theatre
Building, the Keith Booking Exchange
in the Palace Theatre Building, com,

'Ai

,

J. J.

SHUBERT GOING ACROSS.

J. J. Shubert is contemplating a trip
to Europe, with the date of departure
set for the early part of next month.
The trip is to be a combination busi-

ness and pleasure one. His last European visit was prior to the war.
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New

Varfe,

3, -*T9.
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New York.
Mr. Chariot states he believes the
dancers will be an English sensation,
and appears so positive about it that
his suggestion is the turn appear at
special matinees, four times weekly* at
one of Mr. Chariot's London houses,
in

preferably
Prince
the
of
Wale*
Theatre.
The proposition- will go before
Beck, who is responsible for the dance
production.
One of the arguments
advanced by Mr. Chariot for the English presentation is that his country
has never seen anything like the Morgan act in the dance way.. and it would
redound to the artistic impression of
American theatre producing, particularly coming from vaudeville over
here, if the English were' to see the,
turn as a special attraction over there.
,

ELSIE FERGUSON'S SALARY.
Just what will be the remuneration,
or salary, of Elsie Ferguson on the renewal period of her picture-making
contract with Paramount has not been

made known.
It is known, however, that Miss
Ferguson declined an offer, submitted
to her by Tenie Jacobs on behalf of an
unrevealed principal (believed to be the
First National Exhibitors), of $40,000
a picture for two years, gnth not less
than six pictures yearly to be made and
no one feature to call for over six
weeks of Miss Ferguson's playing time.
It

is

reported

Miss Ferguson

newed her contract with Paramount
$7,500 weekly
picture.

while' engaged

on

re-

at

a

INCOME TAX
Assistance

,

The Morgan Dancers, the new production at the Palace, New York, .for
a run of three weeks, may go to England any time they want to. The proposal has been made by Andre Chariot,
the London producing, manager, now

There is published on Page 9 of this Issue of Variety an announcement, issued through the Internal Revenue Department, advising professionals of deductions and exemptions allowable in making up their

their sole

For tne Times Square section, Mr.
Barnes has decided to place an in..

Classified

So

Wednesday there was no

the President's signature will necessarily be short, there has been as yet
tio suggestion that there may be an
extension. Last year an extension of
time was granted for the filing of returns through it being the first general income tax report of the war time.
On page 9 of this issue of Variety,
is an official announcement from the
I. R. Department, detailing the deduc-

Assisting
lector,

teoond elan m»tt«

LONDON WANTS MORGAN DANCERS

UNKNOWN DATE FOR HEARING.

THEATRES IN U. S.
LISTED BY I. R. DEPARTMENT

29,130

All

u

22, 1905, >t the Post Office «t
N. Y.. under the Act of March

11

Commencing next Monday
office, Broadway and

inMaklng Returns.
(Feb. 24) a revenue officer will be at
45th street, daily, after 10 a. m., to aid
reports.

:'«*!

making out income tax

Representatives for a similar purpose will also be at the offices of
Marciw Xoew (Putnam Building), the Sbuherta .(Shubert Theatre...Build-.,
Booking Exchange (Palace Theatre Building).

ing) and Keith

This service

la

without charge whatsoever.

"PAY WITH A SMILE"
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ENGUSH AGENCY IN NEW YORK
CONTROLLED BY LONDONERS
»iV*Vjii
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Own Booking Agencies Over Here. Foresee
Extensive Interchange of Artists and Plays.
Proposals Reported Made to

Their

llK.

•

New

vel lo, with W. H. Berry, now starred
in "The Boy," in the leading part

Paris, Feb. 19.
*
"The Escapade," produced Feb. 14, is
not liked. The plot is weak, with the
three acts about a millionaire who,
before marrying, takes a yachting
voyage to Cuba. The heiress disguises
herself as a stenographer abroad to
study her future husband. They fall

upon

in love.

also engages vaudeville talent.
Oswald Stol! is reported to have sent
a representative to New York to note
the available material in the vaudeville field and possibly close some per-

"Pat" O'Connor, a dainty Irish
dancer, touring with "Oh, Don't, Dolly,"
has been married to Lieutenant Grivot
de Grandcourt, a member of one of
the oldest French families.

success.

Before the war vaudeville bookings
England were arranged
between booking agents, on this and
the other side.
especially for

NEW PLAN FOR

CRITICS.
London, Feb. 19.

Lord Rothermore is shortly publishing a new illustrated evening paper,
the Evening Mirror.

He
who

will purchase seats for his critics
attend theatrical premieres and
proposes to initiate an original method
of theatre criticism.

Broad Comedy
Poorly Received.
*

Paris, Feb. 19.

"Le Baiser de Minutt," the new broad

comedy by Willemetz, was presented
at the Ambigu by Hertz and Coquelin.
It was poorly received, as it takes a
broad mind to praise this doggerel.

Dumeny

;
-.

•

!

L •

is good as the mobilized
and Maurice Varney is fair as
officer-lover who
consummates

priest,

the

marriage before the

marriage cere-

mony.
"The Midnight Kiss"

is

sort so

;

.'.:

of the

for
are
exportation
unless
considerably toned.
But we must not judge France from
its present-day playwrights.

Charge

in Orchestta Stop*.
^- •-...
...London. Feb, J.9,
Lauril lard's experiment of charging
15 shillings ($3.75) for orchestra seats
$3.75

p

at the

Kingsway has been abondoned.

"Who's Hooper"
:i

...

i

m

When
needed

Mu.kal

Farce.
London, Feb. 19.
a successor to "The Boy" is
at the Adelphi, it will be
I.

Polin, the French comic, plays the
captain disliking the sea.
There is much tango dancing, which
inappropriate.

-PAT" O'CONNOR MARRIES.
London, Feb.

19.

"SWEETS" AVAILABLE.
London, Feb.

19.

The

prohibition against the sale of
"sweets" (candy) at places of amusement has been rescinded.

Proposing to Tear Down Empire.
London, Feb. 19.
Demolition of the Empire is proposed to replace it with a theatre,
cinema house and restaurant
Solly B. Joel's money will be used
in the venture if it is consummated.

1 wickenham, Surrey, Getting a House.
London, Feb. 19.
A site has been purchased at
Twickenham, Surrey, for the erection

mond-on -Thames, which already has
a variety house.

Weekly

for Codfrey Tearle.
London, Feb. 19.
Is touring the halls
in a sketch at a salary of $500, and returns to the legitimate" theatre shortly.

$500

Godfrey Tearle
:

"UNCLE SAM"
..

-

,
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OVER.
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The renamed "Friendly Enemies,"
produced at the Haymarket under the
title "Uncle Sain,"
was accorded a
hearty reception.
_
Ji H. Lang and Dick Bernard, in the
stellar roles, quickly established themselves as favorites, with Allan Hale and
.

•

.

Pam Browning good

second honors.
The. highbrow

contenders for

criticize in

found plenty to
the piece, but it is a certain

success.

-

AT SPECIAL MATINEE,

critics

.

*

GOOD SHOWS DRAWING.

19.

A version of "Imroulcais, Roi des
Arabes," by Doutee and Noziere, with
music by Erlanger, was presented,
-with -DeMax, Desjardins, Herve and
Ida Rubinstein special typical scenery
by Paul Cos,
r
This new work was received with
interest, and will be seen again.
Jean Billaud died Feb. 15 of pneumonia.

London, Feb.

The slump

in

theatrical

i

19.

business,

occasioned by the tube strike, has hit
the weak production houses, but the
strong programs continue to pack them
in.

Many new productions are scheduled
for the near future

;

ENGLISH FILMS MORE POPULAR.
London, Feb.
British-made films in
roundings are gaining

19.

British
in

surpopularity

here.

SCOTT AND WHALETS SALARY.
London, Feb. 19.
William Henshall, agent, has applied
for an injunction restraining Scott and
Whaley from appearing for any other
management except his, in "Me and
My Gal" at $550 weekly.

A settlement was effected in court,
the artists agreeing to play and pay
the costs of action.Harry Burns testified a willingness
to pay Scott and Whaley $1,125 weekly.

—

COCHRAN FIGHTING
.

London,

SPECS.
Feb.. 19.

Charles Cochran has thrown down
the gauntlet to the Libraries (ticket
agencies) at the Pavilion and announces through the press that all the
best seats may be secured at the box
office only.

Several American picture players
are coming to pose amid the British
locale, and will share in the boom
here.

GABY MOVES OUT.
Paris, Feb. 19.
Gaby Deslys and Harry Pilcer terminated their engagement at the Casino,
Marseilles, and have been replaced by
Pranem, a rough French comic, and
Auge, a local star. Vaudeville is being
presented for the first half of the week
there
The Paris Casino's present revue is
going to Volterra's, Marseilles, Casino
shortly.

Deslys and Pilcer returned to Paris,
and are due to appear in the Folies
Eergere
revue,
announced as a

"Frando-Portuguese Revue," to be presented the end of February.

FLU HITS ARTISTS.

DAVID

London, Feb. 19.
Another outbreak of the influenza
has incapacitated
including

Fay

many

leading artists,
Compton, Hilda Trevel-

yan and Marion Lome.

WARSAW DIES.

London, Feb. 19.
Warsaw Brothers,
joined together and were demobilsame time, died Feb. 9 of
pneumonia, ten days after his release
from the service.
David Warsaw, of

who

ized at the

PICTURE PEOPLE LAND.
London, Feb. '19.
Marie Doro and Herbert Brenon
have arrived. Miss Doro is under contract to play the lead in two film features for the British Colonial Co., in
which Brenon is interested. He will
direct the pictures.

On the same steamer was Constance
Collier.

DISAPPOINTING REVUE.
"A

London, Feb. 19.
Certain Liveliness," produced at

St. Martin's Feb. 17, is described as an
intelligible revue, but disappointing.

Godfrey Tearle in Sketch.
London, Feb. 19.
Godfrey Tearle, recently demobilized,

of a variety theatre.

The name of the projector of the
enterprise is not given in the cable
advices. Twickenham is 11 miles from
London and two miles beyond Rich-

'

At the Theatre Sarah Bernhardt Feb.
a special matinee was offered for
the Mussulman propaganda, organized
by Jean Billaud and Mathessen.

Arnold Bennett has completed a new

"Caesar's Wife" Following "Title."
London, Feb. 19.
The run of Arnold Bennett's "The
Title" at the Royalty is rearing its
finish and will be followed by Somerest Maugham's "Caesar's Wife," with
Fay Compton and Subrey Smith.

1ft

17,

Bennett's Play for Lilian McCarthy.
London, Feb. 19.

play on the apocryphal subject of
"Judith and Holofernes" for Lilian McCarthy's first production in management at the Kingsway Theatre.

•

L

is

a piece

common

at the present time.
The author is having a spell of popularity, but it cannot be said his plays

;

s

"ESCAPADE" NOT LIKED IN PARIS.

is

resentative acting exclusively for his

;

"Who's Hooper" by Fred Thompson,
music by Howard Talbot and Ivor No-

Alfred de Courville is another said
to have communicated with New York
booking men looked upon as competent
to represent an English manager. With
Mr. de Courville the New York connection might include Moss Tour engagements (vaudeville).
Sir Alfred

English manager when arranging for
the American rights of an English play
or the New York presentation of a

II

,

Paris, Feb.

present conditions make it advisable
that booking connections be established in New York, for the future activity in interchange of artists and
plays between England and the U. S.
These booking connections, according
"to the report* are to be controlled by
the English managers, and in fact
make the New York agency their own,
but not collectively. More than one
London producing manager has the
idea and each is acting independently

manent New York representation.
The plan as it strikes the English
managers appears to encompass a complete exchange, with a New York rep-

Loudon Ft b.

counteract gross profiteering in
theatre rents, several managers an-'
nounce their intention to erect new
playhouses in London.
Sir Alfred Butt Mates he will build
four, J.
Sacks threatens six, Albert
deC'ourville only two and Gilbert Miller and J. E. Vedrenne modestly- say
they will be -content with one each.
All say they have the best sites in.
the metropolis.

PIECE

Pinero's farce, "In Chancery," con*
verted into a musical comedy, entitled

it.

WAVtJMiMMftWM >-.r*«v»»*t

• »

To

York Agents.

London, Feb. 19.
London managers, and among them
Sir Alfred Butt is prominently mentioned, are seemingly of the opinion

London legitimate

EVERYBODY BUILDING—ON PAPER.

Himmm

Several English Managers Reported Considering Establishing

1

—

.--o

•Z?z?r-

touring the provincial variety theain a sketch, 'The Boy Comes

tres

Home."

DEFRENNE RESIGNS.
Paris, Feb.

19.

Oscar DeFrenne, manager' of the
Concert Maylor, has resigned the
presidency of the French Vaudeville
Managers' Association.

Gwendolyn* Brogden Doing

Single.

London, Feb. 19.
Gwendolyne Brogden, a former Palace favorite, will shortly appear in a
single turn in the London variety theatres.

Franck Replaces Petit at Oljrmpia.
Paris, Feb. 19.
Orcel Petit has resigned as administrator at the Olympia, Paul Franck
replacing him.

Belfast Houses Reopen.
London, Feb. 19.
theatres and cinemas in Belfast, closed for three weeks owing to
strikes and the cutting off of the. electric lights and gas, reopened Feb. 15.

The

Knoblock and Gideon Collaborating.
London, Feb. 19.
Edward Knoblock and Melville
Gideon are collaborating on a new
musical play of London life, a producof which is expected in the

tion

autumn.

Engagementa~for Winter' Garden:
London, Feb.

19.

Agents Reported Sailing.
London, Feb. 19.
Horace, Reeves & Lamport, agents,
have sailed for America to secure turns
and propose visiting Chicago as well

duced at the new Winter Garden
Theatre, formerly the Middlesex Music

as the east.

Hall.

Phyllis Dare, George Grossmith and
Leslie Henson have been engaged for
"The Girl Behind the Gun," to be pro-

Songwriter Got Right to Work
Will Hyde, songwriter, recently demobilized, arranged for the publication of five songs the first fortnight
after his discharge.
_.
_

George Primrose Recovering.
George
Primrose, operated upon
some weeks ago in New York and
whose life for a time was despaired

H

reported as slowly regaining his
health at his Oregon home.
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VAUDEVILLE
ARMY AND NAVY FESTIVAL NOW
AT KEENEY'S BRAND NEW IDEA
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AH
on
Have Been "Over There."—Either Soldiers
or Sailors of Entertainers who went Overseas to Amuse
Artists

Bill

America's Armies.
What

Novel

Durand had engaged her for a small
amount, then played her in vaudeville
at a much higher salary. Judge Newburger, suggested the settlement. Durand paid $1,350 for a quit claim. Kevie

For the week

'sailors

and

is Wyer and Sheldon,
army, singing and dancing; Young
and Leander, one from the navy and

the other the army, dancing oddity;
Harry Ross, army, ventriloquist; Hal-

and Neville, camp entertainers;
Lieut Jack Merlin, navy, card trick-

liday

ster; Sergt. Byron Silvers and Co.,
comedy playlet; Bolger Bros,, army,
from Camp Hancock, Va., banjoists;
Brosius and Brown, U. S. N. Great
Lakes, T. S, U. S., comedy cyclists;
"What the Boys Did Over There,"

overseas vaudeville show; Hendricks
and Evans, army and navy men, in
"Just Out"; Ralph C. Bevan, navy, and

-Grace Flint and Harry Adler, of the
original 25 to enlist for overseas
entertainment; "An Evening in the
Hut," introducing army and navy entertainers. Daley (army) and Bellew,
dancers; Capt. Frank Halls Canny)
and Co.
first

MISS JARDON SINGS TUESDAY.
Dorothy Jardon

will

sing the

title

role of "Fedora" at the Lexington next
Tuesday (Feb. 25) for the Chicago

Opera.

was announced Miss Jardon would

It

sing tonight (Friday), but "Carmen"
was substituted for this evening. While
Miss Jardon was invited to take a
"Carmen" role she declined.
When the postponement became
known a large number of Miss Jardon's

who had purchased

tickets for
her grand opera debut, called at the
Lexington's box office for a refund.
The singer's friends say Miss Jardon
has not found thus far her association
friends,

with the Chicago grand opera a happy
one, and has had some unpleasant experiences with the internal politics of
a grand opera company.
Goldin'*

Magic Show.
Chicago, Feb.

19.

Horace Goldin is managing his own
magic show, playing one and two
nignters for the present.

It is

now

Arkansas.

in

being given by Mr.
complete performance,

The show

it

up for big

city time.

The Goldin show is probably the outcome of the report some weeks ago
that Goldin and Mercedes intended
putting out a joint performance. The

arrangement was not completed and
Goldin started out alone.

Durand

.

The

action

Settle* Suit.

brought

against

court by Mr. Durand.

Miss Fontaine sued for the reasonof her services, alleging

able value

:.

••

v..,

Co. secured a court order giving

it

permission to foreclose on a large
amount of property in that village.
The show folks purchased their
homes of the Shore Acre Realty Co.,
and the insurance company held a
blanket mortgage on all the land.
The theatrical' purchasers neglected
to secure mortgage releases, or guaranteed titles. It is understood the
little show colony stand to lose in the

neighborhood of

1

;vvn.'

r* .*;".—

instance

among

entertainers

of alt units.

The

number of

largest

performances in one day was 11, given
Nov. 6 to the men of the 28th Division,
composed of Pennsylvania guardsmen,
and then located in the St. Mihiel

The first show was given at
a. m. and the last at nine in the
evening in a town called Hiedcourt
The final performance was given in a
German-built theatre.
The unit, while in this sector, headquartered at Commercy, about 35 miles
from the front line. They had mess
there with Sergeant Ward, called
"Pop" (an uncle to Hap Ward).
sector.

8

VAUDEVILLE CREDITED.
Washington, Feb.

San Francisco, Feb. 19.
Though the San Carlo Grand Opera
Co. has offered Onuki, the Japanese
singer, a long-term contract, the operatic recruit from vaudeville has accepted an engagement with the company but for nine weeks. She will
leave just before the San Carlo organization goes into Chicago.
The contract tendered Onuki is reported to have carried the figure of
$500 a performance. Under her present
contract she receives $200 each time
she sings.
H. B. Marinelli, Onuki's representative in vaudeville, also represents her
in the opera negotiations. .

FROM SERVICE TO
Claude

HOSPITAL.

Chicago, Feb. 19.
out of the hosThe way he got in

Wade came

pital this

week.

was peculiar. He was on his way home
one night last week. Crossing .the
bridge at North Clark street a. couple
of stick-up men jammed guns into his
chest.

Wade

took a chance, and, instead of
ducked and started to ran

capitulating,

across the street. He got away from
the bandits, but a crossing taxi hit
him The driver rushed him to the
Polyclinic Hospital, where they patched
up a broken nose, blackened eyes and
a fractured knee-cap.

And

all

this

just

after

he

was

A

$2,000 FOR MRS. CASTLE.
Mrs. Vernon Castle may reappear in
vaudeville for a short run if pending
negotiations

are

J«k Wi!io:

Trio Reforming.
San Francisco, Feb. 19.
reported the Jack Wilson Trio
wll be reformed on the Coast and
start east over the Orpheum Circuit.
Jack Wilson is now out this way.

The Harry Weber Agency
is

doing the booking,

'•:J%

'

'"-.-. ;

in
it

New

is said.

Harry
under-

stood the Keith offices have

made an

pianist.

Mrs. Castle, since her return to this
country, has also been sought by several picture firms.
Efforts on the part of the Reisenmanagement to secure Mrs.
Castle as hostess for their Paradise
Room did not result in a deal. It is

now understood

It is

by
It is

offer of $2,000 weekly for a six-week
route, Mrs. Castle planning to return
to the speaking stage in a singing and
dancing specialty, accompanied by a

Not Many Foreign Contracts Closed.
Though there are reported a large
number of American acts approached
for foreign engagements up to next
summer but few engagements have

been announced as closed.
Charles Bornhaupt, the foreign agent
New York, is in negotiation with
about 30 acts or artists to appear on
the other side. Nothing has as yet
developed past the negotiating stage.

settled

Weber, her representative.

weber

in

19.

There is being prepared for the War
Library a history of the activities of
the Military Entertainment Committee during 1918, detailing the work of
the various departments in entertaining the men in the cantonments. The
book will hold over 300 pages and will
not be ready for some time.
The aid by vaudeville both during the
successful period of camp theatre management and during the lean months
-is to be fully set forth.
paragraph
in that section devoted to the invaluable help by managers and artists will
read:
"Special mention should be
made of the co-operation of E. F.
Albee, through whose efforts approximately 500 vaudeville artists appeared
without charge in the camps during
the summer of 1918, a period when the
population of the camps did not afford
the engaging of attractions."

mustered out of the service.

York

who

returned to again volunteer,
although it is known that the Y. M.
C. A., which has supervision of overseas entertainment, will invite a number of artists to "repeat."
The "Some Pep" unit is reputed to
have given 600 performances in France
for the A. E. R, which is said to be
recorded in the files of the general
staff as the greatest number of "shows"

$150,000.

ONUKI HELD IN OPERA.

,:

Paul

Durand by Evan Burrows Fontaine,
after being on trial for several days in
the Supreme Court, was settled out of

ijju j-^.,

BEECHHURST REALTY TANGLE.
The theatrical colony at Beechhurst,
Long Island, was handed a jolt last
week when the Mutual Life Insurance

is

Goldin as a
with only the tiger trick out.
Reports say the Goldin show is doing business and the magician may
build

Prankel represented Miss Fontaine.

soldiers,

Keeney bills.
The program

week.
Cantwell and Walker have
already announced their intention of
returning to France for the league at
the start of the summer. This is the

have

termed the "Army and Navy

is

for soldier entertainment service last
summer, arrived in New York last

first

Catches On.

Festival" is being observed at the
Frank A. -Keeney Newark and Brooklyn theatres, the show on view the
first half 'at Brooklyn changing places
with the bill at the Newark house.

v/ho joined the -service, as well as entertainers who went overseas to amuse
the troops, were booked by Fred "Curtis in the B. S. Moss offices for the

'

Bill

UMl'jJj^

Johnny Cantwell, Reta Walker and
all of the "Some Pep"
.unit, among the first of America's Over
There Theatre League to go overseas
George Bostford,

Reisenweber's is endeavoring to persuade Marion Davies
to accept the post.

Vaudeville

REPORT

Liberty theatres during the

The

fall.

is offering shows for three
days, the bills being secured through
the Keith office at a special salary.
Applicable to the booking conditions
are camps McClellan, Beauregard and
Pike. The latter camp takes shows off
the Interstate time, easily arranged
since there is three day lay-off on
that circuit after Little Rock, which
is close to Pike.
The acts are given

but little over expenses and still there
is a loss to the committee.
Shows for
McClellan and Beauregard are paid a
bit more because of railroad jumps,
the shows for these .two camps being
"sapped" from Jule iJelmar bookings.
Though there have been comparatively few arrivals from France, the
camps remain about the same in population as. two weeks ago, because mustering out has slowed up. An upward
trend from now oti is looked for. Advices from Camp Taylor are that there
will be 50,000 men there by April 1.
At present Taylor has but 15,000.

Camp Sherman

Chiliclothe,

at

O.,

by that time become one of the
biggest cantonments.
Because some camps are inaccessible
and others have a low complement, it
has been difficult to secure attractions
regularly.
Vaudeville therefore has

will

been called on again.

CARRY COLORED ACCOMPANIST.
For their vaudeville engagements
around New York, commencing next
at the Colonial, Rock and White
will have for their piano accompanist:
Eddie Ransom, colored, who appeared
with the Clef Club Orchestra in the
Rock and White Revue. It will mark

week

a _ departure in color in connection
with accompanists, although any number of dancing and singing turns have
appeared in vaudeville with colored
orchestras on the. stage.
During the Colonial engagement

Frances White, who was to have
reached New York yesterday from
Miami, Fla., will give a Saturday noon
matinee for children at a reduced price
of admission.
Miss White will give
the entire entertainment.
William Rock is considering a tentative contract offered fur the team by
Sir Alfred Butt, of London, to appear
in a
Butt production, commencing
April 28.
.

MERRILL'S "FOLLIES" SONGS.
All of the special songs for the
"Follies" of 1919, also some of the other
numbers for the new Flo Ziegf eld production this summer, will be written
by Blanche Merrill.

The matter is reported to have been
closed between the parties by wire.
Mr. Ziegfeld is now at Palm Beach.
Miss Merrill has been singularly successful in furnishing specialized singers
in the Ziegfeld productions with long
numbers.

ELKS' ELECTION.

E

B. P. O.
No. 1 is to hold its annual
election for exalted ruler Sunday,
2.

Frederick E. Goldsmith holds

the office at present.
The candidates at the forthcoming

George A. Hopkins and
Benjamin Weeks.
A forceful campaign has already
started on behalf of each.

election will be

The continued verbatim report
of the daily hearing* before the
Federal Trade Commission
York City in the matter

being operated at a loss

committee

March

INVESTIGATION

is

by the Military Entertainment Committee in a number of isolated cantonments, the deficit being taken up from
profits made through the operation of

in

New

of the

VatuUvilfa Managers' Protective
Association end others appears on
pages 32 to 37 of this issue.
The report will be published
weekly in part until the full
record will have been printed.

.

Brooke-Josephine Separate.
Tyler Brooke "and Xbfs Jbse^phiheare
no longer an act.
Miss Josephine is to be seen in a
new musical attraction in which May
Irwin is to star, while Brooke
appear in a new act by Emily

Wellman
Dream."

entitled

"The

is

to

Ann

Aviator's

-m
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WAR ACTS ELIMINATED.

LOEW LOOKS OVER TEXAS;
MAY ADD TO CIRCUIT THERE
i

HP

II

New

Pantages-Hodkins Managers See and Talk With New York
Vaudeville Men.
Probable Extension of LoewPantages Friction, Started in Kansas City.

was evidenced last week when
Loew visited Oklahoma City, Dallas,
tory

San Antonio and Houston

in the in-

terests of his proposed southwestern

circuit

Besides Kansas City and
is

known

the

St.

Louis

it

Loew

cially

desirous

weeks

in

interests are espeof obtaining several

Mr. Loew was accompanied on his
southwestern trip by Ed Shilling, and
together they stopped off in the four
cities now playing Hodkins-Pantages
time.
Mr. Loew is reported to have
approached H. W. McCall of Oklahoma
City, J. Hughes of Dallas, W. J. Lytle
of San Antonio and William Epstein
of Houston, managers who hold Hodkias-Pantages franchises in those four
cities, relative to switching from Pantages to Loew time.
in

San Antonio Mr. Loew

also

conferred with Sidney H. Weis, lessee
and manager of the Grand here. San
Antonio papers quoted him to the
effect that he would take over the
Grand, which is the old legitimate
house in San Antonio. However, that
is not probable as the Grand is too
old a house and would have to be remodeled for vaudeville. The present

management

lose their

lease

in

two

years.
It is

expected Mr.

Loew

will

be suc-

to invade San
Antonio and Houston, as the Princess
in the former city has not been a part
of any regular circuit since the Interstate closed its books; while William
Epstein, lessee and manager of the
Prince, the present Pantages' house in
Houston, is thought to favor the Loew
cessful

in

his

plans

Epstein has been in communication with Loew for some time,
and it was at his and Mr. Weis' sugCircuit.

gestion that the New York man visited
the southwestern territory.
Whether or not the Loew interests
secure a foothold in Dallas and Oklahoma City remains to be seen, but it
is said Mr. Loew submitted a proposition to the members of the Southwestern Vaudeville Managers' Association, which will be taken up at their
meeting in Oklahoma City March 18.
Whether the Texas-Oklahoma managers stay with Pantages or go under
the Loew banner Charles E. Hodkins,
general manager of the Association,
will remain in his present capacity in
reference to the managers, it < was
Hodkins has loyal friends
learned.
among the southwestern managers, and
it is claimed they do not intend to let

Mr. Loew is reported to have announced to the Texas theatre owners
that if he does not secure houses in
the four cities visited he will take steps
to erect

new

ones.

PANTAGES IN WITH SMALL?
It

is

1

Montreal, Feb. 19.
reported here, with the story

10

PER CENT. IN BOSTON.
Boston, Feb.

19.

Spme of Boston's booking agencies
are coming in for a roasting from the
artists, who, in their little streetcorner chats, are seriously considering
what they can do about the 10 per cent,
commission scheme in force with some
offices.

actors object to paying the 10
per cent, commission for vaudeville
dates secured from the Boston agents,
and claim there is no reason why all
the agencies shouldn't' conform to the
5 per cent, commission, which is all
that is asked by the larger agencies
outside Boston. This, they claim, is
the only big city where the booking
agencies can get away with 10 per cent,

The

"">

commission.
It is also said

by the acts that even

10 per cent, commission doesn't
satisfy in some cases, and that certain
agents insist on a "kick-back," or

the

BEATS

No.

PLIMMER BOOKINGS.
The Walter J. Plimmer Agency has
added several more up-state houses to
The Auditorium, Norwich/
its books.
and the Loomer O. H., Willimantic,
Conn., under the management of Connelly & Schwartz, are two new additions and will play on a five-act
split week basis with a feature picBoth houses have' a seating
ture.
capacity of

1,200.

The Grand, Middleton, Conn., has
again come under the booking direction of Plimmer.
E. F. Peters, of the Majestic, Horarrangement
nell, N. Y., completed
this week for his house to be booked
by Plimmer. Heretofore
by Gus Sun.

it

was booked

Tom Jones
Tom Jones

Booking for Traub.
booking the
is now
Grand Opera House, New York, and
the Olympic, Brooklyn. Both are split
weeks and controlled by Harry Traub.
The bookings have been handled by
agents.

More

Casey supplied the

recently

Bill.

bills.

1.

Pittsburgh, Feb.

19.

year ago.

$2* top, a

But business here generally is
enough better- this season than it was
last year to account for this. At that,
the record is believed to be one that
will stand some beating— for a No. 2
company to come irTat popular prices,
with nobody in the cast featured, and
do gross business that exceeds that
done by a' star and the original New

York company a year

earlier.

DULUTH WILD FOR SHOWS.
Duluth, Feb. 19.
Duluth, formerly looked upon as one
towns for shows in the

of the poorest

Northwest, has had a remarkable reversal of theatre-going form.
Last Sunday every local theatre
broke all previous records for attendance. Thousands were unable to secure
admission. Sidewalks in front of the
houses were continuously blocked by
waiting throngs.
Two of the vaudeville theatre managements here say they intend building

new and larger houses. Another picture theatre is also to be erected.

LOEW'S $2 HOUSE.
Kansas

bonus.

several

No. 2

City, Feb. 19.

Marcus Loew's Empress, now playing vaudeville, may be converted into
a $2 playhouse, according to Mr. Loew,
who was in the city to arrange for the
remodeling of the local Garden Theatre, the latest to be added to the
Loew circuit
The Empress has been playing capacity day and night but has not been
a money maker, owing to small number of seats. The Garden, when remodeled, will play Loew vaudeville exclusively, but probably will not be
ready before next season. A $25,000
pipe organ will be installed.

SAVANNAH OPENS.
Savannah, Feb. 19.
influenza quarantine was finally
here Monday. All theatres are
open and doing great business. This
city with the exception of a few open
weeks has been under the "flu" ban
for practically the entire season.
Other cities in the South continue to"
feel the effects of the epidemic, closing up now and then when the number
of cases jump. Several towns including
Spartansburg and Greenville have not
been receiving attractions regularly
even with the ban being lifted and
vaudeville has-been discontinued. But
the causes are not only because of
"flu."
Both those towns enjoyed unusual business during the months that
nearby cantonments were_filled, .Lately
with the camps greatly depleted, business has fallen back to pre-war times.

Friieo Submitted for Loew Time.
act of Frisco, the jazz dancer,

The

Loew

reported to
have replied the amount prevented his
consideration for the style of turn
Lubin, the

booker,

is

Frisco does.
Frisco said the same day he had no
further big-time bookings, and intended to work wherever a suitable

engagement presented
eat,"

he said; "you

itself.

know

"I

that."

must

As

am

I

interested in

of the

all

houses on the Keith Circuit I would
much rather take a less attractive
show than have these misunder-

standings and discontent.
(Signed) E. F. ALBEE
statements and false
"false
in the notice probably alludes
to the custom of booking men and
promising
acts
heretofore
agents
further time if they would accept an
immediate engagement, without, however, delivering a contract for any
week beyond that week or two then
booked. Often the act would accept
an immediate engagement of this
nature and not infrequently at a loss
through heavy transportation, in the
expectancy further time would be
forthcoming, to find disappointment at
the conclusion of the temporary engagement. The promise of future time has
often been held out to acts as well te
secure them to appear at a less salary
than their regular one.
Another notice, unsigned, on the
same bulletin board is a notification to
agents to see that their acts receive
contracts for engagements made as
quickly as possible, placing the responsibility upon the agents (acts' representatives) if this is not attended to.
The notice further says that the booking office (Keith's) will give special
contracts
out
turn
attention
to
speedily for acts engaged at short

The

hopes"

notice.

Another paragraph states that all
special agreements made between the
booking parties should be incorporated
into the contract

LOEW PLAYING EIGHT-REELER.
Marcus Loew theatfes

In all of the

around

New York

week

City this

is

of
eight-reel "Hearts
Humanity" feature. The picture takes
one hour and fifty minutes to run. In
tnt Loew houses where vaudeville is
also exhibited one act less on each bill
was booked for this week. The usual
feature film in the Loew houses runs
one hour.
The picture is shown four timt.

playing

the

with the theatres opening one
hour earlier in the afternoon. The
daily,

acts play three times, the usual policy
during the week.

The

lifted

'

was submitted Monday to the Loew
office for a Toute at $1,250 weekly. Jake

if

out.

.

"Come Out of the Kitchen" at the
Duquesne last week, at $1 top, played
to more than $2,000 more gross than
Ruth Chatterton got at the Nixon at

and

Tell the artist the truth,

they don't accept what you offer
then find something else.
I also want you to tell every
representative with whom you are
doing business to carry this order

features.

•

From what is known locally
there appears to be a steady battle on
between Loew and Pantages following
Loew breaking off booking relations
with Pantages some months ago.

Texas and Oklahoma, which

v-ould serve to break the long jump
between New Orleans, Loew's 'furtherest west on his southern time, and his
two recently acquired houses.

While

coming from Toronto, that Alexander
Pantages and A. J. Small (Ontario Cir-

cities.

weeks.

affects all so classed

big-time houses. The matter of, war
sketches has been variously acted upon
from the time American entered the
war and even before, but a number of
such playlets were produced and given
time mostly because they held unusual

cuit) will combine interests to the extent of building theatres in Toronto
and Montreal, which will play Pan-

credence is given the report
in the absence of any specific detail.
The Loew Circuit has theatres in both

Booking Men

All

In order to book an act, no
matter how badly you need it, I
don't want any false statements
made or false hopes held out to

decision to eliminate war playhas been made by vaudeville heads,

and presumably

.

Little

following notice:

make them accept one or two

Proposition to

tages vaudeville.

TELL THE TRUTH TO. ACTS,, •„
On the bulletin board of the Keith
booking agency has been posted the

The
lets

Southern Managers.
San Antonio, Tex., Feb. 19.
That the closing of Pantages out of
Kansas City ftas only the initial
skirmish in Marcus Loew's campaign
to invade the Pantages' mid-west terri-

19.

playlet presented along novel lines, closed
here after a trip over the Orpheum Circuit, and the company returned to
New York. The reason given for the
stopping was that a general order to
eliminate war acts has been issued.

.

Loew Submits

Orleans, Feb.

"Where Things Happen," a war

LOEW RETURNING HOME.
New Orleans, Feb. 19.
left here to make
several stops in the South before reMarcus Loew

turning to New' York Feb.

Mr.

22.

Loew has been away on

this trip

three weeks.

On the return of Marcus Loew to
New York it is said he will settle the
date when the C. H. Miles theatres in
Detroit and Cleveland shall sever their
booking relations with the Loew booking office. At tbe same time he may
announce when Loew vaudeville will
at the Detroit Opera House,

commence

on the Campus;

-

-

-

-

-

»•*• •--—-,.-.

and Ward Act Off.
The vaudeville team of Al Fields and
Fred Ward, recently re-formed, has
Fields

Musical Stock at Williamtport.
Williamsport, Pa., Feb. 19.

The Jimmie Hedges musical stock
company is at the Majestic this week

been declared

and

appear

will displace vaudeville there until

March

10.

off.

Fields will secure a
in

his

new

new

partner and
which he

turn, in

plays a "straight" comic.

v'.

'

r

;
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HOUDINI ON MAGICIANS.

EPIDEMIC CLOSES AUSTRALIA.

OVER THERE THEATRE LEAGUE
Former Not Only Takes Full Charge of Overseas Organization's Activities, but Assumes Financial Responsibilities.
The "Y" to Continue Sending Entertainers Abroad.

Ames Makes Statement.
Oyer

America's

There

Theatre

League has been taken over by the
Y. M. C. A. in its entirety, but aside
from a slight change in name it will
function as

The same terms

usual.

will be accorded professionals volun-

teering

overseas

for

entertainment

service and since the same suite of
West 44th street are retained the league actually retams its

offices at 23

identity.

The "Y"

.

•

taking over the Overseas Theatre League assumed all the
financial responsibilities of the league,
repaying all expenses incurred since
its beginning under the direction of
Winthrop Ames and others last summer.
Mr. Ames in commenting on the
change said :
"In organizing the
league we set about to send 200 actors
overseas and up to the present time
220 artists have gone across, very few
having returned and many asking for
an extension of the period first asked
of them. With the cessation of hostilities we felt the pressure was off but
plans were fully matured for a series
of benefit performances the proceeds
of which were to have been devoted
to the league. The Y, however, came
forward and advised that since the
war was over and since there had been
many 'drives,' the benefits might not be
as successful as if they had been held
before the signing of the armistice.
This we recognized and it was our idea
to discontinue the league. The
asked
us to continue and stated the excellent
results attained by the league. They
then offered to take over the league
and that has been accomplished, the
'Y' defraying all the league's expenses
since the start"
It had been thought that the league's
sponsors had personally expended
funds used in the maintenance, of offices, the allotments to the entertainers, which at $2 per day for over 200
persons runs into a large item. The
league, however, has really been conducted on borrowed money, a note to
secure the money being signed by
some of the best known names on
Broadway, including those of Klaw &
Erianger, the Shuberts, E. F. Albee,
in

'

Y

Winthrop Ames and Cohan & Harris.
Thomas S. McLane, head of the
overseas entertainment commit-

JV

tee, is

signing

ward from other angles. A plan is now
before the war department, suggested
by the Entertainment Committee of
the Commission oh Training Camp Activities, to send across a number of
professional companies, some to be
along the lines of repertorie organizations, they to give the men in France
and occupied Germany "some of the
recent successes both musical and
farces and comedies. The plan takes
care of the expenses of such proposed tours, the committee assuming
the cost out of profits made in the
conducting of the Liberty theatres in
the cantonments. A decision in the
matter will not be made until after
the committee heads confer with Secretary Baker.
A big influx of entertainers in France
is also announced by the "Y" beginning next month aqd continuing during the spring. All entertainers now
going overseas are being sent direct
to France, the route via England being
entirely suspended.
Strictly "Y" entertainers will receive the same allotments of $125 per month and those sent
over by the league will receive in addition the $2 per day (making a total of
$185 per month) and in addition the
usual insurance. protecting volunteers.
The league's recruits, because of them
being professionals, are allowed the
extra allotment, but since the "Y" defrays expenses of concert artists from
as far as the coast to New York the
allotments are practically even.
Variety will continue to publish the
list of over there volunteers from time
to time.
There were no league sailings this week, the "Y" sending over
six artists. They are Elise Bolander,
Alice Bolander, Mable Bolander, Pearl
Bolander, Elizabeth G. Davis and Roxana Wehe.

CLEVELAND HIP SURMISE.
Cleveland, Feb. 19.
In the stories published concerning
the lease of Keith's Hippodrome here,
and its future holder, when expiring
two years hence, no mention has been
made of a possible Marcus Loew interest.

The

The same

actual "head of the league,
contracts with entertainers.

office

complement, however,

ha? been retained and exactly the same
procedure
attains
for
volunteers.
James Forbes is at present in France
and it is not definitely known whether
he will continue with the league.
There was a certain disappointment
oyer the failure of prominent professionals offering to go overseas, but
Mr. Ames stated that because the
league did not fully get started until
September last many "big names" had
been contracted for the season and
found it impossible to volunteer. The
field was carefully canvassed at the
time and that was the conclusion arrived at. Lately it is known that, several well known artists of the legitimate stage have written in to the
league stating they would be free in
April or slightly later and that they
were willing to go overseas if they

were wanted

then'.

The spring and summer season for
overseas entertainment is looking up-

•

local surmise is
much interested.

that

Loew is
is known

very
It
here the leasing was delayed until Mr.

Loew was

now
all

,

in this city.

SAIL FOR SOUTH AMERICA.

cially.
of films

Something

like $100,000

later

postponements.

As far as Mrs. Williams could determine Australia is expected to reopen
not later than the last of. March.
At the last report Melbourne was
'

the hardest hit in the aggregate.
Millard Johnson, the eastern representative of the Australasian Films,
Ltd., one of the biggest of Australia's
-

film dealers,
and $30,000

averaging between $25,000

weekly shipments, has
cabled confirmation of the Australian
condition, which, however, may clear
up sooner than expected, he believes.

SOLDIERS MAKE UP ACT.
Jack Mason is preparing the

first

19.

jack Osterman, son of Jake Rosenthal, manager of the Woods' Theatre;
broke in a vaudeville single in Gary
this week.
Eddie Cantor has written and produced a girl act which will be young

Ostermans

vehicle for

vaudeville

in

ber of artists contracted to play ten
weeks on the Sequin tour in South

Orpheum Publicity All in New York.
The vaudeville publicity and promotion department of the Orpheum Cir-

Seymour and
Dupre, Wilson, the dancer; Ups and
Downs, Hubert Dyer and Co., Remona
(Miss Percival), Mikoff and Vanity.
them

are

Nat Sobel Reinstated.
.

Nat Sobel

is

once again enjoying the

privilege of "the floor" in the fifth floor
space of the Keith office.
Mr. Sobel was suspended for a few
days through some infraction of the
rules that no one appears to know

anything

been given a wider scope. It
now handles with complete detail the
advertising and press matter from the
cuit has

New York

end.

Brunei*' Manager Resigns.
It is reported in New York that L.
Milpernus, founder of the Palace d'Ete
in Brussels (Belgium), and manager of
the house for 15 years, resigned at
*Jew Year's, with M. Jacques, formerly
its treasurer, appointed to succeed him.

of.

Bobby Higgins Reconsiders.
Bobby Higgins, after doing duty

in

uniform, decided to go into commercial
business. Lately Mr. Higgins revoked
his decision, and will likely re-enter
vaudeville with a partner.

;

Musicians' Convention May 12.
Instructions have been sent out by
President Jos. M. Weber of the American Federation of Musicians, calling
attention to the annual meeting of the
federation, to be held May 12 next in
Dayton, O.

,

Ziska's place in the <eam established
by Ziska and King long, long ago.
His statement that magical societies
are "no good to the professional magician" only shows that he is a Rip Van

Winkle

in the world of magic, for*
all prominent magicians of the
world belong to some such society, and
..%
there is a fraternal feeling in those :'-'M
organizations that you cannot find

nearly

elsewhere.
Being president of the Society of
as of the
Magicians' Club of England, I am in
a position to know that such organizations are a direct benefit to all magi-,
cians, and it behooves Mr. Barnes to
investigate before he goes on record
again belittling the societies of which
he obviously knows nothing.
May I call attention to the fact that
the Society of American Magicians,
through its Hospital Benefit Fund, a
fund made possible by our benefit at
the New York Hippodrome April 21^
1918, has been in a position to assist
a number of our unfortunate members
in a quite substantial manner ; while
our dues are only $2 a year, including
subscription to our monthly magazine?
Where is there another society that
gives as much for dues of a little over
half a cent a day?'
Who among the cheering thousands
who rose to their feet in the Hippodrome on the night of October 17, 1917,
in honor to Dean Harry Kellar at his
farewell appearance, would have said.
that magicians' societies were "no

American Magicians, as well

,

:

Xif

\Mt

any of the widows and orphans
who -benefited from the thousands of
Will,

in Vaudeville.

Chicago, Feb.

v>:

good"?

act of "Attaboy," the soldier play recently at the Lexington for vaudeville,
under the title of 'The Yankee Revue."
There will be 20 people, 16 chorus
"girls." All the company will be males
and many from the original show now
released from service. The 16 "choristers" in "Attaboy" constituted a "ballet" one of the show's features and
the same ballet will be in "The Yankee
Kevue." The first act of "Attaboy"
was the initial act of the soldier play,
"Who Stole the Hat," which Mason
put on and which later was combined
with "Attaboy."

Young Jack Otterman

'";,'VJ

throw more light on that subject,
for Mr. Barnes tried to take Mr.

worth

theatres and all places of amusement
means a general theatrical shut-down
there of some 700 houses.
Mrs.J. D. Williams, representing the
Hugh D. Mcintosh Australian circuit
in New York, says acts already booked
may find the epidemic over by the time
they report for duty. Further indication of an/ extended period will cause

..'£

.

to

are sent there each month, as
estimated by several New
York representatives handling the
Australian picture end.
With the flu closing the picture

the fall

Among

.

roughly

The steamship Vauban, sailing for
Buenos Aires Feb. 14, carried a numAmerica.

Fditor Variety:
Referring to Mr. Al Barnes' letter in
this week's Variety, in which be says
that he "obtained" a comedian and has
been doing magic ever since: Personally I have never heard of Mr.
Barnes being a magician; but Mr.
King, of Ziska and King, will be able

recently had every theatre and picture
house throughout its domain closed
through an epidemic of influenza, indicate a pretty serious condition there,
although the belief now is that there
will be a general reopening/ about
April 1.
If the epidemic, shows a quick abatement there will be a quicker resumption of theatrical business, although
New York interests representing circuits and organizations have cables
predicting the close-down will last
several months.
All shipments of films out of New.
York and other points to Australia
have been stopped until further notice,
which state of affairs is hitting the
Australian shippers very hard finan-

dollars placed in their hands as the
result of the benefit given by the
Society of American Magicians, in cooperation with the Junior Patriots of

America, for the Antilles sufferers say
that magic societies are "no good"?
The annual dinners of any of the
larger societies bring together a body
v,
of men and women that would reflect
credit on any profession on the face
f
of the earth. At the 1918 dinner of the
Society of American Magicians wizards
from all over the world rubbed elbows i?*m
with managers of far more than national repute.
In the matter o£~ exposures Mr.
Barnes claims that he invented his
three tricks. I have never witnessed
his performance, but if he were put on
18
trial before the Society of American
.

...-.

Magicians I have a very strong belief
that almost any one of our members
would be able to inform him. from
whence his original (?) tricks came.
The S. A. M. has done much toward
the prevention of the exposure of
tricks, and only recently a powerful

newspaper in Newark, N. J., withdrew
from its columns a series of feature,
articles, which were proven to have
been taken, practically word for word,
from a copyrighted book. Had it not
been for a member of the S. A. M.—
Secretary Oscar S. Teale—they would
have fallen into a full-fledged law suit.
I

am

positively in a position to state

that practically

all

the great magicians

belong to some magical society, and
naturally all lesser professional magicians who have any pride belong also,
as it is the only place in which we can
freely discuss our secrets, knowing
'"lurt" such discussions wttlbe "kept from"
outsiders.
Ofm course, leaks

occur—that is only
natural—but they are infrequent, and
I persist in saying that all real magicians, professional and amateur, belong
to some magical society, or if not they
Harry Houdini.
ought to.
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work of dramatic
being greatly extended,
not alone in the cantonments, but to
the Navy, and also the Red Cross. The
Division of Dramatic Directors is in
the department of the Entertainment
Committee of the Commission on
Training Camp Activities, the division
now being in charge of Harry Neville,
formerly stage manager for George
Tyler. The instruction of soldiers in
the art of entertaining themselves by
dramatic presentations (comedies and
shows of a lighter nature) is now also
being carried on in France with the
aid and co-operation of the War
The scope

directors

G.

Elwood

navy Feb.
Captain

Gottlcr, released

12,

Foy

is

from the

with John Cort.

Staniford, A. E.

F.,

the

husband of Gloria Goodwin, returned
from France Feb. 14.
M. W. Benedict, C. £. F. (formerly
with Leon and Milton), arrived from
France Feb. 12.

Frank

B. St. John, 302d Engineers,

from France and

A. E. F., has returned

is again with Fox
George Brooks, A. E. F., recently returned from France and mustered out,
has re-formed with Marie Cabot.
Harry Tobias, discharged from the
Q. M. Corps, stationed in Florida, is

back in New York.
Lieutenant M. S. Bentham expected
to be released from the navy by Feb.
19, and will immediately reassume the
full charge of his booking agency.
Bert Hanlon was handed his release
from active service in the Navy this
week and will return to vaudeville with

.

his "single."
Al Striker, released

from the navy,
returned to the booking office of
Charles Bornhaupt, with which he was
previously connected.

Lieutenant Lawrence Schwab, who is
on the coast, expects to be released
from the Navy this week, and will
return to the theatrical agency business in New York.
Lieutenant Floyd Stoker, U. S. A., released from the navy and expected to
return to the booking agency, which
he left when going into the service, of
Stoker & Bierbaurer.
Jesse Wank is reported to have been
recommended for decoration by the
French and the British. He is with
the A. E. F. in France. Before entering the service Mr. Wank was. treasurer of the Knickerbocker (New York)
Theatre. He is a grandson of the late

George Kraus.
Sergt. John Openshaw, the first Pawtucket, R. I., soldier to be officially
reported as wounded in France, and a
returned to his home in
Pawtucket last week. He was wounded
twice with shrapnel in his arm and
He was a member of Battery D,
leg.
magician,

103rd Field Artillery, and saw action
at Chateau-Thierry and in other battics.

formerly with
Wilbur Cathcart,
Luescher, and who was in
France with the 107th Regiment of
the 27th Division, was mustered oat

Werba &

of service Feb. 7. After five months at
the front he was wounded Sept. 29 in
the breaking of the Hindenburg line
at Cambrai. His discharge from service followed his release from the base
hospital here.

VOLUNTEER SERVICE SHOWS.
The

following recently appeared at
the various hospital theatres for the
War Hospital Entertainment Asso•(?!

ciation

:

Embarkation Hospital No. 4 (PolyCarl Seamon, Arthur
Fields, Dore and Cavanaugh, Lillian
Boardman, Jefferson De Angelis, Helen
lederer, Lew Cooper, Helen Brennan,
Walter Scanlon, Han Downing, Sur-

—

clinic Hospital).

g

..
•:!

:•

i

prise Features.

General Hospital No. 39, Long Beach,
L,—Seamon's Orchestra, Frederick
Roland,
Helene Vincent, Tossing
Austin, Mattie Lockette, -Monroe Silver, Baby Gladys, Barber and Jackson,
Mae Melville, Hudler, Stein and
L.

Phillips.

Marine Hospital. Statea... Island.—
Matty Levine, Arthur E. Thome, Pearl
Htght, Robillo, Barber and Jackson,
Polly Redfern, Ahearn and Curran,
Knute Erickson, Marie Allen, Monroe
Silver.

Depot Hospital, Air Service Depoj,
Garden City, L. I.
Carl
Seamon,
Hamilton Walton, Polly Redfern, Anna
Haynes, Mattie Lockette, "The Mar-

—

ried Flirt," Francis X. Donegan,
off and Gray, Helen Brennan,
McGowan,
Siegel.

PerkJack

Emma

Embarkation Hospital No. 4 (PolyHospital).—Carl Seamon, Canand Rose, Francis X. Donegan,
Cortez and Paggy, Con Conrad, Helene
Vincent,
Knute Erickson, Arthur
clinic
field

Ann

Fields,

Chandler,

Jimmy

Casson.

Embarkation Hospital No. 1, HoboMatty Levine. Murray, Irwin and
White and Bradford, Four

—

ken.
Paul,

Troopers, Katie Rooney, Robillo, Mary
Allen, Great Rajah.
Naval Reserve Training Station Hospital,

Pelham Bay Park.—Ahearn and

Curran,

Mattie
Lockette,
Dottie
Dimples and Baby Beban, Perkoff and
Gray,

Monroe

Silver,

Polly Redfern,

Knute Erickson.

An entertainment was given on board
the Carmania Feb. 7 by a number of
enlisted men of the C. E. F. Among
the entertainers were M. W. Benedict
(Ben Milton, Leon and Milton). The
proceeds went to the Liverpool Seamen's Orphan Institution.
Under the direction of Major Frederick A. Tillman the Grand Pre Players
of the 2d Battalion, 307th Infantry,
are touring France with a farcecomedy, entitled "Dr. Cook and Captain Peary."
The majority of the
players
are men who have been
slightly wounded. In the cast are Harry
Hepner, Max Cohan, Howard Roeding,
Joe V. Mullins, Kenneth Mood, Ginton
Russell, Frank Carswell, Frank Becht,
Harry Keifert, Elmer Buenzow. The
company is under the personal supervision of Lieutenant J. S. McDermott.

A

The

entertainers at the Y. M. C.
hut, Montreal, Feb. 13 were Stuart
Barnes, Sybil Vane, The Paynes, Hanry and Hollis.

"A Buck on Leave", is the title of a
show given by the theatrical troupe
of the Motor Transport Corps, at
Verneuil, France, Jan. 25. 115 enlisted
the company. The following had charge of the entertainTnent: Capt. E. Van Hise, Lieut. Gor-

men composed

don Laughead, Chauncey Griffin, Sergt.
John D. Evans, Van Ness Williams,
Sergt. Eric G. Nylund, Sergt. Joseph
Burns, Sergt. J. H. Buckman.

While playing the Gaiety, Toronto,
last -week,' Manager
J. Cohan took
the "Bowery Burlesquers" to the Col-

R

lege Street Hospital to entertain the
crippled soldiers.

Department and
that service

officers

detailed for

'

has now been decided to continue the division of dramatic direction in the Army and Navy, even after
both arms of the service have reached
a peace footing. A number of officers
are detailed for that work, to be
permanently assigned. Such officers
must have had previous stage training,

But

it

and therefore the field is open to
civilian directors as much now* as
before, when there was a call for their
services in cantonments.
The work is still kept up in the
cantonments here, and is especially
valuable since there has been a dearth
of attractions lately, that being mostly
due to the small number of men in
camp not warranting the booking of
many shows. The cantonment direction is not, however, confined to the
men. The main idea is to entertain
them, and in such camps, when little
material is available, talent from the
nearest towns is recruited and shows
given the soldiers -by such civilian
players. This is being done more and
more, since the constantly changing
complements of the camps make it
necessary to employ local talent.
The navy is already into that branch
of dramatic instruction, and already
there have been directors appointed
for Boston, Cape May, N. J., and the
Great Lakes station, and the navy is
open for six more appointments.
The Red Cross has also adopted the
dramatic directorship idea for work
at the various base hospitals in this
country.
It is believed that such
employment and training of men who
are convalescing and able to attempt
stsge work will have an excellent
psychological effect on the men in
the hospitals. There is a considerable
number of shell-shock victims and
gassed men whom the work is expected
to aid in recovery. The Red Cross will
need ten or twelve directors. Already
one is at work at the base hospital on
Island— Aleck Frank, well
Staten
known as an actor.
Since the present plans call for
employment for two years or more,
and the salary is not inconsiderable,
it is a field that will probably draw
some clever stage directors. Directors
are paid $2,400 yearly—approximately
$50 per week— and living quarters are
supplied free. Also the directors are
classed as commissioned officers and
eat at the officers' mess wherever
quartered. Also the directors may go
and come as they please.
.

GEO.

YOUNG LEAVES LEDGER.

Philadelphia, Feb. 19.
Following 14 years with the Public
ledger here, mostly devoting all of his
time to sports as associate sporting
editor of that Important daily, George
M. Young has resigned, to accept a
permanent engagement with the B. F.
Keith forces of this city, headed by
Harry T. Jordan. Mr. Young will likely be concerned in the management of
the big Keith's house here.
Last Thursday night he was tendered
a dinner at the Hotel Bingham by the
sporting writers of Philadelphia, with
several theatrical

managers attending.

Mr. Jordan presided as toastmaster.

About 100 sat at the tables.
During his connection with
Ledger Mr. Young covered for

the
his

paper the biggest sporting events of
recent years. Early evincing a fondness for. theatricals, he, meantime,
made himself thoroughly familiar with
that amusement through constant attendance and association with the theatre and its people. He is considered
about the best equipped of the younger
men in the city to take up his new
duties, though the sporting world has
lost
one of its most experienced
writers.

.
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of the

Recent changes among directors
have sent Malcom Morely (formerly
with George Arliss) to take charge of
the work at Camp Kearney. The War
Department has assigned Lieutenant
Bernard to take charge at Devens and
Lieutenant Lee to direct at Sherman.

SPINGOLD BOUGHT OUT MKOWEN.
Chicago, Feb. 19.
A statement issued by the Harry W.
Spingold Agency expresses the best of
good will towards Capt, James McKowen, in explaining that when Capt.
McKowen went into the Service, the
Spingold Agency purchased outright
his business, even to the use of the Mc-

Kowen name.
The statement was

issued evidently

any impression the Spingold Agency has been but temporarily
to correct

acting for Capt.

McKowen.

Gncinnatil Feb.

19.

Artistic temerament, Federal officials

is

say,

was responsible for a

little

cident in the Federal detention

in-

camp at

Oglethorpe, Ga,, which will likely
result in the deportation as alien enemies of Dr. Karl Muck, former director of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and Dr. Ernst Kunwald, former
director of the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra.
Lieutenant-Colonel Royal Mattice, of
Cincinnati, who is with the personnel
department of the United States Army,
on General Pershing's staff and also
the general staff, says : "Kunwald and
Muck were placed in the same room
after secret service operatives had
placed a dictagraph therein.
The
operatives believed they would soon
be at loggerheads. This proved to be
the case, for in a. short time they were
having a weighty argument, and -during this time, having arrived at the
stage' when passion held sway, proceeded to tell many things which the
secret service men were anxious to
Ft.

know.

"They learned more from this procedure than in any other way, for
while the two men were telling each
other what they knew about one
another the unfailing dictagraph made
an everlasting record' Through the
United States Secret Service! hundreds
of men Austrians and Germans—living
in the United States in fancied security
since the armistice was signed, are now
known, and when the time comes they
will be deported along with Herr Kun-

—

wald and Dr. Muck."

"ATTABOY" FOR CHICAGO.
The first extended engagement .of the
Captain Frank Tinney's show, Attaboy," will be Chicago, reached the
latter part of March. The first week
stand was in Pittsburgh. Dan Dody
went to Syracuse' to -look over the
show and make some changes in some
of the numbers previously staged by
him.

Sonny Barkus is managing the show
place of Jack Pierre, who went
abroad.
Chris Brown, ahead, is reported as doing good work.
With Tinney, who's featured, are
Jimmy Duffy, Fred Sweeney, William
Haynes (old minstrel man), Dave Fox
in

(Fox and Mayo) and Ben Grinnell,
stage manager.

NEW THEATRE NEEDS
Sam Meyers

HELP.

Chicago, Feb. 19.
has arrived in Chicago

and assumed his duties as manager of
the State Lake and building, which will
be opened some time during the coming month.
In connection with the opening of
the structure Mr. Meyers announced
this week that a large variety of positions will be open. Union labor and
union wages will be the policy, with
an additional factor in this connection.
In every instance men of military experience and service-flag women will
People are
be given preference.
wanted for the following:
Superintendent, ticket sellers (fehands,
stage
doortenders,
male),
porters, musicians, musical director,
operators, nurses tor children's room,
press agent, advertising agent, watchman, sign painters, organists (female),
engineer, firemen, maids for ladies'
room, checkroom attendants (female),
ushers and cleaners (female).
Applications for these positions may
be addressed by mail to Samuel
Meyers, care- of- the Western Vaudeville Managers' Association, Majestic
Theatre Building, Chicago.
Otto Gygi Going on Concert Tour.
Chicago, Feb. 19.
Otto Gygi has announced he will
abandon vaudeville for next season
to take up a concert tour.
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INCOME TAX AND EXEMPTIONS
(The following announcement has been issued by the Internal Revenue Department
for the information and guidance of theatrical players in making up income (ax
returns.)

.

ARRANGING
FOR STATE LAKE.
*"""•"

The

pol-

It is likely a verdict in Clark's
favor will be found.
Bert Lamont has filed a claim for
violation of contract and a claim for
damages against Bob Martini. The
question involved is the closing of an
act booked at Camp Mills for four
days. Martini has been requested to
prepare his defense at an early date
for a hearing before a committee
appointed to investigate the claim.
Clark and Verdict allege that Freed
and Green have wilfully "listed" a portion of their new act, "Statues," and
incorporated it into their material.
They claim the material is copyrighted,
and the organization has Instructed
the act to discontinue its use.
George P. Reuschling has filed a
claim .that an artist named Wilson is
doing an act under the billing of "Rush
Ling Toy, China's Greatest Mystiner."
Reuschling says he but recently spent
upwards of $1,000 for lithographs and
has for the past 12 pears been using
that title in vaudeville. Wilson, who
is playing the Proctor Circuit, has
been requested to make an early
explanation.
In the case of Ed Lowry against
Solly Kutner for the alleged use of a
restricted "gag" the defendant filed an
anrwer, claiming all his material is
original and written by himself while
at Camp Upton. He further adds the
claim should be filed against a former'
member of the "Mimic World."
The complaint issued by Al Shayne
against Tony Cornetta has been settled
by the organization in a manner satisfactory to both principals.
W. J. ("Doc") Nixon enters a complaint against Carl Rosini, De Bars,

nated.

be definitely fixed, and will
probably be a three-a-day bill of big
small time acts led by a high priced
headlines The prices will range to
50 cents.

Sam Kahl

Cartage and freight on scenery and effects.
Cleaning, laundering, pressing and repair of stage coetumee.
Commissions paid to agents and booking offices.
Insurance on stage scenery and effects.
Music and stage effects which have a life not exceeding one year.
Powder, paint, etc
Salaries and wages of assistants and helpers.
Storage of scenery and stage effects.
Telephone and telegraph messages and postage In connection with business.
Traveling expenses. Including railroad fares, taxi and bus hire, excess baggage, transfer Of
baggage, etc., BUT NOT INCLUDING HOTEL BILLS. BOARDING, LODGING OR MEALS.
Personal, living, and family expenses are not deductible from gross Income. Expenses incurred by your wife or husband or children traveling with you tor pleasure or companionship,
who do not assist you professionally, are not deductible;

will, in all likelihood, hanbooking sheet, though the ofbooker has not yet been announced. It is now hoped to open

dle the
ficial

the doors March 17, but it is more of
a wish than a probability.
The second floor of the office structure, which was to have gone to the

booking offices, will be taken by a
bank, and the.vaudeville men have not
yet been placed. Room is reserved in
the building for t Chicago branch of
the N. V. A., with capacious clubrooms.

DEPRECIATION.
Payments for the purchase of musical Instruments, costumes, wigs, scenery end other stage
an estimated life of more than one year are not deductible from gross Income, but
under the heading "Depreciation," artists may claim a reasonable amount for the depreciation
arising from wear and tear of such articles. This depreciation is allowable only In respect tq
costumes, etc., used exclusively la connection with the artist's profession.

effects with

EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED.
man or woman
$1,000.00
Married person living with wife or husband
2.00O.00
Bach child under eighteen years of age dependent upon parent for support
200.00
Single person who is the head of a family
2,000.00
The exemption of a married couple without dependent children can In no case exceed 12,000.00.
It Is highly desirable that each artist keep a book showing on the left-hand page the amount
of money received each week, and on the right-hand page, all deductible expenses.
ALWAYS
Single

GET BILLS.

In order that assistance

may he

rendered the taxpayer In preparing bis return, Mr. Augustus
Barnes, of this office, will have desk room In several of the theatres and will have competent
Income Tax men assigned to him to assist in the preparation of returns.
Further notice will be given as to places where, be and Income men may be reached, as well
as the schedule of hours daring which the assistance of these men may be available.
If you are a resident of Greater New Tort, your return should be Hied In one of the following
districts

FIRST DISTRICT,

NEW YORK

BERTRAM

8.

GARDNER, COLLECTOR.

Boroughs of Brooklyn, Queens and Richmond are in the First

District.

Office—Post

Office,

Brooklyn.

SECOND DISTRICT,

NEW YORK

WM.

H.

EDWARDS, COLLECTOR.

Borough of Manhattan (Manhattan Island Itself consists of two collection districts, the
Second and the Third). The Second District (Office Custom House) consists of that portion of
Manhattan Borough which Is bounded by the East River from the center of Catharine Slip
(Pier 26, E. R., four blocks north of Brooklyn Bridge) to the Battery ; by the North River from
Battery
the
to the center of West 24th Street (Pier 64, N. R.) ; and by a line, beginning at the
North (Hudson) River, running east along the center of West 24th Street to the center of 6th
Avenue, down the center of 6tb Avenue to the center of 14th Street, east along the center of 14th
Street to the center of 4th Avenue, down the center of 4th Avenue to Cooper Square, around the
north and east sides of Cooper Square (I. e., all of Cooper Square is In the Second District) to
the east Bide of the Bowery, down the east aide of the Bowery to the center of East Houstor.
Street (1. e., both sides of the Bowery north of East Houston Street-are In the Second District),
west along the center of West Houston Street to the center of Hott 8treet, down the center of
Mott Street to the center of Canal Street, east along the center of Canal Street to the center of
the Bowery, down the center of the Bowery to the center of Catharine Street (at Division Street),
along the center of Catharine Street to Catharine Slip and across the center of Catharine Slip to
the Bast River (Pier 26, B. R ). The Second District Includes Governor's Island also.

THIRD DISTRICT.

NEW YORK

MARK

EISNER. COLLECTOR.

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS.
Stetson and
Long, Letty."
Ida

Huber

with "So

are

May Chadwick and

her father)

Joe Chadwick, by Arthur Hammerstein, under a contract for two years,
to start next season.

Denial About Orpheum, Montreal
Montreal, Can., Feb. 19.
the Shuberts were
going to take over the Orpheum here
has been officially denied by both the
Shuoerts and Clark Brown, general

The report that

manager of the Canadian theatres.
It was reported the Shuberts would
make the Orpheum their local stand,
but the rumor was only taken seriously by a local paper, which retracted
the statement, crediting it to a Toronto
sporting man.

Leonard Hicba Named for President
Chicago, Feb. 19.
Leonard Hicks, of the Grant Hotel,
Chicago, was put up as a candidate for
president of the National Hotel Men's
Creeters of America. The convention
will take place in Portland, Ore., in
June.
At present Mr. Hicks is secretary
and treasurer of the Chicago Hotel
Men's Association.

Great Leon and Ching Ling Toy. magicians, alleging they are all using an
apparatus of his invention which he
employs in his duck vanishing trick.
recent decision of the Joint Complaint
Bureau awarded the exclusive right of
this apparatus to Mr. Nixon.

A

HONOR MAN

NEW YORK

ROSCOB IRWIN, COLLECTOR.

The rest of Greater New York, I. e., all of the Bronx Borough, which lies north and east of
the Harlem Ship Csnal and the Harlem River, la in the 14th District (Office—Albany, N. Y.).
JOHN D. MURPHY,
Chief, of Revenue Agents.

H0UNTF0RD ASKS FOR MONET.
In this week's issue of the Billboard,

an announcement by
Harry Mountford, in which he pleads
appears

there
that

all

actors, agents

and managers

at an address
City.
article states that Mountford is
for
the benefit
conducting "this fight"
of the actors, agents and managers.
assures anyone who will send any
money to him that their name shall
shall
in

send him money,

New York

The

calculated through this, that Mountford is receiving at the rate at least of
$30,000 a year, since the Rats* "dues" of
former days were $10 annually. His
current appeal in the form of a pleading for funds from everyone will incline the managers to believe Mountford is not securing as much cash from
artists as his supporters seem to think.

-

Wist

Mountford gives as one of the reasons why he needs money so badly that
the announcement (termed "one-half
page advertisement") as published in
the Billboard is costing him "nearly

C

.

$90."
It has

been presumed for sometime

among

managerial

vaudeville

that

Mountford was receiving quite a tidy

sum through

his efforts to raise

money

form of the payment of "dues"
to the White Rats. Vaudevillians who
opentyiprofessed -themselves as White
in the

Rats have claimed that there are still
members of the organizawhom were paying "dues,"
besides several other and better known
members of the profession who were
voluntarily subscribing to the Mountford fund. The vaudeville managers
3,000 active
tion, all of

CLOWNS ORGANIZE.
Last Saturday, at the Hippodrome,
the clowns of the show business formed
a union to be known as "The. Joeys."
Although the union was planned for
somp time, actual organization did not
materialize until the quarrel between
the Barnum-Bailey and the Ringling
Bros, factions had threatened disaster
to a number of famous clown favorites
t
with the shows.
Over 40 clowns attended the organization meeting, including all of the

Hippodrome

location.

HORACE WRIGHT & RENEE DIETRICH
first to go overseas as memOVER THERE THEATl\E LEAGUE,

were among the
bers of the

and played for four months under all sorts of
conditions and circumstances for our Troops
In. the ocllve.sectors as. well, as for thousnwls

list of officers was elected
with Poodles Hanneford as president,
"Bluch," treasurer, and Happy Lam-

Many times with Just their little ukelele for
accompaniment, they sang for hours to boys

tentative

bert, secretary.

The next meeting
Sunday.

is

scheduled for

Kelly, during the Argonne argument,
leaped into an aeroplane and soared
over the Marines, who were tightened
in a trap, and showered them with

mflmtfmm

pantomimists.
Charles
,Ra.ve! was. appo.in ted the committee to
draw up a constitution and by-laws. A
.

CHARGE OF HUT.

opening. Mr. Kelly is the only K. of
Secretary connected with that or'
ganization who won the distinction of
being decorated with the French order
of the Croix de Guerre, and who has
been awarded the privilege of wearing
the U. S. Marine emblem.
Because of his activity in the Argonne Forest, where he jumped into
the actual fighting, Mr. Kelly was
selected to supervise, the hut, the most
conspicuous in the city because of its

t?W

He

never be revealed.

IN

While it -was generally understood
James William Fitzpatrick, president
of the former White Rats' Actors'
Union, was to have charge of the
Knights of Columbus Hut, located in
Times square, that understanding
was squashed with the arrival o?
James F. Kelly, who supervised its

District (office 1160 Broadway, between 26th and 27th Streets) embraces all of
the rest of Manhattan, L e., all of Manhattan Borough not Included In the boundaries of the
Second District, outlined above, together with Blackwell's, Randall's and Ward's Islands.

The Third

14TH DISTRICT,

•

•

complaint against an acrobatic act
playing the Loew time, alleging it is
unrightfully using the name he origi-

icy will

Advertising.

COMPLAINTS.

John' F. Clark," prblttta'Wftt iw-somt
years as a monologist, has entered a

*'"TbTeago;Teb7N<;-"'
appointed house
manager of the State Lake, and Mort
H. Singer, general manager, are in New
York- consulting with Martin Beck on
points of issue regarding the mam-

Sam Myers, newly

moth new vaudeville house.

EXPENSES ALLOWED AS
DEDUCTIONS
-

N. V. A.

» » ti

of wounded Id the hospitals over there.

who gathered

along the roads,
often within a few kilometers of the lines.
They returned home several weeks ago and
wlli appear at the Colonial,
YORK, Feb.
24, In their new act
In the fields or

NEW

-

Upon recigarettes and chocolate.
turning to his post, he took a gun
from a dead Marine and sailed into
the fight himself, taking several prisoners back to the Allied lines.
It is reported Mr. Fitzpatrick is still
in France, in connection with his
duties as a K. of C. secretary. Upon
his return to New York he may be
assigned to another K. of C. Hut in
this- city;- ^----•^. --^r:-? ,-~ ~- -.,,*..•.;.*?.;
serAfter his release from K. of
vice, following his supervision of the
Times square hut, Mr. Kelly will
probably enter vaudeville, with a monolog written around his experiences
during the Argonne fight
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LESS PRODUCERS
T

AND SHOWS

p'H.'.'lHiilir/W.H

NEXT SEASON ON AMERICAN

--

Burlesque Circuit Will Clip Six Shows and Six Weeks from
Wheel. Missing Managers May Be Made Known
at March Meeting. Elimination of OneNighters and Split Weeks, Cause.

1

f

mm

Burlesque has an opportunity to
speculate between now and the quarmeeting of the American burAfter that
lesque wheel in March.
meeting there will be most likely six
less producing managers and the same
number of houses on the American
wheel for next season.
The eliminationr are to be made
through the recent announcement of
the American Burlesque Association
that next season, excepting the Penn
Circuit, there will be no one-night
stand or split weeks on the American
This will reduce the
line of travel.
playing time of the American to 32
weeks, requiring 30 shows, with one
open week west and another in the
terly

At the meeting March 7 six producers of American shows in the past
will be passed up when the franchises
are passed out The list will be decided on that day. It is quite probable
the American executives will 'then conclude to make the list of franchise
holders for 1920 public in order that
those managers overlooked will not
be led into making incumbering engagements for another season as an
American spoke.
The speculation will develop among
burlesque people as to who the six
producers will be. No hint has been
dropped as to their identity, but it
seems to be an open secret that the
American, in its march of progressiveness and advancement will drop those
!>roducers who this- season as well as
n the past failed to heed warnings

given to all American producing managers as to quality of performance.

MERRY ROUNDERS.

Nothing particularly new about this Max
Spiegel Btow, an established one and one whose
title is a
faces In

box oHce draw.

There are some new

the cast at the Columbia this week,
splendid looking chorus and a good routine
of numhere, but the enow itseir and the comedy
bits are all rather familiar, yet sufficient to
(o through the season.
And the show, constructed as It Is, Is decidedly entertaining. This Is principally due
to the comedy of Abe Reynolds and the exthe two
cellent work of Florence Mills,
featured principals. But while Reynolds and
Hist Mills corner the billing honors, the hit
of the show west to en Individual whose name
didn't take up much room on the program, but
whose work took up the bulk of the evening's

a

applause.
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but dialog "feeding" for the featured comedian. <5eorge Kinnear was the "straight,"
He
leaning' a trifle toward the juvenile class.
did well.
The book Itself was introduced several seasons ago, dealing with the smuggling of a set
cake
of
soap
which
beIn
a
jewels,
bidden
of
comes lost, the succeeding action revolving
around the chase. It affords an opportunity
to bring In some good situations for comedy
and* Reynolds and Miss Mills take advantage
of every opening for laughs.
The chorus Is lively, good looking and Mr.
Splgel has provided a wardrobe and scenic
The
outfit that runs right up to the average.
show while not an expensive one to operate,
will entertain any Columbia audience and
should draw well because of Its established
"rep" and the following of its featured principals.

At the Columbia It played to a capacity
house Monday night and kept the gathering
Wynn.
In constant good humor.

east

-

John Qutgg (formerly Qulgg and Nickereon) Is the one in question, a musician who
knows from years of .experience how to- Juggle
an audience and the manner In which he

Juggled that Columbia gathering Monday night
was gratltyicg. Qulgg'a first wallop came with
specialty on the trombone, a rather difficult
Instrument to get "straight" numbers ever
with. Qulgg teased them along until the finish,
when be Jazzed the born and practically
It would have been imstopped the show.
possible to follow Qulgg with a number, but
be very wisely kept In view and accompanied
the nnmber leader, easing off nicely and at the
same time Insuring the success of the song.
In the afterpiece Qulgg soloed again with the
accordion and duplicated his previous bit
Throughout Qulgg worked his blackface character, but earned little, as be was poorly placed
for comedy, bat bla musical efforts clouded
up the honor list for anyone else.
Mildred Tyson, the eoubret, looks new to
burlesque. A clever little girl, a fair singer*
food kicker and full of "pep" and personality.
he carried several numbers to encores and
In the "shlmmle" song brought borne the singing bit of the night. This little miss will bear
wetchicffrfo? *he- looks Hke-a.-nvjataal oomedypoBslb'llty and for burlesque Is sure fire.
Eve Suede, the Ingenue, Is badly cast in the
opener, for Miss Suede la not a capable talker,
And
but she can certainly handle a song.
Miss 8uede should lean toward dark garments
for she made a stunning appearance in black
tights, while previous to tbelr Introduction she
««
passed practically unnoticed.
C. Blwood Faber In a. rube role handled his
part fairly well without threatening anyone's
aK possibility, the part Itself calling for little
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PARIS BY NIGHT.

disgusting, particularly In a bit
wherein tbe comedians, Arthur Mayer and
Ernest Schroeder playfully expectorate. In one
another's faces, using a mouthful of water
for the "bit" It'a an old time scene unearthed
from tbe ruins of the late Barbary Coast, and
while It aroused some laughter at the Olympic
Tuesday night it's hardly fit for .modern burlesque and should be eliminated In Its entirety.
The book on the whole Is a conglomeration
of ancient scenes, apparently thrown together
by the comics themselves. Mayer and Schroeder are cast as Dutch comedians, the former
playing a role that looks much like tbe one
Introduced In burlesque by Johnny Weber.
positively

The "outside bum" expression Is overdone,
and tbls, since It Is made a feature of tbe
comedy, might be registered as a copy, having
been originally heard In burlesque some years
back and apparently discarded because of Its
uselessness.
The two men work hard and
manage to keep the audience In a laughing
humor, but tbe lack of originality, both In
tbelr work and material, does not auger well
for tbe wheel Is general. In fact the Americas
string of shows tbls season seems to bave
dropped a few points altogether In general, the
producers falling to show anything original
in literature, seeming to favor the excessive
use of popular songs.
Of the other men Ray Montgomery as
"straight" makes a fairly good Impression,
anl with Rutb Denlce landed a singing hit
In a one-song specialty In the opener. This
was well worked up by the comedians and
chorus and scored them a nice hit
Ernest Lambert as Mephlsto found in his
role a good opportunity to Introduce some
appropriate "hells'* and "dams," but they were
hardly offensive because of bis character. He
fits well In the show and does some excellent
"feeding" for the comics.
Hallle Dean la a lively soubret with a voice
tbat favors tbe low- register, but Miss Dean
Is full of "pep" and bas a "Shlmmle" wiggle
that met with the approval of the Olymptcttes.
She carried several nnmbers Into the hit scale,
scoring especially well with "Dixieland In
France."
Leona Fox Is the prima, a tall, rather goodlooking miss with a good Idea of burlesque
work.
She didn't display anything pretentious tn tbe costume type, but dressed reasonably well and can be safely credited with
marking down a favorable Impression.
A so-called "pick up" number brought out
the beet portion of the show, the chorus getting
Individual opportunities to display their talent
In this the ballad singer who closed the "bit"
earned tbe top honors and looks like a possibility for principal work next season. Another,
an end blonde who was' referred to as "The
human snake" by her Introducer kept tbe male
portion of tbe audience Interested In her wiggles,
It'a a good, rough show, capable of satisfying,
the chorus holding up the Interest which might
fall to a low degree because of tbe age of the
dialog material.
Business was a rifle off at the Olympic where
a capacity attendance Is generally tbe rule
and with nothing whatever to account for It,

iwssl'ble the"

downtown element have

be-'

come wise

to tbe fact that the wheel producers
are running through cheap shows, realizing
that business conditions are naturally above
tbe normal point
Wynn.

BON TON

GIRLS.

Chicago, Feb. 19.
Lester Allen, Jack Strouee and John Barry
made tbe "Bon Ton Qlrls" safe for
The show, at the Star and Oatrer

bave

popularity.

here, is a shining example of a good idea gone
trwoff, « JasJoas!/*.'. maateg. la .ireJiftR, t))f\ W>Vp.p,
runs In reels. Tbe characters are based on
The
famous film personalities, burlesqued.
connection with the film motif ceases rather
abruptly with the names. Had the Idea been
carried out, the result would undoubtedly bave
been a great Improvement
Reel I Is a roadhouse scene. The comedy
limps, but tbe music lilts. Tbe numbers are
well chosen, and top principals put them over
well, vocally, but the principals plant 'themselves In stage center and stay there as 1
graven to the spot during the rendition of their
Bongs, taking encores in a most listless fashion,

HIGH PRICES FOR SUNDAY SHOWS.
'"

Ttte jj>a«mg'b'i'W
formatters at the Nora Bayes Theatre
(44th Street Roof) from Nora Bayes'
management to that of the Shuberts,
the change coming with last Sunday,
is reported to have been brought about
through. Miss Bayes deeming the cost
of the special Sunday bill there, with
herself as the star attraction', too high
to return her a net amount worth the
extra performance on her part.
The Sunday night shows at Miss
Bayes' Theatre are said to have run
from $800 to $1,000 in salary and house

without a hand.
Reel 2 la a street scene In Italy (In "one")
with Lester Allen and Jack Btrouse In wop
character. Allen Is a comedian of merit and
backs up his qualities as a funmaker by conHe has a fair voice, expenses each. Sunday, without Miss
siderable versatility.
plays all sorts of string instruments, and as
Bayes' salary included. Upon her
an -acrobatic and eccentric dancer and tumbler
withdrawal the" Shuberts continued
proves to be one of the beat on the wheel.
Reel 3 la called "Honeyland, the Beautiful."
the Sabbath entertainment.
Why this sacharlne and mellifluous title Is
The addition of the Bayes' Theatre
The scenery Is
chosen Is not made clear.
show to the. Shuberts' Sunday list!
handsome, but appears to be only a background
for the same routine and gags which bave begives them three Sunday houses
come standard by virtue of many years' use.
Winter
Garden, Central and Bayes.
Tbe "Bon Ton Girls" makes an honest enAccording to report Davidow, who
deavor to give money's worth. There are ten
principals. 18 chorus girls and a lot of scenery.
books the Sunday bills in the Shubert
a
make
would
book
tbe
to
attention
A little
houses, pays top price for the Winter
Aiding
sprightly and snappy entertainment
•Allen Strouse and Barry are Ethel Albertlnl,'- •..Garden, but calls for a cut at the
FloBsle Radcllffe, Martha Horton, Eddie SimCentral for the one show Sunday ; also
mons, Rudy Willing, Harry O'Neill and Joe
the Bayes. Davidow usually offers a
Swing.
Smith.

—

PROVIDENCE OUT NEXT SEASON.
No Columbia

Providence, Feb. 19.
burlesque is looked for
Officials of

lump sum when two or more of the
Shuberts' Sunday theatres are played
the same night. There have been instances, it is said, where an act played
all three of the theatres the same

in this city next season.

The Revue Amusement Co., Is credited with
the ownership of this troupe, a typical second
wheel show running to broad comedy and
many numbers, the best part of which Is the
liveliness of the chorus. It's really the Ed. F.
Rush show. In sections the show becomes

RV

• >

.

evening.
The salary of acts on Sundays has
steadily climbed upwards of late.
Vaudeville acts not regularly engaged,
and
some of those that are, increase
prevails.
The Columbia shows are now play- their weekly income considerably by
the Sunday playing. Acts laying off
ing the Colonial, a P. F. Shea house.
The Columbia people do not like its that accept Sunday dates, together
That becoming known to- with private club engagements during
location.
Shea he is reported having arranged the week, very often exceed "their
Erlanger for comcustomary weekly salary.
through Klaw
While the Shubert Sunday houses no
binations after burlesque leaves the
longer advertise, nor bill their proColonial.
No other house in town which might grams, the cost of Sunday turns has
Columbia
hit
the
to
not
decreased. The prices of acts for
be secured seemed
these shows vary, but headliners, when
executives as desirable. Neither does
drawn from outside the Shuberts' playthere seem any intention on their part
ing forces, are reported receiving, as
to build.
top money for Sunday evening, $350 at
Providence has always been an inthe Winter Garden, $300 at the Bayes
ar.d-outer with burlesque.
and $250 at the Central, some acts
playing two houses for one salary.
ADVANCE ADVERTISING.
One thousand dollars for the single
Sunday performances at the Garden
In the week-end announcements for
where
Jean
week,
is
this
a very common almost weekly
Bronx
Miner's
occurrence
Bedini's "Puss Puss" is playing, the
advertisements read that "Puss Puss"
ADMISSION TO HAPPINESS.
is the show selected for the summer
Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 19.
run at the Columbia, New York.
The Universal Happiness League has
Immediately upon the appearance of
theColumbia
arrived at East Aurora, and the farmers
the advertisements the
of that quiet pastoral section are agape
atre management is reported to have
with awe and excitement Barefoot
written a letter of reproof to Bedini,
condemning the _ advance publicity dancing is one of the features of the
pubthe
where
cult, which plans to bring people from
matter
a
in
for
striven
event
the
the wicked city to live nature's plan
lic should not be apprised of
down to a frazzle.
until it is current
In spite of the interest of the rubes
Mr. Bedini was also informed, it was
they refused to cough up ten spots each
stated, that through the pre-announcement it will be necessary to rename when promoters of the cult -solicited
summer
them.
The mean farmers are inter"Puss Puss" for the Columbia's
ested all right enough, but fail to see
engagement. Other changes may be
recommended in the performance to why they should pay real cash for the
honor bestowed on their section.
offset the advertising that will insure
Inquiry at the office of the cult in
the attraction sufficient attention by
Euffalo elicited the reply that all inthe dailies as a new show when it
formation about the enterprise may be
opens at the Columbia some time in
found in a book. Incidentally, it was
June.
The "Puss Puss" management was said that a copy of this book could- be
secured for ten bones.
also advised, according to the story,
conpublicity
that if the premature
South African Returning Hem*.
tinued it might become necessary to
Mr. Weinberg, general representacall off the summer engagement at the
tive for. the South African Trust, who
Columbia.
has been in New York for several
months, sails for Capetown Saturday.
BURLESQUE CHANGE.
The Trust is erecting a new $250,000
James E. Oooper journeyed to Co- picture studio in Johannesburg and
Wells
Billy
assist
week
to
lumbus this
proposes to continue the production
in making radical changes in the "Mile
of big film features. With their presr
a Minute Girls."
ent facilities the Trust has already
made two big features* -which will
shortly be brought to America for
Nothing has been heard of late reexploitation.
garding the announced tour of Billie
Burke in the legitimate, under Flo
Lou Letter Goea South.
Ziegfeld's management in "The Clown,"
seems
Lou Lesser, the former burlesque
now
written by A. E. Thomas. It
manager and advance agent, has gone
settled Miss Burke will remain in picto Florida in the hope of benefiting
tures, continuing as one of the Famous-

the Columbia Amusement Co., lately
here, are said to have so expressed
opinion
an
themselves that such
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America has gone ahead very rapidly
ir lyrics of popular songs. It has been
racing, and just now may be at its
highest speed, for the popular song
of today on the market over here,
when not a ballad, is of a fast description, almost as much so in the story
the song tells as in the music. It is

many years ago when the storysong was almost unknown on this
The English song writers wrote
else, and sold them cheaply.
Few of the English songs were sold,
those that were stage-sung. Artists
bought the songs, used them and
placed them away*. Seldom were -they
even turned over to a music publisher.
And through that the English lyrical
not so
side.

nothing

'

v

writer taught his brethren over here.
In turn the American taught the English to cut down the number of the
verses, tell his story »in two verses
and two choruses, or better yet did the
American* later on bend all his energy
to a first verse and one or two chorIf more than one chorus, the
uses.
second and others were for purposes
of inserting "catch lines" or phrases
for comedy points, until a popular
song of the comic type really held
what writers in other days would have
Such as
sold by themselves"—gags.
the catch lines in a late "shimmy"
number, to wit : "I had a husband and
he left me flat, but I shook aXshimmy
and that brought him back." This in
the chorus for a laugh, and another
that causes the chorus of the same
song to be repeated until the catch
lines are caught up with, with the

second: "My beau bought me beer
and I thought that fine now_ I shake
a shimmy and he buys me wine." Or
yet another and in the same song,
"My landlord, he's old and bent—
shook a shimmy, no more rent." These
catch lines or these particular ones
;

and many others of similar strain and
calibre may be open to question, but
they in a way are built for the speed
of the song. It's not the song writers
nor the composers nor the artists, who
sing these songs, nor the managers
of the theatres that the singers appear
in, who are blamable for whatever
degree or extent the popular American
songwriters go to—it s the tmblic.

They

like this

class of

And

music.
#

not alone the American public—all
English speaking publics. Witness the
English—they want rag and jazz and
shimmy or anything, else in popular
songs the Americans first place their
approval upon. For publics are much
the same, though it did take England
an awfully long while to become
But from "Old Dog
Americanized.
Tray" to "Way Down on the Farm
idea.
is a long stretch, in time and

Maybe Anna Held had

the

first

audi-

ence song over here in "Won't You
Come and Play With Me?;' and it
served its purpose, or Maggie CUne s
that
no one else but Maggie, dear, could
do, yet they were accidents of those
times, while now everything is speed.
deluge
It seems quite probable that the
of jazzing song numbers will force
the slower songs oft* the stage, or at
least accelerate the entire line of
songs, other than- ballads. -The -littJe
lilting production song that had a

"Throw Him Down, McClusky"

vogue a few seasons back has been
smothered by the inrush of faster
numbers, first begotten by the rag,
followed by the jazz and nowxhased
by the shimmy. And the lyric* are
growing more broad, tell more, get

.^"•V^;''.T'
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mm
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Time*
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theatrical attorney, against Edith K.
take a chance, do
Hallor (Mrs. Laurence Weber) was
anything with a "punch" in sight, and
The
amicably adjusted last week.
the audiences, the public and you like
>tham..»» it., ms ywhaw*. .bsea >.tbe. ,cabax>et>» >r.srAfa9>,axast, f
fat* wLbr&wM.hx. „
Miss Hallor against her husband for
that's mostly responsible for this latter
150,000, alleging breach of promise.
day song writing. It likely is. The
freedom of the cabaret has conveyed
y the marriage of the principals the
action was automatically discontinued.
itself to the stage, all stages, in song
Mr. Dalberg then brought suit against
and dance. If it were" not always
his client for professional fees.
called "cabaret," that's near enough.
Perhaps there will be a sobering down
Hunt's Point Palace at Southern
if prohibition pushes the cabarets off
boulevard and Hunt's Point square
the restaurant maps, but the people
(140x150) which contains a modern hall,
will still want to hear those fast songs
banquet room, offices, reading room
and the punch songs, such as the one
and a palm garden on the roof, was
that say*' if there's prohibition the
sold Monday by the Equity Assets Corsinger is going to settle down near
sea
the
by
cottage
poration, consideration $450,000. SecLondon town* in a
and closes with the remark she is go- tion three of this Bronx Community
Building, the Cecil Spooner Theatre
ing to do it because "I'm a man who
was sold in 1914 to the Shuberts who
must have my liquor, when I'm dry."
exchanged a row of West 63rd street
That may not be scrfast in tempo, but
illuswell
written
as
flats.
the song story
t rates
how far ahead the American
lyric writer has progressed.
Smith & Golden, producers of "Light-

closer to the

,

Complaints mention losses of articles
left, in the dressing rooms. This could
be avoided if theatres not placing spring
locks on the doors would do so, leaving
the
it entirely up to the occupants of
to protect their priperty
ing that the door is locked.

rooms

ploying a
tising.

of the play on the placards, but always advertise in conjunction with

some household

staple,

both

firms.

probably, paying 50-50 on the costs of
In advertising
the advertisements.
one of their plays in conjunction with
a powder, they state some such phrase
as "just as Lightnin' is cleaning up
on Broadway so will such-and-such'powder clean up your dishes."

by see-

McCready, seven-year old
Lulu
daughter of Richard McCready. and
the niece of Cook and Sylvia, was engaged this week to play a feature role
now running in
in "The Very Idea,
Chicago. A school release was obtained here and the chifS was perafter
engagement
the
accept
to
mitted
the management had agreed to provide
a governess and nurse for her. Although everyone in her immediate fam-

House

managements could provide a plan obliging the occupant of the room to
return the key before leaving under
some stated penalty that would be enforced. Locks no doubt will save much
annoyance to everyone concerned, and
possibly law suits.

Max Weber

Wise Fools," are emnew form of subway adverThey do not feature the name

nin'" and "Three

A

rather simple oversight seems
prevalent and in existence many years,
according to complaints received of
late by Variet?. That is a matter of
having locks on dressing room doors.

has formed a corpora-

ily

tion to be known as the Weber Holding Corp., for the purpose of operating
theatres, producing plays, etc.

are professionals, this

is

t

The 55th Anniversary of the Estate
of the Ujte Henry C. Miner, which
occurred last week, leaves the Miner
firm

oldest

theatrical

firm

in

the general manager of the concern
The stockholders of the
Brooklyn Brevoort (a Miner property)
tendered H. Clay Miner a complimentary dinner in the Knickerbocker Hotel
at present.

Fields have retained Alfred Beekman, of House, Grossman
ana Vorhaus, to restrain vaudeville
acts and burlesque shows from using
any part of their "pool table act,
which is fully protected by copyright.

Monday

Weber and

night.

Mr. Miner

this

week

confirmed the report that next season
the Miners will be associated with
Barney Gerard in the operation of
two burlesque shows, the Miner Estate
at present being represented by one
show on the Columbia Circuit, but

This action is a result of reports that
a number ei variety teams and burlesque producers have made free use
of adaptation of the Weber and Fields

entitled to

chial

lieve

now

in

command of the Theatrical Division of
the Women's Police Reserve, with
headquarters in the
building,

in

place

New York

of

theatre

Major Semon,

of the battalion
are preparing preliminary plans for a
benefit to be held at the Amsterdam

The members

Opera House March 26. Captain Peggy
Bruner is in charge of the arrangements for the benefit.

When "A Sleepless Night" opened in
New York this week, Peggy Hopkins

held the role for which Irene Fenwick
was originally engaged. Miss Fenwick objected to certain things at re-

hearsal and withdrew and Miss Hopanother
kins, who Was engaged for
show, "The Dancer," was switched from
Her role in The
that organization.
Dancer" company is now being played

on tour by Martha Hedman.

suit of Melvin H. Dalberg, the

W.

Ellis,

a

is

true.

.

•''m
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Through Mr. Greenberg

they have entered a motion requiring
the defendant to show cause why the
letters of administration should not
I e revoked on the ground he could not
be her common 'law husband because

'

of the difference in color, station, et
al. The court reserved decision on the
notion,
.'--

in

Federal and state and city officers
plain ctothes board every train

coming into Ann 'Arbor, Mich., from
wet territory and—although they have
no legal right to do so—manage to go
through every suspect on the train.
Two women were caught the other day
with what is said to be the most in-

-'

-genious boot-legging stunt uncovered
to date. Both of the women held what
looked to be young babies in their
arms, little feet covered with worsted
"booties" sticking out from beneath'
the shawls that enveloped them. When
they got off the train in Ann Arbor,
theyjound the police patrol watting
for them. At the police station it was
discovered the "babies" were made of
papier, mache and contained ten galIons of bourbon each.
The college
students go down to Toledo and load
up their automobiles and then try to
evade the police guarding the highTires are shot up regularly
ways.
every night, and at one place a bunch
of logs are thrown across the road.
In spite of these precautions red liquor
brings $10 a bottle in Ann Arbor. f A
.

.

principal

in

Norworth's

two franchises.

...

v

"Odds and Ends,"' Jack
Revue, which'

Chummy

The after-theatre supper and dance
planned on the Hippodrome
stage by the players in "Everything"
and the stage crew has been postponed
because of a difference of opinion regarding the "wet" and "dry" question.
Recently a representative of a brewing
concern called at the stage door, asked
for Bert Levy and thanked the artist
for his expression of "wet" sentiment
via his questions written on the slide
during the Hip performance "Do we
want a dry nation," which invariably
brings an audible reply of "No." Levy
said he cared nothing about the wet
end of the fight, but the caller insisted
on sending two large hogsheads of
real good beer to be used at the proposed dance and supper at. the Hip.
The amber nectar was delivered, but
when R. H. Burside heard, about it he
sent word back stag* no -beer-«©Sfc intoxicants should be served back of the
The stage
footlights at any time.
hands with all that free beer in sight
arrived at a quick decision which was
that "no beer, no entertainment." The
status of the affair this week was that

there
the
other
evening.
wrapped himself around more than
enough of this expensive red eye and
at 4 o'clock in the morning aroused
the other occupants of the Whitney
Hotel by throwing a commode out of
the window into the street, taking
sash and all with it.
The noise
brought bell hops, the night clerk, the
theatre manager (D. S. Mclntyre, a
brother of Frank Mclntyre) and the
company manager, Sol Mannheimer,
Presently they
to the actor's door.
were joined by a policeman, who demanded the principal open the door.
By way of complying the D. T. victim
took the iron rail from his bed and
smashed the door into kindling wood.

affair

is

pneumonia, Richard

colored waiter at Murray's, entered a
claim for, and was granted, the papers
of administration on the deceased estate, alleging to be her common law
husband; Shortly before her demise.
Miss Allen had requested the wife of
Eddie Van, who is with Remick & Co.,
to occupy her luxurious apartment on
West 96th street with her. The Vans
complied with her request. Upon her
death, the Vans, as" the closest friends,
were supposed to inherit the property
of their late friend, which includes a
richly furnished suite, two valuable
canines, rare sets of books and various
household belongings. Ellis, fortified
with the letters of administration, had
taken several articles from the Lorraine apartment, including a $500 fur
coat, which he pawned tor $50, and'
sundry trinkets bringing him a sum
of about $100. The Vans, through their
attorney, Abner Greenberg, ordered
his arrest, recovered the pawn tickets,
but allowed him to go free, upon his
excuse he had employed the proceeds to bury the'girl, which they be-

played

•

Captain Duella Hughes

The

the

America where the members of one
family, have actually conducted its affairs, with H.. Clay Miner acting as

team.

retired.
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a show girl named Lorraine
Allen'died a short while ago, of bron-

Lulu's first

ing right ftom the kindergarten' into
a production.

had

party

When

appearance on the public stage, jump-

Manny Manwaring has again become
interested in the Lights' baseball team,
now in preparation' for the coming
season, and is assisting Pete Mack in
s
selecting the players (taking Variety
team into extreme consideration). Although Pete's top piece is gradually
showing the gray, he says he can indulge in any athletics. Nat Sobel is
the latest selected for the Lights

bits.

been "gummed up."
Meanwhile plenty of good beverage is
stored "in bond" with the first of July

the

.

=

-

Max Bloom, principal comedian with
"Odds and Ends," wants it understood
it was not he who had the jim jams in
Ann Arbor. Sol Mannheimer -wants
it understood he- paid- tbe..-botsl,.$l5ft-r
for the damage done— and that hereafter "Odds and Ends" will stay in wet
territory, where the temptation doesn't
exist as it does in the Michigan towns
where it cost's a small fortune for a
single drink.
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GR0P OF NEW PLAYS
RUNNING TO GENEROUS

SPR1N(;
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SIZE
of

Ever, Looked for Theatrically.
There are almost a score of pieces
preparation for spring tryout. It
locks as though the spring crop will"
exceed that by far before next month
is
Right now there are
completed.
about 15 plays either in rehearsal or
will be within the next few days.
partially complete list at present
includes two pieces by Henry Miller.
One is "Moliere" in which he himself
will appear, and "The Merry Month
of May" in which Ruth Chatterton is
to be starred. The latter was written
in

A

by George Scarborough.
Kiaw & Erlanger are to place "Into
the 400" by Richard Barry.
Edgar
MacGregor is revamping. "The .Diplocated Honeymoon" and will send it
out again this spring for another trial.
"Tish" with May Robson as the star
is shortly to open under the management of Augustus Pitou somewhere
in northern New York and George
Tyler is opening "Live Forever" this
week at Atlantic City. All of these
plays are on. the K. & E, side of the

C

fence.

The Shuberts have "Yesterday,"

new opera comique,

in preparation.

a

If

was written by Glen McDonough and
Reginald de Koven. E. P. Temple is
to stage, it.
Among the independents are a number of other productions in preparation.
The new combination of interests of Harry Frazee and Richard Bennett promises an exceedingly active
spring campaign. At least four productions are to be made by them
those listed at present is a com-

Among
edy by

A E. Thomas and Clayton Ham-

and Second avenue, is expected to remain there until the end of the present season. It's offered in Jewish.
Dan-Dody staged the show, as he did
the other one, "Upstairs and Down,"
which ran there 12 weeks. In the new
show the principals are Sam Keston
and Bessie Weisman. The melodies
offered (all Hebraic) run far back into
the olden ages, but are brought out io
an up-to-date manner.'

Boston, Feb. 19.
is out of
"The
Crowded Hour," at the Park Square,
and Florence Johns is playing the role
of Peggy Lawrence.
Miss Kershaw retired from the company after a fuss with the Selwyns.
She was rather disappointed because
she did riot go to New York with the
show after her success in Chicago.
This story was seized upon by the
press agents and much was made of
it.
Instead Miss Kershaw came here,
and the first two weeks the show did
a big business.
Then, it is claimed, Miss Kershaw put
some demands up to the Selwyn people.
The demands are said to have
spelled more money and a contract
that she would be starred next season.
The Selwyns claimed that they couldn't
meet her demands, although they did
not attempt to pass on the worth of
them. ..She gave them a certain period
in which to consider her proposition,
and when this time expired and
nothing happened retired from the
cast.

v/hich

Louise Dyer, in private life the wife
of Alan Dinehart (principal player of
the show), played the role last week.
Business fell off (the case with every
theatre), but word came from the Selwyns to have Miss Johns, under contract to them, take the role, and she
opened in it Monday night.

cago, March 2.
Monday next they
place in rehearsal a comedy drama as
yet unnamed, by Frederick Landis.
"Four Queens," a farce by Emile Nyitray, is to be produced March 17 and
"Everyman's Castle," with Robert Edeson and Katherine Kaelred, is due

about March 10.
Mabel Taliaferro

is

to be starred in

in Pawn," which Edwin Robins
to present at Stamford March 7,
another of the spring crop,. as are also

E. F.

and the Prohibition period, many

producers have embryo plans for warm
weather shows. If all are carried to
a conclusion and fairly successful, it
would seem that Manhattan with all
of its theatres open will be unable to
proyide parking, space for them,
.

YIDDISH

SHOW FOR A RUN.

The new Boris Thomaschefsky show,
"Old-Fashioned Melodies" produced for
the first time last week at the Thomaschefsky
Theatre,
Houston
street

Mr

«

coming year,

Gest said:

<

call for a theatre seating 900 persons on the lower floor. The
theatre will be so designed that over
the main auditorium there will be a
second theatre, built a la roof garden,
with a glass inclosure, which can be
removed during the summer months.
The second theatre will have a telescope stage, which will be extended
into the auditorium when the various
numbers are presented.
"During intermissions it will be withdrawn to permit dancing by the guests.
Seats will be arranged at small tables,
where refreshments will be served.

The program

will begin a't 11 :30 each
night and will continue until 1 :30 a. m."
For this feature; owing to the present ordinances, Mr. Gest will have to
secure special permission from the city

council.

NEED MORE THEATRES.
in

The scramble for legitimate
New York continues with

Cohan & Harris rented the Longacre
to continue the run of "Three Faces
East" and permit bringing into the
Liberty "The Royal Vagabond." H.
H. Frazee, Walter Hast and several
other producers have shows playing
one night stands which they are desirous of bringing into the metropolis,
with small chance of securing a theatre
at the present time.
Harry Gar son 'twas promised one of
three houses by the Shuberts for an
indefinite run of his Blanche Sweet
feature "The Unpardonable Sin," but
the Shubert office has found it impossible to accomodate the film man.

W

San Francisco, Feb.
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scheduled to open at

the Casino following the present run
of
the Armstrong Company, with
Clune's Auditorium, Los Angeles, to

original plan of importing the principals for a musical stock run at the

Casino from

._

...

.,

New

York.

HQBARTS COMEDY.

..........

,„.-..

George V. Hobart has in rehearsal
a comedy written by himself, to be
sent on tour under his own management in about a fortnight.
It

is

called "Hello Charlie."

cast are
Stevens.

Edward

Ellis

In the

and Josephine

Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 19.

occasions disport themselves
very thinnest or raiment before
an admiring Buffalo stage throng, will
in the future have upon them the sharp
eyes of the W. CT.U, Mrs. Emma
Stewart, president of the county arganization, says that hereafter "lingerie choruses and such are 'going to
have a close watch kept upon them
so that the morals of the city may be
-"kept above par.
''It's too fate this week to do anything in regard to the lingerie chorus
in the

at the Majestic, in 'Flo
Mrs. Stewart, "but in future such things won't happen." Mrs.
Steward kicked up quite a stir and
called a conference with Rev.
McLeod Smith, of the Federation of
Churches, on the question of stamping
Flo'," said

C

out "Flo Flo."

TOM KIRK LOSING

SIGHT.

Pittsburgh, Feb. 19.
Kirk, for years the popular
of the Nixon Theatre, is
slowly going blind. Shortly after his
wife and daughter were killed in their
automobile two years ago, Mr. Kirk
had to resign his post at the Nixon
and go into a sanitarium. At that
time a benefit was given in his aid and
Later his release from
$5,000 raised.
the sanitarium was effected, but private subscriptions are now being solicited among his friends.

Tom

manager

lawyer.

This committee favors a lecture tour

follow.

Fanchon and Marco will, it is said,
receive $1,000 weekly net
The local engagement appears to
mean that A. & H. have abandoned their

"LINGERIE CHORUSES."
The maidens of the merry-merry,

who on

in pell mell
to land Eddie
Rickenbacker, the American "Ace of
Aces," with so many conceivable and
inconceivable propositions that the intrepid aviator's head has been turned.
Capt. Rickenbacker has now reached
the stage where he won't even talk
business, but refers all propositions to
a committee of three, headed by his

'

is

i
CHAMBERLAIN BROWN STARS
[No,

3J—LUCILLE MANION

Miss Mnnion has a five-year contract with
Chamberlain Brown. She Is one of vaudeville's headllners and appeared In Pacific Gout
productions, Miss Manion sails for London
soon to act In a big revue In the spring, but
will appear In New York next season exclusively. Her work has been likened to that erf
Ethfl Levey, and it was largely because of this
artistic resemblance that ahe was engaged for
London, Hiss Levey being a big favorite over
there.
Besides beauty, Hiss Manion possesses distinction of manner, and la famous for the
taste and elaborateness of her costumes. Her
voice Is of a clear and brilliant quality, and
she uses It with rare skill.

Next

V"

sicians.

started

the head of their own revue, have been
signed by Ackerman & Harris to produce a revue, which will have about 40
people, with themselves as the prin-

The revue

of the
University of Pennsylvania will show
here March 2, giving a free performance. The club was secured through
the efforts of Norman Hackett, the
camp dramatic director, who retires
to civil life after the college play.
The. free performance given at Dix
by the Philadelphia company of "The
Better 'Ole" several weeks ago caused
some criticism of the Y. M. C. A.
Shows here have been given under
"Y" auspices, but when the National
War Council was informed that the
" 'Ole" performance had been arranged,
it refused to permit a Sunday show.
Mr. Hackett went to the front for the
boys and through the Commission on
Training Camp Activities the performance was arranged for at the Liberty Theatre, the fund of the Dramatic
Directors' Division paying such ex=.
penses as were incurred in giving the
show. That included payment of mu-

CAPT. RICKENBACKER IN DEMAND.
Practically the entire show business

;

Tait's

cipals.

DLX.

...Grasp- Due, ••£&• •J i<fW<Xii-i9v>'--

The Mask and Wig Club

When his wife and daughter were
killed Kirk was in the car, and the
shock so affected his mind he has
never recovered.

19.

Fanchon and Marco, appearing at
Pavo Real, where they have been
holding forth for several months at

.».*.»,......„,,..>.

oh the stage

theatres
the ut-

most energy.

FRISCO REVUE.
'

revue by Arthur Pearson.
In the expectation that Broadway
this summer will be the most profitable
theatrically New York has ever seen,
through the returning boys of the A.

...v.v.^fcago;. Febi-101

There Was."

is

well as "Come Along," a new musical
attraction which is being produced by
the Marne Production Co.
Other than the expected new musical
productions for the spring and summer, there are now planned a musical
piece with May Irwin starred, the
Sophie Tucker musical comedy under
William Morris' management, and a

, i .„,> >..v.v

Chicago this week Morris Gest
announced a new theatre for Chicago,
with a roof garden for a midnight
revue and dancing during the intermissions at the regular show.
The Elliot Comstock & Gest lease
on the La Salle expires a year from
next June.
Gest promises that the
new house will be open by that time.
It is to be called the Century Theatre,
and will present all Comstock, Elliot &
According to Gest an
Gest shows.
option has been secured on a loop site.
With the reported determination of
Cohan & Harris to build a new loop
theatre and rumors that Alexander
Pant ages was dickering for a site an
ambitious building program is promised

Miss Johns has been in New York
the past two seasons, starring in "The
Lassoo," 'Toot Toot" and "A Prince

"Luck

"The Burgomaster of Belgium," "Heads
I Win" and "Coming and Going," as

..,>,,«

"The plans

Kershaw

ilton entitled

"A Thousand Eyes" in
Frank Mclntyre is to be featured and which is to open in Toronto
and go from there to the Cort, Chi-

.....

for the

FLORENCE JOHNS IN NEW ROLE.
Willete

..,,..

In

Score or More of Productions Planned for Spring Try Outs.

Many Others in Prospect Broadway in for Deluge
Summer Attractions Through Best Summer

MASK AND WIG CLUB AT

GEST'S CHICAGO CENTURY.
(

week—WEBSTER CAMPBELL.

in preference to theatrical

and picture

appearances, but are asking for their
star an enormous guarantee, with 80
per cent, of the gross. They estimate
he should draw $10,000 a lecture.

"HELLO, PEOPLE" IS NEW SHOW.
The production starring Anna Held,
and carrying 37 people is to play as
a traveling combination at $1.50 and $2,
not as a vaudeville act, which was the
first
impression gained from the

Jr.,

announcement.
Joe Shea put out the show, with
Jesse Weil in advance, and Ada Fair
looking after local bookings.
The company opened Feb. 13 in New
Britain, Conn.
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B'WAY'S RECORD BREAKING
SEASON STILL KEEPS UP PACE
Last

Week Ranking With New

This

Year's.

Week

Fails

But Recovers. Holidays This Month
Breaking Badly for Theatres. Chicago Opera
Winding Up Engagement. "Betrothal" in
Storehouse. Some Receipts Quoted.

Slightly at Opening

The current week along BroaHway
started off with a marked falling off
in attendance in the legitimate houses.
Monday and Tuesday nights, especially the latter, were off but a recovery
to normal heavy demand was noticeable .Wednesday. .The explanation for
the short slump was that the public
held off for- the holiday (Washington's

-

Birthday) at this week end and the
sale for Friday night was exceptionally heavy with Saturday advance sales
indicating the regular capacity business. Theatres failed to get a break
in the holidays either last week or
this,
since Lincoln's Birthday and
Washington's fell on regular matinee

Molly" (Broadhurst), "Roads of Des"Forever After"
(Republic),
(Playhouse), 'The Crowded Hour"
f Selwyn), 'The Invisible Foe" (Harris)
and "Toby's Bow" (Comedy), Balcony
seats were on sale for "The Bethrothal" (Century), "The Net" (48th Street),
"Tea For Three" (Elliott), "Good
Morning Judge" (Shubert)r "A Little
"Sometime"
(Vanderbilt),
Journey*
(Casino) and "Keep It To Yourself"
tiny''

Morris Gest

may

Hammerstein proposition,

it

said,

is

sidered again.
There is to be no short season limit

the Gest-Hammerstein offerings,
it is assumed the Manhattan and
the Metropolitan will offer, opera concurrently. However, the personnel of
the Manhattan organization is to be
entirely separate from the Met, and it
is said that Mr. Hammerstein is already
lining up some of his former stars.

$2,000 Tuesday.

"Good

at the Shubert drew
"The Unknown Purple" at the

Lyric increased its pace to $11300; "A
Little Journey" at the Vanderbilt got
around $10,000 with "Sometime" at the
Casino, "Somebody's Sweetheart" at
the Central and "Sinbad" at the 44th
Street bettering $14,000 each.

"Three Faces East" which switched
Longacre has suffered nothing
by the change thus far. "A Sleepless
Night" at the Bijou, premiere this
week, caught a general panning. "The
Velvet Lady*' which came into the
Amsterdam last week is about holding
its own and is regarded only as having
a fair chance.
The season of the Chicago Opera
ends at the Lexington next week. The
draw has been about 80 per cent exto the

on special nights when stellar
were carded and the general
business done by the Campinini organization about equals last season's
business. That is considered good in
light of the absence of a several of
Campinini's trump attractions.
That
includes Rosa Raisa who has not appeared in any of the operas here.
'The Betrothal" will end a four week
booking at the Century next week and
will be stored for the balance of the
season. It was explained that matinee
business on the road being off because
of unsettled "flu" conditions prompted
Mr. Ames to withdraw the piece for
touring purpose. "Eyes of Youth" stops
at the Manhattan Saturday, Marjorie
Rambeau leaving that show to star in
"The Fortune Teller". The latter piece
opens at the Republic. Thursday next
succeeding "Roads of Destiny" which
starts on the subway circuit Monday.
Attractions listed in cut rates are not
as numerous as usual, another indication of the general excellent takings.

BOSTON'S UNEXPLAINED DROP.
Boston, Feb.

Something happened to
business

in

this

city

last

the

19.

show

week.

It

slumped greatly, and none of the managers can understand the drop.

DUES AS CUT RATES.

artists

7

available
*-.-

seats
Wednesday were
for "The Riddle: Woman''

(Fulton), "Hobohemia" (Greenwich),
"Ladies First" (Bayes), "The Little
Brother" (Belmont), "The Melting of

Butler Davenport, who is running
plays of his own composition at the
Bramhatl Playhouse, on the East Side,
is seeking members for the League for
the People's Playhouse. The dues are
50 cents a year, which entitles you to
purchase tickets on "People's Night,"
every Monday, for 25 and 50 cents and
free admission to the two Sunday

afternoon meetings every month during the season for readings of plays,
discussions, lectures on the drama and
acting.

"FORTUNE TELLER" STARTED.
Arthur Hopkins has returned from
Palm Beach and is at work rehearsing
his new production, "The Fortune
Teller," in which Marjorie Rambeau
will be starred. The piece is scheduled
for the Republic in March.
'The Fortune Teller" title was used
some years ago by Frank L. Perley for
a musical piece starring Alice Nielson.

TILLIE" IN CHICAGO.
George

It

from Me" was picked as

the best among 200 manuscripts submitted to a New York music publishing firm last year.

MASON GOING OVER.
Jack Mason, accompanied by Mrs.
Mason, left this week tor Atlantic City
for a rest. Upon his return Mr. Mason
will embark for London, where he has
several offers for production work.
Mason has a contract with Albert de
Courville, with several weeks to run;
but. has also other offers for his services, and it is possible he may tie up
with another English production firm.
At the same time Mr. Mason may
produce an American musical show in
England, arrangements for which are

now

new show, by Glen Mc-

Joe

Sam Lewis and

Joe Young.

y*m

Kurt

Eisfeldt will direct the tour, that is to
start about the middle of March, with
Broadway to see the musical farce
within a month or so after that.
In the supporting company for the
star are Lois Josephine, Harriet Ross,
Helen Elev, Arline Hackett, Stanley
Jessup, Val and Ernie Stanton, George

"$«

Bancroft, Warren and Templeton, Leo
Hennings.
Miss Josephine lately appeared in
Mr.
vaudeville with Tyler Brooke.
Bancroft was formerly of Bancroft and
Brooke in vaudeville. The Stantons
and Warren and Templeton are vaudeville acts.

:

-V,

"MICKEY" ON THE STAGE?
Steps are under way for a speaking
of "Mickey" for the stage.
"Mickey," a multiple-reeled film, with
Mabel Normand as the star, first intended as a Normand comedy, and
which swept into real old-fashioned
melodramatics, has been a big success
version

as a

.

film.

A song, "Mickey," was put on the
market, and its selling possibilities
also awakened interest in the further
worth of the picture as a legitimate
proposition.

-

"IRIS"

REVIVAL.

Montague Love, under a. starring
contract with World Film, was offered
the role of Mai din a do in an all star
revival of Pinerb's "Iris," to be produced in the spring.

The revival will probably be made by
Charles Frohman, Inc.
Oscar Asche created the rote in London and also played it in America.

MAGUIRE REHEARSING PLAY.
William Anthony Maguire is rehearsnew play at the Longacre, in
which G- M. Anderson is financially
ing a

interested.
It will probably open at that house
later in the season, being dependent

—

its success when
upon two things
tried out and the continuance of the

run of "Three Faces East."

m

pending.

MISS WELLMAN'S PLAYS
Emily Ann Wellman has written

LEDERER'S SPRING SHOW.

.

Chicago, Feb.

18.

George W. Lederer, who is here in
advance of 'The Girl Behind the Gun,"
which comes to the Colonial, plans a
spring production in this city of a
new musical show.
Lederer's management of the Colonial some half a dozen years ago, established him in this city, and if the
deal is consummated there is a likelihood his production will come into
the Colonial for a spring and summer
run.

Traveling by Trolley.
Findlay, O., Feb.

to the amazing fact, that although four railroads pass through
Findlay, it is impossible to go from

here to Tiffin, 15 miles distant and
also a junction point through which
four railroads pass, between shows.
There is only one train a day in either
direction between these two towns,
and both trains run at a time that is
impossible for a show to make.
is

by William

Elliott.

The play was

being handled by

the trolley company.

first titled

"A Ques-

of Time." It treats of the first
three years of married life; referred
to as the "make or break" period.
Miss Wellman will return to the
stage in the new piece, but will complete several vaudeville acts now in.
She also is completing
preparation.
a musical comedy.
tion

FOUR

dents

"Hitchy Koo"

several plays, the first of which—"Is
Your Life?"—is to be produced

This

A new

19.

took the visit to this town of
"Hitchy Koo" to awaken local resiIt

IN PLAY.

four characters,
Pleasant
Sins,"
by
has been placed
in rehearsal under the direction of
the author and Leigh Morrison.
The cast comprises Henrietta Crosman, Vincent Serrano/ Conway Tearle,
Pauline Lord. Morrison is handling
the stage direction.
entitled

Thomas

play, with

"Our

F. Broadhurst,

m

German Play Season Startt Feb. 27.
The proposed season of German
plays at the Irving Place theatre is
set to start Feb. 27.
At present a company presenting
Jewish plays is at the Irving.

<*M

>
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Sam

Blair**

New

Farce.

making ready the
production of a new farce, to be called
"The Girl in Stateroom B."
Samuel Blair

C. Tyler will take "Tillie" to

the Blackstone, Chicago, Feb. 24.

Steubenville, O., Feb. 19.
in jthe tin rolling plants

here are getting $25 and $35 a day—
and are paying $2 for a seat for any
show that comes to the Victoria
Theatre, half of them under the impression they are going in to see a
film
With prohibition in the offing the
120 saloons in this town are doing a
land office business.
Gambling is going on openly, and
Steubenville is about as wide open as
any far western town ever was in the
palmiest days.

some

of the houses the business
fell off between $600 and $700, and for
the first time in nine weeks the business of "Jack o' Lantern" wasn't
capacity.
The weather conditions are normal,
and there doesn't seem to be any reason for the drop.

In

cept

Orchestra

"Take

for

and

IRWIN'S MUSICAL SHOW.

Irwin's

Bovfotigfo; "'Ranting; 'the Antrty;"- went
into rehearsal this week.
Its music is by Ted Snyder and the lyrics
for the 15 numbers were written by

salaries.

WIDE-OPEN STEUBENVILLE.

some new and some old reflexes the
done "East is West"

Morning Judge"

Gaites,

its

Employes

at the Astor is leading Broadway, attaining a gross of $16,200 last week. It
was one of the few attractions that
held up early this week, getting $1,800

Monday and

in

Three comedians are teamed throughout. They are Fred Hildebr and, Jack
MacGowan and A. Douglas Leavitte,
the latter from burlesque, where he
was known as Abe Leavitt. Another
newcomer to legitimate is Georgia
Manatt, formerly in vaudeville. Alice
Hills, in a character role, and Vera
Michelena also stand out in a cast
that is strong, though not heavy in

GRAND OPERA PACT?

biggest regular week of the season.
Figures for a few of the attractions,

$14,900;

May

19.

second week here to .good
business, though not capacity, at the
Shubert, and looks good for a run. "It
is considered a summer attraction for
Broadway.
The local reviewers "plunged" in,
is

(39th Street).

and the idea is aimed at the Chicago
Opera's annual visit to New York.
The subject was considered about six
months ago, and the success of the
Chicago organization here at present
caused the matter to be actively con-

general business

Boston, Feb.

score.

enormous

Last week's takings, however, were
in spite of a slight weather
handicap in the latter end Business
compared with the record breaking
New Year's week but minus the extra
holiday performance did not attain the
same totals. It was claimed it was the

MAY

SHOW LOOKS GOOD.

THRtrtriiNiiffTOp'i^^
show presented by Joseph M.

commenting on the piece, which is
I6ng on comedy and contains a bright

debut as an opera
impressario next season, teamed with
Oscar Hammerstein, at the Manhattan,
acording to present plans. Metropolitan interests are back of the Gest-

days.

GAITES

13

is

is

After a short preliminary try-out
headed for a run in Boston.

it

Morria Trying; Oat Play.
William Morris will try out a new
play, written by Louise Carter, in
Paterson, N. J., week of Feb. 24, with
a local stock company.

1m

LEGITIMATE
MANAGERS MAKE CRITICS
TOO IMPORTANT, SAYS BROUN
Damage
Be Taken Advantage of by Critics.
Established Actors Should Be Criticised,
Mr. Broun Says. Jury Throws

^Tribune's Dramatic Reviewer Trusts His Victory in

!,~

Action Will Not

Out Stein Case.

«:>

In the trial of the action last week
Geoffry Stein against Heywood

Stein has a judgment for $108 entered
against for court costs.

Broun, dramatic critic of The Tribune,
for $10,000 damages, through a pub-

The play concerned was "The
Awakening of Spring," a sex drama
from the German of Wedekind, which

of

lished criticism by the latter, Justice

Drugo held a critic was privileged to
say that which he thought regarding
a performance of an actor provided it
was his honest opinion. In charging
the jury the court stated that it was
not necessary for a critic to be correct in his opinion but he must be
honest and not assail an actor in his
private life not concerned with his
performance. The jury was out about
an hour before finding for the de-

...
'

•

fendant.
In connection with the finding, Mr.
Broun said he trusted his victory
would not result in critics "using it as
a license to attack individual actors."
'-'Actors should be given the benefit of
the doubt," said Mr. Broun, "because
it is difficult to distinguish between a
bad actor and a bad part. While an
established actor may be good in a
certain role it does not follow he will
be good in a different line of parts.
"Again, in my opinion, consideration
should always be given the young and
unknown actor as against the artist
who has become established. Some of
the latter by very virtue of the laurels
gamed may at times give slip-shod
t

.

performances which deserve adverse
the highly established
actor who is open to severe criticism
from the critic. He leads us to expect
performances should
past
on
much and
A
fulfill those expectations."
Mr. Broun illustrated a further contention with the story of the artist
James McNeil Whistler, who was
showing a personal friend some of his
paintings. The friend remarked as he
saw the pictures, "That's a good one;
that's not good." Whisrler pulled him
up by saying "You should not say 'this
is good and that is not,' you should
say 'I like this one but I don't like
criticism.

r

.',

It is

that.'

"That is the stand which should be
taken by critics. He likes or does not
a play and that is the fair way
It is not
of expressing an opinion.
quite uo to him to say this play is bad
R*
and that is good, this actor is bad and
that one is good.
"I think, by the way, that managers
place too much importance on the various criticisms of the dailies," continued Mr. Broun. "We, as a body,
cannot make or mar a play. Criticism
adverse or otherwise may or may not
affect the attendance of a play -for
about a week, but after that the play
stands upon its own merits.
"To me the decision will not alter my
..
method of criticising. I always endeavor to say what f think personally
and make it clear that it is my own
opinion.
;
"One must gauge the atmosphere of
a first night and it is not hard to discriminate between genuine applause
and that which comes from sections
.....of the audience (oTr individual friends
among the members of the cast. I do
repeat, however, that I trust the decision handed down will not be used
to the disadvantage of artists at any
time."
like

'

.

As

a

result of losing

his

suit,

Mr.

.

the authorities suppressed as immoral
after one performance some time in
March, 1918. Besides "panning" the
show, play and cast, collectively,
Broun stated that Stein's exposition
of the art of histrionics was the worst
he had ever seen
Col.
B. R. Sackett
represented the N. Y. Tribune Association, which employs Broun as its
critic.

-

'

*
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The Court charged the jury:
Gentlemen of the J u ry
I hope yon understand the case.
The article Is quite long,
but the part of It 'of which the plaintiff complains la not You have heard It read, and I
hope that you recall it, but If any of you
don't, you may tell me, and I. will read It to
you, and you may also take the paper and
read It yourselves, If you wlah. In the com:

plaint in the case; but you are to guard
against giving undue Importance to particular
parts that you may read of a pleading, because you ought to read the whole thing
together rather than any particular branch
of it
In this case it la a clear cut case.
The
plaintiff claims that the defendant published
of him the matter specified In the complaint,
of which he complains, and the defendant
admits It
And the defendant says, "What
we. published la so, and it waB a fair comment upon Mr. Stein's acting at the particular
performance referred to by both plaintiff and
defendant.
They don't disagree about the
details of the matter. Gentlemen.
Publication
Is admitted, performance Is admitted; time
when is admitted, and they only differ with
respect to whether or no the matter is a libel,
whether or no there is a good defense to it,
and whether or no that defense has been
overcome by the evidence here.
The plaintiff -claims the matter is libelous
per so, and the defendant disputes that, and
the defendant says "Even If It Is, we bad a
right to publish it, because It was a fair
comment en a performance, In a public
theatre, by the plaintiff, who was an actor
at that performance."
And the plaintiff says, "Well, may be that
Is so"—it it is so
the plaintiff denies that
it 1b so, but "even If It Is so, it was maliciously published," that is, published with a
bad motive, and ill will, and therefore was
wrong, even though it was fair comment.
That you must determine in this case.
If you find for the plaintiff, give blm such
damages as the case warrants. Mr. May has
told you the rale about that correctly.
If be
is entitled to recover compensatory damages,
and if be Is entitled to recover, because of
-

—

any actual malice, you may. In your discretion, award blm punitive damages; bull you
are not bound to do it It Is tor you to Bay
whether it is a case for punitive damages or
not, but It Isn't a case for' punitive damages
there wasn't actual malice.
Provided there was, this matter of the defense comes In the case. Tou have heard the
statement made here that this matter, the
defendant claims, referred , to Mr. Stein's acting.
When an actor acts In a public theatre,
and It is a public performance, why he Invites
It

criticism.
Critics have a right to go there,
and tbey have a right to criticize his acting,
and as long as they give a fair and honest
criticism, they are protected in that, unless

they are actually malicious, and the publication

Is

protected.

In this case the defendants say that Mr.
Braun, who was their dramatic critic, attended
the performance, and he saw It, and that be
wrote the article and submitted it to them,
and that it was a fair comment upon the
acting that he saw on the part of this plainYou must say whether that is so or not.
tiff.
If you think it Is so, and find It Is so, from
the evidence, /then you will have to consider
whether, even though it is fair comment, Mr.
Braun was malicious, In other words, whether
there was an evil motive In bis mind. For
instance, not merely to publish bis honest
opinion of the acting of Mr. Stein, but a
motive' to hurt blur any way, sud if beptil)-'
llshed the matter from a bad motive, that
Is to hurt Mr. Stein, If that was bin. motive,
not merely to put his dramatic criticism In
tbe newspaper, then you may award damages
and And for the plaintiff, even though It was
fair comment.
You will consider tbe case, Gentlemen. The
law seems to be pretty well settled that a
'

:

SONG HIT ROW.

polation, placed in the show instead
of a T. B. Harms number.

When Hft opening was over Monday
night the Harms representatives stated
"Charming" was very similar to a number which Jerome Kern had written
in "Oh, Lady Lady," and Tuesday they
informed Remick & Co. of it.
Later it was stated there might be
some legal action regarding the similarity in melodies.
Harry Tierney
stated that he would welcome the
comparison, for it would undoubtedly
give an opportunity to dig back in the
records and show where a lot of numbers came from.

WOODS' MILLION.

A

manager close to A. H. Woods
this week that the producer
would come close to making $1,000,000
stated

in profits this season.

The profits on the New York company of "Friendly Enemies" will approximate $200,000. Woods' "ace" attractions on the road are "Business
Before Pleasure" and "Parlor, Bedroom
and Bath," while additional New York
successes are "The Woman in Room
13" and "Up In Mabel's Room."
Woods' expedition to London has
started well, "Uncle Sam" ("Friendly
Enemies") being a hit.
It has Seen figured that should Mr.
Woods attain the million in profits,
about half of it will go to the government for income taxes.
Philly Stands for Sunday Show.
Philadelphia, Feb. 19.
Tailor Made Man"- was given
here free to a soldier audience at the
Garrick Sunday. Very few such performances are allowed even for men

"A

in uniform, it being difficult to secure
a Sunday permit from the police

Cast of Names.
called "Our Pleasant Sins,"
written by Thomas W. Broadhurst and
said to contain a number of daring
lines is being produced by the Bryant
Producing Co., a new firm in the legi-

A comedy

timate

MANAGERS AND HEARST AGREE.

"

- There it it'lluMwuwI'riwr'tgtiwwi
the publishing firms of T. B. cHarms
and Remick & Co. over the Harry
Tierney song "Charming," of the Cohan & Harris production, "The Royal
Vagabond." The number is an inter-

'

Every thing-M' Trow-'seYeitti' between
William Randolph Hearst and the
Broadway managers after a series of
discussions between the managers that
at one period threatened a split of the
U. M. P. A. over the raise in rates
for the Sunday "American" from 75
cents to 90 cents per line.

Several weeks ago when the rates
went up the managers got together,
the result being that nearly

fireworks,

!-.,

i

luncheon Monday. The committee informally presented the matter to the
publisher and at the finish Mr. Hearst

remarked that the managers in giving the "American" the same amount
of money for Sunday advertising as
expended with the other papers had
really arbitrated the matter themselves

field.

Lee Morrison is staging the piece
which holds a short cast of "names."
They are Henrietta Crossman, Conway
Tearle, Vincent Serrano and Pauline
Lord.

The show opens March 17 in Detroit, due in New York shortly afterwards with the Fulton or Vanderbilt
mentioned.
j

long as he gives his honest opinion,
it is his fair and honest opinion of the
play. Is protected in that criticism with respect
to that matter. If It Is published, so loug as
he Isn't malicious In the publication.
He
Isn't bound to have the opinion that the Jury
would have of the play, or of the acting, and
the mere fact that the Jury don't agree with
him, with respect to the acting— rather think
critic, so

and

—

It was good when he thinks It was bad
that
mere fact wouldn't suffice, for no man. is
bound to have the same opinion that another

has.
He is entitled to his own opinion. He
Is entitled to express his opinion, so long as
it is a fair honest opinion, and he Isn't bound
to have a correct opinion ; and he Isn't bound
to uso any language that can't be characterized as extravagant
He may use his own
language In describing his opinion, and so long
as It Is a fair, honest opinion, his real opinion,

his genuine opinion, why, that protects htm,
unless It is malicious, and protects the publication, unless there Is malice In It.
With respect to this, there is no question
but that it was a public performance. They
all agree to that.
There Is no question but
that Mr. Braun
If I am wrong about these
matters that I say tbey all agreed upon, either
of you may Interrupt me was tbe dramatlo
critic of 'the Tribune, and that he wrote tbe
article that was published.
There fs no question In regard to tuose matters.
The question In the case Is, was It a libel,
fiiid-1 Charge you that' It was. but 1 cntt'rge
you that If It was written by Mr. Braun,
published In tbe newspaper, and was a fair
and honest comment, why that protects the
publication, unless Mr. Braun was actually
malicious.
That Is, bad a bad motive In
publishing It
Not merely a motive of publishing bis genuine, honest opinion, but more
than that.-'somcthlng wrong, beyond It.

—

—

and

the.

--

.-

..

arrangement was

perfectly

agreeable to him. Another result of
the meeting between the managers and
Mr. Hearst was the removal of the
minimum number of lines accepted
by the Sunday "American" and establishing- the same minimum as the
"Times," which is 2 lines. Heretofore
the "American" had a 15-line minimum
It is understood that Charles Redlich,
who "put over" the 90-cent rate, has
been shifted from the "American's"
theatrical advertising department
assigned to music advertising.

and

Ethel Dane in "Journey."
Ethel Dane will enter the cast,

of

•The Little Journey" at the Vanderbilt
Monday, replacing Estelle Winwood,
v/ho is retiring to join Henry
Miss Winwood was featured, but a
tremendous comedy hit in the piece
was achieved by Jobyna Howland.
Miller.

Anthony Kelly Getting Better.
Anthony Paul Kelly is on the road
to recovery from a severe attack of
He is at work on a new
influenza.

drama, which will probably be produced by Cohan & Harris.
Charlotte Walker in "Tea for Three."
Charlotte Walker will be starred
in the road company of "Tea for
Three.'' The part was intended for
Margaret Fielding, but the recent
reconciliation of Eugene Walter with
the Selwyns has been further cemented
by giving his wife, Miss Walker, the
opportunity to appear under the

Selwyn management.

!

, .-.:?!•:

attrac-

The committee was composed of Lee
Shubert, W. A. Brady, Fred McCloy,
Charles Zeigler and Sam Harris, who
were the guests of Mr. Hearst at

U».

.

all

reduced Sunday space in that
paper to 15 lines, the exceptions beiqg
Klaw & Erlanger, A. H. Woods and
Oliver Morosco. At this meeting it
was "suggested" any combination to
hold to the 15 line- maximum might be
construed as conspiracy and so- it went
as a "gentleman's agreement."
Last week the business offices of the
"American" sent out an "ultimatum" to
the effect that unless the managers allotted the Sunday edition the same
number of lines as other Sunday papers, with the "Times" stated as a
standard, no copy at all would be accepted by the "American."
'This brought the managers together
in a second confab, about which there
has been much secrecy. But the actual
result was that all agreed to grant the
"American" the sa"me number of lines
as would be the equivalent to, the
money spent in the other papers, the
'T'lmes" (which charges 60 cents per
line) again accepted as a standard. The
managers at the same time asked the
"American" to extend its ultimatum,
and the publication accepted the new
copy. Also a committee was formed
to meet Mr. Hearst and adjust the
matter. During the meeting it is reported that a motion was made to expel A. L. Erlanger from the managers'
association because he refused to abide
by their decision. The motion was
withdrawn and there were no furthertions
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WONDERFUL TESTIMONIAL SHOW
DRAWS $14,000 FOR HOUSEMAN
V
<

*

-

.

SHOWS

IN CHICAGO.

Chicago, Feb. 19.
„M ..Receipts are off a trifle all around,
buFthere are "more' fh'a'ii the'' 'cusfttrtnaTy
number of hits in town. "Chu Chin
* Chow" is
to play four extra weeks at
the Auditorium and is averaging well

SHOWS
,Wrth
•

beyond $33,000. The Follies sliped a few
seats below capacity, Jbut the advance
prediction of $250,000 on the ten weeks
will be realized. "Going Up" is playing
way up around $20,000. Mitzi, whose
To Distribute Funds to Beneficiary.
engagement is not enjoying much animated gossip, is lea'ving next week at
the height of a strong run, around
Chicago, Feb. 19.
dle may develop into a bit of munic- / $15,000, followed by "The Better 'Ole"
The greatest show tor a cause that ipal scandal.
with De Wolf Hopper.
"Fiddlers
When the original report of the as- Three," which got great notices, is folChicago ever saw, ran like oil at the
sistant corporation counsel was made,
lowing up with the most extravagant
Colonial Sunday afternoon, when the
the Shubert theatres were all given
advertising campaign in this town's
Lon Houseman Testimonial played to
a clean bill of health, and as a result
history, and will go over big.
"See
secured their licenses, while the K. &
a packed ho-.se, netted $14,000, and
You Later" never got into high, and
E. houses have had their licenses held
leaves, with small profits, succeeded by
gave to future traditions- a monument
in abeyance, as they were not men"Oh,
Lady
Lady,"
next
week.
to a good fellow.
Houseman is the tioned favorably in the report.
Guy Bates Post in "The Masqueonly man in Chicago who could have
Subsequently it was pointed out that
rader," is doing $10,000 at the Studedrawn such an outpouring of good will,
the corporation counsel was formerly
baker, a phenomenal gross for the loenthusiasm and attendance.
If
the
a member of the law- firm that reprecation.
"Business Before Pleasure"
roof had caved in on that benefit
sents the Shuberts in Chicago.
ran $17,500, tremendous, but diminishscarcely a notable of the theatrical,
ing.
The Drews in "Keep Her Smilsporting or political life of Chicago
"LIVE FOREVER" STARTS BADLY. ing" is an offering which is beginning,
would have been left. Probably no
to sag, having never gone above the
more handsome tribute was ever paid
Baltimore, Feb. 19.
average hit mark. "Old Lady 31" is a
While it is obvious that it would be
an individual by the many.
surprise in its sticking power, midunfair to both the author and the proWill Rogers arranged and ran the
season in a prosperous house like the
ducers to take the production of "Live
show, and did it with his knack and
Cort, and must be drawing above $7,Forever," given its first actual pregenius for making an audience happy.
000 to hold.
miere Monday night at the Academy,
Rather than ask any of the stars who
"The Overseas Revue" made a poputo attempt an estimate on its values as
appeared to open the show, he did it
lar impression, but did not draw a
a metropolitan production, it is neverhimself. Frank Craven announced him,
great deal of money the first week,
theless at present a half-painted picand thereafter Rogers and Craven
and there is some doubt whether this
ture and it is impossible to tell what
shared the announcing. The applause
form of entertainment is profitably
it will be like when finished.
> hit of the bill fell to Hal Skelley and
merchandisable; if it is, the troupe
Among other mishaps of the first headed by Elizabeth Brice should clean
Louise Groody, as performers, in their
night the climax of 'the comedy went
"For Love" number from "Fiddlers
up, as it provides $2 entertainment.
all to pot when two of the chief charThree." The biggest act was the manLenore Ulric in "Tiger Rose" is amacters were to come back and furnequin number from "Chu Chin Chow,"
bling along on an unbroken wave of
nish
a
comedic
finish to the circus
arid the big novelty was a grotesque
dignified and solid patronage. George
scene in the second act They did not
burlesque on the balcony scene by
Arliss in his double bill fared fairly at
show up and the curtain fell with sev- the Blackstone, and departs, making
Rogers, in which he played Juliet to
eral_ characters on the stage showing
the delicious Romeo of Mitzi.
way for the New York orphan, "Tilpanicky signs.
lie," with Patricia Collinge.
Other principal acts were Barney
Taking all these things into considerBernard, Victor Moore, William Farnum (who was passing through town), ation it is unfair to pick flaws in "Live
"TUMBLE-IN" LACKS PEOPLE.
•Forever." But as the play now stands,
Elizabeth Brire and her chief supportWashington, D. C, Feb. 19.
it
lacks a strong connecting link.
ers from the Overseas Revue, Tavia
"Tumble-In" will ultimately be a
There
are
sharp
characterizations,
Beige, Robert Emmet Keane, Eugene
success, but not with the present cast.
amusing
situations
and
witty
lines,
but
Cowles, Eddie Cantor, W. C Fields,
At least three of the principal players
there is not enough to the plot Jor a
Savoy & Brennan, Frank Carter, Mariwill have to go.
The composer, Ruthree-act comedy.
Someone in the dolf
lynn
Miller
and Ann Pennington.
Friml has given some beautiful
Penny sang, too, "I'm a Jazz Baby," audience compared it to a man who music to the score but there is no
has a go<5d heart and lungs and a
and it was worth the price of admisone to sing it, with possibly the exstrong rib, but no backbone.
sion to see her sing. Houseman, very
ception of the little chorus girl, Claire
"Live Forever" is just a series of
embarrassed, appeared for a moment
Nagle, who leads one number, but even
episodes as so many plays founded
on the stage. AnnabeUe Whitford was
her voice is lacking.
on short stories- are. This comedy is
in charge of programs and flowers.
Peggy O'Neal, when not singing was
based
on
a
series
Mr.
by
Yates
anent
Pinkerton
is
William A^
treasurer, and
delightful, but as three or four of the
circus and racing life, which appeared
will disburse the proceeds to Lou in
numbers are intrusted to her
in the Saturday Evening Post.
While prettiest
such manner that he cannot follow his
are entirely lost. Edna Hibbard
they
they may have been excellent in magahitherto unbroken bent for giving his
walks through the part of "Kit," her
zine form, they have no$ been stitched
money away.
voice barely getting by, while if it
together properly for a theatrical pro-

.
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POWERS GIVES OUT STATEMENT/
Chicago. Feb.

19.

Speaking for the v Klaw & Erlanger
theatres in Chicago, of which he is
manager and part
representative,
owner, Harry J. Powers issues a statement to Variety declaring K. & E. in
Chicago had absolutely no traffic with

He stated that unlike
other theatres in Chicago, the K. & E.
houses did not even compromise with
signing
a contract with
the scalpers by
ticket scalpers.

Couthoui Agency.

"As far as it is humanly possible,"
said Powers, "all tickets to the attractions in the Klaw & Erlanger houses
are sold at the box office and for the
price printed upon each ticket.
were the first to publicly declare ourselves along these lines and have made
a feature of our newspaper adverir
tising for good many months since it
became evident that the ticket broker
appeared to be un-desirabte, according
•tcrthe- public- viewpoint.

We

Substantially the situation as above
outlined by Mr. Powers was presented
during the week before the judiciary
committee of the City Council by Alfred Austrian, of counsels for K. & E,
What started as a ticket scalpers' mud-

duction.

/However,

it

may be

that this fault

can be remedied and "Live Forever'" be
made to live for a season anyhow.
The story tells of a follower of the
race track who falls in love with a circus queen. She tries to reform him
by making him a circus owner instead
of a tout. A good cast is the saving
feature. William Harrigan has a part
that suits him. Marie Nordstrom, the
circus lady, is very pleasing in her
part, also her tights. Robert McWade
gets as much out of his role. Paragon
Pete, as he can.
Sidney Toler and
William Holden do commendable work,
as does Frances Mann, who, as a bareback rider, is pretty from her head to
her heels.

"See You Later" Going on Tour.
Chicago, Feb. 19.
"See You Later," the Comstock, Elliott & Gest show with T. Roy .Barnes,
Victor Moore, Frances Cameron and
a new ingenue, Hattie Burke, who will
replace Winona Winter, will be seen in
New York in about a month. The musical piece leaves here for a tour of
several week stands, accompanied by
Bolton and Wodehouse, the librettists,
who are still plumbing the book.

wasn't for Charles Ruggles Monday
night's performance would have been
a sad one. He was the only one certain of his lines, but his nervousness
was also apparent when he dropped

the little lady with whom he was doing
a specialty dance.
The piece is "Seven Days," by Mary

Roberts ,Rinehart and Avery Hopewood, set to music and the cleverness
of the original farce is by no means
lost through the efforts of Otto Harbach,

who

supplied the book and lyrics,

Rudolf Friml, who wrote the music,
and the staging of Bertram Harrison.
It was, however, apparent that further
work was in store for Mr. Harrison
as the rdugh edges were very much
This was true of the
in evidence.
chorus, and a good looking one, in
addition to the principals.
Two pleasing features received the
approval of the excellent house. They

one or two exceptions

the

Through the continued good business,
"The Tailor Made Man" will remain
at the Garrick two more weeks! "Going Up" is still nulling strong at the
Forrest and "The Better 'Ole 3 is getting a solid play at the Broad.
latter is creating more talk than

The

any
comedy seen here this season.
"The Passing Show" is in its last
week at the Chestnut Street Opera
House. This show is doing all that
was looked 'for, which is fairly good

.

:

w

19.

business at the legitimate houses continues to hold up in wonderful fashion.

Chicagoans Turn Out in Legion For Most Popular Theatrical
Man. Will Rogers Arranged and Ran Bill. Pinkerton

.-'-/-

•

IN PHILLY.

Philadelphia, Feb.

business.
Extra Friday matinees at
SLOT have been added to the usual performances in an effort to boost business.
"The Kiss Burglar" follows.
'Why Marry," which has done good
business at the Adelphi for three
weeks, moves out
Saturday
and
"Friendly Enemies" with Lew Fields
and Charles, Winninger, at the Lyric
for eight weeks, changes to the Adel-

;

-

-

phi to make room for "Tumble In."
"Oh, Look" with the Dolly Sisters,
and Harry Fox is drawing fair business at the Shubert in its third, week.
"The Brat," at the Walnut at pop
prices is reaping the benefit of the rush
of business started by "Twin Beds."
Last Saturday night the big draw attracted the ticket speculators and they
worked- so energetically a squad of
plain clothes men made a raid. It was
the same old story at City Hall, $300
to keep the peace 'and instant discharge, but it cost the "specs" a bunch
of money, for they were well loaded
with tickets for Keith's, the Walnut
and the Monday night fight show,..
which the police confiscated.

-a*
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SHOWS IN FRISCO.
San Francisco, Feb. 19.
The San Carlo Grand Opera Company is winding up a most successful
fortnight's engagement at the Curran,

"

the favorite opera selling out.

Business is holding up at the Columbia with Carter's magic show,
booked on short notice and opening a
two weeks' engagement. Monday the
business was fair, considering the- return of the show within three months
and the indications are it will make a
little money on the engagement.
The Aicazar is rapidly regaining its
popularity of years ago with an excellent company and stock plays.

SHOWS

IN LOS ANGELES.
Los Angeles, Feb.

19.

.

The theatres are coming back strong,
doing big business.
William Faversham and Maxine Elliott reopened the Majestic in "Lord
and Lady Algy," and will do $15,000 on
the week.
"Pollyanna" is pulling well for a reall

peater.at the
000 gross.

Mason, and looks

like $8,-

All New for L. I.
Kansas City, Feb. 19.
Charles E. Summers, a local attorney,
has disposed of four plays and a light
opera to Al Trahern, manager and proThey are , "Tom Katt,1' a
ducer.
comedy in three acts;>A Mad Honeymoon," ditto ; "The Acid Test " a heart
drama in three acts "The Big Chief,"
a political play, and "The American
Legion," a romantic military light
opera in two acts with both book and
"Tom Katt" will
lyrics by Summers.
be produced first, about June 1, on
Trahern's Long IslaUd circuit.
:

;

-

were the dances of Fred Heider as the
Burglar, whose eccentric work will be
hard to duplicate, and the specialty
of Nicholas-andjQlga..
(

Arthur Hammerstein was in front
and had with him three or four actors
whose names are known on Broadway.
When approached on the subject, all
denied changes were to be made in the
company.

Roitraining Bernstein.
Chicago, Feb.

William Morris has secured an

19.

in-

restrain Bernstein, the
Jewish version Of "Potash and Perlrntittet;* for "wiitclr Morris- has ^-lh«:

junction

to

Bernstein has posted a thousand dollar bond.
Morris was in Chicago this week on
business connected with his new policy
of producing legitimate shows.
rights.
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NEWS OF THE

DAILIES

STOCK. WITH PICTURES.
DEATHS.
*.'-.!,..
""
'
Van Rentaeleer wheeler.
K!
_ MU IiWHlNiik,
Van Rensaeleer Wheeler, a comic
The Alhambra, the past year devoted

Omii'J.'».t«

Martha Hcdman will enact the leading role
Edward Locke's now play, "The Dancer."

"Oh
comedy

name of a new musical
preparation by the Shuberts.

fortnight ago, after an absence ot a year and
a half, sails for London March 1 on the
Acqultania.
He says be la going Into the
revue producing business there on his own.
Heretofore he has put on shows for others.

in

"For Ever After" reached
ance at tho Playhouse, Feb.

Its

200th perform-

18.

Max

Private

Viiclo" is the

!

is to

be

made over

17.

La Viva,
Cuba Feb.

the
i:t,

Albert, recently reported killed

ghost,

be got a

toe dancer, returned from
where she has been with a

circus.

John Harwood, Walter Hast's stage director,
has begun rehearsals of his own play, "The
Jemchlck."

The regular monthly meeting of the Catholic
Actors' Guild was held at the Hotel Astor

Jo*.

Feb. 12.

Owing to Illness Percy Marmount Is out of
the cast of "The Invisible Foe."
His place
has been taken by Frank Stevens.

William Moore Patch's "The Aftermath,"
by George Selbel, opons tonlgbt (Feb. 21) at
Stamford. Included In the company are Rose
Coghlan, Grace Carlyle, Mona Klngsley, Malcolm Duncan, Richard Gordon, Malcolm Fassett.
Priestly Morrison staged the play.

0.

"Home Coming Week

in France."

actress,

James M. Beck, at the 22d annual dinner of
"The Curious Conduct of Judge Lagrade" Is
the title of a new play by Victor Mapes, accepted by Oliver Morosco.
.

m

"As You Like It" has been added to the
series of Shakespearean plays now being put
on .at the Shakespearean Playhouse.

Mary Nash comes

to the

Manhattan Onera

House Feb. 24 for two weeks in "The Little
TeBchcr." "The Eyes of Youth" closes Feb. 22.

the Rockefeller Bible class, states that twonow to be seen In New York
are trivial or worse. "The ability of the theatre to degrade tbe soul Is evidenced In New
York" is one of his utterances.
thirds of the plays

Sumako, regarded as Japan's greatest
committed suicide in Tokio,

actress,

Japan, Feb.

Dudley Field Malone, former Collector of
the Port of New York, collapsed with an attack of vertigo at tbe conclusion of his address Feb. 17 at tbe Century Theatre. He was
speaking on conscientious objectors when taken
111.
He recovered -sufficiently to go home,

two months following the death of
Professor Shimamura, of Waseda University, Tokio, who had given up his
career, his wife and children for love
of the actress.
She hanged herself

Walker Whiteside has acquired "The Master of Ballantrae," Robert Louts Stevenson's
novel, dramatized by Carl Masson. It Will be
produced next season.

Lola Fisher has been engaged by Cohen ft
Harris to play the principal role in a new

comedy by George Mlddteton which

will -be

That Marion Dorr, an

actress,

with a scarlet sash.
One of her
greatest successes was in the leading
feminine role in Tolstoi's 'Redemp-

was the

cipient of jewelry, an automobile and
Is part of the testimony before Justice
in the Supreme Court In the suit for
tion brought by Justine Mills Underbill

reflowers

Phllbln
separaagainst
her huBband, Rawson Underbill, of tbe brokerage firm of Underhill & Ollmore.

tion."

Eugene

shortly produced.

Fred Schreyer and Dare Devils open at the
Armory. Schenectady, N. Y., for eight days at
a benefit, under the auspices of Cos. E. ft F.,
N. Y. N. G.
Otis Skinner will appear In New York
shortly In "The Honor of the Family," under
the direction of Charles Frohman, Inc. The
play Is. one of his early successes.

Aaron Hoffman and Max Marcin have Joined
In the writing of a play, "The Reward."
Hoffman will probably produce the piece

Mr.
him-

A Women's Film unit will shortly go to
for the purpose Of demonstrating problems of sanitation, home building and other
subjects to the women of the war regions. The
unit Is being composed of members of tt"< Better Film committee which lb its turn Is part
of tbe National Council df Women.

George M. Cohan Is arranging a benefit performance for the Catholic Actors' Guild which
will be held at tho

March

Cohan and Harris Theatre

'£.

C. B. Price nasi opened an office in

and has entered the State Rights

New

York

Held.

Mr

Price has at different times been connected
with V.L.S.E., Mutual, Triangle, and Fox.

The writs of habeas coi pus recently secured
on bchnlf of several ticket speculators following their arrest were dismissed Feb. 14 by
Judge W. M. Platzek and the charges against
the men will be prosecuted In the police court.

Frank Bacon, co-author of "Llghtnln"," was
tendered a dinner at tbe Friars Club Feb. 16.
George M. Cohan presided.
He referred to
Mr. Bacon, who Is playing In "Llghtnln'," as
tbe best character act on the American stage.
The dinner was followed by vaudeville.

An

adaptation

MacKay's new
was presented at the
Theatre du VIcux Columbier in French Feb.
18.
Jacques Copcnu wrote the short play and

Leo Newman, head of the Newman theatre
will carry his case to the SuIf
convicted of selling tickets
without a license. A test of the validity of tbe
new ordinance has been determined upon. A
further complaint has been laid before Assistant District Attorney Kllro by The World,
In which, through The World, Lieut. H. L.
Paletz states he was charged $7 fur two $2
seats at the Gaiety theatre.

Richard

Washburton

Chitdte

"Paymaster"

are being dramatized by Edward E.
Rose, author of "Gappy nicks.''
Tom Wise
and William Courtney will be starred in the
production under the Morosco banner.
stories

Trent

Bordoni, formerly supporting H. B.
Warner In "Sleeping Partners," Is to go on
Ike vaudeville Rtace with .lenn Schwartz at the
piano.
Following her vaudeville appearance
she is. to go to London.

The Shuberts are to have a new theatre built
by Edward Margolles, located at the corner of
1-iStth street and Broadway.
It will seat 2,000
and have mores nnd apartments as part of

tho edifice.

Ampnrlta Fnrrnr. who sang for the Y. M. C.
A overseas, and who recently returned from
the front, was hurt when a street car collided
sho w«i raBJfWi .broken
ffiLML S£ and
.SffiiH
""
-£fa>it
-about- the face
head.
.

.

Edna Farmer, nn English

actress, arrived
Feb. I.'l to take part
play, "A Burgomaster of

In

New York from London

111

.Maeterlinck's

new

Belgium." Miss Fanner was leading woman
with Miss Horn man's repertory company lu
England.
I

Jack Haskell, who arrived from Australia a

was taken suddenly ill and died
before any assistance could be given.

JUDGMENTS.
Judgments

The

Ray

CRISTO.

Marie Cahlll Arthur

Inc., $14.43

—Lizzie

<

costs).

Cummins,

Inc.,

—

Gersten-Cramer Amusement Co., Inc. J. W.
Rumsey, $0,284.04.
Ivy Pictures Corp.— J- B. Foster, $380.20.
Kiss Burglar Corp.— H. C. Miner Lltho Co.,
$1,274.

Bayard

— Lizzte Cummins, Inc.,
—Nat. Printing & Engraving

Velller

$105.95.

Tyrone Power
Co., $297.02.

Arthur Ashley—W. R. SIbbou, $30.20.
Joseph M. Galtes Greenwich Lltho Cp.i'Jnc,

—

Jr.

$119.38.
S.

Max

Helena Theatre Co., Inc., and
Levlne ct al, $119.84.

H. Saxe,

—

Aaron Kcssler E. Kessler, $154.22.
Geoffrey C. Stein— Tribune Ass'n,

$108.95

(costs).

SATISFIED JUDGMENTS.

—

Harry L. Relchenbach— C. H. Moore,

BANKRUPTCY PETITIONS.

$111.01.

Ivy Pictures Corporation, 52 Broadway, by
the following creditors: John D. Braddon,
Judaon E. Foster, $378 Richard Krebs,

$!««

:

;

$300.

A SLEEPLESS NIGHT.

A farce IB three acta by Jack Larrle and
Oustav Blum. At the Bijou Theatre.
"In a season strewn with forlorn hopes no
play has been quite an forced In Its situations, as crude in Its characterizations and ax
bunnl In its lines."
N. Y. Times.
"It Is moderately amusing just so long an
tbe action Is pell mell, but the minute a lull
comes there Is nothing left, for the play can
hardly expect to stand upon its dialogue."
Y.

and the

creditor,

Ellas, $126.91.

Adams—Variety,

S845.00.

Musical extravaganza
in
two acts and
eighteen scenes. Dialog and lyrics by Harold
Attrtdge, music by Slgmund Romberg and Jean
Schwartz. At the Winter Garden.
"It Is a triumph of stage dressing and a
marvelous exhibition ot dancing throughout,
ft has a wealth of talent and a story almost too
rich for It." JV. Y. Herald.
"Altogether It can be said that Monto Crlsto,
Jr., can say with his sire, 'the world Is mine.' "
—A'. Y. Sun.

.V.

is

King— C.

Mollis

Scenes from the play by Percy McKaye In
French. At the Theatre de Vleux Columbier
"It is impossible to dignify Mr. McKaye's
piece as a drama.
It is a dramatic episode
which would form a suitable part of a masque
or pageant play." if. Y. Herald.
"It was mainly as a novelty that It Interested, being a pageant of a sort perfectly suitable to dignified and reverent anniversary celebrations."—N. Y. Hun.

MONTE

In the County Clerk's office.
that of the Judgment debtor,

filed

name

first

the second the Judgment
amount of Judgment.

CRITICISMS.
WASHINGTON.

drama "Washington"

appeared as Washington.

Henry Norton.
Henry Norton died Feb. 17 at his
home on West 42d street. The aged
artist

Deltrlchstein.

Percy

of

enterprises in the West.

While Sybilla BaUhahn was playing In
"Glorlanna" at tbe Montaiik, Brooklyn, Feb,
17, members of her family were at the funeral
services of her father, who had died the day
previously.
On the verge of a breakdown, at
the conclusion of the performance.
Miss
Bauhahn was rushed In. an automobile to the
bier of her dead father where she remained
all night
A son, Gustavo, is stage director

i

ENGAGEMENTS.
Fred Nicholas,

"A

Sleepless Night."

Harold Crane, "Yesterday."
Adrienne Bonncll, "A Sleepless Night."
Millie Butterfleld, "Come On, Charlie."
Carrie Reynolds. Omstock, Elliot ft Gest.
Martha Hedman, Thomas J. Keogb, "The
Dancer."

Tribune.

stranger on

week.

M. L. Markovitz has the lease on
the Alhambra, which seats about 1,000.

14TH STREET STOCK.
Joshua Wbitcomb
Happy Jack
Cy Prime
Frank Hopkins
Eb Ganzey
Henry Hopkins
Judge Patterson
Reuben Wbitcomb

Philip D. Qulnn
Carlton Jerome
William E. Green
Arthur Morris
Edwin Redding
William E. Green
Oscar Clark
Albert Vees
Robert Lawrence
Paul Jameson
Nelson Owynne
Henry Taylor
A. M. Beattle
Henry Taylor

Seth Perkins
Hobokeu Terror
Francois Fogarty
U.

of the Finest.

S.

Letter Carrier

Len Hollbrock
Warren Ellis
Dave Willard
Aunt Matilda Wbitcomb

A. M. Beattle

Emmerson Williams
Maude Atkinson

Miss Annie Hopkins
Mrs. Henry Hopkins

Pearl Gray
Alice Lorraine
.Katbryn Randall
Rickety Ann
The new proprietors of the 14th Street Theatre stock company, Klein & Green, announced
from the stage as Joseph Klein and Annette
Green, with Warren F. Lemon, general *nanager, are now In their third week.
Emma
Bunting Is still the star and this week's attraction In tbe way of a play Is "The Old
Homestead," which every stock company plays

Mrs. Murdock
Miss 'Emma Bunting

at least once every season.
A notation on the program states that tbe
scenery and stage effects are the original set
used by Denman Thompson who opened "Tbe
Old Homestead" for the first tune In the 14tb
Street Theatre 35 years ago.
If It Is, It has
been repainted and it is not the same scenery
he used for his four years' run at tnir
Academy. Nor Is the stock company using
more than one scene for each of the four
acts, whereas Thompson employed drops In
"one," utilizing street scenes and more than

one

Edwin J. Buckley.
Edwin J. Buckley died at his home
at Grand Rapids Feb. 5. The deceased
was connected with several theatrical

ticket agency,

Leo

Hunt

Kemp,, in pictures.

preme Court

for

B.

Eugene B. Hunt, for 12 years the
publisher of the Chicago Dramatic
Journal, and a theatrical manager,
identified with several successful productions, among, which "The Little
Minister" is the best known, died Feb.
16.
He is survived by his wife, Marie

Europe

self.

The estate of Frank Cooper, who died Dec.
-27 of last year, does not exceed $500.
Alice
May Cooper, the widow, obtained letters
of
"
administration In the Surrogate's court.

Her death was exactly

15.

a new organization, and a
the Coast, opened this
The principals are Richard
Darling, Allen Mack, Gordon Montgomery, Harry Devor, Dorris Greenwood, Mae Sterling, Ethel . Willard
and a chorus of ten girls.
The prices have been raised to 15
cents for the matinees and 20-30 at
edy,

One

Sumako.

°

to pictures, is again trying a stock
musical comedy policy- in conjunction
with a feature picture.
The Parson Musical Comedy Com-

night.

Dorothy Webb.
Dorothy Webb, the young

Seneca Lewis, composer of "Columbia," a
march, and "Georgia Land," a song, has
turned over to the soldiers' tobacco fund all
royalties on these songs as well as those on
his latest composition,

New

appearing as a principal with Henry
W. Savage's "Pom Pom" at the time
she was seized in Atlanta with influenza and died a few days later, was
interred at Stoneybrook, L. I.
Miss
Webb became, ill on Tuesday and died
the following Monday, her burial being Feb. 11. Miss Webb was a daughter of Teddy Webb, comedian, with
"Maytime." She formerly appeared in
"The Doll Girl" ana "Canary Cottage."

Wallace Reed will be seen in- another Saturday Evening Post story from the Paramount
studios, entitled "Alias Mike Moran," to be released March 2.
Bryant Washburn's "Poor
Boob," from the same studios, is scheduled for

March

71st street,

he was an active member. Mr. Wheeler
was born in New York. He had been
connected with the concert and operatic stage for the last 30 years. His
best known work was in "Dolly Vardon." His mother survives.

Into

Lester Lonergan, 111 for the past two weeks,
returned. to "East Is West" at the Astor Feb.

home on West

at his

York, at the age of 50. Services were
held Monday at Campbell's under the
auspices of the Lambs Club, of which

on the Argonne Nov. 4, startled the management of the Hippodrome Feb. 12 by casually
strolling In and asking for employment. Needless to say, as soon aa It was verified that be

was not a
"Brewster's Millions"
n musical comedy.

Mb

F

opera actor and concert singer, died
suddenly Feb. 15, of acute indigestion

.

Lyall Swolo is to play the lead Id
Muicrllnck's "The Burgomaster of Belgium."
II.

m

f

LEGITIMATE

16

in

—

-

.

.

full stage set In several of

the acts.

Incidentally a view of one ot the old time
successes reveals how easy it was for the playwrights ot previous generations to be so proDion Boucicault, Bartley Campbell and
any number of others have to their credit
scores of plays, but such a feat would be impossible In present times, for the very apparent reason that in these days plays must be
carefully concocted, without utilizing monologs and "asides" for elucidating the socalled plots, and a play must now have some
semblance of consistency.
"The Old Homestead," as a play, would be
a huge Joke today. There isn't enough "plot'"
It Is
In It for a meagre vaudeville Sketch.
elemental and obvious, and there Isn't even a>
love story to sustain Interest A youth leaves
a Now England farm, goes to the city, takes'
to drink, and his old father comes to town and
brings him back. The boy hasn't, even a sweetheart to take htm to her arms on bis return
and the father hasn't even a wife.
It Ib not the province of a stock company
to bring such an old "classic" up to date and
the piece hasn't an Important role for Miss
She
Bunting, who Is cast for Rickety Ann.
has elaborated the role for character comedy
and makes It stand out a bit to stand off the
Joshua Wbitcomb part, capitally played by
Philip D. Qulnn.
Tbe two male leads are "Happy Jack," played by Carlton Jerome, the stage manager, and
Reuben Whltcomb, played by Albert Vees. .Both
are "drunks'' in the earlier scenes but in both
cases they were pretty clean looking ones
especially "Happy Jack," who despite tbe
portrayal of a tramp with tattered garments.
Is clean shaven and with his hair smoothly
lific.

1

-

brushed and parted. .William E. Green Is Cy
Prime and later doubles for Henry Hopkins,
In both parts acquitting himself creditably.
,On the wholo It Is a creditable performance for
a stock: organization.
Tho quartet Is utilized and they render "In
the Gloaming," otc, In approved "barber ahop."
fashion, with the tenor off the key.
The play seemed to be brand new to tbe
audience Tuesday evening and they laughed
uproariously at the crude comedy.
At the conclusion of the third act announcement was made that the management
had decided to substitute for next week's atinstead
of
"Mary's Ankle," Rex
traction
Beach's "Tho Barrier" and the following week,
- "TIip- .Twn. Orphans."
Evidently-the, old mfllodramns arc what Is wanted dowii there, Tor
well
filled
by an audience which
the house was
paid 85 cents for seats In the first 15 rows
Tho billing announces tbe
of tho orchestra.
establishment as "the house of great revivals."
A fair example of the class of patronage
.may be gleaned from the summing up of tbe
.presentation by a remalo member of the audience who remarked to her companion at the
"Emmy is good
fall of the final curtain
Jolo.
awright she's good."

.
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LEGI TIM ATE
MONTE

would have been a sensation Instead.
Her
"snake" number to a new lyric brought the

CRISTO.

""There- is a lot' of talent' in 'ttwnew' Wtatei>
Garden production, "Monte Crlato, Jr.," with

;

>>fc«tt« •uv-epost like a. shot, even, at .tfcsJv.tato..

hour. She would not give an encore and had
'nothing else to do In the show besides leading
the "Sugar Baby" number shortly after her
hit.
But she doesn't appear to be a singer
of production numbers. She has no voice for
it in the first place and her speciality is
specialty songs.
The Watson Sisters did little with their
songs, excepting Klttte's "Sweetie Hanging
Around" number. They had three songs in
all as a team, Interpolated. The "Pocahontas"
number was taken out after the opening and
an old double number of theirs about "Dixie"
put In to replace it.
Their "Fiji" number
got a little on the finishing "Shimmy" line.
Gladys Buckrldge led a couple ot numbers
or so the opening night
No one seemed to
know her, but the girl has looks, can sing

little use made of It for purposes of entertaining the public. Most of the capable playerera In the cast are too busy detailing the
"Monte Crlsto" story to hare time enough for

anything else.
The Shuberts have crowded the Garden's
payroll
with personalities without getting
.

enough value for the money In stage work.
The people are there but haven't been given
enough of the right kind of entertainment to
perform.

Take Charles Purcell for Instance. Almost
any juvenile who can sing a song could play
his role.
Sam Ash, another juvenile In the
show with a better voice than Mr.
Purcell but with not as much personality,
could have easily have taken the Purcell
part.
And any chorus man could have played.
Ash's present role. Or Ralph Herz, absolutely
wasted, with Ml, Herz forced to do a "Woman" recitation to even make the people who
don't know him at first sight look at the program to find out who he Is. In the play Mr.
'Herz Is following Crlsto around the world, protecting him.
And Audrey Maple, a peach
looking blonde and a blonde ever since first
appearing around here, which may be a record, who can, or could sing, hut the most singing she did the opening night was to get In
a Jrlo and then a duet, although after Esther
Walker became ill, Miss Maple was given the
"Sugar Baby" number Miss Walker first sang.
Neither of them did anything with it, although Miss Walker at the premiere grabbed
off the hit of the performance through her
specialty "snake" number, with a rewritten

same

a song and seems good enough to be made
something out of as a number leader. That's
what the Shuberts most often seem to need
'

-

lyric.

But although accepting a book that's too
for the Winter Garden, the Shuhave provided that house with the best
produced show It has ever held. The production runs in high, from clothes .to scenery
all the. time, the girls are good looking, there
Is some action gotten out of them, and the
production will do more for, "Monte Crlsto,
Jr.," than the performers will or can under
the present arrangement.

much book
berts

The comedy suffered along with the rest.
The advance layout looked Tike a circus for
comics with the Dooleys (Bill and Cordon)
and the Watson Sisters (Fannie and Kittle).
But the first meeting of the four in the early
It
part of the first act went for nothing.
started with a table scene and closed when
Kittle Watson fell over on top of BUI Dooly,
Not alone
both going to the floor together.
It was not good comedy at any time during the
scene, but it was too much rough stuff at $2
for
:''.
5

a mixed

quartet.

A

.

After that when the audience laughed, and
they didn't laugh frequently, even less the
night than afterwards, it came either from
the Dooly's own business, such as in the jail
scene or their "Apache Dance"~(which Is about
In
the only big laugh In the performance.)
the speciality of the Watson Sisters, after that
tough first night crowd, Fannle's comedy went
for more.
They liked her gags and her falling about. Tuesday evening the girls did all
right, but February 12, when the show opened.
It looked like rain for their turn, as everyone
in front appeared to know It backwards.
The same goes for Chic Sales. The opening night he died twice. Tuesday night he did
much better with the "tuble" playing on the
runway, but the railroad scene he opens In

(and

It is

Ernest Glendlnning

lima Harper, a sculptor.

terial

in

them

Is

..Carlotta Monterey
Fred W. Peters

maid

Fred Nichols
Daniel Smith
Adrlenne Bonnell

This review Is going to be written without
the reviewer passing anything like a "sleepless night" pondering over the ultimate fate
It Is like the story of letting
of the piece.
the other fellow do the worrying.
There is just one way to look at the latest
Shubert presented
Messrs.
production
the
Feb. 18 at the Bijou, and that Is that as a play
It Is too dirty to be clean and still too clean
Therefore It may last just a
to be dirty.
very little longer than the four weeks for
which the brokers have bought, unless the
first and last acts are accordingly built up
to step with the near-dirt of the second act.
It
is rather funny that managers should
believe they would be able to come Into New

essential to the plot) flopped again.

'

York and got away with one hour and 16
minutes of stage entertainment at a $2.50 top
"A Sleepless Night" opened at 8.45 and
the final curtain was down and the audience
on Broadway by 10.3S. In the interim there
were two Intermissions that had at least sufficient time for the majority of the audience
to stroll very slowly to the Astor bar and after
returning spend a few minutes in lobby before
the curtain rises on the next act.
There Isn't any doubt but that the script of
"A Sleepless Night" was sold in about the
scale.

following fashion:
"Hello, this Is So-and-So,
put one over in Boston wltb

see that Al
'Up in Mabel's

Is bringing it Into
next week, while that other bedroom
thing of Morosco's looks likes its got a chance
too.
That's my Idea in phoning. I have one
that has a great bed room scene In It .an' If
you want to, I'll tell you what I'll do, I'll take
50 per cent of the show and put it on with
you."

New York
.

So "A Sleepless Night" has two Sets and
three acts.
The first and last are the same.
The piece was a farce, the punch was supposed to come with the second act, where
Ernest Glendlnning was caught In a room
with a couple of dames. But even with the
admirable aid of Mr. Glendennlng the second
act with all of Its bed room suggestion was not

real.

who do

of the best

quite

-

.

sufficient to

carry the show.

A millionaire (Wm. Morris) lives on Long
Island (the place where wives shoot husbands
and get away with it with great regularity)
and In his household Is bis very Interesting
looking spinster sister (If you like 'em about
.15) his ward of 18 (played by Peggy Hopkins)
and hla son. Father has the fond Idea ward
and son. should :.tnnko.a_happy pair. But son
(Donald Gallaher) has his eye on a brunet
.

haired vamp who looks better to blm than the
short-haired blonde.
Incidentally the S. H.
blonde has her eye on a fellow who hns a
divil of a way with wlmmln and Is willing
to play cards with him.
The real Joke, exposed In the first act (and
It's
an almost Interestingly dirty bit until
they say that they are man and wife) Is the
fact that the brunet vamp and the bo-male
vampire are wedded but are playing to get

|

enough dough in their respective- lines of art
to be able to settle down and then figure how
„miirb they will have to have for alimony.
The vamp and vamper g6""W>" the" Long''
Island ostate to spend the week-end.
Sonny
has an idea be can fix pa so that the lady
of bis calf dreams can do part of the decorating Job and at about the same time "wardy"
figures that she can get "guardy" to tall
along about the same lines proposed for the
vampness. Then there comes the early expose
of

relations

between

the

members

of

Rudolph Frlml or Jerome Kern of the
Yiddish musical comedy composers. Most of

berg,

"'

with

Juveller
Mrs. Zlebel

Nathanaohn
Greenfield

Sam Kasten

norebik
Big Ben
Lena, buttonhole maker

Gold
Schwartz
Bella Flnkel

of being the only man on
the staff who boasts of listening acquaintance
wltb the Yiddish language, went to the Thomaahefsky theatre, on the East sido (2nd
avenue and Houston street) the heart of the
Yiddish rlalto, Tuoaday evening.
A society had bought the entire house for
a benefit at $1.50 top. A program. Including
a copy of the Yiddish lyrics of the musical
show, was sold for 10 centa. Between the second and third act Intermission a "drive" to
swell tbe funds of this particular society was

Having the honor

held.

'

Although the writer at one time alleged an
acquaintance with the Yiddish tongue, some
the humor of "Upstairs and Downstairs"
was too deep.
But the rest of tbe house
"goMtv •••A'nwlRhborlng.-. patron- vouob'JRfwI.Jhp
Information that tbe piece had been the "bit''
show of the Yiddish theatre the past several
months and this was Its last performance
having been revived, for the nonce.
The featured reigning attraction nt this
house Is called "An Old Fashioned Melody,"
with the score also written by Joseph Rumshlnsky, the composer of the reviewed show.
It runs' at other times.
of

'

Rumshlnsky evidently

Is

the Hlgrmniri

Rom-

Whatever

results.

—

-v*?
v

BLANEY STOCK.
Gilbert

Hill

Lawrence Brockman
Worthlngton Bryce
Jenkins
Richard Moreland
Worthlngton Brycc. Sr

rL
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ahefsky, who bears a* reputation more of a
tragedian than a comedian, gave a good account of himself In a latter role as one of
tbe partners.
Mr. Juveller acted the other
half of this Potash and Perlmutter duo to
perfection.
Mrs. Abramowitz and Mrs. Zlchel
sb their wives, scored.
Contrary to expectations, a Yiddish musical
show, at least this one, is not so worse to
view, especially so when nothing Is loft out
including some of "sblmmie" stuff. Tbe dancing was the pleasant surprise.
Credit should also be meted out to Messrs.
Schwartz and Natnnsohn, the juvenile loads,
and the Misses Bessy Welsman and Greenfield,
the ingenues, who got returns with a number
of vocal specialties.

The wifey tumbles under the bed when the
young Rad tumbies in and the last act is de-

Bessy Welsman

farcical

—

He
la enough
to sat them In hysterics.
can put songH across and the biggest "plug" of
their hit song, entitled "In a Hundred Years
'Around," was delivered by him, being recalled
no less than a halt dozen times. Mr. Thoma-

Then things start. Ernie is there with a
beautiful rose draped four poster and his wife
(who hasn't been near him for a year) suddenly decides it is about time that the two had
a little chat and that there was no time like
between one and four A. M. for that particular
purpose. She is hardly in the room when the
young Rad decides here is the opportunity to
execute her plan to be unconventional and steps
on the gas. She opens the communicating door
and steps In. Cover for wifey, a nervous tension for Ernie, a little of almost "dirt" for
the Rad, a flash of lingerie (or all concerned
and then a final expose.

Boris Thomaahefsky
Mrs. Abramowltz

usual

—

act.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS.

the

dancing there was most of It at the conclusion of the accond act left nothing to be
desired.
That Dan Dody Is given program
credit for tbe arrangements may account for
that
Of the players, Mr. Kasten lived up to the.audience's expectations aa a leading comic
~T*$3t
they expected much of him, by reputation—
and he walked away with the "lilt" honors.
Hla make-up, which strongly resembles Chester
Conklin, that doughty Mack Sennott comedian

the night Peg says that It must be wonderful
to be alone in a room with a man at night 1
The reason for her wonderment is that the
authors revived Tommy ("Colors") Gray's line
"staggering out of Huyler's" and adapted it
to their own usage.
All of this leads up to the second act the
real "strong" act of the show.
It is the boudoir of "Auntie's" who has stepped Into the
big town to be with a sick friend (another
old one).
.Suspicions were further verified
when It was learned auntie lost her jewel box
on the train.
When auntie's little trip to
town leaves the chamber next to the young
radical open
(especially because It has a
communicating door) the rad tells the butler
sleep
to
the vamper in that particular quarter.
That is the real reason for ' the second

Zlata, his wife
Bessie their daughter.
Yossef, SImche'a partner
Rifko, his wife
Hymle, their son
Beatrice, tbelr daughter
Harry Plntel, union man

;

SB.

lyrics, also, "staged
by Boris Thomaahefsky and music by Joseph
Rumshlnsky."
The book and lyrics would
require a better judge of the language to Interpret.
This much could be gathered, however,
two partners, tailors, are located in poor
quarters In the first act but because of a stroke
ot luck, having received a large government
order (action In the war days) suddenly find,
themselves rich in the remaining three acts

sophisticated Peggy Hopkins realizes that to
be ot a real artistic radical she must have an
affair with a man, and as she has never done
anything unconventional, and has been taunted
with that fact, she decides that this night is

Slmche Zuzlck, manufacturer

l

who probably wrote the

the

voted to straightening out things. If the last
act or the first act had anything near the suggestlveness conveyed in the second stanza then
it would have been a pipe that "A Sleepless
Night" was an overnight wild' Are hit, but as
neither has, .It will undoubtedly remain on
Broadway just about long enough for the
brokerage buy to be exhausted and then slip
away.
It
Isn't at all probable that even
Philadelphia or Boston will stand for It. At
that it Is hoped that it may go to the latter
town for it would be worth the price of
admission to read H. T. P.'s review of the
show.
Of the cast Mr. Glendlnning easily carried
oft the honors as far as personal popularity
was concerned.
Miss Hopkins showed the
efforts of very careful schooling since the
days of the May Tully fashion act, and she
really gave a delightful performance, although
there were times In the first act principally
where she slipped a little. The really two
clever portrayals In the cast by women were
those given by Carlotta Monterey as the vamp,
who just about walked away wltb the show
whenever she was on, and that of Luclle Watson as the aunt.
William Morris as the millionaire was
William Morris, admirably suited to the role,
and Donald Gallaher was ideal as the "calf
brained youth" with his first love.
All In all there are really six "smart" lines
In the show.
That Is "smart" without being
offensive, but on the whole the bed-room touch
in this one Is not strong enough to carry the
couple of weak sisters that are coupled with It
Fred.

his melodies are catchy, tinkling, whlstteable
tales,' 'wtin«V(TdV'y,utAitM H'H6tii.''Th«.wwa«n*4t«...,.w?

a person leaving the theatre who wasn't humming one air or another.
"Upstairs and Downstairs" Is billed aa "a
comedy In four acts by Harry Kalmonowltz"

Double V.
,
At that the two agree that here Is their
chance for a real quick touch and ultimate
happiness so they are willing to go through
as the cards lay. But, the youthful and un-

I

Room.'
"Uh, huh!"
"Teh, An' I see that he

The strictly specialists In the show besides Miss Walker, are Adelaide and Hughes,
three dances. Their toy dance is one
things they have ever done. Improved over Its presentation In vaudeville.
They got over at ench appearance and barring
that Johnny Hughes wore an awful getup
In one dnnce, they had not a word of comThis engagement will do more for the
plaint.
team than anything they have previously appeared In, even If Adelaide doesn't get as
much with her single toe dance ns formerly.
-••--Mhw Walker was rpulk-d ewt of ._rJic .M.c-..
Intyre and Heath show to stop Into "Monte
Crlsto." .Just why la problematical, for she was
world of strongth to "Hello, Alexander," which,
however. Is n heavy run In Boston. But the
Shuberts must hnve believed the finish of the
Garden performance wns weak and needed
Miss Walker enme on about
holding up.
No one but the music publishing peo11.30.
ple In the house the first night knew her.
If they bad had enough sense to keep quiet
when she first appeared, the riot she crented

.'.

Rev. Henry Townsend
Leonard, the butler
Davis, a chauffeur
Ella, a

It

-

SLEEPLESS NIGHT.

Talbot Chandler, a millionaire. .William Morris
Donald Gallaher
Ernest, his son
Luclle Watson
Frances, his sister
Peggy Hopkins
Rena Mansfield, bis ward
Wellington West, a mural artist

first

may be banked on as a perpetual flop.
There's nothing that can be gotten from it,
although Mr. Sale did nothing of his vaudeIn fact the tuba playing is
ville act there.
the only bit of his turn that be does do.
Tom Lewis wanders through the piece at will
apparently, with a small laugh once In a
while.
He and Mr. Herz have a drink scene
from a punch bowl that may be funny after
July 1.
In numbers and music the performance Is
There are some good songs
also fortunate.
and music in this show. They will sound better as the orchestra and company grow to
know them better. The best piece of the production is at the opening, a trio. In musical
quality, but there are several catchy numbers.
Nothing novel in staging. The water effect
for the "circular rock" as Monte keeps on
drivelling about the plot, has a water effect
that passes as an illusion through there being nothing else to compete with it Twenty
of the chorus girls do a very pretty toy dance
without a leader that required some work by
At another time J2
the stager to perfect.
of the girls and eight boys do an ensemble
tapping dance that looks neat and Is neatly
The enscnble groupings of- the
executed.
•chorus, particularly In the Cave of the Jewels
scene are handsome and their clothes make
these scenes more so. This Is about the only
Winter Garden production ever exhibited when
you could sit far down In front and closely
Inspect the costumes, to find out that the ma-

In their big productions, number leaders.
Only two songs were done on the runway.
the "Sugar Baby," the "Broadway
Butterfly" was the other, with Mr. Purcell
leading the latter. Mr. Purcell does a deal of
The "Butterfly" music
singing all through.
is one of the catchy airs of the show, though
Flore Revalles played a role and did
it's srow.
a dance. Sydney Jarvls played a role and sang
trio.
with the
One of the numbers was of the carnival
sort,, with the girls carrying balloons on the
end of a stick. That looked like a revival.
Another revival was the appearance of Mart
Fuller-Golden among the principals, playing
a rube role. Mr. Golden* is a brother of the
later George Fuller Golden. It's his reappearance on the stage after an absence of some
time, and he made what there was to his
rural part stand up, emphasizing it with a
real farmer's laugh.
J. C. Huffman staged the show, with lines,
Slgmund
and lyrics by Harold Atteridge.
Romberg and Jean Schwartz wrote the music.
Frank
Allan K. Foster staged the numbers.
Tours Is directing the orchestra.
"Monte Crlsto.Jr.," should do business because it's big, and a fine sight for a show
have
any
going
to
of that class, but it's not
walkaway at the box office. If It were as big
as It is and as funny as It might be. there
sime.
would be no question.

Besides
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.Harold Kennedy
Jack Marvin
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Forrest Orr

John Ravold
Richmond LaSallo
William Walcott
Francos MeGratb
Ernestine Moreley

Phoebe-Ann Hubbard.,
Lela Trevor
Bessie Warren
Mrs. Trevor
To have become as popular with the local
'

residents as nave the various members of the
Blaney Players at the Yorkvlllo Theatre on
80th street must be gratifying to them and
the individual' receptions recorded those members gave ample evidence ot it.
If the house was not as densely packed aa
usual. It was due to the play "A Stitch in
Time." It lacks the punch and kick this audi.

'

ence demands.
The performance was meritorious and lacked
the usual halts and stutterlnga ao often found
Welt
In first nights ot stock aggregations.
staged, well directed and well acted it mot
with the reception it deserved at the hands of
Its reception went
the patrons ot the theatre.
are
stock
not
days
of
far to ahow that the
over as has so often, been said, and given tbo
right kind of plays suited to tbo locality and
the personnel of the theatro the Blonoy Players
can stay as-long as they want to.
In thlB particular piece tbe work of John
He gave a
Ravold stands out prominently.
studied performance of a faithful otd man
servant Frances McGrath has duplicated the
popularity she earnod for herself in Montreal
where ahe played In atock last year under the
direction or the late Percy Meldon and her
work Monday night showed evidence of careful study and decided ability as woll as imErnestine Moreley, who Is posprovement
sessed of a fine speaking voice, Is a "find," and
not meaning to pun, gives a ro fined performance of the heavy woman In the play. The

•

.

..'yj

balance of the cast Is adequate.
Credit should be given the artists for dressing their parts In good taste and In keeping
with the demands,

LIFE OFPASTEUR.
Paris, Jan. 25.
8acha Gultry has compiled a biography of
the groat physician, PfiBteur. In his flvo-act
piece produced Jan. 23 at the Theatre du
Vaudeville, and added n crowning glory to his
It was a noteworthy preliterary baggage.
mlerc, there bolng present the grandson of
rrnmbors of the Institute, "Tout
Pnsteur,
Paris," and Mclater, who na n child over a
quarter of a century ago wns the first patient
to be Inoculated for hydrophobia by the famous
professor, who made microbes a hobby.
In tbe fourth act be lovingly takes leave or
hla laboratory, where ho had passed the beat
part of his life experlmontlm; for the benefit of
Bolng worn out with study his
humanity.
modlcal friends and family beseech blm to rest
Pasteur gathers togothor bis precious paper,
and sadly locks the door. The xenlua of Suclm
In describing this neeno Is aulillmo.
In the third act tho reception of the French
doctor by the University of Edlnboro la ruen-The rnodcBty of Poateur la continually
!tlpnc<t

'J
1

"~^t

~lesKr •-•»• ---»-«..w <*»
=-.-w„. -.,-?;.-.- -:•-->,:.
portrayed"
Luclen Gultry, father of the author. In the
title role, has composed a life-like character.
Thl"«
Its la modest. Hympnthetlc and gentle.
nctor In other pieces has displayed brutal
"La VIp de Pasteur" is an
force and hustle.
unqualified success, and will have » long run.
relief from the inveterato broad
It Is also
farce which now prcvnlls on the French atago.
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AMONG THE WOMEN

ing portions of the bills at least were
arranged for a stage audience. There
ought to be a stage limit to this epidemic of sensuous wiggles and suggestively lewd songs.
At the Riverside this week are
enough songs of this character to make
a burlesque stock house do a turnaway business. These acts taken singly
mean nothing wrong perhaps, excepting, one; but bunched together the
question arises, "Is this suitable for
lefined vaudeville?"
Ella Bradna, her hair nicely coiffured

and reduced

to attractive slimness,

was

A skirtlet, decorated with
in white.
infinitesimal frills of net and brilliant
designs, was edged with iridescents,
which also embroidered the loose
A red flower fastened at her
eton.
waist. Gretta Ardine's wardrobe and
terpsichorean ability will stand comparison with any smart dancer in vaudClara Morton's Indian number
ville.
Too much blue around
is her best.
eyes and not enough powder and color
to carry made her make-up appear
Martha Morton, in frilly
careless.
•

flesh georgette, was quite as demurely
beautiful as ever, and Kitty, in black

net and jet, showed plainly from whom
the Morton girls inherit their pretty
faces and figures.
Lavina Shannon (with "The Mannequin") should visit a smart dressmaking establishment and get some conception of the role of "Judie." This
part should set the dignity of the
sketch, but instead Miss Shannon is
attempting corned/. The girl "Allene"
(Iska Murff, according to program)

has thrown in a comedy giggle.
'"Walter Andrews" would only stumble
on his entrance it might bring about
the desired "all-comedy caste," but at
the cost of Edgar Allen Woolf's splenIf

young woman in
Yip Yaphankers*
and plays "Paysave for a couple

of minutes, when she comes forward
to strum the "yuke" in an instrumental
trio.

II
I

r*

Klein's
"Lion
and the
Charles
Mouse," at the Rialto this week, hasn't
the punch the play had owing to the
elimination of the "big scene" between
the "Girl and Octupus." However, it
makes an excellent film drama. The
strong cast and padding with handsome interiors have much to do With

A

temptthe successful presentation.
ing breakfast arranged on a revolving
tray was a novelty, and attracted much
comment among the women.
Conrad Nagel stood out as about the
best class juvenile on the celluloid in
many a day. He has a strong, manly
face, and knows how to carry good
clothes.

As for Alice Joyce, she played ShirRossmore with dignity and charm.
Her unusually expressive countenance

ley
I
SI

H

bring to the character of the clever
just the quality of high
intelligence the author intended. Her
wardrobe display was all that could be
desired, and included a light suit with
dark fur collar and cuffs and a dark
velvet one trimmed with astrakan. A
black satin dress had a broad paneled
back and over-skirt of deep fringe. A
leather coat had a handsome fur collar,
as did a wrap of large squares of
metallic cloth and velvet. Other furs

amanuensis
'

:

m
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displayed were a seal wrap and a handsome sable scarf. She was her prettiest
an evening gown of georgette
in
embroidered or brocaded with metallic
threads. It had a long clinging drapery
that wound around the body, fastening
to one shoulder in the back.
Kate Roberts,4>layed by.Mona Kingsly, looked nice in a satin
evening
costume, with a profusion of tulle

<>f vi.

(Speaking of

collars

to a Western camp
this film to kecp^housc for her
brother, she mingles with the usual

and

cuffs.

heavy brocade

Miss Bonna

is a tall, beautiful blonde
the real prima donna type'.
Her
of a pale blue material,
shimmering with silver threads. The
skirt was slightly draped, and the
bodice was of plain silver. There was
a narrow train. For one number Miss

Bonna
Bru-

appeared

a

in

has gained again some

pounds she once worked so hard
Miss Cams entered in a blue
sequin dress, made in two flyers. A
red rose at the corsage and one at
the hip broke the monotony of the all
blue dress. Her second gown was of
orchid in shade.

silk,

The

petticoats were of
George White's four

of

lace.

girls are

wear-

ing clothes of yester year.
For a
return date at the ,Palace they might
have had at least something new in
the clothes line, otherwise why a return date?

champagne
brown

colored velvet cloak edged with

nette featured in the billing, but not in
the story. Miss Brunette is a pathetic
little "drudge" in
a cheap rooming
house that masquerades under the dignity of "Paris Hotel." By the help of
crook,
a
posing as an actor, she is
freed from the clutches of the landlady who "knows her secret" and after
interesting vicissitudes ends by reforming the crook. Katherine Wallace, who plays Madge, a wanderer,
stands out nicely dressing herself
strictly within the bounds of the mind
of such a woman.
black and white
ftriped skirt and tain of same, with a
dark coat/ a noisy kimono and a more
extravagant outfit at the finish of picture when she was "flush" were all
well- chosen for the character.
Miss
Brunette also appeared in a light cloth
d'ess trimmed with deep collar, belt
and cuffs of black velvet, a deep poke
hat and carried a velvet bag. The
types were all drawn from political

fur.

-

Very few women

The girl of Jones and Greenlee had
on a white satin coat and skirt with a
dark blue vestee and paler blue re vers
and cuffs. A jockey cap was un-

in

burlesque can

of a wardrobe like Florence
Mills in the- "Merry Rounders," this
week at the Columbia. The clothes of
the chorus are different from the usual
burlesque dressing. Among Miss Mills'
many changes was' a pink worsted
sweater worn with a white skirt, followed by a black silk brocaded in a
large flower, draping the figure closely;
There were black lace sleeves.
Miss Mills carried a pink cane with
this dress.
Another brocaded dress
was of red. The gown fitted the figure
closely and had a long narrow train, a
An effective costume was- of white
with long sailor fringe. There was a
large poke bonnet worn, a sequin gown

boast

becoming.

A

girl in the Gelli Troupe wore a
black riding suit. There was a white
and tan puttees.

belt

.

—

The American

first

half

had the

girl

of Dix and Dixie wearing a gold soubret dress over short tight pants. The
effect is most amazing. Her stockings
were a deep pink, worn with high gold
shoes.
The girdle was coral. The
young woman is doing a song with the

A

mirror effect. It was first used many
years ago by others.
In a sketch called "The Rough Diamond" a mother role was done by a
white-haired woman in a black net
dress. A young woman appeared in a
badly made house dress, followed by
an even worse evening gown. If she
dressed as well as she acts she wouldn't
be playing- small time.
A turn that went remarkably well
was the Golden Troupe. The five
women have gotten away from the
usual heavy Russian costuming.
In
satin, with many jewels and high headdresses and changing to short skirts,
this act is dressed better than any Russian daneing act seen in a long time.
Selma Sells, a tiny miss with a big
voice, was prettily dressed in pink.

and the underworld.
could complain of lack of
at the

good old-fashioned "ginger"

Royal this week. Lady Alice, attired
in a charming pink and silver overskirt, silver lace bodice and petticoat,
made her inharmonious pets work like
a happy family. Anita (sister of Effie,
and one of the Lawrence Sisters of

some seasons back), was vivacity personified in black net and spangles, in
the Linton and Lawrence act.
A
change to white serge sport skirt, silk
shirt and blue tarn, atop auburn curls,
was atttractively "girlie." A tabloid
version of "Very Good Eddie" closed

was touched with red roses
and chiffon formed flowing sleeves. A
green and gold brocade had a train
and a chiffon mantle. A lovely hat
of black had plumes of green in a
lighter shade than the gown.
Miss
Mills in a sleep walking bit wore a
of purple

pair of exquisite pajamas. The trousers were of cherry colored chiffon and
the uppers were gold. White square
sleeves were of the cherry chiffon and
a layer of grey.
But the costume I
thought most becoming to Miss Mills
was a tight fitting black velvet with

an apron-like drapery attached to her
two wrists of blue irridescents.
Mildred Tyson is a soubrette who
is different, and she is, also in clothes
and actions. Her .first dress was a
sensible one 7piece affair in white, having pockets and a belt. Miss Tyson
led a shimmy number in a short
pointed skirt of a Persian silk and
orange velvet top. I have yet to see
the shimmie done as modestly and

The

narrow skirt, trimmed with
narrow blue ribbons, had an over-skirt
of tulle

made

in

The

tucks.

sleeves

intermission- It opens with a chorus of
eight girls in tan linen tub dresses.

were

With the girls in war-worker's uniforms, two salvation lassies got a reception. The "little" bride looked best
in a pink georgette dress with mushroom hat of same. The other one
wore a dark brown cloth suit, fur

sketch spoken in rhyme,
was short dressed in peacock blue,
with a gold overskirt For so tall a
girl she is surprisingly graceful.

belled.

Mary

E.

Ryan (with

J.

K

Emmet),

in a fanciful

respectfully as

show

is

Eva
tights

v

No medals on

week.

looked
infinitely better with white hose and
silk frock

It

is

the Palace show this
one of those bills that

seems endless. It gets away to a good
start, slowing up with Joan Sawyer's
new act. Miss Sawyer is and has been

slippers.
She is wearing a new closing out-fit that is "Frenchy" with a
suggestion of the "old South." The
tiny skirt is of orchid frills.
lavendar satin corslet is banded with French
blue ribbon and a watteau hat has
orchid, lavendar and blue ostrich tips.
Pretty chiffon "panties" have a double
lace ruffle* at bottom showing just below the skirt, giving that elusive

there as a society dancer, but evidently
the acting bee is buzzing in her belfry,
hence the scene from "The Man Who
Came Back," done very badly, with
Arthur Ashley, Mr. Ashley announced
several imitations, but I'm sure he was
doing Jim Thornton, vocally, all the

A

time.

appeared in a mauve
A refreshing picture is "Mrs. Wiggs chiffon frock trimmed oddly with chinof the Cabbage Patch."
chilla.
Her one dance is done in a
Marguerite
Clark, from the plain, timid unloved
pretty dress of white net, made in
Brofield Orphanage product to the
straight panels, edged with lace inround, happy faced beauty was the
sertion and sparkling with crystals. A
natural evolution. .good- food and lov-. -huge emerald -.and vdiamond chain, was
ing kindness would create. She looked
the only ornament.
particularly girlish in a cotton voile
Pauline Welch has quickened up her
of two shades.
act t» advantage and is wearing a new
Gladys Valerie, who
has the worldly part of "Maggie Dunopening gown of silver lace and white

Miss Sawyer

'chic."

first

•

;

silk everdraperies.

The

feature of the

act to me, of course, is Skigil and his
little Mercer in the film opening of
the turn.

doing

'The Merry Rounders"
at the Columbia this

it

week.
.

and large hat.

can," makes you feel she is out of
place in the happy community.
She
steps into* the old-fashioned settlement in smart up-to-date suit and hat.

Emma Cams
to lose.

girl in

gown was

the story.

naughty

miss.

of the

The one real gown shown at this
theatre was worn by Dianna Bonna.

dance hall girls, gamblers,
dive keeper (who reforms at sight of
the only good woman he has ever
known), etc. Miss Little's clothes
even if they were old fashioned, might
have been more becoming. Only the
star's naturalness and sincerity figured
local types,

Ruby Norton's pink

now

the Hugh Herbert sketch
a blue tailored suit with white

in

Fritzi

Sallie

designed.

Andrews who goes

"A Sealed Envelope" has

'The Choir Rehearsal," featuring
Fisher wears well. A. Robins
has a partner, a girl seated at" a
miniature organ garbed as an Italian

Avenue Monday night Johnny

The
wore

collar

mostly

Before an audience that packed the
Fifth

proach."
Miss Little is seen there
nearly every week in a more or less
ancient indifferent release. As NeHie

life

>

Small and Girls offered an indifferent
turn. The girls as typists wore black
skirts and eton jackets over white
shirtwaists.
Then they changed to
two sets of dancing frocks, not well

At the Stanley the other day was
Anna Little in what must have been a
very old film, entitled "Beyond Re-

in

"THE SKIRT" SAYS—
Women—

irr»<ii"iiM"rt'V.ru

By THE SKIRT

draper at neck and shoulders. Jane
Jennings was an appropriate and
becomingly gowned Mrs. Ryder.

No one

did original vehicle.

There is a blonde
khaki in the "Yip,
who sits in a tent
master" throughout

N
t-vi

By PATSY SMITH

One might think, attending modern
vaudeville the last few weeks, the sing-

ii
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Snede

and a

looked
jet

and

well in black
brilliant top.

A

neat dress has the taffeta over lace
petticoats.

The opening dresses of the chorus
were of white with pale blue collars
and belts and huge hats.
In the shimmie number some of the
girls were in orange velvet coats made
with full skirts and edged with fur.
The ponies were in white tights with

,

The blue velsort of crystal aprons.
vet dresses worn in the second act
must have been stunning when new.
They were trimmed with grey fur.
Miss Mills,
wine,"

in introducing "music, song,

etc.,

artistically

found each

and true

girl

dressed

to the picture.

A

play perfectly enjoyable with but
•one..-exception is "Toby's ..Bow" at the
Comedy. The exception was Doris
Rankin. Her work is thoroughly colorless. Miss Rankin's three dresses were
terrible.
The hit of the piece is

George Marion

as the colored Toby.
Alice Augarde
Butler makes a very nice old southern
lady.
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century.

Miss Ida Adams, an American act-

'The Luck of the Navy," at the
Queens, will be superseded in March
by the new management, consisting of
Owen Nares and Sir Alfred Butt.
Their opening play will be Vachell's
adaptation of Mrs. Lownde's thrilling
novel, "A Chink in the Armour,"entitled

The

certain small allowances made
for life insurance and families may not
be allowed over here in the case of
Americans filing a report.
In the more complete table of the

intervention of her lover,

Income tax on
cents.

Income tax on

$7,500—90

to

$5,000

:

cents.

Income tax on $7,500 to $10,000—$1.12.
Income tax on $10,000 to $12,500—

with an offer to

appear

in England at the present time,
estimated that at the most it could
obtain but 58 per cent of its English
salary through paying the regular income tax at 30 per cent, and a surtax
of 2 per cent, also a booking commission of 10 per cent.

Another

when approached by

artist,

an

English
representative for an
engagement over there, replied that no
would be considered which did
not call upon the English management
to pay the income tax, though the
artist said a compromise might be
effected if the salary was otherwise
'

Still

Holme;

'Trifles,"

by

an

American
"On the

authoress, Susan Glaspoll, and

East Side," by Christopher St. John—
the last named being played in Italian
Italian version made by the
Sicilian actor, Grasso.
Miss Edith
Craig will produce, these plays, while
her mother, Ellen Terry, has been re-

from the

elected

president

Warrender

is

and

Lady

Maud

chairman of the execu-

tive committee.

"The

Officers'

Mess"

is

doing well

at the Princess, the larger theatre suiting the play, which is largely of the
nature of a revue; better than the

more intimate St Martius.
Lynn and Peggy JKurton score

Ralph
heavily,

the presence of a large pit and gallery
securing the hearty applause necessary
to put the artists on their metal.

Grossmith and Laurillard's recent
acquisition, the Middlesex, is being redecorated and certain structural alterations effected to make it one of the

act written by Thomas King Moylan,
entitled "The Hebrew Specials," which
this clever duo do not fail to dd justice

and

handsomest

agreeable.

Pioneer Players begir) their season
Feb. 9 at King's Hall with four short
plays—"The Artist," by Miles Malleson; "The Home Vision," by. Constance

Charles Wyndham, who was president
of the fund for many years.
Lady
Wyndham (Miss Mary Moore) jcont em plates
returning to the stage, reappearing at the Criterion in a new
farce at some future date.

theatres in

offer

another act raised the point if,
after paying the English tax abroad,
an American professional would not
be obligated under the American income tax if reporting over here for
the amount of income that may have
been received in England. Whether
this tax at home would be chargeable
upon the gross or net English income
was another point raised.

•

the

most

commodious

West End, the

being £15,000. Their lease is for five
years at £7,050 per annum, which may
be extended a further two years at
an increased rent of £1,000 per year.
They also have the option to purchase
the property at £80,000 within two
years. The staple attraction will be
musical comedy and the opening piece
will be an American play with music
by Ivan Caryll in which it is expected
that both George Grossmith and Leslie
Henson will make their reappearance
on the stage after demobilization.
Leslie Henson is at present in France
entertaining troops at Lille. He recently appeared in Miss Lena Ashwell's
production of 'Twelfth Night" at
Feste,

The

theatre

is

"The Man from Toronto" and "You
Never Know You Know," over 300;
"Nurse Benson," 350th while both the
;

.

Gilday and Fox have a clever

-

new

to.

cost

There is great excitement at the
Vaudeville Club over the big snooker
pool tournament now in progress for
a fifty guinea silver challenge cup
presented by King Rat Apollo. There
are^over fifty entrees at a guinea each.
The cup has to be won three times
in succession to become the property
of the winner, but replicas are provided for the winner each year with

name

his

inscribed.

Louis J. Seymdur, the popular light
comedian, having served over three
years in France, has been demobilized
and is returning to variety with a
repertoire of Darewski songs.

renamed the
.

Winter Garden Theatre.
Miss Ellaline Terress,'who has been
appearing in "After the Honeymoon"
with Seymour Hicks at the Coliseum,
will continue the play on the variety
stage, Hicks' brother, Stanley Brett,
playing his role when Seymour has to
appear in "A, Certain Liveliness" at
the St. Martins on Feb. 17th.

Jack Hart, five years booking representative with the Stoll tour and five,,
L. T. V., has resigned his position and joined B. Montague in a theatrical and variety booking agency
under the title of Montague and Hart,
with the

Albion House,

New Oxford

street.

Jack Courtney, of "The Courtneys"

comedy

entertainers, h^s just received
discharge and will resume work
on the halls March 3rd with an entirely
new double act.
his

Charles B. Cochran will present Lieutenant-Colonel Robert Loraine, D.S.O.,
who has recently been promoted in
"Cyrano de Bergerac" at the Olympia
Liverpool Feb. 17. The same date has
been chosen for his production of "A
Certain Liveliness" at the St. Martins
in conjunction with Seymor Hicks.

The second anniversary of "The
Maid of the Mountains" at Daly's
marked the reappearance of Jose Col-

who

been drawing record
houses since Christmas to the Prince's,
Manchester, in "A Southern Maid,"
which will eventually be seen at Daly's.
lins,

has

These are

the days of theatrical
records.. Not only are houses generally
playing to record business, but many
are having record runs.
"Chu Chin
Chow" has passed its 1,111th performance; "Yes, Uncle" and "Nothing
But the Truth" their 450th ; "Tails Up,"

Owen

Wyndham

has sent the Actors
Benevolent Fund a cheque for three
thousand pounds in memory of Sir

Income tax over $12,500—$1.50.
act,

•'

Nares' successor in hisv scenes
with Elsie Janis at the Palace will be
Maurice Chevalier, a light comedy star
from Paris. He is considered the most
versatile artist in France, has range
covering Shakespeare, low comedy and
knockabout parts. * He is also an expert dancer and won the Croix de
Guerre in August, 1914.

Lady

$1.31.

An American

Nares.

Nares, entitled

Marie Lohe, having celebrated the
anniversary of her management at the
Globe Theatre, is taking a short holiday at the beautiful house in Filey,
bequeathed her by the late W. H.
Kendall.
During her absence Nurse
Benson was capitally played by Hazel
Jones, who will play the role on tour.

$5,000—75

$2,500 to

Owen

an American play

Owen

"The Cinderella Man." -

cents.

-

reserve for

in

years,

Shakespeare is in the air. The great
success of "Twelfth Night" at the
Court, and the crowded attendances at
the Shakespearian revivals at the old
Vic have called other managers attention to "the Bard." George Grossmith
and L'aurillard are talking of producing "Hamlet," while as soon as the
Australian Y. M. CLA. have done with—
the jMdwych Theatre and it reverts to
Charles B. Cocran, he also proposes
to present Hamlet.
Another interesting enterprise of
Charles B. Cochron is a Peace Carnival
and Allied. Circus which he will open
at Olympia next Christmas.

which she only escapes through the
Sir Alfred Butt has

some

for

shortly to marry Sir Randolf Baker.
Miss Adams is at present in Paris
with the Zig-Zag company. Sir Randolf is the fourth baranjtf, a major
wounded and decorated ia the war,
and from 1910 Unionist member for
North Dorset.
is

'The House of Peril." The House of
Peril is a gambling hell near Paris,
-to which the heroine is enticed by a
murderous German and his wife, from

tax herewith it should be understood
that a super tax commences at certain
amounts in addition to the tax quoted.
The amount of the tax in the example below is for the pound. Based
upon the, last item—$1.50 for every $5
of income where the income is over
$12,500 annually— the tax here in percentage reaches 30 per cent, without
the surtax, perhaps 2 per cent, more for
~
that amount.
The details are as follows
Income tax on $600 to $2,500—54

London

ess resident in

i

I

crease.

-

dent Wilson's fourteen points, specially
autographed by the President.

"Freedom of the Seas" .and "As You
Were" have passed their -second

London, Feb 12.
There is no likelihood of a reduction
in the very near future of the income
tax in England on yearly earnings.
There is more probability of an in-

.

son Keys, Gresham Singers, Julian
Henry, Nelson Jackson, Albert Whelan,
Fredj Upton and other famous artists.
George Robey will offer for sale Prest*"'

LONDON

IN

*"*:•!
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George Robey's successor at the Alhambra, Gus McNaughton, is a son of
Gus Le Clerq, who with Ben Brown,
the father of Cecilio Loftus, made
famous "Black Justice," a sketch which
ran for years on the halls. McNaughton takes up the part of Lucifer Bing
on Feb. 17th.

A

memorial service in memory of
members. of the theatrical and variety
profession and all connected with the
stage who have laid down their lives

WestAbbey on Tuesday, Feb. 18th,

for their country, will be held in

The Victory Matinee at the Coliseum on" Sunday, Feb. 2nd, "in ~aid- of
the dependents of British sailor and
soldier Journalists killed in the war
presented a remarkable program including Ellen Terry, Lily Elsie, Lydin
Kyasht, Madge Tetheradge, Joan Ashley,

Johnstpne Forbes-Robertson,

Sir

Mark Hambourg, Alfred

Lester, Nel-

minster
•«rt

12 o'clock. -^-^~~..~,..,-.,

;

,_,...,...,,,.,...„,

George Robey's salary with Albert
de Courville at the Hippodrome is
nearly £450 per week. At the expiration of his twelve months' contract
with de Courville he returns to the
Alhambra at a even larger salary.-

IN PARIS.
10

Paris. Feb.

The

'Djvftidii; " first"

the 29th

troupe of

theatrical

furnml to"

l

Yhrti

MMi

to

'

fi

still playing over here, giving an interesting show, entitled "Snap It Up."
The commanding officer recently gave
permission for the company to appear
in the principal cities of France.
In the troupe of about 50 are Ser-

geants

Wade,

W.

Morton, Alex

L.

Porter, Ray Leavitt, Bev. Martin, Billy
Small, George A. Berry, Archie RugDick Kir^ce, Earle'Cooke, Billy

gles,

Kane, with Captain Murray A. Cobb
as supervisor.
The 300th Field Artillery also has its
theatrical troupe, known as the
"Liberty Players," scheduled to come
to Paris in the near future. It likewise
has several professionals known in

.

own

New York. Among them are Bert
Spencer (Spencer and Geegham), Josh
Crone, Lawrence O'Neil, Sam Mitchell,
Harold Gallagher, George Jackson and
George Rosenberg. The manager of
the
company is Edward Callahan
(formerly with
or 'd Films).
New Yorker/ no doubt still re-,

W

member "You Know Me,

Al," the show
in that city by
the troupe of the 27th Division. The

which was produced

same company

is
preparing anothermusical comedy, called "Let's Beat It,"

It's

in

two acts and will have a Paris"

showing. The best^ part of the comedy
has been written in France by Lieutenant William A. Halloran, Jr., and

Harry

Gribble,

assisted

by

Burton

Hamilton, jazz band conductor; William Wittman, Sidney Marion and Eric
Krebs. Private Harold Printz will be
stage carpenter and C. C. Beal scene
Included in the cast are E.
painter.
Albert Crawford, Walter Roberts, Dan
Burns and Eric Krebs.
Of the original "Al" company there
are Jimmy Fallon (known in vaudeville as Harvey R, Brooks), Jack Roche
and William C. Pauly. Robert Newman
and Judson House (organist) will have
leading roles. Jack Mahony (of New

j

York Fire Department) and Howard
Plassman (of Buffalo) are also listed,
with Arnold Jarrat and Jack Johannes.
Arthur Hauser will be musical con~«
ductor.
All the

Gribble will act as producer.

men

q(re

privates.

:

-

-

---

The Knights of Columbus entertainment committee has taken over the
Salle Wagram, formerly a ballroom,
adjoining the Empire (Etoile Palace),
under the control of Marius
still

The hall will
Combes, as lessee.
accommodate over 3,000, and it was
not large enough for the boxing bouts
on the bill for the opening, Jan. 27..
Director Carey is in charge for the
of C. There will be an entertainment for the boys every Monday night,
which will replace the Thursday shows
The Salle
at the Cinema des Arts.
Wagram since the war has been used

K

as a refuge for Belgians.

Healthy amusement is wanted for
the doughboys in Paris, particularly
row that the military authorities are
granting furloughs daily to over 2,500
to spend three days in the capital.
There are about 10,000 American
soldiers in Paris all the "time, not
counting the men on duty in the city.
The vast Cirque de Paris, Avenue de
la Motte Piquet, with a capacity of
8,000, has been retained by the Y. M.
C. A. for the finals of the A. E. #. boxing championships, to be held in
March. The Y. M. C. A. has a short
lease,
and the American
authorities, after inspection,

nounced through Colonel W.
son that the Cirque
the army bouts.

Pantagea

is

military
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;

have anC. John-

acceptable for

Two

Days.
San Francisco, Feb. 19.
Fills

in

Thfi -Parxtages... road., shows a r g now
booked into the Victory, Sart JoSe^

Portland, for Friday and
Saturday of each week. The Pahtages
formerly lost the full week
acts
through the two days required to make
the jump from Portland. The Victory

following

1

started last Friday.
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CLIFF FISHER FURIOUS.
The most infuriated man around
"Times"' Square live early part uf the
week was Clifford C. Fisher, through

Heretofore the by-laws of the Ameri"tth*' Federation "6f" Musicians" carrlwT
rules governing carnival and circus
having been served with a police court
bands, which held prices based upon
summons Monday, secured by Isabelle the furnishing of sleeping accommodaRodriquez, who alleged Fisher has iltions and meals for members of the
legally charged her '.'commission" for
musical organizations, and where they

VA*I

Anonymous communications
mid

will

!« held In confidence.

will not
If

be printed.

Newark,
Feb.
*

IS.

Editor Variety;;
In Variety- was a notice from Washington, D. C, stating I was not familiar
with my role in "Please Get Married."
Though my name was still on the
program I was not in Washington at
that time, having previously closed
with the company.
Have had to offer several explanations and would appreciate a correction.

Jane Evans.
Feb.

Editor Variety

12.

:

am

a wounded soldier just returned
from France and am in a hospital for
I

treatment.
1 am looking for a young woman
partner with a good singing voice and
a fairly good dancer for my singingtalking act. I would like to have you
also state between the age of 18 and
22, about 5 feet 6 inches in height.
Sergt. Jack Golden.

known

as Byrnes
of Nevins and Byrnes.
Address care N. V. A., 1587 Broad.way, New York.
Professionally

Feb.

12.

Editor Variety:

Some one calling himself Lawrence
protests in Variety against the
use of his name with ah act lately
routed as the Ward Brothers.
The young man claims himself as

Ward

Lawrence Ward.
If he will kindly sign himself Larry
Mulvey he will be telling his right
name. Also he claims to be the original, which is also wrong.
I am the
original Lawrence Ward; born and
christened such, and Robert Ward and
myself arc the only original Ward

Lawrence Ward.
tour "Over There League."

New York, Feb. 16.
Editor Variety:
A recent Variety mentioned a complaint through the N. V, A. between
Hamilton and Barnes and Brooke and

\

Eg

<i

I

i

Josephine regarding a piece of business of a couple getting married by an
imaginary minister and exiting to the
"Dead March."
jack Barnes claims to be the originator of this in 1912. The N. V. A. has
awarded Hamilton and Barnes the
right to use it.
I wish to call attention to the fact
that this piece of business was a standard part of our act for several years
in "A Personal Affair," written for us
and of which we claim the ownership,
having played it in 1898. We can give
Mr. Barnes plenty of proof of this, and
ask that both teams kindly eliminate
this

from

We
tect

their

acts.

intend to play

it

again and pro-

it.

Bert Marion.

(Marion and Dean).
•]

i

Brooklyn, Feb.

17.

Fditor Variety:

Mr. Wyrin reviewed "The Gir's of
the U." S. A." at the Columbia last
week. He must have been still reposing in his hammock at Pelham Bay

when he

associated

my

skating imita-

tion with "Billie Watson's Slide," and
•I would-like to call your attention that
the so-called slide was done by Frank

Taylor, of the Farrell-Taylor trio, years
ago w.ith the "Trans-Atlantics."
Regarding my catch line, "Shimky,"
I will enlighten Mr. Wynn.
It means

\

»

Sammy

of writer must be signed

must be written exclusively to VARIETY.

in

Hebrew.

Lew

Hilton

'

bookings. Tuesday Judge Koenig dismissed the summons in the West Side

Champaign,
Editor VARiETr:

111.,

Feb.

11.

After reading the letter in Variety
signed J. M. Allison I want to say my
•tame is Toto Hammer and I have used
the title of Toto the Frog for eight
years.
It is

not and was not my intention
on Toto the Clown's title
If I have done so in

to infringe

or reputation.

any way I am sorry.
Mr. Allison suggested to my manager I change my title, or make a distinction, which we have done.
We
have changed the billing of the act to
Toto Hammer.
Not being satisfied with this Mr.
Allison made the assertion I am still
imitating him. This is not true, and
Mr. Allison has been misinformed, as
I do a frog contortion act only, and
there is no comedy in it.
He also claims I am unknown—
possibly to him but my career dates
back to 1910, and if the Keith office will

—

look through

its file it will find letters

from me under the .title of Toto the
Frog dating back six or seven years.

am unknown to the parties involved it is not my fault.
I am writing this fo vindicate myself
I

If

from the charges made against me,
such as Unknown, Imitation, Counterfeit, etc.; but I do not and will not
have my reputation as a contortionist
slandered, so I invite a representative
from these parties to witness my act
at the first opportunity in order that
these charges against me may be
dropped.
Toto Hammer.
(The Frog).

Newport News,

Va., Feb.

5.

Editor Varietf:

Brothers.

On

Nunc

desired.

Letter* to be published In this column
Duplicated letters will not be printed.

'

'

Confine letters to 160 word* and write on one aide of paper only.

am

sending you the sermon of a
local minister, prompted by the fact
that the War Camp Community Service, of which I am entertainment director, advertised that free motion
pictures were to be given for the entertainment of all men in uniform Sunday afternoons. This appeals to me
as a national problem and one that I
feel you can do a great deal of good
for in handling it through the medium
of your columns, either as a special
article or as an editorial.
In the controversy which has ensued and which has covered a great
deal of space in the local paper, much
reflection has been cast upon the
I

theatrical profession,

and the

writer,

having spent 17 years of his life in that
business, feels keenly the injustice of
the attacks. I have had occasion to
call upon the members of the theatrical
profession for entertainment and they
have always given freely of the best
they had.
The reverend gentlemen of this very
provincial locality seem to be under
the impression that the morals of the
men in uniform who pass through this
town will be forever damned and corrupted if they attend a clean, wholesome picture show in the afternoon on
Sunday. Official records have shown
that the town is flooded with prostitutes and the report of the United
States health officer issued last week
shows that venereal diseases have increased from 7 to \V/i per cent, among
the enlisted personnel in this port.

The War Camp Community Service
had arranged to give free entertain-

ment

at every theatre in the city, payexpenses of films, rental, light-

ing

all

ing,

heating, operator and so forth.
would have been able to take care

We

were not the musicians were entitled
to a recompense of $14 a week per man.
In a decision just handed down to
the federation President Joseph Weber
makes provision for the inability of
the present rules to cover the payment
.where sleeping accommodations are
provided, but no meals are included.
The new rules are as follows:
a.—If rendering services for an

Court after an examination, without
Fisher testifying.
The court said
Fisher had acted as a manager, but
seemed to believe that had it been
shown by the testiinohy of the only
witness, Miss Rodriquez, Fisher had
similarly acted for many other artists,
it
would have been necessary for
Fisher to present a defense.
The complainant is a member of the
National Vaudeville Artists, though
having appeared but for a week or so
some seasons ago in vaudeville. She
called at the N. V. A. about a month
ago, stating Fisher had charged her
$20 weekly for booking and that he
^was now pressing her for an overdue
amount: She wanted the N. V. A. to
take up the matter for her. Henry
Chesterfield, its secretary, told her
matters of that nature were outside the
province of the N. V. A. and if she
thought she had a complaint to consuit the commissioner of licenses.
Monday the summons was served
upon Fisher in his office in the Fitzgerald building. He was represented
in court by Charles H. Griffith, formerly in the United States District At-

organization carrying 50 or more

which furnishes sleeping
accommodations to the members
cars,

$34; leader, $59.

—

.

b.
For an organization carrying
over 25 cars up to and including

which furnishes sleeping
accommodations, but not meals,
per man, per week, $29; leader, $49.
c.
For an organization carrying
25 cars or less, and which furnishes
sleeping accommodations, but not
meals, per man, each week, $25;
49 cars,

—

.

torney's offices. William F. Gill, of the
License Commissioner's staff appeared
against him.
The evidence brought out a contract
between Fisher and Rodriquez in
which the artiste agreed to pay Fisher
$20 weekly for his services as her
manager. Miss Rodriquez denied she
had ever considered Fisher her manager and looked upon him as a bookFisher produced a photo
ing agent.
which carried on its face, "To my dear
impressario," and signed by her.
Following the dismissal of the complaint against him, Fisher said he had
taken the management of Miss Rodriquez when she was appearing at the
Domino Room (Bustanoby's) some
years ago. She was then receiving $75
weekly, he says. He secured her $200
a week from the Shuberts, when she
went on the road and $150 a week in
New York. After the Shubert engagement expired, he said he secured her
a contract at Montmarte (restaurant)
at $100 a week, for which he waived
his claim for services.
Not having received a settlement of
past amounts due, amounting to about
settle$300, Fisher threatened suit.
ment was arrived at, Miss Rodriquez
agreeing to pay him $100 down and
the balance at $25 a week. The first
$25 was paid, Fisher states, but no more

leader, $41.

MONDAY MORNING MONOLOGS.
By Miaa
One feminine
"Hello, dear I
bill

The case was taken up by the commissioner's offices under the belief
Fisher was doing business as an employment agency without a license and
exacting above the fee allowed by law
It
was charged in
for that work.
court he had collected 15 per cent, of
the artiste's salary.

men each

Sunday.

Community Organizer

in charge of entertainment.)

referred to was delivered by Rev. E. T. Welford of the
1st Presbyterian Church of Newport
News and received widespread publicity
Rev. Welford called
in that locality.
the Sunday on which entertainment is
He
given as a -'German Sabbath."
dwelt at length on the plan as against
the laws of the church, although it is
apparently practical in every other
The minister called for a standcity.
ing vote to find if his congregation
supported him in his contentions and
the entire gathering arose.

The sermon

I'm so glad we're on the

I saw your new act last
just loved it. You're wise
to the old gags, and songs

to

stick

'cause then you're sure what you're
doing, and you're very sensible not to
buy a lot of expensive costumes.
"Now that little imitation chinchilla
thing was too darling. Oh, wasn't it?

Well, from where I sat

it

looked like

natural rabbit; but, of course, I was
far back. I thought it was positively
brutal though to give you that spot.
My heart ached for you when they all
started walking out.
I can't understand some of these managers that
don't know a good act when they. see
it.

"Oh, well, there's nothing but injustice in this business anyway. Only
the' beautiful young things seem to get

—

there—no talent either and here you,
you poor darling, work your head off,
and what for? It's a shame
An old
cat that sat back of me kept talking
about how faded and worn out you
looked, and I could scarcely keep from
giving her a good call.
"I guess she'd not look any too spry
cither if she'd been doing four shows
a day for a good part of her natural
life.
Oh, was that your first smalltime house? Then pardon me, dear;
but you see I got that impression from
some of your little mannerisms. But
I

.

overcome that.
"You know I thought that burlesque
Barrymore was the best part
act.
It was a scream I
I
laughed till I cried. ... Oh, was it
you'll

of Ethel
of your

a straight imitation?

you do

it

easily get

R. Garrick O'Brien.
(Assistant

Shaw.

together!

I

did.

Well,

why

don't

comedy bit? You could
away with it because every

as a

one around
of about 6,000

Billie

"single" to anotb,er.—

week and

A

received.

i

of the band, but not meals, the
price shall be, per man, per week,

...

me

thought the same as
I'm tickled to death that

made the big time.
"You pay your agent a big bonus,

you've

don't you? It's wise, because with the
right incentive a good man can boost

any

act.

"I'm in

room

seven, dear.

Run

in

whenever you get lonesome. It always
does me good to have a little chat like
this."

The Gus Hill aridAlG. Fields troupes
clash this week and next in Savannah
and Charleston. Fields hits Savannah
Feb. 20, with Hill there Feb. 21. Hill
plays Charleston Feb. 22, with Fields
a day later.
Neil O'Brien Minstrels
have just vacated the South, going
into

Oklahoma

this week.
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WITH THE MUSIC MEN

NOTES
fpW»i

Gilbert. /i.urt, Fsledland hs.ve wrttteu.naotliisr
"nut" number, "Pig Latin Love."

...

Foreman is no longer assistant manager at the 44th Street.
Elliott

John Cort has .not disposed of the
English rights to his production of
"Listen Lester"

,.

which Edith Ellis wrote,
will be brought out again by William
A. Brady. This show, re-entitled, may
be fixed up by the author and given

Too

Late,"

new

consideration next

Harry Ruby has signed with the McCarthy
Flatter Co.

Fred Cohen Is now. with the
professional department.

fall.

Sailor

The

Kramer and Morton
March 1

v

sailing about

engaged for a revue

in

are

reported

for England,
London.

"The Big Chance" will remain inon the road, with the New-York
barring Willard Mack and John

Colonial, Haverhill, Mass., has
changed its policy from split to
Under the new
straight vaudeville.
management all shows will be sent direct from the Keith New York office
through Jeff Davis.

Mason
/•.

(deceased).

&

Bessie McCoy Davis was considering
heading a revue in vaudeville when
Flo Ziegfeld re-engaged her this week
for an extended term in the Ziegfeld
shows.

>

The proposed

Henry Miller opens

of the new Ralph
Kettering-Lorin Howard play is something new in that line for a $2 show.
Oliver Morosco is understood to have
the play under consideration.
title

his

Fords,
March 3. It is said that
Blinn and Blanche Bates
roles equally as important
the stars.

"Moliere"

of

Yonita Fitznugh sailed for London
Feb. 15 to appear in Albert de Courville's forthcoming production at the
Hippodrome.

at

is

now

assistant

man-

ager of the Alhambra. Jimmy Corcoran, who tended the front door for
15 years, has been transferred to the
Royal forces uptown.
Bethrothal" at the Century
ceases after next week and the show
will not be sent on tour. Business at
the Century has been far from satisfactory.

.

Klaw & Erlanger's production of C.
Bell's "The Dislocated Honeymoon,"
with a cast headed by Amelia Bingham, has been brought in from the
road and the book is to be rewritten.

W.
.

S

The wife of Gustave Drawee
(Drawee, Hambo and Frisco) is anxious to get in communication with
her husband, from whom she has not
heard since Nov. 14, 1917.
William B. Lindsay, the railroad
executive of the Lehigh Valley system,
has returned to his office after an
Mr. Lindsay reof grippe.
cuperated at Mt. Clemens, Mich.

'attack

Harold Crane has withdrawn from
"Good Morning Judge" to assume a
principal role with "Yesterday," a new
play the Shuberts have placed in rehearsal.

The American Lithographic Co. has
purchased the three-story building at
43 East 18th street for $40,000, the A.
L. adding it to its present site, when
alterations are made.
Jess Willard has disposed of his circus and Wild West show interests to
the Horn Amusement Corporation, a
Western company, who will put it on
tour next season.

"'""After"'an' absencedf "two years from
vaudeville, the

Monarch Comedy Four,

which has been playing burlesque, is
resuming variety dates under George
King's direction.

Robert C. Moore was the attorney
Emma Haig and Lou Lockett, the
defendants in a suit brought against
them by Frank Hale, for the recovery
of $1,000. Hale claimed the amount for
services rendered in staging the HaigLockett turn last September, but lost
It was
the suit.
He' is appealing.
previously reported Mr. Moore represented the plaintiff.

There

ia little

likelihood that "Never

Lew Porter, Low Brown and Max Friedman
have written a new "not" number fdr the
Broadway Music Corporation's catalog.
.

Ira Schuster has been keeping his Ford busy
of late in touring the various base hospitals,
where Monroe Silver and he furnish voluntary
entertainment.
x

Joe Morris has acquired a new dumber, "Indian Blues," from the Whltmore Music Co.. of
Scranton, Pa. The number Is by Edwin Mc-

Hugh and

the.

Strand Theatre building

Ip

This

concerned.

week T. B. HarrhH A Co. and Francis. Day A
Hunter made a bid for a suite on tho fourth
floor.
After tho superintendent was advised
by Ted Snyder, according to. report, It would be
"opposition," tbc sulie was not rented.

:

:.-:

George Fatrman's suit against the Plan
Music Co. for breach of contract was settled
of ccurt through the defendant's agreement to niake good an order of S20O worth ot
songs, ordered from Falrman, but which thoy
endeavored to "dump back" on tbe publisher
by virtue ot an alleged custom In the trade.
Through his attorney, Abner Grecnbcrg, tho
plaintiff established his legal right In the mat-

out

C. Perlllo, Jr.

Feb. 21 and 22 the Chicago Symphony Orchestra will honor Victor Herbert at its 18th
annual meeting in Chicago. An elaborate program haB been prepared.

Ruby Bloom, the 17-year-old pianist at McKlnley's, is said to be the youngest piano
pounder In the professional department busi-

.

ness.
J.

Russel Robinson has placed

pro-

on the lyrics.

Fler is now with McCarthy A
George Holman, formerly with F. J.
Fisher.
A. Forster, in Chicago, has joined the New
York professional staff of the same firm.

Newman

tho latter will publish tbe songs of the forthcoming mustcallzod version of Clark's farce,

My

Money."

"Henry Onlvas"

la

the "name" of the composer.
It Is rumored
the "Henry" stands for S. R. Henry, the pen
namo ot Henry R. Stern, president of tho Stern
music bouse.
The "Onlvas," it is said, Is
known to be the nom de plume of D. Savino,
who spells his last name backwards. Savino
Is a well known* arranger.

IN

AND OUT.

Bertha Creighton & Co. failed to
at the Hamilton last Thursday, the Dominoes replacing them.

show up

Ben Harney

off the Royal, New
Linton and Lawrence

out.

York, last week.

Wilbur Sweatman out of the. bill at
Newark. His mother is dying
Kansas City.
Kane'and Herman were replaced at
the Palace, New Haven, this week by
Janis and Armstrong.
"Maurice Brierre and Grace King, out
of Orpheum bill. San Francisco, this
Proctor's,
in

week.
Gertrude Beck, out of Hippodrome,
San Francisco, Sunday, with Lyons
and West, blackface, substituting.
Due to illness, Smith and GariielcLretired from the Crescent, Syracuse.
An act entitled "Down Below," by
chance in the town, filled in.
Bensee and Baird left the Hipp,
Youngstown, O., Monday through "po.

Fred Mayo, professional manager for A.

J.

has developed into a prolific song
Within the last month no less than
three numbers have come from his pen.
Stasny,
writer.

sition."

Arthur J. Hamburger, formerly with the Pat
Casey Publicity Department, is now with the
music publishing house of Joseph W. Stern, in

manager

the capacity of

partment

of their publicity de-

-

Wllber Sweatman, the phonograph instrument band player, has signed with the Triangle
Music Co., to write exclusively for them. He
will also assume duties as manager of the Triangle's band and orchestra department

Ez Keogh, professional manager for F. J. A.
Forster In Chicago, has been given exclusive
charge of McCarthy & Fisher's Chicago office,
replacing Walter Brown, who went with
Shaplro-Bernsteln.
After securing a big time route, Jack Mills,
did an act with Jack McCoy, discovered
that this services as professional manager for
McCarthy & Fisher, In New York, required bis
undivided attention. He is under contract to
the house.

who

two-act.

.

Bernie Grossman and Billy Frisch,
both song writers.
Jack Boyle (Stone and Boyle) and
Frank Branigan (Baker, Sherman and
Branigan), two-act.
Leon Varrara (formerly Scarpioff
and Varrara) has joined with Elinore
Kern (Rose & Curtis).

.

With Nat Vlnceat's departure from the firm
Kendls A Brockman, to take up free lance
song writing, James Kendls will resume active
of

duties as the professional manager of bis firm.
Vincent, in collaboration with Dart McBoyle,
has placed a song, "Bring Back Those Roses,"
with Gilbert and Friedland.

Hale and Patterson and the Dixieland Jazz
their booking

Band were compelled to cancel
for the Palace this week owing

Martinettie and Sylvester, rejoined,
the originals. They were first partners
17 years ago.
Charles Delvecchio, single act. At
present he is with "The Girl I Left

Rages'
before

If

Illness.

to

Henry W.

the act resumes bookings
fully (which is not unRobinson will take Ragas'

J.

An

was

act, laying

called

Cleve-

off in

in.

ren and

Wade

substituted.

Walter Brower canceled half this
week at the Palace, Chicago, due to
his mother's death at Louisville. Loney
'

Haskell

the vacancy.
William Cahill did not open at the
Empress, Kansas City, Mo., nor the,
the following week at New Orleans,
and his route on the Loew -Circuit has
filled

been cancelled.

.

Chief Caupolican and Fenten and
Fields out of the Colonial this week
through illness. Boyle and Brazil replaced the former and Little Billy substituted for the latter.
Laura Ordway was out of the bill
for two performances at Pantages, San
through being
Francisco,
Sunday,
slightly hurt by a piece of falling scenery.

She returned Monday.

Adelaide Bell and Co. could not open
at the Clinton, New York, the first
half of this week, due to her baggage
shipped to Albany by mistake. Ger-'
trude Newman appeared.

MARRIAGES.

Jack Galvln, formerly head of Waterson,
Berlin A Snyder's Phllly office, has joined the
He
professional staff of McCarthy a Fisher.
will also take charge of the music at Walllck s
overy evening. Other additions to the staff at
McCarthy A FlBher's are Murray Rubens and

:

land,

Roy Harrah and Co. could not continue at the H. O. H., New York, first
half due to spraining his ankle. War-

Ragas recovers

Russel
place in the band.
likely)

Behind Me."
Harry Pease, the songwriter, recently discharged from the Army, with
Ora Kues in "Can You Imagine It,"
musical skit. (Bernard Burke.)
Will Archie in "The Mighty Mite"
by James Madison. (Mr. Archie and
Geqrgie Mack, recently teamed for

Harry Green (formerly Fenton and
and Hazel Moran in a new
act written by Joe Laurie (Laurie and
Bronson) entitled "Fast is East and

a new

hibition number with the Meyer Cohen Music
Co., Billy Curtis, a vaudevllllan, collaborated

Bert Collins, single (Billy Curtis).
Henry L. Fox and Helen Cantlon,
"rube" sketch.
Dutiel and Covey, man and woman,
in "Oh Baby."
Gaynell Everett and Al Mack, acrobatic dancing.
Joe Fields and Snitz Moore in a
sketch—"Neighborly Neighbors."
Harry Delmar and Jeanette Hackett,

arated.)

Eddie Clark, through his attorneys, House,

OrosBman A Vorbaus, has completed arrangements with Joseph W. Stern A Co. whereby

substituted.

Dudley, who recently dispartnership in a vaudeville

West."

..

"Not With

Abe Frankel has been mustered out of the
Is now connected with the Feist pro-

fessional department.

NEWACTS.

is

company.

Army and

.

West

A

stituting at Relsenweber's.

agency with H. B. Burton, has entered
the production agency field, having
opened offices. Al Lee, in the M. S.
Bentham office, is entering the Dudley
office, which will not be concerned
with vaudeville. Dudley is reported
to have been recently bequeathed several thousand dollars through the will
of a relative.

Green)

Berlin

During the Ulnees of Sophie 'fucker's pianist,
Al Slegel, J. Russel Robinson has been sub-

for

Edgar

Waterson,

the staff of

£8

WaJcFHpn. .Berlin „.*_..!Snyder.. »pji.«or...tpr .Have,
evorything tholr own way as for as the occupancy of space by other music publishers Jr.

,.

ter.

lishing

of her photos in it

solved

The

joined
Stern.

Ed Moray, formerly affiliated with the late
Pat Howley, has formed his own muslo pub-

Louise Dresser's scrap book is
wandering around the country. It was
forwarded by her to some press
department and -has not since been
seen. Miss Dresser wants it. Identifiation will be easy through the frequent
n ention of her name and the number

default:

John Gardner

Smith, mustered out of the
the professional staff of

has

has Joined
Snyder.
-

seek work as

The Bates Musical Comedy Company
week, playing Kingston and
Poughkeepsie, got $2,800 at the Orph'eum, Kingston, and $2,200 at the
Duchess, Poughkeepsie.

Stern

Irving Bloom, of the Harry Von Tllzer staff,
for London early this week as a member
of the George M. Cohan Unit

as that of

who

last

W.

Sammy

W.

left

Holbrook
will have

Mrs. D. M. Ferguson, of Raleigh,
Tenn., is anxious to find the whereabouts of her son, Roy E. Ferguson,
Nashville Dec. S, 1918, to
a singer in New York.

Jos.

productoin
Baltimore,

The H. C. Miner. Lithograph Co,
•hrough its attorney, Robert C. Moore,
has recovered judgment for $1,274
against the Kiss Burglar Corporation
for work done and delivered last year
during the run of "The Kiss Burglar"
show. The judgment was entered by

left

Nary,

Jos.

Harry Edelheit, discharged from the Army,

tact,
cast,

&'.

.

both formerly with Waterson,

Horry

Collins,

Berlin

& Snydor.

•

W. J. Klrtxey Is the general manager of the
now Henry Burr MubIc Corporation, controlled

by Harry McClaskey, known to the phonograph
world as Henry Burr, and Lieut. Gitz Rice.
Llout. Rice and his brother, Lieut. Robert Rice,
are visiting their native land, Canada, and are
expected back shortly. It Is rumored that the
brothers will appear together either In vaudeville or musical comedy.

Flo Gillespie., (Four Gillespie Girls)
to Edward Lawrence (pictures) in
Pittsburgh Feb. 8.
Jesse Litner to George Rotsky, manager of the Grand, Montreal, Feb. 11,
in Montreal.
Henry Waterson, Jr., son of the
music publisher (Waterson, Berlin &
Snyder), to Emily Willis; " norr-professional, at Nicholasville, Ky., Feb. 11.
The younger Mr. Waterson has been
in that section of the country for a
year or longer looking after his
father's interests.

'
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ILL AND INJURED.
Harry Rapf operated upon for. ap-,

OBITUARY

it
Max

Theatre, New York, for several years,
and died while on sick leave.

D. Joiephton.
Max D. Josephson, a prominent theatrical attorney, died Feb. 14 of pneu-

Clara Gilbert,

monia at his home, 645 West 160th
Formerly the law
street, aged 49.
partner of Nathan Vidaver, the decensed was the attorney for a large
number of theatrical managers. He
specialized in the drawing of contracts between managers and stars and
was regarded as an authority in such

Clara Tanner, professionally knov?n
as Clara Gilbert, wife of Eddie Tanner, died Feb. 9 at Ridgewood Sani-

tarium, Brooklyn, following an operation. Interment at Buffalo.

x
IN

Dear

-

MOTHER

matters.
I

My

To

Who

FOND REMEMBRANCE

m*

departed from this earth
February 16th, 1919
Her Devoted Son

SOL GOLDSMITH

BEATRICE DIAMOND
Alice Gibbons.
Alice Wallace, professionally known
as Alice Gibbons, 32 years of age, died
of pneumonia Feb. 16. She is survived
by a husband and daughter.

Who died January 2fith, 1919.
Gone Bat Not Forgotten

HARJtY BURNS
(BUBNS »nd FBABITO)

Sydney Garrett (pictures) seriously
ill

with influenza.
Arthur Bramwell recovering from a

recent illness.
Irvin

Willat, picture

director,

re-

covered from pneumonia.
Doris Kenyon, convalescent from influenza at Cleveland, Florida.

Margaret Owens.

influenza. The deceased was 33 years
of age and had been a member of Guy

Margaret Owens with "In Venus"
died at the St Mary's Hospital, Rochester, N. Y., after a brief illness with.

-

The deceased was 26 years

influenza.
old.

Bros.' Ministrels fpr 12 years.

Coolidge

&

Strauch, undertakers of

As each day

Waltham, took charge of the remains,
and they will be placed in a temporary
grave until the relatives
deceased can be found.

of

-

JOHN

of

STELLA,

"SUNNY" KILDUFF
ARTHUR
te

0.

MAY

Helen and Marie Allerton Kilduff

Si

{Catherine

B.

31. 1>13.

WALTER & KATE

of Charles P. Smith, Jr.,
of the Keith's Palace staff, and Phil W.
Smith, of the Strand Theatre staff,
died at his residence in Flatbush,
Brooklyn, Feb. 17. He was 66 years
of age.
L. Newton died in Chicago of
a complication of diseases and was
buried at Graceland. The deceased was
the husband of Marie Huth.

Harry

IN FOND REMEMBRANCE
Of our dear pal and pianist

Henry W. Ragas.
Henry W. Jlagas, the

Who

pianist of the

original Dixieland Jazz Band, died Feb.
18 of pneumonia following several days'
illness, necessitating the cancellation

RAGAS

departed front this world

May

Feb. 18, 1919.
his soul rest In poses.

ORIGINAL DIXIELAND
JAZZ BAND

of all the act's booking with Hale and
Patterson. Ragas was 28 and a native
of New Orleans. His wife and father

The mother

survive.

of.

Nathan Burkan, the

theatrical attorney, died in
Feb. 9.

IN

—

MEMORY OF

MY LOVING

MRS. BELLE ASH
Died December 19th, 1918:

and
Pal and Brother-ln-Law
'

My Dear

PHIL

KAUFMAN

Died January 24th, 1919

MAY THEIR SOULS REST

IN

PEACE

SAM SHEPARD

"r?i.

i

m
ii-r.
:

i

?;

?

New York

Marie Schreiber, sister of Max Prival, of the Joe Morris forces, died of
heart disease last week.

The mother of Dorothy Alberts
(Keefer and Alberts) died at her home
Chicago, Feb. 4.

in

The mother of Charles Valentine
died at the home of her son in New
York, Feb. 12, age 75 years.
Mrs. Jack Tumulty, wife of Jack

b& •

C

Gibson, died Feb. 7
*
C. F. Bender.
C. F. Bender died at his home in
Madison, Wis., Feb. 2. The deceased
was the husband of Mrs. Daisy Bender

(Daisy Kennison, Kennison Sisters).
Mr. Bender owned the Orpheum, Freeport, III., and was Variety's
"
spo n den t at Madison.

corre-

John J. Robinson.
John J. Robinson, age 31, died at
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Feb. 15. He was
unmarried.
The deceased had been
assistant treasurer at the Fifth Avenue

The mother
in Louisville

of

Feb.

rn

Chicago.

Walter Brower died
15.

"The Girl Uptown" New and Musical.
Harry Cort, George Stoddard and
Harold Orlob have again collaborated
in a new musical play,, the score, coming from the latter. The new piece
It
is to be called "The Girl Uptown."
is now casting, and will be ready for
showing before Easter, John Cort producing.

The same

trio

"Listen, Lester."

are

The mother is a midget and the
named Thomas, Jr., weighed

child,

nine

Representative Oldham of Wichita
county has introduced a bill in the
Kansas house to extend the work of
the state board of censors review to

illness.

Margaret Anglin recovered from her
recent illness.
Oily Logsdon returns to her office
Feb. 24 after three weeks' illness with
influenza.

.

«*

Walter Betts, manager Keeney's
Brooklyn theatre, is convalescing from

Henry C Jacobs (Jacobs and Jermon) is confined at his home with eye
trouble

Dorothy Browne (Browne and

Kil-

gour) is at Atlantic City recuperating
following an attack of the "flu."
Hubert Heuck, of Cincinnati, is out
again, after suffering a severe attack

Florence Hadley is in the Elizabeth
New York, recovering from
nervous breakdown.
Herman L. Roth, the theatrical

Hospital,

attorney, is back in his office after
recovering from pneumonia. He was
ill for a month.

Fannie Van (Van and Morris) is ill
with laryngitis, causing them to cancel
the first half of this week at Loew's
**
American.
•

Mary Rogers

(Will and Mary Rogers) is ill with appendicitis and is confined at present in St. Elizabeth's Hospital, New York, pending an operation.

Miss Bingham (Pisano and
Bingham) caused Mack and Paglia to
substitute for them at Loew's American, the first half of this week.
Through, injuries of the knee, sustained from hitting the stage, the woman with "Grey and Old Rose" is
confined to her home at Freeport, L. I.
Illness of

Nathan

responsible for

manager of the
N. Y., was taken ill

Robbins,

Majestic, Utica,

while visiting this city last week, bat
Managed to return to Utica under a
physician's care.
t

Mrs. C. F. Bender (Kennison Sisters)
recovering from a stroke of paralysis at her home in Madison, Wis.,"
and will shortly/ join her sister in
is

their act.

Lawrence Goldie
booking desk

is still

absent from

the Keith agency.
early in March.
Meantime Bill Qua id, manager of the
Fifth Avenue, is taking care of Mr.
Goldie's routing books.
his

SISTER

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Wollmer,
American Hospital, Chicago, son.

at the

recent

WILLS

The father

H. W.

1,

Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Price at San
Francisco, Feb. 11^ daughter.
Mrs.
Price (Frances Vaugnan) was formerly
with the "Bride Shop."

birth.

Missouri General Censorship.

Kansas

City, Feb. 19.

include the censorship of vaudeville
and'
special
performances of
all
dramatic and theatrical entertain-

ments.
Advertising of such shows will also
be subject to the axe as wielded by the
board. The fee for such reviews will
be the same as for film censorship.
The Kansas censorship of 'filmj is
accepted, at present, as a standard for
Kansas City, Mo., productions, but it
is not considered likely the Kansas
censor's opinion would have much
weight here as regards vaudeville or
other stage performances.

of tonsillitis.

Owen.

Katherine Owen, aged 27 years, died
of pneumonia following influenza at
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. IS. She was
appearing in a playlet called "For Love
and Money" and was taken ill while
appearing *there, being removed to a
hospital last week. She. was on the
stage for about ten years.

hospital, Feb. 10, son.

Mr. and Mrs. Julian Rose, Feb.
daughter.

pounds at

a

Died February

Our Dear On*

Departed February 22nd, 1916
Loved and Mourned by
Husband and SUtera

yoar absence

bear..

Sleep on In Peace

FOND MEMORY

IN
\

passes,

seems harder to

the

New York

Frank Hall' (pictures) continues ill
with heavy cold at New York home
Carey Wilson (pictures) out after

influenza.

Harry Prince.
Harry Prince died at the Waltham
Hospital, Waltha m. M ass.. Feb. 8, of

BIRTHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Schwerin,
at a

pendicitis.

He may

rest

in

until

Esther Walker became

ill

fluenza a day or so after the
ter

with in-

new Win-

Garden show opened and was out

of the cast for several performances.
She had not returned up to Wednesday.

The following

patients are reported

American Theatrical Hospital,
Chicago:
Alice Grant, daughter of
William Grant (Cook and Grant), Jean
Cowan (Jean and June Cowan), Charles
Haase (Hasse and McGuire), Billie
Newman ("From Quaker Town to
at the

SHOWS

IN

NEW YORK.

"BetrothaL" Century (8rd week).
Midnight
Whirl"
(11th

-Century
W86n)

"Canary," Globe (15th week).

"Cappy Ricks," Morosco (6th week).
"Crowded Hoar," Selwyn i(13th week).

"Daddies," Lyceum (25th week).
"Dear Brains," Empire (8th week).
"Bast Is Wesi," Astor (9th week).
"Everything," Hippodrome (27th week).
"Eyes or Youth," Manhattan (6th

r^gab\

-

"For Ever After/* Playhouse (26th.
week).
"Friendly
Enemies," Hudson
(31st
week).
.
"Good Morning, Jadg-e," Shubert (3rd

W66K
"Keep
)

It

week).

to Yonraelf," 39th

St.

(8th

"Invisible Foe," Harris (8th week).
"Ladle* Flrnt," Nora Bayes (18th week).
"Listen Lester," Knickerbocker (9th
week).
"LlKhtnlnY* Gaiety (27th week).
"Little
Journey,"
Vanderbllt
(7th
week).
"Little Brother." Belmont (13th week).
"Melting- of Mollle," Broadhurst (18th

W6GK)
"Marquis

De

Prlola,"

Liberty

(6th

^f

W*9*3lc

«Mur

"Mldslscht Frolic,"
(11th week).

Amsterdam Roof

"Monte Criato, Jr," Winter Garden (2nd
week).
"Ob! My Dear," Princess (13th week).
"Please Get Married." Little Theatre
(2nd week).
"Prince There -Was," Cohan
(Sth
week).
"Redemption,'* Plymouth (14th week).
"Rlddlei Woman." Fulton (18th week).
"Roads of Destiny," Republic (lltb
week).
"Huyat Vagabond," Cohan & Harris
(1st week).
"Somebody** Sweetheart/* Central (StJr
week).
"Sometime," Casino (21st week).
"Slnbad." 44th Street (26th week).
"Sleepleaa Nights," Bijou (1st week).
"Tohr'a Bow," Comedy (2nd week).
Tlft-er. Tiger," Belasco (18th week).
«T for 8," Elliott (JSrd week).
"The Better 'Ole," Cort (19th week).
"The Net." 48th Street (2nd week).
"Tare* Faeea Esst," Long-acre (27th

wesk)
"Three Wise Fools," Criterion (17th
week).
"L'nkaown Pnrple," Lyric (2trd week).

"Up In Mabel's Room," Biting© (8th

New Amsterdam
Room it," Booth

"Velvet Lady,"

W&pK

)

"Woman

In

(3rd
4th.

week)'

Katherine, Bart

Thomas F. Kane, head of the Independent Poster Agency, is recovering
from injuries received in an auto accident last Friday week in the Bronx.
Kane had his knee cap fractured and
after receiving treatment in the Ford-

McQuirk of Sablotsky & McQuirk and
Abe Sablotsky of the same firm were
badly shaken up. h^ an »uto crash dur-

tention.

Mrs.

Bart

McHugh, her daughter

^

,

Broadway").

ham Hospital was removed to the New
York Hospital for further surgical at-

'

Nellie of VOrleans." Miller (3rd

week).

ing

a

McHugh and John

pleasure spin

in

J.

Philadelphia.

While no one was seriously injured the
entire group had a narrow escape
from death. The accident came at a
result of the amateur driving of McHugh, who, while an expert bicylist,
knows tittle about a machine.
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men

are confronted in this scheme
with the possibility of interference
from the theatrical managers. Broad;

CABARET

way producer*xharging,|2.
"Going Seme* it • pretty hefty cabaret program for Brooklyn. The Ritz
over there is running it twice nightly.
Just shows
if
.

what any

city

may come

to

encouraged. Brooklyn can't support
system, but it appears to be

its trolley

making a regular and consecutive success of the Ritz, that retails food and
liquor at prices which don't touch the
Broadway menu card, besides allow*
ing the restaurant management to give
a performance that can't be. costing it

much under $1,500 weekly in salaries,
without the expensive production of

.

_

three numbers included. There are 33
people in "Going Some." Twelve choristers, besides seven Arabs (some of
them), two principal women, and the
remainder principal- men, inclusive of
Henry Fink, one of the Rita's proprietors.
His. partner is Benny Sal vain.
Mr. Fink gets into the Irish number at
the finale, leading it. In. the same number is Patrick Mc Murray, quite well

known around Paddy Shays, Coney
Island, in the summer season.
Mr.
McMurray is 61 years old and alleges
ha is the champ Irish jig and reel

.

,

The betting
restaurants of

style plus flourish

the specialties in the Ritz pro-

gram are the Broadway Trio (Hanley,
Tanner and Murray), Burke Bros, and
Kendall, talking jugglers, and the
Sheltons, with the well formed girl in
black, doing hoop rolling and acrobatics. They were recently at Rector's
for a run. Lew Rosenberg is the tenor

a

Broadway

line.

The

appearance to
Ritz

show

as

is

reported 3/2 in the

New York that prohibibecome effective in New
York, Chicago or San Francisco. No
tion will not

—most of the others have only flourish.

credit in

'-Wanted—A Man to Hang

N. J. The result is a three-act that will
shortly open. Miss Stewart thought
she had a complaint at first since she
dug up the girls, but later withdrew it

bit, about the only thing in
the staging line that amounts to anything in the show. The rest is production that called for little effort of
a stager after the costuming. Mahieu
made the clothes and this same Mahieu
firm appears to be putting it all over
the expensive modistes of late. The

who would do

Sixty-two now songs in eight weeks
Sophie Tucker's record to date at
Reisenweber's (Sophie Tucker Room).
Miss Tucker is there under an indefinite engagement that may run until
April, if the project of William Morns to star Miss Tucker in a $2 show
does not eventuate before then. The
show is planned for- an early summer
presentation with Chicago as the first
big stop. The piece was written by
Fran klyn Ardell who may appear in
The first title suggested was "The
it.
Eelle of Averne," but that may be retraced before the rehearsal. Besides
Miss Tucker, Sam Mann- is under tentative engagement by Mr. Morris.
Vera Gordon and Paul Frawley have
been suggested for roles in the show.
Jack La it was to have written Miss
Tucker a play but the Lait piece will
be deferred until after the Ardell show
has been played. Miss Tucker missed
a couple of evenings last week at the
Tucker Room through illness. Her.,
Five Kings of Syncopation (now increased to six through the addition
of Frank Lotack, the trombone player)
filled in her absence, especially with
the aid of that bright, kid violinist,
Dick Himber, only 16, but a wonder
for his age as an all around performer
in a rag band. He works with M iss
Thicker in several of her numbers.
The latest songs Soph is singing are
"On the Ozark Trail," "Minnie Shirhmie For Me," "America Never- Took
Water and America Never Will" (pro-

his wife's engagement, though Frank
seldom attends the Reisenweber establishment He broke up a Southern
trip, as a single in vaudeville at the
end of last week to return and break
in an act with Fay and Vernon, two
ragging girls from the West. They
were brought East by Rosalie Stewart,
and came from the same Chicago cabaret that gave Bee Palmer and Esther
Walker to New York. Mr. Westphal
saw them at a benefit in Lakewood,

dance a

quite a- favorite with -the
Ritz patrons. He is a nice appearing
doesn't act as though
e is doing the management a favor
to Work there. The Ritz runs its show
for a solid hour without intermission.
There are a couple of the chorus girls

aptly

is

Brooklyn,

that evening, volunteering for Soph.
Frank Westphal, Miss Tucker's husband, has picked up a jazzing idea from

long absence from the stage has not
dimmed his voice. He is a professional
favorite in his own place, but doesn't
seem wild over the idea of keeping
up the performing end personally.
He's found there's more money in
counting up, may be. The Irish number goes to fast dancing finale through
Paddy McMurray, but the girls in it

Joung man who

-for

is

hibition),

batics to close. Don Ferrando, a baritone, leads the song. It's an extremely
dressy and picturesque parade this
number makes, one of the best costumed in the oriental way any restaurant has commenced to exhibit. The
opening number is also well dressed,
but in a different style. There are auto
speeders, cycle cops and traffic policeman in it It is explained in the* lyric,
written by Mr. Fink, who also wrote
the special music. Mr. Fink for the
final Irish number displays that his

"lid Wtpi

entertainment

particularly

Around," "Oh Lordv, He Left Me in
the Hall," "One and Two and Three
and Four, Rockabye," "I'm Going to
Jaz My Way Back Through Paradise,"
Sunday nights
'It's Too Late Now."
are the professionals' popular evening
in the Tucker Room. A bunch go up
there who know the hostess and they
usually furnish the entertainment for

"Chu Chin Chow," with "Hindustan
Maid" the song. It has been elaborately dressed, and is done on a carpet
laid on the floor especially for this
number. All the people get into it,
with the Arab bunch doing some acro-

Among

restaurant

.

dancer of the universe. Mr. McMurray probably stands in the same position toward jig dancers that Mike
Scott does to statute" clog dancers.
What a great two-act for different
styles of dancing Messrs. Scott and
McMurray could make I Paddy McMurray just about cleans up at the
Ritz snow. He closes it with his dance,
doing a reel with Maude Tiffany. Miss
Tiffany is the leader among the women, probably, though Jane McArthur
at the prima donna is the little nifty
of the entire group. Miss McArthur
has looks, youth and voice. The revue
has but three production numbers.
The centre one is the big bit. It's a
number taken from or suggested by

Mahieu clothes have

a

namedy

"Going Some."

••

especial reason is designated why
these cities must be enumerated at
the odds. It is expected the wager is
offered on the prospect of Congressional approval of light wines and beer
before the July enactment goes into
effect, with the suspicion that though
the Prohibition bill itself finally goes
into action next January, the exception
will still hold good. But the restaurant
people themselves do not appear to
want any part of the wagers on either
end They in the majority seem to
have accepted it as a certainty prohibition will be here on the prescribed
dates.
Accordingly they are preparing for the dry spell. One of the first
thoughts lhat- struck all the cabarets
was to increase the cost of the floor
show through expansion. If prohibition sets in as a bone dry proposition,
New York is going to see some restaurant shows hitherto unheard of.
Even the smallest restaurants giving
a revue will elaborate upon it, with a
coveur charge added. The restaurant

and..$3. ad-r

They "danced.""
The crowd wanted action. So they

Dowlins/s Cafe, perhaps the most
trominent one along Broadway, has

jail.

of the past, the St.
Regis Restaurant Co. having purchased
the interest in the lease for a sum said
to be $150,000 and Will open it as a
restaurant. The lease was originally
for 25 years and hi) about 20 years to
run.
When Dowling sold it to his
successors .it is said he realized $200,000 for the" exchange, later sailing for
Ireland and dying aboard ship. After
Dowling's retirement the place dropped
off and theatrical people, who originally made the cafe famous, sought
other haunts, the booking offices moving farther uptown. It is considered
an ideal location for a restaurant, adjacent to the Putnam Building and
just back of the Times Building, with
several subway stations in the immediate vicinity.

The roofs' restaurant managers are
enjoying this season of the aerial
shows, mainly through the big business
being done on the roofs. Mr. Christo
on the Century Roof, probably one.
of the smoothest floor managers of
any high class restaurant has his staff
running like a machine on the roof up
there. The Christo system works out
so well no complaint is ever heard
from a patron on the size of the check,
and in these days even the show cannot take credit for a think like that
A. Georges, also of the restaurant
management on the

roof, will have
at Croton on the

charge of Tumble-In
H-idson during the summer. It's the
Albany road's best road house. Mr.
Georges is also managing the Inn on
Sundays in the early season.

others at Silver

danced again.
or design the

1

Hall.'

1

from accident
very thin, gown

Either
thin,

of Julia slipped amid the plaudits of
the audience. Julia now says someone in the audience had something to
do with the gown slipping. But the
dance continued. The Syracuse police
heard of it, and the dancers went to

Flo Ziegfeld

U

:

may have cornered the
He is said to have

cloth ball marVet.

purchased

small pellets,
the available stock in New York.
Ziegfeld wanted them for the
'Follies" on the Roof which has a
number where the girls throw the
balls to the audience and they are
thrown back. The net loss -each- show
is considerable.
Other revues have
the same kind of a number. The Zieg120,000 of the

it*

Mr.

feld

\'St£

buy appears to have embarrassed

the Century Roof to the extent it is
using as substitutes balls made out of
paper.

The Troodero, London, a restaurant
as familiar to the English show folks
as the Hotel Knickerbocker is to the
New York fraternity, is using a couple
of acts as a sort of experimental
cabaret.
Percy Reiss, the London
booking agent, has been' made the
booking man for the restaurant, and,
through representatives in New York,
is seeking rather expensive cabaret
attractions for over there.

1
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Joe DoUn, formerly of the Alamo
in Harlem, now general supervisor of
amusements at the Ritz, underneath
the Alhambra Theatre, has engaged a
new troupe of entertainers including
Lillian Leroy, Katherine Page, Louise
Browers, Sophie Schol, "Ignatz" (formerly with Bessie Clayton), Harry Davis,
Sollie
Schrenzel and Joe
Geisler,
(formerly Dussy, Geisler and .Lewis).

A
er's

New York

new

revue opened at Reisenweb.Columbus Circle, Tuesday, with

.>:;#

':'
.
-

Midgie Miller and Loretta Rhodes
featured. Earl Lindsay staged the production.
Louis Silvers and Bud De
Sylvia wrote the score and lyries. The
Crane Sisters and Norris Sisters. Eddie Myers and Margaret Severin are

Nowadays it is well-nigh imnossible
to find a French table d'hote dinner in
town. There are still a ^ number of
high-priced a la carte French restaurants, "but the "red-ink joints" where
entrees are served
typical. French
are rapidly becoming extinct. The
latest to fall in line with this form
of edibles is Bousquet's, operated by
French proprietors for more than a
generation. This week it goes under

the principals.

it.

m
J

appears to have gone
mad.
If the Government
were to place a ban on this Italian
food the populace would probably
become as excited over the enactment
as it has over prospective prohibition.
spaghetti

i

ar exhibition of fancy wiggling before
,an audience .of. returned soldiers and

mission are expected to have the cabarets with their augmented productions placed under the building code
regulating theatre.
An effort made
two or three years ago along these
very lines and against the restaurants,
failed at that time. The restaurateurs
appear confident they can again beat
it, if the try should be made.

ecome a thing

4

tertainers, colored, learned that here.
The girls were brought here to give

ii-JP

"

Six months and $500 was. the sentence
given last week to a waiter at Rector's for serving liquor to a man in
uniform. Waiters as a rule since the
injunction against serving men of the
service

went

into effect have been re-

quired to sign a waiver against the
restaurant management, wherein the
-:
waiters agreed not to. so serve.

'-i

'*$

m

m

.

management, and with much
gusto the- new owner announces that

Italian

future

in

spaghetti

every evening.

will

be

served

*

A

judgment in' the suit of Goldberg
against Charles Klein, manager of the
ToVio restaurant, for damages for assault and ejectment was handed down
in the City Court Monday. Goldberg,

'•.;

Combined

undergoing slight
Rose Garden in Brook-

with

alterations, the

lyn has made a complete change of
bill, including a six-piece orchestra.
The new entertainers placed by Max
Rogers include Archie Strauss, Dancing
Millers, Miss Travalate, Grace Seymour, Gladys Clifford, Anna Williams.

in the Pekin, sued
Billy Arnold, the pianist, was disfor $2,000, the limit allowed in a City
charged from the army this week and
Court action. A former action by htm
returned to Maxim's. Mr. Arnold is
against the defendant was dismissed
composing the music to Percy Elkeles'
bv a jury a fortnight ago, and an acMr. Elkeles
lyrics for the new revue.
tion against the Tokio restaurant rewill produce at Maxim's next Week.
sulted in a disagreement by the jury
as to the liability of the restaurant for
new revue at Reisenweber's, downthe action of Klein. In the second
The engagestairs, opened Tuesday.
trial this week before Judge Finelite
ment of the Gypsv musicians from
jury
brought
in
verdict
for
the
a
the
"Redemption" in Reisenweber's "400
plaintiff for six cents, with no costs
Room" has not turned' out a draw.
P.. J. Dunn represented
.to. either side.
the plain tiff and Rudolph St an d th e de- " "TheWhfte~Way^ss^altandcaml^
fendant.
va! will be held this evening (Feb. 2H
Central Opera House, 67th
at the
The dance that made tent shows street and Third avenue.

I

formerly a waiter

A

popular

some

may

;

be a popular one in
Cacio end Amatti and Esta Williambut not in Syracuse
son are in the revue at the Rockwell
Pauline Davidson and
New York cabaret en- Terrace, Brooklyn.

still

circles,

police circles.
Julia Cooper,

.'
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
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*

Jnati •

Sawyer, Arthur Ashley and Co.

Singing, Dancing, Dramatic.
28 Ming.; Full Stage (Special hang-

&..

ing*).

Palace.

Joan Sawyer was noted for her grace
dance of various Broadway cafe
ballrooms and on the stage, she having
danced often at the Palace. At the
Palace this week the audience thought
it was to see her flash the latest dance
in the

evolutions. Small wonder of the disappointment over her appearance, for
dancing was not the main idea at all.

act is a mixture. There is a bit
of a song, a rather clever recitation,
some dancing and a dramatic try. It
isn't altogether bad but it is but liftle
better than that. Miss Sawyer first
appears announcing to the audience
that it will be impossible for her to
dance -as her partner is missing. From
the wings Arthur Ashley called out
that he too was "stuck" because his
partner didn't turn up. He enters and

The

•

*i^

*

frankly tips off "lets roll two -good
An odd alibi
acts into one ba*d one."
stunt is worked out on' the house programs and for all the audience knew
the sudden combination might have
been on the level. That because both
Miss, Sawyer and Mr. Ashley are listed
as" individual acts, each-having a number. Ashley's act was billed as "Big
Moments From Great Plays" (similar
to that used, formerly by Amelia Bingham) and credited to Wilson Mizner.
So it may be that he can be blamed

or praised for the whole arrangement.
The dramatic, part was the end section of the turn and it was the "dope"

r:F.";

den

bit

from "The Man

Who Came

Back." Each principal made up at a
small table. At the finish both presented a curious appearance after the
But Miss Sawyer
flashy opening.
quickly exited to appear again swathed
in an ermine coat to be loaded down
with a whole florist shop of bouquets
and baskets that streamed over the
There are comedy lines
footlights.
He
after Ashley's first appearance.
asks how a dancer dresses and she reMiss Sawyer then
plies "on credit."
Alfred
sings, being accompanied by
Newman, formerly a—kid pianist who
appeared with Grace La Rue. Before
the song she asks Albert to accompany
her antt he replies "yes, if you are

going in my direction." The number
"Because They're Beautiful They
is
Get By" and it's a rather good, lyric.
Ashley, billed as "the screen personality,"

follows with the recitation called

"The Other One Was Booth."

!;!:.?

:

Dancing comes next, Miss
flattering.
Sawyer going through one number
with Ashley\who surely is no dancing
partner for so clever a stepper as Miss
Sawyer. But there was a dancing bit
That was done
that did get over.
by John Guiran, lately in the Bessie
Clayton revue. That was good stuff, for
Guiran cleaned up, pulling down the
only real applause won by the act. The
house accepted the new Sawyer turn
without any excitement. What they
thought of Ashley's dancing came later.
When George White asked for suggestions for dance imitations several
persons called out Ashley's name,
which brought laughter.
Ibee.

Colonial.

'"Opening with" some

Tigfif effects; the
scene discloses what purports to be
in red jacket and
a country club.
also in red
riding breeches,
coat and white skirt. Go through a
more or less familiar routine of sharp-

-

Man
woman

shooting.

#
m tea*

Madame Olga

_..._..„...

Well dressed and equipped

opening turn.

Jolo.

Petrova.

Songs and Drama.
16 Mini.; Full Stage (Special Settings).
Orpheum.
Recently Madame Olga Petrova exited from pictures, in which field she
'

21 Mint.; (Two).
Majestic, Chicago.
Without altering her methods, Miss
I

Ring has changed all her material
a routine of war songs and flag
waving, she has returned to topical
stuff in which she depends entirely
on the Ring personality. It may be a
hardship to her, but it is a relief to
vaudeville.
"Bing, Bang, Bing 'Em"
may have been a great applause winner and encore earner, but it was just

From

devoted her efforts for several seasons
and prepared for vaudeville, her first
love when she came to this country.
It has been reported that the present
vaudeville appearances are but temporary, that she is to return to pictures
after ten weeks and that her appearance on the spoken stage is advertising for further picture work: There
is however no announcement on' the
program of aby intended limited engagements. Furthermore, the care with
which 'the Petrova turn has been
staged and the undoubted cost of the
settings hardly give credence to the
reports. The act is richly hung with
a dark maroon of silken velour the
subduel lighting adding to the effect.
A dark blue carpet is empfbyed and a
runner of like material across the apron. The hangings (by P. Dodd Ack-

one atom removed from

a nuisance,
especially after the armistice.
She
closes with an audience song
which doesn't go as powerfully, but
which is more suitable to entertainment of folks who/ pay to be amused,
not harangued. She closes in ''one"

now

with it, holding a gavel and making it
a club meeting of which she elects
herself presiding officer.
She sings
verses placing questions be'ore the
house, and the chorus is "The Ayes
Have It." She uses a plant to call
out the topics, and they are current
ones such as Ford, Wilsoa, Prohibition,
Suffrage, Returning Soldiers and the
like.
The chorus repeats meaningless
singsong lines too often, otherwise
the number is perfect for Miss Ring,
and a fine type of the true Ring vaudeville feature lyric. With her own director in the pft, Miss Ring enters
center into a shallow house set, removing handsome minks to show the
single costume, a costly work in charmeuse and Russian sable. She chants
the Rotarians' greeting, a little howdy
verse, then goes into a novelty song
of hotel life, bringing in bits of char-,
acter monologue about the maid, operator and manicure. She exits momentarily, in fact unneccessarily, and does
"When Ireland Comes into Her Own,"
a published ballad, which leads into
"Since My Boys Came Home from the
War," a comedy Mick ditty not notorious for its wit. The. idea is a
corker, though. The Aye song concludes.
Miss Ring has a warm personality and a welcome presence, and
is one of the institutions of the native
stage. Vaudeville is not her first forte,
yet she fits it, the more so since' she
now honors it with subjects that may
stand on their own feet without the
aid of patriotic crutches. She is on
midway fn the bill, which is wise, placing, as she graces a show rather by
who she is than by what she does.
Thus everyone is pleased and the new
act is across.
Lait.

.

The

was a dramatic bit, Petrova
announcing it as an excerpt from a
South African play of indistinguishable name. For it a portion of the
hangings were lifted showing an odd
finish

scene drop with a solitary twinkling
star. Petrova moved backward for the
bit which' was a tirade of an unhappy
wife who berates her husband for the
monotonous velt existence. The husis supposed to choke the, woman
with the curtain dropping on her prostrate form.
For vaudeville Petrova

band

'

is

a^'name"

attraction.

As an

artist

she "is not especially brilliant but
through the wide advertising of pictures in which she appeared and
through the invaluable aid of the investment in settings she will have no
trouble in holding a headline position.

Gilles Trio.

Ibee.

Lang and Ward.
Sonus and Imitations.

10 Min«.; Full Stage.

when

woman,

a magnificent six-foot giantess,
figure, does con-

enter

the

other.

14 Mins.;

The

good looking, splendid

siderable of the understanding, including three-highs, hand-stands, hand-to-

hand hand-to-hand from floor; handto-hand from flat on back, etc. Neatly
dressed; good appearance of all. Good
act to close any three-a-day show.
Hardly novel enough for the "big time."
;

Jolo.

Moran

Sisters (3).

Music and Song.
14 Min».; One.

Harlem O. H. (Feb. 17).
The admiration bestowed upon these

when opening

immediately lost
by arrangement and ability. Considerable experience is needed in this instance. It is later fully shown through
the attempt to sing, solo and duet, both
Tyringing' continuous" snickers throughout the house. It did seem foolish to
attempt such an unexpected affair, especially after one had attempted to
get away with an impossible voice.
They might just as well discard the
singing and retain the musical portion
wherein their ability is evident.
is

.

—

American Roof.
Two men and a woman, with the
inevitable continental opening—couple
seated at a table, supposed to be
dining,

•
Patricola.
"
"
Songis and Music.
12 Mins.j One.
Fifth Avenue.
Patricola is reappearing around New
York as a single turn, singing with the
house orchestra. Patricola formerly
had a band of musicians, but she needs
no musical assistance, since she plays
(and plays well) the violin. Patricola
appears to have just stepped into the
Fifth Avenue to see how the audience
liked her, also the managers and agents
who might be there. She did her act
without any '" embellishment, singing
four num&ers and doing two more on
the violin. From her violin playing,
after the second song, Patricola went
through nicely, and after her* Irish
number of "Pat Casey" she had to do
an encore—a "Cleopatra" song. Her
first number was "On the Levee," followed by a new one about a Johnny
in town. Miss Patricola is much more
slender than when last in New York.
She alleges to have lost 40 pounds "all
over," and she looks it. Patricola has
a' likeable personality, and when that
is there, with ability as a song deliverer
behind it, it only seems the turn is
going to be just as big as the singer
makes it, and more particularly in this
case, where Patricola can also play a
violin in any style. She is possessed of
four vaudeville sure-fire things
the
audience, personality, violin playing
and her Irish song. If Patricola doesn't
make the big time for as long as she
wants to with those and what may
be made^out of them, together with
other material available, then blame
Patricola; and if the girl is going to

erman) cost, it is reported, $2,170, said
to be the highest sum expended for
any single setting for an act. Petrova
has several gowns secured also without price limit. One she showed at
the Orpheum (there are no costume
changes). Petrova took the centre of
the stage and hardly changed position
throughout the act. In response to applause she touched her forehead with
her right hand, which she then rested
upon her left shoulder, and bowed her
head. She opened with "There, Little
Girl, Don't Cry," a number which held
little value for her peculiar Voice. The
parrot number for which she is best
worry more about keeping down lier
remembered in vaudeville followed and weight than she is about the show
the third and last number, she gave,
business that is also her own fault.
"My Hero," as a double voice effort.-'
Mm*.

Acrobats.

girls

Howard and Helen Savage.
Sharpshooting.
8 Mina.i Full Stage (Special Set.)
eS

-

It calls

for an old fashion tragedian make-up
which is carried out, and the number
gives a panning of some of our best
known players, Frisco being described
as "that creature," George M. Cohan
and Al Jolson. The remarks anent
£ those gentlemen are anything but

I

Blanche Riag..
Songs.

(2).

'

Two

(Special Set).

Columbia. (Feb. 18).
A corking two-act for the big time,
the couple utilizing the time employed
in excellently selected songs and imitations/ the latter all handled by the
man. The turn opens with the woman,
an attractive blonde who has apparently made an extensive study of vocal
delivery, offering a ballad before a
flowery decorated top.
Her general
gestures and style of delivering a
lyrical point are worthy of comment
and her appearance aids immeasurably.
The man affects an English dialect and
his impression of Chevalier was perfect.
His Scotch number' was likewise
well done and the finale song "When
the Boys Come Home" pulled many
hands. The man might improve his
dressing, his shirt looking of the
"boiled" specie, although it might have
been a misplaced "dickey," but the
general attention went toward his
partner, a clever seller of song. There
me few in present day vaudeville -who
can handle a ballad in the excellent
manner she does. The scenic effect
is well arranged and gives the turn
a great background. It scored an emphatic hit before an audience that
doesn't, as a rule, appreciate this style
of specialty.

Wgnn.

Hendricks and Evans.

Songs and Talk.
IS Mint.; One.

Keeney'i Brooklyn.
The war did a good turn for Hendand Evans by bringing them together in a vaudeville act that no doubt
will keep them working. for some time
to come. Mr. Hendricks (formerly of
Hendricks and Padula) joined the
Army in February, 1918, becoming a
sergeant, while Evans (formerly of
Anderson and Evans) went into the
Navy in August, 1917, and is credited
with having made ten trips to France,
Hendricks and Evans were seen to
good advantage in the new stage combination on the special "military festival bill" at Keeney's Brooklyn Tuesday night. They were in uniform,
Hendricks wore a white chevron (service) and a white star, while Evans, as
a chief petty officer, sported two overseas chevrons.
In "One" they meet;
shake hands,' Hendricks asking for a
light, with subsequent songs and talk,
excellently put over.
Some of the
crossfire hinges on war talk, with
several of the gags as follows:
"I
saw you going into the Y. M. C. A.
hut." "Yes, I went in to get a package
of cigarettes but I didn't buy them
because I didn't have the 90c." "What
port do you like best?" "Port wine."
ricks

The

solos and duets included "When
Get Back to My Old Home Town,"
"Old Pal o' Mjne," "Remember Forever Is a Long, Long Time" (by Sergt.
Hendricks), "Another Good Man Gone
Wrong" (Evans), with the pair getting
big returns on "Wonderful Mammy of
Mine" at the close. The act scored a
solid hit
The men were surefire on
Mark.
that special Keeney bill.
I

Santry and Norton.
Dancing.
8 Mini.; Full Stage.
—-.,--.•
American Roof.- -^=?^~-~: •..--•-Couple in evening clothes open with
sort of cakewalk stepping; he loose
eccentric dance. They then do a ballroom one-step theatricalized and finish
with whirlwind twirling and neckspin.
Fast workers. Good three-a-day turn.
•

•
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the young woman
sang numbers, from ballads to operatic,
in a voice that she certainly seemed to
have adjusted to her idea of vaudeville,
the same as she had so placed her song
repertoire. She sang with expression,
soitly repressed gesturing and in a
manner to indicate she had had a
world of stage experience before
hitting the variety -boards. But Dianna

Bonna might procure a
repertoire. She
present one.

would

lift

much

different song
now carries along her
more suitable list
of the burden. Dianna

A

'

Bonna employs no faking methods. At
Ieast_her conceptions of vaudeville did
hot include contempt for those with
musical likes who attend the vaudeville
t neatres ; and, again, having a voice the
young woman did not have to trill,
tra la or try to beat out the flute. At

appearance she looked impresthen her looks, commenced to
grow. Her_ blond* hair shone in the
spotlight, and she transmitted from
good looks to handsomeness.
She
seemed to be a chamelon 'sort of creature, with the transformation occurring
either way as she sang naturally or
became conscious of herself. It might
be easily imagined a prima unversed
'in vaudeville with frequent stops and
first

sive;

starts

could more easily and quickly

become' self-conscious than natural.
Appearing before a house drop in
"one" and singing with the orchestra

Dianna Bonna was made quite cold

at

the outset, but she warmed up, as did
the house. Early in the turn as she
was to sing "You Don't Know What
"You Are
Missing,"
Miss
Bonna
delivered a short verse, stating there
exists a doubt as to her nationality.
The doubt had arisen with her first
song. She has a peculiar accent, suggesting the" foreign* The verse said
she was Welsh (Wales). Dianna Bonna
should develop into a very high-class
standard single singing turn for vaudeville.
She should -select her numbers
with judgment and not (because she
may have hearti that any one song is
"sure fire," such as "Rainbows") necessarily use that. As the girl can sing
anything of a straight sort there are
plenty to select from. She requires a
setting whether in "one" or farther
back.
The matter of the orchestra
Sitne.
alone is merely ah opinion.

Selma

quest of General Pershing* Spent six
months in Argonne Forest under shell
fire."
That was sufficient to put Mr.
Adler in right before he started his
act, bein? inserted in a bill at Keeney's,
Brooklyn, the first part that Was en-

as any of the officers' layout and he
carried a cane with" the riding-stick
embellishments and wore the leather
belt that also enhanced Adler's personal appearance to bear out his military connection. Adler tells of his five
months' oversea, which made that "six
months' at Argonne" look a little offcolor, but pfogramers can make mistakes as well as anybody. Adler said
eiie. was In the Argonne region but a
short time, but there long enough to
get a first range view of the big war.
Adler reeled off a line of war 'stories
and one gag about the Y. M.
Said the letters stood for "Your
Money Cheerfully Accepted." Adler's
method of waiting between lines
over
"Waiting"
from his
comes
there between shelling periods # or
bombing excursions for the soldiers
to become settled for the next joke.
Adler praised the work of the Jewish
Welfare League and the Salvation
Army and paid a fine tribute to Elsie
Janis for her work at the front, and
also used a story about Miss Janis
working on the army truck, with the
boys below her, and of the Irishman
making the remark that if it made any
difference he would close one eye, etc.
Adler apologized for using the story
by saying that Miss Janis would probably tell it herself upon her return.
Adler has a good line of stories, several right up to the after-the-war
scratch, and he puts them over effectFor a finish he does an imiively.
tation of a Jewsharp that was "applauded. Adler, his service record as
an overseas entertainer, his stories and
his ability to register a pun, should

army
make good.
special

M

13 Mini.;

studied voice culture, attested by the
delivery and style in using numbers
away from the stereotyped topical
layout.
Miss Sells will do even better than she did Monday night at the
American when she sings the songs
best suited for the best results. Mark.

more

v

than'

Jfarlfc.

Talk.

1

One.

125th Street (Feb. 14).

Sells.

;

he. will

Crawford and Weicott.

Comedy

Two men, said to have recently come
from Central Western time. Both
are in semi-hobo attire, calling themselves "society bums." Their entrance
from a dark full stage appears the
best part of the turn. The men come
forward together carrying a black box
with two lighted lamps, the tooting of
an .auto horn lending the impression
that they are riding in a motor .car.
The following talk isn't well handled
and the several song efforts are not
much of an improvement. One solos
with "Rainbows" in a nasal tenor, but
it
got something
perhaps on the
melody.
Ibee.
in

Songs.
13 Mini.; One.
American Roof.

Selma Sells may be a little sensitive
perhaps because she is short of stature
but the gods in cutting off her youthful inches in maturity more than made
up for that by endowing her with an
unsophisticated mannerism, a beautiful
head of hair and a voice that is bound
to cause envy among other stage songbirds long before Miss Sells has been
around the Loew Circuit. Miss Sells
is a veritable bundle of vocal vibration,
her songs not only being sung in high
register and in a voice that endures
but her enunciation makes it possible
to decipher what the lyrics have in
'common with the accompanying music.
ss Sells' present routine is not the
strongest she could arrange perhaps
but it suffices to bring out the voice to
-good advantage.: She has- no doubt

bills,

,

"Oh, Boy, where do we go from here?"
As the stranger mentions it Hirsch is
to find a dark alley. But then things
commence to happen. A bad account

up and wants to know how much
Simon & Hirsch will settle for in
cash.
Hirsch goes out to be hit on
the bean and does the firm's record
calls

He returns at one o'clock
and wants to call off the murdering
arrangement. His partner returns. It
was a frame. Hirsch reforms and takes
Simon home for noodle soup. As the
elderly Hebrew, Mr. Herbert is doing

business.

-

his best character in this

11 Mini.;

(Special).

Jimmy Rowland is doing a refined
Tad character, telling Irish stories and
singing Irish songs;— He gets- away
-

it in good shape, especially the
singing end. He was laboring with a
cold last week, but despite that fact
he managed to land a safe hit with the
23d Street audience. It is a good act
of its type for a small-time audience.

with

Fred.

playlet,

>

-

mi

\[,

.'

'-'M

m

tortuous introductions to fire-cracker
gags they have wit, but they explode
in packing of psychological verities
rather than mere gunpowder of ludicrous situations.
He sings three
songs, not one of them up to either
his voice or his calibre in rendition.
He should write his own songs. Such
claptrap as he sells to the accompaniment of a pianist is unworthy of a man
who could construct better stuff ad lib.
He reveals himself again, however, in
an almost epic spoken ballad of his
own composition to the meter of
"Stars and Stripes Forever," in which
he does not sing, but stirringly .reThat gets him off to a wallopcites.
ing hand. Phillips Is a heart-healing

—

i

';

visitation.
intelligent

He

is

genuine and he

is

without for a second being a "highbrow." His act is worth
Lait.
any. spot on any bill.

Speed Brinkman.
''£

Songs.
10 Mini.; One.
Fifth Avenue.

V'
>

.-.'

Speed Brinkman, in uniform, without
insignia, may have been some vaudevillian's discovery at a camp, where
this boy must have been a most agreepble entertainer.
He has a pleasing
tenor, looks well enough; but it is asking too much of him to make vaudeville as a> single turn with straight
Three
songs, even in his uniform.
ballads in a row was another task for
any one to undertake in these days
of fast song numbers from "singles.'*
Mr. Brinkman may gain some needed
experience in a trio or quartet. Perhaps'he could frame up with a two-act.
He's not there as a single, nor should
#(««.
that be expected of him.

)

Slack Wire, Songs and Juggling.
12 Mini.; Three (Exterior).
American Roof.
Man and woman. Songs, a little
dancing, slack wire feats and some
juggling of Indian clubs and divers
articles constitute the work of this
pair, with the man doing the greater
part of the turn through his wire balancing ana the juggling. The woman
hasn't much of a voice but holds attention on one number alone when in
abbreviated attire.
She throws a
mirrored light on male faces out
front, lyrical construction of song
working in harmony with the illumination. She also acts as a helper during
the wire routine. The man is rather
heavy to be doing risky wire work, but
at best is graceful and- goes through, his-,
routine most successfully. His "split"
unicycle riding and the swinging without any balancing medium save his own
1

23d Street.

»-•""-"•'•-

two "leaders" in his line
mellow voice and a rich vein of
He makes a boob of the average

Dix and Dixie.

Stories.

One

new

He makes the
laughs and there are any number of
lines besides that can not miss as Mr.
_ Herbert delivers them. It's a very enjovable sketch, extravagant in the murder bit, that would be just as funny if
more subdued, and the finish needs
building. When running in about 20
minutes it should be the prize Hebrew
comedy playlet of the big time. Something in effect is being tried in the
setting, the office section curtained off
and spotlights thrown on from the
Sine.
wings.
author unannounced.

'

"'

work, Phillips specializes just now in
stories, of the service.
He tells them
plainly, and each has a point of human
interest and a laugh of general application. -The little anecdotes are not

He knows Hirsch's position
derers.
and condition, also that Hirsch has
The only way
'$50,000 life insurance.
ir for Hirsch to die and leave the insurance to his wife. The gang leader
exhibits a volume containing data on
the latest fashions in up-to-date suicides or sudden deaths. To be hit on
the bean in a dark alley is advised but
Hirsch
it is not always certain death.
assents to that plan however and pays
$1,500 for the job." The signal is to be

Jimmy Rowland.
Songs and

a*id "BtnfJHR

'

'

Hirsch has left is $1,500. A stranger
enters, a hellish looking fellow who
modernized Mephisto for makeup. He
announces himself as the leader of the
Mystic Five, xq artistic band of mur-

—

•

'

"

published comedy song- as his own
sense of humor is so far beyond that
of the conventional peddler of sheetmusic blurb. There is somewhat about
Phillips that bespeaks the man who
has read good books, who has thought
deep thoughts, who has loved fine,
paintings, who has met the world and
looked at it from an elevation; an
elevation not of egotism, but of trained
and superior observatory faculties. His
diction is the verbiage of the gentleman, his careless but proper clothes
are the apparel of the artist rather
than the entertainer, his easy manner
is the stamp of one who is un trammeled by any petty affectations. Recently discharged from overseas navy

.

.

And on

wit.

partner's inattention to business and
goes out, leaving a note, asking the
girl to see that Hirsch receives it.
At 11 a. m., Hirsch drops in, talks
about golf and his wife, picks up a letter (not the one left by his partner
Monday night) and reads Simon has
All
defaulted—the firm is ruined.

C A

good stead.

—a

Simon's mind once again toward his
business.
The playlet passes with
lapses of time in the same' day, these
marked through a drop descending
with a clock in the centre of it, the
hands passing to the current hour.
Early in the morning Simon arrives,
talks with a flip stenographer of his
.

;.vL«

*

Phillips has

„the latter connects' a scheme to turn

tirely made up of soldiers and sailors
as well as overseas entertainers. Adler comes on looking pretty nifty in
a field service outfit aa spic and span

Sotifc

k

16 Mini.; One.
Majestic, Chicago.

Simon & Hirsch are partners in a
mercantile business. Simon is middle
aged and Hirsch (Hugh Herbert) elderly. Hirsch is a golf bug, neglects business, patronizes all outdoor sports, and
tries the patience of his partner until

stated that Harry Adler- was "one of the first original
twenty-five to volunteer to go overseas to entertain the boys at the re-

stand him in

"

5th Avenne.

The program

gown

T

"T"T^a

25

Sidney Phillips.
"

24 Mint.; Full Stage (Special Set).

;..-

18 Mini.) One.
Keeney'i, Brooklyn.

"Dianna Bonna" sounded like a posing turn and proved to be one of the
most attractive single women in
appearance that vaudeville now claims
title to. In the lobby of the Fifth Avenue is a frame stating Dianna Bonna
is from the Chicago opera.
(Maybe
prima donna suggested Dianna Bonna).

Co.

"MTna^Your Busmess* (Comedy);

Mcnologiit.

12 Mini.; One.
Fifth Avenue.

In a handsome

Hugh Herbert and

Harry Adler.

'

~«

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
Dianna Bonna.
"**"'
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Mumford and

Stanley.

Songs and Talk.
13 Mine.; One.
Harlem O. H. (Feb.

.via
17).

Usual interruption by comedian off
stage while straight opens with song.
Enter comedian a la Janitor make-up
accompanied "by considerable mugging.
Both voices are undoubtedly kept under cover to guarantee the big finale,
which surprisingly arrived, notwithstanding both hit more "blues" in one
lire than many "girl acts." When opening the straight immediately displays
his wares as a vocalist, followed by the
comic, who in attempting to gain his
mission sings off key for a laugh.
Later he brings forth his supposed
mellow pipes, which harmonized well

on the wire. Act was well received at
the American and opened the show

with- the .ctraight- -to recall. the.
barber shop harmony days and invariably made them like it. A comentire
plete rearrangement of the
routine, especially the songs, would
prove the thing, for they apparently
have the required ability to handle

nicely.

real material.

physical equilibrium are the best stunts

Stark.

t®

-enottffh

•

•:
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NEW ACTS THIS —WEEK

26

Colli

Troup*

(5).

Acrob&tfe.<
8 Mini.; Full Stage.
5th Avenue.

—

-

similar nature, adapted to risley and
never before exhibited over here. The
two tallest men (they anear more
like boys or young men of 23 or 24)
have a bit of fast double work with
one whirling another around his back
and over his shoulders, repeating this
until it seems a wonder how the flier

The quintet
retains his equilibrium.
work easily and smoothily, whether
doing single acrobatics or anything
else and while this could be said on
this side to indicate a certain loss of
value through improper showmanship,
it is the continental style, and as such
as much showmanship in its way as
the other kind. For ensemble acroIf a recent
batics the act scores.

importation, or this is a first appearance over here, the group seems remarkably adaptable" in appearance,
dress and work to the American idea.
The quantity of work performed in
the eight minutes consumed, together
with the quality, make the Gelli
Troupe an acceptable turn for any
Sitnt.
house.

Warren and Wade.
17).

Conventional man and woman turn,
depending muchly upon comedy talk
for recognition. Through neither possessing any particular stage presence

together with the talk, which might
just as well be discarded, their chances
were accordingly limited and fully displayed at the close when they departed
with light returns. Dressed as a' park
keeper and she in ordinary street attire before the regulation house drop,
the idea is immediately misconstrued,
and it would take talk of superior
quality to even gain for them a spot
in the better small time houses.

Nat Vincent.
Song*..,
12 Mine.}

One.

Harlem O. H.

2 -

1
R-ig-.,..

Apparently as a matter of routine
to coincide with the many professional
song writers who have made their
vaudeville debut, Nat Vincent should
proye successful around when relying
upon his past hits to carry him across.
That was demonstrated Monday night,
when at the opening he introduced a
selection of his compositions that
brought individual returns. Vincent
can hardly be classified as a passable
singing single—that is when not taking
his popularity into consideration, but
such a standing is of infinite value and
is strong enough to take him around
the smaller houses,

Solaie:-

Three (Special

34 Mint.|

The Gelli Troupe speak French and
look French. There are three men,
small boy or midget and a girl. The
members have a clean appearance,
work neatly and fast, and hold some
new tricks in acrobatic and risley
work. The two men at the opening
burst through a paper frame in the
form of a billboard upon the stage.
The front is lettered, Gelli Troupe, Alhambra, Paris" (the Alhambra is the
One of
vaudeville house- of Paris).
the men holds as a perch a U. S. letter
box from his shoulder. Pressing a
spring, the top flies open, revealing
the youngster, who thereafter becomes
an important part of the turn, making
himself further noticeable through a
shrill laugh, probably intended- for
comedy. Otherwise the fun of the
turn is negative with but a particle
gone after. Three of the men turn a
back somersault at one time, in close
formation, a very good sight trick.
Another is for one of the men togo to
a risley mount following a series of
flip flaps on the ground, the bearer on
the cradle sitting up at the edge of it,
rapidly adjusting himself to the exact
position as the flip flapper approaches.
This is another sight trick, a variation
of the straight acrobatic work of

Songa and Talk.
10 Mine.; One.
Harlem, O. H. (Feb.

in tbo « U L"
Entertainment. .'

"An Evening

•

"

Interior).

Keeney'e Brooklyn.

Set).

the Hut" has no
limitations as far as permitting men
in uniform to show off their talents and

"An Evening

versatility

in

entertainers—especially

as

the boys who saw service either on
land or sea or who were with the
entertainment forces overseas. Vaudeville, however, requires a time limit.

This turn forms one of the feature
parts of the special Army-Navy bill
A
at Keeney's Brooklyn this week.
stage reproduction of a hut is used,
with the soldiers and sailors lolling
about The Navy was ably represented
by Violini, violinist, of the Naval Reserves,

and Harry Downing, who enNavy July, 1917. Violini

listed in the

and Downing were in sailor garb. Violini played several numbers and put

them over In regular style while Downtag's voice, which ranges from a high
falsetto to a lower robust range, went
over with big credit with several songs,
his yodeling selection being exceptionally well received. The Army was represented by
Private Jim
composer as
and some of

Sergt. D. McKinney and
Buckley. McKinney is a
well as a clever musician
his newest writings were

Buckley sang efficiently and efHis range is high and his
tone clear and distinct. Ballads seem
his forte. IJcKinney sang a new one,
playing his own accompaniment, about
"Prohibition" that had lyrics with a
"punch," while another of his compo-

used.

fectively.

sitions, "The Boys From Brooklyn
Town," sung first as a solo by Buckley,
was used as a finale to the turn. Opening the act was Lonne Naase, singing
comedienne, whose voice was in splendid condition ; Miss Naase having been
an overseas entertainer and whose
numbers Tuesday night were indicative
of army selection. Her voice is voluminous and lustrous, her style running to a sort of coon-shouting nature
that would permit her using a coon
song or two suited to her voice. Miss
Naase's work was a distinct feature
of the turn. This act can remain as
it is framed and obtain bookings or
the individuals can go it alone, but the

benefit of the

war connection

unquestionably strongest on the line of
stage arrangement presented in BrookMark.
lyn.
is

Cuinan and Mullen.
Character Types.
15 Mine.) Full Stage.

125th Street (Feb. 14).

A
with

two-man
an

act just out of the

assortment

of

West

character

A

studies, all of a rural nature
voice
off-stage delivers an explanatory lyric
about the old family album, an enlarged
album device being located in about
"three."
The "cover" swings open,
showing one of these funny posed pictures of a country bride and groom.

Follows "The Family Pride" and "Aunt
Martha," the latter stepping forth with
an old maid's lay, sung in a fairly good
voice and ending with "I ''said goodbye to the soldier boys, but they said
good-night to me." An old veteran bit
succeeded that, then "Cousin Willie"
brought the laughs on appearance and
a stuttering recitation of "Barbara
Fritchie." "Uncle Wallie" joins Willie
tor the finish in a rube number, one
the men playing the piano. Both
stay in character, even at the
finish in taking bows.
At the 125th
Street the turn was hardly in the right
atmosphere, for many in the audience
failed to recognize the humor of many
of the types. The album device is a
crude affair and should be changed for
a better looking prop. There are good
possibilities, for the act holds geod

oi

men

comedy

values.

"Very Good Eddie" (14),
Musical Comedy.
>
One and Full Stage (Special

42 Mini.j

Ib*4.

Royal.

Comedy

situation

though newly

cast.

If

is

retained al-

anything will

carry it over the big time circuits, it's
the name only. The principals and
choristers can hardly be depended upon for an unusual performance, something quite essential in this instance.
It was the principals brought success
to the original. Opening is the scene
in "one," on deck, with the following
full stage special set disclosing the
hotel lobby, also the clerk responsible
for the laughs. The chorus displays
lack of training, while the principals,
three women and three men, are also
somewhat unfamiliar with their lines
That further made matters
as yet
worse. While the story is there, it
was carried through rather roughly.
Naturally everything appeared to drag
in 42 minutes, rather long for vaudeIts possibilities rely solely

ville.

American Roof."

title,

story that leaves much to the imagination. Ten years ago little Sylvia and
her mother were out west and met
the "diamond in the rough"— a young
fellow named Jack who owned a ranch,
etc The boy and girl fell in love, with
mama expecting the match to become
a reality later. Diamond-rough Jack
arrives in New York for a visit and
to receive kisses and hugs. The curtain goes up with talk of Jack's coming, with little Sylvia— now a full
grown social butterfly—pretty fond of a
lounge lizard named Arthur. Mama
tells Sylvia men like Arthur are male
persons dressed up like ladies and that
men like Jack, with hearts of gold and
the rough-diamond makeup, are the

ones to be catered to. Jack arrives.
All dressed up like some fellows think
wild and woofy plainsmen and cowhoys
should be. His talk is coarse and his

actions coarser. The mother is disupon* gusted and Sylvia more so. Then lo
and behold, Jack goes into a side room
and comes out slicked up like a Fifth
Avenue clubman, using tailormade

for according to the performance Tuesday evening the' cast is of
little value. But from past time bookings of this character of turn, the long

the

Comedy sketch.
21 Mini.; Three (Interior).

An overdrawn farcical little skit with
two women and a man working up a

'

"Very Good Eddie" is condensed
from the original farce by the same
title.

*The Rough Diamond."

while consumed under a popular title
of a $2 show appears to be an inducement in vaudeville, where at the headline salary of one fair top notcher,
there is enough space taken up in a
bill that would be called for otherwise
by two or two and one-half turns, the
aggregate salary of which would be
much more than the single salary of
this sort of act

English and singing topical songs like
a regular fellow. Then he tells how he
has been polishing up the diamond
until he is able to hold his own in any

New York

drawing room.

Nothing to

the sketch and for the most part
The man's work
atrociously acted.
saves it from hitting the discard altogether. All right in the pop houses
where the imagination works overtimeand audiences are not so exacting.
Mark.

Barry McCormick.
Songs.

Cutler and Howard.
.

Billiardists.

One.

14 Mini.;

14 Mini.} Full Stage.

125th Street (Feb. 14).

Barry McCormick has been appearing in a sketch on and .off for tome
time, and having an individuality he
shews promise as a song single. His
routine is made up largely of Irish
stories and songs, some of a war
nature brought up to date, and warbling is the main idea. The yarns are
planted between the numbers, a fair
proportion of the talk being anent the
experiences at the front of one "Dinny."
His first song was "When the 69th

Comes Home," the second being "America

Never Took Water," a

soldier's

against prohibition.
"When
Ireland Comes Into Her Own" was
-followed by a rhetorical effort, relating how Irish names figured in history
and how the "Irish have won every

lament

war but their own." The final number,
encored, was Lieuteant Gitz-Rice's "Pal
of Miae." Arthur Grant accompanies
McCormick on the piano. Other than
making for a smooth running of the
routine he hardly figures.
Ibee.

were on he, with a Miss Hayward and Welker Cochran, appeared
drives
in

a three-act the proceeds going to
His present routine with

war work.
Alice

Howard

practically follows the

Miss
as the three-act
performs first, exhibiting
various shots announced by Cutler,
who winds up the turn with shots of
his own, including the "hat," bottle
trick and "cuff snot"
A regulation
table is employed, probably supplied
by the makers, who no doubt have the
players on their payroll, *s is usual for
experts. All that Cutler needs carry,
aside from cues and balls, are the
mirrors, arranged to the rear of the
table so that all can be seen. The act

same

lines

Howard

went on

at 5 o'clock in the afternoon
after three hours of show and with-

anywhere.

Ibtt.

Juggler.

Two

10 Mrni.;

(Special).

23d Street

Nadolny has a novel opening for his
When the curtain goes up there
Japanese drape hanging in.
the center of the stage and before it

turn.
is a -rich

a figure dressed, in a kimona, with the
face hid behind a fan. The removing
of the fan discloses the fact that the

kimona

is

covering

a tramp.

This

brings a laugh. Nadolny then removes
the dressing gown and starts on a
juggling routine, interspersing a line
of comedy talk that does not seem to
,,laud~ The special drop that he carries shows a barnyard *cene, and there are
a number of. props connected with it
that make for comedy, such as milking
the cow by pumping the tail and the
obtaining of his juggling balls by having, the hens painted on the drop lay
them. It is a good small-time turn of
its

Albert Cutler, "the Yankee Bllliardwas out as a single when playing
regular dates, offering an exhibition
and then telling stories in "one" for a
When the various ambulance
finish.
ist"

out trouble held the house almost intact As a novelty turn it can fit almost

Nadolny.

Tramp

•

125th Street (Feb. 14).

kind.

Fr*i.

Barker and Wynne.
Songs and Talk.
14 Mine.; One.
23d Street
Here is an act that would be better
,

off

if

the team confined themselves

entirely to singing instead of using the
little talk that they do at the opening
of the act Both the man and woman
have voices, and they have ideas when
it comes to putting over a song.
They
do a double at the opening of the act
that is not any too strong, but as soon
as they finish their talk and start with

"Down
land.

on -the Farm" "they begin ""fir
The man offers "Don't Cry,
in a manner that makes the
r

'

Frenchy"

number convincing. A parody on "I'm
So Used to You Now," applied to
was a riot. The act with just a
little more speeding should get along
nicely in any early spot on big time.

booze,

ftoti

•
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
Daley and Bellew.
Dunces.
•

-

-

—-

Tuesday night the pair

elicited

favorable comment as well as drawing
much applause on their work, despite
any tendency the audience may have
'had to bestow a "hand" anyway on the
strength of Daley having served overseas with Pershing's troops and also
carrying a wound chevron. The pro-

gram

stated that "Mr. Daley was
gassed and wounded at Argonne Forest" Mr. Daley's entitled to all that

-

he may obtain from his worthy service
abroad Miss Bellew is a blonde, of
pleasing appearance, making several
changes of dress and working splendidly with Daley, who does a spinning
and whirling routine with the woman
that was enough to produce "shell
shock" if Daley was subject to a recurrence of that phase of warfare. The
act opens with- a waltz, with a fast
one step for the next number and a
mixed dance to fox-trot music, jazzed
up fast for the finish a la Texas Tommy
tempo that had Daley and Bellew going

strong with the wirling, the
using only an arm hold on
Daley's neck.
Daley worked in his
a*rmy clothes, spiral leggings and even
the shoes seemed to be along the regulation tan-leathered service make. The
military outfit didn't seem to feaze his
work and neither did his former
wounds slow up his dancing or pre-

woman

vent him from swinging Miss Bellew
around so fast that the audience got
dizzy waiting for her to be let down
without a spill. Daley and Bellew work
hard and fast and their work at
Keeney's Tuesday night was a hit
Mark.

Howard and Jenkins.
Songs and Talk.
13 Mint.) One (Transparency—Bowery
Street).

The "opening" jarred the very start.
The "drop," which was transparent,
was used to show a female dope"
sitting in a backroom. The "talk", with
the woman handling the main line of
gab, was lost in the shuffle. Impression desired badly conveyed. Lights
go out behind transparency, showing
exterior of saloon, concert hall, pawn-

shop and laundry on the Bowery. Cop
appears and so does the girl dope.
Exchange of conversation, with girl
using line of soliloquy heard in other
"dope" turns. She used a few along
this line: "See those heels? I run 'em
down (this after she had said she was
a detective). What makes me so pale?
I'm a' bucket I was never born. I
was won at a raffle. An elephant is
not an animal; it'.- an insect," etc The
policeman sings an Irish ballad, followed by more talk and double songs
until the finish, which is in need of
strengthening. Act may get by in the
.

smaller houses.

Songs.
14 MinM One.
American Roof.
The Victoria Four have been playing
western circuits for some time and
before coming east have made some

changes in the personnel. Mr. Billsbury was not with the quartet,
having remained in Chicago -to conhis
activities
to his business
there as well as enjoy newly established marital relations. The reorganization of the Victoria Four has
not harmed it in the least ; in fact the
four sang as though together- for an
age. The men get good harmony and
have a routine that brings their voices
into full play. There's a touch of everything in their songs and the sort
that found big favor at the American.
The Victoria Four is welcome in the
east, as good singing quartets are
Mark*
scarce.
fine

'Alter "seelha" "tHe" lhatinee' WtftuJay

Piano and Songs.

usual. Comedy was needed In the first section,
so moved Henry Lewis from next to closing to

23d Street

4, at the same time moving Emma Cams
downward from opening Intermission to the
late spot flrrt held by Lewis.
That gave Just
about enough comedy to the bill In both sec-

No.

Although there are but two members
of this act billed the turn in reality is

a

There

trio.

is

a man,

who works

and a girl
with a voice that puts over a couple

The comedian of the act
works as a stagehand, showing up late
in the act with a voice that is sure fire.
The opening gives a quick flash of the
comic as the piano is moved on the
stage, but then he is out of sight and

of numbers.

remains out for a greater portion of
the act. The pianist then walks on
after a voice has been heard singing

The

stage.

vocalizing

brings

a

hand and he naturally receives the
Later in the act it is more or
vague whether it was he or the
comedian. The girl's first number is
a little Frenchy, which is followed by
an "applause pleading" by the piano
player. After another number and a

credit.
less

having It bunched In the last
part With one or two other shltta the bill
showed to Its best advantage.
"Stop, Go Ahead" Henry Lewis back with
"The Laugh Shop" at the Palaee within two
months of his opening there lust "cleaned ap,"
tions instead of

straight as a piano player,

cff

ttiuttf

Rogers believed the show held a better performance via a few changes. He waa right, as

One.

23 Mint.!

Daley and Bellew were asigned the
opening spot on the Army and Navy
bill at Keeney's, Brooklyn, the first
half;

PALACE.

Finlay and Hill.
- -

Min».» Three (Interior).
Keeney's, Brooklyn.

.8

,

In clearing
fact really stopped the show.
the stage In back of his drop a clearer dropped
a prop, making a loud noise, but Heu merely
turned that to a laugh by suggesting that ft
The eigne and
wasn't In hla shop at all.
figures on the clever cash register device
brought the first laughs, and when one of his
gags went over but fairly, he rung "BK" and
then "No Sale" after that. He started something by addressing the house as "Ladles and
Something came
gentlemen of both aezea."
out, too, when be announced that now that the
leading hotels are substituting bell hops for
girls It looked like a big season for Ice water.
Among his songs waa "How Are You Going to
Wet Your Whistle," the latter written by two
boys from the West who were going further
West If the number didn't get over.
It looked like a tie for second place between
Emma and Georgia White plus bis tour dancing
la

girls.

White waa moved up one

peg, opening

,

V

His chatter, designed for comedy, waa rather
noodftroua, anrt did not quit* tocceed. iatto <fs»
tent.
His rendering of "La Marseillaise" In
French got him away for a sure fire applause
finish.
Noel Travers and Irene Douglas, assisted by Louis Thlel, presented their neat
comedy skit, "Morning Glory." It Is patterned
after a magsxlne story and serves. as an excellent vehicle The "boarslng up" of Fred Fenton at the matinee removed Fenton and Fields
from the bill, and necessitated a switching about

-

and the engagement for the remainder of the
week of LltUe Blllle. The midget shows op
best In bis sophisticated numbers and with his

neat double tap Btepplng.
The Ford Sisters fared nicely with their
"Revue of 1919." Arthur Anderson at the
piano Is a good showman and aids materially
in putting the act over.
The girls shine best
with their bard shoe dancing. In tholr milU
tary bit In tights the girls should not march
with knees bent
Joe Jackson was first after tntermlaalon
with his psntomlme and breakaway bicycle,
scoring his usual hit. Henry Lewis had thing*
pretty much" his own way and Is as big a
favorite as of yore. Some of hla gags are not
original with blm, but the samo cannot he said
of his style of working. He proved some bow

-

getter.

Seabury and Shaw, with their gorgeous trappings for stage settings and tholr eccentric
dancing, registered a strong hit William Seabury baa steps different from any other dancer
on the stage. Despite exceptional talents the
act Is lacking In showmanship, especially with
respect to the finish. At that particular spot
the team lacked "class," and they should try to
remedy this defect In an otherwise brilliant

Intermission Instead of No. 7. He offered what
might be termed a new addition of his dance
turn.
revue. There Is a new opening and" finish. At
Artie Mehllnger and George W. Meyer were
the start George In "tux" Instead of white
the applause hit of the bill.
You never witflannels delivers a lyric admitting that he can
nessed a song composer aot that wasn't. TechThat
dance opera better than be can sing It.
act visible. It is big-time material.
nically. Mehllnger can't sing, but hla voice baa
gives an excuse tor the separate entrances of
Fred.
a peculiarly sympathetic quality that vaudethe girls, each dancing a bit with White. Lois
ville audiences like.
He sings all his numbers,
Leigh was "Miss Butterfly," Dorothy St. Clair
even a ballad, with the same "shouting''
pranced to "La Boheme," Ethel Delmar was
method, backs up three steps, then comes for-'
Johnny Small and Girls.
"Carmen," and Tot Qualters hoofed to a
ward In order to repeat this "business"
"Faust" air. The only thing operatlo was the
Songs end Dances.
.
throughout. Occasionally he varies these steps
the music. The "Dr. Two Step" portion still
10 Mins.| Five (Special Sot).
by a few "hops," but tbats about all.
remains, but the Idea of the finish waa to
"The Olrl In the Air," an act that has a
5th Avenue.
"make some Greek dancing," labeled aa "esthe/
girl seated in a flower-bedecked circle that Is
tic Jan."
This had the girls In crinoline and
act or a
Johnny Small has a
swung into the audience on the arm of a
hiand
"shimmy."
White
the Jan part was
new setting for his old turn, of him- act
crone, was marred Monday evening by too much
have been In New York for moat of the
light In the auditorium that made the "arm"
self and two girls. It opens in a special
season, and the changes make the turn fresh
quite visible.
enough to practically stick around tor the rest
set, of an office, with the girl typeAn entertaining show with no important
of it.
He la still collecting cigars for the
writers at a couple of machines. Mr.
headllners.
jolo,
Frisco imitation, U always in with the request
Small starts the turn with a song
numbers, and he also drew at least a doxen
packets of cigarettes which he said he'd send
about them. The act was written by
Maybe he meant the stage
to the soldiers.
Over the bridge in Keith's big time bouse
probthe late Charles McCarron,
bands.
business has been uniformly excellent all seaably contributed no more than the
Miss Carus, assisted by Walter Leopold, sent
son.
It baan't been a matter of drawing
opening. The remainder is songs with
over a punch in the lata spot. She bandied
them In but In taking care of all who come.
the Jack Lalt material anent prohibition In
There was no exception Tuesday night when
dances, among them a "shimmy" numit's bright stuff right from
excellent style,
the house was close to actual capacity.
ber, with the dance. As that got nothChicago, and proves that the Loop is mourning
The current bill furnished a strong show,
be imagined what the rest
ing, it
the coming of bone dry days with a sorrow
lighted up by two "class" turns and possessed
equal to Broadway's. It's all right to laugh
of lusty comedy values.
Four laugh getting
of 'the act, received.- Just what the
about the things we are going to miss after the
acts, two placed In each section of the perfault
be in these Johnny Small
dreadful July first, but It's a cinch there are
formance, landed best But the point of inter'dancing acts with two girls as a rule
a whole lot of people who won't have a smile
eat was the return to the spoken stage of
In them after that date, and that takes in conOlga Petrova (New Acts) the tltian haired,
be problematical Something is
Some
siderable more humans than barkeeps.
who was seventh. Her turn was embellished
the matter, for Mr. Small always seems
people are wondering how others are going to
with rich settings and finished with a dramstto
Now, in a turn that eat after that day, aatd others being keen on effort
to miss with
now.
sandwiches
right
liquid
The Texas Comedy Four, a singing male
and
is
modern,
he
expense
shows some
Joan Sawyer, with Arthur Ashley. John
occupied opening Intermission, which
is doing no better.
Which should con- Outran and a pianist, "crossed" the house quartet,
ms program In error ailoted Ida May Chadvince Mr. Small it is either himself
somewhat by offering more than a dancing act
wick.
The men easily cleaned up the bill's
closing intermission (New Acts). Sallle Fisher,
bit and are of very neat appearance in evenor the girls, and if the three-act rewith "The Choir Rehearsal," gave a most
ing dress. Theirs is a routine that successpeatedly proves the wrong combinapleasing performance In third. The act may
fully dodges the usual, yet holds enough In
not try some other?
tion
be the same work that Clare Kummer intended
Sopu'.ar songs and the men can attain a nice
Sime.
for a three-act play first listed as "The Lights
armony.
Best results In that department
of Ducksbury," a "gay" village that la mencame with their Idea of four southern darkies
The type characters
tioned in the playlet.
singing the "Memphis Blues," done without
excellent Impression considering the
accompanying music That was the number
an
lend
and Paglla.
which
of their lines and bits, and the cast
landed
most firmly. The comedy bits
briefness
'
Talk and Songs.
helped considerably.
deserves program mention as done this week.
Morris and Campbell gathered the show's
11 Mins.j One.
A. Robins and Partner in the mimicry of
musical instruments, came close to a hit, moved
best laughs in fourth position. Morris In the
American Roof.
box bit had a regular party. It seemed like
from fourth to seventh spot. Pauline Welch,
men. One does a "wop" in exthe Brooklyn knitting clubs were In attendance
with her first singing "gobs" showed a novelty
The sailor lads are
from the way they "ate up" the routine. Joe
aggerated desire to approach the
of its kind, on second.
appear because of the
announced that ha didn't know what he was
The other works probably permitted tosuch
dressed-up man.
an appearance is
knitting but it It turned out good he would
recruiting aid that
'straight" and does a corking first aid
keep it himself. That brought a shriek from
counted on to make. The voice of one lad is
Almost equal in laugh winning
the ladles.
to a comedy type that scored at the
especially good, the same boy doing a dancing
were Mullen and Coogan, next to closing, pins
bit with Miss Welch, but handicapped by the
American. The talk for the most part
the phoney fur coats, the collection of silly
shoes iseued.br the Navy.
"brogan"
registered through the capital way the
gags and considerable anent the ice cream,
"Color Gems" closed the show, going on a;
onion and garlic "Jags" tbat are to be exduo handled it, the "straight" making
eleven, and that the audlenoe was "oh" to the
pected when the land becomes arid. They are
act being the class of posing turns was -shown
sure that every line was heard in all
now ualng a prohibition song which fits onto
by the very few persons 'who departed from
parts of the house and that the conthe preceding material.
the actual capacity house. Some of the plcClosing Intermission waa Muriel Worth aided
tused English of his partner hit the
a
fine
with
are
exhibited
tures are new and all
by two girl violinists. Miss Worth's turn is
De
standard
The
showmanship.
display
of
bullseye.
good combination and one
prettily set and several of her costumes are
their. comedy
with
Torrence,
Burns
and
Witt,
that should have no trouble going
For length of time that Miss
very pretty.
Io#e.
and acrobatics, opened the show.
Worth remains on her toes- without "stepping
right along with consecutive bookings.
down" she is quite remarkable. The ^ButThe men sing better together than
terfly" pantomime Is extremely lengthy for a
many other and older "teams" of a
The other toe
continuous toe oxhlbltlon.
Now that the war Is generally conceded to be
numbers are of a lighter nature but best liked.
similar nature.
over, one may make a suggestion with respect
Owen McGlveney was No. 8 with his proto the playing of our national anthem In the
Mark.
theatres.
As done at present, one lust about
tean "BUI Bykes." Recently It was announced
gets comfortably seated and wraps disposed of
tbat be had a new act but be apparently has
shelved It for the surer "Sykea/* McGlveney
when It becomes necessary to rise and become
Paul Earl.
waa given strictest attention and interest
generally dlsoommodated. Would It not'1)e~Just
through the rapid changes drawing hearty reParodies and Stories.
aa impressive a piece of patriotism to play the
turns.
"Star Spangled Banner" at Intermission, when
10 Mins.i One.
Espe and Dutton with the oddest mixture
The suggestion is
all would be glad to stretch.
American' Roof.
of comedy, weight catching and acrobatics
offered in all seriousness.
with a ukelele and a
Young
planted an unusually strong No. 2. The reBusiness was very big at the Colonial lionooundloK smack- of the ''cannon- bell''- as -J*--day Digit sad the nudletrcv was a friendly one;
pleasing personality offers some clever
struck the back of tbe catcher resulted in
Most
of the turns were familiar, and Instead of
parodies, a few stories and recites one
gasps of amazement One catch looked a bit
resenting the absence of much novelty the
of those never-failing things, in which
off and may have hurt, the ball nearly rolling
various artists were accorded receptions on
to the stage.
their entrances.
are mentioned the names of all the
Lala Selblnl brought back recollections of
Howard and Helen Savage, sharpshooters
sureYork.
shows playing in
the Victoria Roof where once all summer long
(New Acts) opened. Second came Chief Caupofire applause act in any popular-priced
she flashed her "Agger" during Intermission
llcan, "Indian baritone," whose voice was a
when the summer nights' crowds ambled for
JoU).
vaudeville house.
bit raspy and not aa pure as In former days.
little

more

talk

by the "pleader" the

brought forth, and from
that time on there is a corking three-

comedian

is

.
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a drink and Loner Haskell

loved to fondly
Articulate -her nuae... Opanlnir the -ebowr-ikathoroughly pleased.
Elate La Bergere with
her posing dogs olosed.
Ibee.

Business aplenty at the Royal Tuesday night.
big names on the program were surrounded by a number of standard turns, which
rounded matters out nicely enough for the

The first half was switched about due to the
Ben Harney to show, necessitating
change. Linton and Lawrence replaced them
and entertained sufficiently In the second spot
to keep things moving.
They followed Lady
Alice's Pets, allotted the opening spot, where
they did well enough to get things started.
"Very Good Eddie" (New Acta) was moved
from closing Intermission to "No. 3," consuming considerable time In the running and giving
Harry and Anna Seymour a difficult position to
handle.

persons In the world. Her soul la crammed
so full of travesty that she has respect for
nothing at all—not even Victor Herbert's
"Kiss Me Again." Lillian sings it with deep
sincerity and sweet feeling; sings it in the
way that brings a wistful look Into the eyes
of the young women and a reminiscent one
into the eyes of the women who are not so young.
Then she jams into an impression of the
manner In which a burlesque aoubret would
sing the aamo song; an uncanny travesty
which would be iese majeate If It were not
In itself an artistic triumph of perfect characterization.
When Miss Fitzgerald isn't kidding the world in song and talk, Clarence
Senna plays the piano. He has much more
temperament than Jan Ignats Paderewski, and
Is much better looking.
He plays piano like
some men play women by treating it rough.
And they say that that's a good way.
Eva Tanguay held the honor spot The"
eruptive Eva brings along a Jazz band which
only Chicago, birthplace, home and sanctuary
of the Jazz b.-»nd, can appreciate.
It might
be billed as Eva Tanguay and Her Jazz Band.
Mlas Tanguay walks and dresses her songs
in the familiar Tanguay.
Pun.
Out The

failure of

a

A

slight confllctlon was noticeable.
Harry
and Anna Seymour worked like beavers to
start something and got away with the biggest
score up to their showing.
Miss Seymour's
comedy antics found favor, with her impersonations also coming in for a share. The
dancing or her brother was solely commended.

iH

m
I

u

best thing she's got is a new song, one that
reaches deep Into the hearts of the people.

"America Never Took Water, and
She Won't Take Water Now." The ghastly
Imminence of July 1 explains why the number
Is
such a hit.
Broadean and Silvermoon
opened the show. Silvermoon 1b a dog conIt Is titled,

-

—

tortionist a good one.
The success of this
dog's act suggests that the canine actors
might monopolize the field of contortion. Shea
,

-

m

Harry and

Emma

represent In their offering a
JudiclouB mixture of sentiment and the goods,
getting them by Qoneiderabfy better than

Sharrock turned the house

completely in a turmoil with their cleverly
arranged specialty, gaining applause during
the running, which is something unusual for
a turn of their kind.
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opened nlftlly. Emerson and Baldwin suffered
the disadvantage of closing the bill, but alThese lads, who
most none walked out
worked for years in blackface, are now doing
it a la natural, with a new routine of alick
Emerson Is a showman who can
tricks.
make a confection of a Juggling act Lalt.

convendanseuse of

for the

a

Philadelphia, Feb. 19.
It was not until Ida May Cbadwick, with
her "Hee Haw" chuckle and some corking
good hardshoe Btepplng created a riot of
laughs snd applause, that this week's show
This was not ao
picked up Its real speed.
much the fault of the acts themselves to make
good, but the result of substituting n quiet
comedy turn for a comedy singing turn, will
must have canMartha
Pryor
and
H. Ward
celed late, because a stage card waa used to
announce Burley and Burley, who substituted.
The change slowed up the whole first half of
.

the bill,
saver.

and the Cbadwick act waa

a real life-

Ben Beyer and August had the opening spot
and did fairly well. The act contains some
good comedy Ideas, and the girl does her trick
stuff all right, but the offering needs speeding
up to take it out or the ordinary class. The
Burley and Burley act Is a comedy acrobatic
turn in "one," and while the men have a
routine of well bandied contortion tricks and
some good stepping, it is also a slow turn and
did only fairly.
k
A novelty playlet, called "Thru the Keyhole," presented by Bruce, Duffet and Co.,

followed. The principals evidently have aimed
to get away from the conventional In presenting this domestic comedy, but the manner of
opening the story, which Is supposed to be
witnessed through the keyhole, by busy servants of the household, is poorly worked out
and the playing of the entire piece Is not up
The theme is novel, but
to big time .caliber.
while It carries an unexpected climax and a
comedy line flnlBh, it lacks the big punch
necessary to get this sort of sketch over. It
was only fairly well received by the usual
capacity Rwdi9n.ce at tho first matlneOr --.-» •»•«.
The slow start did not make It any too easy
Stephens, and she spoiled whatever
for
chance she might have had to start things
going by singing a lot of songs which have
been In constant use here for the past few

Emma

She used only one new number, and
Miss Stephens Is a
received.
likable girl with a lot of personality, a winning smile and a good voice, and when she
weeks.

this

was well

lot of

two work up some good comedy chatter and
finish with some eccentric stepping that took

them

.

off to a riot »
"Sailor" Rellly, the Philadelphia Jackie who
made himself quite a favorite here last year
while doing recruiting duty for the Navy, was
warmly received. Rellly was in poor voice
due to a cold, aqd spoke his songs, but each
of his numbers was new and he put them over
In good shape despite the handicap under which
he worked.
Princess Rajah, who has not been seen here
for a long time, scored nicely with her two
spectacular dances.
As much enthusiasm
was created by her using a live snake as If it
was a brand new idea and her finishing dance
in which she whirls a chair, held in her teeth,
gave her an excellent flash, and the act closed
very strong.
Pretty stage setting and flash
costumes, with a liberal display of bare limbs,
make Rajah's act live up to the spectacular

billing.

Last year when Phyllis Nellson-Terry appeared here, it was as a Shakespearean actress,
and she made a very good impression. She
was equally well received this time as a
vocallste.
She did three songs, only one
popular, and drew enough applause to tempt
The
her back to recite a patlrotlc poem.
,

Englishwoman

Is a real class turn, though a
She would find It
for vaudeville.
get her audience if she would
the mannerism of the tragedienne. She possesses a Bplendid voice, highly
cultured, and although her enunciation Is not
good, the quality and exceptional range of
her voice places her In the first rank of

bit

stilted

much easier to
get away from

singing singles.

Avon Comedy Four, of course a riot. This
act could play here several times every
season and still do the same, for It Is unquestionably the best singing turn of its kind
In vaudeville. The new man in the act forces
his singing, but does well in solo and harmony work, but it is the comedy that carries
the turn along with the singing giving It
the final touch. The boys could have stayed
on the stage as long as they wished, for
there was plenty of applause going when the
The
Belleclalre Brothers letter was shown.
latter act has one big finishing trick that is
about the showiest yet seen in an act of this
The men stand among the very best
kind.
who. do this hand-to-hand stuff, and the finishing tricks gets them over in splendid
style.

The Klnogram motion pictures shown

first time Interested the screen
bugs. Some very good war pictures were displayed, and-the coloring is much more effective than the old black and white pictures.
"Sailor" Rellly was forced to leave the
Bob Hall doubled
bill after Monday night.

here for the

from the Grand Opera House. BUI Glason
took Reilly's place In the evening and finished
out the week.

KEITH'S, CLEVELAND.
Cleveland, Feb. 19.
Lillian Russell is the name de luxe on the
bill this week, just as It will remain the
name de luxe as long as she wants to have It

Hip

on any program.

The act that reall7 scores the hit of tho bill
as far as intrinsic merit and plaudits indicate
As a singer, Lillian Russell
is Harry Watson.
is a beautiful woman; as powerful preacher
of patriotism—she is a beautiful woman. She
seemed to force every ounce of vitality at her
oct,
yet it seemed to slowly
•tcommand Into her
ebb as she grew tired. Breaking in songs frequently, she never wavered, and most held a
pathos that seemed to portray her own traditionary sentiment.
Miss Russell Is "supported" by a bunch of
Marines, some of whom are much decorated
She talks about them, delivers
for braveryan impassioned patriotic speech, much as
though she were out for recruits in war-time;
isn't at all becoming
chats about service flags and the service in
general. In fact, Mlas Russell's patriotic ardor
seoms a little lata The war is over. Not
even her rather feeble efforts to switch the
talk to "we must have universal military trainAs the lady
ing" gives it a genuine ring.
frankly admits she went back to the stage
"because she is broke," a little comedy sketch
would have been much better for her contribution to the program.
Harry Watson is one of the cleverest burlesque™ on tho stage. His act "The Young
Kid Battling Dugan" has has many satiric

wears a uniform which

punches in

it

and

It

'B

big,

perhaps

;

dancing seemed to be done better, and the
songs, especially "The Irish Baby Blues" number, went big.
Emily Darrell displayed her characteristic
line of comedy In "Late for Rehearsal" with
her bulldog as a foil; In fact she foiled the
audience so completely that for the most part
Bhe went right over their heads. If she would
pull out the old song number and put in a few
funny gags she might utilize her comic personality to

better advantage.

a

The Race and Edge act "On London Bridge
redeem themselves with the audience by using
a drop that Is. really a good reproduction of
the Thames embankment north of the bridge.
If the Englishman In the act could hear a real

!

?•

1.-11
'

mm

made a

sensational, hit with the audience. The telephone hoakunr is excellently done.
Morton and Glass repeat their little musical
satire on suburban housekeeping In 1050 tbelr

|l [•
:

•

"home folks"

p
5
"

Bf;-'

Joseph E. Bernard and Nlnta Brlstow play
"Who Is She?" a dulog on post-honeymoon
ajatrlmony, by Wlllard Mack, who ought to
know about that stuff. Bernard is a smooth,
telling satirist and line-puncher.
Miss BrlBtow Is a little blonde demon who typifies
brides, all over.
For a talking bit In a late
spot, and for a veteran vehicle, the skit went
strong.
Moran and Mack got many of their
old laughs and some new titters. They keep
adding and taking out, and what they add
isn't as crisp as what they took out
Of
course, they can't spin the same stuff forever, and should be thanked for evolutlonlzing their material, as they play here about
every third week, anyway. But it might be
pointed out to their profit that they should
seek to stay on their great main idea, the
two pugnacious, braggadocio smokes, threatening one another with slaughter and deThat
struction, and never getting in a blow.
procedure was sound and consistent and beautifully funny; now they are branching off on
disassociated gags, and the backbone wobbles
and will. In time, disappear, and they will
have Jellyfish comedy Instead of robust humor,
* -Helen Trlx and her Bister, in Nor 2- assignment, skinned through, suffering from
Herman and Shirley
repetition of old wares.

is

KEITH'S, PHILADELPHIA.

Acts).

"S3

respect

Vadle

work, uses Just the proper amount of bored
deprecation following rendition of each number; acknowledges applause his artlstlo playing merits with pluerfect modesty ; refuses to
soil the exquleltry of the classics with even a
chemical trace of ragtime. In all. the act Is
very beautiful and very cold. For those who
believe that art to be art must be refrlgeratlve, MIbb Vadle and Mr. Gygl are Ideal.
Loney Haakell replaced Walter Brewer, who
was programed, but for some reason did not
appear. Mr. Haskell Is one of those fellows
who is great—if you like him... And the world
Ed Gallagher and Joe
seems to like nun.
Rolley played their funny trench travesty to
hilarious acclaim.
It's a sketch of the front,
and it made a hit with the front as it always
does.
Carl Roslni, with a clever bunch of
magic stunts, closed a very .good bill of
Swingtypical Palace vaudeville.

Chicago, Feb. 19.
Vaudeville is a strange beast, vaudeville Is.
Is a bill .of it without any brilliant flashes,
without any riots, without even any acts bad
enough to be aggravating, and it ensembles into
one of the most satisfactory entertainments of
the season. One rip-snorting knockout would
have hurt the show, it was such a restful affair.
Blanche Ring headlines. She is a return,
yet not that. She has all new material (New
Acts).
Blanche is staple merchandise, never
exciting, but always welcome.
When she
tops one doesn't break a leg getting to the
theatre, nor does/One feel cheated when leaving.
The body of the show is in "Hands
Aoroas the Sea," the lengthy, never great,
never bad compound of ballad singing, hardshoe stepping, quartet harmonizing and costume changing In which the Lovenberg sisters
are featured and Simon Neary, a versatile
fellow, stands out.
Neary has a tenor and
falsetto voice, dances dizzily and plays a
hornpipe better than a windbag has a right to
be played.
He could do a banner single.
But he doesn't have to, as the little Lovenbergs break up his act with several styles of
dainty hoofing to the taste of the house.
Other men and girls, dressed all the way from
animals to allies, surround and support and
tune and tap along, forming a galaxy of pictures in setting. The act runs very long, but
it keeps moving.
For that sort it should slip
by without criticism, tor It Is one of the best
of the meaningless revues.
Sidney Phillips,
recently de-navled, is next to closing (New

Here

v

their

Miss

tiniest mannerism, and to the
detail of the hoofer claeslque,
she lives up to the code, even to the classic
smile, which is as fixed as the stars In their
heavenly course. Mr. Qygl, in his fine violin

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.
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Corns,

most uniform acts.
Maryon Vadle and Ota
Gygl follow the irresponsible Lillian Fitzgerald and present a striking contrast to Miss

The Four Readings showed up nicely enough
to keep the majority seated notwithstanding
the length of the program.

9

and Bowman, sergeants of the United States

Tank

didly.

*«*

B
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Ruby Norton and Sammy Lee were compelled
to close the first half.
Probably these two.
turns were run together In order to resurrect
the first half after the near slumber punch
handed It by "Very Good Eddie." The latter
couple worked in their usual unfaltering fashion and soon captured the house, closing even
bigger than the previous two-act Miss Norton displayed some attractive costumes, while
Sammy Lee Just danced his way to success.
Opening the second half was Gus Edwards,
assisted by Vincent O'Donnell, Alice Furness
and Beatrice Curtis.
Originally carded for
closing, Mr. Edwards evidently found easier
sailing In that position, encountering little
difficulty.
Running through his former Bong
successes he came down to his present day
compositions and naturally played them heavily.
"Welcome Home, Laddie Boy", served
as the finale and fulfilled its purpose splen-

stuff

in front, was
given a warm reception and sailed right
through to one of the biggest hits of the entire
show. The girl is some nifty stepper and the

wick had a

ened and the No. 4 Incandescents flashing
through the program annunciator, Lillian had
to come back, if only to make a little speech,
which was one of the best things In her act
Mies Fitzgerald is one of the most Irreverent

Bronxites.

material—new

ensot-— she -wll! be
right.
This time she just got by nicely. After
her came Miss Cbadwick and her dad in
"Wlggln's Post Office," and the rest of the
show was right up to the mark. Miss Cbad-

ville barometer, applause.
With the orchestra
stilled, the spotlight off and the stage dark-

The

m

gets the right kind of
...which )» « filacer's host

Chicago, Feb. 19.

ROYAL

ma

PALACE, CHICAGO.

Lillian Fitzgerald, No. 8. was No. 1 In the
regard of the audience, judging from that not
always infallible but generally reliable vaude-

:;:''

ixsJtit

,'
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Britisher talk he could Improve his lmperaonation. Next to. the. drop. the. baseball. Mt oar-,...
rles them over.
Dancing fair.

The Duttona ring up the curtain with an
equestrian turn that has real class; nicely
-costumed and with a quartet of real performers, they opened the show in better shape
than any act for many a week.
Susan Thompklns plays several selections
on her Souaa violin, wears a black and silver
spangled costume that Is very fetching, particularly when she waves the bow over her head.
The Four Roders close with a standard
posing act well dona

Every available seat

Tom

sold.

'>

Sawyer,

KEITH'S, BOSTON.
Boston, Feb. 19.
If ever a promising young vaudeville bill
climbed to the heights and then took a high
dive it was this week's show. The house was
capacity as is the habit here; the audience
was in genial humor, and even the acts passed
the good word along from one to the other,
several picking up the catch lines that had
gone on before and passing them along with
elaborations.
And when Olssn and Johnson,
billed as likable lads loaded with laughter,
were shifted from
to next to closing the
audience took It for granted that the treat was
being saved. Instead, however, they flopped,
the more noisy of the team turning out to be
one of those with that most unpardonable
"
habit of laughing at his own Jokes.
Closing came a series of tableaux labeled
with the one little word" "Art" accompanied
by no name of any sponsor or anybody in the
cast.
It was a sad ending to an enjoyable
evening, and would have done credit to any
second Baptist Church oyster festival.
The
walkout was no heavier than deserved.
Challen and Keke opened in a wire act that
was one of the best things of Its kind seen here
in months.
The male performer's cartwheels
on the wire are nifty.
*
Masters and Kraft put on a satire on the
song and dance man of the past, present and
future, and went big, following it with syncopation as they conceived it 2,000 years ago.
It was the cleverest part of a really good act,
but did not get over as well as the less original specialties that preceded it.
Mcintosh and his Musical Maids, at present
a four-act, are get tin? better with every reappearance, and the house could not get
enough of them. The act as it now stands la
as neat, a bit of musical' versatility as has
been seen in seasons. Felix Adler ambled on
and ambled off again to his usual success, having the bouBe in the palm of his hand' and
kidding them to their heart's content, so well
'
that they begged for more of him.
The Gardiner Trio were possibly a little
farther along the bill than was necessary, but
they worked hard and made up in endeavor
what little short comings they may have had
la creative originality.
Truly Bhattuck and
Emma O'Nell, still using much of their old
stuff, followed, being jumped two places back
on the bill from the original layout They
went big, as usual, although the act Is reaching
the point where It can use a little new ma- %
terial to tone It up.
Hyama and Mclntyre were billed as headliners, although not especially well known
locally, many in the audience apparently expecting that "Maybkwm" would be a big "tab"
Instead of the exquisite little playlet it is.
Their job was all the harder for this reason,
but they not only went over, but carried a top-

H

'

.

line

position

entirely satisfactorily,

which

is

going some for such an Innocuous and harmIt is the typlflcaless little comedy sketch.
tlon of what a clever team can do with a neat
and tbrllless playlet when every little detail is
scrupulously developed 'and a couple of exclusive songs put across right, with their own
orchestra leader.

Lett Libbey.

ORPHEUM, SANFR ANCISC0.
San Francisco, Feb.

19.

Inciting and diverting may best describe this
week'a bill at the Orpheum, with Joseph
Howard's Revue (snd Ethlyn Clark) again as
It's a typical Joe Howard
the headliner.

retaining the best numbers of last
season's 'offering, with some new ones added
Howard shows Imthat were well received.
provement over his last visit. The supporting company to the two principals has so little
to do it was considered unnecessary to pack
along such a large numbenof "assists." The
Orpheum regulars were of the opinion that
Howard and Clark could have trundled away
Just as big a hit by themselves.
Burn's and Frablto (holdovers) shared applause with the Howard Revue and "stopped
the show" with their comedy. Another holdover was Bert Baker, who, with his "Prevarication" sketch, was another laughing sucaffair,

cess.

Walter Fenner and Co. presented a flklt"Show Me," that proved unusual, having a
Ken"surprise finish" that went over big.
nedy and Rooney, next to closing, would have
fared better la an earlier position, the show
running too late, to do them any good. Ttelr
routine In the early part of the act needs
etrenthenlng, the pair finishing strongly, however, but declined to return and take a bow
at the Monday matinee.

Claudius and Scarlet rang up an unquestioned applause hit the house taking readily
to" the wdrfiB Of the old ballads used by theSansone and
palr In their old song revival.
Delllajopened with fast work and showmanship, tbelr chin balancing drawing good hand.
Johannes Josefsson's .Icelandic "Gllma" Co.
method! beself-defense
proved a novelty, the
ing impresalonably demonstrated, thrills being
manifest through the work. The Gllma exwere assigned the closing position, and

perts
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SHOW REVIEWS
proved one of the bill's outstanding features.
bill.
Brlerre
***** and King, billed,
ran cut ot the

,

mm

,

JOMJwiph*.

The 5th Ave. tor the first halt this week
had the beat all around bill the house has
held in Quite a while. It was one of those

New

and

material

eld

was

-

Mr

distributed

DeLisls's act.

Johnny Small and Girls In a new turn (New
Acts) were second, but could do nothing at
all, either himself or the two girls with himNext were Hugh Herbert and Co. (New Acts)
In a new Hebrew comedy playlet that will get
Herbert's

playing.

mostly through Mr.
Mabel Burke then sang the new Joe Morris
ballad with animated picture, and did it to
one more than the customary encore. Following were Devine and Williams In their
two-act, with Miss Williams including an impersonation of Lydla Yeamans Titus among the
several others done, both using "Smiles" tor a

over

series ot Imitations.

Conroy and Murphy followed, a return engagement within five weekB, and did very well
with the same act as before. Frank Conroy
la now billing Hafly Murphy's name, so the
If Mr.
combination baa concluded to stick.
Murphy would be somewhat more forceful in
He
his straight work, It would help his end.

'

.

appears only to be so when thinking of It, at
other times lapsing Into an easy way that
doesn't make the straight work severe enough.
Otherwise the team Is well balanced, and, of
course, Conroy' In blackface will always carry
One never grows tired of lis darkey charIt.

'

•

Next was Dlanna Bonna (New Acts), a
splendid appearing girl billed from grand
opera, and who can go along as a big time
Then came Jones and Greenlee, who
single.
mix up talk about marriage, with a scrapping
song that the girl does very well, besides Indulging in some slap-stick through slapping
her partner that getB something. Her number,
"What Did -You DoT" Ib made emphatic by the
of
girl knocking the man's bat off .at the end
each verae. The man's song is "A Nice Young
Boarder," that Philadelphia number broutht
to Broadway bv Faye, Dyer & Co. Jones and
Greenlee's opening Is suggestive of the former
McMahon and Cbappelle turn, both seated
upon a grip looking hard at each other as
they pass sallies back and forth about the
usual marriage thing. The act has enough In
The girl looks nice, and both
It to stsnd up.
1
are lively enough, with their material to guarantee them.
.
,
,
(New Acts), good aorobats,
Troupe
Gelli
The
and foreigners, closed the vaudeville, with the
Houdlnl serial ending the show.
Business was a little light, a; against the
The fringe at the
rule of late down, there.
back dwindled away early, but the seats downstairs were all occupied during the vaude-

8ime'

ville.

KEENEY'S, BROOKLYN.
Whether Fred Curtis or Kay C. Owens
evolved the idea, or Walter Betts manager
Keeney's Brooklyn, was responsible, the Army
for
and Navy Festival Week bills arranged
Keeney's theatres in Brooklyn and Newark
The fact remains It not only
matters not.
rounded some *>ully good stage entertainment
together, but from the start proved a corking
Keeney's Tuesday night
box office draw.

..'

&

packed them In.
The show turned out much stronger in tne
running than it looked on paper no doubt,
gave
but the program for the Brooklyn house

Immense satisfaction.
Everybody on the bill had seen some sort
and cited
of service; some wounded in action
United
for bravery both by France and the
was
States, while the whole aspect of the bill
The theatre, outside and Inside,
patriotic.
was beautifully decorated for tho occasion.
BanThe orchestra played the "Star Spangledenterner" and Charles Martin, an overseas
Then In succession appeared
tainer, sang it.
Daley and Bellew, dancers, and Sergt. Hendricks and Chief Petty Officer Evans, singers
and comedians (New Acts).
,
,
Captain Frank Halls (Instructor of aerial
and machine gunnery, Illington Field. Houston) and Co., offered a farcical and slangy

sketch that touched off a barrage ot laughter
at
that almost drowned out the stage dialog
times. *The sketch was "The Wrong Guy,'
with mils as an Illiterate plumber, getting
to
Into the wrong house and being engaged
'mashfrom
house
the
protect the woman of
Halls mauls the
ers'* who are following her.
daylight out of the woman's husband— an
English type that was splendidly portrayed,
and his scene with tho latter was sure-fire comedy by-play that convulsed the big house,
Halls, however, did not wear any part ot bis
uniform and Bported no service bars, but once
mentioned that he had been la the army. The
act went over with a bang and added a comedy
Impetus to the special bill that was greatly
••

-relished.--

—

•

-

"An Evening In the Hut" (New Acts) was
followed by Harry Adler (New Acts) with the
show being closed by William Schilling's dramatic- aketch of trench fighting that had a
company of men who had all done yeoman duty
overseas either with the A. E. F. or Canadian
contingents. It put quite. a hurrah and hangup
In this section
finale to the army program.

Charles Martin was allotted plenty ot time
registo show his voice, using ballads that

&; ,;.

mm

gtitf

The Monday night show runa a little late as
a rule owlpg to the dancing contest Manager
Hesla has remedied this by cutting out a short
film and starting the vaudeville at an earlier

others try to follow
him. Mr. Ferguson plays the "Rounder" in a
neat straight manner, but the act Itself with
Us types carries the turn along.' The "ham
actor" took over the hit with his work and
song.
The act carries a Times square drop
that Is an attraction In Itself, and particularly
outside New York.
The turn Is almost sure
fire
anywhere, with an excellent company.
The cop ranks with Any ot the others, and the
fly girl Is a neat bit of 'drawing.
These New
York underworld studies when stage-presented possess their own Interest, whether
loudly acclaimed or not, and ofttlmcs the mora
silently received the more Interest manifested.
Booth- and Leander opened the show with a
comedy turn that brought a string of laughs,
some hilariously voluminous. Word end Cullen did their nice two-act following, both
working very well.
Mr. Cullen mentioned
offside he had seen "Monte Crlsto, Jr.," at the
Winter Garden the night before, but he said
nothing about what he thought of it Ward
and Cullen make a great song out of "San
Domingo." It may have been a great song,
.but the public didn't buy it They do all their

•

,

breaks.

through it, with the new predominating and,
with one exception, making good.
In ita running order the show started with
Juggling DeLlsle, who has a couple of new
bits, one to finish the regular turn and the
other as an encore. He has evolved an altogether new stunt In hats by uelng five ot
them for comedy. Always a pleasing Juggling
'turn, these bits alone have greatly Improved

(Patrlcola—New Acts) after them. To avoid
the similarity the News weekly was run In between Speed Brinfcsaan (New Aits) and Julian
Rose, who returned to the Filth Avenue altogether too soon apparently, tor his new
Aaron Hoffman monolog got much less than It
received when he broke in there with It about
five weeks ago.
That made the next spot particularly hard
for Patrlcola, but
_
the house loosened up right
with her first song, and from then on proved
they liked the girl, applauding vigorously at
the finish.
The hit of the bill, however, were Ward
and Raymond, and they Illustrated how peculiar is vaudeville, whether the act or audience.
Ward and Raymond do nothing to speak ot.
After some introductory matter, Including
aged gags (and this couple are old timers

••

5THAVE.
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tered strongly. Martin should have appeared Impersonation of a duck at tho conclusion
by his lonely In another section, as singing
scored a little. The opening of the turn could
that' nnuiy numbers on the battlefield -beams06 rearranged;
No. 2 brought out Jimmy Casson and Co.,
out of harmony with the setting,
He was
with Mr. Casson singing a variety of ragtime
worth a full spot by himself.
Mark.
and ballad selections, assisted by a man at
the piano.
CasBon laughs at his own material
AMERICAN ROOF.
but finally finds applause with a patriotic
While there were no applause riots or stamnumber.
pedes of enthusiasm over the bill atop the
Next were Madge Edison and Co. (two men).
American the first half of this week the show
The sketch is ot the triangle. The playlet
rotates into fairly good pop vaudeville, with
will do for the small time.
business Monday night averaging up nicely.
The only act on the bill really registering
Dlx and Dixie (New Acts) got away to a
was next, Clara Howard. A few songs with
nice start.
Ed. Phillips aeems an ambitious
mugging and the house was In an uproar. Her
chap who has been watching some of the singfinish as Chaplin put the audience In stitches.
ing comedians of reputation.
He does w-U
Warren and Templeton with songs and comwith his songs, and his Jokes went all right
edy talk looked weak until reaching their
on the Roof, but on the road they will need
musical Instruments. Tho Indian number could
embalming.
He registered, strongly with a
be dropped. Gretchen Eastman and Co. apshimmy number. That gag about the two Engpeared before a transparent drop la "tbres"
lish soldiers/and the American should go out
and later going to "one" and back to "three"
instanter.
Phillips has ability to do certain
in songswand dances.
things, and should watch his limitations. The
Quite a unique stage setting is employed,
Joke about the. chevrons and the children is
also several exquisite gowns. The act is too
passable for some of the avenue crowds herehigh oIubs for this district Next to closing
abouts, but In the neighborhoods on the road
brought forth Harry Cooper who Informed
The Joke bas been' printed,
It will be resented.
the crowd he has beon in the show business
but In a different vein, Phillips putting on a
tor 26 years and would offer a medley ot old
raw edge,
time songs gradually coming up to date. He
"The Rough Diamond" and Mack and Paglia
did hold them.
Togan and Geneva, wire, closed and held.
(New Acta) followed, with the Golden Troupe
ending the first part and doing a splendid Job.
i
The Golden outfit remains about the same as In
HAMILTON.

•

'

•

past seasons.
After intermission appeared Selina Sells
(New Acts), with the J. K. Emmett-Mary Ryan
Since "Wlshland" was first presented
turn.
It shows improvement, the elimination ot the
former finale In one respect enhancing the
value and making a stronger impression. Emmett is paying more attention to his singing to
the extent that he is not continually trying
for the high notes, but giving his numbers
His voice Is
better diction and enunciation.
strong and vibrant, with Emmett not always
sure Juat how his high register la going to pan
However, at the American his voice
out.
stood him in good stead, and his impression
was up to former Emmett returns. /The Vict'orfa ~Four (New Acts) was" followed' by Mang
and Snyder. The closing turn is In much
better sbape than when seen at the American

Mark.

before.

HARLEM

0. H.

The H. 0. H. Inaugurated the latest "show
day" Innovation Monday with a 12-act program
for the day, which necessitated the posting ot
the S. R. O. sign before the bill got under
way. The turns were carded In the regulation
fashion, no distinction being shown to intimate which comprised the regular show. Positions were probably selected at random, for the
running order held numerous confiictlons, probably unavoidable through sameness.
Being distributed systematically in the various positions, the regular turns carried the bill
nicely, while the abow'acta hardly came up to
the required standard. This was fully shown
by the auditors, who at times found little or
no interest in the turns.
Nothing of real Importance occurred until
Harry Breen came on next to closing, and although compelled to follow a line ot single and
double talking turns, he nevertheless got away
with the high honors.
Of the earlier turns Nat Vincent (New Acts),
in the fourth position; and Pop Ward, "No. 8,"
proved of sufficient importance to warrant attention.

The Mlgnon
Thomas (New
all

in his elderly attire and talk
women created much laughter.
Sisters opened, followed by Dike
Acts), with Charles Loder next,
difficult to get started through

Ward

concerning the

finding

It

the continuous commotion caused by the audience endeavoring to find Beats. Although billed
as a single, Loder was assisted by a woman.
Little assistance, however, can be credited to
ber, not even her appearance, which could be
Improved. Working before a special drop in
"one," representing a boardwalk scene, the talk
anent an accidental meeting carries little inLoder'a dance was the only particular
terest.
incident of Importance shown.
Closing was Clayton the Mystic. Long before
the assistants wended their way through the
orchestra collecting the various questions,
Clayton had the audience mystified with a
deluge ot talk rattled off In purely memorized
fashion, which meant nothing, other than It
wasneedful to open. Clayton kcpt.golng at a
fast pace and occasionally slipped in his
course, finding little trouble in locating himHe appeared
self, but never losing his pace.
somewhat disturbed by those back-stage, stopping long enough to walk across the stage to
probably Inform them ot It. Finally coming
down to his crystal gazing, he picked his numbers carefully, but again muddled things up
bad enough to start the audience walking out.
After answering the first question, the second
was more than enough, especially when be
said, "When your hair Is old and you're white."
After that it appeared bb though everyone was
perfectly satisfied.
Lizzie Evans, Warren

and Wade, who

re-

placed Harrah and Jaclyn, through the latter
spraining bis ankle, Mumtord and Stanley

and Moran Sisters (New Acts).
Of the show acts, the Dancing Four and
Matilda Boss did not show after the matinee
on Monday.
)

23D STREET.
•**

With the old timers bunched -from fourth

to seventh spots consecutively, the early part
of the show held little attention the first half.
Had a little more, pains been exercised In
equally distributing the acts, it would have
provod more beneficial for the enjoyment of the

The Van Der Koora, man and
audience.
woman, In "two," before a drop repreaentlng a film house and later going to "one" with
comedy talk that did not register. The man s

hour.
Belle

and Eva, man and woman, Opened with
some trampoline work. The trampoline is
camouflaged as a soda fountain. Mantilla and
Kelly sing, dance, play and trombone and show
their acquaintance with a number of arts, but'
Their dancing, evidently the

master ot none.

feature, Is the weakest. They take themselves
seriously.
Their special drop in "one" looks
familiar.
Helen Ray Is using Helen Ware's
former vehicle, "The Eternal Barrier" under
the name of "The Dawn." It Is a one-person
sketch, leaving the audience to imagine the rest
ot the dramatic personnel. Miss Ray scored.
The semi-weekly news pictorial split the bin
at this point Natalie Sisters and Herold resumed the vaudeville. Herold, the man, acts
as orchestra conductor and sings two numbers
from the pit. One of the sisters Is the pianist,

the other singing two numbers in very high
soprano. She looks the novice, but, with time,
Her voice Is all
will probably get over that
Her last number, the waits
there, however.
song from "Flora Bella," got her returns
which would have stopped the show under ordinary circumstances, the stage manager evidently refusing to turn the lights on again.
Corlnno Tllton pleased with her characterizations ot a waitress, "kid" and would-be bride.
She makes the most of her special material.
Her turn reminds one ot Nan Halperln, although the routine Is somewhat different For
an encore she responded with the late. Charlie
McCarron's last song, "There Are Blues." '
The program had Al Mack and Co. billed for
the closing spot, the annunciator stating Bobby
O'Neill and Co. substituting. The posters outside also had Al Mack billed, although O'Neill's
O'Neill Is using an aqt
photos were shown.
shown in the small time about 18 months ago
by some other team, which, however, billed
the girl partner equally with the man. Why
O'Neill refuses to credit his female partner
with the billing Is a mystery. Especially so,
whan she has a shade on him in the matter ot

.,

Harry Ward, the former Dutch comedian. Is
the man) they havo tholr old business of tho
stage manager bringing each a letter dismissing them on account of their singing, the letters delivered one at a time.
It's good for
the final eight or ten minutes of the turn,
means nothing at all in the way of entertainment, but brought them the hit of the bill.
Which may speak well tor them or not so well
tor the bill.

Just before them were Dave Ferguson and
In the late Bobby Matthews' skit "The
Rounder of Old Broadway." Bobby Matthews
was an .artist In bis work. Hh sad demise
facu- It 'will become
Co.

made that a recognized
even more accepted as

numbers

well,

and worked

5

::-.

•-:*T

such a showevening the turn
In

manlike fashion Friday
should have been placed farther down on the
program.
Next were the Austin Webb and Co., two
people besides

the principal, in

"Champagne

and Buttermilk," written by John B. Hymer.
a new playlet for Mr. Webb, with a pressed

It's

that forces the story Into illogical
. plot
channels, but gives room tor a sort of "surprise" anti-climax, when the country girl
brought up on buttermilk and wanting to run
away to New York, wheedles $20 from the
Hied business man from the metropolis 'who
Is seeking her section ot the countryside for
rest.
Upon securing the twenty the girl informs the man the last New Yorker gave her
fifty.
The skit needs more body at the flnab,
but the playlet is not nearly as good as the
players.
Mr. Webb lives a finished perform,
once In a badly constructed role, and the
young woman playing the country girl Is very
convincing.
A valet character is the other
work and returns. O'Neill, who was last with
role.
Mr. Webb may go along with this piece.
Gus Edwards' "Attaboy" Revue at the MartiHe won't have much trouble with a more fitting
nique, does practically the same stuff In his
ending, though Juat what time may accept it
The
act
cabaret
specialty
as
in
the
dance
is problematical, but Mr. Webb should procure
shad aome trouble with the door of the special
another medium. He and the young woman
drop in "one" refusing to work. In spite of » are too strong as players to waste themselves
the late hour they scored.
In a mediocre piece of. vaudeville writing that
The weekly dancing contest closed the vaudemust always be a gamble tor laughs. Ft has
ville, with Alice Brady in "In the Hollow ot
not even the merit of sure flredneas, although
Her Hand," feature film, closing the show.
Mr. Hymer Is concededly one of vaudeville's
best writers for this kind ot a skit
But It

AUDUBON.

The Dorothy Phillips release, "The Heart ot
Humuntty," brought hugh attendance to the
Audubon Monday night The picture sent the

home well satisfied.
Tho show got under way at 8 :1S. with Burke
Bros, and Kendall opening in "one'' as a dancing act and- later going to "three/' exesutlng
some rapid Juggling with colored nine plna.
Fairly good, but open to vast Improvement, as
they missed quite frequently.
Jennie Mlddleton, a young miss playing a
violin, held down No. 2 spot, and is more or
less pleasing on account of her age and appearance. Sam Ltebert and Co. were next 4n
a^parlor setting. The play is dry comedy. The
younger couple desire to get married, but
It Is a good comedy
father will not consent
aketch for the small time. Adler and Golden,
dancing team, two men, were next They only
held the stage for- about three minutes, while
the audience was under the Impression they
people

would reappear In a change of costume.
Chas. Olcott, billed with Harry Akot and
only assisted by the latter In one number, went
over with a few songs and comedy. Mr. Olcott's
picture recitation is his main asset.
The Three Arleys closed with acrobatics,
holding more attention than any acrobatic act
seen In this vicinity tor quite a time. Their
daring stunts while clinging to a pole kept the
andiflnco. holding fast to, th eir eeats.
u

/

__ ^

LAST HALF SHOWS.
(Feb. 13-10)

5TH AVENUE.
The program the last half went to ulecea
after the third act, and never quite recovered.
called for two male singles
following one another, with another single

The arrangement

In

-

seems here bb though Mr. Hymer may have
touched it up only. There is too much plot
crowded Into the sketch for Its time and manner of working out. If Mr. Webb ever concludes to throw It away, he might first sell it
for a two-reel comedy scenario.
It would be
worth something as that but the players here
also make It worth something for vaudeville.
Mr. Brlnkman, on fourth, looked like a try
out, a nice young fellow In uniform singing
ballads. He won't do alone. The Three Janus
closed the show with their pole and perch
work.

.

'J;
£
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125TH STREET.
Fourteen acts for 11 cents including war
tax is considerable show even when some ot
the turns are "try-outs."
All of east side
Harlem seems to admit It Witness the matinee ot last Friday when the ropes were up at
2 p. m,, and a good percentage of box seats
-wore occupied (at 2D cents).
The matinee's
takings must have easily beaten $200 and that
Is going^ome at 11 cents per person.
In addition to the "big Fridays" at the
lSJth Street, P->b
Q'Donnell
Is taking the
house along at a fast clip And bo isn't overlooking any bets.
This week lots of naif
sheets In the Italian sections are advertising
tho feature film In "wop."
The bills read
"Enrico Caruso In 'MIo Cugino* " (My Cousin)
with a..'.Trogramma de VaudeveUe." (No one
vouched for the Italian spelling' ot vaudeville
a
chance
I)
so Mr. O'Donnell took
The 14 turns were made up ot the six acts
regularly booked for ithe last and all of the
Only one-half of
eight showings appeared.
the additional bill Was new, the other four
turnB being well known but not seen here recently.
The augmented show therefore
(Continued on page 66.)
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VARIETY
JACKSONVILLE,

DORCHESTER,

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

m

open Tor the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise Indicated.)
below art grouped In dlviiluus, according to the booking offices they are

bill*

supplied from.

manner

In which these bills are printed does not denote tbs relative Importance of

program

acts n.T their

positions.
Indicates act is new, doing

name

• Before

where

raudeville, or appearing in city

B. F.

led Doner
Ruth tit Denis Co
Orvllle siamm
Geo White Co
Kelih'H Orpbeum
Frank Fay
(Request Week)
Mehiinger ft Meyer

ii

THE LAVARS

"Girl in Air"

Rita Maria Orcb
Georgia i'rice

Dlero
Jim me Hussey Co
Mebllnger ft Meyers
Sallle Fisher Co
Keith's AlUambrn
Sharrocks
The
Rose ft Ellis
Rowland
Adele
Kuiina Elevens
Stephens ft Holllster Norton & Lee
* Mortons
,
•Fenton
•Fenton & Fields
Lady Alice's Pets
Allan Rogers
Keith's Creenpolst
Ford Slaters
2d half (2U-IS3)
•Gretchen Eastman
Stewart Slaters S
fckan siLHnley Co

Opera Uousa
White ft Ryan

Lean & Mayneld
Toney & Jvormun

Benny One

Leo Zarrell Co
(One to

till)

•Reed ft Tucker
"Mr in qui si Live"

Lew Cooper Co
Keith's Colonial
(One to till)
Mel n lush ft Maids
1st half (24-20)
•Wright ft Dietrich
Flying KusBeila
Toney ft Norman
Tony

Kalmar & Brown
Kramer & Morton
•Rock & White

Dunham & Edwards
(Three to

(Three to fill;
Keltb'a Riverside
•Petrova

Mabel McCane Co
''Memory Book"
Harry Ureen

All)

Keith's Pruspect
2d half (2U-23)
4

Nelsons

Jno Small & Sisters

Mumtord

ft

•Florence Gaby
(Four to nil)

Keltb'a Royal

Edna Goodrich Co
•Owen MuGlveney
Cougan
Mullen

Nelson

Lillian Herlein
Larry Reilly

Tracy

oit

&

Stanley

McBrlde

ft

Eape ft Dutton
Brudoa & Derrick

'

Keith's II. 0. U.
2d halt (20-28)

(Others to

nil)

ALUAAiY, N. T.
Proctor's

F & O De Mont

(Troy Split)

Harry Cooper

let

half

R u tn

Curtis

"Mr

(Two

Inquisitive'
to fill)

AmericanGelli

Bye

An Bye"

For"

_

(One to

nil)
1st half (24-28)

The Martinans
•Mary Stoddard Co
•Griffith ft Dow
(Three to nil)
2d half (27-8)

•West ft Edwards
•Moore ft White
Richard the Great
(Three to

nil)

Proctor's Slh Ave.
2d half (2U-2S)

Lew Hawkins
•Klngsley B Co

(Blmln^

GA.
SpUt)

Mystic Hanson

2

Harry Thorne Co
(Three to nil)
2d half
Sultun
Reel Guys
Gonne & Albert

Mulcahy 4 Ortons
•Juzzyland Naval 8 <One to All)
AUiintK. N. T.
(One to nil)

•Glllen

ft

1st hair (24-28)
Billy Reeves Co
Fos & Brltt

Jefferson

Duo
"Tango Shoes"
Kramer ft Morton The FrescolU
"Richard the Great" Joe Towle
(One to

Pesci

2d half

nil)

8 & H Everett
•"Chickens" Co
(Three to All)
Proctor's 23d

The Frescotts

Wms A

Wotfus

Kerlake's Pigs

AUGUSTA. GA.

St.

2d half (20-23)

Wells
Todesca Roattlni ft-Barrettl
Bon Bernle
Stafford ft Fisher
"Current Of Fun"
•'Girl Behind Mask' (Two to All)
(One to All)
2d half
•Todesca

Wms &
1st

ft

Kramer

hnU

(24-26)

Frank Markley
Mur-,

"Kisses"
•Larry Comer
(Three to All)
2d half (27-2)
4

Troopers

Lew Hawkins
"Mr tnqulsltlve"
(Three to nil)
IIIIOOKI.VN
Keith's Uushnrlck
Emma Carus
Frances Kennedy
•"Very 'Good Eddie"

8

Chums

Edna Luby
Hji 11. ft Brown
ElCota
DeKoch Troupe

BALTIMOKB. MD.
Mnrylnnd
Phyllis N Terry
Jean Adair Co

Rajah
Clara

Howard

4 Haley Sisters
Collins ft Hart
Whltfleld & Ireland

Ben Beyer

Winston's Lions

CINCINNATI

ft

Bro

LANCASTER. PA.
Colonial

Belmont ft Moore
Mclntyre ft Robblns

Gee Hall
"Sport in Alps"
2d half

"Blllett 12"

"Mayor ft Manicure"
Wilbur Held
Martins
(One to fill)

(Sunday Opening)

Bunet

J Small

Ward

Tarzan
(One to

"Take

It

Strand

&

Sullivan

V

'

BUFFALO
Shea's

Janls Chaplow Co
Laurie A Bronson
Herbert Clifton Co

.

ft

HAMILTON

Mack

Dugan & Raymond
Juliet

N. J.

Tower's

M

Kane Morey &

Demarest ft Doll
Claire Vincent Co
Shstuck ft O Nell

"Among

P"

those
2d hair

Tetsuwarl Japs

Lowry & Prince
Will Oakland Co
Lord ft Fuller

CANTON,

O.

Lyceum
Aerial Mitchells
Grlndell & Esther

Georgia Emmett
Kelso A Lelghton

Reynolds Trio
"Lion Tamer"
Kloter ft Morgan

Gonne ft Albert
Reel Guys

NEW

Madison

ft

Wln'ter

S Eddies
B. F. Keltb'S
Klmberly ft Pace
2d half
Martin ft Bay eg
Jane Court hope Co Man off Ice Wagon Bansted & Marlon
Harry Hines
Marty McHale
Keane Golden Co
Stagpole ft Spear
B.C. Susan Tompkins
Victory
Harry Watson Co Chief Caupollcan
(Columbia split)
Asahl Japs
Bowman & Shea

half

Palfrey Hall

ft

B

Evelyn Margarita
DETROIT, MICH.
"Piano Movers"
Temple
Chris Richards
Logan ft Geneva
Rouble Gordon* Co Sylvester ft Vance
CHARLOTTE, N. C. Adroit Bros.

Academy
(Roanoke

split)

1st half

Horton & LaTroska

E.

INDIANAPOLIS
II.

-

Mlgnon
Eddie Herron
Maurice Burkhardt
"Not Yet Marie"

MEMME^DliNaER"^^ •tr" k1t
Jewelers to the Profession

LIBERTY BONOS ACCEPTED

T«l.

Mi

S7I

F. Keith's

(Sunday Opening)
Lea Keillors
•Imhaff Conn -A C •••
Clifton Crawford
I ft J Connelly

B ft H
Emma Francis

Gordon

Orth

Co

ITHACA, N. Y.
Star
Field Sisters
"Help Police"
2d half
Cale

&

Coyne

ft

Moran

Parker

"My Lady's Gown"

Haywood Co

Story ft Clark
Whiteside Sisters

MONTGOMERY
Grand
The Skatelles

Khasbum

Frank Stafford Co
5 Kennedy ft R
"Melody Land"

J&JMlL: _.._
ft Williams
ft Capman

Dooley ft Sayles
"Kat Tales"
Art Impressions

MONTREAL
Princess
Fred Allen

"What

Girls

James Thompson Co

"Per You're Right"

Wm. Penn
& Q

Cady
wiser

Llbby Brown

ft

"Blllett 18"
(Two to All)

Do"

Harry Langdoa Co
Janette Adair

KUUMfort
ROOM

V.C-

6 Mlnutei from All Theatre*
Overlooking Central Park

M

$16

F

PERSONS
WEErf SUI1ES
5U 1 1

58th Street and CoJimtius Circle

New York

NEW ORLEANS
.

AUegbeny
Tatee ft Reed
Sampsel & Leonhart

Palsce
(Mobile Split)
1st half

.

A

.

Indlanas

(Petersburg split)
1st half
ft Sunshine
Plstel ft Gushing

Earl

Doris Lester 8
"Crosby's Corners"
(One to till)

PETERSBURG, VA.
Century
(Newport News
split)
1st half

L

Mahoney ft Auburn
Sam Hearn

Opera House
Fears Snow ft F
Stagpoole & Spear
Quixie 4
Chase ft La Tour
Hadji Imblrk Tr

Leonard

M

PITTSBURGH
Davis
Petty Reut ft Bro
Ethel Hopkins
Burt ft Rosedale

Melforda

Van Bergen Co

Alfred Lytell Co
C ft M Cleveland

Moran

Ed Hayes Co

Wiser

ft

Bernard

NORFOLK, VA.

Fargo

Duffy

Marmein 81s
Eddie Foyer

split)

1st half

Al Shayne

ft
ft

4

Wood

Belle

ft

"Sweeties"

Academy

(Richmond

Wtllbrd

ft

W

Mars ft Candy
Ben Deely Co

2d half
8

Richards

Oracle Emmett Co
Flnley ft Hill
White's Circus
NORWICH, CT.

ft

S

Marak

Sisters
Sberldan 8a.

(Johnstown

split)

1st half

Rekoma

Janet Chllds

White
Tom Brown's Mln
Phllbrlck ft De Voe

ft Russell
2d half
Belthazer Bros

Svengall
Harris
Zola Duo

Davis

Keene

.

Tommy Hayden Co
Doris

&

Parker

OTTAWA
Dominion

Bush Bros

Rosemond

ft

DR.

-.

ft

Carr
Mint"

...*.'PstUcpat

'Mildred

Haywood

Willard Bros
Chain ft Green

Dor
S.

ft

Archer

Louis London

Green

4

Grand
Walker ft Texas
Edna Fiauser

"Poughkeepsle"
EHIb ft Caryl
"Cabaret DeLuxe"
R.

F Steadman

4

NEWFT NEWS, VA.

NEWPORT,

ft

Readings
(One to fill)

Cervo
"Motor Boating"
M Montgomery Co
Zeno ft Mandell
8'

City

(Others to

M.

fill)

FRANK

SLTRGBON OBNTIBT
CATERING TO THt PROFESSION
NtW YORK
CM EIGHTH AVtNUI
ITHBtt POORS ABOVE UP BT.)

m

V
iiiaisssi

1

AND 8ATH

$14 WEEK

II.

F ft O Walters
Bond Wilson Co

Miller

Pearl Abbot Co

2d halt

.

Palace
Dale
BAP
Marty McHale

Keene

Seymour's Family
Whieler

B & B

Alfred Lytell Co

La Favor

Hoey ft Lee
(One to nil)
"Revue Comlques"
8 Weber Girls
2d half
2d hair
Ed Hastings
COLUMBUS
Bros & LaC
Warden
Kaufman
ft
Bmlth
B. F. Keith's
Weston ft Ellne
Co
Heather
Josle
RoBe ft Moran
Holmes ft Hoiliater
Mazier & Thompson Morris Campbell Co Swirt ft Kelly
Scotch Lads ft Las Aras Sisters
8 Eddies
Paul Decker Co
HAVERHII.L.MA99.
MOBILE, ALA.
Frank Crumlt
Colonial
Grand
.
"Flirtation"
Gliding O'Meers
(New Orleans split)
L Fitzgerald Co
The Cleveland
1st hair
4 Roeders
Leroy Lytton Co
Nelusco ft Hurley

DAYTON

Keystone

BEDFORD,
MASS.

Olympla
Sheppard ft Ray
M Van Bergen Co

Comlttlng of Parlor. Bedroom and Bath
Light, Airy, with All Improvement,

2d half
Garclnettl Bros
Doily Kay Co

Jessie

Cowan

ft

REISENWEBER'S HOTEL

Keltons

Ni

Majratle

CHARLESTON.
1st

ft

Bailey

.

.

Ruth Roye
Gordon ft Rica
LYNN, MASS.
Olympla
Belgium 8
West ft Ellne
4

•

Jessie

Macart ft Bradford
lsbakawa Japs
La Rosette Girls
(One to All)
MAN CHESTER,
HAn.Hi.Mii no, PA.

Bud Lorraine

CAMDEN.

ft

:

B. F. Keith's

The MUlettes
Ed Marshall
Lady Sen Mel
C arF Usher

Frank Dobson Co
Kennedy ft Burt
Lillian ShawRay Snow Co
Wormwd's Animals Bud Snyder

Wells

Connelly ft Webb
Oliver ft Olp
Arnold ft Allman
Doree's Imp S

PHILADELPHIA

'

Princess

B. F. Keith's

Wallen

Greene

Lyric

ft

Kartelll

John P Reed
Alma Gray Co
Nip ft Tuck
Allen ft Dog Taxi

Clown Seals
Bobbe ft Wilson

Co

ft McTntyra York's
Dogs
Schenck
Roland Travers Co
Royal Gaacolgnes
Bruce Duffel Co
COLUMBIA, S. C.
Clinton ft Rooney
Columbia
Smith ft Austin
(Charleston split)
Rae E Ball ft Bros
1st half

Van

Leslie

Strnnd

Eva Tanguay
Holllday & \Vlllette

O'Neill

ft

Stevens

Lew Wilson

CLEVELAND

Nance
Moran

&

All)

NASHVILLE,

LOWELL, MASS.

The La Bracks

Hippodrome

Fears Snow ft
La Pauli
Hoey ft Lee

Hymes

Pete

ft

2d half
ft King
Eugene Emmett
7 Glasgow Maids

Ttska

DogB

Loyal's

Mayo ft Lynn
Marx Bros Co
Geo McFarlane
Diaz's Monks

tl-7)

Nellie Nichols
4 Bolses

Wright

Turelley
Master Singers
2d half

S.

The Ztras
Johnson ft Cram

INDEFINITE

Leonard

N.

Aebers

From Me"

IHUBERT THEATRE. BOSTON

BROCKTON. MASS.

nil)

HALIFAX,

All)

2d half (27-8)
"In the Dark"

Jimmy Lucas Co

Rosaires

Lloyd

Claudia Coleman

Raymond

ft

(One to

RX

Seenlo

The Renzettas
Dorothy ft Buster
Greene & De Ller
Kitner ft Reaney

Sis

ft

2d half
The Brada
Hay v ard Co Bernard & Scartb
"Revue Cr.nlQ.ueB" (Three to fill)

B. F. Keith's
(Nashville split)
1st half

8

PAWTUCKET,

Audrey

ft

Sailor Reilly

Reynolds ft White
Emily Earl
Maurice Samuels Co

Irwin

ft

ft Scott
Dozlnl Monkeys
(One to fill)

-

J Barry
1st hair (24-28)

Turrelley

LOUISVILLE

2d hair

.

Budd

ft

2d half

(Louisville split)
1st half
Achilles ft VenuB
8 Princeton Girls

Evans ft Chase
White ft West
"Mayor ft Manicure" D DeShelle Co
Dtetrlck ft Vincent
Wilbur Held

"My Lady's Gown"

N. J,

Majestic

Clark

Georgta Emmett
Doris ft Russell

Gaxton Co

•Eric Yardo

(Three to

Walter Weems
Dancing Revue

N. Y.

Ebbs

PATER80N,

Bernard

Mr & Mrs

split)

.WhltS

ft

Nap

ft

Proctor's
2d halt (20-23)

BIJ..O

6

B. F. Keith's

with

Simpson & Dean

2d half (27-2)

KNOXVILLB,

Howard

Wm

Denis

"For Lovs ft Money"
Brennan & Rule
Baraban ft Crone
MT. VERNON. N. Y. (One to fill)

Martyn ft Florence GRAND RAPIDS.
MICH.
L &.J Archer
Bob Albright Co
Chuck Reianer
Empress
Diamond ft Brennaa Beaumonte ft Ard.
Kltara Troupe
Nestor A Vincent
Nat Leipzig
Clifford ft Wills
Keltb'a Anderson
Sherman ft Uttry
Wilson Bros
Bessie Clayton Co
Milton A D*r.->ng g (Sunday Opening)

Harry Sterling
"Playmates"
Lydla Barry
Reddington ft Grant
ALTOONA. PA.
Urpheuss
B & 1 Teluak

Miller ft Lyle
Marguerite ft Gill
(One to All)

.

Gates

ATLANTA,

I

Troupe
P

Wheeler ft W heeler
Chas Sweet

Strand

Demerest ft Doll
Claire Vincent Co
Shattuck ft O'Neill

Randells

to All)
St.

•Wm

1st half

3

GENEVA,

M

ft

JOS. M. GAITES'

Proctor's 12.11b Bt.
2d half
2d half (2U-23)
"Miss Manhattan"

Chlug Una Toy Co

2d half

Kane Morey

Emmett De Voy Co

(One

•Leigh & La Grace
•Chapel le & S

Courtney Co

(Chattanooga

Leroy Lyton Co
Orth ft Cody
Prince Joveta Co

FRED HILLEBRAND

Bostocks School

to All)

ft

Polland
Dale

Wtlly Rogers
Helen Vincent

Tommy Hayden Co

Adgement

Field!

Band

(Two

McLane

A

1st half

a Kenney

Kaufman

ft

Belgium

CHESTER. PA.

Joe Jackson
Juliette Olka

Urpheuat
Blondy

&

Wright

ft

Tetsuwarl Japs—
Lowry & Prince
Will Oakland Co
Lord ft Fuller
Winston's Lions

Avon Comedy 4
Haig & Lockett

ALLENTOWN, PA.
Smith

M

Mrs G Hughes Co
Hickman Bros

Elma

Daring Sisters
(One to. All)

Majestic
(Pittsburgh split)

.

Swift ft Kelly
Stone ft Hayes
Prince Joveta Co
2d half

Bijou Russell

Reed

Weber & Rednor

All)

Reo

ft

|

8

Drawee

FALL RIVER.

Pui-suns

2d half 127-2)'
•Will J£ Ride
•Harris & Lyman
LHSar ft Dale

<

MAMS.
Empire
La Paull
The Brads

Olymula
Swift & Daley
La Rosette Girls

(Atlanta split)
1st half
Harry LaVall & Sis
Ford & Goodrich
"Petticoats"

Clayton the Mystio Orren & Drew
(One to till)
Jack Markley
1st half (2l-2<)
"Weaker One"

Lew Hawkins

Meredith & Jjnooser (0 ne to

Lazar

MOORE'S BEAUTY SHOP
WEST 4»TH STREET. NEW YORK.

Montambo

Vesta

Ideal
2d half (27-2)

Doyle ft Simmons
Macconl & Fltzg'ns
Nash & O'Donnell
Emily Darrell
7 Honey Boys

& G ABhton ft Ross
half
BIKJU.NGIIAM, AX. Nakea 2dJaps
Lyric

Gilbert

Sailor Reilly

Gladollo

Sis

Colonial

CHELSEA. MASS.

nil)

2d* alf

Field Bisters

Gruet Kramer
6 Martins

A-

ft

Chas Reilly

Spanish Goldlnlo

Flying Mayos

Boston

Tony

Jas Detierelli Co

N. V.

Stone o. H.
Cale & Cayns

Conway

Co

|

•

-

STASIA

Holllns
Wilfred Cabana Co

1st bait (24-26)

ERIE. PA.

split)

1st hair
Marietta's Manikins
Gallerina Sisters
Herbert Lloyd. Co
Bert Swor

BINGHAMTON,

J C Nugent Co
WUford Du Bols

(One to Mil)
2d half

ft

M Kemp

La Toy

2d half

Rlalto

(Knoxville

BOSTON

Ziegler Sisters

J C Mack Co
Lazar at Dale

Co

Tiller Sis

B. F. Keith's
Belle Baker

"In the Dark"
Gilbert ft Frledland

Elliott

ft

Raymond

Girls from Milw'kee Jean Moore Co
A Hartm'n "Help
(Three to All)
Police"
(One to All)
JOHNSTOWN, PA.
CHATTANOOGA

Harry Fiddler
Inman & Lyons

Co
Nelson

B

Bro

ft

Mona Gray ft
Duquesne Co

Clayton Drew Play

Musical Revue

Patricola
J C Mack
Ideal
1st half

2d hair (20-22)

Ward

Improve sad

to

Wonderful Facial Masque
221

Erford's Sensation.

Wills Gilbert
2d half

to

ft

CITY, N. J).

Gardner

Leu Francis

(One

Willie Hale

8*. so a. 18-19

Weber

BA'I H. JIB.

JERSEY

Logan ft Geneva
•Knowles ft Hurst
•Jimmy Carson Co

H.

O.

ft Fancies"
2d hair

Bostork's School
EL.MirtA, N. Y.
Majratle

la Oaaetsw Like Maehlae Gene

JULIAN ELTINGg CO,

Girls"

U. P. Keltb'a

Reo A Blondy
Duaal ft Symonds
McLane & Gates
Maria

City

& Hayes

"Dream

REALLY want

yea

retain your beauty, try *ar" .-•

!

ft

Evelyn May Co
Hamilton ft Barnes

EA8TON. PA.
"Fads

WHIRLWLND WIZARDS

Gleuaon

Billy

split)
1st hair

Fisher
Baxley ft Porter

Quixie 4

from

(Savannah
Felix

White ft Ryan
Jim Doaks
All el

Le Maire

& Gardner

Dresser

turn, or reappearing after absence
listed fur the first time.

KEITH

VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
Palace Theatre Building, New York
NGVV VOHK CITY Hulh Budd
Keltb'a Palace

new

Allen & Moore
Paul Brady
8 Milfords
2d half
Florette

If

(Snadsjt opening). _

S-q.

Warden Bros & LaC

(All hnu*es

The

Cadnsaa

'

In Vaudeville Theatres

Ilie

Arcade

MASS.

(FEB, 24)

manmMamnamn

ins ass

I

i

.

'

.

'

.

v*'yjr'" \ *?

•

i

"Vj.asa

-•,

'.

VARIETY

.1

Variety 4

Now

Idtaa

:

Majestic Thentro

-».

Bids-.,

2d half

aub Woodchoppers

WASHINGTON
B. F. Kelth'a

BL

Chicago,

7

Gliding O'Meers

ffmiaVLii Mm. if AlflflS
VAUDEVILLE WRITER

«.iv-

Morgan Dancers
Stuart' Barnes

1st half

Mllo?

PORTSMOUTH,

Crescent
Gruet Kramer
Girl from Mil
B Martins

.

Smith

Bill

Daley

ft

3

wards

PROVIDENCE,

R.
F. Kelth'a

II.

I.

& Webb
ft Walker m
WOONSOCKET,

Martin

r

READING,

PA.
'

Hippodrome
Co

Josle Heather

fill)

2d half
Willing & Jordan
Anchor & Belford

& Murphy

Conroy

(Two

to flu)

RICHMOND, VA.

MlllB

Harmon & O'Connor
Morton & Glass
Wlllard & Marlln
Robt T Haines Co
Bison City 4

The Duttons

TORONTO
Shea'a

Mile Daelo Co

Chas Grapewin Co

Macey
•:

& Ritchie TRENTON, Ns J.
Taylor o. n.
ROANOKE, VA.
Evans & Chase
Roanoke
Gertrude Newman
(Charlotte split)

D De

NEW

&

Carroll

JOHN,

Wood

:

Pete

ft

ft

&

ft

Craln

Lincoln
Taylor Bros ft

Leslie

Stevens

The La Bracks

Grace Ayer & B
& Cayerly,
Homer Llnd Co
Roode & Francis
(One to fill)

Qulnn

Carletta ft Lewis

(Four to
"

oil)

WALTMAMi MASBV
'

Waldorf

Garclnettl Bros

6*>W

tantlf • tnatEMat for Mtocar ltokJ* eoklp.
•
lj.. ».
^fSliI !3--r<»i»aUie«Jr«u«miQ.
M. IHItLOS,
,
,,
||

!^w.^mtL^ itttst

rSS^T»».

Kike

&

Chappelle
B. F.

•

The Melvena

McCormack
Wilson

ft

ft

Wal

Wilson

A Rasch Co

BAY

KEITH

LINCOLN, NEB.
Orphean
(Wed Opening)
Grace LaRue
Barr Twins
Bwor & Avery
Ames ft Wlnthrop
Osakl ft Takl
Sarah- Padden Co
Stanley and Blrnes

LOS ANGELES
Orpheum

Leo Kohlmar Co
Smythe

Wm
Harry Jolsop

Santos ft Hayes
"Forest Fire"

CITY, MICH.

JACKSON. MICH.
Orpheum
Musical DeWltts
Valvclci

Marlon Munson Co
"Levitation"
(One to fill)
2d half
(Same as Battle

Creek 1st

LANSING, MICH.

BUon

The. Aitklns
Trlbble

Bljon

.half)

ft

Thomas

Tracey Palmer & T
Sullivan ft Myers
Shaw Co
•"Ragtime Court"
Fred Elliott
Aerial Rooneys
2d half
(One to All)
(Same as Jackson
2d half

•

(Same as Saginaw
:

^,, --«.

FLINT, MICH.
Palace

Mlzpah Selbinl Co
Arthur Deagon

Van

ft

Belle

2d half

(Same as Lansing
1st half)

1st half)

SAGINAW... MICH.
Jeffraa StrandJoe Barton

Althoff Sis

Byron & Langdon
Dean ft DeBrow
"Old Soldier Fid"
Frances

Dougherty

2d half

(Same as Flint
1st half)

Orphean

..

"On High Seas"
Al

(Three to All)
Kedsle

McRae

A

Page Hack

ft

M

MILWAUKEE
Majestic

"Maid of France"

Marriott Troupe
Lincoln

Jack Oaterman

MINNEAPOLIS
Orpheum

"Hickey Bros."

Whitledge

(Two

ft

B

NEW ORLEANS

Orphenm
Clark ft Bergman.
All for

ft

.

(Sunday Opening)
"Heart of A Wood"
Hampton ft Blake

fill)

ILL.

Tennessee 10

2d half
Clifford ft

(One to

ft West
Cameron DeVitt Co

Orphean

Sebastian M<err 111 Co
(One to fill)

DUBUQUE,

B Toomer Co

WINNIPEG
Orphean
Coakley ft Dunlevy
The Flemings
Martha Hamilton Co

IA.

Majestlo
Sasaki Bros
Connie Craven
George Lovett Con
Fisher ft Gllmore
Sebastian Merrill Co
(One to fill)

Levolos

He an Barrios

Palaee
Clair

-

Clifford

& Murray

Angel ft Fuller
Dick Burton
"Making Movies"
3d half
Elsie Williams

;

Co

Mason ft Austin
"Making Movies"
(Two to All)
PEORIA, ILL.
Orphean
Hudson Sisters

•

\-:-:-

t;x

DUVUTH

i

i-t

All)

Grand
Ovondo Duo_

Bernard ft Harris
Douglas Flint Co
Hopkins ft Axtell
Stlne ft Arnold

ILL.
Palaee
Rouble Sims
Mason_& Austin
Elsie Williams Co
Roberts Pearl & S
•"Artiatlo Treat"
2d half
Mons Herbert
Merritt ft Bridewell
Leigh DeLacey Co
Marie Stoddard
"On Manila Bay"
ST. LOUIl
IS
Grand,

Panama Trio
Van Bros

Z

ft

Dean

Evans ft
D Nealand Co

W

a_

>
,

Hanson ft Village 4
2d half
Pearl Alm'd Bawls ft Kaufmab
Haddon ft Norman 4 Casters
Kings)
Am Mus Maids

Tom

i

Johnny ft Wise
LaMorrow Bros
Stuart 4 Keeley - \>
Hopper ft Burkhartf.t ".;,;
.

:

?

::$
'

Parrlne's

Regan

(Continued on page

':&
4ftjg~

."'i-lj-r-v-C."^ '>>:-:\+

ft

(Four to am
v
2d half
Dancing McDonalds
Emerson ft Baldwin
(Three to All) <
MOLING, ILL.
Palaee
Hip Raymond

ROCKFORD,

Howard Martoll Co
Community Singing

Walters

Eddie Foy Co

.

Rawson

(One to

2d half
Skating Bear
Connie Craven

Everett's Circus

Rodrlques Trio
Sue Smith

nil)

Grand
The Newmans
Arthur LaVlne Co
(Two to fill)

.

Street Urchin

Townes
Geo Yeoman Co

-

DBS MOINES, IA. Jos B Totten Co
Empress
pr«
(Three to dinTo Shop
Morale's Toy
2d half
Community Singing Black ft White
"Revue A La Carte", Daniels ft Wstters
Laurel
Mattle
Choato Co
Mae
Stan &
Herberts' Dogs
Clifford Trio

SEATTLE
(Sunday Opening)
Valeska Suratt Co
Ranzer ft Palmer

Murray

"Lot* ft LotB of It"
Al Wohlman
Crewell Fanton Co

Ball

Democraoy Natalie Sisters
Bert Wheeler

Campbell Sisters

to

DECATUR*

Empress
LaFrance Bros
Wilson ft Van
Hal Johnson Co
B ft J Crelghton

r

"Petticoats"

.

G Swayne Gordon
Roberts Pearl ft S

Sid

Harriet Rempel Co
Briscoe ft Rauh

IA.

Columbia

2d half
Sasaki Bros

,

Hanoaka

MINNEAPOLIS

fill)

DAVENPORT.
"Pretty Soft"

King
SAN FRANCISCO'
v
Orphean

H

.

Palace
ft

Delea ft Orroa
Lola Fatlma Co
Dan Ah earn
Resists
(One to All)
2d half
A Nicholson Duo

McCormack ft Wal
Rupp ft Linden
Cal Dean & Girls
(Two to fill)
•"Artlstlo TreKt"
2d half
Kemo Keyes ft Mont (Three to fill)

'

(Sunday Opening)
Trlxle Frlganza
Fantlno Troupe
r

MILWAUKEE

O'Nell ft Baskette

3 Bennett Sinters
Dolly Connolly
Primrose 4
Bob Hall .
„
Gallagher ft Rolley VANCOUVER, B. C.
Sidney Phillips
Orphean
Helen Trix ft Sis
"Four Husbands"
Tozart
,
.
_,

Doree's Celebrities

(One to mi)

Hana

Marie Stoddard
(One to fill)

(2H)
Mayhew

&

Resists

2d halt
ArtolB Bros.
J ft D Miller
•"Bridal Bells"

Mowatt ft Mullen
Howard Martelle

Orphenm

Walters

2d half
ft Clegg

ft Roamlne
Roy Gordon

Frank Fay
Herbert's Dogs

(Four to

•)

Plunkett

Nicholson Duo
Will J Ward Co

„.

i
'
'

McRae

Clegg

ft

fill)

.

Linden

ft

to

MADISON, WIS.
Orphean

Jack Oaterman

SALT LAKE

Herman

(Two

Mons Herbert
Barlow ft Deerle
Cal Dean ft Girls
Yorke & Marks
Keno Keys ft Mel

fill)

Rlalto Quartet

Jos Howard's Rev
Ramsdells ft Deyo

D'Leon ft Davis
Veneta Gould
Jean Southern
Merlam's Dogs

Hudson Sisters

Davis

to

Rupp

Flo Tempest
Walter Brower
Helen Gleason Co,
Emerson ft Baldwin

Brlerre

'

.

2d half

fill)'

Elsa Ruegger Co
Leo Beers
J ft M Harklns
Mazle King
Caroline Kohl Co

Victor

Jos B Totten Co
Loyal ft Pards

Co
ft

(Two

LOUIS
Orphenm

Stelle

ft

.

Revue Boquot

ST.

;!•

Columbia

LoRoy ft Dresdner
P LeVan ft Dobbs
GREEN BAY, WIS.
Orphenm

Marriott Troupe

Valleclta's Leopards
Claudius & Scarlet

MEMPHIS

Leila

v.-.r.-USt -ha,lfo....

Kelly

Blanche Ring
Gygl ft VadTe

10—In»trumentallita

•

American
Pltroff

(24-25)

Rae Samuels
"White. Coupons"
4 Harmony Kings
Lunette Sisters
Walter Fenner Co
to

ft

.

(Same bill plays
Stockton 26-27:
Fresno 28-1)

(Two

Key
Wllaon & Van
David Hall Co
Hahn Weller ft K

CHICAGO

V

Buehwlck, Brooklyn, thb week (Feb. 17)
Palaee, New York, next week (Feb. 24)

Margr'Ite "Only Girl"
Margaret Farrell
ft Stln
"Dream Fantasies"

"Melody Garden"

BATTLE CREEK,

Frozinl

-

CO.
RITA MARIO and
superb—

Dorothy Hayes Co

Bljon
Deldas ft Imofl
Patrick ft Otto
Belmont's Opera
Sam ft Ada Beverly
(One to fill)
2d half

Mack & Maybelle
Maud Earl Co

BALDNESS CUBED

BriantB

Chicago

.

Griffith

.

1

ft

2d half

Kin? & Brown

VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE

•

2d half _.
Alma Gray CO
Selbinl & Grovlnl
Nip ft Tuck
Jack Marlejr
_,
Allen & Dog Taxi
Ken Sheridan ft D
Thorndlke ft Curran
SALEM, MASS.
"Around the Map"
Federal
Holmes & HolllSter
Y.
UTIOA, N.
XJhlef Caupollcan
Colonial
Asahl Japs
Towns'd Wilbur Co
2d half ,
Guerro ft Carmen
Sheppard & Ray
Williams
ft WoKub
Madison & Win
Pigs
Kerslake's
Alice Nelson Co
(Three to fill)
SAVANNAH, GA.
2d half
Bljon
Salle ft Lorette
La
(Jacksonville split) O'Donnell ft Blair
1st half

Neville

ft

Challen

CHICAGO
J.

Billy Hart Co
Dodos ft Welch
Leon Sisters

(26-27)

.

Minnie Harrison

R

Amanda Hendricks

Lew Wilson
John P Reed

Parker

ft

(Wtlkesbarre Split) Gullano

Skipper

Ktnkald Kilties
UNION HILL, N.

(21-24)

Sullivan

Neville

ft

1st half
Anette & Morrell
Julian Hall

& Wyde

Ashley

Opera House

The Ziras
Johnson

Marks

Doe

Poll's

Dick Kno-wles
Mack ft Vincent

N. B.

Doe

Jessie

SCRANTON, PA.

Ed Glngras Co

Frankie Heath

2d half
Novello Bros
Gladys Lockwood
"Jenet of "France"

Gray

Hadji Imblrth

let half

Llbonatl

Cook ft Sand
Larimer Hudson Co

W

& Fay

ft

Chas Wilson

ft

Chappelle ft Stln'te "Half Past Two"
Plaaa
The Nelsons
Leland
J ft
2d half
Bowman ft Brooks Monte ft Parte

Avery

(Albany Split)

Geo JesBel

A8

"Recollections"

Pobbina

Keat

Orphean

.

Marr ft Dwyers
Harry Berry ft Sis

"Sport in Alps"
TROY, N. Y.
Proctor's

Cycling Brunettes
-Tdto Co

ST.

Glady's Dorothy
Bljon

2d halt

-

•

West
Felix Adler Co

Mack

& Lockwood

Mills

Manning
ft

SACRAMENTO

:'vM

2d half

.

--'

-

Astor Theatre Building

&

Orphenm

ILL,

Orphean

Bollinger

.

2d halt
Orphean
Rouble Sims
Early ft Early
Barlow ft Deerle
Sheldon ft Dal ley
"Lots ft Lots of It" Yorke ft Marks
Jonla ft Hawalans
Al Wohlman
Crewell Fanton Tr
JOLIET, ILL.
2d half
Orphean
"Suffragette Rev"
2d half

Ardlne
D' Aubrey ft Rublnl
"Shrapnel Dodgers!'
Brenck's Models
Scott Gibson
Turner & Grace

H

2d half
Gallagher ft Godf'y
Ernie & Ernie
Felix Adler Co

Phone Bryant 3022
'Phone or Peat Card Will Brln* These
Goode to Your Door Parcel Peat Collect

Henshaw

HAVEN,

Palace

A

Alice

GALENBURG,

Fisher ft Gllmore
Stan ft Mae- Laurel
CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

Herman ft Shirley
Paul Dickey Co
i
ST. PAUL
KANSAS CITY, MO.
(Scranton Split)
Orphean
Orphenm
1st half
(Sunday Opening)
Opening)
(Sunday
Boyd
ft
Emma
La
Jbnalr'ft Berry
A Kellerman Co
Nickel ft Wood
Sara Mann Co
Bessue Rempel Co
Speare Co
Girls
Fred
Wolf
De
Fox ft Ingrah&ny
Pletro
Chas Irwin
ft H Demaco
Bobby Heath Revue JWilson
Paul LaVarr ft Bro
Aubrey 8
WORCESTER,
Helen Scholler
Sisters
Courtney
MASS.
Moaconl Bros
Clark ft Verdi
PoU'a
P George

The Vivians
Coy De Trlckey
Gray ft Parker
Schella Terry Co
Doo CNell
Bracks

N. Y. City

Mclntyre

S
Knows'

ft

Scranton
2d half •

PA.
PoU's

CONN.

Shelle

Faee Powder and Paee Cream

McCarthy ft Faye
Kranz & La Salle
Master Gabriel Co
ROCHESTER. N.Y.
Temple
Blossom Seeley.Co
Cath Powell Co
Mass & Freye

Who

A

WILKE9-BARRE,

Davis ft Greenlle
The Nelsons

LUCILLE
A

ft

"Broadway ToDay" Adams

Mack ft West
Murphy ft Nichols

Co
Slmonds
Circus Day In Geo

Duval

H

Mori Bros

3

"Pretty Soft"

McKay &

DENVER

(Tuesday Opening)
Gus Edwards' Rev
LeMalre ft Crouch
Plaaa
Whirlwind Hogans I ft B Smith
Hogans
Whirlwind
Barry Girls
Monte ft Parte
Tom Dempsey
Eddie Borden Co
"Fixing Furnace'?
Bowman ft Brooks "Girl Who Knows" Ferry
"Half Past Two"
Minnie HarrlBon
DES MOINES, IA.
2d half
Larimer Hudson Co
Orphean
Marr ft Dwyers
(Sunday Opening)
WATERBURY,
Coy De Trlckey
"Futuristic Revue"
CONN.
Armstrong ft B
"For Pity's Sake"
PoU'a
Lillian ft Bqulllo
Margaret Young
ft flqulllos
Lillian
HARTFORD, CONN. Jessie Morris
Llttlelphns
Poll's
Bert Fltzglbbon
-. "Fixing Furnace"
Harlequin 8
The Mclntyres
Greenlle.
Davis
Guilann ft Marg*rite Novelloft Bros,
Margaret Young
McClay
Harklns ft
DULTJTH
2d half
Dorothy HayeB Co P George
Orphean
Ernie ft Ernie _
- (Sunday
Opening)
8
"Broadway Today" Harlequin
Hobson ft Beatty
7 Bracks
2d half
Sis
Kirksmlth
Harklns ft McClay 6
Bros
"Girl

RInaldo

Ornge

1st half

Armstrong

\-

Co

Schella Terry

H ft A Scranton

Tom Dempsey

McD

Swan ft Swan
Wairman & Berry

:

Nloholl

ft

.

ft

Blask
St.

ft

ft

Dolly

Murphy

Mallory

ft

Ounbars Singers
Cameron & Gaylord

Geo Lovett Conc't

.-

Brown
Kay Co

King

M
Sis

'

.

Mann

2d halt

(Le Malre and Creneh)

Circuit

All)

Grand
(Terre Haute, split)
lBt half
Time ft Tile

Hip Raymond
Mowatt ft Mullen

PORTLAND, ORE.
Lewis & White •
Nolan & Nolan
Orphenm
Demarest ft Collette (Sunday Opening)
John B Hymer Co
Cate ft Wiley
a

|

Hippodrome

The Phllmers
3-Kashner Girls
1st half
Eddie Healey
.
Tip
& O'Donnell Brown's Minstrels
Kelly ft Lucy Frank Wilson
(Others to All)
Ed Morton

Bob

Harry Berry
Doo CNell

Orpheum

"MASS.
Palace

(One to

EVANSVILLE, IND.

Skating Bear
Jack George Duo
G S Gordon Co
•Klralfy Klda
A LlnBdey Co
Helene Trio

CLAY CROUCH

Benedict Co
ft Fitch

ft Harrison
Cheyenne Days

IA.
Mnjeetle

4 Buttercups

.

Grubers Animals
3 Le GrohB
Raymond Wilbert
Lee & Cranston

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

Crawford & Brod
Grace Nelson

CALGARY

Polley
Jarvls

>

2d half

Wolf

"Sea

L>lng

Regan & Ronard
"Rainbow Revue"
CEDAR RAPIDS,

Orpheum
Davis ft Rich
H & G Ellsworth
Theo Kosloff Co
Rockwell & Fox
A ft G Falls
Flanagan ft Bdw'ds Westony ft Lor

Duo
SPRINGFIELD,

8

2d half

Davis

&

Dunbar
OMAHA, NEB.

(Sunday Opening)

Balrd
*

Melnotte

Lockwood

ft

G Dorothy &

& Werner

Lydell

&

Bensee

Loney Haskell
Elly Co

2d half

Newell

& A

.

Monks

Galettl's

Washington
Foo
ft Most
Artols Bros

Ah

White
Wllmot

ft

Collins ft

Ernest Hlatt

Monks
BELLEVILLE, ILL.

Orphenm

Harry Holman Co

Rehn

CONN.

(Mid Winter Cam)
The Van Cellos

ft Campbell
Aras Sisters

K

BRIDGEPORT,
Feu's
RInaldo Bros
Gladys Lockwood
"Jenet'of France'

TOLEDO

Helen's

C

Brhers
Black

,

Gallettt's

Poll Circuit

B, F. Keith's

Rice

Morris

(Two to

& King

Palace
Gertrude Hoffman
Walter C Kelly
Regay & Sheehan
Mike Bernard

M. Wt; LOUIS. ILL.

ALTON,"ILL.
Hippodrome
DeWlnters ft Rose
Mabel Harper
2d half
Dressier ft Wilson

(Sunday Opening)
Bert Baker Co
3 Mlzunos
Burns & Frablto
Kennedy & Rooney
Jos Jefferson Tr

•/*••,

Ankers

'

.

1st halt

'

'

.

Proctor**,

'

Klndald

>

R. I.
Bllon

YlBka

O.

B. F. Keith's

& West

Wire

(Schenectady Split)

QUINCY, MASS.

fill)

Brent Hayes
Hallen & Fuller
Jas Watts Co.
Dolan ft Lenhar
Grenadier Girls
Klein Bros
Nan Halperln
"Study in Sculpture"

i

Florette
Glady's Moffet Co
2d half
Nixon & Norla
Allen & Moore
Wills Gilbert Co

(Three to

Dean Co

Julia

Lala Selbinl Co
Greeno & Piatt
Ray La Pearl Co
& H Mann
Dickinson & Deagon B
Burke Touhey C
"Art"
Horses
Mr & Mrs J Barrv Berren's
Elklns Fay & B
Rooney & Bent
Helen
Stanley Rev
Geo N Brown Co

":"..'

Schoen

Oscar Lorraine

Moore

& G

2d half

Bllou Russell

Billy

4

Lelghton

ft

MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION
Majettlc Theatro Balldlsg. Chltago

Orphenm

Reno

to nil)
2d half

'''•*;i*

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

J.

City

OAKLAND

.

YOUNGSTOWN.

White & West
"Mayor & Manl/ure"
Wilbur Held/
"Tango Shoes'

(28-29)

(Two

.

New York

Bennett ft. .Rlohar.ds
Jas J Morton
Whipple Huston Co
LaSova ft Gllmore

Majestic

Eddie Leonard Co
Wellington Cross
Mile Nlta Jo
Lew Docks{ader
Gibson ft Conelll
Holmes & Wells

j c Lewis Co

The Pierrettes

(26-27)'

Swift

Thompson Bros

Harris
Yosco

Hall & Kenney
Nlta Johnson

SYRACUSE]

N. H.
Colonial

&

Kennedy & Nelson

WILMINGTON, DEL Kelso
Goirlck

cmciAoo

...

Conroy ft Murphy
Wilbur & Jordan
4 Ortons

'

.

&

Lyons

Avallos
Cornelia & Adele
O'Connell & Blair
Mumford & Stanley
Jazzland Naval 8
6

•

Palace Thtetre Bnlidlnr,

Dorothy ft Buatar
Graene ft DeLlw..,
Kltner ft Reaney
YORK, PA.
Opera House
Sultan

Seymour

Robins,
Cartmoll

(Syracuse Split)

Darrell & Edwards
Otto Kerner Co

(84-26)

H & A

Proctors)

Tlvoll Girls 3

Nakea Japs

"Tip Yip Yap"

SCHENECTADY

PORTLAND, ME.
B F Kelih'B
Claire & Atwood
Alvln & Wood

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Eugene Emtnett
Glasgow Maids

.

2d half

Original Idea*

Different Ideas

31
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New York

them.
Q. Well, that

City.

Q. What are your duties?
A. Collection agency.
Q. I mean what are your duties T
A. Assistant treasurer.
Q. Ot

what?

And

Q.

its capital
sir.

A. Yes,
Q. And
A. Yes,
Q. And
A. Yes.

And

Q.

is

a

A.
Q.

i

New York

corporation?

Blr.

Mr. Edward F. Albee?

president

Its

vice-president Is

is

Q.

;

''

Inquiring about the directors. As I understand it,
during the tlfc time of Mr. Keith he was. since the organisation of the corporation up to the time ot his death, a director.
•-»-.<
Is that true?
A. Yes.
Q. And so also were Mr. Albee and Mr. Murdock?
A. Correct,
Q. So was there anybody elected a director In the place of
Mr. Keith since bis death.

Mr. Goodman May I help you?
Mr. Walsh: Yes.
Mr. Goodman Yes, Edward G. Lauder, Jr.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. And the stockholders are : Minnl Goodman, holding 200
shares, Edwin F. Albee, 800 shares and John J. Murdock, 200
:

.

made

ot

—

A. I have not been advised, no. Q. Did you prepare a statement at the direction of Mr.

.

Reeves?

,

Flora A, Lauder. 75 shares;

75 shares.

Who Is Laura F. Albee?
A. Laura F. Albee?
Q. Is that the wife of Mr. Edward F. Albee?
Q.

Mr. Goodman : Hla wife.
A. It Mr. Goodman states so it is bo, yes.
Q. Who Is Mr. Edmond G. Lander, Jr.?
A. Son-in-law of Mr. Albee.
Q. Of Mr. Albee?
A. Yes.
Q. And Flora A. Lauder Is the daughter of Edward F. Albee?
A. Yes.
Q. Row long have you been with this Vaudeville Collection

Agency?
A. 8lnoe about August ot 1910.
Q. In August, 1010?
A. Yes.
Q. And It was Incorporated when?
A. Incorporated In July.
Q. Who was the first president of the Vaudeville Collection

Agoncy?
A. I believe Mr. B. F. Keith.
Q. That was the father of Mr. A. Paul Keith?
A. Yes.
Q. And when he died he was succeeded by bis son as president, A. Paul Keith?
A. That I am not sure of now.
Q. Was Mr. Goodman president, Mr. Maurice Goodman, at
some time or other?

A. I don't remember.

&f

are the

offices of

the Vaudeville Collection Agency?

A. 1664 Broadway.
Q. Is that known as the Palace Theatre Building?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. On what floor is it located?
bsss «-« --.?.~,-A- -Seventh floor..-. -•:.-.- .v.-.-nr.- .-:-« :---:Q. On what floor Is the U. B. O.?
A. The U. B. O. have ItB booking offices on the lower floors,

-n»«i«m

Ii

believe.

Q.

What

miKod

In,

business

Is

the Vaudeville Collection Agency en-

Mr. Gugler?

A. In collecting the moneys. for representatives of acts or
[•rtlsts.

Q.
A.

How
The

that process done or gone through with?
representative of an act glveB mo an assignment on
Is

clients

to charge him.
Q. Is not there an average charge by the Collection Agency
against this collection for the rendition of Its services?
A. To the representatives?
Q. YeB.
A. We charge the representatives a fee.
Q. Is not there an average fee that you charge?
A. No, I could not say that It averaged at anywhere.
Q. It does not average up anyway so far as you know?
A. Different percentages charged to representatives for collections.

Q. Is there any way of determining, haven't yon got any
standard there, by which you determine bow much should b*
charged each representative?
A. I dont quite understand you.
Q. Now, take it for Instance, let me Illustrate it this way,
we will take the Pat Casey Agency.
A. Yes.
O. It submits its assignments to yon for collection, does It
not?
A. Correct
Q. How is it determined In your office wbat amount to
charge Pat Casey, or if he Is to be charged anything?
A. I don't know In which way It Is determined. Mr. Goodroan gives me the instructions wbat fee to charge to representatives.
Q. Well,
sentatives,

-

^..

Q. What houses are those T
A. Well, I don't know Juat what houses they are, I am
Instructed that when Mr. Goodman tells me I am to collect
a certain amount and from the amount collected from that
house the personal representative, is charged one-third as a
fpA
Q. Can yon tell which houses pay one-third?
A. Off-hand?
Q. Yes.
A. No, not off-hand.
Q. Can you name any ot them?
ProcA. Proctor's, Fifth Avenue, we charge one-third.
tor's In Newark, the Orpheum in Allentown, Barton, houses
in Philadelphia.
Q. You have made a statement here entitled: "Trial balance, Vaudeville Collection Agency, December 31, 1918." Was
that for the year 1018?
A. That waa for the entire year's business, that is prior to
closing the books for January. I might add that that is the
same statement that the Government will receive for its
Income taxes.
Q. Who runs the office, who Is present there and who does
the business here in this office?
A. Myself and one assistant
Q. What is your assistant's name?
i

have you?

you enter Into a contract with the personal repredo you not, to represent them?

A. Mr. Goodman dc«B.
Q. Mr. Goodman does?,
A. Yes.
Q. In the Vaudeville Collection Agency?
A. As counsel for the Vaudeville Collection Agency, Mr.
Goodman retains those contrarts In his office.
--Q. Does the charge ever equal tcr 50 per eantf Ik iffly caseT'
A. Is the charge what?
Q. Is a 50 per cent charge made In any case to the personal representatives?
A. That is, a charge of 50 per cent, to the representative?
Do you mean as the total amount collected?
Q. Yes.
A. Yes, Blr.
Q. In how many instances?
A. I should Imagine that the 50 per cent charges have an

A. Levino,
Q. Is Mr.

Alexander Levino.
Levino a boy who works under yonr directions?

A. Correct
Q. You have on this trial balance, for instance, for instance, "salaries $37,500."
are the officers that get

Who

how much- are they paid?
A. Mr. Murdock, Mr. Albee and Mr. A, Paul Keith when
he was alive.
Q. Wbat salary did he get?
A. Mr. Murdock $10,000, Mr. Albee $20,000 and Mr. Keith
these salaries and

J2O.000.

Q. And Mr. Goodman receives $10,000 a yesr for legal
expenses?
A. Retainer, yes.
Q. You have In here an account In this trial balanceMr. Kelley Mr. Walsh, there Is nothing in this I take It
whlcb you are conscious of, but I desire at thla time to rise
In protest against the participation ot Harry Mountford In
this transaction to the extent that he is pigeon toeing around
the plaintiff's table all the time and looking over 'Counsel's
papers and books and I am not saying this to counsel in an
offensive manner at all, but I think it is too meddlesome:
and I submit it should not be allowed in view of the fact
that he came In here in a bombastic manner, interjected
himself into this proceeding.
Examiner Moore : Is this going onto the record?
Mr. Keller : Yes, and I want this to go into the record,
and I Insist that it shall go Into the record.
Mr. Walsh : I think that the Examiner Is the one who has
control over this proceeding.
Examiner Moore: I don't think the statements which you
are making now should go Into the record.
Mr. Kelley: I think they should, and I think this statement should go Into the record that Harry Mountford is
here and participating in the transactions here the way he
Is right under the very eyes ot this Examiner, and I think
the Commission should know thla when they read the record
and that they should know that he has been here and that
he has been gaslng at all the papers and going intimately
over them, looking over counsel's shoulder at whatever counsel may be examining and I certainly desire that that much
shall go Into the record In respect and for the man that I
am here representing and have stood for against that man's
conduct tor these years.
:

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Mr. Gugler, there Is an expenditure here of $11,428.47,
What were they?
F. F. Proctor's services.
A. Services rendered by Mr. Proctor In collecting money
from his theatres.

contract?
A. That I don't know.
Q. Do you make remittances to the personal representatives when you "collect the money?
A. Make remittances to the personal representatives?
Q. Yes.
A. That Is, we collect the money from the managers and
then I make up a statement giving each representative his
amount in total—the total amount that he sends Id as per
his assignment.
I then deduct from that .whatever fee I am

ot A. Paul Keith, 300 shares

John J. Murdock, 200 shares
Mlnnl Goodman, 200 shares;
Edwin F. Albee, 75 shares;
Laura F. Albee, 76 shares

Where

And

Q. No. The fees or the amounts that you yourself are to
collect, bow do thpy range, the amounts that you collect for
these' representatives T
A. Some go into hundreds of dollars, some $125 and we have
had some $160.
Q. Do they average about 5 per cent, of the amount of the

:

Q.

I

Q.

agency?

A. I did.
Q. Is this a list ot the present directors and stockholders
......
(handing paper to witness).
A Yefi.
^
Mr. Walsh The witness now states that the directors ot the
Vaudeville Collection Agency are: Edward F. Albee, John J.
Murdock and Edwin G. Lauder, Jr.; and the stock stands as

Jr.,

the personal representatives?

A. Correct.
Q. Is that It?
A. Yea
Q. Do you require in each instance an assignment In your
hand authorising you to make the collection?
A., Absolutely, some agreement.
Q." What range do the fees of the personal representatives
run at?
A. Give me that again, please?
Q. At what range do the prices or fees ot representatives
run as to these amounts carried in these assignments?
A. The fees that the representatives pay to the collection

.

A. I don't know Just now.
Q. You don't know Just what disposition has been
tho" shares of Mr. Keith?

Edwin G. Lauder,
By Mr. Walsh

la

the collection from the manager ot
artist is to play, is that correct?

shares, is that right?
A. Yen, sir.
Q. Who holds the shares owned by Mr. Keith, the estate ot
A. Paul Keith? Does that hold the shares that he held in his

name

you how much you are to charge for each ot

That

How many

A.

'-

.

tells

A. Yea, air.
Q. And authorises the Vaudeville Collection Agency to make
the theatre where the

:

follows
In the

counsel.

should say between 40 and 60.
Is there a variation In the charges which these personal representatives make against actors, or la there a standard scale?
A. That I don't know; I don't know of any standard scale
at all ; there Is a certain amount stipulated on the assignment
as rendered and I request :hat the treasurer of the house deduct that amount
Q. What is the nature of this assignment that you have
sopken off
A. It is a contract entered Into between the performer and
hla or her representative; the representative then enters into
an agreement with the collection agency that the collection
agency collects the amount aa the artist has agreed shall be
deducted
Q. This assignment is a statement from the artist?
A. It is an agreement.
Q. That tho personal representative is entitled to a stipulated sum for the services ot procuring and in some manner
getting the artist a booking?
A. No, for services rendered.
Q. For services rendered?

am

.

-

I understand, the personal representatives are your
yon act for them, you collect their money?
Yes.
q! From how many theatres do you collect in the country?
A. Between 110 and 120.
Q. And are these all big time theatres?
A. That I don't know.
Q. You don't know?
A. I don't know.

),...

And Mtnnl Goodman?

time?

collected.

A

A. Yes.
I

amount that was remitted

clients,

A. Nobody that I know of.
Q. Bo at the present time the only directors are Mr. Albee
and Mr. Murdock?
A. And Minn! Goodman.

Q.

total

-

Q. As

whom?

A. The vice-president, Edward Q. Lander.
Q. And be is now holding that position since the death of
""
Mr. E. Paul Keith?
A, Yes.
Q. Mr. John J. Murdock Is secretary and treasurer?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And you are the assistant secretary and assistant treasurer?
A. Correct.
Q. And the directors are Edward F. Albee and John J. Murdock and somebody who has superseded Mr. Keith at director
since bis death?
A. Nobody.
Q. Who Is that?

Q.

As

And be

your clients?
A. Yea, air.

.

its

you give the

is

representatives.
Q. Wbat la the highest rate charged paid any representar
tive?
---•
A. Fifty per e*ntto 1»'th« highest
Q. You have submitted a statement here. Mr. Gugler, in
which you have put fees collected: Class "A 1 ' and Class "B."
What Is the difference between Class "A" and Class "B"?
A. Certain houses which Mr, Goodman Instructs me to collect from, I charge the representatives one-third the amount

Agency?

stock Is $100,000?

.

It

average of about 45 per cent a week of the amount paid to

you?

to

A. No, not the total amount. We charge the representative
a certain fee.
Q. What fee do you charge them?
A. They vary.
Q. What elem°nts go into this or cause these variations?
A. That I do act know.
Q. Who determines the amount of fee that should be charged
to the different representatives?
A. I don't know who determines the amount of fee to be
charged, but I receive my Instruction* from Mr. Goodman.
Q. From Mr. Goodman?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How la he connected with the Vaudeville Collection

A. Ot Vaudeville Collection Agency.
Q. And where does that have Its offices?
'
A. IBM Broadway.
Mr. Walsh. In order to expedite matters I will ask this witness eomo leading questions:
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Mr. Ougler, was the Vaudeville Collection Agency Incorporated in July 11, 1010?
A. Tos, sir.

'.

••-^^

which la stipulated the amount to be deducted from a certain
theatre at a certain town on a certain— tor a certain week.
I make a statement from these assignments rendered, sending
them to the treasurer of the house, requesting that certain
tmwstt be deducted- from the artists as stated «u the state'
meats. That house treasurer remits a check to me once a
week. I then give the amount due different representatives to

week, in the report of
proceeding*, with Henry W. Gugler
last

called to the stand.)
••»«•<
- - *'•
Examiner' Moore ?- Very weUi
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. What Is your age and residence?
A. 87 years of age, residence 206 East 286 Street,

•

-:
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life

—

Mr. Kelley: And with no thought of touching upon the
conduct of counsel in this case, I would like to ask the Examiner for a ruling as to whether or not Harry Monntfora

-

Is to continue to participate in this case In this manner?
If
the Commissioner says be Is, all right I would like to know
Just what his position is and his rights here in connection
with this proceeding. He would not be allowed to participate in this manner, I don't think, In a court at all In a trail.
In that connection I wleb to supplement what I have stated,
that there has been a free exchange between counsel In .this
case with the thought of having the whole matter thrashed
out and papers in connection with it, that is none of Harry
Mountford's business what they contain, have been mislaid,
and I, for one, object to having him placed In an opportunity
wherein there Is possibility that can be done.

Mr. Mountford : Mr. Examiner, one

moment

please!

May

I state this, that Mr. Kelley In his statement Is making an
incorrect statement, as Mr. Walsh and Mr. Reeves are not
counsel for the plaintiff, they are counsel for the Federal
Trade Commission. This Is an Inquisition by the Federal
Trade Commission Into the conduct of the conspirators represented by Mr. Kelley. Any effort I can give. It Is given In
the most earnest way. You see there is no attempt to conceal It, to the counsel for the Government, to get at the
truth of this is surely no reason why Mr. Kelley, whenever
he loses a point, should get up and bubble over with suppressed venom which, as he has Just, 'admitted, has been
bubbling up for years. And I may say this, sir, that I have
looked at no papers nor examined any documents which have
not been perfectly, handled Into the Court And I can say
this, sir, as far as Mr. Kelley is concerned, with your permission and with the permission of counsel, that I propose,
until I am stopped on behalf of the White Rats Actors'
Union and associate actresses of America 4> go the extreme
limit tn service with any knowledge and Intimate Information
that I have so that the truth of this matter may come to

~*

light.

Examiner Moore:

I

tblnk that

is

enough on

this

subject

matter.

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Mr. Gugler, I And upon this trial balance Issued for
the year 1018 that the Vaudeville Collection Agency collected
$7T.178;49 and for fees Class "B'*""|30,^'
Tor fees" Class

"A"

This Is also annexed a statement as to expenses
to $10 and a surplus of $13,718.62.
Was that a
surplus left over from the preceding year?
A, Correct I also wish to make another correction. I believe I said that Mr. A. Paul Keith's salary had been $20,000
and that Mr. Murdock's was $20,000. I am wrong in that,
it should. have been $16,000 each.
Mr. Walsh: I offer that statement in evidence.
(The pa per r ef erred to was thereupon received in evi dence

267.44.

amounting

-_
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By Mr. Walsh:
Q. You never have any difficulty about collecting these
».-,—... .„^,
fees of personal representattvesf
A. In what Tray do yon mean?
Q. The theatres as a genera) thing send the money In
after the act has played, do they not?
hare tost tome
A. Tes, they do, with a lev exceptions.

Henry

By Up

-

REPORT

Q. Tes.
A. Tes,
1010.
Q.

*

Examiner Moore: The motion
By Mr. Walsh:
A. Tea,
Q.

Is

your age and residence?
>

.

Q.

And

In

what class?

A. Every branch of the service.
Q. And what Is your present occupation?
A. I am secretary of the National Vaudeville Artists.
Q. X show you a paper and ask you It this Is* a copy of
the articles of association of the National Vaudeville Artists
(handing paper to witness).
A. No. Blr, this Is not ours.
Mr. Goodman : I think I may have a copy of It here (pro'
ducing paper).
Mr. Walsh: Mark this please for Identification.
(The paper referred to was thereupon marked by the
stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 80 for Identification.)

sentative has his name In print.
Q. Bach Individual representative has his name in print,
and you have these forms made up for each representative ?
A. Tes, the representatives tor themselves have those
printed.
Q. And these clients of yours called personal representatives, do they have a so-called franchise with the U. B. O.
that is Issued by the U. B. O.J
*
a. That I don't know.
Q. Tou never collect any of the fees for the V. B. 0.?
A, I have no connection whatever In any collection for
"them, never collected any.
rSr
Never collected any?

Q In this statement that you made, or that yon make to
the different theatres, Mr. Gugler, what part of the statethem In?

A. Just the statements on It, on which it is stated that we
hold a personal assignment from the artist to a representative authorising us to deduct the amount as stated below.
Q How do you verify that? Tou have the actors' contracts or a copy of them?
A, No, that is simply sent us from the assignment as sent
US by the representatives.
Q. Tes, but don't you have a copy of the actor's contract
: A.
No, I never saw a contract
Q. Tou never saw a contract? A. No.
Mr. Walsh: That Is alt, Mr. Gugler.

fication.

.

CROSS-EXAMINATION.

A. I did.

This statement covers a list of 25 theatres named as
those from which the Vaudeville Collection Agency does not
.

Q.

collect T

£U.

A.

Correct.

Q.

Does that mean that personal representatives whose
play these houses do not give you any assignment

clients

for collection?
-*
A. That Is correct.
Mr. Kelley I offer that list In evidence.
(The paper referred to was thereupon received In evidence
:

.

and marked by the stenographer Respondents' Exhibit No.
70.)

By Mr. Kelley:
Q. Mr. Gugler, do yon know a Mrs. Tenny, personal representative, by the name of Mrs. William Tenny?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you collect for her?
A. I do not
Q. Have the accounts for the Government or the Federal
Trade Commission visited your office and made examination

of your books?
A.
Q.

They

REDIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Walsh
Q. What Is the

amount of collections a year?
A. by Mr. Gulger: The total amount pf collections?
total

Q. Tes.
A. That Is the entire Amount of money sent Into me by all
of these theatres?
Q. Tes.
A. I should imagine $200,000 and some odd thousand dollars.

H

Q.

What

Is

the

some time ago?

name

of that
.

woman whom you mentioned

.

A. Mrs. Tenny, William Tenny.
Q.

Who

Is

she?

A. She is the representative of artists.
Q. Representative of artists?
A. Tes.
Q. What about her?
A. I make no collections for her.
,
Q. Tou make no collections for ben?
A. No.
•-^Q. Does she .hsve -any- -relative- ..working vlth

Booking Offices?
A. Not to

How

my

knowledge.

often does this board of direct or a meet?
A. That I don't know, Mr. Goodman keeps those records.
Q. Tou never attended' a meeting of the board of directors?
A. No, sir.
Q. Do any of the directors or officers give any personal
-attention to the business?
A. Not that I know of.
......
Q. You are there every day?
Q.

^

••!

-

.

»

.

McKay

Treasurer
.Secretary

We

EBDIE. LEONARD, ROBERT ALBRIGHT, HUGH HER•'.,«"
BERT, OSCAR LORAINE, GEORGE MeKAT
:

conferred with

-

(

of

Messrs.

B. 8.

'
.

Mr. Chesterfield, I show you Commission's Exhibit No.
I ask you what it la (handing paper

to witness).

A. The by-laws of the National Vaudeville Artists, Incorporated.
Mr. Walsh : Offered In evidence.
(The paper referred to was thereupon received In evidence
and marked by tbe stenographer Commission's Exhibit No.,81.)
Mr. Walsh : Mark this for Identification.
(The paper referred- to was thereupon marked by the
stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 82 for identification.)
Mr. Goodman : With Mr. Walsh's permission, I want to ask
a question preliminary to a motion as to the Commission's
having Jurisdiction and the right to examine this wltnesB.
By Mr. Goodman:
Q. Is this National Vaudeville Artists, Incorporated, a
membership corporation or a stock corporation?
A. A membership corporation.
Q. Has It any shares, that is, shares of capital stock?
A. No, air.
Q. Is it engaged In business of operating theatres or any
other business for profit?
A. No, sir.
Q. Does it declare dividends?
A- No, sir.
Q. Does It divide any profits—does it carry on any business

Committee of tho

a

AGERS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATON.

VAUDEVILLE MANthe

latter

consisting

JOHN, J. MURDOCH, JOSEPH SCHENCK and

MOSS.

.

"Our Committee now begs to announce to the profession that
It has been assured of receiving from tho managers embraced
within the V. M. P. A.- throughout the country a uniform
agreement acceptable to the artist There will be no unnecessary cancellations w'thout restitution In some way to tho performer. Tou will be guaranteed a certain number of weeks
within a certain period of time specified In the contract. If
your route is switched, making your railroad Jump more expensive, tho difference In railroad fares will bo refunded you.
All original material will be fully protected by tho managers
wherever possible. All grievances will be taken up and discussed by arbitration botween our Committee on Arbitration
and a like Committee of the V. M. P. A.
"A 'National Vaudeville Artists' Day' will be set aside each
year and benefit performances held at tho most prominent
theatres, the proceeds to bo turned over to the organization,
"First Annual General Meeting will take place early in July,
at which time an election will be held to elect officers for the
'
ensuing year. '•..•*:...
,
>
"All members accepted before June 115 will be privileged
to vote at this election.
\
"All members of this Organization will receive preference
In bookings from the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Associ.

'

.

".

,

'

ation,

-.1.'

"Most of the prominent vaudeville artists have already
applications.
Why not you? MaleB nnd Females -are
with equal rights.' We want you. Tou want us. If
you have not already recvetved an application blank, fill out the --VAS
one printed below.
^i ..__,;
'""
"None but VaudevilltanB will be accepted.
eligible

:

"Notional

Vaudeville

Artists,

Inc.,

Broadway, N. T. City.
No. 417, 1403 Broadway, New
"J.403

"Temporary
York City.

Office,

Room

..

"APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
NATIONAL, VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS, Inc:

for Its members?
A. No business except looking after their welfare.

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Do the members

....'......,101
.........Ags. .,...

Nama

of tbe Vaudeville Artists' Association
vaudeville business throughout the United

States?
A. Will you repeat that, please?
Q. Do the members of the National Vaudeville Association
engage In the vaudeville business In the different theatres
throughout the United States?
A. Tes, sir.
Q. And In that business tbey are required to carry their
scenery and paraphernalia and costumes with them?
,
A. Tes.
Q. And from town to town?
A. Tes.
Q. And from state to state throughout the United States?
A. Tes, sir.
Mr. Goodman:
object to anr further Interrogation of
this witness as to the activities of himself or as to anything
pertaining' to the National Vaudeville Artists on the ground
that this Commission has no Jurisdiction to enquire into and *
effect the affairs of a wholly membership corporation not engaged in business for Itself and not engaged In business for
its members.
We maintain that the members' business, thnt
Is the business of the members themselves Individually, on
their own account has nothing to do with the social organization or an organisation typical of a union, as this was, for
mutual benefit
Examiner Moore: The objection Is overruled.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Mr. Chesterfield, who Is the president of your organization?
A. Wlllard Mack.
-• Q> Has he been Its president slnce-lta. organisation?.-.
A. No, sir.
Q. Will you state tbe preceding presidents?
A. There has been but one president before him, Mr. Eddlo
Leonard; ho was president pro tem until after our regular
organization meeting, when Mr. Wlllard Mnck was elected
president, Miss May Irwin, secretary, and myself, treasurer.
Q. Who Is the first vice-president?
A. The first vice-president Is Hugh Herbert ; second vicepresident Bob Albright; third vice-president, Oscar Loralne;
fourth vice-president George McKay.

'

i

filed

Permanent Address

',.

'

i

Married or single
;
Are you a member of any other theatrical organizations,
-.

so stste

names thereof

Are you

In

If not In

If

....;

,

good standing In sold organization?
good standing state reasons briefly...

Applicant
•

"P. 8.—This application must bo accompanied by J5.00, onohalf-yenr duos."
Mr. Walsh : And mark this, please.
(The paper reforrod to was thorcupon marked by the
stenographer ns Commission's Exhibit No. 32 for Identification.)
•

.,

.

By Mr. Walsh:

We

Q. I show you. Mr. Chesterfield, Commlr.fan'R Exhibit No.
33 for tdontlflcntlon, purporting to bo pnge- It of the Billboard
for Junp 2, 1017 r and I ask yon whether tho reading matter-;
on that page wns insortod in the Billboard of that issue at your
direction? (handing paper to witness).
A. Yes. sir, it was.
Mr. Wfijsh
I offer It In evidence.
(Tho paper referred to was thereupon received In evidence
:

nnd marked by tho stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 33,
and by direction was ordered copied Into the record In full
and Is as follows :)

\

the JPalted

paper

trade

Is to Promote Harmony between
tho
Artist and the Manager.
have the absolute assurance of
the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association that they will
aid us in making this organization a huge success. Our committee, consisting of

31 for Identification and

engage In the

did.

Did they make any remark in connection with them?
They stated In Mr. Goodman's presence
Mr. Goodman: Not mine.
(Continuing.)
Not yours? They stated that the hooks
were in very good shape, and it had been many a year since
tbey ran across a set of books kept like them.
A.

theatrical

I did.

sir,

Henry Chesterfield
"Our Main Object

Mr. Walsh : Mark this one for Identification, please.
(The paper referred to was thereupon marked by the
stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 31 for Identification.)
Q.

Kelley:
Mr. Kelley: Will you please mark this?
.(The paper referred to was thereupon marked by the stenographer Respondent's Exhibit No. 79 for Identification.)
Q. I hand you respondents' exhibit for Identification No.
79 and I ask you If you prepared that statement (handing"
same to witness).

*

Tes.

Tou are acquainted with the

George

By Mr. Walsh:

By Mr.

'

.

;'.

paper).

•

that?
Then.
But one election and that then?

as follows:)

Is

Mr. Walsh : I offer It In evidence.
(The paper referred to was thereupon received In evidence
and marked by the stenographer Commission's Exhibit
No. 80.)
•-•"-»
By Mr. WalBh
Q. Have you a copy of the by-laws of that association?
A. I have. This Is rather a dilapidated copy (producing

.

'

When was

•

.

in Juno,

have taken place since then?
election,

'-..'•
."To the Vaudeville Artists:
,
the
National Vaudeville Artists, Incorporated, elected the following temporary officers;
;
sl.-.-v
Eddie Leonard
..... .............. .... President
Oscar Loralne ...
First Vice-President
Hugh Herbert....
.Second Vice-President
Robert Albright..
,. Third
Vice-President
Harry Carroll...
Fourth Vice-President

>

By Mr. Walsh:

week

:

A. It was, sir.
Q. To the National Vaudeville Artists, Incorporated?
A. To the National Vaudeville Artists, Incorporated.
'
Q.' And they have received their charter?
A. Tes, sir.
Q. Granting it powers and authority applied for in .this
application which Is Commission's Exhibit No. 80 for Identi-

rapher.)

elections

There has been but one

A. Tes,

By Mr. Walsh

Mr. Walsh : I offer this blank form in evidence.
Mr. Keller : No objection. •
(The paper referred to was thereupon received In evidence
and marked Commission's Exhibit No. 29 by the stenog-

I believe tbe first

Mr. Walsh
I offer It In evidence.
(The paper referred to was thereupon received in evidence
and marked by tho stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 32,
and by direction is ordered copied Into the record In full and

Q. I show you Commission's Exhibit No. 80 for Identification and I ask you what it is?
A. This 1s the application for a charter of the National
Vaudeville Artists of New Tork.
Q. Was the charter Issued upon this application?

Q

was held

A. Tes, sir.
Q. It Is a paper of wide prominence In the theatrical business?
A. Tes, sir.
Q. I will show you Commission's Exhibit No. 82 for identification, purporting to be page 11 of tho Issue of the Billboard
of June 10, 1016, and I ask yon if you had Inserted or the
Billboard Inserted at your dlreotlon, the reading matter on
';.•.' ;
.that page? .-.
Mr. Kelley: We do not object to it going into the evidence.
Mr. Walsh: It Is for him to say?

you have been sworn

sir.

What

A. I am 43 : I live at the Hotel Markwell, New Tork City.
Q. And what Is your business or profession?
A. I have been an actor.

Vaudeville Collection Agency to make the collection; Is that
the usual, -form of assignment, Mr. Gugler. that la used
through your office (handing paper to witness) ?
A. It is with the exception that each Individual repre-

A. No.

•-.

>

:

called the Billboard?

Is overruled.

Q. Tou understand, Mr. Chesterfield,
In this case and are on oath?

It

sir.

And how many

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

If'

to proceed.

-

~;

'

::.'

'

a witness called on behalf of the Comduly sworn, testified as follows:

the Examiner, please, I wish at this time
to move to strike out the testimony taken yesterday in connection with the investigation of the affairs of the Vaudeville Collection Agency on the ground that the Commission
Is without Jurisdiction In the premises and without authority

Q. Is this the form used by the artist In making the assignment and below a power of attorney or authority of the

;--:

first

Wfllsh

Mr. Kelley:

*

same).
By Mr. Walsh:

6)

DIRECT EXAMINATION.

.

it to

'

Mr. Walsh: Mark this (or Identification.
(Tho paper referred to was thereupon marked' by tiio
stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 32 for Identification.)
By Mr. Walsh
Q. Do jmikjocrIL Mr,,, Chesterfield, when the election of the
officers of the National Vaudeville Artists' Association" Was'
held?
.' v:
A. Was held?

Chesterfield,

mission, being

Q. But with very few exceptions?
„•
A. Very few.
Q. They send you In one check or two checks?
A, I only receive one check.
Q. And that one check Includes nothing but the amount of
the fees, or commission of the personal representative, la
that true, or 'do the checks also Include payments for any
-.-"..
other purposes?
A. Absolutely no.
Mr. Walsh : Mr. Goodman, have yon a copy of this assignment from the personal representatives?
Mr. Goodman : I have a blank form here (producing

ment do yon make,

-L

3J

*

THURSDAY'S (FEB.

,

m.

;>i?'Pr^ "

i$$3®

.-..(,*:/••'

Examiner Moore: We will now adjourn until tomorrow
morning at 10 o'clock sharp.
(The further hearing in this matter was adjourned to
*
February 0, 1918, at 10 -o'clock ^m.) ~

We

''.

-

Ttsuraflay,

money.

-

•'"•''•-:

A. Every day.

.

.

I*--.

,i

Variety

28.)

^

'
;;

31

end marked by the stenographer Commission's Exhibit No.

;

:

"BO SOMETHING.
"Members are expected

to

do tholr utmost for tho success

of the

H. V. A. Performance at tho
.

-

_

New York Hippodrome

Sunday Night.

.Tune

3.

""The Tim$Hay\dM6i\lii'WtM^TehtiiMn9IM)FV^BXSW'^

be said thnt tho Mnnngcrs nnd Agents who have so. kindly
taken an Interest In this first niinual performance bavo done
all the work.
to

MEMBEBS MUST

..'»

ASSIST

In every wny within tliclr power, and tills does not mean the
purchase of a single nnc-dollnr ticket, redocmnble at tho. box
office for Its face value, for a performance that will have n
box office scale of $2.00, $3.00 and tfj.no a scat
"The N, V. A. memncrs must satisfy vaudeville with fbji»

:

J tfSSy,:

gQl&iw

event that thoy aro loyal to tbe cause and to the managers
end agents who are so willingly buying tickets In large quantitles while paying 150, $100 and $200 apiece for botes for
,........,.>,.,..

IlltliilhUl

.

,.'„•

,..,

,.

„.„,..

do not want any mistake made by any manager or
agent as to an N. V. A. member. We don't want them to
-think N. V. A. members are only members of this organization for what they may get out of it.
"Now is the tune to show yourself and the managers and
agents that this 1b an organization of vaudeville players who
want tbe best good to result to themselves from the friendliness between the N. V. A. and V. M. P. A.
Let every
"Don't let the managers say they did it all.
N. V. A. member do his or her share, buying tickets for the
.performance, and what other assistance may be given.
"It must bo done. Don't fall. It's for you as much as the
N. V. A. We want to make that perfectly plain so there can
be no complaint afterward.
"The performance will be held Sunday night, June 3, at the
New York Hippodrome.
/'National Vaudeville Artists, Inc.
5',
f

3

Examiner Moore:

"Henry Chesterfield, Secretary."
These two papers are received In evi-

dence without objection.
Mr. Walsh : Mark this, please, for Identification.
(The paper referred to whs thereupon marked by the stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 84 for identification.)
By Mr. Walsh
Q. Hr. Chesterfield, I ahow you Commission's Exhibit No. 34
for Identification, which purports to be a letter "City of New
York, April 12, 1017," adretsed to "Dear Member," and purporting to be signed by you, I ask you If you sent out such
a letter to any of the members of your organisation, Tbe
National Vaudeville Artists? (handing paper to witness).
A. No, sir.
Q. Did you ever see such a letter before T

T

A. Yea, sir.

.

sent to

me by the Variety

after

was printed. There were a number of these copies sent out
and I phoned the Varibtt, both Mr. Silverman and Mr.
O'Connor, to desist in Bonding any more, as t didn't think
that the letter wbb exactly right.
Q. That Is on the letterhead of, or paper of, the National
It

Vaudeville Artists?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And it is signed apparently by a rubber stamp which
a facsimile of your signature?
A. Correct,
^
Q. Did Mr. Silverman have one of your rubber b tamps?
A. No, sir.
rubber stamp was given blm because originally the- letter was of a different nature, or had different
wording, and much of the wording was changed, and I did not
Is

'

A

think

It

E

1

members

of onr organization.
then you did authorize some form of a letter to the
of the organization?

fair to the

Q. And
members

A. Yes, sir.
Q. What sort of a letter did you authorize
A. To the effect that we were going to have this benefit and
those that desired to advertise were at liberty to do so. and we
would like to have as large a representation as possible.
Q. In the advertisement?
A. In the advertisement, ss no other papers hau appealed
to me except Variety. Of course, I could not give them the
right to use tbe letter, and they would have been welcome to
tho same letter If they bad applied.
Q. How many of the letters of the character that you have
described now did you send out?
A. I have not any idea, but they said they had not sent out
bo very many, probably a few hundred.
Q. Did Variety have a list of the membership of the

N. V. A.?
A. Yes,
Q.
A.

1

sir.

You gave them a

We

list?

Mr. Walsh : Not yet.
Mr. Kelley : I would tike to have It marked, Inasmuch as It
lins been touched upon tn the testimony.
Mr. Walsh : I offer page
of the issue of March SO, 1017,
In evidence.

Mr. Kelley : In connection with the offer, I take It that It
assumed that that la an editorial?
Mr. Walsh : Yes. It is an editorial of the owner and proMr. Slme Silverman.
Mr. Kelley : Of the Varibtt?
Mr. -Walsh : Of the Variwty.
Mr. Kelley : That Is our general understanding.
Mr. Walsh : Yes, sir.
Mr. Kelley : And is it the whole page that has been Introduced?
Mr. Walsh : Yes, we put In the whole page.
(Paper referred to thereupon received tn evidence and
marked by the stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 315, and
by direction, Is copied into the record In full as follows:)
"The White Rats' 'strike' Is going: through the same process
or system In New York City similar 'strikes' did in Oklahoma City, Chicago, St. Louis Boston, Lynn and Haverhill
in that order.
The procedure Is for the Whlto Rats to order
h 'strike,' but no one strike other than thoso who have been
planted' in the theatres the order Is aimed against, or 6ne
or two other acts who are Influenced, usually by timid women
in the turns who listen to the intimidation threats made by
Rats. After the 'strike* Is ordered, giving the opportunity for
tho Rnts leaders to send out undltuted misstatements, and also
give them a chance to bog more money from actors 'to keep
up tho fight' (that is no fight), the Rata then declare 'picketing.
When picketing Is declared the Rats go to local labor
unions nnd nsk their aid. While the sort of-ald the Rats
want from local unions is money what they get Is sympathy,
nnd It's doubtful If they would even receive thnt If the local
unions fully understood the situation."
Is

prietor,

I?

1

i

"Labor unions as a whole are very well-governed bodies.

They have leaders whom time brings forth, and these leaders
aro-fblhmcd affer'fli'e lSbor' people have become!" wrivlncea

they are working solely in the Interest of the unions they
represent. The labor unions cover a multitude of trade and
Koor/les. Most of them are affiliated through the union (American Federation of Labor) connection. The teamsters or plastorors don't know much about actors and care less, but they
are led to an Indignant state or mind when Informed the
vaudeville managers don't recognize the Actors' Union, that
the managers don't caro anything about unions, and that the
White Rats, with its 20,000 members, are Buffering because of
this.
These silted unions are told other gross fabrications by

to

of, unless giving It thought will benefit himself.
Otherwise
the White Rats would not be In the desperate position today,
bereft of funds, of membors, of sympathy and support, without any working actors active In the Rate' campaign, and solely
because Mountford, a dreamer without a balance, never had a
head that carried a thought of others which he ever put to a
practical purpose."

"How

far Mountford has thought of himself time wilt prove.
only trust that some day the ooor fellows and girls who
have followed Mountford blindly, perhaps blinded by their
faith In him, will not have that faith shattered, to find themselves In want while he Is living in luxury, without any
White Rats organization then In existence to feed them. We
hope this for tbe Bake of the blind, also for Mountford's sake.
If that ever happens and he still remains In thlB country, for
he, may. fool a lot of people quite a while, but settling day
always comes around."

We

" Ticketing' in New York started in the usual manner,
but it was unexpectedly aided In this city by the Hebrew
Trades.
Of all the unions in the country which might have
been expected to have been influenced by tbe present White
Rats leaders, the Hebrew Unions were the last. The Hebrew
unions were Informed the Loew Circuit would not jriay Hebrews on its bills, and that the White Rats had a majority of
Hebrews In Its membership, who were most antagonistic to the
vaudeville managers. ThlB was told to the Hebrew Unions by
a Hebrew, which makes It worse, In ". way, bat does not alter
the fart the entire story was a tissue of lies. The Loew Circuit, of which Marcus Loew, one of the most prominent Hebrews in America, Is at the head, has never even thought of
discriminating against Hebrews and Mr. Loew would not
countenance that any more than any other good Hebrew would
ever do. While as for the White Rats it has been repeatedly
understood and talked over by Hebrew artists In vaudeville,
those who know it best that the White -Rats' organisation,
with Mountford at the head, was tbe last place they wanted to
belong to."

../<•.
me

have been submitted to me for approval.
Q. Yes.
A. Unfortunately the matter was not submitted to

and!

.things .were. taken,.for. granted,.. and. .»«*, letter wa*! sent out...
As soon as a copy of that letter reached me, as I have batfore stated, I Immediately had the letter stopped.

and what then?

Q. Yes,

-

•

A. That was all.
Q. Was a new form gotten out?
A. No, elr.
,V
Q. Was there any letter other than this letter sent to thb>
'

.

—

membership about

thlB matter?

A. No, sir.

-

'
.

;

Q. I show you what Is a copy of Commission's Exhibit Not
9, Mr. Chesterfield, and I ask you
to look at it (banding paper
"
.to witness).
Mr. Kelly : Ib that the so-called sample?

,

'

.

M

Mr. WalBh: Yea
By Mr. Walah:

,

A. Yes,

':'....-,.

sir.

Have you ever

Q.

A. Yes,
Mr.

sir.

,s*

seen that form before?

-

•

-•;-

;

Mark

Walsh:

/

this

•I

•'

please.

J

Chesterfield?.
A. They are sent to us to be chocked up with our membership.
„,
^
Q. That Is sent by whom?
A. By the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association. "
Q. Yes, sir. And what then?
A. They are sent over to us so that we can check this sllp>
or slips up and give them a correct report as to whether the'
-

I

j;

•,

Identification,

for

(Paper referred to was thereupon marked by the stenographer.'
'Commission's Exhibit No. 36 for identification.)
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Where did you have occasion to see these forms, Mr.

I

.

I

.

members, or the names stated here have made a true statement sometimes they say they are going to one place or that
they are a member of our association and they are not; or:
that they are going to a certain town and they are not. Wehave a way of keeping track of our members.
;

'

^

How?

Q.
A.

Through the different trade papers through applying to
all the different booking offices as to who they are booking''
"—
for the coming week.
Q. I show you Commission's Exhibit No. 36 for identification, and I ask you In the event that you find that an actor
who Is on tho road Is not a member of tho N. V. A., whether'
or not you generally send a letter such as this Commission's
Exhibit No. 36 for identification (handing paper to witness)?
.

.

Mr. Kelley: I think the form of the question is improper.
The witness should be asked what he does and what the'
facts are.

_

_

Examiner Moore
You may answer.
Mr. Kelley: The question also ought to be restricted as
whether at that time or continuing or when.
The Witness: You want me to answer that?
Examiner Moore: Answer the question.
By Mr. Walsh:
:

to-

%

time,

Q.

by

(Repeated

the stenographer.)

A. Yes, ^lr.

"The reason for the Hebrew vaudeville artists feeling that
Mountford Is, and has been,
that way is easily explained.
afraid of the Hebrew artist., He found out long ago the
Hebrew was the only one he could not foot, 'bull,' deceive or
Mountford was afraid of the influence Hebrews would
cajole.
secure in the order, their arguments, their knowledge he could
not argue against, and Mountford steadily worked against tbe
Hebrew in the White Rats. Some Hebrews went in, mostly
from email time, and mostly those' who had not been long
Also they mostly went in the Rats
In the show business.
believing that made it stronger that they were actors."

——

*>

-

.

•

permitted- them to copy, the same as we have permitted other papers to copy the names of our members.
Q. I ask you, Mr. Chesterfield, to look at this article marked
third month, thirtieth day, 1MT (handling paper to'wltneir).
Did you look at that?
A. Yes, air.
0. Did you ever see that before?
A. No, sir, I did not.
O. Have no recollection of It or of having read It?
A. No, sir, none whatsoever.
Mr. Kelley : Is It an article that has been marked?
Is
that article that you are referring to marked for Identification. Mr. Walsh?

;-

"This* Is true, wholly so.
Everyone In the show business
knows It The White Rats' Union under the leadership of
Harry Mountford has had a career of deceit and deception.
Mount ford Is 'not. a union leader in the true sense for the
good of tho union he represents Is the last thing he thinks

.

When and where?
A copy of this letter was

Q.

A.

:

the representatives of the Rats.
It does have some effect
in a general resentful form of feeling against vaudeville
managers, unless tho allied unions stop for a, minute to wonder
why., the .stojire bands and musicians, two of the largest bodies
of theatrical employees and of the A. F. of L., are not also
Indignant at the managers through, the managers Ignoring the
Actors' Union. There could bo but one answer to this to any
union man.
It is that If tho stage hands and musicians,
who understand the theatrical situation and conditions more
thoroughly than any other union ever could, will not lend
their aid, material or otherwise, to the Actors,' Union the
Actors' Union has no grounds to ask another union for support
of nny kind."

;„

"We

i

—

:

"The White Rats cannot expect to hold the Hebrew unions.
While with Hebrew unionism is very strong, the Rata secured
their support under false pretences, and it will not last."
,

-

"And now, when tbe finis day of the White Rats looms in
sight and Its leaders are looking for the excuse they know
must be forthcoming after their many promisee, none of which
materialised, they are blaming their failure upon
"Variety." Mountford said tbe other night at a White Rats'
meeting "Variety" had delivered the Rats o» actors to the
managers: The Rats' leaders have previously said "Variety"
sold out to the managers.

has

.

Wo tried
didn't deliver the actors to the managers.
would have delivered them anywhere to
but. couldn't.
But while one
remove them from the Mountford danger.
act in big or small time 'walked out' on a White Rats' order
we considered we had failed. There was never a chance of
00 per cent of the working acts walking out on a White Rats'
order on tbe slim basis that organization had to Issue such
an order, excepting to bring more money into tbe laps of Its
"We

We

to,

officers, this money only coming from Its remaining members,
or those acts far away from' New York or Chicago, who believed they were doing the right thing In obeying the levy'
request.
But we wanted to save all of the other 10 per cent.
gave
"We didn't have to sell out to the managers.
ourselves to the managers. It dtdn't cost them a dollar.
Just handed ourselves, from
didn't even ask for an offer.
the first to the last page of "Variety," to the managers as
against the White Rats, and while there Is a White Rats
agitation of the current sort, led by such leaders as the White
Rats now possoss we shall be agalnBt the White Rats, whether
tho Rats believe it is for tbe managers, or- whether the Inbad
telligent actor reallzes^t Is for the best of vaudeville.

We

We

We

We

no sympathy with Mr. Mountford. He would not have returned
to the leadership of the Rats if It had not been for us. He
knows that. He knows many other things also. Mr. Mountford
has burnt his fingers so often It's a wonder the experience
hasn't taught htm aratloft!
"We pointed out to the White Rats not so long ago how the
organization could be saved with a certain honor to Itself.
The Mountford leaders disregarded It. They did not want It.
Ic would have meant the cutting off of Income, would have
taken away their means of agrandlzlng themselves, and In
time obliterated them from the anarchy of vaudeville, the only
thing they can use to hold the spotlight on themselves. Now
If the White Rats la doomed, let the White
It Is too late.
Rats blame It upon those who said so much and did so little.
Meanwhile, let every working vaudeville act protect Itself
In every way, not to, by any act (expressing sympathy, paying money or dues or becoming active In Rats' affairs), lay
himself open to suspicion by the managers and go upon that
never-forgetting 'Blacklist.'"
By Mr. Walsh
Q. Well, lust how did you, Mr. Chesterfield; settle the
matter of the Issuing of the letter in reference to the subject matter contained In Commission's Exhibit No. 84 for

"

Identification?

A. Why, they simply desisted In sending out any more of
them.
Q. As I understand It, you were willing thnt some form of
letter should be Bent out?
A. Yes sir.
Q. And was some other form other- than this sent out?
We talked over a form and the form was
A. Yes, sir.

•:.-,.

'
.j

-

= -

bers themselves.

Mr. Walsh

.

•

••

offer this in evidence.

I

:

>

;

(Paper referred to was thereupon received in evidence and:

marked by the stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 36.)
Mr. Walsh: Mark this for Identification please.
(Paper referred to was thereupon marked by the stenographer Commission's Exhibit 87 for identification.)
By Mr. Walsh
Q. I show you what is marked Commission's Exhibit 37 for
identification, Mr. Chesterfield, and I ask you whether or" not
In the Spring of 1018, you sent letters like this to the membershlp of your organisation (banding the paper to the
witness)?
.
Mr... Kelley:
Let me see the paper before he answers.
(Paper handed to counsel.)
By Mr: Walsh:
Q. You may answer the question, Mr. Chesterfield.

U

I
*

'

-

»

Q. And you obtain that from the reports that you get from
•the V. M. P. A. with reference to their membership?
A. Partly that and partly from information by the mem-

''..'.'

'::
,

*:..-.'

.

A. Yes,
Q.

And

A. No,
Q.

I

had

Jl

this letter sent.

you have one similar to

did
air.

It

sent the year previous?

•

And when was the annual

was given

benefit given, if It

at all?

•

A. It was given on
York.
Q. 1918?

May

the 12th at the Hippodrome,
-

Now

\

-

A. 1918.
Q. Had any benefit been given previous to that?
A. Yes, one a year prior to that, on June 1st
Q. Considerable funds were realized as a result of these
benefits?
A. Yes, sir,
Q. And tbe money was used In building or paying for a

!

clubhouse T
A. Yes. sir.
Q. Where is this clubhouse located?
A. The new one?
Q. Yes, the one for which the money from these benefits
went?
A. 220 West 46th Street.
Q. In the City of New York?
A. In the Ctty of New York.
Q. Does your organization, the National Vaudeville Artists,
'

own this building or is the title In some other organization or
corporation f
A. The title is In another corporation.
Q. And what Is the name of that corporation?
A. The 229 West 46th Street Corporation.
Q. Who are the officers of the corporation ?
A. I do not know, sir.
.
.
Q. Whom do you deal with? You' are the secretary of the
•

association

A. Yes,

?
sir.

I

have been dealing with Mr. Albee and Mr.

Goodman.

*•

"

Q. 'Do they transact whatever business may be necessary or
that you have with this corporation?
A. They have been doing that
Q. Have assumed to act for it?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Mr, Chesterfield, I ask you whether you know some vaudeville actors by the name of Wolf 6 Wilton?
A. Whom?
Q. Wolf & Wilton?
A. What is his flrst,name? We have many members by that

—

name.
Q. That Ja. the actors are Jknowu as. '.CWoll.& Wilton..".
A. I cannot recall the act at the present time.
Q. How many members have yon in your organisation?
A. There are about eleven thousand.
Q. You know of ono by tbe name of Mrs. Adele Crosby, alias
Miss Adell?
A. No. elr, I do not.
I think that Is all, as some of the data I have
Mr. Walsh
with reference to this matter I have not here and I reserve
the right to call Mr. Chesterfield some time later and examine
:

1

blm upon some other

.U'..,

&*•&,

-

:!j,vj

:''>-'

;

matters.

'-r-'MhiYkv^?^

.

.

—

:

—

:::

VARIETV
..

And

ask the same right, which I assume will
be granted the respondents, to examine at another time.
Mr. Walsh: Yes.
In the absence of my counsel, may I ask
Mr. Silverman
Mr. Chesterfield some few questions? »
...<;.
Mr. Kelley : I think I can state this, {or your benefit and #
I suggest that that right will be reserved until later, when
your counsel arrives, and your questions can be asked then.,
the tamo as though they were put now. You. lose- none of your
Mr. Keller :

the creation of

I

rights.
I

am

Examiner Moore:
By Mr. Walsh:
_
p, Proceed.

.

-

am

I

not,

CHARLB3

Mr. Walsh?.

T.

five minutes,)

ADDRICH,

duly

By Mr. Walsh
Q. Mr. Aldrlcb, will you state your age, residence and
occupation T
A, 48, my age.
I live at the present time at 820 West
48th Street, New York City.
i**>
f
Q. What is your occupation T
A. Performer.
Q. How. long have you been In that business, Mr. Aldrloh?
/
•
A. I should say 27 or 28 yean.
Q. In what character of theatrical! have you performed
during your career T
-"
A. Most of the time In vaudeville.
Q. What particular act do you have In vaudeville, or genorally what are they that you have appeared In?
A, During the latter part of that term of years I have
been in the profession I made a feature or display of versatility, bo I tried to make many acts in one.
Q. When did you start on the vaudeville stage and how long
*
did It continue?
A. Ae I stated, about 27 or 28 years, I think it was about
in 1891 or '02, In there somewhere,' or 1830.
N
Q. Where did you play?
„
A. The vaudeville circuits of America.

.

-

long tblB

A. Later Alf Wilton attempted to get work for me.
Q. In what year was that?
VThe year of advanced vaudeville, 1807, was It not? Or
1907—1 am not sure which It was.
Q. 1906 and 1807.
Mr. Wilton was a booking agent here,
was be not, In New York City?
Q.

A.

.

He was an agent
Agent In New York City?
'
In New York City.
What year was this personal

in-

Vr

•

We

•

are

•

:

I was under contract with C. D. Dillingham.
To return?
,
To return to this country.
And who was C. D. Dillingham?
C. D. Dillingham was owner and manager

A. No,

•

.

Q. Of the Hippodrome?

,'

'

.

A. Yes.
Q. You played vaudeville during the summer months or
have you played since your return from the Continent?
A. Yes, I played ten weeks In vaudeville.

T

By Mr. Walsh:
Q.

;

..}•%

By Mr. Kelley: Same

Examiner Moore : Same ruling.
The Witness: No; none whatever.
-»
By Mr. Walsh
Q. How many, years did you play In Europe?
>•
A. Prom 1007 to 1914.
•

-

-

;••'--

Mr. Walsh

That is all.
Examiner Moore You may cross-examine.
:

:

Managers' Protective Association, I think it was called at
that time.
Q. Was it tbe U. B. O.?
A. The same organization, an organization of the same

Mr. Goodman Mr. BJxomlner, we move to strike out of the
record all the testimony of this witness on the/ ground it la
entirely Incompetent, very Improper, remote as to the issues
In this proceeding, hearsay, and on the ground that this
witness endeavored to relate the contents of a contract, converaatlonn with a man named Wilton, not shown to be connected In any way whatsoever with any of these respondents,
except he had an office in a building In which It Is alleged by
tbe witness there was an office of the United Booking Offices
or the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, it all

name.

appearing upon

Q.
A.

Examiner Moore:

Was

this In Europe,

Mr. Walsh : No, right here.
By Mr. Walsh
Q.

Go

offices of the

:

Vaudeville

ahead.

.

-M

•

.

And be says "tbe manager have entered Into some kind
an agreementr-"
Mr. Kelley: Wait, wait a moment we would like to have It
understood, if the Examiner please, tbat tbat objection, withA.

:

out being repeated every time, is understood.
,
Mr. Walsh: Yes, it is so understood.
Mr. Kelley : Against these sort of answers.
Examiner Moore: It is so understood.
A. (Continuing)—he said the managers had entered Into
some form of an agreement wherein in the articles of this
agreement.
Mr. Kelley : What was that, I did not hear it?
(Answer repeated by the stenographer.)
A. (Continuing)—In this agreement there was a penalty of

--.-

:

certain man is connected with a certain corporation with
neither one of which tho witness Is connected. Is not a statement of fact nor. the best evidence, but Is purely hearsay and
Is n conclusion On the part of tbe witness.
Examiner Moore: Motion overruled.

-

very. serious. charges,. _
_
Mr. Walsh: And they will be more serious Before "we" get
through here.
Mr. McCall: I move that that be stricken from the record.
Mr. Kelley: Your Honor, we move that that be stricken
from the record.
Examiner Moore: Motion overruled. I think that was in
response to your statement
Mr. Goodman : I said that we are here on a serious charge
and the witness Is now characterising and describing the oon-

S

:

a certain amount,
Mr. Kelley: Wait a moment. We, protest against any such
.
testimony again, Your Honor.
Mr. Walsh: They bave protested already, Mr. Examiner,
and you have ruled against them.
Mr. Kelley : And we protest again.
Mr. Walsh : It Is understood that they protest and the objection goes to all this testimony and I understand the Examiner has ruled upon that
,
Mr. Kelley: All right, but we are brought in here under

i.

:

the record that the Vaudeville Managers' '."U
Protective Association did not come Into existence until 1911
and further, as incompetent because this witness did not make
'.any attempt to verify the alleged conversation with Wilton,
•*
and we move to strike out all of his testimony.'
Examiner Moore Mr. Walsh, do you want to be heard on S
".-•';
that motion?
Mr. Walsh: No; he testified Mr. Wilton was connected
?.v
wltb the U. B. O. and be told blm this.
Mr. Goodman That does not prove it
Mr. Walsh: We are proving a conspiracy, and this Is the '<
best kind of evidence to prove a conspiracy. It does not make
any difference whether this started 20 years ago. If it has •->
been continuing. We can prove evidentiary facts and circumstantial facte, and when all of the evidence is In a determination will be made from those facts whether a conspiracy
in restraint of trade bos been shown, and this evldonce la
entirely competent and Is the best kind of evidence.
Mr. Goodman I submit a statement of tho witness tbat a

you mean?

,

of

.

S3

-.

,

Q. Seven yoars?
A. Yes. sir.

-

1
ifiiettktttiMH

'/•

Did you, at any time, experience difficulty In getting
in Europe?
objection as Interposed heretofore.

employment

obtain exclusively to the theatrical profession which cannot
be standardized or brought properly within tbe control of

James Building.
And connected with what?
He had an agency adjoining the

•'

.

...

Beyond that, tbe testimony Is incompetent in any court In
any country and there can'be no parallel drawn between the
Haters' Case where it Involved standard labor and tbe theatrical profession that Involves talents and things that do

Where?

A. Cleveland. Hippodrome, Majestic Theatre, Chicago, the
Keith Theatre at Toledo, Oblo, Palace Theatre,
Chicago, tiie Davis Theatre, Pittsburgh,
Q. By what organisation were you booked for these theatres
that you played In the summer for ten weeks?
A. Through the organisation of managers doing business at
the Palace Theatre.
Q. How many summers did you play there?
A. I have played only the ten weeks, that one season.
Q. Can you say what consideration prompted you to go to
Europe and go on the stage there?
Mr. Kelley: Wait a moment. That Is objected to as Incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, and calling for a conclusion of the witness.
Mr. Walsh: I am going to ask simply for facta.
Mr. Kelley : Ob, no— I ask that the question be read.
(The question was repeated by the stenographer.)
Mr. Kelley: Purely fanciful reasons.
Mr. Walsh: We will tell, when be tells them, whether they
are fanciful or not.
Entirely Incompetent
He may have been
Mr. Kelley:
prompted to go over there and Join some church, or go Into
tbe army. What effect would that have on this case?
Examiner Moore: He may answer.
A. Because I could not secure engagements in this country
Mr. Kelley : We move that the answer be stricken out as not
responsive and incompetent self-serving and beyond the
scope of these issues.
~
"•"-"
Examiner Moore : Motion Is overrule! By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Were you playing for William Morris or was be. your
\
booking agent previous to your going to Europe?
A. I played for William Morris.
Q. You might state the reasons, if you have any, or tbe
facts sb to why or what you did in regard to getting work previous to going to Europe.
Mr. Goodman : We further object to this because It was prior
to the creation of the Federal Trade Commission and prior to

*****

;-

into effect

vaudeville,

mimMmi.

;'

'

the

Globe Theatre,. and managing director of the Hippodrome,

j

not too steep for any mannger to pay.*
Q. In what clasB does your act come?
By Mr. Kelley: Objected to as calling for a conclusion anV
seeking to designate his act as good or bad. It is the publi
that decides that and tho box office registers the approval. :.'t~%;
y Examiner Moore: Objection overruled.
-i'5
Mr. Kelley: It Is perhaps completely consistent with Ustl' ^
mony given heretofore and it conclusively shows had far fron
."*
tbe lines of propriety this examination has departed.
Ths Witness: I supposed It was a standard act because iworked with it constantly for eight or ten years.

business in the St.

of

- ".*

;

kinds of conversations.
Just wait a moment, I bave a right to make
We object to the remarks of counsel as assuming something. that has not been -bown by the testimony thus
far, that there has been of ever was a blacklist on the part of
the respondents.
Second, this la conversation which Is self-serving and hearsay entirely beyond the scope of tbls Inquiry and transactions
that occurred before the V. M. P. A. or the N. V. A. or the
Vaudeville Collection Agency were ever formed or existed,
and a year before the act creating the trade commission went

America?

Y

.

bow— explain

By Mr. Walsh
Q. What is tbe standard of the act, was it a standard or<
headliner— are they synonymous Jerms?
A. Well, I can only give you my own definition, yet.
*"
Q. Yes: that is what wo want.
A. I call a standard act a mediocre act, that was not a
headliner but always worth what It was paid and the pa>

Mr. Goodman : But he can not talk to everybody In the
show business and charge It to us, talk to everybody disconnected with the respondents and tben testify to those conversations.
A man could go along down Broadway and bave

;

Just

the situation, Mr. Aldrich.
A. Advanced vaudeville was taken over by the U. B. O. and
I was on tbe blacklist with the U. B. O.
Mr. Kelley : I move that that answer be stricken out as not
responsive and tho whole subject is Incompetent and Improper
and not witnln the scope of these Issues.
Examiner Moore: Objection overruled.
Q.

:

Q. And so you returned In 1914 T
A. In August yes, sir.
Q. You may state -whether or not you attempted at tbat
time or upon your return to get on the vaudeville stage in

._.

Q.
A.

Examiner Moore : I don't believe that that la competent
Mr. Walsh It is absolutely competent, if your Honor please,
and we propose to prove It all the way through In this case
on tbe theory laid down by the Supreme Court in the Danbury
Hatters' Case, that a man who is blacklisted can testify in
court as to why he could not secure employment and why

Union labor.
Examiner Moore : Let us see what be has to say about that,
let him give us the facts.
Mr. Kelley : X would like to have this objection appear to
all similar testimony offered or produced from this witness.
Examiner Moore: Note bis exception. You may proceed.
A. Mr. Wilton Informed me tbat all of the managers— "•;•••'•
By Mr. Walsh
Q. Is tbat Mr. Wilson or Mr. Wilton?
At tbat time though he was doing
A. Mr. W-1-l-t-o-n.

~
"

:

By Mr. Walsh:
With whom?
With the advanced vaudeville.

Go ahead.
He said he could not secure me anything at tbe time, and
why? Well, he saidMr. Kelley
Wait wait we object to what somebody stated.

Q. All right

A.

'

Continent

mmusmm

_

Ai I read of the transaction at the time
Q. How did that contract affect you at tbe time?
Objected to as calling for a conclusion.
:
Mr. Walsh : I am asking for some facts.
Mr. Kelley: The contract bas not been shown.
Mr. Walsh : It Is In evidence as Commission's Exhibit 2ir
Mr. Kelley: Just a moment We will see the contract first
We object to it as- calling solely for an opinion and conclusion on the part of the witness and as incompetent
Examiner Moorse : Please read the question.
(The stenographer repeated the question,)
Examiner Moore : Objection overruled.
The Witness It throw me out of employment for the time.

Mr. Kelley

By Mr, Walsh
Q. What time was that?
A. That is as near tbe time, of the introduction of advanced vaudeville, 1907.
£.

and self-serving.
Examiner Moore: Objection Is overruled.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. What did you do, Mr. Aldrlcb?
A. Played the music halls of Great Britain and Ireland.
Q. Played the muslo ballB of Great Britain and Ireland?
A. Great Britain and Ireland and Scotland, Wales and the

Q.

vanced vaudeville.
Q. Mr. Aldrlcb, did you know of an agreement having been
entered into on the Oth day of November, 1907, between Klaw
Brlanger nnd others Jtlth the United Booking Offices of
America, by which the United Booking Offices took. over the
business of Klaw & Erlanger and advanced vaudeville?

&

A. Mr. Wilton informed me that all tbe managersMr. Kelley: That is not responsive to tbe question.

It is hearsay

Q.
A,

>

Mr. Kelley:
an objection.

A. August, 1014.
Q. Then what years were you abroad?
\
A. Prom 1907 until 1914.
Q. And what did you do while abroad?
Mr. Kelley: That Is objected to as Incompetent. Irrelevant
and Immaterial, and beyond the scope of the Issues here. It
don't make any difference whether he was the King of England abroad, It would not affect these Issues here. It la selfserving; we have no means that are at the disposal of the
respondents to deny it or become Informed on it whatever.

Q.

''

all

.

.

Thftt Is correct
.

people refused to patronize him.

/

representative scheme
Q.
troduced—do you know, Mr. Aldrlcb?
A. Tbat was Introduced during my time abroad.
Q. When were you abroad?
A. After 1907, the advanced vaudeville year.
.
Q, When did you return from abroad?

A.

a

Q. 'Was William Morris at that time a member of the".-"
v ...:.,-,:,..i:
U. B. O.T V-V-.-rA. He was running in opposition to the V. B. O. with ad- \V>i

I said,

A

--'

.

object to it

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Can you fix the time?

gI fl© ?

1006,

A.

•

fixing the time.

'

Q And who

We

99

,;

•

:

•

>

.

Examiner Moore: State what happened, Mr. Witness, and
go ahead. The objection Is overruled. There Is no need of
objecting to every question on that same point
If the Examiner please, in order tbat we may
Mr. Kelley
-be acquainted more definitely with this situation, I wish to
state that there is no time fixed when he called on this party.

your booking agent?

A. Well, they changed at different times. I can name some
of them.
Q. Tee, If you please.
A. Joseph Zion.
Q. Was he your personal representative?
A. No. There was no such thing in those days.
Q. Jossph who?
A, Zion.

A. Yes sir,
Q. Did you make any attempt to verify the Items of that
statement?
A. No, I was resigned to the items of that statement as It
existed and I made arrangements to leave the country.
Q. And did you leave the country T
•
A. Did leave the ( country.
Q. I understand 'that just, previous to that time you were
being booked or played by William Morris?

go ahead.

Mr. Goodman:

Go ahead and answer.

:

'

title is In existence.

Q. All right,

:

A; He stated that thi- managers have entered Into an acresment whereby thoy make a sacrifice of 95,000 or $10,000, I
forget tbe amount, If they played an act that Is upon the blacklist, although Mr. Albeo would not commit himself, he said .,:•
It would be very difficult for blm to get me work again because I played In advance! vaudeville for William Morris.
Mr. Kelley: I nsk that this bo stricken out for the reason*
stated In the objection to the question, and 1 ask for a ruling
of the Examiner upon it
By Mr. Walsh : Q. And I understand you to say this Is
what Mr. Alf T. Wilton told you?

:

first

DIRECT EXAMINATION

Who was

Examiner Moore

:

V

a -witness called In behalf of the Commission, being
-•'
sworn, testified as follows:

Q.

tents of an agreement In a conversation between himself and
a third party who has not yet been identified as connected In
any way with these respondents. It is hearsay, anyway.
Mr. Kelloy : And It 1b a self-serving declaration.

Objections are overrulod.

:•

(A recess was tben taken for

#

'

——

'
A. I was playing (or William Morris two or three weeks, my
engagement that be got for me was In the Orand Opera
House in Brooklyn, In advanced vaudeville. Advanced vaudeville was turned; over to the U. B. O.. or the United Booking
Offices, whatever It was called at tbe time, and I called on
Mr. Alf Wilton at the St James Building—
Mr. Goodman
Walt a moment
I object to that as not responsive and ImmaMr. Kelley
terial, who be called on..
>
Examiner Moore Proceed. He may answer.
The Witness: (Continuing) I called on Mr. Wilton and I
asked him to secure work for me, if possible. I called on blm
later, and be told me that the managersMr. Goodman: We object to any conversation with Mr.
Wilson as not binding on these defendants and not shown to
be in connection with these respondents.
By Mr. Walsh:
•
Q. Who was Wilson?
A.. An agent, -a vaudeville agent
Q. All right, go ahead.
Mr. Goodman: We object to it
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Booking with whom?
d
A. Booking with the United Booking Offices or the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, and I don't know bow

think so.

I

-

.

last

.

correct in the matter,

Mr. Walsh:
;

•.-

-

Vaudeville Managers' Protective Associa-

tion.

:

.,

the-

:

: :

—

CROSS-EXAMINATION
By Mr. Goodman
Q. Mr.
offered

'

.

"

Aldrlcb, wore

a vaudeville

you,

within

tbe last year or two
weeks or thereabouts,.-,

route, ten or twelve

through the United Booking Office?
v.fferod but I accepted 10 weeks.
, A. Not only
acrvzzrzxtSM
"Q. You accepted ftT"" =,*r -==ts- u ^-r**A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you play it?
A. Yea sir.
Q. Do you remember when that route was played?
A. I can not give you tbe exact dates— within tbe last two

"

~

—

years.

Q.

What was your

salary?
;s-}uotno383u9 eBoq) joj Xjs|Bb

eqx 'V

::

—

:

-

—

—

:

T

:

.
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as*

Q. Yes; played In vaudeville.
A. Well, I was uot paid raj- salary.
Q. Well, what were you paid?
I was paid $050 a week.
"Were y'oii"oWerca 10 additional weeks tit $6o0 a week and
did you refuse to play unless you rocelvcd $700 a week?
A. 1 do not tblnk tuat otter was over put to me In writing.
Q. Picaao answer the question.
A. I do not remember.
Q. You Would not swear now that such an oSer was not
.

•'

made 7

i

A. Yes,

.

now.

Chesterfield, Secretary.

an opportunity for you

to

managers

in together.
Q. Mr. WhoT
A.- Mr. Williams and all the vaudeville houses went in together and the Klaw & Erlange'r circuit started up wltn
William Morris. The U. B. O. had not booked any acta with
us for about a week or ten days and wan booking our acts
over our head.
Q. What do you mean by that?
Sending for our own acts—and we
A. Booking direct
booked two acts with William Morris and I was called to the
United Booking Office and was told
Q. By whom? Whom did you talk with?
A. By Mr. Murdoch, Mr. Beck, Mr. Albee
Q. Told what?
A. I think Mr. Cole and I think Mr. Proctor were there
also— that wo could not do any more booking for them because we were working for the opposition.
Mr. Kelley: I move that the statements made by the Witness in these conversations with other parties, being incompetent, self-serving and hearsay, be stricken out
Examiner Moore: Overruled.

"Yours fraternally,
Chesterfield."

"P. S. Wo are enclosing herewith a self-addressed envelope
so that all you will have to do is affix a stamp and mail
receipt card at once."
Mr. Kelley: That goes In subject to the testimony that has
bean given in connection with It?

By Mr. Walsh Yes.
Mr. Kelley: I object

'

:

•-

on the ground that it is not the
not the letter of Mr. Chesterfieldas the testimony discloses.

to It
that it is

best evidence and
and he never wrote
By Mr. Walsh

it,

Q. 1 offer in evidence
identification.-

By Mr. Walsh:
Q.

Commission's Exhibit 34 marked for

Mr. Kelley For what purpose.
Mr. WalBh: As tending to prove a conspiracy in restraint
of commerce as alleged in the complaint.
Mr. Kelley : 1 take it the Examiner is conversant with
tho tact that Chesterfield testified he never wrote It and after
he found It was In currency he cancelled It.
Mr. Walsh: It Is subject to the testimony Introduced by
Mr. Chesterfield in which' Mr. Chesterfield said that he made,
or there was some arrangement between him and Mr. Silverman to send out a letter according to a form as suggested
by Mr. Chesterfield, but Instead Mr. Silverman sent out the
lettor or undertook to send out a letter of the form Indicated
by Commission's Exhibit No. 34 for identification, which 1
am now ottering in avldence and that when he discovered the
form that it was In he withdrew it. However, I am offering it for the purpose of the evidentiary fact of the conspiracy and combination which we allege.
Mr. Kelley : I objected to as Incompetent.
Examiner Moore: Overruled.
(The paper referred to was thereupon received in evidence
and marked by the stenographer Commission's Exhibit No.
34, and, by direction, is copied in full as follows:)
"National Vaudeville Artists, Inc.
"1587 Broadway, New York City.
"Telephones Bryant 8365-8360.
celebrate

its

"Many members have signified their intention to express
their loyalty to the organization through placing an advertisement in that edition and we would like to see every member
represented through an announcement of some sort.
We
particularly wish to see you represented because of your
standing In tho profession and such advertisements will
definitely assert the strength and Influence of the N. V. A.
organization.
"Send your advertisement direct to "Variety" any amount
you wish) as we have arranged to have it carefully looked
after.

"Please advise us at the same time so that

we may know we

representation in our special number.
"Fraternally,

"Henry

Chesterfield."

MYERS

a witness called on behalf of the Commtslson, being
duly sworn, testified as follows:

.m iPHMKrT Bfturamntt
-

first

_ .,._-. r .._.
:

By Mr. Walsh
Mr. Myers, what

r

Wby, we were building a theatre

sey, in 1805 or 1890.
chise.

Mr. Kelley

1

Bayonne, New Jerwent to see Mr. Albee about the franin

In 1896?

:

The Witness: 1895—no: 1905. I mean 1905 or 1906. Pardon
I went In to see Mr. Albee for the franchise for the
me.
BIJou Theatre in Bayonne and he said that that was a franchise—that he* could not give
with Jersey City.

it

to

us because

your age, residence and business?

A. Fifty-three.
Q. You do not look that old.
A.
residence is the Princeton Hotel.
notuing, but expect to in a few days.

My

At present doing

Mr. Kelley: What is the present occupation?
A. Nothing, and haven't done anything for three yearB.
By Mr. Walsh.
.

interfered

franchise

did Mr. Albee have , to do with the granting of a
for you to conduct a theatre at Bayonne, New

A.

with him at the time—the United Booking
—was booking
was the manager—
a franchise— what
regarded
the business

I

Offices
and he
Q. What was

In

is

as a franchise, Mr. Myers?
A. Well, a franchise tor booking a theatre for securing
the booking for vaudeville acts was for a certain territory.
But we booked through the United Booking Offices.
Q. What do I understand by that; that the U. B. O. will
or will not furnish talent for competing theatres in a territory?
A. At that time, yes, sir
so I understood.
Q. Were these franchises, so-called, written franchise or
written authority?

"

Agency?

/

A Yes, air.
Q. You booked
did you not?
A. Yes, sir.

acta—represented acts—through that ."•»*•
agency,

.

HM

Snay anoth er n»«-u that represented or booked acta
,9,:
with that agency?
A. I do not know whether Joe Shay was at that time.
Q.

If

There

By Mr. Walsh
Q. I

Q.

will

ask you this:

New

And Hal Sanders?

-

-

"-.

•

Was

there another theatre

in

Jersey, at that time?

sir.

Where was there one?

A. In Jersey City.
Q. How far away was
'" ""that?
"'
-•-**" --'— •- •*« •-—-*—• ----- --:?-A." Eight miles.
Q. What kind of a theatre was that?
A. Vaudeville.
By
whom was that conducted?
Q.
A. B. F. Keith, I believe.
Q. And this theatre you were to erect in Bayonne was to be
what character of theatre?
A. Vaudeville house.
Q. Did anyone tell you that It would compete with the theatre in Jersey City?

'•

•

\

Do you remember the names cf any man who booked
«w««
through
that agency at that timeT
A. Yes.
Q.
A.
Q.

acts
«..«.

Name them?

Claude Bostock—no; he was working with them.
In those days, did the Independent Booking Agency
8
charge five per cent?
'
*
"
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What did you chargeT
A. Five percent
Q. 80 the act paid ten per cent. ?

!

-

^T

.

A Yea sir
Q. That was 1916 and 1811
I think those were the years.
Th08e were mo* ar Wh,te Rata aot °™ U»at booked
through
'

A.

4K?;
mat agency?

A. Not necessarily. I did not ask them.
Q. I know that, but they were mostly White Rats?
A. Yes, sir; I believe so.

.

Q. Because they were booking through a chain of ueaires
theatres
handled by the White Rats?
A. I understood they were partly with Mozart
<J. Did you also understand that the White
Rats bad an Interest in the Independent Booking Agency T
A. I understood that; yes, air.
Q. Do you remember who actually managed ItT
A. Mr. Mozart
Q. The agency?
A. Mr. Mozart
Q. Did Sheedy have anything to do with ttT
A. For a while I think 8heedy and Mozart were in
together.
Q. You say when you suspended in 1916, you were not doing
very much business but you had been conducting
your business from 1910 until 1916 in various ways—booking
acta and

35

;

representing them?
A. 1910 to 1916, and before that
Q. Before that?
•
A. Yes, sir.
Q. When did y.ou do business or where did you do business
between 1910 and 1D16—with what booking office?
A. Why, I booked with Morris ft Brill.
Q. How many houses are on the Morris & Brill circuit?
'

A. About eight or ten.
Q. That is, you could get eight or ten
A. No; four or.five weeks.
Q.

A. No, sir
Q.

weeks for actors?

Did you book through the Marcus Loew agency?

A. Yes, sir.
Q. How many weeks could
A. At one time 40 weeks.

you established

Mr. Kelley : Objected to sb calling for a conclusion.
nothing In that question but speculation.
Mr. Walsh : There may be something in that.

Bayonne,
A. No,

I

Q.

q. Bigger

With whose theatre would you compete,
a theatre in Bayonne?
Is

do not remember.

A.

Q.

that?

is

And Jack Lewis?

A. No.

A. Yes, sir.

What

.

.

A. Yes, sir.
Q.

•

•

—

Q.

-

,

alt

A. Yes, sir.
•
•
Q. And 19UT
A. Yes, sir.
.
,
Q. Do you remember the Independent Booking Agency during
those years?
A. Yes. sir.
Q. That was the White Rats Booking Agency, was it notcalled by the agents and actors the White Bats
Booking

1

.

is

it

By Mr. Walsh:

What

is

-

„ Goodman CROSS-BXAMlNATlON.
By Mr. M
Q. Were you an agent in 1909 and 1910!

ol

—

A.

first

"In order to make the event noteworthy we have procured the co-operation of "Variety" and on that date "Variety" will issue a special edition dedicated solely to the first
birthday of the N. V. A. organization.

A.

was put but

Jersey?
will

vaudeville.

BERNARD

I

theatre in New Jersey T
A. No, sir, before that
Q. From whom did you try to ge the franchise?
A. Mr. Albee.
Q. What talk did you have with Mr. Albee In reference to
that, and give tbe date about what time was it?

Q.

Anniversary May 11th. In one short year your organization
has developed a strength of more than 5,000 members, carrying dn Jta roster more than 05 per cent, of the best acts In

Mr. Walsh: That

bare?

it

'

came back the same day and

you put out of the office?
A. Mr. Hennessy would not allow me—he told me I could
not come In any more.
,
Q. Who Is Mr. Hennessy ?
A. Mr. Dan Hennessy, manager of the office.
Q. Did you afterwards try to get a franchise to run a

>

"Dear Member:
"The National Vaudeville Artists

And- from that time on did you do any business with the

U. B. O.?
A. No, sir, I
the office.
Q. How were

:

Chesterfield, Secretary.

been put out by sickness or un-

*

them went

show that N. V. A. memdo it all;

"Henry

He may have

.

.

:

:

_

Q. Have you got that letter?
A. I may have.
Q. If you have It will you bring
A. Yes, sir; if I have It

Mr. Walsh : I am going to find that out
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. How were you. put out—state the facts in reference to it?
A. I had an office at that time—Myers ft Keller, en East
31st street
It was the time that Mr. Williams and all of

to
bers don't expect the
"The Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association has
worked for us and helped us place our organization on a solid
foundation. Now, then, let's show them that we have pride in
our club and spunk enough to help ourselves.
"Ho matter how many tickets you may now have, no member should return these tickets, as the returns from these
will show member's individual efforts,

--.••

.

-

Mr. Kelley

f*

Of whom?

Q.

A. Mr. Albee.
Q. What did he tell you—what did he say?
A. He wrote me a letter and told me I had made a living
outside for the past ten years, and ought to be able to do It

:

fitness.

-

booking franchise or

•

Examiner Moore: Objection overruled.
The Witness : I was put out_
Mr. Kelley
I move that the answer stating the conclusion
-•
of the witness be stricken out
He states a very abstract fact.
Mr. Walsh

"National Vaudeville Artists, Inc.
1587 Broadway, New York City.
Bryant 8305-8306

my

A. Yes, sir.
Q. When?
A. Last November, I think.

Yes, sir.

at once.

Q.

U

Mr. Kelley: What was that answerT
(The answer was repeated by the stenographer.)
•*-'.'
By Mr. Wateh:
Q. Have you ever applied since for a franchise to do a
booking business?

Why did you cease doing buslnes with the U. B. O.T
Mr. Kelley: I object to that question as incompetent and
immaterial and Irrelevant to the Issue.*

-

-.-»«:

A. I was booking with the United at that time.
Q. Could you get vaudeville 7
A. I could have
I gave up
privilege.

.

"

Henry

full

."....

—

house?

Q.

iL
"Dear Member:
"Here are two tickets for the N. V. A. Benefit at the Hippodrome, May 12th. Sign the enclosed card and return to us

have a

,.

We

.

.

:

Henry

A. Yes, sir.
"*Q. How long did you run?
A.
ran It as a combination house ran dramatic shows.
Q. You did not run it as a vaudeville bouse?
•
A. No, sir.
Q. Why did you not go abead and run your vaudeville

.

tor ldcntlllcution.

'

v

•

*"

Did you ever open your theatre there?

Q.

Q. When did you'do buslnes with the U. B. O.T
About ten years ago.
Q. When did you cease doing business with the U. B. O.T
A. About ten yearB ago.
Q. But how long after that did you continue doing business?
A. Seven or eight years.
Q. Did I understand yon to say you quit business with the
<
U. B. O. about .ten years ago?
N
A.

(The paper referred to was thereupon received in evidence
and marked by too stenographer CommisB.oa's Exhibit No. 81
uud, by direction, is copied in full as follow*}

is

sir.

Jersey City

in

*-_.-....
•
Bayonne also?
it was all that district— that Jersey City bad

A. He said
that district

-A.

Where?

"Hero

Did he aay anything about the franchise
Including

:

•

'

:

j

—

Examiner Moore You may answer.
The Witness: Well, at that time, I was not doing very
much business.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. You said you did some business with the U. B. O.T

A. At the New York Hippodrome.
Q. How long have you been working there?
A. This season.
«
Q. When did your season begin?
A. The latter part of August.
Q. You have been working continuously since then?
•
A. Since then, yes, sir.
Q. What salary do you draw there?
A. $450 a week.
__
Mr. Walsh I offer in evidence CommlBslon's Exhibit No. 37

:

Examiner Moore: Objection overruled.
The Witness Why, Mr. Albee eatd tbe franchise was given
"out for that district.
That is all 1 know.
\
By Mr. Walsh:

~" ~

relevant to the issue.

•

Telephones

Through whom?

Q.

,

.

Mr. Kelley: Objected to as calling for a conclusion and as
speculative.

agency.

A. Through everybody the United Booking Offices and independent houses—William Morris, Orpheum, Sullivan ft Conaidiue and Pantages.
Q. How long did you engage in that business?
A. Since 1880.
Q. And what time did you suspend that business?
A. August, 1810.
Q. What were the reasons that prompted you to suspend?
Mr. Kelley: Objected to as Incompetent examination, especially In the examination of his own witness, and as not

Q. They did?
A, Yes. sir.
By Mr. Kelley:
Q. Are you employed now?
A. Yes ; I am. Q.

business have you been engaged in In recent years,

A vaudeville

A.

Q. What character of vaudeville agency did you run?"'
*
"A: Booking vaudeville acta.

'

A. No, I would not. I am under oath.
Q. Nor would you swear you did not refuse It because you
wanted $750 and you were only ottered $6507 Do you remember asking $700 a week?
A. Tlmt was the salary offered me by the U. B. O. when I
was abroad.
Q. So, the U. B. O. did make you an offer when y<ftt were
abroad?
1
A. Yes, sir.

•

What

Q.

Mr. Myers?

A.

""* Ij;

you get 'there?

than ours?
;

smaller.

At that time there was the Sulllvan-Conaldine Circuit?

A. Yes, sir.
Q. And they booked in New York?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How many weeks could you get on that?
A. From 12 to 22 or 24 weeks.
Q. And you boked acts on those circuits?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How about the William Fox circuit?
Did you do any
business with them?
A. Yes, sir.
<Ji And the Pantages Circuit—did you do -any trashes* with

-.-.-.-

that circuit?
A. Yes, sir.
Q.

How many

weeks could you get on that

circuit' if you
had the right material?
A. From 14 to 16 weeks.
Q. Now, in all these booking offices through which acts
were booked, to-wlt. Morris & Brill Circuit Marcus Loew
Circuit, the Pantages Circuit, the Fox Circuit and the Sullivan ft Consldlne Circuit the booking offices charged the

•
•

i&SS&&!&8i

^

5?

f

:

'

:

:

.

VARIETY
-

actor five per cent, did thoy not?
A. Yes, eir ; with tie exception of a couple which bad
They deducted it from their
practically the aame thing.
salary and Instead ot the salary being $200 It vat $100.
"
q. But, as o general thing, the booking office)* charged the
actor five per centf

K

By

:-

A. Tea,

.

air.

•„..
Q. What did you get?
A. Five per cent.
Q. Have the various booking offices to which you referred
any connection with the United Booking Offices or are they
Do
you. understand the
all separate competing institutions?
•
question?
A. No.
Q. I will put It this way : Are not the Marcus Loew booking office, the Fox booking office, Morris ft Brill booking office,
the Pontages Circuit andHhe United Booking Offices separate
.

-

offices located Id different places 7

Q.

A.
time
Q.

small, time

.-.-_.

What? -Marcus Loew did not run any theatres in 1808?
Did Fox operate any theatres in 1806? Did you have the
Qulgley Circuit in 10Q6?
A. in Boston ; yes.
Q. Was the Qulgley chWn ot small theatres In 1B06?
-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did Sheedy have a circuit of theatres in 1806?
A. Yes, air.
„_
did they have any theatres In 1906?
Q. Fiber & Shay

v

—

.i

1906?

_— -

Agency book the Mozart circuit?

you

did not call

it

small

•

.

'

It

A. No; vaudeville—cheap

then— high

class vaudeville?

.

bills.

There were places where you
could get vaudeville for Bayonne?
Q.

That was cheap

a

Yes

bills.

six*

q! But' you wanted to book in the United Booking Offices?
A. Yes, sir.
,
Q. But you operated it as a -Combination house?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. At what prices?
A. 16 to 60.
Q. Who was interested in the theatre with you?
A. E. A. Saltier.
Q. In answer to counsel's question you said you bad a
conversation with Mr. Murdock, Mr. Beck, Mr. Albee and Mr.
Cole and somebody else whose name I did not quite catch.
Do you want us to -understand that all these men were present at some meeting at which you were present?
A. They were present ~.
Q. And who 'was spokesman?
A. Mr. Murdock.
Q. And what did

_

he say?
That we booked acts with the opposition and therefore
could not do any more business with them.
Q. By whom did you understand he meant when he said the
*..

opposition?
A. Klaw

q. And
Erlanger?
a.

Two

ft

Erlanger and William Morris.
acta had you booked

how many

with

Klaw

ft

«

acta.

Where were the Klaw A Erlanger houses located?—In
the same towns with the houses booked by the United BookQ.

ing Office?
A. Some ot them; yea, sir.
Q. Most of them, were they not?
A. Yes, air.
Q. In most cases the theatres were within a few blocks Ot
one another; that la to say, these other vaudeville houses
and the United Booking houses?
a. Well, they were In a certain dlBtrlct—they were within
the district
Q. Do you think It would have been good judgment tor the
United Booking Office to take no steps to get the acts that
were going to appear in competitor's houses with them, if
business
--~r " they could get them, or do you think it was better
- *-•~~
'fbr them'to let Klaw ft Erlanger "get thorn"first?
A. - think that they ought to get their acts first.
Q. If you were cunning your vaudeville theatre in Bayonne,
and there was another theatre In Bayonne, you would not
think it good business for you to let the other fellow have
an act first?

——

A

No,

If

you

let that

-

A.

i

Mo,

:

air.

Q. four, business would not last very long
thin? go on, would it?

your age, residence and occupation?
age Is 65, last birthday; my residence at the present
Spuyten Duyvel on toe Hudson.
•

business?

am

,

Mr. Walsh : I ask that this paper be marked "Commission's
Exhibit 38 for identification".
(The stenographer thereupon marked the paper in question
"Commission's Exhibit Mo. 38" for identification.)
Mr. Walsh: I understand, gentlemen, that Commission's
Exhibit 38 for Identification contains true data la reference

•

thing, but

Is

And your

scope.

'

call

What

My
I

Q. Do you know It was incorporated on June 4, 1806?
A. I could not remember.
I did not have anything to do
with that end of it and I do not know.
Q. How long have you been employed by It?
a. - have been employed ever since it was formed. I have
been in the Keith Interests about 86 years— nearly that
Q. How long have you been at tbe United Booking Office?
A. Ever since it waa formed.
Q. Do you know that tbe capital stock Is 150,000?
a. No, sir ; that la something that does not come within my

Q. Waa there not a Mozart Circuit in 1806 of small time
•
houses?
/
.
A. We did not call them small time houses.
Q. That la just the name then?

same

'

tion.

-

A. No, sir.
I
Q. Gus Dun—did he have any small theatres "running in

a. Yes, air.
Q. It was the

'

My

Q.

time?

1

sir.
is

department, the Issuing of contracts and the supervision over
tbe records and books and signing of contracts in a great
many cases. I nave power of attorney for many of me bouses
to sign contracts.
Q. I understand that the United Booking Office or tbe
B. F. Keith Exchange is a Maine corporation?
A. That I do not know.
Q. *ou know it is a corporation?
A. Yes, air; but I do not know anything about tbe corpora-

,

In lUOo and 1U06?
at. that time.

A. I could not answer that.
Q. Did not the Independent
A. Yes, sir.

'

-* ;'
managers of theatres?
,
J\
A. Yes, sir ; but I do not make the contracts. Tbe contract is
made by the booking representative who represents that house
and then issued b" cur clerical department
q. Do you sign tbe name cf a manager of a theatre to a

connected with what is now the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange and which was formerly tbe United Booking
office.
Q. I understand you are designated so tbe booking manager ?
A. That is tbe official title. That is rather misleading at
present, but it is a title that I got when I did a lot of booking.
duties are largely clerical. I have charge of tbe clerical

a.

Mot

in business then?

HODGDON

K_ Hodgdon?

to the Incorporation, capital stock, organisation, officers, directors and stockholders ot the United Booking Office or the
B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange.

Mr. Goodman: That Is right.
Mr. Walsh : I offer it in evidence. I understand that this la
admitted as a. true statement ot facts in reference to tbe
matters therein set forth, referring to Commission's Exhibit
38 tor identification, which baa now been received In evidence.
Mr. Goodman: Absolutely.
(The paper referred to was thereupon received in evidence
and marked by the stenographer, "Commission's Exhibit
No. 88".)
By Mr. Walsh
Q. Mr. Hodgdon, how many circuits book out of tbe B. F.
Keith Vaudeville Exchange?
A. How many circuits?
.

Q. Y--S.

A. Why. I shall not enumerate them. I could not tell the
I presume you would call two houses, If they
were run by one ku, a circuit. Tbe reason I ask that Is we
have two houses run by Mr. Sbay up in Toronto sad two in
Detroit and Rochester run by Mr. Moore, and a group of
bouses in Canada—I think there are three of them; in
Minneapolis and then the regular—what we call Keith Circuit
exact number.

houses, operated by the Keith Interests.
.
Q. How many are there ot them?
A. I cannot tell right oft the reel perhaps 26 large and
small. You have a list there I think that will give It to you.
'

—

It Is probably
Q, I show

more than that

.

contract?
A. The
tract
Q Yes.

.

name

.

_

._-^_
usually printed on tho con-*

manager

of tbe

Is

-r:^v.;,;.-.;;K

•.•

-/--."'

•_.

of tbe operating company, whatever it is,
and then I algfi my Initials "B. K. H." and my man next to
•;-"'
me uses a rubber stamp for tbe name.
q. You are there representing tbe owner or manager or
operator ot the theatre?
"^
A. At the tune the contract Is made.
.
q. And the contract la signed on the part of the artist by ^

A.

And

tbe

name

v

whom?
A. By the artist
q. By tbe artUt himself ?

-

•-

""-

•

..

v.

X'_

.

A. Yes, air; except in some coses where the act has a business representative with power of attorney to sign for them;
but it amounta to the. same thing.
q. Now, Will you be good enough, Mr. Hodgdon, to explain,
so that the Federal Trade Commission may know just the
character ot business tbe United Booking Office or the B. F,
Keith Vaudeville Exchange does, so that It will know the
character cf business It does?
It is a bin
A. Well, It is an exchange, pure and pimple.
office for tho convenience of managers and centrally located
for the performers and their representatives, and I do not know' B
I am supposed to, but perhaps my perspective is not right—
It is a
beyond
that.
describe
it
I
can
Know
bow
I 'do not
vaudeville exchange where all bookings or through which all
bookings, can be tasaa.
t .iileVtft
t
q. Docs it secure tor the actor employment in theatres?
A. It does, partly; yes, when the actor wishes to do it
that way.
q, Just explain that
A. I mean if tbe actor wants to do bis own business and |
book without the intervention of any middle man, he can do
In that case, why, of course, we would, or tbe booking
so.
representatives of the different bouses would book him tnatway, but tbe majority ot tbe actors prefer to have business,
representatives.
.
q, That Is almost universally the case, Is It not?
A. Largely; yes, sir. There are quite a lot ot actors who,,,,
do their own booking. I do not know what percentage drag1

...

—

,

•»

them.

i

"

"

What is your own judgment as to the percentage?
Si
r. Goodman: I have bere some statistics that Mr. Hodg- ;
don had made up, which you may have If you want; them
(handing paper to Mr. Walsh).
.•;&''
S3
-

'..

- : .->
•
By Mr. Walsh:
_
Q. I understand that tbe B. F. Keith Bxobaoge primarily Is
a representative of tbe owners or managers Of tho theatres

;;

i.^

.

'

&
a-*?that It doss business with or—
.
Mr. Goodman: He did not say that. as I understand It, It
-:'.
.«H,
you are referring to bla testimony. .
The Witness: No; they have their own representative In. '
•,•...'"<;." ".;'.' .--;^r
the office.
.r\..i.v
>"
;-.: \. rvg
By Mr. Walsh
\ -,.
q. Tney have their own representatives In the office?
-*
A. Yes, sir.
q. Well, tbe upstairs or big time—tbe B. F. Keith Circuit
''
Is the only one represented there?
JssL
•'
-'^
A. No.
• }m
.. 'x
q. What others?
of
Pittsburgh,
Davis
and
Mr.
Mr.
Moore
Shay
and
Mr.
A.
and the Canadian bouso*-s>q. Those are aot circuits; those are individual bouses, ere
'•
'
they not?
,
;;
A. No; Mr. Moore has two bouses and Mr. Shay baa two.
Tho Canadian people have three that are booked upstairs.
Q. Who are tbe Canadian people?
A. It Is a corporation. I do not know. .
Q. Whqre are they operated?
>
A. In Montreal, Hamilton and Ottawa.
_
Mr. Goodman: Is It not true, too, that the Poli'a Circuit
and Wllmer and Vincent otrcuits are circuits that have no
Interest in the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange?
Tbe Witness: That Is not the question tho gentleman asked,
me. That is downstairs. I do not know anything about the
downstairs work.
....
.
.:
Mr. Goodman: Are Wllmer and Vincent downstairs?
The Witness : Yes, sir and all that downstairs work I am
I was nevor down there half a
practically Ignorant of.
dozen tbxtee.
'

','

:M

•

•

•

'

.

list?

A. Yes, sir; I think that is correct

Q. And what other circuits are there?
A. w.ll, there are two houses, one each la Buffalo and
Toronto— in fact there are four. We bave an upstairs department and a downstairs department which are divided according
There are two large bouses and
to big time and small time.
two small bouses each in Buffalo and Toronto. Then there
are three I do not know but that there are four—three, I
think, In Canada; one in Detroit, one In Rochester, one in
Pittsburgh, and the Wllmer ft Vincent houses. I do not know

—

could tell you right off Just how many there are.
There is York, Allentown, Youngstown, Utlca, Reading, Harrlsb |im lil fl Ill
IM
ll liii
qui
IIIHl I I
How many theatres In tho aggregate?
•«.
A. You mean la tbe eatlre—
Q. Booking through the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange?
A. Booking through the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange?
Q. Yes.
A. I would bave to answer that approximately, became I
cannot carry them in my bead,
q. Well, approximately.
I think we have upstairs or did have a short time ago,
that I

mw

u eWl

.

•

;

.,

i

The verbatim report of the
tion will be continued

Issue of

investiga-

in next week's

VARIETY.

-'
,L:-:--'

.'.

.

.

A

air.

.•'.

'

you Commission's Exhibit 89 for Identification,
purporting to be a blank contract of tbe B. F. Keith Company
ot Boston, and ask you whether or not a list of the Keith
theatres is Indicated at tbe top ot that exhibit— tie complete

WW

m

<

.

DIRECT EXAMINATION.
s.

.

.

a witness on behalf Ot the Commission, and. being
duly sworn by the Examiner, testified as follows

A. Yes,

: ";,•

•'.

called as

By Mr. Walsh:
y. tour name is

.:.'

booked down-

am

•

1

first

"

circuits are

-^1

not familiar with it I know that the Poll's
Circuit has a lot of houses.
q. You testified you signed contracts for your corporationIs that true?
sign
for the managers of theatres.
Welt,
I
A.
q. You sign contracts tor tbe managers of theatres?
A. Nearly all of them. Boms ot them I do not sign for. I
do not sign for Detroit and Rochester. They prefer to have
their own booking representative sign those contracts.
q. The manager of tbe theatre?
They are
A. No; we call them booking representatives.
technically tbe men who engage the actor for theatres, and
in that case they sign them themselves, but all the Koith houses
and a great many of tbe other houses I have power ot
made up
been
attorney to sign them after tbe contract has
and brought to me.
...
Q. Yen generally bave a power ot attorney from tbe owner
or manager of ton theatre to sign contracts on behalf ot the

Yes, sir.
Q. Did you book acts for Loew on tbe Loew circuit and thea
separately on the Fox circuit and then separately on the
Morris ft Brill Circuit f
A. Yes, sir

K.

-Y

.''.-

:

You do not know bow many

q.

..«.

"*

Was Marcus Loew

By Mr. Walsh:
stairs? .
A. No. I

"witness

Mr. Goodman: I will withdraw It
By Mr. Goodman:

SAMUEL

•
'

-

.

fights to

and ask tbe

Walsh l
<

Q. Did you know ot any acts playing over the Loew. Circuit
subsequently playing over the United Booking Office tune?
A* K 68 BIT
q! And the other way around— acta playing the United
Booking Office time and then playing tbe Loew?

—

Q.

ot facts

ij-^

.

'

makes a statement

..'^3

«

-xrmm

:

q. You bave charge of tbe upstairs work?
•••
A. The clerical part; yea. sir,
q. Who has charge of the clerical part of tbe downstairs
work or the small time?
A. Mr. D. F. Honucssy.
Q. Mow man* circuits did you say are booked from tho
B. F. Keith Vaudevlllo Exchange?
;
A. That Is on the upper floor—I do not know about that.
Mr. Goodman : About five or six circuits, and the rest aro
individual houses. The Poll's Circuit also books through the
B. F. Keith Exchange.
* •-.•'?.
The Witness: Downstairs.

M

the question
to verify it

'

a

Uy

tries to get it first?
>- .•« rair.
all times Marcus Loew, if he can get an act before
•
Morria ft Brill, will try to get
Walsh:
I
object to the form ot the question because
Mr.

At

know

•

total ot 128.

an aot and

Q.

mm

;

I

big time and 78 small time, making
Mr. Oooaman: Fifty
:-<
- :~
-.-.;•..— >.

.

A. Yea,

Q. That Is due to the tact it is a small town and has not
got the population and wealth to support a theatre where the
prices are high?
-_--.,.
A. Yes, air; and It waa a small house.
Q. What character of show did you intend to play la that
" \
house In Bayonne what class ot show?
A. Vaudeville.
> *

Yes, sir; but we did not know It then.
What do you mean by that?
,
I mean we did not have small time shows.

and

office

'

air.

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

and the Loew

RB-CROSS EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Goodman:
Q. Don't you know that each one of these circuits

get

show?

office

separated and act connected la that they do
not have their offices together?
A. Yes, sir; they are in separate buildings.
Q. And book over separate circuits?
A. Yea, air.

-

q, i mean what price of admission?
A. 16 to 60 cents.
Q. What would be called along Broadway

tbe U. B. O.

You mean

Q.

^

A Yes sir.
q! What did you

testified

A. No, ehv

A. Yes sir.
theatres?
Q. Booking different~ circuits of
*
A. Yes sir.
Q. Mot' connected with one another in booking?
Yes, Blr.
Q. Mow. about this Bayonne house, you say. this was In
1905 or 1806 that you had the conversation with Mr. Albee?
A. Yes, air.
Q. How big a town la Bayonne?
A. About fifty thousand; it was then.
Q. How big a town Is Jersey City?
A. Jersey City. I guess, wai about one hundred and fifty
to two hundred thousand.
Q. Would Bayonne stand a high class or so-called big time
vaudeville theatre?
A. No, sir.
Mr. Walsh: We object to that as Incompetent, Irrelevant
and immaterial, and not proper cross examination.
Mr. Kelley: Why did counsel go into it then?
Mr. Goodman: May we have a ruling?
Examiner Moore : You may answer.

The Witness: Mo,
By Mr. Goodman:

Mr. Walsh:

You

Q.

.

Downstairs is something
between fifty and sixty.
very little about, but we bave more than that?
q. Upstairs b what Is known as big time?

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION.

the Mprris office and the Fox office and tbe Orpheum office
and the -Pantagce office— those .booking offices a rn .separatat
A. Yea, air.
Q. But you do not know whether they Me connected or aot
by any business arrangement, do you

"

i;

'
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Wllmot

ft

to

4

ILL.

LeVan

Dobbs

ft

"Little Miss Dixie"

fill)

DeRoy

.

Dresdner

ft

Columbia & Victor
(One to nil)

ST. PAUL
Palace

2d half

Manaf

ft Riddle
Jonla Hawaiian*

Melroy Sisters
Newell & Most
Evans ft Dean
10
Jam Bone Quartet Tennessee
Dick Burton
"Hooslor Girt"
LaFrance Bros
2d half
(One to fill)
O von do Duo
Morrison ft Carter
.SUPERIOR

Rawson

Clair

ft

(One to

•'The Miracle"

Bobby Hensbaw
"No Man's land"

Hopkins

Modjesfca

IND.
Hippodrome

Harry Rose
Bogunny Troupe

(Evanavllle split)
1st half

BEND. IND.

SO.

•

Axtell

ft

Herberta Beeson
Mitchell ft Mitch
"Girl on Magazine
Steve Juhass
3 Ambler Bros

Orphean*

Marsh
Keane ft Walsh
Edw Esmonds Co
Roy Gordon
"Follies of To-Day"
Clifford ft

WINNIPEG
Strand

"

2d half
LaMont ft Wright
Dreon Olrta .
Walmsley ft Myera Wheelock ft Hay
Tourestl
Jack Alfred 3
"Sweeth's of Mine"
to nil)

(Two

SEW TORK

1

ft

Singer's
2d halt ,
S Romano Slaters

Corlnne Tiiton
"Ftanovllle"

Alexandrl

Foley

Fred C Hagan Co
Duquesne 4

Duquesne

K Legal

Dolly

Hasel Harrlng'n Co

Ed

(Two

Mahoney

ft

Victoria

S Herbert Slaters
Robb ft Stewart
ft

Tllyou

Graham

Ward

Brady

Morlllo Sisters

(Two

fill)

BROOKLYN
O

K Legal

Eva

Shirley

"Finders Keepers"
Under'dy Tllyou ft Ward

2d half

Waatlka

Ed

ft

"Blow Your Horn"

Phillips

Lea Merchants
Devlne ft Williams
Herbert Brooke 6o
Greeley Square
Pequo ft Fellows
Frankle James
Rice ft Cady
J A J Laughlln

2d half
Martini ft Fabrlnl
Joe Darcy
"Planovllle"

Barron ft Burt
Gen Pisano Co

Herbert Brooke Co

De Kalb
ft Jose
•Foley ft McGowan
Ru din off

2d half
Norvells

Rube Marq'rd Band

Burns

Vlollnsky

Geo

Jenks

A Mack

Sherlock Sis
Bernardt

ft

Dlx

F

B

'

ft

ft

Ward

National
Aerial Franks

Geo A Mack
Old Fashioned Girl

Wilson
Paul Conchas Jr
(Three to fill)

Barron ft Burt
8 Black Dots

ft

Paltozt

Fox Benson Co
Molettl Bonconl
'

soula 27)

PROVIDENCE, R I
Emery
Mae Wadsworth
Cleveland ft Dowry
McMahon ft Chap.
„

•What Women Do
2d half
Payne Children
Donovan ft Murray
Robt H Hodge Co
Sol Berns
Boreinl Troupe
ST. LOUIS, MO.
.

Rawson &

Clare..

Martin ft Clare
(One to fill)
2d half
Lewie Stone
Pisano ft Bingham
Rudlnoff

Wm

LaToska

Van

ft

Sterling Rose 3
SO. BETHLEHEM

Loew

Shelton Brooks

&

Wlnton Bros
Dunlay ft Merrill

Lee
Son

Gallerlnl

&

Maxon

Morris

ft

Hlbbett

ft

Mallon

Tate's Motoring
2d half

& Lum

Grace Hazard
Camllle Personl Co Ned Norton Co
Corb Shep ft Dunne 8 Kundles
Russell

Ryan

ft

Blair

ft

Lee

CALGARY
Tuscano Bros
3

Maesaes

J Gifford

DENVER
Pantagea
Joe Whitehead
Dorothy Lewis
Navassar Girls

(One to fill)
SPRINGF'D, MASS.
Broadway
Payne Children
Donovan ft Murray
Robt H Hodge Co

Walzer

ft Dyer
Watson
Monks

Pedrlnls

N.

Loew

Crystal

<».

'

Henry

Sterling Rose I
2d half
Fritches

ft

Kenny &

Moore
Holils

"Holiday In Dixie"

GUS SUN

CircoiL

BUFFALO,

LIMA. O.
Orpheus
Mike Hoffman
Melmotte ft Leedum
Grey ft Byron

Liberty Trio

CHILLICOTHE

O.

Majestic

•Yankee Princess"
2d half

DeMarr
MoWatters ft Tyson
Grace

Anderson ft Golnes
Rhttdow Trio --"•-?

CLEVELAND
PrlaeUla

Duo

Canton
Fred Rogers
Marietta Craig Co

Fred La Relne Co

COLUMBUS
Broadway

Binns

ft Bert
University Trio

Finn

ft

Finn

2d half
Lorner Girls
Wells ft Crest
Adele Oswald

J

RICHMOND. IND.
Murray

Corell

ft

G

ft

Wilson

ft

2d half

Dan Russell Co
Edwards ft Ralston
6

Hickory Nuts

LOS ANGELES
Hippodrome

Slmps'n

Caplin ft Wells
Clark Sisters
Wells ft Fisher
Barry ft Buries

(One to fill)
2d halt
Loretta

Sherman

ft

Slatko's

ft

Mitchell

Revue

Powell Troupe
Dedlo Velde Trio
Lawrence Johnston
2d half

De Albert & Wilson

When

.-

•
.

Wells
Fuller

ft

.

SAN FRANCISCO
Hipp
(Sunday opening)
The Harleys
Hyland Grant ft H

B

ft

P

Valentine

Markey ft Montgom
Dr Craype
Caslao
(Sunday opening)
Aerial

(Two

Youngs
to

fill)

STOCKTON

Pozler

ft

Edwards

Markey & Mont
McAvoy & Brooks
(Others to

fill)

sending for mall to VABJETY.
address Mall Clerk.

Abbott Pearl

Bsrtlme Qua

Adams Geo
Ahren Peggy

Beelen James

Alberts Bob
Allen NoraAllison J
Aleberg Carl

Belmont Faith
Belmont Julia

M

Wm

Amare
Andennan Minnie
Arnand Grace
Arnold H Jack

Auburn James

Bell

A & L

Bennett Dell
Bennett Edith
Bennett Leila

Baiors

Fbiir

Baker Marlon
Barnes Caralyn F
Barnes Geo
Barnett Dordthy
Burnett Camllle
Barone Prof D
Barry
ADayton
Barry Mabel
Barry Trlxle
Barry John

'

&•

M

C

Benson Rusty
Bentley Charles
Bernard A HarrlB
Bernle Lewis
Billlns

Trio

'

&

Jaketta Bros

POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING OH
CIRCULAR LETTERS WILL NOT BE
ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED DJ ONE
USUI ONLY. ,

Marker ft Schenck
Adele Oswald

ii

Caplin

Bobbins

:S;:>

Hayatakea Japs
Mazle Evans
Jack Gardner Co
Sampson ft Douglas
"Here Comes Bva"

_^'

Betty Stokes
Herbert ft LaCouver

LETTERS

Weir ft Temple
Dancing Tyrells

Royal

Hippodrome
Krayona Co

Light
ft Ralston
Sidney Taylor Co
Hall ft Beck
Happy Harrison
2d half

Lorraine

C.

Prince

Wilson

SAN DIEGO

Hippodrome

Pantagea-.

SAN ANTONIO

Revue

&

Hipp
3 Killarney Girls

Peklnese Troupe
Spencer & Wilson
"Little Burglar"

HOUSTON, TEX.

Revere

ft

Slatko's

SACRAMENTO

Provol

^

9

Link ft. Robinson
Balcolm George Bvers

Happy Harrison
(Two to fill)

Norworth Co

VICTORIA, B.

Gordon

Wright

Balcolm

O'Meara

Wright

Zeno.Tordoa* Dun-Hill,.. Tlrolls ft Hill
Follis Sis ft LeRoy Dorothy Vaughn
Willam Flemen Co
O Handworth Co
Brltt Wood
Holmes ft LaV.ere
Anderson's Revue
SPRINGFIELD, ©. Camp Dick Jazz
San
MUSKOGEE, OKLA
WACO, TEX.
"Edge of World"
Orpheum
B'way
Grace DeMar
The Youngers
Klnzo
Tom Davles Co
Helen Morrettl
Nan Gray
Anderson ft Golnes R ft G Girls
Mr ft Mrs Phillips
Swan & Clifford
M. Feeney ft Knolls
2d half
"The Owl"
"New Model"
"Smart Set"

Randow

Scott

ft

Cons'y of Music

Lulu Hunter
Hall & Beck

SPOKANE

--.-vlatvhalf,.., .,.,,. ._,,..

ft

"Olives"

W

ft

D. O.

Cosmo*

De Waldo Cunning
Lew Wells
Norrls Co
Collier ft DeWalde
2d half
McAvoy & Brooks Dave ft
Lillian
King ft Wyse
Barry ft Surles
Markey ft Mont
C&esar Rlvoll

Vernon

Liberty

Tom Edwards Co

WASHINGTON,
Estelle Sully

FRESNO

T Dealy ft Sis

OKLA. CITY, OKLA.

Taylor

Leonora SlmonBon
Green & Moran
(One to fill)

Hippodrome

Pantagea
"Magazine Girls"
Lew Wilson

DALLAS

John T Ray Co
Jack LaVere

Eva

Belle ft

Weber Beck

Collier ft

SEATTLE

Jefferson

Bullowa Girls

Thomas

ft

Carmen's Minstrels
2d halt

Bennington

Hodklm-Pantagei Bookings

.

State

Dale ft Boyle
Helen Hildreth Co

Adams

Connors Chtsholm & Breen
Chil- Lafrance ftKennedy

ft

Sherman

SAN FRANCISCO

N

(One to fill)
2d half
Dale ft Boyle
Carmen's Minstrels
(One to fill)
TRENTON, N. J.

Garden

Happy Harrison
(26-27)
King ft Wyse

Wm

Kyra Co
Laurie Ordway
Adams ft Guhl
Jas Grady Co
"Girl In Moon"

L

ft

Loretta

Duo

ft

*

San Fraaetieo

Circus

ft

\

Thomas

ft

"Innocent
Bystander"

(28-26)

Porter J White Co

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Pantagea
(27-1)
Alex O'Neill ft Sex'n
Henry ft Adelaide
Three Star*
3 AbysBlnians

N.

Olympic

DeHollls Co
Wm
Lillian Ruby

Adams

Hippodrome

Belle Oliver
"Calendar Girls"

McConn'l

Harry Bond Co
Frank Farron
Eight Domlnos

ACKERMAN & HARRIS CIRCUIT

Morris

OGDEN

Springfield, O.

Hall Bros

BAKERSFIBLD

Pantagea

Van

Arthur

2d half

.

SAN DIEGO

Hugo Lutgens

"Fireside Reverie"

ft

Guth Dennis ft G
Lucky ft Harris
•Whats the Use"

Connors

Pantagea

Tybell Systers

Trovato

Roy

Arthur

dren"

(25-21)

Lillian

-

2d half
Princess Whltedeer

"Honor Thy

Pontages

(Same bill plays
Helena 27)
Four Bards

ft

Guth Dennis & G
"Whats the Use"
Cross Keys

SALT LAKE

Celestial

2d half

Roy

Globe

Stephens & Brun'le
Act Beautiful
June Mills Co
Bldr Barlow ft E
Jones ft Sylvester
"Cannibal Maids"

Hill's

Hippodrome
Manhattan"

"Miss

SO. BETHLEHEM,
PA.
PHILADELPHIA
Palace
A lhamhra
Buford Bennet & B
G & L Garden
Archer ft Belford
Ben Hilbert

Izotta

LaToy's Dogs

Pantages
Mile Blanca
Valentine Vox

&B

"Honey mooners"

Drels

ft

Mason ft Gwynne
The Rials
"Nowadays"

Mahoney Bros

Pantages
Pantagea
Derkln's Dogs
(Sunday opening)
"Here Comes Bva" Zara Carmen 3
Jim Doherty
& Shaw
Lowe & Baker Sis
Ned Norton Co
Ruth Osborn
Knapp & Cornelia
Happy Jack Gardn'r McKay. Scotch Rev
Sol Berns
Slsto
Yalto Duo
Sampson ft Douglas
Boralnl Troupe
(One to fill)
Hayatakl Japs
TACOHA
2d half
2d half
Pantagea
LOS ANGELES
Mae Wadsworth
Dunlay ft Merrill
Four Meyakos
Pantagea
Dwory
ft
Cleveland
Hlbbett ft Mallon
Senator F Murphy
American Duo
McMahon ft Chap
Tate's Motoring
Regal ft Moore
Royal Dragoons
Frank Terry
(One to fill)
Murphy ft Klein
Rives ft Arnold
KANSAS CITY, MO. "What Women Do" Walter Fisher Co
Love ft Wilbur
TORONTO
Empress
Durkin Girls
VANCOUVER, B. C.
Youage
Plcardo Bros
Samoya
Pantagea
Cliff Clark
A ft B Cody
Mareena ft D
D
OAKLAND
Van ft Carrie Avery 8 Llndred Girls
Old Time Darkies
Pantagea
Nat Carr
Harris ft Morey
(Sunday opening) "World Wide Rev"

HOBOKEN,

2d halt

Warden Bros
Buford Bennet

Lucky & Harris
Yucatan

G

PORTLAND, ORE.

"Who 1b Her
2d half
Paaitagea
Irene Aravetto
Plcardo Bros
(Sunday opening)
McLellan & Carson O'Diva
Clark
Van & Carrie Avery 3 Weston Glrla
Noodles Fagan Co
Harris ft Morey
GT. FALLS, MONT. Perelra Sextet

Morris

Donovan

International 9
Fields ft Wells
F Tinney*s Players

Zuhn

.

Parish ft Paru
Moranl Bros

Chicago Offices

Cliff

&M

Cunningham

.

Bessie LeCount
2d half
Knapp ft Cornelia
Scanlon ft Denno
Warwick
Jenks ft Allen
Hasel Harrlng*n Co Paul Conchas Jr
Jean Irwin
Eva Shirley
"Broken Mirror"
Werner Amoros I

Phil

Pantagea
Lane ft Harper
Johnson Baker ft J "MISS 1920 ,r

Keating ft Walton
Dick
D Lanlgan ft C

Frank Farron
Eight Domlnos

Yucatan

Ballett

ft

C

"Fashions a la
Grey & Old Rose

"Candy Shop"

Kenny & Lafrance
Harry Bond Co

Milt Collins

Moskova

City

Steve Freda"

NORRISTOWN, PA. POTTSVILLE, PA.
Garrlck

.

Spanish Dancera
Pantagea
Barnes ft Freeman "Tallyho GirlsAleko Pantha ft P. Jack Rose
Sandy Donaldson
Burke & Burke

Chung Hwa 4
Gorriclt
Leon Stanton Co
E ft L Conlee
Celina's Circus
F 7"
Will Cahlll
FALL RIVER MASS Whirlwind Gypsies EDMONTON, CAN.

"Women"

fill)

* New York and
BUTTE, MONT.

Dick
"Submarine

Love ft Kisses
Helen Jackley

to

Dunedln

(22-26)

ft

Frank Terry

Majestic

M

Wm

(Two

2d half

2

D Lanlgan Covert
LaDell ft Joe
Keating ft Walton
Josephine Davis

Corelli ft Gillette

Black Dots

Lordena
""'(One Yd »*-«*«

J Gray

Saxton Koler Co
Hudler Stein ft P

Victoria 4

2d half

&

Pantages

Francis
Hudler Stein ft P

Walton

Hajestle

(Same bill plays American Girls
Anaconda 26: Mis- Jack Goldle

Allen

Harris ft Manlon
Rube Marq'rd Band
Palace

Dixie
Beck & Stone
PI ean o ft Bingham
Gen Plaano Co
Harris & Manlon
Golden Troupe
2d half
Basel Moran
Vlollnskv
8

ft

»
2d half
Dolly ft Calame
Robb & Stewart

White
Burns ft Jose
Delaaeey Street
Elsie

_

to

Metropolitan

Mahoney

ft

ft

"Broken Mirror"

Lincoln 8 q.
Lewis Stone
Sherlock Sis ft F
Bernard!
Beasle Le Count
*

3

2d half

Rice ft Cody
Martin ft Clare

7"

*•

Alex ft Fields
S Lloyds

Eddy Due

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Loew

Morlllo Sisters
2d half

Concertos

Lee

F

J

Kathryn

Grace Haaard
Hudson ft Jones

HAMILTON, CAN
Leew

B

Sisters

Wilson
Fuji Japs

Clare

ft

Romano

S

Lane ft Plant
Werner Amoros

Daisy Leon

Rawson

Ward

ft

Avenue

Victoria 4
S Lordens
2d half
Swain's Animals

ft

"Submarine

& Murray

ft

NEW ROCHBLLE

TboB P Dunne
Gara Zora

2d half

Pequo ft Fellows
Watklns ft WUl'ms
Gray & Graham
Golden Troupe

to All)

Gray

ft

Phillips

Elsie White
Swain's Animals
2d half

Aerial Franks

-

Calame

Owen

2d half
Cortese

Chryatle ft Bennett
Brltt
Flynn's Minstrels

Bijou
Cortese ft Murray
Allen ft Averott
"Bullowa's Blrth'y"

M

Garden
M Andre ft Girls
Novelty Minstrels
"Bon Voyage"

"An American Ace" Nora Kelly
Ezra Mathews Co
Lou Holts
Burt Earle ft Glrla
Flying Henrys
HOUSTON, TEX. "Oh Charmed"

Jimmy

BIRMINGHAM

Donovan

Fred Kornau
ft Burt

Brendel

ft

Lowry

Frank Morrell Co
Kluting'e Animals

Bljon
LaDell ft Joe
Josephine Davis

Frankle James
"Finders Keepere"

Brady

v

4

Singer's Midgets
Bonlevarft

ft Moore
"Blow Your Horn**

.

McGowan

ft

Malettl Bonconl

Pleas & Reetor
2d half

BALTIMORE

Shelton Brooke
Gallerlnl ft Son

Under ? Nick Verge
Lottie
Calvert ft Sharns
Ward & Thornton
H ft J Gray
Midgets
Waatlka

Shirley Sisters

Duo

Edwards
Carlisle ft Roemer
Eddie Rosa
Hill Ackerman Co
Walsh

Huang's Seals

2d half
Clayton ft Clayton
Adler ft Clark
4 Laurels

BALTIMORE, MD.

SAN ANTONIO,
TEX.

-Austin 25-26)

Crescent

(feUnday opening)

Alvarez

Hippo drome
Gallanao
Arnold ft Taylor
Arthur Pickens Co

Cunningham ft
Van ft Morris

City

NEW ORLEANS

•

Frawley & West
Beulah Pearl
Douglas Family
Clayton ft Lennle

Orphean*

New Twri

Ore*
Scanlon ft Denno

CITY

Souths ft Tobln
"The Big Punch"
Canfield & Hose
2 Alex
2d half

BOSTON

MARCUS LOEW
Putnmra Batldinr.

fill)

AUGUSTA, GA.

Nanoa

TEBBB HAUTE*

ft

Rose

Now York

729 Seventh Ave.,

City

'

3

Musical McLarens

J axon
•'The Miracle"

v

^H"

MOSS CIRCUIT

B, S.

New York
John Gefger

Palace Theatre Building,

DALLAS, TEX.

Birds of a Feather Officer Vokes ft Don
8cott ft Bloaott
Stone Kallsz Co
Edith Clifford
Creole Fashion
Chryatle & Bennett "Mar via Wireless" 3 O'Gorman Glrla
Jimmy Brltt
Boyco Coombs
Fisher Hawley Co
Flynn's Minstrels
"Rubevllle"
LITTLE ROCK
2d half
FORT WORTH*
Mejestlo
Allen ft Averett
TEX.
Mr ft Mrs G Wilde
'IBullowa's Blrth'y"
Majestic
"The Decorators"
Thoa Potter Dunne Florenze Duo
Dale
& Burch
Ryan ft Ryan
Gara Zora
Prosper & Morat
Jos
L
Browning
MONTREAL
(One to fill)
"Mimic World"
Loevr
2d half
Frlscoo
Harvey DeVore 8
Wyoming Trio
(One to fill)
.tiurBton ft Mauley
Amoros & Janette
GALVESTON,
TEX.
Co
Hardy
Doris
Ford ft Urma
MsJestle
World In Harmony'
Roach
& <McCurdy
(23-24)
"Temptation"
Sterling Marguerite
(Same bill plays

Tobln

ft

Alex
(One to

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

-

Lyceum
Lowry ft Kathryn

Grand

ft

Reed

& Paull
MEMPHIS. TBNN.

Dixon

ATLANTA. GA.

Canlleld

Harris

"Hooaler Girl"

2d half
jess ftDell
•Kiralfy Kids

Coley

&

Bernard

• JvsBsle

Clayton & Clayton
Adler ft Clark
4 Laurels
2d half

Souths

Haddon ft Norman
SIOCX CITY, LA. Am Mus Maids
Qrpheam
Morrison & Carter
Reckless Duo
Walter D Neal'd Co
Ron ft LeDuc
2d half
Morris ft Shaw
Stlne ft Arnold
fill)

SiBtibrs

Plant

ft

Nanoa

Palace
Fred Zobedle Co

Fred Zobedle Co

Romano

Lane

Corelli ft GlUette
(One to fill)

& Bridewell

Merrltt

Ernest Hlatt

(Two

2d half

SPRINGFIELD,

Id half
Collin*

m

Harrison

ft

Thornton ft T
'Which Shall X M'ry'

Walton & Francla

BILLS NEXT WEEK.

O
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VARIETY

40

*

.

'

Bird

Nellie

MrVW-' ••-•—

Blair Jack
Blake Merna
Bloch George
Boeminer Helen
Bolger Elmer
Bonlger L A

Bond Raymond
Boyd Mnyle
Brennen C A
Brooks

A

Harris

iiiy-r}^J^^'k^>L'd :ihr^M^^^.:^
f

«=rt

}!*—

i

!

!

JEROME

WONDERFUL SONG

5

HITS!

WE MEET AGAIN"

"TILL

By WHITING

& EG AN—The

Best Popular Waltz ballad of the season

"AFTER ALL"

"SMILES"

ROBERTS & CALLAHAN'S LATEST BALLAD
The only successor to "SMILES"

'•'...

& CO.

REMICK

H.

'

By ROBERTS
"

The sensation

'

f

& CALLAHAN
of this season
- -'-'.

'

:

"A LITTLE BIRCH CANOE AND YOU"
& CALLAHAN—The

By ROBERTS

"MADELON"

High Class Waltz song

hit of the season

j

(I'm True to the Whole Regiment)

The famous Parisian hit— The French

i

•

& BRYAN

By BOUSQUET, ROBERT

:•!?

marching song

Soldiers'

-

.

.-

x

-

GREAT NOVELTY SONGS!

12

'

J*

*

•

•

-

c.

:.&3!
'

.
.

.

-

A SONG TO FIT EVERY SINGER
^

-.'.

«,

On

the

Road

to Calais"

Al Jolpon's bit "Winter Garden"

Hit,

B, major schwarz

"YOU Don't KnOW"

-

.

A

which he hat released to the profeaeien.

"Oh! Agnes!"
new
A
u

tP

nut eon* by De 8> Iva & Jaekaon
Everything" and 'Til Bar She Does."

Cry Baby

Al Jolion'e bis

& WeUa

Tan, Sehenck

-

"I've

making so popular at Relsenweber's Jaxs

Is

By Roberts

* callahan.

to the "alarer of oat-of-the-ordlnary" eonjs.

"You Cannot Shake That Shimmee Here"

hits,

By bilgovr—siegel— tucker

The song Sophie Tucker

'

who wrote

wUI appeal

ballad that

wrote this wonderful Shimmee song, and

it'a

a dandy

1

Got the Blue Ridge Blues"
Br WHITING—MABON—COOKIE

Room.

If yon want "to Uft 'am off their feet,"
act
.

pat this tingling dancing tamo

In

yoar

"A

Drop of

Little

SCOtCh

Irish

and a Wee Bit of

By CARROLL & BBYAN

Two aare Are

hit writers.

.

*-

Another melodious baUad by Van

"My Choc'late Soldier Sammy Boy"
A

corhlns sood fast sons by

Land Where Poppies Bloom"

"In the

.. _.

Bare to be popular with the Wets.

"Tackin'

& Schenek &

A

Baakette.

peach.

'Em Down"

A great melody by ALBERT GUHBLB with a clever lyric by BUDDY DB 8YLVA.

EGBERT VAN ALSTONS.

m

"GIRLS"

NEW!!

By

The

first

HARRY CARROLL

and

BEAUTIFUL

!

ALFRED BRYAN

song that Harry Carroll has published since his big

hit,

"I'M

ALWAYS CHASING RAINBOWS"
|

"I'M

FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES"
Don't Miss This One.

It's

Another

'TM ALWAYS CHASING RAINBOWS"

Everything Ready for You
Professional Copies
Vocal Orchestrations

Call at one of our offices

JEROME
....MEWYOBK
219 Wert 46th St.

BROOKLYN

BOSTON.

-.-,-

228

1mm

.._.
St."

PHILADELPHIA
31 South 9th St.

SS6 Fulton St.

PROVIDENCE
MimIo Dept.. Hall

4 Lyon

BALTIMORE
Muilo Dept.
Stewart Dry flood* Co.

H.

you can

—

if not,

•ana

sti. N.W.

-DETROIT^- -.,,.137 Fort St.

PITTSBURGH
308 Schmidt Bldo.

CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND

The Fair Muilo Dept.

Hippodrome Bldp.

TORONTO
127

Yongo St.

Dance Orchestrations

write:

Band,

&

REMICK

WASHINGTON
9th and

if

ATLANTA, 0A.
801

Flatlroa Bldg.

a

-«

•

etc.

CO.

- ST. LOUIS --;•
Muds Dept.
•-

Grand Leader

^F0RTLAMB,-©1H£.--

8AN FRANCI8C0

Majattlo Thaatr* Bids.

MINNEAPOLIS
Metis Dept.
Power* Mercantile Co.

•

322 North Wuhlngton St.

CHICA60

S88 Market St.

*

LOS AN0ELE8
S22 South Broadway

"

»

T"

a •ti > > l ii>Maii«

VARIETY

THE VERSATILE GENIUS OF MUSIC AND SONG
A DELICIOUS INTERLUDE OF MELODY

'

"

'

>

"EMPRESS OF SONG
NOW

PROSPECT, BROOKLYN,
Bronson Earl
Burke Eddie
Burke Minnie
Burt Sadie
Burton Mr & Mrs
Burtwick Ruth

—Creators

Vaudeville Writers

Hicks Loretts
Hicks Trlxle

Cameron Estelle
Camla Willy

Hill

Hixon Fred

Caason Jimmlo
Clair Doris
Clark Bobble
Cobb George
Cole Alice

Hubbell Rita

Ivan Margaret

Johnson Miss

Kane Eddie
Keate Earl
Keating Clara
Kelley Gertrude
Kelly

(SF)

Kramer Mae
Kubn Chas
Kuhn R H

Man
Must be good
A. B.

La Bergere Elsla
La Brack Frankie
Lane & Plant
Lane Ted

Deane Homer
Be Brown Dancing
Be Vorne Violet
Be Voy & Dayton

Larzell

&

52d

Leonard Jean
Leondor Louts
Lester Billy

Ward Johnnie
Warren Ethel

Rose Herman
Rose Ike
Rosa Cbas
Robs Harry
Royce Fred

Well BUlle (SF)
Welland Flo
Wells Gilbert
Weller Samuel

Lorraine Delia
Lytell Lily (SF)

Salisbury Paulina

McCaffery Hasel

Sarlores Six
Saxon 3

Farrell Peggie
Fields Billy

Mi'Hugh James

Wellington

Lono James

Samaoya Manuel
Bantry & Norton

McCautey Bob
McCloud Jack
Mt-Etbany Thomas

Scbepp Chas
Scaburr & Price
Sedan B

MrOuIrl J 3

Shaw

Mace L
Massed Babe

Sherman Millie
Sbuley Fay

i

J

W

Smilletta Pearl

Sims
South 4 Tobln
Stair Kathryn
Sparks Mabel
Spellman J N
Spencer Margaret
Stork* Frank C
Stanton Brnle
.

Lillian

Mrs

L

Freeman Marie

Mitchell

Frltches

Montrose Geo
Morton Phil

Galloway Lilian
Gasper & Slndlan

Morang Frank

BAN

Morton
Moore Geo A
Meyer Henry
Mullen Mack
Murdock Lew

Gay & Banks
Gayles & Raymond
Germalne Florrle
Gibbons Bobby

v

Margaret
Smith Ben
Sidman Marjorle
Smith Wlacbell
Shilling

Merlin Jack
Meltonlo Dorothy

T L

Lillian

Shea Jtmmle
Sheehan Guy

Mandel Jack
Mauxfleld A Riddle
Marble Mary
Marsh Peggy
May Emily

.

&

Nliong Frank

(Feb. 24

IN CHICAGO
OFFICE-

Adama Don

Hartford.

Oakland Will

Thorndyke Mabel
Thornton Arthur
Tllburn Al

Clifford

Togan & Geneva

Cycling McNutts
Close BUlle
Crouch Clay

Hackett Ray
Ha tin Leon
Haley Clemle

Orben Michael

Hall Joe
Halls Ethel May
Harris Mr ft Mrs S
Harris
Harrison Madeline

Wm

~t

Hart Hasel
Hart Helen

—

"J

J

Trennell

•

Park Richard
Parker John
Pembroke Adele
Plquo Harry
Phillips Mrs G
Pollack Jeanneatte
'""" "
Pollack " Jean"

Vallle

Joe

Joe

Vance Violet
Va'nn Lolo

Vinson
•'

E A

Walker H
Waliace^tnjUie^

Clifford

3

Ruth

Clancy George
Carson May
Drlscoll Rodger
Dean J T
Darling May

ety Boston.
"Best Show In Town" 24 Palace Baltimore 3
Gayety Washington D C.
"Blue Birds" 24 Olympic New York 3 Gllmore
Springfield Mass,
"Bon Tons" 24 Gayety Toronto 3 Gayety Buffalo.

"Bostonlana" 24 Gayety Pittsburgh 3-5 Grand
Akron 6-8 Park Youngstown O.
"Bowerys" 24 Gayety Rochester 3-5 Bastable
Syracuse 6-8 Lumberg UUca N Y.
"Brobdway Belles" 24 Star Toronto 8 Garden
Buffalo.

Review" 24-26 Bastable Syracuse
Lumberg UUca N Y 8 Gayety Montreal.
"Burlesque" Wonder Show" 24 Gayety Montreal

'IBurlesque

27-1

^JuTIy^Hibj^^^^^

--•3- Empire- Albany.---

Pollle Jack

Haseltlne
Harvey Miss

Press Florence

D
Qdealys The

Hayward Jessie
Hayward Sidney

Rchn Marva
Reeves Geo

W

A I I V LUUOUUJl
I A/ CHAM
ULLI
1

Harvey Zella
Haw Harry
Hayward 8
Hayden Jack

Ramey Mares
Raymond Charlie

Putnam

and March 3)

"Beauty Trust" 24 Gayety Boston 3 Grand

ThomaB Vera
Thompeon Wm

Wayne

L

Building; 1493

WILL
WILIj

"

atiK OFFICE
U
RETURN TO
KKTUKN
1U HER

MONDAY, FEB, 24th
Broadway, New York City

Mo

8

0.

"Lid Lifters" 24 Worcester Worcester 3 Howard Boston.
"Maids of America" 24 Casino Boston 3
Columbia New York.
"Majesties" 24 Casino Philadelphia 3 Miner's
Bronx New York.
Marion Dave 24 L
3 Gayety St Louis.
"Merry Rounders" 24 Casino Brooklyn 3 Empire Newark.
"Midnlsht Maidens" 24 Empire Hoboken 8 Star

Bohjnan Show 24 Colonial Providence 3 Gay-

E

Taylor Margaret
Taylor Puyllla

O'Neill Saye

nati.

"Liberty Girls" 24 Gayety Kansas City

ety Minneapolis.

Norton Howard

Omar Mildred
One Rubv

.

"Beauty Revue" 24 Gayety Milwaukee 3 Gay-

Aubrey Burt A
Adams Lowden
Adair Art
Barrett Roae

Murray Crystal

i

-,

.

.

Golem Troupe

H

Well BUlle

cadero Philadelphia.
"Auto Girls" 24 Crown Chicago 3 Gayety Milwaukee.
"Aviators" 24 Star Brooklyn 3 Olympic New
York.

Glenn Myrtle
Grlbbs

Gordon Bobble (SF)
Graham Bob
Gburley Harry
Grey Clarice

A

*

Penn Circuit 3 Gayety Baltimore.
Kelly Lew 24 Lyric Dayton 8 Olympic Cincin-

"Americans" #1 Lyceum Washington 3 Tro-

Zara Irene

W

•,,

ety Toronto.
"Jolly Girls" 24

Lyteii Lily

Lucille

York Jule

Betta

27-1 Camp Dla Wrightatown
N J 8 Gayety Philadelphia.
"High Flyera" 24 Gayety Baltimore S Lyceum
Washington D C.
"Hip Hip Hurrah" 24-28 Grand Akron 27-1
Park Youngstown 3 Star Cleveland.
Howe Sam 24 Columbia Chicago 2-4 Berchel
Des Moines la.
"Innocent Maids" 24 Gayety Louisville 8
Lyceum Columbus.
Irwin's "Big Show" 24 Gayety Detroit 3 Gay-

Kosior Boris

Norman

Western Helen
Weston Willie
Wilson Billy
Wilson Wheeler
Williams Floyd
Williams Harold
Wilbur Frank
Wilbur C R
Wilbur Thad
Wright J F
YoBcsry Ferdinand
Youlen Alma

Ug t Seamen's New York.

"Hello Paree"

IN SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
Davie Hal
Gordon Bobbie
Eaton Louis*
Eaton Jean

Noble

West Eugene

Bra zee Jack
Bayard Victor Jr
Ball "Banjo" Harvey
Boyer Billy
Benson H C
Bernard E
Beverung Robert H
Berkey Grayce
*
Belgium Girls

Sterling Jessie
Stirk Chas

'

Emery

(Spcl)

Sylvia

_

Spencer Babe & Mabel
Swift Herbert E
Tracey Claudia
Taylor Margaret E
Voltaire & Lloyd
Vernon Albert
Varr & Tunis
VUlette Blanche

Mayer Meyers Co
Myers Maude
McLlnn jp
Morehead H J
Morris W Mrs

\

Mrs

Shy Gas

Margolttl Michael
'

Webb Verene

H

Stanley Allen

Moore Viola
Mayo Harry
Mayo Beth

Walsh Alice
Walton Evelyn

Litttejobns

Link Billy

Meech

LaVlne Trio
"LeRoy Dot

Richards Julia
Rochester Nlma
i

Samuels

•

Reenter Benton

Eaton John (SF)
Eaton Louise (SF)
Edwards Margaret
EdelnelD Ernent
Edremburg Harry
Brans Bob
Evans Blanche

Meade

For standard act

Relnoma Sgt Geo
Reno Bessie

Le Van Bobble

Ford Chester
Ford Dolly
Ford June
Foy Eddie
Franks JeBsIe

Woman

and Broadway, New York

Earle Lynda
Earl Mist) B

Ftnnlety Lou
First Harry
Forrell James J

Wm

W, PONTIAC HOTEL

Duo Aleva

Flneberg Co

W

Rlter Ymar
Stork Jeanette

HuBter Nor*
Jack £ Jill
Jackson
H
Judd Jappie Mia
Kerrs Clyde
Keorner Bailey BUI
Kirk Ralph
Latie Joe
Miles

Sull

Lea Mabel
Lee Bessie a
Lefber Anna
Lemley Jack

.

Drawee Gustavo
Drew Lorrell
Duffy Thomas
Duffy James J
Dunlay & Merrill

St.

or

singer.

-

Richards Edward
Rees

Hanna & Partner

Wanted Quick: Piano Player

from Joyland" 24 Star St Paul 2-4 Gayety Sioux City.
"Girls of V S A" 24 Empire Newark 8 Casino
Philadelphia.
"Golden Crook" 24 Peoples Philadelphia 8 Palace Baltimore.
"Grown Up Babies" 24 Pottsvllle 25 Easton
26-1
MajesUc WUkes-Barre 8 Majestic
Scranton Pa.
Hastings Harry 24» Gayety St Louis 8 Star &
Garter Chicago.
"Hello America" 24 Jacques Waterbury 8 H"ur"Girls'

»

Ralphft Hay
Rose Julian
Rodwaya Edwards
Roach Ed

Eva
Gardiner Edgar
Henry Jack
Harper Pearl*
Hoover Mary
Fuller

VARIETY. New York

«66,

Potter

Koelof Boris

Dalbeaole George
Dale Louise
Darlel Rupert

Donald Anlce
Bougies Family

&

Kennedy Anna

.

bHaanMB

Address Box

Cramer Harlan J

Wm

with French windows cat out. Used only
once by big time single. At sacrifice.

HL

Cascla Micble
Crackles Billy
Crackles Vera

Orma Grace
Darnell Hilda
DeHollls
Oliver
Dave Oeanne Miss
Owen Jack
Delphlno Morris (Reg) Patton Alpha
Faherty Tenney Miss
Peck Frank
Fanerty Tenney
Parker John
Figaro Jack
Renning Edna

BEAUTIFUL SATEEN DROP

,

Jacobsteln Henry
Jeanette Adel

Crelgbton Bertha
Craig BettyCurtis Mae

m

Wm

Jackson

Howard

Frater Sgt

Temple Building, Chicago

FOR SALE

Hudson Lew

Connera Barry
Cook Joe
Cook Walter
Cornelia Harry L

-

1626, Masonic

—Directors

Let as bolster up that weak spot.

Howard Lorln
Howard Martin

Coleman Harry
Collins

Room

of Tinkley Tunes

Personalities brought oat.

Acta diagnosed.

Emma

Carpe Alice
CaBBell Bueter
Cassette Carlo

sino Boston.
Dixon's "Big Revue" 24 Victoria Pittsburgh 8
Perm Circuit
"Follies of Day" 24 Olympic Cincinnati 3
Columbia Chicago.
"Follies of Pleasure" 24 Gayety Minneapolis 3
Star 8t Paul.
"French Frolics" 24 Akron 25-26 Watertown
27 Oswego 28-1 Inter Niagara Falls N Y 8
Star Toronto.
"Frolics of Night" 24 Cadillac Detroit a
Englewood Chicago.
"Girls de Looks" 24 Gayety Omaha 3 Garetv
Kansas City Mo.
"Girls from FollleB" 24 Gayety Philadelphia
3-5 Casino Chester Pa 6-8 B'way Camden

HERBERT, SMITH and MALMROSE

Hermalne Felix
Caosar

HARRY WEBER

"Cheer Dp America" 24 Empire Albany 8 Ca-

Healy Dan
Hearn J
Hendricks Chas
Henderson Norma
Henry Peggy
Healy Kathryn

B

Direction,

(Feb. 20-24)

J

Brooklyn.
"Mile a Minute Girls" 24-25 Wheeling 26-27
Steubensvllle 28-1 Canton 3 Victoria Pittsburgh.
"Military Maids" 24-28 B'way Camden N J
27-1 Casino Chester 3 Pottsvllle 4 Easton 6-8
Majestic WUkes-Barre Pa.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 27-1 Park Bridgeport 3
Colonial Providence.
"Mischief Makers" 24 Standard St Louis 2-3
Grand Terre Haute 4-8 Majestic Indianapolis.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 24 Century Kansas City 3
Standard St Louis.
"Oh Girls" 24 Star Cleveland 3 Empire Toledo.
"Orientals" 23-2t> Camp Dlx Wrlghtstown 27-1
Grand Trenton 3 Empire Hoboken.
"Pace Makers" 24 Empire Cleveland 3 Cadillac Detroit
'Taris by Night" 24- Ollmore Springfield 3
Worcester WorceBte'r Mass.
"Parisian Flirts" 23-24 Grand Terre Haute 251 Majestic IndianapoliB 3 Gayety Louisville.
"Pennant Winners" 24 Englewood Chicago 3
Crown Chicago.
"Pirates"" 24 Majestic Scranton 3-5 Armory
Blngbamton 6-8 Hudson Schenectady N Y.
"Puss Puss" 24 Empire Brooklyn 8 L O.
Razzle Dazzle" 24-26 Casino Chester 27-1

B'way Camden 2-5 Camp Dlx Wrightatown
6-8 Grand Trenton N J.
"Record Breakers" 24 Garden Buffalo 3 Empire Cleveland.

,

Reeves Al 24 Grand Hartford 3 Jacques Waterbury.

"Roselaad Girls" 21 Minor's- Bronx New York
6-8 Park Bridgeport
"Sight Seers" 24 Hurtig & Seamen's New

York 3 Empire Brooklyn.
"Social Follies" 24 Lyceum Columbus 8-4
Wheeling 5-0 Steubensvllle 7-8 Canton.
"Social Maids" 24 Columbia New York 3 Casino Brooklyn.

"Speedway Girls" 24 Howard Boston
Brooklyn.

.
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On and after March 1st Lee Kraus Vaudeville Agency will move
his Chicago office to New York City and hereafter will be associated and doing Business under the firm name of
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BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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Can Secure Long and Consecutive Routes
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Widows" 24 Gaiety Buffalo 8 Gayety

Roclieater.

"Star

ft

Outer" 28-25 Bercbel-Des Moines 8

Oayety Omaha.

p*.

"Step Lively Girls" 24 Empire Toledo 8 Lyric
Dayton.
Sydell Rose 24 Majestic Jersey City 3 Peoples
Philadelphia.

"Tempters" 24 Oayety Brooklyn 6-8
Wrlghtstowfl

N

Camp

Dlx

J.

"Trail Hitters" 23-20 Oayety Sioux City 3 Century Kansas city Mo,

-

'•
'

:

'

.

"

•

"20th Century Maids" 24 Orpheum Faterson 8
MaJeBtlc Jersey City.
8
Watson Billy 24 Oayety Washington D
Oayety Pittsburgh.
Welch Ben 24 L
3 Orpheum Paterson.
White Pat 24 Trocadero Philadelphia 3-s
Camden N J 6-8 Casino Chester Pa.
Williams Mollle 24 Star ft Garter Chicago 3
Oayety Detroit
"World Beaters" 24-26 Armory 3 Ingham ton
27-1 Hudson Schenectady 3 Akron 4-5 Watertown ft Oswego 7-8 Inter Niagara Falls N T.
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Robert Fisher and Jack Valle have Joined
Boyle Woolfolk's La Salle Musical Stock Co.
Jane' Oifford is an addition to the troupe la a
soubret role.

"Business -Before Pleasure" will be transferred from the Qarrlck to the Woods when
"Keep Her Smiling," the Sidney Drew show,
1.

McKent Barnes has established
and announces that he will enter the

producing field
cago capital.

In

the spring, backed by Chi-

people.

Daisy Cornell, toe

dancer,

has Joined the

Awanna-Treveen Terscchoreans.

France,

is

now connected with the

department of Leo

professional

Feist.

Ed Button, formerly stage manager of the
American, has been mustered out of the serv-

Link, Jr., lb now with Woolfolk's
Princess," paying opposite Elmer

Bill

"Yankee
Coudry.

BSI

i

Jack' Clifford, Bobby Baker, Josie .Sterling
and Ann Raymond have Joined the Qus
Arnold's stock tab at the Avenue.

Herble Wilson, treasurer of the Palace, is
doubling at the Majestic while Fred Ackerman is home ill with the grip.
Sergt. Sidney Cook, recently returned from
I

t.i

According to figures given out "Bringing Up
Father" played to $6,029 at the National,
$7,500 at the Victoria and over $7,000 at the
Imperial.

'

ice.

Ray Midgley

'

Seven hundred wounded soldlerB and sailors
were guests of the Palace at a special performance Saturday morning.

Ray Dean (Ray and Emma Dean)
the Army.
season, as

has produeed a musical stock
organization for George Earle, which will open
at the Byer's Theatre, Fort Worth, Tex.,

March

Is

out of

The act will not work until next
Ray thinks he Is due for a rest.

Zlegfeld Follies are winding up with
two extra matinees each week. Morris Gest
Is in town, superintending four extra ones a
week for "Chu Chin Chow."
1

chorus.

"./-.'•

•-"

:

March 11 marks the first anniversary of the
new Woods Theatre, A celebration is planned
for the event
Montague Glass Is to appear
and deliver a speech during the performance
"Business Before Pleasure."

The following have Joined Rowland ft Clif"September Morn" : O. L. Jackson, Mary
Shearer, Arthur Tackman, Lucelle Tackman,

ford's

Harry Kenneth, Nell Dutcher, Azella Evans,
Frank Seeling.

Mrs. Alma Helm, prominent in north shore
announced the engagement of her
daughter, Ruth, a student at Northwestern
University, to Conrad Nagel, who played the
lead at the Chicago engagement of "The Man
Who Came Back."

E. L. Wenzel, owner of the Washington
Hotel, was arraigned before Judge Gemmill In
the Court of Domestic Relations, In a case Involving a statutory charge preferred against a
guest of the hotel by Anna Rogers, a stenographer. He was released on bonds of 81,500.

Sam H.

Harris, of

Cohan

ft

Harris,

was

district

Harry Powers caused the arrest this week of
a bellboy, on a cbarge of scalping.
Irwin was discovered hawking tickets In front
of Powers' theatre.
E. Irwin,

Saul Goldsmith, of the Eagle ft Goldfish
agency, has been pursued by a streak of hard
luck in which Influenza has figured dismally.
He received a wire from bis brother, Ben, that
their mother was dead of pneumonia. His sister, Violet, died Jan. 18, and his brother,
Israel, a few months before, from Influenza.
"Fiddlers Three," the* John Cort show managed here by Harry Cort Is burning up thou-

PAULINE WEXCH
-—-—
~xr&mLVY

Palace,

New

York, This

Week

in

Chicago last week. It has been reported that
the firm has been looking of a elte for a new
house.
Harris spent a good deal of his time
gazing longingly and thoughtfully at one of the
choicest locations In the heart of the theatrical

Assisted by the

M

-

9.

The

Nina Walker, Corrlne Wilson, Hazel Raye,
Addle ClaAey and Margie Ryan have Joined
the "Overseas Revue" at the Princess, In the

;

•$

,

Jack Adams Is producing a new musical
comedy stock tab which will open In Chicago
next week. The cast, now In rehearsal, has 11

Mort Infield, formerly Infield and Ray, has
teamed (or vaudeville with Venza Noblette.

.-

-

.;

•••;.>.

.

J

,
-

society,

Howard
offices

..,
'

..
"'

of

George W. Lederer, who once was a prime
on the Chicago Rlalto, la with us again
ahead of "The Girl Behind the Gun," which
follows the "Follies" at the Colonial.

figure

moves out March

I

'*,

.•/-;

Q^j^^g-

(Feb. 17)
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KEERN BRENNAN,

M

PAUL CUNNINGHAM
and BERT RULE
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SINGSPLAYS;
WHISTLES
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THE VICTOR RECORD of this
Great Big Song Hit. has just

'

you want to
enjoy a real treat and at the
same time listen to a wonderful
been released.

demonstration,
first

If

step

into

"Victor" shop you

and ask them to play

it

•'

%

-;

.-

..

;:•:-.

%M*

the

come to
for you.
All sorts of doubles, also any
amount of comedy choruses
and recitations yoars for the

—

Professional Copies and

...

Sal

$m

asking.

Orchestrations in All Keys

TAKE ADVANTAGEfOF OUR COAST-TO^COAST SERVICE

WITMA^RK &
AL COOK,

1502 Broadway, N. Y.,

next to Palace Theatre
:;-»#

KIKE MoCARTHY

TH08.

filnsMtoil*. HI**.
915 Paatatw Bld|.

GmtIc*

I.

ROBS NeCLU RE
pmi, Mm.

st.

J.

OWSLEY

Chiotoo,

III.

ThMtn

Bids.

"hal mTkino
Kama*

City.

Mo.

Saltty Thattr. Bldi.

EO. EDWARDS
PhlhUMahla. Pa.

Sift

Fnuiotoa. Gal.

St 8. Ninth 8t.

SOS

PMtaoM BM|.

AL.

AL. "WORTH
Ctmlutf. 0.

ud Pmant

Fourth

8E0.
St*.

BROWNE
BR10«EMAN

pitturemtt. Pa.
238 F«rrBi Ana.

JACK LAHEY
Bottoflf

Hmm.

218 Tremont 8t.

a CARPENTER.

JR.
DrtTolt, Mleh.
242 Orfnrotd St.

JACK CROWLEY

BEN BURKE

Prorldwoa, B. I.
IS Batkaaj st

814 Park Aw.
Baltimore, Me.

OABE NATHAN
ThartTt

Sniaroa
Let Amelia, Cal.

jos. lTmann
43* Berts Week

DM HOWARD
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dfeetaairf, 0.
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Themust "P&wsrful *Irish ksllatSm Yeasts! a

h*

nOST S.WAMGM&ManJWR.
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I

f

among the Nations o

fpfe

There have been mans? "Great "Irish hailads in the past cssisseunsntly weMSISWhavs Something gs&d takers we csss
years- Evty line is History audio evru
truthfully say this is dee most 'Wesw&urfsME Irish nallsdin
consider it the
MBAJLMJUP
line there is a THRILL I- the melody sings itself—

we

&••

we have ever offered our professional friends-

PR0ESIBP¥fBiiRpBI£SliTPiBE8iaN-®EEIS.Siiaf!
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Lou Houesman, recipient of the giant testimonial. Is not out of work. He Is associate
agent with Will Page for "Chu Chin Chow,"
and at the close of that engagement will handle
Mme. Kallch In "The Riddle: Woman," at
tbo Woods, where he recently "flvered relatione
with his old berth. The Woods management
sent word that It entertains only the friendJ. J. Rosenliest-feelings toward Houseman.
thal, who succeeded him, waB one ot the committee In charge 'of the testimonial.

AUDITORIUM.—"Chu Chin Chow"
remarkable run j4tb weeE)
BLACKSTONE.—George Arllss

continues

its

and a

dls-

(5th week).

the Bong of a lovesick country gal about her
bucollo Romeo. For a finish she comes out In
an Ann Pennington costume, revealing a thing
or two that might be comparable to what Miss
Pennington shows, and sings "Bluebird."
Miss Craven is sure fire on the small
develop
Into
time and could easily
desirable
big
time
calibre.
Clifford
and
Marsh opened the show with a combination
cartooning and xylophone act. Neither of the
men are exceptionally talented, but the novelty
of the combination helps put the act over.
Keane and Walsh, recently revued at the Logan
Square, where they broke in, are striking a fast
clip sow and delivering the goods with a
enappy singing and dancing act, slowed up a
Newell and
little by some rheumatic gags.
Most, young, full of pep and personality, followed Ward's act and got over by sheer youth
and speed. Fred Zobodle and Co., with a good
acrobatic novelty, consisting principally of
BvAng.
band balancing stunts. ,

of "See You Later"
"Oh. Lady, Lady," Feb. 24.

NATIONAL.—"Seventeen."
'

OLYMPIC—"Fiddlers

(2d.

PRINCESS.—"Overseas Revue" (2d week).
POWERS.—Lenore TJlrlc in "Tiger Rose,"
smashing hit (6th week).
STAR A GARTER.—The Star & Garter Show.
STUDEBAKER.—Guy Bates Post In "The
"Masquerader." Hit (5th week).
WILSON AVENUE.—North Shore Players In
"The House of Gloss."
WOODS.—"Keep Her Smiling," with Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Drew, will close Its successful
run next week (6th week).
AMERICAN.—Will J. Ward and his Five
Symphony Girls, who did well a couple of
weeks ago at the Palace, was an uproarious hit
here, where the clientele 1b not accustomed to
the nmbltlouB talent of the bigger house.

THOS.

J.

lng to Interest out-of-town capital In a
theatre proposition for Loe Angeles.

new

.

Three," scored hit

week).

,

BEST BB&BSM

Yn^QoObaruoi^mAm 71 W.todolpfo St. CHICAGO. ILL.

LA SALLE.— Last week

eanda of dollars In tbe dallies, taking huge
extra displays that run from 60 lines to half
pages.
The show seems to be "over." A
campaign on a smaller scale, started for Guy
Bates Post In "The Masquerader," was brief,
but results satisfactory'

many

in our3IB odd years experience.

Hon-

FITZPATRICK

Charles R. Baker, advance manager for San
Carlos Opera Co., whose home Is here, has
completed his 87 transcontinental trip.
Players Welfare League gave a ball on St
Valentine's night.

Harry Von Meter, of the
Ralph Herx In vaudeville.
Bothwell Browne

films, Is to

support

contemplating making a
brief sojourn In vaudeville with the company
he recently appeared with at the California.
is

Marlon Vantine gave a luncheon after a
Morosco matinee to a few friends.
Florence Malone

la

out aa leading

woman

of

the Morosco.

Presents

The Second Edition of the

FOUR MORTONS
SAM—KITTY—MARTHA-JOE

.

"THEN AND NOW"
Week

This
tlngulehed

cast

In

(Feb. 17), Keith's Riverside,
"A

Well

Remembered

Voice" and "The Mollusc" (4th week).
trlcla Colllnge in "Tlllie" Feb. 24.

COLONIAL.—"Follies" drawing

Pa-

a close ot
one of. tbe most successful runs erer had in
Chicago (Oth week).
"The Olrl Behind the
Gun" March 2.

CORT.—"Old Lady
COLUMBIA.—Fred

81"

to

fair (7th week).
Irwlnfe "Big Show."
;

CROWN.— "Beauty Revue."
BNOLBWOOD.—
— "Auto Girls."

"

GARRICK. "Business Before Pleasure,"
with Barney Bernard and Alex Carr, capacity
(Oth week).
Will move to the Woods on
March

1.

GRAND.—"Going Up," capacity (9th week).
HAYMARKET.—Stock burlesque,
ILLINOIS.— Mltzl In "Head Over Heels"
(8th week). "The Better 'Ole," with De Wolf
Hopper, Feb. 24.
IMPERIAL.—Mutt &

Jeff.

B. F, Keith's Palace,

Next Week (Feb.

New York

ore ot the bill were divided between

Connie Craven, a singing single. Miss Craven
on this occasion presented her new act. Prior
to her debut qb a single. Miss Craven was
soubret in some of the Frledlander productions.
Of ttny stature, she has large possibilities. Her
voice Is surprisingly robust, and has a clear,
ringing quality.
Miss Craven opens with the
usual rhymed introduction, passed through end-'
less repetition, but rendered Innocuous by her
pretty appearance and dashing attire In a
beatulful opera cape. She flings the cape off as
'her Introduction ends, and appears in a kid

24),

Orpheum, Brooklyn

"The Mission Play"

Ward and

LOS ANGELES

Is

attracting thousands

of tourists.
I

VARIETrS
LOS ANGELES OFFICE
PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING
Phoaa: (Automatic) 1B681

A. Barretta, manager ot Gar-rick,
covered from influenza.
Irvln

Cobb made a very good box

has

office

re-

show-

ing here last week.

.

B. C. Steele, Symphony manager, who went
EaBt several weeks ago, is not returning, ac-

Earl Carroll, the lyric writer, la in the city
to write a tew musical comedy for Morosco,
who Is expected shortly.

cording to report.

costume, singing "I Don't Want to Go Back to
School," getting down on her knees a la Jolson
and singing the second chorus to the orchestra
leader, with Ingenuous business.
Her second

Lillian 'Elliott, of the Morosco acting staff,
underwent a serious operation at Good Samaritan Hospital. She Is reported recovering.

Picture theatres are not yet downing normal
pre-flu business.
Several of the bouses are
barely getting by, while -the others are not
cutting a wide financial dash.

number

Adda Gleason left the screen to play In
Morosco stock, appearing In "The Walk-Offa."

'

Is

>

,

a startling contrast—a grandmother

which the clever kid makes up facially
as well as sartorlally for the character. This
was followed by a quasl-rube number, singing

bit, in

New York, this week

A! Nathan, former Soperba manager,

la try*

3

H. Clone had as his guests, at a perof the Will King Co. James J.
Jeffries and Jim Corbett. The big fellows are
seen together much.

(Feb. 17)

The Most Spectacular. Unique.

Artfully Staged, Posturing

COLOUR GEMS
Unanimously praised by the Press of the U.
and endorsed by

r

fl

VARIETY
"An

(SIMEfc

excellent

i

S.

yfc^

A STUDY IN COLOR, LIGHT AND FORM

perspective

obtained in the
mounting of each number. The lighting has
received expert attention.
Of value to a bill
opening after Intermission, for it's A POSING
ACT WORTH WHILE and worth watching."

Direction,
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NEW YORK WENT WILD
every performance

PALACE THEATRE last

KEITH'S

at

week,vwfc

I

1

AND AMERICA

EVER WILL

THAT GREATEST OF ALL SONGS ON THE ANTI-DRINK" QUESTION.
'HE PEOPLE DIDN'T APPLAUD, THEY GOT UP AND CHEERED.
SING IT— AND THEY'LL DO THE SAME FOR YOU.
.'"

jj-rt'—- -^'-

America Never Took" Water
And America Never Will

'«$. j.
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A Real

Live

SAN FRANCISCO

Book of

VARIETY'S
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
PANTAOBS THEATRE BUILDING
•t OHdMi au

Professional Stage
Material

ONE ACT PLAYS
SKETCHES
NOVELTY ACTS
With Power, Pep and Peraonality

GOODWIN'S
VAUDEVILLE
'.nSFTJ

MANUAL
Price

On*

LEWIS

Dellar,

B.

FtstpaU

GOODWIN

LITTLE HOUSE
Manchester,

PANTAOBS.—IS,
view, with very

ordloary bill on
entbuilsum aroused until
In the next to doting

Slow,

little

Laura Ordway appeared
and

captured tbe audience with an exsongs cleverly
proved a detriment.
Tbe Kyrae Dancers headlined moat
successfully, the Kyras' remarkable exhibition
of BUental dances dlaplaylnx grace, control
and flexibility of arms In snake dance, surpassing tbe very beet seen here before. Tbe
spot

•ad

New Hampshire

ijf

cellent routlno- of character
delivered.
Tbe talk, however,

entire offering was effectively presented. James
Qrady and Co. were moderately successful.

Jennie McLaughlin opened effectively. Harry
Wilson, strong on voice, but routine lamentably
that got

weak. Adams and Ouhl, with talk
some laughs, but remainder of act
Quietly.

HIPPODROME.— 16,

maintained good
balance on opening show, with banner business in evidence all day Sunday. Tbe Kellie
DeCourefty Trio, featured, scored wltb singing
and comedy talk well delivered. Plying La
Mara closed nicely. Florence Bell and Co.
presented sketcb full of action, wltk theme admirably acted. Sisters Van Dallo opened attractively.
Betty Bldert and Co. In "Apple
Blossom Time" liked tremendously; Instrumental Imitations by woman artistically done.
Bird and Kema did well wltb rougb comedy
on "second." Gertrude Beck out, wltb Lyons
and West substituted, tbls blackface team
scoring a bit; In fact, copping tbe show's
honors with a good line of talk mostly new.
ALHAMBRA.—Tbla bouse has , again
Bill

if

B. F.

finished

KEITH'S PALACE

swltcbed from straight pictures to musical
eomedy stock and a feature picture. Tbe Alhambra l» one' of tbose long and narrow theatres, and more suitable for a store than a
theatre, but as a picture bouse It la comfortably equipped. Including nodern opera
chairs.
Tbe location on Market street, between Powell and Mason streets, la one of the
beBt In town, but wltb tbe high rent and omy
about 1,000 seats the bouse is up against a
tough proposition.
The stage facilities ere
Inadequate and even a good musical comedy
company could not put on a show to advantage at tbls place.
The present outfit, which opened Feb. 10 and
advertised as a musical comedy show. Is the
poorest excuse for that form of entertainment
ever seen In a downtown house. The program
and advertising announce the company aa
coming from the east and Is known aa the
Parsona Musical Comedy Company, H. B.
Parsons presents.
Richard Darling Is the
producer and principal (Hebrew) comedian
and Allan Mack la opposite aa an Irish comic.
The others are Gordon Montgomery, Ray
Archer, Cal Dever, Doris Greenwood, Mae
Sterling, Esther Wlllard and Marjorie Wood.
Sunday night the chorus bad nine girls. The
costumes. If they may be called costumes,
were made from material that looked Uks
cheese cloth.
No favorable mention regarding the talents
of the various principals could conscientiously
be made The Alhambra Is getting SO cents
top, tbe same prices that prevail at other
houses, where far superior musical comedy
shows are presented In stock In conjunction
with several vaudeville acta and pictures.

Every Professional

Needs a Camera]
—the
eaxt

gregteet kelp the professional
hava la felting pqblldty pketee,

snapshot*
eJtlea,

Rose

of

the

(stock).

ALHAMBRA.—Parson Musical Comedy Company (stock) and pictures.
CURRAN.—San Carlo Grand Opera Co. (2d

J

e

NEXT WEEK

(Feb. 24)

eUffetwat

WUlo*gcbyJ *.

mt

Prtee iah

WILLOUGHBY'S
110

WEST

S2ad ST. N. T.

COT

COLUMBIA.— Dark.

RUTH

ST.

DENIS

Management
IK

la

u when la Hew Yerk

NEW YORK
if

frosa

Send t*r 0*»**ui

Rancho"

week

billings

"

Get a camera
Visit

ALCAZAR.—"The

of

views of cHlta ax* theeta**
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THE MOST SENSATIONAL BROADWAY
HIT IN YEARS

i
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With only two days 9

.

1
1

and appearing at 11.18,

rehearsal

•

stopped the show completely and was compelled (although

(

'

.

||
u

"
r

A^a

V

unprepared) to encore!

v

r

/

:

.
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The thunderous applause of a

LIFTED TO

STARDOM BY

The unanimous

praise of the

first-night

New York

Winter Garden audience.
Press;

The capable management of the Messrs. Shubert.

1

w
:v

The

New York

biggest hit ever in the

Winter

( ''

-

c-

Garden, except
s.:

Al Jolson,

and really a

cal Jolson success.

-

..'"'"
•»

•:•

a'

favorite,

'tm
S!v*f!

:•';

Evening "Mail": "Miss Walker

;

typi-

Evening 'Telegram": "Miss Walker quite brought down the house."

v

isi

/

'.

,/v ••:'.^S

K;

,

with talent and personality."

..Vt

Evening "Globe": "Liked Miss Walker's hit"—Round the Town with S. Jay Kaufman.
Walker scored the biggest individual hit Came late but held up the proceedings."
Evening "World"

:

"Esther
':

"Esther Walker scored a hit"

"Tribune": "The most successful singing of the evening was done by Esther Walker who put a
,.__ dash and .spirit into her songs and did wonders and won a ,couple,^of^«llcoreA.,iIl«.^ite JKt-tlle,
earnest efforts of the stage manager to go on with the show."
3

,

X?

Evening "Sun": "A very clever young
show."

woman named

nirMHif

Esther Walker achieved the song hit of the
:':i
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AME*

E. F.

President

I. J.

MURDOCH,

General Menage*

F. F.

PKOCTOE,

Vice-President

Exchange

B. F. Keith Vaudeville
lASaNCf]

[(Palace Theatre Building,
B. F.

York)

A^PAULKEITH

EDWARD F. ALBEE

KEITH

New

P. P.

PROCTOR

Founders,

H0D6D0N

Artists can book direct by addressing S. K.
V

Marcus Loew's AMALGAMATED

'Ik

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

"

J
SSi.

Enterprises

IVI
President

General Executive Offices

p

Putnam

!v

Building,

General Executive Offices:

Times Square

729

SEVENTH AVE*

at Forty-ninth

St

,;

New York

M/D.^ SIMMONS
General Booking Manager

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

ARTISTS

can secure long engagements by booking direct with us

General Manager

LUBIN

J. H.
Booking Manager

•* 1 -*

:

f

,

!. .:

*,fiSr;'T'r

',

Mr. Lubin Personally Interview! Artists Dally

Feiber

Between 11 and 1

Acts laying off in Southern territory wire N. T. office

C.

MATTHEWS

BUILDING

FULLER'S

bers and
principal

Australian

and N. Z. Vaudeville
devsralss Director:

BEN

J.

FULLER

BOOKINGS ARRANGED

;!.!

Tot

all sailings

from Ban PrmacJjoo and Teaoomw.

AgenU:

Western VsuderUle Hen.* Asin., Chicago

—

•!>?.-.-. t-r-'.

CASINO.
K4.
Armstrong
Musical
and A.-H. * W. V. A. Vaudeville.
MAJESTIC— Dei Lawreoce Block Co.

Co.

(slock)

H

PRINCESS.—Bert Levey

Vaudeville.
V. A. Vaudeville,

i

City

SAN FRANCISCO

several year* ago.

offering a novel effect Miss Lewis also contributed a danoe solo that waa one of the features. With the Mosssary lmprovaatate

Tbe opening abow was

called

"A BooUh
num-

Plenty of action, mostly song

Managers' Association
MORT SINGER,

w

nice.
Jack Farnswortb, Harry Leahy and
Esco Ives, formerly known as tbe Bell Trio,
excellent Impression, stopping the
"
show with tbetr trio songs.
Tbe chorus could be improved, though the
numbers which are staged by Lilly Lewis are
attractive, tbe ladder number at tbe close

Highball."

The Western Vaudeville

Ed Armstrong bandies tbe
role, with Bert Wiggins opP.wtte.
Both are In tbe character of tramps
disguised as Scotch nobleman.
Tbe selection of principal! showed good
judgment, both for appearance and ability, the
women having the shade. Perqueta Courtney,
new to San Francisco, hat tbe principal feminine part and stands out. She Injects ginger
in her work, Is a good dancer, and has a personality. Another asset Is class, and she would
equally' at borne la Ow bigger nraafoul
shows. Howard Brans is a good straight with
a singing voice, reads lines well and can dance.
Grace Newton handles her part well and looks
bits.

comedy

WIGWAM.—A.-H. ft W.
CASINO.— 10, tbo Armstrong Musical Comedy
heavily advertised aa tie "Armstrong
Burlesquera," opened an lndeflnlte engagement.
Bualnene took a big Jump, attributed to the
popularity of Armstrong, who bad quite a following when bla company played in this city

Co.,

if -I

(Putnam Building)

New York

in charge

BERT LEVY CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
ALCAZAB THEATRE

!

^r;r—

7-

1493 Broadway

CHICAGO OFFICE:
North American Building
J.

& Shea

General

Manager—TOM CARMODY, Booking Manager

CHICAGO, ILL.

Majestic Theatre

made an

Harry Rickard's
HUGH
BeglsUrsd Cable Address:

D.

LTD.

Tivoli Theatres. AUSTRALIA

McINTOSH, Governor

"nnQHMAC," Sydney
Head Offlte: TIVOLI THKATRg, Maty,
American Representative!
1 West 48th 8L, New Terk

ETHEL HOPE WILLIAMS,
r

JB,

Director
AettrsJIi

-
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A TTENTION
Managers, Producers, and Every One Interested In Theatrical or Moving Picture Work!

We

beg to

call

your attention
4,

Signed Writers:

.

LOUIS SOLVERS

Our Production Department
or parts of scores; interpolations
soever that you may require.

HARRY CARROLL
JEAN HAVEZ

HAROLD ATTERIDGB
CLARE SUMMER
LEE S. ROBERTS

JULIUS LENZBERG

WILL J. CALLAHAN

any material you may need—Music, Lyrics, Scores
for Revues, Single numbers, etc.; in fact, material of any description whatis

in position to furnish

"'....'•••

At the present time, the following

"Monte

OSMUND ROMBERG

RAYMOND REGAN

,

staff:

Contributing Writers:

FLETA JAN BROWN
ALFRED BRYAN
ARTHUR JACKSON
GUS KAHN
BUD DE SYLVA

HERBERT SPENCER
JEAN SCHWARTZ
RICHARD WHITING
EGBERT VAN ALSTTNE
ALBERT GUMBLE

our writing

to the personnel of
:Vf.

list

'

%

of productions have been done, in whole or in part by our Wrjters:

"See You Later"

"Hello, Alexander"

Cristo, Jr."

"The Passing Show of 1918"
"The Over Seas Revue"
V
SOME of the HITS in SOME Productions by our Writers:
Ah JOLSON'S HiU In Blnbmdi
rLL BAT SHE DOES—By Jolaon, DeSylva ft Kabn
CLEOPATRA— By Tienney ft Bryan
N'EVERYTHING— By Jolion, DeSylva ft Kahn
ON THE ROAD TO CALAIS—By Bryan & Schwartz

THE SONG HIT

,

of

'•v!

"Sm Tea

IS

Lrtar"

4

GENE * WILLIE HOWARD'S
TILL

WE MEET AGAIN—By

THE BOY AND

I'M

Silvers ft

Tierney

DeSylva

Attaridje

Schwartz

ESTHER WALKER'S
SAHARA (WE'LL SOON BE

Hit. In "Mont*

ft

McINTTRE A HEATH'S HIU

ft

'/I
Ceaaar

ft

Oarthwlii

THE HTT

of "Oh.

may need. Phone

the direction of

chestra arrangements, extracting, or

WEST 46TH STREET,

any work

Hit In

m

'
.

Silvers

Freed

ft

MA Chair R»h*.r»»r

A WONDERFUL THING— By

Egbert Van Alstyne

Mr. Herbert Spencer, Manager of our Production Department,

Our Arranging Department, under

.

M.mnil"

SALLTE FISHER'S

or any material you

.

....•."'..

TOWN—Bryan

Schwartz

tions, scores,

"Oramee Rarn«r
ft Egan

.

THE PEP STEP—By

MINSTRELS HIT THE

MY CHOCLATE SOLDIER SAMMY BOY—By

Hit In tk»

ROSE OF VERDUN—By Whiting

Schwartz

In "Hello Alexander"

WHEN THOSE MASON-DIXON

219

;^a

Hit. Is "Hltefcr K»o-

Murphy

ELIZABETH BUCK'S Hit la Oh "Ovwmu mmtT
YOU-OO JUST YOU-OO— By Ceatar 4 Garabwla
EDDIE MILLER'S

Crlito, Jr."

DRY LIKE YOU)—Bryan
SUGAR BABY—By Romberg, Atteridge ft Schwartz

ft

Ataandar

Hit* la "Mont« Crlito, Jr."

MONTE CRISTO—Romberg, Atteridge ft Schwartz
FLUTTER ON BY, MY BROADWAY BUTTEBFLY-^Homhtrg,
ft

ft

OH WHAT A WONDERFUL BABY YOU TURNED OUT TO BE—By

\

YOU-00 JUST YOU-OO—By
CHARLEY PUBCELL'S

Jean Schwarti

WAR—By Laska ft Have*

STOP THE

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK'S

•"
Hit la "Good Hornlnr. Jndf

THE GIRL—By

WONDERFUL—Music by

WHY DID THEY

Panlar Sh.w «f Mil"
Egan & Whiting

Hit in "Th«

MOLLIS * CHABLEY KING'S
I'M

ISN'T IT

BUT WILLIAMS' Hit. at th. "Zle*f«ld MJdnlfht FxoUe"
YOU CANT SHAKE THAT SHIMMEE HERB— Dabnty

is

Clare

Rummer

always at your service in regard to interpola-

Bryant 3642.

IVir. J.

Bodewalt Lampe,

is

at

your service

in connection with the producing of

in regard to or-

your numbers.

NEW YORK

CITY
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O

.
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THE HOME OF THE "BLUES"

JACK NORWORTH

The Song That

"A

GOOD MAN
Mr. Norworth

Is

noted for

Ma

WHERE

IS

FIND"

a good song and tk6 waa some Pleldn'a

in picking

We

"OH! OEATH,

i;fe

HARD TO

IS

judgment

Made Famous

also Pablish

THY STING"

"SATAN,

(COMIC)

HERE"

I'M

Two Wonderful Langh Getters
For the above numbers Write, Wire or Call at the

PACE & HANDY MUSIC

(Sag

m<

CO., Inc., Suite 402, Gaiety Theatre Bldg., 1547

Broadway,

New York

w

Prof. Mgr.

THE HOME OF THE BLUES
in

ir*'"-

m

i

'<

P

-'

interesting

Stanley

Co*,

Show and

Big

man at the piano. Instead of playing
selection, attempts to sing or recite.
His
number, sort of a semi recitation song,
"Don't You Count on Me," Is very poorly done.
Clearly demonstrating that he should play the
8lano. Fred Lewis closed the vaudeville secLewis was tbe strongest hit of the bill
'on.
with some talk and songs. He has a fine personality, and puts his talk over in great style.

SEASON

of

Philadelphia."

Previously

was booked by the Stanley booking
Is

offices.

two biggest

film theatres.

shows are beginning to bob up for "first
performances" again, after a brief season of
Much advertising 'for
return engagements.
"Live Forever," the new K. & B.-Tyler pro-

New

Majesties

duction,

1919-1920

by L. B. Yates,

to play

Feb. 24-23.

Nordstrom, James Lackaye, Sidney
Dudley Dlggs, Capt William Harrlgan, Robert McWade and others are

Marie

Toler, Eddie Oirard,

SOPRANOS, COMEDIANS, SOUBRETTES,
INGENUES, AND SPECIALTY ACTS

The last half of next week will
In the cast
find Ruth Chatterton in "The Merrie Month of
May," while a big musical attraction la announced for week March

3.

'

Bothwell Browne, for the past few months
with the Mack Sennett Film Co., arrived here
last week.
He Is planning a two-act musical
revue In conjunction with the film, "Yankee
poodle In Berlin," In which, the Impersonator
•
Is featured.

.:

Fay 'Wlngoura has been added
office

to

tbe box

force at tbe Casino.

Mrs. Harry Jolson, wife' of the blackface
comedian at tbe Orpheum last week, has recovered from Influenza.

m

Harry Leavttt, advance of tbe Carter Magio
Show, Is now piloting the Canadian Veterans'
Band, of which Chr.rles F. Ward Is the conductor.

New York
NOTE—MANAGERS AND PERFORMERS

Address—Room

"

'

The first production was "In God's
Country." In tbe cast of the new ehow are
Evelyn Hambly, Albert Van Antwerp, Boris

jestic.

Karlof,

John Latham and Arthur

Belasco.

B. Las Lansburgh, secretary of tbe Orpheum,
returned from Kansas City last week.

Columbia Theatre Bldg.,

HARRY CONLEY
MAUD BAXTER
DOLLY SWEET
RUTHEDA BURNETT
PEGGY BRAUNE
,

HILDA BERTIN

SALE!

All these performers have season

me and have not been
by me although they left

contracts with
released

my

Is

show.

an Actor's Contract a "Scrap pi Paper"?
-s

FRED IRWIN
Special Sale of Gold Cloth

Prlscilla Dean, cafe entertainer, was arrested
here last week for passing a worthless check.

Miss Dean, who came from San Diego, stated
Bhe was without funds, having just enough
money left for a room overnight when arriving
here. Tbe check was for $30, which she presented at a hair dressing .parlor where Bhe had
her hair crimped.

was

T. A. Dorgan, "Tad." the cartoonist
the guest of tbe Newspapermen's Club
week at a midnight supper.

Earl Burtnott, A. J. Stssny, representative
at Los Angeles, was in San Francisco last
week.

Extension for the time limit for dancing In
esfes was proposed to the Board of Super-

.Brocaded Sliver Lace

visors.
The cafe men want the time extended
from 1 a. m., the present limit, to 2 o'clock.

Boots as illustrated

now operating the Klnema,
Oakland, have annexed the new Franklin in
E.

&

0. Kehrleln,

and

~q ..
$"•"

Value $18.00

that city, seating 1,200.

A

Dorothy Neville, formerly a member of Rolb
and Dili Co., has filed a suit against the comedians seeking to collect $489 she alleges Is
due her on a contract

The usherettes at tbe Pantages Theatre have
been brightened up with new uniforms.

The

Special

WONG & LULLY

Bunny Bunting, who recently severed his
connection with Alexander's Magic show to
accept a similar position with Carter's show,
that of advance man, will return to the Alexander outfit next week.
Tbe Del Lawrence Co., at the Majestic for
several moths, closed last week. The company
left for Phoenix. Ariz,, for a season of stack.
Vlltna Stock, Alfred Aid ridge and HtfMerd and
Margaret Nugent are the principals with the
company. The Bob Lawrence Co. (no relation)
succeeded the Del Lawrence players at tbe Ma-

205,

receiver has been

named

for the Lyceum,
Co., In the

owned by the Ooewey Investment

action of Charles M. against his brother. Her-'
bert 8. Goewey. Charles accuses his brother of
drunkenness and dissipation of funds, and Herbert, contesting the action, makes a like charge
against Charles.

ATLANTIC CITY.
By CHARLES SCHEUER.
theatre,

. Alas a foil line of Boot* and Shoes
for Stare and Street Wear at remarkably low prices.

THE YOUNG CO.
47 West 42nd Street, New York City
Flcischman Bath Bldg.

last

Every

from the smallest picture

Originator of the 4 and

5 Hats Novelty

!'..

tet$U£*a~>»

BH!- ?5
:

Playing for the
B. F.

KEITH VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE

it

It

understood Mr. Snellenburg retains a finan-

cial interest in the theatre, though Mr. Russell will be responsible for the joint direction

of the city's

a

enjoying.

is

move in local film exhibition
circles occurred here when Milton H. Russell,
present manager of the Colonial, added the
Virginia, on tbe Boardwalk, to his activities.
The Virginia, operated by the Snellenburg
Amusement Co., with Joseph Snellenburg as
the active e wrier, now becomes "directed by the

An

FRED IRWIN'S

final

Ife.

«

spring business which the resort

FOR

time tbe

6

c HANDY,

house to the Apollo, which la the only legitimate house open at present, is receiving large
cash rewards from the -unprecedented early

WANTED

tbe chorus tba Show-should be a winner.
vaudeville hill occupied the first

The usual

of the show.
La Dora and Beckman
opened with trapeze and web work. The bulk
of tbe work being done by tbe female member,
who presents a pretty picture In the final Stunt
on the web wben she removes a Colonial wig,
displaying her beautiful auburn hair which
hangs down her back. If anything, the turn
would appear to be more valuable If the x male
member would content himself with acting as
an assistant throughout the act.
King and
Wyse were second with some nut talk and
songs. The dance of all cations done by tbe
girl was rather weak.
Outside of that the
team scored nicely and their clever work appreciated.
Sidney Taylor and Co. presented a
sketch, "A Thousand Dollars," getting good
results, though falling down at tbe finish.
Rozler and Light offered a piano act
The
woman possesses a good voice, making a
change of costume for each song, during walch

part

«

Direction,

•

HUGHES & SMITH

..

•.>-'.•

•
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MILLER
SHOES
THE LARGEST THEATRICAL SHOE
MANUFACTURERSINTHE WORLD.

'B'$«'

WE FIT ENTBRE COMPANIES

Si!!:

OF ANY SIZE
AISO INDIVIDUAL ORDERS

m ma every
I

m

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

l'>

stage requirement

4

State

&un**
Co.

W. Bands)* k
Phone

g*ja*a***SaSai fieeolal

Wote*.
New Mae
Psieotsd BbJil Ban.

21S Canal Street
N. T. City
X*L FrtakUnBm

MACK, The Tailor
v

(Ospsskto Strand Theatre)

NEW YORK

WARDROBE

146 North Clark Street, Chicago

TRUNKS,

HEELS-$5
$5-NEW FRENCH
THAN

j

__

RHINESTONES

MORS BRILLIANT

abated to any dipper or otoe, (trirta greater spsrkte tfcaa lewrU.
Prod tiro of dipper with order, or aeca at roar dippers tod we wtD adjeat
beds without ertra ebirn Tie roDowlaa edtbrtuet en weartaa then: Trtila
FTUinia. MarlorU Rarabnra. atoulo aTraa, Hertcn CurtoB. Waada Lyea, Vteewd other*. We an ede dJatrl baton for O.
eon Tempest, ford StoMta aad
and Canada.
Quickly

Etst of Brcidway, Off. Lyetor*

Ian

"PrefiMlwi"

eftoleed

LESTER COSTUME

CO.,
.

189
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Pane:

Clark

Clark St.
Ceatral II

Bid*..

Ohtaaa*.
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WARDROBE TRUNKS
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IN.
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Oaiasnatlaa Ira*.

Mtalthts.

P. E. SMITH, M.D.
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(Off. WtlOwf)
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DR. JOSEPH BIER
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BALTIMORE.

DAN SHERMAN

By F. D. OToola.
ADDrrORlUM.—Despite the fact

Shsrass Lata
Dtvaaeert Center. N. Y.

Orchestration Service, Inc.
New York

City

ARRANGING
HAIL AND WISE ORDERS SOLICITED
Bookings at Apollo, which hare been Terr
alow, are now coming lo for weeks ahead. Indications are that advance time at toe ahore

I

m
\

i

willi
I Eat/
Hut-,

will soon

be at a premium.

Newman

Travel talks are occupying unfilled
dates at tbe Apollo 17-10, while Lou Telleieo

i.

'

P

that

The

Kiss Burglar" played here only the latter part
last season to crowded houses, it still
continues to draw woIL
FORDS.—"Hearts of the World," D. W.
Griffith's festure picture, finishes up a short
run this week. Only fair house* bare turned
out for the picture, as It has shown here several times before.
ACADEMY.—"Live Forever" Is tried out on
the audtenoee with a lot of free advertising hecause the author la b local man, hut It failed
to arouse any great amount of approbation on
the first night The entrance of the theatre
and the foyer are fixed up to resemble the
rather unusually
entrance to a circus tent.
large crowd was on band for the opening.
COLONIAL.—The Stock Co.. drags another
old show down from the shelf, "Bought and
Paid For," hut put It over with much better
results than some of the other old relics they
have played In recently. Virginia Blaine, the

JACK

Every Tuesday in

NEW

YORE. Note

I

EMI

:

sad

DR. N.

OATETT and POLLYS.— Bur-

amusement enterprises

A

NEW PERMANENT

CHICAGO

St.

GOTTSEGEN

DENTIST
ni'ISI Weal 57th Street

New York

City

(Two doors Bast of Broadway)
FhM*: Clrd* 2037

ELABORATE ILLUMINATED DROP

Caharet exterior and street scene. Artistic
Great for act In "one" or proFJftnc* Studios, 608 Wast
wl^e?- «**
Full tire.

38th St,

In that country.

New %
York

NEW CATALOGUE OP
PROFESSIONAL

TRUNKS
SOW READY
CAN MAKE IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS
ON DEPOSIT OF fie """*"

direction.

An electric storm which put out all the lights
In tbe down town section Friday caused consternation for a short while among the themanagers as there was only shout half
an hour left before time for the curtain to rise
and the other facilities for lighting are Inadequate* to say ths least, hut much to their
relief repairs were made and lights were on

14

BOSTON.

Herkert

By LEN LIBBET.
BOSTON.—Pictures and vaudeville,
-

ORPHEDM.—Robert

Henry, Hodge and

.

Co.,

Cleveland and Dowery, Mae Wadsworth, Sol
Berne, Boratnl Troupe. "You Never Saw Such
a Girl." Dim feature first halt

PARK.—Pictures.
BCOLLAT OLYMTTA.—Herbert

and
Csrbrey and Cavanaugh, Flske and Fallon,
Monte and Romaine, Great Janaen. "In the
Hollow of Her Hand." film feature.
GORDON'8 OLYMPIA.—Sprague and MeNee,
Elinors and Clare, Henry Horton and Co.,
Glass

Co.,

$40.00

to

&

SJ

4 lrTta* Toar Bangarde.

West 48th Street

Street.

"Vanity

ST. JAMES.— Pictures and vaudeville.
GLOBN.— Pictures.
COLOMBIA.— Pictures.
EXETER STREET.—Pictures.

FENWAY.—Pictures.

STRAND.—Pictures.
LANCASTER.— Pictures.
MODERN.—Pictures.
FRANKLIN PARK.— Picture*.

"

•

BE ACON.— Plctu re*.

8HDBERT.—'Take It from Me," with 'Va
Mlchellna restored, (ocond week to good
ness, although not capacity.
PLYMOUTH.— Ninth week for "Lombard!,
Ltd." It la said the show will leave town la

LIPSHUTZ
162

$75.00

Meisel Trunk Co.

910 Washington Ave, St Louis
P^'r*

BI.TOTT.—Pictures.
BOWDOlN.—Pictures and vaodevflte.

Sizes

Bay Now aad AvoM War Tax

again In about fifteen minutes.

ADDRESS,

St

4l*t

TH

The Bat dee Arts, the only large masquerade
of tbe year In tbla city, was held Tuesday
evening and was more elaborate and successful financially than any of the prevloua yean.
It waa established by tbe Charcoal Club, a
gathering of artists, and was held under the
auspices of various prominent society people In
former years, but recently It baa become more
cosmopolitan and Its success this year promises
that It will continue even more so tn this

PHILADELPHIA— 90S Walnut
!

South State

atrical

of

SOI Gaiety Theatre Bide;..

his

York.

role, formerly occupied by Charles Trowbridge.
Local eoramentatora declared bis performance
a decided Improvement—thorjgt there were
rumors that tbe company was to dltband for
the present Its appeal here seemed to Indicate
that It was a certain euoeess.

ticulars.

•

New

Nav

PMFU.To.AL.^A'TSRrTE D ENT.ST

and picture theatres In this city, has left for
Buenos Ayres, South America, where be expect* to establish a permanent residence for
himself and family. He baa Just recently acquired a large tract of fertile land, where he
Intend* to aet up a larg* cattle ranch. Including a slaughtering and packing establishment
He declares he has no Intention of continuing

here

prepare
far the stag* free.
Guarantee you actual experience. ParI will

Wararaae

Goodman

L.

GARDEN.—Vaudeville.

Lynae Overman wae a newcomer la tbe east
played
"Dlaloeated Honeymoon." which
He played tbe husband
(Feb. 10-12).

of

LADIES

1:

PRICES

570 Seventh Awe.

High Clasa— Ne w and Used

till

Edward A. Power*, owner of Several cabarets

returns for a three-day engagement, 20-22, la
"Blind Touth,"

Mail orders glno prompt aUanboa.

m
p

PALACE,

a

OUR SPECIALTY

Ma

profession

Sseoad Hand
Truak*

GOWNS

preferred

lesque.

yean at af*. who feaaaaMa
A re**! mm,
aaSkS toUtottisa eai aad tnMUea. to f ioei ssd ia
na-to-date la endmat tad offloe raethodt, to dtdr*j*j *f fjajRal eanoeetlOBa
I im or the talnktaa dais, teed btatt*. etadtoa*
aad »r» aet looklu for a soft ansa I wtnt t
feduoa with work ettoehad to H andoas th*t win
pay aaouih sdaiy to raake i» worth whUa

Ml

707 8TH AVENUB
Highart Short Vamp Footwear

<

B»nm«,

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

AT LIBERTY

The Empire Shoe Store

I

Patoaaj

'*«

B/A.Kl^JWt

r

8ia*

Anay

1|
BaraaMa

HoileaJ SpurtMlt

MtUnsa
"too

Ofaa* Maori

^S3\J!£*

W

-8

»l |iis

Faraal) Ffeyddaa aad

^:l

I:

men

telephone operator, la ably portrayed by Mildred Florence, the stock company's one beat bet.
PARKWAY.—Elsie Ferguson In "His Parisian Wife" Is the feature for the Drat ball of
the week and will be replaced by Shirley Mason In "Tbe Winning Girl."
NEW.— Ethel Barrymore In "The DIvotobo."

Phone Bryant S48S

ul moo.

"EVERYTHPJG
fcl.H.
Manetfe

la

KOTLER,

OSS

of

lUxrinj, euTcmnj nw ukics daniwoaa dnui. Bar*
rnae, pottthe median Crura. For Deo
ITOO: eYnuds. 10c, CURRIE A CUBBIt Ore*.
Bieoeiys. N. Y<-f>aee*t Ma4t42.

(Ma

correspondents, newspaper

Address VARIETY, New- York

tt«ltk*Ab»duteIrh*r**BW.
No dlwini,
body.

OBZtUTT CBHAM.

%

at

Paste; Bryant S7SI

CORRESPONDENTS WANTED

s

T. C.

REDUCE YOUR BUST
JAR dCOM

or ether

th1

;

Protorty

reuon abti.
347 Fifth Are.. N.

1

Bartdat

aai

of ttio
retained better fart* ayhgrlaa **»«•»•
rjnot their Teataral InHrtjrnnii

ud

PROP,
$5.00

?** B "* aln «-. Bar* beea need. Alio a few
Becend Band Innovation and Fibre Wardrobe
T i,
$
mt nt
t9W •**»» »•*«» Prep.
1?
J2. £!l
l*K
arty
Trunks,
Abe eld
Taylor and Bal Trunks.
Parlor Floor. 28 W. SUt St, New Tf aft CHy

&

Beautify Tour Face
Yea «* loo* Mi to stajf*-"«»Y

CITY

Tel Central 189»

.

**£«£!*£,,,,
NEW YORK

SEVENTH AVE.

(Oppodto CotaahU Theatre)

-.

Shoe Shop

BROADWAY^

158M585

722-724-726

(HAZEL BANODB)

COSTUMES

For Novelties

to N*. 17-Prtea. SI

LGalm&Brt.

Randolph 1730

i

Formerly with Edith Strickland

HATS, GOWNS,

livr

A

-

Qnaiesi Professional
Asotdion ktojutfaotunn and hasaucia

(IRENE DUBUQUE)

Colombo* At*.
San Fraaatsce, CaL

S77-279

NO MAIti OBDTOS
WE8T 48TH STREET

NAOIMS'S SUBSET

CHICAGO. ILL.

St.

HAZEL'RENE

la tb* u«iu< 8ttt»
The oaiy Factory thee
male* aay eat of Beed*.
inad* by bill

I

I

SKETCHES FfJaUOSEED

M

557 Fifth Avenue, at 46th Street
HAVB A LTTTLB FRUIT DELIVERED TO TOUR HOME OR TOUR
FRIENDS—TAKE IT TO YOUR WEEK-END OUTING

u

Accordion
Factory

tC<\

-

last

lewtst
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-nw Least** sad
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WRITING FOR MANY OP THE
BEST ACTS IN VAUDEVILLE

Evening Gowns-Street Costumes
Lingerie and Hats

HICKS & SON

H.

46- St.
Monroe Sts.

1554 Broadway

Guerrini

v

••

'

MADISON
JAMES
BMAOWAY. NtW YORK

THEATRICAL COSTUMES
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FREE FROM ALL CONTRACTS
I

have fulfilled my fourteen years' promise

& Seamon and

-\

close same, loyal

and

to

Hurtig

true.
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GEORGE STONE
Declined offers from the following managers:
Flo Ziegfeld,

Jr.,

Messrs. Shuberts, Mr.

Max

Mr.
,''•£$
.

Hart, Mr.

.

H. B. Marinelli, Mr. Richard Pitrot, Mr. Chamberlain

Brown and

all

—and

European agents

the entire
'H*

burlesque world.
avTrwii

i

.11,1

iwi

'"- irvwrrt •ssw|

i

Who do we work for next?

I

jjgfj

::'

Playing the

COLUMBIA THEATRE, NEW YORK, NEXT WEEK

(Feb. 24)

m

1litmm-..

Ki

'

I

PROCTOR'S FIFTH AVENUE
February 24th, 25th and 26th
PROCTOR'S

125th

STREET, February

27th, 28th and

March

1st
fc:.

m

the course of a few weeks. Business fsir, tat
the clientele about exhausted.
MAJESTIC—One of the hits of the s eaeon .
and a surprise at that Mclntyre and Heath
la "Hello, Alexander," third week.
WILBURv—"Little Simplicity" touted by
word of mouth advertising by those who hire
attended, and It should be a success at this
Second week.
house.
TREMONT.—Second week of "Polly with a
Past," show of the typical Belasco type, and
Engagement Inover in good shape here.
definite.

-

-

HOLXJS.—"The

Better 'Ole," seventh week

CASTLB SQUARE.—"Some
OATETY.— Al Reeves show.
CASINO.—"Social Maids."

Babies," stock.

HOWARD.—"The Tempters,"
TREMONT TEMPLE.—"The

sixth week.

COPLEY.—"Bunty Pulls (he Strings," Henry
Jewett Company, atter several weeks of Shaw's
"The Doctor's Dilemma."

burlesque,
Girl

and

from the

This was one of the few Monday nights of
the season when there wasn't a new show in
town. The only theatres that changed attractions were the stock houses.
None of the
shows In town Just now are booked for Immediate departure.

Ina Claire, here in "Polly with a Past," has
made a personal hit. As far as la known few

Bostonlans had ever taken much notice of
MIsb Claire when she was in the musical shows.
But her acting In the Belasoo comedy is
worthy of mention.

The Keith bouse will have thres shows
Washington's Birthday (Saturday).

LouisF.Borromeo

Plans have been completed for the Elk's
Theatricals at the Colonial afternoon of March
The managers of the houses in town have
come forward with offers of acts tor the performance. The proceeds will be used for the
25.

(Celestial

fif

Dae)

entertainment of

Meeting With Big Success

PANTAGES

CIRCUIT

Stopping the Shews
With His Original Piano

the

returning

soldiers

and

The huts in "Little Simplicity" at the Wilbur
are causing some comment here. There are
two huts, one of the Salvation Army and the
other of the Knights of Columbus. The absence of a "Y" hut is what causes the talk.
Incidentally, Hearst's American took a slam at
the Y. M. C. A. editorially last week.

Sam
office

B.

P.

dispensing the "pep" which has

J. Lester Reardon, formerly connected with
the Vitagraph, is now assistant to Dr. E. A.
Golden with the Americas Film Feature Co,

The Academy Players have finished an extended season at the Academy, and that house
returned to vaudeville Monday.
"Experience" will open at the Shubert-Teck
next week tor the fifth consecutive season.

Edward Connelly, for several yean booker
of the William Pox features, hat been chosen
to fill the position of office manager for the
Fox Film Corporation. He takes the place
vacated by Frank Vine.

"The Birth of a Nation" Is being shown in
Buffalo this week tor the first time at popular
prices.
The Family Theatre is packing the
crowds In at 10 and IS.

George Williams, New England's most famous property man, who is at Keith's, is in the
llme-Ilght again this week, assisting Felix
Adler. Adler uses him In over one-half of his
act, and the combination knocks them dead.

been

Her

In

Sleep."

MAJESTIC—Patricia Eltlnge In "Tlllle."
OAYETY.—"Bowery Burlesquers."
GARDEN.—"The Pace Makers."
STAR.

—Knickerbocker

Players in "The Mis-

leading Lad.."

Mont's Cockatoos, The
Ohoet House, Harvey and Melrose first half.
Blrzac's

Animal

—

"How

Circus,

OLYMPIC — "Petticoat

Howard, Asakl and
Tyler and Collins.

Foolish,"

connected with

Fred Mardo's

Keith Vaudeville Exchange, at which

Minstrels,"

Local bouse managers generally report that
the help situation has eased up since the end
For a long time and until reot the war.
cently most of the theatres had difficulty In
securing ushers, porters, stage hands and almost every other' kind of help. With the
closing down ot the war plants many former
employes are drifting back to the theatres.
This applies to women as well as men.

John Baker and' Eddie MacGovern, two
Buffalo young men, were arrested Feb. 14 In
the act of selling railroad tickets to stage
folk

at

reduoea

rates.

The

police

charged

them with being Implicated in robbing over a

STRAND.—Evelyn Nesblt in "The Woman
Who Gave"—first half. George Walsh in "101

of railroad etatlons In western New
York, stealing tickets and mileage boo*s.
Their arrest led to other arrests of members ot a gang that was organized to rob
country stations. The police visited local theatres and recovered, mileage books from eleven

Say So"—second

actors and actresses.

—

sham

in

"The Silver King"—first

—second

half.

"Our

half.

halt.

"JOHNNY"

JONES

Great

Rose and Hendricks,

LYRIC—Lillian Mortimer and Co., Tommy
Ray, Baron's Midget Horses, Stage Door Flirtation, Weston's Models.
William FaverSHEA'S HIPPODROME.
Teddy"

Paine,

for several years, has gone over to the

Girlie,

score

"MARION"

GREENLEE

and

All

Managers

who have
seen us

IN

u
Everyone can see us
For
I
it'

'

all

managers who haven't seen us

VV

Harry Somerville, for a long time connected
with Buffalo theatres and exchanges, is now
with the Drury Lane Theatre in Detroit

BUFFALO; N.Y.
By L. B. 8KEFPINOTON.
SHUBERT-TECK. — "She Walked

ACADEMY. — La

1

Ira M. Hosher, manager of the Palace, has
elected president of the Buffalo TheManagers' Association.
Harold B.
atrical
Franklin, of the Hippodrome, was re-elected
treasurer. r

"Sporting Life"—second half.

sailors.

Interpretation ef "Smiles.*'

now

is

Croft," a film, for the second week.

at this house.

©' Lantern," ninth week.
COLONIAL—"Jack
PARK SQUARE. — "The Crowded Hour,"

be

always characterised Sam.

vaudeville.

Marsh

office

ir

— NOW

at Proctor's 125th Street Theatre

SEE

H.BART
McHUGH

£-

5
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NEW YORK WINTER GARDEN'S NEW SPLENDID
PRODUCTION

i

"MONTE CRISTO,

JR."

FANNY

KITTY

The Public— The Management
The Press unanimously proclaim their success:
"THE WATSON SISTERS,
TO SEE WHOM MANY A TIRED BUSINESS MAN
HAS GONE TO VAUDEVILLE WHERE THEY
WERE STARS,LONG. THEY ROMPED ON (THE
STAGE) AND ROMPED OFF AND BETWEEN
TIMES THEY SHOOK LAUGHTER FROM EVEN
THE MOST HARDENED KILLJOYS. THEY
HAVE AN INFECTIOUS HUMOR ALL THEIR
OWN. IT REACHES ACROSS THE FOOTLIGHTS AND STRIKES HOME LIKE LIGHTNING UNTIL EVERYBODY IS LAUGHING.
EVE. TELEGRAM:

E

N.Y. Sun:

"Entertaining

Eve. Journal:

Eve. Globe:

Watson

"The Watson

"Watson

Fanny
3

V

,

•

ARE IN A CLASS BY THEMSELVES"

LIKABLE AND EFFECTIVE"
SING WELL TOGETHER AND PATTER AMUSINGLY"

Sisters

Eve. Mail: "Watson Sisters

"Popular, well-received Watson Sisters,

'Tribune:

Kitty, of

Sisters'*

Sisters

Sisters,

whom the former has a wholesome figure, HUMOR EQUALLY WHOLESOME and an ABOUNDING PERSONALITY WHICH THE AUDIENCE FOUND
MOST ENGAGING."

"Good Avoirdupois Measure"

N. Y. Times:

'The Watson

Eve. Post:

and

MADE ALL OF THEIR SONGS

ENTERTAINING"
Eve. World:

"Watson

Sisters

AMUSING"
Direction,

(WE THANK OUR MANY FRIENDS FOR
THEIR KIND EXPRESSIONS OF GOOD WILL)

m
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HOEY-LEE
ANOTHER NEW ONE

li'v.

"AT THE PEACE CONFERENCE"
Our Former Debates

Just as Original as All

Allied
Pirates will

now

With

ROSE and CURTIS, Camp
'*

Kindly sign an Armistice. We've

Palace Theatre
P.

S.—We are Also Showing our Spring Styles in Parodies

HOEY

been your Service Flags Long Enough.

sir, as soon as I can sited this roval
* * raiment and get busy with ALBOLENE
to remove this make-up, Til go with you to
the hotel for something to eat."

"TV

-

NINTH SEASON

F idd
'

1

BROWN and BARROWS
"BACK HOME"
now

in

by

dition.

WILBUR MACK
v

'

•

is

Incorporates'

Est. 1833

91 Fulton Street,

Every line and piece ef baslneu In thla act were originally written for na and first
done by ui. Copyrighted and protected by Washington, VARIETY and N. V. A*.

O'NEAL

Direction,

.N

& DUSEY

Is building

Loew

a $100,000 theatre

Direction,

Circuit

LIBERTY.

Br
Butte Is again In the throes ot Industrial
but eo (ar the theatres are profiting,

Gun," opened to a

60 years ago,

to sell out every performance.

Julian Eltlnge

company Feb.

was at the Broadway with

house, and promises
With a quintet
Wllda Bennett,

STILLMAN, STANDARD, MALL, ALHAMBRA, METROPOLITAN, KNICKERBOCKER,
ORPHEOM, STRAND.—Pictures.

Night."

cast by no leas a master of production than
A. L. Erlanger, and the catchy, sometimes
haunting, tunes of Ivan Caryl], the piece
should become one notable among a season's

E. O. Ivlns, publicity man for the Judith, at
Lewlstown, Mont., paased through Butte thla
week on his way to southern California and

output John Hazzard baa never shown up
to such an advantage as In this piece, and
scored perhaps over any Individual member ot

The Cleveland Auto Show, now in full
swing at the Wlgmore Coliseum, Is enjoying
an attendance that marks a precedent In eigh-

(Miss)

la

Mlgnon Quaw, of Boxeman, la
and Is directing the production.

The Empress Stock did well with

New York on an

his

"Oyer

annua! month's vacation

trip.

By Tom

principals— Donald

of

thft

Brian,

cftst.

3HUBERT-COLONIAL.—"Everyman's

Cas-

a problem play by William Anthony
McQulre and produced by H. H. T razee, bears
the earmarks of a one-act play expanded to
tle,"

CLEVELAND.

13-14.

"The Long Trail," a story ot Montana, tellIng of the development and growth of the state

full

—

;

costumes

hood house.
for months.

Ada Meade, John Hazzard and Frank Doan

atres.

the playwright

strife,

The I. W. W. organization went on strike when
the Anaconda Capper Mining Co. cut the
miners' pay $1 per day, to $4.75. Two or three
other unions followed suit. With saloons closed
and many Idle men In town, at least 10,000
being affected this time, the shows are doing
extra good business.

first discovery of ?old over
being shown at leading the-

.

"Hello People, Hello," a musical
eleven girls ; special scenery and splendid
tops the bill at this pop, neighbor;
One of the best acts of Its kind
Daly's "Tangled Army;" Follies
of Vaudeville;" Shepherd and Ott; and pictures. Capacity.
STAR.— "Step Lively Girls."
EMPIRE.—"Follies of the Nlte."

tab

JACK POTSDAM

from the date of the

;

;

By DAVE TREPP.
Harlowton.

Sawyer.

OPERA HOUSE.—The French farce with
American trimmings, "The Olrl Behind the

three.
It's greatest merit Is that Its east of
seven characters Includes parts played by Wil-

5=

teen years of shows.

Manager Royal of Keith's Hipp, haa employed two of the first boys to return who
The boys will
In Ohio's 37th Regiment.
act as attendants In the theatre lobby and will
have their .regimental Insignia and service
chevrons transferred from their olive drab uniforms to those of black broadcloth supplied by
Mr. Royal.

were

3=

My

jfflapfrelle

The Looking Glass for
Where

styles are created, not imitated

as low as $40.

A

visit to

the Profession

Each model

Evening Gowns

in exclusive

our salon will be appreciated by us and a benefit to you.

ptf<-.ir'}c.-.r.

TO

i
I

Why

hot

see^^wnat

Fred

company.

MILES.—Exceptionally good bill, headed by
a musical act by Louise Brocade's quintet;
staged and offering a variety ot vocal
goes over big.
Instrumental numbers
Nellie Carrol's Acrobats; Cook and Stevens;
Curry and Graham Geo. and- May Lefevre
Jim Reynolds and pictures. Capacity.
PRISCILLA.—Danny Lund and Co. in "The
Tango Ball," one of the best of bis fifteen
weeks of repertoire musical tabs. "The Footlight Revue," five girls, well costumed, put
over several songs In good shape. Charlotte,
working with a pianist, uses a pleasant voice
De Noyer and Dante;
to good advantage.
Zameenik, a well arranged song act "Kisses;"
and movies. Capacity.
and

"Sensational Whirlwind Dancers"

NewYork

BUTTE, MONT.
Harry Ervln
at

by

admirable manner

In

his capable

well

dancing McDonalds

v

.

Offs,"

:

Capacity.

Free sample on request.

Manufacturing Chemists

Walk

<

First presentation east

of New York and done
by Vaughln Olaser and

Oar bi« laughing song, "HAPPY DAYS," by Frank Terry

sold by druggists and
dealers in make-up.

McKesson & robbins

er - -Dancer- -Talker--T umbler

ton Lackaye and Robert Edeson. Sometime ago
the piece bad a brief run In Chicago and" It 1b
understood that the script la being re-writIn its present form it Is doubtful if it
ten.
would receive much /recognition in New York.
A woman, happily married, deslrons o( escaping motherhood, seeks a surgeon who, unknown to her, Is her husband's college mate.
Lackaye Is cast as the physician and Edeson
as, his old college chum, now about to become
a father and so pleased at the prospect that
If the
he. .already haunts toy departments.
action of the piece were condensed for vaudeville, rather than expanded to the proportions
of a poor evening's entertainment, it would become popular. Capacity.

PROSPECT.—"The
and Fannie Hatton.

-

-

.

For the make-up box 1 and 2 ounce tubes.
Also in l 2 and 1 lb. cans.

ALBOLENE

1

CHARLES

DASB.

ALBOLENE
Every man and woman on the stage knows
that nothing equals ALBOLENE to remove
the paint and to keep the skin in good con

LEE

and

WINFIELD LYNCH

not
Iamwfikt

Jfiink

Iappear"

-:

the other half

is

I^^A^u^

doing along sartorial lines? Ideas and sag-

gestions gladly furnished for the individual as well as the production.

*^£&

3S

'\**

:

;-•_

3B

1-

.
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-

-

-

*
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.

?

"

"
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Dr. A. H, Weiss,

M.

Dr.

DENTISTS
We

tpedalizs In Expert
for the Profession

1482 Broadway,

iginal

Work

New York

FITZGERALD BLDG.

THE FAYNES
Fuller Tour, Australia
"Adam and Eva" bad Its premier at the
.Garrick Monday night, presented by P. Bay
Com stock and written by Guy Bolton and
George Mlddleton. Ruth Shepley, Otto Knjger,
Courtney Foote, Ferdinand Qottachalk, William
B. Mack and John Flood in the cast.
i

numerous

Y/e have

new ideas for Stage
Gowns and Dresses havthem own.

%£'.=-

tinctive

Our

New

"Three Faces" at the

ing an individuality "all
$£:.

Detroit.

"The Saving Grace," with Cyril Maude.
Detroit on the Campus playing return engagement of "Seven Daya' Leave."
Next,
"See You Later."

creations are dis-

and by our own

designers who are here
Jtl-Rto develop any suggestions you may have.

..

Pennant Wlnnere .. at

..

Boa Ton

Qlrl8

m

Cadlllac

aT^et,.

.

1

.

K

W&.

Chicago Opera Co. will play a, week at the
Prices from one to sU

Arena, Match 14-20.

"The Boomerang"

K&:

I

Bryant

.*

.

Charles Branhan will remain at the Majes-

A

tinued.

CITY

MS

.

&

'.Mrs. Mildred Andrews Martin, of Pittsburgh,
feV-.r-'eame to Cleveland Monday to visit her aunt,
r
viV JsJLllllnn Russell. Mrs. Martin wears two gold
.-service bars on the sleeve of her Red Cross
uniform for a year's service in the Paris base
^''hospital In which Mrs. W. K. Vanderbllt wsb
?'"
director.
Col. Russell quoted her nicely in
telling stories portraying both the misery and
humor of life in the war zone.
•

"

'

r

•'

•

order requires.

DETROIT.

T. G. Perfect, principal owner of the Huntington Picture Co., has announced he will
build a picture theatre seating 1,000 persons.

By JACOB SMITH.
-

The Temple has an unusual

bill this

week

•

a headed by Blossom Seeley and her syncopated
\\

•

nve.

'

Clara Burnsldes, supervisor of women pohas announced a commltee of seven

lice,

Regent has "Mickey" as a special added atdirect from record business at the

women who

will censor pictures shown In InThe committee Is Mrs.
dianapolis Sunday.
David Roes, 3891 North Pennsylvania street
Mrs. Theodore Wagner, 1445 Broadway ; Mrs.
H. O. Phillips, 2510 Park avenue ; Mrs. Fred
Pettljohn, 2423 Central avenue; Mrs. Melvlne
Robinson, 2037 Ashland avenue; Mrs,
B.
Charles Davidson, 417 East 17th street; and
Mrs. O. C. Lukenblll, 1002 East Washington
*
street

traction

Majestic
•'

.

B. SMITH.
Representatives of picture theatre owners
and operators met Feb. 18 with the Board '.of
Public Safety for further discussion of means
of eliminating overcrowding In theatres, with
the consequent dangers of panic, but definite
action was postponed pending further consideration of orders received Monday by picture houses from the State Industrial Board
and approved by H. H. Frledley, state Are
marshall.
The order; copies of which also were sent to
the Board of Public Safety and to Blaine H.
forbids
Miller, city .building commissioner,
the crowding of persons In the aisles and
passageways of theatres, and requires that ho
more persons be standing In the rear of any
theatre than there are seats In the back row.
Passageways -to exits all must be clear, the

«ais»enneMseEe^a^B»^B^H^n«^«^n^B^B«l
gjfc

.'

INDIANAPOLIS.
By WILL

Kjrr.

NEW YORK

C. H. Miles says that January was the best
month in the history of the Orpheum Theatre.
The combination continuous policy of pictures
and vaudeville Is meeting with tremendous
success.

Charles H. Hagedorn is arranging for a complete new company of principals for musical
tibloid at •he National.

Capital

Film

Co.,

Indianapolis,

has

NECROMANCERS EXTRAORDINARY

THE GREAT SIMMS'
Originating Everything

We Do

COIN MANIPULATOR PAH EXCELLENCE

EXPONENT OP BILLIARD BALLS

Until yon have seen na yon have not seen a real magic set

Permanent Address:

VARIETY, Chicago

COVERS FOR ORCHESTRATIONS
ALL STYLES—SCRAP BOOKS

UNION HINGE BINDING
120

West 42nd

CO.

Street, N. Y. City

NEW YORK COSTUME CO.
COSTUMES
137 N.

WABASH

the

tic Theatre, which has, passed to Charles H.
Miles.
flrst-run picture policy will be con-

XJP8HUTZ

L.

Gen.

of

for the erection In Detroit of a theatre to seat
not less than 2,500.

Theatrical Costumer
JACK

making a tour

Reported that the lease of the Opera House,
it. does pass to Marcus Loew,
la purely a
temporary proposition,' as. Loew Is arranging
It

EHRENS
48th Street,

Is

principal Michigan cities.

ii;'ing a new act, come in
and we will build clothes
- around it
PRICES RIGHT

0-:V&> West

S

dollars.

If you are contemplat-

AVE.

LARGEST COSTUME
MANUFACTURERS IN WEST

CHICAGO

GOWNS
CENTRAL

1891

h>

mf^TS? t

crossed the number of its directors from

five

IMPERIAL.— Ll la Lee
Second

den."

to nine.

"The

Toe Ben Ross Feature Film Corporation, of
was Incorporated Feb. 13. Capital, $10,000.
Directors: Benjamin Ross, Ethel
Indianapolis,

Robs, Wetzel Swartz.

Censorship of Sunday pictures by school
teachers was proposed In an amendment to the
pending bill to legalize such shows, when It
got to second reading. The amendment will
provide that no picture shall be exhibited on
Sunday until it has been exhibited In full in
the presence of the chief censor or one of the
deputies, and shall have been certified as
"being either "historical' or 'educational' In
nature, and 'moral' In tone and character."

The Indianapolis

Ministerial Association has
adopted a resolution expressing opposition- to

Sunday amusements

in

ing of tho association
K Church.

'imm^^^^^W^^^^^^^^^w^

^5PP w^0^W&

any form, at a meetttao Roberts Park M.

In

Chairs were placed on the stage at the
Shubort-Murat Theatre to accommodate the
crowds who wanted to hear Harry Lauder
during bis two days In Indianapolis. This Is
probably the first time in the history of the
Murat chairs were used.

In "The Secret OarWilliam Favereham In
and Mlllo Pleco (baritone).

half,

Sliver King,"

NEW

GRAND.

—Louise

Olaum

One of the early bookings at Hia Majesty's
Theatre is "The Better "Ole," with Jaa. K.
Hackett in the leading role.

"A Law

in

Unto Herself" (film), and Charlie Chaplin In
"The Hula Hula Danes."
HOLMAN.—Dorothy Phillips in "The Heart
of Humanity (film), for full week.
STRAND.—Nattmova In "Toys of Fate"
(film), and Willie Eckstein.
ALLEN THEATRE.—"The Better 'Ole"
(film), for two weeks.
RECENT. Evelyn Neebit in "The Woman
Who Gave" Sessue Hayakawa in "Bonds of

—
;

Edith-Wynn Matthlson will give a recital at
the Rltz-Carleton Hotel March 3, the proceeds
to be given to the T. W. C. A,

A new bill Is being passed that children
under the age of 15 years shall not be admitted to any picture places In the Province of
Quebec, whether accompanied by their parents
or not At present children under that age
may

visit

moving picture places

companied.

Honor."

W.

office of

change

and you

will discover that

LAUREL LEE
GOING UP
LIGHTNIN'
to stardom

and—that

SOME TIME
LAUREL LEE
be a rent headliner;
LISTEN LESTER

HIS
original

will

so

very attentively, because even your
will

,

tell

you that

LAUREL LEE
is a big hit—everywhere
and —when she plays at

take advantage of

nine acts.

and

ORPHEUM.—French Stock Co. First half,
"Apres Mol"; 2d half, "La Rencontre."
OAYETT.—"Cheer Up America." Next week,
"Burlesque Wonder Show."

THE

BIG

.

.-..,,-„ ,~.

THEATRE
CHANCE

KEITH'S PALACE

Woods and Wm. Morris.

Advance sale very
Next week, "1010 Kermease" (local).
large.
PRINCESS.—This week, Mid-Winter Festival,

The wets won

by an overwhelming ma-

It

jority, and Hall made splendid capital out of
It for his song.
He was the applause hit of
the show.
Charles Gates, Marlon Finlaje and Earle
Lloyd are the principals in a musical tabloid
old

'The Candy Shop."

lesque idea worked into

a

It is

an

bur-

pretty setting,

and

with six girls acting as salesladies and helping fill out the numbers. All the principals
work straight, but the comedian attempts a
sort of Jewish dialect, not getting very far
with it. The piece did nicely, but the comedy
Is Its weak spot.
There Is ample room for
it and if well worked up It would be a great
help, for "The Candy Shop" Is there in ap.

like

FRIENDLY ENEMIES

MoiniEAL

By ARTHUR 8CHALBK.
MAJESTY'S.—"Maytime," with the
New York cast, headed by Peggy

suitably ac-

night when Bob Hall, the
singer, was doing hit act.
Hall was asking
for titles, and the liquor question seemed bo
popular that Hall asked for an applause
vote for and against the country going "dry."

called

STOP! LOOK! LISTEN!
To the
HITS OF THE SEASON

in the near future
Carrlck, formerly with the Indianapothe World, Is now associated with
the Patho Exchange here. O. W. Fauchler Is
the present manager of the locai Pathe Ex-

A.

lis

If

NIXON'8 GRAND.—A Prohibitionist would
have thought he had invaded a salooakeepers'
meeting had be been present here Tuesday
extemporaneous

see this

charmingly clever girl
and, you will be happy

FOREVER AFTER

pearance, and the girls In their attractive
dressing will do the rest. The straight man
sings a song used by Nan Halperln, and one of
the girls Is called "The Spearmint" girl, which
ought to be good for a cartload of gum, if
nothing more for it Is used twice in the act.
The Musical Hunters opened the show with
a fair musical turn. Nets Johnson was well
received for her singing, and then Francis
Yates and Gus Reed put over a good sleej
bit with their singing and comedy. Yates bat
a new lavender make-up that Is a wonder, and
It helps a lot in the short impersonation be
Reed's splendid bass voice was warmly
does.
appreciated:- —Waifa's Comsdy -.Circus .gftsw.-.a.corklng good finish to the vaudeville portion
of the bill, the eighth episode of the Houdlnl
picture, "The Master Mystery," rounding out
i
a first rate bill.

STANLEY.—Anita

Stewart

"Vlrtuom

In

Wives."

ARCADIA.—"Here Comes the Bride."
PALACE.— "Don't Chance Your Husband."
VICTORIA.— Harold

Lockwood

In

"The

Great Romance."
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^4m Announcement
i

We

-..

we have a new

modestly admit

'^

--.->

idea in song,
...

Title:

_'t*>,«

•.,,

PIC LATI N LOVE
i

v
V

00-yay Earie-day)

(I-yay Ove-lay

'.
:

'"..

;

No doubt, this week, there will be "someone" who will say he
had one some time ago. They always do. This song is not in

*

•,..

Of course, it is published arid copyrighted.
are careless, ^and leave, a copy laying around.

professional form.

Some
Gome

times
in

we

and pick

Do you know anybody
;

-

-.

.

-

"-

,H

'

:'..

•

'

T~ '
-

,
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.

-r •'","".
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them—they'll
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'
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•

WOLFE GILBERT
ANATOL FRIEDLAND
L.

•-.

... --.

-

and

<

THEATRES

,-'

232West46thSt

SAMUEL WALLACH

'.

;

k.'

-

-

V*

m

;
*-..'• '"***.

(Attorney)

299

•:

&ftl

our office?-—talk to

in

KEITH

B. F.

A

•

listen to reason.

fig

••'••

'

'

up.

it

•

MAXWELL SILVER

*

BROADWAY

General Representative

an

-

M MflGfR3- PRODUCERS ±WEHT$ -

cm
YOUTH

Positively
JBoOffeO

DiffCCTIOM

BflUlJfCE

OP

In

Elsie Ferguson in "His Parisian Wife."

BELMONT.— Mae

Murray In "Modern Love."
in "Dawn of a Tomorrow" and
in "Happy, Though Married."

Mary Plckford

PITTSBURGH,

PA

Death was caused by pneumonia and Influenza.
The Pitt Theatre Is under the management
ot Earl Simmons. He was the leading man for
Marguerite Clark In the Broadway production
of "Daby Mine."

The Marguerite Bryant Stock Players closed
,

^

OF PRESENT SgflSOM

IblO MXSONIC Tt MPIE

Saturday at the Grand Theatre In Homestead
after eight weeks. They were presenting oneact sketches with four people. Chaa. Kramer,
the manager of the stock, said they were considering a stock engagement in Albany.

Ned Woodley and Bessie Crandall are out
ot the cast at Academy (stock burlesque) and

By GEORGE R. MILLER.
Prank Irwin, the late bill poster at the
Victoria Theatre, waB burled jn Thursday. He
leaves a wife in New York, but no children.

THLEltT

fffl,23

MflYBEU ^HEARER

"Bye tor Bye."
LOCUST.—Wallace Raid in "The Dub" and

Enid Bennett

&BAUTY

aoses rtrfoEiwefiS Gwof ns

FW

RIVOLI.—Nazlmova

!

are back again In vaudeville, doing a turn at
the Kenyon this week.

NIXON.—Ethel

Barrymore

Patch," picture.

Hip Hooray Girls."

VICTORIA.—"The

May

HEILIG.— Dark.

.

ACADEMY.—Stock,

Jolly Girl Burleaquers."
"The Doughboy Girls."

Cort's

SCENIC
SEABURY

"FLO-FLO"
|

'.":-:

'

:<

«''-:.'

LYRIC—Musical

comedy

stock.

Tho Orpbeum has adopted a new policy, that
nf opening and closing Its show with a picture.
From now on, "Klnograma" will open
and the usual wockly will close.

Edward Armstrong Folly Co. will fill a summer's engagement at tho Oaks Park.
Harry Klrschbaum, Western

PORTLAND, ORE.
By JOSEPH GRANT KELLEV, JR.
STRAND.—Vaudeville and pictures.

REPRESENTATIVE PRODUCTIONS

John

BAKER.—"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine."
ALCAZAR.— "The Lion and the Mouse."

DUQDESNE.—"The Naughty Wife."
PERSHING.— Pershing Players in "Common
Clay" and "Stop Thief."
KENYON.—Nellie Booth Stock Players In
"Their Wife."
PITT.—"The Heart of Humanity," picture.
GRAND.—"Mrs. Wlggs of the Cabbage

CHICAGO

AUDITORIUM.— Dark.

Off

ALVIN.—'"Experience."

GAYETY.—"Hip

H R OB E RT LAW

'The

Chance."

Harry C. Thomas, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh booking agent, who recently ban been
booking the "Nelson's" aerial act, has accepted position of press agent with Hagenback-Wnllace Circus, and will be back with
the show.
The general agent was in town
Saturday looking after contracts for an early
showing.

In

sales

managor

the Watorson, Berlin and Snyder Co., la
In town, and Is singing- "Mickey" at the
Star and Fcoplo's theatres. "Mickey," the mopicture, In to bo shown at tho People's
next week.
of

hack
tion

STUDIOS
and

SHAW
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

;'

LEONARD HICKS^ HOTEL GRANT
CHICAGO
Madison and Dearborn

Streets

ooe» sd«w

iS

toX

Rates

profession ,

One Block

TeL Bryant 6M-I5*-7«*S

500 Housekeeping Apartments
^ft

b> ta*

Wait 45th St

A

Buiiaiii

A£^aeat""*

eUeh

la

tlona.

neat.

Aa

la apertneat* of tares •

kitchens

and prhata bath.

HI

8t

lit

Phwie: Columbia 7182

An elevator, flrearoof batldlif of the sewni typo,
baring onry device and eoawnlenoa.
Aaartamrti
art bsantirulhr imaged, and eontlet of 2. S pad 4
reoat, wild kitchens and Utohenettee, tile, btth
and 'phone.
•18.00

liep

W

nof

rear

•Pbea*

I*

St

wttB

i

THE ADELAIDE
754-756

Pbtaa: Bryant 42M-II3I

ami

»

Bjn.LT. Pr ey rl etr sen

Phwaot Sreeley NT8-8S74

1—1—3 and

4

Rooms, from

$3.50

Private Bath*— Newly Renovated

156 West 35th Street,
ROCHESTER;
By

L. B.

off
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HELEN DAVIS

Manager Walter Armstrong, of the Strand,
has completed his proposition' of having a
movie star appear in person at his theatre at
various Intervals. Harry Carey, the
slated to appear on Feb. 16.

first,

Is

WINS BIG

AT PALACE

Baby Marie Osfaorn Is making a personal
appearance at the
tha Majestic.
]

The San Carlo grand opera season here was

a

bis

the

success,

gross

being

receipts

The manager proposes and the public

a double headliner at
the Palace this week, with Van and
Schenck as one part of the duo and
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put a pair of black-

faced comedians,

Bennett and Rich-

and a dainty girl, Helens Davis,
in the other honor positions.
Helene Davis has just returned from
France, where for a year she entertained the soldiers. That the soldiers
were well entertained with good
songs and nice comedy is apparent
from Miss Davis* work at the Palace.
The Four Mane Brothers, standard
musicians and comedians, with a company of eleven people, add to the store
of amusement they have on hand for
their audiences. Other acts on the well
balanced bill are Grace Demar, Ryan
and Ryan, Whipple and Huston and
ards,

the

Morak

sisters.

their
all

first

Griffith's

"A Romance

Within two years Rochester will have infuse
one of the finest combined music schools and
concert balls In the world.
This Institution,
which will require a large sum for Its erection, will be a gift to the city from George
Eastman,. head of the Eastman Kodak Co. It

accommodations were taxed to the limit
colorful annual event In Rochester

balmasque

the

of

tbe

Shrlnera.

Friday

night's event made up In splendor and reflected glory for tbe laps* of the event during

Everything was provided In tbe
way of entertainment from a full military
hand, a symphony orchestra to vaudeville and
tbe

of

half.

Jesse Hummelbaugh, a former food perhaps
toon again) vaudevllllan, has been selected sb
the toastmaster for tbe annual Roastfest of the
•»
Rochester Newswrlters' Club.

at.

J9

half; Alice Joyce in "The.

Moral Abdul Haleera, native of Egypt, citizen of the United States, and long a resident of
Rochester, Is back bere waiting for word from
the governor of his native land to the effect
that he will be welcome back borne again.
"Toby," as he bat long been known. Is an entertainer of note.
Over a week ago he was
wined and dined at a farewell fete, bought
ticket* for Egypt and started on bis wsy. He
had passports and other such things, but arriving in New York he discovered that today
people are not allowed to land In Egypt without permission from the "Government.
Haleera
Eftendl cabled the governor and Is still awaitins; a reply as to whether he may rejoin his
wife and child.

M

Rite*

week.

Tbe most

FA Y'B.—"Student Days,", Frank Bush, Al
Fields and Co., Alice Baxter, Foley and Ward,
Berry and Dog.
PICCADILLY.— William S. Hart In "Breed
of Men," first half; Wallace Reld In "The
Dub." second half.

REGENT.— D. W.

Very Special

The eleventh annual auto show held at Exposition Park during tbe past week was tbe
biggest and most successful of all local shows.
Theatres, cabarets and hotels generally report

Seymore Hotel, Rochester, N. Y.

billed

Wellington Cross as the other. Van
and Schenck got away with their part
of the arrangement, but the audience

In

To. the Profession:

Lion and the Mouse." second

With or without Bath*

Theatre*

connected with the University of
Rochester, and will be under the direction of
Alf Kllngenberg, who is now at the head of the
Institute of Musical Art.

-Contrary to all report*, we have net
raited rate* at this hotel. Still catering
to artist* at iam* eld rare*.

Happy Valley."

deposes.

They

;

PUCE

All

be

will

popular concert will he given overy Sunday.

MlMt«' Walk

Free)

HIGH WATER MARK CIRCULATION— 26.000

ao entire page dally to theatricals.

The Hippodrome has engaged a twenty-piece
orchestra and a soloist to All its pit
A

City

8KBFFIN0T0N.

Influenza ban at Pendleton, Ore., has been

"The Oregon Dally Journal"

New York

N. Y.

LTCBUM.—"Attn Boy."
OAYETY.— "Burlesque Review of
FAMILY.—Fred Webster and Co.
comedy

Per Week Upwards -Hoosekeeplnf Privileges

MARION HOTEL

Up Weekly

Addrea* all conuannlantloaa to M. Claraan
Principal Office—Tandla Court, 141 West 43d Street, New York
Apartment* can be aeon evening*. Office In each build In*.

The Portland Film Producing Co. has leased
the old Arthur Sidney studio situated on -the
old Fair Grands, and plana on producing a
number of one-reel comedies. There la not
much capital behind the venture.
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One Bleak West ef Broadway
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APARTMENTS

Phaaet

JUST COMPLETED: ELEVATOR APARTMENTS ARRANICD IN SUITES SP O ME, TWO AND TUMI
ROOMS. WITH TILED BATH AND SHOWER. TILEO KITOtENt, KITCHENETTES AHO VACUUS,
SYSTEM. THESE APARTMENTS EMBODY EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERNT DCIINOL
150.00 Up Monthly; 115.00 Up Weekly
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•
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MRS. SEORfiE DANIEL. PiWIetrte*

(of the better class, within reach of economical folks)

Under the direct supervision of the owner*. Located la the heart of the elty. Jtrt eff
Broadway, cloio to all beoklnc office*, principal tie. tree, department store*, traetioo
line*. "L" road and subway.
We aro the largest malntainera of houeekeeplng furnished apartment* *B**4*rt«ln*to theatrical folk*.
We are on the gronnd daily. Thia alone luem prompt eorrleo
and cleanllne**.

ffif£

to

The Edmonds Furnished Apartments
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war.

pictures.

Manager Yale, of the Sayety, has hit upon
a good stunt for boosting and popularizing his
house and at tbe same time getting over a
load of good press dope.
Box parties are
featured at tbe house, and there Is hardly a
night In tbe week that tome local organization does not hold a theatre party at the
Gayety. Each of these lodges, clubs, or whatever they may be, do a certain amount of
publicity, which helps the general scheme

<
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Rochester Is a wicked city, according to the
Ministerial Association, and tbe help of the
state Legislature will be asked In making it
pure. At the weekly meeting of that body, and
after many long winded speeches and prayerful
exhortlons that something be done. It was decided to petition the Legislature to abolish SunEach senator and assemblyman
day Sims.
will be Informed that be must work for such
a measure -under pain of severe displeasure
from the pulpit.

Farren is this week celebrating
'seventh anniversary of his connection with
Rochester Theatre Co. and the opening of
Victoria. Seven years ago Mr. Farren and
associates embarked on the venture.
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Ruth Stonehouse and Harry Meyers are here
a serial being produced under tbe direction
Aubrey Kennedy. The production will be In
reels and is Western in nature.
"The
Masked Rider" Is the working title. Kennedy
In

of

AKE-UP

NURV C

MINER,

lew.

refi

80
is

responsible for the script.

Two Jazz bands, composed of recently discharged soldiers are being featured at two <-f
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Since the closing of the Grand Theatre to
road shows this city has been without a thebousing legitimate attractions.
W. J.
Ly tie, manager of the Empire, announces -that
that house would play road attractions in the
future, and the first show booked is "You're in
Love," which will play at the San Antonio
house for three days, starting March 17. The
atre

Empire ls-thls city's finest picture house, and
up to now bag retained a pictures only policy.
The Grand, which for the past 25 years has
been the home of road attractions is now playing pictures.

William H. Branch, for the past six months
director of publicity for the Prank PowellSunset Pictures Corporation, has severed his
connections with that organization, and is now
acting In a like capacity for the W. J. Lytle
interests of this city.
Branch, who came to
San Antonio more than a year ago. Is a well
known newspaper and publicity man. For
many months he was the correspondent attached to the Southern Department, the largest
newspaper assignment of military nature on
this side of the ocean. He bad formerly newspapered in St Paul and Des Moines, la. Previous to re-entering the newspaper field he acted
as press representative for Elbert and Oetchell,
of Des Moines, and Flnkelateln and Ruben, of
St. Paul and Minneapolis.
i
The W. J. Lytle interests control six the•

atres In this city.

SYRACUSE,
columns).
21-22,
In Haste."

of

Fiske

.Bat,

TAYLOR STREET
Turk as*

Utfy Struts

SAN FRANCISCO
-z

and her Crackerjacks, two colored boys, in an
acrobatic dancing novelty, also held' up the
performance; Murphy caught the house for the
third score with his song anent a Henry Ford.
It's old, but Murphy's style put it over In tip

BROADWAY

top shape. Miss Semon also got over with her
impersonations of AI Jolson, Eddie Foy arid
Eva Tanguay. From a musical standpoint, the
show does well. There' are 10 numbers, the
-

and 66th

Opera

Co.; will give a concert at the Empire
here Sunday, ft Is the first of a Berles cooked

by Francis P. Martin.

majority led' by' Miss Bemon, Miss Adams and
Edna Green, the latter the soubret. The
chorus is well drilled, has ginger and can sing.
But some of the faces
!
On the whole,; the
production Is well dressed, although the chorus
does not make a change during- the first five
numbers. Last half, dark, Next week, first
half, "Burlesque Review."
-

According to present plans, the Bastable will
offer a summer stock season, immediately at the
close of the present burlesque season. The arrangement calls for a run of at least six weeks,

'

and

Watertown cabarets come in for a red hot
attack at the hands of Mrs. George Johnston,
adjutant of the Salvation Army In the Garland
City.- Speaking before the City Ministerial
Union, Mrs. Johnston declared that moral conditions in the city are shocking. The illegitimate birth rate, she said. Increased 25 per
cent. In 1918 In the city.
The. public dance
balls are responsible, she asserten. As a solution, she urged the appointment of policewomen and the placing of an age limit upon
girls who attend the cabarets.

The Mollie Williams show will be brought
back to the Bastable ^hero for a return' engagement the first' week In April. Emll Casper, the
comic In the show, was "discovered" by
Stephen Bastable, manager of the house, when
he filled a stock engagement here some seasons

Which

may be prolonged for the entire sumLast season the house was closed.

"Follies "of 1919," produced by Watertown
nrofesgional and amateur-talent, will be staged
Feb. 24 In tbe Sacket Harbor Opera House as
a benefit for the soldiers at Madison Barracks.

The Proctor Hotel, at Antwerp, one of the
best known hostelriea In the North Country,
has been sold to the Antwerp Business Men's
Association. Frank J. Baumert, of New York,
--•-•
handled the deal.

ago.

it

mer.

George Steves, assistant advertising manager
for the Bastable here, will go with the Hagenbeck- Wallace Circus at the close of the season.

'

explains the return trip.

A

"Fight to Fight"- will again be offered to an
audience of men only at the Olympic, Watertown, next Sunday; At the first showing under
the auspices' ot the' Watertown Rotarlans Sunday last, over a thousand men were turned
away.
Admission to the picture, an antivenereal disease propaganda film, Is free. The
film was produced by the War Department and
shown to soldiers at all camps.

military burlesque will be produced at the
Empire sometime- in March to raise funds
for the erection ot a memorial to Samuel J,
Pearlman, local attorney, wbo died of pneumonia several months ago.

Matinee Idols and' a few girlish dreams took
In Supreme Cou/t here Tuesday, when
Mrs. Frances T. Schuyler, non-prof sahtOM I,
asked for an annulment of her marriage with
Frank J. Schuyler, of vaudeville. Giving her

a tumble

ST.,

ag» as

NEW YORK

10, .but

looking more like 16, the girl
told Justice William Ross that she
had married Schuyler on Deo. 28, 1914, just three dayo
after meeting him, while he was playing at
the Temple here. Love fled after nine

months
and Mrs. Schuyler has since remained at the
m2 u0t ner Parents here. The whereabouts
,
,

Schuyler are

of

unknown

to

the wife,

who

teado service of her complaint by publication;
limit of 20 days was up at midnight
Monday, but tbe case had been already noted
for trial.
Justice Robs, however, took the
view that perhaps too much baste was being
shown, despite observance of all local requirements, and took tbe papers tor decision later.
'

The time

Ralph Murphy, class of 1010, Syraouse Unto
and now with "Come Out of the
Kitchen," is the author of "Under Contract,"
a four-act comody-drama which Boar's Head,
tbo Syracuse University dramatic organisation,
will produce here March 17. Prof. Lewis Parmenter, an old professional, end now Instructor
at tbe university. Is coaching tbe cast. Murphy
has been on tbe professional. stago since receiving bis diploma on tbe HUI.

veralty,

'-. Th€

film

L°* *• Theatre at Hndlcott, heretofore a
house, inaugurated a vaudeville policy
The house Is managed by Snow

Monday.

Brothers.

Announcement

is

made here

of Neal H. Lake, ot this city,

Wn

of the marriage
and Ethol Mae

te,
!
fr
JS "1 hoT0 owa Pi«y«ng in "Listen
Lester."
The ceremony was performed In BL
Patrick's Cathedral, New York City.
The
couple's acquaintance began two years ago at
the opening of "Chu Chin Chow." Mrs. Lake
was secretly for E. Lyall Swete, who came
from London to produce the show. Mr. Lake
and bis brother were members of tbe oast.
Raymond McCardle. of this city, was beet man,

and Nanna Ward was the bridesmaid.

forld's

Largest Theatrical Baggage Dealer

WARDROBE

"Indestrtictfr"

"Bal"

EVERY

"Hartmann"
"Murphy"

MAKE

"Taylor"

Definite assurance that George Fremont Hadburlesque reviewer for the Syraouse Herald
under tbe nomdoplumo of "The Judge," is still

ley.

among

-Ukly"

—

:

Sextet

the Road"
O'Hara in

WIETINO.—First half, "The Climax," with
Eleanor Painter. This play had its first night
in Syracuse at the same bouse some 10 or 12
years ago. Then, If memory serves correctly,
it wasn't well
received.
It has since made
one visit here, when It met with more favor.
Monday night's audience gave the revival a
hearty welcome, and with its present cast the
Locke play Is a genuine dramatic treat. Walter Wilson as Golfantl, Effingham Pinto as
Pletro Golfantl, and Mitchell Harris as the
physician shared honors with Miss Painter.
Last half, "Tea for Throe."
BASTABLE. First half, "Burlesque Wonder
Show." The 1018-10 vehicle that Joe Hurtlg
has furnished for George P. Murphy and Primrose Semon Is Just that a wonder principally
because, unlike most burlesque productions, the
book has a plot, in fact, it has more of a plot
than many $2 musical comedies seen here this
season. True, It perhaps Isn't the most wonderful plot over developed, but It Is coherent,
supplies plenty of complications more or less
funny, and scores well as a laugh producer.
Murphy, who made hot dogs famous in burlesque, has a new role this season, that of
Eugene Zaronay, a Swiss tinker, who for $300
is persuaded to marry Helen Brown
(Miss
Semon) that she may Inherit a fortune. The
marriage is supposedly purely one of convenience, for Helen Is In love with Henry Green
(Elmer Brown). The complications come when
Dora Simpson (Teresa Adams) claims Henry
as her promised husband and also through the
refusal of Zaronay to agree to a divorce. The
action shiftsfroza the home of Helen to Miami,
-Fls., where the three scenes of the second act
are laid. The dialog at times is very spicy,
but never exactly rough. Appearance on the
scene of the real Mrs. Zaronay Irons out the
wrinkles for Henry and Helen. Three times
Monday night there were numbers that stopped
the show. Arthur Conrad was the first to do
The antics of the ponies, who assisted,
It.
while mostly hokum, went strong. Lulu Coatee

—

DAVIDSON & DEAN and The Famous Skating

-

Florence Macbeth, soprano of the Chicago

N. T.

EMPIRE.—16-20, 'The End
(news
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St Weit, Montreal

the leading vaudeville houses this week. The
Camp Dick Jazz Orchestra holds sway at the
Royal Theatre, booked by Pantages. while directly across the street at the Princess the
Kelly Field Jazz Orchestra Is appearing. Both
houees are ifnder the same management, and
tho two different organizations seem to have
responded to the sense of rivalry -Which" the
publicity man ot the two houses Instilled In the
public mind.

Ice Ballet

M. ktUvar— L. Beraaaft, Props.

-
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THE BEST ITALIAN DINNER IN THE CITY
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Dinner $1.00
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tbo living name from Hadley himself
week.
Hadley's death from disease was
reported by tbe War Department several weeks
ago, and since ttat time there have been many
conflicting stories.
Hadley, one of the best
known newspapermen In tbe state, advises that
this

TRUNKS
EVERY
SIZE

MY GUARANTEE PROTECTS YOUR PURCHASE FOR FIVE YEARS

—

An Enormous

Selection ef

LEATHER GOODS AND TRAVELERS' OUTFITS

HALF REGULAR PRICES
Note These Remarkable Values:
918 Hotel Steel Clad

Trunk
925 Fibre Theatre Trunk...

935 Taxi

$9.75

$14.50

Ward-

$19.50

robe Trunk..

$50

XX Fibre
Combination.

$60 Guaranteed
Indeitruoto. ..

D0DD ACKERMAN
SCENIC STUDIOS

P.
$27.50

ML

$34.50

JtAfil PICQRATIPNB
Productions of Distinction

......

$48 Fun Slxe Theatre Wardrobe

Trunk

$24.75

$75 Dreadnought
Wardrobe...

$42.00

EDWARD CROPPER, 208 W. 42d St.
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The only motion picture ever taken of the
New York State Troopers, the mate's constabulary, has been completed by the Logan
Film Co, of this city,
is now ready for release.
The State Troopers development from
the day of organisation to the present time la
Krtreyed. In m* mnch sa Gov. Al. H. Smith
is
recommended thst the constabulary be
abolished. It Is anticipated that the dim will
•

Police at Oswego bare started to rigidly enforce the law which bars children under 10
from the 01m housed there. Inspection of children le being made at nearly every Performance.

The Lyceum,

$2&

ad

the

r«.j

construction' In South Ballna street here are
The answer la found la the
New York of Anno Domin, aealatant
who has been personally bossing the
erection of the theatre. The Ulleet ladder or
the most shaky girder baa tailed to (ease MUe
Dornln, who la said to be the youngest woman
In the United States to bold a position of the
sort Miss Dornln has now been called to New
York to become general manager In the offloe
of Thomas w. Lamb, and will In the future
only drop Into Syracuse for brief tnapeetlona of
the new house. She has done considerable designing of aeta for pictures In addition to her
archltectual work.

The death of Bessie Abott recalled a stormy
years ago at the Ogdensburg
scene some
Mies Abott, with her
(N. Y.) Opera House.
sister, Jessie, was then a member of an English
She was taken 111 In her
vaudeville troupe.
room at the Seymour Houae loot before the
performance, and was unable to appeal. Announcement displeased the audience not a little,
and even the reading of a physician's certificate
Eventually, Albert
failed to Quiet the bouse.
Chevalier, the English singer ordered the mitaln run down. The audience rushed the box
offloe, but the artist* eeoaped through rear
exists. 'When the troupe left the next day they
were nearly mobbed. For several weeks the
incident furnished the bails for a newspaper
controversy. Broekvllle, Ont, editors were In*
dlgnant over the treatment aooorded the BngHah

players.

Ogdsnsborg

nod

Watertown

papers defended the American audience.

Hf.{.

service

were tbo management's

screening for men only of tbe War
Department film, "Fit to Fight," at the Olympic on Sunday. It was preceded on Friday by
a showing for the benefit of city officials, who
gave the
their approval.

The Lyric, Bloghamtoa, gave a special exhibition showing of "The KaUer s Anna" on
Sntardny at wbleh mothers of Blngbamtori

Mm

Edna

INDIVIDUALITY
My Gowns are exclusive creations of
the moment Charming Frocks, all individual made for any occasion, especially
the stage.
Gowns for new Maxim's
in course of preparation.

3

ftr

the

The Rotary Club, of Watertown, sponsored n

Abe Epstein, aaslstant treasurer
Bastlble, Is seriously 1U with

~

Cortlss, of the Baitable, captured the
model trophy offered by the "Cheer
Up America" Company aa prlte for a contest
open to Syracuse girls.

perfect

architect,

!

boys in
guests.

special

new Keith Theatre under

down-hearted.

e --.'i-'-

to give the film a definite plot, the troopers In
it break up a gang of robbers.

Ithaca,

transfer to

la. J

propaganda for the force's
While no effort apparently was made

excellent

friends.

had but one booking for
the week, "Seren Days' Leave" on Thursday.

Workmen on

fes

form

For n

Marguerite

VAN NORTON

Tbe Camden Opera House, sometimes known
ss the Arcade Theatre, has been sold by Wilbur Oress to F. J. Card & Sent, of Earlvllle.

HOTEL STANLEY

1M

New York
Phone 2733 Bryant.

Title passes

City

the

March

L

After three cancellations, "Alimony" was nt
shown at tbe Olympic Watertown, last
week. The first time the film was carded the
Tbe second
"flu" epidemic closed the house.
time, the film waa sent to tbe wrong adirtee,
lest

of

A. Brady's "The

—

Revue now

Estimates given for productions, re-

Street

time, William

second
Flaming Soul" flickered and went out at the
Wletlna here on Wednesday, when Brady
ordered the show to close and moved It back
to New Tork, where, It la said, a. third attempt will be made to furnish added fuel by
the writers Owen Davis and Charles Ouernon.
The puhnotor will be used especially on the
third act, which was rewritten n first time
after the Initial tryout given tbe piece at
Providence three weeks ago. Tbe show opened
to good business on Monday night, due In
part to the 'two for one" offer (Syracuse Is
a bargain bunting town) for the first night
Tbe final audience, however, comprised nut
800. Theatregoers falling to provide financial
ooal, plus tbe war tax, Brady decided to out
tbe engagement short, although the show was
scheduled to run for the entire week.

vues, etc

Went 47th

Members of the "Attn Boy" Company were
entertained at a tea dance at tbe Syracuse
Sailors' Club after the matinee

Soldiers' and
on Satorder.
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WAIT and SEE!
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WAIT
New York;

i
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.riroad
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STERN &

JOS. W.
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and SEE!

Conegys,

Jean DeBrlac, Eric Jewett, Oblh
Audrey Batrd, Etholbert Hales. Cbarles

Field,

Wingate,

A.

RATKOWSKY,

he.

34 West 34tK Street
New York City
.

Maud

— Empress Stock Company
"Johnny, Get Your Gun" to capacity. Next,

PRINCE88.—Cyril Maude

EMPRESS.

"The Saving

In

"Three Faces East"

Mar.

24,

.;

days' engagement at this house Feb. 6*8 owing
Scored big
to tbe general strike In Seattle.
bit and drew excellent business with no advance advertising.
Current 12-14, Richard
Carle In "Furs and Frills." Next 17, entire
week, "Cinderella," produced .by F. Btoart
Wfcyto.
Third week of picture policy.
.

royal—

-'*-

IMPERIAL.—Dark.
HOTEL VANCOUVER.

The Alhambra, of the Paramount Theatres,
Ltd., will open about April 1.

Rosenblatt Recital.

.STRAND.—Geraldlne Farrar
This picture

Cat."

Every desire for voguish furs can
be fulfilled here. Whether it be an
unusually smart coat, coatee, stole,

wrap or perfectly matched for set.
A variety of pelts and styles to
please the most critical, at a saving
of 1/3 less than wholesale.
Special

discount

third

time,

It

went

wrong ex-

change.

Syracuse movie bouses are now staging apodal performances Saturday mornings (or children, offering a program appealing to youngsters.
The scheme Is netting good financial
returns, and the houses are packed.
At the
Eckel here on- Saturday, the kids and their
parents were beginning to line up at 8 o'clock,
although tbe screening

was

not scheduled until

0:80.

*

•

PANTAGE8.- Vaudeville.
COLUMBIA.—Clemenso Bros,

<*

Dorothy

In their Danfortb, Mr. Allen Is patting a
balcony, which will Increase the seating
capacity to 1,700.

Tbe Allen Enterprises have purchased the
tbe British-American tournament and
also "Comradeship," of the British Stall, Ltd.
film of

"Hearts of Humanity," which has been re-

and

the American flag displays cut
Notwithstanding that this is tbe first
out
Canadian picture, It Is not as yet booked by
any of tbe theatres In Toronto.
edited

all

Bud Lennon, formerly
sales

Days." with

bill

the Web" (serial). 2d half, Hippodrome
Vaudeville and photoplays
DOMINION.—Anita Stewart In "Virtuous

Wives," Sunshine comedy. Drew comedy and
war films, also Dominion Orchestra. House Is
doing capacity business with new policy of
only two sbowa each day at prloes: (Matinees)
80-60 cents and (evenings) 40-60-75 cents.
REX.—Wm. 8. Hart la "The Border Wireless

Distributing

MA8SBY HALL.—Fob.

A. F.

sales

manager

Corporation,

of the

Is

now

manager for the Universal.
17.

Lt

Robinson. R.

Feb. 21 and 22, Mendelssohn Choir.

"

GLOBE.—Harold Lookwood In "Pals First"
COLONIAL/—1st half. Norma Talmadge in
"The Children

full

Exhibitors'

C. Marlowe, Catharine

headline

for 1st half, Jack and Jessie Olbson, Duval and
Lee, Russell Sisters, Savoy and Savoy. Films,
Fannie Ward In "Innocent" and "The Woman

Feb. 24. "Kiddles

.

In tbe

House."

•dVJ

•

A.

No. Clark/Strt'i'l

HOSl.KVv M«T;

Jan Rublnt (Dlano and Rublnl), violinist on
the Orpbeum bill for the current week, will
give a special recital after the Thursday
matinee.
Rublnl played here a year ago at
the Pantagea.

The Provincial Government has had a ban
on all dancing, publlo and private, for some
time owing to the Influent*. It Is thought that
lt will bs lifted shortly, as the "flu" situation
is

Improved.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

By HARDIB ME AKIN.
NATIONAL.—Florence Naah In "Remnant"
Sunday night

SHUCERT-BELASCO.—"Tumble
Cantor Josef

in

By R. O. LYE.

ROYAL ALEXANDRA.— "Thirty

extremely well received

In the Ruins."

Chest."

and "The Secret Garden."

"Don't Change Your Husband" did record
business this week at the Allen, and would
have stood up another week If It could have
been arranged.

TORONTO.
Frank Melntyre, James

Hope

The Allen Theatre Enterprises are building

to

to' the

ALLEN.—"Kiddles

— IL

Prices, $2-88-95. Capacity.

ORPHBUM.—Vaudeville.

"The Hell

a $200,000 theatre In London,. Ont, With full
stage and balcony.
It will have a seating
capacity of 2,200, and will be ready for tbe
fall business.

the Profession
The

Is

In Toronto.

OlHh In "Tbe
In the Ruins"

In

17,

the

—

™^^^^

la

"For the Man She Loved." Coming, "When
Boys Come Home" and "Upstairs and
Down."
AVENUE.—Julian Blunge played a three

Feb.
Ethel Barrymoro'a first visit In several
aeosons In "The OS Chanbe."
GRAND.— "A Night In Honolulu," first appearance In Toronto. Feb. 24, "Some Baby,"
with Zellab Covington and bis own company.
GAYBSTY.—"The
Sporting 'Widows." with
*
Harry Cooper.
STAR. "Record Breakers."
REGENT.— "The Common Cause." Feb. 24.
Anita Stewart In "Virtuous Wives." Special,
Estelle Carey, soloist

8,

:

Sl(..

VANCOUVER,-!*. C.
By H. P. NEWBERRY.

Milton, Louis Morrison, Jeasto

Negle.

a race."

Uiicituo

CO.

2d

half, Ethel

Clayton In "Journey's End."
MAPLE leaf.— "Enlighten Thy Daughter"
(film), now In Its second week, and playing
to excellent bouses.

on

In,'

Arthur Hammersteln production, by Otto Barbach and Rudolf mm), with the oast beaded
by Pegp O'Nell, Charles Ruggles and BUM

POLI'B.—Return engagemet of "Ob, Boy I"
Opened to good house Sunday night
8HUBERT-QARUI01C—CharloB Cherry and
Franolne Larrlmoro In "Scandal." The Bhuberts are "sinking" a' great deal of money into
this bouse In an endeavor to get the theatregoing public attracted to It. So far business
for all attractions bos been only fair.
GAYETY.—"Bits of Hits."

COSMOS.—Robinson's Babboons, Frlond and
Downing, Mnhonoy and Togers In a "Seaside
ond Co., Walsh and

Flirtation," Herbert Brooks

Bentley, Al Carp. Wolf-Stewart and Co.
LYCEUM.—"Oirls from the Follies."

'

.

LOEW'8 PALACE.—Vivian Martin in. "You
Never Saw Such a Olrl," first halt; Ethel Clayton In "Maggie Perper." second half.
LOBW'B COLUMBIA.—Marguerite Clark la
"Mrs. Wifgs of the Cabbage Patch."
MOORE'S RIALTO Nntlmova In "Ont of
the Tog." founded on- her play, '"Caption

—

Shoals."

BROADWAY.—Films.

CRANDALL'B METROPOLITAN.—Constance

Talmadge

The Arena Is open dally with
Each Monday night there la a

Ice skating.

professional

hockey game. Seattle, Victoria and Vancouver
comprise the league.
Canada's Great War Exhibit (official) Is being held In tbe Horse Show Building, Feb. 12
to March 1, Inclusive. The exhibit which Is a
very large one, has been in the United States,
and Is being sent out by the Canadian Government.

In

"Romance and

Arabella."

Mitchell HarrU succeeded Roy Walling In
the Eleanor Palntor production. "The Climax,"
The
at the Bhubert-Oarrick Sunday night
piece Is slated for a run to Chicago.
Jewell, the moat popular loading
to appear with the Poll Stock Go. In
who Is now rehearsing a new proNew York, made a hurried trip to
appear In a soldier performance held bars
t
during tbe past week.
itetta

woman

this city,

duction In

H

.'*
•'
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CARLTON HO AGL AND Presents

EDNA GOODRICH
In Vaudeville After

Two

!-'Jl

•
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Successful Years in Pictures in

;
.

"THE MANNEQUIN"
EDGAR ALLAN WOOLF
Week (Feb. 17), KEITH'S, RIVERSIDE
Next Week (Feb. 24), ROYAL, NEW YORK

.

1"

This

All Keith

Time

to Follow
.

f

M O VI N G PICTURES

Ml
:

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD

i
•'

"Paid Id Full," starring Paulina Frederick,
be released by Paramount Feb. 23.

will

"On

the Fire"

the title of Harold Lloyd'*
next Pfitho release, scheduled for Feb. 23.
'

Is

Patho's Ruth Roland's serial, "The Tiger's
Trail," wlli be released April 20.

&

\y
The American Film Co. la
"Damaged Goods as a state
i

-

'

shortly to reissue
rights feature.

Carl Laemmle left for the Coast Tuesday,
will be gone about six week*.

He

The Arrow Film is about to release "Miss
Arizona" tor the open market Initial allowing
be given In about two weeks. .
will

Famous Players-Lasky Corp. purchased the
picture rights to Marie CorelU's "The Sorrows
of Satan," paying $30,000.

m

McClure Productions are now offering to state
right buyers .the five-reel feature "Fruits of
Passion."
Marlon Davles has a new press agent In
Rosie Schullnser, who formerly handled the
publicity for the Broadway, New York.

The Ivy Pictures Corporation la In bankruptcy with liabilities of $5,000 and asseta

£»"

13,000.

ip
El
Iff'--

:

woman

Shirley Mason will be leading
.

for

Bryant Washburn in his next Paramount,
which is being directed by Donald Crisp.
.

"Good Gracious Anoabelle" haa been plcturized for Paramount with Billie Burke in the
stellar role.
It will be released March 2.
Dot Farley has been engaged by Universal
and will be seen shortly in a number of L-KO
comedies.

i

Fred Stone's next.Artcraft will be a screen
version of "Johnny Get Tour Gun."
It will
be released March 9.

Clara Joel,

who has been

playing the "vamp"

in "Business Before Pleasure," is to appear
in the films and will make her debut In support of E. K. Lincoln under the direction of
Ralph Ince.

Frances Marlon, who haa bean in Europe
gathering material for a picture showing the
part women played in the war, haa returned
and will assume her former position with the
Famous Players, that of scenario writer.

The Tooney * Demara Amusement Co., of
Lawrence, Mass., haa purchased a site oa
Broadway in that city, where they will build
a new theatre. The company already haa two
houses in Lawrence,"
Elsie Ferguson has completed, under the direction of Emile Cbautard, "Eyes of the Soul,"
adapted from George Weston's Saturday EveThe
ning Post story, "Salt of the Earth."
release date to be

announced

Florence Reed haa started on her second picture tor the United at the West 64th street
•tudlos under the direction of John M. Stahl.
Her first release on that program will be "Her
Code of Honor," out next sjumth.

Myron Selsnlck Pictures Co. has contracted
a huge electric sign in Buffalo, adding one
more city to the cross country display advertisfor

kind which the concern Is estab-

Elsie Ferguson left last week tor Florida to
start work on "The Witness for the Defense,"
The picture will be an
her new Artcraft
adptation by Oulda*Berger of A. E. W. Mason's

play by the

same name.

Joseph A. Golden, president of Western Film
Photoplays, left tor the South Feb. 13 with an
entire company to take scenes for bis new
serial.
Ann Luther is being starred In the
feature with Charles Hutchinson.

Film producers are chasing John Galsworthy,
the eminent English author, who Is on a visit
to New York, very bard in an effort to secure
the picture rights to his plays, novels and short
stories.
«

——

"-""

Arrangements bave been made with Water& Snyder whereby "Teddy" words
by William J. McKenna and music by Ted
Snyder, Is sung at each showing of "Our
Teddy," the screen version of the late Col.
produced by McClure Films.
life,
Roosevelt's
son, Berlin

The Alma Rubens release of "Diana of tlo
Green Tan," adapted from the $10,000 prlte
title, will be ejiade In March.

story of that

Charles Chaplin's intended trip to England
has been abandoned and he 1b now at work on
his next picture.

United Picture Theatres have added Hugh
Thompson to the cast supporting Florence
Reed in her next picture.

;k

--: t*

me

:

"Whom the Gods Destroy" has been accepted
as the new title for the "Humanity" feature
which the C. R. McCauley Photoplays, Inc recently brought Into New York for a Broadway
showing.
The. newest of Mabel

mains yet to be
f*i-5>-

,

Normand

the

Mr

E. Kimball and Ernest Horstfilm manager, sailed for

Boston

Europe Feb. 14. Before returning they
have visited London, Paris and Rome.

offices.

The

first

subject is

"The Man

Who

Nevada
tion

California-

Harry Garson produc"The Unpardonable Sin," starring

territory for the

of

Bert Hall, the U. S. aviator, who played the
principal screen role In "A Romance of the
Air," Is Btlll traveling and lecturing with the
picture In the West.
Irene Fenwick Is under contract to -xaVe a
series of eight feature films for the Elk Photoplays Co., but to date there has been no arrangement of the service distribution.

Charles Mathleu of the news reel department
of the International is to marry March 1 a
niece of S. S. Sangulnette, auditor of the same

company.

Commander Evangeline Booth, head of the
Salvation Army in America, recently posed In
the film, "Fires of Faith," from the Lasky
'

studios....

Arrangements have been made for another
Installment of the "Cannibal Isle" pictures by
the Roberts on -Cole offices, although no specific
release date hap been set.
Millard Johnson, the New Tork manager of
the Australasian Films, Ltd., who had planned
to go to Australia this month, has postponed
his trip until the Influenza epidemic there

howB

abat'tm<:ut.

A

her own name.
Among the surprise turns Coy
with her "high yellow," single
frocks, tore off the honors.

De Tryckey
in low out
There may have

been many, in tbe house not on to the characterization tor tbe "canaries" worked overtime
when Coy finished with "Minnie Shimmy For
Me." Miss De Tryckey delivered so strongly
that ahe was offered a epot for the rest of
the week and she can repeat there any time,
in fact la a sure bet for pop.
With the new turns showing Barry McCormlck (New-Acts) went over nicely. Gutnan
ana Mullen In rural types, were funny though
the bouse missed most ot their efforts (New
Acts).
Crawford and Weetcott (New Acts)
are Just in from the west. Then there was
"Kisses," the S. J. Kaufman comedy, once a
big time offering. Tbe present lead is undersized tor. the role and though he evidences
signs of careful -rehearsing is amateurish. The
three assisting girl types Included a tltlan
will
haired young woman and a "looker."
Dockray was also present, offering bis blackface talk with fair results.
A new comedy
acrobatio turn. Nelson and the Barry Boys.
did very well on second. Tbe Nelson Is a girl
tumbler. The finish is strong but some ot the
talk might be excised.
It was a walk-over for Clara Howard for
the show's honors, spotted No. 11. The whistlers worked overtime and Miss Howard gave
all she wanted. Murphy, Nichols and Co., after
off for several seasons, returned with "The
School for Acting," which drew the laughs. It's a
soldier
dummy bits
question whether
the
aren't a bit rough on men back from »ue line.

Mullen and Coogan down next to closing were
another sure comedy turn. The Two Jesters
did well enough -on fourth while Albert Cutler
and Alice Howard closed the show (New Acts).
Togan and Geneva, a wire act, opened. Joe*.

HAMILTON.
The Bilbon Slaters, two girls on a revolving
trapeze, opened tbe vaudeville after the overture and news pictorial exhibition. The act is
ot ordinary small time opener calibre except
for a tew attempts at novelty with the mandolin playing and bells on the arms and legs
Peggy Brooks sang four numbers In the
bits.
second spot, and took a forced encore to get
across the song, wherein the orchestra men
answer, 'We do." Stewart and Woods, brought
down to the third -opot. Impressed the audience
with their nonsense. The man effects an English Johnny, the girl kidding him.
Bertha Crelgbton & Co did not show up, the
Dominoes replacing. The act originally carries,
eight people, seven singers and one orchestra
leader, only six appearing Thursday evening.
Their forte Is singing various arias from the
operas.
Leonard and Mack, two men, scored
with their "souse" characters and chater, finishing with a double dance. The act Is good.
Oscar Lorraine cleaned up with bis "nut"
stuff and violin, accepting two encores, to
"plug" a song, which is sung by a female
plant from a box. Anita Stewart in "Virtuous
Wives" closed the show.

John Caldwell, cameraman, who

fell

from a

ten-foot platform.

Harry W. Brown, formerly night editor of
the New York Times, and later connected with
Robert Simpson and Associates, New York, pub-

A duo of film stars reached Broadway this
week following some arduous labor In the
Western studios. The first to reach town was
Bessie Barriscale, accompanied by her husband and director, Howard Hickman. Wednesday Alma Rubens came to New York.

the

for the night show, that a sketch with three
people and billed as Henrietta Horwitx and
Co.
smart young girl looking about 12 but
perhaps above the legal child age limit tor
stage work was the feature of the turn which
might pass because of that But Miss Horwltx
might better follow precedent rather than use

"The Tiger's Trail" is the next serial to be
released by Paths. It is written by Arthur B.

Select Pictures has engaged Kenneth E. Webb
to direct Alice Brady In her coming release to
follow their February production of "The
World to Live la."

has purchased

AMERICAN ROOF.
The American Roof offered a very entertainfor the second halt of- last week.
Business seems to he flourishing, sad neither
tbe rain nor the redecorating bad any deterrent
effect upon patronage last Thursday svsnlsg.
Santry and Norton, Paul Earl, the first t*o
turns (New Acts). Dura and Feelsy, a team
of male acrobats, offer some exeellsat stunts,
and their work is away from the stereotyped
style of act ot this calibre. They talk throughout, and the "nut" has the makings of a
comedian. He should develop this portloa ot

"surprise" acts instead of try-outs.

Turned White."

Reeve and Charles Logue. Ruth Roland will
bo starred. George Larkin will be the leading
man. Others In the cast will be Mark Strong,
George Field, Harry Moody and F. L. Koaler.

Lesser

LAST HALF SHOWS.
(Continued from page 29.)

will

Blanche Sweet.

>-

As far as known at present, Henry B. Warner will start his new picture work about Feb.
Mr. Warner has contracted to make from
atx to eight features for the Jesse D. Hampton

plumber's torch started a Are which destroyed $125,000 worth of picture studio properties in the film service department of Baumann t Co., furniture dealers.

Sol

:?

Lewis J. Selsnlck left last Friday for Monwhere he went to establish Canadian exchanges for the Select Pictures Corp., of which
treal,

he is the head. Heretofore the Select releases
have been distributed in Canada by Royal Enterprises, Inc

20.

A

fj;

Bessie Barriscale and Howard Hickman,
Robertson-Cole stars, arrived in town from the
3oast Tuesday. Miss Barriscale brought a
loothache with her. She secured it with great
Jains in Chicago. Alma Reubens another R-C
star Is due to arrive next week.

pictures re-

The recently completed
is marked for release

2.

Cant Charles
raa n

IS*

titled.

"Sis Hopkins" feature

March

as

Only one of the new turns was not retained

ing of that
lishing.

In "The Indestructible Wife," starring Alio*
Brady, a role la played by Roy Adams, of
Adams and Mack, in vaudeville.

down

Further activities and rumors In picture
Brooklyn point to some sort of an
arrangement or agreement being reached
whereby the newly proposed Brooklyn Strand,
promoted by the Max Spiegel interests, will be
taken over by William Fox.
clrlces in

John,

and

Lionel
three
Ethel, are shortly to appear in a screen version
of 'Peter Ibbetsoa," to be produced by the
Famous Players-Lasky corporation. This Is
tbe first time the three Barrymores have ever
appeared together In the same production.

The

Barrymore's,

Alia Nazlmova has made arrangements with
Metro for five features "to be commenced at
the conclusion of tbe present series. Tbe first
will be based on tbe novel by Frank Danby
entitled "The Heart of Child," in which Nazlmova will appear as a little child.

Tbe Mayor of Indianapolis has turned over
to tbe Indiana Board of Endorsers the power
of Xeiectln^ photoplay* which can be played on
Sundays and which they deem suitable shows
In this manner it is hoped
for the Sabbath.
tbe Sunday show situation In Indianapolis will
have been solved.

Hugh Thompson has been engaged by J. A.
Beret for the leading main role in support of
Florence Reed In the film play now in the
making. The progress of the production was
temporarily halted last week by an accident" to

licity representatives, haa been elected president and general manager of the Cincinnati
It la said he
buy the paper.

Commercial-Tribune Company.

New York

interested

capital to

Mr. Brown until five years ago, when be went
to New York, was editor of the Cincinnati
Post.

D. W. Griffith, former chairman of the
National Censorship Committee, has notified
Gabriel Heas, the present chairman, that as
he is now out of touch with the committee's
activities, be will be unable to- serve any

This committee was formed by Griffith at the time he was combating inimical
censorship to bis "Birth ot a Nation" and
It gradually attracted the support of all the
other producing organizations.
longer.

William Brandt, the Brooklyn exhibitor and
president of the Brooklyn Exhibitors' League,
is building a large film place at Seventh street
and Flatbush avenue, across the river, that
when completed will house more than the new
Brevort More than 2,200 will-be provided for.
The new Brandt house is to be styled the
Carleton.
The booth will be built Inside the
mezzanine floor boxes, with the "throw" coming from nicely camouflaged holes in the upper
floor.

Tbe Margarita Fisher gold medal offered at
war by Miss Flsber, of tbe
Co., for the first airman trained
at Rockwell Field, Cal., to bring down a Gertbe beginning ot the

American Film

man airplane was won by Frank Luke, of
Pboenix, Arts. Lieut Luke was killed Sept 29
while making a night attack against enemy
observations posts, and tbe medal was given
to his father and mother, the presentation
being made Jan. 29 by the Phoenix Chamber
of Commerce. The heavy gold medal was suitably engraved.

'
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ing show

tbe act.
Elsie White Is a good single. She enunciates
well and has a good command of dialects. She
has a fine selection of numbers aid was cordially received.
Miss White is as good a female single as most ot those appearing in the
two-a-day, and better than some ot them.
Werner and Amoros Trio closed the traf part
with a fast Juggling, comedy and laatrumental
turn, full of slapstick and nonsense. Tbe female Impersonator completely fooled the audience, and the) one doing the Chaplla imitation
was a riot. V.
Grace Leonard, with Jack Neal at the piano,
has a very classy single. She shines strongest
in the boy characterizations, being slender and
"hipless." Neal utilises his fine baritone voice
for a solo to fill In during one of the mora
elaborate changes, but while doing so the orchestral pianist didn't synchronise with his
Ivory tickling. Miss Leonard la a prime favorite at the American.
Arthur Pickens and Co. scored violently with
their screaming farcical playlet
DorothyRogers Is bis leading lady. The act is well
played by all members of tbe company, and is
"certain to give satisfaction everywhere. Tilyou
and Ward, singing, talking and acrobatic dancing, started slowly, but finished admirably.
Their acrobatic dancing is well worth while.
Gilles Trio (New Acts) closed.
Jolo.

AUDUBON.
With virtually every seat in the house occupied
about 8 P. M., with tbe exception of the unreserved section, the show at Fox's Audubon the
last half of last week got under way at a late
hour, mainly on account of an extremely long
overture.
The show was dull from atart to
finish. Had a fairly snappy turn come forth It
could have easily scored well. The only act on the
bill to be fairly appreciated was Julia Kelety,
rendering various numbers In French and English.
Edwards Brothers' came on in one, going
to three, in some comedy acrobatic work.
The
Three Smiths, two men and one woman, followed the opening act and flopped. The election of No. 2 spot as usual, never appears to
get over at this house, and why this act was
selected would be hard to say.
The act consists of s piano and some singing, and continues along this routine with very slow material, with the woman making two changes.
A sketch followed with Lawrence Grand and
Co., consisting ot three men.
As the curtain
raises Lawrence is seated on a throne Impersonating the Kaiser, talking to one of his executives, who is Informing his majesty he has
found a soldier In his army possessed of superhuman ability. The Kaiser calls for him and,
after a personal Interview, offers him a high
rank. He declines to accept the offer and (roes
Into a speech anent his majesty being responsible for the destruction caused by the war, and
that he would have to be executed before the
safety,- ot humanity could be assured
This
speech naturally brings returns from all sides
of the bouse.
Following Screen
Telegram of Current
Events, Ward and Wilson offer a routine ot
comedy talk, he being in the orchestra. Later
be appears on tbe stage and after some more
talk she renders a number under a spotlight
Julia Kelety, a shapely French woman, appeared to be known in upper Manhattan, as
applause was prevalent as soon as the placards
revealed her name. Every one of her numbers

-

..

brought returns.
Parish and Peru closed the vaudeville show
and held attention throughout Their dancing
stuuts In which they employ a barrel were very
well liked
Tom Mix In "Hell-Roarln* lieform" was the feature picture.

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.
About the only thing that the Harlem Opera
House hasn't used as a "draw" is a barbecue,
and It may be that Sol LeVoy, now managing,
may fry that when all of the uptowners gst
back from the Army and Navy. All the tricks
Imaginable have been used to do business, but

ons thing

Is

morally certain, the novelty of the

"country store" or "gift night" has been worn
to frazzle up there'.
On Thursday night of last week the business
was highly satisfactory there was a distribu-

'

;

and ends from the stage, via the
lucky number arrangement, yet the folks were
slow ,ln responding to their numbers.
Great Johnson has a clrcusy act ; performing
feats of contortion in midair that were applauded.
Howard and Jenkins (New Acts).
Dora Hilton pleased with her songs, being in
good voice and having a routine that was
understandable.
The Houdlnl picture was given the prominence of "time" as an act and Judging from
the tension of tbe period the serial Is proving
of more than passing Interest uptown,
Joe Towie seemed to waste a lot of time, but
the Harfemites didn't think so; his sit befog
attested by tbe encores demanded of him. Some
of Towle's line of talk could bave the edges
trimmed, but it Is surefire In the pop houses.
Arnold and Allman did well, 'the songs especially finding favor.
There Is too much
dialog on the "looks" of the two; neither
funny nor in good taste. There are some 1-terestlag minutes In "The Paris Underworld"
tion of odds

~

;

>

MOVING
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set and tome that ara both tiresome and
dreary. A lot of horseplar It thrust unneceaeerily Into the turn. What Baves the turn is
the Apache dancing by the featured woman,
Nana, working alternately with two of the men.
This Nana, by the way, works mighty hard
to. put this act over, and her Individual work
Is bound to succeed admirably In the pop
houses.
The plot Is quickly unraveled, the
turn being a "frame" whereby visitors to the
underworld are quickly ousted from the place
and their bank roll left behind. It recalls some
of the vivid work In the former Coocla and
Amato turn
A Prank Keonan picture of a Western nature
closed the Bhow.
JKor*.
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has nothing to commend
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which

cidentally a little better "matching up" might
be advisable.

SSL
made
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tne production as a program feature.
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Barker and Wynne (New Acts), a pleasIng singing and talking turn, followed and
was a bit on the numbers rather than on the
act.

talk.

has

name

Meredith and "Snoozer" followed.
This
"Snoozer" seems to be a new dog, but he
works almost as well as did the former canine
in the act and with a manner, that is sure to
make him a favorite with audiences. Flnlay
and Hill (New Acts) were one of tbe comedy

(

1

1
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Carllta and Lewis are presenting an act that
been seen In these parts before.
The
of the turn, however, appears to be new.
The set showing the exterior of a home in the
Island of Luton Is tbe same, and the woman
BtlU has her rather excellent soprano voice,
Her present partner Is a good basso (If recollection serves, the former partner was a

f
,
,
This nve-reel
feature
In

ISftXjUSS*
JS?
entertaining.
Tbe 2*£?£2
picture was

-

Miss Huff first takes the part of a young
woman who has been brought up In the atBiosphere of the underworld.
Her supposed
parents are "fences" and her brother a pickpocket, yet she Is unsullied by her surroundings and refuses to go out on the street when
associates tell her they are broke and suggest
8D0 might replenish the treasury In that way.
As the "tough, but straight, gal" Miss Huff
| 3 clever, but she is seen at her best as Constance Walden, the kidnapped daughter of a
doting mother who la fast losing her mind because of f allure to And her lost child,
Virginia Hammond as Mrs. Walden has a
sympathetic role and she never falls to score
(n the many dramatic scenes in which she
appears.
Frank Mayo plays opposite Miss
Huff, as Charles Hadwln, and he has a part
The picture
that fits him particularly well.
shows careful direction throughout. The whole
cast apparently has been selected with an eye
to their ability to perform the parts they have
to play and the result Is an unusually Intereating picture, with a punch,
"Crook of Dreams" is one of the best proauctions World Films has recently turned out.

A release starring E. K. Lincoln, with Mlllicent Fisher possibly featured.
It's a W. W.
Hodklnson picture, released through Pathe. The
picture appears to have been made for ex-

release featuring

Tom

war

hibition during

time.

It

had

to

Mix.

With the exception of some more remarkable
Mix picture has but little to
offer, and Is a sad falling away from the high
standard Bet by his last feature. Mix pictures
have to a great extent been along rational
lines, but this one Is an example of the pure
"penny dreadful" type which may possibly ap-peal to the Juvenile mind. One scene In partlcnlar stands out In bold burlesque, and that
Is where Mix, hidden behind a tree, knocks
seven men off their hones with a stick us they

•

riding, this latest

-

hits of tbe bill.

Conroy and Murphy are doing the former
Conroy and LeHaire Insurance act, and were

a scream from start to finish. Next to closing
Jimmy Rowland (New Acts) held forth, and
despite the fact that he seemed to be laboring
with a cold he managed to get his single over
In good shape.
Ideal closed the bill, first
ehowlng an old Vltegraph picture In which she
appeared. The picture must be very nearly six
years old, Judging from the styles that the
women appearing In It wear.
A Pathe weekly opened the show and an
eplsode of the Houdlnl serial was the finishing

Fred.

CAROLYN OF THE CORNERS.
Carolyn
Jos. Stagg
Amanda Parlow

Aunt Rose

Bessie Lore
Charles Edter
» . ..

.Charlotte Mlneau

Busies Moore

.'

A

past at break-neck speed. Tbe backneyed business of the horse untying his bound
hands Is used, and several other scenes of a
similar nature make the picture bromldlcal In

gallop

the extreme.

There are, however, spots which do possess
the element of thrill, and this especially appiles to where Mix rides his horse over the
roofs of houses and Into a room to the dis-

pastoral play, directed by Robert Thornby
from a scenario written by F. 8. Beresford,
which was adapted from the story by Ruth
Belmore Endlcott.
Produced by AndersonBrunton company and released through Pathe
The story features Bessie Love and a dog,
and a clever dog. To such an extent does the
canine appear that it looks as though the story
had almost been written to give proof of its
ability.

The power of an orphan, who Is not sn orphan when all 1b said and done—to bring sun-

—

.

do with

the slacker proposition, and before It ends the
young Southerner as played by Mr. Lincoln,
presumably goes to France to fight. But now
the war Is over. It the film Is laid away for
GO years or so It may then be shown again and
with more success, as a reminder of the great
war that was. Besides war there Is the South
and there is tbe West, with the softness of
the South and the wlldness of the West. In
the South is lovemaklng—In the West Is riding
and fighting, and like the rest of it, there is
nothing at all new, excepting In small portions
The Southerner, apparently m"
of the story.
coward, with the rather slim excuse for the
tardy action that brought tbe accusation, he
had torn his trouBers, afterwards redeems himself by rescuing his lady love from the very
stronghold of a band of Mexican bandits. The
author also rode coincident very hard in the
beginning to .bring the estranged lovers together In Arliona, and they were shifted Into
Mexico Just as easily. In fact everything In
connection with the feature seemed coincidental
or careless If there Is any great difference.
8<me.

HELL ROARIIP REFORM.
A William Fox

FIGHTING THROUGH.

*

•'

*

It.

One-third of the picture must be sub-titles,
of which have no bearing at ail on tbe
story and have undoutedly been put In to help
bolster up the -Picture, but It Is too much like
straining at a mackrel to catch a gnat. In-

.

-

•

many

.

1

•

tionably please the fans as will same of the
riding, but beyond this "Hell Roarin' Reform"
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shine Into the hearts of those who need. It, It
the basis of the story.
Beanie Love as the child looks and acta toe
character in a manner which baffles even a
But with her work and that of
tired critic.
tbe dog the merit of the picture ends.
The same old story of the parted lovers
brought together, tbe crabbed sister and brother
who eventually learn to love the child, her
running away because she feels there la no
room for her, the finding of her agate and the
return of her father and mother, who were not
after all drowned, all result in a bromldlo offering, and certainly ono below the average
standard of the regular Pathe program release.
There are hundreds like It, and there will be
hundreds more along similar lines.
There Is a forest fire In which the orphan
Is caught and which la the means of bringing
the lovers, who have quarreled, together, but
tho fire effect Is unconvincing.
Miss Love gets a comedy touch here and
there that Is dainty', but without tho dog as
well, the picture would Indeed be more futlla
Charles Bdler makes a most
than It Is.
natural sour old bacbelor who eventually wins
>
back his sweetheart.
„

comfiture of the toughs, and another where be
leaps his horse through a big glass window.
These two situations may possibly give the exhibitor an advertising angle and will unques-

flF UKfiAHip.

v,

A show that held about all that can be
asked In the way of small time vaudeville en- tertalnmenC
There was enough big time element In the bill to give It speed and make the
other acts step to keep up In the running.
Ideal, the diver, headlined the bill, with Conroy and Murphy the feature tum. Both acts
were <ell down In the bill and sent the audience away with a pleasing memory.
Opening tho show Nadolny (New Acta), a
tramp Juggler with a novel opening, held the
.audience and managed to get a few laughs,
His opening bit Is the strongest thing In the
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THE GIRLPROBLEM.
Brmlnle Foster
Helen Reeves
Earnest San ford
Monty Ralston
Aunt Julia
.

T

Eric Garland

Hasbrook

,....-v

Corlnne Griffith
Agnes Ayres
Walter McGrall
William David
Eulalio Jensen
Frank Klnssley
,. .Harold Foahay

Directed by Kenneth Webb from a scenario
written by J. F. Poland and for release by

Vita*raph March

8.

.

"The Girl Problem" Is one of those pictures
which will make about as much Impression on
the minds of those who see It as it actually
does on the screen. Certain It is that It will
leave as much of a mark.
Hackneyed in theme, It drags Its weary way
along the road to nowhere and Is very sucThe picture docs give
cessful In arriving.
Miss Griffith an opportunity to show numerous
gowns which later In the picture she wants to
pay for with a cheek she has received for a
short story. Coming as she does direct from
being a mannlkia In a smart store, she should
better, else unknown short story writers
get some wonderful sums for their efforts.
The picture seems to lack in everything that
Is essential to the making of a successful
photoplay. Originality, good photography, con-

know

and a bit of a kick. How society reSoceives Its guests at a big ball la shown.
in New York could learn a great deal
this. It is Just a silly little picture with
every available Inch of footage utilized to pad
It out and the only profit that Is likely to
accrue to anyone will be to tbe makers to
the raw film, certainly not much to the ex-

tinuity,

ciety

from

hibitor.
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A. Picture As Big As The Great North!
Triangle Presents
;

j ni

HAZEL DALY and MATT MOORE
in

"A

WM Goose Chase"

A portrayal of the Noble, the Daring, the Heroic deeds of a courageous
woman

to save the

man

she loves.

And

portrayed with a realism that

carries conviction.
Clean, Stirring, Wholesome Action
Scheduled for early release

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
1457

New

Rroadway

You

will profit with this, because

it
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MRS. WIGGS.
Mrs. Wlggs
Miss Tabltha Haisy

Maggie Duncan

;.;.'

Wlgga
Dick Morgan
Hiram Stubbins
Mrs, 'Phoney Morgan
Billy

mi

Mre. Elcnorn
Mrs. Shultz

Baby WIgge
Asia
Australy

May McAvoy
Wanda Valle

Europoana

comedy
delightful
little
altogether
In screen form. With Marguerite Clark
as the star In the role of Lovey Mary this picture la certain to attract an unuaual patronage and In addition will please those who

An

drama

mt^

view

At the Strand

It.

effective presentation
effect which Joseph

was given a most
The rain

It

week.
Plunkett Introduced at
this

both sides of the screen while the rain scenes
of the picture were showing was very effective.
The screen version was directed by Hugh
Ford, who staged the original production In
New York about 15 years ago. The dramatisation was made by Anne Crawford Flexner
from the novel by Alice Hagen Rice, Eve
Unsell being responsible for the scenario.
The story of the little orphans that escape
'from the asylum and their anal rise to affluence la prettily told with Interesting touches
of humor and pathos. Miss Clark Is a charming Lovey Mary and the audience follows ber
through the story with keen Interest.
The supporting cast Is particularly strong.
Mary Carr plays "Mrs. Wlggs" (she was the
of the homely
original) and while much
humor which graced her role In the play Is
lost on the screen, still there la much in the
part Vivla Ogden In the role of Miss Hasy
from a matridollar
"buys a husband for a

•v.

.

agency"

monial

was a scream

in

comedy

Hobert Mllash played the
characterisation.
"lunk of a loafer" that looked like Lincoln

and was chosen aa a matrimonial possibility
because of the asset, in a manner most laughGaretb Hughes was Billy Wlggs, a deable.
lightful lead opposite Miss Clark, while Jack

McLean aa the youthful heavy was

all

that

could be asked for.
The "kiddle" touches were exceedingly well
handled and are sufficiently strong to warchildren performrant playing for special
The' lighting and the sets are fully adequate,
and the rain scenes particularly good. "Alexander, the Great," the Boat of the picture,
was letter perfect in what it had to do. Free.

;
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Henry B. Walthall

Cecolla Brooks
Bckstrom
Ralph Crane.........
Lt. Thackery

Ml
'

Mary Anderson
•

Lon Chaney
MUton Bo B

.
i/"-;
J
Thornton Edwards
Henry B. Walthall In "The False Faces" Is
the current week's attraction at the Rlvoll.
The feature 1b Ince-made and reteased as a
Paramount-Artcraft Special. Why a special
picture
Is hard to define, but it Is a very good
when considered In the general run of pro<

The feature Is a plcturlzaJoseph Vance story of the
by Irvln W. Wlllatt.
A tnelodramatlo thriller of the war and sec-

gram
tlon

product.

of the Louis

same

title,

directed

the
ret service, It Involves the workings of
secret departments of the American, English
and German secret operatives. The hero Is

JSr^
asm
•;

played by Mr. Walthall—"The Lone Wolf"—
the principal character in a series of crook
for
stories under that title. He has reformed
this tale and Is aiding the English Government and pitting his wits against those of
Bckstrom, also a former crook and with the
German spy system.
There Is a lengthy preamble of trench stun
done and its
It is well
opening.
at the
stretches of the waste of No Man s Land are
very effective. The lighting here is nartlcuDuring the bombardment there
larly good.
are a couple of flashes showing the men going
over the top, and Walthall is seen crawling
through the lln<* from the German trenches.

been tipped off that there Is a move on
part of the Germans to speed up their
in the United States and he comes
over to aid running. them down. On the trip
is action, a couple of good fights,
there
across
several excellent submarine shots and Anally
the sinking of the huge liner.
After the arrival In New York of the entire
Huns
cast of eplee thore Ib a roundup of the
which follows a corking fight that has Wal-

He has
the

activities

JB 4

Hr

•

and Lon Chaney bb the principals.
Chaney played Ekstrom, the heavy.

thall

Mr.

the
Is an element of love Interest in
It is furnished by Mary Anderson as
Cecelia Brooke, one of the English operatives.
She has been entrusted to carry an important
package to the head of the English secret
Jujt why it Is Imservice In this country.
story,
la never disclosed durln* the

There

story.

iHSi'JJ:'

fe.
F
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portant
- but lt must have been a cuckoo Judging from
the amount of trouble that It stirred up.
Mr. Walthall gives a performance that Is
hut
delightful and the supporting cast hold
Important
the leading lady and the heavy as
charctera. The others simply nil In.
"The False Faces" is not a super-production
sad It dopR.no* qualify an a "Special," but on
a program it would stand out aa a ••ood-plo?
.

.

"whitewashed Walls" Is the title of the
coming picture from the Jesse D. Hampton
studios which features William Desmond.

m

Conrad Nagel
Anders Randotf
Henry Hallam
T. W. Carlton
Mona Klngsley

Senator Roberta
Kate Roberts
Mrs. Ryder

Jane Jennings

It seems rather regretful a better picture
production of "The Lion and the Mouse" could
not have been turned out from the material at
The story was a particularly strong
hand.
one and the title Is enough to pull business to
any house, but the Picture turned out by the
Vltagraph does not measure up to the standard.
This should have been a special, but as It now,
stands it is only an ordinary program feature.
Tom Terrls was the director, but he handled
the material only f airly well.. Alice Joyce,
the star, does not stand out as Shirley Rossmore. It was a role that needed a woman with
plenty of punch, but Miss Joyce displayed none
She was given to posjng in pretty atof lt.
titudes rather than action.
Flaws In the finished production are many.
An idea Of what has been permitted to slip
by may be gotten from the fact that In the
reception scenes that there are at the finish
Senator Roberta la on the scene to prevent
hia daughter from eloping with the fortune
hunting English secretary of John Burkett
Ryder. Yet a few minutes later when Shirley
Rossmore beards the lion In his den and
threatens to hold him up to ridicule throughout the land unless he send a wire to the
Senator la Washington to call off the impeachment proceedings, Ryder sits down and
drafts the wire. This with the Senator walklng. in a scene that preceded the wire writing
by about ten minutes in the action of the play.
The production looks to be rather cheaply
made. The studio stuff, supposedly showing a
street scene before a cafe in Paris, is too apparent and smacks of the dayB of picture production when Thanbouaer and Lubln were
grinding out single reelers.
Anders Randolf in the role of Ryder gives
the best performance and walks away with
practically all the honors.
Miss Joyce looks
pretty but that Is about all. Conrad Nagel as
Ryder, Jr.. gave an acceptable performance.
Henry Hallam as Judge Rossmore with but
little to do made his role register.
By playing up the title and pounding home
that lt was written by the late Charles Klein,
who lost his life on the Lualtanla, and was
practically his masterpiece, exhibitors will attract business with the feature, but lt will
need a strong show around it to make it stand
Fred.
up.
k

AS THE SUN WENT DOWN.
.Edith Storey

Lewis J. Cody
Harry 8. Northrup
William Brunton
,E. A. Turner
FranceB Burnham

Faro Bill
Arbuthnot
Albert Atherton
Gerald Morton
Mabel Morton
Sal

Sue

Za 8u

."

Gin Mill Jack
Plson Iko

V

Pitts

F. B. Spooner
Alfred Holllngsworth

Vera Lewis

Ike's wife

Piety Pete
George W. Berrell
More often than not we get an obvious,
straightaway plot, but to "As the Sun Went
Down" we are regaled with a little too much of
that sort of thing. It is a complicated threecornered story. The locale is "Western" and the
production la a Metro, written by George D.
Baker, directed by E. Mason Hopper, photo-

graphed by William Thompson. The latter Is
to be commended for some excellent long shots
and the director for his detail In visualizing a
period contemporaneous with the Bret Harte
tales, the Interior fittings, furniture

and

clothes

being apparently accurate.
"Colonel Billy" had been a promiscuous
female In Rattlesnake Gulch In the gold rush
days of '40. At the opening of the story she
has taken up with Faro Bill and Is true to
him. Bill, In return, has stayed sober and
wants to marry her, though she Is shunned by
the other women of the mining town. Bill's
brother, a minister, comes West for his
healtb, being a lunger.
From 'Frisco there
arrives by the same stage coach an actor with
his young wife and baby.
The actor strikes
pay dirt, and a villain in 'Frisco, reading of
lt, comes to confront her with some silly love
letters she had written him when very young.
Everything Is straightened out in the end, and
although the underlying tale is melodramatic
it Is unfolded in Western dialect fashion with
comic titles and situations.
The picture Is Interesting for the most part
but, running for 75 minutes, it begins to sag
a bit toward the finish. Unusually excellent
types are employed and the members of the
company are good actors. Edith Storey is always good, but her role of "Colonel" Billy is
a radical departure from her usual line of
parts.
She gets ail there Is in lt. Lewis J,
Cody, as Faro BUI, her lover, ia hardly
robust or virile enough for such a character.
He shines as a drawing room heavy, but does
as well as the limitations of his physique will
permit. Albert Atherton is a competent heavy,
and F. E. Spooner Is a good type for the gin
George W. Berrell secured all
mill keeper.
the laughs as Piety Fete, a comic character
type.

Cut to an hour "Ae the Sun Went Down"
should pass muster as a high class program
rei&taQ:"-""-.:- .r:-.-..--.:.r:
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"Colonel Billy"

THE FALSE" FACES.
The Lone Wolf

Shirley Rossmore
Jefferson Ryder
John Burkett Ryder
Judge Rossmore

The - Screencraft Pictures Corporation is
negotiating with OUvo Tell for her services as
a Screencraft star.
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OUT OF THE FOG.

THE LONG LANE'S TURNING.

LION AND THE MOUSE.

v

Marguerite Clark
Mary Carr
Vlvia Ogden
Gladys Valerie
...Oareth Hughes
Jack MacLean
Robert Mllasb
Maud Hosford
Mary Davie
Anita Brown
Marlon Stewart
Lol» Hernandez

"Lover Mary

Harry Slever
Echo Allen...
Cameron Crafg

.

.Henry

B.

Walthall

has directed

a

Tom Blake
Metro picture featuring Alia Natlmova,
adapted from the drama "'Ception shoaia"
(by H. Austin Adams) by June Matkls and
directed by Albert Capellanl.
"Out of the Fog" has an Idea to convey and
does so In a most convincing manner through
the medium of Natlmova and Henry Harmon.
The picture at all times holds and in Its tenser
situations could not be Improved upon. Lucid.
In perfect continuity, a fine story and
good

A

-

situations, it will

a brilliant lawyer whoMuddled
haa a strong craving for drink.
with Intoxicants he loses a case, and atrinnocent man goes to Jail. Keeping the continuity
nicely, some valuable letters are secured by
the heavy, and these Implicate Echo's father,
a Judge of the criminal court His daughter,
to get them back, agrees to marry the heavy,
but while she 1b at his home lt is burglarized
and 8evler, who has made up his. mind to cut
drink and leave the country* finds his way to
the house. The heavy is shot; Slever is accused and sent to Jail. He escapes, 1b nominated for Governor of the state on a dry
ticket, lands, and everyone gets their deserts.
The most detailed account of the plot would
not in any way convey the real Interest
which is sustained through the entire picture.
There is a really unconsciously funny subtitle which ought to be at once eliminated.
A convict In the Jail la about to kill the
visiting Judge when Slever eaves him by grappling with the would-be murderer. After congratulations following this strong scene, this
Is flashed upon the screen: "You have saved
the situation." It la almost always euro of a

please those who look for
bigger things in the silent drama. The pity
Is that carelessness In detail was allowed
to
slip Jb.
The particular lack is noticeable in
the latter part when Blake returns In his
yacht to claim his sweetheart The director
has permitted Jim Smooth, the mate of the
boat, to wear the same undershirt he
wore
several months previously at the opening of
the story.
ne eaBca po« are photographed
?
5.
sJSfS! I*?7 direction
the picture lacks but
1

Mttl

<

U1 doubtless be thouse who saw her
• "QfF S
ton 8h0' ,B , *J»PPOlnted in this pic.
:
too, who Just see her In the pic.
ture will be prone to wonder at her facial
expressions which in more than one case
mar
her otherwise excellent work.
a*-lt ,maT' "0u t «* tno Fog" is a
m5?

1S«
ture. ?SPi
Many,

g"-

nd rd ,cture flne ln tecbnkfue and
lift
i nThe
£ castt is
.
wo, i!£
lighted.
la keeping with the
production, though in one or two places
Blaka
8BO0tn does become Tory meloi

JOHNNY-ON-THE-SPOT.

THE SEALeFeNVELOPE.

Leslie

,u te
acceptable
t ou «h
"Bht-waiated
f-6j ,s
J ..T
A,u
fe
"J^nny-on-The-Spot,"
a Metro feaby Shannon Fife, adapted by
June Matbls directed by Harry L. Franklin!
photographed by Arthur MartlnelU and starW"h L°U,Se LoTel7 tn *

m,^7 written
ture,

feafin

a

lad

John Rutledge (Hale Hamilton) is living at
cheap boarding house trying to earn a livby writing a novel, entitled "Taking It

ing

old escape across the clothes line, the fight
stairs, the revolver la the drawer, the
familiar chief of police whom everyone calls
"captain," all these are there, but there are
other things, too.
Building up to a splendid closing climax to
be the discomfiture of the political bosB, lt
wriggles- its last half reel to a disappointing
end. The director seems to have started much
that he could not finish, and several Incidents
strong In themselves are left unfinished.
A feature is made of Slaney, the reforming
crook, giving Lena a match box with $1,600
therein contained, with the request that she
guard It for two days. The match box of
wealth has no bearing on the story, and after
Cho contents are banked that is the last one
hears of it.
The politician who la running
his man for office Is played up, as well as that
the reform crowd Is after him, and this Is
dropped, too, when the audience expect something will be done.
It Is typical melodrama, but lacking the final
kick. The Btory Is most Involved as a story,
but Is clear enough on the screen. It deals
with a crook who is asked to burglarize the
house of a politician, an offense he had already committed and for which he has done
time. He is given a sealed envelope with instructions to open when he reaches this house,
and when he does he takes pity on a child he~
finds there and steals her.
It is later disclosed the envelope contained instruction to do
this very thing.
There is good lighting, fair continuity, but
the technique Is poor. There will not be any
after draught to this picture owing to the weak
end.
W. A, Sheer makes a great deal of
Slaney, but for "the best single handed worker
In the country" he shows himself to be an
awful dub and never misses getting In wrong
with hlB fatal cunning.
A rewrite of the last reel and finishing several matters started earlier would make It as
good a feature as Universal, has put out.
Frltizl Brunette as the ill-treated maid,
Lena, gives a fair performance.

or. Btorythlnsr Comes
£?£
Waits." in the adjoining
..

on the

.

Wa3

Lille

ft «« H. Warren
N«" Hardin
Ora Humphreys

,:

The

'

HBrdee
•

iiii

"Buck" i£$2
JKELrBBi
Canary" Kelly...

has big situations, builds up to
a big finishing climax and then does a Sop, the
echoes of which can be heard from afar. It
tears off at breakneck speed, snorts, screams
and then dies. The ever present clinch closes
this broken promise.
But that was to be expected.
It la in. the ending which has taken
four and half reels to lead up to that lt peters
out
Never was a picture more replete with material and never were possibilities greater.
There are thrills aplenty, some old, some new.

.

Pyl0 McCulloUgh

W-Kaf—

miSF&SL*"*"
tLSXS™

ises big things,

A

LoTe,y

Arthur Abingdon, alias Cooley

A Universal picture directed by Harvey
Gates from the scenario written by Douglas
Gerard.
For four and a half reels out of five lt prom-

•^'

u

drain

Mm

Before sailing for England, A. H. Woods
completed arrangements whereby he granted
the British rights to the film, "Free and
Equal," to the Stoll Film Co., Ltd.

*

Wl e
n Question Nazimova'a splenJ .J !I nono
did artistry on the. speaking stage,
her power
to transfer that artistry to the
screen mnrt
be to many a moot point

laugh.

Samuel Zlerler has been appointed general
manager in ..New. York city for Universal.

W. Davis

8.

Charles trolley

Jim Smooth

cally all.
The Btory ia that of

.sales

T. Morse Koupal

Elijah Allen.

.

Is

Henry Harmon
Nancy Palmer

Brad Standlah
v

the impossible and a smoothly running plot
Producers of late have been supplying a plethora of dual role pictures, and this one, too,
By
has a few feet of Walthall dualling.
releasing more features of this type Exhibitors' Mutual will earn a reputation for high
standard which will stand them In good stead.
The whole play Is of course Walthall, but
Walthalllsm of a type moBt pleasing.
He Is well supported by Miss Charlson as
Echo, thevwoman he finally wins.
If there be a noticeably weak spot, lt is in
the trial scene, and lt is overdone by practi-

making arrangements to film
the Indian "pow wow" which will be held
next month at Syracuse.
Vltagraph

Charles Bryant
;

Maude 8tandlsh,
Luke Allan

thoroughly Interesting pic-

Naifmova

.'Alia

Phillip Blake
Job Coffin

ture, and with but one rather overacted closeA
up Henry B. Walthall ;s at his best The'

film Is a thoroughly good combination of star
and story. Or it would be more correct to
state the star Is excellent and the story good.
From a box-office point of view lt should
prove a success, for there is a good strong
Btory, several thrills of a nature not beyond

f

Faith

Mary Charlson

Jack Richardson
Beverley Allen
J. Dewllng
Charlotte Allen
Vera Lewis
la this National Film feature L. V. Chandler

':':-'

to

room

is

Him Who

Anne Trav-

ers (Louise Lovely), who writes- short stories,
regularly returned by the magastne editors.
For a reason not made plain Ml&» Travers'i
whereabouts are unknown to the executor of
11
be ueath ng hep a nu
fortune. The
.,7"l.
?
l
will stipulates she ehall be found and
married
by a given date, but no advertising must be
done to unearth her. By a highly improbable
coincidence the lawyer representing the deceased is the
lifelong
friend
of Johnny's
father.
The lawyer's clerk learns of the
search for the girl and ln delivering a measage to Johnny; sees her at the boarding
house. He tips off a crony, who Is the secretary of Arthur Abingdon, a wealthy novelist,
who, also by the remarkable arm of coincidence, happens to be Johnny's "best friend."
The secretary Impersonates his employer, who
is away in Bermuda, Introduces his mistress
as his sister, and they Invite Anne to spend •
few weeks with them ln the country.
There
the secretary posing as the author, proposes

W

marriage.

Meanwhile Johnny, turned out of his boarding house, has Joined a medicine show. The
detective who Ib searching for the girl, by a
still
more coincidental coincidence, happens
and more colncldentally coincidental,
had occupied the same position now held bv
Johnny—that of "Sblllaber" for the travelling fakir.
He mentions his mission and
Johnny (you can't keep-using the word "coIncidental" all the time) happens to he present when Anne's name Ib spoken.
Up to this moment Johnny has been "taking
With a mad dash he rushes to reach
it easy."
Anne before the time expires when she will
lose her fortune, steals an auto and. arrives at
Abingdon's home In time to prevent her being
When he reaches
tricked by the secretary.
the lawyer's office with the girl the counsel
advises him to take it easy, to which he fren-

along,

•

-

-

zledly replies: "There ain't

no such word."

It Is a comedy bordering on the farcical,
the ending of which is very obvious a few
mlnutcB after it starts, but it Is well played by
n good company of well selected types, Hamilton, essentially a farce comedian, is ln his
element and Miss Lovely, who looks like Mary
Wckfard,-' makes a sweet Ingenue leadM: The.
two heavleB and the side show fakir all also
quite competent, while the minor roles arc alio
neatly handled. The story Is so obvious that
Iti development seems a trifle slow, but the
tltlcB are cleverly written ln humorous vein
and If one will overlook the "coincidental <X£
Incidences" the picture will pass muBter as a
Joio,
pleasing program release.
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MOVING PICTURES
MANY

19.

dozen bills have been
presented in the Pennsylvania legislature affecting the theatrical and the
far half i

picture

CLAREMONTS CIRCUS

PA. LEGISLATIVE BILLS.
Harrisburg, Feb.

So

business.

The

bill

of

moat

widespread interest is the Rorke House
bill amending the Blue Laws of the
state, passed in 1794, so that pictures,
lectures and concerts of an educational character will be possible after 7
o'clock Sunday evenings. The Powell
House bill amends another of these
laws and would permit Sunday baseball and other sports and amusements.
These bills may be heard together.
In any event the Rorke bill will soon
be given a hearing and the committee
in charge of it may sit at Philadelphia,
Harrisburg and Pittsburgh before reporting action to the House. The
Philadelphia Orchestra has requested
the privilege of giving a concert to
the legislature to show what kind of
music it would render Sundays if permitted by Pennsylvania law. Minisassociations
throughout the
terial
state have adopted resolutions indorsing the Blue Laws and condemning the
Rorke and Powell .bi!ls. Ministers are
preaching sermons against both bills.
Representative E. R. Smith of Bedford has offered a bill taxing motion
picture films one cent a lineal foot for
state purposes. The tax is to be collected when the State Board of Motion Picture Censors passes upon a
film and grantnt certificate permitting
the film to be shown in the state. It
is said this bill has not the support of
the state administration, which has its
own bills for new revenues. Failure
to pay the tax, as well as the usual
fee for examination of films will make
void the certificate and make the
owner or lessee of the film liable to a
fine of $500 or six months in prison or
both, at the discretion of the court.
All taxes collected under the provisions of the Smith measure would
be turned into the State Insurance

Fred

Dollinger,

GAUMONTS

BILL

manager

of

FIRST.

PICTURE DEATHS.

Gaumont was the first to rush into
the Broadway houses Monday night
with about 150 feet of special news reel
showing the returning of the 369th
Regiment of negro troops who paraded
up Fifth avenue that morning.
The Hearst News, one of the triweekly news releases: of the International, was released Tuesday, carrying
scenes of the march.

the

Claremont, pulled a novelty, stunt at
the house last week. It was the presenting of a picture theatre circus
which ran for five days, with a double
feature bill shown each day in addition

added attractions.
It was a two-ring show at all times,
for while the pictures were being
shown there was additional entertainment going on on the stage.
to

The
In

First National announce Jack Plckford
"In Wrong" bb his first release for them.

Kathryn B. Decker.
Kathryn Browne Decker died in
Colombo, Ceylon, Feb. 12, while on
tour in the Orient. She had appeared"
in pictures, as well as in the- legitimate.

Among

her earlier roles was Ruth
Jordon in the "Great Divide" and later
iu "She Comes Up Smiling" and "The
Lady from Oklahoma."

.-_.

...

March 24 has been tentatively set aa the release date for the first of the James J. Corbett
episodes of the new Corbett serial.

One Every

Minute

t

:' -'

-'.:

Fund.
Representative Smith also offered
another bill providing for a state tax
on motion picture theatres. This Is
graded according to the "class of the
community in which the theatre Is lo-

.

The Gans House bill providing that
theatre tickets must be sold at not
more than their face value and the
Daix Senate bill providing for the

all

state licensing of ticket brokers are
still

in

committee.

INCORPORATIONS.
Rothnpfrl
hattan,
Bikers,
street,

Picture

Corporation,

Man-

$150,000; W. Elsenhardt, H. T.
48th
Tj. •Rothapfel, ISO West

8.

New

York.
Dl.alvo Brother*. furntshlntrB for picture studloB, $100,000, Manhattan; Bernardo Dlsalvo, 434 Fourth avenue, New
York; John Dlsalvo, Paul S. Smith, New
York.
„
Revtvo Film Corporation, $15,000, New
Vork County.
208
Pa.

W.

84th

St.,

JoSRhlm Dewlnje, Brio Bern,
N. Y.

J. J.

..'"

;•

>i&

|§H

-'.; ,'V.';

cated. In first class cities the fee is
$500 a year; in second class cities,
$400; in third class cities. $75, and in

boroughs and townships, $30.
By an amendment to the building
laws of the state, offered by Senator
William C. McConnell, Northumberland, the provision that by June 1, 1920,
all motion picture, and other theatres
must have their auditoriums on the
ground floor is repealed.

:.•

#*

The More The

il

Better!

W /*\NE Every Minute" is a roaring farce starring Olin

—one

^

Howland and Florence Dixon

of the best of the

Paramount -James

Montgomery Flagg Comedies.
Everyone of these satires makes more friends
for the theatre that shows them.
"Beresford of the Baboons" is coming soon.
It's

a roaring

riot!

Slomnacher. Hrle,

Produced by

Town and Country

Films, Inc.
:

Delaware darter*.
Leunkraff Picture* Corp., to produce

Jack Eaton

Eltinge F.

and exhibit pictures; $1,000,000: W. I. N.
Iyoffland, V. H. Jackson, C. It Jones,
Dover, Del.

nuMfl-StnAfM*, pictures,

$80,000,

Man-

hattan; C. H. Daniels, LuIb Seel, New
Tork City; A. P. Becker, 1483 Williams
street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Macflon Picture* Corporation, $10,000;
W. B. McNulty, W. F. Moncan, It N. Souffron, 1022 Crotona Parkway, Bronx.
Hal Benedict Studio*. Inc., Manhattan.
Pictures, $l#,t00: B. S. and O. 1C Hennlngs, H. Benedict. 1777 Broadway.

'.FAMOUS PLATERS -1ASKY CORPORATION
7«
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TO RELEASE ARMENIAN FILM.
The eight-reel Selig made feature,
"Ravished Armenia," being shown at
the Hotal Plaza ballroom this week

w
l.-.i

.

i

:

life

by the National Motion Picture Committee of the American Committee for
Armenian and Syrian Relief with the
admission price $10 a seat, is to be offered for general release within about
two weeks. A Broadway run is to be
arranged for the production, which
afterwards is to be rented generally.
^The story on which the picture is
based is that of the trials of an Armenian girl, who after undergoing many
hardships escaped from the Turks and
made her way to this country. The
in
story in serial form was published
'
the New York "American.
It is the purpose of the committee
possible,
as
quickly
to raise funds as
and they believe that a general releasing plan is the best manner of accomplishing this. H. E. Hancock, who
was with the'Y. M. C. A. film division,
has been pressed into service to exploit the picture.

M

.

The showings at the Plaza will continue today and tomorrow with a matinee performance at 3 each day and
evening performances at

8.30.

MARRIED ON TIME.
of Peter Gridley Smith,
publicity representative for

The marriage

general
Margaret
to
Paramount-Artcraft,
Ganns, announced in last week's issue,
came off as per schedule Feb. 15.
decouple
the
Immediately after
parted for the South for a week's
honeymoon. Upon their return they
will reside at 2108 Harrison avenue,
University Heights, New York City.

Mao Mar »h Finishing with Goldwyn.
Mae Marsh is on her last Goldwyn
production. The Goldwyn people were
particularly unfortunate in the selection of vehicles suitable for Miss

Marsh's talents.
>'

atre manager, is to build a new house,
seating 1,000, in a central part of Pitts-

burgh.
Keeney*!, Kingston, Opening

A

i.:

March

7.

Keeney Theatre,
The new Frank
Kingston, N. Y., will open March 7,
with the proceeds of the opening performance going to the American Red
Cross, with the admission at $1 top.
manager
former
Becker,
Rudolph
Keeney's, Bridgeport, will handle the
Kingston house.
The new Keeney's, Williamsport, Pa.,
managed by Arthur Bramwell, will
open about March 15.
Both houses will play films.

UR

LEE OCHS ENTHUSED.
After seven weeks on the Pacific
Coast Lee Ochs, of the United Pictures,
returned to New York, Feb. 15, much
enthused over the new United-World
agreement, whereby the United's productions
and
will
be
distributed
handled through an established chain
of exchanges. Mr. Ochs reported that
before he, reached New York throughout the country there had been a
general exodus from the General Filrn
offices of all the, United branch managers and salesmen where they had
co-jointly been installed to branches
now operated by the World.
Jack Levy represents the United in
the World's southern connection, his
assignment covering the eastern and
southern division, from Philadelphia
to Atlanta; while William Alexander
represents the coast division, and E.
G. O'Donnell the central division.
Mr. Levy last week appointed James
W. Hanlon, the United's manager, at
Atlanta, while T. L. Morse drew- a
similar appointment at St. Louis. E. P.
Lipson, formerly of the sales force in
Omaha, has been promoted -to the management of the Omaha branch.
The new agreement has the World
running its exchange along its own
line, but the United is permitted to
appoint its own branch manager.
With Mr. Ochs on the return trip
was Milton Goldsmith,' of the United;
but J. A. Berst, another United executive, remained in the West to close up
some other matters out there on the

new agreement

Two United film stars—Dustin Farnum and Kitty Gordon — are taking a
brief resting spell, having just finished
recent features namely, "The Man in

—

the Open" (Farnum) and "Adele" (Gordon). Farnum's next picture will be
"Square Shootin' Dan"; not expected
to be released, however, until next
spring.

MACGOWAN SEPARATION

New Home in Pittsburgh's Centra.
Max Steinberg, the Pittsburgh the-

...

DISTRIBUTION UNCHANGED.
The W. W. Hodkinsorr Corporation
has suffered no little annoyance by the repeated reports that J.
Warren Kerrigan would probably withdraw from the management of Jess D.
Hampton and that star would therefore no longer appear on the HodkinRegardless of what
son program.
changes Mr. Kerrigan may make in his
producing arrangements," said a representative of the organization, "they
will in no way affect the distribution
of his pictures by us in accordance
with his contract, which has a year
claims

it

and a half yet to run.
S. A. FILM IN APRIL.
The Salvation Army. -special feature,
directed by Edouard Jose foe the

TAX SAVING AFTER MAT

in April.

Rothapfel Organizing.
S. L. Rothapfel

The newly formed

company, which has taken a suite
on the Frank Hall floor of the Leavitt
Building, has Wally Van, a former
starred comedian of the old Vitagraph
forces, and who later switched into the
directing end, as one of the first pictut e engagements.
Van is to handle
the short-reeled comedies that are to
be used as a part of the Rothapfel
house program.
Negotiations were on this week for
film

on the Norma Talmadge studio, New York.
Harry Diggs, a New York newspaper
a sub-leasing hold

man, has assumed personal charge of
the Rothapfel publicity, with Hopp
Hadley, the general publicity representative of the Hall interests, lending
his assistance in an advisory capacity.

a

resolution removing the tax of onefourth of'ohe cent per foot on raw
film- stock after May 1, which means a
saving of something like sjx per cent,
on the rental cost of pictures to exhibitors. The five per cent, tax on rentals takes the place of all other taxes
to film exhibitors.
The five per cent tax on -rentals
takes the place of all other taxes to
film exhibitors.
The removal of the footage tax
means a depreciation in Government
revenue from this source of something
like $40,000

per week.

The Eastman

Co. ajone disposes of from 11,000,000
to 15;000,000 feet of raw stock each

week.

s

FamousPlayers, with Evangeline Booth
the extra attraction, in addition to its
stars, Catherine Calvert and Eugene
O'Brien, has been completed by Mr.
He is cutting the film, which
Jose.
will likely be released the first week

1.

Washington, Feb. 19.
The Finance Committee has passed

MARSHALL NEILAN'S

FIRST.

'

The first of the Anita Stewart pictures that Marshall Neilan is to direct
will be "Her Kingdom of Dreams."
Work will be started next week.
The initial print of "A Midnight
Romance," the second of the Louis B.
Mayer-Stewart productions, is to be
brought east by Mayer, arriving in

New York

tomorrow.

for Chicago to pick

it

He

left

up

there.

Tuefday

Craig Kennedy Serial
Harry Grossman, one of the initial
promoters of the Houdini serial, has
started work on another serial It is
to be a picturization of the Craig Kennedy detective stories that have been
running in Cosmopolitan for a number
The author is Arthur B.
of years.
Reeve, who wrote stories for the International during the time it was ac-.
tively

producing.

The company name

the Oliver

is

Films and it has taken a studio at 308.
East 48th street, starting work on the
production this week.

SUIT.

In. the suit of Mary Elizabeth Macgo wan against her husband, Claude H.
Macgowan, of the Universal Film Cor_.

poration, for separation, Justice Bijur
granted the plaintiff's motion for $25
weekly alimony, pending the trial, and
couAsel fees of $250, the defendant- to'
support their two children, Ursula,
five, and Claudia, six.
The complaint alleges mistreatment
and' non-support.
By an agreement,

jj

m

i

dated March, 1918, husband and wife
agreed to live apart, he to pay her $15
per week for support. He was to care
children.
for, the
Mrs. Macgowan,
formerly at the Winter Garden, now
seeks $100 weekly alimony and $1,000
counsel fees. Henry T. & Frederick E.
Goldsmith, as counsel for. the defendant, have filed no answer to the complaint.

?<.

3s3

Albert E. Lowe, Paragon's Gen. Man.
Albert E. Lowe has been elected
vice-president and general manager
for Paragon, Inc., and has" opened offices in the Times Building, New York.

Kyne Story Secured.
Famous Players-Lasky has

pur-

chased Peter B. Kyne's story, "The
Valley of the Giants," which will be
used as a Paramount vehicle for Wallace Reid.
It was originally published as a serial

in

the

Red Book.

Jack Plckford's Car Hits Child.
Los Angeles, Feb. 19.
Jack Pickford ran down a child
while driving his car and the victim's
injuries may prove fatal. -He claims
the accident was unavoidable.

ImB fflMiliMi Eattngsof the Strand, Wedafter the performance,

Husband and wife continue to

live

apart, he at the Longacre Hotel
she at the Hotel Endicott.

and

Adler Gets a Break.
The initial film presentation of "The
Better 'Ole," adapted from the play
of that name which was taken from
a series of cartoons by Captain Bairnsfather, is set for the Strand Feb. 23.
Bert Adler, the press publicist of the
Inter-Ocean Co., which controls this
film, engineered novel advertising when
the picture received special placement
in last Sunday's New York papers in
the news section. Invariably all picture 'advertising and p. a. copy are
used on the departmental schedule
placement, inserted in the amusement
section, but not so with "The Better

'%

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY,

•

—

.-.-.-,-_... „„.....

pre*ent*

I.

"MOLLY OF THE FOLLIES"
An American

I

"Flying A" Picture.

featuring-

MARGARITA FISHER
five-reel comedy-drama of life as It's lived behind the scenes.
From the Red Book story by Peter Clark MacFarlane. Directed by
Edward Sloman. Recall the success you had with the other spicy
Fisher subjects and bill this accordingly. You're certain to get

A

"Ole" picture spread.
It was "preferred, position" that had
not been calculated when "shot" by
Adler.-:-;—

Inc.,

i

1

fcox-office results.

Other Fisher Successes now available:

"The Mantle of Charity"

"Money ItWt Everything"

___

The employes

nesday night
tendered their new manager, Joseph
;

1

Plunkett, a -beefsteak supper. A number of film magnates were present.
The affair was held at Beefsteak
Charlie's on West 50th street.

Schoenfeld After Features.
M. Schoenfeld of the Michaels Film
Co. of Pittsburgh is in town looking
for feature possibilities in the state
right market. He will remain for about

Prod need by

AMERICAN FILM
SAMUEL

S.

Dlstribated

CO., Inc.

HUTCHINSON,

by

PATHS

PrtS.

•

a week.

\
-
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*
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MOVING PICTURES
DISAPPROVED

COAST PICTURE NEWS
Kate Price
Lewie

Is

Los Angeles, Feb.
back with Vftagrapb.

Mary Anderson

now on

Is

IT.

the Sells roster.

HANDLING GOVERNMENT FILMS.

DEPT. FILM.

Syracuse, Feb.

With the passing of the Division of
Films of the Committee on Public Information the entire output of Government film will be handled by the Red
Cross. The Red Cross has been issuing single reel pictures for the last
three months through the General
Film. To date they have marketed 21

19.

Griffith.

Jerome Storm has started a new production
at the Ince studio.
Storm is acquiring quite
a reputation as a director.

The film was booked by Manager
M. E. Wolff of the Empire for five
days, beginning Sunday. As a precau-

has arrived here to

Goldwya

expected bare shortly.

J. Seltnlck Is

WAR

Health
of
the
Public
give Syracuse the first
civilian showing of the War Department propaganda film, "The End of
the Road," created a storm that, shook
the>city and incidentally furnished several columns of publicity in the form
~
of news stories.
Decision
Service to

By GUY PRICE.

vlait her- father,

star.

».«.-•':

who

la

a

Jack Lloyd has returned from the East,
whither he. went in the Interest of D. W.

single reels.
•

Mae Marsh shortly will leave for New York.
Her contract with Qoldwyn expired this month.
McDonald,

Wallace

la

oat

in

the desert

country taking pictures.

—

Henry Woodward baa returned from the
East
.
Harry Sherman
Lehrman.

trying to

Is

place Henry
'

Tourists met with a' disappointment this
year. The studios are hot permitting visitors.

Pat Dowllng

-,

Is

handling Jack

Plckford's

publicity.

>

Tod Browning has finished cutting
Prlscllla Dean picture.

bis new-

est

Myron Selznlck has Joined the Athletic Club,
thereby becoming one of the regulars.
Jack Plckford and Robert Harron are

In-

separable.

Earl Williams has started a new picture at
Brunton studio. James Toung Is directing.

H. H. Van Loan has blossomed forth with a

new

'

car.

Mabel Condon entertained Sarah Fadden
week.

i

.

Sedley Brown
Bare. He says

Is
It

last

.

writing a story for Theda
Is not a Tamp yarn.

:/

Carrie Clarke Ward has been engaged for a,
Plckford picture.
Mitchell Lewis Is trying to find a California
mountain that has been unphotographed. Some
lob.
•

Is

Harry HlUlard, who left Fox some time ago,
now.witb Universal.
Edith Roberts has again

left

the footlights

for the screen.

Ralph Lewis
company.

'"

is

at

Tryckee with a Lasky

William A. Parsons, head of the National
Film Co., leased the KInema for the run of
BUlle Rhodes' "Hoop-La, the Circus Girl.'

I

James Klrkwood, the

.

director, crashed Into

a Hollywood curb the other day and almost
wrecked his new motor car.
T. L. Tally repeated. with "A. Dog's Life."
picture drew almost as big the
second time out as It did at Its premiere.

The Chaplin

Margaret Mann, who plays the mother In
"Hearts of Humanity," never before appeared
before the camera.

who was chief of a camera
in Washington, la back In the film

Clarke Bond,
division
colony.
'

William Parker returns next week from New
He was dispatched on business conork.
ing the Jesse Hampton studios.

Clarke Thomas, until recently with B. A.
H3s official capacity— la
Rolfe, Is with Ince.
expert.

efficiency

Richard
bis release
stories for

Schayer, the author, has secured
from the Army and is writing

Tom

Clara Kimball

Mix.

Young has begun her new

picture at the Brunton studio.
directed by the Earle Brothers.

She will be

arranging details for the production of Katharine MacDonald'B first picture
under her new affiliation.

Sam Rork

is

the

Cecil B. DeMille promised to fly over
run of
city and drop propaganda during the
his film, "Don't Change Your Husband.

Thurston Hall Is quite pleblan. He has lust
a chicken coop and rabbit run on his

built

Hollywood place.

Kenneth O'Hara has returned from training
camp and has Joined his bride, whom be left
here when he Joined the Colors.

Wld Gunning has taken a borne In HollyHe plans to make bis headquarters

Lew Cody opines that the title- of "Don't
Change Your Husband," in which he plays one
be changed to "Don't

of the chief roles, should

men,

Change Your Wife."

officials,

hi s ar rival in the mountains discovered that
tba^Beaaon was over.

is one to the effect
McAdoo, acting on -behalf

that W. G.
of financial

financial bene-

The idea of owning outright an
established distribution service is re-a practical business move.
A rumor around has it that Dorothy
Gish is to be added to the list of individual stars to combine with the
fit.

it is known that
made by Abrams to

tainable, although

proposition

the
the

by them at this time.

Mary Moore, daughter

of

Tom

Moore,

.

HARRY RAPF OPERATED

The

two weeks with

influenza.

ill

After the current releases the Red
Cross is making through the General
are completed the organization will
enter into a new releasing arrange*
ment. At present they have 30 camera
men in the field in Europe and Asia
who are sending material to them.
They have the only camera men with
the American Expeditionary Force in
Russia and have received the first pictures to come out of that territory.
They will be released shortly.

GOMPERS

Richard Bennett

The opening Sunday drew a

IN

LABOR FILM.

A big picture, one dealing with the
labor movement in the United States,
*.

-

feature.

Mo

Frederick L. Collins, head of
Clure's, put over the Gompers picture
deal. Gompers at present is in Europe,
but just as soon as he returns to New
York the special labor film will be
started under Mr. Collins', personal
direction.

^

LEILA HOPE SAILS.
The sudden andWuiet departure of
Leila Hope (Mrs. Fitpischman) for England, Feb. 17, sets at rest all rumors
and statements, advertised and press
agented, to the effect she would shortly
appear in pictures under the guidance
of Malcolm Strauss, a magazine cover
artist
fij
Miss Hope went to Washington to
expedite her passports FJeb. 14, and was
so*successful that she sailed three days
later.. The trip up to a few days ago
was unpremeditated. She will go into

pictures on the other side.

1,500 persons.

-

and which will be endorsed by the
American Federation of Labor, will be
...»mv by
made
».« McClure
«.v<~. u .« Productions,
IUU uvt«»»<>, Inc.,
«.v.,
*, the
with Samuel Gompers as the principal
'

over-

film is offered at a dollar top

house of

-—IN

TAE

BETTER
'OLE"

ON.

Prior to that time Rapf had been
for

later

inates.

Harry Rapf was operated on at the
Misericordia Hospital Feb. 12 for ap- \
pendicitis.

the various departments of the
will
offer
a constant
stream of new material for the weekly.

Government

Fredericks.

plays opposite her as the doctor. The
film handles the social disease question without gloves, but is entirely free
from suggestiveness. Ginical cases
and an operation are used to give the
argument "punch." While there's a
love story Woven into the film, it is
the propaganda feature that predom-

price.

There was a report in New YorkHiram Abrams and Ben Schulberg would be the distributors of productions of The United Artists' AssoVerification ob-

Nicholson

showing on Sunday.

that

There was no

of

chief

Service.
Claire Adams, who plays the nurse in
the picture, came here for the initial

garded as

"Big Four" was under consideration

Universal rented the KInema and staged
"Hearts of Humanity" on Its own hook. Allen
Holubar made a personal appearance.

Commissioner

big features are then to be distributed through the established General Film exchanges and there can
then be no objection on the part of
the stars about pushing the lesser important pictures, as any such practice

ciation.

Nicholson,

ruled his deputy and permission to
show the picture was. granted under
the agreement no children under 16 be
admitted.
The engagement of "The End of the
Road" here marks the opening of the
picture division of the national antivenereal campaign now being waged by
the
United
States
Public Health

The

here.

"The
who ...... published
Irvtee^
GierkeScreamer," a movie gosBlp paper, 1b back, having been discharged from the Navy two weeks
ago.

W.

tures.

original "Big Five" stars, which was
reduced to a quartet through the withdrawal of William S. Hart. She is at
present under contract to the D. W.
Griffith company (owned equally by
Artcraft and Griffith). Her next picture under the management of that
concern will be "Peppy Polly," now
being filmed in Hollywood under. the
direction of Elmer Clifton.
Richard
Barthelmess is again cast to support
her as leading man.
Others in the
cast are Raymond Cannon, Josephine
Crowell, Kate Toncray, Pearl Loveci.
Miss Gish has just finished "Boots."
Among the various rumors regarding
distribution of the output of the big
stars are mentioned the names of First
National, under an arrangement by
which First National guarantees a
minimum on each release, and another
whereby Goldwyn will handle the pictures, for a nominal sum per picture.
It seems likely that nothing definite
has been settled.

Weekly will be made up. The constant
new experiments that arc being made
-by

ranged a further private showing at
the Strand for society and club women.
There was a near riot as a result,
but the picture came through with one
hundred per cent, approval, including
the hearty indorsement of the wife of
Commissioner of Public Safety Walter

the east, believed to be
associated with the big star combination, is negotiating for the purchase of the General Film Co., with
the idea of continuing the General's
present business without any radical
changes until such time as the big
stars are ready to release their feain

would redound to their

city

The commissioner at length branded
the picture as unfit to be exhibited
here publicly. To put the matter to a
further test, Lieut. Edward H. Griffith,
who c^me here as War Department
representative, and Mr. Martin ar-

AFTER GENERAL FILM.
Among the various rumors current
interests

and

editors

of Public Safety
was represented by Assistant Commissioner S. T. Fredericks. After the
showing of the film the censors, with
the exception of Fredericks, gave it
their approval.
Fredericks, however,
stated he desired to think it over over,
night and would make known his verdict in the morning.

T. L. Tally has returned from the mounHe
tains, whither he went to shoot game.
came back disappointed, however. He had
forgotten to look- up the game laws, and after

here

dramatic

The Department

Mrs. Bessie K. True, film actress who married a local physician a few years ago, is asking a divorce. She alleges that the only money
ever given her by her husband was a check
which she couldn't cash.

wood.

Little

tionary measure, Francis P. Martin,
local representative of Mr. Wolff,
staged a private screening at the Syracuse Vitagraph branch for a semicensoring committee, composed of
leading Syracuse clergymen, medical

Harry Hammond Beall, Unlveraal'a pubTs conducting
Dg a
special campaign for
t
"Hearts of Humanity,
which la showing at
the KInema.
Heist,

According to one of the officials the
plan for the future activities is to issue
a weekly educational reel after all of
the war material has been exhausted.
He stated that at present there are
about 1,000,000 feet of negative in
Washington on various interesting
subjects that have been collected for
the official Government records by the
Bureaus of Mines, Agriculture, floriculture, etc., and it is from these subjects that the Red Cross Educational

OP course!

[book from world before your opposition does]

—

'
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STARRING DIRECTOR QUINTET
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY PLAN

m

CTURES

PI

ALL ON STATE RIGHTS.
Otis B.

feature,

Denver.

Producers to Succeed to Honors Formerly Accorded to the
Acting End. De Mille, Ince, Tourneur, Ford and Dwan
Mentioned as Possibilities. Mayflower Features
to be Released by Them. Warwick to
Star in "Secret Service."

I;

m

\

The talk passed back and forth was
more or less a grand spreading of the
"salve."
"Cap" stated when he
landed in New York about five years
ago the first place that he struck was

Famous-Lasky is heading toward a
campaign of gigantic, publicity booming a corps of directors who will make
big specials. They propose to "play
up" DeMille, Ince, Tourneur, Ford, and
possibly Allan Dwan and a number of
others with whom they are at present
The material will be
negotiating.
passed upon by the executive heads to
avoid connection of subjects as far as
possible and to keep them timely.
In keeping with, this denned policy
Famous-Lasky has closed a deal with
the Mayflower Film Corporation to
distribute a series of big features to
be produced by that concern. Isaac
Wolper, head of the Mayflower Co.,
signed the contract this week in New

fa--;,:

5--UJ-

a "git" picture house and there he
discovered how little he knew about
directing and made up his mind that
he would follow American directors
and become an American. I might
suggest that he overlooked the greatest possible American asset (getting
'
a shave).

Creighton Hale stated that he was
pleased to death to be back with Pathe.
(More salve.) Then little June Caprice
said: "I hope that I shall be worthy
of Mr. Cappallini's direction." Maybe
that was on the level?
It sounded
like the most sincere note of the
meeting.

York. The concern is understood to
be heavily financed for the making of
a series of productions costing in the
neighborhood of $100,000 apiece. Their
first production has -already been completed. It is "The Miracle Man," from
George M. Cohan's play, and the
.screen version was directed by George

Leslie Mason in responding for the
trade press stated in terms measured,
though delightfully delivered, that
"Cap" was the best bet France had
sent us and that he measured up to
the best that there was in America.

Loane Tucker.
The Mayflower concern

EST'"
'•r,-

.

jaw r.

IP

is also in active negotiation with Emile Chautard,
Lois Weber and one other director,
and are in the market to buy picture
rights for as much "big stuff" as may
be had.
The statement in last week's Variet*

(I hope Les meant that.)
Later : I left and went to the Knickerbocker bar where several drinks of
Vat 68 were disposed of. There was

that Capt. Robert Warwick had been
chosen for the leading part in Famous
Players-Lasky's screen production of
"Secret Service" was officially confirmed Tuesday.
No director has yet been chosen, but
it has been decided to have an all-star
cast of stage celebrities supporting
Capt, Warwick. The production will
be a big special.

-

'

and Edmund Breese

and stars, including "Cap," Dolph Osso,
June-Caprice and yoitng.HaJe. ,...,.. r
Leslie Mason made an address on
..

is

to star

Art-O-Graf productions
will be marketed through Dr. Shallenberger of the Arrow Film, on a state
All

of

the,

rights basis.

Willat Feature*.
Doc Willat is interested in a new
feature producing company. Five reelers will be made by the organization
with a releasing outlet assured at present. The first of the productions will
be placed into work in a few days.

much
For

talk about the trade in general.
Dinner : I went over to the First

National. Earl Hudson, had a number
of luminaries of the trade press in his
inner sanctum to decide whether or
not certain exhibitors were worthy of
a prize the firm was offering. From personal observation there were very few
present qualified to pass on the merits.
At that I think that all would have
preferred wild wimmen and likewise
loose likker rather than the "ads" and
"plans of campaign." Earl afterwards
took all to dinner at the Chatham
after which I returned to the office
and thence to the Rialto with Mistress
Rae to view "The Lion and the Mouse"
with Alice Joyce and then I flew home
or was led—I just can't recollect
it having been such a great gift booze
day.

—

4

Operation and Rei t for Lois Weber.
Los Angeles, Feb. 19. .<
Lois Weber has announced that following an operation to straighten her
arm, which was injured while making
a picture scene, she will take a year's
rest, during which period she will tour
the Orient

Want Cleaner and

Better Picture*.

Los Angeles, Feb. 19.
big meeting of Los Angeles theatre owners was held at L..A. A. (L
at which resolutions were framed and
passed indorsing J. A. Quinn's movement for cleaner and better pictures
and the elimination of the so-called
sta* system.

A

>

:

Jersey City's New Home.
A report is around that a new theatre is to be built in Jersey City, on the
Heights.
Nothing more appears to be known
about it, except that the policy is to

.

be pictures.

Seeking L. I. Studio for P.
Adolph Zukor spent the early part
of this week looking over Long Island studio properties with a view to
lining up one for his company.

-

Later this week he is going to start
west with Kansas City as his first objective.

A. H.

Woods

.'V

*?4

presents

WARD

enormous dramatic success

"COMMON CLAY"

y

now adapted to a special photoplay with all that the word implies.
Directed by Geo. Fitzmaurice.
Produced by Astra.

some

behalf of the trade press, mostly
cause Jim Beercroft insisted. Just
that some one tried to gag Jim as
party broke up. Of course Jim was
to blame.

title,

FANNIE

red ink and a quantity of food. Just
what the latter was I do not recollect,
other than it came on plates. How*
ever the party was for the purpose of
meeting June Caprice, formerly a Fox
star, who has a pleasing personality,
especially if one meets her in a "closetip," and Creighton Hale, who was willing to respond to a toast of a "hail
The director infellow well met."
sisted that everyone call him "Cap"
and afterward everyone who got a
chance did so, although many of us
waited to see just how he would juggle
the noodle soup past his rather luxuriant lambrequins. But he fooled us by
passing up the soup. As the luncheon
drew to a close Allan Rock proposed
a host of cheers for all of his bosses
.-

feature of the

'

in it

in Cleves Kinkead's

.

cocktail,

The second

will be "Me— Smith," from
Caroline Lockhart's story of the same

company

'

Daily Diary of Doubtful Doing*.
"Old" Sam Pepys.
Feb. 17, 1919: Th'is was a funny ^ort
of a day.. Started by being bright and
clear and started out with a set purpose in mind. It clouded up a httle
after the hour of noon when the 15th
Regiment came home. This was followed by a further clouding when I
went to "Cap" Capallini's luncheon

There was a

picture will be

Tarkington Baker was appointed
general manager of the home office of
rr
the Universal last Friday afternoon.
Mr. Baker went with the firm about
three months ago as general publicity
director. The title that has been given
him is for a new office created this
week.
The duties are partially those
handled at one time by Joe Brandt

m

By Our Own

party.

The

.

-

"v

"

TALK OP THE TRADE
A

contract for the seven-

"The Wolves of Wall
made by
the Art-O-Graf Film Corporation in
reel

Street."

.

.

•'

BAKER MADE GENERAL MANAGER.

Thayer has placed Franklin

Farnum under

v

Scenario by Ouida Bergere.

Manager Bostick of the famous Milwaukee picture

theatre, the

•
:

.'..

Merrill, says:

" 'Common Clay' a one hundred percent production. No better
picture can be made. I predict a record-breaking business during an indefinite run at the Merrill. I will go the limit in adver-

•.

tising it."

PATHE
Distributors
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Philadelphia, Feb.

Two

to D.

Were

Rochester, N. Y., Declares

and

Name

War

Originally

and

selling

them

to points outside

-

New

'.

they testified were never 'sold.
he
Selectman Brandenburg said
bought the film as "scrap" and from
these "scraps" he built up to the picture which he leased from his office
or sold and every purchase he made

was
film

in good faith.
have been made

the trail carried
every big city.
•

Sales
in

of

stolen

Baltimore and

the clues to almost
•

The arrest of Brandenburg followed
the recent arrest of two men who had
about $50,000 worth of stolen film
stored away in the basement of an uptown apartment house and was the
of the present # investigation.
information received the chase
went to Philadelphia "and Baltimore.
are at a loss to protect
magnates
Film
themselves against such thefts, which
are carried out with cunning and daring, and several methods are employed.
Either a friend of the thieves is in the
exchange and marks the cases so that
they will be recognized on the wagons,
or. the film cases are stolen from the
wagons irrespective of their contents.
Again, it is thought that so/ne are
stolen from the vaults. Detection in
the case of old film is not easy, since
the cases in storage are not often
opened and examined.
L. T. Rogers, sales manager of the
Famous Players, was one of those who
identified portions of film of "Snow
White," a Marguerite Clarke feature;
and beyond saying that film had been
stolen from his firm he would not discuss the matter.
The prosecutors who went to Philadelphia and identified their films were
the Ivan Film Co., Rialto de Luxe Productions, Universal Film Co., Famous
Players, Vitagraph and Fox.
start

.'••,

'

"'."

From

it

business of trafficking in stolen film,
and the theatre manager who books

JUST RUMORS.
That Theda Bars/, will eventually
land with Famous Players-Lasky.
That. the films are going to get Elsie
Jan is again.
That Mrs. Vernon Castle is again
She returned
going into pictures.
from the other side recently, ana may

'%$m

;

go into vaudeville.
That the Lee Children will pass to
another management after the expiration of their present contract with
''
FOX;
That Irene Bordini may be a F-?-;

first

"

-.

Lasky

„'

star.

Pettijohn Will Lead.
Charles C. Pettijohn. has returned to
Indianapolis from Broadway where he
will again lead the film forces in their
effort to obtain "judicious picture.'
"
legislation out that way*
. k
t
The exhibitors of Indiana are well
organized and are putting up a real
fight to obtain the proper recognition
on the Sunday closing law.
.

'

DeMille Film Titled.

The story written by Edgar Selwyn
DeMille production, announced some weeks ago, has been
"For Better. For Worse/' ani
it is well under way at the
Lasky Hollywood studio.
William C. DeMille; made the scenario and Alvyn Wyckoff is* the photogfor a big Cecil
titled

work on

rapher.

.

Elliott Dexter and Gloria Swan son
have been selected for the leading
roles.

IRVING BROOKS
"FUNT"
HOUDINI SERIAL
Direction,

BURTON KINO

JACK CUNNINGHAM
Staff

Writer Robert Branson Stadias,

Los Angeles
Hecent

Baltaiea far

Berrlieala,

Qlanm and Kwrtgma

*

Canadian Rights Sold.
The United has closed a deal for
the Canadian rights to all of its reThe name of the buyer is not
known. The price said to be paid is
$-1,200 a picture for the rights with
leases.

prints extra.

Graphic Sell* Three Abroad.

The Inter-Ocean has purchased the
foreign rights to three Graphic productions, "Ashes of Love," "When Men
Betray" and "The Echo of Youth."

COMIAIQ TO THE
FEB* 23RD

STRAND

Lasky and Hart.
Jesse L. Lasky left early this week
for a six weeks' trip to the Coast. He
could not be located to verify a re-

VIGILANCE AGAINST THEFT.
Rochester, N. Y. t Feb. 19.
War has been declared on film piracy
by prominent representatives of the
industry in this and adjoining states,
_and a committee has been appointed
down the black. Bag, of those
=: tth.banl
who have prospered in the illicit trade.
Drastic action is promised to _ those
who are found to be engaged in the

was opened.

appointment of a

-

>,-*

A

practically the entire serial "The Red
Ace" were among those identified by
the .New York film men and which

•

".

his

new chairman.

\

'

York.
Representatives of several concerns
identified film which had never been
sold from their offices and which in
many cases they knew to' have been
stolen. These thefts date back as far
as July last year and are as recent as
three weeks ago.
The films, "Neptune's Daughter,"
"The Man: from Funeral Ridge" and

I

'

*

19.

was expected Governor Sprowl

of the State Board of
Motion Picture Censors this week, but'
was held up until later in the week.
It is an accepted fact that Harry L.
Knapp, the veteran dramatic editor of
the Philadelphia Inquirer is to be the

a stolen show is going to have a lot'
In two days the following sales of
to explain to the public.
;
theatres in Brooklyn alone were reErwin J. W. Huber, of this city, is at corded: Elect r a, Broadway, to the
the head of, the movement. He has for
Maryland Amusement Co.; Cedar, on
a long time been quietly engaged in: Jamaica avenue, purchased by S. Edlegathering data and investigating alleged
man three weeks ago, resold to M. N.
conditions. He had a secret session at
Chrystmas for $9,000; C. Miller sold
the Statler Hotel in Buffalo with a
the Hendricks at Hendricks and Pitnumber of exchange managers, theatre kin avenues; Tip Top at Wilson avemen and others vitally interested in nue brought $7,500, while the Chester
the industry. Instances were cited of
at Pitkin avenue, a 600-seat house,
stolen films being shown in various' brought $10,250 late Tuesday.
theatres, of -houses and managers thatmade it a practice to "bicycle" a picTRIANGLE RELEASING SPECIALS.
ture for all it was. worth, and of other
things that had been brought to light
Arrangements have been made' for
in the investigation.
releasing of Triangle
the general
vigilance committee was named,'
"specials," which has Taylor Holmes
empowered with the authority to con- heading the list, March 16, in a Western
tinue the investigation and to report
comedy, "It's a Bear." The second
back to the full meeting at an early
Holmes special will be on April 13, the
date. At this next meeting it is hoped
subject being "A Regular Fellow."
to present a detailed report on each
Another Holmes special, "Taxi," is
individual case of piracy, bicycling and
now being made by Holmes and Direcother dishonest practices in the film
tor Windom. It is a screen adaptation
and theatre business. Each report will of the George Agnew Chamberlin
be made secretly, like sealed indictstory, running in the Cosmopolitan.
ments by a grand jury. After each Among the principal feminine players
report is made it will be decided what
are Lillian Hall and Irene Tarns.
punishment is to be meted out.
The Triangle is getting ready to reIn some cases the punishment will
lease some Olive Thomas specials,
take the form of letting the law take
made before she entered into new
In other instances, howits course.
arrangements.
These are entitled
ever, it is felt that this would hardly, "Toton," "Prudence on Broadway,"
be severe enough to suit the case, and "Love's Prisoner" and "The Follies
other methods will be resorted to.
Girl."
Publicity will play an important part
"Mayor Filbert,'' • with a Triangle
and in many cases the facts will be cast, will be released May 20.
published and the public asked not to
patronize a theatre with a stolen show.
Last Stone Released March 9.
Exchanges will refuse to do business
The final feature of the series of
v ith dishonest managers.
three starring Fred Stone is to be reCharged With Embezzling $35,000 Film. leased by the Famous Players-Lasky
on March 9.
Los Angeles, Feb. 19.
entitled "Johnny Get Your
It is
Charles Hochberg has been arrested
on charge of embezzling a comedy film Gun."
valued at $35,000 from the Fox Films.
The film was first discovered missing
N. Y. Select's Record Week.
when it was learned; accidentally, that
The New York exchange of the Sethe box supposed to have contained
lect hung up a record in sales last
ready
shipfor
which
was
made
it and
week when it turn in over $23,000 in
ment to New York held only gravel. rentals.
Investigation led to Kochberg's arIt was the biggest week in the hisrest. He denies the charge and is now
tory of the office, which has been unout on $2,500 bail.
der the charge of Henry Seigle since

ganized gang at work stealing films

iffiM

it

transferring, of houses is still
going along. During the week there
were reported an unusual number of

pending deals.

A charge of receiving stolen films
which was preferred against George
EL
Brandenburg, a select councilman
ft
of the 15th ward of Philadelphia and
president of the Economy Film Exchange, was dimissed by Magistrate
MacCleary in Philadelphia Feb. 13.
e\
:. From statements made by the various
New York film men who were witnesses at the trial, there is no doubt
in the minds of the big New York
producers that there is today an or-

'

—

new .chairman

subject to a

The

(
..

.-..

•Jr.

{

Film Vigilance Committee.

*

':'/-

Stolen.

on Film Pirates

is

It

would announce

mortgage of $70,000. J. S. Evans has
purchased from W. F. Booger a theatre
building' in North Philadelphia for a
nominal/ consideration, subject to a
'
mortgage of $84,600.

Philadelphia Arrest Results in Discovery of Sections of High

Standard Features -Which

It

.....;-.;'-.-—.

Philadelphia, Feb.

theatres

Baylinson.

t

73

19.

changed hands
this week.
W. Friehofer sold' one
property at 59th and Market streets
local

•

PH1LLYS CENSORING CHAIRMAN.

FILM HOUSES SOLD.

HEAVY FILM THEFTS SUGGEST
ORGANIZED GANG OF THIEVES

t

Vf

-.'.:v;

Si

port he had made a proposition to Max
Hart, his former associate in vaudeville productions, to once more join
him in business in connection with the
Famous Players-La sky.
..Hart has. visited Lasky. several times
of late, which may have given rise to
the rumor.
'

Asked about it Mr. Hart said his
were purely friendly, but there

visits

are those

who

believe otherwise.

FOUR THEATRICAL

(MB NOW

PRESENTING HIM THROUGHOUT THE 11$,
i

...
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<
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MOVING PICTURE DEPARTMENT PAGES

66

TO

74
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PREDICT ROW IN N. A. M. P. I.
AT ELECTION OF NEW HEAD

':i'-

=^

trr^r

Next Monday to Choose Brady's
Pathe and Vita graph, to Question Their
Representation. Figure on "Dark Horse"

Special Meeting of Directors

Successor.
;

••

.

to

:

Some
special

A

great many
is to tie up the authors.
of the better known writers are under
contract to the brokers.

"doings" are anticipated at the

meeting of the board of direc-

tors of the N. A.
24, to elect

Brady,
dency.

Win Office.

M.

P.

I.

Monday, Feb.

a successor to William

who has

BROADWAY PICTURE RECEIPTS.
Broadway's big picture theatres have
been enjoying the unprecedented business spurt which has been carrying the
legitimate' houses along since the

It is expected that Pathe Will bring
to who their representative is, as J. A. Berst, who was
active in "the affairs of the Associawho
was
made chairman of
and
tion
several important committees, resigned
from Pathe some six months ago to
take the presidency of the United Picture Theatres Corp., bat never relinquished his chairmanship of the committees in which he represented Pathe.
Paul BTunet, president of Pathe, has
been very active in the Association affairs and a contributor to its various
propositions, and it is anticipated he
will have something important to say.
The same thing "goes" for Vitagraph as Walter W. Irwin, who was
made chairman of the executive committee, is no longer with Vita and it is
believed that concern will bring up the
question as to where they stand in the
matter of representation.
It is entirely problematical as to
who will be the next president of the
Association. It would surprise no one
if a "dark horse" was chosen.

~r.y-

&

5!

w

s

•

Jfc»ii

tKpjl'

holidays.

The Rivoli attained a new high
record for the first week in February
with a gross of $20,000, and drew an
average of $19,000 for the past month.

The

was surprising, since the'
had been in a slump, falling to
The Rialto, while
showing no such percentage increase,
as low as $12,000.

an average of around
takings at the Strand
have also jumped.
Since Charles Stewart resigned from
the Rivoli-Rialto management each
house has its individual house manager. Charles Reis is in charge of the
latter and Rivington Bisland in con-

is attaining
$17,000.
The

trol at the former.

$509,000

r

1

BROKERS' ASSOCIATION.
The play brokers and those handling

National banner will be "Daddy Long
Legs," and by the terms of her Artcraft agreement cannot be released for
six months from the date of her final
Artcraft release. The First National is
understood to have already grossed
$500,000 in bookings on "Daddy Long

book rights for pictures are about to
form an association. At least the "Big
Four" in the brokerage end of the

•*

intend starting a protective association which will gradually freeze out
the picture producers who have been
in the habit of obtaining information
field

"it

N

<i]

regarding screen material from the
brokers and after obtaining the line
and a price quotation dealing direct,
cutting out the agency commission.
The four brokers discussing the plan
are the American Play Co. (of which

fill

B

'

.'

l'"
-

w'
mV

i.

ADVANCE BOOKINGS.

release date of the last Mary
Pick ford Artcraft production is May 4,
and is entitled "Captain Kidd, Jr."
Her first release under the First

The

,

SH'

H

increase

hi. use

Sf ;"_j

mi. 1

>-

John Rumsey
Jordan,

>-

Alice

is

the head), Sanger

Kauser

and

&

Edgar

Brokers for the greater part read

•'

a-we

book*

continually.-, and- see the possibilities of certain stars in certain roles.

When

a call comes for material they
have the available market at their
finger tips.

The plan of the proposed

-

Legs."

Nasimova's Figures.

Adolph Zukor visited the Rivoli one
night last week to have a look at the
Nazimova feature "Out of the Fog."
This immediately gave rise to a report
that the head of Famous PlayersLasky was negotiating for the star's

association

William Gillette is to return to the
He is to appear in a film ver-

screen.
sion of

'The Private Secretary."

Last week there was- an announcethe Famous Players-Lasky had
obtained the rights to do "Secret Service," and about the same time it was

ment

that

stated

Essanay

would

reissue

"Sherlock Holmes."

INCE MAKING BUT ONE.

An announcement from

Vitagraph

that Ralph Ince had returned
to that concern gave rise to a report
the director had severed his conneclast

week

with the Ralph Ince Film Attracwhich Arthur H. Sawyer and
Herbert Lubin are interested.
Due to the illness of Sawyer and
lubin production activities were temporarily suspended after their first production, "Virtuous Men," in which

E

Both the inFlorida recuperating.
Sawyer was stricken with double pneumonia and Lubin hasn't altogether recovered from a recent operation.
Pending their convalescence, and
with their approval, Ince made arrangeSmith, of the
ments with Albert
Vitagraph, to direct one picture, in
is

starred.

in

E

which Gladys Leslie

is

to

be featured.

Chaplin Reissue* in Loew Houses.
Following the presentation of the
Charles Chaplin reissue of "A. Night
in the Show," at both the Rialto and
Kivoli, the General Film has arranged
for a 79 days' showing of the Chaplin
reissues (Essanay) in the Marcus Loew
houses.

Nazimova's contract with Metro is
$30,OOQa feature, and., ii„is,.understood she is now demanding $50,000
a picture at the conclusion of her current arrangement with Metro, and that
several producers are figuring en her

-for-

Want
Harry

$75,000 for
I.

Garson

Foreign Rights.
asking a record

is

price for his Blanche Sweet feature,
"The Unpardonable Sin." The asking
price for all of the foreign territory
is $75,000, with no bidders up to this
time.

heavyweight

sey,

The Willard-Dempsey

fighters,

fight

promo*

GRAPHIC DEAL OFF.
The deal on for the Graphic Film
Corporation, through which Burton
King was to become the active director
of the company, financed by several
moneyed men, has been declared off.
1 he stories were to have been furnished
by the International, principally from
the various Hearst publications ; but
the International would nOt agree to
deduct the cost of production from the
gross before it participated, in the taking from the picture productions.
F. Zittel verified the deaj had
fallen through,' and also said Ivan
Abramson was still with the Graphic.

G

FOX'S "IF I WERE KING."
William Fox has obtained the

"

film

rights to- Justin McCarthy's story, "IS

King." George Walsh will play
the lead before the camera.
George Jordan swung the deal. The
price involved was $10,000, with E. H.
Sothern getting a half interest through
his being a part owner of the rights
I

Were

vith McCarthy.

"CLACQUE" AT FILM SHOWING.
The sternal cry for "something
original" in filmdom has finally beeo
developed—in one direction at -least.
It is the "clacque." At the- New York
theatre one day last week there was
shown a feature with, a star very
desirous to boost his reputation as
a "big-time" luminary.
<

At ^every performance throughout.
the afternoon and evening there was
seated in the balcony a couple of
stalwart individuals, who guffawed
uproariously at what was designed as
humorous quips and applauded violently
at every visualization of the star's
heroic prowess.
This sort of booming may have been
done before for a picture, but if so
the practice is not generally known.

English Buyer Har*.
B. Nichols, managing director of the
Motion Picture Sales Agency, Ltd., of
London, is in New York, at the Knickerbocker.

i
i

m

prize

ters may arrange for some special :oncession for the pictures to go to all
the camps, and especially to the American Army and Naval stations abroad.

.

services at that figure.

be made between

throughout the land via the film
camera. The law is so explicit against
prize-fighting films there appears little
chance for the picture being shown
beyond some sort of an angle that
would give it the proper sanctioning
and approval from the authorities.

tions, in

IC Lincoln
valids are

effort will

July 4 to make it possible for
the showing of the pugilistic encounter
between Jess Willard and Jack Demp-

Vtion

•

services.

Selden.

»•!.

Every

now and

GILLETTE RETURNING TO SCREEN.

A.

resigned the presi-

up the question as

I*;

TRYING FOR FIGHT FILM.

BIG GUARANTEE FOR 3 PLATS.

A group of picture producers are reported to stand ready to guarantee
$200,000 to Smith & Golden for the
scieen rights to their three plays
"Turn to the Right," "Three Wise
Fools" and "Lightin* "—with the pictures to be produced at such time as
the theatrical managers see fit to re'
lease the rights.
Another offer is that the managers
can be on the directorate board of the
company that is to make the picture
productions, and that they will receive
50 per cent, of the profits of the productions after they are marketed, the
theatrical producers to fix the cost of
production, etc.

_
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Minoger'a Report— Week Feb.

Dancing,

Singing,

cluding

like -returned heroes.

made

are

for

our

audiences.

11

minutes in one.

W.

(Signed)

B.

McCALLUM,

'

OCCUPATION— making on leather your picture,
copied from your favorite photograph.
HEADQDAIlTEltS—Continental Hotel. San FranDuring his oil momenta bo mingles witb the
cisco,
boys In the lobby of "SHAN'S" Hotel, handing out
Isughs.
HOPP wroto "tbo WAFFLES" In the
dining room of too aboro hotel. As for wise cracks
lie has them all stopped. ••
Nearly all the nrtieta know floppy. This article ta
intended for the fort fellow artists who bavo not as
yet mado lus acquaintance.
For If you Icsjo 'Frisco without oho of
Celebrated I'cn Sketches under your arm, well, you
lust don't belong/ BABE?

.•y

This Week (Feb. 17), Orpheum,
Winnipeg, Can.
Next Week (Feb. 21), Orpheum,
Calgary, Can.
... '_
Y
-,

HOPFP8

Week

,

rolnt stron*
"Soldier
'at the Apollo Theatlll

Bap

in

Now

atre.

Londnn.

In

eighth month.

its

Representatives

MARSHALL

Broadway
/Now:TMtt'

1493
-

Chalko legist

;;

v-

.."
Knapp
Music furnished' by BAHL
Complrmchtary Tickets

J

May

BAD—

tbelr

oil

n
TAYLOR

W-Mt

troubles

"popular

.

.

!

Wizard of the Harp

be

Care of Daw's, 17 Green St
Charing Cross RcU London, W.C.
;

f

J

'

,;' r

witb

sonis."

KNAPP and CORNALLA
most

I

753 B. C.

In 68.

HANDY *1HANK'\

Wilson : Bros,'.

WYUE

Lisle St.

C,

London. W.C, *

LAROCCA

* Jack
J. Ryan
(Of New York, Palm Beach)
Master of f>remonlei:

Sparklinu Beauty Chorus of Girls and Boys
Hank Brown- and Ida Glint her .
Taylor, and; Arnold
>
Wolf, and Stewart
Cornelia,
j.

Lucey)

ROXY

19—

(Of O'Nlol Slaters)
•
vs.

•

Europ«sni

JULIAN

*

Beatrice OT««l

;

and

(McDcvitt, Kelly

PRINCIPAU

:

.;

"i
»

.

IRENE LUCEY

at

Feb. 9th.

YOU.

Now bo yourself and
answer soon.
Love snd

NORMAN JEFFERIES

-•

•

:

j.

:

with

kisses..

Eagle Cafe—Fall River, Mass.
!•••-..

"I

SAW BAERWITZ

But "Bosh darn" If I
wouldn't
to
I.lko
shako hands

*4l

"ENGAGEMENT"
EXTRAORDINARY
PERFECT PARTY
-

-.

American!

'

FEW.

WSfo
'

23—ORPHEUM. SALT LAKE

of 'Feb;

Just a line to in.

HARKINS

Direction,

EDWARD

Nero

.

.

—

DUPEEZ

Rome woa founded

'

troduce a treat admire* of jwirsi "mysolf."
and want to say -"right
'«23
hero, that
i
I've met a rood many,
Mndo friends with •

JIM and MARIAN

.

Cleveland, O.

14 B. q.:

Sear Oswald: :

'

PAW

Acts of

i

Fran-

cisco.

and

Barrel

the standard and merit of this one

a woll-known cbaraotor In

Is

PAUL

Jumping, Balancing, Unicycle Riding
and Concertinas. There is real showmanship and our audiences received

them

LOVE
THOUGHTS

BOOST FOR HOPPY
AH0PF7
San

3, 1919.

PARISII and PERU. Two men, pre"senting a medley of clever hits, in-

on

be. placed

m

my

Caesar died

LEONARD

AGENT'S BOOK

SMITH

,".-,•

the

M.

PYRROHEA on R

Like

AND

WISDOM TOOTH

ARSCEOLA
The Only Time He Knows
.

Ingenious Athletes

America's

IN

—

I

Pep, Ginger and Jazz

—

—

when

I'm there la

played the Amphitheatres in the: days of
the Romans, their nifty act would have
multitudes
Romulus,
the
entranced
Caesar,. Nero the plebeians ereryone
and crowned themselves with laurels befitting the Gladiators.

Direction,

ARTHUR HORWITZ

TROUBLE

him.
r»«r«ii7 CrUll*r»MM<n

LES MORCHANTS
Lo«v

MARK

Direction.

Circuit.

LEVY.

BILLY

FRED
-A'

.

Ifa Just like

Dear Managers:—
When

I play a return, data at tie Alhambra. I
havo a new opening, new talk and a finish with
a sons tnd acrobsUo dance. I am doing this to I'
will be able to repeat successfully In the East
My cigar store bet has made a. wonderful comedy
sot and the baby Is sold.
Freddie Goldsmith will
try to protect same for me—Leon Beremlai in tie
West,. It's bard to get something origin al. but I
claim Clark and Frances' act Is absolutely original
will

AND
SAMMY

In

theme and comedy business.

SHAKESPEARE SAID
"A CUT

/

A
'
;

"Passed by the Board of Censors'*
With kind permission of the "fln"

STAN STANLEY

we may work.
Morris
Direction,

SELMA
S EL L S
SO

&

ROSE and CURTIS

ONLY A HALF HUNDRED

Direction,

my!

SAMUEL BAERWITZ

SCOTT
a

MOORE

Audience Actor
book us both all the
while.

.":'!, 'j-

Hi

"WHERE THINGS
HAPPEN"

Orpheum

Circuit

A CUT"

AND.

BUNNY

ME

work

to

.

F_OR

THAT SALARY

f«EYESHOOD SAE KNOT"
-HANK BROWN and CO.

Fell

.

Mots Time

VICTORIA

Direction,

MARK

LEVY.

BOOKED SOLID
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Two

BRESSLER

and

Thoui Ms To ENTERTAIN YOU
(SUCCESS)
(SUCCESS)

Girls with a Single

(SUCCESS)

FOUR

;

EDA ANN LUKE

Topnotchers of Bona; and Fonland

STORM—BRENNER
SMALLEY—HENDRICKS

Management A. H.

BOOKED SOLID

WOODS

Playing Florence Moore role—"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath"

FLO

EL

BRENDEL-BERT
"WaitW'for
Direction. Q.

DU BOB

Her''

HART HeHTJGH

Pauline Saxon

and MILLER

"SQUIRREL FOOD"

SAYS

4a

Like moths about
tnko

S

«.A

Direction,

HAYMAN & CANTOR

Tim

"

risks I

I live
I

a most

HARADA
WORLD'S FAMOUS
CTCLIST
1719 Clyb.ara At*.

Caisaa*.

LU

BLANCHE
AUFREB
SYMPHONY

and her

M

"A

symustlilro with moths

SYNC©

GIRLS, assist** ay

Conductor

Direction,

GIRL

HARRY SHEA

Hffr Sionrol Clttlr frinnnr

In llanoroiU*

Blrrrtiuit,

WNrnl

tc fliwrrj

I

lmpiililTS life

flit* of fHtrtJ,"

GERANTM

Featnrlni th. RAINBOW
In N»T«lty Dances

Hum
™r
T^

a

*"
know I'djMltcr

not;

lot.

GEORGE

.

TRLXBB

MONTRAN

.

,

»

DONNA

INCHES OF MELODY-

BUT— Oh,

IS

Bat to ask

'

-

MARIMBA MARVEL
MASTER* OF SYNCOPATION

a
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(POLI'S,

WATEHBUBY, CONN.)

"THE GIRL

Poli's,

WHO KNOWS"

THE &EST BET YET
-•
.

a

Headlii

on

Poli's Bill

I

that

is

a bill the first half of this
worthy of the name of vaude-

passes

;

ville.

anything like it she is able to ascertain
your name correctly and at the same time
make known the information desired.
Calling out names, dates, reading cards
fault numbers that require figures that reach into the millions
were some of the remarkable things that
she accomplished to the entire satisfaction
of all and at the conclusion of her work,
•was sincerely applauded.'

shapes up as the most extraordinary offerkind which has appeared in
Waterbury.

and giving without

ing, of its

She underwent some severe

tests

last

night but emerged from all triumphant
Apparently there was nothing she did not

^

know

for a variety of questions that were

hurled at her from

all parts of the house
were answered with a promptness and ac-

IT IS CERTAIN THAT HER STAY D¥
WILKES-BARRE, JUDGING BY THE WAT
SHE WAS RECEIVED YESTERDAY, WILL
CAUSE CURIOSITY AND DISCUSSION.

curacy that astonished.

MADAME

•••'.. -.

ELLIS

IS

IN

A CLASS BY

HERSELF.

i

•

Proctor's Yonkers, This

Week

(Feb. 17)
Direction of

Pi

I

.

any similar exhibition ever given in
With no writing of questions or

this city.

headed by the woman of mystery,
"The Girl Who Knows," who is easUy the
best bet that the local house has booked in
It is

some time. Unlike other, headliners, the
act lives up to all advance notices and

:

Ellis, the girl

Theatre, gave a demonstration of second
sight and thought transference that sur-

a Big Hit

Poli's is staging

week

Wilkes-Barre

who knows, yesterday as the vaudeville headliner at Poli's

Madam

IMMEDIATELY HELD OVER

ASE
AGEN

.
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FREE FROM ALL CONTRACTS
HAVE FULFILLED MY FOURTEEN YEARS' PROMISE TO HURTIG&SEAMON AND CLOSE SAME, LOYAL AND TRUE.
I
ft

8B&V

.

GEORGE STONE

[ft-:-

':'

)

;:

.-'-..

DURING OUR CONNECTION WITH HURTIG & SEAMON, WE
WERE OBLIGED, THROUGH THE OBLIGATION OF OUR CONTRACT,™ TURN DOWN FLATTERING OFFERS FROM THE
FOLLOWING MANAGERS: MR. FLO ZIEGFELD, JR., MESSRS.

•

^

SHUBERTS, MR. MAX HART, MR. H. B. MARINELLI, MR. RICHARD PITROT, MR. CHAMBERLAIN BROWN AND ALL EURO-

PEAN AGENTS—AND THE ENTIRE BURLESQUE WORLD.
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'
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STONE

Who

and PILLARD

do we work for next?
.

^

Playing the

COLUMBIA

a

-— pi-frr.MfrrsiS.'^i^vr.'-'r.-L

-^"

NEW YORK,
Si
\:

THIS

WEEK

*

*

(Feb. 24)
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Entered as second class matter December
22, 1905, at, the Post Oflce at New York,
N. Y., under the Act C?- Maroli 9, ttWTJ

NEW YORK CITY, FEBRUARY 28, 1919
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CUBAN EXPOSITION.
The Cuban government has

MORE THEATRES FOR LOEW;

CIRCUIT BREAKS DAY'S RECORD

i

'/_

W8k

tiislj:

g ==?

Now Has Over 100. All Loew Theatres Broke House
Record Washington's Birthday. Marcus Loew and
Alexander Pantages Lining Up.

Circuit

.

for

gross receipts
Birthday (Feb. 22).
New York, is said to
one day's gross by

record

Loew's American,
have exceeded the
$400, without any
one connected with the circuit understanding how that much additional
money could have been taken in with

ward

all of the 100 or more vaudeand picture theatres how cpjn-

Loew

Circuit.

In casual conversation the other day
Mr. Loew said there would be another
hundred theatres added to his chain

.

before next New Year. Building plans
for several new Loew houses are now
being prepared. Other Loew theatres
are to have their capacities increased.
Mr. Loew returned to New York last
Friday from a trip in the West and
South that kept him traveling close to
four weeks. Almost every night Mr.
Loew was on a train. He would not
admit having arranged with the managers of the Charles E. Hodkins'
booked houses in the South to come in
with the Loew Circuit, but he did not
deny it. Mr. Hodkins books, through
an Alexander Pantages connection, the

•

.

.
.

WEALTH FOR FRANK

Dallas;

in

According to

Siza**--

H. Miles sent out an announcethis week that he had obtained an interest in the
J. Small
Canadian vaudeville theatres, and sug-

ment

A

FRENCH ART PLAT.

TIERNEY.

^Springfield, Mass., Feb. 26.

Maurice Maeterlinck's "A BurgomasBelgium" opens here next week.
It is a propaganda play described as
"a human document of 1914.''' Lyal
Sweet e will be in the lead.

"A Burgomaster of Belgium"

is bepresented by an organization
here for the promotion of
art, the Belgian piece being
the first of a series of plays. Through
Otto H. Kahn the organization has
taken offices in the Century Theatre
and has for its executive heads W.

ing

formed
French

WEEK STAND.

theatrical

managers,

R.

MacDonald

investigation

ville

March

11

in
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Washington, Feb. 26.
Notifications have been sent out by
the Federal Trade- Commission- that ithearings
in the vaudewill resume its

gested Pantages will be interested. Mr.
informed "of'this announce^
ment and told it also contained a statement that new houses would be built
jby the Miles-Pantages combination i n

--Loew was

and

Henry

Russell,

both formerly of the Boston Opera

Company.

FIVE

HEARINGS RESUME MARCH

A

NEW ORLEANS.
Orleans, Feb.

The Palace (Orpheum) and Crescent
(Loew), vaudeville, are giving five
shows -SundaySi .owing «te» the-

busi-«

ness.

Loew's Memphis

is

also doing five

on

A:,

•

,-;.; ,/;>:

VJ-'--v/-.->. •'•'•
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.
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at

7%

'

high prices.
1,500

FRISCO FROLIC AT $1

T0P»^

San Francisco, Fp\i, .2$. ';
Fanchon Marco Revue and
Frolic at the Casino, under the management 'of Ackermann & Harris, will
-

be called "Let's Go."
feip
It will inaugurate the new policy of
musical stock at that house March 9.

Jack Wilson and Lillian Boardman
will be in the lead, with 30 girls irl ti«f
chorus.
:;y-^fy.pl$S
It may be decided to allow the public to dance on the mezzanine floor
during intermission and after the per'
formance.
r;
Other principals are being negotiated
for.
Rae. Samuels at the Orpheum
here last week received an offer, but
declined, owing to a contemplated trip
to England. Among others to whom
offers were made are Sophie Tucker
~\ •":£/
and Clara Howard.
The .Casino will give ten performances weekly at an admission ef it
Alterations in the house will
top.
have cos*t $15,000 by the openirg jlate.
;

.

••

:'aci.&.:,':'\i-i.~-'.:'.i

'y-

>V'

"GLOOM CHASERS" "SAD"

Pi

'"^p|

mhi

FINISH.

Ballon,. France, Feb.

'5,

Y

:

show organized and prepared by Raymond Walker, who came
The

latest

'&ver here as a volunteer entertainer,
is called -^The Gloom Chasers."
The show is played by boys in uniform for the amusement of their companions.

The performance
words:

"Now

that this

to a stop,

is

1

ended with these
iS££&

war has been brought
'•"'..

_:£VI

.

:;

"You boys will go home, but ydu mVF,
have to drink slop:
"For the slackers voted the United
States dry,

"While you boys went over the

'

>,

top**'

Pry or and Musicians at Capitol,
,;Mk(J
Arthur Pryor and a band of 75 pieces
-are Aaidito-hav* .been engaged fear..rtaev.,
musical division of the new Capitol,
New York, expected to open with «
,...

picture policy.

'

)

paper currency had
All necessities were held
Overcoats were bringkroneh ($300) and men's suits
the same, both ready made. ^J^j;
billions in

been issued.

ing

26.

the Sabbath.

York.

Twenty

v

..

ter of

Detroit is this season the best week
stand in the country. It has. proved
constantly good throughout the season and in some instances phenomenal.

New York Monday

C

.

,

.

Marie Sabbott will join a "tab" for
the remainder of the season.

Circuit in opposition to the Interstate
Circuit in the same Texan cities. Mr.

Hodkins arrived
from Chicago.

A

inherited.

DETROIT, BEST

.,

The

official exhibits.

syndicate of Wall Street people
are interested in the venture to the
extent Of securing the racetrack and
gambling -privileges and if they can
make suitable arrangements will expend
a large sum of money to establish
there an American Monte Carlo that
will necessitate the construction of
the finest Casino in the world.
large influx of Americans is looked
for, it. being confidently believed the
wealthy Americans will spend a goodly
portion of their leisure time there in
a spot where prohibition doesn't exist.
Efforts will be made to book the
more important baseball teams to play
a series of games at the conclusion
of the regular season here.

The vaudeville team of Tierney and
Sabbott has been disbanded, through
Frank Tierney coming into an inheritance of a quarter of a million dollars
from the estate of his father, who died
*»
Dec. 22 lastTierney was estranged from his
father and believed he had been dis-

Prince,

v:i

'rpifr'-A

;

with

capacities.

Houston;
Royal, San Antonio; Orpheum, Waco;
Muskogee,
Broadway,
Okla.,
and
Liberty, Oklahoma City. Any booking
connection made with Loew through
Hodkins for these houses will probably
take Mr. Hodkins with it, removing the
southern time from the Pantages'
books. It would also place the Loew

Jefferson,

EESrv

understood

m

Recent reports from visitors in New
in Austria-Hungary before leaving the other side, say that theatrical
business has been tremendous since
>'';
the armistice. ':
££*§•>*
-•
In Vienna the overflow business
brought about the erection of temporary shacks in the city to accomodate the applicants for entertainments.
Paper money of the country v*waiplentiful, the returned traveteJif sayT

York

,

hav-

.

extends to

prising the

cities

is

ingness to erect a $1,000,000 hotel on

.

same scale of prices in existence.
The Washington's Birthday record

.

how many

government

the grounds.
All the nations of the world will be
asked to participate in the exposition

ing Pantages theatres held no Loew
house at present.
Mr. Loew said he -has decided to
build in St. Louis owing to the Garrick
there, (now playing Loew vaudeville)
seating but 800, othe r than in the
gallery. Mr. Loew said the Loew Circuit will build two theatres in Cleveland on sites already settled upon, and
that the Detroit opera house on the
campus will open with the Loew vaudeA new house is
ville policy in April.
to be erected in New Orleans, with
the Birmingham and Memphis decision
to build, delayed by the war, now going
through,
The Loew Circuit has numberless
blue prints for reconstruction of as
many theatres to add. to the seating

the-

ville

he. inquired

local

have appropriated $20,000,000 for
permanent buildings and the Ritz-Carltoh hotel syndicate has signified a will-

"

on Washington's

affair.

The
to

Toronto and Montreal. Mr. Loew replied he had given the Pantages matter
no attehtidn since Pantages left his
booking office, and immediately after-

Every .theatre on the Marcus Loew
Circuit broke its single day's
b-

nent

•:

.

VIENNA'S OVERFLOWING BUSINESS
practi-

arrangements for holding a mammoth' Pan-American exposition in Havana.
It expects to begin operations April
1 and to open early next fall, with the
idea of making the exposition a permacally perfected

"VWf£ 4"-

C A K

4

Several Pieces Ending Rum.. Others Expected to Follow.
Indifferent Successes Feeling Slump. Estimate of
English Box Offices' Receipts Last Week.
zrj:- —•:
;

London, Feb.

London, Feb. 26.
A. H. Woods reports he has broken
all
records at the Haymarket with
"Uncle Sam^ ("Friendly Enemies").
He has arranged for the production
of "Business Before Pleasure," in partnership with Sir Alfred Butt andjs
returning to New. York immediately to
recruit the cast, which will include
•

26.

The William Williams Syndicate has
offered $700,000 for. the old Tivoli site

'

J',

tf.

BID FOR TIVOLI SITE.

WOOD'S ENGLISH PLAYS.

LONDON BUSINESS QUIETS DOWN;
MUSICAL SHOWS DOING THE BEST

,-

S

I. F.

Gus Yorke and Robert Leonard.
Woods has secured the American
rights to "As You Were," the revue

on the Strand, which is owned by the
Oxford people.
The site embraces 10,700 square feet
and bidders desire to erect oh it a
picture house and music hall.
It is
the most central location in London,
and now that the ban on theatre construction has been lifted there will
undoubtedly be negotiations for the

now running

property.

•

-

.

London, Feb. 26.
The recent slump in business here
has put a quietus on several plays.
Notices of the termination of the London engagements are up for "You
Never Know, Y'Know" at the Criterion; "The Purse Strings" at the' Garrick; "Nurse Benson" at. the Globe;
"Roxana" at the Lyric; "The Luck of
the Navy" at Queen's, "The Title." Several others ar.e doubtful.
Business is splendid for musical successes, but the indifferent ones are
dropping off in receipts.
Estimates of box office takings here
for the week ending Feb. 22 (six days)

best modern chronicle play seen here
in years, and a great success.
William Rea, a new actor splendidly
portrayed Lincoln, and Mary Raby,
Lincoln's wife.

.

SUNDAY OPENINGS UNAPPROVED.
London, Feb.

Arthur Bourchier has made a suggesto open the legitimate theatres

tion

ceived by the press and the Actors'
Association.

"UNCLE SAM" BREAKING RECORDS.

«Chu Chin Chow" (Haymarket), $18,two.
"Hullo; America" (Elsie Janis) (Pal-

*V

London, Feb. 26.
"Uncle Sam" ("Friendly Enemies")
is breaking all records at the Haymarket.

^

(Daly's),

-

$12,500.

50

COMBES AT HEAD OF

"Going Up" (Gaiety), $12,000.
Domino" (Empire), $10,000.
"The Boy" (Adelphi), $10,000.

I'-)'"

"Yet, Uncio" (Shaftesbury); "Scandal" .(Strand); "Buzz Buzz" (Vaude-

'

each
% "Naughty
Wife"
Boy"
ville),

$9,000.

"Soldier

"Officer."

(Playhouse),

Long Rum.

•

London, Feb.

The Scala
formance

Warmer"

its

300th per-

its

at His Majesty's,
1150th, Feb. 24, with gor•
.

Neil

London, Feb. 26.
Neil Kenyon, accompanied by Tripp
Edgar, after concluding a fortnight in
Northern France entertaining the
troops, opened Monday at the Alhambra, Glasgow.
"Zig Zag" Stops in Paris.
Paris, Feb. 26
"Zig Zag" was withdrawn from the
Folies Bergere, Feb. 21, and the house
is presenting variety for a fortnight,
awaiting LeMarchand's revue.
The present program comprises
Marck's Lions and wrestling matches.
'

Criterion's Musical Farce.
London, Feb. 26.
The Criterion will present "Oh, Don't
Dolly," a musical version of "Betsy,"
for four weeks, following "You Never

Know, Y' Know." This will be followed
by the reappearance of Lady Wyndham
(Mary Moore) in a new play by Gladys
Unger, entitled "Our Mr. Hepplewaite."

London, Feb. 26.
Kisbey, demobilized, successfully proa. pew act, "Kisbey in
Job," at the Kingston Empire.

a

New

The act concludes with a Yiddisher
jazz band.
$&•>'<

MORRELL'S JAZZERS, HIT.
London, Feb. 26.
Morrell's Jazz Four made a highly
successful London debut at the Metropolitan.

NEW VERSION OF

f}:

'

Marie Lohr

'..

is

"VICTORY."

London, Feb. 26.
producing immediately

la the Beet.
London, Feb. 26.
:..
John Drinkwater's "Abraham Lin--—=-- -«>!»,-•*
presented by tire Bitmihgliam
Repertory Company at the Lyric Opera
House, Hammersmith, Feb. 19, is the
,

"

:

,,/

,

The"Littie"BrOtheV; las'undeF
gone another ordeal under the knife,
which has proved successful.

7n""

__

-,:

ki

"'

.,'.

^;

sailed

in

The league expects

to .set

a

new

monthly record for sailings for March,
minimum figure being 100 enterOne group of 40 will sail on

tainers.

the same boat. Additional applications
for a "repeat" in France* and occupied
received by the
league which expects all such applications -from returned artists.
The

Germany have been

26.

21.

group sailed Wednesday.
Aboard the "La Touraine": .Harry
Mack, Harry ReWard.
Later in the week:
Aboard the "Manchuria":
Billy
Burns, Gilmore Corbin, Samuel Critcherson, Lester Sweyd, Julia Fuller, Boyd
Gilmour and Catherine La Tour,
J.
Alyce Lee Satterfield
The "Y" sailings were (Miss) Joe

Ivy Shilling and Ernest Mariana have
joined the company, presenting characteristic dances.

berry.

league's first

Bartell, Joseph P.
delle and Elizabeth

ginia."

London, Feb. 26.
"The Lilac Domino" at the Empire
celebrated its first anniversary Feb.

Alhambra's March

Brothers

Web,

Beaudry, Florence Gilliam,

Beatrice Weller and Frances

Wood-

Recently returned from league service are Johnny Cantwell and Reta Walker, George Botsford, Claire Rochester,
George Austin Moore, Lillian Aammalee and Morton Adkins. Returned
"Y" artists are Blanche Brocklehank,
Kate Horisberg, Aleeth Willard and
William Boardman.

Bill.

Tiller Girls,

Maud

Carr,

Paris, Feb. 26. .
Ching Wu, presenting Chjng Ling
Soo's former snow, opens at the Alhambra Feb. 28; also Sam Barton,

Two Tom-

boys, Magini.

•

Dion Wade and Josiah Ritchie Die.
London, Feb. 26.
Dion Wade, a comic singer, is dead.

HONOLULU REOPENS.
San Francisco, Feb. 26.
Theatres in Honolulu have reopened
following the closing by the influenza
epidemic.

Josiah Ritchie, long associated with
the Westminster Aquarium, introducing many famous acts, is dead, aged 80.

LLOYD NOT DEAD.

Don Barclay Opens

in Revue.
London, Feb. 26.

A. Frank Lloyd, formerly of Aveling
and Lloyd, reported killed in action
Oct. 15, 1918, returned to New York
last week on the Leviathan.
He had
been in service for 18 months and was
"over the top" eight times, receiving a
slight wound which caused him a slight
affliction of the right eye which is in-

At New Cross Empire, Don Barclay
made a successful London debut in the
"Fiddle De Dee" revue.

"Oh, Richard"

\.
.

dead, after a lingering

professionals

Clearances and passports
being secured with speed,

the

tion.

dicate.

is

league's

now

Washington.

26.

curable.

Lloyd's own story of how he received
the wound is that he was shot and hit
in the nose by a German bullet, fired
by a Boche while he (Lloyd) was
beating up another with his bare fists.
While Lloyd was in service his
former partner "Chappie" Aveling died.
Lloyd is to be a member of one. of
the Blutch Cooper shows next season.
-\

during which he suffered se-

Ben Nathan's Second Operation.
London, Feb. 26.
Ben Nathan, who underwent a severe
operation some months ago, after
which he returned to the stage to tour

'

"Abraham Lincoln"

-

London, Feb.

playwright,

Stuart Cleveland in Skit.
London,- Feb. 26.
Stuart Cleveland, discharged from
the army, has resumed his variety work
with his successful episode, "A Policeman and a Man."

a new version, by MacDonald Hastings,
of Conrad's novel "Victory," at the
"SGlose, Theatre.
-.

"GOVERNOR'S LADY" SUCCESS.

Covent Garden's Grand Opera.
London, Feb. 26.
Covent Garden will resume its season of grand opera, which may be
under the joint management of Sir
Thomas Beecham and the opera syn-

illness

SAILINGS.

some entertainers being pushed on as
quickly as two and a half weeks by.

Alice Bradley's play, "The Governor's Lady," starring Mary Jerrold, is
making a successful tour. No London
theatre is available for the presenta-

Frederick Stanley Dies.
London, Feb. 26.
Frederick Stanley, formerly manager
of the Adelphi, and a novelist and

verely.

'

''-W:-.;.- -—

Kenyon Back Home.

i

YIDDISH JAZZ BAND.
duced

are

"Lilac Domino's" Anniversary.

"MISS MILLION" MISSES.

•

n

celebrates

during the

two groups.

"The Purple Mask," Feb.

..

•"Miss Million," by F. Veissier and
A. Gandry, score by Perpignan, was
presented under the control of the receiver, at the Theatre de la Gaite, Feb.
21, and is not a success.
The music
is ordinary and the, story childish.
It
unfolds the story of Denise, manageress of a Paris typewriter establishment, who reciprocates her timid bookkeeper's love.
American detectives trace Denise as
an heiress and all go to New York to
claim the fortune, arriving too late, as
in the interim the lawyers discovered
the testator had a son instead of a
daughter, but the lawful heir is, coincidentally, the bookkeeper.
So he
marries Denise.

"C-...:

of

26.

"Chu Chin Chow,"
celebrated

$4,000.

Paris, Feb. 26.

:.&-.„.

The

tation of the role.

28

Of

geous new costumes.

"

-.

(Prince

$5,000.

,*Ob, Joy" (Kingsway),
:'.

'

26.

At the Victoria Palace, the Gresham
Singers on their third anniversary -appearance in variety, used the orchestra for the first time, presenting a
capital new number, "Down in Vir-

(Apollo), $7,000.
(Prince's), $7,000.

and

London, Feb.

Ellen Terry, the most famous of our

the Vaudeville Managers Association,
replacing DuFrennes, who resigned.

"Nothing But the Truth" (Savoy),
"Fair
Wales),

OVER THERE

Juliets, has consented to play the nurse
in Doris Keane's forthcoming presen-

Gresham Singers with Orchestra.

Men"

sale

dozen entertainers sailed this week
France under the direction of the
Overseas Theatre League (the new
title since the league was taken over
entirely by the Y. M. C A) and five
artists also. sailed under "Y" auspices.

SECURES ELLEN TERRY'S CONSENT

London, Feb.

for

for

Combes, director of the Paris Empire, has been elected Chairman of

$7,500.

$6,000.
j

V. M. A.

offered

A

Guitry.

Paris, Feb. 26.

"Lilac

?:/

by Sacha

.

ace), $14,000.

"Maid of the Mountain*"

Illusionist,"

Sundays, which has been coldly re-

are:

When

war a satisfactory bid was not forthcoming and it was withdrawn from the
market

26.

•'

||^5

at the Pavilion under the
B. Cochran,
adapted by Arthur Wimperis from the
French of Rip's "Plus Ca Change,"
music by Herman Darewski and Edouard Mather; "Fires of Fate," by the
late C M. S. MacLellan; "Beginning
Again," by Roland Pertwee, and "The

management of Charles

Is

New

Sketch.

London, Feb. 26.
At the Granville, Walham Green,
Kate Cutler and Co. presented a new
sketch, "Oh, Richard," written by Walter Ellis.

MIKE WHALLEN BACK.
Mike

S. Whallen ("Mrs. Whallen's
has just returned from
Scotland, where he finished a successful six months' tour of thf British Isles.
Mr. Whallen asserts there is no truth
in the story cabled to America six
months ago that he had been shot in

Madame

Bartet Retires.
Paris, Feb. 26.
Madame Bartet has definitely retired
from the Comedie Francaise.

Boy Mike")

"Female Hun" on Again.
London. Feb. 26.
"The Female Huh" has resumed its
run at the Lyceum, interrupted by ttie
"Cinderella" pantomime.

London.

„„.,_._.....„..

_

After a short rest Mr Whallen and
his wife (Florence McNultv) will return to vaudeville.

l
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WILLIE RITCHIE ASKS

MAMMOTH HOUSE

BOSTON
,
MEN
PLANNED BY _ RESTAURANT
- _—
-
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Waldorf Amusement Co. to Open New Hub Theatre, Seating
3,300 Somtime In March. Will Be Called The Waldorf.
Builders Own Another House In Waltham.
Boston, Feb.

•

The Waldorf Amusement Co.,
by the same people

to be backed

26.

said
that

maintain the Waldorf chain, of restaurants, is to open a theatre in this
city about March 10.
The name will- be the Waldorf and
it will be located on the site of the
old Cyclorama building in the uptown
section of the city.
Seating arrangements for 3,300 are

planned and the house will show first
run pictures and vaudeville.
Harry E. Jones has been selected as
manager. The company already has
one theatre in Waltham which is a
success.

PADDY McMAHGN RETIRING.
New Britain, Conn., Feb. 26.
"*"

Paddy McMahon is reported retiring
theatricals. The Liberty Corpora- 4
composed of Irving I. Rachlin and
William M. Greenstein, has purchased
of McMahon the former Keeney The-

from
tion,

atre here, also, the land

McMahon,

*

purely

though

local,

became something of a vaudeville character through the manner he entered
theatrical management and his manner

He
after getting into it.
several times a millionaire.

is

rated

appeared in the twice daily, he
remained on the Amsterdam Roof as
an attraction concurrent with the
variety engagement.
last

INJURED DRIVING AMBULANCE.
Theo Carew, a former wife of Wilfred Clarke, returned to New York
injured after spending five years in
Italy, where she served as an ambu'Miss
lance driver during the war.
Carew was married to an Italian named
Marconi, who was killed in action.
But two women were permitted to
drive ambulances for the Italian Red
shell
Cross. Miss Carew was one.
smashed the front of her car causing
a fracture of her knee and ankle injuries.
In spite of that Miss Carew
managed to walk two miles for assistance and the injured men whom she
was carrying at the time were saved.
She is being cared for by the American
Red Cross and it is understood that the
Fund for Wounded Actors is also interested in her case. Miss Carew will
return to the stage upon recovery.
The Fund for Wounded Actors is
now interested in 25 cases and is giving
financial assistance to 11 injured pro-

A

fessionals.

Schneider Convicted.
Washington, Feb. 26.
George Schneider formerly a theatre

CHICAGO DIVORCES.
Chicago, Feb. 26.
Gladys Ruth Schmidt has filed suit
against W. D. Schmidt in the Circuit
Court, alleging desertion. Schmidt was
a hotel clerk in Milwaukee.
Bessie R. C. Perez has filed a divorce
against Louis Perez, alleging
bill
desertion.

Jane Towey is suing Charles Towey
for divorce, charging extreme and repeated cruelty, drunkeness and desertion.

Mrs. Charlotte.Steindel Herring filed
separate mainteanance against
William H. Herring, charging cruelty.

suit for

MRS. BEN AL1 SEEKS DIVORCE
Mrs. Slayman Ben Ali, through her

r

,
'
,

•

•

attorney, A. J. H. Magrath, has served
papers for an absolute divorce upon
her husband (now playing at the New
York Hippodrome), alleging infidelity.
Mentioning Madeline Berlo (Berlo's
Diving Girls) as the co-respondent, the
plaintiff alleges her husband's attention to Miss Berlo was the cause of
their separation in May, 1918. She has
been receiving $25 weekly for the maintenance of herself and child.

REHEARSAL RAN LATE.
The rehearsal
"•":.".

;

at the Colonial

Mon-

in this city, was convicted by
jury during the past week ,on a
charge of misconduct with a 15-yearold girl in his employ. He was re-

manager
a

leased on $5,000 bond and throughout
the trial offered no evidence in his own
behalf, the girl, however, taking the
stand.
James W. Nash is under arrest
charged with conspiracy to defeat the
ends of justice by attempting to get
Three,
the girl out of the district.
young women, two but 18 years of age,
are detained as witnesses against Nash.

Mae Burke Doing Single Act.
A report credits Mae Burke with
preparing a vaudeville single turn for
herself. Miss Burke was formerly of
John and Mae Burke. Her husband is
now a single act, with "Hello Alex-,
ander." Miss Burke is said to have
furnished her husband with some of
his stage material.

Adele Rowland Cancel* English Trip.
Adele Rowland has cancelled her
contract to go to London to appear in
the new Hippodrome
DeCourville.
It is

understood Miss Rowland ob-

their rehearsal time.

day afternoon, just prior to opening at
the Warwick, Brooklyn, N. Y., causing a very late disappointment on Sol
Tureck's book. Grace De Winters answered the urgent call.

in Florida.

THE ARTHUR KLEIN

made to an act under his direction.
Following the adjustment of that disputed utterance, Klein was not reinstated. Now it is reported a further
charge of quite some seriousness has
been laid against the agent, concerning
the submission by him of a new act
to the booking office and the amount
of salary for it by him.

t

•

;

is

Separated at Matinee.

Walton and Francis, playing on the

Indoor Circus in Syracuse.
Syracuse, Feb.

Miss Brown has been with the turn
since childhood and is 19 years of age;
Miss Gibbons is 23 years of age and
The newest
Bailey is 21 years old.

:

ANIMALS.

The most unusual and pretentious
setting for an animal act is being now
completed for Vallecita's leopards following a detailed idea by Arthur Hill,
the turn. The set itself
will form the cage, with no* bars save
on the front, or audience side. Through
the bars will be visible an elaborate
drawing room with a piano, furniture
and an illuminated, fountain. Vallecita, who is a pianiste, will enter first
alone, the leopards following singly,
using the furniture as perches.
Ihe bars are of aluminum and made
in sections to simplify transportation.
The back of the set will be reinforced,
making it entirely safe and doing away
with the old plan of using cages. The
new setting entails an expenditure of

who manages

over

for the

New York

National Guards.

:

>

M

in the turn is a little "Pick"
as "Only Me 2 " whose specialty.;;
consists of an imitation of Nan Halpe"Only Me" had her. introduction «
rin.
to vaudeville at the Palace, New York* /\
a few weeks ago, and while the authorities are decidedly against the apjjear-. ance of youngsters, since Miss Gass-).
man has educated her predecessors,
and taken excellent care ofc them "Only
Me" was given a special permit to appear.
xj
Josephine Gassman originally opened^
with a "Pick" act 20 years ago at the.
London Theatre on the Bowefy. '.At
that timerthe turn was a decided Inrtovation to vaudeville, but the manner in
which it was staged killed all discussion
The "picks'" at
of racial prejudice.
arrival

;

,

;

present were

w^

That is the one thing "Chub" boasts bf^
being a devoted Christian himself. He
is averse to the story that he soldpeanuts in a circus when J. K. Burke was
a youngster, but does not detty^ it?^
Neither does he deny the fact that lie
is so old he has to carry a dentist on
the road to keep his teeth in such condition that he can masticate his food, '>.'
Of all the "Pick" acts in vaudeville^
the Phina turn has outlived all competitors for stage value and has gone along
a quarter of a century as a big time
attraction.
Several parties have been
tendered Miss Gassman in honor of her
anniversary, along with a route ten-:
dered by. the Keith Exchange.

Chicago, Feb. 26.
definite will be given out
regarding the vaudeville policy of the
Statelake Theatre, now expected to

open March 17.
As the house will seat a trifle over
3,000, the vaudeville people connected
with the Martin Beck coterie that has
erected and will operate the huge theatre building, 'including its offices, anticipate that a popular price policy up
to 35 or .50 cents top will prevail,, with
bookings from the Orpheum Circuit
offices in New* York.
It is reported a
headline of "name" value will top a
program of five or six other acts, with

.

BERLIN ON HIS OWN?

g

Irving Berlin, after a montn^ya^ia
tion in Florida, returned to New Ydrk

picture interlude, including a feature

this week to begin work on thrrflusi-^
cal score of three new pieces, the first';;
of which will be produced by Charles
Dillingham.
'?£$*s|

film.

In booking the Statelake from New
it is anticipated that George

who now books the Majestic
and Palace here with strictly big time
Gottlieb,

may be

in St, ^»l8«fi|{J4?§

theatrical engagements and has had all
the "Picks" christened in the Catbolic—
church and registered as Catholics,

STATELAKE'S POLICY.

programs of

born

:

Nothing

bills,

all

have made a tour of the world
Miss Gassman. They all speak four
languages, Miss Gassman carrying- ?r
tutor with her on her tour, and the a:
children were given an opportunity to
study French, German, Spanish 'and?"
'
English.
"Chub" Sullivan, husband of the prm-^
cipal, has personally supervised all her

$3,000.

While it was originally rumored Mr,
Berlin would become attached with
one of the several large, popular mug!-?.-:
cal publishing firms, he stated he had
no pending arrangements with any
firm-, although he was considering the
advisability of going into the muaic
publishing business independently. '-Vp

able to better adjust the
three houses.

all

MARIE CAHILL'S NEW ACT
at the Riverside, New
10,

..

York, Marie Cahill will display to
Broadway her newest vaudeville act.
Miss Cahill recently closed a starring
engagement _ at the Longacre, New
York. She will play a preliminary week

'

was also said about Broadway that
Berlin was contemplating a "return to
It

composer denied he
was considering any such action. .'V-^t;
vaudeville, hut the

or so before the Riverside date.

SAM T1SHMAN BACK.
A.

&

H.

INCREASING COST.
San Francisco, Feb.

The Ackerman

Chicago, Feb. 26.

-

Sam Tishman,

26.

&

Harris Circuit has
increase the cost of its

weekly vaudeville

Ao-

-

known

bills.

former booking manager for the Thielan Circuit, who ha*?,
been in the service 14 months, was ^ j
charged last week from Ft. On' *
Neb. During his absence in the t » tne Irving Tishman took his place. •iij ze
_ .Upon Sana's return he resumea!.^^.,
duties as booking manager, Irving goring into partnership with Beehhjr &
Jacobs,
...
mmj, _ _
,

26.

indoor.- circus ,,and r .caxni.val , wjlL
be held in the Arena here .week March
10, Sydney Wire promoting the affair

.,

•

week.

At the present time Miss Gassman,
working under the direction of the
B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange is,
assisted in her singing and dancing
specialty
by three "Picks," Mabel
Brown, Irene Gibbons and Bill Bailey.

March

Loew Circuit, severed partnership Mon-

celebrating the 20th year in that line

this

M&02&

NEW SETTING FOR

decided to

Bert Williams' Return Date.
Bert Williams, who may take a return trip in vaudeville -starting at the
That does not
Palace, New York.
mean Mr. Williams will leave the Ziegf eld management. When the comedian

CASE.

The continued absence of Arthur
Klein from the booking floor of the
Keith agency has lead to the report
further charges have piled up against
the former big time agent.
Klein was temporarily suspended
from the booking office's "floor" in
connection with a remark of misdirected meaning he is said to have

|

show for Albert

jected to being billed second.

Beck

it.

Josephine Gassman, professionally ';!
as Phina, one qf the first women.
in vaudeville to produce a so-called •-.?
"Pick" act, in which she is supported
by youngsters of the colored species,

known

York,

day morning continued until the opening of the matinee of that date.
The delay was caused through
Wright and Dietrich insisting upon a
thorough music rehearsal, necessitating a long wait by Rock and White for

Martin Beck left for Palm Beach last
Sunday, to remain id Florida for about
three weeks.

sider

20TH YEAR FOR "PICK ACT;'

$1,000.

San Francisco, Feb. 26.
Willie Ritchie, who fought Benny
Leonard four rounds here last week
and was newspaper credited with the
decision over the lightweight champion,
thinking of vaudeville, at $1,000
is
weekly.
It looks as though Pantages will con-

<'

Alec JL MearSi .formerly, with ,;.the.
Keith office unde'r J. J. Maloney, is now
connected with the office staff of the
....

Harry Weber agency.

:;

.

;.

'
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D'EVf'LLE
COLORED SUIT

OFFERS SOPHIE TUCKER $1,200
TO HEADLINE FOX PROGRAMS
'

Booking Proposition For Miss Tucker and Full Act, Playing
Two Shows Daily, Planned to Break Present Slump.
May Be Accepted If Salary Is Tilted to Meet
Business Depression
Artist's Terms.

moted the

The recently reported depression in
business at the William Fox vaude-

A

.

A

further concession

fices to prevent acts expecting to play
the Keith time, from appearing in Fox
Until then Fox
"-iall time theatres.
had been engaging big time acts at
small time salaries, with the Fox bills
consequently of considerable playing
merit, drawing business in proportion.
Without the big time turns the Fox
houses are reported to have booked
smalltime shows of lesser grade than
their competitors in various neighborhoods, with the competiting small
time theatres benefiting.

Chicago, Feb.

and Cleveland.
The announcement goes on to detail
(information concerning Marcus Loew
and Alexander Pantages, giving the
impression that since Walter Keefe,
who books Pantages in New York, will
also book the Miles houses, that the
| Miles-Small connection in the East will
troit

••

be joined to the Pantages Circuit in
to give Pantages an across
the country chain.
The statement mentions Miles intends to build in Montreal and Toronto. The final paragraph intimates
Pantages owns the other half of the
Small Circuit.
It was reported in Variety: last week
i|
from Montreal a rumor there said
Pantages was dickering with Small.
The present Miles theatres are the
"Miles and Grand, Cleveland, and Orypheum and Regent, Detroit, all playing vaudeville. The Grand, Cleveland,
r
*,i
booked by Coney Holmes, in Chiicago. The bookings for the others
.were practically taken .over by Keefe
from the Loew office this week.
;

:

'

:

.

MILES'

TORONTO HOUSE?

Toronto, Feb. 26.
>.
Tt has been announced a new theatre
'•.replace the Grand Theatre and
1 Hotel, with Alterations to corn-

ice around May E"
~iTR4:.xrew haiise-..^ i&- saM to^-kavesecured a Pantages booking connection. C. H. Miles was here the first of
the week, and is believed to have pro-.

real jack.
"I had the greatest little route ever
laid out till the 'flu' knocked it to
pieces, but I'm not worrin', for if we
don't go to London there's any num-

ber of shows we can jump into. I could
have been up in the Midnight Rollick
only they didn't have anything* for the
wife tb do. Got an offer last week to
go to Frisco—dandy money, too—but
we didn't want to bust up the little
flat

Thought

I'd

treal for

waii

till

my new

we

one.

strike

Mon-

...

Nawl
"Where you livin'?
We're across the street in a rooming
house. None of the good hotels would

'
.

Association Takes Over Two.

take the dog."

Chicago, Feb. 26.
The Empress, Halsted and 63d
streets, for a number of years a thorn
in the Association's
side, formerly
booked by Coney Holmes, of the Pantages office, has been taken over by
the Association, and will be booked by
Charlie Freeman.
The Association has also acquired
the Rialto in St. Louis.

English Agent Arrives.
Reeves
Horace Reeves, of F. &
Lamport, theatrical and variety
of London, arrived in New
York Monday on the Olympic

85-15

IN

TWO

CAMPS.

San Francisco, Feb. 26.
Attractions playing Camps Kearney
and Lewis, the two widely separated
coast cantonments, have been granted
larger percentages, now getting 85 per
cent, of the gross.
The increase from the usual split
(70-30) in the past was made because
of the small number of men in the
camps at present. Both camps are playing musical comedy stocks, generally
in on a four-week booking.

H

&

altogether.

"That was some ad 'you had in last
week. We're gettin' one read^ to
spring when we play the town houses
next month. Who's your agent now?
Yeh? » We thought about him at one
time. Had him up to the 125th Street
to see the act, but he just missed it, and
then we left town the next day.
"Whatcha got—a special drop? 'We
were goin* to get a curtain for the Red
Cross number. I think it would be
foolish now though.. They're sick of
the war stuff. . . . Thafs a peach of
a coat you got on. Mink lined, ain't
This one of mine is on the blink.
it?

Cleveland Site Picked. .
J. J. Murdock, general manager of
the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange,
week for a trip through the
middle-west, during which he will visit
Cleveland, Toledo and Dayton.
While it was not announced for publication, it is said the site for the new
Keith Cleveland theatre has been selected and was picked by A. Paul Keith
before his death.
Iris possible Mr. Murdock's trip to
Cleveland is in connection with that
affair. He is expected to return before

~ the West

agents,

He

_

will

remain here for

five

or six

weeks

in search of suitable vaudeville
talent for the important English music

hall circuits.

N. V. A. Clubhouse Delay.

The delays in connection with the
new clubhouse of the National Vaudeville- Artists "ofr West 46ttf street "will
prevent the formal opening of it, according to report, until Decoration
Day.

;&&\j&&j£&

York

,

Musical Stock on Staten Island.
Negotiations were practically consummated Wednesday for the Liberty,
Staten Island, N. Y., to become the
permanent home of musical stock, Dr.
Harry A. March planning to install a
company there March 24 or 31.

Weed

Evangeline

Loses' Manager.

Leonard "C. Victor has severed connections with the Evangeline Weed of
fiees_as its general booking manager.

-'

J;'"

!:>:

f\

..'

offices.

The South African Trust has opened
a circuit in India, and it is expected
that before long they will either 'invade Australia or make some sort of
a booking alliance.
As at present organized the "Trust"
now books acts over the Moss Circuit
in England, thence for a tour of South
Africa and India, and with an Australian -connection they would be enabled
to offer turns a two years' contract for
steady employment, barring time lost
in travel
Marie Tempest, now playing in India
with her repertory of plays, and Laura
Guerite are scheduled to open in Bombay the current week.

iv.'-;

SULLY THE PUG.

'The wife is glad we're on early
though 'cause her new costumes won't
be^ ready till next week.
We were
originally supposed to go to the Palace,
but Max wants us to wait till the best
European men are in town. Thinks
we'd be a riot in London. We'd been
there bow if I'd taken the money they
offered, but I'm holding out for the

26.

:

.:i

London, where his concern has booked
a number of acts with Moss Empires,
with whom the South African Trust
has effected a booking alliance. A,
George Smith, just arrived from South
Africa, will take charge of the New

off.

left this

Monday.

MONOLOGS.
Shaw.

We

Partners."
He has leased the Playhouse, and the
revue moves in there this week for an
indefinite stay. Morrisey declares that
other of his productions may follow
the revue at this house.

'

Billie

Alibi Guy:
"Well, well I So
you're toppin* the bill this week. Good
for you!
were shoved in here at
the last minute or we'd had one of the
feature spots. Y'see we couldn't make
it from Dayton to Baltimore, so Max
put us here rather than have us lay

Will Morrisey refused to let his Chicago run of the "Overseas Revue"
terminate because the Princess Theatre
had to make room for "Sleeping

out in
C. H.

MORNING

By Miss
The

MOVES "OVERSEAS REVUE"

.Miles had joined with A. J. Small, of
-Canada, to book together. Miles states

-

MONDAY

New York Monday.

Mr. Hodkins denied that he had
arranged to remove his bookings to
Loew Circuit, but would
make no further, positive statement regarding the possibilities. He intimated
that the theatres he now books would
not move over without his sanction
and himself.
There will be a meeting of the Southwestern Managers' Vaudeville Association March 18, when something may
devetop. It is understood Mr. Hodkins
suggested to the southern managers
they look over some ctf the Loew bills
and compare them with what they have
been receiving from Pantages before
reaching any final decision.

Miles in with small

§

theatres.

the Marcus

pending.

he has secured one-half interest in the
Small theatres at Toronto, Kingston,
St Thomas, Peterborough, St. Catherines and Brentford, Canada., All are
small Canadian towns excepting Toronto.
Vaudeville will be played in
these theatres, it is stated, in conjunction with the Miles theatres' at De-

reached

cuit,

was made by

An announcement was given
New York last Saturday that
r

of

HODKINS IN TOWN.

Patronage at the Fox theatres is said
to have fallen off following the aggressive steps taken by the Keith of.

Logan & Son,

Charles E. Hodkins, of Chicago, who
books theatres in Texas and Oklahoma
in conjunction with the Pantages Cir-

.

still

deal.

Rochester, are the architects.

Fox that the act should play but two
Serformances daily, as against the
ouse policy of three or four, with the
Tucker act to remain at a Fox house
for a full week.
^Hji*- Tucker is reported to have
asked for a larger salary with negotiations

.

New York may

account for the offer lately made by that
circuit to Sophie Tucker for $1,200
weekly for the Tucker act, herself and
musicians, to 'appear on the Fox time,
openirfg at the Audubon.
in

INDIA CIRCUIT.

E. Wineburg, who has been acting
general manager in New York for the
South African Trust, Ltd., will not sail
He
for South Africa' as announced.
leaves March 6 on the Aquitania for

26.

orchestra seat
decision will be
given late this week.
The defense is that every ticket
bears on the reverse side a notice to
the effect that the management reserves the right to refuse admittance
to any person. The practice of refusing admittance to negro patrons has
not been followed in Montreal, and it /
is not unusual to see colored patrons
seated in the orchestras of the various

Laid to Keith Action.

ville theatres

NEW

IN CANADA.

Montreal, Feb.

damages was brought
against the Marcus Loew interests in
this city, due to the refusal of the manigement of Loew's Theatre on St. Catherine street to admit a negro to the
orchestra after he had been sold an
Suit tor $500

-

.

,
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i
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Sully

the

barb

started biting the

on the Broadway trolley line
Monday. He had chewed up half the
block between 43rd and 44th street
rails-

*

before Leo, Sully's

first

assistant chief

shoe shiner, wigwagged word across
Times Square another customer had
dropped into Sully's Putnam building
shop.

They had to pull Sully away from the
and had to plead with him not to

rails

bite holes in the razors. Sully's tough
spree started late last week when one
of his annoyers in the Palace building

shop Sully also operates worked on
Sully's nerves. Sully bore the taunting
load with passiveness until his tormentor swung upon Sully's face with
a red hot towel right from the steamer.
Sully surprised the bunch around
with the pep still in the white haired
father of 14, all boys but one. Sully
also saved the janitor a job, and when
they carried the trouble maker out of
Sully's shop, Sully issued a challenge
to the world, v at catch weights for age.
Wednesday' morning' Sully forgave
everyone.
He heard his son in the
A. E. F. had returned and was at Newport News. In his joy Sully sent the
boy the Tuesday's gross in both shops.

—

"
I

-Si
'!:'

ZEILA NEVADA.
On the front cover this week appears
likenesses of Zella Navada, whose Chicago return to vaudeville last week
attracted the enthusiastic attention of
the critics.
One of the newspaper men referred
to Miss Nevada as "the singing Leslie
Carter." He said: "Her personality is
as" flaming and as vital as her hair; her
voice is as gorgeous and thrilling as
her eerie gowns. She is the impressionist of the varieties; a vaudeville
futurist, who has woven a spell of
entertainment with strange colors and
Bolshevist technique. Her delivery is
She rivals
brisk and bewildering.
Tanguay in audacity, Surratt in
sinuous stride and La Rue in coldness.
Zella Nevada is a treat, a shock and
a revelation."
In' her return to the varieties Miss
Nevada has spared no pains nor exSense to equip her act with the best

,

-

-

The remarkable
gowns worn by Miss Nevada were conackground

available.

structed from her own designs and
color schemes by the Lester Shop. One
of these gowns— a, beautiful beaded
creation— was pronounced to be the

most gorgeous ever seen in Chicago.
Miss Nevada uses a special drop and
special material. -She has spent weeks
in the perfection of her material and
the work of investing her offering
with the atmosphere fittting to the
quality of her act.
in

^-.'fxiitsiim
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TAX EXPERTS OF

:

TO ARTISTS FILING INCOMES
'

Works Both Ways.

:

IN AND OUT.
Howard and Ross out of Tower's,
Camden, N. J., first half through illness.
Arnold and Taylor could not open
at the Hip, Baltimore, first half due to
illness. Scott and Christie filled in.
Lyons and Yosco did not open at
Ryan
Keith's, Washington, Monday.
and Joyce replaced them.
Frankie James could not open Monday at the Greeley Square, New York,
through baggage delay.

BIG HELP

•

Benefit

Theatrical Placement of Deputy

Collectors to Give Profession Advice Proves of Inestimable

'•'•

••
-

Continual Stream of Stage Folks Seeking
Revenue Information On Income Requirements.

Value.

The sudden
necessitated
substituting

Brooklyn,

The

of

policy

placing deputy col-

lectors of internal revenue in theatrical

an advisory capacity for
members of the profession in regard
to all matters dealing with the income
tax has, according to Augustus Barnes,
special deputy collector, proven to be
a move of value. Referring to the profession in general regarding the returns being made Mr. Barnes Stated
"No people are as patriotic as the memin

offices

-

bers'

of

the

theatrical

profession,

justice,"

said.

owning homes

ing

—_—

•

MARRIAGES.
Johnny Herman to Rose

efforts.

(Herman and

Clifton),

Clifton
at Aberdeen,

S. D., Feb. 14.

Production Engagements.
Norie Sisters with the new May Irwin show.

'

INVESTIGATION.

REPORT

-

Eva

and

Shirley

Williams

Metropolitan,

.

.•'.-.'.

,

.

day matinee on.i
The Canadian law necessitating every
Chinaman to be .bonded before entering Canada, "World In Harmony,"
scheduled to appear at Loew's Montreal .Monday, had to give way to
Crank, Barton and Sperling.
"The World in Harmony," to have
played at Loew's, Montreal, was unable
to open Monday, having been held up
at the Canadian borfler Feb. 24. The
management was forced to wire New
York for another act, which arrived a
**''.
day later.
„
Due to the illness of Bernice Golden
(Keanfe and Golden) the act could not
Hippodrome,
the
at
week
finish last
Youngstown. Joseph Barnard and Co.
substituted and continued this week
at Keith's, Dayton. Miss Golden is *t
,

a Youngstown hospital.

|

BIRTHS.

of the daily hearings before the
Federal Trade Commission in New
York City in the matter of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective
<

LIEUT.

.

pectsto be discharged from the Army
within a short time. Asked how his
leg had been injured, Bill said he saw
a shell coming and was kind of slow
getting out of its way. Half of his right
eyebrow is missing and he explained
that by saying that luck must have;been with him as he knew nothing oi
it
until feeling a dampness on his

home in Salt Lake City, Feb.
son (Jack Ancyn McNulty).

The

report will be published
weekly in part until the full
record will have been printed.

IS

:;

.

.

German

collectors.

quired why the raid had been made
;> 'j
without orders,
,
The sergeant replied: "Well, you
know. Lieutenant, this morning Jbjfcpi
got hit and we knew it came from up v
~"
there (top of a hill) so we made up
our minds just to go over, and- '&**?&
.

who

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ross, at the
Duran Sanitarium, New York, Feb. 18,
son. Mrs. Ross was with "Rock-a-Bye,

"We warn no more than
we want that, and we

due

f

i

71st Regt., N. G., with the 105th Inf.
of the 27th Division. Later, b<§ was,
transferred. Capt. Kay HodgdonywltH
the- 105th,

may be back

by March

10.

in

reported in
from the other side

>' ':

;

New York
hi*s"imSSm

His regiment

Army Orders
March

as sailing 'tM§
2.

Injhe %i

same regiment is Lieut. Harold Kemp, ,y
from vaudeville. Capt. Hodgdpttv

also

was

slightly injured in action, but

recovered.

"V-

.

has

'4}k$$mk

NEW ACTS.
:/: ^';'^
Jolly Maye Hunt, single*
Howard Langfbrd in "The Hat Shop^#
'•-•-.•--H£i--#™
(Sam Baerwitz).
Miller and King, comedy J act ; ;firt^f|

MM

'•'•
.'.> ';."'
time on stage..
"Good Night Teacher" with 3 people^
by Arthur Jackson. Staged by Jufiiinpf
X

'-

:

Alfred.

,

'•

i^r^M

Alfred Morvill, formerly in "Self Defense," in a farce comedy entitled "Qs-jy
culation," with one woman.
I,
Billy Sully (Sully Family), new act; ge

with Genevieve Houghton (last ««a- ^
son with Johnny Ford). '•.'•
.
k:
3
Edith Sterling and her Two JTUfl:
Tasses (picks) (San Francisco),'
HsuSe.
Green
and
The Harry C.
Moran act, credited last week to Joe
Laurie as the author, is re-credited by 7
,
Mr. Laurie to Mr. Green.
..^
Shelton Brooks and Horace George, -,
the latter fclaiming to be the "chant< i
Eion jazz cornetist of the world.",
rooks Is a song writer (Arthur 1^;
Horwitz).
IQ'Xl
"East Is East and West Is West t" thevehicle which Hawy C# Green, uidi*e£ ,,
a
m
elaborated
be
as a two-act, is to
'

.

.

'

Fbt anyone who keeps ported op Jhe vlffip.pHsnt .dolnw In vi
formerly of Doolcy antl Nelson, and Ms brother, JED DOOLEY, of Jed and

LL DOOLEY.

,

._;

:

him. He wrote .the
which he and Hazel

us,

intend to

''.;, ''-•'-'.'

'••';•'•''

:

NO EXCUSE

morning papers please copy,

1

i

m

•

.

is

got ihii€~S»jm%

we brought them

:

'.'•;':

Baby."
'Mr.^and Mrs. La Salle (Kramer and
La Salle), at their home in Chicago, a

fession.

but

When we

Lieut. Wdolfenden sent in a fecom- ;
mendation for the Distinguished Serv- P
ice Medal for the sergeant and his
.."''
octet.
'•..V;''.^f
Lieut. Woolfenden enlisted from the j/

money ~

!

it.

\ in.".

collector formerly in the Keith office
is
now looking after agents. Mr.
Rosenbloom has been placed in charge
of an office in the N. V. A. A. Burke
is at the Friars and Mr. Ditch at the
Mintch
Lambs. Florence Silver and
are located at the Shubert theatre
Cadwalader Woodville is
building.
located at Variety's New York office.
Visits by the General Collector are
being made to the cabarets, theatres
and all places of amusement, where the
artists are urged to get in their papers.

•

did

found these guns so

13,

The

Mr. Barnes wants it understood no
paid out for services
,t» be
rendered by the deputy collectors, who
iiri placed solely in""aft" advisory
capacity iu< me benefit of the pro-

complement
;

A

'

prisoners, the full

of a regimental headquarters they had
raided. Among the prisoners were a
lieutenant colonel, major and several
captains.
The sergeant reported "thc:f:#|
capture and Lieut. Woolfenden in?§p?|

C

and on deputy

j

')

September 15 and December 15—

offices

i

1|

j

one-quarter of the total tax at each
payment.
John D. Murphy, the chief of internal
Roper have
revenue, and Dan
ordered that the profession as a whole
be given every consideration and that
special attention be paid to them.
Several changes have been made in

.

_

•

—

15,

v

,

cheek. Placing his hand on his face
•"
he found blood and investigating dis-covered he was wearing a split eyer-'Vl
brow, with a hole in his tin cap through
which' a bullet had apparently been
shot at him by a German aviator.
;i
Woolfenden's company saw 64 days
of action at the front, with reliefs,
though remaining at the front at one Up
time for 26 days continuously. The lieutenant told of a sergeant from his
company with a squad of eight men
who returned to the camp with 127

son.

THERE

.;

>

Mr. and Mrs. Ancyn T. McNulty, at
their

Association and others appears on
pages 28 to 32 of this issue.

WOOLFENDEN SAW ACTION

Lieut. Bill Woolfenden, 30th Inf., 34
Division of regulars, saw some action
in France as might be judged by an inspection of the lieutenant's physical
condition. He reached New York Sunday and Monday had an interested audience in Dan Hennessy's office of the
Keith agency while Bill told something
about everybody he could think of ex- £a
cepting himself.
The lieutenant walked with a limp,
leaning somewhat heavily upon a cane
\
he had taken* from a Germair field officer.
He is at present stationed, at
St". Mary's Hospital, Hoboken. but ex-;^;
:'

The continued verbatim report

A

•

of

the

a Frank Fay had to withdraw from
{he Palace, New York, bill Tuesday
through a bad cold. Jimmy Hussey
and Co. substituted.
In Chicago Eddie Leonard left the
Majestic bill after' Monday night
through illness. Una Abarbanell replaced the Leonard turn from Wednes-

on of business.

r

at

first half.

spot.

who

home individually but
through bookings and engagements are
forced to travel and cannot occupy it
but must pay for rooms en rqute cannot receive allowance for deduction of
that room expense when filing their
income tax returns.
The tax law this year states that living expenses are not allowable deductions although incurred in the carry-

:

"That the tax developments among
the profession will prove enormous is
another opinion expressed. Up to date,
in the past five days, a rough average
of 200 professionals a day have filed
their papers in the various offices
designated for the purpose."
The Government is not passing up
anything in. an endeavor to cover theatrical ground thoroughly, and is not
hesitating to use the theatres in its
efforts to remind the public in general
of the income tax.. Picture theatres
are now flashing slides on their screens
four times a day with the caption
fea"Your income tax is now due."
ture of the returns is that the female
thespian is a good deal more careful
and thrifty than the male. Mr. Barnes,
who is visiting the various theatres
—from time to time, states that 90 per
cent, of the chorus girls keep books
and can tell to a fraction what they
spend and what they have earned.
Names to the number of 29,000 are
listed in the profession; not all, however, amenable to the income tax. It
is urged by the authorities that all
papers must be filed by March 15. Failing in this the delinquents will be fined
25 per cent of their incomes as a
penalty. It is also pointed out that
.where the total sum due in taxes is
under $20 it would be much better to
pay this in a lump and thus close the
matter for the year. This is. however, optional, and the tax can be paid
in four installments March 15, June

he

Professionals
maintain that

illness

Watkins

Harry Hayward, out of Keith's, Jersey City, last half last week due to illness, Gillen Carlton Co. substituted.

see that every taxable member of the
theatrical profession gets complete

whether that patriotism applies to the
voluntary contributions of money or
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AND OUT OF THE SERVICE

IN

Lawrence

Lieut.

Schwab,

(Bryan and Broderick)
underwent an operation at the Mulderig Sanitarium Monday.
Alex Taylor (Taylor Trio) is confined
to his home at Irvington, N. J., with
pneumonia.
Jack L. Dickler (Dickler and Ostrow)
has recovered from a severe attack
of the "flu" and pneumonia.
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin (Calvin and Thornton) at their

with the 85th Division, A. E. F., at
Archangel, Russia.
Taylor Graves, formerly with "Very
Good, Eddie," discharged from the

1

Army

;>

Kahn

(Harry Wagner,
Wagner and Whiting), A. E. F,, has returned from France now at the base

'>'.;,.

;

hospital,

i

Camp

Merritt, N.

J.

Corp. Robert W. Bentley, discharged
from the Army, and engaged by Richard Bennett and H. H. Frazee for new
production.

1

Jack Hayden, of the "Bowery Burlesquers," has been discharged from
the Navy at San Francisco. He will
return to New York in the near future.
William Sullivan, son of Sully the
Barber, who has been overseas with
the 39th Division, Coast Artillery,
landed at Newport News Feb. 24. He
expects to be mustered out soon.
Prv. Charles A. Marischal, formerly
in vaudeville and the legitimate, arrived
from France, ill with pulmonary

F

•

ax*;

trouble, at Hampton Roads, Va., 10
days ago.
He was transferred for
treatment to General Hospital No. 19,
at Azalia, N. C, and is anxious to hear
from friends.
Harvey Allen Ball (Ball and Sin-

m

who was taken from the Hip
show at Spokane some two
months ago, charged with being a
evader,
and brought to Fort
draft
Wright, was released this week after
his case had been investigated by the
and given
credentials
authorities
which completely exonerated him from
It was shown he had
-^he charge.
registered at Dunning, N. M. When
released he was penniless and a collection was taken up by Ed. Barnes
clair),

m
—

f*r^

Loew

expected to return next Monday to the Keith office
and resume charge of his routing books
there.

Esther Carr, assistant financial manager of the Hippodrome, has been seriously ill with influenza, but is reported

has
Godding.
ait

the offices of the I. A. T. S. E. for the
immediate release from the army of
William McKinnon, now with the 367th

Haase
Billie

i

business.

His address
ell,

is

605

Sun

Mass.

Building, LowFrank Orth-

A. Levnsi,

Mabel

t

(Such an incident as related by Mr.
Lewis did occur at the Palace Monday night. Another version of it says
that Mr. White, later, mentioned to
the audience he had intended no reflection upon Mr. Seabury. This version states indefinitely whether Mr.
White said he had never heard of Seabury or had never seen him. Seabury
and Shaw are one of the best known
production dancing acts in vaudeville).
Fall River, Feb. 25.

Editor Vabibtk:
While playing. Lowell, I met Howard
Prevost, late of Rice and Preyost, who
has been out of show business for
some time owing to his health, and
has had quite a hard time, although
he will not accept any help for he is
trying to earn his own living. He was
working in a mill for a while, but bow
he is in the insurance business.
I am writing this hoping you will
insert a notice in VAHiorr^ so Howard
Prevost's friends will know what he is
doing, and I can assure them that they
would be doing a lot of good if they
will buy some insurance from him, no
matter how small or large the amount
might be, for any one who knows this
boy remembers that he has always
been a likeable fellow, and left a very

Ogden, Feb. 17.
Editor Varieti;:
In last week's Varietf" I notice Polly
Moran at the Majestic, Chicago, billing herself as "The Female Charlie
Chaplin." I do not believe Miss Moran
knows my billing for several years
has been "The Female Charlie Chaplin" and "Charlie Chaplin in Petticoats*"
I wish to state that my impersonation of Mr. Chaplin is being done sri£h

his

..

personal permission.

I admire Miss Moran 's work very
much and know she is unaware of
having used any but original billing.
Arria Hathaway.
,

i

(McShane and Hathaway.)

«

"EVERYSAIL0R" BOOKED.
"Everysailor," the allegorical travesty selected to entertain President
Wilson aboard the U. S. S. "George
Washington" while on his way to
America from Brest, France*, has been
accepted for vaudeville by the B. F
%
Keith Vaudeville Exchange and may
headline a Palace, New York, program
within a few weeks.
The piece was staged by Phil Dun-,
ning, Boatswain's Mate of Pelham, who
was selected to supervise the President's entertainment on his recent trip.
Dunning returned to New York this
week and will probably be transferred
from the "George Washington" to Pel-

V
:

1

ham's Training Camp.

While

New York

in

he negotiated

for the booking of the skit, it having
received considerable publicity in the
daily papers, and the Keith people,
realizing this, considered it a possible
drawing card.
It is said a cast of professionals will
be engaged for the piece, to include
Hiram Brazil, known in naval circles
as "Joe Jackson," Brazil having been
in Pelham under the official direction
of Dunning.

THE GRANDPRE PLAYERS
(307th Infantry)

patients

(Haase and McGuire), Mrs.
B. Vollmer (Princess Violet),

Newman ("From Quaker Town

_j

Dupont
Florence
Broadway"),
(Bowery Burlesquers) and Ruth Dwyer

to

The entertainers at the Knights of
Columbus hut at Montreal, Canada,
Feb! 20 were Miss Juliette, Montgomery and Allen, Juliette Dika, Andy
Rice, W. Ebs, Bobbe and Nelson, Frank
Markley and Harry Lyden from the
Princess and St. Denis theatres.

("Fiddlers Three").

Chariot Travelling.

Andre Chariot, the London manager

now

New

in
from his

York, has received a cable
office, informing him

home

the recent slump in the business at
home has taken a turn for the better
and that the receipts for his four attractions playing there at present are

£ The entertainers at the Y. M. C. A. hut,
/TS»intreal, Canada, Feb. 22 were Rose-

V mond and Dorothy and W. Ebs from
J. the Princess and Pollard, and Joe Darcey from Loew's.

now

nearly normal.
Mr. Chariot leaves this week for a
Chicago, Boston and Philadel-

'''

trip to

:
.

ILL

Ruth

AND

Edell

is

INJURED.
recuperating

phia, for a look at the legitimate attractions now playing in those cities.

from

He

has contracted for nothing thus
London, but says from the shows
he has seen, the legitimate shows now
playing here are far superior to our
musical productions.

tonsilitis.

Irving Wcingart, of the Loew Office,
is ill with influenza at his home.
.'''.
Lee Parvin, ahead of "Odds and
is ill in Chicago with influenza.
Ends,"
{
Olgo ^Brirton convalescing at Lloyd's

far in

•

.;

••:'

VARJHTY.

:

Thomas

:

must be signed

exclusively to

are at the
American Theatrical Hospital Charles

SERVICE SHOWS.

.:

by

15

taste in slight-

Broadway.

Rochester, N. Y.

York Hospital.
The following

civilian station.

i

100

zard's absence.
Tommy Kane, of the Independent
Poster Co., who was severely injured
in an auto accident and suffered a
double fracture of his knee-cap, has
taken a turn for the worse, with an
operation to be performed as soon as
He is in the New
his fever abates.

pealed to the Secretary of War but
also cabled Samuel Gompers, president
of the American Federation of Labor,
now abroad, to use his personal influence in having Mack restored to his

^

Mr. White shows poor

Jack Hazzard, with "The Girl Behind
the Gun," was out of the performance
at Cincinnati this week through illness of his mother in New York. J.
Lowe Murphy took the role in Haz-

ident Charles Shay's private secretary

'..-'-.

assumed

been

Mr. White must be almost

years the senior of Seabury, as I have
seen the former many years ago. As
an older member of their profession
ing a rival.

Misericordia Hospital, New York, and
will return to his office in about two
weeks.
Rae Selwyn, in "The Crowded Hour,"
at the Selwyn, is out of the show
owing to an attack of pneumonia. Her
I

of writer

good name when he stepped out of our

25.

the

automobile, has improved sufficiently
enable him to perform without

and personal representative and also
edited the Official Trade Journal and
his services are needed at the Alliance.
Prominent labor leaders not only ap-

VJt,

•

Sargent and Lewis were out of the
bill at Pantages, Oakland, last week,
due to Lewis having tonsilitis. Mervyn

further pain.

'Aero Squadron, and on .special duty
at the Peace Conference in France.
''McK" for several years acted as Pres-

''•'.

to me.

recovering.

at

Name

'

is

Levy substituted.
Harry Rapf is recovering

York, Feb.

«Editor VARiBTr.:
I witnessed the evening performance
Monday and an incident
impressed me as unpleasant.
George White, a dancer, invited
members of the audience to call
names of competitors and a gentleman called for William Seabury, of
Seabury and Shaw. Mr. White de-,
clared Seabury was unknown to him.
Seabury and Shaw are young people
whose career I have followed with
pleasure, altho personally unknown

Circuit.

Lawrence Goldie

will not be printed.

at the Palace

with influenza.
Earl Taylor and Ethel Arnold are
both confined with influenza, necessitating the cancellation of time on the
I.,

to

ill.

~*"~

m

New

H

There appears to be little hope around

:

Anonymous communications

and will be held in confidence. If desired.
Letters to be published In this column must be written
Duplicated letters will not be printed.

Mile, Celma (Celma Circus), while
•playing Salt Lake City Feb. 14, fell on
the stage and dislocated her ankle.
She is being attended bv Dr. T.
*Yheeler.
Kajiyama's right wrist, sprained
about a month ago while cranking his

order to procure sufficient funds to
send him to San Diego, Cal., where his
is

'

in Freeport, L.

pital in

in

•wife
'"

home

Frank McGowan, formerly associated
with Harry Pincus and recently discharged from the 'Army, is seriously
ill
with double pneumonia at a hos-

road

Confine letter* to 150 words and write on one tide of paper only.

.

Jan. 29.

Harry W.

FORUM

ARTISTS'

Tom Bryan

released

from the Navy, now in New York.
frank J. Corbett, formerly Corbett,
Shepard and Donovan, promoted to
quartermaster, U. S. S. Lake Winooski.
joe Whiting (Wagner and Whiting),

eral

weeks

Two houses have been added to the
Pantages Circuit, at Regina and Saska-

illness.

-'

toon, Can. The acquisitions fall in the
route between Winnipeg and Edmonton, abolishing the former big jump.

H. Cooper Cliffe, of "The Invisible
Foe," is ill and out. of the cast. His
part is being played by Robert Stevens.

Stationed at La Forte, France, and giving regimental performances.
Back Row (Left to Right)—11, Frank Carswcll; 10, Bert Baiter; 9, Harry Kclfert;

Front Row (Left to Right)—12, Frank Bccht; 5, Clinton Russell;
McDermott; 6. Elmer Nuenzow; 7, J. V. Mullin.
Extreme Left—3, Max £ohen. Extreme Right—4, Harry Hepner.
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AMONG THE WOMEN

COMPLAINTS

BjTATSY SMITH.
In a letter to Henry Chesterfield,, of
the N. V. A., Bert Lamont details a
complaint against Bob Martini over
the cancellation of an act called "The
Club Revue," which Martini played in

.

a show at Camp Mills recently and was
dismissed after two days. Lamont maintains he booked the. act with Martini
for four days at $200; that $100 is still
owed, and that there was no cancellation clause in the contract. Lamont
offered to settle the claim for $25, but
now demands the full amount In.
answer to the charge that he was
making a collection agency out of the
N. V. A. Lamont says he will willingly
take the matter to court if the N. V. A.
be'ieves the charge is just
Warren and Wade, members of the
organization, were on a program at the
Atlas Theatre, Cheyenne, Wyo., for the
nights of April 16-17, 1918. The act
played but one night, the management
booking in a musical attraction for the
The acts were requested to
other.
make an arrangement with the booking office (Ackerman & Harris, San
Francisco) for the other night, and,
with the exception of the complainants,
acts were paid.
The latter filed
claims, and after investigation it was
all

--

found the house had changed hands,
and the organization was powerless in
so far as a collection was concerned.
It was suggested by the investigating
committee that notice be given all
members to file claims immediately and
not wait until their return to New
York so that in cases such as the above
the officials could take prompt, action.
Wilfred Robert, whose professional
name is now Caesar and "I," doing a
dog act, has entered a claim against
Allen and Taxi, man and dog act,
claiming an infringement on his material.
The joint complaint bureau,
composed of committees from the N. V.
A. and the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association,

and Brown

catalog.
Payton-Lcmonlor catalog
has also been acquired by tbe same Ann.

The late Max D. Joesephson, attorney, was
the counsel for Waterooh, Berlin & Snyder, T.
B. Harms, J. H. Remlck & Co., and a number
of the lesser lights.

Jack Smith, a free-lance song writer, has
joined the professional staff of Shapiro-Bernstein.
Leo Zabler la now also connected with
tbe S-B bouse.
Charles W. HUlman returned last week with
the 368th Infantry, having won the Distinguished Service Cross and the Croix de Guerre.
Mr. HUlman expects to rejoin Pace & Handy

when mustered

In this column last week Henry Bf Stern
was mentioned as president of the Stern music
house. This wis an error. Tbe firm Is. owned
and controlled by Mr. Stern and Edward B.
Marks.

atres.

F. E. Belcher, vice-president and secretary of
the Remlck Co., left for the Coast this week to
open up a number of new music stores, known
as the Remtck Song Shops. Mr. Belcher will
establish them in Los Angeles, San Francisco
and Portland.

placed a new number,
and Roll," with Pace and
Handy. Mr. Bernard has recently signed a
contract with the Edison and Emerson phonograph people to sing their "blues" songs tor
Al.

In a recent advertisement of the Jerome H.

Remlck

professional

Irving Cortland Banders has placed two hew
high class numbers with Joe Morris. -Arthur
Lamb wrote tbe lyrics.

Howard Rogers,
Navy».-fcaa

recently discharged from the
pertnerablp

formed* eong -writing

with Harry Aket.

Harry Ruby

&
It

Snyder.

found

its

Is not to leave Waterson. Berlin
Mr. Ruby started some kidding and
way into print

Pace & Handy have taken over the Payton

short velvet jacket of French blue:
had a faille skirt resplendent in silver
lace ruffle, and baby ribbon velvet.
Watteau hat, black lace mits, and
lace and chiffon pantaloons were'ac- .
cessories.
This, and a burnt orange
georgette worn at the finale, were. the
best, costume display of the little
dancer. An accordian plaited lemon
outfit was bulky about the body, and
not smart enough for her Betting, and

A

bow may

•

Mable McCane's good fortune is having Grant and Wing in her act. Miss
McCane's white silk coat-dress, with
natural looking r embroidered roses,
dotted with iridescents, and a leghorn
hat with lace draped brim and long'
black ribbon streamers was worn at
opening. A black net and mousseline
soie handsomely embroidered in
and brilliants had' cut. jet strands
of beads draped from shoulder to
wrist, on one arm, and a fitted jet

him under

On the strength of tbe success of "Mickey"
as a popular song, which la being exploited
In connection wltb the film feature of the
same name, another music publishing firm
Is about to publish a number to be entitled
The "Mickey"
"The Heart of Humanity."
song has sold nearly as many records as
"Poor Butterfly," which holds the prize tor
mechanical sales.

a

Eugene West, the song writer, has been advised by his wife, Katherlne Henry, In Lop

.

Angeles, now with the Blue Bird Co. (pictures),
that she has Instituted suit for separation
against htm, charging desertion and naming a
local musical comedy star as corespondent.
West has not seen his wife for about Ave
years. Tbey have been married for 12 years
and had one child, now dead. West has filed
no answer to date, his attorney having received no formal legal complaint.
.

Condemn

Advertising.

There was a' rather general condemnation of the advertising used at the
Broadway Theatre last week for the
exploitation there of two Chaplins.
The lines that were employed was
"His First and Last," which, while
literally true, because the house showed
"The Pest," the first of the Chaplins,
and "Shoulder Arms," the last Chaplin, there was a trend to mislead into
believing the productions shown were
new.
For the 'advertising of the Chaplin
reissue this- week, xt ..the- Rialto- thedaily papers are carrying an announcement it Kan old production, but that
good sto r y is worth retelling, the
same theory is being applied to picas a

tures.

and

green

a

silver

brocade

kimona

dress was fresh and becoming without
registering any style. It's a pity thf.^;
illusion
of
the opening of
"two

—

->;'

room"—cannot

be kept up longer,. tKaji/v;
story, instead of..
going right into a full stage, ordinary ;
singing and dancing finish.
>;

making more of a

.

de

A

—

—

sistance of this combination worthy
georgette and gold
of a better song.
dress, a blending of primrose, yellow
and orange sparkling with iridescents,

A

had an amber bead back arrangement,
Miss McCane must have borrowed
from Florence Reed, in "The Road to
Destiny." A peck of cherries trimmed
a gray lace and cherry velvet combination that had nothing whatsoever to
recommend it. The little dancer in the
act looked best in a scarlet and blue
chiffon and a golden brown georgette
enhanced with gold lace and a gold
cloth baby waist outlined with black
spangles. She should change her shoes
and hose for the castor closing cosSisters followed, evincthat elusive "personality" and displaying the pretty raiments.
Miss Nordstrom might add a further

of

realism

to

Liar,»

edged with lace, and in an embroidered
slip on georgette blouse in two tones,
In western riding breeches, etc., she is
"all girl."

It

The Duncan

ing

touch

•.."*

-

f

featuring Wil^i
a "make-believe" wild'
west story. The girl (Betty Compson)
comes to the West full of anticipation
of adventure; so, in order not to disappoint, her uncle and his pals "cooked!
up" some excitement for her. Mr. Des?v
niond as
Montmorency somebody,
agrees to pose as the horse thief, Steve
Logan, supposed to be at large, but
who really is safe in the county jail.:
Living up to the role sets the titleV
"Prodigal Liar." Miss Compson, without any posy artifices, makes the girl
an every-day type. She looks prettyin an organdie frock with ruffles on
bottom of skirt, short sleeves, and neck

"The Prodigal
Ham Desmond, is
•

hat so ensleeve on the other.
crusted with semi-precious it looked
like a sunburst—was the piece de re-

"Memory

her

Book" by winding the old clock on
the mantle as she passes

of their material. An effort is being
made to locate the latter team.

Joined the

bit

their wing, and developing
the latent talent la him, they disco ve-ed "him
to be a composer.
The boys now announce
that they are about to publish Friend's first
popular song, called "Hindu Lady."

taking

Green and Pugh claim that Harrington and Mills (colored) are using some

Joe Morris Music Co.

Variety, the note of a

While travelling through the West on their
vaudeville tour, Gilbert and Friedland ran
across a Los Angeles boy, Cliff Friend. After

decision.

Brown bas

in

.

A

A

novel innovation in the
create adverse critTouching her head and chest
icism.
with her finger as if in humle thankfulness, for applause received, might
appear sacrilegious from over the
of a

is still an entire^
predominating color.

there

set with blue the

in

red rose.

way

Then

the eye.

and see her. Madam's. queenly
robe was of metallic brocade, jet train
as long as herself. There was a gold
bodice, jet trimmed, and of course, a

come

tume.

in-

Will Rockwell baa been added to the Boston staff of the Jos. Morris Music Co.

Co.,

in "The Overseas Revue" to the effect that
one of the song hits sung by Elizabeth Brice
was "Just Around The Corner" was omitted
by- error. The song mentioned was "You-oo
Just You-oo."

fringement of material After hearing
the defendants, it was decided to bring
both parties before the committee for a

Jlmxnle

has

Rattle

tbe records.

Eddie Kane- and Jay Herman have

staff of tlie

Bernard

"Shake,

entered a complaint against George

WITH THE MUSIC MEM.

Madame

Petrova's background, as
she glided to the center of the Riverside stage Tuesday, where she sang,
recited, acted, and "speeched," much
to the joy of those who had paid to

was

jet

Alex Gerber and Abner Silver, tbe songwriters under contract to Wltmark, at present,
are contemplating an advent into vaudeville.
They will limit the tour to metropolitan the-

Pat ricola Hart and her husband, Mr.
Traub. The case is being investigated.

Roach and McCurdy have complained that Barnes and Burner have selected a trick originated by the former teams some years ago. It is being investigated.
Ernest Wood, who is said to owe
Seymour Rose a week's salary, has
been located and has asked for a threeweek extension on his case. It has
been granted.
Chadwick Huber (Stetson and Ruber) asked that it be made plain he
is not separated from his wife, the
pair now being in "So Long Le tty." In
a previous article it was said he was
"formerly" of Stetson and Huber.

is or was, they taught her to dance.
She has a wealth of silk and satin
drops and draperies. Grey and silver;./
delicately painted curtains rise and a
still handsomer one with a sand metallic background, veiled in maize, greet

great floral festooned candelabras in front of purple velvet setting

footlights.

the complaint.
Willis Maxwell has asked the organization to collect the balance of a claim
for professional services rendered to

i

out.

Ruby Bloom and Frank. McConnack, the
young McKinley "pluggers," journeyed up to
White Plains-, last week, at the request of
the local Red Cross Base Hospital, where they
entertained tbe wounded men.

are investigating

Leonard and Jack Mack alleging

Robinson will replace the vacancy
the Dixieland Jazz Band made by tbe death
Henry W. Ragas, the pianist

J. Russell
In

of

Two

it.

June Edwards and Peggy Smith
(with Harold Du Kane) made several
changes of attire.
The tambourine
stood out nicely and an old fashioned number, with the dancer in polonaise and gray wig. One of the girls

girl

fancies herself in capes, exhibiting
during the act.

two

The Ford

Girls, at the Alhambra this
in red and white check
and cherry georgette capes,
quite novel and pretty.
Aeroplane
dresses of black and silver squares, and
fish net would have been vague as to
suggestion had they not worn turbans

week, opened

not exactly definite what was

is

meant

by "The Moral Dead Line":,
was the fine distinction be-

unless

it

tween a bare-foot dance performed at
a country house .entertainment or the
same thing at a resort in 14th street.
June Elvidge is the poor working girl/;
who, deserted with a cheeild, become!
a bare-foot dancer. At a society funo
tion the guests and hostess (Mn
Qaker) were nicely gowned. Milt
Airaes, "whose source of income is t
mystery" (but who later proves to b{

,

club dancer), is distinctly a foreigi
type, and' stands out well in the story
A couple of suits, made similar (beltet
models), and a satin and serge dresi,
a'

with hand embroidery oh neck "and?
overskirt, were
f:hcy were fair.

worn by Miss Elvidge.
She effects small~liats.

silk frocks,

with big gauzy wings. Gold cloth skirts,
topped with rhinestone studded mesh
bodices were bordered wjth twelve
inches of taupe marabout.
patriotic
note was expressed in an iridescent

A

embroidered
dresslet
with
white
beaded and fringed epaulets and black
jet Hussar turbans. They made a cute
speech to the effect that they would
like to do more, but, "you know we are
like the rest of the Fords, we go so
far and then stop."
Cleo Mayfield's prettjest toilette was
pink georgette with a deeper
shade of velvet ribbon bandings half
way up the full skirt, and long loose
sleeves. Her green silk was too fussy,
witb-Jts.- shirred georgette .-insertions,
ribbon festoons and floral garlands.
Miss Barry (with Stan Stanley)
looked neat in blue serge eton suit.
Just where Gretchen Eastman hails
from I do not know, but wherever it
flesh

It's

a pity Billy

West

allowed to

is

ropy Charley Chaplin's business -and
tricks in pictures.
He may be proud
to be known as the fellow who does
Charley Chaplin's stuff. In "Ship Ahoy?/
much of the business from the dugout:,
scenes in "Shoulder Arms" is used,
rain storm, wringing out water soaked'
r

illow,

scratching back,

etc.,

with:

alt'

freedom in the world. Ethelyn
Gibson in curly blond wig and gingham dress answered' the purpose of

the

"girl interest" in the

The

comedy

plot,

v.

"Paid in Kull"
somehow.
Pauline

film version; of

appeared

short

Fredericks

made

maker

her

a sincere little

beads.

A

:

VJE1

home-

bungalow apron and
checked voile house dress. A crepe de
georgette dinner dress was made in
loose, gracef mJL lines. ...The girdle and
circular neck-piece was embroidered in
in

..~,?9

transparent wrap, effectively

worn, had long stole neck-piece and
bottom banded with three rows of
lynx.
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25 Burlesque Artists Signed for His

Manage-

From Wheel Shows This Season. GuarThem 25 Weeks Work Within Year.
Producers May Organize Against Method.

ment, Taken
antees
,

-

.

.
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The burlesque producing managers
are growing more wrathy each week
at the inroads made upon their playing contingents by Chamberlain Brown
and other agents. Mr. Brown has been
the principal instrument so far to induce burlesque artists to come under
his representative management.
Brown is said to have secured about
25 principals from burlesque this season, taking them from shows playing
the two burlesque wheel houses in
New York. His latest is Ina Hayward,
with Hurtig & Seamon's "Girls of the
V. S. A." at the Columbia two weeks

kee, will have eight houses by early
the fall, and they will operate a
system of semi-stock burlesque such
as they are now successfully selling.
Principals will play four, weeks in each
house in as many varying bills. Choruses will remain through the season
at each house and are expected to.
pile up big patronage through the
growing popularity of the girls in the
in

resident localities.

The system is now in vogue at the
Haymarket here, and with hokum
shows and lightweight leads, is making money.

Before that the house
broke half a dozen promoters. The
girls have made themselves so intimately popular that each gets a hand
on entrance and every patron seems to
know each girl by name. Saving fares,

ago.

Brown is said to agree with the
people he signs to represent that they
shall receive 25 weeks out of a year at
a stated salary. This gives Brown a

I

in the first year's
It
contract.
is

Clamage & Irons put the difference in
added girls, and play from 25 to 40 girls

assumed by the burlesque managers
Brown makes various promises to the
people secured from them.
^While the main objective of Brown

Since girls are the
life of burlesque, the results are reflected at the box office in measure.
The firm acquires the National, which
is in the heart of the home district
about the stockyards, July 1. That
will give them their eighth theatre,
with the Haymarket, Chicago; Empress, Milwaukee; AVenue,~Detroit (a
gold mine that cleans up about $60,000
this season) ; Heuck's, Cincinnati, and

leeway of six months
Operation

m

his

burlesque people with musical comedy producers and attractions,
it is said that he is not bound down
to do that, and could act as representative in negotiating with the same
burlesque management the people may
be with or any other that wanted
them. It is suspected that a raise in
-salary would be asked in that event;
one of the reasons why the burlesque
managers are angry. Another reason
fo; the managers' anger is that they
arc thus obliged, if not holding principals over for next season, to procure
is

_

of

to place

others.
It may lead burlesque

managers to
make longer contracts with artists and
prohibit them from going under other

management
X.-~

for representation while
playing in burlesque.
r * B'own may conclude to place

£ V

some of, the people he has secured
from burlesque m musical comedy
"stock over the

|f

them

-.;.

:

j:

-.v.,

|.

summer, if not placing
Brown, in taking

elsewhere.

~—-ibttirlesque

'.

I

principals under his managerial wing, is proceeding on the
'theory of' "personalities," engaging
them for management as much, if not
more, on the strength of the personality they possess than for the
work they may be doing in the show.
'"So far Brown and his aides have
free admission to all of the burlesque

theatres in New York, though it is
quite well understood what his pur-

pose is in visiting them. He is not on
speaking terms with a large number
of burlesque managements from which
he has taken people this season.

5;"

;

;
'

;,

',}
.

There

some

the
burlesque producing managers getting
.together to formulate a plan to offset
the methods of the outside agents
seeking their stage material.
:.

m

.

is

slight

NEW BURLESQUE

talk- of

"OPPOSITION."

Chicago, Feb. 26
;

v.i...

With

the announcement that Clam'<
age Sc Irons, burlesque stock producers,
'ly\.\ will assume the lease of the National,
\v a capacious house now in the Shubert'/
booked outlying string here, comes
'; verification of a long growing prob/ ability that a new type and style of
burlesque "opposition" has developed
'--'
to substantial proportions;"
-f
Irons, who started two
Clamage
years ago with the Empress, Milwau-

&

—

each troupe.

houses in Indianapolis, St. Paul, Pittsburgh- and Cleveland.
Clamage is a turkey burlesque
trouper who several years ago interested Irons, a former proprietor of

This is the Stone and Plllard show, a Hurtig
& Seamon production, and perhaps the best established show on the Columbia wheel.
In-

house came their way, aftd then got on
velvet rapidly. The Haymarket, a notorious bloomer, was worked into a
winner, and now comes the National,
which will probably be the star house

cidentally this, Is* the team's last season with
the Hurtig firm, after a 14-year run of ap-

of the set.

parent peaceful relations.
During that time
the couple have received many 'Offers from
musical comedy producers, but have remained

BURLESQUE CLUB'S CIRCUS.
The Burlesque Club ran

Holmes, Arronson; Frank
Gould, Martha White, King and Price,
Harris, The Sharrpcks, Singer and
Francis, Sam P. Herman, Rogers and
Donnelly, Beatrice Osgood, Miss Billy
Harris, William Ahearn, Charles Mac,
Harold Yates, Jacobs, Golden' and
Sherlock

Rogers.

«

Mark Lee was the steward of refreshments, Ed Feiner, peanut vender;
Charles Feldheim, guard of the pink
lemonade; Sid Rankin, "hot dogs" supervisor; Alfred Nelson, pop corn
vender, and Frank Elaredge, sandwich
Harris and Lou Sidman
dispenser.
looked after the props and the electrical

effects.

It- is planned that the following
month's racket will have a minstrel
show.

practically the same show as last year.
although a trifle cleaner than when shown at
Miner's Bronx Theatre.
It played to a capacity house Tuesday at the
.
Columbia.

wr

BLUEBIRDS.

M

Prohibition is being used by a simple
changing process of words to fit former "bits."
There has also been a change of semga as
originally used at the beginning of the season, the substitutions proving a valuable asset
as judged by the way "Minnie, Shimmy" was
received in the first part. That number proved
one of the bright lights of a dull, rather
commonplace first part, Evelyn Ferris leading,
but with individual work by the chorus boosting its average.
The second part was more warmly received
at the Olympic Monday nlgbt than the first.
The principals do well enough, but they seemed
Some
noticeably handicapped by material.
tried bits are salvaged from the good old days.
There was a lamentable lack of comedy when
the show was "Biff Blng Bang" and in the
Cooper reconstruction the comedy Is nothing
to brag of.
Edgar Bixley, with Cooper's show last season, is again the principal comedian, with the
Mtdgety Fred Hackett holding down the comedy role formerly assigned the Jewish comic,
tion.

Ben Howard.
i

i

Hackett with "The Buccane-

era" last season repeats much the same line of
stage acUon and sliding as he did with the
Strouse & Franklyn shoW; is a glutton tor
work, but apparently lost in the Cooper thow
for the want of proper material.
Bixley la in the same boat as Hackett, having little to aid him in the way of bits and
business to keep the center of the stage. Bixley calls Into play all his former work as a
vaudevlllian, the old grand opera travesty
with Bixley as the female Caruso, being used
Bixley scored his biggest
In the first part.
moments when playing the musical skillets or
frying pans held by choristers and playing
different instruments borrowed from the orchestra.

Ed Welch handles the "straight" and gets
as much of it as he can under tne conditions
which beset the comics. The remainder ot
the males do nothing beyond flirin as sort
of chorus boy props, their principal Inning
being with the Biff Bang'Trio specialty later.
No voices among the women. Helen Andrews Is about the hardest worker of the
liveliness
and
her
aggregation,
feminine
sprighUlness being her main assets. She had
the best numbers ot the show, barring the*
•Shimmy" selection by Miss Ferris. Her triphammer gyrations of the right shoulder—as
bare as Nature could bare It brought her
many encores. Miss Ferris appeared to be
laboring with a cold as hoarseness was evident in both her singing and talking.
Grace Harvard was with "The Blue Birds"
last season, making a fair impression with
her voice and showing improvement over list
season.
The chorus is passable, although the figures
run to all proportions, but leaning more to the

i-A

1
';-•

Individually on several numslender types.
true to burlesque, and after "lamping" the
bers the girls put In some busy minutes that
there seems every reason
showed several of them off to as much adbelieve Stone and Plllard will remain in
vantage as several of the principals.
that branch of the profession. Etta Plllard is
The wardrobe looms up both adequately and
undoubtedly the cleverest woman on the wheel,
attractively enough for it to pass muster,
a tireless worker, clever tumbler, fair singer
nifty and flashy.
and good looker. She can carry any song in • several outfits being especially
There are some bright spots to be 'sure in
the score over to encores, sometimes being
the show, but It could stand some quick bracforced to encore until she is breathless. This
ing in several departments, with some good
woman would undoubtely make a corking
bits, one of the most needed ot comedy shortprincipal for a good fast musical show, and
The principals could be improved
comings.
now that the pair are free from contractual
upon, but as the season is waning. Cooper will
obligations It behooves the musical producers
probably stop any further tinkering with, the
to take a peep.
show until next season. And "next season"
As for the show itself, it's surefire of the
is always so full ot promises.
rough, loud, nolsyfand occasionally suggestive
Wllllam-Ahern (New Acts) was an added atbrand. Stone maltes them roar with his low
JCorfc
traction.
comedy, and once or twice overstepped the
bounds of what is termed burlesque decency,
but with all that the audience could hardly
resist from a continual laugh. The chest rubBoston, Feb. 20.
blng business in the afterpiece should be

.Hs,;

BOSTON'S EXTRA SHOWS.

v

.

relegated to the ash heap, tor it is disgusting.
And Stone's "fairy soap" line, -while a genuine
roar, Is a little out of the expected routine.
There is a book, but its theme went belter
skelter once Stone began, bis routine being
of the usual "bit" line, with little or no sense
to the story.
He slams the "props," wallops
the women on the back and pulls the other
comic's nose, and meanwhile the house g>ea

The Casino with the Stone and Plllard. show and the Gayety, with Al
Reeves' show gave three performances

Washington's Birthday, at 2, 5 and &
The extra performance drew very
well, giving each house a big grots for
the week.

'

delirious with Joy.

This season Stone Is supported by John
O'Donnell, a hard worker, one who labors
Stone's style, probably having fallen
Into that through association.
Jack Plllard
also plays a character part, and does well
with what material Is at hand. Bert Bernard
Is another principal, and Lew Toll did excellent work In his "straight" role.
The female contingent of principals carries

much on

'

Cecil Jefferson,

Mabel Blake and Rose Damn,

the two latter working bb a sister team In the
number leading. Miss Duffln '.» rather lively,
good looking and a fair singer. She Is new
to the principal division this season, having
been selected from the chorus for this role because of her excellent work In the line. Miss
Jefferson does well at all times, but after Etta
Plllard gets into action one automatically forgets the others.
The chorus, from the front, look good, are
a gingery lot and have been well equipped'
with costumes. In fact It's one of tbo best
costumed outfits in the Hurtig ft Bunion list
The scenic equipment is up tc the average-

The Boston houses and Hurtig &
Seamon's 125th Street Theatre, New
York, where the only burlesque theatres of the regular wheels giving
three performances on the holiday last
week. It is the first time in burlesque
three performances have been given
in any house on an ordinary holiday.
On 125th Street "The Million Dollar
Dolls" was the attraction. The centre
show, commencing at five p. m., is reported- to have drawn but lightly.

I
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BURLESQUE CHANGES.
"Fenny Howard and Florence Pointer
have replaced The Ratcliffs and Mildred Gilmore

in

"Mile-a-Minute

Girls."

,
I

V'

J.

Blutch Cooper acquired "The Blue Birds"
in war times, the show originally being called
"Biff Blng .Bang."
While the big world's
clash was on Cooper used material to fit the
times, but the signing of the armstlee forced
htm to switch the show around. Especially
so was this true of the first part, which contained a' travesty on the draft board proposi-

to

affair at the. club

master.
Charlie Mac, James Muldoon, Fred
Hackett, Will Ormsby and Ernest
Shroeder were the clowns ;'Meyer Harris,
the "strong man," and Adolph
Singer the bareback rider.
The entertainers in, the ring were:

r*-

show from a rear row

\

its monthly
rooms, Washington's
Birthday eve, with Will Roehm as
master of ceremonies. The affair was
a Circus Night with the grand* parade
starting at- 11.40, headed by Johnny
Black's Jazz Band, elephants, horses,
chariots, etc. Brad Sutton was the official announcer to an audience of 200,
with James X. Francis acting as ring

—

—

SOCIAL MAIDS.

small circuses. They lost money for
a while, but stuck until the Detroit

^

S'

s7

in

-— ;**-* —

It's

Chicago. Feb. 28.
Despite exceptional handicaps tbo "Star and
Garter Show" lived up to Its reputation of being one of the best shows on the -wheel. Babe
De Palmer, the soubrette at the Btar and
Qarter last week, was Ul, and her place was
taken by Margie Martin, a chorus gfrl. Florence Darlejr, the prima donna, was also sick.
Pauline Hall, another girl of the chorus, took
her part. Considering the abrupt notice, the
two girls did well in the parts, particularly
x
Mls8 Martin, who Is a lively and spirited little person.
Miss Darlejr has a voice of some
range, but It hits falsetto. on the top notes
with rather a disagreeable effect.
The most remarkable thing about the show
this season Is the negligence of the producer,
or manager, or whoever Is responsible for the
staging of the show, in permitting two remarkable possibilities to hide themselves in
the chorus, when the piece screamed and
pleaded for Just such talent as they possess.
One of the girls is a large blonde "with a
voice that booms and echoes.
Except for
one pick-out number, she remains in the
chorus.
Put her In blackface and give her
a rouUne of dingy blues ' and melodies of
the ethloplan school and she could not only be
made a principal, but a feature. The ether
girl is a young person of nice appearance
and a way of putting over numbers that cannot be better described than by saying It
Is the jasstest ever.
This ragga donna's name
is not even announced In the program.
The
two girls 'could pair up as a sister act and
clean up on the big time.
Charlie Burns and Ray Read play the Jew
and Tad comics. The funniest 'thing Burns
does wus probably- never written in the book,
if there was a book.
It is a speech he makes
to the audience, which he addresses aa "Fellow Button-Hole Makers." The speech is a
llddlsh version of the "German senator" talk,
applied to the subject of "Free Trade." This
speech, and the pick-out efforts of the two
great unknowns, received the only legitimate
encores of the show.
The second of the
chorus girls— the Jassy one actually stopped
the show for several minutes.
The production is equipped With rather elaborate and ambitious Bets, including a ship
which moves, a dock scene, and an aerial
battle effect which compares favorably with
the tricks turned out by Lincoln J. Carter.
The costumes, furnished by the Chicago Costume Co., are spectacular and chosen with
regard to novelty rather than beauty. J. G.
Randolph, featured in several solo numbers,
sings several poor numbers in a good voice.
Howard Padden, Miss Doretha Stevens, and
Will Bovis do good work in minor roles.
Since Dick Brewer has taken over the management of the Star & Garter Theatre, there
Is a noticeable Improvement in the Quality of
the patronage, and also In its quantity. The
box office registers a weekly average gross of
Swing.
$6,000.

/,-
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STAR AND GARTER SHOW.

BURLESQUE MANAGERS WRATHY
AT AGENTS "TAKING PEOPLE"
One Agent Has
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hands in holy horror at the thought,
but he is nevertheless securing his
position as administrator to what he
may call his "flock" through expression
oj Bibical knowledge as adapted to
r.vodernized subjects (called by the
monologist "delivery"), by the minis-,
terial personality he may own and his
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ability to
collect
funds 'from the
churchly audience to pay his own
salary and the expenses of the church
The minister
he presides over.
arranges entertainments, holds meetings in the church during the week
and on the Sabbath delivers his big
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sermon.

lhe "Sunday"

proposition is a tremendous one for the theatre to tackle,
handicapped as it is by the absence of
organization. Who can present a convincing argument to these fanatics on
Sunday closing against it? The agitation is rapidly growing widespread. It

reasonable to suppose that
the minister as the head of the church
believes that with the suppression of
Sunday theatricals he will draw a
larger attendance, and through that
larger attendance obtain a larger subscription, or collection, at the moment
or in the way of pew rental, and therefore a larger salary for himself ?
Isn't

has reached Washington, from which

,

point

it

tion,

as

handled
If,

i

must attract the most attendid
in

a

prohibition before
similar manner.

it,

The church has no certainty it will
be -more populated on the Sundays the
theatres are closed. It seems reasonable to them, however. They have been
opposing the theatre on Sundays for a
long while, though the theatres first
opposed them. Churches now illuminate their fronts on Sunday, advertise
services and the subject of sermons in
the papers, and in other ways attempt

theatrical managers believe they
successfully combat the Sunday

-

can
closing movement as they did the increased admission tax they are again
deceiving themselves. How many peopie in the show business know just
exactly how the proposed increased

income tax was revoked? When the
producing managers of the
country could not stand together as a
unit, represented by the United Manbiggest

'

to divert into their pews the people
who may prefer other forms of recreation on their only holiday of the week.

agers' Protective Association, on the
matter of advertising in the New York

In the smaller communities it's
nothing but the church morally. People there live on the opinion* of the
others. The wealthiest sit farthest'
up front and the* poorest are. around
the street door, but they are all religious, mainly because the others are.

"American," what chance have they of
standing together on any other subject?
But the Sunday closing more
seriously affects^ other show interests
than the $2 field, although throughout
the country where legitimate performances are presented on the Sabbath the box-office receipts for that
day are the largest of the week. That

To

Pictures and vaudeville will be hurt
the most through universal Sunday
closing. Pictures can't stand it; vaudeville hardly, though there are any num-

lhe Sunday agitation must be offset
by, something stronger than argument.
There is no argument for those who
believe what they believe on this subject Nor is it something for a the-

ber of vaudeville theatres playing but
six days at present
Societies of actors appear to be in
favor of closing Sundays, judging from
expressions in the past from those
rorieties.
They have said the actor
needs a day of rest, but may have said
-it without consulting the actor. Before
coming out for a Sunday closing the
actor will deliberate whether it is to
his or her benefit to' rest for that one
oi two performances weekly rather
than to suffer a reduction in salary.

This ultra-modern "reform" exposition that appears to be sweeping the
"country with the church people behind
the broom made prohibition an actuality in the laws of the country if it
never goes beyond that. The church
people appear to be running the country.
They are a mighty horde on a
question of public policy;

made more

mighty perhaps by the many hypocrites

•

atrical paper to commence to attempt
to comment upon.
The theatrical
papers and theatrical people are as
much prejudiced against as the
espousers of piety are for; and as it
all sifts down to a matter of politics,
regardless of the church or the stage,
that is how it should be fought, locally
and nationally; for the pious understand politics and the strength of
weight and influence as much' as any

one

ments, public and private.

among them—those who

dare
not speak as they think, but drape
themselves in the pious shroud worn
•by their neighbor in the open.

The

else.

legislator

is

swayed by

Vande-rillians going under contract
legitimate producing managers
more especially those of the
field are again urged to scrutinize their contracts with the aid of

with

and

musical
counsel

if

necessary before plunging

the rest of the world are too widely
separated, and just about as far apart
are. the opinions of both sides' for the
"•
other.

comedy "coht'f act "The

Those of the show business cap have
no idea of the extent that piety, real
false, carries to.
Theatricals and

or

We

first

is"

that'the

agreement guarantees a "minimum ' of
many weeks a season, 20 or 25. That
1

The
logical

minister in the pulpit

showman.

He may

a theo-

so

raise his

is,

is

work

in

musical comedy for that

as

minimum only

may be made

easily since

it

is

52
the

Vaudeville and legitimate "mind
reading" acts need some protection

that is mentioned, with
from the fakers among the latter—
the producer having the first call at
those who are using vaudeville as a
all times. For instance, a show may
stop within a short while and the arcloak
to
secure
engagements for
tist secure a vaudeville route. The pro"private readings," where their victims
ducer under his contract may call the
may
mulcted
as much money
be
out
of
artist abruptly off that route to assume
another production engagement under as they will stand for. It is a more
the contract. Or the producer, if the
serious matter than the vaudeville
artist becomes of exceptional value,
managers appear to be aware of. That
may "farm out" the artist at a higher there are so many simple-minded peofigure than the contract calls for, durple and others of low mentality whp
ing the term of the agreement. The
place faith in "mind reading" is the/
next bad feature is the long term convery reason why they should be protract.
If the manager is willing to
tected. "Mind reading" is a fake of the
gamble there is no reason why the veriest kind. It is a matter of cues*
artist should not take the gamble as
or mechanical contrivance,* and, of
well.
Long term contracts for bud- course, trickery. It is performed with
ding musical comedy people are un- more or less skill, also with more or
questionably bad for the artist. The
Jess showmanship.
It impresses the
producer is protected through the congullible, to whom fortune telling is a
ditions.
If the artist fails to make
telief,
though it does bring more
good, the producer as a rule can still
sorrow than happiness.
There are.
prevent a personal loss by filling in
"legitimate" mind reading acts that add
in vaudeville with him, at the original
comedy to the drama of it and become'
salary. The producer in these one-sided
a stage presentment of value, accordcontracts does not appear to be taking
ing to their ability and presence; but-,
any chance. The third bad feature is the other kind is a charlatan—fakers
that giving the manager the sole diof the worst kind; petty larceny,
rection of the artist's services, incluplunderers, who could as easily become/
sive of moving, pictures, during the
grand larceny robbers if those intellife
of the agreement.
All artists
ligent enough to secure more than a
should reserve their picture performliving wage did not at the same time
ing rights to themselves and not dis- have enough intelligence to know
pose of them through other than picthere is no "mind reading." Vaudeville;
Vaudevillians should
ture managers.
managers should stop the practice of
not place their services wholly-at the
any mind rea'ding act selling books,
option of the manager or agent as
carrying
on
correspondence
with
they have been doing. The contract
victims, .or making private appointmay read very nicety with the "pro- ments with them while appearing in
duction" engagement in view for the
any theatre. This may be stopped by
first time, but it is generally full of
the booking office handling the act
jokers, and all the jokers give the .making it a condition -that no mail,
artists the Worst of it. If the producaddressed to the mind reading turn be.
ing manager wants an artist badly
delivered to it during the act's engageenough, let the artist insist that the
ment unless first examined by the;
agreement be made thoroughly equit- house manager, even though it be perable, morally as well as legally, and if
sonal mail. The act should also be
there is a benefit to be gained, the
required to announce from the stage
artist should share in it.
Now the that no letters will be answered and
usual line of persuasion is to say
no appointments made. ..The lgnorrjn_t
"giving you a chance," "the opportunity
among vaudeville audiences should be"
of your life" and so on, with the arprotected to this extent, for it is from
tist apparently overlooking that if the
the ignorant only that an unscrupulous
manager did not see value in the ar- mind reader can obtain money. -The'
tist,
no attention would have been unclean and suggestive questions and
paid in the first place. The matter of
answers now permitted to be uttered
contract between the artist and the
from the stage should likewise be
management or the artist and the immediately stopped. It's a disgrace
agent should "be given a full meed of to vaudeville. "Mind readers" who play
thought by the artist The contract
in vaudeville, whether -big or. smalt'
received the thoughtful attention of
time, merely for the purpose of using
the manager before it was printed.
it as a side line to a regular fortune
That it is. in type should be proof suftelling graft should be thrown out of;
ficent to the artist there is nothing
vaudeville. If vaudeville managers do
especially designed in it for him, exnet do it the police probably will,,
cepting to mention terms and tie him
sooner or later, for there are bound tOyup.
•
be complaints to the authorities. There
should be. Some states prohibit by;
Variett; is trying something new in
law clairvoyancy and fortune telling.
Shall vaudeville allow it through its';
the way of vaudeville reviewing, for
stage under this disguise against those
the information of such readers as may
laws ? It is said that a woman dropped
be interested. It is extended comment
dead from shock and heart failure durweekly for current big time shows in
ing a private interview with one- of several cities. These cities, together
these fakers.
The mental suffering
with New- York, cover the important
and the anguish caused by this form'
section of the country. The reviews
of
"fortune telling" must be a terriffc
acts
give a line upon how
are received
strain upon the victims of it.
and looked upon in the -various secUpon
the stage there is no doubt but that
tions. It is acknowledged among vaudethe mind reading faker makes enemies
villians that all parts of the country
for the theatres.
do not take the same view of vaudeThe mind reading
act remains at the house for its
ville. Also different territories furnish
different classes of audiences.
What engagement, then leaves. If the "mind
New York may enthuse over the south reader" while playing insulted any one
from the stage, belittled or ridiculed a
doesn't care for at all, often proven.
New York usually fathers a fad. It patron or furnished the false information so necessary to the faker, then
takes some time before the remainder
those persons and their friends, with
of the country becomes cultivated to
the faker gone, can only hold malice
it, if it ever does.
For several years
VaribtyT has had local correspondents
against the theatre that permitted it
The foregong applies to the faker
itemizing the vaudeville programs and
among the mind readers only those
in most of the cities brief comment
who may be using vaudeville to sell
was tacked on. It became simply a
fortune telling on the side. Any house
matter of detailing the program. The
manager who has played them know
program, however, js published one
week ahead of the eurrent week the who they are. They operate openly
and so convict themselves. A decent
acts appear. Anyone who wanted to
know what acts are playing in Pitts- mind reading act if decorously stage
managed raay_.be. ..an attraction.;. jj£
burgh next week need not: wait- for
comedy mind reading act is ah attracnext week's VARiBTn The programs
tion.
No others should be allowed in
are published in this issue, under the
vaudeville.
heading of Bills Next Week,
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the public opinion he sees before him,
and often the newspapers are deterred
from printing what they would like to
for the same reason.

headlong into an argument that eventually will tie them up in several directions.
have previously directed
the attention of artists to this matter
of hasty contract. The proffer of a
"production engagement" appears to
throw the artist into a hysterical state
that delivers his signature before the
fever cools off. There are three distinctly bad features as far as the artist is concerned to the usual musical

weeks just

it

,.

the reasons why the theatre should
always be open, especially in the evening of a Sunday. If there are those
who believe it desecrates the Sabbath
for boys to play ball, what must they
think of those who appear upon the
stage the same day?

pretty close to capacity continuously
on a seven -day stand

theatricals
entertain-

those people what the the-

tell

atre and its people have done is a
waste of time. Nor is it going to do
any good to tell the pious of other
places more populous of the theatre or

they might become spread throughout
the different evenings of the week and
have the gross of a Sundayless week
equal to that of seven days is unsubstantial, for an attraction may draw

With Sunday closing of
will go all Sunday stage

it

many weeks, but
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STANDARD TURNS TO PICTURE^

TICKET SPECS PLYING TRADE
UNDER NEW LAW SUPERVISION

%
e

_,

The Standard

Chicago, Feb. 26.
theatre ticket agency situation
;:: vis. -quiet
but the eight or nine broker' age offices continue to do business but
apparently within the law.
v
Ostensibly the "spec" establishments
are branch box offices dealing for the
most part in Shubert attractions and
§p£
ijp^^'.digging" for the others. This is accomplished by the Shubert houses having the price of such tickets as
handled through the "outside" offices
f.
'\
printed at $2.50 and usually that takes
iL'-Ve;
the first eight or nine rows. Such
.tickets are sold to the brokers for
$2.20, the "specs" selling them for the
I
'}:,.
printed price and netting 30 cents per
J&0 ticket. Returns of all unsold tickets
'/
are permitted and such are offered at
Bpfc $2.50 through the box office direct. This
s
v plan gracefully "beats" the anti-specii
ulator ordinance.

The

;

:

,

.

,'

Iters were dismissed, their cases being
dropped because they had taken out
licenses since the arrest and several
brokers' employes were discharged.

Attorneys for the agencies made strong
representations alleging their clients

were being made "scapegoats."
v
There seems little doubt but that all
ticket offie'es will be compelled to operate under licenses or not at all. In
light of the federal law the brokers'
cases may not be appealed.

another two years. With
Bimberg getting the "cream" of picture patronage on Sundays -frictioji-between Bimber and Rosenberg is looked
for. The Sundays at the Standard are
reported very successful.
The Standard has been booked by
Klaw & Erlanger this season; the
Riveria, close by, through the Shuberts.
At the Klaw & Erlanger booking of-

'

.,

m

!

-

'

LONELY CO-RESPONDENT.
Answering to his wife's charges of
cruelty and abandonment in her suit
for separation and alimony, Paul McKee, an advertising manager with the
American Lithograph Co., brings to

.

a

light

co-respondent

Jackson,
It

was pointed out

in

Variett some

time ago the so-called ticket brokerage regulations might not prevent
managers from raising prices for the
block of seats handled by agencies and
selling to the latter under the face
value. The only real value of the restrictions is the limitation on the
agencies from selling at exorbitant
jjryies.

Several

know

New York managers who

of the Chicago scheme, are not

satisfied with its workings. One who
wjll have several big attractions in Chicago next season stated his firm would
rfbt agree to sell any tickets under ^the
printed price to anyone and that if
the "specs" could get $2.50 the box office should be able to secure the same
i;;;

(

^/>§te_. through regular sale.
Through the Chicago plan the week-

j|v?k-

ly statements sent in here show how
the brokerage or outside box-office is
The statements show
jf-:U; "legitimatized."
an expelise for the outside sale of seats,
that is the item is made up of the
£} ^--.number of seats sold through the
specs at 30 cents each and the voucher
^:
Itemizes the item as "commission" to
f;

S V: /
v;f}

M

'

'

;.

outside box offices.
The statements
therefore show an apparent extra expense of $200 or more, but the debit
side of the statement actually shows
an increase in takings because of the
•extra 20 cents on seats sold by the
"outside offices.
similar plan

A

may be used by New

.„York managers by selling to brokers
under the printed rate after the new
federal regulation becomes effective
April 1.
The first of the cases against New
York ticket brokers for operating without a license came up before Magistrate Nolan on Tuesday. Leo Newman
was adjudged guilty but the magistrate failed to act on District Attorney
Kilroe's motion for maximum penalty.
The court suspended sentence instead,
but warned Newman unless he procured a license by March 7 the suspension would be rescinded and a
workhouse sentence imposed (the law,
provides for a fine of $500 or six
> months in the workhouse or both).
The matter of overcharges which a
i'-r number of agencies are accused of did
not enter in tire magistrate's decision.
•

^^.^« rpi^jH&iaffllo^.l«8w*rCah«ft-wa»xon;"|'

tinned since

'.''

plaint was faulty, but
tried
icd Friday.

\

it

was found the comCohen will be

Several charges against other bro-

;:•.

virtue

a

of

theatrical

an
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plaintiff,
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evidently,

to
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JYNA ROWLAND GIVES

in

the

DOROTHY JARDON DEBUTS:

management regarding an

'

of the cast, Estelle Winwood, it was
believed generally the feature honors
would go to the Comedienne.
The advent of the wife of the leading
man with the company to replace Miss
Winwood and the featuring of her
a me was t ll c TSSU Hf 6 i th e ~deman d for
the increase, and when the management decided against it, a notice of departure was delivered by Miss Howi i

land.

-

'

Jardon, commented (as follows:
M'ss Jardon. who made ber debut in grand
opera as Fedora, graduating thereby with
honors from the winter Garden and comic
opera, must be credited with having made a
distinctly favorably Impression with the audionce, who were not her friends, who were
present In large numbers.
She has an atand distinguished stage presence,
plays with force and dignity, If as now is a
little
stifled and. Is the fortunate possessor
of a voice of great sweetness and volume,
which she used with no little skill and artistic
/
appreciation.
Vi.
Last night, doubtless because of a quite pardonable nervousness incident to a first appearance, she at times forced it in the upper
dubious
harshness
and
tones, with a resultant
vocal effect, but with another experience
which after her success will unquestionably
lc n (forded her— slight defects of this kind
can bo readily remedied. With further study
mid opportunities Miss Jardon, I think, should
pn fur.
The reception by ber audience last
night certainty amounted to an ovation, friends
or no friends.
tractive

.

increase

salary.

such

piece* of

.

'

of

latter

726

Harvard

<

*]

street,

Rochester, N. Y.— in trust as a life
estate for the brother, and for the
latter's proper comfort they are to
apply as much Of the principal as may
be necessary".
After yhe death of the brother what
remains of the principal is to be distributed as follows
Twenty-five per cent, annually between Lottie and Gussie Ross.
Twenty-five per cent, to Mrs. Julia
Isaacs, .also of Syracuse.
Mr. Jacobs
directed that iri the event that she had
failed to survive hhri,-which she did,
it was to be divided between her next
According to the probate
of kin.
papers they are Mamie Isaacs, Catherine I. Miller, both of 111 Comstock
place, Syracuse; Sarah Markowitz, of
40 South Main street, Albany, N. Y<£*
Abbie Bene wick, of 2229 Ammance avenue, Montreal; Deborah Van Vaalan,
Fort Washington avenue, The.
of
Fortress, N. Y., and Harry Isaacs, of
215 West 88th street.
Twenty-five per cent, to Mrs. Betty
Schoener, of Syracuse, who also predeceased, him; and Mr. Jacobs directed
that in the event that such happened
one-quarter of it was to be given to
her daughter, Mrs. Henry Leon,/attd,;
the remaining three-quarters to her
other daughter, Mrs. David
Green-

£

•

'.

'

'

C

have many sucessors.
Reginald De Koven in the Herald,
which also published/a portrait of Miss

"NOTICE"

Miss Howland achieved the comedy
•hit of the play and with the passing
out of one of the featured members

each

.

likely to

Mr. Mc-

Jobyna Howland. left "The Little
Journey" at the Vanderbilt Saturday
because of a misunderstanding with
the

to

.'

Joshua Jacobs, the brother, .is to
receive the remainder of the jewelry
and all personal and household effects,
and he is to be given $500 in cash
within 30 days unless he should receive
that stun from a life insurance policy.
The rest of the estate is bequeathed
to the executors— Henry Leon, David
C. Greenwald and Eugene M. Strouss,

the end of the second act she fairly sang Dolcl
into silence. She la a tragic vaudevllllan. 8ha
bas all the stock attitudes and gestures. She
is dramatically Intense, that big voice Is not
musical, her phrasing Is hardly to be criticised, but in climaxes she stirred her hearers
into throes of enthusiasm.
She must bate
came before the curtain a half-dozen times.
Dorothy Jardon Is a handsome woman, and
while her acting is obvious she Impressed
people with the Idea that there might be undeveloped riches In her.
But Rose Poaaelle,
that distinguished vaudeville graduate, is not

the defendant answers, i ?fers to the
writer himself—Francis K. Jackson—
who is English by birth, and signed the
letter "Francis K."

The

bequeath

•:.'

.

unhappy Frances. Well, it's the
nature of the beast. He takfs an inr
terest in you. He would hate to think
of you ever floating in the driftwood
of the wrecked lives in town."

Kee's answering affidavit, alleges that
the letter is but the exuberant expression of a well-bred Englishman and
means nothing on the face of it.
When the case came up for trial
Monday before Justice Erlanger the
court granted the plaintiff's motion for
alimony.
Henry J. & Frederick E.. Goldsmith
represented the plaintiff.

..

jewelry."

•

poor,

Englishman"

-parferits*..".

Four Hundred dollars is set aside fcjf
the care. Of the family plot at Woddj
lawn Cemetery, Syracuse, ana David
C. Greenwald; Henry Leon, df 345
West 88th street; D. Edgar Strouss, Of
466 Oxford street, Rochester, N. Y., and
Dr. Oscar
M. Leiser (the latter
deceased), are to select ."from such
jewelry such piece as he may desire as
a remembrance, and for that purpose

—

"mad

The will of Joe Jacobs, with the
Shuberts since the formation of the

1

--

The grand opera debut of DorOthy
Jardon occurred Tuesday night at the
Lexington, with Miss Jardon singing
the title role of "Fedora" in the opera
produced that evening by the Chicago
Opera. Association.
^
The musical critics of the dailies genand it makes me feel'' lonely. It is
erally credited Miss Jardon Wednesdifficult to find some bright and con- day morning as a singer of dramatic
genial soul. Everything here partakes
strength and voice, conceding she was
of the exotic and artificial. The be-all
visibly nervous, and all apparently of
and the end-all of the average New
the impression Miss Jardon had many
Yorker are so like their signs on
friends present.
Broadway a restless, showy vivid bit
James Gibbons Huneker, on the
of mechanism. Its blinding glare shuts
Times, and an accepted musical au'
out all view of the firmament above. I
thority, said
Miss
Jardon made her debut In grand opera
can imagine you wondering why on
on this occasion. No need to tell that she was
earth that mad Englishman is scribas shaky as a. reed in a hurricane; that her
bling reams of high-faluted talk to
wabbly voice Anally becatfla strident, and at

The

A

..

Harrison avenue, Syracuse, is first requested to "join me iri presenting Mrs,
David-C. Greenwald, of i09 Congress
street, Bradford, Pa., with the gold
watch and the drhaments thereto
belonging, which were the property Of

were a number of attractions
booked, in to the house up to the end
of April.

:

organization 16 ytjars ago, filed and
admitted to probate iri the Surrogate's
T
Court, directs his net estate of 'ovef
$100" in personal and "over $10,000" in
realty to be distributed as follows t
Joshua Jacobs, his brOtheiy of 906|4,

'

there

K.

addressed to the defendant's wire, an
excerpt of which follows: "It is only
in the presence of a*fair mind and a
fair body that one can be filled with
enthusiasm and beget real thoughts.
You are feeling lonely and want to get
back to New York. I am in New York

was stated Tuesday there did

not seem to be any chance of pictures
going into the house until the current
season was completed, especially as

manager—-by

ardent

.

tract calls for

:

i

,

ing bought out Joe Leblahg's interest
in the house.. The "Harlem-Riverside"
neighborhood section has lately been*
a sort of contest for patronage between
the Standard, River ia and Loew's
Seventh Avenue, all playing road
attractions at $1 top.
Recently. the
number of successes in New York held
down the attractions available for .the
neighborhood houses, but the Standard
may return to legitimate next season.
The picture plan for the Standard
presents an odd angle. The house has
been playing pictures Sundays under
a rental arrangement by B. K. Bimberg. The lattee-has had the Sundays
for the past two years, and' his con-

First Cases.

.

JOE JACOBS' WILL.

Broadway and 90IH

but of the "subway
when the' house gijed

into pictures.
The change Of policy
clme through Walter Rosenberg hav-

;

Theatre Brokers Operative In Chicago, But Situation Quiet.
New York Agencies Trying New Rates Plans
Within the Law. Court Lenient With

.

at

slrect,--will drop
(Circuit" March 10,

''"'«

*".*•

•

K.

&

E.'»

Colonial, Providence.

Providence, Feb.
It

is

Erlanger

quite
will
-

lively

that

&

book attractions next

F

..

Ten per cent. 'equally between the
United Hebrew Charities of Syracuse,
the Jewish Orphan Asylum Association

New

of western

Home

New

York, the Montefiore
New York and the
Home of the city of \

of the city of

Hebrew

Infants'

York.

The remaining 15 per cent equally
between the executors for acting as
such for the estate, and they are
directed to sell, within three years of

.

his death, in their discretion, all of his
securities, and this is to include 750
shares of. stock which' he held in the
name of Sam S. and Lee Shubert, Inc.
The will, executed March 31, 1914.

9

was attested by Orlando C. Bennet, of
907 St. John's place, Brooklyn; Henry
Miller Munson, of 459 Ginon avenue,

Richmond

Hill, L.

I.,

and Charles

A.'

West 39th street
Mr.'Jacobs was fifty-seven years old
when he died—of pneumonia, in his
Bird, of 110

in the Hotel Albermarle—
Feb. 5. He was known to theatrical
people all over the country. The exact
'
size" of ^h s estate will not be knowti
until it is appraised, under the direction of the court, by one of the transfer tax state appraisers for inheritance

apartments

26.

Klaw

wald.

"Shea"S" Coionialrffow
WTyrrti into P;
plnving burlesque.
The report says there is a 12-13-year
agreement entered into for the combination shows.

.
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taxes.
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BOX OFFICE REPORTS SHOW
BROADWAY LINED WITH HITS
Patronage of $2 Houses Somewhat Off, But Pulled Up Strong
Last Week-End Through Holiday. New York's Deluge

m

around mid-March, for a four week"
$2.50 nightly. Cohan and Hardate, at which time it is figured the
were compelled to raise the scale
season for drama wilt fade. "Tumble
because of the house's limited capacity.
In" will succeed it.
"Vagabond" costs over $9,000 weekly
and will for the first three weeks when " "Up in Mabel'* Room" (Eltinge)
^t|
the weekly cost should drop several
(7th week). Another Woods' success.
thousands.
It is a lingerie farce with a clever Y
cast and is drawing as strongly as any YYVJ
"Good Morning Judge" (Shubert)
v
play of its class. Nearly capacity last
^>
(4th week) Is a high cost musical play
week with $11,900.
entailing a weekly expense of around
Almost from the first it hit a
$8,000.
"A Little Journey" (Vanderbilt)
;|
$14,000 pace and beat that figure last
The
from,;-'IT'"
(10th week).
switch over
week. Is practically the same as the
the Little Theatre proved successful,
current London show "The. Boy,"
the takings just about doubling. Itj'is ^
which is a musical version of Pinero's
an amusing Pullman car comedy, with.;. J :i$
"The Magistrate."
"types" of a sort. Last week^ gross
Was $10,065. Shuberts now cheapening Y\Yi
(28th
"Everything" (Hippodrome)
''
'.'.^ > YYv!$3
week) The Hip season appears gaited cast. Y
to net the biggest profit since it went
"The Unknown Purple" (Lyric) (24th
under Charles Dillingham's manageweek). Holds on remarkably for the
ment. Last week's taking amounted to
length of its stay. Pulled $11,350 last
$53,950. This included a record breakweek. Nearly half of that or $5,400 Y
ing Saturday, the box office taking in
was taken in on Saturday, the Lyric'S;>^
Regular
$13,700 oiv that day alone.
biggest day except New Year's, v
night prices attained at the matinee,
"The Fortune -Teller" (Republic) 1)
which included the first eight rows
(1st week). A new play with MarjorieYY
at $2.25 (sold to the hotels at thaP
Rambeau, presented by Arthur Hop-,
figure).
Opened Thursday (this week). Y;
kins.
"The Little Brother" (Belmont)
"A Prince There Was" (George M.
Dropped off to $4,700. ;Y
(14th week).
Cohan) 10th "week). One of the seafilled
Has
a satisfactory engagement :,;:.;
son's solid . hits, after a notoriously
and is the strongest attraction yet iftfegM
poor start. Business started leaping
Leaves next
fered in the Belmont.
upward immediately upon the entrance
week for the Subway circuit and then
of Mr. Cohan into the cast. Played to
Will be succeeded by
the road.
almost $13,000 last week, which pace
Y< "38
"Penny
Wise/?it had held for a month
?$?
•The Betrothal" * (Century) (14th;
"Tea For Three" (Maxine Elliott)
week). Its presentation here was an
(24th week). Has picked up with other
experiment. A'four-week engagement
attractions of long standing and 'may
(first shown at 4he Shubert) will be
last out the season. Drew $10,200 last
~'ii
completed this week and the show then
.<-*.
week.
closes.- Possibly it will tour nextsea?
"Redemption"
(Plymouth)
(22nd
son, but it will be necessary to cut
week). With John Barrymore this play
down the production. Mr. Ames* howVYY^f'
appears a vindication for Arthur Hop&;J
Demand as ever, being loath to permit that. DurY
kins' artistic leanings.
ing the Century engagement the matstrong as ever. Reached $11,200 last
inees were good but business waa/offweek
at night
:''j'-i§v».
"The Better 'Ole" (Cort) (19th week).
"Sinbad" (44th Street) (26th week). r
Beat $18,000 last week. That was posDue entirely to the presence of Al JowfrrJM
sible
through, the Saturday scale
son this show is now in its second? vvp)
(Washington's Birthday), when $3 was
year, the first time for any WintcV :YYK
top.
At the night performance the
Garden attraction to attain such a
entire lower floor. was $3, as were the
"Sinbad" has been switched to ?
run.
first three rows in the balcony. Should
half a dozen houses, "including a long
remain well into the summer.
repeat date at the Garden. Last week:"East Is West" (Astor) (10th week).
.;;
Showed a steady progression in re- the takings were $16,600, nearly capacity for the house, and it looks sure
ceipts since its holiday opening with
for the shbw to remain for the balance v'';!
a probable climax last week with a
".:'
of the' season.
gross of $16,500, which figure' easily
tops all non-musical plays in New
"A Sleepless Night" (Bijou) "; (2nd ,
York. The takings last week were acweek). Show, was treated unkindly by ^;
tual capacity with a nightly statement
the reviewers arid in spite o£»it holding r-;
J
of $2,020.
a goodly supply of laughter, isn't re v
"Sometime" (Casino) (22d week).
garded as a sticker. However, in the, i
Got close to $13,500, slightly under the
small Bijou the piece drew nearly-Jgks
t
weekly gross since the first of the
$5,900 last week for jfive. days., the two
year. The two Saturday performances
Saturday performances" pulling
"'''.
'•:•. Y- -^YYYYYalone won $5,500.
$2800.
"Marquii de Priola" (Liberty) (6th
"Cnppy Ricks" (Morosco) (7th Week).
week). Although supposed to be slipSurprised the talent by turning. out a^v\£f2
ping the Leo Ditricrstein piece surprofit maker. With Thomas Wise and^v ^x
Managed to
prised by jttt strength.
William Courtney helping the draw
beat $10,000 lfst week helped by $2,394
'.#|
business has been beating $8,000. Last
for (the two Saturday performances.
week the gross was $8,129.
"Mis' Netty' of *rWne*n. 'Henry
"Pleate Get Married" (Little) (3rd
j |
Miller) (4th week). A character play "week)TTJfefflk««P*«ty in one
>
of the/ south with Mrs. Fiske ir»the
smallest theatres., cat week, $5,700.
Looks the strongest of any
title role.
.^,
Is one pf a group of. Teacnt^UeGVflJP
bora ?Wk
attraction yet playing the house. Got
farces to reach Broadway.
(Knickerbovfer- ,-"V:m
$10,500 last week.
Leeter"
"Listen
:0
(10th -week). Stands up as one o^lot
"The Net" (48th Street) (3rd week).
Yjv
leaders of musical shows. Last wsam
This show is in process of "re-vampgross about $17,300. The ticket bthing," changes especialy being due for
expires March 10, but an add
YvY*x
the last act, which appeared minus a
Ship- Y'.Yil
buy is already arranged.
punch. It is a melodrama offered by
"The Velvet Lady" (New /ing or '-.Y^
Lee Kugel. Last week's takings were
dam) (4th week). Has more
'}S^M
$6,500.
Y.i
graphs posted than any show
"The Canary" (Globe) (17th week).
is splurging in ext
;^
One of the best liked of the musical York and also
the takinp has
;&<
Though
vcrtising.
last
early
slump
Hurt by the
plays.
last week after
$10,000
around
claimed
>y\-j
week, but gathered in over $16,000.
charge
ris

ii

'•

.' :

'

>•

of Visitors

;

Making

Legit Houses.

7

Profitable Business in

—

s

—

Estimates of Last

Week's Receipts.

E«r

,>

The backward trend in box office
takings first indicated in the early
portion of last week was present this
Week, and with the passing of Wash"
ington's Birthday and the oncoming
(next week) of Lent, an ebbing of the
great business tide that made legitimate

on
Broadway and on the road since Novattractions

flourish,

both

is
predicted.
Some sources
feel that Lent will not so largely fig.
ure this year in the metropolis because of the continued presence of an
extraordinary number of visitors.
In spite of the weak draw that
started last week almost all houses
recovered sharply through Washington's Birthday, the biggest day of the
season, barring New Year's, and even
in some cases' gross was eclipsed. Box
office men and .ticket agents agree in
never
seeing
a
heavier
demand.
Crowds milled from one house to another, stopping en route in the "spec"
offices, not asking'' for any special attraction, but just tickets. The matinees
were "overboard" especially, and there
is a reason, which. is that many people
from but of town failing to secure
hotel accomodations decided to witness afternoon performances and return to their homes at night. Usually,
on holidays visitors from ( nearby
points remain overnight. "Mail reSiests for matinee tickets also showed
e lack of hotel accommodations. The
Hippodrome alone turned back $2,000
in money orders for last Saturday
afternoon.
The holiday also provided capacity
business for the vaudeville houses and
picture theatres. .The Palace had its.
entire lower floor at $2 at the matinee
and then went to standing room. The
New York restaurants near the the-

ember,

I

atres also

had a banner day.

The predicted

light takings for the
first part of the week for the balance
of the season 'and the correspondingly
heavy draw at the week-ends will
mean that the house of large capacity,
the best of it. Some
will. have, all
houses of generous size gathered
nearly half of tne~last week's gross on
Saturday alone, but even with capacity
that is impossible for the considerable
.grouo of Broadway houses of small

,

j

.^

•

"

reflected the falling off in takings,
there being but nine, attractions listed
for Orchestra seats and an equal number for which balcony seats are avail-

The lower floor group is "ForAfter"
(Playhouse);
"Ladies
(Bayes); "The Invisible Foe"
(Harris); "Toby's Bow" (Comedy);
"The Little Brother" (Belmont) ; "The
Meltihg of Molly" (Broadhurst) ; "The
Riddle: .Woman" (Fulton); "Hobohemia" (Greenwich).
The balcony
list is "Cappy Ricks" (Morosco) ; "The
"The Net"
Betrothal"
(Century);
(48th Street) ; "Good Morning Judge"
(Casino)
(Shubert)
"Sometime"
"Keep It To Yourself" (39th Street);
"A Sleepless Night" (Bijou) ; ,"Tea for
able.

:

ever

First"

;

(Maxine

Three"

Elliott);

A

,r

Little

Journey*' (Vanderbilt).

Last Saturday was

a.

record day in

The Tyson Company
the agencies.
broke all records for business since
the concern has been in existence. In
theatre tickets alone there was $31,000
worth of business. All told there are
20 buys running. in New York at present. Of these 18 are sold at all of the
brokers, but two are only carried by
McBride and Tyson Company. These
two are "Oh My Dear" and "A Sleepless Night." The latter is in the hands
of all the brokers except the United.
This group refused to buy in before
the show opened and passed it up after
that time, although the Shuberts have
been trying to "force the buy for the
"The Melting of Molly" buy
piece.

closed last Saturday night and was not'
renewed by any 'of the agencies.

Those that are running now include
"East Is West" (Astor); The Woman
Room 13" (Booth); "Somebody's
in
Sweetheart" (Central); "The Royal
Vagabond" (Cohan & Harris); "The
(Cort); "Three Wise
*01e"
(Criterion) ; "Up in Mabel's
Room" (Eltinge) ; "Lightnin* " (Gaiety)
"Mis* Nelly of
(Globe);
"The Canary"
N'Orleans" (Miller) ; "Friendly Ene-

Better
Fools"

Lester"
"Listen
(Hudson);
mies"
"Please Get Mar(Knickerbocker)
ried" (Little) ; "The Unknown Purple"
•„

(Lyric); "Tea For Three" (Elliott);
"The Velvet Lady" (Amsterdam); "Oh
My Dear" (Princess); "A Sleepless
Night" (Bijou) "Good Morning Judge"
;

capacity.

'tfcff&KrlHK* "HS3&..

The week fouiid'but one new show
ready

Variety's estimate of last week's takings

,

•

$17,401 and "A Tailor Made Man"
played" to $14,620.
Business in the houses on the Subway-circuit has been very satisfactory.

The Bronx

O. H. has been holding to
its record and has been playing attractions for a two weeks.' run dijring-t.be..
Last week the Standard
last month.
with "Flo Flo,"*the attraction played
to $8,000, and the Montauk in Brooklyn
got $7,800 with "Glorianna."
As yet the cut rates have not fully
,

is:

"The Royal Vagabond" (Cohan- and
Harris) (2d Week) First reports from
out of toWn were 'unfavorable, but
prior to the Broadway premiere the
show was "Cohanized." It has become
the most talked of new show in New
York, not perhaps so much because of
the brilliance of the play, but because
of the excellent results attendant the
"treatment" by George M. Cohan, who
The dein it satirizes comic opera.
mand for "Vagabond" was almost immediate with the latter section of the
opening week a virtual sell-out. Last
week, which was the first week, a gross
of $16,945 was drawn. This is the first
attraction in the so-called K. & E.

-

drew

*

string

of

houses
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silver

exception of Boston, which has been
some unexplained reason for
some weeks. Philadelphia is an exception, shows there taking in comparatively more than New York. Last;
week saw several of the successes
there reach $16,000. "Oh Look" nearly
gained that figure, while "Going Up"
off for

'

-

In total last week's business, with
the exceptions noted, was under the
figures that marked a majority of the
winter's weeks. The Saturday business was in many cases a real "life

in the score or more new pieces waiting for a berth. Out of town business
reported up to this week- shows as
much strength as 'Broadway, with the

fc

SM&i3j£

(Winter Garden).

list, but the coming fortwill find a number of shows
to move out, allowing to come

added to the
night

*

'

in

New York

to

d-W^JM
-

:

$m

.

-

1

!-
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"Oh My Dear" (Princess) (14th
week). A Saturday house record went
by the m>ards here too last week when
$1,300 was in at the night performance.
Total tor the week, $6,H0O.
"The Crowded Hour" (Selvvyn)

(11th

consistently
good business, though not the sensation expected. Drew $11,900 last week.
next,
Manhattan
Will move to the

week).

Has played

to

cations are

it

didn't beat $12,000,

tment

regarded quite ttcatre.
isn't
standard of New Amsterdam sltre to
"Toby'» Bow" (Comedy) (3rd west-

show

.

Althotigh but a hundred yard.
;Broad-wai' .tlie.jConifi.dy....is...a.."h.i;.York. ....
house." jThe clever character*' been
in "Toby's Bow" are drawing pi show
Last week the stale to
attention.
.

(Continued on page
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NEWS OF THE

BOX OFFICE REPORTS.

DAILIES

(Continued from page

Ollvor Morosco is to open a new theatre In
San KrnnclBco which he will mainly use as
a "try-out" bouse for new productions.
•

Donnelly's

Grove at College

for sale.

Coming prohibition

Is

producers.

United picture shown In the Domlnicft will be

made through Regal.

Point. L. I.,
tho reason.

Is

week, which

is considered
ness for the house..

Over $7,500 was raised at the benefit staged
by David Belasco at the Belasco Theatre Feb.
23.
The benefit was to 'provide comforts to
the wounded soldiers at Debarkation Hospital No. 5. and was tinder the patronage of
the Stage Women's War Relief
'

Captain Robert Warwick will play the lead(be coming Famous Playcrs-Laskcy release,
"Secret Service."

Phoebe Hunt entertained twenty-five cripchildren to the matinee at the Hippo-'
28.

!

•

•

\A benefit in aid of the Camp Upton Athletic
Fund was given Feb. 23, at the Century. Among
those who gave their services were Alice Brady,

>

"The Little Teacher" returned to New York
Feb. 24, with Mary Ryan.
This play bad a
run at the Playhouse last season.

Frttzl Scbeff, Gertrude Vanderbllt, Ivy
yer, Dolly sisters, Joseph Santley, Marie
roll

Alice Brady's forthcoming Select will be
"Mario, Ltd.," directed by Kenneth Webb.
Louise Winters is the author.

Ranske

Eleanor Gates has sold the picture rights
her latest book which Is Just about to be
to Maurice A.
Kashin, of the

Broadway Theatre.

V
(

'

Marlon Davles has
finished
"Marrying
Mnry," which is being cut by Director Allan
1 wan,
and within a week starts work on b
new picture at the Backer-Bacon studios.

:

'''

"Madame Sappho"

the title of the new
play written by Frederick and Fanny Hatton,
In .which Grace Valentine will play the lead
-next season.
Is

"Come Along," a musical comedy written
by Bide Dudley and John L. Nelson, will
have its premiere -in Atlantic City early in
March.
"Penny Wise," a comedy with Molly Pearson In the leading role, will open at the Belmont March 10. "The Little Brother" now
being played there will close March 8.

The Lcni/A Hill Dramatic Club will
sent. "La bumuredla del Mascheradi," by

preJas-

per Cuslmuuo, in English, at the Lenox Hill
.Settlement, 611 E. 60th street, March 2.

In

John and Lionel Barrymore will appear for a
engagement at the Plymouth, April 7,
"La Ciena Delia Bella" by M. Bennetti, to
by Arthur Hopkins.

ba produced

s

Oliver Morosco has purchased the rights to
"Slippy McGee." the novel by Marie Conway
Oonler.
Edward E. Rose will dramatize the
books.
'

March 0. George M. Cohan and William
Collier win be seen in a team dance at the
Rudolph

Aronson

testimonial

the

at

An effective form of advertising "Good
Morning Judge" has been originated by Ben

Emmy

to have a $50,000 theatre with
a~ seating capacity of 1,000 located at the
corner of 180th street and Washington avenue. Charles A. Goldreyer will lease the bouse.
le

Frederick Wulfrum pleaded guilty to tbe
charge of stealing $25,000 from Sam and Lee
Shubert, Inc., while in their employ ob a
bookkeeper,
He will be sentenced today.

-

'

*

Lynn Fontaine will bo seen next spring In
a now play by Richard Washburn Child and
Porter Emerson Browne called "Made of
Money." George
ProdUcUon

C.

Tyler

will

-

^JtSS^mSSSz^V^Smt
-

"W-

e
-v^a?AAIo* Simple"

federal »ho will play
April 1 ompany will

:

'

The f20

York

this
Btart

for

make th«
d- N»*
the script for

Leonard

summer
early

in

In

MeeCanada.

T,

June and

P e0I,,e -

ticrles Rich, of Boston, has arranged with
,lts 0I that city that a pereoentage of
li

out a

88 receipts of a benefit
given
'tni.
irate \t„P
iNOi^ Is to be donated to tothebe Actors'
was adjm.
,
;
trate faile.
•
pDen8 to Everybody" is the title of
Kilrno'c
rv.ui uc a iu|
ny now ) n rehearsal. Tbe comedy,
courtty

•

m

•Ine

H.

8.

I

'

nwvtnrloc de f ,ne direction of Arthur Hopkins.
proviaes.
written by Sam Bonnelll.
March 5
months inpening date at the Plymouth Theatre.

The ma

ni>ifiK»p
nf' n B "Romanco and Arabella" Conininujci oi
<ln)adg c w „] bo Been ,„
ecreen ver .
not enter William J. Hurlbut's "Saturday to
'f'" e_ .CJ? IS A* ...ffajrrtso n Ford will bo .the .leading
,

,

.

(Th iicd
.4.c's

sin*r

plaint was iy< wore signed last week between
tried Fri'dar^res and negal Films, Ltd.. of
v

Several

c"l-^

eMDT

tne

distribution

for

week). Is drawing steadily with the
gross last week around $7,500, considered good for the length of the run.
"Ladies First" (Bayes—44th Street
Roof) (19th week). Is nearing the end
of its run and due to 'take to the road
in March. Has remained a good deal
longer than first predicted. Miss Bayes
bought the show from H. H. Frazee,
then rented a theatre, and is said to

a surorlse by his chief. David Belasco. Durinz his absence. Dodge's office had been exactly cut in half, a perfectly good, but fresh
new wnll making his quarters of cubby bole
"n. B." was standing In tbe hallway
reported for duty and to tbe latexnr°selon
BUrnrtse the producer
of
«mlled--8wl remarked, "You don't know the
(Savoy and Brennan
hnlf or It. dearie."
please write.)
,

when Dodee
ter'*

of

all

be a winner on both deals.

A memorandum left by tbe late Nat C. Goodwin. d»ted Dec. 28 last. New York City, leaves
everything In his apartment, C01. West 11.1th

Georgia M. Gardner, to Whom he was
eneaeed to be married at tbe time of his death.
ctreet. to

properties

Include

tapestrlj>j^n.alntlngs,

,

^SSbO*«r<PHfc? &itfed~at

$25,000.

This

by his father. Nathaniel

t>e»n* administered

is"

C.

reported that a former
wifo.^Mnn
has la ber possession a
will dated 1D08 which leaves her everything
the late Net Goodwin possessed with the exrnntinn of $50,000, which' wbb to be reserved
for the care of his parents. This will is said
to be voided by Miss Goodrich having eiven
un any clslm to Mr estate at the time of ber
divorce.
She Is suing the Netherlands Hotel
for recovery of tbe value of rash and Jewela
un lo the amount of $10220 left In care of one
ot the hotol clerks, and the return of which,
up to date, she claims she has not been able to
also
finodrlcb.

flnodwJn.

It

Is

JUDGMENTS.

Inc.—J. Chalkovsky,

$05.41.

Pornlta

Plays,

Inc.—Photoplay

Co.. $805.04.

ProeresRlve Amuse. Co., Inc.

Publishing

—Travelers

Co.. «130.R7.

Andre-

MiwilnT

TelchnoT, *2R4*n.

.

benefits

assets

unknown,

'

when his "Flirtation," with Dorothy'
Van and Jack Deibel, opens at Keith's,
Columbus ; booked by Harry Weber.
It is a miniature musical show. His
next production will be "Coffee and

Critto, Jr."

it

(Winter Garden)

"Oh a'usual pafTvitri the
Garden's flash shows. Insured heavy
draw from visitors and doing strong
business, With a $3 scale operating

Dressier Produolng Corp., liabilities $22.80f)
".

She was 40 years of

Moore Is on the Big Time.
Chicago, Feb. 26.
Menlo £. Moore, for many years a
pretentious vaudeville producer in
these regions, takes his place with the
purveyors of amusement in the two-aday houses this week for the first time

"(3rd week).

PETITIONS.

19.

A

*Ji

week.

of an overflow have kept

"Monte

\:

age.

going.

Ine.

—

Fox Film Corp. and Domlnlck Luzlno— N.
Tonklewskv. SB01.42.

BANKRUPTS

street, Feb.

"Three Wise Fools" (Criterion) (18th
week). Has a fairly good draw. Last
week drew over $9,000.
"The Invisible Foe" (Harris) (9th
week). In the '"jinx" house on 42d
Liberal advertising and the
street.

•

Co.,

$13,000 last

7

The mother of Buster and Princey
Dunn died at her home, 336 West 49th

Doughnuts," a Salvation Army one"Daddies" (Lyceum) (26th week). One
acter, with a dozen people and a masof the cleanest comedies- of the seasive set, aimed directly for U. B. 6.
son and is drawing the latter end of
time.
the week. Around $9,000.
"Friendly Enemies" (Hudson) (33<T
JH
M
'
Providence Prize Dog Town.
week)." riAS £iie' 'season's longest-conProvidence has developed into the
secutive run record and figuring the
same company's Chicago record is per- prize try-out town of the current season
for legitimate shows. The reason given
haps the "ace" attraction for New
is that it is relatively near enough to
York. Ought to run until hot weather,
New York and the best town in that
although takings have dropped off.
radius to give a show for an entire
and
no
off
matinees
With' Wednesday
week with the chance's of getting some
standing sold the gross was $,12,000 last
money.
week.
money opening is assured for
"Lightning'" (Gaiety) (27th week).
Monday nights by the Providence plan
drawing capacity.
in
trouble
No.
of selling two seats for the price of
Extra matinees have been given lately.
one
for
the initial performance.
That with a $3 top Saturday gave the

show

Jurtements filed In the County Clerk's office.
first namo Is that of the Judgment debtor,
the second the Judgment creditor, and the
nmniint of Judgment.
Times Music Pub. Co., Inc.—N. Y. Tel. Co.,

Film Amusement

Catherine Owen.
Catherine Owen. (Catherine BOwen)
died at St Mary's Hospital, Rochester,
N. Y., Feb. 15 of pneumonia.
The
deceased, who was only ill three days,
was the. leading woman in a musical
tabloid, "In Venice," playing in Roches-,
**
ter, at the time of her death.

.

The

$22.40.

Louis Vogelius.
Louis Vogelius died Feb. 18 at the
age of 42. Mr. Vogelius at the time of
his death was a member of the Gus
Edwarde's company, and while in
Albany, where he died, suffered from
blood poisoning.
He resided at 225
Washington avenue, Glen Ridge, N. J.

tion alone accounts for the difference.
"Forever After" (Playhouse) (25th

Wendell Phillips Dodge, tbe only pink
whiskered press agent on Broadway, returned
from a vacation last week to be greeted wltb

"

Opera Comique (Park). Announcement was made last week that the
season of comic opera would soon end
at the Park, but the same day the
notice was "recalled." The current attraction is "Robin Hood". Last week
the takings were around $12,000, and
the house will draw $10,000 this week.

"Three Faces* Ea»t" (Longacre) (29th
week). The season's most successful
spy play. In order to brjng ''The
Royal Vagabond" into the Cohan and
Harris it had to be moved to the
Longacre, where in its first week (last
week) the takings were around $11,000
or better. Capacity at the Longacre is
something over $12,000. The show had
been doing better than $13,000 at the
Cohan ar.d Harris, but change of loca-

October.

The

died in the Waltham
(Mass.) Hospital Feb. 17 of pneumonia.
The deceased was a member of Guy
Brothers' Minstrels.^and the second of
the troupe to succumb from the same
disease since the company has been in
that city. Mr. Fulton is ,the brother of,
James Fulton, the manager.

spring.

artist,

site.

•

Fred Fulton.

N

J^ed Fulton

Park's season has been remarkable and unique. It will continue until

promise by Roma Rayhas entered denial
that he ever promised to marry her and states
that be will also defend the suit on technical
grounds.
Part of the defence will be that
Miss Raymond was born In Austria-Hungary,
has never been naturalized and therefore is
an alien enemy and unable to maintain a suit.
Mr. Earle was married to Florlne Wall last

Sheldon, has Included in the

but wani i0r8 e Probert, Florence Martin, and
cured a d!ng
pension and Lionel Barrymore will appear In
workhous engagement In "La Ciena Delia Buf'

sued

Charles Plunket.
.Charles "Plunket, a comedian, who
had, previous to his retirement, played
in numerous comic operas, died at his
home Feb. 15 in Cleveland, aged 62. He
is survived by a wife, formerly on the
stage, and now connected with the
Statler Hotel, Cleveland. Mr. Plunket
retired professionally 12 years ago.

Irish
is
re-

The

Aetor

Following a rest after a strenuous season,
Wehjen has signed "with Metro and is
now in Los Angeles getting ready for ber next
picture.

The Bronx

who bas been

new

Albert Levering.
Levering, business manager
for Raymond Hitchcock, died in Nashville Feb. 22 while sitting in a chair in
the lobby of a hotel. He had acted for
many years in an executive capacity
for Charles Frohman, and following
this had been in the business department of the Charles Dillingham interests, and for a period had been manager of the Hippodrome. He is survived by a wife, brother and sister.
Albert

limited capacity house.

Atwltl.
It Is in the form of a summons to
court, correct In almost every detail, and summons tbe possessor to attend a performance
of tbe comedy.
Tbe writ Is being handed
out promiscuously on the street and occasionally It causes a temporary suspension of heart
action.
The body of tbe writ contains excerpts from the criticism of tbe play.

Williams,
breach of

Drew

play, "Dark Roseline," which
ported soon to show in Washington
and may come into the Belasco.
"Somebody's Sweetheart" (Central)
(10th week). The gross attained was
nearly $14,000 last week.
With the
best all round music in town this attraction is holding up splendidly in a

tification.

Earle

advertising.

(Belasco) (16th week).

to

organizing the cast of a

Domlneo Navarro, said to be a motion picartist,
was arrested Feb. 10 on the
Henry F. Winscharge of grand larceny.
man, a real estate broker, states that he
could not mistake Navarro whom he claims
knocked him down a year ago and robbed
him of two diamond rings valued at $2,000.
The film actor was held under $1,500 ball on
the strength of Wlnsman's very positive Iden-

« id 0CKV)

I

slump somewhat. It
is
a question whether it will remain
much longer.
Mr. Belasco is re-

which was effected Feb. 19. was followed by his immediate release on $500 ball.

Theatre.

IPS

Has started

is president..

mond, the Polish

pace

Tiger Tiger"

ture

special
-

opening

rates and liberal
$8,800 last week.

ftrrest.

1

busi-

Molly" (BroadAble to hold its
mostly through cut

Car-

Louis Cohen, owner of the' Times SoWre
Theatre Ticket Agency, is the latest ticket
"peculator to be arrested by Assistant District Attorney Kllro for a breach
of
the
tlrket speculating ordinance.
The charge 1b
selling tickets without a
license and the

published,

>

Melting of
(9th week).

Saw-

and Robert Ames.

ono-act plays, "The Slave With Two
Feces," by Mary Corollne Davles, and "The
Blind," by Maeterlinck, were given a matinee
performance at the Longacre Theatre Feb. 27.
The plays were produced under the auspices
of the Drama Forum*! of which Mrs. Bell,

of

"The
hurst)

Two

Walter Haet's "Scandal" will have its premiere at the Garrlck, Chicago, March 2, Instead
of in New York.

good

Woman

"The
in Room 13" (Booth)(7th week). Fell off slightly last week
but finished strong with the others
with a gross of $9,800.

pled

drome Feb.

r

A

Mlllor.

in

DEATHS.

13.)

fair profit to its

"Keep It to Youraelf" (39th Street)
(9th week).
bedroom farce with a
hilarious second act.
Hurt by the
slump of last week and unable to recoup as well as others because of the
small capacity. Played to $6^(10 last

,

"Sniping," or stealing posted space not paid
Tor, Is to receive a setback, and a campaign is
about to be started to stop the practice, Charles
Dillingham, as a member of the Merchants' Association, will Interest the theatre managers In
the reform.

"Please Get Married" Is to be produced in
London next year In conjunction with Gilbert

which leaves a

$5,800,

..jL-IL

the takings were around $30,000 last

week
"The Riddle: Woman" (Fulton) (19th
week). Does not have to draw a heavy
gross to turn a profit. Has enjoyed big
week-end business. Last week the takings were over $6,000.
"Dear Brutus" (Empire) (10th week).
One of the._hjts.of the group of plays
*

which "caihe in" at the holidays. May
last the season.
Strong draw down-

,1

:

stairs,

but

little

upstairs.

(
.

$9,000 last

week.
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LEGITIMATE
SUNDAYS AND

SHOWS OUT OF TOWN
Chicago, Feb. 26.
The high wave of theatrical prosperity has broken against the shore of

The

the Lyric.

piece

is

doing very

and an

good business.
"A Naughty Wife"- is at the Walnut
where businesses been very good for

unusual number of potential hits and
aging runs collapsed in a body this
week. Half a dozen or more changes
were in the week-end announcements.

the last three or four weeks, the "pop"
price attractions feeling the benefit of
the general good attendance at all
theatres in town.

shaky

conditions,

industrial

1

The Ziegfeld "Follies, ' after asensational ten weeks, leaves for St. Louis,
letting in "The Girl Behind the Gun"
"Fiddlers Three,"
the Colonial.
at
widely advertised and playing to over

"THOUSAND EYES" OPENS.

A new

babies.

'The Overseas Revue," which got
warm notices and enthusiastic lobby
talk, failed to draw at the unfortunate
Princess, moving to the little Play#

liam Sellery, John Daley.
Richard Bennett staged the play and

.

house to make a void for "Sleeping
Partners," with Irene Bordini and Wal-

is

lace Eddinger.

"Old Lady 31," which remained at
the Cort through a silent and apparent
apathy that was painful, limps off at
last because Frazee, who owns the
house, wants it for "A Thousand Eyes,"
with

Frank

Mclntyre.

The Kugel

piece attracted a class of patrons not
usually drawn to high-priced houses
and leaves here hugging a bankroll.
"See You Later," another of the wellliked but scantily patronized plays,
featuring T. Roy Barnes, was vastly
improved during its stay at the La
-

money

.over to Fifth avenue.
This resulted in a revival of the ru-

mor afloat last year the Shuberts had
in mind a plan to demolish the present
Winter Garden structure and erect on
the block three theatres, with stages
having their back walls on Seventh
avenue, the trio of entrances on Broadway and the remainder of the ground
floor fronts to be occupied by stores.
This would also permit of a ballroom
and restaurant above.
It was stated at the time the rumor
was around that Harry J. Krapp, the
theatre architect, had drawn plans
for the Shuberts for such a structure,
but that the lease held by VanBrink
& Co. and the government prohibition
against building operations during the
war would not permit of the scheme
being put into execution.

Blackstone, did reasonably well during
the four weeks' stay, and strays away
as Patricia Collinge enters with "Tillie."
Mitzi, a prime favorite here, leaves the
Illinois,
taking along "Head Over
Heels" and wishing good luck to De
Wolf Hopper, another cute star, who
takes his bow there in 'The Better
Ole," awaited with smacking of the

,

lips.

"Business Before Pleasure," drawing
about $16,000 weekly, moves to the
1,

and "Scandal," by

Cosmo Hamilton,

follows into the Garrick, the Drews, in "Keep Her Smiling,"
taking to the road from the Woods.
The other Tully piece, Guy Bates Post
in 'The Masquerader," is playing to
profits at the Studebaker. "Going Up"
is still getting big money at Cohan's

Grand, and Lenore Ulric, good until
March 10 at Powers', where she is doing 'handsomely, Will be replaced by
Cyril Maude in "The Saving Grace."
"Chu Chin Chow" is cleaning up at the
Auditorium.
Philadelphia, Feb. 267

"The Kiss Burglar," a musical comedy in two acts, got a good opening
at the Chestnut Street Opera House
and "Tumble In," which is a musical,
comedy in three acts based on the*
farce "Seven Days," drew a well filled
house at the Lyric Monday night.
•These were the only new openings
this week and despite that both were
musical and had "Going Up," which has
been drawing strong at the Forrest,
the newcomer's attracted their share
of the patronage, and both shows were
well received.
Business has dropped off at the
Broad, where "The Better 'Ole" is in its
but of its four weeks stay. First presentation of "Moliere" next week with

E.

Miller, Holbrook Blinn, Blanche
and Estelle Winwood in the
principal roles.
"A Tailor Made Man" is still doing
well at theGarrick, where it will re-

ACTORS' GUILD BENEFIT.

.

The annual benefit performance for
the Catholic Actors' Guild will be held
Harris theatre Sunday,
at the Cohan

&

March 2.
The show

one.

more week ...afterL

this.

"Oh

Look," at the Shubert, in its fourth
week and doing fair. "Friendly Enemies" moved into the Adelphi for a
run of two weeks after its long stay at

t

be under the personal
direction of Sam H. Harris and Geprge
If. Cohan. The latter's late father was
will

president of the Guild.

Many stars will appear .for Mr.
Cohan, the bill including in part Mrs.
Fiske, Joseph Cawthorne, Julia Sanderson, William Collier (with Mr. Cohan),
Sam Bernard, Tessa Costa, Sallie
Fisher, George White and Girls, Elizabeth Murray, Chauncey Olcott, Mollie
King,

there

Emmett Corrigan.

CORT OUT OF WEST.
John Cort, who

enjoying the most
prosperous season he has had for a
number of years, has booked none of
his attractions west of the Mississippi
and is now out of all his western theis

atrical enterprises.

The arrangement whereby "The Better 'Ole" is playing at his theatre in
York is a straight rental of $1,000
profit a week over the expenses of the

New

theatre.

More and more daring grow the
brands of advertising that are being
used to exploit the bedroom dramas
and farces and the various balls held
at Webster Hall. A stand is out for
the latest Shubert -produced farce that 'A Sleepless Night with Peggy
reads
Hopkins." That runs over the Boston
advertising for "Up in Mabel's Room."
The Greenwich Village Ball, sched:

uled for tonight (Friday) at Webster
is
being sponsored by Millie
Davenport Moss, editress of "The
Quill" (dubbed "a magazine of Greenwich Village"). The ball is to be a
Gypsy-costume affair, and the lines
that are being used to advertise the
Hall,

event are: "You can dance till dawn
with September Morn, di, di, di, di, di,
dum; da turn, turn, turn, 'n everything."

NEW AUTHOR'3

DILLINGHAM'S

'

After a couple of nights' break-in,

Grace George opens in Detroit, March
10, in a new play called "She Would,
She Did," written by an unknown au-

Mark W. Reed.

Reed was a sergeant in the camouflage section, 40th Engineers, in the
U. S. Army for 17 months, IS of which
he spent in France. He was recently
mustered out and on arriving at his
home in Chelmsford, Mass., was
greeted by a telegram from William
A. Brady announcing his play would
be put into immediate rehearsal.

SCENIC STUDIO STRIKE OVER.
Scenic studio difficulties are about
being settled after a controversy that
lasted all winter and the artists appear to have won over the "contract-

FredXatnam""
Among those engaged are Douglas
Welsh, Anna
Tames Marlowe.

Scott

Nellie Fillmor*

Orr,

the return from Palm Beach
of Gene Buck, the report bepersistent Mr. Buck had taken
the Bradley brothers of that Florida
camp for a part of their bankroll. The
Bradleys usually take it from others
*
over the greencloth.
Wagers were made Buck did nothing
of the kind, the bettors against the report saying the Bradleys could not
afford to lose their well established rep
that no one in the show business ever
did or ever could beat them in theit
own Palm Beach house.
.When Buck was asked about the
miracle he refused to commit himself
on the plea that his father once went
to church on a Sunday and that his
boy, Gene, should not admit to gam-

came

m
7

Then Mr. Buck carelessly
dropped on the sidewalk three $1,000
seven $500 notes and a lot of loose
currency. He kept muttering, "Oh," You;
Bradleys," as he picked them up.
Other theatrical men returning from
the south this week were Archie and
Edgar Selwyn and Irving B.crh'n. Several are still there though the season
bling.
bills,

j

Palm Beach Monday night
Those* remaining include
ball.
trying to break even on i the
vacation. Among the bunch that came,
closed at

with a

back were two or three who made'
their customary winter contribution
toward the maintenance of the Bradley
establishment.

JOHN MASON'S WILL.
The will of John Mason, who was
twice married and twice divorced, on
file for probate in the Surrogate' Court,
gives his entire estate to Leikv McBir.ney, friend, of 145- West 54th street;
who is named also, without bonds, as
ii££$
executrix.
The

will,

executed March

1905,

29,

and attested by William Luahy, of the
Hotel Wellington, and Edward Bird, of
25 .West 53d street, as subscribing
witnesses, contains this paragraph:
"I have fully considered all my claims
which any and

all

of

my

relatives,

by

blood or marriage, may have upon me,
and consider I have, during my lifetime, provided for them as fully as I

deem

necessary."

u""'

Mr. Mason, who had been ill less
than a week, died suddenly at Dr. A. J.
Given's Sanitarium, at Stamford, Conn,:
Jan.

12.

:

'"if:&9
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BUSINESS ACCELERATION.
The theatres

Boston, Feb. .26. ;
cleaned up

in this city

on Saturday and Monday. SaturdayWashington's Birthday
seats could

—

not be obtained many days in advance.
the visit of the President
to the city brought thousands who.
would have ordinarily been at work' 2
into the city, as it was a holiday of
sorts, and they jammed the
local
houses at the special matinee and the.
evening performances. Every, house in
town got a good break on the deal.; '.

On Monday

.

:

ors."

•

The

latter-joined the Master Paintand Decorators' Association with

the idea of forcing a reduction, but
the majority of studio owners have
arrived at the conclusion the differ-

ence in wage asked

isn't

worth

fight-

ing over.

The men asked

$66 per week for artgrade, known as "journeymen," with the minimum for other
artists set at $44 per week.
Of the 350 men out all are now back
in the studios with the exception of 20
ists

of the

first

AUTHORS AT

A. C.
Atlantic City, Feb. 26.
It looks like a convention of authors
.at the Hotel Shelburne.
Blanche Merrill is there, working out some plot
with comedy scenes and songs. Sam.
Shipman and Aaron Hoffman are others, also writing plays.
It is unknown whether Messrs. Shipman and Hoffman are collaborating or
just stopping at the same hotel.

JOLSON'S COAST TRIP.

artists.

Chicago, Feb.

NEW SHOW.

'Vy

Stevenson,

PLAY.

"SCANDAL" AT GARRICK.

Charles Dillingham will place in rehearsal next week a new musical comedy, by Anne Caldwell and Jerome
Kern, not yet named.
It will be staged
~"":'~

With

Monday

many

EXPRESSIVE ADVERTISING.

ers'

Bates

...majn.

But it was also understood that
was to be no extension of Sunday performances.
Within the last 18 months the number of towns which started Sunday
snows came so fast that the A. E. A.
has not obtained an accurate list.
Sunday shows at Washington were
assumed to "act as a "lead" for a group
ot other cities, most technically in midwestern states.
The A. E. A. does not take the position Sundays should not be played, but
it does contend that the practice has

plan.

thor,

Henry
-

in so-called "Sunday territory," largely
confined to the Central West, artists
were to receive no extra pay. That
was under the "policy-of-the-house"

so extensive that players are
entitled to salary for Sundays.

The northern corner of the Winter

hit.

adjustment between the A. E. A. and
the managers next season.
Originally when the A. E. A. arranged
the question of Sunday performances
with the managers it was agreed that

THEATRE PLAN.

Garden building at Broadway and Slst
street, which was occupied by Van
Brink & Co., the auctioneers, under a
long lease, is now vacant, with an announcement the concern had moved

Arliss, in his dual bill at the

Woods March

3

ok a

GENE BUCK BEATS BRADLEYS.

A. E. A.

The matter of extension of "Sunday
territory" is receiving increasing attention on the part of the Actpcs' Equity
Association, and it will probably be
one of the principal problems for

become

|

SHUBERTS'

and starts east, followed by "Oh,
Lady, Lady," heavily anticipated and a
George

understood to be financially inter-

ested.

Salle,

certain

Detroit, Feb. 26.
called "A Thousand

farce

Eyes" opened at the Shubert-Garrick
Sunday, presented by- H. H. Frazee.
The piece stars Frank Mclntyre. It
was originally lmown as "Thirty
Days" and is by A. E. Thomas and
Clayton Hamilton.
The new show won good notices. In
the cast are Kathleen Comcys, Jean
de Briac, Olin Field, Charles Wingate,
Ethelbert Hales, Maude Milton, Wil-

week, departs Sunday, and
"Penrod" enters the Olympic This is
one of the puzzles of all booking
mysteries, as "Penrod" will probably
develop here into 'one of those $5,000

$12,000 last

«99

™

-'•:%.

•

•'•-.

26.

"Scandal," the new Walter Hast production, opens at the Garrick Sunday
night.
The piece "has Charles Cherry
and Francine Larrimore featured. Others in the cast are William Dande, Carl

Eckstrbm,
George
Henry Trader,
George Gregory, Isabel O'Madigan,
Lillian Kembell Cooper, Alice Putnam;
Doris Duande and

Mary

Cecil.

A trip by auto to San Francisco has
been decided upon by Al Jolson after
the end of the New York engagement
of "Sinbad" at the 44th Street Theatre.
Mr. Jolson expects the run there to
end his season, and start in May westward bound.
"Sinbad" has

now

played

vy

m

New York
7

for over a year. 'The df'iw has"' been
so plentiful at the 44th Street, the show
recently raised its balcony scale to
$2.50

and

$2.

£

%i "S

.

and in his renunciation showed that although
a man ho still was a fighting man.
Malcolm Duncan carried the greatest responsibility throughout the play as the Doctor, and
bis performance was most convincing and contributed materially to its
success. Grace Carlyle as the Nurse was sincere.
Mrs. Priestly Morrison substituting for

MOLIERE
Baltimore. Feb. 2&V

'Mollere," which had Kb premiere Monday
at Ford's, Is one of the most striking plajre
that has been seen in the Monumental City
for years.
Here and there throughout the
play one has a feeling that the author, Phillip
Moeller, has failed In what he set about to do,
particularly In the matter of comic relief for
tho profound lines, but there Is a rare element
of nobility' about tbo performance, and some
of the lines blto Into tho mind of the hearer
by the force of tbelr incisive reality.
Henry Miller, Blanche Bates, Holbrook
Bllnn and Eatclle Wlngood guarantee good acting.
They portray their parts In a realistic
way rather than after a romantic fashion.
"Mollero" has littlo of tho elements of a
spectacle about it, the cast Is pmall, and the
stago Is never crowded with figures merely to
make a feast for the eye, but the costumes
aro rich and hueful and measure up to the .requirements of the times.
Contests between the wills of Mollere, who
'

.'

I

.

,

Rose Cogblan who was taken ill shortly before the opening, was very good, and the
only criticism that could be offered In connection with the cast gathered together by
William Moore Patch Is the performance of
Richard Gordon as the minister who lost

many comedy

THE ROYAL VAGABOND.
Chef check,

Innkeeper....
Chas. Wayne
Marcel, the barber
Roger Gray
Janku, the apothecary
Louis Simon
Anitza Cbefcheck, the milliner
Tessa Kosta
Colonel Ivan Petroff
John Goldsworthy
Sixtus, an officer
Julian Winters
Professor Robert Aubrey Montague Hopkins,

between Mollere and Montepason,
lover, and the beauty

and youthful bloom of character of Armande
Bejart, Mollere's wife, furnish the chief ele-

ments of the production.
The setting, the
loose standards and Intrigue of the court, enhance the element.
Iris difficult to Imagine anything more ap-

Robinson Newbold

pealing or more faithful to life than Miss
Winwood's manner of presenting Armande.
She Is youth, delicacy and beauty personified.
Miss Bates measures up to expectations fully
and shows to best advantage In tho scene
whore she attempts to win Mollere.
.The character of Mollere Is drawn out remarkably well, and this was without doubt the

Mollere Is to
France what Shakespeare fs to England, and
one feels grateful that the author has chosen
to Ignore the scandal about the relationship
between Mollere and his wife, which all other
authors have used whonever they bring In tbo
character of Mollere.
Mr. Bllnn makes a splendid Louis XIV,
suggesting the great figure in history by his
combination of regal bearing and frank, natuOf course, Henry Miller in the
ral speech.
task

of

the

Into a long discourse on
plnywrigbting with the king.
Also the part
In ,Mme. de Montepason'c black page is inanely
written, tbo dance of Madame and the page
is
capable of being developed into a very
diverting Incident; as It Is now. It fails of tnat.
On the whole It is a very unusual perform*
ance, and those who enjoys the higher values
of the theatre should not miss It.

window and go

Princess Violetta, first lady of the bath,

off

Frances Demarest
Grace Fisher
Winifred Harris
Helen Bterre
Gladys Zell

Princess Helena
Queen of Bargravla
A Page

Wanda

..-..««

Edna

Josete
Carlotta

.

Pierre

Dorothy Dickson

Captain Dantzlg..
Drodono, gypsy chief
Rozello, the charming gypsy

author.

title role acts the part In a splendid manner.
The faults of the play are chiefly minor
ones, the action drags a little at the opening
of each -act, and some of the minor roles are
tbo stagey at times— they are acting "Mollere,"
and he bated staglness. Also it is unnatural
for Mollere when he beholds his wife unfaithful to him to turn immediately from the

exposition of

conditions as they are today.
The audience
In the prologue that they might
be shocked, but this was not fulfilled, because, apparently, audiences have become accustomed to the language of the clinic and,
what Is more Important and speaks well for
the work being accomplished by the theatre,
does not become alarmed at serious dlscuBkIodb of serious matters.

who would make him her

hardest

a frank

Is

was warned

life bb be Raw it, even though he
painted fool of his king, and Louis,
king's Impatience of ridicule of him-

self, contest

opportunities.

"The Aftermath"

would write

make a
"Trttfr- i-

,

there the finest display of tbe evening, but
several of the best bits of the play were presented.
It was there that Robinson Newbold
had bis chance, and be landed a wallop. It
uterus this same Mr. Newbold had been touted
for a long time with no takers until now. His
"Mikado" number found a perfect place among
Mr. Cohan's pleasantries. He used a chorus
of "The Flowers That Bloom In the Spring.
Tra La," singing it as it might be sung by "a
fellow with a marble In bis throat," as a country, villager, as by a hair-lip, then by "Lord
Dundreary," a Frenchman, and by a "tough
guy," whose Idea was "the hell with the flowers In spring." Mr .Newbold played "Hopkins"
In a bright,, easy fashion that won plenty of
admirers, but It was the "Mikado" bits that
won the score for him.
Tbe thir act, too, saw Dorothy Dixon with
Cary Hyson with their best dance number.
The pair are always worth while. They have
attained Importance In several Broadway shows,
and no less so here. It was Miss Dixon who
gathered the first big returns earlier In the
show.
Many of ber appearances were alone
and her lithe beauty, Innate grace and that
ever present saucy back kick make her a fascinating, stage dancer. One number she danced
with a comic opera soldier quartet, tbv
Messrs. Jack Connors, Chas, Callahan, John
Ross and Edward Ryan. Tbe quartet was on
early with a dance that scored strongly, doing
well enough to have been accorded another
later on. -Mary Eaton, -a toe dancer, also drew
attention after a novel entrance at tho close
of the second act, while Gladys Zell and Edna
"*
Pierre had stepping bits.
Tessa Costa made good the promise of two
seasons ago, singing sweetly as Anzlta. Grace
Flsber and Frances Demarest both did well,
white Winnltred Harris made a stately queen.
Rodger Gray as Marcel, a barber with outspoken revolutionary tendencies, was teamed
wltn Louts Simon, the village apothecary, ana
Charles Wayne, the innkeeper, they forming
a comic trio.
Mr. Gray, however, realized
more out of bis role than bis partners, although Mr. Simon developed a clever characterization.
John Goldswortby contributed In
the singing of several of his best melodies, as
did Frederic Santley, who was a bit plump as
tbe prince.
/
Lyrics counted for much at most times, especially at act opening, where all the lines
And the chorus did plainly
were Cohan's.
ennunclate the lyrics for a change, and there
were real voices amoung the bunch, which explains why a percentage near the front were
not young. However, that was made up by the

.-...Carl

Hyson

Walter Palm
Mary Eaton
The Messenger
Dorothy Dickson
The Queen's Guard.
Messrs. Jack Connors,
Chas. Callahan, John Ross, Edward Ryan
"A Cohanlzed Opera Comlque" quite faithfully classifies "The Royal Vagabond," which
bad its metropolitan premiere at the Cohan &
Harris Theatre Feb. 17. By Thursday night a
capacity audience, which is an index as to how
the piece impresses Broadway, but a crowd free
of the enthusiasm of first nights, was delighted
at the brightness of it and the melody of sevits many songs.
What "Vagabond" was when

'

eral of

opened out
of town several weeks ago doesn't -matter. Reports had it that it was a harmless operetta.
Stephen Ivor Szlnnyey, who Is credited, with
the book and lyrics, but who is really the translator of "Vagabond," came away from Baltimore with lamentations over the way "bis"
book bad been manipulated.
William Cary
Duncan, who actually did the dramatization,
said nothing, and now that the piece is a hit
Mr. Szlnnyey has sheathed the hammer for a
it

show

girls,

among whom were some

real beau-

Julian Mitchell and Sam Forrest combined in the staging.
One of the unusual features of the current
New -York season Is that comic' opera has
flourished.
If the straight brand can deliver
at the Park Theatre, then, the "Cohanlzed"
kind as exemplified in "The Royal Vagabond"
must win, for it will draw the lover of comic
opera and also those who like theirs with a
dash of tun, and "those" are In far greater
ties.

trumpet.

abundance.

George M. Cohan changed "The Royal Vagabond" from Just a musical play into the most

new offering in New York. He
accomplished the trick almost over night.
Personally appearing in "A Prince There Was"
was nothing at all to George M. when it came
to converting a doubtful asset into a dividend
payer. He rightly conceived that the one way
out was to "kid" bis and Sam H. Harris' comic
opera; and forthwith he did that by inserting a
lot of little things in the way of satire all
through the running. But his vein of satire
was not razor edged. Mr. Cohan would probably say it was "Just kidding," and that about

Ibee.

talked about

THE AFTERMATH.
Washington, Feb.

26.

"The Aftermath." telling of wHat Is to come
when the soldiers return from France was
favorably received Sunday night at the 8hubert-Garrlck, the press, as well as the first
night audience, although not acclaiming it,
pronounced it a good play and likened it to
another step in the theatre's work for the
public good.

The ortors ana' actresses of this country
have given many hours of patient work in

way

of entertaining the soldiers both here
their first step "toward aidreconstruction is really worth while.
George Selbel, the author, Is apparently new
to the theatre and bis mechanics are noticeable, In many cases mostly because of the
lack of them. He has built a story around a
theme that will hold Interest and the sincerity with which he has delivered his message speaks well for future efforts from this
author.

the

and abroad and

'

lng

'

,

In

"The Aftermath" Is frankly propaganda
from the foreword in the program, to the
ringing epilog when the Doctor and girl be
has just saved from a marriage that foretold misery, pledge their efforts to the enllgbtment of the world on tbo peril of social
disease.
The story is laid in 1010 during the
return of tho soldiers from overseas and at
a time when the strict Army rules are bolng
relaxed, and Is a compliment to the Army
authorities in their efforts to return the men
unsullied. Mr. Seibel's play Buffers, of course.
"Damaged
Brleux's
with
comparison
In
Goods," but Is still convincing.
•

*Capt
nurse,

Hobart and Alice Montgomery, a
from France deeply In love
Tom McKlnney, a doctor
other.

return

with each

who has

-.-v..

—

•.

/
i

i',
,'

,

-

lovod Alice before she left for overseas, Is called upon to prescribe for what
Capt. Hobart claims to be ailments due from
-—IHsJn. the trenches. Instead the Doctor finds
that the Captain's blood Is severely tainted
with the scourge that follows a fast life. He
endeavors In every way to break off the en.
gagement, even throwing- tho cthtcB of hlB
profession aside, but Alice, urged on by a
match-making motber, Is firm In her desire
to marry the Captsln, who Is battling against
the belief that his ailment is uncurable.
In the last ecene, where the Doctor breaks
bonds -of secrecy, "The Aftermath** reached
Its
most dramatic moment .as the Captain
-waits- tar- - tbe -telephone.. mcjsago. from the
specialist that will' seal his' fate or make his
In this scene Malcolm
marriage possible.
Fnnsct save an excellent performance, and
gained tho confidence In himself that seemed
to be lacking In the early stages of the play,

tells

ACTORS' FUND BENEFIT.
Washington, Feb.

financially.

Twelve acts made up the unusual bill offered
and It waa really the oft-time claimed, but

it.

seldom realized, bill of all head-liners. One
of the most enjoyable numbers presented
bolng the address by Mr. Frobman on the
work being done by the Fund and what It
has done In helping the members of the profession.
He referred to tbe profession as
a precarious one at best, but the audience
was impressed that it could not be quite so
precarious vas long as such men aa Mr. Frobman waa at the head of an organization that
cared for its members in case of Illness, accident or any other misfortune.
The moat novel section of the program was,
of course, held for the closing spot of a
more than three-hour program, it waa the
appearance of ten light opera composers of
the United States at pianos. They were, Raymond Hubbell, Gus Kerke'r, A. Baldwin
Sloane, Jerome Kern, Hugo Felix, Louis A.

A majority of the 16 musical numbers are
from Dr. Anslem Goetzl, with lyrics by Mr.
Duncan, but Mr. Cohan figures in no less than
three all his own.
Harry Tlerney and
Jos. McCarthy also have a couple. Mr. Cohan's
"In a Kingdom AH Our Own" sounded the best
of all the score. It's a short beat number that
could bo described as "cute," a sort of melody
five,

that grows. It was the best staged number of
the evening. A whole bunch of kiddies figured
in one chorus that called for repeats, and
among tbem was one/tit the tiniest kldlets that
ever paced across the stage. All the kids followed a leader who was sucking a lolly-pop.
"Love of Mine" and "Love Is Love" are the
prettiest of the other melodies, with the former
the best.
The story concers one or a couple of love
affairs wound In and around the royal purple.
The queen la intent on stamping out an incipient revolution that wants a republic, and
picks on one Florenze, a prince in disguise,
who 1b for anything so long as he be permitted
to marry Anzlta, a youthful milliner, and of
the "people."
The villagers, of whom there
Is an abundance, sing "Good-bye Autocracy,
Hello Democracy," except when the queen
flows by, when the lyric is changed to the reverse. The coronation of the prince approaches
and anent that the full measure of the Cohan
wit comes.
It has been tbe custom of all
kings of llargravla to be trombone players.
The prince explains that to Hopkins, his tutor,
and tfle latter, through whom most of the
Cohan satire cmplates, replies that "be knowB
a lot of trombone players who should have
been crowned long ago."/ And when the prince
"stalls" on taking his lesson ho is advised not
to gum the works, for "the brass band has been
engaged, and please don't make a tool out of
One of the big laughs
the musical union."
came with the queen's Invitation to tbe royal
breakfast, to "sip coffee out. of the royal cups
and munch royal biscuits made out of Roval
'

,

Baking Powder."
By "alf rales of comic opera "The Royal
Vagabond" should bave stopped at the end of
tbe second act. The third came along with an
easy alibi, and In fact it was the best of the
Not alone were the costumes
performance.

••

26.

Washington's annual benefit for the Actor's
Fund, with Daniel Frobman presiding, waa
held at the National Theatre Friday afternoon and was a success both artistically and

Hlrscb, Slgmund
Lleutv-Gitz-Rlce.
of

his

others
pianos

Romberg, Silvio Heln and.
Each composer played one

most popular compositions and the
Joined with him at their respective
It surely did
in playing the chorus.

ROBIN HOOD.
Robert of Huntington (af- {cfll^Camobefl
forwards Robin Hood).. | Harold Ifake
The Sheriff of Nottingham. .William Danforth
Sir Guy of Olsborne (his ward).. John Phillips
Little John.
I James
Stevens
John Quine
Will Scarlet
Outlaws..
Herbort Waterous
Friar Tuck
Bertram Peacock
Alan-A-Dale
Cora Tracy
Lady Marian Fltzwalter (al
„
ward of the Crown, after- } £!* B w 8e 3..
Helena Morrill
ward Maid Marian)
J
Dame Durden (a widow)
Kate Condon
Annabel (ber daughter)
Gladys Caldwell
The second season of opera comlque by
the Society of American Singers, Inc., at the
Park Theatre, is now In its seventh month.
Announcement Is made that the society la a
1

I

.

.

.

-

co-operative organization for the managament
ot
American singers and American composers.
In its two reasons of progress
It
has acquired a repertoire of 18 operas,
and its lists ot artists Includes stars of International fame and many young American
singers who may become the stars of tomorrow. The society has this season proved that
there Is a cordial and appreciative public for
opera comlque in English presented by American artists of achievement, at a scale ot
price ot which the' top scale Is $2.50 tor orchestra seats.
This fs the last week ot "Robin Hood" at
the Park and next week they will offer "The
Bohemian Girl," to he followed before the
close of tbe season by several Gilbert « Sullivan revivals, the first of which will be "Patience" and "Iolanthe."
The presentation of "Robin Hood" isn't all
that It should be. While there Is an excellent
singing organization and a large and competent" orchestra under the direction of John
McGble, tbe stage direction of Charles Jones
Isn't inspirational.
The costuming, for instance, lacks homogeneity in tbe second act
scene In Sherwood Forest the outlaws have
no arrows in their quivers (sheaths for .carrying arrows), though they are equipped *with
bows.
>
On the night the show was reviewed, Craig
Campbell sang tbe title role, John Qulne was
Little John and Anne
Bussert was Lady
Marian. The alternates for the role of Robin
Hood are Orvllle Harrold ; James Stevens for
for Lady
Little John and Helena Morrell
Marian.
Campbell does not suggest in
physique the part ot Robin Hood, though he
sang the role well.
To those who are not. actual dyed-ln-thewool music lovers, opera comlque la a tiresome affair. It seems silly to try to combine
They somehow don't
acting with singing.
.

Perhaps It i-j because most
good singers are Inferior actors.
To Judge "Robin Hood" by modern standards
to the disparagement of the Amer-

seem to blend.

>

_•;

would work

ican classic. It is full of asidea and ridicuIts development of plot
lous inconsistencies.
is
childish, with such situations as Lady
I- will dress
Marian's aside: ""I have it.
as a village maid," etc. One cannot, however,
help but enjoy the gems of the opera, like
"Oh Promise Me," "It Takes Nine Tailors,"
the serenado to Anabel by Robin Hood, Maid
Marian's flute obltgato solo and the others.
There must be a large number of people who
are satisfied to sit through the twaddle In
order to bear the gems, as witness the seventh month ot the successful engagement at
/<#>.
the Park..

.

*

Sheeny With Cort.
John Shcehy, for many year* manager of the Barnum-Bailey Circus, is
now managing "Listen Lester" for
John Cort. As it looks as though that
attraction is going to stay at the
Knickerbocker ail summer, the chances
are thaf Sheehy will forego the pleas-

ure of the circus lot this year.

Musicalixing Farce*

Harry Carroll and Harold Atteridge
are at French Lick Springs with rhe
books of seven farce comedies that
they are to revamp into musical comedies. It is reported that they are work^
ing .under retainer to Henry Waterson

who may commence producing next
saeson.

.

.

go over big!
"Nettle," a sketch by George Ade and presented by Mr. Frobman, easily won second
Those appearing in the cast were
honors.

Orrin Johnson, Harold Howard, Ben R. Gra-

ham, Harry Quealy and Jack Merrltt. BeaHereford in her always delightful monoMr. Roland
logue was recalled repeatedly.

trice

of Keith's Theatre, conof Blngville," appearing
tributed
at his theatre and the three players, Fted
Whitfield, Marie Ireland and Lew Murdock
BUI Bailey and Lynn
secured many laughs.
Cowan, sons of syncopation, and Frank Gaby,
also from Keith's, won their share of the
MIbb Bthel forde and
audlenco's approval.
Ralph O'Brien or "Oh! Boy!" appearing at
Poll's, save a specialty dance as did Olga
and Mlska from "Tumble In" at the Belaaco.
pantoBoth were equally well received.

manager
"The Belle

S. Bobbins,

A

-

presented unusual effects
of "Remnant," .appearing.
at the National, paid tribute to Mr. Frobman
bx reading one of bis poems. Anna Wneaton
"Obi
Boy!" through their
and Hal Forde of
clevernasa won equal honors with tho others.

Lee Shubert Resting.
Lee Shubert finally decided that none
managers in town should

of the other

have anything on him' so he

is

taking

Palm Beach. He left New
week immediately after the
opening of "A Sleepless Night."
a

rest at

York

last

Georgia O'Ramey Engaged by Butt.
Georgie O'Ramey has been engaged
by Sir. Alfred Butt for a three-year
season at the London Palace, beginning next September. She will sail
at the close of the current season.

mime "Moonshine"
while M»ry Nash

Shubert Sailing Saturday.
Shubert intends sailing tomor'for the other side.

J. j.
J. J.

row (Saturday)
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that he took $550

CABARET
Wm

and that also was the first in a New
York restaurant. If Mr. Elkeles had
cared to produce restaurant shows for
other restaurants in the way others
have he could .have been the czar of
all restaurant producing. That he did
not 'has been proof enough he was
satisfied with Maxim's if producing for'
other interests than his own.

t," as the latest
Maxim'. "Wild
Percy Elkeles revue at Maxim's restauis known, opened Monday evening. As formerly, the Maxim showing is distinguished through its dressing; but in this production Mr. Elkeles
has gone in for a shimmy show, making it fast and keeping it ahead of all
other restaurant revues through this.
There is a shimmy dancing finale to
the first part of the revue that is a
better ensemble of -this character than
any Broadway production has shown,
though the Maxim revue is limited to
five principals (women) and six chorus
.

rant

there are two other
numbers of some novelty. One is that
the show derives its name from a lariat
throwing number by the girls, with the
diner given a lariat, and a kiss if he
lassoes the girl near him. Pretty cowboy costumes-go with it. The. othernumber is a vamping song, with the
chorus girls, gowned in attractive costumes, entering one by one to the
lyrics as sung by Sue Creighton, the
girls standing on a mirror while revolving—about.
It is a very dressy
number, and the lyrics to it are about
the "wisest" ever heard on a New York

I

ing the manager's absence in the southland, his shows on the Amsterdam
Roof .have suffered nothing in attendance. Monday night, raining hard
after theatre time, the "Midnight
Frolic" held a complete sell-out. No
change of any importance has occurred of late in the roof performances,

Besides

girls.

\

Flo Ziegfeld may return from Palm
Beach almost any day now, to hear
reports on the progress of his proposed
invasion of Paris with a "Frolic." Dur-

stage.

The

lyrics

,

either in running or principals.
less

.

doesn't receive near the credit con-

Vernon,

Mildred
peculiarly

fitting

in

the

.

'

-

ly.
Two. were held last week. There
is another billed for the Hotel Des
This one
Artistes tonight (Friday).
has lowered the admission scale, however, getting down to $3. Masquerade
balls are growing more frequent. Webster Hall downtown is having a steady
run of these latter affairs. There are
a number of New Yorkers who have
the Webster Hall habit. It's some habit.

Martin Elkind, proprietor of the
Plaza Restaurant and Cafe, Webster
avenue and Fordham square, Bronx,
completed arrangements with
has
Max Rogers to inaugurate a cabaret,
revue encommencing March 3.
titled "Plaza De Dance," tyith May
McCarthy, Miss Meyers, Margaret
Cushing, Sylvia Henry, Bernard and
Sheppard, Alice' Cavanaugh and Ida
Alexander's Jazz Band will be the first

first

A

a restaurant; not fast enough.
wire
walker was to have gone into the bill,

A

but did not appear through her
apparatus not being set in time.. The
chorus girls at Maxim's ever look as
though they, could be pretty much of
an attraction there by themselves.
They are not many in numbers, but

predecessors—just built to
Maxim's and gives Percy Elkeles

—

a clean record for that restaurant.

He

has produced every revue it has ever
held, Which includes the first, of course,

Two suits were filed in San Francisco
week by music publishers to prevent cafes from using copyrighted
songs without paying royalties. The
suits were against Spider Kelly and the
Lodge. Witmark and Feist are the
The publishers ask for
plaintiffs.
damages to the extent of $10 for each
time their songs have been sung in the
defendants' cafes without permission.
last

Fleishman's Cafe in the Bronx has
secured the services of George C. Mack
as producer and manager of its forthcoming revue. Mr. Mack is from Chicago: Among those engaged are Rose
Bernard, Sue Tucker, Betty Miller,

Tommy

Murray, Betty Lewis, Florence
Maxwell, Myrtle *Long, Al. Turner,
Bob Ryan.

Margaret Anglin is going out again
"Billeted," opening this week at
Auburn, N. Y, and then playing South.
Miss Anglin's new play, "The Open
Fire," which was tried out in. Springfield some weeks ago will be reserved
until spring, Miss Anglin being slated
in

show

to

on Broadway

it

at that time,

under the direction of her husband,

Henry

in

The fancy

ball thing rs being played
off the boards just at present by those

.

connected with restaurant managements, most using the nnrne of the
restaurant connected .with to advertise the affair. The price has dropped
lately, from the first $10 and $15 admission fee to $2 and $3, with one ball
advertising there will be no couvert
charge. It seems merely a dodge for
holding an all-night affair, something "
the restaurants can not do. ...
Bessie Aintlee, a dancer in cabarets,
had her husband arrested on the
charge of disorderly conduct, alleging

,

•

Hull.

Play "Crowded Hour" in Pari..
"The Crowded Hour" is to be done
Paris this summer, offered .by-

who

Georges Flateau,

with his brother

controls a Parisian house. Mr. Flateau
is at present appearing in the New
York company of "The Crowded. Hour."
He will play the same role in the 1
French presentation, but is due back
in New York- early in September whirr
he is to be starred in a new 'show by\
-'
the Selwyns.
;

"Bride Shop" Booked in Chicago.
Chicagq, Feb. 26.
George Choos' "Bride Shop," lately;
converted, into a play from a vaude-;
ville act, is reported booked into-.a.
Chicago theatre during May for a run.':.
Among the principals are Eddie Vogr
(featured), Edith Benjar, Nan Hopestill, Muriel Rastrick, George Gouldi
John Sully, Lew Nadcn, Sally Hunt,
Frances Allison.
-

'

',';

"Sophie Tucker and Her"5 Kings of
Syncopation and Joker" is the latest
for the Sophie Tucker combina-

title

tion at Reisenweber's. The members
of the Tucker band of musicians are
Al Siegel, pianist; Dick Himber, violinist; Dave Klein, cornetist; Frank

Loetack, trombonist;
sey,

Howard Morris-

drummer; Frank Machan,

cellist.

Doraldina returns to Reisenweber's
tonight (Friday) under a contract for
The dancer has been
four weeks.
.

away from New York for some

time,

having accepted picture engagements.
She was on the Coast when Reisenweber's wired her. Doraldina will appear in the Paradise Room, closed
since last Sunday.

SHOWS
"Cappy
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N.

to the

J.,

lyn, N.

NEW YORK.

IN

Century. (4th week), :\
Globe.
(16th week)..
- \'
Moroaco. (7th week).
Midnight Whirl."
(12th

?'"•

.

"Crowded Hour." Selwyn. (14th week)^
"Daddies." Lyceum. (20th week). * ^"^5^
"Dear Brutus." Empire. (9th week). .•''-.JraH
"East

We*t.».Astor. (10th week).- Ulasl
Hippodrome.
(28tfc'wSli

Is

"Everything-."

week).

"For Ever After."

-

Clark's,

Parkway

Palace,

Newark,
Brook-

Playhouse.

"Fortune
Teller."
Republic.
fl$EF
...
week).
>
"Friendly Eneralen." Hudson. (32nd,
week).
"Good Morning, Judge." Shubert. (4th "
-'.
week).

rant,

Broad

Newark, N.

J.

?

;

:

•:>•'.•.

"Keep

.

,

i..

'••-•;'

:.

•

•

39th ..St*. (»th>- *

To Yourself."

It

week).

"Invlslble Foe."
"Ladles First,"

street,

..

,-

.

Y.

Al Davis and Kelly and Adler, the
latter known as the E-Zee Riders
(Versatile Orchestra), have taken over
the management ofthe Greeley Restau-

-Iff;

Rli-kn."

••Century

.

Elizabeth Teti and Irma Doster have
been placed at the Oneonta Hotel,
Oneonta, N. Y. Golden and Rogers

.

.

"fletrothnl."

."Canary."

seven, are in

&

•

.

revue entitled "Speed Girls," with
12. people, and placed by the Sheridan
Agency at Orange Grove in the Bronx,
opening tonight, succeeding a
is
straight cabaret. Nemo Roth, Margie
Drohn, Bunny Winters, Jack White
and Mildred Grey, with a chorus of

LaRue

Offer to Grace

Klaw & Erlanger are understood
be seeking another leading lady with
a "name" to replace Marie Flyntl in
"The Velvet Lady," and have made
an offer to Grace LaRue.; *
Business with the show at the Amsterdam, for so big an attraction, is
comparatively light.

A

;

.•'-•--'-

t^i-

Harris. (8th week).
Nora. Bayea.
(19th

,

..',

"Listen Lester.", Knickerbocker, (ioth

^3

(28th week).
"LlscntnlnV Gaiety.
Vanderbtlt.
"Little Journey."
«th

week).

*s

"Little

'

:

.-,•'•"-• ...•-.<?3£s$

Brother."

week).

*

Belmont.

(14th>-*^sj
.

"Little Teacher."

Manhattan

;iS£%a

.

:

O.

Hr

:::;;*

John Tait has taken a lease on the
of Alexander Russell, with its
Japanese gardens, in the Great Highway, San Francisco, and will convert it

"Melting-' of Molly." Broadhurst: (19tn: ZsM
week).
(6th^. ?*.
"Marquis de Prloln." Liberty;

into a restaurant.

weeh
Amstordam~Roofr
"Midnight Frolic."
(13th week).
Winter Garden.
"Monte CrUto, Jr."
(3rd week).
;.
My Dear." Prlncosa. (14th
"Ohl

home

The revue at the St. Andrew Hotel
on 72nd street, opening about a month
ago, produced by Lea Herrick and
Julian Alfred, closed last Saturday.

The Moulin Rouge Ball is scheduled
for March 11 at the Amsterdam opera
-

house under Gil T. Boag's direction.

•Mis' Nellie of N'Orleans."

Miller. (4th

.

J

m

week).
"Plense Get Married." Little Theatre,
(3rd week).
. j.li: y
.
(10th.
"Prince There Was." Cohan.

'

&

•

The Louisiana Five, formerly with
Frisco, are at the Tokio.

W
A

"nmiemptloa." Plymouth. (16th week),-^.'iS
"Ho j ni Vagabond." Cohan & Harris." ^'p
(2nd week).
iifiir^feffi

Woman."

"Illddlet

attraction.

they make that up in popularity. Most
of the choristers the opening night .received flowers, passed to them on the
floor by Bruce Smith, the stage manager. There were so many flowers and
so few girls Bruce got tangled up in
the allotments once or twice, but
straightened it out at the finish, not
minding the dagger looks the girls gave
him. The "Wild West" looks like an
expensive show for this comparatively
small restaurant, with but scant time
left before the liquor shutters go up.
suit

cause this appears in the cabaret department. Each claims it is not giving a cabaret show, but a production,
though there is food, with liquor on
the side, available at both places.

The rush of fancy dress balls at fancy
prices of admission is increasing week-

number as a single,
when opening, was not a good song for

It is like its

it,

complete denial.

._>.,Ji;l

SHOWS OPENING.

in

on Broadway" after "hurling her
around the room." Becoming generous
after having secured the money, according to Miss Ainslee, he gave her
back a dollar. The matter is still being
investigated in view of the husband's

were changed from

restaurant

though Miss Grey does better as a

,

roof.

from her to "blow

•

Grey and Vernon are a "sister" team.
They do "Minnie, Shimmy" together,

Her

the.

ances. Those two roofs, Amsterdam
and Century, dearly love one another.
Both will probably enter a kick be-

—

single.

on

another order about

through the jazzing tempo of the performance. She sang blues and jazz,
doing shimmy all the time, but decorously. Miss Grey is blonde with Leitzel
hair, and quite attractive in appearance as much as in'her work. She was
perfectly at home, and the chances are
Maxim's will have table-sitters pretty
soon who will be there just to hear
Miss Grey kid with them. Miss Vernon worked with her now and again.

'

He

lately issued
again stating
that none of the "Frolic" people could
be seen anywhere but in the "Frolics,"
meaning they are forbidden s to appear
elsewhere while under engagement to
Ziegfeld. It may mean just what it says
or it may mean the Ziegfeld Roof does
not allow, like the Century jloes, its
principals to appear in other perform-

roof,

Grey

Miss

with

due it, is Dabney's Syncopated
Of all the rag bands in
town, white or colored (and Dabney's
is colored), there is no band like this
one, whether playing for the show or
the public dances. Mr. Ziegfeld is resolved to coop up his artists on the

tinually

Orchestra.

'

'

Un-

an event when Bert Williams

numbers and blues, those published
may have as good if not better numbers than Mr. Williams could procure
Another
especially written for him.
feature of the Ziegfeld roof shows that

alone will be an

attraction for the Broadway' bunch
before the show has been running very
long. They are "educational" in scope.
But what does a lyric mean to a John
with a bankroll? It is said Mr. Elkeles
wrote all the songs. The' finale of the
second part and show is a prohibition
song,' with one of the girls walking
down the center of the group carrying
a bottle of booze decorated with
mourning. It's probably called "The
Burial of the Booze." The dressing of
the entire production is bright, with
the girls always wearing different
gowns of different materials. Some of
the costumes were made by Van
Nbrden; others by Berrens, and spea4>
well for both establishments.- Miss
Creighton and her sister are the principal number leaders. They were the
Creighton Sisters in vaudeville. Sue
does a cute boy.
Her voice was
deadened Monday night by a bad. cold.
She is small and makes a rattling good
leader 'in male dress for the girls. The
specialty singers are May Grey and

it is

sings three published songs, which he
That may foretell, howis now doing.
ever, that with the recent shimmy

;

_

.

Fulton.

(19th

j

woek).
,Vl3
„
Central. -*M
Sweetheart.
"Somebody's
" -.
(10th week).
-filf^
, ABi
"Sometime." Casino. (22nd week).
(26th WOOk).
"Slnl.ml." 44th St.
"Sleepless Nlahts." BIJou. (2nd woek),
How." Comedy. (3rd week). V
"Toliv'n Hoit."
"Toliy'n
.

•

Golden and Rogers opened
Parkway Palace Monday.
Dixie O'Neil has

returned

at

the

.

.

to

the

Moulin Rouge.
Helen Riff has retired from the Rose
Gardens, Brooklyn.

W

'"Three Wise Fools."

week).
1'P m
wggK )

li

e

"Woman

In

WI>HI>

"

(24th

iiTnttTfMT

fit"

New Amsterdam.
Room 13." Booth

(4th

l

"Velvet Lady."
week).

week).

Lyric.

Purple."

WrtriT l

•

•
'

JK
-

.

Criterion. Cl8th

wcolc).

"Unknown

Frank TannehiH's Drama.
Frank Tannehiil has written his first
drama in ten years and has submitted
the. manuscript to Arthur Hopkins
with a view to production.

.

"Tlaer, Tiger." BelaHco. (19th week)
(24thweek). , <s
Elliott.
j'T for 3."
"The Wetter »01e." Cort. (20th week).
"The Net." 48th St. (3rd week).
(28th
••Three Faces East," Longacre.

.'•-'

."~

;

VARIETY

••..'/

IN PARIS

LONDON

IN

By

Kendrew

B. G.

:

Heatherley; while William Burchell, so
long associated with Miss Vanbrugh,
will produce the play and look after
the tour. He has recently been demobilized from the R. A. F.

London, Feb. 10.
E..V. Lucas, a distinguished writer,
and Captain Harry Graham, are collaborating in the book of a musical:

.

comedy founded on "The School" for
Scandal." They also propose to prepare musical version of other old English comedies.

•:•:;'..

H. A. Hipwell and A. E.

the
chief electrician and head carpenter
at Wyndham's Theatre, have invented
a mechanical stage capable of changing 20 set scenes it necessary by touchIt can
ing certain spring buttons.
easily be installed in existing theatres.

ftp

Mrs.

formerly a popular

Sprague,

player, and known as Dolores Drummo nd, celebrated her 85th birthday recently. She is in capital health, and is
the mother -of the well-known theatrical architect, W. G. R. Sprague.

'

Wood,

,

Lieutenant-Colonel Robert Loraine,
in conjunction with C. B. Cochran, presented at Liverpool, Feb. 17, "Cyrano de
Bergerac," with himself in the title role
and Stella Mer.oyn Campbell as Roscana.
Other leading characters were
played by Haidee Wright, Gerald Lawrence, Vincent Sternroyd, Ben Field

Sacks has contracted for
L.*
J.
Charles Cuvillier to write the music
for Miss Gladys Unger's new play,

:1.

"The Sunshine of the World."

and M. R. Morand.
Albert de Courville recently advertised for chorus girls without stage ex-.
perience for "Joy Bells." 2,500 applications were received, a large percentage coming from land and munitions
workers. A preliminary interview with
the stage manager reduced the number
to 140 and of these after a voice trial
on the stage only 20 were selected.

•;

-

.

:-

§8$

.

Arthur

i

meteoric career after

his

on

—

Chris Mason, who has been with the
Melvilles for ten years as acting manager at the Lyceum, has joined C. B.
Cochran in the same capacity at the
St. Martins.

Most of the male chorus to appear
in "Joy Bells," at the Hippodrome, will

skillful

be demobilized

officers.

will

comedy by Douglas Murray. This
be presented by. Ainley
with Gilbert Miller.

•

in

will

partnership

Irene Vanbrugh is also off to the
provinces.
She stars a 20 weeks'
variety tour with Sir James Barrie's
"Half -an -Hour" at Southsea on Feb,
17, coming to the Coliseum on March
10 for four weeks. Edmund Gwehn and
Dion Boucicault will support her. After
the tour Miss Vanbrugh hopes to find

West End

theatre for the production
of Sir Arthur Pinero's new comedy.

Gilbert Miller's production "Nothing
at the Savoy Theatre,

But the Truth,"

anniversary Feb.

5th.

•

original roles.

Rosie Campbell has joined "Going
Gaiety, introducing with
a new "tickle toe" dance

Up" at the
'Henry Bray

with twenty-eight movements.

Bruce Bairnsfather and
Eliot, authors of "The Better
have written a short play en"Old Bill's Sooveneers," which
shows Old Bill demobilized and safely

Hahn; musical version of Moliere's

I, Rue
de Rocher, com17.
The company comWilliam Black, Lester
Cuneo (Metro pictures), Sergeant
George Ansley, Frank Morris, Donald
Tenyck, William Scully, John L.
Murray, Charles Schemmel, Sergeant
Sol Cohen, Owen Murphy, Arthur W.
h ess el, Lester New and (as musical
director) Sergeant Sigmund Meyer.
"Liberty Bells" was produced by Lieutenant II. H. Harris: costumes supplied by the Y. M. C. A. Paula Temple
•
is .staging the show.

atre Albert

mencing Feb.

"Amphytrjon," by Matra and Leneka,
music by Le Rey. Probably a work

prises Sergeant

of the 18th century by an unknown
author entitled "Le Cadi" may be offered, together with a revival of March etti's "Ruy Bias." Among the artistes engaged are Mines. Lucrezia
Bori, Edvina, Pareto, Dalla Rizza,
Lubin, Dal Monte, Zeppili, Mm. Battistini, Lappas, Schipa and Gigli. Victor de Sabata will conduct. the Italian
-opera, Lauweryns and Leon Jehin the

Captain

•

home in the bar-porlour of his inn.
The play is included in Ernest Roll's
new topical revue, "Laughing Eyes,"
now on tour pending the finding of a
West End theatre.

§;>;;,

The

who was

to

to the impossibility of securing
a theatre. It will open at New Brigh-

"Ah, Oui," a jazz revue performed
by soldiers at General. Headquarters,
appears to have been a big success
superintended rehearsals
bandmaster, conducted. The show played for charity
at Chaumont recently and netted substantial funds for the poor children
of the district.

.-.. .'..'..;, '•...'•
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Another London favorite compelled
go a-touring is Helda Trevelyan,
will present for some weeks in
the provinces a new and shorter version of "The Double Event," by Sydney
Blow and Douglas Houre, starting at
Blackpool on March 3. After she will
play a number of variety dates in "The
Old Lady Shows Her Medals," a beautiful little play which should suit her,

One of the plays left by Edmond
Rostand, "La Derniere Nuit de Don
iuan," in

of hostdities to the signing of
not to count in the 50 years after
death of author, which it the legal
life of copyright in France.
Consequently the music, plays, books, etc.,
which would have become public property in August, 1914, will not be free
for another five years, the new legislation stipulating a copyright shall run ..
for an extra period of time equal to
the length of the war in addition to.
the usual 50 years after death of author.

The

Y.

M.

C. A. has taken over the

Theatre Albert

as a picture Louse,

I,

3, with Griffith's new war
mainly taken in France, "Hearts
of the World." Admission to the the-

starting Feb.

....

-:.;;•:.

two

acts, is to

be produced

y Hertz and Coquelin at the Porte
St.-Martin Theatre next season. To
the program it will probably
accompanied by "Les Deux Pier-

atre

free for

is

Americans

in

is the appelthe entertainment company
the 35th division, composed

from Missouri and Kansas.
Under the direction of Lieut H. J.
Meyers, Jr.. the Mo-Kans -are now
of troops

touring, with an orchestra led
Fink, formerly with Sousa.

by

Lew

Duke

Sheaban is Lieutenant in charge of the
road tour; the Musical Cranes, of Kansas City, has arranged a suitable set

for her wistful pathos strikes the keynote of Barrie's hold on his audiences.

of scenery.

Doris Keane has decided to follow
"Koscana," at the Lyric with "Romeo
and Juliet" before presenting Edward
Knoblock's modern romance "Tiger 1
Tiger I"

Marcel Prevost-s "Demi
Vicrges" will be revived at the Porte
St.-Martin after the run of "Cyrano
de Bergerac," This comedy was created by Jane Harding at the Gymnase

''
'
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It is -possible
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nicely
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died

the new house, and
years later.
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effort

architect of the present Opera
in Paris, Stanilaa Louta Bar*
here Feb. 3.
When the
Salle Favart Twas destroyed by fire in
1887, with loss of life, he was commisioned by the Government to design

Raoul Gunsbourg. There
be five creations
"La Jeune Fille
de IT. U. C. A.," by Gordon; "Le

-''"'"'

-'

show by Jean Bastia
Though on a smalt

an amusing

The

direction of

:•''.

Mir:

is

played by Miles. Delide, F. Albany,
Musidor (now popular on the screen),'
Jean Sevrane (who designed the Greek
costumes), and Georges Perier.
It
gives' an impression of Aristophane's
meeting place, known as the Wasps,

ni*r,

.

will

it

Comique

Th* opera season at Monte -Carlo
commence Feb. 27, again under the

become a National

of the stage and
Festival Theatre.

scale

itself.

terers, who are the chief parties interested.
will

1

of the present
at Le Perchoir.

The difficulties existing between the
Society of Authors and the association
of managers are still acute, but the
Society is on top by virtue of its
stringent contracts with the directors
and discipline over the authors who
at their debut were constrained to join
in order to be played.

The Municipal Council of Paris as a
means of raising funds for city expenses, intends to increase the tax on
posters, luminous signs and advertising
sites.
The proposal is meeting with
Keen opposition from amusement ca-

-of the •"• great df aniatist's worKS, but
will also promote progress in all arts

English is now prevalent as titles
for revues at the Parisian cabarets and
small
theatres.
"French
Spoken"
(which is not a fallacy) is the name

In order to assure the presentation
of his works, Henry Bernstein has secured a control in the management or
the Theatre du Gymnase, where his
Fiiece "Le Secret" is now being perormed with Vere Sergine in the role
created by Mme. Simone at the Buffes Parisiens some years ago. when
this playwright tried his hand as a
manager. Bernstein is reputed with
the' intention of later turning over his
interests to the Society of Authors,
which corporation will control the
house on the same lines as-the'Varietes
and a Palais Royal, appointing a manager of its own fold. The Society
hopes to prevent the trusting of the
Paris theatres by controlling them

in uniform.

The Mo-Kans troupe
formed

rots."

in ancient Athens..

film,

lation of

.

-,„,. .,

>

management.

A recent law passed by the French
government provides the prolongation
of copyright on literary works during
the war, the period from the outbreak

:.?<
'

the

"Le Carnet du Diable," announced as
succeeding "Rhodope" at the Theatre
des Varieties, will not be revived at
this house. It is possible a new operetta, book by Michel Carre, "La Belle
Poule" will be presented by the Pavy

Dorothy

Donnelly

who

institution for the perfect presentation

ton Feb. 24.. The. company includes
Violet"'Vanbrugh, Hetta Bartlett, BarMiller,
Frank
Janet
Bruce,
bara
Esmond, Scott Sunderland and Clifford

-W..

as

ist; Billy Half Trio, Sam Thompson,
George Udal, Billy Smith and Donald
Hopkins.
A sketch "The Morning
After Pay-Day" was acted to terminate
the show.

in Paris.

about 25 years ago.

owing

,

known

Division,

show at La Ferte-Bernard, France, in
honor of General Pershing, Jan. 26, the
following forming the troup: "Charles
Graham, Henry Maitland, contortion-

and has prepared all its owns props
and scenery. Its ambition is to present a revue on "Oh, You Wild Cats"

at different cities in France.

91st

"Wild West," organized a vaudeville

316th Field Artillery, now entertaining
with the A. E. F. in France. The company carries its. own orchestra of six

to

Oswald Stoll, chairman of the Joint
Committee of the Entertainment Industry, which was appointed during
the war to guard the welfare of the
amusement business, proposes that the
committee may now become a pernancy. The object is to establish a
Memorial
National
"Shakespearean
Theatre," which shall not only be an-

have
presented Miss Violet Vanbrugh at a
West End theatre this spring in a new
play, "Trimmed in Scarlet," by William
Hurlbut, has decided to take it on tour
Clifford Heatherley,

1

French works.

"Wild Cat Follies" is the name of a
vaudeville company, recruited from the

Capt.

'Ole,"
titled

!

™e

Ainley, owing to lack of theshortly go on tour. The
medium for his return _ to the stage
after demobilization will be a new

a

its -first

Bells," a musical troupe
of the 33d Division, A. E. F., unde'r
General George Bell, will give a series
of performances in Paris, at the The-

peace ^omplete

Henry

atres,

nightly.

Renee Kelly, A. E. Matthews and
Charles Glcnney continue to play their

"The Liberty

Lieut. L. H. Fisher,

Robert Courtneidge thinks he has
found in "Petticoat Fair" a successor
to. "The Arcadians," for which offer
the first performance the Libraries
bought $65,000 worth of seals. After
six weeks' tour "Petticoat Fair" has
broken all records, money being turned

celebrated

new

Edmund

Delivery," by Seymour
Hicks, is touring the twice-nightly theHicks'
atres,
with Stanley Brett
brother—in the leading part. Stanley
Brett joined the R. G. A. as a private,
gained a commission, and has now
been demobilized.

and has

away

a

and early

life

little

"Cash

Sir James Barrie's masterpiece "The
Admirable Crichton," is to be produced

entered into a
translation
contract for its production in the autumn at one of the principal theatres
with the famous actor-manager M.
Gemier in the leading part. Gemier
has been very successful with French
versions of English plays, two of his
biggest successes were with "Sherlock
Holmes" and Walter Hackett's thrilling play "The Invisible Toe."

writing

success came.

his managerial career in partnership
with Sir Charles Butt, has only been
about 18 months on the stage, playing
the ingenue with Charles Hawtrey in
"The Saving Grace." She also played
Renee Kelly's role in "Nothing But
the Truth" during the latter's protracted rest from nervous breakdown.

M. Athis has made a

is

struggles of the great

Kean and

Emily Brook, who will be Owen
Ware's leading lady when he begins

in Paris.

Shirley

drama dealing with the

m

Mufti," book by P. Milliet, music by
Claude Terrasse; "Masques et Bergamasques," poem by Rene Fauchois.
music by Gabriel Faur£; "Nausisca,"
also by Fauchois, music of Reynaldo

Paris, Feb. 10.
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THE SKIRT" SAYSWomen—
(Speaking of

At the

Colonial, the audience walking

in Monday afternoon found the orchestra still rehearsing.
the show finally started, Mcintosh and Musical Maids did very well.
The girls arc dressed as Scotch lassies

When

with one showing a glorious head of
hair. Ward and King were given the
familiar Colonial clap So rarely heard
of late.

','

••'•'

Dietrich
Vwith- Horace
Renee
Wright) wore two lovely growns. The
first was of salmon colored net over

IK

Narrow

n

1

An

5

'

act that might haye been coached
by Nan Halperin at the American the
Miss
first half was .Corinne Tilton.
Tilton has acquired many of Miss Halperin's mannerisms.
Her first dress
was of ecru net over pink. This was
followed by a waitress and kid numwedding
ber appropriately dressed.
dress was of white mulle and lace over-

A

skirt.

In "Pianoville" three girls seated at
pianos wore nice looking dresses. One
evening gown was of dark blue net
with gold trimming. The other .two
were in semi-evening dresses, one
"t>lack taffeta with a flowered pattern
and the other a lace skirt and pink

f

bodice.
Jessie
_•

Gray (Bud and Jessie Gray)

has one dress in red velvet, made in
Russian blouse effect with wide belt
party frock of
arid white collar.
blue charmeuse was charmingly draped
at the sides with a girdle and front
panel of gold lace.

'

A

Those

HK
MRS

of materials, he may be complimented
on his taste.
Bathing numbers have been. done to a
finish, but along conies this revue with

two

nice

Brown

Sisters

stopped the show with their accordions
and simple school girl clothes of white.
In the frightful sketch of Fred C.
Haglin's a young woman presumably
getting breakfast and later sweeping
the floor was dressed as though for
shopping in a tan voile gown; —

dressed show of the season. I mean
the
company, not the principals.
Audrey Maple and her pretty blonde
hair always look well whatever she
wears. The Watson Sisters are different.

They must wear clothes carefully
The smaller of the sisters

designed.
ft

showed one pretty frock of pale blue
and pink. Adelaide, of Adelaide and
Hughes, wore several pretty dancing
frocks.
But where did Mr. Hughes
get that gold brocade costume? He
looked too ridiculous for words.
dress that caused a deal of comment -was worn by one of the chorus
ladies.
It was of sequins, arranged
in a rainbow design.

A

r
I

,„. The... new. revue at Maxim's

is

the

most 'pretentious, as to"''cftftheY so" far
produced by Percy Elkeles. As Mr.
Elkeles designs the costumes, and has
them made of the oddest and costliest

never regained consciousness.
obtained the incorporation of the
Actors' Fund of America, and was for
many years its general counsel, and
was the last survivor of the presidential electors who voted for President Lincoln in 1864. His most farreaching service to the stage in general
was in obtaining an enactment of
amendments to the Penal Code of New
York County, making it a misdemeanor

A

gowned.

v/ell

of

•
.

-

'

.

.

to pirate plays.

although rather noisy. Mr. Stone certainly handles some careless lines.
Miss Pillard dresses nicely at times,
but clothes matters little to this talented girl. An odd dress worn by her

dm

of

My Hnsband

near

Chicago,

home in Oak Park,
week of heart

this

vaudeville.

IN AFFECTIONATE

MEMORY

OF MY BROTHER

/

THOMAS

The chorus, numbering 18 for the
three numbers, wore dresses all
made with short fluffy skirts. The coloring in the opening number ran to
the rich mahogany shades.
A Scotch number was dressed in
white tights with black and silver tops

CARTER

A.

first

here

IN

May he

f

be given over to

a stock

company.

The house will be under the personal
management of Charles E. and Henry
Clay Blaney.
Treasurere

Now

Manager*.

Two

treasurers are now managing
companies. Sydney Harris, formerly
in the Century box office, is "back"
with "The Neti'r Lee Kagel's new play,
and Saul Abrahams, formerly at the
.

Lies,"

now on

managing "Nothing But
tour.

rest In peace

m

Grace Valentine Star of "Mine. Sapno"
Chicago, Feb., 26V

:r

Grace Valentine's metropolitan career,
which began here in "Help Wanted,"
here early 'in the
fall, when the Morosco ingenue will be
starred in "Madame Sapho," a. typical
Hatton piece, probably at the Cort,
which, strangely enough, is the only
Chicago house Miss Valentine has ever
played in, and where she followed her
first triumph with ringing wallops in
"Upstairs and Down" and "Lombard!,

will reach its climax

\

especially on the Columbia, Circuit, are
in the. market for novelties and new
ideas, with the producing firms having
placed stage directors under contract
to start now and evolve some new
"bits" and business to be inserted in
the shows next season.
*

The Columbia

Kathryn Bowen.
Kathryn Bowen, age 27, died of pneumonia following influenza, at St.
Mary's Hospital, Rochester, N. Y., Feb.
IS.
She was suddenly stricken while
appearing in that city
playlet.

When

in

in a vaudeville

New York

sided with her sister at 164

is

anxious, according

to report, to get far

she re-

West

173rd

street.

old-fashioned and stereotyped "bits''
that have. hung on from year to year
despite repeated efforts to shake 'em
'•'.'

•

influenza epidemic.

William Harder, proprietor of the
Myrkle-Harder stock, has an invention
under his manufacturing wing

Alice M. Kopp.
Alice M. Kopp died at her home in
Frecport, L. I., Feb. 17 of pneumonia,
following influenza.
The deceased
was the wife of Howard C. Koop, of
the Columbia Phonograph Orchestra,
and sister of Burdella Patterson, recently retired from vaudeville.

self -manned
carriage,.!,
which wounded soldiers can use in
and which.
also can be manipulated by boys and'

three-wheeled,

getting around the streets

McCwnn,

dra-

,

..

Kajiyama

opens at Minneapolis
23 for a tour of the Pantages

March
Circuit.

Steve Lingard'a

Win,"
ford,

is

to have

March

3.

new show, "Heads

its

—

.

featured.
v

Willard, the Man Who Grows, has
arranged to
the A.
F. under the auspices of the

E

W^WS^TV^^l^SS^.

Y. M. C. A.

i

•aU.

I

premiere in StamLouise Walker is

Mary

•eaaaaaaaa)

Erfsrar

matic editor of the Baltimore Evening
News and well known to many professionals and for 40 years a member

:

—

Cirls.

Major Walter

away from the

were one-two-three last seasonfW**'-.,
-Some of the shows are considerably
ahead of the season notwithstanding
the enforced layoff period, due to the

GRACE DE MAR

.

River, Mass., Feb. 26.

bill.

leading
money-makers on the two byrlesquecirctlits are announced at the end of
the present season one of the winning
managers will be among those who

HERBERT MOORE

Left Estate of $2,000,000.
Lowell, Mass., Feb. 26.
W. Cross, a theatre owner
who died recently, left his entire estate, valued at $2,000,000, to his family,
the widow, Mrs. Adda E. Cross; son,
William W. Cross: daughter, Mrs.
Francis S. Buyn of New York, and
three children.

Blaney Stock in/Fall River.

There were 22 acts on the

SEASON'S WINNERS.
When the names of the

A GENIUS

William

is

FOND MEMORY
of my author

"-

The Blaney Producing Co. has leased
the Academy here, the city's oldest
amusement house. Beginning March
10 the house, under the new regime,

mately $2,000.

off.

Washington engagement last week
was undecided whether Halligan
would not again handle his role.
Peggy O'Neil will leave the show
this week to be succeeded by Carrie
it

Longacre,

in

Douglas.

the

will

The deceased

sey (Remsey and Douglas)

Billy Halligan was replaced in the
cast by Herbert Corthell at the end of

Fall

tuberculosis.

private life -was Mrs. William Remand had
been in vaudeville for many years.
Before her marriage Mrs. Remsey did
an acrobatic turn with her brother
which was known as Douglas and,

TUMBLE

•

$2/160.

N*W "BUSINESS."

Sylvia avenue, Bridgeport, Conn., Feb.
19, of

McManust

Charles Willed

Producing managers next season,
Jennie Douglas.
Jennie Douglas died at her home,

IN."
Philadelphia, Feb. 26.
In," the new Hammerstein-

but

V

In ehtrlthrt remtnbruoe of my loving huttend, Chirlet Wlllanl. who patted away at
Chicago, lliinolt. February 27th. IBM.

BEN CARTER

ber.

opened

"^~

City.

MEMORIAM

Ltd."

Died March 3rd, 1918

and capes of black and white plaid
silk.
But the best looking costumes
were in gold cloth for an Indian num-

show,

IN

BENEFIT NETS

other business matters. He was looked
upon as a very promising author for

southern dialect. Her dress was of
purple chiffon made in two flounces
cut in points and edged with jet. An
odd touch was a side drapery of green
chiffon.
In pink tights and blue top
and mantle Miss Jefferson displayed

"Tumble
Selwyn musical
Monday.

'

•

trouble. He had been in ailing health
for some time. Mr. Moore had gainedsome renown in vaudeville for his writings, but divided his attention with

Another woman in the show I liked
was 'Cecil Jefferson. Miss Jefferson
sang "Rock-a-bye, My Baby" in a real

IN

New York

ments around

Florence Hughes.
Florence Hughes (Hughes-FlorenceHughes) died at her home' in Detroit
February IS.

patted' away February 2lit, 1917.

writer, died at his

belt.

CHANGES

in

The Chamberlain Brown benefit at
Herbert Moore.
the Century Sunday night for the Camp;
Herbert Moore, a Chicago vaudeville ' /Upton Athletic Fund netted approxi-

dress
that
took in many colors
sparkled with crystals. The finale of
the first act found her dressed in an
aviator suit of red satin with a gold

a lovely figure.

jv
old, died

the Long Island Hospital Feb. 24, He
was a magician, very well known at
magical circles. For many years he
had appeared at private entertain-

DOROTHV DAHL

Another

colors.

tS«i*'

Adrian Plate.
Adrian Plate, 73 years

.Bit Devoted Wife

MEMORLAH

Bit torln* Wife

A

odd combination of

the editorial staff of that papet,
died at his home in Baltimore Feb. 21.
Death was due to congestion of, the
•
:]'
kidneys.
of

,

IN

JOE NATHAM
Who

in three layers of fringe in as
shades' of lavender.
scarf and
hat of orange went to make up an

many

iZ
-iH
-

ELLA WILLARD

I

i

"Monte Cristo, Jr.," the new Winter
Garden show, is without doubt the best

He

ideas for it. The six -girls are
artistically garbed, not top daringly
and yet real cabaraish.
vampire

applause, as
each of the girls entered in Striking
gowns, made adaptable to the vamp
thing.
The principals were likewise

J.

specializing in the copyright law, died
Feb. 23 at his home, 17 East 83d street:
aged 82. He was taken ill Feb. 20 and

new

number drew rounds

was

-

.'.'••
-'*

;",7c'

remains delightful.
William Rock arid Frances White
doing practically their old act had
Miss White first as the tough girl, then
the kiddie in rompers. A Spanish number was done in a hooped dress of
white brocaded in rose and gold. A
black lace mantilla was worn over a
high comb. Their artistic Chinese bit
was dressed by Miss White in gold
colored pants and coat. The sapphire
dress and re"d hat have been seen before, as has the black and tan costume.
still

.111
"'O

'v
*
'

OBITUARY

"The Social Maids" at the Columbia
this week featuring George Stone and
Etta Pillard has in Miss Pillard an exceptionally good dancer.
She also
sings well and, my, how that girl can
kick
The show proved entertaining,

'

.'."/.''..'.•.'
.."/. ..•'.-

i

:

DUteahoefer.
A. J. Dittenhoefer, lawyer and acknowledged authority on legal matters
dealing with the theatrical profession,
A.

blue velvet ribbons
served as trimming. The second dress
was of panne velvet on the American
Beauty. shade. The bodice was of gold.
A girdle of jet encircled the hips, -while
flowing sleeves were of net.
Another act to receive the approval
Ann
sign was Toney end Norman.
Norman wears a plain pink tailored
*
suit and black tammy cap.
The Kalmar-Brown "Bugland" act
crystal.

mi
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William Rock and Frances White.
Song and Dance Revue.
45 Mins.; One.
Colonial.

Rock and White have not played in
New York for over a year and it is
somewhat longer since they appeared
in vaudeville. At the time Billy Rock
tried his "costless" revue on Broadway
he had a fixed idea that when the revue
flopped he would have to enter vaude-

•

a handicap or not at all. He
chose Jhe latter road for he had as
fixed an idea that the revue scheme
would make money on tour. Then he
surprised everybody by following that
hunch and for just about a full year
he did stay on the road and he did
tour successfully and with less actual
equipment and assistance than in the
show at the Fulton. The present yaudeville turn is made up of bits from that
"road show," some parts being eliminated and no .assistants save for a
colored pianist playing almost throughout with the house orchestra save tor
one specialty number when the man is
"real wicked" with the "ivories." The
(>air open with the tough number, folowed by Rock's old soldier bit. With
that he sings "Jim." For some-treason
he is using the original vtfrsion, not
the revamped edition. The characterville at

:

-'v

"

-

ization is good enough and at the finish
there is a laugh line inserted "and
keep out of Paris." Miss White then
offered "Dreamy Spain" and joined
with Rock in the roue number, she
prancing on as a chicken. She then
offered two of her kid numbers "Goes
Into" and "Whatta I Care.' Follows
the Chinese double bit which gave way

—

to the pianist's solo. That was .a bit
too long. Rock and White reappeared
in what may be termed the second secBoth were
tion of their routine.
"dressed up," making no further costume changes. Most of the later section held dances with a bit of kidding
here and there. There 'was a cue for
"Mississippi" which brought enough
applause, but Miss White failed to
come through with the song. But she
did coax Bill to permit her to show
some "shimmy" and it was very cute,
also very polite

compared with some

of the "shakings" that have been tossed
off lately. For the finish numbers there
was an imitation of a pair of deldancers trying a vaudeville
sarte
• sketch
a dance team attempting a ballad and an imitation of a Frisco couple
doing the one step. Most of the costumes looked well, but here and there
some new trappings would be in taste.
The turn would look better in hangings
instead of a house set. However, there
we're a host of Rock and White fans
in evidence and there were lots doing
Ibec.
in an applause way.
;

Jack Osterman.
Songs and Talk.
14 Mint; One.
«.;.

>>
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
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Academy, Chicago.
This boy has not yet achieved

his

Horace Wright and Renee
.

Dietrich.

Songs.
21 Min«.| Full Stage.
Colonial.
Wright and Dietrich were among the
first units of America's Over There

Theatre League to go to France to entertain the boys of the A. E. F., and
after five months' service overseas are
among the first to resume their position in vaudeville. A slide announces
their over there service and there is
some comment, mostly from Miss Dietrich, on how the boys loved the efforts
of the entertainers.
She said there
were many times when they entertained in the rain, for it rains a heap
in the northern end of "Sunny France."
Sometimes she said there was no
piano and so the unit gave its little
show to the accompaniment of a
ukelele. And there were times when
they were ordered to wear their-tin
hats and carry gas masks "alerte," but
although there were hardships, it was
a joy to amuse our boys. Most of the
new routine concerns the overseas trip
and some of the numbers were written
by Miss Dietrich. Hers was the first

number, "Laddie Mine," which was
dueted. She also wrote a song supposed
to answer questions as to whether
our boys like the French girls and
the lyric states they "like to walk with
Madelon, spend several hours with
Marylon and sweet Marie," but now
that the war is over they all want to
get home and see their American
sweethearts. Mr. Wright sang "Have
a Smile" to prelude the reciting of a
verse on how our men smiled going
into battle and coming out.
For a
finish they did "Ring Out Sweet Bells
of Peace." In total the new Wright
and Dietrich act -is very interesting.
Perhaps the introduction of a number
or two that may more fit their artistic
style would lend a polish. It's a question, however, whether that is necessary at present, when their appearance
after war zone service is a novelty.
-

Ibez,

Octet.

Music and Songs.
17 Mini.; Full Stage.
5th Avenue.

The Bert Wilcox Naval combination
for music and song holds eight boys
in sailor dress, with the leader in the
pit wearing the uniform of a chief

retty

officer.

The music

is

mostly

from brasses, although at time two violins are played, also a banjo.
couple
of songs are sung. In one vocal number nearly all the boys have an individual, verse, some in comedy dialect.
While the scheme of putting the number over is a good one, the song itself
is too draggy for this kind of a turn.
The entire act is draggy, considering
that the act has "Jazz" in its title.
To make this more pronounced a ballad is sung just before the ending of
the turn proper.
What the act appears to need the most is a single
boy. who can go out in front of it and
put a number over in regular fashion.
With the musicians behind him and

A

house.

the

much

better than the

majority of the acts which play at this

Jack is the son of J. J. Rosenand Katherine Osterman, so much

of his ability, which is unquestionable,
The youngster has a
is a heritage.
straight enough routine of songs and
talks, but he puts both over in an innocent, fresh fashion that is attractive.
The name of the act is "Something."
A better name would be "Anything,"
as the youngster sings and talks of a
variety of things. His two best numbers are "Alcoholic Blues" and "JohnOsterman was the
nie's in Town."
pampered darling of "Oh, Boy" when
that La Salle success was in vogue a
couple of seasons ago, playing the redheaded bellhop. After a work-out of
a few we^ks'tlie'a'ct' should "develop "to"
a point where it will fit on the big time.

Lieut.

Pat O'Briem.

R.

F.

.

5th

Avenue

last

half

last ..week

seems to kill its big time prospect, although it should be mentioned the
Naval act closed near a lifeless show
8ime.
and had to contend with that.
"Mary's Day Out,"

(2).

Comedy.
Mins.; Five (Parlor).
(Feb. 21).
A comedy sketch and a vaudeville
revival.
It dwells upon the servant
question, and written to bring calumny
upon the mistress at the finish. For
small time there is quite a deal of
13

125th Street.

enough experiences escaping front, a
carr.p to write a book

German prison

this cast

The

title

does not quite look the
should be changed. It is

able for small time.

role.

suit-

8ime,

(2).

One(2)>

Full (•).

the greater part of the work in the
Miss Eastman looks rather pretty, but failed to put her songsover and
does nbt score with her dancing. The
boy at the piano failed to impress at
He hafseyeral responses to make
all."
in one number and the audience never
knew what it was all about. The act
has a pretty idea at the opening, with
the boy and girl showing through a
transparency. The boy is first shown
and sings the opening bit. Then comes
"the girl on -the other side of the sjtage.
She concludes her number after which
a pretty dance bit follows, simple but
neat. Then in one the boy has a song
about not having to love anyone which
he puts over nicely. In full stage, after
this number is over, there is*a "Tumble
in Love" song that has a dandy melody
and a cute lyric. He got over as a
double with Miss Eastman and the
boy handling it. She later has a solo
"Crimson Shadows," that doesn't seem
dance
to belong- in the act at all.

importance than taking a chance on
minute for 62 days. That
is the length of time it needed for
the escaped prisoner to reach Hol-

his life every

land following his unannounced deparfrom Germany. Lieut. O'Brien
upon a drop of 7,000
feet in his airplare, after being hit
just above the teeth whir a bulletr The
next thing he saw was the interior of
a German hospital.
The escape occurred while he was being transferred
with other prisoners, through O'Brien
ture

lightly touches'

dropping from a train window with
the guard looking at him, white going
at 30 or 35 miles an hour. And another drop taken by the lieutenant jn
Texas, of 2,000 feet, was made the subject of a joke by him Lieut. Pat enlisted with the Royal Flying Corps
(English), was mustered out in England through having been a prisoner
in Germany (second capture there
would have meant death as a spy), and

Sitter*

The Rigoletto Brothers, who formerly
gave "an entire vaudeville show" by
themselves in as long a time, as the
management wanted, are now doing
some portions of- their former act,
aided or having the assistance of the
Swanson Sisters—apparently

to,

cover-

as the Swanson, girls m thejr
two appearances together *db little elie.

waits,

but he tells it all with,
the thrill deleted, apparently believing the house would prefer to laugh
than thrill at him. He's an American

First they sing a yodeling number
dressed as Dutch (Holland) girls, and
next sing "Kisses"; dancing afterward.
their best in the
"needle trick," as also performed by
Houdini. At the finish, which seems
new, they enter as two itinerant Italian
singers, one.of the Rigolettos carrying
a trap bass drum, on the top of which
While the "band"
is a little monkey.
plays the monk whistles. During this
bit the girls return, but merely add to

and

he's Irish and, says several things
that draw applause on the patriotic
hue. He's a well built fellow of pleasant appearance, appearing in the R. F.
C. uniform, wears. a small time mustache and carries a cane
Lieut. Pat
has received plenty of publicity for his

The Rigolettos do

escape.
He mentioned
King George was so interested that he
(Pat) got the world's record for an
.

the picture. The finish was the sole
item of the new turn that got applause,
bit got a lot. The Rigolettos
did some magic, also muscle posing,
with the audience snickering at the.
Jatter^ not evidently understanding
what it was about.' The new act does
not commence to touch the former
turn of the brothers when by' themselves.
The addition of the Swanson
Girls hurts rather than "helps it. It will
require considerable fixing over before
fit for the big time if the same com-: ".
For other time it's only a
position.
Simt.
matter of .money.

interview with His Majesty, 52 minutes. He referred to the King at three
points, the third time making it a part
of the stage talk.
The audience no
doubt would have been more interested in Pat's field experiences. Very
few in front knew George ^except by
rep. .Another George, George Gottleib,
with Elmer F. Rogers, was responsible for placing' Lieut. Pat in vaude-

and that

They had heard about him, of
and hearing he intended to
speak at a dinner downtown somewhere dropped in to get a dinner, for
themselves and hear the hero. The
Palace engagement follows. Lieut. Pat
O'Brien-is what would be called a great
guy among many great guys. He could
talk for hours in a room with no one
walking out on him, and tell nothing
but personal experiences, in the air
and on the ground.
Just now he
is timely, speaks well and interestingly,
especially to those who remained at
home while he wa.s fighting everything
Through that he is an
ever there.
attraction because he is among the first
to appear on the stage as a war veteran. Lieut Pat told how his pal, Paul
ville.

course,

Glme.

Pre*.

Rigoletto Bros, and Swanion
5th Avenue.

That- boy certainly has had

never could.

finish failed to register.

25 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Curtain*)-

thrills,

Raney (or Rainey), also R. F. C, of
Toronto, had been killed in the air
-He wajr.lookmg- at- him> and -said
America might forget the Hun, but
that, if he lived to be one hundred, he

,

A

was rejected by the American forces
where he applied, through physical
disability, but was a private in the
French Legion when the armistice was

miraculous

.

turn.

that talking to the King of
England for 52 minutes was of more

belieye

vwhile

'•'

(5)j

There must have been a young fortune spent on this act for scenery,
alone. But scenery cannot make an
act unless there is more than that to
Right now the offering that Miss
it.
Eastman and her company of one
sihgef and dancer -and a pianist is presenting does not seem to be-right for
the big houses. The one boy in the
act is very clever and can both sing
and dance. As a matter of fact he does

C, had

about them. The program says he is
the author of "Outwitting the Hun."
Lieut. Pat tells something about his
escape while a turn at the Palace
this week, but he doesn't tell the half
of it.~ He allows the audience to imagine the most, and the flying lieutenant, from his talk, would appear to

signed.

Two

58th Street.

Palace.

some

thal

is

16 Mins.;

.

Bert Wilcox and His Jazzland Naval

•hen again by themselves, playing fast
rag stuff, the act, with all of its uniforms, will have a good chance. The
manner in which it was laid out at

majority, but

Gretchen Eastman and Co.
Songs and Dances.

Lieut Pat O'Brien, R. F. C.
Monolog.
One.

-

•

Princess Blue Feather.
...
Indian Turn.
Full Stage.
125th Street. (Feb. 21).
An Indian woman, speaking clear and
concise English, also alleging to make
announcements in the Indian language.
The setting is' a tepee with an American flag draped over its side. The
woman is in full Indian dress, seemingly of the male, wearing trousers,
drawing a laugh or two by reference
to them. A strong play is made on the
patriotic interest of the Indian in the
late war and that the Indian was the
-"firstv American."
There- is- a "gentrine-"-^
Indian war dance." At most an early
number for the smaller houses.
jSFIme.
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Fifth

Ivan Bankoff and Co.
Dancing. ,

Avenue.

matter has been skilfully manipulated;
besides which Mr. Benedict gives a.
first-rate performance; much better,
however, as the escaped convict, who
seeks refuge in the shack of his un-

known half-brother, located just outside the gates of Sing Sing. The convict meets his unknown father, the
father having reached Sing Sing that
evening to persuade his acknowledged
son to leave his morbid existence,
which is looking out of the living room door at the walls of
the prison. Father and son argue
the subject, with the son unyielding.
The boy wants to know if the
father has ever done a wrong that,
rested on his conscience, and the
father says no, other than in his "wild
oats" days, that don't count. The son
goes to bed after the prison's siren
warned the village a prisoner had
escaped. As the father sits at the
table idealizing his son the escaped
rushes in, draws a gun
proceeds to tell the history
life
how he was an unnamed
child, sent to a reformatory, came out
with a bad name to find his' mother
dead, and his vow never to rest until
he located his father; and how in
Syracuse one day, a woman had identified him as the man who had shot her.
Then he asked the name of the man
of whom he had sought shelter. Hearing it was Lawrence Stanley Forbes
everything came out. The father was
prisoner

and

of

.

—

fiis

his father,

Jim Toney and Ann Norman.
"You Know What I Mean."
25 Mins.; One.

.

Colonial.

Fifth Ave.

''Wild Oats" hits the limit of improbability and is the champ coincidental
playlet of vaudeville; but it is a well
written sketch by Clifford Parker, and
holds sufficient tenseness to make an
audience attentive. Kingsley Benedict,
its star,' returning to vaudeville after
an absence of several years (when he
did heroic juvenile roles as jockey,
fighter,., etc.), has a dual part in this
piece, playing half-brothers. If obvious
at least the double representation has
the merit of smoothness,- and for a
three-people sketch, with really only
two principal characters, the dual

•.-

(2).

20 Mini.; Full Stage.

and he would give him 60

more seconds to

live; but after an.
the prison tapped upon the
door inquiring for news the illegitimate son disappeared behind the portierres. The father gave the son a written acknowledgment. The son could
not dictate it himself, and then the
father double-crossed his other boyhe throttled him and threw him
again behind the window. The noise

Ivan Bankoff has another "girlie"
but he doesn*t bill her as such, in fact,
not at all. Asked who she is he replied
"Just a girl." For further details he
would no further than to say that he
had found .her in San Francisco and
taught her dancing. Fart of that may
be true but part only for he could not
have taught her toe work. She is not
youthful enough to have accomplished
the feat within a year (she appears to
be in her late teens). The girl* is
rather goodlooking though not petite.
With someone to aid her. in proper
dressing she should make a corking
Bankoff has been "out
appearance.

town" for some time. There was
some argument over military duty in
Chicago, the upshot of which was that
Shortly
Ivan entered the service.
after the armistice came along and
Assisting
Bankoff shed the khaki.
him also is a pianist, and a clever one.
He played throughput and for a specialty had an orgy of the classical
which he topped off with a popular

of

melody with variations. The opening
dance had the girl in a home-madey
costume but with a toe exhibition
somewhat different from the usual.
With BankofFs aid she performed
many rapid single foot toe spins and
assumed graceful poses, at their conclusion.
During BankofFs own specialty, which drew returns, the girl
made a costume change that was in
much better taste. There was more of
the toe work with additional "steps,"
but that number was featured by her
rapid back kicks, touching her head
feet, which is a rare stunt.
For a finish Bankoff was attired in
the brilliant raiment of a Russian
bridegroom, the girl being in white
satin, but of modern mode, save for
the headdress. A few fast Russian steps
by Bankoff and then the finish in which
he whirled with the girl balanced on
his shoulders. The turn drew plenty
of appreciation and will easily take a

with both

spot.

Ibee.

officer of

awoke the

son,

who came

out,

saw

the revolver, looked behind the window and guessed something of the
escaped convict, sent up for shooting
a girl in Syracuse. (When in Syracuse,

make

father,

regular
_

son,

in

Utica.)

The

atonement,

then

it

changed clothes with his half-brother
and, as the keeper returned, went back
to. Sing Sing to take the punishment
his conscience had been bothered over.

The other

son, later reappearing, also
guessed the truth without much exHe and his father shook
Elanation.
ands, the ex-escaped asked dad for
a cigarette and the audience applauded
quite lustily.
It's
a good enough
dramatic for the big-time in an early
spot and sure for the smaller-time
houses. The father role is well played
there are some laughs in the convict's
retorts, and it shapes up as a rather
fair sample of the unreasonable sketch.

George Drury Hart and Co.

Comedy

(3).

Sketch.

15 Mint.; Full

125th Street.

Stage (Parlor).

(Feb. 21).

George Drury Hart

is

from the

legi-

He

has secured, for vaudeville,
an exceptionally well balanced company of three players in support, led

timate.

by an appealing ingenue. Mr. Hart
himself as a light comedian in this
playlet is of no mean value, and together with the skit itself, they appear
to have a big time comedy playlet. A
clubman clambers into the rooms of
a young woman in a boarding house,
from the fire escape. After his explanation he is escaping from* a taxi
driver he bruised through demanding
an exorbitant fare, the landlady appears and demands her overdue room
rent for six weeks. A cop also comes
in

to arrest the clubman for

upon the

driver.

The clubman

assault
to es-

cape arrest tries to have the young
This
girl admit he is her husband.
she is reluctant to do. but finally kisses
him in partial proof, later denying
'he is her husband but professing a
Mme.
fondness for him. Whereupon the clubman-dismisses the cop, who is his valet,
confesses to the girl he made the entire arrangement to meet and win her,
Keefer and Albert*.
and the piece ends with a laugh. It
Songa and Talk.
is the company rather than the sketch
IS Mine.) One.
that wins out; though the "surprise"
58th Street.
A team of men offering a singing and of the climax has some comedy value.
talking-routine that is all to the small- The landlady Is -a -faithful study and
time for laughs. There is nothing par- the policeman is well done, the whole
comprising something of an extraorticularly worthy of praise or condemdinary group to seek a"showing" in a
nation about the act, except that it is
mme,
Fred.
small time theatre.
just small time,

iiiai

-
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•

*-

•

•I

No. matter where Jim Toney and Ann
hiding lately they
certainly are welcome to New York's
big time, for their act is' a sure-fire
comedy turn which takes its billing
from a comic song. Though the outline of the act may be along the same
lines as formerly the routine appears
mostly new and it moves along with
ease. The big punch in the proceeding
is Toney's dancing. He is a nut comedian of original style and so is his
dancing. Very seldom does an audience
indulge in terrific applause over a
dance number. But it did at the Colonial Monday night when Toney burlesqued classical dancing, easing it into

Norman have been

some

real jazz.

And

:

-.-^:A!i;

Ji?^

M^M
4

m

1

and "business" especially -that accompanying a "hair-lip number." At the
finish Toney remarked that in appre.

"

:

Mme. Rialta and Co. (4).
Posing.
14 Mint., Full Stage (Special Set).
Mme. Rialta is one of the pioneers of
the posing industry in vaudeville, a
handsome brunet, exquisitely formed
for the work she does, and a clever
"showman ette," for she has built up a
skit capable of fill'ng any full stage
position on any bill. In her new vehicle she is supported by two men,
aside from her aides in the pictures,
one a comedian, Marty Ford, and tbe
other a corking lyric tenor, Vin Scanlon (from the original Temple Quartet).
There is a story (written by
James J. Morton), wherein the artist
dreams of the girls he has painted, recalling in animated form the pictures
he originated. As each picture appears
in the frame the artist runs through a
song, each bringing big returns. The
numbers used were "Don't Cry, Little
Girl, Don't Cry," "Beautiful Ohio," and
"On a Little Farm in Normandy." With
the combination of good song and good
voice this section was sure fire. A patriotic pose concluded, Rialta taking
the role of a Red Cross nurse.
It
scored a big hit and looks good for
Wjwin.
any grade of time.

.rV
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During the girl's singing of anman passes the entrance at back stage center. That has
long been done by T. Roy -Barnes.
The man (Eadie or Ramsden) has
enough of his own tricks to pass that
one up if need be. The act may not
have the class for big time but is right
"
for the other bookings.
Ibee.

.MM

ing.

in song singing last Thursday night.
Both are tall fellows} with Mr. Mulcahy in a tux presenting something of
as
a commanding appearance
he
stands in "one" and puts over what
probably constitutes an expert routine
of numbers' as any one man -could
select, who wanted especially to make

and Bernice.
Male Impersonation and

Cecil

Ctrl.

10 Mins.; One.
58th Street.
This is a neat little act for an earlyspot on small time shows for the present.
Eventually the girls may worl.thcir offering into something that will
be worthy of consideration for tbe
bigger houses.
As a suggestion it
might be advisable to stick to double
numbers entirely, as neither seems
quite strong enough to go it alone.
The girl offering male impersonation
seemed to have the audience guessing
in
both costumes that she showed.
There are-four nuraher* be>ng= offeted-,
in the act at present with those sung
as doubles getting the biggest returns.
Fret,
Continued on page 24)
.

•

d£

;:!

other number the

With Charles Gillen at the piano,
Edmond Mulcahy was quite successful

•

m

making love includes

a peculiar ability
of throwing his legs about. His acrobatics include some ungraceful positions but on the whole they are amus-

and Mulcahy.

,.-:

3s

'

Eadie and Rams den.
Acrobatic Skit.
13 Mins.; Full Stage.
Fifth Ave.
An oddly framed turn featured by
the man's acrobatic comedy stunts.
The girl opens with a song and "Chairlie" is announced.
Charlie's method of

One.
5th Avenue.

"•"aBa

V.

There."
The Grey Yiddish riding
brings a laugh. The feature straight
trick on the wheel is the three-time
fly around. The turn fits in nicely on
small time. If Mr. Grey doesn't make
big time with it it will be because the
comedy ideas as suggested in the turn
are not his own.
Anyone who can
work out a couple of bits in the act
as he has, has enough comedy in his
make up to get on the big time. '';''

Song*.

stand up more through his showmanship than actual playing. The turn
looks good enough for the No. 2 in the
Blm«,
biggest right away,

rwajr-*

•'•
..

seems through an effort, probably made
at home, to perfect her enunciation,
to have left several flat song notes in
her vocal register that jars her sing*
ing.
If she would try singing with
more naturalness' and smoothness it
might show a considerable difference.
Mr. Grey also sings, in discords and
at high pitch and when the lights are
turned out on him, he lights a match,
holding it over his head until finishing.
His comedy bit on the wheel is an imitation of a Jewish cyclist, with legs
wide apart and a shifting movement on
the seat to the same music Ben Bernie
did his Yiddish singing bit of "Over

be unusual but within the law.. Plenty
of laughs rewarded a line of kidding

it

.-.-.

..v

m

to "make her."
But later offers to
marry her saying he'll be satisfied with
one woman and that such a thing may

.something of the Irish aspect. Starting with a bit of patriotic singing, Mr.
Mulcahy afterward got a great deal out
of "America Never Took Water." An
Irish medley with a specially written
lyric did the rest for the singer.
Mr.
Gillen (who has appeared as pianist
for many women singles in the past)
had an jinning at the piano, and made

.

I

Miss Norman asking him how he dared
speak to her, Jim advises her that
she's all wrong and that he isn't trying

Gillen

;

'

smoke and

ciation of the audience's kindness they
ought to do some more steps. He
thereupon brought out a small ladder,
'...
providing a comic exit.
Ibee..

rr/-

/V-,

recite "Dam McGrewJ' Starting with
the orchestra at the correct pitch and
time, the musicians swing into fast
dance music, with Grey starting to
dance after abruptly stopping the recitation.
He then dances around the
apron and as the music stops he is tithe left entrance. Making a slip, he :'
:*
stands up, extends his hand to the au:•
dience and says, "How's that,'' but is
yanked behind the drop by a stage
hand hardly before it is uttered. The
comedy of this business is so good
that Mr. Grey should work it out into,
.;'?)
the main bit of the turn other' than
'•*:
the cycling He might seriously resume
the recitation after dancing, with such
other comedy bits as may be contrived,
doing it among the first things attempted in "one1 ' and with no suggestion of comedy before starting.
Mr.
Grey was formerly of Grey and Peters.
His present assistant is a girl, who

that jazz isn't a

cigar

""'

.

Bud and Jessie Grey.
—Songs, Dances and Cycling.
13 Mins.; Full Stage end One.
American Roof.
The slangy term of one person saying, when another seems wrong in his
stage work, "Go into your dance/' has
been worked out by Bud Grey into a
laughing bit.
During the middle of
this turn, Mr. Grey' announces he wilt

"Frisco" imitation. Some of the "steps"
are alike, but Toney has worked out
his own stuff. He wore at the time a
small derby and when he uncovered it
to display a bald spot the house roared
with laughter. The turn opened with

Toney choking on

KJ«s SR3g3K>$S?
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NEW ACfitHIS WEEK
Kingiley Benedict and Co. (2).
"Wild Oats" (Dramatic).
23 Mini.; Fall Stage (Interior).
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PALACE.

White

The Palace at any time but Monday afterThe Monday male a different Palace.

;

noon

tlnoo is the first and 'worst time the weekly
After that performthere may be seen.
ance the public comes In, tells what It likes
through laughter and applause, and there are
not enough "friends" of any act on the bill
bill

there tn sufficient numbers to fool anyone.
Thus, Tuesday night the Palace show may
have sounded like a new bill from the Monday matinee. It ran well in an even way, contained several hits

among

Its

many

well

known

names, and universally entertained an audience that had crowded the boxes before the
opening turn appeared,'
Tho Palace Is now using the Klnograms
newB weekly and a special reel of the President's arrival at Boston was run at both
showB Tuesday, Just after Intermission. The
Strand bad it Tuesday also. In the Palace
much comment could be heard about, saying
.

.

.

-

-

Iwsr

<

"That's quick work, isn't it?" while the picAfter
It held about 600 feet
ture ran off.
Tuesday the special was likely Inserted, into
the regular weekly.
The billing seemed to hold four or five
.headllners.
It must have needed some head
work to get out a 24-sheet on it and have
the show open as laid out. Two changes ocLieut Pat O'Brien
curred after Monday.
(New Acts) moved up to No. 4, In which
?osltlon he got over without trouble, and
lmmy Hussey replaced Frank Fay. Mr. Fay
opened very well with a new act hut lost
his voice during Monday, leaving the bill.
The show started with the Oellls Troupe,
i
a new acrobatic turn that could have stood
a better spot, tinder any other arrangement
possible, the Oellls would II' sly havenaken the
oloslng position. Next was Oeorgle Price, who
somehow showed op better No. 2 at the Palace
than he has at any of the other New York
houses. He seemed to take his imitations with
more seriousness of effort, attesting that he
His
is a faithful imitator if be wishes to be.
Impersonation of Fannie Brlce, in costume,
which brought him a hit of no mean dimension, Is one of the best bits of mimicry vaudeYoung Mr. Price has a habit
ville has seen.
Two
of addressing the audience as "Folks."
other aots on the bill did the same thing durEven admitting an artist
ing the evening.
should address the audience at all, it should
never be other than "Ladles and Gentlemen"
That "Folks" thing Bounds
at the Palace.
rural It Ic.
(How is that one. Henrietta,
better look it up.)
Following were Ruth St. Denis and her

company

1

-

in

a

series of classical dances, sub-

divided on the program but no one cared
The bare legs
about the specific divisions.
had some attraction, the settings moreT but
somehow, though Miss St. Denis and Lieut
Ted Shawn staged the turn, it doesn't seem to
be there in the way it should. The St Denis
dance display may have a story in It One
could suspect as much from the appearance
of a couple of Hindoos, (maybe) who sang,
talked and played a tom-tom, If that's what
India's uke Is called, This broke distastefully
into the general scheme, though needed for
a wait or other reason. But Miss St. Denis

If made more
pleasant impression.
positive she would not be In the No. 3 spot,
but It should not he overlooked that at the
Palace the St. Denis turn Is following after
but a short Interval the new act of; the Morgan Dancers.
After Lieut O'Brien, Louise Dresser and
Jack Gardner charmed the house. That's the
word, charmed. Not so many charm In vaudeville
many get over, however. It was not
evident to what extent this class couple had
captured the audience until they finished. Closlng the first half, the applause was so hearty
that Mies Dresser, who delivers the speech,
appeared to cut it short, perhaps through embarrassment.
Nor could applause like that
have been looked for In the position. Miss
Dresser's songs seemed to impress most, her
"Our" number being a real laugh, but Mr.
Gardner's English rag, that Is really a nut
number, brought the right measure of applause. The couple ran through a medley of
'their old songs to almost not a hand and that,
coming at 'the end of the turn, seemed to spell
disaster but the applause at the finish settled
everything.
Medleys of old favorite song numbers happened again, right after Intermission and the
It brought out Bharply how
picture reel.
vaudeville looks upon or recognizes the popular song from the production number, the
latter predominating with Dresser-Oardner and
the latter only sung by Mehllnger and Meyer.
While the two-man act sang the old favorites
George Meyer composed the music tor, the
bouse often burst into applause. Artie MehBut
llnger was one of the "Folks" fellows.
bow that boy did tear after the bunch at the
I opening.
Taking no chances he slammed over
v.- a Prohibition number of one verse but that
was enough. It has a line reading (referring
to "wild wimmln") : "How are you going to
win 'em without any Ilkker in 'em?" (What
would have happened to a line like tbat in a
Or maybe
Keith house of five years ago?
it's the "Palace, New York.") Artie had the
su.- .
house all sewed up after that And they liked
George, too, because be stood Artie kidding
bim, with a smile all the time. Great contrast In this team, and It helps.
The George White dancing turn sort of
showed up the St Denis act, inasmuch as
White could follow St. Denis, without the
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girls,

in

their Grecian gowns, but you can nevor tell
whether George White Is kidding In his dances.
For it was George White who introduced the
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Mr.

his third week.
has never had a dance producer'
producer of quite Indiswho stages his own turns

llko him, ' a
putable originality,

Just

and makes them

llited, besides of much personal popularity.
And that tbe same hard
shoe stepper In a two-act not so long ago.
Tho Keith management could do no better
than place Mr. White under a yearly contract
to produce popular dancing for them, for In
tbat way they would be certain of always
having the latest dance first In vaudeville.
Next to' closing, Jimmy Hussey, who Is
doubling at an uptown house this week, walked
away with the laughing hit of the bill In that
spot.
Jimmy has acquired the habit of talking sotto-volce to his partner, William Worsley, while waiting for tbe laughs to subside,
and there were many laughs, several long
ones, for Mr. Hussey has a- few r.ew gags.
Let's hope they belong to him alone, for they
are corkers.
One especially, the "chevron,"
Is a pip.
One or two comic songs sounded
new.
Closing the performance was the Rita Mario
Orchestra, all women, who were fortunate In
holding in as large a proportion of the house
as they did when appearing, at 11.
It must
have been the sight that caught, the audience
and tho music retained them in a generous
quantity, but it was no position "for a turn
of this character.
Consequently the act cut
It's time short, for whlch'no one could blame
'»•
Sime.

COLONIAL.

\
It's

spurt

a

cincb

the

great

Colonial

business

good for the season. The house now
has a list of weekly seat subscribers that
numbers around 1,800 and that means much
slrfce but a few weeks ago there were very
tew subscriptions.
During one week alone
400 seats were added to that weekly patronage
lTst and there are performances when half the
lower floor Is filled with such patrons.
And the calibre of the shows is being maintained.
The regular Monday night draw- Just
about fills the Colonial. Monday of this week
saw a capacity plus house, that to be credited
in part to the return to ^vaudeville of William Rock and Frances White (New Acts).
The length of the latter turn made it necessary to reduce the bill no eight acts and
then there was too much show, for the final
act did not go on until after eleven.
The
Rock and White act took up a round- threequarters of an hour, but it is really framed
to run an hour" and can be marked out for
tbat time In houses needing the extra time.
Had tbe pair been on earlier than next to
closing at the Colonial, they no doubt would
have occupied the full time.
The bill was a singing and dancing show
anchored by at least three strong comedy
is

The way It lines up too there Is
enough novelty to furnish an especial draw
from children and heavy matinees were In
order.

There were some heavy scores, although
nothing unusual was developed except the hit
pulled down by Jim Toney and Ann Norman
who In fourth position annexed the evening's
honors (New Acts).
For a comedy act In
"one" to be able to dally for 25 minutes Is
something not often done successfully, but on
form, Toney and Morgan ought to stick around
Manhattan for quit'" a spell.
Another comedy bit came at opening Intermission with Kramer and Morton. The blackface boys are due to sail for London In two
weeks being about tbe first of a contingent
of American turns tbat plan an invasion of
Britain this spring and summer.
At the
matinee there was some discussion between
tbe comedians and Cbrls Egnn over a new
song number called "Up in Mabel's Room."
Kramer and Morton averred they had no
other number ready to replace It and offered
to stop out of the show.
Manager Egan
thought there was one or two lines tbat didn't
sound well, especially the one about "playing
all night.
The number was tn
Monday night and little or no criticism can
result for Kramer and Morton use "Mabel's

postofflce"

for

comedy

purposes

as

with

their

other songs.

Horace Wright and Rene Dlotrlch, fresh from
their experiences in France entertaining our
boys, were third with what seems practically
an entirely now routine. Both had something
to say about their work overseas, and it won
right smart applause (New Acts).
Bert 'Kalmar and Jessie Brown resumed
their vaudeville appearances In tbe new song
and dance novelty, closing Intermission. In
addition to the scenic effects a leader *s carried.
Kalmar wore an elastic brace on his
left knee the bandage being visible only at
tbe finish, but at times he appeared to skip
in an effort to ease up what may have been
a sprain.
Kalmar and Brown always offer1
something original and away from other
dancing acts.

eight acta were programed, with Frank Gaby
scheduled to open the show. This was later
changed so that there was»an opening act
added to the bill, tbe roller skating turn of
Beeman and Anderson, The rearrangement
sept Gaby into second position, and then the
balance of the bill was entirely swung around.
The Harold Du Kane act, originally slated
to close; was moved Into No. 3, and the Nordstrom-Plnkham turn, "The Memory Book,"

was moved

to closing the first part, this necessitating the placing of Mabel McCane into the

opening position of the second half.
After the opening, turn Gaby did but little
with the opening ten minutes of his act, but
once be hit the little Imaginary bit with the
small girl he started to go over.
The Du
Kane act won applause on the individual number, but the final was rather mildly received.
The first applause wallop was that delivered
by Harry Breen. His bit of supposedly talking to his mother was laugh after laugh as he
progressed with it. His talk about the lower
East Side got both applause and laughs.

"The Memory Book" followed, closing the
section strongly. Every once In a while there
real novelty to vaudeville.
This Is
one of them, and 'While it Is not and will never
bo a tremendous applause winner, it Is one of
those acts tbat wins a silent tribute from the
audience.
It is so full of simple heart Interest that when' the final scene is shown it
leaves those lit tbe audience with a sob in
their throats and a tear film over the' eve.
"The Memory Book" Is nothing more or less
than a series of small scenes Into the past,
but St Is tbe manner of presentation that
makes it entirely worth while. With Miss
Nordstrom (who wrote the piece) and Mr.
Plnkham are two kiddles employed In the
second scene, and they are wonders in their

comes a

King, a two-man comedy and
dance turn, pulled out a bit from the No. 2
spot.
One does an English fop and makes It
very funny with the aid of tho clever straight
man. But the boys' long suit was the dances
of which there were several and which Invariably brought strong appreciation.
Mcintosh and Musical Maids opened the
show. The act started off with a smart rattle of drums by the three women and then
proceeded to slow down too much. The brass
finish was a redeemer, but the 100 per cent,
appearance (neatness) of the quartet was an
even greater asset.
One comely girl with
long flowing tresses" featured the act
Going on at 11.10 De Witt, Bums and Torrence bad It anything but soft,
They succeeded In holding about 50 per cent of the
house, however.
fo<g.
•

with a saxophone number in which a striking
looking girl is used, the boys were a big hit
way. They have just the right kind of
and Lynn Cowan Is singing better
than eve% Bill Bailey's service at Camp Hancock hasn't Impaired his banjo tickling one
bit, and the house just went wild over the
whole act.
With so much singing on the bill it was
necessary to place Lady Tsen Mel up In an
early spot, and she added a nice bit of class
to the first half of tbe show.
Tbe novelty of
the Chinese girl singing popular songs and
ballads caught plenty of favor, and she finished
strong with a specialty number in which she
Injected several Imitations of birds, etc.
Attired In Oriental robes for the opening numbers, Lady Tsen Mel dons a magnificent gown
for her final song, making a distinctly attractive picture, and was very well received.
Bud Snyder, Joe Mellno and Co. opened' the
show. The boys have some govd comedy work
mixed with the trick stuff, but it Is dragged out
a little too long and did not get the results an
act of this kind should.
Edward Marshall, just back from overseas,
made quite a hit for himself with his cartoons
and comedy sketching. He appears in uniform
and adds a bit of patriotic flavor to his work
by bits of cbatter during his drawing. An old
one-act sketch, "Fagon's Decision," played by
Claud and Fannie Usher, slowed things up
after tbe Chinese vocallste. but drew liberal
laughs and finished well. The Mlllettes. with
their skilful head-balancing on the swinging
trapeze, held down the closing spot In good
all the

material,

manner of delivering, lines. The settings, at
least four, are changed with great rapidity.
The McCane act built up strongly as it progressed, and the ragtime wedding finish caught
the house solid. Grant and Wing won as much
applause for individual work as did the star
of the offering.
For the real hit of the bill the Duncan Sisters must be credited.
The two girls stopped
the show with their final bit of "blues."
By this time the audience was tiring, and
when Mme. Petrova arrived the house was
rather restless. She offered an opening number, her Parrot song, and then a scene of a
South African play. At the finish the audience seemed more restless, but there Isn't any
doubt she was responsible for a large portion
of the business attracted.
Mullen and Coogan closed, coming on at
eleven exactly. They won laughs from those
remaining.
Fred.

ROYAL
A comedy program this week. Business in
the past few weeks has been up to tbe required
mark.
Certainly the programs placed are
worth the price of admission 50 cents top
and with such layouts of bill a raise In the admission would even be permissible.
Tbe program Tuesday night was peculiarly
arranged but carried through nicely. The first
two positions held "dumb" acts, Bradna and
Derrick and Espe and Dutton, the former
opening. Espe and Dutton were applauded at

.

—

shape.

KEITH'S, BOSTON.

the conclusion when they exited with a hand
balance.
Lillian Hcrleln secured little. from her first
two numbers, thereafter switching to different
types, more on the recitative style, end they
immediately gained some recognition.
Her
opening numbers other than giving her the
opportunity of displaying her wardrobe serve
that purpose only.
J. C. Mack and Co. In the well known comedy
Bklt, "Mother's Boy," worked before the regulation house drop In "one." While it detracts
somewhat in comparison to the former special
drop carried, nevertheless it proved of little
Importance insofar as the returns were concerned. Owen McGlveney, closing the first half,
went over with a bang.
The second. half was switched somewhat from
Billed for closing,
its original running order.
Larry Rellly and Co. were moved to opening
after Intermission, and tbe Irish playlet was
highly welcomed.
Mr. Rellly showing much
animation. Phlna and Co., her ricks tn a somewhat rearranged turn, were likewise given a
reception. The dancing, as usual, carried them

If

bill this

The program announced

Co. in "The Mannequin,"
consisting of two men and

Miss Goodrich was most atnumerous dress creations.
Marie and Ann Clark closed. Perhaps the
position was alloted as a surprise, for no

.

role.

tractive In

shown,

ajid the

turn gives tbat Im-

upon opening. The audience work
at first was not quite understood, but when
both finally got settled upon the stage a more
Although much comsurefire comedy arrived.
edy was heard before tbe girls appeared, the
house remained Intact for them at a late hour.
pression

.

Philadelphia. Feb. 26.
The first of tho new musical "tabs" of tho
big time variety headed this week's bill, and
surrounded by a well varied bill with a couple
on the program, the
show rounded out a very satisfactory; entertainment, despite tbe fact that a couple of
singing turns were forced to compete
™ with the
headllner for honors.
The "tab" was "The Sirens," with Frank
of big bits nicely placed

he

was appearing

after a world tour.
His act started very
slow, with the ordinary, perfunctory stunts
that jugglers so often use.
But he warmed
up as he went along and finished strong using
new stunts at the finish and going big on a
trick of twirling a glass of what looked like
grape Juice over tho heads of those In tbe
front row on a pool ball frame.
Juliette Dlka, billed as the Franco-American
comedlettne, reminded of Irene Sordini when
she started. She sang her first song in French
and finished with a French song. She has
four stunning costumes and isn't at all afraid
of displaying her .neck and arms.
Haig and Lou Locket t were the real
hit They slammed right into action. Lockett works hard.
Miss Haig dances well, although inclining toward the esthetic too much.

Emma

'

Nugent and Jule York have a very
playlet In "Tho Meal Hound."
Mr. Nugent pulls It through the 25 minutes
alloted without a drag, and they went over
,

KEITH'S, PHILADELPHIA.

Boston, Feb. ;2B.
thing about '.the
conventionality. Minus

one^etrlklng
It Is Its

to have discrimination, refusing to get excited about anything.
Tbe show started late.
It
being 2:25 when the pictures were run
and the regular bill started, and during
the entire program there wasn't a shift, every
act appearing in the place selected for It
The show closed about 5 o'clock, a bit tardy.
Wilfred Du Bole, Juggler, opened the show.

Edna Goodrich and

comedy

is

week

off

acrosB.

a cast of five,
three women, found favor throughout, with
France Bendstein personally responsible for
the greater part of the success. He handled the

there

a big time star tbe program Is nevertheless
a very good one— even as to amusement and
from start to finish. The show is opened by
a juggling act and It closes with an animal
act.
Throughout It is a good bill, much better than one often finds when the bill Is
topped by a big name.
Tbe house was Jammed at the afternoon
and evening performances Monday, a holiday
_here because of the visit of- President Wilson.
The audience was of the .sort tbat appeared

%

billing Is

Ward and

Dobson strongly featured, and the fellow deserved It, for he carried the biggest part of the
action of the piece and Is the central figure In
tbe two big numbers which' do much toward
putting the "tab" in the big time class. The
first of these is a "jazzy" number led by Dobson, supported by eight girls, with the musical
director of the piece doing a "single" in the
pit with his violin.
All the big moments of
"Tho Sirens" occur in the last ten minutes or
so of tbe piece. It starts slowly, with a lot of
light talk, and sags badly about the center,
when William Lynn overplays a part In reaching for laughs. He Is given good support by
Madge Darrelt, a hefty lady, and the comedy of
this pair could be worked up to better advantage. However, as Dobson Is the only member
of the cast strongly featured, he is held responsible for most of tbe comedy, and does his
work well. After his jazz number, it is easy
for htm, and his second number, built up with
a very elaborate gown display by the girls,
tops the piece off with several more good
laughs.
"The Sirens" Is nicely set, prettily
dfessed, and there Is much opportunity, some
of which iajwasted, and it registered as a very
good applause-winner with a crowded house. *
The hits which stood -out strongest, however,
went to the credit of Lillian Shaw and Bailey
and Cowan. The> former has not been here for
Borne time, and she has never made a bigger
bit.
She is getting a lot more laughs than ever
by the manner she has built up her baby -carriage number.
She Is using a wedding song
ahead of it and the combination Is tbe best
she has ever bad. The old song was a riot the
way she handles It this time. Bailey and
Cowan had the next to closing spot and were
about the only act that could have followed
tbe big musical piece.
Ooenlng and closing

RIVERSIDE.

A

very much mulled bill Tuesday night.
Despite the frightful weather the house was
jammed a few minutes after eight, and there
were a line of standees at the back. Originally

offerings.

Room"

i

W RE V EWS

to Broadway some
Is at the Palace In

Vaudeville

~

J.

C.

pretty

little

well.

Draggy stuff Is noticeable In the act of
Sally Fields and Charlie Conway.
She opens
the act in a coon song number, which she
doesn't do at "all" well, and then the act goes
on to full stage where a lot of burlesque
is
usod by her and Conway.
Neither
show up very well in this part of the act
and the house didn't enthuse over them.

stuff
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Thejr finish In "one"

with a song, doing

HU-

tle.

Joe Jackson who, it anybody was the star
of the show sb be is well known to Bostonlans,
gave the bouse. Just nine minutes of his time.
He bad the house in an uproar, and the speedyfinish of his act was somewhat of a surprise

_

"

ta the house.

sixth

(New 'Acts).

Mabel Burke went on

In

the body of the bill with "Have a Smile," her
An audience plant took up the chorus.
This is anniversary week at the 6th Ave. for
Miss Burke. Her fourth year there.
The usual big house was In early with the
Ibee.
ropes up at eight.

.

.

stead they are using a bench, but the body
The girl. of the act
of the routine remains.
Is very good looking, especially when emlllng,
but she wore an unbecoming cloak Tuesday
A weak finish brought, them' little In
night.
Badle and Ramsden were
the fourth spot,

Belle Baker followed him. Miss Baker made
a speech at the conclusion in which she
thanked the audience for the way they ban
received her. She did get some real applause
-when she appeared and when she finished.
Using dialect songs for the most part she
snapped her act right over fast.
Always a favorite here the Avon Comedy
Four did not vary at the matinee. 'Howard's
Spectacle, an animal act featuring dogs and
horses, closed the bill.
Ltobey.

offering.

—

second section, and in the first of these was
tho biggest oponlng after Intermission besides.
The Brown Sisters caused If. They stopped
The girls are doing the same
tho show.
musical turn they did when first breaking in,
but'vhave improved in handling themselves on
the stage and tor small tlmo are one big bet.
should'
not be' on small time, and If
They
they are, something Is wrong somewhere. The
trouble probably Is Inattention to these girls
The- other hit
by experienced stage people.
was by the Ouquesne Comedy Four, TI rough
comedy quartet who are probably as poor
singers as any slngmg four in tho business.
But the comedy got over, 'consisting entirely
of the Dave Marlon hare-lipped character and
Dave's business, including the use of the word
"sucker" and pushing the cabby's hat down
on the head, as done in this turn by the low
comedian. It's a small time act, altogether,
but made to give value at the American
through being placed next to dosing.
The successes of the first act were Calvert
and Shane, Bud and Jessie Grey (New Acts),
Corlnne Tilton and "Planovllle," none holding any particularly class, and all but the
Grey turn Just slipping over. Miss Tiltra recently on the big time did not do as big as
she should have done, and may have done betHer. kid stuff got
ter in the theatre below.
her acrosB and she can travel the small time.
"Planovllle" with' three girls at as many
'pianos, and a male singer, compose a pleasant
little turn of no partlculur merit
W^tslka and Understudy, a seal act, opened
There are two ot the animals
the show.
with the usual work and they always Interest.
Second after Intermission were Fred 0.
Hagen and Co., two women, in a mother-inlaw comedy sketch, with the women so utterly
impossible the sketch will bo fortunate tor
Hagen obtains all of
any laughs secured.
them.
But In this it may ba a matter -of

-

followed with
their
banjo specialty and
cleeued up with Bob Miller's solo, "Salvation
Laaslo of Mine" closing a full bait hour's entertainment. Information Is that the act was
ripped up for this special occasion, only. It
may continue working on similar service festivals and makes
tho soldiers in it

and "singles" and

i

a good feature. Many ot
can easily frame two-acts

-

find

m

work waiting for them,

anywheres.

Lane end Mdran, the next to closing spot,
were the "bit" of the show.
Sorgt. H. A.
Rogers and Co. (a girl by the name of Belle

Storey, not the Hippodrome artist), closed
the show with a fast twelve minutes of. artistic
stepping. Their "artist and model" and "ten0. H.
nis court" dances are new and extremely
novel Ideas.
of try-outs under the new
system Inaugurated by the Keith booking office, a feature film and a regular bill, the
<
program at the Harlem house ran rather
For the first time In quite a few weeks
long and late Monday night, but -it played
the Washington
Heights crowd, attending
to an overflow in attendance that might have
FRANCISCO.
Fox's Audubon, were treated to a fairly good
been higher still in figures had It not been
all-around., bill the first halt.
for the interference of a fire chief who gave
San Francisco, Feb. 28.
With every act registering, Edward Blondell
Instructions not to -admit any more.
The
Attractive bill for this week, well arranged,
and Co. captured the comedy honors while
bill served to prove several things theatrically,
proved entertaining enough though, taken toYvette
and Sarnoff, closing the show, held
big
customary
principal
the
one
In
this
particular
Instance
gether It did not contain any
»'
"'
them with tense interest.
being that established acts or Individuals will
applause winners with usual responsive audiThe Manjoan Troupe, a family of five, openstand out and show their class when surences considered easy.
„
ed the show In full stage with acrobatic
rounded by inferior talent. It was * decidedly
"The. Heart of Annie Wood," billed as "a
feats that can't miss. Following an announcepoor bill, badly run, but unavoidably so. It
muslcaWhalftone," presented by Edna Penment, the act olosea executing a two-man
was marred by continual exits on the 'part oft
dleton amr-Co., is a neat offering based on the
Bomersault, which thrills. The No. 2 spot was
the audience and with two exceptions every
well cast and daintily premorality idea
successfully held down by Horn and Ferris,
act can be classed in the "flop" column, this
sented, with a nicely-placed setting and givwith one of the men singing contralto. Alalso Including the tryouts; none of which
ing satisfaction although apparently too, inthough
tho majority ot their numbers are in
headthe
showed any possibilities beyond the smallest
expensive a proposition to .warrant
foreign language .they went over with much
DeVitt
a
Al
and
Cameron
of
Mabel
small
time.
line position.
applause.
The Blondell company, with' one
The exceptions were O'Brien-Havel and Co.,
and Co., in "The Groom Forgot," occupied tbe^
woman, were next in his comedy, sketch,
and Lew Hawkins, the former with the "Ticks
second spot, winning laughs with clever lines
which kept the audience giggling all the time.
and Clicks" skit, aided by Miss Valeska, a
Jcapably handled by DeVitt The" skit seems
His country boy gains laughter immediately
rather charming looking blonde who dances
more in need of a finish than anything else.
upon his entrance and going through comedy
Joseph Howard and Song Revue (with " to- a hit and plays the stcnog role excellently.
talk, anent getting married to a young widow,
Ethelyn Clark-), retained from last week, were •O'Urlen's act is almost as old as himself, but
affording better people.
worth millions, affords 20 minutes ot good enIt stands up well and at the Harlem bouse
a bit in an early part, gathering big applause
Press and Rector in band and head baljoyment.
, ..
it brought a. continuous string of laughs.
7*sJ
with the audience being Invited to join In the
ancing closed- the show, the men getting the
enFollowing Current Events, the next pro-song,
new
a
Lew Hawkins has some new material and he most on a head balance on a trapeze.
numbers, Howard Introducing
new
gramed were Lew Cooper and Co., but where
This
Again."
Over
All
Start
"Let's
too
Juggled
the.
house
to
a
in
titled
genuine hit. bis
The roof seems to have a new drop
the
company
was continued to be a mystery:
at
prohibition talk pulling a titter at every point.
one was announced by Howard as having been
opening
picture
"one" and the moving
until the conclusion; While singing a shimmy
He has a cleverly arranged routine and can
written the day before (Feb. 22) .by him, with
eight, running until opening time, excepting
number, ho brings out a pickaninny of light
lyrics supplied by Arthur Behlm, who Is now
-step/in fast company as safe as ever.
an HI. song, appears to have brought early
complexion, executing the dance and gaining
located here.. The song got over.
Meredith and Snoozer, with two cats and
The root is certainly doing record
business.
excellent applause.
Hampton and Blake offered bright dialog
a woman, were probably next In order for
business.
Monday night the side boxes filled
Following were Evans and Gordon, before
that had one member of the duo as a semihonors, but Meredith clamped all possibilities
even' to those on the right side ot the
up,
the
a drop representing a city in Holland. The
nut, the girl (MIsb Blake) working from
of a hit with a piece of
''business"
that
Sime.
house.
girl's first appearance Is as a well dressed
audience, with the laughter spontaneous. Mies
should have never happened.
The dog, a
the
duet,
for
a
sUgo
pumpkin girl, and after ottering songs and
the
came
on
Blake later
beautiful English bull, works ''great, but at
•
dances another change takes place in" which
act finishing to light applause.
times faltered In his' cues and once Meredith
sho is attired _ln~ a typical Dutch costume.
Ball and West made their first local apdeliberately slapped .the animal, bringing a
The Army-Navy Featival'lt the Jefferson
The familiar
The scenes and costuming are very pleasant.:
pearance since their reunion.
muffled cry of surprise from the audience. It
the first half brought to light one of the best
and
Claudius
substantially.
but the turn itself needs more material to
did
offering
looked as though he- had lost bis temper, but
shows given there for some time. The only
-'
:
be properly -enjoyed.
Scarlet (holdover) repeated from last, week,
whether or not, he lost his audience and
folks did not turn up In
the
was
that
fault
Yvette and Sarnoff did dances and violin
UBlng different selections that were surefire,
from then on the act b'rought nothing In the
The
lobby was
usual.
numbers
as
large
as
selections.
The turn Is very snappy and was
The Ramsdells and Deyo opened attractively,
way of returns. At best It's a small time
little speech by Manager
After
decorated.
a
Ramsdell
William
well liked.
There is not an idle moment
the eccentric toe dance by
act.
Rooney explaining what service the men on
ValDolores
applause.
biggest
throughout.
gathering the
Although closing a ehow is e
George Bcane and Co., with a rural skit
.
the bill had seen, Hazel Muller sang the
f
leclta and her leopards were in the closing po«"•
was
earned fair results, but for a man of Beane's
-JjJ
"Star Spangled Banner," before a huge flag V *«*
sition, easily holding house seated until the
ability the sketch falls short.
He has ca- covering the usual street drop in "one." Ben- \appreclated. Echo otYoUth." film, olo«edt „
Jock Josephs.
end
pable assistance In a-.ratber fascinating drader and Herr, two_ex-prlvates,_ attired, In
matic Ingenue, but the. theme lacks weight
show
still
shirts,
and
khaki pants and O. D.
and only through the character work of Beane
went
"clip,"
hair
the
Army
of
Ing signs
Feb. 20-23.
FIFTH
does the act stand up. In the role of an old
through a neat routine of handstands and
man Beane does some work that should be stunts on the flying rings. Their send-oft.
"Prohibition Bluff," meaning shafts of wit
looked-- over by the legit producers for he Is
the ankle-to-ankle catch, was a thriller and
against that principle, is becoming a pretty
The program tho last half at the Fifth avean excellent actor and really belongs In that
As far
Applause throughout.
constant quantity in vaudeville bills.
got them an ovation.
nue was exactly the reverse ot the first hut.
branch of the profession,
as New York goes, the theatre going populace
bill -there/last week.
T .last half prograx
Larue and Oupree offered a familiar sand
No act' In the
is againBt the desert thing.
every 'luraVeas^up to'tta'stnta*^
wa8 a very Daa °ne < dragged all through, and
painting -skit, seen at the Hippodrome last
the
SnniJiipn »«S Bmerous because of the eerfirst half bill mentioned the matter, but
ne,d no comw, y unt11 «">* t0 closing; when
season, and this, opening the regular show,
a lot*
vF™ mSn involved
'news weekly showed agents destroying as
Hsllen and Hunter ehowed. The lack of cornis
their
The
act
earned
them
usual
hit.
to>
far
so
t
Tack De'nnev and Alice Boyle folof. perfectly good liquor, going
edy
was
the main defect, naturally, though.
as
clever as her
and
the
woman,
well
framed
far
a
purposes
In
wlOi
sprinkling
fairly
street
tie
PsM*
dolM
lowed in
sewnd
use It for
a
8 a6CUrlng lW** buaW
It's a
male' partner, aids in the picture.
Hisses from the audience
Western town.
*
in act Sat maToe null? up. tofgt
good big time opener. •
showed what it thought about the procedure.
Brown, and McCowan, blackface man and
s&'ed'wEn
But the show held a "booze" act, that of
duple .25S.
woman team, bave neither ability nor maBlllle Reeves', which brings to mind the fact
They of course pulled a tew laughs,
terial.
that while the dry amendment is most drastic,
at "»e posing bit In the turn of Jbe.u
and while the woman looks good, the act
there
it overlooked stage "drunks" and since
basebaU league, with President Wilson and
,
(
Rlgoletto
Brothers
and Co. (New Acts). The
lacks all the essentials required for any grade
are a few of such stage characters who are
General Pershing as the battery, was a riot.
ot the Hallon and Hunter Couple gets
of time.
real gloom chasers, we'll be able anyhow to
The5?ay Vee Four, a quartet of husky gobs,
Wilson and Galvln have but a fair
over through hi- del very,
Galvln,
goes
Town
It could hardly
the
after
days
retail the good old
eachdecorated with a slngld service atrlpe,
pass on the small time
might
b°
8««ging
iaterlai
the
and
»»e
ne has, for some ot
of
trio
act
scream
"the
as
billed
was
Reeves
took
an
dry.
sang and capered on the stage and
because of\the dancing of the man and. woman,
the gags are very old, some very familiar.
screen" and he offered his "Right Key But
oncorfl
The bovs came from the U. S. S.
but 'the skit has been arranged in amateur
a»d his best gag that ot the punishment ol
The Wrong Flat." Blllle Is different from
^ thelrTncora wa«Tan example
and
MlBslsalppl
fashlcn and runs too much to useless talk.
tho pig on the old folks' anniversary sounding
other stage drunks In that he appears with
of their entertainment on board, tholr snip,
Some mechanical comedy was wasted.
very much like the gag supposed to belong
—
his hair plastered down.
,.-«-.
The first and third chaps Indulge in prolonged
Ray Daghlstan in a velvet suit, a musical
to Charley Grapewln.
In style Mr. Hunter
The show was about average, it holding no
spasms of the "shimmy," but Shoulder movehair cut and a piano overworks, but shows
should not miss, since his method
new acta of exceptional worth except Ivan
only remove all traces of offenslveneaB
meats
He
direction.
stage
proper
with
possibilities
mixture of James J. Morton and Frank TinBankoft and Co. in a dancing act which reaped
The third chap, also. Is a natural
it.
his
selecmix
should
pianist,
but
Banktopping
Is
a
good
Just
"<*. wnita he has llttsj bhslness with the
a hit on fifth (New Acts).
exponent of the art of "hokum." and his
off and
show
the
started
a
He
Four,
better.
Texas
tions
the
continuous
movomont
of
bis
but and forehead
were
applause
off In an
graceful bowB, poses and grimaces won ap-,.
while running 12 minutes would have done
flr8t done ftnu lon B °B"° a? George Fellx.'Thff
singing group able to effect a likeable harmlause
much better In half that time.
girl plays a violin at the opening and^for the
ony in spots. On next to closing the men
Lieut. Jack Merlin, aided and shotted by
Whitfield and O'Brien had a repertoire of
Their singing of
rest of the turn laughs at her partner's Jokes,
earned a demand encore.
audithe
enter/Trom
who
plants,
a couple of
It
talk that looks like a home-made affair.
Harly in the bill was "Those Were the Good
the "Memphis Blues" Is actually their best
ence and stage wings, pulled off a fast six
The medley alone might be
got them little.
Old Days," played by Mary Howard and Co.
vocal effort, but they have one or two other
The lieutenant Is
minutes of card Blunts.
recommended for retention, but otherwise the
Tne Pls/let may have also been known as
novelties, including the "rheuinatlz" number.
»n «rnert "naimiBt
act as constructed at present shows nothing
"Back Homo Again" as recently played by
"Richard The Great,"' a monk that has
in the Hut" 1b the title of an
Evening
"An
time,
long
worth while.
Ml»s Howard's late husband, formerly ot
been visiting the West for quite a
act carrying nine mon and a woman, who
The outstanding features, aside from those
Howard and North In the present turn then
closed the Bhow. He does about all the others
only appears towards the close as tho SalOnce the monk
mentioned, were the Jazz overture by the
ore two men besides the young woman, with
do without being coaxed.
vation lass. Tom Rooney, tho Jefferson manhouse orchestra and the Illustrated songs,
McQuiro one of them. They do quite
gently slapped hlB trainer and It brought a
Mer 1b backing this act, In conjunction with Tom
the best of which was "Every Girl Wants To
The monk's walking of a slack
big laugh.
well with the skit. Mr. McOulre getting everybunch
likely
Mark Levy, and has collected a
Marry a Soldier," a new style of war song
rope is a stunt the others haven't shown.
thing possible out of the point* as the flyman
alone,
BrothW
Bulger
,£
«nt«r.Aine?R
Tho
that brought the singers ievecul encores.
Richard's billing as. the "monk who made a
from Chicago, on a visit to Ellsburg, a village
I
and some
Winm.
^man out of himself," Is bright stuffdoubt
of «o Inhabitants. The trio are a bit strange
They
JW. n n£». to .heir hearts' content
give
of the stunts he does off stage no
working togtbor now
part, an?
woman who briefly
some basis for it
the turn which ha B a sure Are laugh finish
This la not
the audience clamored for more.
makes an appearance and is on at the finish
In tho baby carriage and boer bottles.
S.'.rt nf Kmmv'i Brooklyn last week, althe
with
do
to
considerable
the
had
place,
no doubt
No. 3 hofd tho Wilton Sisters who are do ng
It doesn't loon like the same old
Tho act
the same nome
houSh It
light
and
monk's training.
paint
doing
What
American Theatre.
„™nf in "four " sneclal hut Interior, with virtually tho same turn they haveIt been
as
house,
The Ferreros opened the show. The woman
the
gets them
of
lobby
the
In
shown
is
In tho East since playing here
can do
Bob°MI Hop acting as wnouScar. hut socrctary
in male attire fooled the bouse until she
relighted by its manager. Gene -> *Za nfflPini master of ceremonies.
and
JuBt bo much and Beems to bold them In the
repainted
Lieut.
The only
stripped to skirts behind a screen.
Marcus Loew drops over
If tb'ey are center,
place all tho time
When
same
Meyers.
at
tho
contip-off was the skull covering, that bulged
and prefer their present routine to one that
there, Mr. Meyers will probably have to
SS-And starts off with bis violin solos. JimShe
In the back because of the girl's curls.
might secure them a better position and mora
vince his chief that that is really the Amerfor an
mte Powerf then pulled In Eltlngo and sang
Is a quick worker and a good looker
there Is nothing for anyone else to
ican. Mr. Meyers threatens when the painting
•Uo^n^s In Town" in a deep male voice that money,
Embs and Alton, on second,
mosalo
understander.
bocome agltotod over. But If the sister with
Job has been finished to lay a new
his unrather
a
unmasklnK-Hor
n
r
ii
m?
nnBuine
nmB8
piano
ln
and
on
song
h
'8
a
let
?'
with
nicely
went over
If the American ever does that,
tbe flat voice will allow her sister who can
flooring.
"vcr looks
„
fn1^
I
Both dress in colorful fashion, but
routine.
money
sing to do most of the singing In the harmony
all ehow business will know how much
Is al"
His
feminine
£xPncr~cont
amount
make a neat appearance. The girls lullaby
exact
the
even
If
number it will sound much better, and the
It must have made,
Jack Kogan. another ex?« the
thA muBtara.
muBtard
to
medley "Songs of Youth," and the love duet
•»»£* h tho R lnelln*
.
suggestion of "fronhnesB" which runs thtottghBrois a secret.
g
-at the close wera-. .Uk«* best.. JJoth have
for
"the" show the first bait was not as bright
fl"e exhl°blUon of shadow
voices and need perhaps Just a bit or a
It was what is known as - a
the paint.
as
change in the routine.
to the Loew bookcontrary
and
show,
cheap
free
Largay and 8nee laid aBlde the rural
program
of the
strength
the
custom,
ing
the
on
doubt
no
- delivery bit of their turn,
mainly lay In the fist section of the bill.
theory that New York knowB nothing about
The two big hits, however, came In tts
inthat branch of the post office service,
''-:
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one addressed Jo the drummer and stating
be must have come from Salt Lake City be-

vocalists and dancers, and two men.
Fred
Stone In the "Under the Top" film closed the

cause he said he liked both of the girls.
Klngsley Benedict and Co., Glllen and Mulcaliy, Bert Wilcox and H1b Jazzland Naval
Octet (closing the show) are under New Acts.
Frank and Tobey opened the performance
with n layout of dances that was only saved
by a "jockey dance," announced by the young
man as "our original creation." While not a
creation, It pleased the house, which could
suggest to the couple that they frame another
act. starting with the current "creation" and
then create some other dancing of their own
that vaudeville will like much better than
that they are now doing.
Bime.

show.

58TH STREET.
•

•

m-.

A fairly good small time entertainment that
gathered its principal strength from a standard big time comedy turn that was on next
to closing and which cleaned up for everything on the bill and which held the stage
for 80 minutes.
The act was Jimmy Huseey
and his assistant.
After seeing bis performance at the 58th street last Thursday
night there Isn't anyone In the world that
cquld accuse that boy of ever cheating because
he was working a couple of small-time flll-ln
dates.

Hussey did the draft act of, his and the
oudlenM couldn't get enough of him. Three
encore bits were what he gave them In return for their appreciation, pulling the whole
catalog from soup to nuts for tholr benefit.
Taylor Brothers and Remple opened the
ehow with comedy acrobatics and pulled a
number of laughs, working only six minutes,
'

but putting the routine over with speed. Cecil
and Bernice (New Acts), a two girl turn, with
one offering a male Impersonation, got over
fairly well in the second spot.
Morgan and
Gray with a sketch offering "Today Is Sun?
day" (New Acts).
•
.
Keefer and Alberts "(New Acts), a two man
talking turn, got a few laughs following the
sketch.
Oretchen Knatmnn and Co.
(New
Acts), In a very elaborate scenic production
with songs and dances did not fare so well.
The act doesn't seem to be framed properly

-

as yet
Then Hussey romped away with all the
honors. W. 8. Harvey and Co. closed the bill
holding the audience to the last and pulling
down a lot of applause with his heavy balancing.
It seems that a new generation of
theatre' goers have sprung up in a lot of the
bouses since Harvey was originally seen In
vaudeville, and they are most appreciative of
bis offering. It wouldn't be a bad Idea at all
to try the act out on the better time to see
just what It would do with
present day
audiences.
Blulo Ferguson In "His Parisian Wife" was
the feature picture offering of the bill. Fred.

:

,

AUDUBON.
Since the Audubon discovered It was Imposto obtain the hotter known turns for
break-Ins together with "names" business apparently -has fallen off. Last Thursday nlgbt
was no exception and the spacious house
vacant rows.
.

sible

showed many
Nothing of particular note happened during
first three turns whloh Included 8_Melfords, Van and Kelly and Adolph Ollmore and
Hill.
Rev. Frank Gorman upset the running

the

next-to-closing, causing a slight Interruption
while ho acknowledged ihe applauae of * sufficient volume to demand another number. His
ballads were Individually applauded.
Milton Pollock and Co. followed the news
plotorlal
and gained a standing with his
familiar comedy skjt. Barry McCormlck, with
an assistant at a grand piano, looked very

good

in

the closing spot, and

was

well

ro-

even though be attempted to Irish
the bouse to death. He has laid out a pleasing routine, although somewhat lengthy, and
If slightly shortened would undoubtedly, prove
colvod,

,

more

effective.

VICTORIA.
Although Loew's Victoria, on 125th street,
In
fairly filled,
little
applause was
Notwithstandevidence Thursday nlgbt last.
ing the acts were arranged tbe best way possible, the bill In general proved futile for
onjoymeat.
"Married Life" In No. 3 spot

was virtually the only act that gained

light up the side lights was "Married Life."
a comedy skit with two men and one womrtn.
The writer Seemed very familiar ,wltb the
Inside dope as for the title, and has set forth
a very good idea, but it lacks In comedy
It finished to very good results.
value.
Tllyou nnd Ward, two dressed up rubes
In an acrobatic comedy turn, had the next
to closing spot and with a chance to ecore
a knock out, failed to lam'. Offering a tew
feats
In
numbers, followed by ""acrobatlo
"one," the team only registered slight apThe
plause from the rear of the houBe.
Ooldon Troupe followed, closing show with
singing and dancing In Russian costumes.

•

rtji,if"-T

;v*™~ vzii

-tfluiiltty*.

"

It'inakes a good

"fla6h."

Songs

and dances, and a little plot about persuading auntie in ante-helium garb to switch for
modern apparel, are Interpolated between the
fashion "creating" by the young man. The
act carries eight girls, who act as models,

d>

try their hand with it and about his
rope making 2,000 revolutions a minute, with more than that recorded in
Russia. Ahern was well received. His
act ran pretty short but what there was
of it especially of the lariat routine
Mark.
was well received.
.

NEWACTS.

(Continued from Page

21.)

Morgan and Gray.
Is Sunday" (Sketch).
14 Mins.; Full.

"Today

58th Street.
This sketch

v v
______
Thru Thick and Thin.
Songs, Talk, Dancing and Musical.
15 Mint.; Three (Special).

most cross-fire man
and wife stuff from beginning to end.
It is rather "homey" in its atmosphere
is

It's

lot of

and both tumble back into bed. The
finish is good for a laugh with any of
the smaller big time audiences at least.
" Fred.
.

Dike Thomas.
Singing and Dancing.
8 Mins.; One.

Dike Thomas, blackface, was somebeing
through
handicapped
what
placed in a rather early position on a
long bill. He. kept working away with
a couple of comedy talking numbers
and nimble stepping that soon com-

He

a corking
heavily, together with his comedy style of placing numbers across, and should find
attention.

work around the smaller houses.

Woods and Dixon.
Songs and Music.
13 Mins.; One.
23rd Street (Feb. 24).
Woods (formerly of Benny and
Woods) has become associated with
Miss Dixon. Retaining a number of
bits from the former specialty, Woods
endeavors to carry the turn solely
upon them together with, a few additions, the entire affair hardly appearing strong enough to take them beyond the smaller circuits. Miss Dixon
is especially weak, more so in her talk,
although further aided by lack of animation. Woods is now playing a saxophone, a new bit evidently recently
added, but it's his piano playing that
will make the turn acceptable even
for the time they may be fortunate
enough in securing. More in that line
and a switch from the comedy to
straight playing would undoubtedly -be
of improvement, for Miss Dixon can
hardly be classified with his former
partner in handling
kind of comedy.

that

particular

.

i

14 Mins.; One.
23d Street.
Lee Stafford is billed as "the juvenile
baritone," with a pianist. Stafford has
a good voice and his repertoire runs
to the arrangement that any vaudeville audience likes.
The songs are
more of the ballad type. Mr. Fisher,
the pianist, has a moment at the piano,
and demonstrates that as an ivory-key
manipulator he is one of the best. The
Mark.
act was well received.

,

Calvert and Shane.
'.'
Songs.
11 Mini.; One.
American Roof.
Two boys who sing songs, wo'rked
hard while doing it and fitting the No.
2 on a small time bill rather well in
that way. They are to the small time
what Kranz and La Salle are to the
big. Their numbers are of the popular
sort and forced over the footlights,
with the turn gradually working into
favor from a slight impression obtained
at the opening. It is their songs rather
Sime.
than the individuals.

'

_m_

in

ground working, doing some excel-

on a pair of short stilts, the
routine being gauged so that she repeats the "stunts" done by the man.
It's an act that could open, or close a
.big-time bill and hold interest throughout, and even if placed in a mid-position on a big-time bill would go still
better.
The couple are apparently
French. Some comedy is worked up
through the exchange of gestures with
members, of the orchestra. At the
Columbia, in opening position, it -gave
the show* a corking start and closed a
big hit.
Wynn.
*
lent turns

y

_-

...

Williams and Kramer.
Blackface.
16 Mins.; One.
23rd Street.

.'

Jforfc

The Mitchells.
Songs and Dances.
11 Mini.; One.
125th Street. (Feb. 21).
The Mitchells are a boy and girl
(white), each of fair appearance with
the boy a fair dancer. The boy in
addition to carrying a Service insignia
on his evening coat made mention he
had been in the Army. The act is
good enough to start over the small
time. A colored two-act some seasons
ago was known as The'Tditchtlls.

fiifM-

Frank Gould,

f'k

"

plackface.
12 Mini.; One.
125th Street (Feb. 21).
An Al J olson imitator, who will do
to start on the small time just now
through trying so hard to imitate Jolson, though Gould does not announce
He -appears in blackface, sings
songs and tells gags. His talk is very
bad, but the singing aided by his nerve
and the Jolson idea will send him
along in the small houses.
Rime. s
it.

Harry MacNeughton (family name
Bunch), a nephew- of Tom and Charles
MacNaughton, is due here this week.
He has been engaged to play "Bert"
in 'The Better 'Ole" in one of the
road companies. That is the same part
handled by Charles, who is in the New

York

cast.
Harry McNaughton was
in the English Army, serving four years
at the front, with the first of what the
.

Huns

called "tbe army of contempt"
ibles."
'Ole" was played in Fiance for
the British soldiers, Harry' playing
"Bert" in that presentation.

John W. Rumsey, as' assignee for
the Biltmore Theatre Corporation, the
tenant of Oscar Hammerstein's Lexington Opera House, has recovered
judgment for $6,284 from the GerstenCramer » Amusement Corporation as
the balance of the deposit on a five
year lease of the theatre, dating from
1916.
The lease was terminated in
"""
June,- 1916; by the Gersten-Crarttef
Company, the landlords and the tenant
sought to recover the balance of the
deposit. Ernst, Fox & Cane were attorneys for the plaintiff.
"

Laurel Lee, now playing the Keith
time in the South, is billing herself as
"The Chummy Soubret." She talks in
a chummy style to the audience.

'.
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Stafford.

Songs.
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Margot Francois and Partner.
Acrobatic.
8 Mins.) Full Stage.
Columbia (Feb. 23).
A double acrobatic turn, with the
man in white-face as a clown character, the woman doing a semi-Pierrot
role. The latter is exceptionally clever

one that can be built up.

the neighborhood sections, it's bound
to prove a scream, but that appears
the extent of their present possibilities.

Lee

...........

Two men. B urn tco rk. Heard offstage arguing. Shamble on after style
of the old Conroy and Lemaire combination. One chap affects gait and
di ess of illiterate darkey.
The men
handle their talk exchange well in
southern dialect. Some of their confabbing is surefire; other parts riot
At the 23rd Street the last half the
v
due got over nicely.
quiet act, but

Thru Thick and Thin will of course
mislead any audience into believing
they are about to witness, a skit, but
it's a comedy turn and wonderment is
immediately expressed upon the opening bit. Upon the billing considerable
avoirdupois would naturally be referred
to as thick. According to an announcement the woman weighs 450 pounds.
In comparison her partner, long, lean
and lanky, looks about 50 and hardly
could claim more. Together they' attempt a little of everything. The sight
alone is worth a -laugh. They work
before a special drop in "three of an
outdoor circus, gaining a laugh occasionally with some mediocre talk,
which if specially written. to suit the
characters would prove immense. But
not enough attention has been given
that end. For the smaller bourses, in

a continual fight. .There are a
couples that get alont, that way.
of the bout is the breakfast table and "no quarter" from the
time that, the barrage is laid down
until the enemjrvgets ready to retreat.
Hubby gets up with a grouch suffering
from a hangover.. Breakfast is all
wrong and wifey finally gets sore at
the grumbling and returns his conversational fire. Finally when he is making a run for the door to catch his
train both realize that it is Sunday
for

,-.

«

23rd Street.

The scene

manded

BUI long on dancing with six opt of the
eight acts doing more or less stepping last
half last week.' Selblnt and Qrovlni, man
and- woman, opened the vaudeville. -Theirs
Is an act which cannot very well be classified
Into One division. Tbey did a little of everything from handstands and hokum to bicycle
riding and Juggling. Their hat twirling seems
to be the best bet.
Dawson, Lanlgan and
Covert, two men and one woman, scored
with dancing. Allen and Hayes found favor
with a neat little skit The nows reel Interrupted the bill at this point.
Albert and Rogers sang and Btepped a few
In the fourth spot
Their gags, however,
should go out and they might get some real
ones If they still Insist upon working the
riddle game.
Jennie Hlddleton played three
numbers on her violin. The ration of two
classical to one popular song Is out of proportion.
Her closing fox trot number gets
her returns.
Dlnklns, McCarthy and Everett,
are
In
"two" before a special drop representing Dinkin's livery stable.
Dlnklns and Everett are
the two stable boys, with aspiration for the
mjnstrelsy.
Along comes Justin McCarthy,
manager of the minstrel show whloh has just
come into town, and announces he Is short
a couple of extras. The try-out follows. They
accepted one encore.
Leonard and Mack, two men In "one," offered a comedy "souso" act.
"The Spring
Rsvlow" closed the show with their fashion

fair

results, While tbe Golden Troupe, closing the
show, Just about managed to p'ease.
The show started at 8.30 with Dlx and
Dixie In singing, dancing and sleek wire walking, mixed with the man balancing a lamp
on his head while drinking. The latter and
the riding of a unlcycle on the wire appear
to be tbo best asset.
Arnold and Taylor in No. 2 spot, with Miss
Arnold rendering several numbers under a
spot light and her partner at the piano will
hnve to undergo rehearsal treatment for new
material If entertaining the audience Is the
The turn pleased only when Mr.
object.
Taylor ragged the keyB and sang one of
Tne next act to
Eddie Leonard's numbers.

dancer, and wisely plays

JEFFERSON.

William Ahem.
Lariat Monologist.
6 Mint.) Full Stage.
Olympic (Feb. 24).
Lew Ahern is of the Wi|l Rogers
lariat-manipulating monologing species
whose best recommendation to start
him off right at the Olympic was
a three-sheeted announcement that
Ahern was an Uncle Sam sailor-boy
who helped entertain President Wilson
on the George Washington on his trip
across to France. Ahern was placed
with the James E. Copper "Blue Birds"
burlesque (American) show at the
Olympic as an "added attraction."
He appeared in the navy blue. He's
a young char>— apparently in his teens,
with a likable personality and a youthful mannerism that is in his favor. He
referred to Rogers with an old joke,
that was born long before Rogers
knew whether a rope was to be used
as a lasso or a washline.
Ahern is
dever with the ropes—far more so
than his talk, although he had several
puns that were surefire at the Olympic.
His biggest laughs were with the B.
R. T. failing to make money and that
it was his suggestion that they turn
it over to the Y. M. C. A. and let them

was

.
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VARIETY

NEXT WEEK (MARCH

BILLS

3)

W

In Vaudeville Theatres
(All houses open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise Indicated.)
The bills below are grouped in divisions, according to the hooking offices they are
supplied from.

•

•

The manner In which these bills are printed does not denote the
sets nor their program positions.

itlatrvo importance of

* Before name indicates act Is new, doing new turn, or reappearing after absence
vaudeville, or appearing in city where listed for the first time.

KEITH

B. F.

VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
Palaee Theatre Bulldln*. New York
;;-,

H

Tlmberg Co

Ohrman
Frank Fay
Chllaon

&

•Boyle

Brazil

....

Frank Dobson

:

"Art"

Infills

&

(One

White

Seabury

A

& Shaw

Readings

(Two

to fill)
1st balf (8-5)

Emma Stephens
.The Sharrocka
Stuart BarnOB
Leon & Mayfleld

•Brennan & Rule
Eddie Carr Co
Rucker & Winifred
•John Gulran Co
(One to fill)

•

Lt Pat O'Brien
Gardner S
(One to fill)
Keith's Riverside

Sadler

Reeves Co
•Dooley & Dooley
Mabel McCane Co

(One to

Write

Tony

Wm

Oaxton Co
genrl Hendler
JJan McGrew

-

(Two

&

ft

Snee
Hunter

Gems

'

fill)

•

B ft
Day

H Mann
ft

Neville'

:

"Century Revue"
2d half

fill)

1st half (3-5)

A & D Lamb

Norman Talma

Mumford & Stanley
Harry Green Co
Rooney & Bent
Geo Brown Co

Grlndell ft Esther
Miller ft Bradford

AH)

(Others to
3d half (6-9)

ALLHNTOWN, PA.
•Fred Gillette Co
•Lawrence & DavlB „ a „°?t?neIT
(Others to fill)
Duv^l & Symonds
Proctor's Bth At
Joule Heather Co
2d half (27-2)
Novello Bros
Bverett
8 ft
(One to fill)
Gladollo
2d half
(Two to fill)
Manning & Lee
1st half (3-6)
Kelso & Leighton
•Jean Moore Co
Reel Guys
Patton & Marks
(Two to fill)
Master Singers
ATLANTA, GA.
•Yerkes Band
Lyric
(Two to fill)
(Birmingham
iam split)
2d half (ti-tt)
1st half
-*
Tony
Paul Kletst
Henri Hendler
Helen Vincent
(Others to AH)
Clayton Drew Play
Praetor's 23d St.
Lelghtner & Alex
3d half (27-2)
"Current of Fun"
4 Troopers
ALTOONA, PA.
,

,

H

i

.

Lew Hawkins

"Mr Inquisitive"
Leo Zeneil Duo
ft

"Cookie"

(Two

to fill)
1st half (8-6)

Orphenm

Coleman Co
Largay & Snee
Kinkaid Kilties
Neil McKlnley
Hadji Sam b ola Co

ft Emily
2d half
McLane ft Gates
(Others to fill)
Billy Schoen
2d half (6-9)
(Three to fill)
Godfrey & Hend'son
AUBURN, N. Y.
Mr & Mrs Monroo
Jefferson
'Sorrento 6
Rosamond & Dor
(Three to fill)
Davis ft Greenlee

AJax

•Sammle Duncan

...

BROOKLYN
Keith's Bushwtck
Girl In Air
Francis Renault

Owen McGlveney

Mullen & Coogan
Edna Goodrich Co

Burke Toohey Co
6

Avallos
2d half

The Mitchells
Dugan & Raymond
Roth ft Roberts
Bobby Vatl Co

Curzon Slaters

ft

Girls

Allen

split)

1st half

McCarthy & Faye
Kranz ft La Salle
Roode & Frances

2d half

Academy

(Roanoke

Embs & Alton
Chris Richards
Girls"

"Dream

FRED HILLEBRAND
'

Feeler's
(8-6)

Dove

Gladys Moffath Co
Al Latell Co
Franklin Sq.
3 Stewart Sisters

with

From Me"
THCATRI.

It

8HUBERT
BOSTON
INDEMNITY
•

L&

CHATTANOOGA,

ALA.

/

Hlalto
(Knoxville split)

Lyric
(Atlanta* split)

1st half

Reynolds & White
Edna Bennett
Oreat Western 4
Kennedy & Burt
"Unfair Court"

1st htflf
8 Chums •-.

Julia Curtis
"Princeton Girls"
Dooley & Sales

Art Impressions

CHELSEA, MASS.

BOSTON

Olympla

B. F. Keith's

Cummins & White
El Cleve
Lillian Herletn
Bernard & Scarth
Shelah Terry Co

Belleclalre Bros

BROCKTON, MASS.
Strand

Tomnsy Hayden

&

Madison
Belgium

3

Abel O. H.
Georgia Emmett „
Kelso & Leighton
Bernard & Duffy
"Candy Shop"
(One to fill)
2d half

Co.

Shea's-

6

&

Ludum

Keith's Hip

H

Cha&o

Monks

CLEVELAND

N. J.

Towers
McDermott ft

F. Keith's

(Sunday Opening)

Stamm Co

•

(New Orleans

«at

G

$16 WEEK

Jewelers to the Profession
Tst.

|>fcs >/l

All Thrntrci

Central

Pork

SUITES PERSONS

Comiifing of Parlor, Boilroom and Bath
jLlght. Airy, with All Improvement!

REISENWEBER'S HOTEL
58th Street and Columbus Circle

New

to

Amoros

York City

Reynolds

Son

MONTREAL

Melfords

split)

Blrge

GENEVA,

N. Y.
Strand
Barron's Horses

T Browns Mine
fill)

2d half

McLaughlin & Dv
Harry Thome Co

Luba Moroff 3
O'Donnelt & Blair

GRAND

RAPIDS,
MICH.
Empress

Aerial Mitchells

Helene Davis
Chas Grapewln Co

split)

<

Kltaro Japa

LANCASTER, FA.
Colonial
v.

C

2d half

Haywsrd

Mildred
Dietrich

ft Vincent
ft Prince

Lowry
Red ft Blondy
LOUISVILLE

B. F. Keith'*
(Nashvttle split)
1st half

ft

Work

Lucile

& Carmen

m

'i'ii

,

,

•;

.

• .S
'

OTTAWA

Sam Hearn
Marsh Montgomery
6 Idanla

\

Texas

Do ml Dion
The Brighton ''V'y

4

"In the Dark"

3 Tlvoli Girls

'«ti,

Fred Allen
Flnke's Mules

fill)

PATBRSON.

All)

2d half (6-8)
•Grlndell & Ester
•Marie Cnhlll

ft Robblns
Harry Tenny Co
"Good Night Teller"
Epse ft Dutton

Mclntyre

MONTGOMERY
"Playmates"
Lydla Barry
Reddlngton ft

•'

H

Calour Gems
(Three to nil)

3

•'

Co

N. s
Msjestle
Ferrier
Plsano ft Bingham
Singing School
Fraser Bunce ft
Flying RuBsclls
2d half

3

Grsnd
Mystic Hanson
Harry Sterling

»:

Harry L-'ngdon Co

Dogs

to'

Apollo

•
>'

Jimmy Lucas Co
Loyal's

:

•

(One to

PAWTUCKBT,

G

1

nil)

R.

I.

Scenle
Mllo Llnzard
Lt Berry ft Sister
Stone ft Hayes

2d half
Mnrlettes Manikins

Weber & Rednor

The Nelsons
"PetticoatB"
Belle Montrose Co
2d half
Harry L«. Vail ft 81s Helen. Miller
.

i

Will Rogers
"Motor Boating"

..,

.:

.

(Four to

Samuels

ft

Marcel
Guorro

fill)

1st half (8-6)

1st half

Leonard
Llbby Brown
Yucatan
(One to fill)

Davis

ft Kelt
*"
2d half
ft Winch'r
MT. VERNON, N. Y. Madison
3 Eddies
Proctor's
(One to All)
half (27-1)

(Two/to

Tony

Chuck Reisner

''

ft

Llbonatt
Flager ft Malta

HIJou

El Cota
Maurice

Mary Howard Co
Ben Deeley Co
The Mlllettes
NORWICH, CONN;

Glasgow Maids
Blsa Ryan Co

(One

(Chattanooga

VA.
split)

Llora Hoffman

7

KNOXVILLE,
Grace Ayer Co

Heltons

2d half
Emily Darrel

Mary Howard Co

Nadolny
Sampsel ft Leonh'd
Harry Heney & G
4 Ortons

Rltohlo

1st half

2d

Scott

ft

Academy

(Richmond'

Clown Seal

1st half

Onge

NORFOLK,

Ishlkawa Japs
(One to fill)

Frey
Gruber's Animals
St. Deals

Majestic
(Sheridan Sq Pitts-

2d half
Garclnettl Bros

Diamond ft Bren'n
Revue Comique

Kath Powell Co
Kltner ft Reany

Moss

"Lion Tamer"
Kloter & Morgan
"Dixie Revue'T

Howard &

St

Princess

8

burgh

Fargo ft Richards
Do Witt Kelly ft L
Qulnn ft Caverly

Janetto

ft

Barbler Thatch Co

fill)

Norman Talma
Brennan & Rule

The Clevelands
Al Latell Co
Nat Lelpzlg
"Bway To-Day"

(One to

A

ROOM

i

B Minute, from

fill)

JOHNSTOWN.JPA.

fill)

Carrie Ltle

Study in Sculpture

to

1st half

Slaters

&

.

Wood

Blllle ft

.

Overlooking

Arcade
(Savannah split)

MASS.
Empire

4

.-

VA.

Tales"

^»

'

FALL RIVER,

Murray

%

V

,

(Petersburg split)
1st half

Willlami.

ft

$14 week

8

2d half

Bud Lorraine

F&MWadell

8

,

NEWPORT, NEWS,

split)

1st half

White & West
from Mil

JACKSONVILLE,

Colonial

(One to

tU

"Bway To-Day"

The'Skatells

Keene

Girl

Clayton the Mystlo
(Three to fill)

BRIE, PA.

"Sweeties"

AOCEPHO

i

"Little Nurses"

Morak

K

•':

2d half (6-8)

Martins
(One to fill)
2d half
Barrow's Horses

ft

'
.

Capman

ft

Frank Stafford Co

Skipper
ft R
"Melody Land"
NEWPORT, R,

Grand

Eddie Healey

Luba Moroff

(Two

Franks & Norman
Gladys Valmore

ft

Miller

Palace
Nixon ft Norrls
I.
M & J Dove
Opera House
Macart ft Bradford Turrelley
Chiof Caupollcan
Gladys Moffatt Co
Reynolds £> Co *
Samsted ft Marlon
2d half
Wilson Bros .
Hall & Gibson
Price Jovedah Co
Allen ft Moore
3d half
Oklahoma 4
Bellthayer Bros
r
Dickinson ft Deag'n Wardell Bros ft L
Curzon Sisters
Prince Jovedah Co.
Work ft Kelt
» MOBILE, ALA.

Y.

Courtney Co
Frank Gould
Clayton the Mystic

n. Y.

Gruet, Kramer
Carrie Lille

Co

N.H.

M

Majestle

Helen Jackley
Bowman & Shea

Henry Lewis
Gert Hoffman Co
Jas Watts Co
V.'ms ft Wolfus

HEMMENDINGER "{&"#$"

LIBERTY BONDS

Club

Cliff

I

Star
Kerslake's Pigs

(Four

Bison City 4

CINCINNATI

ft

&

klmiha,

Eva Fay

Imhoff Conn ft C
Geo MacFarlane
Rublo Troupe

& Cowan

Belle

&D

MANCHESTER,

1st half (8-6)
Ceclle & Bernlce

2d half
Nlta Johnson
Bernard & Duffy
Corcoran & Mack
Bouncer's Circus

Capt Barnett

Days

li.

Reynolds

.

Clara Howard
J'Golng Some"

Diaz's

Wilfred Clarke Co
Clara Howard
Winston's Lions
2d half
Selbini & Orovlut

E.

Yates & Reed
(One to fill)

Grey ft Byron
Helen Ware
B ft H Gordon

Leona Le Mar
Felix Adler Co

Evans

"Billett 18"

Milnotte

Juliette

CAMDEN,

Welch

Wlnch'r Ward ft Raymond
Wilfred Clarke Co

The Brads
Bobbe & Nelson
Halg & Lockett
Alan Rogers Co

Bailey

I'A.

Adgement
ft

ITHACA, N.

,..^

S.

& Carmen

Guerro

NEW

Two Jesters
Sterling Sax 4
JERSEY CITY, N J.
(Three to fill)
B. F. Keith's
ELIZABETH, N. X
Id half (27-2)
Proctors'
Jean Moore Co
Shaw & Bernard
Barry McCormack

Helen Stanley Rev

Dobbs

2d half

2d half
Stagpole & Spier
Wilson Bros
Chief Caupollcan
BUFFALO, N. Y.

Orville

6-6)

Wills Gilbert Co
Janet Chllda

CHESTER,

Doc O'Neill
Geo White Co
Montgom'y ft Allen

fill)

Sylvia Clark
"Hands Across Sea"
Laurie & Bronson
Three Johns

McCue
J Archer

Romas Troupe
EASTON, PA.

Geo Felix Co

BIRMINGHAM,

to

INDIANAPOLIS
m B. F. Keith's

Barlow
(Sunday Opening)
Renn & Cunnlng/m Martyn ft Florence
Bellthazor Bros
Bob Albright Co
Billy Miller Co
2d half

Rita Boland
Plstel ft Cushlng
"Good Night
Robbie Gordons Co (One to fill) T."

Kerslake's Pigs

(Two

2d half
3 Melfords
Variety 4

1

The Clevelands
Stagpole ft Spier
Dickinson & Deag'n La Rosette Girls
3 Eddies
ORLEANS
2d half
Palace
Nakea Japs
(Mo4.Ho split)-'
Willing & Jordon
1st half
Arthur Havel Co
Flying Mayoa

Arras Sisters

JOS. M. GAITES'

Eddie Healey

Evans & Chase
Lord ft Fuller
Jerome ft Albright

Billy

N. O. John

split)

1st half

Brooks

Girls

Tiller Sisters

CHARLOTTE,

N. Y.
Stone

White ft West
Girl from Mil
Sterling Sax 4

Wiser

ft

Nixon ft Norrls
Macart & Bradford
Renn & Cunnlngh'm
Aub Woodchoppers
HAZELTON, PA.

2d half
& Lucile

Swan & Swan
Walman & Berry

& Gray
& Moore
& Holllstor
& Kenney

Moran

Marcel

N.O. Mabel J
....

ft King
LYNN, MASS.

Olynipla

Gilbert

II

Romas Troupe v

Le Poilu

Holmes

MASS.
Codman So..

La Rosette

Victory

_

"Take

Ward

Parker

Ylska

MASS.
Federal

DORCHESTER,

O.

Frank Wilson

BINGHAMTON,

ft

W

Wardell Bros ft L
Chase ft La Tour
Four Heltons
Diamond ft Bren'n

De Ller
Hayward Co

Toots Paka Co
Darrcl & Edwards

Hadji Sambola Co

.'-.-.'

MASS.
Olympla

ft

&

:,•

NEW BEDFORD,

LOWELL, MASS
B. F. Keith's
ft L Walton

Green

McKlnley

.<

Howard ft White
Edna Luby
Herbert Lloyd Co

Jessie

HAVERHILL,

,.
.

Four Bolses

J Connelly
Clifton Crawford

B

fill)

'

Nal Titl
Musical Revue-

I ft

(One to

Belle.

Princess

(Louisville split)
1st half
_

&C

Bowers Walters
Fern & Davis

Green

Nell

NASHVILLE, TENN

McDonough

"Crosby's Corners"

Pesh'g"

Claudia Coleman
Martin & Bayes
Miller & Lyle
Fred ft Albert

Lyceum
Amoros Sisters

(Columbia

Jeanet Adair
The Randalls

& Mason

New York

WONDERFUL

Keith's Anderson
(Sunday Opening)

Ethel

Mrs G Hughes Co

Herbert Clifton

CHARLESTON,

Whirlwind Hagans

Bowman

DETROIT. MICH

49th St.

J Singer's Dolls

2d half

Temple

Arthur Havel Co
Harry La Marr

Boston

Lyric

& Snee
Kinkaid Kilties

Four Ankers

w

HAMILTON. CAN
Adonis & Dog
William Ebbs
Hickman Bros

Largay

Nellie Nichols

West

IT 19

Majestic

Paul Pecker Co

"S'where

BEAUTY SHOP
(Signed) KITTY MORTON
.'
(FOUR MORTONS)

Kilkenny Duo
McLane & Gates
Billy Schoen

& Wills
Scotch Lassies
Lee & Cranston

Facial Treatment

AT STASIA MOORE'S
221

HARRISBURG, PA.

Frank Crumit

Lydell

"Country 0^1"
Variety 4'"

BOSTON

Mllo?

Cellos

Clifford

Liberty
(3-6)

Martelle

Sheppard ft Ray
Roland ft Ray
Dana Bruch Co

Ilnlaey

'

Horllck Troupe
Hendricks
Godfrey & Hend'son Amanda
-(One to All)
•nii.nir i»ii
Jasz Band
•Gluok
2d half
(Three to fill)
Blaine & Tltlana
2d half (6-9)
Leonia
Lewis
&
AJax & Emily
Baldwin Blair Co
Neville & Marr
"Courting Days"
(Others to fill)
to "All)
proctor's 125th St. (One
ALBANY", N. Y.
2d half (27-2)
Proctors
West & Edwards
Dorch ft Russell
Moore & White
Masters & Kraft
•Ducane Co

Anthony & RogerB
Rlcbd the Great

Troupe

Lyons & Yasco
Ruth Roye

Byron Silvers Co
American Com 4-

1st half (3-6)

Althoff

Yvette Rugel Co
Gelli

The Van

Had a

Just

I

Marie Delmar
Paul Brady
Tiny Armstrong
Ashton & Ross
Branda & Taylor

-

B. F. Keith's

Bros
Tom Moore ft Girls Garclnettl
& Eldon
Root T Haines Co Francis
Marty McHale
4 American Beaut

Morgan Dancers

•Frank Gould
Patton & Marks
Master Singers
(Three to All)

Keith's H. O. H.
2d half (27-2)

Lucille

CluiB

Porter

COLUMBUS

C DEVIN8, MASS.
Florette
Hall ft Gibson

CANTON,
-

3

2d half

to fill)
2d half (6-9)

Will B Ride
Harris ft Lyman
Hallen ft Hunter
(Three to fill) ,

(One to

BALTIMORE
Mary hud
Du BoIb

Wilfred
Lively

to fill)
1st half (3-6)

(Two

.

,

Hallen & Hunter
(Three to fill)
Keith's Prospect
2d half (27-2)

Larcee
Hallen
Colour

Lillian Shaw
Billy Glason

&

La Rue Dupree
Barry McCormack

La Rue & Dupree

Blllle

Rock

Zd half (6-9)

.

Leo Zarrell Co
Juliette Dlka
Le Mai re & Hayes
Belle Baker
Dazle Co
Geo Price Co
Gus Edwards Co
•Nelson & Chain
Rajah
Keith's Royal
Beeman & Anderson
ft

M

&

Bert Swor

Tozart Co

CO., Season 18-19

Dobbs ft Welch
Winstons Lions

Flahor

Cervo
Master Gabriel Co
Zeno & Mandel
Peterson K ft
2d half
Nelusco & Hurley
"Rich & Lenore
Homer Llnd Co
Hamilton & Barnes
Whiteside Sisters

(Anniversary W'k)

The Philmers

Carus Co

Howard

fill)

Albert Donnelly
Clar ft- Francis
Tracey & McBrlde
Welch's Minstrels

Keith's Colonial

Emma

to

Keith's Greenpola§
2d balf (27-2)

Mehllnfcer ft Meyer
Sallie Fisher Co
Jimmie Hiissey Co

&

Felix
•

May Co

Evelyn
Baxley

O.
B. F. Keith's

"Billett 13''

Well*

Co.

Haley SUters
Olson & Johnson
4

Columbia
Morton ft Glass
(Charleston split) Eddie Foyer
1st half
Emma Frances & A
& La Triska HALIFAX, N. S.
ft Elliott
Acker's

Horton

Weber

""J

Co

Alice Els

DAYTON,

In Dancing Like MachinevGnns

JULIAN ELTINGE

C

S.

Marconi & Fitzg'ns
Dolan & Lenharr
Wilbur- Mack Co
Grace De Mart
Harry Watson Co
Harry Hlnes v
York's Dogs

THE LAVARS
AUGUSTA, GA.

Francis Kennedy

Keith's Albaiubru
3 Daring; Sisters
.Sailor Rellly

Rock

Keith's Orpheom
Gliding O'Mearns
Conway & Fields
Toto.

Howard's Ponies
(One to flip

Jack

City

Norton & Lee
Stan Stanley 8
•Bryan & Broderlck

•Julian Dean Co
:.

from

WHIRLWIND WIZARDS

•Alice Hamilton

Keith's l»«diue

Olga^Petrova

25

COLUMBIA,

S. M. FRANK
BURGEON DENTIST
CATERING TO THE PROFESSION
6M EIOHTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
(THREE DOORS ABOVE MO ST.)

DR.

•m

)

\

*:*'•

VARIETY

26
Ed Glngras Co

Original Idea*

Different Ideas

Idea*

WILL
J. HARRIS
VAUDEVILLE WAITER
MaJcMtic Theatre Bldg., Chicago.

& Atwood

Claire

spilt)

1st half
Girls

(Two

Rae E Ball &
& Austin
Hyams & Mclntyre
Van & Schenck

fill)

Smith

Lyric
(Norfolk Split)

Royal Gascoynes
Hippodrome
Cale & Coyne
Lalng & Green
Joan Storm Co

1st half

The PIckfords

Co

Clark
Snyder & Melino
Sheridan Sq.

Ellis

&

Al

White Co

H

Caryl

Fenton & Fields
Erford's Sensation

.

split)

let half

(One

Bob & Tip
Earl & Sunshine
"PoughkeepBle".

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Harry Green Co
Rooney & Bent
Geo Brown Co

Clair Vincent

Ward & Van

Co

Bobby Heath's Rev

Gilbert

Moran

Wiser

Evelyn & Margaret
Nada Noraln

2d half
Roattina & Bar'ettl
Helen Stanley Rev Walter Weems
Lehr Edmunds & M De Koch Troupe

SCHENECTADY,N. Y.
Proctor'*

PORTLAND. MB.
B. F. Keith's

Glngras Co
& La Favor Ed
Dick Knowles
& Webb
"Oh, Auntie"
& Rica
Hoey & Lee

Connelly

& Allman
Mlver & Olp

&

Sheridan

2d half\

Kelly

Raymond Wllber

& Kraft
Wood & Wyde
Ashley & Bkipper
Masters

ruFORTSMQUTH,
—***•

N. H..
Colonial

La Bernlca Co

(3-4)
-oar

Janet Chllds
Wills Gilbert Co

'*

'•

"

2d half
Nelson's Animals

Franks & Norman
Gladys Valmore
Brown's Highland's

PROVIDENCE,
B. F. Keith's

Raymond Wllbert

&

Phelps
J. C. Mack Co
Jones & Greenlee
Masters & Kraft
Charlotte A Kike.

Roas Wise- Co

La

BerJilca. .Co

Marr & Dwyer

Boyd

Arco BroB
Rita Boland
Wolsey & Boyne
.

..

.

split)
1st half

Lillian
Miller

Clark

&

.

.

& Equlllo B
& Chapman

week

Mayhew

Orpheam
Dancing Kennedys

Gypsy Meredith Co
Chief Little Elk Co
Mason & Austin
Co]umbia & Victor

^ Artists
.-.-

CONSULT

'

Efficient Audit Co., Inc.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

TIMES BLDG., NEW YORK
HARRY RIEDBRS. President
Bryant 5672.J673

Tel.

Orpheam

"The Miracle"
"FoVi Pity's Sake"
Crawford & Brod'k

A &

Falls

Bert FItzglbbon

De Wolf
Frank

Sigsbee's

.

(One to

.

American l

& M

Orphenm.

Jos

Edwards Rey

Swor & Avey

Ellsworth

Leopards

OMAHA. NEB.
Orpheam

.

PORTLAND, ORE.

LINCOLN, NEB.
Orpheam

Orpheum

(Wed. Opening)

Gus Edwards' Rev

LeMalre & Crouch
I & B Smith
Barry Girls
Eddie Rorden Co
Ferry

Everett's

Walters

Monks

&

Walters
"Street Urchin"
3 Bennett Sisters
Primrose 4

WILSON
CHARLIE
LOOSE NUT"
"THE

Featured on Orpheum Circuit
(Smith
Earhes)

&

DES MOINES,
Empress

Conley

Gertrude. Dudley

(Sunday Opening)
Margaret Young
Maud Earl Co
Ames & Winthrop
Barr Twins
Bessie Remple Co

(Sunday Opening)
"Sea Wolf*

Lutes Bros*

fill)

2d half

H&E

& WeM

Cameron DeWItt Co
Vallecita

(One to

Deane ft Deerow
Famtta Co
(One to fill)
Krdal*
Lowande's Riders
Redmond & Wolls
Jos B Totten Co

York & Marks
Mori Bros

r

& Mitch

B Totten Co
LeRoy & Dresdner

Jos

Vada Clavton

Walter Fenner

Hampton & Blake
Ball

2d ralf

Mitchell

Rome & Wager
Hamlin & Mack
Richard Burton
Curls & Hall

OAKLAND

Empresa
Dancing Kennedys

Carpos Bros

(Sunday Opening)

•

"Suffragette Rev"

fill)

CHICAGO

Venlta Gould
Jean Southern
Merian's Dog*

2d half

Fisher & Gilmore
"Rising Generation"
DECATUR, ILL.

Dogs

Walmsley & Myers

Herman

De Leon & Davis
Page Hack

Mitch

"Rainbow Rev"
McRae & Clegg
Cameron & Gaylord Hudson Sisterrf
3 Ambler Bros
S & N Laurel
Melroy. Sisters
Salon Singers

Orpheum
"On High Seas"
Al

&

Mitchell

2d half

Girls

Brown

NEW ORLEANS

ValeBka Surrat Co
Wanzer & Palmer

2d half

ILL.

Booking Agents

2d ha)/
Rinaldo Bros
Lt H Berry & Sis
Joe Remington Co
Ernie & Ernie
Brown's Constab.

Harklns & McGlay
Harry Haywood Co
Rood & Tucker
"Love of Money"

IA.

Columbia

(Sund»y**OpenIng)

Leo Beers
J & M Harklns
Elsa Ruegger
Mazle King Co
Brlerre & King
Caroline Kohl Co
DES MOINES, IA.
Orpheam i,i

*

& Dobbs

DAVENPORT

and all connected with ahow builneu are reouarted
by the Govtrnntnt to preie.it their Income Tax
check on or before March 15. 1919.

(Feb. 24)

Clark & Verdi
Stanley & Blrnes

Claire & Atwood
Nora Allen...
J C Nugent Co
Rome & Cox

CHAMPAIGN,

Paul Levan

Herbert's Dogs

Monks

Galettl's

Orplenm

(Tuesday Opening)

H & G

»

Ernest Hiatt

MINNEAPOLIS

Girls "4 Buttercups"

Francis

s

Casters
2d half

Eary & Eary

A SPECIALTY

Kingsley Ben Co
Wallace Garvin
Hughle Clark
Moran
Simmons & Bradley Polly
Osakl & Takl

Plasa

Hugh M»- Clark
SCRANTON, PA.
(Wllkes-Barre

dandruff

hair— for ladles and gentlemen. Examination
free.
Alio nalrdreuing "«d abampoolng. M. 8HIELDS,
162 W. 48lh St., opp, 4»m 81 Theatre-Tel. Bryant 2582.
railing

Emma &

Poll's

BALDNESS CURED
Scientific trentmont for baldnoti. (tolling ecalp.

and

Poll's

2d half

Wood & Wyde
Dugan & Raymond
Ashley & Skipper
.

WORCESTER

i

Proctor's

Luctllo Chalfont

Newh'of

La

Bostock's School

2d half

Peddrlck & De Vere
Clark & Francis
Oscar Lorraine
Bobby Heath's Rev
Palace
Loyal Dogs
Minnie Harrison
Coscla & Verdi
"Very Good Eddie"

Benny One

"Weaker One"
Avon Comedy 4

Orpheam

'

"Love of Money"
Joyce & Lewis
Asahl Troupe

Polley

-

INCOME TAX REPORTS

Majestic

Grace La Rue
Blosson Seeley Co

HARTFOnD, CONN. King & Brown
(Sunday Opening)
Poll's
T & D Ward
L Cavanaugh Co
MattuB & Young
Joe Remington Co Fox & IngrabaigL,
Jessie Morris
Armstrong & 8
J & K Demaco
H. & A. Scranton
2d half
Courtney Sisters
Oscat* Lorraine
Mattus & Young
E & E Adair
Jimmy Lucas Co
Grace Nelson
Larimar Hudson Co Gulland & Marg.
Fred H Speare Co
DULUTH
2d half
Jimmy
Lucas
Co
Orpheam
King & Brown
H
Scranton
&
A
(Sunday Opening)
&.
Ward
D
B
Co
Gladys Dorothy & S
Sam
WILKBS-BAHRE BarryMann
& Jonanl
J C Nugent Co
Poll's
Mosconl Bros
.Armstrong & S
(Scranton split)
Simmons & Bradley
Helen Beholder
1st half
Paul LaVarr & BroWire & Walker
NEW HAVEN.
Charles Irwin
Allman & Nevlns
Bijou
Wayne Marshall & C Olive Briscoe
Frank McGowan
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Dorothy & Buster
Lady Tsen Mel

"Help Police"

(7-8)

Jlmmle Dunn

MILWAUKEE

Klralfy Kids
Lillian Flzgernld
Klein Bros
Sensational Gerald-' Loney Haskell
The Duttons
The Eilants
DENVER
Elly Col

& Dwyere
Ro*me & Cox
Gray & Parker

"Rising Generation"
Skelly & Helt
Sebastian Merrill Co
2d half
Reckless Duo
Plunkett & Romaine

Gus Henderson

Sydney Phillips
Helen Gleason Co
Parsons & Irwin

Stella

4

& Van
BELLEVILLE. ILL. Ross & LeDuc
Washington
"Corn Cob Cut-Ups"
Panama Trio
Roberts Pearl & S
Wilson

.

,

N. Y.
Crescent

Henry's Pets

A K

ILL.

Hippodrome
C Hanson & Vll
Sig Franz Co
2d half

4

Orpheum

Palace, New* York, this

Poll's

Kashner Girls
McLaughlin & E

The Belldays

SPRINGFIELD,
MASS.

Fajitasles"

MEMPHIS
Blanch Ring
Murial Worth Co
Walter Brower
Grant & Jones
Dale & Burch
Emerson & Baldwin

ALTON,

RITA MARIO and CO.
10— Instrumentalists superb— 10

Jessie Morris

2d half

3

De Remont
'

"

Chas R. Sweet
Pearl Abbot Co
Weston & Ell ne
Billy Hart Co

Frank McGowan
Dorothy & Buster
Asahl Troupe
Joyce & Lewis
WATERBURY
Larimar Hudson Co

SYRACUSE,

(6-6)
.-'

& Dofor't

Fern Bigelow

Marr

Brown's Constab.'

1st half

Stevens & Holllster
(One to All)

-I

Emma & Boyd
Peddrlck & De Vere
Wolsey A Boyne
La

Bijou
(Jacksonville Split)

Duquesne Co

Vvift

Plain

SAVANNAH. GA.

William Penn
Rasellos

Verdi

"Very .Good Eddie"

& Kenny

&

&

Coscla

J Archer

2d half
Le Poilu

B & B Wheeler
Dorothy Hayes Co
Ward & Raymond

Vrnold

Loyal Dogs
Nora Allen

Federal

L &

"Dream

Co

Bob Hall

Palace
Rinaldo Bros
Gulland & Marjr.
Harklns & McClay
Fred H. Speare Co
Ernie & Ernie
Gladys Dorothy & S
2d half

2d half

Aus Woodchoppers

Nichols & Wood
Stoddard & Hynes
Shattuck & O'Neill
Dangerous D McG

Wallen

Poll's

Arco Bros
Reed'& Tocher
Harry Hayward Co
Gray & Parker

Nakea Japs

Keystone
J & A Keeley

Gordon

BRIDGEPORT

SALEM, MASS.

O'Neill

Florenz Tempest
Doree's Celebrities
Gallagher & Itolley
"Four of Us"

-

"Girls of Altitude"

Majestic Theatre Building, Chicago
-

Lunette Sisters
"Only Girl"

Nan Halperin
Nance

Delilah

MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION

City

Hector

Trixle Frlganza
Phyllis N Terrv
Valerie Bergere Co

Poli Circuit

Allotto

Rlgoletto Bros

(—'

;

O.

"Flirtation"
fill)
Harmon & O'Connor (One toPalace
Marx Bros Co

Sis

New York

(Sunday Opening)

CHICAGO
M nicotic /

&

Sansone

Orpheam

Ethel Natalie Co
Bert Wheeler

Kirksmith Sisters
Paul Dickey
The Mclntyres

& Hayes

Santos

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

Jean Barrios
Rae Samuels
Coakley &"Dunlevy Robinson's Eleph'ts
The Flemings
"White Coupons"
M Hamilton Co
4 H4rmony Kings

,

WINNIPEG

Lee Kohlmar Co
Margaret Farrell

LOS ANGELES

Orpheam
Eddie Foy Co

Keith's Hip
Koban Japs
Wood Young & P
Fremont Benton Co
Petty Reat & Bro

TJTIOA, N. Y.
Colonial

"Levitation"

•

Hobson & Beatty
Chas Wilson

(5-8)

Madam Marlon
Ray & Emma Dean

B.C.
Orpheam.
Theo Kosloff Co
Rockwell & Fox
Flanagan & Edw'ds
Lewis & White
Nolan & Nolan
Damarest & Colette
Kate & Wiley

Orpheam
Adams & •Griffith

.

Orpheam

Valyda

Oj

VANCOUVER,

.

SALT LAKE

Innes Bros

CALGARY

Geo Yeoman Co

"Forest Fire"

•

.

Sid""Townes

Rodrlquez Bros
Sue Smith

Fantlno Troupe
Great Lester
Mile Najl

(Sunday Opening)
"Four Husbands"
Henry B Tpcmer Co
Levojoflrf"'^

(Sunday Opening)
Harriet Rempel Co
"Futuristic Revue"
Davis & Rich

2d half

Palace Theatre Building,

2d half

T(Two to fill)
YOUNGSTOWN,

Harry Thome Co

Casting Campbells

Grand
Brent & Aubrey
Ted Doner

If

YORK, PA.
Opera House
Wheeler Boys
Maria
Reel Guys
Cook & Savo
M Whitman Co

Orpheum

-

Orphenm

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

011)

Face Powder and Pace Cream

A

3

(One to

•

Orphenm

.

Eddie Leonard Co
Lew Dockstader
Regay & Sheehan
Helen Trlx & Sis
Harry Holman Co
Mr & Mrs G Wilde
Holmes A Wells
Prosper & Moret
ST. PAUL

Hickey Bros

& Myers
"Ragtime Court"

Valyda
Innes Bros
Madam M/Mion

2d half
Mile Linzard
Stone & Hayes

Orpheum

plays

bill

Stockton 6-6;
(Sunday Opening)
Fresno 7-8)
John B Hymer Co
"Heart of A Wood'.' McKay & Ardine
Bert Baker Co
D' Aubrey & Dublni
Burns & Fcabifo
"Shrapnel Dodgers"
3 Mizunos
Brcnck-'s Models
'"'
Kennedy & Rooney Scott Gibson
Claudius & Scarlet C & M Dunbar
Jos Jefferson Tr
Westony & Lorraine
ST. LOUIS.
SEATTLE

Sullivan

The Altklns

Palace
Helene Trio

Oklahoma 4
Claire & Atwood

Ross Wise Co
"Century Revue"

Phone Bryant 3022
fl. Y. City
A 'Phone or Post Card Will Bring Theae
Gooda to Yonr Door Parcel Poat Called

Jef-Strand
Musical DeWltts
Trlbble & Thomas

Zelaya

FLINT, MIGHT

{Coleman Co
[Kilkenny Duo

& Greenlee
B & H Mann
Day & Neville

Astor Theatre Building

Creek 1st half

SAGINAW, MICH.

Frozlnl
Melvllles

Helen Miller

i

Davis

&

Albertina Rasch Co
2d ralf
(Same as Battle

Bijou
Alt kin s

Mack & Maybelle
Van & Belle

«J.Crosby Corners

2d half
Doris & Russell

Monda Grey

Lorraine

Bljoa

-

LUCILLE

MICH.
& Emerson JACKSON.
Orphenm
& SSannls'r The Melvllles
Frozlnl
4- Kings
McCormJck & Wal.
BAY CITY. MICH. Wilson & Wilsdh
Crowley

WOONSOCKET, R.I. The

2d half
Lorner Girls
Jerome & Albright
He Talked in Sleep
Pletro
Dolly Kay Co
TROY, N. Y.
Proctor'a
The Mitchells
O'Donnell & Blair
Mumford & Stanley

Temple
Cheyenne Minstrels
"Not Yet Marie"
Tlteuarl Japs
Maurice Burkhardt
(Others to till)
Eddie Herron Co
B. F. Keith's
Mlenon
Lady Alice's Pqts
Sylvester & Vance
v
Marlon Harris
Adroit Co
Johnny Clark Co
Genevo
Morris & Campbell Togan &
ST. JOHN, N. B.
Jean Adair Co
Opera House
Robblns
Branda & Taylor
Lillian Russell
Ross
Ashton
&
Whitfleld & Ireland
Tiny Armstrong
"Yip Yip Yap"
Paul Brady
Allegheny
(One to fill)
Melnotto Duo
2d half .
Murray Livingston
3 SerenaderB
"Home Guards"
Allen & Dog Taxi Wilton Sisters
Louis London
Kalmar & Brdwn

mmk

to All)

Delda & Imo
Patrick Otto
Flske Burke & H
Sam & Ada Beverly
Albertina Rasch Co

Hope Vernon

Wilson & Wilson
Capps Family

Frank Mullane
Yankee & Dixie

Reo & Blondy

Leonard & Wlllard
"Cabaret De Luxe"

H

Arthur Deagon
Jesson & Jesson
Stevens & Bordeaux Mazpah Selbini Co
2d half
Viola Gillette Co
"Oh What a Night" Musical DeWltts

TRENTON, N. J.
Taylor
Adeline Jazz Band
Dietrich & Vincent
"Mary's Day Out"
Pletro

Roanoke

3

Dean

"Levitation"
2d half

2d half
Wllhat Trio

The

Garrlck

The Sheldons
Dorothy Southern

"Some Baby"

(Charlotte split)
1st half

'

.

"Syncopation"

ROANOKE, VA.

Rodero

Norton\& Noble
Nancy Boyer Co
Rector Weber & L
Libby & Nelson
Harris
Sultan
Pinard & Dudley
Fred Ferdinand
Sloan & Moore

WILM'TON DEL.

Emma

Hay &

Brooks & George
Keno Keyes & Mel.

'

Ben Beyer & A
& Walker
Rita Mario Co
Mr & Mrs J Barry
Dresser & Gardner
Clara Morton
4 Mortons
Harold Dukane Co
Clifford

Bro

RICHMOND, VA.

Duncan Sisters
Moran & Mack

.

to

D. C.
B. P. Keith's

Rosalres

Shea's
Kartelll
Clinton & Rooney
Bruce Duffet Co

Maria
Cook & Savo
"Candy Shop"

Uljou
Georgalls Trio
Elsie Sihuyler
Fiske. Burke &

WASHINGTON.

& B

TORONTO

2d half

Fred. Barrens

>

3

Chicago

BATTLE CREEK.

Stewart Sisters

(Same

.

VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
-

3

SAN FRANCISCO

(3-4)

KEITH

B. F.

Harry Jolson
Ramsdell & Deyo

Orpheam

(Lo Metre and Crouch

Circuit

CHICAGO

2d half

.

Eva Tanguay

HID

Orpheam

.

All)

& Thompson Tommy Hoyden Co

Palfrey Hall

READING, PA.

PHILADELPHIA
Dnvla
Degnow & Clifton

.

TOLEDO

& Moon

Rose

Elliott

Waldorf
The Renzeftas
"Melody Garden"

Klmberly & Page
Texas Comedy (

& Gray
Chase & La Tour
White & Ryan

Weber

Bessie Clayton

WALTHAH, MASS.

Muzier

Boll

Myrtle Boland
Oracle Emmett Co
Flnley & Hall
White's Circus

A & M

Hoey & Lee
Sherman & DeFor't

2d half

B. F. Keith's

Lyons

2d half

News

(Johnstown

&

Jnman

Century

3

(Throe to

-

Tiller Sisters

CLAY CROUCH

fill)

Billle

"Oh, Auntie"

Klnknid

WUllo smith
"Melody Gardeo"

to

Dick Knowles
Rosamond & Doro'y

tUUNCY, MASS.

PKTEUSUtRK, VA.
(JJewport

III.

(Two

SACRAMENTO

& B

Elklns Fay

2d half

New

IA.

Mowatt & Mullen
Ross & LeDuc
"Corn Cob Cut-Ups"
Harry Rose
.Kurty's Troupe
2d half
Sasakle Bros
Mason & Austin
Chief Little Elk Co

& Walters
All)
DUBUQUE. IA.

Daniels

(One to
,,

-

Majestic

Skating Bear

George Duo
Community Singing Jack
Angel & Fuller
2d half
Stan * Mae Laurel
Clifford & Marsh
Reckless Duo
SkeUy & Helt
DULTJTH
"Revue DeLuxe"
Grnnd
Arthur Deagon
•3
.

Wallflower Girls

Ambler Bros

Lincoln
Elsie Williams Co
Benny & Confrey

Jack Alfred
to

2d half
&- Wagirr

F &

fill)

fill)

CEDAR RAP,

fill)

2d half
Popery Pymm

Tft Pepj-i Almond
K Mc-Kenzle Co
Basil & Allen

El Dorn Co
to

(One to

3

(Two

Rome

(Three

Musical McLarens
Jarrow
"A MUe a Minute"

I A.

Mnjcntlc

Sasaki Bros
Daniels & Walters

W &E Bland
STT

E.

Co

-LOUIS. ILL.
Erber's

Eary & Eary
Dan Aliearn

i

y

J

V

.

'."';

'•"•

V

^ .'-•.'..

'
'

-

''

.•

.'•

'•

<

'

:

A Kelley

Stoart

2d half
Parrlnee
•-Puller Bull'

Jarvle

Anna Eva Fay
(One t o

Ornaa
Haute

split)

1st half

DeWinter
Wells

Tllyou

2d half

Rose

ft

Paul

Eva

Paulina

ft

C Hanson

Ed Esmonds Co

ft

C1REEN BATS. WIS.
Orphrnm

Palace
Miller ft Ralnev
S<1 half
Theo ft Dandles
Mile TPAtirss Co
Stlne ft Arnold
A Nicholson Duo
Merrltt ft Bridewell (One to fill)

MADISON. WIS.
Oreheaai
Mile D'Aures Co
Merrltt

ft

Bride well

(One to

"Number Please"
Marie Stoddard
fill)
(One

Duvall
Gene Greene
A Kellerman Co

Leigh DeLacey Co
Glenn ft Jenkins
"On Manila Bay"

Howard Marielle
O 8 Gordon Co
SO.

Arnold

%and Man's Hour"

White

2d half
Elsie Williams

to nil)

MINNEAPOLIS

Tahor

Ornad

Green

ft

(Two to fill)
SPRINGFIELD, ILL

to till)
Pnlsr-e

Majestic

ft pot
Howard ft «1«]««
AmerCn Mas Maids

Blllle

Strabee's Dosrs

<**•&&

Jos Greenwald Co
Jack Goldle
Crewell Fanton Co
(One to fill)

Miller

Ralney
•
ft Dandtes

ft

A

Clifford

Mite Theo

B

Wild Co
(Two o fill)

Jolly

Murray

2d half
T

Cycle

Panama Trio
David Hall Co
Dan Ah earn

MOt.TNE. HI*
Palace

A Hall
A Donne Curiey
"Rainbow Revue"
Hudson Bisters
SUPERIOR, WIS.

"

F&

Palsee

W A B Bland
Co
half

Columbia * Victor
(One to till)

2d
•S Wallflower Girls

Alms ft Warfleld
Jarrow
"A Mile a Minute"
(One .to fill)

JtOCKFORD, ILL.
Paine*
McRae A Clera
A Nicholson Duo

nine
(Bvansvllle snllt)
1st half

Resists.
2d half

Newman
W
Deerte
Barlow

Hana

ft ti

RAV

"Maklne Movies"
Rloharfl Burton
Jonla's Hawallans
st tons
Grand
Julia Edwards
Lambert!
Dressier ft Wilson
Herbaria Beeson

Janoaka
Hkhardt

ft

Hoopor

ft

«•

Kaufman

Van Bros

..

Haddon A Norman
Evans ft Dean
Clay A Robinson
Arthur LaVlne Co

.

"Janet ~6f France"
Rich ft Lonore
Minnie Stanlev Co
Huder-Steln-Phll
(Three to All)

Voung

ft

to

Howell
fill)

Mack ft Paglla
Werner Amoros
Elsie

White

Hill's Circus
l d half

Pless ft Rector
Bessie T^eCottnt
"Planovllle"
.

Sol

-.

Berns

Knapp

ft Cornelia
Lincoln Square
O. K. Leiral
S Llnder Girls

"Finders-Keepers"
Phil Davis
Golden

Trow

I

Tounsr Sisters
Vna ft Pierce
H Harrington Co
Friend ft Downing

Marquard

ft'

Band

Nat Ion* 1

Weston
Foley

A

A

Morin
r.GQowan

ft

(One to

PROVIDENCE,
Emery
LaDelt

Joe
Van ft Morris
Dick

Dave

Wm

2d half
ft Rlggra

C Hagan Co

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome
ft Foran

Burns

Estelle Sully

Marcelle Co
Vlollnsky

Kundles

BIRMINGHAM,
DIJou

Nanoa
Souths ft Tobln
"Big Punch"
CanAeld ft Rose
8 Alex
Id half

Frawley ft Wast
Beulah Pearl

-

Alfred Forrell Co
I ft
Hennlngs

Flvln" Henrys
Fred Korn»n
TTbarnum
Brendel ft Rurt iu~*
"S* where In France" "An Amerlcnn AotT
Brnp«f>n A Rsldwln
2d half
"Oh That Melody"
Blcknell

w

Pantages

Samoya
Derkin Girls
Walter Fisher Co
Rives ft Arnold
Royal Dragoons
American Duo

SO.

All)

BETHLEHEM
Loew

(One to

(2-*>
bill

Austin 5-8)

Santuccl
Will Stanton Co

Milt Collins

;

All)

SAN AWTONIO.

plays

Msfeslle
JAM
Dunedin
John Gelger

Eddy Duo
Nora Kelly
Ezra Mathews Co
B"rt Earle Co
"Oh. Charmed"

Pantages
(Sunday ooenlncr)
Francis ft Wilson

-~-

'

"An American Acs"

Mafeatle

(Same

Hnwley Co
Don
Co

Fisher

Vokes

ft

Stnn*> Rnllsx

'^\

•

Creole Fnshlon
Ballet 8 O'Qorman Girls

A Moskova ft

ACKERMAN

ft

HARRIS CIRCUIT

San Franetsee

UAKF.ru FIELD
BnkrmfleM
(2-4)

Halt ft Berk
Taylor ft Howard
(K-S)
flhnn McNauflrhton

Bobbins * Fulton
Sidney Tavlor Co
(T-8)
Florenoe Betl Co
(Others to All)

PRBSNO
Hippodrome
Flying La Mars

Rose

Hippodrome

A Balcolm
Clark Sisters

Sherman

Tbadors .~u,
Happy Harrison
E
FelteheU's

.

2d half
Minnie Fisher

Sidney Tnvlor Co
Chas MeWausrhton

J ft G O'Meara
Cunnlne

mMtcmco '''$
Hip"'

'

(Sunday Opening)
Bterlfnqr A Picks

".-'

E

Pozler ft L'«rht
Jack Svraonds
T.awrpnce Johnson

,

:

King ft Wvae
Van ft York
Collier A De Wrvtde
Powell Troupe

A

Rose

2d half

~M

Vernon Co

san

Thorn

ft

SAN DIEGO
Loretta
Wells ft Fisher-

-

' '•'*

Thorn

«i

Olwa's Leopsrds
(Others to AH) ....-:

SAN

.TOSH.

'''•'.•:;:

„L ._
... . Hipp.
Maurioe Downev Co Adnlpbo
La Dora Beokman Chlng Lee He» Tr
fOthcrw to All)
LOS ANGELES
'.;'/
2d
Cunning

.

'•••'•"

.

half

Hlpn

Collier

ft

Arllne

A

Kin a

ft

•

Bird ft K»rna
De Walde Lyons
ft West
Roseti

Taylor Trlnletts
((Others to fill)

Wvae

Jnketta Bdos
(One to All)

„Hlnp

Lnhi Hunter
Beck
Edwards ft Roberts Edwards ft Ralston
Dan Russell Co
Dan Russell Co
Flvlnfr La Mars
5 Hlckorv Nuts
(On* to All)
(7-8)
Chan McNanahton
Clnne's And.
Taylor A Howard
A Hickory Nuts
Fretohtell's Troub'f
Lulu Hunter
Robblns A Fulton
Jsck" Levy Co
Hall

ft

,

OKLA. CTTT, OKLA.
Liberty

Jefferaon

The Voungers
Helen Morattl
Reaves ft Oaynors
Swan

ft

Clifford

The Leoras
Branev Williams Co
McShayne ft Hatha-

may

CHILLTCOTHB,

O.

University Trio

Majestlo

CLEVELAND

.1st hair

Prlaellla

Randow

Trio

Cooney Slaters
Millard Bros
Liberty Trip

SACRAMENTO

.

Hippodrome
ft J Gibson
Duval A Lee
ft Brooks

J

MeAvov
Russell

Sisters
Tavlor Trlnlets

2d half

Norris
Bell

ft

ft

A

Co
Connor

Hipp
Norris Co
N De Coursev

*

,-;

8

Maurice Downey Co
Dalle Sisters
Lvons A West
La Dora ft Reokro.

Van

2d half

J
J

N

ft
ft

J Gibson

G

is

Veen
So

is

ft

Les

Clemenso Bros
Allan Shaw
Claytons
Eldld
Francis ft Alfred

Alhambra
Rowland
Bob Anderson

2

Sid Black

Tntus Manlba
Hudson's Quartet

Mabel Heldsr

Davis Gordon.

The new May Irwin show, "Raising
the

Auntie,"

now

in

rehearsal,

has

Dave Gordon as a partner in the show.
Mr. Gordon is reported to have bees
aidluj in selecting thajcaat
I

_

it

*•'

Russell Sisters

PARTS

'<

»4 >ut

mi

O'Mearecak

Da Coursey

Duval

Arllss

Hall ft Frlmln
"Just Girls"

"
>.'

STOCKTON

.-

_Clemenso Brothers

Trma

-

TAFT. CAL.

2d half

(Others to All)

DALLAS

Blnns ft Bert
Warden Bros
•Lieut Jack Monroe Susan Tompkins
Nash ft O'Doantll
ft Cullen
Winifred Gllraln Co Al Shayne

Ward

Shirlov Sisters

GALVESTON. TEX.

SAN FRANCISCO

King A Harvey
"The Owl"
ft Lee
HOUSTON, TBX. Great Leon
2d hair
Prince
SAN ANTONIO
Cunningham ft M
Royal
Keatlne ft Walton Hill Tlvoli ft H
Vaughn
Klnzo
Browning ft Jackn 'Dorothy
WmFlemln* Co
Nan Gray
Josephine Davis
Holmes
Vers
&
La
Mannina
F AK
Gallerlnl ft Son
Anderson's Revue
"New Model"
ST. LOUTS. MO.
WACO, TEX.
MUSKOGEE, OKLA.
Garrlck
Il'way
Orpbeum
Frltches
8 Bullowa Girls
Japs
Thornton ft Thorn Hayatakl
Evans
Taylor A Correll
"Which Shall I M" MaKle
Tom Edwards Co
Jack Gardner
Jessie Reed
Sampsel ft Douglas John T Ray Co
Dixon ft Paull
"Here Comes Eva" Jack LaVler
2d half
A 1 var ex Duo
GUS SUN Circuit
Walsh ft Edwards
-Capllslo ft, Roemer -.
Springflfld, O.
Hill Ackerman Co
(One to

"Bnbevllle"
LITTT.Tn «K. ARK.
Matentta

Malestle

Neal Abel

Donovan

Thursby
Booth ft Leander
(One to fill)

8

ft

Bovre Coombs

FT. WORTH,. TEX.

Hodkini-P»nt»e*i Booking*

All)

Pollard

Stone

Ryan

ft

Frlscoe

Co

r

2d half
ft Plant
Chalfonte Sisters

Hudson ft Jones
Bevan ft Flint
Cavana Duo

8

Detaneey St.
A Reetor
Frankle James
Emily Smiley Co
Calvert A Shayne
"Blow Tour Horn"
(One to fill)
,,
2d half „
Weston A Morin
Pless

8

Pan'taaee

Lane

Leonore Slmonsen

Fred

B Cody

2d half
Stone

A

Leonora Slmonsen
Hudson A Jones
Bevan ft Flint
Cavana Duo
AUGUSTA, OA.
McdicNkn

Ryan

ft

Byan

G Van Dvke ft Bros
(5-6)
(Same bill playing LeRoy Talma A B
SEATTLE
Helena 6)
(One to All)
Gray A Graham
Aeroplane Girls
Pantaaes
Barron ft Burt
2d half
Marie
Jack ft
Gray Zara Carmen S
General Plsano Co Corteae ft Murry
Astor 4
Jim Doherty
2d half
Lowry ft Kathryn Ilka Marie Deel
Lowe A Baker Sis
Chrystie ft Bennett Arthur Barrett
Bcanlon ft Denno
McKay's Revue
Jimmy Brltt
Rich ft Lenore
"Million Dol Dolls" William Slsto
"Finders-Keepers"
J Flynn's Minstrels
Durktn's Dogs
LOS ANGELES
Victoria 4
MEMPHIS. TENN.
SPOKANE
Pnntngen
-,
Hill's Circus
Lyceum
Pantages
Girt in Moon
Palnea
Adler ft Clark
Jag Grady Co
Phil La Toska
Victoria 4
4 Laurels
Adams ft Guhl
Aleko Panthea A F
Bonisettl Troupe
Marie Fltzelbbons
Sandy Donaldson
Laurie Ordway
(Three to All)
Primrose's Minstrels Kyra Co
Barnes ft Freeman
2d half
"2d half
Spanish Dancers
Harry Wilson
Les Morchants
Souths ft Tobln
MINNEAPOLIS
TACOMA
Weiss Trouoe
"Big Punch"
Pnntnccn
Pantaaes
(Three to All)
CanAeld ft Rose
Dancing Tyrells
Fulton
"Hoosler Girls"
8 Alex
Wler ft Temnls'
Fletcher
Ben
Llhn
Donohue ft
MONTREAL
"Little Burglar"
Emmett ft Moore
J G Sparks Co
Loew
Spencer ft Wilson
Mlnnetti ft Sedelll
Fred C H ret an Co
Maxon ft Morris
Dorothy Roy
Pekinese Troupes
Jenks ft Allen
Russell ft Lum
Klass ft Termini
Joe Roberts
2d half
E K Bmmett Co
Plx ft Dixie
OAKLAND
VANCOUVER, B. C.
Foley ft McGowan Corbett-Sheppard-D
Pantaaea
Pantages
"Holiday In Dixie"
Rax ton Kolnr Co
Joe Dealv ft Sis
(Sunday opening)
Tllyou A Ward
NEW ORLEANS. Tybell
Van ft Vernon
Sisters
(One to fill)
Crescent
Hugo Lutgens
McCon ft Simpson
Warwick
opening)
(Sunday
Perelra Sextet
Lew Wilson
Cagnell ft Mack
Clayton ft Clayton Noodles Fagan Co
"Magazine Girls"
Knanp ft Cornelia Allen ft Averett
Odlva
VICTOBIA. B. O.
Brady ft Mahoney "Bullowa's Birth"
OGDEN. UTAH
Pnntnnrs
Fuji Japs
Thos P Dunne
Pant a ares
Delton Mareen A D
(One to fill)
Gara Zora
Act Beautiful
Old Time Darkles
2d half
2d half
Provol
June
Mills
Co
Frank Shields
Nanoa
Ned
Eldrldge
Bar
Norworth
Co
ft
B
Bonisettl Troupe
Adler ft Clark
Jones ft Sylvester 'World Wide Rev"
(Two to fill)
4 Laurels
"Cannibal Maids"
WINNIPEG
Marie Fltzsibbons
ATLANTA, OA.
Pnntsaes
Primrose's Minstrels Stevens A Brunelle
Grand
ORB. Gautlefa Toyshop
NEW ROCHELLB, PORTLAND,
Frawley ft West
Pantnaw
Fox ft Brltt
N. T.
Beulah Pearl
Love ft Wilbur
Wllttard's Fantasy
Loew
"Married Life"
Murphy ft Klein
Rookie Lew's
Paul
Conchas
Jr
Clayton A Lennle
Regal ft Moore
Vine ft Tempi*
Grundy
ft Toung
Douglas Family
Harry Tsuda
Dorothy Burton Co Maryland Singers

2d half

A

Duo
Walsh ft Edwards
Carlisle ft Roemer
Hill Ackerman Co
Alvarez

De Kalb
Lewis Stone
Van A Pierce

3 Llnder Girls
Jenks A Allen
Old Fashioned Girl
Hudler-Steln-P

Werner Amoros

B Cody

ft

Payton-Howerd-L

/

Victoria

A

4

Sol Berns

ft Moore
Amoros * Obey
Jim McWIIIlams
Gen Plsano Co
Dawson-Lanlgan-C

DENVER
.

Sport In Alps

Beck

Sisters

Duauesne Comedy
8 Black Dots

2d half

Bmmett

ft

to All)

2d half

A Mahoney

Brady

Beck

Greeley Square
Hazel Moran
>

Hatel Moran

Fern
(One

City

Id half
Swain's - Animals

Duquesne Comedy 4
Gray ft Graham
Elsie White
Bud ft Jessie Gray

Sport In Alps

Pantnae*
Word en Bros
Henry Adelaide
Ward ft Culten
Fields ft Wells
Winifred Gllraln Co Ttnney Players
(One to fill)
Five American Girls
KANSAS CTTT, MO. International Nine
Empress
GT. FALLS, MONT.

(Two

New Terk City
HOUSTON. TBX.

Mnjealle
Birds of n Feather
8cott ft Blssett
Edith Clifford
"Mar Via Wireless"

Dave Fersruson Co.
Jos L Browning
"Mlmle World"

.

Strand

TORK CTTT
NEWAmerican

Tate's Motoring-

.

WINNIPEG

StARCUS LGEn*
Bntldlny, New York

"Who Ts He"
McCload "Miss 1920"

Copejand

Lynn

ft

George Damoral Co

Majestic
Florense Duo

.

"Fol Hw o f Today"

Pataem

Mile

Ohey

Mayo

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

SAN DTEGO

Jim McWIIIlams
Bud ft Jessie Gray
2d half
S Black Dots

Billy

DALLAS, TEX.

Celestial Duo
Hill's Circus

Sisters

Irene Trevette
McT.ellan ft Carson

Lorw
Hardy

Son
ft Williams
Kelaard

Mack

Palaes Thcatrs Bnlldlnr.

Ruth Challla
Raush AsLavelle

.

TEJRRE HAUTE.

"Makina Movies"

Ror Gordon

Joe Darcy

Pymm

Pearery

T ft Pearl Almond
Beat'ce MoKemleCo
Basil A Allen

Harry Rose

Pnntnoree

Weston

An demon ft Coins*
SPRINGFIELD. O.

A Murray

(8-8)

?elle Oliver
orter J White

EDMONTON, CAN.

.

Paul l<eVan

Roberts Pearl ft B
Fisher ft Ollmore
Lutes Bros
Sd half
Jack George Dao
"Little Miss Dlsle"

ft

Vox

2d half

Three Stars

PnutHRes

(Same bill playing Pantages 8as»
kntnon, Can. 6-fc)
Bullet Proof Lady

Pantages
"Calendar Girls/*

Rlanco Co
Mel Klee
8 Naesses
8

MerakoB

SALT LAKH

Saxon ft Farrell
Tate's Motoring

Maleta Bonconl
"Janet of France"

Co

Old 8oldler Fiddlers

Ovonda Duo
Tom Mahoney

(Two

Amoros

Mme

HOBOKEN

Metropolitan

TrTD.

Debrow

ft

Hodfre Podare Sextet
B ft J Caelahton

Colonial Misses
ft
ft

REND.

Ornaenaa

Dean

Valentine

'.".''

A Dnnle
2d half
Anderson ft Golnes Smith ft Trov
Alex ft Dot Lamb
Nash ft O'Donnell
2d half
Susan TompkinsBilly Kelgard
Alex ft Dot Lamb

Chas F Semon
4 Danubea

CALGART

?D I

:',.';•

27'-

M array
Smith ft Troy
George Lovett Co

Den oyer

Coltnls D«ncera

Julia Glflford

Loew

Young

Dyer

Pantages
Tuseano Bros

HAMILTON

BROOKLYN

Joe Barton

2d half

ft

ft

Trovato
4 Bards

Harvey DeVora 8
Curry ft Graham
Doris Hardv Co
Henry A Moore
Kramer-Barton-8

Id half

La Graelosa

Rouble 8'mms

2d half

to Mil)

Grundy

Walxer

"Fireside Rlverlo"

Payne Children
Mayo ft Nevlna
Harris ft Manlon
Doris Dare
"Submarine F-7"

Paul Conches Jr
(Three to All)

Gene Green

Pcdrlnl's Monks
Lillian Watson

.'.

Marker ft Schenck
George Dameral Co
RICHMOND, IND.

Orphean*

REGINA, CAN.

(l-O

Ward ft Wilson
Murphy ft White

Shirley

•

Boothby ft Everdeen

Palace

"Submarine F-7"

(One

Skating Bear

Stanley ft Dale
Dreon Girls
Leigh Delacgy Co
Newell ft Most
"On Manila Bay"
(One to HID

"Planovllle"
2d half

4

PniKasree

play(Same
_ is hill plai
Ing Anaconda 5;
Missoula 8)

•', :'•'•',''•

..

•:....-'-..

Relffs

Ktw Terk and Cfcleage Offices
BUTTE, MONT.
Senator F Murphy

MASS.

Frank Morrel Co

>d half

MILWAUKEE

(Two

ft

fill)

'''

?"

COLUMBUS

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

PALL RIVER.

Barron ft Bart
Avenae B
'Frank Shields
Les Morchants

Copr Joe Nath%n

(One to

BIJoa
Walsh ft Bentley
Daisy Leon

Eva

Ktmlwa Trio
Silver

Bentley
ft

,

;

Broadway
Mike Hoffman
The Norrlsses
Tom Davles Co
Fred La Relne Co
DETJIOTT
Colombia
Canton Duo
Paul Bnuwens
Rene Vincent 4
LIMA. O.

Drnnrtway

half

ft

Murphy

Golden Troupe
Boulevard
Dlz ft Dixie
Maleta Boncont
Mr ft Mrs H Mo••
Donald
Friend ft Downing

Lewis Stone
Saxon AParrell

IA.

Orphean*

to
2d half
Stanley ft Dale
Newell ft Most

Btyne
Black

fill)

SIOUX CITY.

2d
Walsh

Band

Frank Morrell Co

Sd half
Kurty's Trotfpe
BllUe ft Dot
Howard A PI»1os
"8'heart of Mine"

Resists

ft

•.•...

::

--

Cunningham ft Mar
Teunge
Keating ft Walton The Lelandi
Brown ft Jackson Cook ft Stevens
Marston ft Manley
Josephine Davis
DawBon-Lanlgan-0 6 Venetian Gypsies
Geo M Rosener
2d half
Nettle Carroll Tr
Pollard

White
Ward ft Wilson
O. K. Legal
Daisy Leon
Frankle James
Herbert Brooks Co Montana 6

PAUL.

ST.

Ward

ft

2d half

filer

'.'''."

Wm

"World In Har"
(One to All)

Shirley

Marquard

Vlll 4

Frans Co
(One to fill)

Allen ft Lindsay Co
LaFrance Bros

Phillips

•'

Donovan A Lee
(Two to All)
SPRINGFD. MASS.
TORONTO

Orphriim

Harrington Co

'

—•-—— ---—••

•

La dell A Joe
2d hair
Copeland A Mc Cloud Van A Morris
Dick
Fuji Troupe

Nevins ft Mayo
Harris ft Manlon
Doris Dare

Orphrnm

Ed

:

'

Payne Child ran

Midgets

Swain's Animals

H

-

BOSTON

Paglla

ft

Singer's

Dalffv Dugas ft "Var 4
Galetti's Monks

Crest

ft

Mack

Rlalto
I Cycle
IND. Pranklln Pay
"Girt on Mae; Coyer"

'

!

Douglas Family

2d half

Bobb A Stewart
Joe Darcy

Regan ft Renard
Cheyenne Days

'•

"Married Life"
Clayton ft Lennle

Midgets

Staffer's

Harrison.

ft

B

All )

EVANtnttB,
(Terre

Bessie LeCount

Mabel Harper
Hal Johnson Co

Anna Bra Kay

"'

VARIETY'

;•

"--;:;^J-;-r;-::--.-
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Mr. Walsh:
O. I count on Commission's Exhibit

A/Yes,

,/i,'Vv

then goes to one of the boys In the
clerical department nnd he gives It to the stenographer or
typewriter who makes out the contracts and she makes the
contract according to the slip.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. The terms of the contract are put on the slip?
A. Tes, sir and then the contract goes to the actor or his
business representative, If he Is using one, and he gets the
signature of the actor. If he does not have power of attorney
Then It comes back to me at my deBk,
to sign It himself.
and I sign It, and It Is made In triplicate, one copy going to
the house or theatre, one copy to the artist and the other one

The Witness

88,

88 theatres

sir.

Q. Representing the Keith Interests
A. I answered your Question that I believed 25, but I had
Those are all that I bsvs
In mind then the larger houses.
There are many Keith bouses like
anything to do with.
Grocnpolnt and Prospoct—I do not have anything to do with
them. When I answered your question, 25 houses, I had th«
larger houses in mind.
Q. But all of tho Keith theatres are booked upstairs?
A. Yes, sir I think they are—
Q. You say there are booked by the B. F. Keith Booking

.

,

;

fl'.ed

—

of the B.

F.

Keith Vaudeville

thing I have never had anything to do with and I am not
familiar with what arrangements they make with the proprietors or managers of the theatres. I don't know about

Mr. Walsh : Mark this for Identification.
(The paper referred to was thereupon marked Commission's
Exhibit No. 48 for identification.)

^y

.

-

a recess was taken

AFTER RECESS.
The hearing was resumed at 2 o'clock

SAMUEL

K.

"booking manager."
A. I am designated as booking manager,

p.

when the

m.
recess

was

taken,

By Mr. Walsh
Q.

Q. The Palace Theatre Building?
A. Yes, sir; The Palace Theatre Building.
Q. Then, so far as you know and you do know of course
because you countersigned all contracts, or Initial them,
the contracts of all the theatres that book at the B. F. Keith
Booking Exchange Is the same as Commission's Exhibit No.
38, fitting each theatre, however? (handing paper to witness.)
A. We have a contract that Is the same as this with the
cancellation clause out sometimes ; an actor may want a
contract without the cancellation clause In It and we have r
form of contract With that left out, otherwise—
.
Q. Just what Is that cancellation clause?
A. Well, It is as It reads here.
Mr. Goodman No. 11, Is It?

«.-->

—

many

:

houses,
represent?

Q.

a

I

Is

The Witness: No.
By Mr. Walsh:

ago.

—

Sometimes an actor will

:

'

Q. Walk down by what?
A. This grlllwork that you asked me about and they can
We have a
talk wltt them right there, or they can go out.
room where they can go, or two rooms where we can see
actors if there is going to be any extended negotiations.
They are shown Into a little reception room and they can be
talked to there.
Q. Do the representatives of these various theatres visit
each other at their desks?

Q. I will show you, Mr. Hodgdon, Commission's Exhibit
No. 40 for Identification and I ask- you to be good enough
please to state for the record- what that Is? (handing paper

A. Yes, air.
,
Q. What time of day does this business begin?
A. Well, nine thirty. The clerical force is supposed to be
there at nine. Toe business representatives of the acts we' ask
to be around where we can reach them in case we want to do
business with them, at nine thirty. The actor himself has no
hours.
He does not usually get around until noon.
Q. How long during the day does this exchange keep open?
A. Five thirty, I think we are closing now. I leave on the
Ave o'clock train, but I believe' they close the office at five

A. Yes, T see what It Is. but i never had it within my»scope
at all. ' T don't knu« anything about It
Q. And I will flbiiw you Commission's Exhibit No. 41 for
Identification and ask you It you make the same answer In
reference to that? (handing paper to witness).
,
A. Yes, same thing: made between the booking offices end

—

Identification."

By Mr. Walsh:

to witness).

m.

Never saw that before?

'

thirty.

Tes, sir.

Janow, suppose en actor or his representative comes to an
Willmt with,' a gentleman who represents the Keith theatre
Mngton

What

gone through with then?
£)e Ben It comes to the process of making the contract
Thflot explain very well there Ib something before that.
juld explain it much better with the slip that we use. The
cooking representative, after concluding arrangements with
he act, makes out what we call a booking slip, stating that
it Is booked In a certain town or a certain route of towns on
Certain dates for a certain salary, nnd that Is taken to a
time clock and stamped, and then put through a slot where
the clerical department finds it.
It Is put through a time
clock In order that there shall be no conflict between the
booking representatives; for Instance an act Is booked at
ten thirty and If the time ts stamped on there at 10 :30,
nobody can book It after that.
Q. Does each of tho others know what contracts have been
concluded?
"""A'f'Not unless they are looking It up for some reason or
As soon as It gets on the books, they have access to
other.
i

Is

—

!

the books,
Q, Bach representative of the theatres has access to the
books so they may know what acts have been booked to the
different theatres?
*
A., Yes, sir.
Mr. Goodman I do not believe you made It clear about the

\

:

.;/

Is

the theatre or the manager?
Q. Yes.
A. No." I don't know anything about that.
Q. Such agreements. If any such are made, are made l>/
the United Booking officer of the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange, by whom? Who executes the contract on behalf of
the corporation Itself?
A. I don't know whether by Mr. Albee or Mr. Murdock or
Mr. 'Goodman, whether they would do that; I am not familiar
with that end of It at all.
Mr. Goodman : Here are those form, contract slips, If you
want them now. Mr. Walsh, that' I promised to get for you
you were describing bow the act waB booked (handing same
to counsel).
Mr. WalBh: Mark the pnperfor-.Mentlflcntlon, please.
(The paper referred to was thereupon marked by the
stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 42 for Identification.)

Q. And negotiations are kept up during the day between
the actors and their representatives and these different representatives of the theatres?
'

\

something mat I know nothing whatever about.
I have never had anything to do with anything of that kind
never saw it before.
A. This

.

('.':

11.

Insist that clause 11 be left
out?
A. Yes, and rather than to scratch ont with a pen— end
It Is otherwise lust the same.
Mr. Walsh Mark these, please, for Identification.
(The papers referred to were thereupon marked by the
stenoerapher "Commission's Exhibits Nob. 40 and 41 for

Q.

and

Boston end that Is booked by one man. He has a little office
of his own, but the rest of them, the Canadian men and Mr.
Bhay, the representative of Mr. Moore they have a desk and If
an actor or his representative Is applying for booking, they
walk down by the grill, the same as they would In a bank.—

BS't-

Mr. Hodgdon. the address of the B. F. Keith Vaudeville
is at 1564 and 1566 Broadway, is that right?
two numbers.

A. 1504: I presume It goes an d takes in the
Q. 1568?
A. I presume so, yes, sir.

Q.

books so

(Continued).

Exchange

.

•

Whom does he
spoke about
minute
The Middle West houses
A.
combined with Washington
and the New York group

;

I

,

.

'

.

but the
do pot

Does anybody manage the booking?
Q. I understand that
A. Why, it Is managed by the different representatives who
.'
book the acts for the theatres.
Q. Then the U. B. 0. does not do the booking at all, as
a matter of fact?
A. The office is a booking office.
Q. Just what do you'mean by that?
A. Why, I mean that Is the exchange, It 1s the center
where all vaudeville work, practically all vaudeville work of
the various circuits 1b bandied ; but my employment la

-

Bach one of these representatives of a theatre has a
window, something like a teller's window In a bank?
A. No; they have desks. Bach man has a desk, excepting
In the case of two of them,. who, like I spoke of Mr. Robinson of course he has a department of his own, because he

m

yea

I think, must convey a wrong Impression.
manage the booking, I manage the clerical end.

until

HODGDON,

DIRECT EXAMINATION

>

!

tm:u

•

V

.

p. m.,

the witness under examination
resumed the stand.

louses.
T
\
" 0. Are these offices very much like a banking bouse where
representatives of these different theatres are located in their
offices?
the
room
with
exception
of the
all
In
one
A. The office is
partitions and grill work. It has something the nature of a
.

Mr. Walsh:

I will show -ou Commission's Exhibit 43 for identificaand I ask you if. It Is a trial balance of the financial
condition of the corporation (handing paper to witness).
l
A. I have not the slightest Idea.
Q. You don't know anything .about that at oil?
A. No, sir.
Q. How recently were you In charge of the actual booking
at the booking offices?
A. How?
<
Q. How recently?
A. Actually booking acts?
4.
Q. Well, as booking manager.
You are designated as

Q.
tion

.'.

bank.

_

•

title,

(Whereupon, at 1:00 o'clock
2 :00 o'clock p. m.)

tots,

the booking office or corporation?

—

o'clock.

"

'

Is,

corporation.

•

small time has something somewhat different.
Q. But everything that Is booked big time has the same
form with the same covenants and agreements?
A Yes sir
Mr. Goodman: What is the number of that exhibit Mr.
Walsh?
Mr. Walsh: 88.
presume we had better take a
I
It. is now one o'clock.
recess now*
Examiner Moore: We will take a receBS now until two

—

The

-

»
A. Yes, sir.
Q. But the general form of all the contracts contains
practically the same covenants and agreements?
I believe that the
A. Yes, sir, that applies to upstairs.

men.

That

:

all

Q. For ell acts?
ta
A. For all acts, yes ; that la. If an act is to get 1200 a week
the booking office gets $10.
Q. When, where and how ts this 6 per cent commission
collected?
A. It Is taken out of the salary of the artists when the act
of
Is played and then forwarded, I presume, to the offices
course, must be forwarded to the treasurer of the United
Booking Offices, I don't know whether there' is anything to
do regarding that, of course that Is not In my province,
but generally the money Is taken out of or the commission
deducted from the artists' salaries and then at some time or
other to the treasurer of the United—to the treasurer, .of
the B. F. Keith Booking Exchange, it is now.
Q. Is a charge made«by the B. J". Keith Vaudeville Exchange to the. theatre that books at the exchange?
Other
A. I' don't know what the arrangement Is there.
departments have to do with that and I don't know how
that Is, how they arrange -with the theatres.
That Is some-

'

engaged?

Is,

A. Why, we neve—
Q; Let me ask yon first if these actors, or If an actor Is
represented end presents himself first to the representative of
the Canadian houses and this representative says, "I do not
think I can use you," or "I do not want you," what Is the
next step that actor takes?
A. Well, he tries some of the other booking representative!.
He may ask to see the man who represents Mr. Moore at
Detroit and Rochester, or may say he wants to see Mr.
P hay's representative, or If he Is trying to get dates In the
East, he may see some of our men that book the eastern

office

Q.

A.

Deducts?
A. Deducts 6 per cent commission.

—

'

:

In the office.
Is, In the

Why, we deduct & 6 per cent commission on

Q.

A. Yes, sir; and It comes to me and I sign It, and then
they send one to the act, one to the theatre and one Is filed.
That is the finish of the contract
Q. I ask you If Commission's Exhibit No. 88 for Identification Is the form of contract used by the B. F. Keith Company
on the B. F. Keith Circuit?
A. Yes, sir; the form Is there, but a great many of the
houses have for Instance, this is the Boston contract You
understand that, don't you?
Q. Yes.
A. That Is the 'Boston contract.
Q. Each contract fits the theatre for which the actor Is

Technically that is Cincinnati. St. Louts, Louisville, Dayton,
Cleveland, Toledo and Columbus, and a house In Grand
Rapids. Those are all booked by a man by the name of
Robinson.
Q. How Is that circuit referred to?
A. Those are nearly all the Keith houses Grand Rapids is
not and Toungstown is not—with the exception of Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh is not. It is one department which furnishes the
shows for all those houses—what we call the booking repreHe
sentatives of those houses Is a man named Robinson.
has a force under him to handle correspondence, and I presume some of his force book two or three of the houses and
some other man may book two or three more. But then, In
Rochester,
has
a
and
he
Detroit
Moore
of
.the case of Mr.
personal representative all the time.
Q. He haB an office up there?
A. He has a deBk there.
Q. He has a desk there, and if an actor comes In and
wants to book an act, just tell us, so the Commission may
.know what formula or method such person pursues.
A. The actor or his representative presents the act to the
the merits of the act—the character of the act?
A. He offers the act to them first, and If they do not know
the act, they ask the nature of It and they try to get as good
an Idea as they can of Its quality. Then they establish a
Usually the artist has a price,
.prlco or agree upon a price.
and unlesB It has been established and played for some time,
It Is usually higher than the booking representative want! to
pay. Well, that is established.
Q. That Is subject t» negotiation right then and there?
A. Yes, sir; and do you want the way we proceed with the
contract?
0. Yes.

slip

Q. That
Exchange?

Exchange something like 50 theatres T
A. They hare different representatives that book for that
group. For instance, there is. what we call the Middle West

different booking

The

:

;

;

Q. That

A.
yes.

Perfectly clcsr

By

You

A. I don't know that I exactly understand you.
the salaries?
Q. Sources of Income of the booking offices?

stamping of the hour. You mean they stamp the hoar so
if some other representative wants the act for the same
week, the priority in time will prevail?
Tho Witness * Yen sir. **
Mr. Walsh : That 'is what I understood. I think that was
that

'WS, -.STAND.)
V'
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(CONTINUED FROM LAST WEEK, IN THE
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clerical.

-

.

!

-

.

Q. Yes.
But I understand that the United Booking Offices,
that the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange simply afford a
market place there for the transaction, Is that it?
A. Yes, and in the case of acta who are booking. direct, as
we call It, without the Interference of .any agent of course
furnish the facilities, for
we are the agent In that case.
the manager and artist to come together and complete the
different shows.
Q Well, what Is the consideration of the 5 per cent com.mission that goes to the booking office from the actor's
salary?
...
A. I don't know as I understand you.
Q. I mean this: I understand that from each actor's salary
there Is a 5 per cent commission or booking fee deducted?
A. Yes.
Q. At the end of the week?
.
A. Yes.
Q. At the theatre at which he plays f
A. Yes.
Q. Which S per cent, goes .to the B. F. Keith Vaudeville
'

We

/

,

Exchange?
A. Yes.
Q. Now, what I am enquiring about is what service does
the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange render for that B per
cent.?
A. Why, they furnish the office, all the facilities, the con
tract, stationery and act as the general supervisor over all
tbe booking arrangements; keep the records; we have hooks
In which the records are kept so that any manager can get at
wherever an .act Is In the future or where It Is now or where
It

has played In the past
That Is, you mean any manager who Is—

Q.
A.
Q.

Who
Who

Is
ts

A. Yes.
Q. Well,
A. Yes.

Is

connected with the office, yes.
connected with the office?.

.

.

the U. B. 0. a licensed employment agency?
*
Q. From whom does It procure Its license?
A. From the commissioner of licenses I suppose, doesn't It?
Q. You have been %5 years In this show business. When
did this booking exchange method come into vogue, Mr,
-

Hodgdon ?

»"

•.•->"

A. Why, do you mean this office of ours?
Q. Yes.
A. Why, it was first formed In 1800. I think It was la
May, 1000. I believe it was under the title of the Vaudeville
Managers' Association, something like that the Eastern
Vaudeville Managers'. Association.
Q. Wasn't It an association of vaudeville managers of the
United States?
A. That Is so.
Q.' And New York was the eastern office?
,
.

A Yes

sir

Q. Did' you do business with it then, with the associated
vaudeville managers of the United States?
A. Yes.
\
Q. What wn* the arrangement then In reference to charges?
It seems to me that when It
A. I cannot recall exactly.
was started, and I don't want to say that I am absolutely
correct In this, but It appears to me that we started and were
not deducting any commission, and we found that the perBy Mr. Walsh:
formers gradually Insisted on having representatives, and I
O. I show you Commission's Exhibit No. 42 and I ask you
don't know, I can not say exactly when the charge came
If that Is the form of memorandum of employment, by actors
regarding commissions.
by booking agents thst is turned In to you from which you
Q. Wasn't there a period when a B per cent, was deducted
direct the contract to be made, (handing paper to witness).
and divided between the Association of Vaudeville Managers
A. Yes, sir: that 1b the form all right
of the United States, the predecessor of the present booking
Q. Then Commission's Exhibit 42 for Identification contains
office, and the personal representatives?
the. same.. prlntlns'.. as.. the jajemnrnnduws. usually-given-- to ....... j,frv: Ktsltey : WrtltOBe mfhute. "
object to that as Incomyou of employment of actors?
netent here on the scope of these Issues ; it Is beyond the time
A. Yes.
that any of them were organised or chartered, long and
Q. From which you make the contract?
many years prior to the passage of the act creating the
A. Yes, being the first move that Is made. Federal Trade Commission ; and It Is not when certain other
Q. Now will you be good enough to state for the record,
offices existed, the question Is whether this Is Improper, that
so that the Commissioners may fully understand It, what
Is for the Keith Vaudeville Exchange to charge a compensacharges are made and how they are made through this
tion of 5 per cent, the same as any other business concern
operation of bookmg?
ma/ in the conduct of Its affairs moke a charge. I think It

We

TV

A.

>

^..;.-y«tgT--^.ft.*:;.->i.^ai

:

-->'':'». *

,

''-;
;

r

We

the personal representatives of the actors?

Q. Of tbe actors, yes.
A. I think there was.
Q, Bow long did that

Tgfc,

Mr. Kelley:
Examiner.

I

method remain In vogue?

make the same

Examiner Moore: Very

objection,

may

.

v

Q. Bow long did that continue-?
A. I could not say, I could not remember.
Q. Ton were Identified with Mr. Keith for

/

please the

It

well, it is noted.

Br Mr. Walsh:

many

years at

Boston?

And with Mr. Albee?

Q.

.

sir.

you look after the booking of acts In the
theatres In Boston In those days?
A. I commenced to do the actual booking in Boston; I

And

Q.

think

It

did

was

In 1895.

Q.

Bow was

'A.

I

Q.

I

tbe booking done at that time?
booked before then, .too. Why, we—
like to have yon tell for tbe record, so the
commissioners may know the different methods or bow this
method of booking developed, Mr. Bodgdon?
A. Well, we used to book in those days, when I first went
with Mr. Keith In 1884 and 'of course the business was entirely different then. There were but very few theatres : and
I bad nothing to do with the booking for some years ; I can
not exactly remember when I did commence to do booking;
We only
bat we booked very much by correspondence.
*
played a few acta.
Q. That Is corresponding with the actors?
A. Corresponding with the acts. Then as the business grew
bouses
Boston
we had-to— let us see, we had when the new
opened; which was In 1904—1890 or along about there, I will
have to refresh my recollection—1894, I took charge of the
hooking of the house in 1895. Then the class of entertainment had changed, the quality of entertainment had changed
and Improved to such an extent that we bad to come and
get a better class of arttsts and we bad to come to New
Tork to hunt them up : and for the first two or three years
I spent about two days— from two days to three days In

imi:-

think

we

going to tbe different theatres and then

go to tbe agents, where they had tbetr

we made

a

Itst of their acts,

used to

offices, we bad them
and then booked them

way

—

to witness).
A. Yes. It is a long time since I have Been one, but that Is
the membership, or was at that time.
Mr. Walsh: I offer it in evidence and I ask to have It
copied Into the record because I don't want to use the letter,
at the present time at least.
(The paper referred to wss thereupon received In evidence
and marked by the stenographer Commissioners' Exhibit
No. 44 and -by direction Is copied Into the record as follows:)
"Eastern Office of the Association of "Vaudeville Managers
-_.
of the United States.
"Cable Address: Taymus.
"Telephone 981 Madison.
Suite 823, 824, 820 ft 828 St. James B'l'd'g, Broadway and
26th Street
,**D. F. Bennessy, Manager Eastern Office.
Keith's New Theatre, Boston, Mass.
Keith's Union 8q. Theatre, New York City.
Keith's Theatre, Philadelphia. Pa.
Keith's Theatre, Providence. R. I.
Hyde 4 Bebman's Theatre, Brooklyn, N. T.
Hyde ft Bebman's Gayety, Brooklyn, E. D.
Hyde ft Bebmsn's Theatre, Newark. N-. J.
.
Tony Pastor's Theatre, New York City.
Shea's Garden Theatre, Buffalo, N. T.
Soea's Theatre, Toronto, Canada.
Empire Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
The Empire, Pittsburgh, Pa.
V
Wonderland Theatre, Detroit, Mlcb.
Cook Opera Bouse, Rochester, N. Y.
Columbia Theatre, Cincinnati, 0.
Cincinnati,
0.
Ludlow Lagoon,
Chicago Opera Rouse, Chicago, 111.
Olympic Theatre, Chicago, III.
Haymarket Theatre, Chicago, HI.
Columbia Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Masonic Temple Roof Theatre, Chicago,. III.
Bans Bond Park, Chicago, 111.
Hopkins' Thsatre, Chicago, III. •
Hopkins' Partition Sunny Side,, Chicago, III. ; St. Louis.
Hopkins' Forest Park Highlands, Chicago, 111.
Hopkins' Theatre, St Louis, Mo.
Hopkins' Grand Opera Bouse, Memphis, Tonn.
Bonklns' Theatre. New Orleans, La.
8hea's Theatre, Hartford, Conn.
Shea's Theatre, Montreal, Cansda.
New Ollmore Theatre, Springfield, Mass.
"Wheeling Pork Casino, Wheeling, W. Va.
Orpbeum Theatre, San Francisco. Cat •
Orpbeum Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
•

'

'

-

'

Orpheum

'."

.:.'""

now thatxno remark

/

Examiner Moore :

1 teatre.

Kansas

City,

Mo.

Orpheum Theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Orpheum Theatre, New Orleans, La.
Calhoun Park, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lakeside Park, Akron, 0.
idlewlld Park, Newark, 0.
Chase's Btawatha Theatre, Mt. Vernon . 0.

make

i

Is

m

am wondering

I

wherein he became a

j

I

H

;
Examiner Moore: Tour motion is denied.
•....;
By Mr. Walsh
Q. Was there a White Rats' Actors' Association or onion
.

!

at that time?
2,

1001."

.

V

,

A." At which time?
Q. At the time of the Imposition, first imposition by this.
''".' ,; ,',:>•
association of a booking fee?
Sv
A. Well, I can not remember when the booking fee went
This Is only
Into existence. It may have been at the first.
:~S«:
But the White
Just a recollection that -I am giving you.
Ruts, if I remember, wera organized something like In 1001,
—that Is a matter of recollection
too.
'
<•-Q. Whst?
was I think
A. I know that they had—our first dlfflcul'
in 1901 In May—no. February 1, I think it was— I am a little
•'.-.•'.'
confused about that.
i
Q. Some time in lOOO or 1901?
A. Some time In 1900 or 1901.
Q. What was that strike about?
A. Well, I don't know, I never have known what any of
'•'••
their strikes was about.
V
Q. Do yoq know how It was settled?
-i
T imagine that possibly I might have
A. No. I do not.
known something about it at tbe time but I don't remembot
Just at this moment what the settlement was or whether
(here was ever anv settlement or whether It drifted along.
O. Do you recall whether a committee called on Mr. Keith''
and Mr. Albee at that time, a committee of the White Rats?
A. I don't. recall, but It Is more than likely that tbey did. :
]
Q. Do you know whether Mr. George Fuller Golden was
president of tbe Wtyte Rats at that time?
A. Tea. I think be was the first president.
< ...v^
Q. Well, do you know whether Mr. Exra Kenley was Tiespresident of the White Rots at that time?
:^fi¥^m
A. He was.
::K' >^vS%!
*

'..

:

Examiner Moore : Procs»a.
A. I am unable to say when recall when they did start to
charge, my recollection Is not at all clear on that.

—

Mr. Walsh:

whether or not It was some time after
Mr. Ketth and Mr. Albee came to New York?
A. Well, yes when they established a theatre.
Q. After they came to New York that tbe system was
Inaugurated of charging a booking fee of 5 per cent by the
recollect

•

....

'

-'

Tou mean after Mr. Keith established a theatre
New Tork or when they came over here personally?
first

!

'

.

.

|

,.

...

.

.

.

X

.

Q. It does not book actors for Ringing's Circus for' tor
'stance?
{
A. I don'tTcnow. There may be some of the actors* represent at vns that are connected with the office that may .have-,
booked there, but as a vaudeville exchange I am certain they
never booked an act with tbe circuses.
Q. Was there any arrangement made for booking,' tha
actors or circuses henceforth at tbe B. F. Keith Voudevil!8
'

.

.

I

in

.

New York

Exchange?

theatre tbey had established. It was my recollection that that
was established In 189S. Then we only had four theatres:
Boston, Providence, Union Square and Philadelphia.
Q. At that time the association did not charge a booking
fee?
A.' The association was not formed at that time,
The
association was not formed until 1900.
Q. Then the booking fee was started?
A. That A6 I say, I am not entirely clear, my recollection
of the matter Is the attempt was made In some way here,,
not to charge a commission and then for some reason or
other It was charged, and I can not recall Just exactly how
It was on that occasion.
Mr. Kelley: May It please the Examiner, I wish at this
time to call the Examiner's attention to the participation of
Harry Mountford in this proceeding.
Examiner Moore : Mr. Kelley, you do, not need to call my
attention to It any more because I notice it as much as you
do as I sit here: and as I said yesterday. I do not think

0.'

Who

V»"£**%9

»

Is

the auditor of your company, Mr. Hodgdon?

Mr. Goodman: Barry Wallen.
The Witness: He asked for the

1":,""":

"-v"

same

auditor, Is that the

'
':•....'„
thing?
Mr. Goodman: Tou mean the man who keeps the books and
>:
accounts don't you, Mr. Walsh?
.7,
Mr. Walsb: Yes. Did you say Harry Wallen?
Wallen.
^, v^v --."?-~
Mr, Goodman: Barry
(Continuing) I know him as treasurer that Is the reason
-.v..*;,
I did hot understand.
Mr. Walsh: That Is all, Mr. Bodgdon, and I am much ifobliged to you.
~'''s<i:i&m&8&£
_.
'.

,

.

:

—

.

•

:

^

,•

,

'

CROSS-EXAMINATION.
y^> _'^
By Mr. Goodman:

: ','£.

Q. Mr. Hodgdon, you were just asked about George M.
ThBi>
Cohan's people playing Keith's Vaudeville Theatre.
consisted of bow many persons or rather consisted of Goorge
M. Cohan at that time and— Bow many altogether?-yA. Four.
vwho
were
tbey?
And
Q.
A. They were George and Josle and the father and mother.
Q. You know them very well?
•• <>
•;
A. Oh. yes.
.
y
...^
Q. Did they play at Boston?
A. Yea.
Q. Bow many years aeo was that when they first plsyaf
tn this first theatre In BoBton?
^«
A. I don't recall that they played the original hoose.
Q. I mean the first house that Keith had that shows/

there is any need of any more comment about Mr. Mountford's participation in this case,
Mr. Kelley: I rise for the purpose of making a motton In
reference to that.
Examiner Moore: Very well, proceed.
Mr. Kelley : This Is a matter In which the respondents are
accused of certain tbtnss and I think It Is clearly upon the
record as being that what has transpired shows that Barry
Mountford Is one of the accusers, the principal accuser of
this controversy.
It la oblected on the part of the accused
to have the accuser participate In the trial.
We object to
that on the ground that this does assume, these charges, the
nature of a prosecution tn which the respondents are called
upon in a quasi Judicial proceeding to defend themselves In
court.
We state right now that any proceedings which have
taken on this character it Is Impossible to obtain Justice or a
fair or Impartial trial. We are not having, properly, our day
In court and the ends of Justice are not being met.
We object to It on the ground that we nre not being accorded due process of law and we fall back upon our constitutional privileges to object to this method of proceeding.
We object to It on the ground that we arc denied our
constitutional rights, that we are defending in a matter
where we are accused where the accuser Is sitting both as

•

M

m

.

'•:'

.

m

''
'
^--'
vaudevlllo?
A. I think that they played— at the first bouse that be had W-:££
thev never played: I am satisfied of that because George ana
Josle were not old enough to play then and I can not raefcV lev
whether they played the 3tJou which I know came In between 'JLa
the original house nnd the new theatre or not, my ImpressUm
I think the first they played for us 'as
Is that they did not.
a family was after the new theatre was built In 1804.
Q. Well, prior to that time then George Cohan's father and ir
mother played together, did they not?
.,
A. Yes.
Q, In the Upstairs Theatre at that time?
A. Yes, air.
Q. That Is going back about how many years?
A. I could not say— I should not want to undertake to say
here— It was away back.
Q. At any rate, how mdny shows a day did they play?
A. Well, If they played the original house, they played
-.- : ---.-:.-r-.-~-.-.~:::-nrivwticW ffeirn' ilght -tir fcurteon. ** =
By Mr. Kelley: George was working some then.
Understand me that was not George then,
f Continuing)
I don't know whether George was on earth then or not
.-•

..

M

':.

M

-~

lawyer and Judge,
Examiner Mooro: What

rrlnl

Is It thnt Mr. Mountford has to
do with that?
Mr. Kelley: Mr. Mountford protected himself Into this proceeding wltn the announcement thnt ho wanted to Intervene,
and the character of his remarks that "were contained In that'
announcement showed that he was an accuser.
During the course of this proceeding Mr. Mountford has
taken the floor to make further remarks in which he charged
certain things against the respondents. In which it was
claimed that he still stands In the shoes of an accuser.
During all these proceedings I have no way to bring this to
the attention of th e Commissioners except by objecting to the

Y

.

.

The Union Square Theatre was the

:

.

,•::;-. .^
Q. Or whether Mr. Goorge M. Cohan was an officer?
A. I don't know that. no.
. -.
S
Q. Did the Cohan family or Joe Cohan's family or whether
•-;
George M. Cohan did play for Keith?
.,/
"
',
A. Ym.
. |. ... •„••:
._
theatres?
Keith
working
tbe
cease
When
did
tbey
Q.
„
'^1
A. I don't know, I think tbey worked up to roughly, 1887
' ::sF
..',./•
or possibly 1898.
...
.--^
Q. Do you know why they quit?
SS3683
A. No, sir. I dont know that I do.
Q. You are sure of that?
V-^!
A, I was trying to think If there was any reason why they
should outt I think they were out with a show or something.
0. They were vaudeville actors, Geo. M. Cohan, ths Cohan
-'" '?::
*
family?
\
A. Yes. nv Impression Is that Mr. Beaman—Hymen Bes%,
man of Brooklyn—Bad them at that time in a show; I don't
remember, I think It wss somewhere about that time.
Q. Does the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange book actors
for circuses?
VS*|§

—

A.

'

•

'

assocf stlon ?

they established a theatre?

I

Judge or this matter? I could not see the pertinency of that
Mr. Kelley.
Mr. Kelley : We have made our objection, Mr. Examiner,
We ask In reference to that, we ask that the Invent gat Ion
bo dismissed and *e would like a ruling upon our motion.

.

When

m

.

29

;

Q. Yes.

Q.
a.

^.

•

Intended to have any Imputatlon against the chief counsel or any other counsel In this
case, I simply object to tbe manner In which he Is projecting
himself Into this proceeding until It has assumed a character
In which It Is Impossible tor the ends of Justice to be met and
I deny tbe right of any tribunal to seek In thrashing out o
matter of this kind to accord Justice where the accuser has
at-seat and participates in the trial of the accused.

A. Oh, as long as I can remember.
...
Q. As long as you can remember?
>
A. Yes, sir, always, as far as I know.
Q. When did It come Into vogue with the manager?
j
A. With tbe manager?
lllix
Q. The manager.
A. The manager does not deduct Any.
Q. You say the manager never deducted any 5 per cent
commission for a booking?
v
A. Not that I ever heard of.
Q. Do you know whether the Association of Vaudeville
Managers of ths United States deducted a 5 per cent, commission?
A. I think you mean Individual managers?
•
Q. Yes.
A. Yes. I think they did.
Mr. Kelley: To this testimony, to this line of testimony,
at this time, we object and renew tbe former objection made.
Mr. Walsh: This Is simply historical upon this matter.
Mr. Kelley: It Is historical because there was not anything
In the business at that time connected with tbe history the
same as there Is now. there was not any vaudeville business.

Do you

•

to have btm participate in this matter.
He has projected blmself between tbe Keith counsel and the
Investigator In this proceeding. I want to say right here and

,

Q.

.

worthy Examiner

Q. When you came down here from Boston to procure acts
for the Keith's Theatre, was there any commission charged
at that time?
A. No, there was a commission charged by the agents that
I booked the act j_ through, yes, sir; but we were nothing but
a private business then. I was representing Mr. Keith, we

Bv

>-

:m

•.-.

Glen Echo Park, Washington, D. 0. •
Great South Roof Garden, Columbus, 0.
Farm Theatre, Toledo, O.
BIJoy Family Theatre, Richmond, Va.
Gn-nby Family Theatre, Norfolk, Va.
Park Theatre, Worcester, Mass.
Grand Opera Bouse, Syracuse, N. T.
Proctor's 5th Ave. Theatre, New Tork.
Proctor's 23rd St. Theatre, New Tork.
Proctor's Palace, New York.
Proctor's 12!Stb St. Theatre, New Tork.
Proctor's Theatre, Albany, N. T.
Tbe Orpbeum, Brooklyn, N. T.
Novelty Theatre, Brooklyn, B. D.
Prooklyn Musical Hall, Brooklyn, N. T.
Hurtlg * Searoon'a MubIo Hall, New Tork.
Chase's New Grand, Washington, D. C.
Chase's Lyceum Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Howard's Athenaeum, Boston, Mass.
New Grand Theatre, Boston, Mass.
Casino Reservoir Park, Richmond, Va.
New Tork.' August
"•%
By Mr.

S-

•'.•'.

.

Q. Could not be done by correspondence now at all ?
A. It could not be done.
Mr. Walsh: Mark this for Identification.
(The paper referred to was thereupon marked by the
stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 44 for identification.)
By Mr. Walsh
Q. I show von Commission's Exhibit No. 44 for Identification. Mr. Bodgdon. which purports to be a letter or letterhead of the eastern office of the Association of Vaudeville
Managers of the TTnlted States, the letter being dsted August
2nd, 1901. The letter-head gives a list of such theatres. I
will ask you to look at It and see whether or not it Is the
memhvrshlo of that association at that time? (handing paper

)

-l;'*)''--'.

Mr. Walsh: lflOO.
Mr. Keltey: Or 1890?
The Witness: 1895, when I started booking, yes 1895.
Bv Mr. Walsh:
Q. If tbe actor paid any commission to his personal' representative you don't know anything about It and had nothing
to do with that?
A. No, I had nothing to do with that
Q. When did this system of charging an actor a booking
fee of 5 per cent come Into vogue, Mr. Hodgdon?
A. By his representative?
»

>

the business
And that is tbe
through their agents.
developed, alone those lines; and the theatreB commenced
Increasing rapldlv and I dont know exactly what they had
In mind, when they organised the first Vaudeville Managers'
It was a centralisation of the whole business
Association.
In some way 1 presume, but tbe whole character of It has
changed, the method of getting acts since those days,
because I don't Imagine ther> were over, I don't think there
were over 20 or 2R vaudeville theatres In the country In 1890
and there were various acts. It was very much easier to do
business by correspondence then than now it Is impossible

&

j

A. No.
Mr. Kelley: Does this refer to 1006?

—

g o to them,

,

bad no agents at all.
Q. Tou had nothing to do with the paying of any kind of
commission-' at that time?

I

would

New Tork

;

Walsh:

A. Tea, sir.

A. Yes,

'"^'^" SST vH';' "

""-
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is 'wholly Incompetent and beyond tbe scope of the Issues In
Since that time tbe creation or tbe United Booktilts case.
ing Offices and I think tbe Loew Booking Offices and various
other booking offices, quite keenly competitive concerns, bare
been recognized by tbe state of New Tork under* statute
enacted and licenses Issued.
object to. tbe inquiry along these lines for the reasons
as stated.
Examiner Moore : The objection Is overruled.

Br Mr. Walsh:
A, Do 70a mean

:

f'"''v-'

—

:

.

.

.

"

Ry

Goodman:

Mr.
Q. Was it the custom along at that time to give as many
shows as eight or fourteen a day?
A. Yes.
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and Mrs. Cohan

re-

'Yes.

i

;*;.&

V;V

,J

m

1

was two and three.
0. Do you remember tbe last time the family played together, tbe Cohan family?
A. Oh. no. t can not remember tbat.
Q. I don't' mean the lest day. I mean do yon recall about
wlen they last played snd what aalary they got then?
A. You mean In vaudeville?
o. I want to get a comparison of salaries—I
A* I could not—I have a book which I think would ahow
.

,

(tat.

0. Did the Cohan family ever get >1,000 a week?
A. It seems to me they did along the last of It. after having
been nnt I think after having been out that time tbey were
o"t with a show of their own, but I can not recall.
Q. Mr. Hoflgdan, your knowledge—expert knowledge of tbe
value of acta, and from your experetnee, what would you aay
George M. Cohan atone as an Individual artist In a Keith
Vaudeville Theatre would be worth today? What would tbe
United Booking Offices be able to book him for today In
comparison with other headllners?
A. Welt. I shoutd Imaitlne that George M. Cohan would bo
aa valuable a male hetdllner as there would be in the

—

V;

i

•.^"•"tountrv.
; Q. Row high a salary do eueh headllners receive; what
the salary of Harry Lender, for Instance?
A. Rarrv Lender Is not working In vaudeville.
Q. He did. though, dldnt he?

Is

.

:

A.

He

stand, didn't

1

be?

Mr. Morris brought hint
A. Dnder, I think. Mr. Morris.
over here and has always bad him under bis management.
Q. He plaved In advanced vaudeville, didn't ha?
.

'A.

Did he?

Q. At the
A. Oh.

I don't

New York

remember

tbat.

Theatre.

Q. What Is your judgment of the value of George M. Cohan
as a vaudeville act. T am not aaklng you to book blm now, 1
want to get your Idea?
A. I should tblnk that George M. Cohan ought to be worth
$2,500 a week.

m

\i:

Q. Are there any vaudeville acta tbat get $2,500 a week?
t A. Ob yes.
v Q. And more?
.A. Yes.
0. Do you know what flora h Bernhardt got In vaudeville
In tbe en st year, Mr. Hodcdon?
A. The past year, I think, was $4,000 a week.
0. Prior to that she had gotten $7,000. While we are on
that subleet of salarlea, da you remember any other well
known vaudeville actors who playeda in Keith's Theatre la
cue early days? Weber a Fields play In Keith's?
A. Yos, Weber 6 Fields, played In the original house for
-WO.

m

':

L

;

\'

-

.

t
'

,J> s
ft

Q. For how much?
A. For $40 a week-.
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How many

shows did they give?
think the second week we got htm for $80. They
had no place to go "and I know I showed tbe book to Joe
-•
Webber once.
Q. How many years ago Is tbat, Mr. Hodgdon?
That waa In 1884 or 188K.
ft Have they played any ot the Keltb theatres in recent
Q.

'

»t "

'•,•;

And

t

*

years?

s

VllJ- Tn *y flayed them within the last year or two.
Si Where?
Da A- t don't know how many theatres, hut wo played

D
i

them.

Tilfft In tbe Palace Theatre. New York?
They played at the Palace.
what salary did they get per week for that?
be oct,A. I believe It wbb $3,000.
pr ,0 tfl the orMnlsatton of the United Booking Office*.
Jv. L
°.
•J
certain ifch I, think
was about 1900, was not there a B. F. Keith
time cic,oklng Office, so called, of which you were
the booking
.jtild a.

£2L

manager?

gloi

lly
to;

no;—

&«.**

~L
A
ft*
tn
•'
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A

M

•

A. Yes.
It come between the Western Vaudeville— between the Vaudeville Managera' Association and the United
Bonking Offices, I believe.
Q- And did that B. F. Keith's Bonking Office procure
JS&&9L&C -tbeatroe piher. than .tbe-B.-. F. KeJttf> .theatre*-?
•

n

Add

:

i^W.

:

'/.

the Chase of Washington?

.

Q.
did?
A, Yes.
0, And were not among those Shea's theatres?
A. Yes.
Ani
tne theatres of James Moore of Rochester and
'-. q *
Detroit?
A. Yes.
'Tf> •»$»•
q. And Harry D»v|» of Pittsburgh?
A- Yes, sjr,

and now

A Yea
q' And P. F. Shea's theatres In Springfield and Worcester,
Maaaacbusetta, and Hyde A Beaman'a Theatre In Brooklyn,
were not those theatres booked by the B. F. Keith Booking
Office?

A. Tea,

sir.

Q. And the office charged bow much, 5 per cent?
A. 5 per cent.
Q. Which was deducted from the actors T
A. Tee.
Q. The business of the B. F. Keith Booking Office waa
similar to tbe business conducted by such men as Smith, Joe
Page Smith—what waa tbe name of that Ann then?
A. Wilson A Smith.
Q. Wilson « Smith T
A. Exactly, yes, tbe esme.
Q. William Morris ran a booking office, didn't he?
A, Yes, air.
Q. And he charged tba 8 per cent for booking?
r~
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Now, before the B. F. Keltb Booking Office and before
tbe William Morris booking office.— In other words when
you came over from Boston to see and employ acts, did yon
know how much tbe commission was that waa charged by
those booking agents around New York like Wilson it Smith
and others?
A. ft per cent
Q. Dldu't it sometimes amount to 10 per cent and more?
A. Well. I don't know.
Q. If you don't know that will da
A. I don't know that, no.
Q. Waa It generally understood at tbat time tbat these
agents were charging alt kinds of. fees for booking?
A. Well, we heard those rumors tbat they were.
Q. Well, will you please point out the advantages or disadvantages. If there were any, ot the methods ot booking— I will
withdraw that. Will you point out tbe advantages or disadvantages to the actors in the days before tbe existence of
tbe B. F. Keltb Booking Offices and Blmilar Institutions In
the matter of booking as compared wltb nowt
Point out
both. If there were advantages to them let ua have It, and if
disadvantages to them let us have tbat?
A. You mean as booking through a representative or booking the theatre direct?
ft When an actor—where there were no booking offices like
the B. F. Keith's Booking Offices, what did the actor have to
do to get a route? Where did be go and bow did he do It?
A. Welt, there were agents, and he went to— nearly all the
actors In those days, the vaudeville actors were registered
with either one agent or another. There were only a very
few agents in the city and It was the custom of a man who
was booking a show to go to those agents for such material
aa he didn't get through the regular correspondence, to see
what be bad on bis list, those agents all kept a list of the
acts tbat were upon, and through that agent we would book
what acta we needed.
The advantage to the performer Is tbat he does not have
to do a let Of personal correspondence and be gets attention
when he Is a thousand miles away which he could not get
himself and be saves all that annoyance, all that trouble
and ell that expense of correspondence, and avoids a great

Q. Amelia Bingham, are you acquainted with the get Of
Amelia Bingham?
A. Well, the act tbat abe baa done In the past I don't know
whether she Is—
Q. She has been booked through the United Booking Offlces?

A. Yes,

—

deal of uncertainty.
Q. In those days could a vaudeville artist go Into any one
agent and get 20 r 80 weeks or possibly ten weeks consecutive bookings?
A. Well, It would be—you could not get 20 or 80 because it
was not In the country; there might have been some occasion
where a man might have possibly got 10, but I think that
was a rente tbat never was beard of In those days.

a very

common

thing or experience though nowa-

days, lent It?
A. Oh yes, yes.
v
Q. Mr. Hodgdon, when you said that tbe booking offices
deducted B per cent, commission for booking acts, now I
refer you to the Commission's Exhibit No. 88. being a form of
artists' contract of employment.
That deduction Is made
pursuant to paragraph 1 of that contract, la It not? (handing paper to witness)
A. On the amount of salary?
Q. Yes.
^
A. Yes.
Q. Look at that exhibit again and tell me whether the Hat
of houses at the hesd of that form of contract entitled 'The
B. F. Keith Circuit" do you find among them theatres that
are so-called small time aa well as big time?
A. Ob. yes,- yes, sir.
Q. Will you name those which are so-called small time
theatres?
A. Rhall I name them all down the list?
Q. Yes.
A. There la the Harlem Opera House, Green Point, tbe
Proapeot. the Keith's Theatre In Portland, the Gotham Theatre
In Brooklyn, the BIJou In Jersey City.
And here le one
theatre where they aro now operating as a stock company,
the Hudson Theotre In Green Hill.
Q. Hudson, tbat Is a stock company?
A. Yes. The Crescent Theatre In Brooklyn and tbe Keith's
Theatre In Lowell.
Q. The Crescent Theatre is not operated by the B. F. Keith
Circuit any more, la It?
A. I do not know anything about It, I don't think It la. I
believe I heard that was not
And the Keith's Theatre in
Pawtuekett— that takes all the small time.
that we are talking of big time and small time,
Q.
will you please define, If any can, a big time act, what Is a
big time act?
A. Oh, It is a relative term.
big time art Is Just as liable
to be found In what we call a small time theatre aa It Is any-

Now

A

A. I think she has. I tblnk that Is so.
Q. And arts have been booked through the United Booking
Offlces—do you know whether or not any ot tbem bave ever
been booked through tbe Marcus Loew booking offices or the

Fox booking

offices or any other booking offices?
A. Yes.
Q. Is It a common thing for acts to play on the circuit
boohed through the United Booking Offices and then go to the
booked through, other booking •Bess?

circuit

A. Yes, sir.
Q. And then come back again?
a. Tes, sir.
Q. And so tbat there is that exchange of arts between, or
rather there is tbat Jumping from big time to small time and
'

back again?
A. Tes, sir.
Q. How do the bouses and theatres on the so-called small
time nowadays compare with tbe bousea on the so-called big
time— and by bouses I mean theatres— la alee, In architecture?
A. Well, aome of them are Just as attractive theatres aa
some of the so-called big time theatres and tbey give performances that ere equally aa satisfactory to their patrons bi
tbe so-called big time, and very frequently they bave more or
less number of what we call bfg time acta on their bills.
Q. Is there anything about the architecture, or anything at
all about tbe so-colled small time such as exists today which
renders It impossible for a theatre to be used for ao-called big
-.'"'.
time shows?
A. No, nothing.
Q. What would the Marcus Loew circuit of theatres or the
William Fox circuit of theatres or the Mots Circuit ot theatres
or tbe Pantages circuit of theatres or any other of tbe socalled circuits of small time theatres have to do to change
from small time to big time?

Is

a big time art when

It la

playing big

A. Yes, sir.
Q. And If tt happened to be playing in' a musical comedy
such aa Mr. Aldrlch Is playing at the present time, one of the
witnesses for the Commission thlB morning, he ceased to be a
big time art for the time being and be is a musical comedy
act or atar; is that right?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. You played Catve, or rather you booked Calve, haven't
you, through tbe United Booking offices? medium, Calve, tbe
renowned opera singer?
A. Yes, sir.
Q- When she la In vaudeville she

a big time

net,

effect

Isn't

any

particular thing?
A. No, they are lost technical terms that are used
by tbe
people In the business.
Q. You are acquaint** with the art of Amelia Bingham?

Am

I

what?

their price of admission.
their price of admission?

sir.

And book a re\ore expensive show?
A more expensive ahow.
And bow long would that take to do?

Q.
A.
Q.

A. Well. It would simply be a ease ef history repeating
Thst Is tbe way Mr. Keith started to build up from
Itself.
time to time until the theatres are what they are today, and
it Is fair to assume tbat tbat la what the others would have
to do.

Q. Does tbe United Booking Offlces do any booking In connection with any of these other booking offices you have mentioned such as tbe Loew, Morris or Pantages?
A. No.
Q. Is there any 'competition at nit between tb« United
Booking Offices and other offlces In booking arts?
Mr. Wslsh : I object to the form ot the question. Have tba
witness state what they do.
Mr. Goodmna : I waa going to follow that up.

—

By Mr. Goodman:

t

Q. Is there any competition between the United Booking
Offlces and other booking offlces for vaudeville acts; that Is, to
get them and procure them?
A.
If I understand you rightly, no.
Q. Do not tbe United Bonking Offices endeavor to procure
acts for their clientele, and does not tbe Loew office try to
get some of the same acts for Its clientele?
A. I do not understand the que«tlon yet, evidently.
Q. Does the United Booking Offices send out men or any of
Its agents to various tbestres In other cities to look at acts
and renort as to their quality, etc.?
A. Tes, elr: there la no regular svstem. I believe the booking agents cover tt pretty thoroughly In looking for bualneso
or sets. When they discover an act, an act that they think Is
good, tbey notify us of It and If we are sufficiently Interested,
someone goes and sees It.

No—

—

0. Suppose a manager booking through the United Booking
Offlces wanted to know how good or bad a certain act was that
was offered to him In your office; It there any record or any
means of ascertaining how tbat art appealed to tbe audiences
In various cities where It played?

A. In the cities ot
Q. Yes.

our circuit?

A. Yes, air ; from the reports they make and send In every
week.
q. Explain that fully.
A. The report is sent In by tbe manager of the honse. giving
hie criticism of the show, and every house le snprtosed to send
in one
large and small— and those are kept during the week.
For Instance, all the reports for this week nre kept between
two little covers during the week. On Monday tbey are taken
out and put into a file where they are held for future reference, for a year or two, so that anyone who wants to see
where an set played, and how tt was received, can took at
what we call out route book and find what date that act played
Cleveland. Ohio, and ask tbe man who has charge of It to let
him see the report for the week of February 8, for Instance,
and In It he Undo the criticism of the show for that week in

—

Cleveland.
0. Mr. Hodgdon, has tt been your experience that these reshow that an act was a very great auccesa In one city
and wrs not such a success in another?
A. That Is a very common experience ; yes, sir.
Q. Do theao reports also Indicate lokee or songs or conduct
on the nart of artists which the manager bad to ask the artist

ports

to eliminate?
A. Yes; they

tell us what they cut out each
general renort of the week of all
and they are malted to different
act comes In the manager of the
house knows what he has been obliged to eliminate In aome
other house and acts accordingly.
Q. And do acts apply to tbe United Booking Offlces direct
for a rehearsal or bearing or showing?
A. Yes, air.
Q. And where Is that bearing given, aa a general thing.
A. Well, I tblnk now they aro UBlng the 12oth Street Theatre
for that general purpose, but we do use tbe Palace Theatre
ordinarily once a week; tbat Is for a morning performance,
for a trial, and not before an audience. But we stopped that
recently, because of the giving of those free entertainments
for the soldiers and sailors. There haa not been so much of It

week, and then

'the houses

are supposed to

we make a

and of

all cuts,

when tbe

recently.
Is

sir.

Q. When she Is in concert she Is a concert singer?
A. Yes, sir.
ft. So that this expression big time and smatl
time don't
really characterise the auality or standard or
"

A.

Change
Change

A.
Q.

A. Tes,

houses, so that

tune?

A. Yes,

sir.

Q. Do you know whether she has been booked through the
Marcus Loew booking office on so-called small time?

'

where else.
Q. In other words

oooKlngq.

the

Q.

Q. It Is

did.

•,
Q. In recent years?
A. He did over on the other side.
Q. Welt he played in vaudeville In this oountry, I under-

i

"

"
.

A. Tea.

q!

m

.

Q. Then called the Chase Theatre of Washington
oalted the B. F. Keith Theatre of Washington?

Do you recall what the salary of the four was then?
A. I ran not recall.
ft About?
A. T think T have a booh tbat would show It. Hy Impression It was $1S0.
0. For the four of them?
A. I may be wrong about It. but I tblnk that was It.
r», Wns that con.'derpd a top-notch salary In those days?
A. Well It was considered a fair salary, particularly for a
family.
0. -Fnw many showt did they do?
A. Well, I tblnk they were operating on the continuous
plan, ntnrtlne «t 10 In the morning and lasting nntll 10 or It
at night : and If my memory serves me we made three shows
a day for a while nntll another clasa of performers cams
along and Insisted upon dolnr two shows a day and then It

wk

'»'
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Q. Or WOO?
A. It was about a tbouaand dollars a year for alt shows.
Q. They didn't par big aalarlea In those days, did they. Mr.
Flodgdon?
A. No. sir.
Q. What la the greatest number ot abowa given In any
vaudeville theatre nowaday! If you know or ao far aa you
know— I withdraw tbat last question. Bo far aa yon know
what Is the largest number of shows given In any vaudeville
theatre per da"?
A. I don't know. From actnat observation I don't now,
bat I understand that they will do tbat on Saturdays snd
Sundays, some of tbe houses, not on our circuit: give four
and I don't know but what Ave. Four I know I hare heard
performers speak about doing four abowa.
Q. And none of tbe theatres booking through the B, F.
Keith's Vaudeville Exchange give that number of shows a day
ao far as you know?
A. Welt, not unless they are boohed down In the* family
department which I would not know about.
Q. Subsequently I understood you to say that tbe George
M. Cohan family played at Keith's Boston Theatre?

ft"

'.;..•
".

.

>

A. No.

j}?

i

i
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>
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30
Q. What salary did old Jerry Cohan
ceive at tbat timet
A. I haven't the slightest Idea.
Q. Can you say about bow much?
A. No. I could not.
Q. Was It anything Ilka $1,000?

x

m^ii j 1j»^ at*v> x
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,0, .Bfltere.Yon..tnrn-.over,.your showsnt: tb* Palace for the
sotdfera and sailors, was It not a customary thing almost

,.._

every morning except Monday morning when the new acta
come In and rehearse for that week, to try out new acta that
had applied for work, and have the various representatives Of
*
the theatres In the booking office go down to look at tt?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. la not that part of the eervlee, and are not these renorts
on file part of the service, and are not the general facilities
of the offlces part of the service and consideration for which
the United Booking Office receives Its Ove par oant?
A Yea, air.
.
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United Booking Officer
A. Yes. sir.

artists la the

room tor female

Q. it there a ladles' waiting

Q.

have

'
.

A. Yes,

sir.

sir.

Q. And are there consulting rooms where the representatives
of the various vaudeville houses may meet these ladles of the
Srofesslon to discuss terms of contract wr of employment with

actors

leml
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you have some of your clerical force make up a
of acts during* the seasons of 1914-15,

1015-10,

1010-17,

list

and

1017-18 who procured engagements through the United Booking Office direct, and who procured them through the United
Office through their personal representatives?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. I hand you this paper marked "Respondents' Exhibit No.
80 for identification," and ask you It that la Uie statement you

had made up?
sir.

'•

'

Q. You believe that to be accurate and correct, so far aa the
facts contained thereon are concerned?
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Goodman : I offer that In evidence.
(The paper referred to was thereupon received In evidence

80.")

By Mr. Goodman:

-

Q. What la the approximate cost of the weekly snow at
Keith's Theatre at Boston 7 I know It varies every week, but
I Just want It approximately.
A. It varies from, I should say, $8,500 to $8,000,
occasions runt up blgber than that.

-

artists' salaries for

Q.

Nor do you know anything about the Investments

In the

theatre?

A. No, air.
q. Do you know a

A

Yes

man

by the

name

of Air. Wilton?

sir

Q. Did' you know of him In 1005 and 1007
a. Why, I have known Wilton a great deal longer than
that yea ; 1 knew him when he was a performer.
Q. How loag have you known him?
Mr. Walah: Walt a moment.
object to the question aa
Improper cross-examination. I did not ask this man anything
about Wilton.

We

Mr. Goodman: No,

show he knows Wilton.
He Is connected with the United Booking Office and knows he
is connected with the United Booking Office.
I want to show
that Wilton la not and never waa connected with the United
I

Booking Office.
Mr. Walsb: That

and

let

tbem prove

simply want

to

-

part of their defense, Mr. Examiner,
In the regular way. I did not aak him

la

it

anything about that

Examiner Moors:

1

know

not strictly cross-examina-

It la

tion.

Mr. Goodman : It comes so close to the other matter that
anybody reading It will get It very fresh from the other testimony. I know It Is not strictly proper. I would like to avoid
calling Mr. Hodgdon down here again, however, If I can, and
that Is the reason I have gone Into several other things. That
la all 1 wanted to aak blm about it, Mr. Walsb.
Mr. Walah: I object to It. I do not want to be bound by
bis statement about It.
Mr. Goodman : You bound us by a lot of hearsay testimony
•
this morning.
Mr. Walsb: You have a fairway of proving this. If you
want. to make blm your witness on this point, very well.
Mr. Goodman : We will make him our witness for the pur-

By Mr. Goodman:
Q. You soy you have
A. Yes, sir.
Q.

Was

he,- at

Alf Wilton
.

a number of years!

any time, employed by the United Booking

A. No.
Q.

Old

bej

at any time, represent the United Booking Offices?

A. No.

t

maybe

five

By Mr Walsb:
Q. Is that true— you tblnk tbat

la

t

REDIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Walsh

jA

Did be have a franchise with the United Booking Offices T
A. 1 should suppose so. I have nothing to do with the franf.'<
chises, but In view of the fact he waa doing business there, I
suppose so.
Q. Yes. Well, he did do business there?
A. Aa a representative of acts; yes, sir.
Q. He must have had a franchise or he would not have been
doing business there?
Q. Sure?
A. Yes, sir. I do not know that I understood Mr. Goodman's question.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. In response to an Inquiry by Mr. Goodman, you said that
In the early daya Wsber A Fields got about $40 a week— Is

i

make.

•

con-

a performer as

It

n,

new

trial.
•.«

acta la the

••__

A. Yes. but_they are not glvsn
l

ttntn

(>>r

tbe trial acts— are (bey advertise

"*w1^"™e»eP"^^fW ^r^^e^(jas^ e^™^^s^,"eT«^»« i^ss*awew"
i

'

•

,

Keith's theatre Is located."
-v: •.: :: 'ihm
Tbat is. of course, so tbat wben tbe artist appears at tbe
*
theatre under this contract, it will be new to tbe pubilo?
;, -'Mi
A. Yea, air.
Q. And then there Is the further restriction "unless
sented to in writing by the manager or by the United Booking
Ofllcee In its behalf?'

m

V

."

Can you say why the United Booking Offices ahould be RtftfiSH
quired to give consent or why they should pass upon It?
Si
A, No, air: I canaot. Is tbat—
'£w
':
Q. I read ft from tbe form of contract— paragraph 8.
-''M
A. It Is a precautionary clause anyway. I do not tblnk It a
.;,
used much. I do not know about that.
iW\
Mr. Goodman: I do not make any objection to tbat. trotr •':',]
don't you think the clause Itself showa the reason tor that?
Mr. Walsb: Not to me. I am asking blm for the purpose
of illuminating the record, to determine the eventualities tbat
might occur, causing a breach In tbe contract during tne '""';
course of business. I read paragraph 10:
r[
"To Insure the faithful performance of tbla and every other
agreement now or which may hereafter be made by tbe art lit
with any of tbe theatres constituting tbe B. F. Keith Circuit,
J*.
tbe artist agrees tbat the cancellation of any such agreement
*.
by the manager therein, or the violation thereof by the artist,
a
shall In and of itself be sufficient ground for the manager
,'P
herein terminating and canceling this agreement."
"/'«
All or most of these theatres In tbe B. F. Keltb Circuit
g
Independent corporations, are they not? Tbat Is, they area ft
separate corporations?
Thn Wltnpw: r do not know. ! thlnfc ihej sre. .I-tnlsW'.
nearly all that I have seen the names of on the contracts— /. M.,\.
-

>

.

.

•

say to blm, "Here Is an act which I think Is a
might not be. Let ua try It out at Jersey

way?

general

.

;

it

mny come nqd ask
of

.

W?

one of the conslderatlona

:

A." And It was not so much tbe fame
was the general business conditions.

f

...•.-

City"— is that about tbe operation?

If

."-

•

—

And

...

.

the theatre tor rohesrssla?..
A. 1 do not tblnk no— no,
Q. Now,* In reference to trial acts, are acts sometimes tried
out In theatres at a low rate for tbe purpose of determining
whether or not they can be commercialized?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How Is tbat done, Mr. Hodgdon?
A. Why tbat Is done by tbe actor's business representative
making arrangement with tbe booking representative for acme
theatre to try out an act tor a week some tew act.
Q. In other words, they might say to tbe manager of Mr.
Keith's theatre at Jersey City—has Jersey City a Keith's
theatre?

Q.

•

.

,'

Q. Yes.

-

\*j*~&i£m
Q. I know you do not know, but you have been In tUo bu:Irfci
ness tor Ho years, and are there every day. and 1 am trying to
get a full atatemant from you so that the Commission may
know about this.. I tblnk you can give us aa good a statement as anybody can about the methods of doing business, and
I want to know how these personal representatives get. their
authorisation to do their business.
A. 1 am ouliged to tell you, sir, I do not know. Tbst may
sound like I am an Imbecile, but it is something I have
nothing whatever to do with. I assume they muke some aort '
of en arrangement.
Q. Can you give me any Idea of tbe number of personal
representaUvea operating through tbe U. B. O.—do you know
•
;• :/thst?
a. I can do that with tbe exception of tbe family department
I could enumerate them. I presume.
Do you want just tM
number ol them or the names or what do you want?
.v
Q. (Jive as many names as you can give.
v
•
A. Do you want to take them down ?
Q. Yea.
A, There la Max Hart, Max Hayes, Harry Weber, Alf. Wilton, Louis a Oordon, U. V. Keller, Paul Durend, Biokar *'.
Bierbauer sad Hughes a Smith.
<J. Does it ever happen tbat any of these agents are suspended from do Lug business either temporarily or per*
>%
maoantly?- .-.
-.'•
:
A. Yea, sir.
y. For what causes?
A. Why, l have never know but two oaase ot It, sbd one of
them Is la existence now, and 1 do not know what the cause
•..".: \i~'
was,
^j'
Q. Who U that?
•*"'
*
A. Arthur Kline.
,
Q. Was hs denied the privilege of the floor?
A. Temporarily, I believe.
Q. Now, referring to tbe general form of contract used by
tbe B. F. Keltb Circuit, which Is Commission's Exhibit Hi), t
call your attention to paragraph 8 ot the contract wblcb reads t
"The artist agrees not to render any services or preseot say
act or specialty In whole or in part for any other person, nor
permit motion pictures In which the artist la a character to
be presented at any time between the date hereof and the wag
ot tbe term of this engagement, either publicly, privately or
at clubs or private entertainments la the olty ro»mloncd In
paragraph 1 hereof, or In any city where a so-called B. F.

A. Yea, sir.
Q. Is the finishing of tbe trial at Jersey City, or do they
sometimes make tbe trial in some of the other theatres—
Ycnkers, for Instance?
tbat true?
A. Well, very often some of those seta play In the theatres
A. Yes, sir.
and tbe trial does not entirely Batlsfy.
Q. Tbat was In tbe days before Weber A Fields were known
Q. Yes.
to fame— Is that true?
A. Then the actor remodels his act and wants to try It again
*' °' '* u
A. Yes sir.
or thinks possibly
small
whoa
the
Cohans
got'
sum
or
Q. And*
a
money, it was
Q. When will he remodel It?
before they were knOWtt to fame? tar.aaanmvme»a^''mnnniv ivmm CTawife?Wtflr«fe* ng :Hme.- If w» eap to hltn-rff. the n»naeer ofA. The Cohans were a llttlo better known that Weber a
the theatre says. "1 (jo not think your act Is right," or If tbe
managers who have seen the act decide It la not right or It Is
Fields.
Q. But It Is true, Is it not, that as actors become known to
not what they want, they may make suggestion- to him or be
may act upon his owa Initiative and make v. "no changes In
fame, they can demand greater pay?
tbe act and, after doing so, be, or his buslntinn representative,
A. Yes, sir; but the general aalarles wsre smaller In those

days,

•^-vfe.ij

:

'

it?

but

>

•

.

A. No, sir It is a separate company.
Q. And bo far as you know tbe vaudeville exchange does not
pay tbe Palace Theatre Corporation anything for the use of

act,

^W*S&1

(J. Now, Mr. Hodgdon, what are the relations ot the personal
representatives with the U. B. 0/— are they required to have a
.-.,.
franchise?
A. No; they are not agents. They oro working for the dlf- : : l
\
terent theatres— representing different theatres.
i
mean
personal
q.
the
representative of the performer.
A. Ob, tne peraoaal representative ot the performer?
Q. Yea. Are they required to have a franchise to do business
with the United Booking Office or the B. F. Keith Exchange? YMip
A. I do not know whether that la a franchise or how l«.'lfr.$*sS
arranged. There Is some sort ot an arrangement that thoy

-

A. Yes, sir.
Q. He might

•

'

tor charging Ave per cent.?
A. Tbat Is one of the conveniences of the office, and tbe purpose ot charging tbe five per cent. Is for the purpose of keeping
up this service of tbe office, and that, 1 should say, would be
a part of It.
Q. Do you know who owns the Palace Theatre?
A, Well, 1 know tbe Palace Theatre and Realty Company
I do not know who tbe stockholders sre.
11. Tbe booking office or the. B. F. Keith Exchange does not

good

•

Q. Yes.
A. Yea, air; very largely.

;

known

Office T
..

put three or tour or

•.;.'

^

ditions tbat 1 coupled .together in the question,, all of which
)
constitute port of the consideration.
Mr. Walsh : Tbe rehearsal Is one of the things, you said?
Mr. Goodman Yes ; one of tbem.
Mr. Walsh : Tbat In all I meant to convey, that the opportunity to robearse In the Palace Theatre Is one of the considerations tor cbsrglng tbe five per cent- to the actor.

own

pose of tbat question.

1

-V

...

,.-

A. No.
Q. Let

No;

:

,

-

-*•

Mr. Goodman;

•
.

Q. These try-out theatres that you speak ot—are they theatres tbat are owned by the Keltb interests?
A. No; they are theatres tbat are known as Proctor nouses -ft—
',
and are all now popular priced houses.
.'•••"Q. I want to know where these weekly try-outs are carried
on. Are they at theatres owned by the Keith A Proctor ln-.--> viV
..;vvT,V.-v>j-3;
tereate?
a. You mesa where an act applies or plays for a full week
•'•*-'
or for Just a try-out?

me see If I can make myself clear to you. I understood you to say la response to an Inquiry from Mr. Goodman
tbat you bad trial acts, and that ths opportunity afforded to
see these acts, tbe opportunity for the actor to display his act.
Is a couslderation for wbleh the booking office la Justified In
charging the five per cent, commission? .
Mr. Ooodman : That was not my question.
*
Mr. Walah : Was tbat not lbs question ?
'

v
'

'

OUt..

you correctly?

—

Is tab

it

How la the price arrived at?
A. There la no bard and fast rule about It,
'-*'
What la the general rule?
A. The general policy would be— the act regards it aa a convenience to be able to show that act and get It la shape, and
usually 1 tblnk the booking representative bases bin offer oa
about what tbe expense of the act would be. If an artlat ban
a sketch, for Instance, with two or three people In It, be would
try to get his people aa cheaply as he could tor tbat one wesk
and he would waive anything except bis own actual expense*
and get ths salaries down aa low as he could Just for the try*

with that.
Q. You say tbat there are bearings and rehearsals In the
Palace Theatre on Monday morning?
A. No, sir ; tbat la the rehearsal for tbe regular hill.
Q. When are these rebearsala that you apeak about beldf
A. Mostly any morning ; we are not tied to any particular
morning. But we usually make It after Tuesday, because there
are so many out-of-town managers in that we want to see
these acts, and It would be Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdaya.
q. These rehearsals at the Palace Theatre are one of the
considerations afforded for tbe payment of the five per cent,
fee that Is charged the actor— la that true? Did 1 undorataad

sir.

I tblnk

Q.

that la very rare.
Q. What Ib tbe lowest paid In small time?
A. Well, that 1 could not aay. 1 do not have anything to do

and musicians?

such as
A. No,

tor the try-out.

Q.

Q. I would like to get the lowest tbst an actor gets.
A. I do not recall at this moment any act getting lower than
$125. There might be someone tbat got $100. I am apeaking
now of the better class of time. I am not speaking of the
small time. 1 do not know anything about that.
Q. I am apeaking o( the big time that la booked upstairs.
A. 1 should say $125 la about the lowest salary paid, and

A. Yes, sir.
Q. You do not know anything about the expenses of operating the theatres with respect to rent, pay of employes, eta,
ushers

m

In tbe afternoon.

.

Q. You think tbat the lowest tbat any actor playing In
vaudeville gets that books through your agency Is—
A. No, sir; I do not make that abaolute. I am sneaking

the week?

One day.
One day

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. There are try-outs in Jersey City and Union Hill? '"''.
A. Yes, sir,
y. When these try-outs are had, how Is the compensation arranged for such acts?
A. That la an arrangement tbat la made between the act or
Its representative and the booking representative of tho houaft,

halt.

generally.

:

125th Street Theatre,

—

Q. And the demands of the public?
A. Yes sir.
q! And' the' population of the city or the wealth of ths com-

munity to pay?
A. Yes sir.
Q. By that you mean just the

about it
Mr. Goodman
The Witness :

Q. I mean tbe individual. I want to get the range.
A. 1 do not know how to answer tbat question. Tbat has
varied a great deal in the years gone by. I do not think—
ahould say roughly possibly $125. We very rarely get anything below that— from $123 to $150 and $175 and, once la a
while, we get a tew acta at about those figures.
Q. Yea, but sometimes when there is a spilt weekly, fob
have to -pay an actor then by tbe day, do you not?
A. No ; a split week whoever baa one-halt pays half of the
aafary and the porty that haa the other half paya ths other

and on

Q. And Keith's Palace Theatre in New York?
A. Well, the Palace 1 am not familiar with, you understand.
do not know anything about that.
Q. Well, Keiths at Washington, D. C?
A. Keith's Theatre at Washington I ahould say roughly
would be about the same as Boston.
«. Would Keith's Theatre at Indianapolis be the sameT
A. No, Keith's lndianapolla Theatre would be a less salary.
I should Imagine It would be between two thousand, twentynve hundred or three thousand dollars.
Q. And Keith's Lowell Theatre— how much would that be?
A. I think they are spending about thirteen or fourteen hundred doliara a week.
Q. So that the cost of the shows In the various theatres of
the Keith's Circuit vary with the requirements of the town?
A. Yes, sir.
I

made more money?

A. Well, I do not know anything about— they all made
money, 1 guess. I know tbe actors have, and 1 have an idea
Mr. Albee and Mr. Keith have also.
Q. The B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange do not make a
practice of booking only such stars In tbe vaudeville field as
Sarah Bernhardt and Amelia Bingham and Harry Lauder, do
they— they are not all tbat character or class or quality, are
they?
A. No, sir ; there are a great many lesser lights, yea sir.
Q. I took it from Mr. Goodman's examination of you, that
at that booking office you booked generally acts of tbat standard. But, as a matter of fact, you book vaudeville actors
from grades down— those people I have mentioned stand the
highest In the profession, do they not?
A. Yes sir.
q! What Is the lowest weekly salary tbat tbe managers who
book out of the B. F. Keltb Vaudeville Exchange pay to actors?
A. The loweat individual salary or the lowest weekly salary
for the house?
Q. The weekly salary, I mean.
A, I. know, but do you mean the total weekly salary for the
theatre or the Individual?
•

and marked by the stenographer 'Respondents' Exhibit No.

.

aa

.

Booking

A. Yes,

sir.

Q. Actors, of course, were constantly demanding more pay
tor their services, were they not?
A. Yes, sir ; and salaries were Increased.
Q.° And as Mr. Keith and Mr. Albeo made more money the

Q. For tbeir accommodation?

A. Yes,

course, because they do not know what' the/ are, but they
advertised in the general way.
y. Abput how mauy weeks do these trials runt
A. Well, it the
la what It la expected to be or what
the act expects It Is, It does not have to have but one trial.
Q. Are there some of the theatre* known as try-out theatres?
A. No ; not strictly. There la one theatre, aa I said before. I
think they are using on one night a week—I do not knot? much

of the public tor better class of vaudeville
developed In recent years also, have they not?

a. Yes

i

Ana a maid employed there T

Q.

The demands

,

i

,*

of
any fimk •»•»-»
p rom nen_ce,
« T*
«^
i

e»>

».

.

.

an
JB

By Mr. Wslsb:
For Instance, Boston
one In New' York?
Q.

Waahlngton?
A. I do sot know.

Jt^

f

from

L

/

f

•

A. I think that Is so, but from
my own knowledge
not familiar with tbat
Q. And a asperate corporation owns the Keitber

•

Ml—

/
a different corporation

Is

'

'

I

'

—

:

'

:

HRnm;
•'

tS

'
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-
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:

:
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A. I did not get it up personally.' It was gotten np by
people In my department and they got It from the books.
Q. About how many acta or how many people are there on
ii u average
to an act?
A. That la a bard question to answer. They vary from one
to 26, and I do not know how to—
,.
Q. Can you make any kind of • fair estimate, taking the
year over, as to the average number of people In an actwould you say it would be three?
A. 1 would say It would be three and I have an idea It
might possibly be five. That Is only an approximation.
Q. You think it would be from three to five?
- '>A. Yes, sr.
Mr. Goodman: You believe It would be from three to five?
The Witness: Yes, sir; I should imagine it would be somewhere about that, taking into account the sketches, eta

Mr. Goodman : If you <lo not know, Mr. Hodgdon, say so.
Mr. Walsh: is that the (act, Mr. Goodman?
Mr. Goodman : There la a separate corporation, hut all the
corporations are controlled by one company.
Mr. Walsh : A holding company ?
Mr. Goodman : Yes, sir.
Mr Walsh : What Is the name of that?
Mr. Goodman: The B. F. Keith Theatre Company of
Connecticut. As to most of them that Is so. The New York
houses are all controlled by the B. F. Keith New York
Theatres Company.
Mr. Walsh : Is the Washington theatre a separate corporation and the Boston theatre a separate corporation.
'
Mr. Goodman : Yes.
i
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. You sold this morning you had another form la which
paragraph 11 la eliminated?
A. That Is the cancellation clause— yea.
Q. And it nothing is said, why you present to the artist (or
signature the form like Exhibit 89, do yon not?

A.

With the cancellation clause

Yes,
l Ye
That

in Itt

sir.

is clause 7 in that other contract?
Q.
A. There are two or three hundred of these contracts pasting through my bands every day. I cannot tell you that I
think the other contract is exactly a duplicate of this with
the exception of the cancellation clause.
Q. At times when an actor object* to paragraph 11, you
present another form for signature?
A. Sometimes the actor objects and sometimes we do not
want the actor to cancel us. If the act la of sufficient Importance, we do not want It canceled.
_....
Q. Bo you know how many of those are In existence en the
B. F. Keith Circuit at the present time?

m

A. No.
Q. There
are not very
"

A.

many?

do not know what you

I

many.

call very

-

Cj. Are there any In existence at the present time
A. Yes, ar.
Q. "Can you tell us any.

A. Mies Lva .anguay
a, lot of them.

—

I

?

cannot recall, but I can probably

And

in

which

your attention
provides—

It

to

la

an

actress

whose
>

paragraph 7 of this contract,

"If before tue commencement of or during this engagement
the manager finds that the artist has reduced or changed the
personnel or number of performer*, or otherwise changed or
altered the quality of the act contemplated herein, the manager may forthwith cancel this agreement."
-.
Now, who le to Judge—
Mr. Goodman:
not finish that, Mr. Walsh?
Mr. Walsh : Here is anotbtr sentence
"and if such change is discovered only after the artist has
commenced the engagement, the manager may, at his option,
permit the act -to perform and deduct from the salary when
payable, an amount In proportion to the decrease in value of
said acts, provided he gives the artist written noticeo! such
intention to deduct before the second performance."

II

Why

Si
f"A

if'

-

By Mr. Walsh

l

Q. Now, who Is the -Judge of whether or not the quality of
the act baa been changed or altered?
•"'-..v.
Mr. Goodman: I think that question Is not fair to this
;•-- witness. That is really a question of law, after all.
Mr. Walsh : I am really after the practices in the. pro-

v

That

-fessjon.

&'•

I

gsfcr-y

m
mil

Walsh.

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Bo you know anything about
A. What 1b the question?

that?

-

-

Q. Yes.
A. And if a man bad booked ten people and. gets seven, he
wants some redress.
Q. That 1b true, but this contract specifically provides for
a penalty In case of tbe alteration in the number, and It also
.provides for a penalty if there Is an alteration in the quality
-•'
f the act
A. That would be an alteration in the quality of the act, if
v
It were cut down three people or came out on the road three
people short Necessarily the quality of tbe act would deteriorate.

Q. Yes, that la true, I have no doubt, but this paragraph
provides that it the artist baa reduced or changed the perannuel or numbers ot performers; and then It provides -"or
otherwise changes or alters tbe quality of the, act contemplated*
"
tbe rein."
What kind of an alteration or change otherwise
night take place In an act?
Vr "•:'. A. Well/ a man may have a partner working with blm and
.

.

'

'.he may
'..,'

change that

partner..

Q. That refers te the personnel, but X

am

talking about tbe

quality.

binges on tbe quality.
It be changes the personnel and the act deteriorates on that account, why you are
still back to tbe quality question again.
>
Q. Yes, that is true, but this provides "otherwise changes
•'
tbe quality," meaning that by changes in the personnel. You
y -'are only talking about changes in the personnel of the act.
„,..A. If he changes the personnel and puta in an assistant
that is not of the same quality as tbe man he had, he has
changed the personnel ot the act to the disadvantage of the

A.

m

ft all

.act

65"

Q. But this provides it there is another change than a
of the personnel if there is a change
thevnumber or
change id
Id thaVnumber

ai
-k

t?
in tbe quality of the act?
dl not write the contract, but I have
A. I do not know. I did

.

i:

—

V,

'.'»,

'
'

an ideaMr. Kelley : Mr. Walsh, will you allow us to
gestion st that point?

make a

sug-

*

Mr. Walsb: Yes.
Mr. Kelley: It occurs that allowing scenery to depreciate,
tbe question of costumes allowing them to be unkempt andUnattractive—one costume kept in a proper manner may be
active to the audience, but when permitted to be worn
six months may not be and allowing people to go under
synonymous with at>ed name, etc Quality is quite
•--""-'"'"'"•"•"

—

—

'

eneas.

••"

-•--•o-----^^----~

Goodman has Introduced this statement purporting
tbe number of acts booked by representatives and
\ber of acts booked direct. You indicate here in lult
that tbere were 7,017 acts booked by Keith's
rls that the United Booking Office?
\tructed my people to get this up and they got It
oks, and I assume it Is correct
aly

By Mr. Goodman:
Q. Is there any reason why your people in the office should
not have given you a correct list when you asked for it?
.*
Old you tell them wbat you wanted.lt for?
A. Yes sir.
Q. Is there any reason why they should not give you a
A. No, air.
Mr. Kelley
centage?

Bo you know

:

"—

Bsssj

The Witness: Yes, sir.
Mr. Goodman: Mr. Walsb, we

'
states

-

,'

1

a

correct per-

yon the names

will get

it

you want them.
r
Mr. Walsh : Yes, air; I think we had better have them.
Mr. Goodman : Very well.
"4
Mr. Walsh: That is all.

Examiner Moore:

We

morning at ten o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 4 .20
taken until tomorrow,
o'clock a, m.)

will

adjourn now until tomorrow

o'clock

Friday,

m., an adjournment was
February 7, 1818, at ten

p.

Mr. Goodman: Mr. Examiner, the respondents move to
strike out tbe -testimony of the Commission's witness, Aldrlch,
as to conversations had with a man named Wilton, as .testified to in the last session, upon the ground that it appears
by the testimony of Mr. Hodgdon, called by the Commission,
that Wilton did not represent any of the respondents at the
time ot these alleged conversations, nor was he connected

Examiner Moore: Mr. Walsh, do you

an assumption on your part?

dlestre

to

on this motion?
Mr. Walsb: No, I do not desire to be heard on it
the question was settled yesterday.
Examiner Moore : Tbe motion is overruled.

be heard
I think

PAT CASEY
was recalled by the Commission.
Mjrv Walsh: Mark this tor Identification.
(Tbe paper referred to wsb thereupon marked by' the
stenographer Commission's Exhibit No.. 45 for Identification.)

DIRECT EXAMINATION.
By

Mr. Walsh:
Q. Mr. Casey, I show you Commission's Exhibit No. 46 tor
identification and I ask you what It Is?
A. List of circuits of three or more theatres belonging to
tbe Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association.
Q. And is that also a list of each theatre in each circuit?
A. Yes, sir.

Mr. Walsh: I offer it in evidence.
(The paper referred to was thereupon received In evidence
and marked by the stenographer Commission's Exhibit No.
45.)

Mr. Walsh: Mark this for identification.
(Tbe paper referred to was thereupon marked by the
stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 46 tor Identification.)
By. Mr. Walsb:
W. Mr. Casey, I show you Commission's Exhibit 46 for identification and I aBk you to tell us what It is?
A. That is a list of the theatres that are members of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association.
Q. And that is an entire list?
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Walsh : I offer It in evidence.
(The psper referred to was thereupon received In evidence
and marked by tbe stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 46.)
By Mr. Waleb
Q. However, Mr. Casey, bow many of these theatres are
owned by Individuals or corporations?
A. Many of them, yes, sir.
Mr. Walsh
Mark this for Identification.
(The paper referred to was thereupon marked by the
stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 47 for identification.)
By Mr. Walsh
Q. I show you Commission's Exhibit No. 46 for Identification,
Mr. Casey, and I ask you what that 1st (banding same to
.

:

witness).

A. That Is a statement showing

who owns

tbe stock—who

the stockholders are In the Pat Casey Agency.
Q. And that 1b a true statement of sucb ownership?
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Walsh: I offer It in evidence.
(The paper referred to was thereupon received In evidence
and marked by tbe stenographer Commission's Exhibit No.
47).

By Mr. Walsh
Q.

Let

rectly

In

me ask yon this, Mr. Casey, so I may
my mind: At what place in New York

get It corCity Is lo-

cated tbe office of the V. M. P. A.?
A. At the Columbia Theater Building, 701 Seventh Avenue,

New York
Q.
A.
Q.

City..

_

-

.

And who occupies these offices?
Wbere ham?
Whoever has charge of the offices

"

Q.
a'.

Q.

-

A.

-

.Q.

A.

Q.
A.
Q.

Yes,

A,
Q.
a.

—

I

you and the gentleman who

to

«

Yea, sir.
Is there a Mr. Bradley there?
No/ Mr. Bradley was there before
-

I

went In

there,

How many

Q.

A.

rooms do you have?

A.

One.
Just one?
Just one big Urge room.

Q.

.

a

Q.

Is that

A.

That

Q.

Do

A.

Whenever

directors'

,

room?

Is everything u done in that one- room.
the director* of the V. M. P. A. meet tbere? <r
I call the meetings; yes, air.
Q. You call the meetings?
\
A. Yea, tlr.
Q. When was the last meeting?
A. I think probabiv a couple of months ago.
Q. Who was present at that time?
A. If I remember correctly Mr. Moss was there, Mr. Nick
Scbenck, Mr. Scrlbner, Mr. Murdoch and myself, I believe.
Q. And when, previously, had there been a. meeting, approximately?
a. Ob, I call them very often because we call meetings at
any time anything ot importance comes up to take action on.
Q. Then the directors meet up there?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Who keeps the minutes of the V. M. P. A.? Or do you
keep the mlndtes ot the meetings?
A. Yee.
Q. Who keeps the minutes?
A. Mr. Goodman.
Goodman?
Q.
A. Yea, sir.
Q. At the directors' meetings does he also appear?
A. Sometimes and sometimes he doesn't.
Q. This one two months ago?
A. I believe someone was appointed he was not there at
that last meeting, and at those meetings they appoint a secretary each time to take the minutes and then the minutes
would be turned over to the minute book.
Q. And then Mr. Goodman makes up the minutes for, tbe
president and secretary to sign?
A. He would torn the minutes over and then make up the
minutes, or they would be made up, and turned over to him
v•
to be put Into the minute book.
Well, Mr. Goodman Is the attorney far the V. M. P. A.?
Q.
A. Yes, sir.
But not an officer?
Q.
A. Yes ; be is the treasurer.
Q. Oh xes, he is the treasurer?
A. Yes sir.
ica say Mr. Goodman keeps the minutes tor you In the
Q.
book. In the minute book?
A. He prepares them.
_
Q. He Is not secretary now, of course?
A. Mr. Moss Is secretary.
Q. Had Mr. Goodman been previously?
know
hapthere.
I
don't
wbat
I
have
been
A. Not while
pened when I was not thereu
Does the V. M. P. A. pay salaries?
Q.
A. Yes, air.
Q. What salaries do they pay?
They pay me a salary and they pay the office force a
A.
salary only, that is all.
~
.

V:

.

-

.:

,t.

t\

.

CROSS-EXAMINATION.

By

Mr. Goodman:
Q. Mr. Casey, one moment ; with reference to these minutes
about which you have been Interrogated. Is not this the way
is done : Somebody in your office prepares a rough draft Of
thj minutes and bands them to Mr. Goodman to make them
op in the regular form for tbe minute book?
A. Someone who acts as secretary et the meeting when It
Is held, that don't have to be somebody In my office.
q.
Mr. Goodman gets them up aa counsel tor the assoIt

'

ciation?

A.

Yes,

•

sir.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION.

.

j

By Mr. Walsb:
Mr. Casey, of course, as manager of the V. M. P. A.,
Q.
you want to get as great a membership as possible?
A. Yes elr.
q! Then do. you have a list ot all the theaters in the
United States that are not members ot the V. M. P. A.?
A. Yes, sir.
/'Q. Can you furnish us such a list?
A. I have already, sir; It Is In evidence, here.
Q. That is the names of the theatres?
A. Ob, no, I think I gave them to you as a total number.
I will furnish you that form from the record that I have., the
Individual names.
Q. Can you Indicate on that list, Mr. Casey, so far as you
are able, where these theatres that are not
A. I will give you the town and the full thing.
Q. So tar as you are able, Indicate on the list wbere these
theatres book?
A. Yes, sir.
,
Mr. Walsh : Will you mark this for Identification. This Is
another paper that Mr. Casey furnished.
(The paper referred to was thereupon marked by the stenographer Commission's Exhibit No. 48 for identification).
By Mr*vWalsh:Mr. Casey, I will show you Commission's Exhibit 48 for
Q.
Identification and ask you what It is.
A. It Is a list of the bookings made by the Pat Casey for
Bert & Lottie Walton from 1911 to the present time.
Mr. Walsh : I offer It in evidence.
(The paper referred to was thereupon received In evidence
and marked by the stenographer Commission's Exhibit No.
.

48).

By Mr. Walsb
Mr. Casey, after refreshing your mind by calling your
Q.
attention to "Variety" ot June 29th, 1917, and looking at
page Vi, does that bring to your mind as to whether or not
tbe V. H. P. A. paid for that advertisement for Bert A Lottie
itness).
Walton? (Showing *A. We pusitlvely did not

The verbatim report of the investigation will be continued in next week's
issue of VARIETY.
=tv«

I

_ri

I

bellweT

_^

-

girl.

sir.

Mr. Milts is an assistant
on the arbitration board?

Is

.'

•

bws

of the V. M. P. A.?

Who occupies them?
Yes.
1 do, the Vaudeville Managers* Protective Association.
xou occupy these offices and who else is located there
with you. who have- 7ou with you working?
A. The hetfi _
v
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Q.

A.

—

FRIDAY'S (Feb. 7) REPORT.

<.

Q. Bow te it determined whether the quality of the act has
been changed or altered, so as to entitle the manager to
cancel under his contract?
A. 1 can only give you a suppoetltlous case. That la a
preventive clause that Is very rarely taken advantage of, but
an 'act booked from New York with ten people in It 1* liable
to go out on the road and cut down two or three people
which would militate against the act and change the quality
i$\ of It

:

A. Yes.
Q. Give us some of the names?
A. Walter Kelly, Cressy a Dane, Mr. and Mrs. Barry—ot
It is hard work tor me to make you understand that
these things are all a Jumble In my mind. I know there are
a lot of them, and those are those that I recall right oft.
Q. How many do you think there are booking direct?
A. I could not attempt to say or undertake to say what the
percentage would be. That is something I have never looked
up. I know there are quite a lot of them that come in and
do their business direct.
Mr. Kelley : I think it Is clear, Mr. Walsb, that the witness has not even read the statement and I think it is unfair
to -ask him these questions.
Mr. Walsh : I do not want to do anything that is unfair.
Tbe Witness: I think I could think ot more probably.
course,

with them la any way.

la all.

Examiner Moore: Do you know?
Mr. Kelley: I do not believe this witness knows about

that, Mr.
.

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Can you tell me the names ot any actors or aotrtssss
who, during tbe past year, have booked direst with the
United Booking Offices?

correct list?

Q. Well, of course. Era Tanguay
services are in great demand?
A. Yea, sir; that is what I soy.
Q. 1 call

,

Of what does their force consist?
It consists of Mr. Lee.
Who Is be?
He Is a sort of a general office man.
Ybb ?
And Mr. Mills.
*
Mr. Mills is what?
•
Just an employe.
VYes; who elee?
Miss Curry //stenographer and telephone
Stenographer and telephone girl?

Q.
A.
.

.

\

.

.

a

NOTES

LETTERS
When

Floy Murray joined the Doris Hardy
sketch at Loew's, Montreal, this week.

FranlT-HnyUr has joined Chauncey
Olcott in "The Voice of McConnell."

Jerome Patrick left New York last
week for San Francisco en route to
.New Zealand to receive his share of

John Sinopoulo, owner of the Lyric.
Oklahoma City, has announced he will
build a theatre in that town**

the- estate of his father, who recently
died in the Antipodes. At the time of
his death Patrick's father was reputed
to be worth about $10,000,000. The leading man and a sister share the estate.

Mr. *n4 Mn. Harry Corson Clark*
another

contemplate

making

their fifth.

world's

tour,

Reeves may return to England
May, to appear again under the direction of Fred Karno.

..Sophia Tucker is collecting a Passover fund for the Jewish prisoners of
the Darfhemora, N. Y., prison.

lobby coming from Third avenue. The
interior of the house has also undergone changes. Merrow is the architect.

Billie

s

in

.

"

The K. of C hut in Times Square is
staging a performance on its roof at
odd times and attracting a. large crowd.
*

.

-^—

.

-'.

JohnnyDaly, who left the United
Theatre Ticket Co. several weeks ago
to join the staff at the McBride
Agency, has returned to his former
berth

!

The vaudeville partnership between
Paul Durand, the agent, and Albertina
^Rasch, the dancer, has been dissolved.
Durand says. It followed an attachment placed against Miss Rasch in
Chicago late in January by" Paul Sundberg, in the Rasch turn, who claims
salary for a full season of 40 weeks at
The Rasch properties
$75 weekly.

-'.:

Palace Theatre
were equipped with new uni-

___

i

-

%

English contracts will entertain the

American soldiers over

A
<

.

held March

r

.

The

election will

be

*,

The

Fund

Actor's

Benefit
(Friday),

fourth
takes place .this afternoon
Members
at the Nixon, Pittsburgh.
of "Turn to the Right," "Passing
Show", and vaudev'lle artists, now in
appear.
will
that city,
.

Effie McVicker will handle the office
routing of the Selwyn shows for the
remainder of the .season, having
formerly assisted the late Charles
(.Pink) Hayes when he handled the
books.
^

•

and

16

stenograohers

in the statement

are

recorded

on criminology.

•

Eddie Darling sent his name into
Carlin on Tuesday when the

Harry
latter

was enjoying

An office boy

his

bore the

The immigration

can use."

Many Keith houses are to he

equipped

"olio" drops between now
and the summer. P. Dodd Acker man
has been commissioned to design and

with

new

paint the drops by the Keith office
through George C. Lauder. -No jspe«fienumber has been mentioned

A

newly formed vaudeville agency
partnership has been formed by Sam
Grisman and Mark Linder, both recently discharged from the army. Their
first

,<-.

production* will be a

new dramatic

:

5

'

v"*^

..

Meiarcs Mrs J
Mel vera Babe
Merlin Francis ._

Meyers

,s|

<

•,

:'^

Mr

Jacquette

Middleton Juxunls

Fellows Bffle

James Walter

FerguBon Barney
Ferguson Ernest
Fern Harry

Jefferson Cecil

Miller John-.
>
Miller Will •;,
y i%i
Mlllersblp yisfilfti-^
Milton PmfflT';
-

Jennings Freddy

Momsor Walter
Monges Richard
C
Montague MerceUas
Montgomery
Frank
•ry.nass.
>-:.-;

Keate'Earl
Keete John
Kennedys Dancing

Kerner Ott
Knowlton Welda
Kuhn Paul

Godfrey Chae

Murphy Frank
Mufphy Alice

.

Firstclass Theatre
<

:

i

Wa:

MOT A TABLOID PROPORTION
Wire or Write

DR.

Greenwald Joe
Grey Clarice

Can use

all

HARRY

A.

MARCH

Aster Hotel, New York ^\
kuds of UMful comedy company

Griggs Valeria

%

i"?

fiouio ejttred in or eloee to New Tort for
stock.
For spring and summer season.

Graham Alma

NEW

'

;

Lavatn Ben

E

;

Morrleon _
Morrisey F J
Huelier Edwarfi
Mullen Jim

Langdon Hal

Vavere-

BaE-

ttwa;.;>:.i '••:..-*?;?!
Hoore OUve
MorettI Helen *;~ •Morey Chas
Moray Norton
Morrisey Jack ^S^atSl
Morrtoon^Ohas Pi-;^^|

La Costa Harold
La Mert Lou
Lamont James

La

-----

.

Montgome:
ery
Montrose I

Keno Joe

B

\

MohrMrftMrs

Kay Claude
Kayne Agnes

Goldla Horace
Goldfarb Aaron
Gordon Blanche

W

Cuder Hal
Cullen Frank
CununlQgs & Gladlngs
Curry Henry

j

COMBINATION

ARCH

ARTHUR

HENDRICKS and EVAN
,

authorities threaten

although their parents did not live
here, they were permitted to land. Now
for some reason the immigration people have dug up the records. On Tuesday the children were questioned for
Jour, hours at EUis, Island and the end
of that time the kids were In tears.
They were paroled in custody of Arthur J. Horowitz, who controls the

and Wednesday the matter came
up before Federal authorities. There'
was no action then, the case being
put over until March 12.
act,

:.'-

Martyn ft Florence
-Maths ft Glrlls
Meek. Donald

Farrell Peggie
Farrell Frankle

Gobolet Elmer

Cornell Frances
Crateau Diana

Japan the two youngsters
now appearing with the Royal Yueno
Japs, an acrobatic turn. The children
who are 12 and 14 years of age, respectively, arrived here five years ago and,

j.

:

.

Hunting Luluh
Huyler Frank.

Gaforth ft Brock
Gallagher Desmond

Cross Chas

M
.

:'

Huffard Nick
Hughes ft Harris

George Wilbur
Germalne Bertha
Gllmore Mr ft Mrs

Cook Jean
Cook Emma

to return to

Carlin took one swift look and sent
back word, "I have all the actors I

V:

MoLean Cora
MoWilUam Al
j
Mack Drens
Mack NIel
.r.i;,;.f3
Melons Edna .:.-.Marks Ben

Langley Irene
Lavall Ella

Conroy Frank

•

busiest hour.

name on a card

*

Colllne Lillian

'

-

,

'.

Mclntyre Molly

Avery

Hudson Helen

Foelment Harry
Fonnan Edgar
Foster Grace
Frances Paul
Frances & De Marr
Francis Marie
Franks Jessie
Franklin Evelyn
Fraser Rose
Freeburgh Helen
Futs Chas
Fuller Earl

Cleveland Babe
Cllne Finale
Clyde Ora
Collot Eleanor

Cromwell

..

MoBlllgott Jack

McGee Jas ••McGowsn A g"
MeHugh James

Holden Brma

Fields Arthur B
Fitspatrlek Jack
Fltzpatrlck Harry

demons Cameron

Joe Click, "back" with one of the
"Leave It to Jane" companies, vamped
into town Sunday, saying he had just
completed the "pitcher and bowl" circuit and had to see the bright lights.
Saturday Joe collected a bet. One of
the cast bet him $50 he couldn't turn
musical contractor and -hire the orchestra in a south Jersey town. Joe
promptly did- what the actor said he
couldn't do and brought the coin to
Broadway.

Boyle and Brazil left "The Overseas
Revue," the Will Morrisey show, now
playing in Chicago. The dancers returned to vaudeville, theinuccess with
the"/ production tempting the big time
managers to consider them. Brazil is
slated for a rrflnor role in a new show
to be produced by Phil Dunning who
supervised the entertainment on the
U. S. S. George Washington during
President Wilson's trip abroad

According to the annual report of
Secretary of State Hugo, only two
chorus girls fell afoul of the police
in this State, while three manicurists

Mae

:

summer by

.

McAffre Jos
~rrr rz?
McDemltt J C
MacDonald Jas
McDufly Jas
v >*-;#

F

Iverson FriUla

Cardownle Phoebe
Carnln Katie
Caulcy BUI
•
Clerget Paul
Clark Harry
Clark Rose
Clark Marie
Clay Ten r>eek

Philadelphia agents and house managers is already on, probably superinduced by visions of the seashore
because of the recent balmy weather.
Reports, however, are that most of the
Philadelphia theatres will remain open
Usually
throughout- the
summer.
almost all of Philly's houses are closed
over the hot weather.

James Buckley, general Eastern passenger agent for the Erie Railroad, is
Mr. Buckley has beenseriously ill.
with the Erie for the past 54 years, and
is the oldest active passenger agent in
the country.

.-

in Atlantic City for the

•.
I

-

Caprice Lucille

rash for cottages and apartments

wm

Howard Ed

H C

Emerson Graoe
Emmett Hugh

Cahn Leo
Camls Willy
Cantweil ft Walker

"symphony quarters.

ft

i

Lynch Era
Lynch Ray
Lynch Ray .:'.
Lynch
Lynton Peibam
,'

Hoey Chae

Elchen Val
Eldridge Mlsa

Bunnla Rose
Buah Frank

there.

Dave Nowlin is a candidate for
exalted ruler of Queensboro Lodge, No.
competiting candidate

His
878, Elks,
is John Kitten.

Bhrenburg

Lutt Howard
i

Hltohern Ethel

*Edyy Ruth

Eg an Crls

\

Herbert Richard

Henebaw

'

.

Loftus Ray
Lofatne Wynne
Lorens Bert
Lorraine DeltaLorraine Edna
Lloyd Marts
Lu-Belle Jacq

erbert Bid

Edelateln Earnest

>

Lewie Dick
Lewis Sid
Linton Tom

german Max

Eckert Kitty

W

E

'

t

Biownell Hazel

Edgar Varese, the French composer,
appointed director of the new orchesMacMillen, business mantra.
S.
ager, is in charge of the newly opened

Arthur Sullivan and Mercedes Clarke
have arranged to sail for Europe in
early April and prior to taking up

'

Levy Abe

.

.

Brown Chas
Brown Geo

Bushell

H

Wm

Henderson Mrs
Henkel O V
Herman Leon

Drayton Es
Dumltrescu.Tr
Dunbar Chas

Bridges Inna

The organization of the New Symphony Orchestra Society of the New
York Federation of Musicians was
effected in New York last week, with

forms this week bearing the title of
the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange
on the collars of the coats.

Duch

,

Hehn

'/,!

'

Healy Eddie

Donaldson Avlee
Dooley Jimmy
Donney Morris
Doyle John

Brilliant May
Britt George
Brlttala Frank

office staff* in the

building

Be Winters Grace

'

,

Leslie Ethel

W

Dennis Will

De Wolfe Fred

Wo

were attached.

The

I

Duqb Walter

.

'

Havden TO
Hawkins Thomas
Hawler Helen
Hayn Devely
Hayward Beatrice
Hay-ward Mrs 8
Hayward Sidney
Haynes Herman
Haynes Mary
Hayward B H

Dean Daisy

Diamonds Carlena
Dlun Dollar J

Beeoby Eva
Bell 'Mr J H '
Beatley Jno
Berkey Grayce
•:
Berry
Blgeiow Sharly
Ba>d Wllkl
Blake A
.
Blanc? Irene
Bowler Harry
Bowman Ruth
Brackin Thos

M

Harris Blanche
Harris Emerys

Darrell Rupert
Davlea Entile

D

Lenore Jack
Leake Bergt
F
Lemley Jack
,
Lenore Jack
f
Leonard Jean
Leonard. Ora
Leonard Olivette

Bell

Wm

Hart Hasel
Harvard Mr ft Mrs
.Harper Helen
Harvard Chae
Harrington Jim
Hastings Eddie

Belly Ben

Barrett Joe
Barrett Rose
Barrett Raymond

Layetto

Hamcock Helen
Hardy Adete
Herman Carl
Harvard Mrs C

Darley Brian

Baker Mr \
Baker Marlon

W

Hall Roy

Cuthert Rupert

Andera 81atere
Anderson Arthur
Anderson Agnes
Andrews Mabel
Anthony Mildred
Anthony Mrs J
Aral Elko
Allman ft Arnold

-

Proctor'* 58th Street is undergoing
reconstruction that will add at least
300 to the seating capacity. There will
be an' entirely new lobby on the 58th
street side that will run right into the

Hale

Curtis Claud

Almond Mrs T

Lawrence* Do Varaey

Hoge

sending for mall to VARIETY,
address Moil Clerk.

Albert Root B
Allen & Taxi
Ailyn Janet

Lavolre Olives

Gulce,

Gulran John

POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING OR
CIRCULAR LETTERS WILL NOT BE
ADVERTISED.
LETTEBS ADVERTISED IN ONE
ISSUE ONLY.

'That Night," by James Horan.
Five people play it, with Doc Sommers
featured

playlet,

Guest Alfred

in

u

JUST OUT"

OUR FIRST

'

''.'
'

CRITICISM:

Hendricks and Evans-.
Songs and Talk.
IS Mine.; One.
Keeney's, Brooklyn.

/

The war did s food turn for Hendricks and Brans by brlnslnf then
together in a raudoyllle act that no doubt will keep them worklog for tome
Umo to come. Mr. Hendricks (formerly of Hendricks and Padula) Joined
the Army in February. 1118. rjecomiu a sergeant, while Enns (formerly of
Andcrion and Erani) went Into toe Naijr In Aumut. 1017, and
credited
with ntrlnu mado ten trips to Franoei Hendricks and Erans were seta to
good advantage la tbs new sugo oombinitlon on the spedal "rcllltary feetlvsl bill" at KcOTcr's, Brooklyn. Tueaday night
Tboy were In uniform:
Hendricks wore a White chirrroa (eerrlce) and a white star, while Brans,
a chief petty officer, sportod two oversees chevrons. In ''one" they meet,
sbtke hands, Hendricks asking for a light, with subseanent songs and
talk, excellently put over.
Home of the crossfire hinges on war talk, with
several of the gags as follows: "I saw you going into the Y. M. C. A. hut"
'Yea, I went In to get a packago of cigarettes but I didn't buy them because
I didn't have the DOo."
"What port do you like bestr" "Port wine."
Tho solo* and duets included "When I Oct Back to My Old Homo Tttwn."
"Old Pal o* Mine," "Itcmembor Forever Is a Long, Long Tims" (by Bergt.
Hendricks), "Another Good Man Gone Wrong" (Erans), with Ike pair setting big returns on "Wonderful Mammy of Mlno" at the close.
The act
SOttd • wild hlL The i££tt wei* tuHflrS <jH mac «l*cisl Zxwtr
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AND HER SAX REVUE
81st Street Theatre,

New York,

Next Week (March

'I'.

JAMES PLUNKETT

Direction,

3-5)
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Musical Momenta Co
Mystic Hanson 8

,

:
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Pnntzei Carl
Perelra Paul
Petera Frederick
Philbuck John A

v,

^

^'

Wsiman Cliff
Ware Thrysa
Ward 8 Raymond
Ward Bessie
Ward BUI
Ward Fells
Ward 8 Cullon

s$r

Wayne Jnitlaa
Webb Vent

Putnam Oliver
(Jnlntrell

F I

In

Barney Maree

to

be seen,

"Orientals"
8
r

wood Chicago.
%
"Paris by Night" 8 Worcester Worceeter 10
Howard Boston.
"Parisian Flirts" 8 Oayety
LoulavUlo 10

etc.

Lyceum Columbus.
"Pennant winners" 8 Crown Chicago 10 Oayety Milwaukee..
"Pirates" 8-B Armor/' Blngbamton 6-8 Hudson Schenectady 10 Akron 11-12 Watertown 18 Oswego 14-16 Liter Niagara Foils

-

/*-

Bert

.

Williams Sidney
Williams Ruth
Wilklsaon D L
Williams Marie

Rogers Rntfci ^.„
Roao Frank ft OHIs

~ BosaWnv.,!

\

NO SUNDAY SHOWS
NO TRAVELING

Wolworth Mrs J
Woolson Billy

Woods Mildred
Woods Helen
Woodcox Everett

\

WARREN

v

ARTHUR

OR

ILL.

A.

(Beldon
1

ft

Bradford

Colonial Providence.
"Sight Seers" 8 Empire Hoboken 10 L O.
"Social Follies" 8-4 Wheeling 5-6 Steuben.viiio 7-8 Canton O 10 Victoria Pittsburgh.
"Social Maids" 8 Casino Brooklyn 10 Empire
Nowflrk
"Speedway Olrls" 8 Oayety Brooklyn 18-18

10

CLAHAGE

AVENUE THEATRE. DETROIT, MICH.

.Cnmp Dlx Wrlghtstown

Office.
;

Orals Gene
Crolghton J
Eaton Louise

Stanton Babette
Stark Nick

Baton Jean

M

Address

A

MICHAEL

^*«tfis8iMiisSlia

"Burlesque Wonder Show" 8 Empire Albany
10 Oayety Boston.
"Cheer Up America" 8 Casino Boston 10 Columbia New York.
Dixon's "BIk Review" 8 Fenn ClroultylO Oayety Baltimore.
"Follies ot Day" 8 Columbia Chicago 8-11
Berebel Des Moines la.
"Follies ot Pleasure" 8 Star St Paul 0-11
Oayety Sioux City.
"French Frollos" 8 Star Toronto 10 Oarden
'

(March 8 and March

10.)

"Americans" 8 Trooadero Philadelphia 10-12
Cnnlno Chester Pa 18-16 Bway Camden N J.
"Auto Girls" 8 Oayety Milwaukee 10 Oayety
Minneapolis.
"Aviators" 8 Olympic
Springfield Mass.

New York

10 Ollntore

.

{"Beauty Revue" 8 Oayety Minneapolis 10 Star
St Paul.
"Beauty Trust" 8 Grand Hartford 10 Jacques
Waterbury.
Bshman Show 8 'Oayety Boston 10 Grand
.

Hartford.
/'Best

D O

In Town" 8 Oayety Washington
10 Oayety Pittsburgh.

Bnow

"Blue Birds" 8 Oilmore Springfield 10 Worceutor Worcester Mass.
"Bon Tons" 8 Gayety Buffalo 10 Oayety Booh.

eator.

"Doetonlone"

Grand

8-8

Akron

Park

6-8

YoangatQwn 10 Star Cleveland.
"Bowerye" 8-5 Baatable Syracuse 8-8 LumY 10 Oayety Montreal.
berg Utlca
"Broadway Belles" 8 Oarden Buffalo 10 Em'
pire Cleveland.
"Burlesque Review" 8 Oayety Montreal 10
"implre Albany,

N

'

•

•

i

.'

i

-

WAITED
J.

"Star

J.

Buffalo.
"Frolics of

N

U

Hurtig & Seamon's New York.
"Golden Crook" 8 Palace Baltimore 10 Oay.

Washington

.

NY.

Kaating Harry 8 Star a Oorter Chicago 10
Oayety Detroit.
"Hello America" 8 Hurtig ft Seamon's New
York 10 Empire Brooklyn.
"Hello, Paree" 8 Oayety Philadelphia 10-12

Bway Camden N

J

18-10 Casino

Pa.

Chester

O 10
"High Flyers" 8 Lyceum Washington D
'
Oayety Philadelphia.
"Hip Hip Hurrah" 8 Star Cleveland 10 Empire Toledo,

V

DO.

Kolly Lew 8 Olympic Cincinnati 10 Star.
Garter Chicago.
"Liberty Girla" 8 L O 10 Oayety St Louis.

8

8 Lyrlo Dayton 10 Olymplo

Cincinnati.
Sydell Rose 8 Peoples Philadelphia 10 Falaoe
Baltimore.
"Tempters" 6-8 Camp Dlx Wrlghtstown 10
Trocadero Philadelphia.
"Trail Hitters" 8 Century Kansas City Mo.
10 Standard St Louis.
"20th Century Maids" 8 Majestic Jersey City
10 Peoples Philadelphia.
Watson BUly 8 Gayety Pittsburgh 10-12
Orand Akron 18-15 Park Youngs town O.
'

Welch Ben 8 Orpheum Paterson 10 MaJeeUo
Jersey City.
B' way Camden 0-8 Casino Chester 10 Pottsville 11 Boston 12-15 Majestic.
Wllkes-Barre Pa.
Williams Mollie 8 Gayety Detroit 10 Gayety

White Pat 8-5

Toronto.

"World Beaters" 8 Akron 4-5 Watertown 8
Oswego 7-8 Inter Niagara Falls N Y 10
Star Toronto.

^

CHICAGO
VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE, Majestic Theatre

Bldg.

DC.

"Grown up Babies" 8 Majestic Scranton 10-12
Armory Blnghampton 18-10 Hudson Schenectady

CITY

2-4 Berebel Des Moines la 10 Oayety Omaha. «
"Innocent Maids" 8 Lyceum Columbus 10-11
Wheeling 12-18 Steubenvllle 14-16 Canton
O.
Irwin's "Big Show" 8 Gaysty Toronto 10 Oayety Buffalo.
"Jolly Girla" 8 Oayety Baltimore 10 Lyceum

Night" 8 lUnglewood Chicago 10

Crown Chicago.
"OlrlB de Looks" 8 Osyety Kansas City Mo
10 L O.
"Girls from Follies" 3-5 Casino Chester Pa
6-8 Bway Camden 0-12 Camp Dlx WrightsJ.
town 18-15 Grand Trenton
"Girls from Joyland" 2-4 Oayety Sioux City
•:
10 Century Kansas City Mo.
"Olrls ot
S A" 8 Casino Philadelphia 10
ety

NEW TORS

Howe Sam

Washington

& Garters" 8 Gayety Omaha 10 Oayety

Kansas City Mo.
"Step Lively Olrla"

.

COHEN

POST OFFICE BOX MO, CITY HALL STATION,

Friedman Phil
Oilman Bunion _;,._.

!.•..- a,.-- ««#*iis»

N

NY.

Youmr man, 20,' with exceptionally good references end . executive ability, desires'
Slaee In show basinets, either aa accountant, bookkeeper, office manaarer, private seereiry (non-stenographic), treasurer, or in any other capacity.

I

Leslie.
Stafford 3
Blair Kathryn

BSuerCsrl

«"f|

POSITION

In San Frmnclstco

W

B levers A
Simpson N

Boma

-.

Empire Cleveland 10

"Sporting Widows" 8 Gaysty Rochester 10-12
Unstable Syracuse lfi-15 Lumberg Uttip

Young Laura

Seymour Dolly

8

Cadillac Detroit.

Worthlngton Lonlae

ottMey
jlby Norman

•

Breakers"

Reevea Al 8 Jacques Waterbury 10 Miner's
Bronx New York.
"Boseland Olrla" 0-8 Park Bridgeport 10

ADDRE8S

IRONS

B.

HAYMARKET THEATRE. CHICAGO,

Wood Oayle

Bnrfop

-

J.

"Record

PERMANENT ENGAGEMENT

REHEARSALS START MARCH

Y.

"Pubs Puss" 8 L O 10 Orpheum Paterson.
"Hozstle Dazzle" 2-5 Camp Dlx Wrlghtstown
0-8 Grand Tronton 10 Empire Hoboken N

OPEN PARK THEATRE
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., MARCH 17

Tom

Wllllard

Wilson Frank
Willy Mr

Rosen Moudl
Roth Kathryn
Botart Irene

N

WANTED
GIRLS— 30
30^O.0RUS
TO

.

White Al
White Florence
White 8 West

Rochester Nina

•;

lyn.

"Pace Makers" 8 Cadillac Detroit 10 Kngel-

HD

*

«'

"On Olrls" 8 (Empire Toledo 10 Larrlo Dayton.
Empire Hoboken 10 Star Brook-

_

a season or longer -with

McALPIN HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

Whitman Mable

1

Bsntcll Great

polls.

Rot

Whltter
Whiting

Reynolds Julia
Rich Aubla
Rich & Davis
Bice Andrew
Roberts Ted
Roberta BE:

SavoeVOook

where

::>

1

"Monte Carlo Girls" 8 Standard St Louie 8-10
Grand Torre Haute 11-10 Majostlo Indiana-

Weiss Bed
Weston Horace
Wblkobsrt

Homoli Bin a
Rsnflrd Chandon
Reynolds * Donegan

«*

stating particulars,

W

'gi^.Chaa!

NEW YORK

the leading towns in England, conununicate immediately?

Wardean Chas
WarlDK Nation
Watson
V

ndMiss
Raymond BUUa

.

"Million Dollar Dolls" 8 Colonial Providence
10 Casino Boston.
"Mischief Makers" 2-3 Grand Torre Haute
'
4-8 Majestic Indianapolis 10 Oayety Louis-

present

Acta and Artistes wishing to play

i

Baffin Alfred

\

ville.

H

walker Bud
Walsh Pete

M

.

'

ton.

Wallln Joel
Wallace Tbos

.

\wswPaul

;?
:-

,.

•

Is at

Poaser.Paol

,•>

:

..Philadelphia.

VanAlkenAlex

Potter Wbl,
PrlinrosevHelen

•

"Midnight Maidens" 8 .'Star Brooklyn 10
Olympic New York.
"Mile a Minute Girls" 8 Victoria Pittsburgh
*
10 Penn Circuit.
"Military Maids" 8 Pottavllle 4" Batten 0-8
MaiesUo Wllkes-Barre 10 Majestic Soran-

M

Valerlo

Chicago.

"Merry Rounders" 8 Empire Newark 10 Casino

Vernon Cissls

Jtat&Mr
J-

Road

WXJ., i

Vanghan Giaser

-^Pierce Irene

%

i.

Descry Norlne

PiefiOC Frances

.

New York 18-18
Park Bridgeport
(
Marlon Dave 8 Oayety 8t Loala 10 Columbia

\

LONDON,

10

Casino Brooklyn.
"Majesties" 3 Minor's Bronx

..

18 Charing Cross

New York

"Maids of America" 8 Columbia

VAUDEVILLE THEATRICAL AGENTS AND PRODUCERS

Tenly Elmer
Tenley Elmer
Terry War
roller Evelyn
Thurston Adelaide
Toblse Sophie
Toael Arseola

*

Owen *Moora

,

'

:

WE

REEVES & LAMPORT

H.

'

Ditto
Overton Stanley

a-»-

F.

Tamer Harry
Tearle Conway
Temple Bob

Norton Jack
/''Orbei

Brooklyn.

Swan Mr
Sweet Dolly

Nelson Mao
Nelson Clifford
Newklrk Meryl
Noblo HemuD
Nolan Louise

>

j

"Lid Lifters" 8 Howard Boston 10 dsyety

Btlrk Cliff
Stuart Walter
Stuart Austin

Nathan .Harry
Nelson Qua

'

...•*
I

.

\

Knox Wilson has signed a

contract with Arthur Hammerateln for next season,

Shore Players at the Wilson Avenue Theatre.
. .

It la reported hero several lives were lost
when the opera house at Ksyser, West Va.,
burned to the ground last week.

Marcellne V. Earl has filed suit for divorce
In the superior court against Cecil 0.„.R*rl,
charging cruelty.

Lucy Hamilton Crandpc, known In society
here and In the East, fins Joined the North

Al B. Copeland hae boon engaged as musical
De Luxe Theatre, Wilson and

director' at the

Broadway.

.

„Dr. Jacob L. Llppert, dentist to the profession, has moved to his new suite at room
209 Crilly Building.
It is officially made known that during 1018
McVIckers had an average dally attendance
of 8,000, and the Rlalto &780.
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VARIETY

Mr. and Mrs. Nelson, of San Francisco, and Mr. and Mrs.
Salem, Ohio, Wish to Announce That Their

Two
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"The Best Next-To*Closing Act
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WEEK

RIVERSIDE.

)

in Vaudeville*'

t

.

:-,-,

(March 3)
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NEXT TO CLOSING

...
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S.-SPECIAL MATERIAL By GUS KAHN and BOB HARTY
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life

AL BEILIN

-

>

-

%»

»

•

v-

Happily connected with the

BROADWAY MUSIC
'•. CORPORATION

•

.

«

,

.

as General Western

145

/•

-•

Manager

NORTH CLARK STREET, CHICAGO,

St Louis, hooked by Cbsrlle
association, has gone back,
picture policy.

"Revue De Vogue." Next season will And
Miss Burnett featured in a production called
"Tbe Golden Glade QlrL"

King's Theatre,

Frogman for the

w*

te'.a

Mary Graham has Jollied the chorus of "The
Hoosier Girl," and Jane Randolph baa been
engaged (or "An Heir for a Night."

"MYSTIC CLAYTON

Charles Petet, of the Petet troupe, has
been mustered out of the service and has rejoined bis act

pany.

MENTAL ACT

___

Ash ton Stevens la enjoying a vacation at Hot
Springs, Ark., with Morris Gest, Will Page and
.William A. Plnkerton.

v'Siy

in

Richard Bennett la In on "A Thousand Ives."
the Frazee farce, with Prank Mclntyre, which
to the Cort ••
Ernest Cossart
\

is

Ho.

acts,

Closed the show after 13 vaudeville

AND HELD THEM TILL THE RAG FELL FOR THE LAST TIME.

(Other

reports to the contrary, notwithstanding.)
1,000 paid admissions at 10 A.

the box office was open

Rosen 'arioua concerns.

M, Friday Morning,
11 A.

to

a Special Matinee, and

M.

EIGHT STANDING BOOM ONLY SHOWS SATURDAY AND SUNDAY. AND
WALKED AWAY WITH A HOUSE RECORD OF TEN YEARS' STANDING

8-

ON THE WEEK.
AND NOW BOOKED SOLID UNTIL JULY

Ring Lardner, of the Chicago Tribune, submitted a farce and a musical comedy to MorSalfr" ris Oest In Chicago this week.
Both scripts
Sao are said to be under favorable consideration.

;>

till

R*t«rt

Rotur

Dobby Folsom (Folsom and Brown) has
been engaged tor tbe new Winter Garden revue titled "Looping the Loop." Al Wohlman
has also Joined that revue.

1ST.

(Lars e circulation— little inlaeace.)

Next Week

Keith's Theatre, Jersey City,

George H. Wills, In vaudeville. Died salt
last week through his attorney, Ben-Jamlp H.
Bhrllch, for divorce from Ruth Wills, charging desertion.

Direction,

Last Thursday an anniversary celebration
James 0. Henshel, the "cddllng
genius" of the North American, took place at
the cabaret.
»»-^^—
/

ALF

T.

WJLTON

In honor or
fH;.,

,

WISH SUCCESS TO ALL MENTAL ACTS. HOPE THE PRINCESS
ALL WELL AGAIN, JOVEDAH. *

•

Rossitto. professionally known as
Caruso," was made defendant te a
divorce action died by his wife, known as
Flo Elray, who charges cruelty.

IS

Anthony

"Little

Tom Patrlcola (Patrlcola and Myers)
discharged from the service and
rejoined tbe act, which opened on the
beum time.
been

'

preparing en act for vaudeville.

Thelma

Is

Or-

Ann Pennington

his not signed the contract
for next season sent on by Flo Zlegfeld, Jr.,
though she has not refused It, either. She has
tempting vaudeville and picture offers.

doubled one show at
the Palace, after working the Majestic, to fill

Helen Trls and

"Tbelma" Is the monicker of a musical
a recent arrival in Chicago who Is

titled Miss Stewart'a
her next release.

sister

In for Lillian Fitzgerald,
stage and hurt her ankle.

who

Edna Burnett

slipped on the
8.

Bllver)

(In private life Mrs. Morris
has Joined Pepple & Greenwald's

"A Midnight Romance,"

A false supposition exists that the Great
Northern Hippodrome holds an exclusive franW. V. M. A. bookings to the downtown
sector, a circumstance which would deeply embarrass the policy of the new State Lake. Tbe

chise for

francblset was forfeited when the Hip changed
Its policy' to comblaatlon stock and vaudeville,
cutting down the vaudeville to three acts per
bill.

AUDITORIUM.—"Chu Chin Chow." tapering-from huge receipts, but holding strong. (4th
week.)

,

BLACKSTONE.— Patricia Collinge opens In
"Tlllle."
(1st week.)
COLONIAL.— Last week of one of the most
successful runs the "Follies" ever had in Chicago.
(10th week.)
"Olrl Behind the Gun"
opens March 2.
CORT.— Laat week of "Old Lady 81" (8th
week). "A Thousand Eyes," with Frank McIntyre, opens March 2.
COLUMBIA.— Sam Howe's Big Show.
CROWN.— "The Auto Girls."
ENGLEWOOD.— "The Pennant Winners."
GARRICK.— Last week here (10th week) of
"Business Before Pleasure," with Barney Bernard and Alex Carr; abow moves to Woods
March 1. "Scandal" opens at Garrlck March 2.
GRAND.—"Going Up"; good, but not fat
(10th week).
HATMARKET.—Stock Burlesque.
ILLINOIS.—"The Better 'Ole" opened (1st
wee**.

NATIONAL.—"Odds &

OLYMPIC—"Fiddlers.

Three"

closes

-

Note.

Colonial,

New

IN

._

-

"MY GIRL"

—Lawrence Ward, formerly of the Original Ward

York, This Week, (Feb. 24)

Bros., "Bertie

Direction,

and Archie."

THOS. FITZPATRICK

•-'•

^
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»
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h
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i

t

JiL-iil-:

this

week despite good takings (3d week). "Penrod" opens.
PRINCESS.—"Overseas Revue" closes (3d
week). "Sleeping Partners," with Wallcce Eddinger and Irene Bordonl opens.
POWERS.— Lenore Ulrlo In "Tiger. Rose"
hit (7th week).

WARD-aKING
_

(1st

Ends."

MICHAEL

LAWRENCE

\>,.V^'K..-iI .!.-.->iV.-.'Vi'*'

~

Lalt also re-

week).

a violinist

'find,"

vehicle for his star.

IMPERIAL.—"The Brat"
LA SALLE.—"Oh, Lady, Lady!" opened

L

has
bas

.

?

ROC

Edith Hart, one of the girls In "Chu Chin
Rosa
Sfii iChow," who recently won a beauty prise In
ROM "New Tork, has received film offers from

'>

Louis B. Mayer, manager of Anita 8tewart,
purchased from Jack Lalt bis headline sketch:
of several yenrs ago, "Lead, Kindly Light," as

at last week's record

Opened to record Monday business.

Em-

%

Several overtures were In the air toward the
purchsse of Ine "Overseas Revue." which,
though not- a success here, has promise of tip
top possibilities.
The Sbuberts and William
Morris dickered, and Sullivan and Buckley evidenced interest in the proposition.

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE

Good
"The

...

'

a five-reel

an addition to "Oh. Lady,

•

Barney Bernard will do two original Ave- *fg
reelers in Chicago next summer for an lodependent producer, being personally Interested
financially, as well. One subject will deal with
the hundred-per-cent. Americanism of the Jews.

New York Theatres Played.
Look

Lady I" replacing Reginald Mason, who has
new Bolton-MIddleton comedy
Joined
the
"Adam and Bra."
La L. Martin, formerly of Martin and
ery, uas been engaged by the Michigan
Roads Association to handle their film
Road to Yesterday and Tomorrow."

all

m
I
M

The club department of the W. V. M. A„
under tbe management of George Van, has
been working overtime for tbe past few
months. Club affairs running Into the summer are already signed.

Full weeks to record business

Louise Oroody and Hal Skelley will nlay ton
weeks of vaudeville this summer as a team.
They are considering as offer for London later.

m

»

NEW YORK CITY'S FAVORITE

Bert Rose has been engaged as Hebrew
comic by the Haymarket stock burlesque com-

^
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STAR £ GARTER.— Mollto Williams Show.
BTUDEBAKElt.— Guy Bate? Post, strong In
Masquerader" (Otb week).
! •The
WILSON AVENUE.— .North Shcro Players in
"Common Clay."
WOODS.— Lest week of the Drews In "Keep

i

.

bouse.
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YOU SING "POOR BUTTERFLY"?

DID

YOU

SING "SMILES"?

..

'

.

•

.

VARIETY

DID

Her Smiling"; "Business Before Pleasure"
switches Us successful Chicago engagement to
this

-

-

•.

.

"•

;:
•:
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f
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LOS ANGELES
You

VARIETY'S
LOS ANGELES OFFICE
PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

have never been able to get anything to go as big for you, have yon?

Pious: (Automatic) 185S1

By GUT PRIca

We

*-*

Joseph Trcssl, musical conductor for "Tou're
B Lore," will produce next season a new opera
Is New Tork, with Elinor Andre as prima donna.

a;

Have

fall.

The song

Clarke Irvine has arrived from New Orleans,
where he received his discharge from the
Nary.

Absolutely

The Geisha

Girl in

TOK

.

.Vantage's manager, Carl Walker, has been
losing bis hair since tbe "flu" left him, and Is
biking treatments from a lady hair-dresser. Hla
.fronds clalnfne soon will appear with a pennant wave.

Harry Sherman has leased the Majestic for a
lowing of "The Unpardonable Sin," the
Jlancbo Sweet picture. Sherman says be will
charge a $2 top. He means It, but everybody
to telling him It can't be done— not in Los

Make np your mind

can't,

It

beauty*

is called

__

Ford Henderson, assistant to Mr. Bray, of
Orpbeum, has returned from 8an Franwhere he spent several weeks.

the

cisco,

IT.

It.

we were not positive about this brand new whirlwind
we would not. waste your time or our money for this ad.
If

Bobble McCormlck, of last season's "Follies."
wintering here. She will go East again In

right

now

come

to

I

in

and hear

it,

or

you

If

-.-•'.,-

send for it

Angeles.

Orchestrations in all keys, professional copies ready; also orches-

Michael Corper 1b now manager of the MaBuilding for the Hamburgers. He did not
when Morosco'a lease expired.

tra

jestic

Fox Trot

.

•

..Have

And here is what we can use—
A good professional man and a good

Two one-act comedies by Florence Pierce Reld
were staged at the Famut Theatre last week.

SAN FRANCISCO

trade man.

KERRY MILLS, Inc.

VARIETY'S
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
PANTAGBS THEATRE BUILDING

New York

207 West 48th St,

Doadaa Mil

City

PANTACES.—23.

Rather qnlet show, with
the only turn creating real enthusiasm being;
the Lawrence Noodles Fagsn and Elsie combination.
Odlvn and Seals headlined, a good
eloser.
Hugo Lutgen did nicely. Three Tybell
Slaters were second with tbelr usual revolving
apparatus and teeth stunts, the routine lackIs* speed.
Raul Perlere and string; orchestra,
artistic
treat,
tbe music making an Impression, with numbers "excellently arranged.
Private L. B. Gross opened with a lecture,
showing an educational dim that depicted the
ipruee cr.mps. Rather drawn out, giving show
rather poor start
HIPPODROME—23, Baby Marie Osborne,
l!m star, occupied the spotlight, tbe film miss
{pnearlng long enough to thank the audience
nrt express tbe bone It would like her picture
followed the supporting bill.
Jfhlch
Miss

Osborne's pnpulnrlty carried noticeable interest.
Edith Sterling and Pickaninnies, with rearroutine, have big time possibilities:
e picks need a couple of weeks' working out
to make needed Improvement.
Miss Sterling's
let Is exeellentlr staged and costumed. Hyland.

Snged

and Hyland, only fair.
Harkey and
Montgomery went over strongly with routine

igrant

Ackerman & Harris' new Hippodrome at San
Jose, tbe opening of which, has been postponed
several times, will open March 1
D. B. Levin
Is tbe manager, and Billy White, assistant
manager.

Leonard Dexter, formerly assistant manager
at tbe Hippodrome here, succeeds D. B. Levin
as manager at the Stockton bouse.

Yvonne Relcbnan, formerly connected with
L-Ko studios at Los Angele?. opened at the

tbe

Techau Tavern

Dr.
apthe

,Wslno, added four art dancers who not only
but need routining.
Talshl
r. .fl^MMon.
«""
"""'• equilibrists, opened satlafactory.

.ALCAZAR.— "The

irttnek) for second

Rose

Saturday.

tCAflmO.—Armstrong
:i*t n «*)

of

the

Musical

and pictures.

'lltnefci.

Walter Spencer has returned to the Roy Clair
Co., opening with the show at Sacramento this
week.

Tbe Layton Comedians Musical Comedy Co.,
with Phil Rock as one of the principals, has
been organized for a tour of the one-night
Btands in California.
The company baa 10

The MacDonough Theatre In Oakland opened
last week with the Earl Caldwell musical comedy company and three acts of. vaudeville
booked by Ella Weston. Two shows aro given

people.

dally, with, business surprisingly good.

Ws

Mnatcal

and A.-H. & W. V.

Comedy

Co.

Comedy

Co.

A. Vaudeville.

Algy" (1st week).
Magic Show (2d

MY GUARANTEE PROTECTS YOUR PURCHASE FOR
«?Bal"

"Llkly"

MAKE

"Murphy"

"Hartmann*

"Indestructo"

"Taylor"

MA.rBjPTTO.—Robert Lawrence Stock Co.

Ferdinand 8tark has again assumed eharre of
ge concert orchestra at the Hotel 8t. ""rands.
nncejStark left the St. Francis several months
ago he was In chsrsre or tbe- orchestra at the

^"L«M»

New

EVERY

I

SIZE

|

HALF REGULAR PRICES]
Note These Remarkable Values:

Patricia," the first play of the Garret

Garden Players, the new dramatic oruantMarch 1 1n tbe theatre
Columbia Park Boys* Club.
Garnet
olme Is the director, and Nina Molse. formerly
llrector of the Washington Square Players Is

$18'

atlon, will be presented

the

Us assistant.
Francis J. Mannlx Is business
nanager. and Miss Virginia Sullivan is secrecy. _ Plays will be presented each Friday and

aturday night

$25

Hotel

Steal

Clad Trunk.
Fibre ThtaTrunk...

tie

$35

$40

Taxi Ward'
rcbe Trunk.

Theatre
Wardrobe
Trunk

Fisher and Charles Sanders, conicted on petty larceny charges two weeks ago
n connection with a so-called fraud picture
chool wblch they conducted here, were arested sgaln on warrants sworn to by another
rnoll, who charged that the m*n promised her
I position when she finished ber course as a
Jvle actress.
Fisher and Sanders were re-

$9.75
$14.50
$19.50
$26.75

Florlan

used on

I

LEATHER GOODS AND TRAVELERS' OUTFITS

York-.

jjMJ

I

FIVE YEABI

EVERY

PRINCESS.— Bert Levey Vaudeville.
WKJWAM.—A.-H. iW.V.A, Vaudeville.

ptel Astor,

Largest Theatrical Baggage Dealer

Rancho"

TORAN.—William Faver«ham and Mnxlne

Laa>
^'St.t J?.^V? ,,a *2*
^COLOMBIA.—
Carter's

I

.

week.

SiALHAMRRA — Parson

[f

last

A minstrel troupe composed of about 15 recently discharged from the service Is being organized. The show will tour the Interior cities,
tbe net receipts to be divided equally among
them. M. D. Howe, who formerly owned the
Temple Opera House at Ban Ana, is financing
tbe boya, also contributing tbe wardrobe. Foi >
rest B. Cornish, of the original Karoo family
and lately discharged from the service, will
produce ins show gratis.

.

talk containing material previously
heard.
ijrtwln Grayno anpeare'd In strong fests,
ijjsclnted.
The Hnrleys were switched to

'SiT.

"

ISO

XX Fibre
Combination

$60

Guaranteed
lodeitruoto

$69 DeLuxe Indtstructo

$55

. .

Dreadnought

Wardrobe

$29.50
$38.50
$48.75
$56.50

EDWARD GROPPER

PHONE
BRYANT

$$78

208

W. 42d St., New York
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harmony arrangers

of the greatest

in the
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Atlantic City now possesses what Is probably
the first piano especially constructed to resist
salt air dampness.
The unusual instrument is
the result of several years' trials, as endured
by musicians on the Steel Pier, where the
piano plays an important part in the Sunday
night festival concerts which are known
throughout the East and Middle West for their
high standards musically. Last year Conductor
J. W. F. Leman mentioned his belief in the
possibility of overcoming some of this trouble
to the Stelff piano builders.
The result Is a
new piano, constructed entirely with this object In view from Its foundation.

^s.

week on account

110

WEST 38TH ST., Just East of Broadway

NEW

GIRL REVIEW

'

'

BALTIMORE.
xBy

MAXIM'S "WILD WEST"

Carter's maglo show, closing a two weeks'
engagement at the Columbia Theatre here this
wiek. will play a week la Oakland If a theatre
pan be secured there, The MacDonough, at
present playing the Barl Caldwell musical comedy and vaudeville, Is being negotiated for.

DINNER 7:30-SUPPER 11:30

PHONE

5518

OTOOLB.

»L*

—"Moltere,"

'

{

.

.

a drama in three acts,

,

in which the audience Is. given a glimpse of
one of the most Influential and In the play
the most heroic figure in the dramatic history y
of France, was given its premiere here Monday.
Tbe play la due for considerable re- -I
construction.
The beginning of each act was '
very slow and the last savored strongly of the
purley theatrical.
The play Is presented by -,

—

RESERVE TABLES NOW

Glen D. Hurst, manager of the Grand and
Rialto theatres at Reno, was a Ban Francisco
visitor last week.

F. D.

ACADEMY.—"Tbe Rainbow Girl" is perhaps
the best staged and costumed musical play
that has been here this season, and with a
cast that made a success of the play from the
start.
The original cast Is still Intact Unusual for this far south.
FORD'S.

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

The Pontages shows that now get two days at
the Victory, San Jose, give two performances
Friday and three on Saturdays.

,**

'

here June 9, states that the "Soldier's March''
and the ('Soldiers Roll" are to be popular
terpischorean creations during the. coming

Irving Ackerman made a trip to Salt Lake
City last week to complete arrangements for
the addition of the Wilkes Theatre In that city
to A. '& n. Circuit, for which negotiations have
been pending for some time.
s

:

SB

summer.

Lawrence "Noodle" Pagan, on the Pan bill
here this week, enjoys the distinction of having play od two consecutive at the Los Angelas
house, from which point he was booked direct
to Alex Pentagon.

:

^

,ii..

CO.

The Mendel-Rose Co., that recently opened a
stock engagement at the Liberty Theatre, San

K:i..

i.i

world

Harry Bloom arrived here from New York
last week to open a Western office -for MoCarthy- & Fisher, and will remain here as the
Western representative for the muslo publish-

Diego,' will probably close next
of poor business.

,

l

i^/.v-i/,--"a^ ;rtiaasaia

I

Phyllis OordoQ closed her engagement with
tbo Mendel-Rose Co. at San Diego last week,
and Is at present In Los Angeles, where she will
likely return to pictures.

,

v-

and make as many new ones as he can

REMICK

H.
ing concern*

...

BOTSFORD

will be pleased to greet all his old friends

219
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GREELEY

—
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four stars In whose work the chief interest
last night seemed to lie.
Henry Miller's characterization of Mollere; Marquise de Monte"
span, played by Blanche Bates ; the Innocent
childish charm of Eatelle Winwood, who was
Mollere's wife; and tbe dignified, pempous
Louis XIV of Holbrook Bllnn.
AUDITORIUM.—"Oh, Boy" plays a return
engagement to good houses, only one change
has been made In the cast since Its last anpearance here, Eileen Wilson for Marie' Car1*
rol, who Is now with the "Kiss Burglar.
Miss Wilson made a sweet and winsome "Lou :-;'
Ellen" and was vary well received. Tuneful'
music, just enough and not too much dancing, and very little baby-talk soubrette singlag makes "Ob, Boy" a successful and en- i
*
joyablc .production.
_
g
COLONIAL.—"Her Unborn Child," a mod- -;
ern drama, by Harold McKent Barnes, Is the
vehicle chosen this week for tbe Stock company, and It Is by far the most pretentious
endeavor they have made. The plot deals with
birth control, and is tbe old «tory of ths
glH who loved unwisely. But In this case—
instead of being thrown out of her horns
and disowned, she is forgiven by her mother
and in the end the man marries her. There
The
Is nothing In. the performance to offend.
.
play Is handled In a manner which reflects
credit on the Colonial Players.
The Symphony Society of New
York under the direction of Walter Damrosea gave the last of Its current season's
concerts to a crowded house. Mabel Garrison
made her first appearance here this winter
*i
and was given quite an ovation.
NIXON'S.—Pictures and vaudeville.
*•'
LOEW'S HIP.—Pictures and vaudeville.
''•

-

The Portola-Louvro

will open Its

own book-

ing agency, the object" obviously being to collect the five per cent, from their own acts.

•

\

Tbo scheduled date for the opening of the
Panchon-Maroo revue, which Will usher in the
new policy at the Casino, has been Bet for
March 9. According to present plans the house
will be dark next week. A glass runway will'

COSCIA and VERDI
THE

cover the entire depth of the lower floor, also
extend Into the balcony and boxes. The priniOiiH

cipals

besides

ATTANTICCITY.
&

Opening- Poll

Fanchon and Marco who are.

producing the revue, have not been announced.
Offers havo been made to Jack Wilson and Rae
Samuels, with a possibility they will accept.
The present arrangements are for the revue
to run four weeks here, with Clune's Auditorium at Los Angeles to follow. Two shows dally
and the admission up to 60 cents, with a tew
seats probably 75 cents and one dollar. The
uetter grade vaudeville acts available will apnnnr tn conjunction with the revue which !t is
expected will run abouf an hour and a half.
Should the experiment prove a success, the
revue principals will be changed as the occasion demands, and every effort made to secure
names regardless of cost, and the revue feature continue as the fixed policy of the houBe.

By CHARLES SOHBUBR.
The presentation of "Live Forever," by Klaw

VIOLIN" AND

NEXT WEEK

(March

3),

praise than was shown by Variett's correspondent at Baltimore last week. The nurfelt
of slang of the race track, which covers the
entire five scenes of an actlonless play, failed
to Interest the larger portion of the audience.
Only the limited few familiar with the Inside
of the stables and the Jargon of the habitues
of the track, professed to And the play at all
funny, and those few were more than delighted.
"Live Forever" appears destined to
belle Its title.

'

The engagement of Rath Chatterton'ln "The
Merrle Month of May," scheduled to open here
27, was
suddenly canceled without reason
stated.

Erlanger and George C. Tyler, at the Apollo

Steeplechase Pier— Atlantic City's partner
with Coney Island will open on April 12.

any greater

directed

Monday

night

failed;

to

elicit

CELLO BOYS
Time

NEW HAVEN AND

—

Manager William H. Fennan, who has

-

"

ij

-

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Direction, ROSE ft CURTIS

the pier from the time of the late George Tilyou, Is still in charge.

-

-

The Apollo

have Feb. 27-1 "The Girl
B2," advertised as a musical
comedy, clth Msrjorle Cuabar Pringle as prima
donna. Hal Dyson is the composer and William K. Wells Is credited with book and lyrics.
The billing states It la "Naughty, but Nice."
In State

will

Room

-A new musical comedy Is billed for a full
week at the Apollo March 8, "Come Along."
Tbe music and lyrics are by Jobn Louis Nelson
and the book by Bide Dudley. Edward Royce
stages the production. Harry Tighe Is In the
caet, Eileen Van Blen and Harry Fern.
Advance
sociation

After an absence of four weeks, owing: to

from the International AsDancing Masters, which meets

notices

of

illness,

.

'•.

•'

LYRIC—

'

',

'

:

have resumed our route
;

At

B. F.

KEITH'S ROYAL, THIS

WEEK (Feb. 24)

if
i
i

'

;

and ANN
to

CLARK

"WHAT"

Booked Solid— B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange

Direction,
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AND DINE AT
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"The Keystone of Hotel Hospitality"
Weekly Rates to the Profession

Offers Special
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Show

Ice Skating

New York

in

'"•'.«

The 1919 Edition of the

(of the better class, within reach of economical folks)
-

.,,.-. f..,j.„.. .,.-„,.; ,,:,,;.

VICTORY REVUE

direct supervision of the owner*. Located In the heart of the city, Jnit off
offices, principal theatre*, department itorea, traction

Broadway, dole to all booking
"L" road and aubwoy.

lines,

We

are the largest malntalntrs of heatekeeplnr famished apartments speclalliln*to theatrical folks. We are on the ground dally. This alone insure* prompt service

a

In the

and cJeanllnen.

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

•

Golden Glades

HILDONA COURT
Ml

West 45th St

to 347

A

'.

'
.

Bnlldlnc

PhMMt Bqrat 62J5
Do Law

.

West 434 61

Bryast 7912

PJioflo:

312,

An

One. three and focr-romn apartmenti, «rtth kltheoett**, private bath and telephone*. The privacy
the** apartment* are noted for I* one of It* attra>

-

*""

new, fireproof building.
apartment* of three and four room* with
private bath.
'Phone In each apart-

In

krtoheni

sal

Wert Slat st

^^

sad -phoae.

828 and 839 Wert 43d

St

' 'ssssa

tumohMtcM

Phone! Bryant 4293.0131

TTire* and four roern* with bath, tornlehed to a
degree of Bcdemiw** that eaoele anything In tftla
type of building.
Then apartment* will
nodal* four or aore adalte.
"

w—^

Up Weekly

J9.00

te$»&*i>$t,m

Address all communication* to M. Claman
Principal Office—Taadts Court, 241 West 4Sd Street, New York
Apartments can be seen cnrealntv. Office in each baUdlns.

/
TeL Bryant

One Block

554-iSS-73»S.

Funded

Hie Edmonds

to

"THE RENDEZVOUS OP THEATRICAL'S BEST

Tim eg Square

Apartments

lunch 60 Cents

>* w ** w »"» **

Saturdays
SlJNIrAYS

MRS. OEOR6E DANIEL, PPap rtetrew
Cetera? Bntastvefy ts the Prefesslea

776-78-80

Rsfcafre** las* ts

Stoat

:

Dinner $1.00

EIGHTH AVENUE

Bath and
InMKjchArjartmea*.

Phone i -.Bryant

Office—
77S

THE BERTHA

NEW YORK Of!:
THE BEST ITALIAN DINNER IN THE CITY
^

Schneider, Prop.

T

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
—
NEW

P

MS^i! illoRTs

Complete fer Heeeeheeslasr Clean and Airy
323 West 43rd Street,
YORK CITY
Catering to tie comfort and convenience of the profession,
Privet* Bath, 8—4 Boom*
IMO Up ...
Steam Heat and Electric Light
,

PELHAM HEATH INN
BLOSSOM HEATH INN

Pel ham Pslrfcway, at Eastcheater

Merrick Road, Lynhroofc, Lu

THE ADELAIDE
AVENUE

Open
Havoc."

EIGHTH

One Block West of Broadway
Between 48th and 47th Streets
Three, Pear and Five-Room TUgh- Clnag Furnished Apartments—$10 Up
MBS. GEOEGE HIEGEL, Mar.
Strictly Professional
Phoneai Bryant

MBS. BHLLLY.

1

156 West 35th Street, off Broadway,

I
Where
.

GO

to

A

.

.

and What

^ATLANTItVCITY—
HIQH

Meets*' Walk

Five

Fran

WATER MARK CIRCULATION—28.080

All

Theatre*

FOLLY.—"Merry

To the Profession:
Contrary to ail report*, we have net
raised rates at this hotel. Still caterbur
to artists at same old rates.

Seymore

Hotel, Rochester, N. T.

With or Without Bathe
Very 8neolal Rates

Mischief Makers."

NEW.—Lucille Lee Stuart is starring In
"The Eleventh Commnndmcat."
PARKWAY.—"The Silver King," .with William Faversham In tbio leading role is on the
the flrfet half of the week to
he replaced on Thursday by Wallace Reld In

"Alias Mike Moran."
STRAND. Geraldine Farrar In hor

—

new

f^l-i'

BOSTON.

BOWDOIN—

"Mickey" (film) and several
vaudeville acts of the "pop variety.
ORPHBUM.— For the entire week the feature
act In the voudovllle Is "Submarine P-7." a
scenio production, which got over very wall at
the opening performance. Herbert Bvnno heads
tho company putting on thin act, which Is full
of action
The supporting nets on the- bill are
Donovan and Leo, Sbelton Brooks, Gnllarlnl and
Son, Van and Morrln, Cunningham and Marlon.
"Onco a Mason" and "Tho Indeatractlblo Wife"
aro being used for the featuro fllrxis.
'

Announcement has been made by the management of the Colonial Stock Co., which has

INERS
Kst.

USURY

C MINER, Inc.

MiA

Streets

BIJOU.— Pictures.

siderable excitement for awhile when they
were unloaded on the pavement, where the
box stood for some time.

AKE-UP

sad Eddy

By LBN LIBBHY.
BOSTON.—Pictures and vaudeville.

live tigers

pic-

&<

ovation,

"Shadows."

Ruth Cbatterton is scheduled to appear here
lu the next few weeks In a new comedy entitled, "The Merrle Month of May."
Another
new play is "It Happens to Everybody," a
comedy by H. S, Sheldon, author of "The

:

TAYLOR STRBBT
Turk

re-

I

.screen here for

ture,

Treat

The management of the Strand announces
that the house will be closed all next week
amd the interior will undergo a complete ren-

were received this week by
express for Sheesiey's Zoo and created conFour

'

GARDEN.—Vaudeville.
PALACE.—Burlesque.
OAYBTY.—"The High Flyers."

from pneumonia were

a

been playing all season at the Colonial that
the players would appear shortly In a play
written by Mildred Floronco, the lending woman.
The present title is ""Hor Honeymoon,"
and Ja a comedy drama. This will bo the
first play of the young actress to be produced.

The Influenza situation in this city Is more
hopeful now than for some time.
Only 28
cases having been reported to the health authorities for the 24 hours ending this morning.
There was only one death attributed to Influenza, while five
ported.

PAUL, MINN.
"UP TO THE MINUTE"

Want*

SAN FBANCI8CO

bearers.

ST.

FBEB

Artist

where be

117
Bet,

Major W. B, McCann, the dean of theatrical
critics In this city, died* Feb. 21 at bis home.
Death was due to congestion of the kidneys
from which he has been suffering since be was
Btrlcken In Atlantic City, .where he bad been
Bent to coyer some new sbows for his paper.
Managers of the local theatres were the pal-

New York City

tn*
I*

V. Sliver— L. Btrnsaf t, Props.

acted as ushers.

HOTEL SEYMOUR

BEE

to

Bri ght Weekl y

tVPt ATU.ra BCHTJTJEB, Editor
to All Visitors

Distributed

When

KOSHER RESTAURANT

Privileges

NOTICE TO PROFESSION

"AMUSEMENTS"

otber new plays will get a bearing
Tfal*

Baths—Newly Benerated

PARK.— Pictures.
SCOLLAY OLYMPIA.—Clark's
,

musicians, are featured.

Hawailaos,
Other acta are Trovcll,

Hall and Manning, Qleason and Heatehen
and Harrison and ,Burr. "The Wildest of Paris"
Is

the film feature.

v

•:
"

±-:

V-

!,-<\

J:i$

.

of the Garden and several
or the acts billed for this week got together.
with the local Naval Recruiting Office and the
result was a tree Bhow Sunday night featuring
a six-reel photoplay showing lite in the Nary.
Yeowomen from the loval Navy Departments

MM-1

V:

Avenue ; and

L Unequsied in Cnleine and Service,
Under direction of H. & J. SUBskind

The management

MARION HOTEL
Private

All Year

at the Academy.

Proprietress

Week Upwards—Honiekeeping

*

108-110W.49(hSt.

ETOHTH AVKNUB

flee, P.

1944

Phenet Qreeley M78-M74
1—2—8 and 4 Rooms; from $3J>0 Per

:

Bryant 5862

NEW YORK

754-756

"

;

$1.00'

_

Between 47th and 48th Streets
Private

MM

Up Weekly

THE DUPLEX

7l«2
Pfcow:
As elevator, flrspreof balldlBt of the Bewett type,
Apartment*
having every device and eoavenleae*.
are beautifully arransed, apd oontlet of 2, S and 4
none, wlta Utoheni eatl krteticnsttes, tiled bath
848 to 839

i

Ice Ballet

Sextet-

>

$15.0©

.

^ vs

11:30

ELSIE and PAULSEN, CATHLEEN POPE.?
DAVIDSON & DEAN and The Famous Skating

Pboat: Bryant 8960

St.

up-to-the-minute,

imaged

Up Weekly

IRVINGTON HALL
Cehmsst

...

310 West

Clflfit.

JII.KJ

•:.-.

SM ass

The World's Greatest Skaters And

.:

HENRI4Mb COURT

YANDIS COURT
241-247

SHOW AT

DINNER SHOW AT 7:30-SUPPER

JUST COMPLETED: ELEVATOR APARTMENTS ARRANaED IN SUITES OP ONE, TWO AND THREE
ROOMS, WITH TILED BATH AND 8H0WER. TILED KITCHENS. KITCHENETTES AND VACUUM
SYSTEM. THESE APARTMENTS EMBODY EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN SCIENCE.
$50.00 Up Monthly; 115.00 Up Weekly
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VARIETY

42
,

E. F.

—

—

,

I

ALBEE,

President

J. J.

MURDOCH,

Genera! Manager

PROCTOR;

F. F„

Vice-President

E xchange

B. F. Keith Vaudeville
lAUfiNCYj

>

M

(Palace Theatre Building,
.....

.

New

•

'-

'

.

w

.-'

;

'"'.•/

"'

,

EDWARD F. ALBEE

B.F.KEITH

''

'

'.

i

...

.

\

.

X

•

•

..

i.

York),.

A.

PAUL KEITH

F. F.

PROCTOR
*

Founders

HODGDON

Artists can book direct by addressing S. K.
fc^.

—

—_—___________________——

.__---__»____^___^__

_.—.

.

KrfL.

....

';,:'•

8
M'/rJ-',

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Enterprises

-.:••

KjS^K.'.'i."'

President

General Executive Offices
General Executive! Office*:

Putnam^uildtqg, Times Square

729

SEVENTH AVE.,

New York

^,.

•

St

a, Forty-nintli

M."D> SIMMONS
General Booking Manager

w

JOSEPH M. SCBENCK
>

General Manager

.-

\

ARTISTS

long engagements by booking direct with OS

r.

LUBIN

J. H.
Booking Manager

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
:•*_-

off in

Southern territory wire N. Y. office

CHICAGO OFFICE:
?

Feiber

Between 11 and 1

Acts laying

\

1493 Broadway

*

North American Building'

'^r
J.

C.

MATTHEWS

& Shea
•*«*

(Putnam Building)

New

in charge

York

>

City,

\

".V.

-.

V

:

..

BERT LEVY CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE
AN

BUILDING

BEN

J.

MODERN.—Picture!.
FRANKLIN PARK.—Pictures.
BEACON.— Pictures.
8HUBERT.—'Take It from Me," now

FULLER

BOOKINGS ARRANGED
For

til

on the
third week at this house to business that Is
very good, even though it Isn't capacity at
every performance. Show booked In here for an
Indefinite period, depending entirely on drawing
power.

ulllnn from Sin Francljco and Tinocnnw.
Agents:

Western Vaudeville Men.' Aim., Chlearo

GO&DON'S OLYMPIA—Presenting

PLYMOUTH.—Last

a feature film bill with "Hell Roarln' Reform," Douglas Fairbanks and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew.

ST. JAMBS.—Sylvester Scbaeffer Is topping
the vaudeville. Also using several Alms.
.

.;-

.

I

;,-

Lm^-

two

weeks of

Managers' Association
MORT SINGER,

General Manager—TOM

CARMODY, Booking Manager

CHICAGO,

Majestic Theatre Building

ILL.

"Lonj-

bardl, Ltd.," a show received rather cold when
it hit in here, but which spurted up
after a
while. Has been doing very good business of

For vaudeville have a Bcente production,
"Century Review" for headllner, nlso Ruth
Jeanette, Granville and Mack, Pierce and Burke
and the Animated Toy Actors.

OLOBB.—Pictures.
COLUBIA.— Pictures,
EXETER.— Picture*,

The Western Vaudeville

STRAND.—Pictures.
LANCA8TER.—Picture*

Australian
and N. Z. Vaudeville
ewtrnlnt Dlmctor:

FRANCISCO

FENWAY.—Picture!.

FULLER'S

late.

Will have bad engagement of 11 weeks

when It pulls out. William Hodge In "A
for Curebles" Is booked for the bouse.
•

MAJESTIC—Mclntyrs

Ours

and Heath now on

their fourth week In "Hello. Alexander."
It
was not thought the show would stay as long as
this when It came Into town, but It proved
a

bit.

and the

Due

to leave In

engagement was extended.
a couple of weeks at Ut* latest.

local

Ricked
HUGH
tdfcass:

D.

LTD.

s Tivoli Theatres. AUSTRALIA

McINTOSH, Governor

Director
TIVOLI THEATM, Mae. A«sb_

"nvam— 0." Brest?
He— Oslset
American Be*r*seatallvei
HOPS WILLIAMS, e West 4Ma M, Hew
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Song,should sing this- beautiful ballad
Anyone, that 'sings an
ARTIST COPY
That^Turhble-Dowii Shack In Athlone
;

IrisH

Music by

Words by
|

W 9^

MONTE CARLO

RICHARD W. PASC0JB

.<

ALMA.

M.
til

Andte moderate

Vl>"^
i i1 i
J

*

I'm

a*

Er

way from home,- And my
As they
sad,

long

There arc

- in

far

o

. ver the

old fash-ioned town of

About

sea;_^,

I

watch

so fair,

And ould

-ing

a -way,

To ould

> foi

For my heart

•

And

Ath- ione;^.

skies are
sail

thoughts ev-

eyes that are

'Ire-land

pray

I

roam,

a,

lad,

To ould
the

In

there.Where the

is

it

/ts

for the day, tyhen Irn

call
ing
moth -er,

is

Ire-land, and

er'

and

SANDERS

me.
own.

for

my

as

,

Chorus

Oht

Mild

old,

Don't

want

1

go

to

back j

ros- es bloom 'round the

trim -die

bed, Just

long road

turn - ble

-'

ing

J
•#•

light,

of white cob -ble

down shack,

Just to

door*,

-see- my ould

to

g»
tj
bright gleam

that n turn -'ble

to

guid

stone;.

To* that

pil

i

a

•9--.

me

home

ing

«
Down

turn -ble

my

-low

head,

In that

s

more.lri^Ttieie's a

er once

J'-'j
~
•

-

moth -

down shack, Where the

-9-

*-p-

\-cresc.
-

to - ni ght,

Down ^nc

a tempi

the

down

road that leads bark, to

shack,

in

Ath

-

that

lone._

Copyright ^JtCMXVIU by Oxfovd Music Pub. Co.
Copyright- trawt/Lrred MCMXVJ1I to Waters on, Berlin & Snyder Co.,S>frand Theatre Bldg. t N.Y.
'

LEWIS AND YOUNG just

wrote a

GREAT POEM

for

"DON'T CRY FRENCHY DON'T CRY"
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WILBUR.—"Little

Simplicity" is one of the
season and has them coming.
Cameron Bisters are featured with Walter Oat*
lett.
Pretty little musical show, duo to remain for several weeks according to present
hits

of

the

a
Right Here

plans.

tremont.— -Polly with a Post," with Ins
Claire, featured now on the third week, and Is
hooked tor two weeks more. Business very
fair.
Show will not be seen anywhere else in
New England at the oooclaslon of the engagement at the Tremont.
HOLLI8.—"The Better 'Ole" now on the last
two weeks. Bhow has got over wall here, but
not as good aa It 7114 In some other cities In
-the country,.

Nothing too

The smart women of the

COLONIAL.— Frod Stone in "Jack o' Lantern"
on the tenth week to packed houses. Nothing
mentioned as to departure of show, this action
being governed entirely by patronage.

theatrical world are
by their dress.

PARK SQUARE).—The

good for the

seventh week of "The
Crowded Hour" to good business. .Florence
Johns has made hit In the principal role. Bhow
booked In here Indefinitely.
COPLEY.— "Bunty Pulls the Strings1 held
over for a second weak by the Henry Jewett
.

'

„

Arlington.— For

Public!

m

the

first

atrical

etock

BEHRENS

role.

OATBTT—The "Beauty Trust" burlesque.
CASINO.— "The Maids «t America,"

r

i

is

why

I

have had that Cele-

brated Writer, JEAN HAVEZ, write
some new, original and exclusive
songs for me. Gome and hear them...

Everything complete in thecostuming with the
"way of doing

play in the house

Its new name but. old management the
company Is presenting "Csmllle," and
Miss Leah Wlnslow is carrying the principal

under

lesque.

That

If it bears, the BEHRENS
trademark, then they are
known as being dressed right.

*

'

Players.

HOWARD.—"Speedway

Girl"

bur-

We furnish everything,
even the idea, taking special
pains to have the idea selected, so designed and embellished by experts that the
patron cannot sidestep keen
personal satisfaction.

mons and Frankle LeBrack.

TREMONT TE MPLB .—"America Was Right,"
a motion picture, which got a good start because of the visit of President Wilson to the
town.

(March 3)

Miss Betty Barnicoat is out of the company
8he Is
at the Arlington for the time being.
sailing tor France to take part in productions
by an American company.

It is

will Join the cast at the stock
return.

expected she
house on her

New acts or old ones are enhanced 100 per cent if costumed by BEHRENS.

The role of "Beatrice" In the "Jack o*
Lantern" ihow !• being taken by MU* Howl
Renaud. -She has been understudy for Helen
-•
Falconer and Hit Stone In the show.

:

i)'

.<

WMOM

IT

MAY CONCERN

AL REEVES
Champion record breaker of burlesque and holder of the largest week's
business ever done In any burlesque theatre In. this country. Have just}
broken all my previous records of profits at the Gayety Theatre, Boston*
last week, Including my dividends from the Columbia Amusement Company,
two bets I made on two horses at New Orleans, and my week's profit at the
Gayety, In all amounting to $5,069.00 net.
My business upon my return engagement was so large that my life pal, Tom
Henry, the man who woke up Boston from three's and four's on the week,
and now doing eight's and nine's on the week, inaugurated a scheme of putting in an extra matinee on my Washington's Birthday, and the minute the
opposition burlesque houses got next to same, they copied our Ideas, and
they put In one. It's a good thing we have creators of schemes that others
profit by.

West 4Sth

Allene Crater (In private Ufe Mra. Fred
Stone) has been out of the east of "Jack o*
Lantern" for several days, but returned this
week. A alight abrasion on the hack of her
neck became Infected from the dye on a fur
collar and paused htr some trouble. She baa
been at the Stone home at Long Island while ill.

ADDRESS,

145

STATE STREET, BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

S.: Wish to state that I broke the night record business of the house, also
the holiday matinee and holiday night record business, and made a new world's
record for gallery business Saturday night Sold 600 seats at 50c. each to ladles
and gentlemen In the top gallery.

P.

mm

Street,

NEW YORK CUT

Bryan*

Ml

Individuality
My Gowns are exclusive creations of
the moment. Charming Frocks, all individual made for
any occasion, especially the stage.

Four of the legitimate houses In town bad
matinees on Hondsy, when President
Wilson visited here.
Three of them were
Bhubert houses sjd tho fourth the Tremont.
The matinees were timed for 2 :80, end, as the
dsy was a sort of seml-hollday, there was a
large attendance or all the obows.
extra

Gowns

-,*

AL REEVES

L. LIPSHTJTZ

Sen. Mcr.
1 61

Esther Wilson, whose work tn the Mslatjre
and Heath ebow was second only to that of
the stars, has been wlthdrawn-from the cast
and sent to the Winter Garden In New Tork.
It Is reported that Grace Valentine, who has
scored a distinct perronat auecesa ss the amusing mannequin In "Lombard I, Ltd.," will go
out In a show of her own next season. The
Hattons are said to have a eomedy already
written tor her.

Rumor has It that the big building formerly
occupied by the Blegel Company In this city,
and which baa been vacant for several months
because of the fsllure of another department
store to make It a go, will be turned into a moving picture bouse. The backers of this proposition are not known.
The site Is Ideal for a
big picture house, but a large sum would have
to be sunk in reconstruction work.

new'

for

Maxim's Revue created by me.

„

given
Estimates
for productions, revues, etc.

Marguerite

VAN NORTON
124

HOTEL STANLEY
New York
St.

West 47th

Phone:

'

Bryant X7S3

OWEN McGIVENEY
THE DISTINGUISHED PROTEAN ACTOR

mm).

*BILLSIKES"

m
Keith's Royal, This

Week

A?

(Feb. 24), Riverside, Bushwkk, Alhambra,
Featured in the Principal Keith Theatres

v
Etc., to Follow

3
.i

Theatrical Costumer
JACK

James EL Decker, advance man for Helntyre
and Heath, says he Intends to take a minstrel
troupe headed by Lew Dockstader to Australia
and England In the near future.

TO

I

things.

n

*

barlesauo,
with the Mlllls Sisters topping the vaudeville,
and other acta Including Ernie and Ernie, Nell
and Elsie Gilbert, Joe Pinto, Burke and SimIn

.

Orpheum, Brooklyn, Next Week

known

City

.
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"JAZZ" SENSATION

BREAKING ALL RECORDS EVERYWHERE

MAY

By

You have No Song
1

you craA^G for
You Can I)o

—

at

all

HILL,

CLARENCE WILLIAMS

Until you get This One. This

and

ARM IN M. PIRON
-

That Jazz you have been waiting for: the' "Blues""

is

th

You Take Our

It If

Tip.

—

Whether you have

—

a

large; or small combination

makes no

difference,

This song is versatile— Fits Anywhere Any time Are You On? Then Get It Now! For Single, .Double, Trio,
All Ke)s— Make 'Km Talk 'About You— Start the Ball
Quartette or Company Ensemble. Orchestrations Ready

—

Copyright MCMXVIII by Frank K Root
British Copyright Secured,

& Co

AHALNTIN(; AVALTZ SON(; SENSATION

SWEET HAWAIIAN MOONLIGHT
tt'orrin

by

mush; hy

TELL HER OF MY LOVE

'^^^ /" a^iVCTaRKM

HENRI KLIC^KMAN
'
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ANNOUNCES AN ACQUIRED INTEREST

v..

THE

IN

:r

;

BEEHLER JACOBS
:•.;?

1006
Where he

i

MAJESTIC THEATRE BUILDING

will be pleased to

have his friends communicate with him

Members of the Molntyre and Heath, "Lom-

bardl, Ud.," "Little Simplicity" and "Take It
from Me" companies were the guests of the
newspaper men at the Boston Press Club on
Thursday night. A .dinner was served the
players, followed by an informal dance.

.;

Something
•

BUFFALO*
'

•'

FEBBELL

E.

I.

the police, Eysoldt 'and. Ouyer came to this
city following their discharge from the Army.
Their wives have been members of the National
Film Co., which recently suspended operations
at Englewood, Colo. The police declare that
the male thesplahs, minus funds, purloined the
automobile In an effort to go East
Mrs.
Eysoldt Is now in the movies as. Oral Fern
Payton, and has played opposite Douglas Falr-

Business

GUY

VIRGIL P.

\

—

'

..
.

-

QARDBN. "The Record Breakers.',
STAR.—The Knickerbocker Players
'

.

.

banka and Dustln"Farnum. Mrs. Outer, known
as Betty Guy or, has played ingenue^oles with

..;

:

•

(JATETY.— "Sporting "WldowB."
Full /House."

New In Show

E.

N. Y.

By L. D. SKBFFINGTON;
SHUBERT-TECK.—"Experience."
-^
MAJESTIC.—"Atta Boy."

BUTLER - RARICK - BENNETT,

A

in
_

..

,

.•

e

.

.

.

Inc.

AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES

SUITE 407—184

LYRIC.—Four Musical, Lunds, Helen Jack"
and Co.,
ley, James and Parsons, Dena Copper
^COeorge^Armstrong.
„
_„,,„
OLYMPIC—"Love and Kisses," William
Trio,
Liberty
Ruby,
Lillian
and
Co.,
DeHollls

several film companies.
,

y

:

.

.

SHflA'S HIPPODROME.-^-Geraldlne Farrar
"Shadows," 1st half: Elsie Terguson ra
"Under the Greenwood Tree," 2d half.
ForSTRAND.—Tom Mix ln "For Fame and
in "Bonds
tune," IsMialf; 8e«sue Hayakawa
of Honor," 2d half.
In

,
'

1

•

:

To you

scanJust now Buffalo Is being rocked by a
department.
dal in connection with the police
Las*, week Chief Henry J. 2«^« •"**»£
Mayor
at
flung
being
are
Charges
retired.
he toB^-"TBuck right and left, to the effect Itthat
1b alleged
Sired graft In the department.
Sat vice and gambling were permitted upon
:pameutofafee. Buffalo will probably bs

To you

Mr. Manager

'

Mr. and Miss Artist

on
Musical comedy

you are not signed for next
season or need work now or
are making a change,

Only/' the very best talent
our,

books.

and burlesque our

If

specialty.

,

who

died here in 1807, will

be taken over by the Allen Property Custodian
aa the result of the death hero of the comedian's

i

:

»

.

The remnants of a fortune once amounting to
more than 5000,000 accumulated by Paul Son-

,

nenberg, comedian,

WEST WASHINGTON STREET

1

i

i

•J

widow, Mrs. Franolsca M. Sonnenberg-Araold,
once an actress. Tire heirs of the couple reside
In Germany and Austria, thus the remainder of
the fortune has-been taken over. The Sonnenbergs were reputed to have been millionaires at
one time, but lost considerable real estate and
capital ln the San FranclBCo earthquake.
'

Listing its capital at 9100,000, the Swanson-,
Nolan Theatre Equipment Co. has been Incor-

porated ln this city. Harry T. Nolan, Hilton
L. Anfenger and Jasper J. Morgan are 'the
Incorporators.

•;

Write ub or come ln and see

Cleaned

up

^SkSSm W»
f.

.

:

.

:

well. The trouble began
g ln the
-ltaKered too
P long

.nge nue

when William Henry
drug

t

-,

f[
•

:!

(

store.

Blanche

3^

hurried to the store and
|

P
a?tr^d%Xlfb?Je^e
y y
ir
V
a^bK
e

the

up
Ve°drugg ist. Blanche klcken was
d
•» row, William Henry opined that he

J£

to

» -- v^Whfs

Vaudeville Writers—Creators of Tinkley
Acta diagnosed,.

Room

Personalities brought

1626, Masonic

ont

Let sa bolster

np

that

weak spat

a compact was agreed to; Jessie would act
and William Henry would make her great.
Considering everything, and with the ingenue
part shortened, the show went oft fine, and so
did Jessie.
Folks thought she was just an
actreBs for the one night, but Jessls decided
differently.
At the latest report Constable
Seth C. Bryan and Justice of the Peace J.
Chalmers Smith were on the trail of the missing girl.
Kenwood never had a scandal before.
One-half of the people' are on the
verge of nervous prostration, while the other
half are at a high pitch of excitement.

By DAVE TREPP.
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Dr. Maximillian Weiss
DENTIST
Fitzgerald Bldg., 1482 B'way,

New York
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Power Plant abandoning

It

its

beating plant

DETROIT.
By JACOB SMITH.
SHUBERT-QARRICK.—"A Thousand

Eyes."

Next, "The Climax."

NEW

DETROIT.—"The Saving Grace."
Laurette Taylor In "Happiness."
OLD DETROIT.—"See You .Later," Next,
Lionel Barrymore ln "The Copperhead."
Next,

was in Butte the past week en route
Los Angeles and New York.
His niece,
Beth Ivlns, is starring ln the new production,

business,
to

"The Scaret Trail."
Street car traffic ln Butte was tied up for a
It
week, cars not moving until Feb. 10.
The
naturally cut Into' theatre attendance.
employes refused to. work,, not striking, but
through fear of .violence, due to miners, who
Watare on a protest walkout. With General
son here in command of 800 regulars no further
As a consequence thedisorders are feared.
atre attendance is back to normal.
.

-:'

—CLEAN TEETH—

The America and Princess theatres at Colorado Springs are installing new heating plants-,
the result of the Colorado Springs Light, Heat

Tunes—Directors

.

E 41!

the latest moIn Colorado.'
this city, will

Its studios at Colorado Bprings.
The incorporators are Joseph J. Goldstein, Anna Goldstein and Bernard M. Shocker. The capital Is

Temple Building, Chicago

BUTTE, MONT.
S

Is

hand
In

have

HERBERT, SMITH and MALMR0SE
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many
the village tongue wagging for sheets and a
Heralded by several lurid three
the oca' drug
ao«ce%t«d in the window oftown
to
company came to
store?
'ate metro'a
"The Flower of the Land." William Henry
nniitAn success." so-called.
etc.. lmmeproprietor,
actor-manager,
Morton
store
«atel?'upon\rrival^c a ded for the drug bapHis
of tickets
to Inquire about the sale
heard that all was
plnesS was great when he

tU

•

The Arrow Photo- Play Co.
tion picture concern to try Its

The company, incorporated

slated at $00,000.

Wis

.

anyway and get acquainted.

drum.

.Ighter than a

in
"Show day" has- always been an event
at rare lnthe village of Kenwood, coming
«n the
just like" he big tent shown do
Morton's New
and
day
Show
towns.
larger
York Players have come and gone, but to. tneir

->•:

in

CHORUS GIRLS—A SPECIALTY

-

'

Come

as.

Elizabeth Jones, former Butte girl, and Irene
Barker, both clever dancers, joined the Julian
Eltlnge troupe of vaudeville stars at Missoula.

/
Blanche Savoy, former Butte resident. Is now
ln France with a company known as "The
Folllee."

Tom McDonald, woh managed the People's
Hippodrome house In Butte until two years
ago, and who has been on the Miner reportorlal staff the past ten months, left this
week for Portland, to re-enter the show game.
He was with the Montana Amusement Co. ln
various capacities for eight years, and la an
experienced show man.
Albert Helnecke, manager of tbe Judith at
LcwlBtown, reports legitimate attractions as
drawing good business ln that .city, since the
Mr. Helncke was in Butte
first of the year.
tbe past week and Is trying to arrange for
Pantagea vaudeville for hla house two- nights a
week.

E. O, IvlnH, editor of the Lewlstown Democrat-News and also engaged ln tho theatro

THE FAYNES
Fuller Tour, Australia

"The Battle"
by tbe Empress

is

being presented this week

stock.

Peggie Hardy, who has just completed an
engagement at the Butler Hotel, Seattle, as
entertainer,

Is

appearing at the Flnleh cabaret.

"Uncle Dick" Sutton

Is

"looking after" the

at present, as tbe manager, W. P.
Belmont, Is seriously 111 with pneumonia. Mr.
Sutton refuses to admit that he is manager.

Empress

By

DENVER.
EDWARD T. OAHAN.

'

War Exposition here for ten days doing big
business at Wayne Gardens and the Arena.
Auto Show opens March 1 for 8 days.

Harry Qaraon arrived In Detroit Feb. 21
from the' Coast and Immediately 'arranged to;
show "The Unpardonable Sin" at the Broadway-Strand for Indefinite run, starting March
2. It's the first time on any screen.
Prices
will be raised to dollar top for the engagement. Already half page ads in. the dally
papers have been used announcing the engagementGarson expects to open In five
other big cities within 80' days. He has sold
the California rights to Sol Lesser and will
buy back the first-run In Los Angeles. Blanch
Sweet will .probably appear In person at the
Broadway-Strapd during the engagement

"The Heart of Humanity" opens at the
Broadway-Strand for a run about April 1.
'

Harry Dlggs, of New York, is spending this
week In Detroit arranging tbe publicity ln
connection with "Wanted tor Murder," which
opens March 2 at the Washington Theatre.

The Four Buttercups, playing the Orpheum,
and Morris and Sbaw, appearing at the Tabor,
put on a show last Saturday for the benefit

Headlining Pantagea

Circuit

of the sufferers of the Jewish Consumptives'

Sanitarium.

,

KYRA

With a capital of $20,000, the Innes Lyceum
Bureau Corporation has been incorporated in

The new concern is located In the
Gas & Electric Co. building, and the Incorporators are F. N. Innes, O. R. Martin and
Arthur G. Buckner.
thin city.

The Plazal Amusement Company has been
Incorporated here with a capital of $150,000.

Sensation

The Incorporators are L. B. Brown, A. T. Megaban and James D, Benedict.
Peter Eysoldt and Lawrence E. Guyer, who
appeared ln vaudeville before being drafted
Into the Army, are under ball here for the
alleged theft' of an automobile. According to

0p

The Pacific Coast
.
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AND THE

BLACK

WHITE MEL DDY

and

(Management, JOS. SV

l<9

YS

FRANKLIN)
...•

New York

Direction,

Henry J. Quthard has disposed of bis Interest In the Majostlc, Fine Arts and Norwood
theatroB and retired from the amusement field.

ENGLISH'S— Firm half, "Head

Orchestration Service, Inc.
Our arraagrm department ruu prepared for free
distribution a folder wmtalnlrtf new and vamalle
Info, oorerlns • subject of vital Importance to the
profession wMoh produce™, performers and imrtnifwf

[f^r^H

Over Heels";

!j;:£B

will lead and retain for future referenoa Can, write
or 'phone for roar copy sew.
"Nothing to sen but BHEVICH."

last half, "Hltohy-Koo." Next week, picture,
"Shepherd of tbe Hills."
MURAT.— Robert Mantell. Next week, "The

Mao Who Came Back."

PARK.—"Charley's

tain

Aunt."

Next,

In

"The Cap-

film.

NEW GRAND.—1st

i

France, Kelner and Kelner,
Dorio Oliver, Stone and Manning, Olymplo
Comedy Four, DeRol Troupe, film.
MAJESTIC— "Parisian Flirts."

"Tbe Grouch"

HOLMAN.—Second
STRAND.—Evelyn

all of the cast

now

?p ^^^fn ™'PT"

present-

lish's.

The Calvert-Harrison Feature Film Corporahas lust been Incorporated
with a capital of £800,000 to manufacture picture films. The directors are H. B. Calvert,
O. S. Harrison, Albert May, Jackson Rose and
Planner?.
B. J.
tion, of Indianapolis,

Announcement was made yesterday that Indlanapollb la to have another picture and
vaudovtlle bouse to rival any theatre building
In the state.
The new theatre will be constructed and operated by the Btegmeler Brothers

ing capacity will be 2,000.

Kansas

Carl Laemmlo, president of the Universal,
his foreign representa-

City,

may

Goth and
„„ „_

$"."5

object.

prices.

CO.

47 WcBt 42nd Street, New York City
Flclschman Bath Bldg.

their strong

Grandfather's
school days
when winter

caused

own company.

Zlogfold "Follies" are scheduled a

beginning March

0.

week here

amateurs, In aid of fund for entertaining convalescing soldiers at Ste. Anne De
Bellevue
Military
Hospital.
Next week,
"Leave It to Jane."

they do today.
Time has tried

PRINCBSS.-^Last week midwinter festival.
Manager Abble Wright Had the record week

worthlneaa.
Its
parity end effectiveness have placed it in
thousands of carefully
stocked hone medicine

of the season.

ORPHBUM.—Becman's
1st

half,

Frenuh

"La Masslere"; 2d

LOEWS.—Prank

Keenan

Stock

half,

"Mr.

Co.

Le

"Todd of the
"Oh, What a Knight" (com-

Times" (film),
edy), and vaudeville.

In

and proved Mao's

chests.

„

GAYETY.— "Burlesque Wonder

Show."
IMPERIAL.—1st half, Blsle Ferguson In
"His Russian Wife" r 2d half, John Barrymora

NEW YORK COSTUME CO.
COSTUMES
137 N.

WABASn

AVE.

the

same throat
irritations

By ARTHUR 8CHALBK.
HIS MAJESTY'S.— "Kermesse" (local), by
local

Dlrecteur."

Julian Eltlnge will be here next week with
bis

Also a fall line of Boots and Shoes
Stage and Street Wear at re-

In

Piso's reputabecame
tion
established in

MONTREAL

es-

Cabaret style of dancing has started a lively
at Kansas University, Lawrence, Kan.
Tbo students demand the right to put on programs that suit them. The faculty members

for

'<-

The singing

and they do not need the
get them over. Doris. Lester

snow' frolics
India March 16, and

row

*^^

efforts.

however,

Address, 824 Dawson St., New York Qity

Picture managers are watching another censor bill which has been Introduced In the Missouri Senate and which will come up for
action soon, providing tor a state board of
three censors.

THE YOUNG

comedy

army uniforms to

tablish studios In the Orient.

Brocaded Silver Lace
Boots as Illustrated
Value $18.00

having two nights

Is

The Marimba was first introduced to this country by
MR. SOLIS and he's the Originator of their own style

tlve, will nail for

markably low

to

shews each week.

of playing.

SALE!

•>

Want

"I

Keith's big bouse before going
across to battle with the Hun. All three have
?ood voices, and two of the boys ore clever
unmakers, getting good laughs with their
point,

Special

U V,

In

Neflblt

appeared at

Mo.

NOTE

if

,

of

PHILADELPHIA.

their Sixth Month at the famous
Cafe Trianon, Hotel Muehlebach,

8COW.

Special Sale of Gold

Heart

NIXON'S GRAND.—The heavy rain Tuesday evening hit this house, which has been
doing a tremendous business, a hard wallop,
but tbe audience was appreciative, and the
show went .over In One style. "Crosby's Corners" was the featured act, and the rural comedy stunts and muato formed an excellent combination, getting lota of good laughs and warm
applause. Lehr, Edmondson and Marr, a trio
of boya recently discharged from the Army,
gave the big not a hard chaso for the top honors, being Drought back for one of the boys
to make a neat epooch. The trio were all in
vaudeville before going Into the eorvlce and

Now in

,!

CITY.

and Thomas Cochran,

m---

"The

H. Moore, press agent of Loow's, here since
the house was opened, has left for New York
and la now In charge of the New YOrk.offlce
of the Montreal "Dally Star."

The band that has been the sensation all over
the U. S. A. in the best vaudeville theatres.

,

on Illinois street, between Washington and
Market streets. It will be on the site of the
one-time famous Stegmelor Cafe.
The seat-

H. A.

week

The Theatre Francals
of Jewleh

SOLIS
MARIMBA BAND

Contracts were elgned yesterday by the ValenCo. operating for a new lease on Eng-

tine

By

in

"Kiddles In

half,

Loow's Theatre la giving a sleigh drive and
dance Friday night after the show.

the aummer.

KANSAS

and "Mliio

(film)

Montague Love

2d

Forget" (film) and Willie Eckstein.

Stuart Walker will bring to the Marat this

\: ..

v
half.
;

Humanity."
;

ing the Portmanteau plays In New York.
Gregory Kelly will join the company late In

m^

(film)

the Ruins."

SIRCLE— Pictures.
OLONIAL.—Pictures.ALHAMHKA.—Plcturea.
summer practically

"Here Comes the Bride"

PIoco."

and the Kids."

RIALTO.— Vaudeville and

LYRIC— LaBello

ROSE & CURTIS

306 Gaiety Theater Bldg., N. Y. City

f

INDIANAPOLIS.
By WILUB. SMITH.
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Someday
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Make You Glad

Words by
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Musio by
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Piano*
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Sweet-heart
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feel
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seems that time
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And while your heart
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Some- day
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THE VERSATILE GENIUS OF MUSIC AND SONG
A DELICIOUS INTERLUDE OP MELODY

I

"EMPRESS OF SONG^
HARRY WEBER

Direction,

m

ALVIN.—"The

PITTSBURGH.
Sharon and out-of-town business men have
optioned a large piece of property in Sharon,
Pa., and plans have been drawn for the erection of a theatre and arcade to coat $150,000.
The theatre will bave a seating capacity of
2,000.
Sharon has been without a playhouse
since the Morgan Grand Theatre was burned a
short time ago.
The new theatre will play
pictures and road attractions.

Passing Show," headed by
Irene Franklin and Burton Green.
DUQUENSB.— "Bringing Up Father atHome," John and Llda Cain.
PERSHING.—Pershing Players and Stock Co.
Two companies.
KENYON.—Nellie Booth Stock Players.
PITT.—Pictures, "Heart of Humanity," With
Dorothy Philips.
GRAND.—Pictures, "Cheating Cheaters," featuring Clara Kimball Young.
OLYMPIC—Pictures, "Wives of Men." with
Florence Reed.
DAVIS.—Vaudeville. Headllncr, Lillian Berse

PROVIDENCE
By KARL K. KLARK.
SHUBERT- MAJESTIC—William Hodge

in

"A Cure for Curablee." "The Dancer," new
comedy-drama Just staged, next. Cast headed
by Martha Hedm'an Includes John Halllday,
Harry Meatayer, Thomas J. Keogh, Gypsy
O'Brien, Jean Temple, Beatrice Collennette and
others.

.

Bon
troit,

Goldstein, formerly with tbe Fox is Dehas been transferred to tbo local office.

In "Sweeties."

connected

Kinder,

Capt.

-.-V

of late

World Film, bas resigned and

with the
a

will take out

road production.

NO

make-up prisoning! Pure, gratifying, safe, ALBOLENE is what
you should use always to remove
make-up, because

it

keeps the skin ia

good condition.
.
It has heen famous for years as tk«
foremost product of its kind.
For the make-up box 1 and 2 ounce
tubes.

Also in

Y*

and 1

ALBOLENE ia told

lb.

cans.

bv
bv(dru,

and dealers in make-up,
MJJp

rite

"Three Faces East"

is

at the Nixon

next

week.

Owing to the crowded houses at the Pitt for
the last week, where they were showing the
"Heart of Humanity," featuring Dorothy Phillips, the manager, Earl Simmons, announced
that the picture would be held over tor five
days and would close Feb. 28. There has heen
some talk here of the Pitt being leased to some
New York people for five years, but Simmons
says that there is nothing to ,lt yet,

McKesson & robbins
Incorporated
Manufacturing Chainlets

A new member

has been added to the Pershing Stock, Helena Rapport. .Of late Miss
Rapport has been playing vampire roles. Her
.

home

New

Is

York.

New York

•

and Co. In a Bketch called "A Breeze That
Blew" won a fair amount of laughs. Edna
Fnuaor Is a newcomer In tho two-a-day. She

'

:t'-::

docs a straight singing turn, ublng three high
class numbors, and discloses a very plea»lng
She also makes a very nice appearvoice.
ance and shows excellent possibilities of becoming a good single. What she needs Is a
hotter selection of material and a little more
assurance and she will get by, for she can
sing better than most straight singers beard In
Walker and
the bigger "pop" time bouses.
Toxas opened the bill nicely with some very
They use some talk
good work with ropoa.
and have worked out a<good routine of double
The eighth episode of the Houdlni
flgures.
picture, "The Master Mystery." continues to be
a big draw at this house.
STANLEY.—"The Life of Roosevelt" waa
shown, before a private gathering Sunday night,
being rocelved with much enthusiasm, and la
a very Interesting picture, It remained as the
feature this week, drawing strong.
PALACE.—Alice Joyce In "The Lion and the
Mouse" and Charlie Chaplin In "A Night In
tbe Show."

ARCADIA.—Marguerite

Clark

In

"Mrs.

Wlggs of the Cabbage Patch" ond "Skyland."

REGENT.—Eighth eplBOde
v,'The
Master Mystery."

of

This

Is

anniversary

where a special

bill

Is

Week at tbe
being played.

Davis,

Bocnuso of the advance Bale of tickets to the
"Passing Show" being so great Manager Reysaid last nlgbt that the
show might be held over, bb they usually do.

nolds, of the Alvln,

"Parlor,

Bedroom and Bath"

will follow

it.

Details are being rapidly perfected for thfe
benefit performance for the Actors' Fund of
America at the Nixon Theatre Friday afternoon, Feb. 28. Daniel Frohman la personally
directing,

Anna Pfell Is a newcomer to the stock burlesque at the Academy, and the way she sang
her songs on Monday night she should become
ab great a favorite as any.
"The Midnight
Maidens" Is the name of this vehicle this week,
with Anna Pfell and Blllle Balllus doing the
hinging. "La Grace" is the dancing attraction.
The same
Hill's show
Lyceum was
day, when

lively

here

Interest that followed
in former years at

Gus
the

in evidence at the Duquense Monhis new frolic was Introduced,
called "Bringing Up Father at Home." The
cast Is headed by John B. Cain. He was woll
remembered for his former Trork here With the
stock company at the old Avenue.
Llda Cain

again

fills

the part of "Maggie," and her work
Business fair.

was pleasing.

Houdlnl'a

<

RIVOLI.—"Don't Change Your Husband."
LOCUST.—"A Romance of Happy Vajley."

Local attractions this week are:
NIXON.—"Turn to the Right," with Ruth
Chester.

"Petti-

Headllner,

SHERIDAN SQUARE.—Vaudeville.
"Tom

Brown's

Constable,"

Head"Musical

Echoes.

GAYETY.—Burlesque,

"Bostonlan

Burles-

quers."

VICTORIA.— Burlesque, "The BlgTtovue."

ACADEMY.— Burlesque,
night Maidens.'.'

stock,
.

"The

Mid-

NO

SIR!!
LAUREL LEE
IS

•

NOT

THE

PORTLAND, ORE.
By JOSEPH ORANT KELLY,

STRAND.— Pop
HEILIO.—27,
County

Woman

Jr.

ond pictures.
Kolb and Dili In "The

BAKER.—23,

Baker

Players

in

"Daddy

Longlegs."

ALCAZAR.—23,

to

comedy

stock.

UP IN MABEL'S ROOM
NEITHER

thousands of people visiting PortPeace Conference, all the-

to celebrate

•

:-

IS

'

LAUREL LEE

tres are doing capacity business.

Tbero are, mow, no show-towns In Oregon
having flu bah restrictions.
After an absence of a year In Los Angelos,
S. Morton Cohn bas returned co/thls city.
He
Is president of the Strand Theatre Co., and is
here on business.

George

Primrose

Is

reported

slowly

Frank,- Shaw, leading man, leaves Jim Post
Co., of Astoria, Ore., to Join the Armstrong
Folly Co., Hinted to shortly open at one of
tbe A. and H. houses In San Francisco.

engagement at the Pantagee
Theatre, Noodles Fagan invited all the employes of "The News" to attend the Pautagoa
as his guests. They accepted, over two hundred attending, thU Included newsboys and
carriers.

Portland Symphony orchestra
lta
opens
season on Feb. 26 with an engagement at the

LAUREL LEE
c

IS

NOW ON

A LltTLE JOURNEY
THROUGH THE SOUTH

.'

UNDER ORDERS
FROM

B. F. Keilh Vaudeville

Emma
Lyric

NOTHING BUT LIES

his

Helllg.

Valle,

heart
AND—IF ANYONE BAYS 80—IT'S

im-

proving.

During

Somebody's Sweet-

Trusty, chorus girl, and Jewel Laleading man, both members of tbe
comedy company, were recently mar-

ried.

Clarence Wurdlg-haa Joined the Lyric
sical stock, and Is playing characters.

mu-

Exchange
BUT DON'T

KEEP IT TO YOURSELF

TONY

BOB

V-

13

NOR HAS SHE EVER BEEN

Alcazar Players In "Within

LYRIC—Musical
Due

in. Room

vaudeville

28, 20,

Cousin."

The Law."

land

Est. 1838

91 Fulton Street

headlines.

LOEW'S LYCEUM.—Vaudeville.

Louise Brocade 'Quintet. Feature picture, Elsie
Ferguson in "The Lie."
liner,

Loew's Lyceum has suffered its first disappointment In pictures', for the Pennsylvania
censors bave put the kibosh on "Boots." with
Dorothy Qlsh. The picture was advertised for
last week, but it was *held up temporarily.
Elsie Ferguson In "The Lie" was substituted.

—

for free mampte.

HARRIS.—Vaudeville
coat Minstrels."

CALVERT AND
boo

Toew

U

circuit

TWO ACES OF SONGLAND

DIRECTION,

Arthur lyons
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THESE WERE GREAT STAGE "COMICS"
i

"K-K-KATY"
"LILY OF THE VALLEY"

'

m

..-.

"OH HELEN"
"OH JOHNNY"

'*$$&

"MISSISSIPPI"

,
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This
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i

New One

Is
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Far More Original and FUNNIER
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OVE -toy 00- yay EARIE-

I-t/ay

(PiR Latin Love)

By the writers

Found You" and "Singapore"

of "I

;"--'.>

Sometimes

:

"Dog Latin,"

called

it's

it

anything you

They laugh

like.

at

etc., etc.

—

'.',

Call

"Hog Latin/'

other times

':.'.-..

that's the Big Idea

it

%.

GILBERT
GRAND OPERA HOUSE

232

Chicago. HI.

&

WEST

FRIEDLAND,

46TH STREET.

Inc.
MAXWELL

NEW YORK

United States Marshal here, and only recently
gave up bin deputy's badge to again don the
sock and buskin.

One of the most Important announcements
some time Is that the Gordon Theatre will
reopen next Sunday .showing film at Ave and
This will be an innovation In large
downtown bouses. Tbe bouse will be under
the management, of Fred Qerllng, with three
changes of program weekly.
'

in

ten cents.

NOTICE FOR

EUROPE
Playara in Europe datlrlni- to advartlse
la VARIETY, and wishing to toln advwitjLf • of tho Prepaid Ratal allowed, may
aecura the kdii, if at the time of mailing
advertUIng copy direct to VARIETY, Now
York, tho amount In payment for It le
placed In VARIETY'S credit at tho

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FORWARDING CO.* "
Carlton St, Regent St, S.

W,

London

For uniformity In exchange, tho Pall
leal Co. will accept depoalte for VARIETY
at four ah 111 In ft, two pence, on tho dollar.
thla manner of trarumlnlon,
danger of loaa to the player la averted;
aieumea full rilk and acknowlodgos tho Pall Mall Co.'a receipt* aa lto
own ncalpta for all money placed with
the PaU Mall to VARIETY'S credit.

Alfred and Paul Castigllonl, who own the controlling Interest In the American Bottling Corporation, of this city, have Just signed up for
a ton years' lease of Rocky Point, ono of Rhode
Island's two big "down the bay" summer
amuBoment parka. The property la now controlled by Mrs. Amelia V. Harrington, widow of
Col. Randall A. Harrington, who died several
months ago, and who was prominent In theatrical circles of the state for many years. •

In order to accommodate Massachusetts'
patrons of Providence theatres, especially those
living In the Attleboros, tbe Interstate Company has bad a special theatre car put on a
schedule to leave Pawtucket each week night at
midnight. TIiIh will allow many "over tbe line"
residents to take in the shows In this city.

ROCHESTER,

Through

By

all

Girl

from the Marsh

"Twin Beds" again, next.
FAY'S.— "An Airplane Elopment" The Rural

COLONIAL.—The

all

new Bebman Show

In

"Just for Tonight"

L. B.

FAY'S.— Green
Steppers, Tolly,

The

Brothers,

Six

Nifty

"The Star Roomer," RoBle and

Tony, Penn Duo.
.
FAMILY.— Mrs. Eva Fay, Lillian Mortimer
and Co., all week; Henry Frey, Three Musical
Shlrleys, Fred and Mae Wsddell, first halt:
Leonard and Sherwood, Aerial Putts, Frances
Talte.

REGENT.—"Don't Change Your

Croft," film.

Players, Nelson Waring, Frank Talbot and Co.,
Vernon and Capper, fionny and Moore and films.

N. Y.
SKBFFINQTON.

LYCEUM.— "The Heart of Humanity."
QAYBTY.— "Bowery Burlesquers."

VARIETY

OPERA HOUSE.— "Tho

half; Dustin Farnum
Open," second halt.
first

[

In

Husband."

"A Man

in the

B. Walthall in "The
half; Mabel Normand in

PICCADILLY.—Henry

False Faces,"

first

"Sis Hopkins," second half.

Malaohl A. Kelly (Kelly and Oarleton), of
who appeared at the Emery last week,

this city,

was tendered a dinner party Friday night at
the Dreyfus by his former assoclatea at the
Federal Building here. Mr. Kelly during tbe
war was one of the assistants In tbe office of the

•

','BattIes in tbe Air," pictures of 140 paintings by Lieutenant Henry Farre, of .France,
are being shown at Convention Hall this week.
Lieutenant Harold Willis, of tbe Lafayette
Escadrllle, lectures.
Farre Is the c racial
painter of the French Afmy and Navy.

By

SEATTLE.
WALTER H. BURTON.

METROPOLITAN.—Richard
and Frills"

You

;

23-March

8,

Carle In "Furs
Kolb and Dill In "As

Were.''

WILKES.—Wilkes
The Players, Rhode Island's big semi-professional dramatic organization, declared one of
the best In New England, gave its 185th and
130th performances at Infantry Hall on Thursday and Friday evening of last week before
large audiences. "The Talker" was -the play.

been received here of tbe marriage of Ellis A. Wolff, proprietor of the Palace Theatre, to Helen L., daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel C. Baum, of 504 West 140th
street, New York City. Mr. Wolff has for some
time been managing Liberty Theatre in Texas.

Word has

SILVER,
General
ml Mgr.

MORT 108LEY

Ivan

Stock in "Some Baby."
Miller and Grace Huff In the leadtbg

roles.

OAK.

—

Monte Carter Musical Comedy Co. In
"On the Farm," with Monte Carter in the star
part This is bis first appearance since hs
dropped out of tbe cast several months ago.
Mrs. Carter (Blanche Ollmore) Is also back In
the cast
LEVY'S ORPHEUM.—"Ike and Mike at the
Sea," musical comedy, with Henry Bcbeer and
George Rebn In -the comedy roles.

PALACE HIP.—"Just

Girls" tops
V. M. A. vaudeville here.

current

of W.
mission.— "Tho

Drifters," with J.

Warren

bill

VIGOROUS
VAUDEVILLE
VALUES
Are Contained

GOODWIN'S
VAUDEVILLE

MANUAL
One-Act Plays,

of

Sketches,

CLEMMER.—Madge

Kennedy

In

"Friend

—

Husband."

Dialogue

and

Patter.
One Dollar Postpaid

Price

Kerrigan In star part

REX. "Tbe Dawn of a Tomorrow," with
Mary Plcktord in the stellar role.
STRAND.—Dorothy Dalton In "Hard Boiled"
COLONIAL.—"Tbe Spenders," with Bert

In

LEWIS

B.

GOODWIN

LITTLE HOUSE
Manchester, New Hampshire

Lytell In leading role.

LIBERTY.—Charles

Ray

In

"Tbe

4.

Girl

Dodger."

COLISEUM.—"Tbe
B. Walthall in start

Falsa Faces," with Henry

part

•>

Harry Carey,

picture star, will appear at the
Mission In person Wednesday of this week.

Webster Rusk, Seattle's -heaviest theslpan,
weighing 505 pounds, died In Brooklyn last
week of heart failure. He was 18 years of age

at tbe time of his death, and broke Info the
in this city, doing amateur stunta
at the old Seattle and Grand theatres before
thoy were demolished. His parents and a slater

show game,

survive him.

Interment in

this city.

John Hamrlckt manager of the Rox and Gem
line
returned heme from a two
months' visit to his old homo In Ohio.
theatres,

V.

H.

ROBERT LAW SCENIC STUDIOS
REPRESENTATIVE PRODUCTIONS

John Cort's "FLO -FLO"

SEABURY
|

and

SHAW

I.

*—

*
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MILLER
SHOES

1.
~^t

M

W. Bsmdolph St

CHICAQO,

HICKS & SON

H.

Worts.
Patented

nwii by
Z77-379

c(

'rot

-hind,

(IRENE DUBUQUE)

Columbus At*.

Tel. Central

6***-."1!...
NEW YORK

l

VARIETY wants

C«tt of Broadway. Opp. Lyneaa

Beautify

men

correspondents, newspaper

preferred

WARDROBE TRUNKS
8PE0
l
,,LT
F0H THE

AT

Yoasiust look good to eiakeseee. Many
el tits "Profeuloo" haw obtained and

Many

Md

P.

$9.00 -TAMO'SHAHTER-$9.00
"These stumung Tama" are inlaid with brilliant polkadots and sparkle
as If set with hundreds of Jewels. The following celebrities an wearing
our articles: Bra Taaguay, Trude Frlganxa, Marjorte Bambeau, Mollle
King. Herbert Clifton. Wanda Itfon, Florence Tempest. Ford Slstero, and

(Op*. Waldorf)

Jean, Batrtos

Inches with ONE JAR of 0081
RrternaL Absolute); harmless.

Reduce, fat on any pan of tie bod;. No dieting.
starring. exercising nor ttklnc daniaroai drugs Ban
the Bodlib figure. For men and women. Price, postpaid. 17.00; eampl*, 10a CURfllE * CURRIE. Onnjglsts, 2809 Avenue 8, Brooklyn, N. Y^Phopt: K.S-

on 4842.

and

others.

Mads

REDUCE YOUR BUST
FAT I to 4
OBESITY CKHA1L

LESTER
out as heretofore under Joe
agement.

St.

man-

Peter's

Johnson and Kastner have sold the Princess
Theatre, Ballard, and it has been rechrlstened
the Empress.
,

Baby Marie Osborne appeared at the Clemmer here last week In person.

Charlea Dillingham presents

A

"EVERYTHING" BumUd.

Mantnotn MuiloaJ Speetsoli to

H.

B.

HIPPODROME
Matinee Dally. 2:15: Eveelrje, «:IS
'BVsrnhiiig* to equip • doxeo mtudcomedies. "-IOC18
FOB la "World."

"Enough of
oal

The Julian Eltingo show at the Metropolitan
was forced to close Wednesday night after
opening Tuesday on account of the general
strike here which began Thursday morning.
The attraction drew capacity business the three
performances given, and no doubt would have
drawn equally well for the entire six days engagement.

DB

Marius BramblIla*former vaudeville single
tramp

doing

a

Beum Theatre

The Empire Shoe Store
8TH AVENUE
Highart Short Vamp Footwear
707

OUR SPECIALTY
Sizes
to 9—all widths.
',(.-e:..:

-L-

violin turn, Is now at the Colihere, directing the concert or-

chestra of 31 j)iecea.

Tacoma theatres were also fled up on account
and the neighboring
Vaudeville bills jumped two the two
BtandB and laid over in Portland.

of the big strike in this
city.

The Camp Lewis Players, composed of
thesptans quartered at Camp Lewis, have made
two successful tours of the larger coast cities
and are planning touring the Eastern section
All of them have now been released from
duty in Uncle Sam's Army.

I

11*11 orders given
ti

prompt attention.

..

its

noon.

IIS

Let Ue Prove 4» JW
n i. Best
Sand for Price Llat and Color Card
New York City
West 48th Street

May Roberts and Victor Oillard, well known
local stars, have completed their engagement
with the stock organization at the Empress,
Vancouver (B. C), and are spending a short
vacation at their

DR. JOSEPH BIER

£4

hockey

organization played the Tlvoll here for tevernl
first part of the season.

months the

r-

Wm.

W. D. Heffron, formorly connected with theatrical affairs In Missoula (Mont.), has purchased an Interest In the Colonial Theatre, this
city, from John Danz, and will hereafter assist
in a Managerial-capacity.
Edward Fisher, of the Fisher Vaudeville
line purchased an Interest In the Rose
Theatre, Everett (Wash.), and a combination
vaudeville and picture policy will be carried
Agency,

J.

In

NEW

Heinike has sold the Judith Theatre,
is now engaged in

Low stow n (Mont.), and
i

mining

In

the Qoldflcld

(Nev.) section.

Howard Russell, Juvenile here with former
stock organizations and author of a number
of dramatic sketches, has joined the Wilkes
Players at the Wilkes Theatre, this city.
The Levy Musical Comedy organization entertained the U. S. Army"Truck and Medical
Departments of the 13th Division at the armory

JACK

Every Tuesday

utilized for

The Ed. Armstrong Musical Comedy Co. has
gone to the Hippodrome, San Francisco. This

BRYANT
•

In this city.

.

Phone:
8186

S Xj

home

The Arena 1b now being
games and Ice skating.

Formerly Physician and Surgeon
U. 8. Army

CATERING TO THE PROFESSION
Putnam Building, Room 208
1493 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

la

PROFESSION

%

PRICES

Second Hand
Trunk.

YORK. Note

L.

NEW PERMANENT

189

lo

Any Color

of Velvet

N CLABK STREET, CHICAGO.
-

KOTLER,

Phone: Bryant 8738

MORE BRILLIANT THAN RHINESTONES

SMITH, M.D.

347 Fifth Are.. N. T. C.

or other

Bargains

W

Wardrobe

Property

retained better parts by ha»lM at correrect their feateral iBsertxHws
move MemUhee. CooMlltitloi tree. Fee*
reasonable.

P. E.

CITY

WARDROBE PROP.

New York

Address VARIETY,

Your Face

NEW YORK

Big Bargains. Have been used. Also a few
Becond Hand 'Innovation and Fibre Wardrobe
Trunks, f 10 and $15. A few extra large Property Trunks. Alio old Taylor and Bal Trunks.
Parlor Floor, 20 W. 31st St, New York City

CORRESPONDENTS WANTED

Shoe Shop
NO MAIL 0BDBB8
WEST 49TH STREET

SEVENTH AVE.

^ TRUNKS, $5.00

lMaiaMIMaMMM

154

(Oppottta Strand Tti*ttre)

(Opposite Colombia Theatre)

MM

(HAZEL BANOTJB)
145 North Clark Street, Chicago

COSTUMES

For Novelties

BROADWAY

1682-1685
722-724-726

Formerly with Edith Strickland

HATS, GOWNS-

8«n, Frandseo, Cat.

The Class A Theatre property is Involved in
a mortgage foreclosure for (25,000 in Superior
Court

Near 41st

St

High Class—New and Used

L.

Goodman

2S1I South State

CHICAGO

St

REMOVAL NOTICE OF THE

PROFESSIONALS' FAVORITE DENTIST

DR. N. GOTTSEGEN
DENTIST

2U-ZX3 West 67th Street

New York

City

(Two doors Bsst of Broadway)
Pnorw:

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.
By CHESTER BAHN.
The Burtls Grand, at Auburn, which has
been closed for some time, reopened on
Saturday night.
The. theatre has been remodeled. At the reopening the patrons received roses and souvenir sugar shells.
After a trial lasting three days, a Jury in
Oswego County Court brought in a verdict in
favor of John Cordingley for $304.05 against
the Gilmore Amusement Co., of which Charles
P. Gilmore, Oswego theatrical magnate, is the
head. The action grew out of the order of the
Board of Health of Oswego, Issued during the
influenza epidemic, whereby all places of
amusement in the Starch City were closed.
The Gem Theatre, which Cordingley owns and
had leased to the Gilmore Co. for $300 a
month, was Included in this order? but it had
been closed up several months before. While
there Was a proviso in the lease that should
the city close the theatre the rental tfcmld
cease, Mr. Cordingly claimed that the order
was ineffective, as the theatre had already
been closed. The case, in the nature of a test
action,
was bitterly fought and closely
watched by attorneys for theatres in ether
cities.
It Is understood the case will not be
appealed.

Circle 2037

MADAM WM.

BOISES

"*-42rt 8

Vork

*.
JWff
JBfMSSt i.
tr Ba»
Studio
Of CLASSIC, BALLET and STAGE DANCING
Class or private lessons.
Spanish spoken.

Mrs. Frances Schuyler, a 10-year-old Syracuse
girl.
The decree terminated a romance that
began four years ago when the girl fell in
love with Schuyler, who was playing at the
Temple here. The couple were married three
days after meeting. The present whereabouts
of Sohulyer are unknown.

The Tioga Theatre at Owego, N. Y„ built
ten years ago, has been sold by the proprietor,
to the lessee, Paul Tobias.
The
house Is sold subject to 8 $15,(00 mortgage to
secure the bondholders; the stockholders lost
their money long ago.
Mr. Tobias had con-

John Laue,

ducted

the Empire in

Owego, and when he

leased the Tioga he maintained the Empire
lease and kept the house dark.
The Empire
lease recently expired.
The owner, M. L.
Bauer, will reopen the house under his own
personal management at an early date.

The Chahlatans' Bramatio Club of Hamilton

A proposed ordinance, which if adopted will
compel a more careful conduct of the various
theatres in Watertown, was Introduced at the
lost meeting of "the Common Council there and
referred to a special committee.
The commitee will also consider, at the request of' the
Board of Safety, the general safety ordinance
of the city, which was submitted to the Watertown Alderman In May, 1010, but which was
not acted upon because of its length.- The
ordinance provides there must be no S. R. O.
signs, curtains and scenery must bo fireproofed, the houses kept sanitary, and smoking limited to the lobbies. A fine of from $10
to $100 for any offense is provided.
Justice William M. Ross granted a decree
/
'annuling the marriage of Frank J. Schuyler to

College will open a tour at Utica March 1.
-The club this seaeqn Is presenting four one"The Ghost -of Jerry Bundler,"
act plays:
.

"Night," "Two Crooks and a Lady" and "Between the Soup and the Savory." At Utica
the club will use the Portmanteau Theatre
equipment of the Players Club.

Girls under 1C years of age henceforth will,
from Watertown cabarets and
other public dance halls. The order was Issued
by Detective Captain A. S. Wood after charges
were made by Salvation Army officers that
Immoral conditions in Watertown were due to
such places where 16-year-old girls had been
admitted.
bo* excluded

'

Abe

Epstein, nVi.'itnnt treasurer of the Bag-

LIPSHU

ADDRESS,

162

West 48th Street

Dehrens, Phone, Bryant 985.

Street.

.;
ar*.

tad

570 Seventh Ave.
.

GOWNS

ILL.

here Friday night To make the performance
as realistic as possible, the company appeared
In full costume and the regular theatre oreatra accompanied.
These soldiers were a
part of the force Uncle Sam sent to Seattle to
assist In quelling the I. W. W.'s and Bolshevlki
radicals in the recent strike tie-up.

PHILADELPHIA—90S Walait

fBMMl

Keys.

nankUaOM

MACK, The Tailor

HAZEL'RENE

tiat
Seeds,

Hew 'idea

Bam

216 Canal Street
|N. Y. CMjr

at 46th Street
HAVE A LITTLE FRUIT DELIVERED TO TOUR HOME OR TOUR
FRIENDS—TAKE IT TO YOUR WEEK-END OUTING

Unit* States
Factory

_

iOOOClI>sVsW)lfj

557 Fifth Avenue,

& Co.

M

Professional

MP

OOQffls

turen and

MM Larger!
Accordion
Factory
only

He. 17-Prtoe. II

LCafiuftBn.

TIM LMrihv

iw

Is

SBBi

1554 Broadway at46'--St
State & Monroe Sts

II till

MADISON'S BUDGET

ILL.

Greatest

W£flU EV£RY STAGE RlQUmEHENT

ThS
makes

newest

Phone: Randolph 1790

OF ANY SIZE
AISO INDIVIDUAL ORDERS

Guerrini

I4M
SEW YORK
WRITING FOR MANY OF THE
BEST ACTS IN VAUDEVILLE'

My

Lingerie and Hats
SKETCHES FUENlflHED

THE LARGEST THEATRICAL SHOE

HANUFA CTURERSIH THE WOULD.

WE Fir ENTIRE COMPANIES

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

JAMES MADISON
BROADWAY.

THEATRICAL COSTUMES
Gowns—Street Costumes

Evening
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NEW YORK

my small bit of ten minutes
WINTER GARDEN SHOW, "MONTE CRISTO, JR.":

What THE

CRITICS thought of

in the

Vy...vl

new
;

-,

i

READ
WORLD

JOURNAL

"Chic Sale again caused- roars of laughter as the village performer on the
small time horn."

"Chic Sale, the inimitable, was there and scored his usual

hit.'

SUN

GLOBE
"The comedians include Chic

There will be more of Chic Sale

Sale.

"Chic Sale was as amusing as ever.

in due course."

MAIL

TELEGRAM

"Chic Sale played his Tuby' to the delight of

"Chic Sale got a lot of fun out of the railroad- station scene."

Charles

-•
is

ONE OF THE LATE HITS ON ZIEGFELD'S ROOF

I

Plans have been drawn and contract let. for
the erection of a $150,000 theatre, corner Polk

and Florida avenues, for the Belle Amusement
Co.
It is to open in the fall, and will have
sectional roof which can be opened during; the

summer months.

The house

will

play road

shows.

:.

llll

TORONTO, CAN.
By

Mar.

"Business Before Pleasure."
East."

3.

'

edy role. Next, 24, Edythe Elliott in "When
Capacity.
AVENUE.—F. Stuart Wbyte'a production of
"Cinderella," with Zara Canton and Sue
Parker.
Stuart Whyte presented a company
here for several seasons, and three former
favorites are with him. They are Miss Clinton,
Harry Hoyland and J. Barrett-Lennard. The
present tour Is under the direction of Klaw &
Erlanger.
ROYAL. Fourth week of films. First half,
June Elvidge in "The Oldest Law" and Polly

Our Boys Come Home."

DODD ACKERMAN
SCENIC STUDIOS
P.

I'*"-

3.

REGENT.—M.

ORPHEUM?-Valeska

STAGE DECORATIONS
Designer)

';
.

WEST 39th
NEW YOBK CITY
140

ST.

Phone: Greeley 3000

•j

table, returned to the box office on Monday,
convalescent from an attack of pneumonia.

The next big innovation in the school system of Syracuse will be the Installation of
moving picture machines and the use of them
v

generally in the study courses of practically
The assembly balls will probably
be transformed Into miniature theatres.
Jerry Barnette, carnival man, was arrested
at Oloversvllle on Saturday on a larceny
charge preferred by 'Alderman Ferley B. Door,
who accused the professional of stealing his
bull pup.
Barnette was in Watertown last
week In connection with the Moose carnival.
He claims the dog was given him by a woman,

all classes.

whom

it

was

Mar.

—

Productions of Distinction
DODD ACKERMAN,

Co.

P.

—

-

(P.

Belles"

Anita Stewart In "Virtuous Wives," Regent Graphic, Sunshine Comedy, special, Estelle Carey, soloist. Mar. 3.
Bert Lytell In "The Spender."
ALLEN. M. P. "Little Women," comedy,
"Rip and Stitch, Tailors," Special, Lulgi RoMar. 3. Win. Favermanelll, violin solo.
sham in "Tho Silver King."
ALLEN'S BLOOR ST.—Theatre opens March
10, with a slx-plece orchestra, and "Don't

INC

STUDIO:

"The Broadway
—STAR.—
"The French Frolics."

following.

TAMPA, FLA.
The South Florida Fair came to a close
Saturday (Feb. 22) to tbe biggest financial
success of recent years.
Lord and Vernons tab show opened on their
week at Alcazar Sunday.

third

\

W. W. Averlll, stage manager of the Tampa
Bay Casino, succumbed to an attack of pneumonia. Al Edwards has replaced 'him..

—

Cuange Your Husband.','
RIALTO. "Hoop-la," a circus photoplay.
STRAND.—Tom Moore in "Go West, Young
Man," Houdinl In "The Master Mystery."
27-20. Madge Kennedy In "Day Dreams."
Mar. 8. Francis X. Bushman in "The Poor
Rich Man." 6-8.— Pauline Frederick in "Out

——

of the

Poppy."

Kellerman in "Queen
27-1, "The Greatest Thing in

of the Seas."
Life."

MADISON.—Earle

Williams in "The Highest
Trump;" Harold Lloyd In "Ask Father." 27-1.
;"
Sessue Hayakawa in "Bonds of Honor
James Aubrey in "Soapsuds and Sapheads,"

—

.

Last Wednesday the first Government House
Ball since the beginning of the war was held
and well attended.
Exhibitors In the smaller towns

still

Insist

they are suffering heavily from taxation, parThe trouble seems to
ticularly the reel tax.
lie In the fact the outside towns are paying
Just as much reel tax with only one show a
day as the theatres In the larger centres with
from three to a dozen shows,

was

McDargb, an
dicted by a Fojle'ral grand -Jury here last weok
on a charge of unlawfully wearing the uniform of an army officer. He was arrested at
the Puritan hotel and explained that he used
the coat In theatrical work and that he was
expecting a call to fill an engagement when tho
arrest was made.

John Clinton

actor,

in-

'

"Pom Pom"~ showed here last week to the
best business of this season. Field's Minstrels,
20-27, first time In Tampa.
,

Watch

this

baby grow

Bobby "UKE" Henshaw

The Merry Mimic
Been working for a year and
a half next to closing with only
four weeks' lay off for the
W. V. M. A. B. P. Keith Vaudeville

Exchange.
ORPHEUM TO FOLLOW

Hearing on an Injunction suit of Fred J.
Gelle against the Lenwood Amusement Company operating the Rlalto Theatre, in which
Gelle asks that tbe amusement company be
restrained from razing a building at 11 Kentucky avenue In which he has a tailor shop,
will be given March 5 In Superior Court.
A cross complaint has been filed by the
amusement company asking possession ot the
room, as tho company plans to tear down the
enlarge the Rlalto Thea-

building in order to
tre,

which

It

—

B. C.

By H. P. NEWBERRY.
EMPRESS.— "For; the Man Sbo Loved,"
Marie Baker, obaracter woman, scored in com-

all-star cast, comedies

COLONIAL.—Gaby

— Constance
StocklngB."

GLOBE.
of Silk

one. shop

As

manufacturers,* selling

furs only, we can offer you
tremendous savings on every

and Dominion orchestra.
Deslys In "Infatuation."
Talmadge In "A Pair
\_

MAPLE LEAF.—Mae Murray in "Her
BROADWAY.—Harold Lockwood In

any

in

anywhere,

—

DOMINION. House doing fine business with
the new policy ot only two Snows each day.
Current attraction, "The Squaw Man," with

fur piece

Body

in Bond."

you buy.

Special discount to the Prefeulon.

"Pals

First."

34 West 34th

Tbe

not expected that there will
closing orders.

be any

Ratkowsky, Inc.

A.

The ban on dancing which has been on in
province was lifted Thursday, Feb. 13.
influenza cases are now very few and it in"

this

St.,

--;';:

New York

m

further
,

I

The story, "Her Body in Bond," the film- in
which Mae Murray appears at the Maple Leaf
this week, was written by H. Sheridan Bickers
(Yorlck), formerly of this city, where he was

and Down."

!

I

The company at the Emprees

la

receiving excellent patronage, playing to practically capacity houses, especially in the latter part of the week.

dramatic crltio for different local papers.

The Edison, at New Westminster, Is being
completely remodeled. It is a film house and
ba made much wider, and when the work
Is completed will seat about 1,000, and will be
able to play road shows In addition- to fllms k
-

will

Coming attractions at the Avenue will be
"Turn to the Right." This will bo the first
time the play has been given by a road company hero, although It has already been produced by tbe Empress Stock po., who used it
tor their first offering when they reopened last
after tbe "flu" ban was lifted. Another attraction will bo a vaudeville show to
be given by local talent tbe 24th and 25th.
The Players" Club of tho University of B. C.

flousa's Band will be one of the attractions
at the annual Vancouver Exhibition to be held
In

give

March

their

fourth

Orpheum.

v

—

Among the coming plays at the Empress will
3, "Too
24, "When Our Boys Come Home"
Many Cooks"; 10, "Kindling"; 17, "Upstairs
'

;

:

ALL STYLES—SCRAP BOOKS
Street, N. Y. City

CO.

.at

Another of tbe wrestling matches Was staged
when Jack Taylor won over John
''

:

,C V

WASHINGTON,

D. C.
By HARDIB MHAKIN.
NATIONAL.— Ethel Barrymore In her new
vehicle,

"Tho

Off Chance,"

by R. C. Carton.

SHUBERT-BBLASCO.—Harry Lauder

opened

to tho usual capacity house. Hegiving ton performances during the week,
POLI'S.— "The Danger," featuring Martha
Hodman and a supporting cast that Includes
Harry Mestayer and Oypay O'Brien. The piece
Is by Edward Locke.

Monday night
Is

j

.-"'"

8HUBERT-OARRICK.—William Moore Hatch

The returned Boldlors In thiB city have organized a Victory Carnival to be held In May.
be

be heard

at the Royal,
Borg.

performance
"Tbe Importance of

Tho appearances of tho Vancouver Symphony
Orchestra have beon postponed, as there is
some opposition to anything but a certain kind
ot music bolng played on Sunday In this city,
and It was on Sunday that tho orchestra were
planning to make their appearances. The first
concert was given .Sunday, Jan. 20, at the

will

Josef Rosenblatt, in bis recital at the Hotel
Vancouver, drew a capacity audience.

annual

appearing In
Being Earnest."
0, 7, 8,

August.

The French Republic Band

tho Orpheum March 10. The house has been
secured after the regular show, and the band
will start at 11 o'clock.

November

UNION piNGE BINDING
West 42nd

shown

—

Trail."

COVERS FOR ORCHESTRATIONS
120

than we are displaying
could not possibly be

Woman

adjoins.

VANCOUVER,

!

PANT AGES. Imperial Pekinese Troupe
headline Pantages Circuit vaudeville.
COLOMBIA.—First half, Jack O'Lantern

will

The, Chlng Chong Folly Co. opened an indefinite engagement at the Sans Soucl Sunday.
This house is under the management of Jaok
EdwardB and wife (Edna Park).

Suratt in "Tho Purple

Girls, Irving, White and Marie and three other
in the
acts, also feattfre film and "The
Web," film serial. Second half, vaudeville and
films.
REX. William Farnum in "The Rainbow

Shadow."

OAKWOOD.—Annette

A

finer, more exten-;
sive collection of fur
coats and fur pieces

Moran Comedy.

PRINCESS.—"Three Faces

GRAND.—"Some Baby." Mar. 3.—"Vanity
Fair."
OAYETY.—"Bon Ton Girls."

:,-

FURS

—

R. O. LYE.

—ROYAL ALEXANDRA.—"Maytime."

1'"'

.

contracts with the Messrs. Shtthert, was obliged to leave show.

Owing to

L

1

<

all."

gives Washington another

new play, "The

After-

math," by George Seibel, and having to do with
tho physical condition of the returning soldier.
COSMOS.—"OIlveB," Estelle Sully, Nevlns and
Gordon, Cblsholm and Breen, La France and
Kennedy and Weber, Beck and Frazlor.
OAYETY.— Billy Watson'B "Beef Trust"
LYCEUM.—The American Burlesquere. Jack
Oompsey, who rocontly signed for tho championship bout with Jess Wlllard, Is an extra added
Business as a
attraction with tho company.
result was capaolty throughout the weok.
LOBW'S COLUMBIA.—Charles Ray in "The
Girt Dodger." Second half, Carlylo Blackwell
•'.
la "Courage for Two." ,

MOORE'S RIALTO?i<Fannie Ward
mon Olay."
.

ORANDALL'S METROPOLITAN.
In "A Man la the Open."

Farnum

in,

..

,

"Corny
'.'.

— Dustln
\

.

e

.

tea
mm:

the theft of films.
Enormous thetta have
taken place In tbe past few monthB. So large
Indeed, that producers realise that something
to atop them.

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD

must be done

»*

and

Ben Wilson's playing one of the male leads
"opposite" May Allison in her newest subject,
an usher.
Walter Perceval Is also In the
"Orchestra D 2" In which Mlsa Allison plays

Husband" Is the title
Hart release of March 16.

Dim.
1

Girl's

of the William S.

Harry Mlllarde Is directing the Madlalne
Traverse feature, "The Love That Dares."

.

Mae Marsh's latest
has been completed by Qoldwyo.

"Spotlight Sadie,"
lease,

re-

Anna Lehr Is shortly to make hep appearance as a co-star with' House Peters in a
Hodklnson release, "Thunderbolts of Fate."

y

Gavest Me" which trill
MacDonald as the leading

Ib off

"Spotlight Sadie" Is the title of Mae Marsh's
next Bubject, with Larry Trimble directing.

"The Poppy

Katberlne

woman.

on a personal appear"tour of the West."

Harry Carer

Woman Thou

"The
have

New York offices having out road outfits of
pictures deny that business has dropped off.

,

"The Eternal Madalenc," from the Ooldwyn
studios, Is an Baster week special and will
be seen April 20.
'

Tom Mix and Colleen Moore are winding up
the Western subject, "The Wilderness Trail"
which Edward LeSalnt Is directing.
"The Forbidden Room" is the subject of the
March release of the newest Gladys Brock-

"The 8ea Wolf" will probably be the first
subject selected for the Texas Gulnan starring
venture under the William L. Bherrlll Amusement company. Another of her spring subjects will be "Little Miss Deputy."
If either of two shows now In Broadway
houses peter out as a "draw," the opening
business so far indicating an Indefinite stay,
the theatre will house the Harry Garson fea'

ture,

"The Unpardonable

Sin."

William L. Sherrill, of the Frohman Amusement Corp., haa gone to Los Angeles to establish a west coast organization for the
production of 26 two-reel westerns In which
Texas Gulnan is to be starred.

"The End of the Road," a picture made for
the War Department Commission on Training Activities, was shown at the Plymouth
Theatre Feb. 23, under the auspices of the
Association of Grand Jurors.

well BUbJccts.

Tbe

Thayer has arranged to make anmelodramatic feature, entitled "The

Otis B.

other

Wolves

M.

of

Wall

Street,"

-

"The White Washed Walls," with William
Desmond featured, has Jack Richardson and
lay Dwlgglns among his principal support.

Anita Stewart features
of
,
under Louis B. Mayer's management Is being
filmed In New Orleans or at least the greater
part of It, with Marshal Nollan especially
engaged to direct this one. Miss Stewart has
completed her second, "Mary Regan."
the

third

'

About April 1 will find Myrtle Stedman
working In a new feature under the market
brand of the Gray Seal Productions, Inc.

It was said in film circles this week William
Fox and Wlnfleld R. Bheehan might sail for
Europe Saturday (March 1), for a trip on as

much

of the continent as Is

accessible, with

a view to extending further than France, their
chain of foreign exchanges.

Another Evelyn Nesblt film hits the public
screen in March under the title of "Thou
Shalt Not," directed by Charles J. Brabln.

.The

William
"Flat

entitled

Desmond

feature,

has

Gold,"

been

originally

renamed

"Mints of Hell."

ist.

Tod Browning will direct Mary MacLean In
her next Universal, "Prairie Gold." The story
la by Sinclair Lewis.
;

There's no telling how soon Lois Weber will
be able to resume film directing again as she
plans to have her broken arm given the
proper surgical treatment. Miss Weber will
come to New York to be treated by a special-

A picture based upon Thomas Dixon's novel
"Comrades," which will be In the nature of a
warning against Bolshevist propaganda, Is
now being completed by Harley Knoles.
The Cosmo Hamilton
Mack,

with

the

screen

story,

"One Week of

version

by Wllllord

have Pauline Frederick as

will

Its

film

star.

In spite of the good will of Mayor Mryllag,
of Elizabeth, N. J., picture houses which did
try to remain open on Sunday have been
forced to close.

"What Could Be Sweeter?" has been selected
as the title of the first film that Mr. and Mm.
Carter De Haven will appear under the Robertson-Cole exploitation.

m

Nigel Barrle, who Just finished the lead In
the last Alma Rubens picture, Is engaged to
play the principal male role in the neweat

Clara Kimball Young feature.

March 2 the Paramount releases two sub"Alias Mike Moran," with Wallace Reld,
and "Good Gracious Annabelle," with Bllile
jects,

Burke.
next- March release of tho George
subjects will be "Never Say Quit,"
directed amid Florida

The
Walsh

Edward Dillon

which

settings.

Torn. Moore, under Harry Beaumont's direction, In winding up a film adaption of Frederick S. Ishams' novel, "A Man And His

Money."
f

'

/

2.1

T. Hayes Hunter will remain permanently
on the Coast, having a number of features to
make for the newly organized Zane Grey

I

The Dressier Producing Corporation filed
a voluntary petition In bankrupsy Feb. 19.
The proceedings were the result of a dissolution suit filed In the Supreme Court by Marie
Dressier and her husband, James M. Dalton.
The liabilities of the corporation are listed
at (22.809 with assets of 15.865 In cash and
three Dressier comedy films.

Howard S. Hummel!, formerly salesman for
the Universal In New Jersey, severed bis connection this' week, and la now In the same
capacity In New York and New Jersey for
the Elks Photo Play Co.
Barney Kersner,
vice-president and treasurer of the Elk company is seriously ill with Influenza, at his
*
home In Brooklyn, N. Y.

distributing the

is

Hayakawa

pictures.

Reglna Lorraine, through her attorneys,
Stapleton & Moses, has Instituted action for
an absolute divorce against her husband,
Harry Lumpen, manager of a number of
local picture theatres, alleging adultery with
divers unknown persons dating from Dec, 20,
1017.
The defendent was served Feb. 8 but
has filed no answer to the charges.
•

Mrs. Jeanne Loralne, a stockholder in tbe
Ooldwyn Pictures Corporation, is causing the
police department a little trouble as a result
of her charges that three men, whom she believes to be policemen, forced their way Into
her apartment at 116 West 72nd street, last
Mrs.
Nov. 22, and extorted $195 from her.
Lorraine has engaged Stapleton & Moses as
Inspector
attorneys to protect her interests.
Cray and First Assistant District Attorney
Talley are Investigating the matter.

The suit of Ada Giftord Armbruster, with
Fox, known professionally bb Ada Glfford,
against the Parkers Box Co., will come up
The plaintiff baseB her
for trial next week.
action on an accident which occured at 34th
street and 8th avenue a year ago Jan. 9,
whereby an auto owned by tbe defendant ran
her down and broke both ankles. The plainThe defendant
tiff asks for 125,000 damages.
answered that she was negligent Stapleton
and Moses represent the plaintiff, legally.
•

According; to a statement made by Albert
Smith, president of Vitagraph, two hunlocated corner saloons In
New New York will be converted into automat
film theatres.
The machine to be used Is
not unlike the present klnetoscope box, but
larger, and will contain not only a projection

dred of the best

machine but a diminutive

,.

In Time" will be made by the
Vitagraph, with the leads played by Gladys
Rauph Ince will
Leslie and Eugene Strong.
direct, being "loaned" for this one picture by
the Sawyer-lmbln interests, Ince making a
series of Ralph Ince specials for the 6-L
Stitch

firm.

screen.
In order
not to 'compete with small picture houses,
the subjects handled will 'be current events,
changed weely. One cent will be the charge.

Private Henry K. James, of Bristol, L. I.,
former picture operator at the studio of David
Davlacn, Providence, and the first Rhode Island soldier once a prisoner In Germany, to
return to this country, is now at his home
in that town, having arrived from' overseas
Private James, taken prisoner in
last week.
the great drive at Flames, was confined in
the German prison camp at Stargard for
seven months and was released by the signing of tbe armistice.
'

Any doubt

that

H.

B.

Warner's proposed

film activities would be upset by threatened
law action against the former male co-star
of the John Williams production of "Sleeping Partners" through his withdrawal were
dispelled this week when Warner departed

39th

street

and Broadway, including

more people than any revue here tofore. The revue at the Parisien, produced by Gil Brown, has Thomas and
Frederick Sisters, Gypsy Trio, Artje
Nelson, Al Ross, johnny Dale, Johnny
Muldoon, Frank Harris, Lew Cobey,
Miss Jacobson, Hilda Le Roy,

Florence
Beresford
Werner's:
(prima donna), Carmencito, Imogen
Bennett, Rita Stanley, Grace Tremont,
Isabelle, Miss Carlton, Fred Hartin, while the chorus has Jean Vance,
Jane Hewis, Marion Le Gere, Paulette
De Witt, Peggy Merrimont, Rene Genere, Lillian Lee, Beatrice Morah, Sibley King, Huldah Pollack.

at

Pauline Coleman, 17 years old, is said
have leaped from a rear window of
Country Club at Ruxfon, Baltimore, several weeks ago after she is
alleged to have pilfered the belongings
of a theatrical troupe appearing there.
A warrant charging her with larceny
was issued and the New York authorities notified the Baltimore police of her
to

the

arrest.
The Coleman girl is said to
have applied to a Baltimore agency
and asked for an opportunity to appear

before the footlights. The following
night the benefit dance and entertainment was given at the Country Club
at R'uxton and the girl was sent there
as a hat checker and later to take part
in the chorus. Late that evening she
is said to have gone to the rear of
the club and leaped from a window,
after gathering up a number of garments including a sealskin coat, valued
at $250. When the artists discovered
their loss they immediately notified the
police. A different story was told the
New York police by the girl arrested at
109 West 101st street and arraigned
in the West Side Court where she was
held for examination. She procured
the services of the lawyer to fight the
requisition to take her to Baltimore,
telling a story of how the club members gambled for the girls and when
she detected some sinister purpose she
made her escape. The Baltimore authorities are anxious to have her back
there to clear up that story.

for the West.

After an absence of two years In the Orient
six months of which was spent with tbe
American soldiers In Siberia following the
long stay in the Far East, Benjamin Broteskey
has returned to New York, with a series of new
pictures that he expects shortly to bring out

—

.

/

;
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,.

/>[.;.

on Broadway.
Another appeal to children through the
screen Is to be made by a recently organised
company heeded by Brlggs whose cartoons
have appeared prominently on the screen."Skinney" is the character which Is to be
undertaken In all Its phases and will be in
animated cartoon form.

PUBLICITY IN

VARIETY

Universale coming release for Prlacllla
Dean is an adaptation of "La Femme et La
("The Woman and the Puppet.")
Pantln."
It Is the Intention to secure storing vehicles
for Miss Dean In an effort to produce more
Marie Eve Is
big pictures than In the past.

making

the adaptation.

preparatory to

Its

release

In

tho immediate

future.

The next Bessie Borrlscale feature
a

version

screen

Wife";

W

returr

to

the

of

IS
"

i

PUBLICITY TO

ALL SHOW BUSINESS

"Josilyn's

has established an advisory board, composed of repCorp.

*

»

-

-

resentative exhibitors throughout the country, with a well known exhibitor In their
office as tbe head of the* board, from whom
tbey seek expressions of opinion regarding
prospective stars and productions before entering Into the making of future releases.

There is no other medium as certain.

he made upon Miss Barrlscale'i
the Pacific t/mst from her present

\

York

The

trip.

F.

I.

L. M. club of

New York has

Is-

a report to the picture manufacturers
of the city advising them In regard to steps
sued

will retain an the Western coast
he has finished the -omplete screening of

Hnch Ford
until

novel,

will be

Famous Players-Lasky

which ought to be taken in order to minimise

r
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Picture Co.

The negative of Maurice Tourneur's latest
feature, "The White Heather," haa arrived
from the Coast and prints are now being made

Effie

Frederick, Vivian Hull, Lillian Calvert,
Sophie Bennett, Mile. Carela, with achorus of 10 girls including .Belle
Thomas, Ethyle Packer, Bessie Corey,
Marie Leonard, Lottie Frariklyn, Vivian West, Trixie. Lake wood, Ethel Osborne, Jane East, Isabelle Stevens. The
following are in the "All Girl Revue"

.May

E.

The Haworth Film Corp., producers of the
Sessue Hayakawa pictures, have contracted
with Lewis S. Stone to star In eight special
features, which will be released through the
World Film Corp. The Robertson-Cole Co.

"A

Lite."

The Zane Grey Pictures Company makes
its .bow to the world of fllmdom and Is shortly
to begin production.
The main purpose of
the corporation Is to produce pictures from
the books of Zane Grey.
Mr. Grey himself
will personally co-operate with the producers
In picturizlng hU works. The Brunton Studios
are to be utilized.

NOTES.
Between Joa Mann and Arthur Buckner two "-All Girl Revues"have been
inaugurated at the Parisian, 56th
street and 8th avenue, and Werner's
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Mack

Sennett's
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exceptional
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State Rights Opportunity
the latest and greatest feature

1
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s

comedy

*

.

*
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in five parts
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featuring
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Bothwell Browne
<.'. ;;',*
,
,

Sterling,

i".'j

Marie Pfevost, Ben

*

rf

T

..a-&a

£>.*

and an

all-star

Sennett cast

Si*

The

biggest

and funniest laugh-film

:

in years
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bought the rights to all the Pacific Coast States0S^
m
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before he was half through reviewing the picture)
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Applications for territorial rights will be considered
in the order of their receipt.
*

>
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ADDRESS

:
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HIRAM ABRAMS
LONGACRE

BROADWAY AND
NEW YORK CITY
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THE WORLD TO LIVE
R»» CharlOB
Carrie Billings
Ida .......

,

gBCtorVarten.

Hugh Chalvey
i;.:

Th?,.

1

.

marry

IN.

Alice Brady
..Virginia Hammond
Zyllah 8hamjon
w. P. Carleton. Jr.
Karl Metcalfe
Robert Scbablo

Olverson, Jr
Brl 6
..Anne Cornwall
S
'
Brady's newest release for Select Is
"The World to Live Id," written by W. Carey
Wonderly, scenario by Margaret Turnbull. directed by Charles Maigne, photographed by Al.
Xiguorl.
The indications are that the author Intended to make of the star role a woman* who
has sustained Illicit relations with one man
and In the end marries another, and that in
the making of the picture, this point was
carefully glossed over to avoid any possible
objection on the part of the exhibitors.
At the opening Rita Charles (Allco Brady)
<a described
as a "tlnpanner" a girl who
took all she could of lite without giving anything.
In other words,/ or to be more expllclt, Rita worked in the daytime as a private
secretary and spent her evenings wining and
dining with a' bunch 'of wealthy men about
town, and any time one couldn't keep an
engagomont with her she lust shifted to another.
She gets into a lot of complications
and when going to a questionable resort in
Atlantic City to dine in a private room with
the boss' son, the son's wife burst In with
detectives just as the husband Is trying to
embrace her. As she is about to he named
is corespondent, she decides she must marry
her "regular man" who has been taking her
about.
Later she reneges and marries a
wealthy settlement worker, who feels she Isn't
bad at heart and has done no wrong. Just
what the tale Is Intended to convey Is a trifle
J.

£.

".

I

'

Alice

'

m

—

-:

•

—
,

'

.

obscure.
-V

.

IT

'

The picture is redeemed by the excellent
acting of Miss Brady In an. unsympathetic
role and the work of Earl Metcalfe and Itobert Schablo as classy men about town,
wnHam P. Carleton, Jr., a?, the hero was awkward attiL-funbending." A character slavey
pari was competently
handled
by Zyllah
Shannon.
Intelligent
photography.

direction

and

good
jolo.

THE LOVFaUCTION.
Lea Montrose,
Mrs.

later Mrs"

Dr. w Charters. ..7

Mr. Sebastian.
Virginia Pearson

.'Gladys

MacClure

Hugh Thompson
Edwin Stanley
.Thurloy Bergen
Charles Mason

Is starred in
this Fox
feature.
It Is the usual type of socalled society drama, in whlcn the poor girl
marries for money, obtains it, but fails to
find happiness.
There is the old sweetheart,
the' brutal' drunken husband and the leader of
some fantastic' East Indian cult— all familiar
characters.

five-reel

.

MIbs

Pearson,

first

as Lea Montrose

and

later Mrs. Vanderveer, has a heavy emotional
role, in which there are
many dramatic
some of which are well handled. Probably her best scene Is when for the flrst time
after they are married, her husband comes
home staggering, and It suddenly dawns upon
her she Is fettered to a drunken sot.
The star's facial expression In this scene
are remarkable, as she first registers surprise,
then disgust, followed* by grief, as she realizes that her future happiness is being blasted
and that her mistake of marrying for money
Is now being brought home to her.
It Is a
fine bit of acting.

scenes,

m
•

!

Hugh Thompson (Dorian Vanderveer) makes
f ;-*

the most of an unllkatde part, He has avoided
the usual tendoncy of overdoing the habitual
souse, who Is supposed' to be a gentleman,
when not in his cups. Unfortunately for Mr.
Thompson the character Is unreal, yet he does
the best he can with It and at times Vanderveer is almost human.
So many of the 'scenes and situations are
Impossible that one soon loses Interest in
the plcturo and the continuity is frequently
hard to follow. The picture was directed by

.':

'

.
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Edmund Lawrence.

THE~BRAND.
Alice Andrews
Dan McGlll

^afrl^
'

Bob Barclay
Hopper

The Child

A

•

her, but, had stalled out of the actual
ceremony. When they reach the edge of the
gold country he leaves her and goes into the
wilds. She, lonely and deserted, marries Dan
McGlll, prospector, many years her •senior.
.Seemingly she Is the only woman In the small
camp and life soon palls, and she Is ready to
fall for the actor again when he returns after
having failed to strike It in the hills.
The husband, when he discovers the trend
that matters have taken, drives tbe wife and
her lover forth into the night with the
thermometer registering about <50 below. They
staVt forth, but are picked up almost frozen
about Ave miles from the camp and carried
back.
Then the husband, stating for about
tho third time that the camp wasn't big enough
for all three of them, starts out himself.
Years pass, and the husband, who has been
thought to have perished In the big storm,
strikes It rich and a new camp springs up at
his location.
It Is regarded by all as his
town, but ho has become a recluse and never
wahdors down from the hills where he has
amassed millions.
With the Influx of the
hangers-on came the wife and the lover. He
to deal in the gambling hall. and she to work
Finally one day the "old man.
the boxes.
of the hills" comes down to the scene of all
the rough stuff and even takes a walk through
the bawdy house district and from there to thedance hall.
He meets his wife, -hears her
story, finds that there Is a baby and that the
child Is his, and then comes the branding.
After- this wife and baby are taken back to
the fold.
If any one deserves feature honors It Is
Simpson in the role of the old prospector.
It carries all tbe sympathy In the world and
Miss
he certainly plays it to perfection.
Laurell tries bard, but was not capable of
putting over the wife with sufficient verve
and punch that the role required. It was too
much of a task for a girl making her first
picture.
It was also a handicap to give her
a part that was so> utterly lacking in sympathy
after she once returned to the lover.
The
impression registered here was not blotted out
later when sbe was ready to return to the
husband. Robert McKim bb the heavy was all
that could be asked for and gave a corking
Interpretation of the small timer. Mary Jane
Irving as the child was very pretty and cute.
The playing up of the* Rex Beach end will
be tbe thing that the exhibitor will have to
rely on the draw.
It Is Beach all the way
through and that Is about all tbat there Is to
work on.
Fred.

.

Vanderveer
Virginia Pearson
Elizabeth Garrison

Sebastian.

Jean Dale
Doilan Vanderveer
Jack Harley

msaa

'

Kay Laurell
Russell Simpson
Robert McKIm
Robert Kunkel
Mary Jane Irving

reel Goldwyn production of the
There is no
story "The Brand."
one starred In the cast, but Russell Simpson
In a typical Bill Hart role stands out.
He In
featured In the billing matter together with
Kay Laurell who Is making nor screen debut.
The releaso date Is set for March 0.
.
"The Brand" has Alaska as Us locale and
Reginald Darker, who has directed practically
all of the big pictures with the scones laid in
that territory, since Charles Miller put over
"The Flame of the Yukon" for the Triangle,
handled this production. He has turned out
a very satisfactory screen version of the Bench

seven

Rex Beach

although It Is a little draggy In spots.
As expected of Bex Beach, the story has the
usual dance bull-gambling palace, as the scene
of tho big fight punch of the picture.
Here
thchero, \oftcr choking the villain almost to
death, brands him by cutting a cross Into hin
forehead. This happens because the hero found
that the villain had fallen so low as to force
the wife of the hero to lend a life of shame
In the dance hall.
Prior to that there was n lot. of snow stuff
that held tho attention.
Tho story opens with the arrival "in the
Klondike section of "a small time vaudeville
actor" (that's what the title called him) who
brought a girl with him. Ho had promised to
tale,

PUT UP YOUR HANDS.
.Margarita

Barton

Olive

Aunt Ablglle
Mr.

Fisher

.Marioij

George

Barton....;.

Lee

Pe'rlolat

Haywatd Mack
Emory Johnson
W. B. Soung

Thorne
Leonard Hewitt
Alvin

"Highball" Hazelltt
Produced by the American Film Co, directed
by Edward Sloman from L. V. Jefferson's
scenario and released through Pathe.
Margarita Fisher Is taking on weight and
It can be understood, when that fact Is known,
how she can knock out a couple of fighters
in a boxing contest, and by the way, she
seems to know something about boxing too.
But romance and love and all that goes with
it, are not quite so telling with a lady who
Is Inclined to— shall we say
stocklness, as
it Is with a slender slip of a girl.
"Put Up Your Hands" is a western comedy
drama with but little merit There ore some
very fine long shots showing the rugged
grandeur of the surrounding country, but as

—

for the actual picture Itself, there Is little to
Particularly refreshing, however, Is the
It.
The writer of the
of Emory Johnson.
took the bent part of the plot of
"Turn to Right" to get the best part of his
picture, for It Is where Hewitt, the engineer,
beenhis
roll -gets it back
having
robbed of
from Olive, who has taken It from Barton's
safe. Hewitt gives It -back to Barton to keep
Olive picks Barton's pocket and
for him.
returns the roll to Hewitt. -and Hewitt puts
This was one of the main
it back In the safe.
features in the crook play. The usual incongruities, such as Hewitt being shot, falling from his horse and lying in
the sand an hour or so and then being found
with his hair beautifully brushed and parted,
and of the "three gun men," who does the
hold- up, evidently having shaved his beard
while tearing to Jump the claim In an autoBut these are minor
mobile, are present.
details with some) directors.
"Put Your Hands Up" may please, but it
Ih doubtful if the numbers it does will make
It ri successful offering.
v

work

scennrio

A HEART
Sessiie

Hayakawa

PAWN.

IN
Is

starred »hy

out

of

the

ordinary

In

of

telling him her grandfather hnd left It to
her.
In reality she had virtually sold herself for four years lo n notorious tearoom,
us a Gclsba girl.
While In this country,

Toynma

forgets his wife and marries the
daughter of the physician under whom he is
studying, the latter makes him promise to

do so on his dying

bed,

Jap.

Toyama

finally

back to

stating his wife had

&

pressions of approval must necessarily disarm
adverse criticism.
It's something about a young chap who Is
by tbe young aunt of the kids, because
sho believes him a slacker- In the end he is
in the secret service, on the track of a band
In the Interim there Is a
of German spies.
souse, who cracks the familiar vaudeville
wheeze: "We took this countty from the Indians, but they can have it back next July."
The pranks of the children always culminate
When the
In
their emerging victorious.
heroine is captured by the spies, who seek to
regain the secret code, she cries: "You'll
never know. The lips of Lucille Forrester are
Jilted

Many

complications follow and Toyama Is
in hot water, trying to keep the two
apart.
The picture has lust been
around Hayakawa and gives him many
opportunities of displaying dramatic power,
which he never falls to register. But It is
not a pleasing theme and it is doubtful
whether it will ever be a popular program

always

women
built

feature.

sealed."

Then ensues a terrific fight between the spies
and the hero that Is so melodramatically ex-

THE LIGHT OF VICTORY.
Jim" Crlpps
Kenwood Crlpps

Bob Edmond

Lt. Geo. Blenton
Capt. Eric Von Prohme

Monroe Salisbury

"Traction
Lt.

aggerated in favor of the herd as to partake
o: the nature of a Bennett burlesque slapstick
encounter. When all seems lost to America,
the children, who have stolen an aeroplane
and go joy riding themselves, lose control of
the machine and drop with a parachute right
onto the villains, completely smothering them
and turning the tables in the right direction.
Jolo.
Some stunt.

Fred Wilson
Fred Kelsey

Betty Compson
Beatrice Dominguez
is
seen In an entirely
different character In this Bluebird photoplay.
From a French Canadian of the northwest,
generally of the red-blooded hero type, to
Lieut. George Benton, a traitor to his country and a coward, Is a long jump for the

Jane Ravenslee

Luhua
Monroe Salisbury
1

WHITESIDE TO COAST.
The Walker Whiteside starring tour
is to take him to the coast. After leaving the Belmont March 8 "The Little
Brother" is to play the subway circuit
and then head for Canada via Boston.
From Canada the coast trip is to be
made. The tour as mapped out at
present has 46 weeks.
Next season Walter Hast is planning
to present Whiteside in a play entitled
"The Master of Ballentrae," by Robert
Louis Stevenson.

star.

The title of the picture would have been
more enlightening had lt been called "The
Curse of Rum," and Incidentally lt would be
a good propaganda feature for total abstinence. The story appeared several months
ago in Scribner's.
Waldemar Young wrote
the scenario, William Wolbert was the direc'

tor.
It is not

a pleasant theme and

whether

will ever Increase- the- star's Popu-

it

larity as a

a

»

lt Is

doubtful

drawing card. Mr. Salisbury has
company, everyone of whom
never fall to- score.
Jane

fine supporting
are artists and

Ravenslee (Betty Compson) as tbe heroine
a pleasing character and has a fine screen
appearance. Artistic photography adds to the
is

feature.

Morris' Discoveries.
William Morris is very much elated
over the result of his tryout in stock
in Paterson of a new comedy drama'
by Louise Carter, for which no title
has yet been chosen.
Incidentally he feels he has unearthed a new legitimate star in. the
person -of Marjorie Mason, a stock

Lieut. Benton of tbe U. S. Navy, who 1b a
drunken sot. is entrusted by his commander
with valuable documents to be taken to the
English admiral, war Just having been declared.
Instead of delivering the papers he
goes into some low saloon and gets drunk,
and tbe documents find their way into the
hands of German spies. He is finally picked
up by some of his brother officers and privately court-martialed and given the privilege
of shooting himself.
This be refuses to do,
so he Is taken to some island in the Pacific

'

actress,

and left there.
From then on he works In conjunction with
a German submarine whose chief object is to
sink passenger boats. Finally he Is shot in
the back by a German, his only act of repara-

thoress

Bessie Love

Dr. John Hewitt
Mrs. Hewitt

J. Frank Glendon
Jean Hathaway
Gale Maddox
Claire Du Brey
Clarence Rutherford
Truman VanDyke
Grandfather Havenlth
Willis Marks
Grandmother Havenlth
.Alberta Lee
Phyllis Harrington
Dorothy Hagan
Allen Harrington
.Colin Kenny
The Vitagraph current release directed by
David Smith from the book of the same name
of which Margaret WIddemer is the author.
Being a picture In which the ending Is
obvious after the flrst 20O feet, 1b very draggy.
The only surprise is why it takes four and
three-quarter reels for the Doctor to find out
what everyone else but he knows.

em the

'.

coast.

Press Agent Makes It Permanent.
Because business was good, the Educational Film Corp. decided it could
dispense with the services of a publicity representative for six weeks, and
notified the occupant of that post,

Henry MacMahon,

to that effect.

MacMahon countered by making the
enforced vacation a permanent one, so
far as he was concerned.
Walter Brooks, a"former manager of
Pennsylvania, has succeeded Mac-

Bessie Love's charming artistry carries the
and without her It would not carry
,. picture,
over two reels. The plot is so light In weight
as to bo almost lost. Joy wants a sweetheart
and the Doctor calls. He Is "it." She 1b
asked to visit some friends minus the chaperonage of her two grandparents, and they do
not believe in these visits unless a girl is enShe claims to be engaged to Johnny
gaged.
Hewitt without knowing the Doctor owns the
name. When apprised of that he assumes the
role of fiance to help her out.
Suspected of
not being engaged, for no reason whatsoever,

Joy runs away, but Hewitt realizes he loves
the girl, brings her back and they become
really engaged.
The continual exploitation
of Miss Love in such features as these after
some of the corking good ones in which she
has appeared will soon havo the effect of minimizing her drawing power to the exhibitor
.and they will be the first to discover this fact,
As far as continuity, photography and locations there is* nothing wanting In the picture.
The cast Is up to "the average and the error

selected by the aufor the leading role in her

Coast Cast for "Mutt and Jeff."
Frank Tannehill is going to the coast
next month to put on "Mutt and Jeff,"
not seen there for three years.
Nothing but the production will be
sent west, the entire cast being secured

THE WISH1NG-RING MAN.
Joy Havenlth

who was

play.

tion being to salute the .flag as he is dying.

.

Mahon.

WELL DRESSED ACT.
The Ruth St. Denis act at the Palace
week has had some radical

this

changes since the Riverside showing.
Four girls in golden satin palliums
assisted.
The two girls who did' the
silhouette dance now do it in a full-

,

'

the length of film for story.

SMILES.
Tho latest Fox releaso for the Lee children
and Katherlne— Is entitled "Smiles." A
more appropriate name would- be "Guffaws,"
for tho audience is laughing out loul most of
the time.
Ralph H. Spence is credited with
the authorship and Arvld E. Gillstrom directed.
The beginning of the picture at the Circle
Tuesday evening was missed, but from what
ho saw of it, there Is a little of "The Man
Who Stayed at Home" and several other melodramas, with any quantity of slapstick situ.lone

lighted stage. The mediaeval presentation was artistically done, with an
occasional snicker heard by reason of
the grotesque manoeuvres, and no program explanation:
Lovely Louise Dresser charmed with
her refined mannerisms and dainty
frocks.
If Rita Mario dressed in as
good taste as her orchestra girls all
would be well, but she is inclined to
exaggeration. Four wide bits of lace
insertion on front, back and side panels
of skirt would be daintier without the
pink and blue facings. A big chou of
net at waist-line in back utterly spoiled
the effect of her otherwise pretty
frock.

that boar a close resemblance to tho
Kcystono and Sonnett two-reelers. Tho titles
arc humorous, many a play upon words, while
those purporting to be expressions emanating
from the mouths of the kiddles would appear
ations

Jasper Stroupe

Mary Thomas,

'

''-'

-^-—

—

ajaaaia

being sought by

Miss Thomas has a
trunk belonging to Stroupe, which she
is anxious to return, having moved
from her former address.

.,,

-•'

is

of 1076 East 26th street,

N. Portland, Ore.

be more appropriately the observations of
matured minds.
All of which doesn't alter the fact that ihe
audience yelled with delight at the antics of
the favorite screen children, and such exto

£te*i

_L_

goes

wife.

lies in

plcturesquenoss,
the picture.
It is the tragic life story of a young .Tap
in moderate circumstances who Inherits from
Toyama
hi? forebears a taste far drink.
(Hayakawa) comes to this country to study
medicine, primarily to try and find a cure for
hereditary drunkeness.
Be studies with a
famous bacteriologist and Is successful.
Before leaving Japan he Is secretly married
mid his young wife lends him the money with
which to come to America, at the same time
is

a

Haworth

Films In this six reel feature. It is a Japanese scennrio and nil tho 'principal characters are taken by Japs.
Photography, which
adds to the attractiveness

been

Japan and finds his former wife in prison
for having killed a prominent banker who
had attempted to assault her. In Toyama's
absence a child had been born to his first
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chorus ladles. Then the murder Is out as far
the girl Is concerned.
But Dodger falls
for her and finally visits the theatre to see
her, only to learn that he has picked the

THE GIRL DODGER.

as
'

Cuthbert Trotman (The Girl Dodger)
Charles Ray
Dorlo Lee
Anita Graham
Harry Tavistock (The Gloom Buster)
Hal Cooley
..Jack Nelson
Billy, the Gent...
LaRue,
Chorus
.Leota
Girl.
Lorraine
pinkie
a
This is a whale of a comedy drama, full
-4 of action and laughs, and Charles Bay gives
,k» performance In it that -will make all of
•-•>. admirers stand up and take notice and
"
Sentally win a h'osr of new. friends for
/ihui from among those in picture theatre
audiences.
Ray has a role that he can wade
through with the greatest of ease. It la fnll
of humorous complications and ho is In the
action from start to finish,
"The Girl Dodger" was written by J. G.
Hawkes directed by Jerome Storm and photoThe production
graphed by Chester Lyons.
supervision was exercised by Thomas H. Ince.
With all of that, whoever wrote the title should
come In for a groat share of the honors for
the success of the picture. They are terse, hut
carry a humorous' punch that an audience
cannot get away from.
The scene of. the. story Is a smalt college
Ray as Cuthbert Trotman is a post
town.
graduate student taking up dead languages
and so intent on his course That he even spends*
This leads to him
bis room rent on books.
being evicted, and be wanders into the rootns
of -one of the wealthy students in the house
adjoining his hashery. Hal Cooley plays the
wealthy boy who is known as "The Gloom
«s» Buster." He has a perchant for chorus girls,
ek late- suppers, wine on the ice and all that
B" stuff. His dad Is. on his trail because of his
When the "Girl Dodger"
r
laxnesB in studies.
prior to dad'a arrival on the
t. wanders in Just
scene, the "G. B." sees an out, by passing off
the impoverished student as hie tutor.
Then for the girl stuff, Mr. Gloom Buster
She has
Is engaged to a girl with dollars.
teen picked by his ma, the girl's pa having
fixed it for her, and, like a dutiful -daughter,
she is willing to go through. But old G. B.
willing
he
is
side,
while
gals
the
on
the
likes
to step to the altar because of the B. R. that
the girl carrleB in the First National. He has
framed a supper party In his rooms for a.
v trio of "girls from the Gaiety" when a telephone message arrives from blB Ma ordering
?
:.i him to "Jump in the car and run over to the
'
beach where he Is to have dinner wjth her
There is nothing to it, poor old
v and the girl."
-Dodger will have to stay on the Job and do

wrong

and of course the boob wins the girl with
the fortune.
The story Is well told and there are no end
It Is a picture
of laughs in the production.
that is well worth playing. Ray is good at alt
times and In Doris Lee he has a most charm-,
ing Ingenue lead. Cooley as the Gloom Buster
was true to type, with the balance of the
cast Just filling in.

Select.

,

M

.

In the meantime the trio of "Gaiety girls"
IP are driving a car down the road to suit their.
v sweet selves, and with utter disregard for all
others, including the "girl #ith the dough,"
g who is forced into a ditch. As it is near
"the college grounds, she decides to get her
fiance to help her out, but walks In on the
.Dodger who mistakes her for one of the

.
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-
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r
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Tbe principals in the supporting coqtpany.
are Etlenne Glrardot, Rogers Lytton, FrsmKjyn
Hanna and Raymond Bloomer, all excellent, as are a large number of types selected
for "hits." The production is admirable, with
an unusually fine adherence to detail.
Tbe story, in the picture. Is that of a poor
old inventor with a daughter, who Is robbed
by a consciousie&s rich man. Finding himself derived of the fruits of his Invention,
the old man dies, and the girl goes -to New
York, whore her .'voice "arouses Interest." She
is a newcomer In the ''Follies" and is advertised as "The Belle of New York" and given
an opportunity to sit lu a swing and be proThe
jected over the beads of the audience.
rich man's so\ visits the "Follies," becomes
smitten, is Introduced anonymously as she Is,
known to her merely as "Jack" and she
is
to

Mm

as

When

•
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wilt meet blm In America With these
valuables,
The prince's throne is tottering
because he will not side with Germany in •the'
world war.
A clever crook' has a pigeon coop and one
of the female birds "vamps" the carrier, enabling the crook to learn the contents.of the
communication. Crook acquaints Prince Ugo,
who covets the throne, of the message, advising Ugo to marry the Princess "Todd,"
thereby succeeding to the throne, but that
he (crook) must have the Jewels. Meantime
the "hero/* an American soldier, is temporarily invalided home and follows the beautiful
princess to the Vermont rendezvous, where
he aids In foiling the villains. Ugo attempts
to double-cross the_crook and even tries to
fasten the crime .or murder on hltn.
Crook
has taken the Jowel case, but returns It In
time to frustrate the attempt to slip blm the
murder charge, but tells the he.ro and princess
be will Steal the Jewels again within 24 hours.
and he keeps his word, In spite of all precautions and tricks they resort to to prevent'
same.
There is an original idea tn humor in planting Mayme Kelso as one of a troupe of
stranded' performers, working as chambermaid
a village hotel, attired In full
In
evening
regalia and picture hat—her stage wardrobe,
which was all that was left her when, the
sherifT seized tbe company's trunks:
t
There was a very mawkish bit at the finish,
showing countess and hero back at the front
a month later, also Ugo brought in wounded,
haying gone to war to atone, with no explanation as to how he escaped front the
charge of murder, of which he was undoubtedly
Very nearly a corking
partlceps crimlnls.
feature, and could still be made, so, with
"
Jolo.
proper editing.

Tho audience who saw this feature at the
Stanley Theatre last week gave Its verdict
tn no measured terms and not a laugh was
missed, not a point overlooked and "Tho Prodigal Liar" was proclaimed a picture of qualv ".
ity.
The story Is simple, direct and funny inVJust that of a girl who wants
quiet way.
romance In the West, She is led to believe

a New Yorker then out WeBt, is a horse thief
and hold up man, who has in reality been arrested.
The real thug escapes and arrives on
tbe scene, steals the gtrl and the chase In on.
A good chase too, but It Is here that the footage Is too long and the interest Buffers through
tardiness In concluding.
A situation which
brought a great deal of laughter was one in
which tho would-be "bad man is supposed to
bo suffering from aphasia caused by a blow,
and Hope bangs him on tho head with
rook
to counteract' the damago done, but there are

'

others.

Talbot

damages
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Mundy

has- brought suit for $150,000
against Anthony- ' J. Droxel, A. B.

'

Duke, George A. Hurty, James R, Witllston
Elliott Norton for alleged fraud and misrepresentation.
Tho suit is the result of the
sale of stock In tho Standard Film Industries,
Inc., in which the complainant states that he

-
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learns Jack's
she
Identity
casts him off, though they had already learned
to love each- otter; Jack takes to drink, and
she to the Salvation Army. Jack drifts into
an underworld aalbon and is struck upon the
back of the head by a. thug. Just as Violet
enters in Salvation Army garb, whereupon VioThey are next seen In Jack's
let nurses him.
apartment, with Jack's arm In a splint.. There
nothing to indicate whether this*" splint
Is
bandage Is due to the blow upon the head.
Jack's father comes to New York to straighten
.htm out, finds out who he is in love with and
begs, forgiveness for the wrong he did the.
«Toto.

I

'

"Jill."

.

"swag."
Countess "Ted" Is driving an Allle ambulance
In France and known simply as "Driver 477."
She receives a -message via carrier pigeon
from a mythical kingdom,, evidently of the
smaller kind (a la "The Prisoner of Zenda")
sent by Prince Sebastian, her uncle, who is
reigning there, and whose heir she is to the
throne. She sends him word via pigeon, that
she has the crown Jewels and state papers,

-

Violet

girl's father.

l

abd

created a series of virile titles cal-

The picture
culated to strengthen the story.
was produced under the personal supervision
of Julius Steger and is being released by

:

P

,

,A highly melodramatic screen version of
Hugh- Morton and Gustav Kerkor's musical
comedy, "The Belle of New York," has been
for Marlon Davies by Eugene Walter,

,

the entertaining.

Fred.

•

.

LIAR.

Directed by Thomas Heffron for Jesse D.
irompden from the scenario by William Jenks
and released through Exhibitors' Mutual. So
thoroughly good Is this picture alt through,
so light and effective its humor that the
really poor photography doesaot detract from
ltd Interest.
If there be any other fault to
find, It* is perhaps tn the somowhat too long
sustained- "slashes" and "cut backs" leading
up to the climax In the last reel. It does seem
a6 though the big situation with its real
thrill could bo reached sooner and the long
delay In holding off the audience may have
the effect of weakening the "punch" when it
does arrive.
William Desmond is inclined
to pose and this mars his work which, howover, Is good tn his latest release.
Betty
Compson could not havo been more aptly cast
and made an ingenue of quality with a wonderful- amount of faith In her psoudo horse
thief and "hold up" man.
Louis Morrison
la
a natural Western ranch owner or as
natural as a New Yorker who does not know
anything about ranches, would expect him to
be. Frank Lanning makes a thoroughly brutal
scroundrel with a fine "make up" and small
as tbe -part Is In footage, it becomes large
In portrayal and Importation under his art.

There Is enough plot, tn the tale to make
of It a first rate serial and as it Is permitted, to finish, a crook is really the hero of
the "Arsene Lupin" type, through being permitted to make a clean get-away with the

made

who has

&

•;

•

^-starred.

THE BELLE~oFnEW YORK.

r
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THE PRODIGAL

GIRL.

Up to the last few hundred feet, "The Mystery Girl," directed by William C. BeMIUo, is
an .Intensely absorbing and intriguing stony
of melodramatic adventure.
It was adapted
from a story by George Barr McCutcheon, published under the title "Green Fancy."
The
scenario was made by Marlon Fairfax, and it
Is released by Paramount, with Ethel Claytoa

girl.

Later the real girl invites' htm to the beach
to a dance and at the resort ball the complications in the world arise. Even to getting Ray
to run around in hla B. V. Z'a, because a
crook copped his dreaa trousers. Finally there
Is a corking fight between Ray and the heavy

-

THE MYSTERY

'

and

and other persons who took stock in tho company sustained looses through misrepresentais an African explorer and

tion.
Mr. Mundy
author of note.
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TRIANGLE

r

Presentation

cial

the star of

*rrs

A BEAR"

That's the title and the truth. It's a bear from the standpoint of your audiences who crave laughter
It's a bear from the standpoint of your box-office for
^as a tonic after their war-time contemplations.
it's "dollars to dough-nuts" that your patrons willin gly pay good money to be amused.

And comedies not only create the sweet jingle of profits
folks are stimulated to laughter,

you

create a

in

your pocket.

new host of habitual

Remember every

time your

patrons.

Released by

Sv.

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
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MOVING
THE BETTER

'OLE.
Chaa. Rock
Arthur Cleave
High B. Wright
Hayford Hubbs

Old BUI..
Bert

All
Soldier Poet
Lillian Hall Davis
his sweetheart
Mary Dlbley
Maggie, Old Bill's wife
An English screen production has been made
of Capt Bruce Balrnsfather and Capt Arthur
Bitot's cartoon comedy, "The Better 'Ole." and
la being released In America by World Film
Corp. The film announcement has it that the
cast was recruited from the English company
that played it upon the legitimate stage, by
arrangement with Charles Cochran.
Charles Rock is 'Ole Bill, andjlf be played
It In England it was not in the original company at tho Oxford, where the role was taken
by Arthur Bourchler. That, however, doesn't
that Mr. Rock glveB a most
alter tho fact
creditable 'screen Interpretation and reveals
himself an excellent film artist. His light and
shade In tho character of the walrus faced old
cockney in whose -breast beats the stout hoart
of a hero Is a fine bit of silent acting.
''
But It Is Arthur Cleave as Bert, the lovesick one of the three musketeers, who stands
out as the biggest hit in the Qlm. This may
posBlbly be due to the greater opportunities for
broad comedy, but in any event it is a cleverly
thought out piece of pantomiming. The apparent seriousness with which he makes violent
love to every skirt ho comes In contact with
and bin constant repetition of the same amorLll,

B--3ffii

s

1

ifeit:

Hugh E.
bound to score.
Wright as Alt has a relatively small part, as
he Is not called upon for any Individual effort
'
of note.
.
„
There are a number of minor characters, an
•well handled by a competent company. Oeorge
Pearson was the director, and the details of
complete
most
n
to
conducted
the production
ous

speech,

visualization of the

now

familiar Bainsfather

si

<

'

The picture- jumps from the college campus
at Calder to the wilds of Africa where all the
principal characters are on an expedition to
relics of some ancient Greek race.
It is
while! on this Journey that Bellamy shows bis
true character and at the same time his love
for strong driu*.

Dnd

I

Margaret has become Bellamy's wife purely
She does not love

In thp Interest* of science.

THE LITTLE WHITE

K

SAVAfcE.

;::::: ;;;;;;;;;:;;^1Is

husband, but

up his mouth

that one Is
his work.
lawyor, minus
clients, and bis wife, a millionaire and his
wife. The latter decides to be tree and hubby
obligingly assists.
The picture has excellent continuity and
the photography of the average good quality.
It would not, however, hold up a program
by Itself, but will have to have some strong
support.

Charles A. Taylor has signed with the new
company that's headed by A. B. Griffith,
capitalist, the first subject telng

film

the cotton

^The

Girl

and The Horses."
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As shown nt the Strand Sunday it ran 70
minutes and gave every indication of being
an emphatic success. It follows the stage
yoto.
version very closely.

Minnie Lee.

LIFE.

picked out of cocktails, Incidentally assisted
by two glasses of the liquor which floated
them.
Billy Mason plays her
devoted so much care to making
Into a divine "oupld's bow"
more impressed with this than
The story deals with a young

WlbLrTfoa So!

__

cartoon?.

TASTE OF

A Universal Release directed by Jack Dillon
featuring Edith Roberts.
A farce comedy of broad lines with no effort
to have it be anything else and as such la
possessed of merit, but the comedy Is of so
mild a nature as to never result in more
than mild amusement rather than chuckles
or laughter. On this basis it may entertain.
Edith Roberts plays Kitty Dillingham and
gets as much as she can get out of It with
the exception of the scene where she gets a
nice little Jag through eating the cherries

parts.

la

.

him and his actions turn her respect for him
into loathing. Finally Philip la killed by an
Arab, not in Africa, but back in the college
town and Margaret Is free to marry the man
she really loves. The final scene Is a clinch.

Gordon has been seen to better advantage In
almost any of her previous World pictures.
Irving Cummlngs as Philip Bellamy, a young
scientist, Is good In spots, although he bat an
impossible role.
Oeorge MacQuarrlo, Bob
Harding, could have been made up to look 20
years younger and would then have been more
convincing as the son of Col. Harding. The
older members of the cast, Buch as the college professors, were well cast and looked their
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William Dyer
Richard Cummlngs
The Mate.
oh * Coo
Tho Sailor
$
A Universal release directed by Paul Powell
Young, from
WaMemar
from the scenario by
. -. _._ .
the story by N. Oreene.
This picture offers a decided and daring aopartwe-from the accepted theories of film play
construction, inasmuch as, paradoxical as It
must sound, while absolutely lacking the
orthodox form of continuity, It still possesses
a continuity quite perfect In its peculiar form

Larkey

••J

•

*

of presentation.

.

-

.

Though big gapB are left and the thread
dropped at a most. Interesting part of the
story, which admittedly, for a second, has the
result of creating surprise, the peculiar form
makes
of continuity which Is not continuity,
unthe result humorous and builds up to the
expected and funny climax of the story.
The humor In "The Mttle Savage" otherwise presented would not be humor at all. and
picture
the novelty of form results in the
It Is In Its very
being a decided success.
smashing of recognized ethics of screen production that much, of the merit of this fearound
ture lies, added to the very good all
work of the artists, and John Cook nartlculurly

;

t-

Fti'

teg ^-^

The Inevitable clinch Is absent In Its reguoriginality,
lar sense. The closing also shows
dibut withal It conveys the idea that the
don t
rector has left It up to vou, nnd if you
get It, It Is not his fault.
a circus.
In
show
side
Is
a
The "8avage"
interest
the
arouses
she
performance
a
During
Kerry,
of two people, who ask about her.
promrealizing the great possibilities in the
a story around the
ised publicity, weaves
Now
capture or discovery of the "Savage.
and
and again, however, Kerry, a most prolific and
himself
artistic liar, gets the "Savage,"
rtpty) Into very
his partner (the heroes of the
cannot
which
he
from
and
awkward situations,
the
flashes
director
The
extricate them.
quesnuartet on the screen, the two Interested
ask puzzled questions, but Kerry
tioners
anpasses them up and Jumps headlong Into
plus his
other phase of the girl's adventures
own

ill

''

The whole matter

Is

Immediately made

oi
obvious by flashing back to the raconteurs
neat, and
the wonderful UeB. The ending Is
upon getting this over depends the whole bucCe
pictures
good
really
some
made
Powell
Mr.
confor the Universal, but thlB one must be
Especial y
sidered his bCBt in every way.
in
should ho bo commended for his courage

that
breaking through barriers and showing
something new Is likely to get over far better
than that which Is stereotyped.

THE UNVEILING HAND.
Margaret Ellis
Judge Ellis
Philip Bellamy
Bob Hording
Col. Harding
Mrs, Bellamy
Dr. Wallace
HnBsyan

A World

,

•

•

-Kitty

Gordon

Frederick Warde
Irving Cummlngs
Ge rK >iacQ ," Djl' ®
^,
? f 1 Carrlngton
Reginald
Margaret Beddon
1

^

rrcn

M..^
Anthony Merlo
•

flve-rool feature starring Kitty Gor-

vio«

THOS H INCE
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FALSE FACES
THE HENRY
WALTHALL
wfth

by Louis Joseph-

Vance

Directed by

hvin

V, Vilia.tr
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Read What These Say!

Believe In Critics?
"Fascinating melodrama with plenty of
action. One of the best we ever saw."
York Tribune.

—New

"It

makes most other melodramas torn

pale with -envy.
Thomas H. Ince, who
produced the photoplay, and Irvin J. Willat,
who directed it, seem to have set out to
make No Man's Land look tame compared
to the New York battlefront, and they
have done so."
New York Times.

—

"A rattling thriller.
minute.**

Excitement in every
New York Sun.

_

"Thrilling."

-New York Evening

Telegram.

"Remarkable.

•

Mr.

Walthall

a

re-

And Wid's says—"Get this for a special
run and don't worry about not realizing a
full return on your investment, for unless
I miss my guess entirely, and unless a New
York crowd is different from the fans in
your community, Tom Ince has given the
Paramount-Artcraft people the kind of a

JMMM

melodrama that the public will talk about.
It's up to you to make the most of this
word of mouth advertising by keeping the
film for at least two or three days."

~^«. >«.»».-»

The story was written by Mann Paste.
Frank Crane did the directing. It's a weird

B FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKT CORPORATION

production, unusual, but poorly cast.
Tho enrly scenes are laid In dome picturesque
collogo town with an atmosphere of mortarboards, gowns and other highbrow surroundTho star takes the part of Margaret
ings.
of the
Ellis, daughter of Judge Fills, one
trustees of the University, nnd it is In these
Miss
plasslc environments that Mnrgaret. lives.

11 ADOLPH ZUHOR Pre*. JESSE LT-ASKY Via Pros. CECIL B.DE MILLE Smttn

don.

is

sourceful fighter in a scene which seemed
to completely wreck the studio in which
it was photoBraphed."-A/««; York Herald.
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RAVISHED ARMENIA.

STRAND, NEW. YORK.
The consumption of 70 mlnutoB by the feature at the Strand thla week necessitated the
elimination of one of the vocal numbers usually
The
utilized in the two-hour entertainment.
Instrumental program was designed to create
atmosphere for the picture, as was also the
single vocal number rendered by Malcom MacEachern, an Australian baBso, who la making
his American debut at that bouse the current

"Raviohed Armenia"

la a picture mada. by
N. Sellg and Is exhibited under the eubpices of (he National Motion Picture Committee of the American Committee (or Relief In

the

Near Bast,

lira.

Oliver

Harrlman

la

chairman of the committee, with several of

known names

'

country associated.
Mrs. George W. Vanderbilt Is chairman of the New York committee, with Alexander J. Hemphill treasurer.
the best

in

this

The show opens with "Airs of Old England,"
complied and arranged by Carl Edouarde, conductor of the Strand orchestra, as a tribute to
Bairnsf ather. They were carefully selected, and most of the melodies are familiar
Under Mr.
to the average theatre patron.
Edouarde's able direction the large orchestra
After
rendered the medley most effectively.
that came the Btrand Topical Review, compiled
from Topics of the Day, which is a series *t
clever sayings culled from the newspapers
throughout the world, and which appear In the
Literary Digest, Pathe and -Universal news pic-

The picture, In eight reels, bad Its prelimtnary exhibition last week In the ball room of
'the Hotel Plaza, New York.
Admission
$10 per person, but this amounted to a contribution toward the Armenian fund.
While
the attendance did not crowd the ballroom,
and provision was made for but a compara-

:

Capt.

vu

tively few visitors, the fund received a large
amount of money from the contributions for
tickets.

The film Is called "A Picture Presentation
the Armenian massacres, based on the
official report of Viscount Bryce and Ambas-

torials.

sador Morgentb.au, founded on the life story
of Aurora Mardlganlan, the Bole survivor of a
family of seven.".
Viewed only as a picture, it has been
superbly produced, in characters, settings and
/ playing. The characters are Impersonations in
the main, for principals, of' high officered
Turks.
The ensembles are Armenian groups
and Turkish soldiers. The settings are picturesque villages, landscapes and desert plains.
One might say it was a rare feat to so faithfully produce a representation of the Far East
in this country, and have It convincing, both
as to the locales and the personnel.
But as a reproduction of the atrocities by
the Turks against the Armenian race, the
Turks' fiendish and ghoulish torture of a aulet
people, and the virtual murder of a whole
nation, "Ravished Armenia" does but suggeat
the actualities.- However, In these bare suggestions- there will yet remain to those unversed in the barbarity of the Turks' when
linked with their religion or those who have
not read the Indictments against the Turk
barbarian as set forth by Viscount Bryce and
Ambassador Morgenthau, a doubt as to the
' possibility
of even the revolting cruelty toward men, women and children shown In this
:

film.

To the believers In tne scenes presented on
the sheet there will come an infuriated feelIng against the Turks that will feed any fury
that may have hitherto been felt against these
heathens. The non-believers must be made to
Their doubt will find some substantibelieve.
a "picture story" running
ation through
through the film, proclaimed as the life ctory
of Miss Mardlganlan. An army officer present,
and who appeared to be In charge of the exhibition, stated he had seen service In the
Far East, that the film presentation was but
a tithe of the actuality.
It Is a common belief among picture people
that a story Is necessary for continuity, in
any film, something to hold the Interest of an
audience in parading scenes, to connect them
by a touch here or there of the tale or the
Hence the story of Aurora
3tory outright.
Ma-dlganlan and her family, a lovable group,
with father, mother, sisters and brothers. Intervening are the acts by the Turks against
the Armenians, the separation and cold mur:.
der of men, the butchery of children, the
death of the old women and the ravishing of
"the girls. All this Is shown, some fully, some
slightly,
some allowing the Imagination to
guess at the possibilities of the savagery, and
all telling how much of the helllshness of the
Turks against the Armenians could not be
placed before an audience.
And yet, while Messrs. Bryce and Morgenthau wrote more In type than this picture can
tell, and their writings are often referred to
in captions, It cannot be gotten away from
while watching "Ravished Armenia" that It Is
a moving picture. That appears to- be a fatal
«.
error for a subject of this nature. It Is termed
I a "picture presentation," while It should be
Picture playI called merely a reproduction.
ers are captioned as Impersonators of roles,
and they should not be mentioned at all, on
Captions rethe screen or on a program.
tell
the names
should
but
personages
ferring to
of the personages, not who plays them In the

-
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The vocal number by MacBavhern
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"Up
has

special stage setting

been made for the presentation, consisting of
a reproduction of a trench dugout. The basso
At the
Is attired and made up as 'Ole Bill.
rise of the curtain BUI is seated In the trench—
a shell bursts over him and he utters the fa-

miliar expression associated with the character,
the '"ullo," with which be greets everything
that is unusual. MacEachera bursts into song,
revealing a voice of rare resonance, a remarkable blending of registers and, for a basso,
exceptional top notes, which ascend to the
range of "a high baritone. The tonal quality
He has a range of nearly
Is well nigh perfect
three ectaves, down to a flat below the pedal c
and up to top g. He was bass soloist with
Mme. Melba on ber last concert tour In his
Immediately at the close Of his
native land.
number another shell burst and the curtain
fell with another " 'ullo" utterance.
The film feature, 'The Better 'Ole," is reviewed more in detail In the regular film reviews.

Mack Sennet's latest Paramount comedy,
"East Lynne with Variations," fairly convulsed
the audience for IB minutes. It Is not only a
slapstick burlesque on "East Lynne," but takes
In a number of other and familiar melodramas
Its principal players are
like "Blue Jeans."
Ben Turpin, Marie Prevost and Charles Lynn.
An organ solo furnished the exit music.

the feature holding up very strong and getting
laughs all the way. It Is the Ince-Paramount
releaso, "The Girl Dodger" (Reviowed In this
issue) with Charles Ray as the star.
The
other film offerings of the bill are a very
Interesting series of Alaskan pictures In Prisma with Dr. L. 8. Sugden giving a lecture
In conjunction with the exposition, and the
Rlalto Magazine.
The latter carries Pathe
and Oaumont news weekly cuts and a number
ot KInograms and one of Photoplay's screen
supplements.
As a weekly review it is not
nearly as Interesting as that which is shown
It may be refor the week at the Rivoll.
marked that there are no duplications.
The overture selection was from "Faust"
with Rieeenfeld conducting. This was heartily
applauded. The balance ot the musical proThe
gram, however, was not well received.
tenor selections by James Harrod were "Aubade" and "Flower Rain." The latter was
the most effective from the audience standHarrod appeared between the weekly
point.
.

and the feature, following which "Chu Chin
Chow" was rendered by the orchestra For
Chaplin musical selection was "Those
Charlie Chaplin Feet" which bad the audience
humming. At that Chaplin did not pull any

•he

of the "feet" in this release.

The show

in all ran

a

little

over two hours

in time, Including the organ selection at the
close.

By

tbe by, it might be timely to query as to
the passing of the formerly uniform courtesy
from tbe house attaches here. The ushers especially are taking it upon themselves to run
tbe house and tbe manner In which tbey Insist on crowding those at the back of the
house, after they are inside tbe tapes, was
most noticeable -Monday night, with several
women voicing complaints in an audible manner. In addition to this there was a row between one of the ushers and a man and woman
patron. Tbe usher permitting fats voice to rise
to sucb an extent as to attract the attention
of all at the back of the house even though
tbe wranglers were on the balcony stairs. Tbe
manager's office is the place for the settlement of altercations of this sort and not any
part of the theatre where tbe rest ot the
Fred.
audience Is to be annoyed by them.
"After

Her Own Heart" has been purchased

for Hale Hamilton.

PAID IN FULL

y

Emma Brooks
Pauline Frederick
Joe Brook
Robert Cain
Jimsy Smith
Wyndham Standing
Capt. Williams
Frank Loses
Mrs. Harris
Jane Farrell
Beth Harris
Vera Doresford
"Paid In Full" has lost none of Its strength
of story In this, its second appearance on the
screen.
It Is still a powerful drama and the
manner of its recital via the screen will hold
tbe Interest of any audience.
Soma years
when the old All Star Co. was In exist*
Tbe
first screen version was made.
lease of the property ran out and as a\\ ot
the old prints bad disappeared It was decided to remake the picture.
It is a Paramount product in whloh Famous
Players present Pauline Frederick as tine star.
The scenario was the work ot Charles 58.
Woitaker and the production was directed
ago,

ence the

by Emlle Chautard.
Mies Frederick is supported by a Very excellent cast and tbe action being confined to
practically but four principals send the story
along In good shape. Robert Cain has the role
of Joe Brooks, the husband who is willing to
sacrifice his own life to keep himself from
Jail, while Wyndham Standing plays the role
Frank Losee is very satisfactory
ot Jlmsy.
Jane Farrell und Vera
as Capt. Williams.
BereBford play the mother and sister of tbe
heroine.

As the picture nears the close there U a
scene or two where the action drags • little,
but this could be remedied with a title or
easily be Inserted.
"Paid In Full" was the feature attraction of
the current week's bill at tbe Rivoll and was
thoroughly enjoyed by an audience that
packed tbe house on Sunday night. ' Fred.

two which could

A claim has been made that at last a
screen fabric has been, discovered whloh will
The Eureka Screen
reflect nature's colors.
Corporation, recently formed, has the patent
which was invented by Wilbur Davis. .No
mention la medo as to whether projection
has anything to do with obtaining results.
The negatives used are the ordinary black and
white and have undergone no treatment

Jcito.

-

„.
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picture, excepting Miss Mardlganlan, who appears In the film, and therefore could become
part of its necessary naturalness In her proper

person.

As a reproduction without "picture" annex,
the film would carry more weight and much
more conviction: As it Is a truthful reproduction, it Is not required that an audience
shall be obliged to accept that this picture of
Turklsn torture was made in the U. 8., or
Better for the
that it 1b a played story.
Armenian fund and the picture that the 'Huston
of the film shall continuously hold the place
and people In the country they are supposed
to be In.

Nor should so much

of the story be allowed

It comto percolate through so many reels.
mences to tire, with the added drawback of

a certain grueeomeness that cannot be preIrving Cummlnga for an example as
vented.
the Armenian hero is made to do impossible
but heroic feats, and these take up film footage
t.
Better to reinsert
\ by the hundreds of feet.
\ some of the scenes that may have been thrown
out, and replace the story with It, or cut down
I

!

.

i

1
\

the number of reels.
In any event, however, as a picture it Is a
superfine production, with the direction and
photography no small part. It is a picture
that should draw without end, from the Interested and the curious, adding large sums to
the Near Bast Funds. And if "Ravished Armenia" in time may be given credit for the removal of Turkey from the map of the world,
It will have helped In part to avenge Armenia
and to have been of Immeasurable benefit to
Met*.
luation.

R1V0LL
The particularly well worth while feature
of the Rivoll show this week was the splendid
diversity of the news weekly at the house.
This feature stood out' particularly. It was
also unusual for Its length and placed rather
well down In the show, being separated from
the feature by only a musical selection.
In addition to the pictorial portion the show
Is carrying two musical selections by the orchestra and two vocal numbers. Te chalk owelty's
"Fourth Symphony" Is the overture,
while a very effective and simple stage picture is used during "In A Monastery Garden,"
pi axed ]ust prior to the comedy wbioh closed
the performance.
A semi-classical ballad
"There's A Long, Long Trail" was sung very
well by Julia Henry, a soprano, and earned
"Twilight" by the male
hearty applause.
quartet, without orchestra accompaniment, did
not seem to hold the audience, seemingly 'more
because of the unusual arrangement ot the
offering rather than from lack ot artistry on
-

"

New York World—"Excellent—big

I

>>it'i

m
'•

New York
New York

patronage."

Evening Telegram—"Thoroughly enjoyed by

all."

iM-W'-.rk-Jr.U'tS

;

v

Evening Mail—"A sure success."

?£jStP4!$s

.

New York Evening World-"Lovable." V
New York Globe—"One of the most delicious
New York Commercial—"No

comedies ever filmed."

'--?>

better entertainment."

New York Tribune—"Attracts big crowds."
New York Morning Telegraph—"Admirably
New York Times—"Thoroughly enjoyable."
New York Sun—"Artistic sincerity."

:~fe*K3

done."
!'?>'»

These are criticisms of my MOVIE. "Did "Shoulder Arms" get any better?
only goes to prove what I predicted to yon right along!
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RJALTO.

"THE BETTER 'OLE"
is

a great audience picture

OLD
P.

S.—I've had a million TONS of

Everybody

KNOWS

BILL

publicity

In

America the past few weeks 1

me!!

SEE

WORLD

FILM
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attendance."

New York American—"Constant enjoyment—record
M
New York Herald—"Filled the house with fun.

the part of the singers.
The Prisma offering following this overture
was entitled "Kiddles," showing American,
Indian, and Japanese babies In natural colors.
Then came the soprano solo, followed
by the Rivoll Pictorial. It contained cuts from the Universal, Pathe and Qaumont, the Utter
weekly getting the greater showing of the
three. There was also a touch of a Fox «Mutt
and Jeff" cartoon comedy showing them as
This was inserted Just-ahead of
fire fighters.
a real fire fighting scene from the Qaumont
weekly, very effective.
Just ahead ot the feature came the quartet. The feature was "Paid in Full" (reviewed
under Film Reviews) with Pauline Frederick
as the star, one of the last Paramount picThe comedy offering was a
tures she made.
Mack Bennett "Bast Lynne With Variations."
The orchestral accompaniment to this played
as big as a part as the comedy Itself in
winning the laughs.
The arrangement of popular numbers, the
lyrics ot which were evidently familiar to the
majority of the audience and mentally applied
to the situation in the picture, as was suggested severeal places In this comedy, Is going
to be worked out some day to great effect
Fred.

The event of unusual importance attached to
the bill for the current week at the Rlalto
is the Interesting experiment of presenting a
Tne outward
reissue of a Chaplin comedy.
Indications are that this innovation for a
Broadway bouse Is a success. The first two
days of the week found the house doing
tremendous business for the earlier shows at
least. The final performance on Monday night
was not capacity, although the bouse was
very well filled and there were a number that
were "holdovers" from the earlier show who
stuck all the way to the finish and saw the
Chaplin for the second time. From an entertainment standpoint the old comedy was
shows
"there" for the audiences at both
The method of Introduclaughed heartily.
tion is unique, the bouse running a leader
of three titles explaining Its purpose in prepast.
successes
of
the
senting the
The enow is a particular good comedy Mil,
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At the special meeting of the Board
of Directors of the National Association of the M. P. Industry Monday
William A. Brady was continued as
president of the organization; the
resignation of the M. P. Exhibitors'
League of America as members of
Class 2 was accepted unanimously,
J. H. Hallberg's resignation as a representative of the Board of Supply
and Equipment Division (Class 3) was
accepted and B. F. Porter unanimously
chosen as his successor; decision was
reached to hold the third annual meeting of the Association in New York
June 3 at 2 p. m., the Christie Film Co.

TO SCREEN "OH BOY."
Adolph Osso has obtained the film
Comstock & Gest
musical comedy "Oh Boy." The piece
is to be directed by Albert Capellani
and to be the first starring vehicle for
June Caprice and Creighton Hale.

selected as member of Class C,
Producers' Division, and by-laws were
amended to provide for the entrance
of individual exhibitors as members
of Class 3.
Brady's retention as Association
He had
chief came as a surprise.
stated he was through with the presiA committee, comprising
dency.
PlayArthur
Friend
(Famous
Messrs.
Richard
A.
Rowland
ers-Lasky),
(Metro) and R. H. Cochrane (Universal), was named and empowered to use

VEILLER WRITING FILMS.

San Francisco, Feb. 26.
Ackerman & Harris have contracted
to play Baby Marie Osborne over its

Bayard Veiller, author of "Within
the Law," "The Thirteenth Chair* and
other
legitimate
melodramas, has
entered into a contract to furnish
Universal with a series of special features at what is claimed to be a record
price for original stories, for the

vaudeville circuit as a special attracpaying the little film star $100

tion,
daily.

PERRIN RESIGNS.

"Lottery Man" for Washburn.
Paramount has secured from the
Shuberts the picture rights to "The
Lottery Man," which will be used as

a starring vehicle for Bryant
burn.

FOR BABY OSBORNE.

$100 DAILY

rights to the Elliott,

screen.

Dwight
Goldwyn

This will be the

S. Perrin, connected with the
publicity department for the
p&st year, has resigned, to take effect
Saturday. He says he will take a vacation before resuming further work.

Wash-

Xi

first

time Veiller has

written for the screen, direct, though
his plays have been scenarioized. He
has already delivered his first script to
Universal.

3

was

Nr

•

'
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of the Official International Film

every persuasion in making Brady
change his mind. The Association was
in session both morning and afternoon,

/ •"

!•!•'•.

The Great Production

-

with Brady's acceptance of the committee's request to serve as president,

Brady presiding over the

..-

pp

period

final

The vote of the members to amend
the by-laws as recommended by the
executive committee was unanimous,
and six classes were created with graduated membership dues

based

upon

seating capacity as follows: A, with
seating capacity 3,000 or over, $50 annual dues ; B, 2,001 to 3,000, $36; C, 1,001
to 2,000, $24; D, 501 to 1,000, $18; E, 301
to 500, $12; F, 400 or less, $6.
special committee was named to
immediately a nationwide
institute
campaign for exhibitor members.

A
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Famous

"BLOOMERS."
two

Players-Lasky's

big

"bloomers" this year have been the
Fred Stone and Caruso features. It is
impossible as yet to compute the exact
returns, but they will probably register a loss.

On the two Stone releases thus far
put out and the one Caruso feature,
the producers have made an adjustment to their exhibitors, who, realizing
the pictures were made in good faith,
accepted them in the same spirit and
left it to Famous-Lasky to make rental adjustments on an equitable basis.
This was done, making the rental
charges on the "Class B" rate instead
of "Class A"
The third Stone

JAMES VINCENT

h

"Johnny

picture,

presents

Gun,'' is believed to be far
superior to the other two and will be
released next month.

Get Your

Continuity Winter Appeals.
O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll are
appealing from Judge Levy's decision
setting aside a verdict rendered in
•favor of their client, Agnes C. Johnston, a scenario writer, in her suit for
$500 against the Mayfair Film CorpoMiss Johnston, now with the
ration.
Mary Pickford Film Corporation, was
engaged in the fall of 1917 by Max C.
Sleshinger, an attorney, who is also
the president and sole stockholder of
the defendant corporation, to write the
continuity of Margaret Widdemer's
novel, 'iWhy Not," in which Peggy

lUf

to have starred.
Miss Johnston delivered the scenario
and the Mayfair Co. refused to pay
her the $500, contending it was not
delivered on time. The jury awarded
the plaintiff a favorable verdict, Judge

"THE SPIRIT OF LAFAYETTE"
From

the Book of James Mott Hallo well
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Levy, however, setting it aside. The
plaintiff's attorneys are appealing from
the judge's decision, in an endeavor
to reinstate the verdict and have judgment for the amount entered on it.
The president of the Mayfair cor(oration is of the law firm of Slesh!
.•"''
".••'
nger & Lazarow.
I

Adapted for the Screen by

Dawley

J. Searle

a
With Endorsement

of

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC INFORMATION.
GEORGE CREEL, Chairman
DIVISION OF FILMS. CHARLES S. HART,

Hyland was

S'-li

*

STATE RIGHT BUYERS-ATTENTION!

THIS

IS

Director

NOT A WAR PLAY

It opens with peace in the signing of the armistice of November 11, 1918. Portrays the welcome of the
returning soldier. Tells the story of Lafayette and shows how the spirit that inspired Lafayette to aid
American Colonies is the same spirit that inspired our boys to aid France.
That Exhibitors and the public may take advantage of this timely subject as soon as possible, it has,
been decided to release on State Rights. Send all communications and bids to me personally.

SEE PAGE
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TWO FEATURES

DAILY.

Marcus Loew's Circle Theatre began
policy of showing two
bis week a

The National Drama

Corporation,

oo

ow offering

the attorneys in the matter.'

On the same day Fox s
,cademy offered two full length subgives rise to the iropressets, which
program producers
former
that
[on
to abanrho have found it expedient
that form of picture making, are
satures daily.

flattering inducements to
xhibitors to cooperate with them in

sWg up twice as rapidly the quantity
they have on the
f program features
belf.

The

HAMPTON'S SPECIALS.

CENSORS MOVING.

In addition to the regular program
pictures which Jesse D. Hampton is
turning out for the Robertson-Cole
and the Hodkinson organizations, the
producer is to start shortly on a series
of special productions, to be sold in
the open market, viat the state rights
plan.

Harrisburg, Fa., Feb. 26.
State Board of Motion Picture;
Censors, which has been examining all
films at its headquarters at Philadelphia, may move its offices to the capital
at Harrisburg. Steps have been taken
to terminate the lease the state of
Pennsylvania holds on a building at

At present Hampton has two stars
with the Robertson-Cole program,
William Desmond and Henry B. Warner. The latter started for the Coast
last week.

1025

NATIONAL SELLS THREE BOOKS.
which controls the Screen rights to all
of Thomas Dixon's novels, has sold the
picture rights to three of his books to
the Mayflower Picture Corporation for
a sum in the neighborhood of $40,000.
The books are "Comrades," "The
Root of Evil" and "Sins of Fathers."
House, Grossman & Vorhaus acted as

Walter J. Price, general manager of the
Pearson Oo., resumed offloe duties Monday
after a severe Illness with pneumonia.

First Presentation of the Official International Film

;

The

Cherry

t

street, Philadelphia.

The move is in keeping with the
stand taken by Governor William
inaugurated,
Sprout,
recently
who
believes that the various departments
of the state government should all be
located here.
There will probably be a change in
the personnel of the state board.
Frank R. Shattuck, of Philadelphia, is
chairman, and a personal friend of

C

-,'''"•

:

former Governor Martin G. Brumbaugh. Governor Sproul may pick a
friend of his own for the place or a
man of wider experience in the picture business. The other members are

mm

Dr. Ellis P. Oberholtzer, of Philadelphia, and Mrs. E. C. Niver, Charleroi. "..
If the projecting headquarters are
moved here hundreds of film corporations will he affected, arid many will,
open branches here.
An examination of applicants for
picture operators licenses in the state,
under the terms of the picture safety
code of the industrial board of the
Department of Labor and Industry, will
be conducted by the bureau of inspection of the department at various
points throughout Pennsylvania from
9 a. m. to 4 p. m. Tuesday, March 4.
All operators must be licensed by the
Department of Labor and Industry
unless they hold a license from a local
*
board or bureau. Unlicensed operators
may obtain information relative to the
:

examination from the department here"
or at the offices at Lancaster, Williamsport, Pittsburgh, Meadville, Philadelphia or Scran ton.

ORGANIZING AGAINST CENSORING.
Fearing the consequences of pending
for censorship of pictures
the Legislatures of nine
states the National Association of
Censorship s planning a nation-wide
campaign in an effort to defeat such
legislation

now before

'•'-'-pi

;

legislation.
•

While the plans are not yet formulated the association is starting to
organize for the campaign.

Oklahoma Censors.
Oklahoma City, Feb. 26.
The Oklahoma Board of Review will

Ex-President Taft says of this wonderful

Mm, which had

its first

production in

St

Louis, February 23rd, in connection with the great mid-continent Congress of the League
of Nations:
"I have seen the motion picture, 'THE SPIRIT OF LAFAYETTE.' It is in admirable harmony with the thrill of deep patriotism stirred by the war and its victorious ending. Its climax in the League of Nations, exemplifying Lafayette's love of world liberty
and giving an answer to his family motto, 'Why not?', should in these fateful days challenge us all. I sincerely hope that the Ameri can people will see it

{Signed?
Stupendous production.
Thousands of people.

"Win. H. Taft"

—

Exceptional all-star cast; especially selected.
Authentic and gorgeous settings.
Eight months in the making.
An interesting and absorbing story filled with joy and happiness.
—..
Exciting and thrilling incidents and dramatic climaxes. Truth proven
stranger than fiction. Filled with heart throbs of the present day and all
time. A most beautiful love story.
Complete orchestration has been prepared by Nicholas Orlando.
Do not delay. Territory will be taken rapidly.

.

SEE PAGE
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salary.
Violations of their promulgations are penalized by fines up
to $500 and jail imprisonment.

ViU's Stewart Series.
Vitagraph is signing contracts for
six feature pictures with Anita Stewart as the star.
The first is "From
Headquarters," directed by Ralph Ince.
Vitagraph, according to reports coming in from outlying cities is signing
these pictures for $35 a day in towns
where they can play them in opposition to the First National houses where
the current releases of the Stewart
pictures are being shown.
In these
towns, for the greater part, the First
National is getting $150 a day for the

material.

It is said the Stewart pictures the
Vitagraph proposes releasing as the
Stewart Star Series are product that
has been on the shelves for some little

time.

SHEEHAN

:''%

on

new Stewart

General Manager

\

be created and act as a censor of pic-,
tures, if the- bill introduced by Senator Luther Harrison, and which is
modeled along the lines of a similar
Kansas bill, is passed at this session
of the Oklahoma Legislature.
The board will have three censors,

Following tho "Raggard Ann" feature, PrlajDean, now boomed ai a real, fullfiedfSd
picture star by the Univertal, will appear In
a melodramatic subject from tbe pen of Bayard Velller,
cllla
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COAST PICTURE NEWS.

EASTMAN'S INSTITUTE.

By OUT PRICE,
Feb.

Los Angelea,
Powers

P. A.

Albert

a racing

bore.

la

W. Hale

Is In

New

Orleans making

picture.

Lew Cody

In

playing

a

lead

tie

in

new

Maurice Tourneur picture.

Barney Sherry will have a part in tbe next
Anita Stewart picture.
L.

Nary,

m.:

H. Kenneddy, recently discharged from
Is nuCnaglng the local Fez exobaace.

Darren Fobs, tbe leading nun,

back from

la

the mountains,

Henry Woodward baa returned .from New
York and way points.
.;

;t'

M.

P.

Btauleop will

be art director for

Naslmova productions.
Louise OranvUle
Vltagrapb.

is

doing comedy work with
-

The newly-formed Zane Grey company
ready to shoot at tbe Bruaton stadias.

Is

Bnowy Baker, tbe Australian promoter, baa
Wired Hal Reach to find him a motion picture director.

J
••:4m

Walter Long has been engaged, by tbe BranHe Will be directed by Hayes
ton studio.
Hunter.
.

v

.....

\

Two new
•

large picture theatres are

planned for southern cities. One is for
Baltimore and one for Wilmington.
Both are to be built on the plans of the
Rialto in Washington, which has been
a revelation in picture house construction.

,

Morris

tion

war

is

.:;.••'.;

^'
„„-
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...

Gest

-v

embark

about to

is

with Famous Players-Lasky of-

'

nitude and importance.

'

ij

could be gleaned,
for the reason that the proposition has
thus far only reached the conference
stage, but it is understood the idea
calls for the securing by Gest of the
film rights to a large number of the
important stage successes in ^this country and, picturizing them on a large
scale, these productions to be handled
by Famous Players-Lasky as specials,
some state righted and others released
on a percentage basis.. If the deal is
consummated Gest will,not relinquish
the field of legitimate productions. ,;

Nothing

over and the

called off the builders

wish to complete the job, but the
house management is satisfied with the

Manager Moore
it stands.
week while visiting New
York he was willing to pay the builders a bonus—if they would leave matbuilding as
stated last

ters as they are.

The application of a picture concern

•*.'';;,".'

with a view to effecting some
sort of an alliance with that organization and which, if consummated, would
eventuate into an enterprise of mag-

it.

that the

embargo

•

ficials

commandeered the steel for the balcony and the building was completed

Now

-..'

ductions of importance, the most important of which was his handling of
D. W. Griffith's "Hearts of the Werld'
Gest has recently been in consulta-

in

have made, it the biggest theatre devoted to pictures exclusively in the
The' Government however

steel

:

., ,.

ties to the exploitation of single pro-,

•

country.

without

B

•seriously in the picture business. Heretofore he has confined his film activi-

Washington
seats 2,000. all on the lower floor. At
the time that construction was started
it was planned to have a balcony seating an additional 1,800. This would

At present the house

.

MORRIS GEST FILM PLANS

WASHINGTON MAN SATISFIED.

..

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 26.
Considerable speculation is rife here
to regard to the new institute to be
built by George Eastman, head of the,
Eastman Kodak Company. Mr. Eastman says that it will absorb the present Institute of Musical Art and the
Rochester Symphony Orchestra, both
of which are now heavily financed by
hire.
Explaining the objects, he says
it will be to place a musical education
within the reach of anyone and to give
the public superior entertainment at
very low price.
According to his plan, the choice of
the world's films will be shown on six
days of each week, accompanied by an
orchestra' of over half a hundred
pieces. The auditorium will be used
on one day each week for concerts by
the greatest musical and concert artists and organizations available,
Mr. Eastman has already purchased
It. is situated within ten
the land.
minutes of the heart of the city and
the value runs up into a considerable
fortune. Building will commence within a few months at the latest, accordAll expense of
ing to .conditions.
building and equipping the institution
will be borne by Mr, Eastman.

22.
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definite

j

to

"shoot" pictures in Golden- Gate Park, San
Francisco,' was turned down by the park
commissioners woo stated the park should
not be- used for commercial purposes.

The Famous-Players
Sen-Ice"

Warwick

production,

make

the
Captain

will

with

featured, in tbe

'Secret

Robert

Bast

••,

B. V. Burling, at one time repreaantaUfo
for a Mew York dally in these part* ia now
writing soenarloe.

'V'

J.

ture

cuss or

Night

star,

It

new

Ms
ol

WESTEJH1 UNION

TEL

NL

these tHree symbols

wwduthblsaday message. OUi
erits

Clarlne Seymour no entered autt against
tbe Bolln Film Company for 18,760, which
she claims to due her on a broken contract.

chancier

I

sjfijj swearing

w

Indicated by the
efter the thetk.

NCWCOMB CASLTON.

OEORQE W. C ATKINS.

SSSSIQIHT

SYMBOL

S.

•

Blue

Letter

Nljht

Menage

Nile

NL

Nlgtit letter

If none el these throe symbols
appears sfter Hie cheek (number of
words)!hls[sadaymetsage. Otherwise Its chancier Is Indicated by the
symbol appearing after the. check.

I

SKEWED

SERVICE

Day Mesne*
Dsy

AM

Nits

SJMSJS aftw Bis esses (number at
lit

CUSS OF

BlttS

MtMUtf

here-

after will take bin real name, which to George

Betas, Jr.
•

SYMBOL

CHy Utter

months.

Bob Wblte, tbe young screen

SERVICE

DtyfSfStf

Warren Kerrigan baa started a new picat the HpmptMf studio, bis first in aereral

FIRST VICK-FRtSIOENT

AT

The stork has Tinted Universal City, with
the result that the aoo to now n couple of
baby

lions bigger.

A12-

Pat Kearney, Adam Hull Shirk's new assistant in tbe Lasky publicity offlce, aayo
he's glad tbe Mission Fathers dUoorered California and that John Flynn discovered a way

wm

to send

JffiR

QOLLBW

31? LOUIS MO.
JAMES VINCENT,

him out he re.

Charlie Murray received n wli» that hie
wife was snowbound in Kansas. Bald Mrs.
Murray: "The train to so cold we women
''I'll
can hardly talk." Said Mr. Murray:
never live In a steam-heated place again."

1465

Broadway

New York

City

"THE SPIRIT OF LAFAYETTE," produced by James

Workers at tbe Fox studio were called into
court to testify in the trial ot Charles Hochberg, who to charted by tbe Fox company
with having attempted to steal a comedy

"j

."

print

INCORPORATIONS.
Better Service. Film Co., lava, Syracuse
25,000; W. B. Castdee, H. B. Nortarup.
-~.
J. McCarthy, Syracuse, M. T.
t O. and A. AmwsMSwmt Oft* to*.. Bro ok
lyn; vaudevlUe and pictures; 16,000; L.
~

J. I*vy. 177 Albany
avenue, Brooklyn.
__
,
Scandal, lac* Manhattan. Theatricals.
112,000. A Jones, M. Boss, W. Hast, 109
W. 46th St, N. Y.

Lowy, A. F. Mayo,

Vincent, received
presentation at the Pershing Theatre, St. Louis, Feb. 23rd, playing to
crowded houses at every performance. It is a wonderful story of the modern
doughboy. It has a strong, pathetic appeal and holds the interest throughout.
Earl Schenck as Marquis de Lafayette and Violet de Biccary as Adrienne are
splendid. Their capable support helps put the picture over in good shape.
The settings are magnificent and the photoplay is exceptionally good. The
theme of the connection between the Lafayette incident in helping America
and the payment of the debt by America is handled in an excellent manner and
makes a direct appeal to the sympathies. The production is unusually entertaining as well as educational, and will undoubtedly appeal to all classes
of audiences.
its initial

(Signed)

DELAWARE CHARTERS.
Anna Film Corp. Present plotare films,
conduct
iduct theatreB, etc, $260,000. Huso J.
Von Hogan, Harry L.' Gordon, David 8.
Hose, all of New York

CRITICS SAID IN ST. LOUIS:

Miss Grace Johnson, of St. Louis Republic
"Crowds view historic aim at Pershing. 'SPIRIT OF LAFAYETTE'
reveals many events in life of great leader. That history repeats
:

Roth.
Al S. Roth, aged 47 years, died Feb.
20 of a complication of diseases. His
hex 1th broke down several years ago.
He was auditor for the Epoch Producing Co., which handled "The Birth of
a Nation " and lived in Beechurst, L. I.,
where he died. A widow, but no chil-

This production
itself is graphlcaUy shown at Pershing theatre.
gives a far-sighted significance to the French hero who is recorded
aa having visualized the idea of a League of Nations. The production was well received. All the characters are human. The picture
also gives an opportunity to gaze upon it from a sartorial as well as
histrionic point of view. The ball at Versailles reveals a very elaborate setting and is one of the commendable features of the pro-

dren, survives.

duction."

t:'ii

fit

Manager, Pershing Theatre.

WHAT THE

Del.

Al. S.

K. SIDNEY,

,

tOhm Theatre On» $200,000. Conduct
W. 8. Olaaa, F.
of amusement.
Elaces
M. E. MnlUn, Wilmington,
I Mettler,

DEATHS.

LOUIS

1

,

From

the St. Louis Daily

Globe-Democrat

:

"Few

pictures have succeeded so -well In bridging over the wide
America as a world
power, as this, 'THE SPIRIT OF LAFAYETTE'.
FAYETTE'. The picture, strong
on its historical side, is a splendid example of modern cinematography. The happy idea of the Director, James Vincent, was to
begin the HalloweU story with the return of the American soldiers
from the battlefields of France, and their welcome home. The
streets of Mew York are pictured on the day the authentic news of
the signing of the armistice was received. The hero of the story at
that stage returns wounded, but victorious, and the home-coming
Is pathetically but hopefully pictured.
The same spirit which inspired Lafayette, in 1776 has been transmitted to the American
descendants and inspired them to imperishable deeds of valor ii
1918. Director James Vincent has been successful In assembling
splendid cast, among whom ore capable actors like Earl Schencl
Violet de Biccary, Marlon Barney, Robert Elliott and Paula Shay.
pert ains to
aces of history, the history that pei

r

'A

Fennimore Merrill.
Fenimore Merrill, a playwright, died
at Coblenz, Germany, Feb. 2. He went

SEE PAGES 60

overseas last year. Several of his plays
had been produced in some of New
York's smaller theatres.
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SUNDAY OPENING BILL
BEFORE STATE LEGISLATURE

IEW

Senator Presents Measure to Settle Showing of
Films On Sabbath. Would Let Each City Council

New York

1

Have
'

Say In Sunday Question.

Final

.

Buffalo.. Feb. 26.

introduced by Senator James
Ia. Foley, of New York City, is enacted
into law all the cities in New York
'State will have the power to determine
^whether moving picture theatres are to
be open on Sundays. The bill has been
introduced to clear up a matter that
If

'has

a.

bill

There have

long been in dispute.

been varying court decisions

the

in

matter, but it has never reached the
rCotirt of Appeals.

'

would turn the whole
matter over to city officials, who would
The Foley

have the

bill

final

say in their respective

are not open there; that they would
not, be if they had the power to open
them, and that there is no general demand for Sunday opening.

STOPPED SHOWINGS.
The showing for the benefit of the
trade press and the exhibitors conducted weekly at Wurlitzer Hall for
the Exhibitors' Mutual and the Robertson-Cole features, have been discontinued.

Beginning with the Current week
showings for the trade press alone
were inaugurated in the RobertsonCole projection room.
North's New Job.
Tom North, editor of the Pathe Sun,
according to report is to fill a new
office in the Pathe organization which
has been recently created.
He is to have the title of Special
Feature Manager and will handle the
sales campaigns for the. specials of
the company. F. C. Quimby is to be
the new director of exchanges.
'

Particular interest centers in

cities.

the bill in Rochester,

where the

pic-

were closed for years
Attorney John F. Kinney, for

lure theatres
until

theatre managers, discovered proin the existing laws which
forced the opposition to permit the

;fjhe

visions

opening of the theatres.
The Foley bill would give the Common Council the determining power
and since the council has long stood
jagainst Sunday opening, the theatre
en prefer to have the law remain as
It is certain that they will conis.
uct a vigorous campaign against the
bley bill, and if it is passed they
will then appeal to local sentiment to
ifforce the hand of the Common Council.

•'

"

^Secretary W.

P.
Capes, of the
Conference of the State, has

I Mayors'
just

made

public replies received

fifty-nine

cities,

to

the

from

officials

of

which he sent out letters asking their
sentiment on the Sunday opening question.

In this letter three questions were
heads of the various munic-

put to the

any objecWhether
ipalities
Ition to Sunday openings; whether if
??the city had power to close them it
I would do so; whether there is any general demand for Sunday opening.
p'-, Amsterdam,
Buffalo, Corning, Dunkirk, Fulton, Glen Cove, Glens Falls,
[fHornell, Jamestown, Lockport, LackaNew York,
North
Tonawanda,
wanna,
|
there

:

is

!

Niagara Falls, Oneida, Olean, Rochester, Syracuse, Salamanca, Tonawanda,
*Troy, White Plains and Yonkers have

I Sunday mc

,ies.

These

cities,

includ-

ing the three cities of the first class,
New York, Buffalo and Rochester, conj;

stitute a large portion of the popuAlbany, Binglation of the State.
hamton, Elmira, Utica and Watertown prohibit Sunday shows and are
about all of the large cities that do so.
Rochester officials replied to Secretary Capes that picture theatres are
'Allowed to open on Sundays and that
ere is no objection to it. In answer
the question whether Sunday shows
dd be permitted if city officials had
er to regulate the matter, they
.ed that they would not. Rochesofficials did not answer the ques. as to whether there is any general
lemands for Sunday opening.
From Albany Secretary Capes re-

lived a reply stating that the moving
jcture houses were not open on Suniv and would not be if the city oficials had the power to open them,
iuburn officials replied that the houses

®m>

-

SMALL-TOWN TACTICS.

The picture theatres have been
closed on Sundays again in Mt. Vernon, N. Y. They ran for a couple of
Sundays after Sol Schwartz obtained
a ruling from the corporation counsel.
The Fineberg house (Westchester) did
not do the business the Playhouse
(which Schwartz runs) was doing.
Local church societies were asked to
vote on the question of Sunday pictures. Both houses closed on the Sab-

GENERAL CUTTING DOWN FORCE.

AFTER EXTRA DATS.

There has been a lopping off of heads
the New York City exchange of
the General Film Co. A marked de-

L. T. Rogers, the sales manager of
the New York Exchange of the Famous
Players-Lasky, has inaugurated a special campaign for extra days in booking special pictures. The idea is to
pick certain productions in the regular
run of releases and on the strength of
their being somewhat better than the
ordinary run of program features the
exhibitor is urged to book additional
days on these particular features.
The lure that is held out to the exhibitor is that the pictures can be
played on the initial advertising In-

in

crease in the force at that office was
ordered from headquarters. Just what
the- move portends cannot be ascertained at present.
The General, in addition to the reguis now also carrying the
Kleine Seryice, the Sherry released
productions and the Red Cross pictures. Each of these organizations has
its own sales heads in the New York
lar produot,

exchange.

EXAMINING GROSSMAN.
Application was made Feb. 21 in the
City Court of New York for an order
to

examine Harry Grossman,

"BRAT" RESOLD.

APPEAL OVER

TITLE.

In the suit of Paul Dickey against
Mutual .Film Corporation to re-

the

from employing the
"The Come Back" on one of its

strain the latter
title

pictures because of the confusion it
may cause with his play of the same
name the lower courts issued an injunction to the plaintiff to restrain the
Mutual from using the title. The
Mutual, through its attorneys, Seligsbcrg, Lewis & Strouse, appealed in the
Appellate Term of the Supreme Court
last week, the court reserving decision

two weeks.
The appellant contended that the

$909.20.

The Fontenelle Feature Film Co.,
of Omaha, is the plaintiff and

Inc.,

creditor. .Bernard H.
stein is the plaintiffs attorney.

judgment

The judgment was based upon the
Grossman Distributing Co. to carry out its contract /with
the Fontenelle Company, upon which
over $800 had been paid. Attempts to
settle the matter were made, and the
defendant at one time wrote that "we
arc Willing to have you return the
print and we will return the money
that you invested and also your $500
deposit." This proposition was accepted,
and the defendant agreed that "credit
will be placed to your bank on Monday." This was never done. The judgment was entered by default.
.

Another Wanted for Julia Arthur.
John Adolfi, who directed the production of ?The Woman the Germans
Shot," is looking for another story
suited to Julia Arthur.
.

vestment and those saving the house
the cost of extra advertising material.
Ten productions are now listed for
the special campaign. They are "His
Parisian .Wife," ?Mra. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch," "False Faces," "Paid
in Full," "Don't Change Your Husband," "Happy Tho' Married," *QuicW
sand," "Romance of Happy Valley,"
"The Squaw Man" and "Sporting Life.1*

m

No Protection for "Come-Back."
In an appeal from an interlocutory
judgment enjoining Metro from using
the name "The Come-Back" as the
title or part of the title of a photoplay, granted Paul Dickey, author of

a sketch of that name, the Appellate
Division of the Supreme Court of New
that motion pictures and
plays do not compete.
The decision further holds that the
title to plaintiff's play is not entitled
to protection as a trade mark or trade

York holds

name ; that the expression "The ComeBack" is of such a character as not
to he susceptible of appropriation as a
trade mark and that the court should
not. have awarded an injunction because the plaintiff proved that the
alleged
property rights which he
sought to protect had been destroyed
prior to the commencement of the
action.
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You can add to jrour income by
distributing American-made motion picture films throughout your
territory— 100 per cent, increase
in foreign sale last year!
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motion picture accessories

There is still a splendid opportunity for
live,

responsible distributors in many dish
The facts will be sure to interest

tricts.

plaintiff failed to establish a cause for

you.

Keeping on the Move.
While playing in Chicago, Mr. and
Drew have been working
in the Essanay studio.
They are now making a two-reel

Bern-

failure of the H.

for

action, either for unfair competition
or for infringement of trade-mark or
trade-name. The plaintiffs attorneys
held that the title had become a
valuable trade-name, representing the
good-will of the enterprise producing
the plaintiff's play.
The stories of the play and picture
are entirely different.

as presi-

dent of the H. Grossman Distributing
Co., Inc., in supplementary proceedings
upon a judgment recovered against the
distributing company Dec 3, 1918, for

bath as a result.

Louis B. Mayer, who purchased from
Oliver Morosco. the film rights to the
Maud Fulton stage play, 'The Brat,"
for Anita Stewart, has resold it to
Metro, and it will be utilized by Nazimo va as her next vehicle.
Frank Danby's "The Heart of a
Child" will be made by Nazimova immediately after "The Brat."
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New York
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Conceived with

possesses every

the intention

element of the
special feature.

Of creating a

-

»

-

WHOM

Golden service stars

-c

are silent tributes

tx

THE

pur own heroes.

Woodrow Wilson's' ideals

as?;- '-••

timely subject
^

It is timely.

which would per-

of a permanent league

It is historically

mit the

~

vital.

'

.

'

.-
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WOULD

est story subject in

DESTROY

been made

the world and It has

^exhibitor
It is poignantly*
•-

$&$

-;-

.

to

>-

•

-

.

tl^e

subtle

"

background for the_

romantic.

J.

/

increase prices

Was made to set before

tense virile entertain-

the world the benefits

ing human document

It has plots aplenty-*

extend engagements
-:..-.*
'

-'.

:

.'

-

'::':"': -'.

.

It is lavish.

explo i t unusually

.

of a society of nations.

which comes to the.
screen soon under the

1

It does so in vivid and

attract new clients

Its sets are

advertise novelty
T

magnificent

over show his

Its cast is superb.

_,

PI

title of
.'_

.;

-i-

r

sensational form.
i

;

It is

a-

oqnnected story

of vast interest.

competitor and
It was directed by a

^;
<.

please his patrons ,
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suspenseful.

WHOM

'

It is

It is of

THE

genius

'-'•:'"

the screen.

..-.-

It was produced by -a

A subject

the theatre can show

.

GODS

3

r

WHOM
K-'.

.successful studio

master.

.

.

..fefe

I ml

WOULD

^
DESTROY

startles and enthralls.

DESTROY

'

.

THE

GODS

WOULD

will entertain as it

.'

It is the most timely
.Vvc;

with pride and which

.-

subject ever conceived

The rivers of the world

and comes at a time

are swollen from the

when every living man

tears of the bereaved.

woman and child is

Little wooden crosses

MACAULEY

reading, talking or

dot the lands of Europe

PHOTOPLAY^

writing about a

like the sands of a

INC.

league of nations.

desert.
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which is under the
auspices of
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MOVING PICTURES
r

MORE PROFITABLE
THAN ORIGINAL RELEASES

FILM SUSPECT ARRESTED.

REISSUES
fc

.

Film Producers Find Big Demand for Old Features of Present
Screen Favorites. Chaplins in Lead. S. A. Lynch Got
Big Money Last Year With Old Fairbanks'

and Harts'.

in

the

theatre

Los Angeles,
G. McAdoo, head of
four" combination, is ill and
out of town for a few days'

W.

business

is

stances are yielding phenomenal returns.
The indications" are that this
condition will continue indefinitely,
and investors in productions with "big"
stars are now counting periodical returns from this source for many years.
The originator of this scheme on an
extensive -cale was S. A. Lynch, who
derived over a million dollars last year
from the sale of the old Triangle productions of Fairbanks, Hart, etc.
The "king" of all names for reissue
purposes has always been Charlie
Chaplin, and at the present time the
Essanay-Chaplin reissues are bringing

-

more money than when they were

in

originally released.
Tn addition to the announced booking of them in New York by Dr. Hugo
Ricsenfeld, of the Rivoli-Rialto, the
Loew and Fox circuits have contracted
for them. The first of Essanay's four
to be reissued will be "A Night in a

Show," and not "Shanghaied" as announced, for the reason that the original negative is scratched and Riesenobjected to its condition.
The
negative has been shipped to Chicago
to be touched up. General Film's allotment of 30 prints for Greater New
York hasn't a single day open until
April 1.
Because of the demand for the Chaplin revivals Mutual has reissued "The
Adventurer," and has in preparation 12
more old pictures by the comedian.
feld

They

have a new assemblage
from old Chaplin productions, from which they are making a
picture, to be' called "The Beanery."
Also on the strength of this demand
for Chaplins Metro is reissuing "Tillie's
Punctured Romance," the only fivereeler Chaplin appeared in; and Kessel
will also

of "cuts"

signing of the armistice. In the cast
are Marie Prevost, Ben Turpin, Bert
Roach, Mai St. Clair, Ford Sterling

and Bpthwell Browne. The production was directed by Richard Jones,
under Sennett's personal supervision.
Sol Lesser has bought the rights to the
Pacific Coast.
•

....

•'

j.

Los Angeles, Feb.

26.

reported here that Mack Sennett has entered into a new agreement
with- Adolph Zukor on behalf of the
Famous Players-Lasky, whereby the
latter secures all Mack Sennett's future
five-reel comedy offerings as well as
his two-reel pictures, which he is now
making for them.
According to excellent authority, the
arrangement requires Famous PlayersIt

is-

Lasky

advance $200,000 on the completion of every Sennett five-reel picto

apply to the usual 65-35 distributing percentage. This is undoubtedly the greatest amount of money
every offered any comedy producer
v for
screen comedies without stars, as there
is no clause providing for any particular player to appear in these pictures
other than the usual Sennett cast The
value of Sennett's five-reel pictures can
ture, to

be gauged by comparing this enormous
advance to the advances the same company makes for his two-reel pictures,
which is $20,000, or only 10 per cent, of
the larger

amount

many

former Keystone Chaplins.
Chaplin's next First National picture
is entitled "Sunnyside," and it is not
expected this will be released until

comedy, "Yankee Doodle in
Berlin," which is now selling in the
open market, the last picture to be obtained in this manner.

after Lent.
The Industrial Film Co. is now booking-in New York a quantity of one and
two reel old Biograph dramas and

The plans for the new Capitol Thea-

are

refurbishing

comedies directed by D.

W.

Griffith,

featuring Henry Walthall, Lillian Gish,
Lionel Barrymore, Mae Marsh, Robert

Harron, Blanche Sweet and others.
Yitagraph is about to release a
former Anita Stewart three-reeler,'
"From Headquarters," which they have
elaborated into four and a half reels,
and are asking $50 a day for it on the
strength of the exploitation given their
former star by her present management. They contemplate similar action
with other short-reel subjects.
"

The world today regards the exa joke, and probably the
most competent producer in filmdom to

- Kaiser as

present the "All Highest" in so
dicrous a light is Mack Sennett.

has attempted
offering

it

lu-

He

in his latest five-part
in Berlin." It

"Yankee Doodle

five-reel

LONGEST THROW.
tre provide for the installation of its
picture projection 'booth in the balcony, with a throw to the rear of the
stage, a distance of 200 feet. As the
auditorium is 150 feet long and the
stage 40 feet in depth, together with
.

&

angle of the throw, would make
the estimated 200 feet a conservative
one.
This is stated to be the longest
throw in the world, the nearest to it
being the Million Dollar Pier at Atlantic City,

which

is

175 feet.

PROMISING SCENARIO WRITER.

SENNETTS SUPER-COMEDY.

Chicago, Feb.

Mildred Considine

is

26.

becoming one

of the most standard and successful
writers of original scenarios in America.
Last week she signed to do
several stories for Anita Stewart, having just completed two for Norma Tal-

described as a travesty on current madge. She was formerly in vaudeville, doing at one time a sketch and
international events and is now being offered to state righjt buyers later a "single," and is the daughter of
through Hiram. Abrams' recently es- John Considine.
Her income tax statement the second
tablished headquarters in the Longyear showed earnings in excess of
acre Building, New York.
Four times during his career Sen- $30,000.

.is

•

>

•

Y

-

Punctured Romance," "The
Submarine Pirates" and "Mickey."
The picture was filmed since the
"Tillie's

This would indicate that the distributors believe that ten times as much
money can be secured from a five-reel
comedy as a two-reeler. The transaction has an added interest to exhibitors in that it makes Sennett's latest

& Baumann

^

nett has stepped out from his twocomedies to make a "superpicture."
His previous longer pictures have been

reel

Feb. 26. ":"":,*
the "big:';,
has gone

On

rest.

T
•

,

his return, which is expected about the
end of the week, there is every likelihood a deal will be. made whereby the
distribution of the pictures to be made
by the Chaplin- Pickfocd-FairbanksGriffith alliance will be handled by.:
Hiram Abrams. It is stated the only
thing that beld up this arrangement

effect.

was the widely circulated report
Abrams was acting for Adolph Zukor.
The reason for the withdrawal of
William S. Hart from the combina-

in this territory

the problem are
co-operating to stop film thievery.
One arrest has been made and several
houses have been placed under surveilance. It is understood the aid of a
private detective agency has been enlisted and arrangements made whereby
all theatres suspected of showing "borrowed" or stolen reels will be covered
by "spoiicrs."
Charles A. Taylor,
known as "Buck" Taylor, manager of
the Rathe exchange which serves .this
territory, succeeded in apprehending
a suspected film thief who attempted
to sell a copy of a Pathe News reel,
The thief was arrested and gave the
name of P. Swartz. Mr. Taylor says
Pathe has no record of selling the film.
He is pursuing the matter in the hope
of locating the people supposed to be
at the head of an organized gang.
vitally interested in

.

65

meeting with considerable success in
western and central New York and
the adjoining territory- in Pennsylvania
and Ohio. The vigilance committee
appointed at a secret meeting held in
the Hotel Statler, Buffalo, reports that
preventive and punitive measures instigated are having a most satisfactory

Exchange managers
Reissues in the film industry are
proving excellent "meal tickets" for a
number of concerns, and in some in-

>t

"BIG FOUR'S" DISTRIBUTOR.

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 26.

Organized attempt to stamp out film
piracy, bicycling and other dishonest
practices

-

LOCAL EXHIBITORS WARNED.
The police captains in charge of all
the precincts in Greater New York
last week got into direct communication with all the exhibitors in their
respective territories
and
warned
them that the ordinance against admitting children under age, unaccosnSianied by adults, would be rigidly enorced.
It is believed the new deputy police
commissioner, Mrs. Ellen O'Grady, is
responsible for their activity in this

_

action.

1ST NATIONAL'S ASSESSMENTS
The franchise holders of the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit' have recently been called upon to make some
payments to meet the deposits on their
new contracts. The aggregate of the
assessments last week totalled over
$300,000.

Up to date the First National's assessments have been about $2,500,000,
with dividend returns approximating
35 per cent, of that

One of

amount.

week's assessments was
for an advance of 50 per cent, on the
last

third Griffith picture, for which Griffith is to- receive $280,000 per negative,
the 50 per cent, advance to apply upon
the final feature under his First National contract

GRIFFITH'S FIRST NAT'L'S.
It was learned this week in New
York that D. W. Griffith would make
at least three productions for the First
National upon the completion of his
present contract with the Artcraft,
and before actively joining the "Big
Four." The contract with the latter
firm is for six pictures ; three have been
delivered and released, two are already

completed and the
in work.

final

one

is

now

;i

^1
^

;

;

;

tion is said to be the desire on the
II
part of Hart to have the output of the
original "big five" booked collectively. o;^i
The other four objected to this, in-, .">
V;
sisting that each picture be booked,
6n its individual merit with ho strings '^im.
of any kind. They argued that bookV
j]
ing collectively, compelling one star .
;'

.<;

.

to carry the burden of another on its.,
shoulders, was exactly what ; thej^«:!
wished to^obviate, and as Hart
obdurate on this point he withdrew,
upon the advice of his attorney, Wil-ifS^
I

waf^^

j

Ham Grossman,

it is

"

said.

,."';<•

.'JJ
"".

Hart has consistently declined to pay
big prices for scenarios. He was re^f -^1
centiy offered a story called "The Wolf
|
Man," said to be admirably suited to
:j
his. personality and for which £3,000
was asked. He refused to go higher
•
than $1,500 for the tale.-:
Warner Brothers, who produced -

"My Four Years

in Germany," havis -V?i
offer of $50,000 apiece for four:
'-u
pictures in which the quartet of stars >«S|
will appear, directed by Griffith, -.wlti^ig
the idea of booking the proposed f eav %]
tures in legitimate theatres at regular
j

made an

:

prices.

£^s||

The one thing upon which the "bigv£|
four" are agreed is that they will de- * J
mand their pictures be booked in the Sj|
first run houses for indefinite engagements, each star making four and not
over five productions a year, and that
the less important houses play the h
pictures for longer runs than prevails
at present. The one day houses will
^'
be asked to book the pictures for not'
less than three days and the week run
W
houses for not less than a fortnight.
It is claimed that with four produc- ..;;
tions a year Chaplin's pictures could
run continuously throughout the year,;.';?
in any city of importance.
**£%
-

•

•

,

SURE TEST FOR CARUSO FILM.
The
power

surest test for the drawing of the Caruso film recently;
turned out by the Famous Players and;
the first appearance of the tenor on'
the screen was conducted last week by-; ,:

•:

i

Manager Bob O'Donnell,

of Proctor's-^'

Street Theatre.
.
,;
Mr. O'Donnell's house is in the centre v
of an Italian colony, particularly to H\
the east of it. Mr. O'Donnell secured':;
the Caruso film for the first three days, ,;
125th

.

"

giving it previous and extensive billing
*
in the Italian language.
The business at the 125th Street,
which always draws a considerable
Sort ion from the Italians in the neigh-orhood. registered from $100 to $150
less each day the Caruso film was on
exhibition than the normal gross of
the theatre.

-

'-.';

;

:

.;

'

.-

Griffith's contract with the First National_ calls for the delivery of three

Griffith

or his representative.

There is a possibility that Griffith
may, in addition to the three features
he has contracted for, turn out a superspecial for the First Nat'onal in the
event that the rights co a certain piece
of property cun be obtained.

BROOKS

IRVING

negatives for which he is to receive
$260,000 each. The statement he was^
to make' the pictures came from one
of those in a confidential capacity with
the Big Chief. At the First National
J. D. Williams stated all publicity regarding Mr. Griffith and his affairs

would have to come from Mr.

<

--'

v;ii

"FLINT"
HOUDINI SERIAL
Direction,

BURTON KINO

JACK CUNNINGHAM
Staff

Itettnt

Writer Robert Brunton Studios,
Lo» Angeles

B«!m*M

for

Glaum and

Birrlictle,

Eeuitii,

Kerrlg-»n
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MRS. CASTLE SIGNS.

BROADWAY THEATRES SOUGHT

Upon refusing an

BY RIVAL PICTURE CONCERNS
New York Houses For Anticipated
"Whom The-Gods Would Destroy"

Frantic Efforts to Obtain

"Runs"
:
;

;>

Fail

So

Far.

-(McCauley), "The Unpardonable Sin" (Garson) and
"The Spirit of Lafayette" (Vincent) Premieres.
-

>

W&fZc.admission

via the legitimate playhouse, the sponsors desiring to place
their products

exceeding

on

local

view at prices

50c.

The McCauley Photoplays for several weeks has been seeking for a
Broadway house for its big film production of "Whom the Gods Would
Destroy" (adapted from the McCauley

^:'

story of that title), with indications
pointing Wednesday to the Broadway
its ultimate feoaL
ForVeeks the Harry Garson offices
yia the New York representative, Will-

Theatre being
-

"'

Ssv.v

f-

iam H. Rudolph, have been trying to
get a theatre here for the showing and
anticipated
"run" of the Blanche

w

Sweet

4w

-

k'ft

mm
mm.

feature,

'The

Unpardonable
Sin." This week there was a chance
or two that,, certain houses might be
available between now and Lent, but
nothing definite is known.
This week another big picture hit
town. James Vincent brought in his
completed spectacle, entitled "The
Spirit of Lafayette," running some
7,500 feet in its present form, that was
adapted from the book of James Mott
Hallowell by Searle Dawley. Vincent's
Picture bears the indorsement of the
United States Government Committee
on Public Information (George Creel,
chairman), Vincent having personally
directed the picture,
with Lyman

Broening doing the photography and
John D. Braddock the interior settings.
The cast for "The Spirit of Lafayette"

is a large one, with the more
notable names being Earl Schenck (as
Lafayette), Violet de Biccary, Marion
Barney, Robert Elliott, Paula Shay,
Morgan Thrope, Kittens Reichart,
Arthur Donaldson, W. W. Black, Nellie Slattery, George McQuarrie, Delia
Sawyer, Harry Brahatn, T. J. Murray,
Theodore Babcock, Frederick Trues-

General Pershing (himself), MarFoch (himself), etc.
James P. Sheehan is general man-

dell.

shal

with New
established at 1465 Broad-

ager for the Vincent

York

Offices

film,

way.
""The Spirit of Lafayette"

is being
being a war picture, but
one that opens with the signing of the
armistice Nov. 11 last.

billed as not

The picture had its first presentaSunday at the Pershing, St. Louis,
Manager Louis K. Sidney using it as.
a special feature to commemorate the
reopening of that house, which was

readily solved.
Metro recently entered into a

a feature to $50,000. That isn't so serious as a clause in the agreement which

provides that Nazimova's future pictures shall have a pre-release run in
a legitimate Broadway theatre.
Broadway playhouses are mighty
scarce just now. Awhile ago Metro
offered something like $75,000 a year to
the Shuberts for the Central, at about
the same time Fox is .understood to
have made a bid of $85,000 for the
same house, the Shuberts refusing both
offers, asking $90,000 and not very anxipus to make a deal at t.iat figure.
A report around this week said Nazimova may go with the four-star combination. She has five
to make for Metro.

more

pictures

six

weeks

bert, 325 Ecplipse, 100 Univer), against
5,645 the previous week, and 18,202
metres foreign films (of which 2,140
imported by Agence Cine,. 2,400 by
PathS, 2,400 by Harry, 2,140 by Eclipse,
1,500 by_ Gaumont, 2,050 by Aubert, 1,100
-by Universe,' 1,522 Goitsenhoven, 2,035
Petit), compared with 18,588 the previous week. There is consequently a
steady increase in imports. Business
at the picture halls remains splendid.

from

Mrs. Castle has been specially engaged by Famous Players-Lasky for a
big special production of Robert W.
Chambers' story, "The Firing Line."

HIP OFFERED TO KENDALL.
Messmore Kendall, who has the new

New York, has been offered
the lease of the Cleveland Hippodrome,
now held by Walter Rosenberg, who
Capitol,

SCHENCK'S RECORD CONTRACTS.
Roscoe Arbuckle and Joe Schenck
into a contract with Para-

entered

take possession of it upon the
expiration of the B. F. Keith lease on
the house in 1922.
Mr. Kendall has
given no answer to the proposal.
Rosenberg secured the Hip at $90,000
yearly, $30,000\nore than is now paid
by the Keith people The Keith interests play big-time vaudeville in the
will

mount Monday

that guarantees the fat
film comedian $3,000,000 in three years.
specific arrangement .is for the
Arbuckle pictures to receive $125,000
each upon delivery.
Mr. Schenck left New York last
week, meeting Mr. Arbuckle, who came
on from the Coast, at Kansas City.
Arbuckle then concluded to come on
to New York. He was accompanied by
Lou Anger, who is his personal repre-

The

The biggest year. in profits at
the house under the Keith management
is reported at over $200,000.
theatre.

The announcement by Marcus Loew
he intends to build two theatres

sentative.

that,

Mr. Schenck, who placed Mr, Arbuckle
under a long-term contract a couple of
years ago, also has the business direction of Norma Talmadge.
Miss Talmadge is under contract to place her
pictures with the First National after

Cleveland dispels the report Mr.
considering taking over the

in

new
arrangement with Nazimova, who is
now its most important star, by which
they increase her payment of $30,000

for

were released (2,105 by Sutto, 1,073
Gaumont, 700 Pathe, 750 Harry, 150 Au-

vaudeville.

tion

formerly the Park. Sheehan promised
Sidney the picture and to make good
his word permitted him to use a sample
negative so thai Sidney could open
with the Lafayette feature.
The success of "The Better 'Ole" at
the Strand this week augured so well
for its drawing power that arrangements may result in it playing a Broadway theatre for a longer run.
If the present spurt of prosperity in
legitimate theatricals continues in the
metropolis, Metro will be confronted
by a problem that wilt not be very

For the first week of the present
year the quantity of films released in
Paris was 5,995 metres of home production and 14,584 metres of foreign.
During the second week of January
there was a slight increase in the foreign supply, reaching 14,898 metres,
compared with 5,795 metres of French
manufacture. For the last week on
January 5,205 metres of French films

ears.

weekly

Loew was
Hip.

Bushman, Bayne and

Vita.

It was reported early this week that
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne, who were understood to be under a long-term contract to Vitagraph
at a salary of $2,000 a week, had retired from that concern last Saturday,,
at the conclusion of a feature in which
they had been appearing.
,

Nov.

said

was reported early this week that
G. M. Anderson, L. Lawrence Weber
and F. Ray Comstock had taken a lease
of the Central, New York, the Shubcrt house at Broadway and 47th
street.
The Shuberts spme time ago
were reported asking $90,000 rental for
the theatre.

to

more

represent

aggregate

money in a stated time than any picture agreement between distributors
and stars that has yet been -issued in
the film business.

Proposes Film Club.
Lee A. Ochs has called a meeting
today (Friday) of representative
film men, both business and in the artistic field, to assemble at his offices in
the Mecca Building, with the idea of
for

organizing a representative film club.
He is anxious to secure the views of all

who

It

1.

The two contracts now held by Mr.
Schenck for his respective stars are

Bushman and Bayne had been under

contract to Metro for a number of
years up to last fall and when their
Metro agreement expired it was not
renewed.
Shortly
afterward they
signed with Vitagraph and it was believed the new arrangement extended
over a long period.
».

Public Health Has Second Film.
The Public Health Film Corporation,

CENTRAL CHANGES HANDS?

which held

A
to

public

End of the Road," in Syracuse last
week, and brought down upon them a
stcrm of disapproval from the local
officials, has still another feature along

similar lines; originally called "Fit to
Win" and now called "Fit to Fight."
T b<y. propose sta te-righting them.
.

attend.
film ball at the

be held April

Hotel Commodore,
another step in

11, is

that direction.

showing of
the Government propaganda film, "The
its first

Buys Rights of Recent Booh.
Famous Players-Lasky has purchased
the screen rights
'

to.

Gertrude Ather-

"The Avalanche." It will
be employed by Artcraft as a vehicle
for Elsie Ferguson. The book has only
recently been published
ton's novel
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Paris. Feb. 10.

Mrs. Castle refused $1,500 a week to
appear in a restaurant, saying she did
not care to dance, nor would she dance
in a theatre. If accepted as a turn for
vaudeville Mrs. Castle intended singing with an accompanist. She wanted
$3,000

Never before in the making of big
film spectacles and features has there
been such a need for New York houses.
Tis said that there are about half a
dozen big pictures begging Broadway

FOREIGN FILMS IN PARIS.

from
big-time vaudeville to "double" at two
New York houses for a return week,
Mrs. Vernon Castle signed a contract
to make eight feature pictures for the
Famous Players-Lasky within two
offer of $4,000
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VARIETY
BROADWAY
,PUT

SHARP

^NATURAL

ARTISTS. ATTENTION!

PAUL and

.^BRIEFS

to meet tho people who bar*
the second greatest Institution

Would you Ilk©
mads tits roorlcs

MAE

8aw Larry Rlcll?
and a host of pretty
.tide at the Princeton Hold the other evenInn.
Shanlcy and rural**
pleaso note.
Ssn Franclsco papers please cony.

In the worldf

/iSjnKis return to

Would you like to meet D, W. GRIP*
F1TH. THOS. INCE, MACK BENNETT.
MARY PICRFORD. DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS. CHARLIE CHAPLIN. WM. HART

N.Y.

"FRANK PARISH

has immediately resumed
hfe vocal studies at the
Metropolitan Opera House

UFE ISA PROCESS.m

and hundreds of other fsmons stars?

DEVELOP!

well, hero's your clutneo:

When pl&ylfiVLos Angeles, stop at the CONTINENTAL HOTEL and ask FURN. HE KNOWS.

Week (Feb. 24), Orpheum,
Calgary, Can.

This

llo mil do tho reet— anything to oblleo his guest*.
Tho answer Is: If you don't T.rito lilm, you tisre
to sleep In too dressing-room. Tata your choice.

land" will bo free by next
Saturday night
Oot to

HABKINS

mTbia^

Next Week (March 3), Orpheum, Vancouver, B. C.
Ttll

2d Brief:
Thousands of delist*
ALMOST chawed bands
when Henry Diion started
to anruo and bet.
IT
Henry has his war. "Ire-

,

MENT- TR0GRBS5 IS ETERNAL

4—Orphean,

Week of March
Direction,

hand

it to

"HANK." he

can make mora noise than
I can.

OSWALD

Denver

NORMAN JEFFER1ES

Was* (Feb. 21)— Poll'i, New Haven and Hertford
(March 3)-K«l«T» Colonial. New YorH
Week P~

Brief:

1st

Woodslde,

L.

•

;{'
I.

I

Next

APPLE SAUCE

I

Chris.— Listen, grapefruit, lota of speed and "pep."
Cut out t ho hokum. There are many agents out front
also smart guy of VABIETI la gonna "write down"

FRED DUPREZ

EDWARD

Still

London. Now
month.

atre,

in its ninth

Representatives

MARSHALL

American:
1193

Broadway

The Mormona

.

Utah In

settled In

Brigham Young wsuv the

Eoropear.:

W.C

WISE CRACKS

fellow.
Prof. Jacobi is working on a waterproof
set of ears for the coining watermelon

season.

There is no remedy for the epidemic of
Broadway pastry restaurants. They break
out like a rash.
>

By this time you can tell whether your
Christmas Jewelry Is or not.
So far the phonograph companies have
records of Joe Jackson.

IN

&

Fell

This

.

"

Week

all
=

Direction,

(Feb. 24):

New

X

1710 Clybourh Are.
Chicago. III.

BURCH

means Anything!
SPORT IN THE ALPS
7—"Nice Feople"-7
Loew Circuit.
Direction, HARK LEVY.

BOOKED SOUP
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
TRIXIE

MONTRAN
Two

FLO

Direction, H.

- BERT
BART

If

Girls with a Single

eHUCH

New

Dancing. Singing and Instrumental Act

Featuring BLANCHE ALFRED, Jr.
In her original DANCING 8AXOPH0NE SPECIALTY
Direction.

HARRY 8BEA

BRESSLER
To ENTERTAIN YOU

(SUCCESS)

EDA ANN LUKE
Management A. H.

DU BOIS

WOODS

—"Parlor,

Bedroom and Bath"

Pauline Saxon

and MILLER

SAYB

"SQUIRREL FOOD"

,

HAYMAN & CANTOR

little
Eljr

of

>,

»

I

I'm studying the human race

To

find
about.

How

what ws at*

queer to think

to dlo
I
out.

Before

find

3ttxp

Sirrrtioit,

©'Ural

k

Huat g

I'll

all

hies

the answer

JBlrttj"

Bias's! Ctttlr fttagrr

Jn HanorotUr

<

¥
.

Direction,

*

"A mat
TRIO
*

Thoogbti

(SUCCESS)

BLANCHE ALFRED
In

and

Playing Florence Moore role

"Waiting for Her"

HAPPEN"

CYCLIST

BUNNY

It

In

"WHERE THINGS

WORLD'S FAMOUS

AND

like

York

EL

In

HARADA

BILLY

N

BOOKED SOLID

Circuit.

•

,

r4,THW:efi»VB»IIHHfl»«, T

HOLDING HANDS

STORM—BRENNER
SMALLEY—HENDRICKS

BRENDEL

...

;":..

wife
is

Topnotchers of Song and Funland

SCOTT

.

Salary Slashes

FOUR

my!

GEORGE

»

LEVY.

(SUCCESS)

SAMUEL BAERWIT2

concluded a tour
of the Oroheum

MARK

.

the

"~-\

VICTORIA

ONLY A HALF HUNDRED

Juit

>.

Mil* Magnetism-

Moss Time.

DONNA

INCHES OF MELODY-

MOORE

,i

Friar.

With a Manicurist!
-

book us both
while.

MA

BUT— Oh,

Elk!

y

ARTHUR HOBWITZ

Audience Actor

Morris

SELLS
Direction,

"]:

make me a

will

it

"Little

'.

,

.

STAN
STANLEY
Alhambra,

50

':'-'
.

A Route
Abundantly Sprinkled

and FIELDS
ROSE & CURTIS

L

I greatly admire;

make me an

not

CORRINE TILTON

Pep, Ginger and Jazz

FENTON

S E

But

TOSEL

(?)

Don't judge a Pullman conductor by the
name on the car. He may be a regular

Nurses,

may

Boys, /

ARSCEOLA

Direction,

made no

A position
It

AND

Ingenlono Athletes

were a couple of Western rubes when they
landed In New York and gare the tall
buildings the O. 0. Yet they handed Mios
VAUDEVILLE DE LUXE a pippin of an
act which she has kept ever since?"

THE

a job as Chef at

Childs,

SMITH

GABBERTS

Wizard of the Harp

Bryant 8950

I've applied for

THE

:

CORNALLA

and

..:.

Care of Daw's, 17 Green St.
Charing Cross Rd, London, W.C

old pal. you do the business for

ace,

KNAPP

LEONARD

GoT«rnor.

America's

Carl*.—'Smattcr. Boh;

2

1817.

first Territorial

-

the act

JULIAN WYLIE
6, Lisle St
London,

Stage Manager.— We don't allow any artist* to
stand in the first entrance.
Bob.—Where do you get that email time chirp f
Stage Manager slams Bob In the law.)
Bob.—Stage Manager -hit me In the jew.
Chris.— If he hit you why don't you hit him hack!

Bab.—You

New York

>&

LAROCCA

over.

.

SAM BAERWITZ

Chalkologist

ROXY

the show.
Bob. Leave it to me.
There goes oar entrance
music Let's bo. (12 minutes later.)
Bob.—See. I told you to. Eight bows, hot dog.
I'U/rush downstairs and take off the make-up and
come up on the stage to see bow the sou are going

—

going strong

In "Soldier Boy'-'
at the Apollo The-

SYNCO
MARIMBA MAR VBL
MASTER OF SYNCOPATION

~
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VAlMtfTY.
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He Went and Did

fe.

Again

It
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HALL

;

But best of

"Fid dler s Three" Scores
Sound Success at
Olympic. Hal Skel-

.Hal Skelley.

'

all, I
I

'

—

ASHTON STEVENS

.

liked the old-fashioned eccentric dancing of

like that better than

William Gary Duncan's

decorous words or Alexander Johnstone's tuneful and un-jazzy
music. I liked it even better than the full- throated prima dorfha

'

from Antwerp. Mr. Skelley 's dancing was grotesque pantomime,
a wheeling, reeling jamboree of tight pants and coat too short
for him; a ridiculous and, delightful souvenir of the old "farce
comedy" nights when the comedian of the show wis not only
comical but graceful when dancers danced and dancing was
.not learned overnight in a cabaret. He's a good comedian, too,
of the ancient and honorable school of flip. And the audience
adored him before be bad started; -.

New-Comer,
Mates Indi-

ley,

viduaiHit

—

,

The work of introduction proceeds, and we
reach Mr. Skelley. I opine you know him not.
He must be rated among the Joys of the
season. He Is an original comlque, trained In
the swift field of the Varieties. Velocity of
speech and lightness and singularity of
movement makes him a rare entertainer.

He

a tow comedian with a highbrow

Is

slant,

a fellow of infinite Jest and a great eccentric
dancer, but he la as well dressed and nearly
as handsome as T. Roy Barnes, so the
romantic incidents of comic operetta are not
beyond his range. He acts an American
peddler of patent egg-beaters with nmuslng
earnestness, and If you are not pleased with
him you bad better see a doctor. The suc-

—
:'

..-.-

•-*»£

cess of Mr. Skelley

.',

SBEPPARD BUTLER
Ofc

what is known
doubt if any show

amounts

A.

CHICAGO DAILY TRIBUNE

:

to

in the' trade as a riot; I
be otherwise than good with, bun in
It.
The- performance -was hailed with glee
last night, and the show should cheer up the
corner of Randolph and Clark streets for
a protracted term.'

t

could

suspects the

general

\ '{
tenor, of v

have seemed a trifle placid
Sot been for the last act. Here,

hi ngsvmight

had

it

just before tho lovers are united,

some

one seems to have felt the. need of a
bit of romp; So- the best Um of the
score, a fetching melody called "For
Love" is turned over to Hal Skelley
and Louise Groody, a pair of capable
entertainers; who come to life most
amazingly, dance idl over ..the stage and
kick the erstwhile decorum of the proi

;•

.

m

DAILY NEW^
:;:::;....--'• JUHY

LESLIE

•

'.

ceedings salubriously into the discard.

The number

"Fiddlers Three"
Romped in Laughing
Music at the
Olympic Theatre
Last Night, and a

:

is is easily the

high spot of the entertainment. We
could n'F get enough of it. Mr. Skelley,
in the role of a brash young peddler of

with
py:

hasn't anything at" all to

do with the play, but

egg beaters, wins favor by pulling
wheezes of the dependable sort and getting away with it..

Crowded House
Greeted It with
Cheers
ENTERTAINER MAKES

'!•'•'

CHICAGO EVENING POST

SIGNAL HIT

br

Hal Skelley, wlio Is the big comedy bit,
created a furor. A great comedy riot was
Hal, "a long, lean, disconnected gentleman,"
who took the house by storm. He dances
better than anybody since Harry Hunter

and Joe Harris made pantomime acrobatic
triumphant.
Ho has a happy,
kind of rattling comedy
great fun, and effervescence and
Immense cleverness In grotesque dancing

dancing
robust,

which

made

original

Is

the biggest kind

of

success.

Nobody

bothered to remember whether he sang or
It would have been too much to expect
young comedian, Including acts, so
extremely well,

not.

of a

CHARLES COLLINS

JACK LAm VARIETY

thing in eccentric comedians. A spirited
Tvag named Hal Skelley, who can be the perfect "nut"
without becoming fatiguing, who is also a demon in

Hal Skelley, a delicious funster, with
gangly legs that swish through the air like

A new

When

with Louise "Groody
for song and quaint dapcing. A number ensues which
is memorable among frolics, and the encores are only
daffy dances.

limited

by

he pairs

off

their physical endurance.

an expert fencer's foils, la fhe comedy rdllef
of "Fiddlers Three"—and what a relief he
1st
Ele is typically native, topically of today,
and an established comedian before bo lets
loose bis real forte, that dancing, at which he
makes most of the men who have made
reputations In what Is known as "eccentric
dancing" look like silly cripples*
>'

;

NOW IN CHICAGO
JOHN CORT'S "FIDDLERS THREE" OLYMPIC THEATRE
~i
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$3,000,000

There
.

Chicago

theatres

the

that

indicates

break ground on twin
by side, on Dearborn
street,' running .south '200 feet on the
east walk from Lake. The houses will
thus' virtually back :in(to the side' walU
Statelake, and will be
'.of- the new
firm, will shortly

Estimates Made in Los Angeles include. 17 Principal Star
Players and Directors, 40 Minor Directors and 60 Minor
Stars. Pickford, Fairbanks, Chaplin and Clark
v
Highest Assessed. Hart, Griffith, 'Ince and
Farrar Next. Some Picture People
Only Make $100,000 Yearly.
^
<

chouses,

lbs Angeles, March 5.
Approximately $3,200,000 income tax
will be paid by Los Angeles picture
./;.'.•

stars

-

,and

'directors,

according

to

compiled here.

figures,

Bill

The (estimate was made on figures
showing the approximate income for
"!•:'

%4b£ la^ year
:

of the 17 principal stars
minor directors and

•y-,\i-iv,!*^1tors', 40
•. s ,"..,.,u^.-jtars,^

cat-a-corrier across the street from
the. side wall of the Woods, forming
a central wedge in what is destined to

and directors was placed in the
neighborhood of $7,358,000. This list

stars

includes Theda Bara, Mary Pickford,
Bill Hart, Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie
Chaplin, D.W; Griffith, .Thomas Ince,
Roscoe Arbuckle,- Anita
Stewart, .lj&rTie';:Wllliains, Clara Kimball Ybungi Geraldine Farrar, Marguerite Clark, Nazi mo va and Kitty
Cecil' De Mille,
'"

.

Gordon.
•

4

'.'-,;

.

.

The figures are only estimates and
may vary with the final results; but,
what

as some one said,
a few hundred thousand dollars when you are
*
speaking of pictures?
is

'

•,.

The

•

Hart, D.

The

list

W.

of

Griffith,

leading stars arid directors,
whose incqjnes totaled approximately
$7,358,000, will pay a totaled income
tax of $1,850,000. The total amount
taxable, the sum remaining after personal exemptions and business deductions Had been granted, .was estimated
17

incomes

De

$100,000 and more include Cecil
Anile, Roscoe Arbuckle, Clara Kim-

^..
Youii£ and Nazimova.
of those included in
on which the estimates were
will pay their income tax in
Los Angeles.

The majority

the

list

made

!

TABERNACLE A THEATRE,

Newport News, Va., March 5.
The problem 'of 'what "to do with the
large barren structures that were left
in the wake of a Billy Sunday sojournfwas solved here last week when
it
was decided to reconstruct the
local "tabernacle" into & theatre. The
theatre

is

Newport

to Camp Stuart made a theatre
of large capacity a necessity, men
from that camp being here at times in
great number.
Another new cantonment theatre
will be built at Camp Halabird, near
Baltimore. Urgent requests for shows
tp be sent there by the Entertainment
Committee of the Commission on
Training Camp Activities resulted in
that action.

round figures. The net taxable amount
was placed at $1,200,000, and the tax

While several new theatres are to

to be paje at $620,000.

Mary^' Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks,
CharlieJChaplin and Marguerite Clark
will probably pay the largest individual taxes as their incomes were.

office

News

':'

be supplied to camps, three Liberty
theatres are closing, at Camps Hanand Wadsworth,
cock,
McClellan
where there avc^ew men other than

camp guards

at present.

A

Justice,

'
.

%

''

'
.
'

;

second case was that of a promproducer-manager .jtrtib Was
brought before a Federal Grand Jury,
inent

but that body failed to indict, as ones
of the witnesses who was^I tb_.Jl4V.e_;.
clinched the Government's case could
not be found.
He was. the colored
porter on a train between New York
and New England points: In this par-?*
ticular case the manager in addition
to having been charged under:. the
Marin Act was also facing legal comSlications on a charge of seduction, it
eing alleged his traveling companion
on the trip was under legal age.
.

.

structure,

,i-;?

WORLD'S BIGGEST GRAND STAND.
New York managers are preparing

both
called the

encompassing

playhouses, and may be
George M. Cohan Building.
Harry J. Ridings, now manager of
Cohan's Grand opera house, will be
general manager for Chicago, moving
:

his headquarters to the

new

,

for an unexpected holiday this month,

"Victory Day," which will fall sometime during the week of March 24,.

The actual date -was not set up
Wednesday because the exact date

building,

which should be ready by Labor Day
labor conditions permit.

if

BIG TERMS FOR PHILLY.
The engagement of "Going Up" at
the Forrest, Philadelphia, is said to
have brought about a Contract for
record terms for an attraction visiting
that house.
In a discussion of the earnings of
the show for last week it was shown
that by playing to $19,000 the attraction made a profit of $8,000 and that
the show was getting 70-30 up 'to the

'

.

first $10,000.

During the ran of the piece

at the

Liberty in New York there was also
an unusual contract for the house and
show. The attraction received 65-35
of the first $10,000 and 60 per cent, on
over.
The general trend of contract terms
of late indicate the producing manager
<
is getting the best of it.
all

to
of

France of the 27th and.
77th Divisions had not become known.
These divisions include many New
York men who will be quartered at
^New Jersey and New York camps.
During the week. a great parade wilt
take place, that day to be known at
arrival fro in

,

No local announcements have yet
been published.

for this port, which is one of thelargest points of debarkation for both

branches of the service.
The close proximity of

;

i

.

to be used for soldier en-

tertainment and will be thoroughly
equipped to receive attractions by Order of the -War Department.
The jilari followed the request of
Genera! Ferguson, executive officer

It is understood that the nrm has
procured the corner lease and is on
the verge of signing for the adjoin-:
ing property. The whole parcel is now
cohered by, the, Northwestern Univerdowntown branch, and was
sity;
formerly the.old Tremont Hotel.
The Longacre Construction Company, which built the Woods and the
Statelake. will in all likelihood construct the new houses, with George
Thomas, who put up the two great
It is not
buildings, in local charge.
yet known what will be above the
theatres, but it will likely be a big

Department of

.

were

at $3,500,000.
The total income of 40 directors
employed in. Los Angeles picture
studios* was placed at $1,660,000. The
business deductions were estimated as
smaller in this case, and the net taxable amount was given as $1*588,000.
Figuring on this basis it is estimated
the 40 directors will pay a total of
$820,000 income tax.
The total income of 60 minor stars
was' estimated at around $1,500,000 in
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Thomas Ince

those whose

more than annoyance..
Last week a well known' composer
was the object of the attentions of the
Government officials on a train between here and Washington because
he Was traveling in company with one
of the members of the chorus of a
musical" attraction for which he had
furnished the score. The composer's
wife is said to have been responsible
for the tip-off to the agents of the

become the new.Chicago rialto.
The houses will be duplicates except
that one will "have'-"a" corner entrance.
They will be called the Cohan and the
Harris, and will seat 1,500 each.

and Geraldine Farrar.

recently ovsr

stir;
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""Trielotal income of the 17 leading

'

estimated at in excess of $500,000 for
the past year.
Tholse placed in the -class of having
an .income of $200,000 and more were

been a
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lias

the enforcement of the. Mann (White
Slave) Act 'which has caused several
members_ of the theatrical profession
'

side

.

'

ENFORCING MANN ACT.

'

5.

.A "leak"^ through the secrecy about
the. Cohan & Harri«Lplans for two new

'
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AMOUNTS TO OVER
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COHAN

PICTURE STARS' INCOME TAX

_
New

Entered as second class matt or

MARCH

>
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"Victory Day."
For the occasion the world's greatest grandstand, has beeen set up on
the Central park side of Fifth avenue,
extending from 59th to 110th street.
It is figured that the city will again
be jammed with Visitors and while
matinees may not be large, over-capacity is looked for the night.
Most of the theatres are ordering
an extra set of tickets with the date
left blank and on "Victory Day* Saturday evening prices will apply for the
night performances.
The extra holiday is counted on, on
the same proportions attendant the
two November peace days and will be
one more boom for Broadway's extraordinary season.
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